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658

Con-States, Agricultural

(Editorial)

51, 111, 175, 236, 303,

363, 431, 488. 619, 684

Filing Cabinet, Laboratory *«»

Fillers, Method of Determination
^^^

Filter Papers

Rubber Tube, Water

G
Tire. •21

•17

653
•84

25

Gage, Duco Pneumatic

Safety Pressure

Gammeter's Vulcanizing Press

Garter, "E. Z." With Wide Elastic

Round Elastic With Clasps '590

Gas Tight End for Tubing •• »5

Gasoline and How to Use It... (Book Review) 2,5

"Gasolines, Physical and Chemical Properties

f.,
(Book Review) 400

Gauthier, Pfter, Death of • •
• ;

^32

"German-English Dictionary for Chenmsts

(Book Rerifw) 46!
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German (trrnis tii l'Iaslcr» 644

raltrnt^ an<l the War (tditoritil) 506

Germany. (_tuin\liuc Marnialudc in. .(.Editorial) 440

Rubber Trade In Nl. 166. *557, 547

Electricians, Molding *39J

Gloves, Rubber for X-Ray Operations 76

Goggles for l-'aclory L'sc* 197

••Fyber Weld" for Welders '725

Golf Hall Corc>. Machine for Winding *524

Club. Balanced Whip '273

Goodrtch Blanket and Apron, Rubber *19

Touring Bureau Indicates Strategic Roads. 644

Goodyear, Connecticut {Editorial) 568

Nelson, Death of iPortrait) 531

Gould, II. A.. Death of 210

Samuel 465

Government Control, All Exports Under 571

Orders, Manufacturers facilitate 571

Gravitometer for Liquids *520

Great Britain Rubber Statistics. .57, 181, 243,

306. 370. 434. 500. 561. 622. 688, 754

Rubber Trade In 40. '101. 165. 226. 291.

356. 417. *478. "545. '609. 675. 741

Green Manure:* and Manuring in The Tropics.

(Book Review) 80

Grieb, H- Norman. Death of 730

Grinder, Motor-Driven Test-Piece *268

Pioneer Dustless *77

Guayule Cultivation in the United States *133

In the Southwest {Editorial) 126

Industry Resumed, Madero *616

Guiana, British 46

British. Plantation Rubber in 552

Dutch, FiKhtinK the Leaf Disease in 297

Dutch. Plantation Rubber in 612

Dutch, The Balata Industry in 230

Gumshoe Marmalade in Germany. . (£Ji7orioO 440

H
Hairbrusb, Hughes "Ideal Waterproof" *147

HairParter, Vulcanized Rubber *724

Hand Holds tor Reins, Non-Slide -So

Signal. "Safely First" '146

Hat Sweat Band With Rubber Disks '19

Heating Apparatus for Extractors *130

HEEL.S AND Soles—
All-Weather Treads in Soles "203

Fiber Sole With Molded Lift *396

Heel, Kangaroo Reversible '458

NonSkid Rubber and Fiber Sole '460

Pneumatic Cushion *396

Protector, Johnson's *146

Rubber Cushion as an Arch Support *458

Rubber Willi Replaceable Plugs *459

"U-PIIT-ON" Rubber '655

Heels and Sules, Rubber, Do They Protect

Artillerymen? i,Corrcspondence) 597

Or Soles, Process of Making from Tire

Scrap '654

Rubber, at The Shoe Finders' Convention 647

Sole Cramp, Composition, Moment Adjust-

able MSS
Sole "Dickbalata" "527

"Rinex" "18

"Tenak" 397

Hevea, Bark Rot of, in Burma 105

Seeds, Oil Expelling Machine for "522

The Biggest of all "209

The Largest {Correspotidence}*\S2

Heveas, Forty Million in the Philippines.

(Editorial) 629

Hides, Machine fur Unhairing "330

Hoff, Louis, Death of 339

Holiday Greetings 208

Holland Rubber Inijicirts 690

Rubber Trade 479

Holroyd, Alexander O., Death of 465

Horse Collar, Pneumatic "526

Horseshoe Game, Rubber, "Pitch Em" *84

Hose, Air "Resistoil" "84

Cabinet, Fire, Improved "460

"Goodall Semi-Mclallic" 'U?

538, 602, 667, 734

(Book Review) 275

Rubl>er, for L'se on .-\irplancs 520

\'ulcanizing Machine "269

Wrapping Machine, Cobbs' 201

Wrapping Machine, McGcouch's "332

Mot Water and Ice Bag, Combination ".Ml-

inone" "204

.\pparatus, Continuous *12

Hotchkiss, F. I)., Death of 210

II. Stuart ...(Portrait and Sketch) "213, "533

Housing of Employes. The (Editorial) 316

How to Build L'p Furnace Efficiency.

(Book Review) 657

"Hydro" Suit, .\II-Rubber "397

Ice Bag and Combination Ilut \\'ater, "All-
,

inone" "204

Improved Aural *655

Bags, Rouden *I47

Import Duties, Foreign on Boots and Shoes.. 139

Duties, Foreign on Rubber Tires 140

Incorporations, New... 28, 94, 160, 219, 282,

347, 408, 471,

India Rubber Year Book, 191

7

In War "634

Not Ob.solete (Editorial) 506

Penalty Duty on (Editorial) 64
Indicator for Mills, Roll Adjustment *201

Tire Pressure *17

Indispensability of Rubber in Warfare 441

Indo-China, French, Rubber Prospects in.

(Editorial) 1

"Industrial .Accident Prevention."

(Book Rezriew) 80
Chemistry, Elements o(. . . .(Book Review) 206
Commission, 1915, .Annual Report of the

(Book Review) 462

Industrials, Unified Accounting Methods for

(Book Review) 461

Industry, President's Call to 442
Infant's Dressing Table With Rubber-Tired
Wheels '527

Ink Well, Lewis Double Bail-Bearing "591

Inner Tube Rag Wrapping Machine 201
Rolling Machine *15

Inner Tubes, Leak .Alarm for 17

Made on Glass Poles and Water Cured *199

Inspection Machine, Fabric "393

Instrument for Measuring Waterijroofing Effect

on Fabrics "266

Insulated Wire and Cable Manufacturers Fa-

cilitate Government Orders 571

Wire Testing Laboratory "39

Interesting Letters from Our Readers. . .24,

82, 90, 151, 209, 277, 341, 404, 463, 532,

597,*659, 729
Irrigation, Long-Staple .American Cotton by.*319
It Is the I^ng Run That Tells (Editorial) 567
Italian Aircraft in the War *51I
Italy, Rubber Statistics. .. 58, 119, 182, 242,

311, 433, 499, 562, 622, 754

J

"J.iarbnek \'an Nederlandsch Indie, 1916"

(Book Review) 728
Japan. Rubber Trade in... 168, 229, 292, 419,

432, 481
Japanese Rubber Toy "526

Jar Rings. .Manufacture of "382

Java and .Madura, E.xport Statistics Ill

.And Malaya, Situation in 422
Rubber Statistics 489, 619, 684,751

Jelutong or Pontianak Is Crude Rubber and
Duty Free 713

Joint, Barco Flexible "199
Rostern Packless Swing "521

Rubber Insulation Committee, Report of.... 71

Judicial Decisions. . .23, 82, 152. 215, 278, 340,

399, 463, 516. 597, 661, 714

K
Kaufman, M., Death of 89

Kelp Might Provide a Rubber Plastic ^443

Kiln, Hunter Dry •393

Kingsbachcr, Alvan, Automobile Tire Fabrics. *70I

Klingerit Steam Packing, Composition of 385

Steam PnckiuK. Manufacture of '322

Substitutes in Eng\and. .. (Correspondence) 404

Type Compressed Asbestos Sheet Packing. . 204

Knife for Tapping and Latex Spout "482

Castilloa {Correspondence) 209

Labor Troubles in Russia

Laboratory Apparatus. . .*12, •132, 197, *266,

•327, "389, M53, •519. '582, 650, *

Insulated Wire Testing

Lamp Changer Witli Rubber Fingers

Combination Dash and Trouble '

Lampard, C. A., Death of {Portrait)

Latex Spout and Tapping Knife, Novel *

Lathes, Garvin Hard Rubber ;.

Latin America, Commercial Travelers in.

{Book Review)

Viewpoint, A {Editorial)

Death of

(Book Review)

Dutch Guiana

Latin-American

Law, James A
Law of Patents for Designs

Leaf Disease, Kighting the.

Leak .Alarm for Inner Tubes

Leather in Belting, Rubber Replacing

Leigh, Richard A (Portrait and Sketch)

Les Cholcsterols Au Point De Vue Scientifique

Et Industriel {Book Review)

Letters from Our Readers.

(See Correspondence)

Lewman, Harry L., Death of

Life Preserver for Adult and Child *

Preserver Flashlight Attachment '

Piescrving Outfit '

Saving Belt, Pineau's Cape Cod Pneumatic'

Lineal Measure Productimeter

Linemen's Shoe, Marshall's *

Litharge, Function of, in N'ulcanization,

(Book Review)

Locke, James L., Death of

Long-Staple American Cotton by Irrigation..'

Cotton in 1915-1916

Lung Motor With Oxygen Generator *

Lyman, F. R., Death of

675

717
•39

•84

'273

89

'482

•13

461

2

532

657

297

17

555

346

529

730

'336

460

335
272

586

273

149

35

319

321

528

278

M
Maherry, Henry 'N ... {Portrait and Sketch) 736

Machinery Patents. . .•U, 145, 201, 202, 270,

•271, 333, 394, 456, *654. 723

Machines, Mill Appliances and Devices—
Adhesive Coatings, Preparing and Apply-

ing *525

Asbestos Sheet Packing, Machine for Mak-
ing '521

Autocall Signal System •586

Autographic Testing Machine, Scott '198

Automatic Strength and Elasticity Tester.. '329

Bathing Cap Machine, Squires *198

Read Press, Seven-Platen '455

Bias Cutter, Bolton Vertical *721

Take-Up. Stevens' '200

Braider, The New Era *455

Brushes. Hand and Power, for Rubber

Wiorkers *267

Carbureter, Pruden Powdered Coal '721

Carton Erecting and Filling Machine, Wills,^392

Caustic Soda Dissolver, Lummus '199

Cement Can, Convenient *14

Tube I-'illing and Closing Machine *587

Chains, French Type for Dual Solid Tires 80

Chronograph, Master *14

Cloth Cutter, Eastman Electric "142

Clutch Installation, Magnetic '329

•Combustion Stove for Smoking Rubber

Sheet '77
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Cord Tire Fabric, Making *395

Coupling, Daft Flexible *652

Double Cone \^ise *65

1

Fawcus Flexible "198

Grundy Flexible Insulated '329

Couplings and Throttle \'alves. High Pres-

sure *77

Crinkled Rubber, Method of Making *16

Cutting Machine '454

Dipped Goods, Removing *456

Dipping Machine. Schirni's *44S
Drive, Motor-Driven \'ariable Speed "330

Driving Clutch for Mill Rolls "524

Dryers, "Hurricane" Fireproof Automatic. * 142

Dust Grinder, Sturtevant *143

Grinding Machine, Rubber *144

Elastic Fabric and Process for its Manu-
facture *202

Electrical Pump Unit *392

Electrician's Gloves. Molding "523

Eliminating Porosity in Rubber Soles 145

Fabric Band Stretching and Coating Ma-
chine *722

Inspection Machine "393

Fabrics, Double Texture, Method of Making *79

Footwear Rolling Machine '393
Rolling Machine. Rubber *589

Fountain Pen Barrels, Molding " 271

Golf Ball Cores, Machine for Winding. ... •524

Grinder, Motor-Driven Test -Piece *268

Pioneer Dustless *77

Hides. Machine for Unhairing *330
Hose Wrapping Machine 201

Wrapping Macliine *332
Indicator for .Mills. Roll Adjustment '201

Inner Tube .Making Machine *270
Rag Wrapping Machine 201

Rolling Machine •15

Inner Tubes, Making and Curing on Glass
Poles *199

Internal Tire Pump *202

Joint, Barco Flexible *199

Rostern Packless Suing •521

Kiln, Hunter Dry ^393

Lathes, Garvin Hard Rubber »i3
Machine for Making Hollow Rubber -\r-

ticles •722
For Stamping Numbers on Metal *651

Masticator, Banbury *144

Mixer, Banljury .\utomatic *720

Banbury Automatic Enclosed "SSS
Mixing Mill, Automatic •456
Mold Press \'ulcanizer. Dead Weight '722

Molding Machine for Hollow Rubber Ar-
ticles *270

Molds. Rubber, New .Mloy for 455
Stamped Metal Rubber •SS?

Neutralizer, Chapman "391

Oil Expelling Machine for Hevea Seeds... '522

Packing. Semi-Metallic 395
Pattern Room, Rubber Shoe *13

Press, Gray's A'ulcanizing *332

Pressure Cure Apparatus for Exhausting
Interior of Rubber Articles *78

Cure Vulcanizing Apparatus, Gammeter's. *78

Productimeter, Lineal Measure "586

Ratchet Wrench and Roll Adjusting Screws *78

Reclaiming .\pparatus for 17

I'oth Rubber and Fabric, French Process. "333

Rubber from Leather Treads 456
Reducing \'alve or Pressure Regulator,

Fisher ^393

Rubber Sole Vulcanizing and Embossing
.Apparatus "722

Solution Machine and -\sbestos Composition
Mixer ^454

.Saf--ty '^iuard for Washers and Mills "270
Screen, Newaygo Mechanical "330

Sectional Rim , , . 202
Separator, Dings Magnetic "521

Sewing Machine. Portable Foot-Power •144

Shelving, Sectional Steel "652

Soda Dissolver. .\utomatic Caustic '454

Sole Cramp, Moment .Adjustable •455

Solvent Recovery Apparatus, Baker "394

Steam Dryer. Wolf Vacuum *330
Separator, Stratton •721

Trap, Acquires Bucket-Type *200
Turbine and Alternator Unit, .\llis-ChaI-

niers «586
Rubber Mill •267

Stitcher, Griffith Mechanical "332

Stock Cutting Machine •586
Storage Battery Jar Molding Machine "201

Jars, Machine for Making "200

Strainer Head, Mechanically Operated "15

Straining .Machine, Three-Way Delivery
Head •267

Temperature Regulators, Powers' ^652

Testing .Machine, Single Strand *142

Tire, .\rcher Cord '."271

Building Machine, Kremer '394
Building Machine, Pneumatic "144
Building Machine With Fabric Stretching

Disks *]S
Carcasses, Applying Tread Covers to "457

Core, Self-Contained Internal Pressure. . ."332

Core With Non-Metallic Annular Pads "332

Fabric ami Loom, Langer "588
Construction, Novel *333

Fabric. Methods of Making 525
Frencli Cushion "525

l-"rencli Puncture-Proof *395

French Studded *145

Miller Cord "271

-Mold and Core Cleaning Machine "268
Pump, Portable Electric '143

Racks, Carll Steel "523

Scrap, Process of Making Heels or Soles

From 654
Throop Pneumatic Cushion "395

Tread Cementing Machine 20

Vulcanizing Mold, Internal Pressure "331

Vulcanizing Mold, Self-Contained *652

Wrapping Machine, T. & W •391

Tires, Cord, Anchorage for Cords of "589

Toy Balloon Valve *79

Tractor, Mercury "588

Trailer, Twin Bed "591

Trap, .Anderson Float-Type Steam ^268

Trimmer, Holmes Overflow "720

Trimming Machine, Overflow ^269

Tungar Rectifier for Garages "392

Two-Roll Plantation Washer, Dutch Type. "77

Valves, Acid Proof "651

Vulcanizer Door, Southwark Quick Open-

ing "720

French Portable Rejjair "16

Horizontal Press *269

Recording Thermometer "143

L'ltra-Violet Ray "78

\ulcanizing and Molding Hollow Rubber
.Articles, Machine for "145

Hose in Continuous Lengths, Machine for. "269

Press. Gammeter's "653

Water Cooler, Sanitary *S22

Weather Strips. Automatic Machine for.. "331

Weftless Fabrics, Machine for Making and
Coating "14

Wheel, French Pneumatic "271

French Rubber Cushioned "654

Resdient With Pneumatic Hub "531

Wrapping Macliine Portable Rag "14

\'arn Impregnating .\pparatus 201

.\ladero, F'rancisco, Death of ^Portrait} 34

Madero Guayule Industry Resumed "616

Maguire, John W {Portrait aitd Sketch) 468

"Maintenance of the Health in the Tropics,"

iBooh Review) 27S

Malaya and Ceylon, Crop and Rainfall Per-

centages "43

.And Java, Situation in 422

"Para Rubber Planting in" . .{Booh Review) 150

Kuliber Situation in 549, "678,744

Rubber Slatistics. . 51, 111, 175, 236, 305, 363,

431, 488, 558, 618, 683, 751

Rubber Trade in 43. 169, 295

Malayan Planters Fear American Competition.

{Corresf^ondeMcet
"Manufacture of Rubber Goods"

729

Manufacturers Sought for

(Book Review) 727
Webbed Glove.

(Corresl>ondence)''6S9
"Manufacturing Costs and .\ccounts"

(Bool; Review) 400
Processes in Show Windows •455

Manures, Green, and Manuring in the Tropics.

{Book Review)
.Market. Cables ...50. 109. 174. 236, 305,

363, 427, 488, 557, 618, 683^
For Chemicals and Compounding Ingredi-

ents ...60, 121, 185, 244, 312, 372, 436,

^ ^ 502, 564, 624, 691

!

for Cotton Fabrics.
. .59, 121, 184, 244, 311

^71, 435, 501, 563, 626,' 692^
For Crude Rubber... 50, 109, 174, 235, 304'

363, 426, 487, 556, 617^ 68^'
I-or Rubber Scrap... 59, 120, 183,

371, 435, 501,' 562,'
Markey, L B., Death of
Marks Reclaiming Patent
Massage Outfit, Phonograph Mu'toi
Masticator, Banbury
Mat, Rubber, Public Not
McCarty,

McCIaren. H. L {Portrait
Mechanical Screen, New

Stitcher, Griffith

80

750

758

756

749

243, 312,

624, 690, 756
{Portrait) 153

398

"335

"144

T „ 396
Terrence, Death of {Portrait) 531

and Sketch) 410
''yso "330

Mechano-Therapy, Maxillo-Facial.
^^'

tlce

for
Appl lance

•724

the

"Mededelineen V^n Den Ryksvoorbchtingsdienst
fen Behoeve Van Den Rubberhandel in
de Rubbcrnijverheid Te Deft."

Metal Barrel W,th Rubber GalfeT' ""'"'""^r,Mexico, Rubber Situation in .

.

Military Trucks, New, Tires fo
Miller, John M., Death of
Mineral Rubber, La Belle

Fullers, Determination of
Mixer, Asbestos Composition, and Rubber So-

lution Machine . ,

Banbury Automatic .,][] .^^g
Banbury Automatic Enclosed.!'!!'. "sggMixing Mill. Automatic ...

•45

578

{Portrait) 278

555

70

Moistener,
•456

Beeching's "146
Moisture Tester !!!!!!!! "717
Mold Press Vulcanizer, Dead Weight!! "722

Self-Contained Tire Vulcanizing •553
Tire Vulcanizing, Internal Pressure ^331

Molding Machine for Hollow Rubber Artieles'"270
Machine, Storage Battery Jar .201
Molds, Rubber New .Alloy for !!!!! 455
Stamped Metal Rubber !!!. .jg^

Monument to Inventor of the Pneumatic Tire!

,/ {Editorial) 248
iUoss, George, Death of
".Motion Pictures, Adv

Motor

403
dvcrtising by"

{Book Review) 206
Manufacturers' .Annual

and .\ccessory

^''^"'ng
263

Car Covers and Floor Treads •273
Car Wheels. .Alining .32
Fire Engine Tires •87
Show and Electrical Expositic
"Trucks of

A'ehicles, Law Applied to.. (Boo* Review) 592
Motorcycle Belts. British •205
Motorcycle and Bicycle Pneumatic Saddle! ! !"458
Motorcyclists' Clothing .143
".Motorist's Handbook on \ulcanizing and the
Care of Tires" {Book Review) 150

Motorization of the Circus {Editorial > 376
Mulford .Apparatus for .\pi)lying CarrelDakin

Solution '656
Multometer, Hamilton -j}^
Mundy, Edward Mortimer, Death of 455
Munger Wins Perlman Rim Decision

.

tion, 1916 76
America" {Book ReiHew) 337

Mutual Benefit. Pension Plan for.

Myers, Grover L, Death of

... 668

.(Editorial) 1

90
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N
National Association of Cotton Manufacturers

Defense, Council of

Defense, Rubber in (Edilorial)

Nature and Uses of Rubber Solvents. .. .317,

Navy anil Army Dci>cn(lcnts, Care of

Neiswaogcr, A. L., Death of

Netherlands East Indies, Importer's Directory.

(.Book Kcfinv)

"Government, Communications of the"

{Book Review)

Neutralizer, Chapman
New Goods and Specialties—

Air Hose, "Resistoil"

"Allinone" Hot Water and Ice Bag '

All-Weather Treads in Soles

Anti-Draft Shield and Auto Bucket

Anti-Jar Sockets for Umbrellas

Auto Shade With Rubber Washer

".\uto Body" Supporter, Elastic

Automobile Pedal Pads

ToppinR Dridek

.-\viation Cord, Heavy Elastic

Aviator's Hood
Bait, Rubber Pork

Ball, Combination ,

'

Balls, Toy, Decorated

Band, Handy Rubber

Barefoot Sandal With Rubber Sole

Bathing Cap, Howard's Ideal

Liberty '

Non-Breakable '

Novelties

Caps for the Coming Season

Costume Novelty

Beeching's Moistener '

Blanket and Apron, Rubber, Goodrich

"Boodle Bag" With Elastic Bands '

British Products, North
'

"Buckle-On" Blow-Out Patch '

"Camp-Mobile," The '

Carrel-Dakin Solution Apparatus
'

Clock, Desk, Rubber-Incased

Clothing, Motorcyclists' '

Colon Bath, Sweet's '

Comfykit, Nathan '

Corn Shield, Sponge Rubber

Coupling, Flexible, and Universal Joint

"Cravenette Finish," New
Crepe Rubber Flowers '

"CrogoflF,** a New Game '

Dater, "Legal" '

Kossuth, With Solid Rubber Band '

Dental Chip Blower, Sanitary
*

Floss Holder
'

Rubber, New
Dish Washer, Home Helps '

Diving Cap With Sponge Rubber Ring...'

Line Buoy, Nelsen

Dolls, Red Rubber

"Dover" Raincoat

Elastic Garter With Clasps, Round *

Electric Lamp Changer With Rubber I'ingers

Erasers, Shoe Cleaning

Steel for Fountain Pen

Try-Ply Combination '

Eye Cup, Rubber '

"E. Z." Garter With \.'ide Elastic

Fiber Sole With Molded Lift
'

Finger Pad, Corrugated

Fire Hose Cabinet. Improved *

Fishing Brogues and Sand Shoes
"

Flag Holder, "Griptite," With Rubber

Cushions

Flags, Rubberized *

Flashlight Attachment. I.ife-Preserver
'

Floor Scraper Willi Rubber Tires

Treads and Motor Car Covers

Force Cup, Ribbed

Fountain Pen, "B.

With Snap Lock

Gas Tight End for Tubing

Goggles, "Fyber-Weld" for Welders.

535

573

439

377

574

661

727

391

•84

204

203

336

85

526
'459

•86

590
726
398

397

526

•18

528

334

R. Stylo"

Lever. . .

.

'655

146

'458
1

334
j

526
I

146

•19 '

147
I

204
I

204
j

203
[

656
•18

148

203

726

147

•19

20

272

725

528

396

590

335

146

526

590

725

•18

•84

590
•84

591

•18

725

398
84
396
•86

460

335

527

590

460
•85

273

•85

335

148

•85

725

Golf Club, Balanced Whip '273

Hairbrush, Hughes "Ideal Waterproof". . ."147

llair-Parter, Vulcanized Rubber ^724

Hand Signal, "Safety First" •146

Hat "Sweat" Band With Rubber Disks '\9

Heel, Kangaroo Reversible "458

Non Skid Rubber and Fiber Sole '460

Pneumatic Cushion ^396

Rubber Cushion as an .\rch Support. .. .'458

Rubber With Replaceable Plugs '459

"U-put-on" Rubber ^655

Horse Collar, Pneumatic "526

Hose, "Goodall Semi-Metallic" 'IM
"Hydro" Suit, .-Ml-Rubber "397

Ice Bag, Improved Aural ^655

Bags, Rouden •147

Infant's Dressing Tabic With Rubber-Tired
Wheels '527

Ink Well, Lewis Double Ball-Bearing ^591

Japanese Rubber Toy *526

Johnson's Pleel Protector "146

"Klingerit" Type Packing 204

Laced Military Rubber Boot and "Tenak"
Sole '397

Lamp, Combination Dash and Trouble "273

Life Preserver for .•\dult and Child "336

Life-Preserving Outfit "335

Life-Saving Belt, Pneumatic *272

Linemen's Shoe, -Marshall's *273

Lung .Motor With Oxygen Generator '528

Mat, Rubber, Public Notice on a 396

Mechanotheraiiy, Maxillo-l-'acial, Appliance
for "724

Metal Barrel With Rubber Gasket *656

-Multomete"-, Hamilton "336

"No-Man" Top for .Automobi'.es *334

North British Products *204

Nursing Bottle. Rubber Protector for ^655

Pape "Theraphone" Receiver Earpiece. .. .*272

Pencil Holder, Hard Rubber ^459

"Pitch Em," a Rubber Horseshoe Game . . . *84

Plaster, Rubber-Coated Adhesive 19

"Pluggum" Tire Repair Preparation 272
Plugs, Moisture-Proof .\ttachment "272

Pneumatic Security Bolt "274

Rain \"ision Truck Shield *336

Raincoat •334

Recoil Pad, Improved ",\nti-Flincir' ^591

Rein Hand Holds, Non-Slide ^85

Ribber, Hipress •527

Roller Skate With Rubber Cushions *458

Rubber-Coated Elastic Fabric 203

Cushion Heel as an ,\rch Support •458

Fuse Cover '590

Rubberized .Sharks •72-}

Sandal Gaiter. With Rubber Sole TiS
Seasonable •591

Searchlight, the Red Spot *591

Shampoo .^pron "84

Chair and Basin With Rubber Pad *45.S
"Shinny in the Box" Cianie With Rubber

Ball "655
Shoe, Canvas Cushion Rubber-Soleil "19
Shoulder Pad With Rubber Tubing "655
Siluminite, New Insulator 724
.Sink Stopper, Suction ^147
Sleeping Bag, AIl-WeatKer '397
Soles, "Dickbalata" '527
"Rinex" •IS

Spark Plug Tester, Perkins' "274
Sponges, "Rubber Milk' 3.S6

.Sporting-Root Studs. Avon "85
Stamp Pad With Molded Rubber Base '203

Rubber, 4 in 1 "527
Steering Wheel, Warmed, Tilting "527
Straight-Line Rubber, Loretta Last *\^7
Submarine Jars, Hard Rubber "273
Swimming Harness, "Kantsiiik" ^724
Syringe, Self-Draining Soft Rubber *S2?,
Tire, New Giant Single-Tread Solid '274

Filler, Officially Tested 655
Filler. "Pneumatic" 398

Tobacco Pouch. .All Rubber '146
Tooth-Brush -Attachment "Ig
Tourniquet. "Tyrian" Fir!tt-.Aid '396
Toy Balloon With Wire Holder and Hooked-

down V.ilve *459
With Rubber Cords 85

Toys. "Made in .America" •MS
Trailer. Twin Bed Outing •Sg*
Tri-Co Universal Rain Rubber *656
Tubing Rubber for Wound Irrigation *308

Valise-Tent, "Silvcrtown" *20
Vibratory Massage Outfit and Phonograph
Motor "335

"Vulcanite Cement" for Tire Repair 272
Water Bags for the Army, Rubber Fabric. . 458
Filter, Rubber Tube •725
Waterproof Garments, Styles in ^20
Weilaphone, The '459
Wheel, Pneumatic, for Motor Vehicles *274
White-Soled Pac '656
Wind-Shield Cleaner, The "J. T." 528

Curtain for Ford Cars ^204
Window, "Stik-Tite" Back Curtain for
Automobiles '334

New York Automobile Show, Seventeenth
Annual 261

Crude Rubber Arrivals. .. 52, 112, 176, 237,
307, 365, 427, 489, 558, 619, 685, 752

Rubber Export and Import Statistics. . .56,
115, 179, 240, 309, 368, 430, 491, 558,

621, 687, 753
Newell, Hugh A., Death of (I'ortraW) 660
North British Products "204
Norway, Tire Trade in 103
Norwood, (juy S {Portrait) 601
Nursing Bottle, Rubber Protector for '655

"O Acre De Hoje E De .Amanha"
{Book Review) 462

Oakite, a New Cleanser 585
Ocotillo Rubber of Arizona '75

\'aluable as a Compounding Ingredient.. 277
Obituaries—
Agnew, G ?10
-Alkire, W. Scott 730
Anderson, William 661
Bates, J. F 278
Benton, C. 278
Bethune, Sir Alexander Shirp, . .{Poriroit) 531
Bennett, J. Quincy 211
Binns, H 210
Blanchard. F. C 340
Bourne, Lyman M {Portrait) 593
Bowes. Robert J 34
Braender, Philip {Portrait) 153
Converse, Hon. Morton E 730
Cox, Elias E 465
Edwards, George D 90
English, Leland E {Portrait! 465
Fittz, William B 340
Flint. J. H {Portrait) 210
Gauthier, Peter 532
Goodvear, Nelson {Portrait) 531
Gould, H. A 210
Gould, Samuel 465
Gricb. H. Norman 730
Hnff. Louis 339
Holrnvd. .Alexander 465
Hotchkiss, F. D 210
Kaufman, M 89
Lampard, C. -A {Portrait

)

89
Law, James A 532
Lewman. Harrv L 730
Locke, James L 35
Lyman, F. R 278
Madero, Francisco (Portrait) 34
Markey. I. B (Portrait) 153
McCarty. Terrence (Portrait) 531
Miller, John M (Portrait) 278
Moss. George 403
Mundy, Edward Mortimer 465
Myers, Grover 1 90
Neiswanger, A. L 661
Newell, Hugh A ;. .(Portrait) 660
Reimers, Herman (Portrait) 339
Robinson, Lieutenant F. Reginald 35
Roebling, Ferdinand W (Portrait) 403
Salisbury, Warren M 340
Satterlee. Capt., R. S (Portrait) 339
Savles. Nelson W S9
Schmidt. Paul (Portrait) 34
Shattuck, William Dwight '.

. . 403
Silliman. Francis F (Portrait) 153
Splitdorf, Henry (Portrait) 89
Stewart, James K 340
Stewart. Mrs. Marjory S 403
Stockton. John P...' 661
Tobey. W, H 89
Tourtellotte. James E -. . . 465
Van Dvk. Francis C (Portrait) 532
Volz. William 465
Woodward, A. C 211
Wright. Samuel 339
York, Otis 35

Ocotillo Rubber of .Arizona, The 75
Valuable as a Compounding Ingredient.

(Correspondenre) 277
"Official Bulle'in" (Bonk Review) 529
Oil Expelling Machuio for Hevea Seeds ^522
Opportunities and Inquiries. Trade... 33, 83,

150. 212. 280. 338. J06. 486. 530. 593. 673. 719
"Optimum Cure, and Stability of \"ulcanized

Rubber" '.(Book Re-icw) 149
Organic Accelerators. Brief Review of tjie-,. 190
Osterrieth. Coniniai^dant T.enn ...< Portrait and

.•^ketrh) 605. 732
Ost.'onivslenski T.I. Mechanism of \'nlcani-

zation Process 65
Outing. Twin Bed Trailer '591
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•591

Pac, VVhite-SoIed "656
Pacific Alcichaiit Fleet, A. . i^Con-eslfondence) 463
Packing, Asbestos Sheet Machine for Making*521

Asbestos Sheet, "Klingerit" Type 204
Improved, of Plantation Rubber 211
Klingerit Steam, Composition of 385
Kliiigerit Steam, Manufacture of *322
IMantation Kubber 605
Rubber, Suggestions from an Expert.

(^Correspondence I

Semi-Metallic
Pad, Improved "Anti-Flinch" Recoil
Paints, Chemistry and Technology of.

(Book Review) 275
Pan-American Aeronautical Exposition First.

263, 351
Rubber Articles 80

Para Rubber, American Grown . . . (Editorial) 568
Rubber Planting in Malaya. . ti?ooi' Review) 150

Partridge, F. E {Portrait and Sketch) 157
Patents, Recent, Relating to Rubber, 47, 79,

106, 145, 171. *202, 232, *271, 298, 359,
*395, 423, 484, 553, 614, 680, 747

Pattern Room, Rubber Shoe *13
Peace. The Peril of (Editorial) 64
Pearson, Henry C.—Guayule Cultivation in the

United States *133
Ocotillo Rubber of Arizona *75
What I Saw in the Philippines. *569, *631, *697

Pedal Pads, Automobile *86
Pen, Fountain, "B. B. Stylo" •335
Penalizing Carelessness (Editorial) 376
*'Penang Chamber of Commerce Report."

{Book Review) 657
Rubber Statistics 558, 683

Pencil Holder, Hard Rubber •459
Pension Plan for Mutual Beneiit . . (Ht/i^oria/) 1

Perlman Rim Decision Won by Munger 668
Suit Dismissed 596

Pfyffer's Resilient Wheel with Pneumatic Hub.
(Correspondence) 660

Philippines, Commercial Woods of the.

(Book Review) 257
Forty Million Heveas in the. . .(Editorial) 629
Rubber Planting Adviser. .(Correspondence) 532
What I saw in the. .. .(Henry C. Pearson)

•569, *631, *697
Photography, Decline of Rubber in 473
Pipette, Automatic *4S3
"Pitch Em," Rubber Horseshoe Game *S4
Plantation Rubber in British Guiana 552
In Cochin China *3, *136
In Dutch Guiana 612
Packing 665
Packing Of 211
Section, "Times" Supplement. (BooAr Review) 206
Washer, Two-Roll Dutch Type •77

Planter's Journal, Rubber, A New (Review) 80
Planting Notes, Rubber, 42, 104, 169, 231, 294,

358, 421, 483, 548, 611. 676, 744
Plaster, Adhesive, Rubber-Coated 19
Plastic Cements, Rubber in 385

Rubber, Kelp Might Provide a *443
"Pluggura," Tire Repair Preparation 272
Plugs, Moisture-Proof Attachment *272
Pontianak or Jelutong Is Crude Rubber and

Duty Free 713
Poor Packing Of *35

Porosity in Rubber Soles. Eliminating 145
Port Sunlight, a Model Industrial Village. .. .*386
Potash Extraction, Alcoholic. (Correspondence) 277
Preparedness Activities in the Trade 442
President's Call to Industry 442
Press. Gammeter's Vulcanizing •653

Gray's Vulcanizing *332
Seven-Platen Bead *455
Vulcanizer, Dead Weight Mold *722

Pressure Cure Apparatus for Internal Use... *78
Vulcanizing Apparatus, Gammeter's *78

Prices, Rubber Footwear 208
Process Patents. .*16, 79, 145, *202, 271,

•395, 654. 723
Products Derived from Coal Used in Rubber

Manufacture, Diagram of the 192
Profiteering Must Cease (Editorial) 695
Protected Occupations in England 638
Pump Unit, Electrical *392
"Purchasing. Its Economic .'Vspects and Proper

Methods" (Book Rc-.iczc) 461

Quotations, Rubber Company Shares.. 29, 92,

153. 213, 282, 345, 405, 467, 533. 600, 663, 731

Railway Service Must Be Maintained.
(Editorial) 375

Rain Vision Truck Shield ^336

Raincoat, "Dover" '84
For 1917 ^334

Raw Material Cost Accounting in Tire Fac-

tories '723

Raw Materials. Growing in the Americas
(Correspondence) 341

Reclaiming Both Rubber and Fabric. French
Process *333

Method and Apparatus for 17
Ruber, Becoming a Great Industry.

(Correspondence) 341
From Leather Threads 456

Recoil Pad, Improved "Anti-Flinch" ^591
Recovery Apparatus, Baker Solvent ^394
Rectifier, Tungar, for Garages and Service

Stations "392
Reducing Valve or Pressure Regulator, Fisher. '393
Regenerated Rubber, Experiments on the Re-

moval of Combined Sulphur

„ , ^ (D. Repony) 390
Regulator, Pressure, or Reducing \'alve,

Fisher •393
Regulators, Powers' Temperature *652
Reimers, Herman. Death of (Portrait) 339
Rein Hand Molds. Xon-Slide *85
Experiments on the Removal of Combined

Sulphur from Regenerated Rubber.... 390
"Reports of the Progress of Applied Chemistry"

(Book Review) 727
Review, Brief of the Organic .Accelerators.... 190
The year 1916. In 189

Rhode Island Rubber Trade.. 37. 38. 99. 100,
164. 224, 289. 354. 415. 477. 544. ^607. 672. 738

Ribber, Hipress ^527
Rieder. Talmon Kenvy . (Portrait and Sketch) 470
Rim, Sectional 202
Robinson, Lieutenant F. Reginald. Death of 35

Thomas L (Portrait and Sketch ) 472
Roebling. Fe-rdinand W., Death ol .. (Portrait) 403
Roll Adjustment Indicators *201
Roller Skate with Rubber Cushions •458
Rollers. Rubber Covered 17
Rosin and Turpentine in Rubber Manufacture. 520
Rosling. Sir A (Portrait) 546
Rubber Adulterated with Starch 44
And an American Merchant Marine.

(Editorial) 188
And Submarine Warfare (Editorial) 315
Articles, Hollow, Machine for Making. ... ^722
Association of America, Inc.... 402. 540. 598. 712
.Association of America. The. ... (Editorial) 247
-\ssociatioii of America, Inc 27

-\nnounceraents 154
.\nnual Banquet and Meeting 211, ^256
Banquet Announcements 100
Outing Abandoned, The (Editorial) S68

.Associations, British (Editorial) 316
Cargo of the "Deutschland" 154
Cargoes. A Ship for 643

.\nd the Submarine. ... (Correspondence) 659
Chemists, Trained, Call for 696
Companies* Accounts for Producing and

Non-Producing Companies.
(Book Review)

Companv Dividends. .29. 92, 155. 213, 282,
345, 405, 467, 533. 600, 663,

Companv Share Quotations .. 29. 92. 155. 213,
282. 345, 405. 467. 533. 600. 663,

Crinkled. Making ^16
Cushion Heel as an Arch Support ^458
Disks in Children's Shoes *84
Duties and Taxes. Senate Removes 575
Factories. Making American Citizens in.

(Editorial) 439
Firms Pledge Government Support 344
Fuse Cover *590
Future Position 300
Gloves for X-Ray Surgical Operations. ... 76
Goods. Manufacture of (Book Review) 727
Growers' .Association. The 546
Heel with Replaceable Plugs "459
Heels at the Shoe Finders' Convention... 647
Hose for Use on Airplanes 520
In National Defense (Editorial) 439
In Photography, Decline of 473
In Plastic Cements 385
In the Flotation Process 274
111 Warfare. Indispensability of 441
Industry. .American After the War.

(Editorial)
And Conservation of Natural Resources.

(Editorial)
Electric Power in the (Editorial)
T^ "Doine Its Bit"
War News of *572. 639. 704

I'lvulntion Connnittee. Joint. Report of 71

Ocotillo. Of ,\rizona *75, 76
Manuffctni-e. Rosin and Turpentine 520
Manufacturing Pi'ocesses in .Show Windows.*466
Afen D'scuss Export Trade
Mills, .Americanization in

Nomi-nclalure. .\. S. T. M
PlantiuR Notes.. 42, 104, 169, 231, 358, 421,

483. 548. 611. 676
Planter's Tournal. New (Book Rc'icw) 80
Plf,..tic. l-'eln Might Provide a *443

Price Advances. Small. 1914-16 398
Prospects in French \u'ln-Ch\\\a. (Editorial) 1

Protector for Nursing Bottle '655

Replacing Leather in Belting 555
Scrap Market.. 59. 120. 183. 243. 312. 371.

435. 501. 562. 624. 690. 756
Section of the .\ni. Chemical Soc'y. Fall

Meetinir of 584
Section Meeting at Boston (Editorial) 696

529

731

731

187

247
187
507

599
711
384

Ship Cripples a U-Boat
Sole Vulcanizing and Embossing Apparatus.'
Soled Footwear for Indoor Sports
Solution Machine and Asbestos Composition
Mixer '

Solvents, Nature and Uses of 317,
Symposium, A (Editorial)
Symposium Postponed, The (Editorial)
Tarilfs of the Future (Ediorial)
Trade Roll of Honor, The 577, 649,
War Taxes, Proposed (Editorial)

Rubberized Flags '

Sharks '

Russia, Rubber Trade in ^167, 418, 623,
Russian Footwear Scrap (Correspondence)

Prison Camp. Postal ivom. (Correspondence)

534
722

454
377
125
187
247
707
506
590
724
744
152
•25

Safety Guard for Washers and Mills '270
Salisbury, Warren M., Death of 340
Sandal, Seasonable "591
Sattcrlee, Capt. R. S., Death of (Portrait) 339
Saving and Recovering SoUena. . .(Editorial) 316
Sayles, Nelson W., Death of 89
Scandinavia, Rubber Trade in 291,292
Schmidt, Paul, Death of (Portrait) 34
Scleroscope and Ball Rebound »328

Shore -328
Scrap Rubber Market.. 59, 120, 183, 243, 312,

371, 435, 501, 562, 624, 690, 756
Screen, Newaygo Mechanical ^330
Sea Island Cotton 381
Searchlight, The Red Spot sgi
Separator, Dings Magnetic 521
Steam •721
Storage Battery, Hard Rubber 17

Sewing Machine, Portable Foot-Power ^144
Shampoo Apron •84

Chair and Basin with Rubber Pad *458
Sharks, Rubberized ^724
Shattuck, William Dwight, Death of 403
Sheet, Rubber, Combustion Stove for *77
Shelving, Sectional Steel •652
Shield, -Anti-Draft and Auto Bucket "336

Rain \ision Truck ^336
"Shinny in the Box" Game *655
Ship for Rubber Cargoes, A 643
Shoulder Pad with Rubber Tubing '655
Show Windows, Rubber Manufacturing Proc-

esses in *466
Sierra Leone: Its People, Products and Secret

Societies." (Book Review) 22
Signal System, Autocall '586
Silliman. Francis F.. Death of (Portrait) 153
Siluminite, New Insulator 724
Singapore Celebrates American War Participa-

tion (Correspondence) 597
Rubber Auctions. .51, 110, 175, 236,»305, 363,

427, 488, 557, 618, 683, 750
Talk in (Correspondence) 532

Skate, Roller with Rubber Cushions *458
Sleeping Bag, All-Weather ^397
Soda Dissolver, Automatic Caustic "454

Dissolver, Lummus Caustic ^199
Solvent Naphtha Cheaper Through Alcohol.

(Editorial) .63, 64
Recovery Apparatus, Baker ^394

Solvents, Rubber. Nature and Uses of.... 317, 377
Saving and Recovering (Editorial) 316

Spain. Rubber Industry ^547
Rubber Trade in 228. 229

"Spanish-American Directory & Buyers' Guide-"
(Book Review) 206

Spark Plug Tester, Perkins's ^274
Specific Gravity Tables. Bowers' 645. 709
.Speed Drive, Motor-Driven Variable ^330
Splitdorf, Henry, Death of (Portrait) 89
Sponge Rubber, New Uses of 323
Sponges, Rubber, Foreign Import Duties on-. 194
"Rubber Milk" 336

Stamp Pad With Molded Rubber Base ^203
Rubber, Ellis 4-in-l '527

Stamping Machine for Metal *651
"Standard Methods of Chemical Analysis"

(Book Review) 461
Starch, Rubber Adulterated with 44
Statistics—

Brazil Rubber Statistics. .53, 112, 176. 239.
303. 369. 497. 623. 688, 750

Canada Rubber Statistics. . 57. 118, 119. 181.
241, 310, 370, 433, 499, 622

Cevlon Rubber Statistics 51, 111, 175. 236.
305. 364. 431, 489, 558. 622. 684. 751

Cleveland Rubber .Arrivals 621, 686
Cotton Crop Statistics 60, 436, 502, 626, 758
Federated Malav States, Rubber Statistics

51. 111. 175. 236. 303, 363, 431, 488, 558,
619, 684
178. 501
118,
622.
688. 754

Holland. Rubber Exports and Imports-... 690
Italv. Rubber Statistics 58, 119. 182. 242.

311. 433. 499. 562, 622, 754
Java and Madura. Rubber and Gutta Percha

Exports Ill

Rubber Statistics 432, 489, 619, 684, 751

Malayas, Rubber St.ntistics 51, 111. 175

France. Rubber Exports and Imports...
Great Britain. Rubber Statistics. .. 57.

181. 243. 306, 370, 434, 500, 561,
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236, 305, 363, -131, 488, 558, 618,
New York Crude Rubber Arrivals. . .52,

176, 237, 307, 365, 427, 189, 558,

New York Rubber Statistics. .. 56, 115,
240, 309, 368, 430, 491, 621,

Penang Rubber Exports
San Francisco Crude Rubber Arrivals.
Seattle, Crude Rubber Arrivals. . .53,

178, 308, 366, 428, 490, 559,
Singapore Rubber Statistics. .. 1 18, 175,

305, 364, 432, 488, 557,
South American Statistics
Straits Settlements, Rubber Ext)orls

Imports ...51, III, 175, 236, 305,
432. 489, 558,

Switzerland Statistics for Cables
United Kingdom Rubber Statistics..,

180, 242, 303, 371, 434, 489, 561, 619,

683,
112,

619,
685,
179,
687,
558,

113,
620,
236,
618,

and
364.

684,

751

752

753
683
753

752

750
755

117,
688,

United States, Custom House Statistics,

53, 113, 178, 239, 308, 367, 429, 491, 560,
621, 687

Rubber Statistics. .54, 114, 180, 241, 310,
367, 429, 491, 560, 624, 687, 754

World's Rubber Production 55
Steam Dryer, Wolf Vacuum *330

Packing, Klingcrit, Composition of... '322, 385
Separator, Stratton *721
Trap, Anderson Float-Type '. *268
Traps *512
Trap, Squires Bucket-Type *200
Turbine, Rubber Mill *267

Steering Wheel, Warmed, Tilting '527
Stewart, James K., Death of 340
Mrs. Marjory S.. Death .of 403

Stitcher, Griffith Mechanical *332
Stockton, John P., Death of 661
Stopper, Suction *147
Storage Battery Jar Molding Machine *201

Jars, Machine for Making *200
Separator, Hard Rubber 17

"Straight America—A Call to National Serv-
ice" (,Book ReiHew) 80
Line Rubber, Loretta Last *147

Strainer Head, Mechanically Operated *I5
Straining Machine, Three-Way Delivery Head *267
Stretch of Rubber, Measuring 389
Studs, Sporting-Boot. Avon *85
Submarine Jars, Hard Rubber *273
Warfare, Rubber and (.Editorial) 315

Sulphides of Antimony, & Their Analyses... 11
Sulphur, Removal of, from Regenerated

Rubber 390
In Rubber, Total 11

Supporter, Elastic "Auto-Body" *459
Sweat Band With Rubber Disks 'ig
Swimming Harness, "Kantsink" *724
Symposium. A Rubber..: (Editorial) 125
Rubber Postponed (Editorial) 187

Syringe, Self-Draining Soft Rubber *528

Table Tops for Laboratories 197
Take-Up, Stevens' Bias Cutter *200
Tapping Knife and Latex Spout, Novel *482

Methods 482
Tariffs, Rubber of the Future (Editorial) 247
Taxes, War, Proposed Rubber (Editorial) 506
Telephone Autocall System *586
Temperature Regulator, Powers' *652
Tennis Shoes for Summer of 1917 '26, 27
Test Pieces, Need of Standardized *717
Tube and Flask Brush, Improved 197
Tester, Automatic Strength and Elasticity .. .*329
Testing Laboratory, Insulated Wire *39
Machine, Scott Autographic *198
Machine, Single Strand *142

"Textile Directory, 1916" (Book Revietu) 80
'Theraphone" Receiver Earpiece, Pape *272
Thermometer, Vulcanizer Recording *143
Tire and Rim Division Report, S. A. E 578
Archer Cord *271
Building Machine, Kremer '394
Building Machine, Pneumatic *144
Building Machine With Fabric Stretching

Disks *15
Business, Stability of (Editorial) 568
Carcasses, Applying Tread Covers to *457
Casings, Scale for Weighing -355
Core, Self-Contained Internal Pressure. .. .*332
With Non-Metallic Annular Pads *332

Fabric and Loom, Langer *588
Fabric, .Asbestos for 218
Fabric Construction, Novel •333
Fabric, Cord *17
Fabric Demand, 1917, Cotton and the

(Editorial) 188
Fabric Making. Cord '395
Fabric, Method of Making *525
Fabrics, Automobile '701
Factories. Raw Material Cost Accounting. *723
Fear-Nauplit Tubeless *o]
Filler. Officially Tested .'.

. 655
Filler, "Pneumastic" 398
Fillers and Puncture Fluids *324
French Puncture-Proof '395
Gage, Duco Pneumatic *21
Lee Puncture-Proof Guaranteed *87
Miller Cord •27!
Mold and Core Cleaning Machine *26S

"New Giant" Single-Tread Solid •274
Pneumatic, Monument to Inventor of

(Editorial) 248
Pressure 1 ndicator '17
Pump, Portable Electric "143
Pump, Internal 202
Racks, Carll Steel "523
•Rate Book" (Book Review) 592
Repair .Materials, Containers for "202
Scrap, Heels or Soles from "654
Three-Section Automobile "218
Thropp Pneumatic Cushion "395
Tool, Burrill "g;
Trade in Norway 103
Tread Cementing Machine "201
Tube .Making M.ichine "270
Tube V'ulcanizers, Portable "355
\ulcanizing Mold, Internal Pressure. ... "331
\ulcanizing .Mold, Self-Contained "552
Wrapping .Machine, T. S: W "391
Tiles, .\ir Pressure In, Determination of 21
.American, Competition In, Resented 260
Carry More Than Steel Rails 355
Cord Under Fire (Editorial) 695
Designs for "173, "234, *300, "360,

•424, "486, *616, 6^1
Dual Solid, 1-rench Type Chains for "79
1-or 1917, Twenty Million (Editorial) 126
lor the New .Military Trucks 578
-Motor Fire Engine "87
Pneumatic, Coating 17
Pneumatic, Power Losses in. .(Diagram) 447

Prodium Truck "397
Recovery of Rubber and Fabric ...'.'.'. 398
Rubber, Foreign Import Duties on 140
Sixty Million .\nnually After 1920.

t, , , ,,
(Editorial) 629

standard Demountable Wheel "87
Titus, Frank E (Portrait and .ikctcii) 668
Tobacco Pouch, All Rubber "146
Tobey, W. H., Death of 39
Tooth-Brush .Attacliment ' 'ig
Touring Bureau Indicates Strategic Roails... 644
rourniquet, "Tyrian" First .\id "396
Tourtellotte, James E., Death of 465
Toy Ball Combination "526

Balloon X'alve ! . ! !
! *79

Balloon With Wire Holder and Ho'ok'e'd"
down \'alve "459

Balls, Decorated '..] *iQ
Japanese Rubber ! ! ! "526
With Rubber Cords '..'.'.'.'.

85
Toys, "Made in America" !!*148
Tractor, Mercury "sgg

Rubber-Shod Caterpillar '. !'.*141
Trade Acceptances .'"449

American Rubber, News Notes and Per-
sonals ...27, 92, 155, 213, 279, 343, 405

,, , , ,,
467, 533, 600, 663, 731

Marks and Desiens. .48, 107, 172 233 '99
360, 424, 485, 554, 615,' eSL 748

Notes, Foreign 103,166
Opportunities and Intjuiries (See Opportuni-

ties)

Publications, New ...22, 81, 150 207 '75
337. 401; 462, 530, 592! 658! 728

I
1 ransparent and Seamless Rubber Goods,

!
Making ^445

Trap. Anderson Float-Type Steam. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
'."268

I rapping Dollars •512
Traps Steam

!
.* *5 1

2

Treads in Soles, All-Weather *203
Trenton Rubber Trade ...*38, 99 164 2'5

T . . „ , . „ 290, 354, •416, 476] 673
Inmming Machine. Overflow '269
Machine, Overflow, Holmes !*720

"Tropical .\griculture" (Book Remcwj 206
Tropics, Maintenance of Health in"... .

-r I c- ,4 „ • ,T. .
'^""'^ Review) 275

Truck Shield, Ram Vision "335
Truck Tires, Prodium '. "'397
Trucks, New Military, Tires for the."!'.!!.'.'!' 578

!i!",^
Chung Rubber in America (Editorial) 629

lube 1-ilIing Machine *587
Tubeless Tire, Fear-Naught !. •21
Tubing. Rubber for Wound Irrigation !!*398

(ias Tisht End for
Tungar Rectifier for Garages and Service Sta-

tions *392
Turbine, Steam and Alternator Unit,

'

Al'li's-
Chalmers *586

Steam, for Rubber Mill ......!....'.'.'.'!.' .'•267
Turpentine and Rosin in Rubber Manufacture 520
Puttie, Dr. John B (Portrait) 7
Iwenty Million Tires for 19\7 ... (Editorial) 126
Twin Bed Outing Trailer 'SgiTwo Years in England in War Time 509

u
U-Boat. Rubber Ship Cripples a 534
LTltra- Violet Rav Vulcanizer •78
Umbrellas, .\nti-Jar Sockets for !.! 85
' LTnified Accounting Methods for Industrials."

TT -, J T.-- J „ ,, „ (Book Rerieu') 461
United Kingdom Rubber Statistics 180 24'

..T, • J o ^°^- '"'' •*2''' ''^9' 561, 619, 688! 754
United States, Chemical Directory of the"
_ . „ „ ,
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A PENSION PLAN FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT.

ANOTHER large firm has adapted the pension sys-

tem in the belief that it will lienefit both em-

])loyer and emploj-e. Realizing that the certainty

of a competence in old age offers a great incentive

to faithful and efficient work and also tends to mini-

mize unrest and discontent, the Crompton & Knowles

Loom Works, of Worcester, Massachusetts, and Prnvi-

dence, Rhode Island, which supplies eciuipment for rub-

ber manufacturers, has instituted a liberal, retroac-

tive plan to reward u])un retirement those of its 2,600

operatives who have grown old in the firm's employ.

The scheme is based proportionately upon the length

of service and the average monthly wages. An em-

])loye whose earnings have averaged $60 monthh' tor

25 years prior to his retirement will receive annu;ill}-

the minimum ])ension, a sum equal to the income

from $4,500 at the usual 4 per cent savings bank rate

of interest, the principal obviously being equivaleni

to yearly savings of $180 for the 25 years. On thi-

basis a man with a record of 25 years' service will re-

ceive $180 annually: 30 years' S216: 35 years, S252

;

40 years', $288. When the average wages have been
greater than $60 monthly the pension principal will

lie increased proportionately. For example, average
earnings of $90 monthly for a period of 40 years will

increase the principal to $10,800 and the pension to

$432 annually; in other words, the retired employe will

derive the benefit corresponding to the income from
accumulated yearly savings of $270 for the entire 40

years.

In its announcement the firm emphasizes particu-

larh- the advantages of long service on the part of

its operatives Ijy reminding them that many large

employers will hire absolutely nobody over 45 years

of age, however skilled, for a permanent position

;

also that as a physical examination is frequently re-

quired it will become increasingly difficult to procuj-e

emplo3'ment in new situations beyond that period of

life. The net result of the plan will doubtless be to

retain the most valuable operatives and to cause them
of iheir own volition to seek retirement when in-

caijacitated for further efficient service.

RUBBER PROSPECTS IN FRENCH INDO-CHINA.

'"P'ilE growing importance of plantation ruitber in

•• French Indo-China has led us to publish in

full the informing report of Lawrence P. Briggs, the

.\nierican Consul at Saigon. Beginning with a prod-

uct of 55 tons in 1909 it increased to 297 tons in 1915.

i'ur the present year, howexer, the increase is far more

rapid. The first quarter of 1916 shows a product of

1:^7 lolls, or nearl}- as much as was exported in the

whole of 1<)I5. .\nd that this growth is to continue is

shown by the conservative estimate of O. Berguet,

Ijresident in charge of the Association of Rubber

Planters of French Indo-China, wdiich is 4,000 tons in

192U. The product will doubtless far exceed this, for

rubber growing ha-- Ix-en found ^o inohiable and the

colony i^ so well represented by the Planters' Associa-

tii'ii. that much French, and no doubt American, cap-

ital is sure to be attracted to further Hevea planting

in French Indo-China.

•IT SHINES FOR ALL" BUT THE RUBBER MEN.

THE uniformly sage, sane and sensible "Sun," New
^"ork, dropped a stitch in its news fabric .Sep-

tember 8. when it ijublished an article entitled "Arti-

hci.-il Rubber." etc. It was readable,—indeed, to the

uninitiated. |ilausible.—and is being copied by other

new sijapers. l)ul its inaccur.acies were so glaring that

we cannot forbear from gentle criticism.

h'or exam])le. the writer sa\s :

.\t tlie beginning of the w?r the Enrope;iii Governniciits
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discovered, what indeed was generally foreseen, that they

would have to obtain the bulk of their rubber, raw and
vulcanized, from the United States.

Rcatl the "Central Powers" instead of "European

Governments" and this would juiss. The other powers

depend upon England for their rubber.

Speaking of Erench rubber reclaiming, the writer

avers

:

Washing with steam is the method usually adopted,

which drives oflf the sulphur in fumes and melts the rubber

without burning it.

"Washing with steam" is bad enough but "melting"

!

Melted rubber is a sticky, tarry, offensive mess that

always remains sticky, tarry and oflfensive. Melting

never has been, and never will be, a part of any rub-

ber maiuifacturing process.

Continuing, he says

:

The one thing which this peculiar art of making old rub-

ber feci and look like new requires is to restore the elas-

ticity and compressibility of the original rubber, but this

unfortunately it fails to do.

Compressibility? Is rubber, then compressible? Or

water ? We thought not.

Solemnly he states, a line or two further along:

' They are now making rubber from gelatine.

Of course, and of course, they are emphatically not.

Further on he iterates

:

It is stated that the rubber which remains behind can be
vulcanized so successfully that the final product has all the

properties, elastic and compressible, of the best Para rubber.

Compressible again after w-hat we said above ! Our
temper is going fast.

And as a final insult to anyone's intelligence, this

melter and compressor of rubber, cites the old ghie

and glycerin formula, the gas tubing cover, the tire

filler compound. Artificial rubber? And in the "Sun" !

THE COST OF WET RUBBER.

FOR the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, the United

States imports of plantation rubber were over

90,000 tons. The shrinkage on this amount may be

reckoned at two per cent, or 1,800 tons. The same

quantity of wild rubber ; figuring a 20 per cent shrink-

age, would lose 18,000 tons.

Freight rates from the Far East for 1915 may be reck-

oned at 23^2 cents per pound, or $56 a ton. Therefore,

manufacturers paid somewhere in the neighborhood of

$100,800 on freight alone, on the water contained in

that plantation rubber.

But had this been wild rubber with a shrinkage of 20

per cent, the contained water would have cost the import-

ers $1,008,000 for freight, besides an extra amount for

insurance, etc., not reckoned herein.

This, however, is not all the saving. It is estimated

that it costs one-half cent per pound to wash and dry wild

rubber, or $11.20 per ton, and to wash 90,000 tons would

cost another exactly equal amotint, nainely, $1,008,000.

In other words, the year's consumjjtion of plantation

rubber was cheaper by over $2,000,000 than would have

been an equal amount of wild rubber.

This is why wild rubber, if it is to compete, should

come to the market clean, and with ;i greatlv limited

shrinkage.

A LATIN-AMERICAN VIEWPOINT.

A SOUTH AMERICAN iinporter was asked why he

always bought European-made tires and refused

to handle the American product. For reply he brought

out a circular of a well-known American-made tire and

pointed to the statement, "We make 5,000 tires a day."

He then produced a circular of a European-made tire

that claimed, "In our factory 500 tires are made every

day." Shrugging his shoulders, he said : "Five thousand

tires a day means haste and carelessness. Five htmdred

a day, care and finish. That is why."

The Na7ional Rf.tail Dry Goods' Association i.'^

advocating the passage of an "Anti-retinn Goods Law "

If the return of goods could be regulated equitably for

both buyer and seller it would be of inestimable value

particularly to the makers of the goods. The rubber

trade is a great sufiferer through unfair claims, adjust-

ments and returns. Why should not the alert and en-

terprising Rubber Club of Ainerica, Inc., force reforms

in this field ?

"Keds" is the new n.ame for tennis shoes to be

used hereafter by all who make or handle the footwear

of the United States Rubber Co. As a bit of word coin-

age it is clever and original and will go far toward

killing the popular but objectionable term "Sneakers."

A RUBBER HEEI. EXPERT ESTIMATES THAT THE AVERAGE

man takes 8,000 -steps a day. An engineering authority

reckons that a 180-pound man raises his feet two inches

(or more) from the ground in walking, and that the im-

pact of his heel is 30 foot-pounds each step. Now, the

average rubl)er heel lasts three months. Eight thousand

steps a da_\- means 720,000 steps in ninety days. The me-

chanical engineer thus deduces that the total impact, or

shock of three months' walking would be 21,600,000 foot-

pounds. What, besides rubber, would withstand such

constant pounding? Wood would be battered to pieces;

stone reduced to impalpable powder ; iron flattened out to

a thin disk
;
gold beaten so thin as to be almost transpar-

ent. Rubber outwears them all, and that is the cause of

its marvelously increasing use for heels the world over.
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Plantation Rubber in Cochin China— II.

By Lawrence P. Briggs, United States Consul at Saigon, Pre uh Indo-China.

GETTING POSSESSION OF THE LAND.

AFTER deciding on a location, the next step is to get posses-

sion of the land. Theoretically, the government of Indo-

China permits the acquisition of domain lands by gift or

by auction sale under certain conditions of cultivation.

Free concessions apply only to tracts of 50 hectares or les^.

Application must be made on stamped paper to the administrator-

in-chief of the province in which the land is located, indicating

clearly the location of the land, its approximate extent and bound-

aries, and enclosing a rough sketch of the tract, [n the case

of tracts exceeding 10 hectares,

the application must also be

• accompanied by the fee for the

administrative inquiry, which

fee is uniformly 20 cents

(about 10 cents United States

currency) per hectare. The

application is then registered

and a receipt signed by the ad-

ministrator is returned to the

applicant. Then for two months

the administration posts notices

uf application (1) on the land,

whose boundaries should be

marked by the applicant; (2)

at the town hall of the village

where the land is located, and

(3) on the door of the office of

the administrator of the prov-

ince. At the end of the two

months the application is de-

livered, together with the re-

port of the native authorities

and the protests of third par-

ties, if any, to a special investi-

gating committee composed of

the following officials : the

administrator-in-chief of the

province, president ; the chief,

or under-chief of the canton,

and two notables of the village.

If the land is located in a

forest region, an agent of the

Forestry Service is added to

this committee. The applicant,

the owners of the adjoining

property and the occupants of

the tract, if any, are duly sum-

moned and sign the official

report (process-verbal), formulating in it

reservations which they consider necessary.

the administrator of the conclusions of

Bleclcrndeti.

11 observations and

When informed by

the committee the

applicant, if he accepts, deposits with the administrator a map

of the land and an official report of its location and delimitation.

These reports and documents are sent to the governor of the

colony, who, if he approves, will put the applicant in possession

of the land. The applicant must establish his domicile on the

plantation, or at the seat of the province, and must put the

concession under cultivation, within three years in the case of

concession of 10 hectares or less and within five years in the case

of 10 to SO hectares, under the penalty of forfeiture of all or

part of the land granted. If at the end of this period all tlie

Kilogram = 2.2 pouiuis. Hectare = 2.47 acres.

conditions have been cumplied with, the holder of the concession

is granted a definite title to his land.

In actual practice, liowever, no rubber estates of any conse-

quence are ever granted gratuitously in French Indo-China. In

the case of tracts of more than SO hectares the land is sold at

public auction. Application is made in the same way as for a

free grant, and the notice is the same, except that it must also be

published for two months in the "Bulletin Administratif" of the

colony and the "Monitcur des Provinces." A similar committee

meets and fixes the price of the land and other costs. The appli-

cant may establish his residence

at the capital of the protec-

torate instead of either of the

places mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraph, and the re-

ports and specifications (cahiers

des charges) must be approved

by the governor in council.

After approval notice must be

given, from 15 days to a month

in advance of the sale, by

placards printed in French and

in the native language of the

district, naming the day, hour

and place of the sale. These

placards must be posted (1)

on the door of the office of the

administrator of the province,

(2) at the town hall of the

village, (3) at the town halls

of neighboring villages and

(4) in the government offices

at Saigon. Notice must also

be published in the "Bulletin

.^dministratif" and the "Moni-

teur des Provinces." All per-

sons wishing to bid on this

land must deposit a sum equal

to one-fourth of the minimum
price when this amount ex-

ceeds 100 piastres, which sum
will be returned to all except

the successful bidder. All

terms, conditions and reserva-

tions are fixed by the specifica-

tions (cahiers des charges)

signed by the investigating com-

mittee and by the applicant or

someone holding his power

of attorney. The piitilia.sc price is paid by the successful bidder

in two instalments—imc within 20 days of the sale, the other a

year later. Upon the fulfilment of all the conditions of the

cahiers des charges a definite title is granted by a special decree

of the governor in council. The price paid in the past for rub-

ber lands sold at public auction has varied from .50 cents to 5

piastres per hectare.

In the case of rublur lands, all grants, whether by free title or

A.N- IxDiGKN'ous Rubber Tree in Frenih

Chin-.'v Over-Tapped by Natives.*

Indd-

*'Ihe Blet'kfOftca Tonbinrnsjs. iiuligenotis to Indo-China. if properly tap-

ped, yields a quickly-coagulating latex. The caoutchouc, when separated

from imiiurities, is pronounced of excellent quality, and has sold at 70 to 80

per cent of current prices for fine Para. The natives hack the trees «o

ruthlessly as to prevent proper flow of the latex, and frequently to such ex-

tent as to endanger the life of the trees.

Franc = 23.8 cents. Piastre = about 50 cents.
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by public auciioii, are maJe under certain conditions of cidtiva-

tioii. In all grants up to 500 hectares, one-tenth of the grant

must be planted each year with at least 120 rubber trees per

hectare, so that half the grant is under rublier cultivation at the

end of five years, under the penalty of forfeiture of all or part

of the estate. This time is extended to ten years in the case of

grants exceeduig 500 hectares. For the remainder of the con-

cession the holder may leave it in waste land or pasturage or

plant it to rice or other cultures. But a definite title will not be

granted until half the plantation is under cultivation. An admin-

istrative committee visits each grant in Xovemher of each year

to see that all these terms are complied with.

For the first seven years a rubber grant is exempt from land

tax. .^t the beginning of the eighth year one-tenth of the estate

is subject to the impost levied on the first class of "various cul-

tures" (2.75 piastres per hectare), and the uncultivated half is

subject to the impost on the third class of various cultures (48

cents per hectare). After the tenth year one-half of the estate

is subject to the first-cla.ss tax, the other half to the third-class

tax.

-Ml these terms and conditions are apjilicable to forcigner.s

wider the same conditions as to French citizens or colonists.

Rubber lands, planted or unplanted, may also be purchased ot

private individuals from time to time. During the past year sev-

eral small plantations were ottered for sale. The foreigner

should be wary about purchasing a small estate, for rubber pro-

duction in the past has been largely an experiment, and there has

been some reckless tapping, especially on the smaller plantations.

The larger estates are generally held by joint-stock companies.

Their shares are sometimes offered for sale by the notaries ot

Saigon through the columns of the local papers and especially

those of the "Bulletin Financier de ITndochine." At present it

is practically impossible to purchase stock in the better planta-

tions.

A few cases may serve to illustrate the prices at which these

plantations have been sold or offered for sale during the past

year. The most important deal in rubber plantation property

since the beginning of the European war was the sale in May,

1915. of the plantation of Tan-thanh-dong. One of the leading

stockholders of this firm was a German ; so the firm was dissolved

and the property sold. The amount received was 225,000 piastres.

This wa.s considered a very low price; but the sale took place

before the phenomenal rise in the price of rubber and under

conditions which may have restricted the number of bidders and

limited the amounts offered. In November, 1915, a small planta-

tion near Saigon was offered for about 30,000 piastres. Thi.;

plantation consisted of 450 hectares, of which 150 hectares were

planted with 50,000 trees a little more than five years old and

ready to be tapped, a nursery containing more than 150,000 young

trees and some timber and buildings. While these cases may

have some significance, they do not indicate the prices at which

the best rubber plantations are now held.

CLEARING AND PLANTING.

Some of the older plantations were located on cultivable or

prairie land ; but in the red soil region the clearing of the planta-

tion is a more serious problem. The vegetation is tropical and

dense, and the stumps and roots must be removed or in the moist.

hot season they will furnish a hotbed for mold and other plant

diseases. In spite of the cheapness of native hand labor (10 to

20 cents per day), tlie clearing of a plantation sometimes costs

as much as 25 piastres per hectare [over $S per acre]. How-
ever, the vegetation is less dense, the rainfall less constant and

the cost of clearing less expensive than in the more tropical cli-

mate of neighboring rubber producing countries.

Before the plantation is ready, a small tract of land is prepared

as a nursery. Here the seeds are planted, generally toward the

end of the rainy season (September to January). The young

plants are sheltered from the sun during the dry season and at

the beginning of the rainy season ( May or June) they have

attained a height of 1.50 to 1.80 meters [5 to 6 feet] and are

ready to be transplanted. Holes are dug 80 centimeters to 1

meter [32 to 40 inches] in depth and wide enough to accommo-
date all the roots. On the earlier small plantations the trees were

planted very close together. Tlie larger plantations—Xatrach

and Suzannah—at first adopted 4J/2 by 5 meters ; but this distance

was found loo small, and the later plantations have generally

left a si>ace of 6 or 7 meters lietwcen trees.

( Al<r. OF Till". I'l ANTATION: DRAIX.\GE, CtrLTIVATinX, IKRI-
CATION, FERTILIZATION.

The question of drainage is sometimes an important one in

Cochin China; for the whole delta region is subject to inunda-

tions from July to November, while in some parts of Cochin

C hina the rainfall from May to October, inclusive, averages over

20 inches per month, and during some months it is sometimes

as great as 30 inches. Up to the present time no precautions

have been fnund necessary against the invasion of the waters

of the Mekong and other waters coming from lower levels, and

it is unlikely that any such precautious will ever be necessary,

because most of the good rubber iands are somewhat higher than

the llooded delta district. But it has been found necessary on

nearly all these plantations to provide ditches and sometimes

large reservoirs for the drainage of excessive rainfall or the

overflow of neighboring streams during the long, wet season.

The soil betw-cen the trees is kept soft by plowing and kept

clean by constant weeding. The larger plantations have steam

]ilows of 60 to 100 horse-power but the smaller ones use native

wooden plows or ordinary American steel plows drawn by na-

tive cattle or caraJxin. The weeding is generally done by hand.

The dryness of the months from November to April, and espe-

cially from Jainuary to March, makes irrigation necessary on

nearly all the rubber plantations of Cochin China. The rainfall

during these months averages as low as 2 inches per month.

Sometimes there are month.s with no rain, but this is not com-

mon; and the uniformly cool nights during this season combined

with the always humid tropical atmosphere provide a little

moisture by condensation. Water can often be stored during

the rainy season. At any rate, streams are abundant and under-

ground veins are everywhere near the surface. Ditches and

reservoirs, useful for both drainage and irrigation, are found on

practically all the rubber plantations. A few of the smaller

plantations employ stationary hand-pumps or movablt double-

balance, two-cylinder, suction drainage pumps of 4,000 or 5,000

gallons capacity per hour. On the larger plantations the type

of pump most in use is a mounted centrifugal, gas or petroleum

motor-pump of 10,(X)0 to 50,000 gallons per hour. The type and

make of pump used varies with conditions, but Worthington

pumps of various styles find a comparatively good sale.

Up to the present time the use of fertilizer has lieen very small

and practically confined to some of the older gray soil plantations

and the nurseries. The substances used have been stable manure,

oil cake, malt, azote, potash, phosphates and superphosphates.

On the red soil plantations nothing but stable manure has been

used. The larger plantations have small herds of cattle and

employ the manure in the nursery and around the roots of the

young trees. The time will undoubtedly come when the use of a

small amount of fertilizer will be necessary- to supply the lacking

soil constituents discussed in a previous paragraph of this report.

TREE ENEMIES AND DISEASES: NEW PLANTS AND SEEDS.

As has been stated in a preceding paragraph, the principal

enemies of the rubber tree in Indo-China are water, drought and

typhoons. This region seems to be singularly free of rubber

diseases. The long, dry season has its drawbacks, but it seems

to insure the trees against mold and similar maladies common
to other rulil^er regions of the more tropical Orient. There has
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never been even a slight epidemic of any kind in the rubber

region of Indo-China,

At first seeds and even plants were imported into Cocliin China

from Ceylon, Singapore and Java : but the presence of crypto-

ganiic diseases in the rutibcr trees of these districts, led to a

decree in 1910 prohibiting the importation of Hevea plants into

Indo-China and pro\ i<ling for the disinfection of imported seeds.

Since that time ncu plantations have generally purchased their

initial plants or seeds uf tlie Belland, Ong-Yem and other earlier

plantations.

SECONDAKV CULTURES: USE OF MACHINERY.

Secondary cultures do not yet form an important element in

the rubber plantations of Cochin China. .A. little rice and some-

times maize is raised for the employes and the stock, and a cer-

tain amount of land is devoted to pasturage. The amount of

land given over to these purposes will necessarily increase when
land is worn and the need for fertilization with stable manure

or by turning under a crop becomes more pressing. Cocoanuts

and other native fruits are often raised, especially on the small

native plantations. The Locninh plantation has about 300,000

coffee plants, the Xa-cam plantation about 115,000, the Delignon

plantations in Annam about 125,000, and other plantations a

smaller number, making in all about 550,000 coffee plants. A
small plantation in Cochin China has about 11,000 cashew trees,

one in Annam about 10,000 kapok plants and another raises

annually several hectares of Soya beans.

The cultivation of these secondary cultures in connection with

that of rubber demands a variety of agricultural implements.

The smaller plantations use native hand-made plows, harrows,

hoes, spades, etc., but the larger plantations use modern machin-

ery, such as traction plows, harrows, rollers, trucks and mowing
machines. The motive power is sometimes native cattle and

carabao and sometimes steam. With the development of this

industry, both intensively and extensively, there will come a

greater demand for agricultural machinery.

Agricultural machinery is sometimes purchased in France by

the Paris representative of the plantation, but it is generally

bought of local importers. In either case it is imported from

France, although much of the machinery is of American origin.

The leading Saigon importers and dealers are Descours, Cabaud

ct Cie, Graf, Jacque et Cie, and Bonnefoy Freres. The directors

of these firms are also directors of large rubber estates in Cochin

China.

T.APFIN'G AM) GATHERIXG.

The rubber trees of the gray soil plantations are generally

tapped at the age of five or six years. By this time they have

attained a height of 15 or 20 feet and a circumference of about

18 inches. On some of the red soil plantations the trees reach

this size during the fourth year and are tapped at this age. The
half-herringbone method is almost universally employed. The
trunk is usually divided into fifths and two of these parts tapped

at once over an up-and-down extent of about 20 or 30 inches

per year. The tapping is generally done every day—except dur-

mg the months of January and February— tj'e middle of the dry

season, when the trees are given a rest.

The table given below shows the volume in cubic centimeters

of latex produced each month by groups of selected trees on the

experimental station at (')llg-^"em during 1910;

.Month. 1(1 Tret-. 20 Trees. 42 Trees.

y^nuaxy . .cubic cculinu-tcrs 1,71.1 895 Not tapped
February 1.253 4,159 Not tapped
March 1.S20 9,821 3,865
April 1,740 8,962 15,225
May 1.557 9,034 15,110

June 5.595 o,720 14,138

July 4.795 7,680 11,585

AngHM 7,194 11,073 12,330

Month. 10 'trees. 20 Trees. 42 Trees.

Septemlier 5,635 12,312 11,586

Octoher 7,6.12 10,164 12,593

Novenihtr 7.730 12,513 11,892

December 7,439 9,010 12,962

Experiments made at the same time show that the weight per

cubic centimeter of the latex is a little greater during the season

of heavy production but that it contains a smaller percentage of

rubber than during the dry season. The density of this latex

varied from .88 to .98 grams per cubic centimeter, the amount of

dry rubber produced per gram of latex varied from .30 to .72

grains. Making due allowance for unusual conditions, these

tables give a fair composite picture of the relative productivity

of the different seasons of the year.

The latex is gathered daily. A native can tap from 300 to 400

trees a day and gather latex from about an equal number. At
the Suzannah plantation, where native labor is very efficient, the

director hopes to bring this amount up to 600 trees per man ami
450 trees per woman. Since the beginning of rubber cultivation

in Cochin China tlie average annual rubber production per tree

has been about three-quarters of a kilo ; but the old Belland

plantation claims an average of lYz kilos for 1915, and some
portions of the newer plantations are said to average ovef a kilo

per tree. .As the above tables will show, selected .groups of trees

at Ong-Yem have produced over 5 kilos each per year. In con-
sidering these figures it must be borne in mind that up to the

present time most of the trees tapped each year are new and that

the trees have been planted too close together to obtain the

best results.

METHOD OF FKEPARATION.

The metliods of preparation vary slightly on the different

l)lantations. The first step is to strain the latex. To prevent
the too rapid coagulation a little water is sometimes placed in

the receptacles in which it is collected. The latex 14 strained

through a fine sieve, which collects all the leaves and other im-
purities, and is then placed in porcelain-lined basins about

8 by 12 inches and 3 or 4 inches deep and allowed to coagulate.

Sometimes a solution of acetic acid is added to assist the coagula-
tion.

The coagulated mass is then passed several times through one
or more sets of rollers until it is pressed into thin sheets. Some
plantations have a heavy set of smooth rollers which merely
press the rubber into sheets and smaller rollers which impress a

design upon them. The rollers are generally of steel or zinc. One
of the leading plantations has employed copper rollers, but is

considering a change due to the objections of prospective pur-

chasers of the product. When finished the sheets are about 11

or 12 inches wide, 20 to 24 inches long and Ys to % inch in

thickness. These sheets are then taken to the drying room.
The strainings of the latex, the lumps found on straining, the

water left in the cups, basins and other receptacles and the foam
and other skimmings after straining are prepared into various

grades of rubber and "scraps."

The rubber is sometimes dried by natural air in a closed room,
sometimes dried with hot air and sometimes simply exposed in

a dry place to the tropical atmosphere. The first of these methods
is followed at Xatrach, the second at Suzannah and the third at

the Belland plantations and in general at all the smaller planta-

tions. Tiie Suzannah plantation has a $14,000 drying plant, con-

sisting of an "Ouragan" mechanical drier operated by a 75 horse-

power motor. The rubber produced on this plantation is ready

for market within ten or twelve days after leaving the tree,

while on other plantations of Cochin China the preparation of

the rubber re(|uires from twenty to thirty days, according to

the season. Some plantations smoke the sheet rubber in the

closed rootu by conducting wood-smoke into the room through a

pipe ; others by the addition of a little creosote to the latex.

(To he continued.)
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The Chemical Convention and Exposition.

THE lilty-third annual meeting of the American Chemical

Society was held in New York City the last week of Sep-

tember, and in point of attendance and interest far exceed-

ed any previous meeting. More than 2.000 members registered at

the Chemists' Club during the week. Meetings were held on the

tirst five days of the week, some of them being at Columbia

University, others at the Chemists' Club, the New York College

of Pharmacy, and the Grand Central Palace. At this latter

building was held during the week the Second National E.xposi-

tion of Chemical Industries, 200 firms and companies making

exhibits.

During the forenoon of Monday, at the Chemists' Club, a com-

mittee was bu.sy registering the names of visiting members, a

large number of whom were accompanied by their wives. To

each was presented a badge which was an open sesame to most

of the functions on the program. At this club, rooms were set

apart for visiting ladies, a large committee of ladies having

charge of this portion of the program. Here also the reception

rooms and the large dining room were thrown open to members

and visitors, while the chairmen of the various committees were

on hand to i'ulfil the duties assigned to them.

The formal opening of the exposition was held at the Grand

Central Palace on Monday afternoon, the opening address being

by President Charles H. Herty, and other speeches by Dr.

Francis A. J. Fitzgerald and Dr. Arthur B. Daniels.

On Tuesday, at the general meeting of the society at Horace

Mann Auditorium, Columbia University, J. Merritt Mathews,

president of the New York section of the American Chemical

Society, presided, and addresses of welcome were made by Dr.

Haven Emerson, Health Commissioner of the City of New
York, and President Butler, of Columbia University.

In accordance with the general program the various divisions

held meetings at which papers were read pertaining to that special

portion of the industry to which the division was devoted.

Among the papers read in other divisions than the Rubber

Section which would be of interest to the readers of this journal,

and which, therefore, may be accorded attention in the coming

number, are: "Showerprooling," by E. L. Mack; "Vulcanization

of Rubber," by D. Spence; "Aniline and Other Coal Tar Prod-

ucts," by George P. Adamson, and "Bureau of Mines Studies on

Occupational Diseases," by Dr. W. .\. Lynott, Washington, D. C.

The evenings were set apart mainly for social functions. On
Tuesday a reception was held at the Hotel Astor, where members,

guests, and members of the American Electrochemical Society

and Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry were

present. On Wednesday evening the Electrochemical Society

held a smoker, members of the American Chemical Society being

their guests. Thursday evening a grand banquet was held at the

Waldorf-Astoria. Friday afternoon and evening were devoted

to visiting the exposition at the Grand Central Palace. Mean-

while a special program was laid out for the visiting ladies, this

being in charge of an able and efficient committee.

Taken altogether, the convention was most assuredly the

best in the history of the society. In the completeness of

arrangement, great credit is due to the officers and com-

mittees having the details in charge, including President

Charles H. Herty, Secretary Charles L. Parsons, the chairmen of

the various meetings ; Carl L. Alsberg, Edward Bartow, J. E.

Breckenridge, C. G. Derick, H. E. Howe, Irving Langmuir, J. H.

Long, L. M. Tolman and L. E. Weber, and the fullmving

committees

:

Executive. J. M. Matthews, chairman ; Frank Hemingway,

treasurer; L. H. Baekeland, H. R. I\Ioody, P. C. Mcllhiney. E.

(.. Love, T. J. Parker, Alkn Rogers, T. B. Wagner, A. E. Hill,

C. M. Joyce, Chas. F. Roth, secretary.

FiN.ANCE. L. H. Baekeland, chairman; Carleton Ellis, J. B. F".

HerreshofF, E. G. Mackenzie, T. B. Wagner.

Ri:(;iSTK.\Ti()x. H R. Moody, chairman ; Chas. F. Bacon, D. D.

ISerolzheimcr. Charles A. Lunn, F. J. Metzger, A. Nagelvoort,

.\. C. Neish.

Rkcei'tio.n-. p. C. Mcllhiney, chairman ; J. .'Alexander, S. R.

Church, H. M. Ittner, R. W. Moore, J. C. Olsen, Emil Schill,

M. Toch, H. A. Metz, H. Schweitzer, E. G. Nellis, V. G. Bloede,

J. G. Bergquist.

Entert.mnment. E. G. Love, chairman; H. A. Baker, T. W.
Pritchard.

Hotel. T. J. Parker, chairman; T. R. Duggan, J, M. Weiss.

Press and Publicity. Allen Rogers, chairman ; Ellwood Hen-

drick, B. C. Hesse, T. J. Keenan, A. Nagelvoort, E. F. Roeber,

Charles F. Roth.

THE RUBBER SECTION.

""PHIS was the lirst meeting to be held by the rubber chemists
* for a long while, and the large attendance seemed to prove

that this section of the Chemical Society is capable of doing some

real constructive and research work in the rubber industry.

The transactions of this section were held at Rumford Hall

at the Chemists' Club. Dr. L. E. Weber, of Boston, Massachu-

.'.ctts, was chairman, and Dr. John B. Tuttle, of Washington,

D. C, secretary. The papers included the following

:

".\ Revision of Wesson's Method for the Direct Determination

of Rubber," by J. B. Tuttle and L. Yurow.

"Wet Combustion in the Nitrosite-Combustion Method for the

Direct Determination of Rubber," by L. G. Wesson and E. S.

Knorr.

"The Aniline IMethod for the Determination of Fillers in Rub-
lier Goods," by Otto H. Klein.

"Increase of Resins in the Vulcanization," by L. E. Weber.

"The Second Report of the Joint Rubber Insulation Commit-

tee," William E. Del Mar, secretary.

"The Rubber Chemist and the Rubber Trade," by Henry C.

Pearson. Editor of The Ixdi.x Rubber World.

. CHANGES OF RESINS IN VULCANIZATION.

Dr. L. v.. Weber's. paper had been announced under the title

"Increase of Resins in the Vulcanization," but in his introduc-

tory remarks, he pronounced this somewhat of a misnomer, be-

cause, under the conditions under which the experiments were

carried out, an actual decrease in the resin content resulted in the

vulcanization process in the majority of cases. Dr. Weber said:

It is a generally accepted fact that in the course of vulcaniza-
tion the resins show a material increase, the term resins being
a convenient abbreviation of what is more accurately referred
to as the organic acetone extract. The amount of this increase
is said to vary, but is usually in the vicinity of 1 to !/ per cent.

That is to say, the rubber will show an actual resin content ot

somewhere between 4 and S per cent, whereas before vulcaniza-
tion its resin content was between 3 and S'A per cent. The nature
and cause of the increase is not understood, in fact the whole
subject has received very little attention. That this is so is

rather to be wondered at, especially when one considers the fact

that the resin content is our most reliable guide in recognizing
the presence of high grade rubbers.

It has without doubt been observed on numerous occasions
that rubber compounds very rich in rubber do not show this in-

crease, their resin content being approximately the same before
and after vulcanization. It therefore seems reasonable to sup-
pose that certain of the mineral ingredients which are present
in the more Iiighly compounded stocks are responsible for the
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increase, and it was in the hope of determining which of these
ninerals were effective that the experiments enumerated below
ivLTC carried out. In order to observe more clearly the effect

whicli the various minerals exert on the resins during vulcaniza-
tiiin. the more common minerals were added in varying amounts
to a standard rubber compound and the increase in the resin

content determined analytically. The basic compound consisted
of 100 parts of rubber and 8 parts of sulphur. A series of com-
pounds were mixed up containing rubber and sulphur in the

identical proportions but with varying percentages of zinc oxide,
litharge, lime, calcined magnesia, white lead, barytes and whit-
ing. These minerals were added in percentages based on the
rubber. For instance, a typical compound would read as follows

:

Rubber, 100 parts : sulphur, 8 parts, and litharge, 5 parts.

Or again

:

Rubber, 100 parts: sulphur, 8 parts, and zinc, 20 parts.

In this manner tlie effect produced by the various minerals
could be noted reaaily with a minimum of calculation. Of course.

more marked as the amount added increases up to SO per cent.
Zinc also seems to follow the same rule in that the resin content
decreases with the amount added, whereas in the case wiierc zinc
oxide and litharge were both present, decrease in the resin con-
tent is about the same as would have been produced by the
litharge alone. The cases of lime and magnesia are very interest-
ing, even the relatively small amounts of 5 per cent producing
very marked decreases.
An explanation of the above observations is hazardous, in view

of the limited amount of experimental data. It is at once ap-
parent, however, that the substances which bring about decreases
in the resin content are all of a basic nature, and the two materials
which are particularly active, namely, lime and magnesia, have a
relatively strong basic nature. In view of the known fact that the
resins from Hcvea rubber are in part saponifiable, it seems reason-
able to suppose that salts have been formed in the vulcanizing
process between the saponifiable resins and the mineral oxides,
with the formation of acetone insoluble metallic resinates. It is

Dr. Loth ar E. Weber. He.vrv C. Pe.\rso.v. Dr. T. B. Ti'TTi.E.

in each case the resin content is based on the actual amount of

rubber present. For the sake of convenience all samples were
cured in the press at 45 pounds pressure for various periods, de-

pending on the nature and amount of mineral added.
The following table shows the changes in the resin content of

the crude rubber, the crude rubber vulcanized with sulphur alone,

and the compounds containing rubber, sulphur and minerals in

various proportions.

Crude rubber gave resin content of 3.54 per cent.

100 parts rubber and 8 parts sulphur gave resin content of 3.S3

per cent, based on rubber present. Additions of minerals as fol-

lows gave percentages based on rubber present

:

5 per cent litharge gave resin content Z.6 per cent
10 pi-T cent litharge gave resin content 2.8 per cent
20 per cent litharge gave resin content 2.7 per cent
50 per cent litharge gave resin content 2.1 per cent
20 per cent zinc oxide gave resin content 3.4 per cent
50 per cent zinc o.xide gave resin content 3.1 per cent
20 per cent -.vhite lead gave resin content 4.0 per cent

.. ll^V^r^'lS^^.^'] resin content 5.6 per cent

5 per cent lime gave resin content 2.5 per cent
5 per cent calcined magnesia, resin cent. 2.6 per cent

50 per cent whiting gave resin content 3.5 per cent
50 per cent barytes gave resin content 3.7 per cent

These figures are iiideed surprising and directly in contradic-
tion to what one would have expected. There is a much more
marked decrease in the resin content than increase. To be sure,

barytes and whiting are without effect one way or the other. This
is more or less what one would have expected in view of their

inert action in the vulcanization process. The addition of 20 per
cent of white lead is the only case where there has been any ap-
preciable increase. Even in this case the increase is so very small
as tfp just lie outside the limit of analytical error. It is mteresting
to note the action of litharge. When added to the extent of only
5 jierccnt no change in the resin content is observed. There is a
marked decrease on the addition of 10 per cent, which becomes

not improbable that a connection exists between the action of these
minerals on the resins and the accelerating action which the
former produce. This seems the inore probable, in view of the
fact that the elimination of the resins from the crude rubber
practically inhibits vulcanization.
As already stated, the above samples were all vulcanized in the

press, a fact which should be clearly borne in mind. The samples
are at present being vulcanized in live steam and will doubtless
show increased resin content on analysis. To be sure the intro-
duction of live steam brings forth another factor into the vulcaniz-
ing process. From the above figures, however, it would seem,
in tlie presence of metallic oxides, as if the primal tendency of
vulcanization were rather to decrease the resin content than to
increase it, probably owing to the formation of metallic resinates.

THE RUBBER CHEMIST AND THE RUBBER TRADE,

Mr. Pearson's address, in brief, was as follows:

As a text to my address I want to use a brief letter re-
ceived this month from an old-time rubber superintendent

—

a man who has had an unusual measure of success, who is

absolutely honest but thoroughly of the old school:

To THE Editor of The Indi.\ Rubber World.
Dear Sir—A considerable space of every edition

of your valuable magazine is given to "What the
Rubber Chemists Are Doing."

It has been my privilege to talk with several man-
agers and invariably each has a problem. When
asked why not let the chemist work it out, tliey

answer they have tried and failed to find the solu-
tion. Now is it true that chemists are of any ad-
vantage or only a fad, same as the game of efficiency
that has been taken up by many, but is being gradu-
ally dropped? Chemistry and efficiency have their
place in the world's work, but a good practical man
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can make a rubber factory pay larger dividends than

any corps of chemists rnnninj; aroimd witli abstracted

reasonings. If there is anythinp that gets the "goat"

of a superintendent, it is to have some half-cooked

chemist tell him liow to run the factory. W-ry truly

yours,

This naturally leads one to ask exactly what the status of

the chemist in the rubber industry has been, what it now is,

and is to be, and incidentally the status of the so-called

practical man.
The beginnings of the industry, of course, were coincident

with the discovery of vulcanization. Offhand one would say

that Charles Goodyear was the discoverer—and he was, as

far as the printed page goes. The fact, however, that before

Goodyear's time the Indians up the Amazon were mixing
gunpowder (because of its sulphur content), with rubber

iatex, spreading the mixture on cloth and exposing it to the

strong rays of the sun, would really suggest that they had
discovered vulcanization witliout knowing it. As they made
no claim to such discovery, perhaps it would be well to let

them go into the discard.

The discovery of vulcanization, as far as Charles Goodyear
went, was the result of hundreds of experiments. It was
the fortunate result of a constant groping after an ideal by
an exceedingly pertinacious experimenter. That he didn't

know exactly what he had done is proved by the fact that

he patented the "triple compound." composed of rubber, sul-

phur and white lead and that for years after white lead ap-

peared in every compound.
The English discoverer of vulcanization, Thomas Hancock,

another practical man, worked for years trying to produce
rubber compounds that would not get sticky in hot weather
nor stiff in cold, and finally, securing through a friend named
Brockedon a sample of the American vulcanized product, dis-

covered sulphur on the surface. As a result he invented the

type of vulcanization known as the sulphur bath. That is, he

melted sulphur, inimeised rubber in it. raised the heat and
secured vulcanization.
About the same time .Alexander Parkes, a chemist, pro-

duced a process of vulcanizing rubber by using chloride of

sulphur; in other words, invented the cold cure.

In Germany during the years of the American and English

search after vulcanization. Dr. Leudersdorff. of Berlin,

through bis own initiative, compounded rubber with sulplinr.

treated the surfaces with powdered sulphur, and at times
got results that looked like vulcanization. He did not at

that time appreciate what he had. but without doubt he
would eventually have discovered vulcanization, even if the

rest of the world had remained ignorant of it.

.About the same time a Dutch apothecary named Jan Van
Geun, who lived in Haarlem, put upon the market a rubber
tubing that did not get stiff in cold weather, was not softened
by heat and withstood acid. What his process was nobodj'
knows, but the evidence goes to prove that he did discover
vulcanization.
The iTiatter thus stands, without counting the Indian, that

the world's vulcanization of india rubber was discovered by
two practical men, two chemists and a dru,g.gist.

American rubber manufacture divided itself into three pe-
riods. The tirst was of pioneering. In spite of the fact

that vulcanization had been accomplished, the early manu-
facturers were a long way from being able to produce rubber
goods in quantities, without a percentage of spoiled .goods
and seconds that would put any present manufacturer out of

business. The early pioneers were Candee, Meyer. Poppen-
husen. Day, Hartsliorn, Hodgman and Hayward. None of

these men were chemists, but they tackled their varied
problems with undaunted courage and succeeded in spite of
many failures. The next generation, wliich embraced the
well-known names of Converse. Forsyth, Cheever. Spadone.
Bourn, Banigan, Hood, Goodrich, McClymonds, Dale and
Cowen, inheriting the compounds and processes of their

predecessors, began to appeal to machinists and mechanical
engineers to assist them in mechanical problems, and occa-
sionally to chemists. In spite of this, the man who had
worked up through the various processes, the practical man.
was esteeined more than any other individual. It is only
proper to say that he often possessed a high degree of skill.

and that through his experience he was able to avoid many
errors, and that his results showed in earnings that were
sometimes remarkable. The old-time practical man was a
czar when it came down to the question of compounding.
In many cases he alone possessed the secret formula, and if

he left an employer he carried them with him.
To di.grcss a luoment. il might be interesting to cite one

of the formula- used by all of the great shoe facioiics during
the early days. The upper compound, besides whiting,
litharge, sulphur and tar, which were more or less necessary,
contained white lead, lime and barytes. Just why, nobody
knew. These ingredients, with the exception of the tar, were
weighed out in (juantity into a huge bin and then run througl;
an old-fashioned l)urr mill for fineness. They were not known
as compounds but as ])aints.

It must not l)e thought, however, that the jiriictical men
did not produce ;>nything. They were the producers of

excellent mixers, masticators, tubing machines, calenders and
spreaders. They also designed scores of machines for the
manufacture of belting, packing, hose, insulated wire and
so on. When competition became fierce, they made bigger
and better machines and cheapened their compounds where
they could.
They also produced many valuable compounds and proc-

esses. Of these the most notable are the mechanical process
for rubber reclaiming invented by Clapp, and the acid process
invented by Mitchell, Bourn and McDerniott. None of these
men were chemists, although very early in his career as a
manufacturer of reclaimed stock Mr. Mitchell employed chem-
ists in consultation. L'p to 1900 the chemist had made hardly
any impression at all upon the rubljer trade.

The writer was so impressed with the future usefulness of
the chemist in rubber mills that he took occasion when op-
portunity offered to talk with the leaders of the trade, so as
to learn their, attitude regarding the possible value of a
laboratory and a chemist in connection with their own
problems. E. S. Converse stated that they had employe.!
chemists, but that the cost to their company had been greater
than any value received from their work. Joseph Banigan
said, in a jocular vein, that "he had no use for chemists,
druggists or apothecaries." L. K. McClymonds said that the
value of the chemist would be simply in determining the
purity of compounding ingredients, and that he hired a com-
petent superintendent to look after that. Henry C. Morse
said that he would give more for the guess of his old super-
intendent, Leigh, than for all the certainties produced by the
best chemist on earth.

In those early days only two men took the chemist seri-

ously. One was James B. Forsyth, of the Boston Belting
Co.: but he had the misfortune to deal in secret with a mm
whom he believed to be a chemist, but who was really a

charlatan and an expert user of chemical terms. It was a
long time before Mr. Forsyth discovered that he was being
fooled. Dr. Benjamin F. Goodrich, founder of The B. F.

Goodrich Co.. was the other man who thoroughly believed.
almost from the beginning, that rubber manufacture was as
much a chemical problem as a mechanical one. Very earl\-

he employed a German chemist, and indeed proposed to the
writer that he come to Akron to be the president of a re-
search laboratory and chemical plant, offering a block of
stock, and saying in his enthusiastic manner, "I will make
you rich." As I then had visions of starting a rubber paper,
I refused something for which perhaps the (ioodnch com-
pany should tender me a vote of thanks.

It was not until a young chemist from Boston, through a
reclaiming process that he invented, made a spectacular suc-
cess for himself and for his company, followed by an equally
spectacular success in extracting rubber from low-grade gums
and making much more money for himself and for his company,
that rubber manufacturers in the United States really awoke to

the fact that the chemist could be anything besides a dreamer
of dreams and a tester of the purity of compounding in-

.gredients.

Looking at the rubber trade of the United States of today.
it is absolutely impossible to even indicate how much chemists
have done in rubber lines. Their work in producing re-
claimed rubber of better types than ever before known, and
in handling stock that at one time went under the furnace, is

a matter of common knowledge. So, too, are the various
extraction processes that have rendered resinous rubber,
such as guayule and Pontianak, of so much value to the
trade. .Also, in the sijeeding up of the .great variety of com-
pounds by new and harmless accelerators, their work has
been beyond praise. In the rearrangement of compounds, in
the production of new and valuable ones, and above all in
the testing of everything that goes into the factory and goes
out of it, they have revolutionized the old rule-of-thumb meth-
ods. .So true is this that every mill of any note today has
either its own laboratory or leans hard on some outside
consulting laboratory. Nor would any manufacturer today,
once having employed chemists, think of doing without them
any more than he would think of eliminating steam or elec-
tricity in his power plant.
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It is a pity that time does not permit me to name the many
eminent chemists—English, German, French and American

—

whose research work as set forth in books, pamphlets and
essays constitutes some of the most valuable of the world's
technical literature. Such a list, with an adequate descrip-

tion of the work done, would, however, far exceed the limits

of this paper.
The fact being, then, that the chemist has not only estab-

lished hitnself, but has practically taken over the industry
that should have been his from the beginning, leads one to

ask, "What of the future?" Are the problems all solved?
To an imaginative man it doesn't seem that much more than
a beginning has been made. The remembrance of the be-
ginning of "Bakelite," a real competitor for hard rubber, and
of the "Cravenette" process an equally real competitor of rub-
ber clothing, is exceedingly suggestive. Rubber is and always
will be an expensive commodity. It is individual in its ex-
treme elasticity and resiliency. Why, then, where the plas-

ticity of rubber is alone made use of, as in clothing, belting,

packing, hose, matting and a score of other things, should
not some other plastic, waterproof of course, dispossess it,

and isn't the chemist the man who will doubtless accomplish
that? That would give much more rubber for the millions

of automobile tires that are in sight for the next few years.

It would also leave sufficient rubber for thread, elastic bands,
and goods for which no other plastic is fitted. There is a

suggestion, also, of a rubber compound for footwear that will

be waterproof from the outside and will allow insensible
perspiration to work out from the inside. Why, too, as long
as rubber sheets can be made absolutely inextensible, should
they not be a compound for tires, to do away with the
necessity for strengthening fabrics, either woven or cord?

Again, looking at the rubber processes from a distance,
it seems a bit awkward that so much heat and pressure and
expensive machinery should be needed to accomplish vul-
canization. Why should not the chemist of the future add
some substance to the rubber mass which in the course of

a few hours will effect vulcanization without the application

of heat? Were this possible, its value in colored rubber
goods would probabl}' be incalculable. If this compounding
vulcanization did not darken the mass, how easy it would be
to make hard rubber goods pure white—to rival and even
surpass celluloid and "galalith" in all their gaudy colors. Or
if the chemist finds himself unable to do this, let him recall

the fact that in the East there is a rubber tree the latex of
which, on coagulation, is bright blue. It is his privilege to

discover what gives that particular color, and by applying
it to the great orchards of the Far East, produce rubber of
all the colors of the rainbow.
Coming down from the realms of imaginary triumphs to

those directly before the chemist, there are in his own factory
quite enough and more than he can intelligently solve in

years to come—those are individual. For the trade at large
there is the standardization of almost everything that goes
into the mill and comes out of it, and then, for our own
country's preparedness, the production of a cheap, high-grade,
synthetic rubber.

The succeeding papers were confidential communications that

will not be released until further experiment has been carried on

and the results checked up. Owing to lack of space the rest of

the essays will appear, however, in the November issue of The
India Rubber World. An exceedingly interesting symposium,

led by Dr. Geer and participated in by some 20 other rubber

chemists, will also be treated at length in the Xovember issue.

THE CHEMICAL EXPOSITION.

I
'HE National Exposition of Chemical Industries was held at

* the Grand Central Palace during the week, and nearly

two hundred displays filled the main floor and gallery of the

great exhibition hall. Of these, comparatively few were

specially devoted to the rubber industry, but those that were

included several of the most striking variety.

By far the largest exhibit was that of the iluffalo I'oundr}-

& Machine Co.. Buflfalo, New York. This occupied the

entire end of the main hall, and included an installation of

"Buflovak" apparatus—a 1,600-gallon nitrator for manufac-
turing nitro-benzol ; a 2,S00-ga!lon caustic box for making
caustic soda; a 700-gallon sulphonator; an 8-foot horizcjiital

type evaporator; vacuum drum dryer in operation; vacuum
surface condenser; two-stage vacuum pump; vacuum shelf

dryer; fusion kettle, equipped with stirring device; autoclave,

crystallizing pan and a fully equipped nitric acid plant. All

these huge pieces of apparatus bore their names in bold

lettering. Around the booth were transparencies showing
photographs of apparatus made by this company.

J. P. Devine Co., tnanufacturer of vacuum dryers, Buffalo,

New York, exhibited a complete installation of a double drum
vacuum dryer, the first one built in America. This included,

besides the dryer, a surface condenser and motor drive. It

is especially designed for drying, in vacuo, viscous heavy
liquors and pastes. Another notable feature of the exhibit

was a high pressure cast steel autoclave built to withstand

a pressure of 1,000 pounds to the square inch. The Devine
nitrating kettle was another feature of the exhibit, as was
also a series of photographs of various forms of dryers, etc.

The Werner & Pfleiderer Co., Saginaw, Michigan, had on
exhibition a number of their kneading and mixing machines,

including the rubber masticator for dry compojnding, which
was described in The Indi.^ Rubber World of September 1.

There was also shown a huge vacuum type "Universal"

kneading and mixing machine with a heavy double agitator,

and a copper bowl rapid dissolver, machines well known in

rubber and chemical manufacturing circles.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East
F^ittsburgh, Pennsylvania, devoted its space maiiily to an
exhibit of controllers for electric motors. Among these was
a Type F automatic control for alternating current motors,

and a Type CS motor control.

The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Connecticut, showed recording

instruments, including a recording thermometer for vulcanizers,

an operation recorder for automobile tire presses which gives

upon the traveling sheet 20 distinct operation records, and a new-

wet and dry bulb recording thermometer showing continuously

the moisture content of the atmosphere.

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. and associated com-
panies, including the Du Pont Chemical Works, Du Pont
Fabrikoid Co., Fairfield Rubber Co. and The Arlington Co.,

had a very interesting exhibit of their products, including

several cliemicals used in the manufacture of rubber goods,
their "habrikoid" for upholstery purposes, and rubberized
cloth made at the Fairfield factory. There was also an ex-

hibit of articles manufactured from "Pyralin," a substitute

for hard rubber.

.'\nother substitute for hard rubber, "Bakelite," was shown
in the exhibit of the General Bakelite Co., New York City
and Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

The exhibit of The J. H. Day Co., Cinciimati, Ohio, manufac-
turers of machinery used in mixing and compounding rubber,

was most complete and interesting.

The Barrett Co., New York City, was well represented by a

large and comprehensive exhibit, showing among other chem-
ical products, toluol, benzol and carbolic acid, that are used
by the rubber trade.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Co. had on exhibition among
its asphalt products the "Genasco" mineral rubber, which is

well known in the rubber trade. The Corn Products Refining

Co., New York City, among other articles not used in the

rubber trade, showed its well-known rubber substitute "Para-
gol," which is a sulphonated corn oil used as a filler.

The Luzerne Rubber Co., Trenton, New Jersey, exhibited
hard rubber pipes and fittings, stop cocks, etc., for the con-
duction of acids, and also showed color boxes, photograi)hic

tanks, electrolytic cells, check ball valves and acid buckets.

Whitall Tatum Co.. Millville, New Jersey, had an excellent

exhibit of laboratory apparatus.

The exhibition was well patronized during every day and
evening, not only by the members and guests of the American
Chemical Society, but also by the general public. Moving pic-

tures devoted to the exhibition of manufacturing and chemical

engineering work were shown.
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What the Ruhher Chemists Are Doln^.

THK STAltll.ITV ( il- VULCANIZED RUBBEK AND THK Ol'TIMlM

CURE.

UNDER the aliove title Dr. Henry P. Stevens, in the "Journal

of the Society of Chemical Industry" (August 31, 1916),

presents the results of investigations made for the Rubber

Growers' Association. The author remarks that in the manu-

facture of vulcanized goods the greatest care is taken to adjust

the conditions of vulcanization to suit the particular compound

to be vulcanized. K.xcess temperature or time will over-cure the

product, and it will not age satisfactorily. Pronounced over-curing

may exhibit inferior mechanical properties within a very short

period of vulcanization, but in most cases the freshly vulcanized

compound at fir.st exhibits good mechanical properties, and it is

only after a period of months or years that the over-curing be-

comes apparent by the gradual perishing of the rubber.

Pronounced under-curing also causes gradual deterioration.

but the effect is not so marked as with over-cured rubber, and is

more easily detected, as the mechanical properties of under-cured

rubber are not fully developed.

It is obvious that for each particular rubber compound there

must exist certain conditions of vulcanization, principally time

and temperature, which will produce the optimum results. This

cure has been termed the "optimum" or "perfect cure."

Schidrowitz and Eaton and Grantham have published their

work on this subject. Each of these works was undertaken to

compare the vulcanizing qualities of raw rubbers and to evolve

a standard method of testing. These methods are based on the

figures for tensile tests made on simple compounds of rubber with

sulphur only, vulcanized for varying periods under constant con-

ditions of temperature.

Eaton and Grantham say "we have always taken as the opti-

mum, that point at which the product of the breaking load per

unit cross section and the elongation is a maximum." Strictly

speaking, they have taken the final length at rupture : that is, the

elongation plus the original length, and multiplied this by the

breaking load to give the product. This latter calculation ap-

pears to be the more correct.

The corresponding figure obtained liy Dr. Stevens, termed

"Tensile product," represents the breaking load per unit cross-

sectional area of test piece, when the latter is fully stretched, as

the volume of a piece of vulcanized rubber does not show ap-

preciable alteration on deformation. The specimen giving the

maximum product is held by Eaton and Grantham to be that

which has been subjected to the optimum cure. It is obvious

that if a numl)er of vulcanizations be carried through with one

compound for progressively increasing periods, some specimens

may be under-cured, some over-cured and one will lie in the

neighborhood of the correct cure, but it would be a mere chance

if this last specimen were vulcanized for exactly the period re-

quired to produce the optimum effect.

These methods fail to take into consideration the fact that

tensile properties of a vulcanized rubber are not constant, but

vary with the age of the specimen.

Research work of recent years has shown that vulcanization

proceeds after the actual vulcanization process is completed, and

that vulcanization takes place, although very slowdy, at the ordi-

nary temperature of the air.

Dr. Stevens regards the vulcanization process as a sort of im-

pulse, and the momentum induced carries on the vulcanizing

effect after the vulcanization process is complete.

A specimen of vulcanized rubber, if tested at intervals of time

over a given period, shows progressive changes during that period.

Thus the product of the breaking strain and elongation of a

specimen tested the day after vulcanization will usually give

ligures which are lower than those ohtaintd if llie test be made
a week or a month later. The term "optimum cure" if it is to

have any practical meaning, must connote not only the physical

properties of the freshly vulcanized rubber but also its aging.

There is another guide to correct curing, namely, the figure for

the coefficient of vulcanization. With many types of compound
this figure is difficult to ascertain, even approximately, but in a

simple type, consisting entirely of rubber and sulphur, it is only

necessary to extract exhaustively with acetone and to determine

the sulphur in the residual rubber, expressing the results as a

percentage of the raw rubber originally taken.

Dr. Stevens has carried through a comprehensive series of

tests with the compound employed by Eaton and Grantham, com-
posed of rubber with 10 per cent of sulphur. In each case the

tests were carried out on the same lines as those of Eaton and

Grantham, except that the vulcanized specimens were tested at

intervals, the last test being put through approximately ten

months after vulcanization. The rubbers employed were pale

crepe and smoked sheet rubbers of ordinary commercial quality.

The results of the investigation prove conclusively that a rub-

ber compound subjected to Eaton and Grantham's "optimum
cure" is undoubtedly over-vulcanized, or over-cured, and that

the word "optimum" is consequently incorrectly applied. If,

however, Eaton and Grantham's definition be modified so as to

include the aging factor, we have what appears to be a very

good definition of the optimum or correct cure. It may be pro-

visionally defined as that cure which gives the maximum figure

for tensile product after full period of aging. It is not at pres-

ent possible to define more exactly the period of aging. With
rubber compounded with 10 per cent of sulphur only, the re-

sults show that the period should exceed the ten months allowed

in the present experiments. Probably two or three years will

be required. The vulcanized specimens must be preserved under

suitable conditions and should not be exposed to light. It must
not be forgotten that the temperature and possibly also hygro-

metric and other conditions of the atmosphere affect both the

aging qualities and the physical tests.

The coefficient of vulcanization can only be taken as an ap-

proximate guide to the condition or degree of vulcanization. A
figure for the coefficient exceeding 3.50 per cent for a vulcan-

ized rublier and sulnliur compound is an almost certain indica-

tion of over-curing.

ANILINE OIL POISONING.

In a communication to "The Journal of Industrial and Engi-

neering Chemistry," W. W. Sanders relates the experience

of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio, with regard

to its manufacture and use of aniline oil.

Since November, 1914. the company has manufactured about

1,500 tons of aniline, without a single fatality due to poisoning.

This is the result of a persistent campaign to eliminate every

jiossible source of danger and to care promptly for such cases

of poisoning as have actually resulted. Men who are working

constantly in the aniline plant and who have, in a measure, be-

come immune to the effect of aniline vapor, show bluish lips

and skin ; the poisoning does not seem to go beyond that stage,

and the men are not inconvenienced in any way. The severest

cases have resulted from the spilling of aniline, nitrobenzol. or

aniline hydrochloride directly upon the skin.

Realizing that poisoning may be caused either by inhalation

of vapor or direct contact with liquid, the manufacturing pre-

cautions have been based on these two points. The building is

provided w-ith suction ventilating fans in the roof. Several 24-

incli fans, located in ihe exterior side wall of the building, play
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streams of air directly upon the men while they are at their

operating positions. In fair weather the windows are removed,

at other times satisfactory floor ventilation is provided. Suction

ventilating ducts are led directly to stuffing boxes and iron

boring feeders, where there is always more or less escaping

vapor. The manufacturing system is closed, so that it is un-

necessary for open aniline to be handled. Drinking men are

excluded from the operating force. The men are provided by

the company with regular rations of milk, with two clean work-

ing uniforms weekly per man, and with rubber boots. Shower

baths are installed and their daily use insisted upon. Frequent

inspection for leaks is made of pumps, valves and stuffing boxes.

The necessity of replacing the stirring paddles in the aniline

reducers is the cause of many of the poisoning cases observed.

In spite of continued washing and steaming out, there is suf-

ficient anilinir saturating the residual iron borings in the reducer

bottom to make it inadvisable for men to remain in the reducer

for more than a half hour.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.

IN the article "Select Methods of Analysis of Golden

Sulphide of Antimony" published in this department in

August, credit was unintentionally omitted. It was con-

densed from the original in "Le Caoutchouc & la Gutta-

percha," by Andre Dubosc.

The following article is by the same author and also from the

same publication :

SULPHIDES OF ANTIMONY AND THEIR ANALYSIS.

Golden sulphuret of antimony or pentasulphide of antimony

is an important factor in the manufacture of inner tubes, drug-

gists' and surgical rubber goods.

The pentasulphide is in non-stable equilibrium and under the

increase of temperature, which occurs in the course of hot vul-

canization, releases colloidal sulphur, which unites with rubber

easier than flowers of sulphur.

This dissociation occurs at 130 to 135 degrees C, leaving as

residuary product red trisulphide of antimony, a pigment, giving

to the product the beautiful red color sought by the trade.

Red trisulphide under the same conditions, does not give the

same results as the pentasulphide. It does not release the col-

loidal sulphur necessary for vulcanization. At 130 to 135 de-

grees C, it has a tendency to change into black sulphide. In-

stead of red goods, brownish unsightly products are obtained.

Under these conditions, one can realize the importance, from

a practical standpoint, of knowing the trisulphide content of

the golden sulphurets offered by dealers.

The manufacture of golden sulphuret of antimony is much
more delicate than many imagine it to be and, even when start-

ing from Schlippe's salts, very minute precautions must be taken

to escape changing the pentasulphite or real golden sulphuret of

antimony into the almost valueless trisulphide of antimony.

That is what many do not know and it explains the lack of

value of some of the products found in the market.

Following arc a few analyses of such products offered in the

trade, which, in view of their composition, will not give com-

plete satisfaction in vulcanizing.

GOLDEN SULPHURET A.

Pentasulphide of Antimony 2L900%
Trisulphjde of Antimony 77.960%

GOLDE-NT SULPHURET B.

Pentasulphide of Antimony 43.000%
Trisulphide of Antimony 57.000%

GOLDEN SULPHURET C.

Pentasulphide of Antimony 57.825%
Trisulphide of Antimony 40.735%

GOLDEN SULPHURET D.

Pent.^sulphide of Antimony 23.291%
Trisulphide of .\ntimonv 76.029%

Most of these products, owing to their high content of tri-

sulphide, are only interesting as pigments; for, as vulcanizers,

their reaction is very weak.

Such goods should be replaced by the types which contain lime

sulphate as impurity, but in which all the antimony is in the form
of pentasulphide as shown in the following analysis:

ANTIMONY SULPHIDE P No. 1.

Pentasulphide of Antimony 64.692%
Free Sulphur 13.420%
Lime Sulphate 9.852%
Oxide of Antimony 12.046%

ANTIMONY SULPHIDE P No. 2.

I'entasulpiiide of Antimony 56.998%
Free Sulphur 15.000%
Lime Sulphate 28.002%

ANTIMONY SULPHIDE F No. 3.

Pentasui phide of .Antimony 68.099%
Frie Suiphur 18.000%
Lime Sulphate 13.901%

These products are perfectly manufactured. They were ob-

tained starting from Schlippe's crystallized salt, and are pre-

cipitated by sulphuric acid. Their only impurity is lime

sulphate.

With pentasulphides, like those of series P, the reduction does

nut extend to black sulphide, but stops at red sulphide, yielding

colloidal sulphur, and therefore permitting ( 1 ) a more rapid

vulcanization; (2) a perfect red and not a brownish coloring.

TOTAL SULPHUR IN RUBBER.

Davies' method consists in treating a half gram of finely

ground vulcanized rubber in a 300 cc. Erienmeyer flask with

15 cc. of saturated solution of arsenic acid, 10 cc. of fuming
nitric acid and 3 cc. of saturated bromine water. The mixture
is covered and boiled till oxidation is complete and the solu-

tion clear. If needed, more nitric acid may be added. The
solution is evaporated to syrupy consistency, a few crystals

of potassium chlorate added, and evaporation continued
nearly to complete dryness, to expel entirely the oxides of
nitrogen. After cooling, take up in 50 cc. of 10 per cent
hydrochloric acid, heating over a water bath until solution
is complete. The insoluble matter is separated by filtration

and the filtrate diluted to 300 cc. from which the sulphate is

precipitated in the usual manner.
The action of the arsenic acid is to raise the boiling point

of the solution and to produce oxidation. The reagent is pre-
pared by addition of arsenious anhydride to water till its

boiling point is raised to 284 degrees F.

COLOPHONY m SHELLAC.

A. Hutin in "Le Caoutchouc & la Gutta-Percha" discusses
the adulteration of shellac and describes his methods for

qualitative and quantitative determination of colophony
w-hich is u common addition for cheapening shellac.

QuALiT.\TivE Test.—.\ gram of finely powdered gum lac is

saponified with a slight excess of caustic soda, diluted with
water and slight excess of copper sulphate solution added.
If colophony is present resinate of copper is formed which
will give a green color to turpentine. Pure gum lac under
these conditions gives no indication.

QuANTiT.^TivE Tests. (a) A gram of finely pulverized shel-
lac is dissolved in 97 or 98 degree alcohol. Sand is added to
form a mass and the whole evaporated to dryness on a water
bath. The process of solution in alcohol, addition of sand and
drying is performed three times to eliminate the gum lac, each
time the mass being scraped from the dish. The gum lac and
sand from these operations is extracted in a Soxhlet for four
hours with chloroform. The colophony is dissolved, while
the gum lac is not affected, (b) Add to one gram of finely

powdered gum lac SO cc. of 10 per cent borax solution. The
gum lac will dissolve, but the colophony will not. Should
the gum lac contain a phenol-formaldehyde condensation
product as an adulterant, the latter would not dissolve in the
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liorax solution l-ut would remain with the colophony present.

Condensation products, as applied, would be insoluble in

alcohol and acetone, in which they only swell. The colo-

pliony could he recognized in the alcoholic extract and deter-

mined. Before long gum lacs are likely to be adulterated by

products similar to "Bakelite" when a method is found to

produce an alcohol soluble form to meet the requirements

of the consumer.

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATER.

SYN'THETIC CAOUTCHOUC. An improvement in the man-

ufacture of synthetic caoutchouc from isoprene by polymer-

ization, consisting in first polymerizing the isoprene and then

adiling to the polymerized product ethyl acetate in sufficient

quantity to dissolve the caoutchouc-like substances which are not

real caoutchouc and to precipitate the real caoutchouc. [Arthur

Heinemami. West Kensington, London. England. United States

patent No. 1.194,839.]

Liquid Coatinc. Compiwition. .\ cnmposition of matter con-

sisting of Pontianak gum copal, 90 pounds; shellac, 10 pounds;

alcohol, 14 gallon>. and benzol, 6 gallons. [Alfred R. Picker, as-

signor to Durlacciue Manufacturing Co.—both of St. Louis, Mis-

souri. United States patent No. 1,196,276.]

Reclaiming Rubber. Waste rubber scrap is treated in a bath

made of sulphuric acid and an excess of calcium chloride, at a

temperature below that of vulcanization; subsequent treatment

with a solution of caustic alkali at a temperature below that of

vulcanization: removing the alkali and plasticizing in highly

heated water [Harry O. Chute, New York City. United States

patent No. 1.196.334.]

169,371

OTHER CHEMICAL PATENTS.
CANADA.

Solution tor inflatirg tires. Louis I.etard, Rochefort-sur-Mere,

Charante Infevieure. France.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

479 960 (October 8. 191.';). Vukan'izaWc composition and method for its

preparation. J. S. Campbell.

A NON-SPATTERING WASH BOTTLE.

To avoid spattering at the tip of the nozzle of the ordinary

wash bottle, F. C. Clapp, of the Minnesota Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota, has utilized the principle of

raising the water table of the wash bot-

tle slightly al)ove the level of the tip of

the nozzle, thus avoiding "back action"

by retaining the nozzle permanently

full of water.

The diagram will make the principle

clear. While the bottle is in use the

thumb is held over the pressure release

D, the water is forced up through the

tube C till the water-table indicated has

been reached, the water level being

maintained by the stopper /•". The
nozzle works the same as though the

wash bottle were full to the raised

water level. Before releasing the pres-

sure from the mouth piece the thumb

is taken off the tube D so that the

lieight of the water-table A maye be insured, and to prevent "back

action" through B.

In construction the following details are important:

1. Make D 5 millimeters, or as large as possible, to afford a

quick release of pressure, having it project onlj' to the bottom of

tlie small cork in A.

2. The size (4 millimeters) and length of B are not important

except that tlie bottom projects an inch or so below the water-

table.

3. The stopper F should be near the bottom of A for best

results.

4. Tlie tube A (12 millimeters) projects up through tlie stopper

and to the bottom of the bottle.

5. The intake C should be 4 millimeters, or as small as pos-

sible, and still give sufficient flow. Its height determines the

height of the water-table.

All dimensions given are outside measurements.

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
CONTINUOUS HOT WATER APPARATUS.

PROF. J. HOWARD ROOP, of Purdue University, describes

in "The Chemist-Analyst" a novel apparatus for a con-

tinuous supply of hot distilled water for analytical work. The

apparatus shown in the cut may be made
" by reversing the use of an ordinary worm

condenser.

Connect the condenser C, and steam

pipe by means of a piece of pressure tub-

ing wired on at R. The outer jacket of

the condenser forms a steam jacket for

the worm bearing the distilled water. The

top of the condenser is iitted with a three-

hole rubljer stopper and has running

through it three glass tubes; D for the

distilled water supply, A for air and S for

a siphon,

u c^»»-».<. ic^_i The distilled water enters the worm
fi Ijw ^f°T^^ tube through D and is drawn off at B by

II // \V ^ length of rubber tubing; the flow being

controlled by a pinch cock P. The tube

at A allows air to enter and should extend

a few inches above the siphon. The

siphon carries off any extra water backing

up in the worm, which can be caught in a

bottle for distilled water. The outlet for

the condensed steam escapes by the out-

let through a rubber tube to drain.

EXTENSION WEIGHING SCOOP.

A recent improvement is an aluminum weigh-

ing scoop, attachable by means of a bayonet

joint to an extension. Samples can be weighed

and introduced into flasks and narrow openings

without transferring or getting any of the ma-

terial on the sides of the flask or other recep-

tacle. There are frequent occasions where the use

of this little instrument is very desirable, as it not

Illy prevents any loss of materials by placing the

weighed sample precisely where wanted, but in

this way obviates excessive use of reagent to wash

adhering substance from the neck of narrow

vessels. It is a great convenience in many deter-

minations. [Scientific Materials Co., Pittsburgh,

Pennsvlvania.l

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE CONTAINER.

Kriist Richter has de\ ised a container for hydrogen sul-

phide in the absence of a hood It is described in "Chemical Ab-

stracts" as follows : It is recotnmended that liydrogen sul-

phide water be filled into a small Ijlack-lacquered separatory

funnel, the delivery tube (3cm. in length) of which is sup-

plied with a perforated cork, so that the apparatus when not

in use is closed by fitting a test tube on the cork. When it

is desired to apply the reagent, the test tube is replaced by
another containing the material to be tested.

Replete with information for rubber manufacturers—Mr.

Pearson's "Crude Rubber and Compounding Ingredients."
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New Machines and Appliances.

RUBBER SHOE PATTERN ROOM.

MA.NY problems relating to style, lit, construction and econ-

omy of stock are involved in designing and making ready

for the manufacture of a line of rubber boots or shoes.

Tliese problems come for solution to the pattern room. Such a

room is shown in the illustration of the pattern department of the

La Crosse Rubber Mills Co., La Crosse, Wisconsin. In addi-

tion to solving questions of design and construction, the pattern

room furnishes the many sheet metal patterns needed by the

factory in the manufacture of goods. These patterns are stand-

ardized and graded accurately to size and shape corresponding

to the parts they represent in the shoe. The number of such

patterns necessary in a factory is very large and subject to

constant change and renewal.

Several features of pattern rnum work are clearly shown in

the picture. On the draw'ing board in the foreground the pal-

tern maker lays uut a complete set of patterns for a middle size

shoe, and cuts them from heavy paper. These serve as original

Pattkux KociXi IX ."i RfBRER Shoe F.\ctory.

standards, and by means of a size-grading machine, seen in the

background, they are reproduced in proper gradations for every

size of shoe desired.

The graded sets of paper patterns are next transferred to

sheet metal for use by the rubber cutters. This is accomplished

by outlining the paper pattern on stout sheet tin and, by means

of heavy, hand-operated bench shears, cutting the tin to the

outline, as the operator in the foreground is doing. Careful

size marking and iilmg is necessary to render the standard paper

patterns always accessible, and provision for this may be seen

in the various tools and furniture shown in the cut.

SOME GARVIN HARD RUBBER LATHES.

Li the manufacture of fountain pen barrels and caps, pen and

pencil holders, syringe and atomizer parts, electrical switch

handles and many other hard rubber products, speed and turret

lathes are important. In the illustration, Fig. 1, are shown two

views of a 10-inch speed lathe commonly used in hard rubber

mills for turning, threading and chasing. The bench lathe is

«hown in the first view with the combination cutting hob and

leader that operates the chasing bar. In the second view- the

fame machine is shown with floor legs and the chasing bar at-

tachment removed. The lathe has hardened and ground spindles,

running in conical-shaped solid bronze boxes and is provided

with a tight and loose pulley in. the spindle. It is driven from a

countershaft placed at the back of the lathe and connected to

the main line.

The No. 2 screw cutting lathe, shown in Fig. 2, has a plain

turret-head, automatic collet, a bar feed, and is very similar to

,„
;^.;^^-,^
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A CONVENIENT CEMENT CAN.

Receptacles and cans that are intended to hold inflaniinabk-

mixtures should be designed with the idea of reducing the lire

hazard to a minimum. Experience has proven that they must be

made in such a way that

their contents in case

111 lire will burn off

slowly, confining the lire

to tlic immediate vicinity

instead of exploding and

scattering the fire over a

large area.

The illustration .shows

a cement can designed

for a supply room and

line which can easily be

transferred to and from

the cement house. It is

constructed of heavy

galvanized sheet metal

with slanting bottom and

a tight-fitting cover that

prevents evaporation

and acts as a safety valve in case of fire. The quick closing gate

valve saves time and reduces waste. The can is made in two

sizes, holding approximately S and 10 gallons, respectively.

[United Awl & Needle Co., West Medway, Massachusetts.]

THE MASTER CHRONOGRAPH.

Two of the principal causes that result in loss of profits to the

rubber industry are loss of time and umiecessary motion. Care-

ful investigation would doubtless bring to light in many plants

the presence of leaks that are di-

rectly responsible for the failure

to make goods at a profit.

The master chronograph is a

specialized watch that is used as an

aid in studying mechanical opera-

tions. The chronographic feature

operates in seconds and fifths of

.seconds. The figures on the ex-

treme outside of the dial are

spaced one second apart and rep-

resent at any point of elapsed time

exactly what the corresponding

output or production per hour is,

when the operation is of one min-

ute's duration or less. The figures

on the extreme inside of the dial.

such as 51, 45, 40, etc., represent operations per hour, when an

operation goes past one minute and into the second minute.

Between these figures one can easily scale the result. For in-

stance : If it requires 29 seconds to perform one operation, as

shown by the stopping of the large hand, the reading 124 directly

under it is the corresponding output per hour.

If the hand is stopped over 19 seconds the reading directly

under it shows the output to be 190 per hour.

Let us assutne that the operation is of longer duration than one

minute, that the large hand made one entire revolution and went

on to ten seconds beyond, or one minute and ten seconds. The

reading in that case would be 51 operations per hour, inasmuch

as all figures for the second minute are placed on the extreme

inside of the dial.

In the case of very short operations it is usually good practice

to time ten operations and add a cipher to the amount shown on

the computed dial.

Let us assume that it is desired to ascertain the number of

strokes per hour of a press or the production of an automatic

machine, and while we count ten strokes or pieces, as the case

may be, the hand reaches 19 seconds. Reading directly under it

and adding one cipher, we have 1,900 as the number per hour.

For motion study and lost motion determination, rate stand-

ardization, general cost data and all other short time operations,

this device is obviously useful. [Mortimer J. Silberberg, Chi-

cago, Illinois.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
PORTABLE KAG WRAPPING MACHINE.

•"pHIS machine, designed for wrapped tread tires, provides a

•• spider of novel form on which the tire remains from the

time it is taken out of the mold, after the first cure, until the

completion of the wrapping process and its removal for the final

cure. Moreover, the- machine is portable and self-contained, so

that it may be brought

into action successively

upon tires supported on

different spiders.

In the drawing, A
designates the base of

the machine, the back

of which rests upon

legs B, while at its for-

ward edge a pair of

bars C are pivoted at

D, the upper ends be-

ing connected by a

handle E. When this

is swung downwards
the ends of the bars

are raised from the floor, and the machine is free to be moved
about on rollers F.

The table G, supported by rods H and standards /, has a

central opening above which is mounted on anti-friction rollers

the annular gear /, provided with a hinged segment that admits

tlie tire to the opening in the table. This annular gear is driven

from the vertical shaft that is journaled in the frame and

driven by the electric motor mounted on the base plate.

The fabric spool K, mounted on the annular gear, contains

the wrapping strip L, that passes around the tension guide M
to the tire N.

While the tire is being built up, the spider O acts as a core

chuck, but in the wrapping operation it assists in rotating the

core. The spider has three arms supporting the screws that

adjust the three rollers P to the inner circumference of the tire

liy miter gearing located in the hub. Each roller is bushed and

key-waved to fit the short, splined stub of the portable jack

sliaft Q that is driven from the vertical shaft and rotates the

tire.

In operation the hinged segment K is raised and the machine

swung in position so that the tire enters the gap when the

segment is closed. Then the jack shaft Q that transmits power

from the vertical shaft to any one of the rollers P is con-

nected up, and the machine placed in motion, whereby the tire

is slowly revolved by the pulley P, and the strip of fabric L is

spirally wrapped around the tire by the revolution of the hori-

zontal gear ./. [William C. Stevens, assignor to the Firestone

Tire & Rubber Co.—both of .^kron, Ohio. United States patent

No. 1,194.565.]

MACHINE FOR MAKING AND COATING WEFTLESS FABEICS.

The method consists in using two parallel warps of threads

of indefinite length, each warp having the width of the finished

fabric, but each having a number of threads equal to half the
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total number of threads in the finished fabric. The threads

of each warp are inserted between threads of the other warps,

and are all finally

united by the rubber-

izing process hereafter

described. Referring to

the drawing, which is

a side elevation of the

machine, the two half

warps ./ and B, after

passing through ver-

tical combs, which
align the threads to

the required width, are

guided over drying
drums C and D, then

downward tlirtiugli the vertical comb E. whicli unites the two

half warps in a single layer.

After passing around the i oiler /• and between rollers G and

H, where it is niipregnated with rubber solution, the fabric is

guided over the heated drum /, and the spreading device / ap-

plies a coating of rubber to the front surface. It then passes

around the drum, over the water cooled roller K, and between

rollers L and M 'o the spreader .V, which rubberizes the back

surface of the fabric.

The fabric, which is now coated on both sides, passes under

the steam-heated hood O, and around the guide roller P to the

wind up roller Q, the liner being supplied from roller R. The

solvent vapors arc drawn through pipe 5' by a suction pump to

the chamber T, mto which are also drawn vapors from the

drum /. [Eugene Bourdin, Lyons, France. United States

patent No. 1,195,554.]

MECHANICALLY OPERATED STRAINER HEAD.

To avoid difficulty and loss of time attendant in changing the

strainers of rubber reclaiming machines when they become

clogged, is the object of this invention. The accompanying

drawing is a side eleva-

tion of a tubing machine

showing one of the three

mechanically operated
strainers and the operat-

ing motor attached over-

head.

The strainer head A
discharges in three direc-

tions longitudinally and

laterally, and is bolted to

the tubing machine head,

forming a continuation of

the stock discharge pas-

sage. It is chambered for

steam and provided with

guideways in which the

three strainers slide ver-

tically. One of the side

strainer heads is shown

at B, and C is a side ele-

vation of the front head. These are raised and lowered by

screws, one being shown at D, that are turned by three splined

gears located in the casing F and driven by a pinion and vertical

shaft connected to the motor G. The individual movement of

the screws is controlled by three levers, one of which is shown
at H, each lever being provided with a pivoted link /, that auto-

matically stops the movement of the strainers beyond a pre-

scribed point.

The strainers are rectangular perforated plates in two sections

that are removably held in the strainer frame, their perforations

registering with those of the frame plate and a wire mesh of

finer gage, in two sections, interposed between. Thus the fine

wire strainer is protected from injury by the larger particles of

metal and other solids in the rubber and holds back the finer

particles and shreds of fabric. When the strainers become

clogged they are raised or lowered, as the case may be, until one

of the sections clears the head and the other is opposite the out-

let, then the clogged section and wire sheet are removed for

cleaning without interrupting the operation of the machine.

[Frederic B. Garrahan, Paterson, New Jersey. United States

Patent No. 1,195,576.]

INNER TUBE ROLLING MACHINE

Generally speaking, inner tubes are made by hand, and there-

fore the following illustrated description of a new mechanical

device for doing this work is of interest.

Referring to the drawing, which is a side elevation of the

machine, the opera-

tion is briefly as fol-

lows : The pole A
is placed on the end-

less belt carrier B.

and the four narrow

rollers, two of which

are shown at C", C,

are brought down in

contact with the ends

of the pole and sup-

ported by the idler

roller D, located un-

der the belt. The
sheet of rubber stock

is now laid on the

platen E, which rests

upon and moves with

the belt carrier. The upper edge of the sheet is then solutioned,

the carrier belt placed in motion, and the platen and the super-

posed sheet of stock are carried into the machine to a point

where the edge of the sheet becomes attached to the revolving

pole upon which it is rolled up, the platen being checked in a

position which imparts a slight tension to the sheet and delivers

it smoothly and evenly to the pole. [Frank Fenton, assignor to

the Miller Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio. United States

patent No. 1,197,192.]

TIRE BUILDING MACHINE WITH FABRIC STRETCHING DISKS.

The object of this invention in tire building machines is to

apply a positive and predetermined stretch only to such points

in the fabric strip where stretch is necessary to make the fabric

conform to the shape

of the core. Thus,

longitudinal stretch in

the margins of the

fabric strip is elimi-

nated, puckering ob-

viated and the stitch-

ing operation reduced

to a superficial rub-

bing.

The drawing is a

side elevation of the

machine showing a

tire core A mounted

and driven in the

usual way. On the table will be seen the stock roll B, from
which the frictioned fabric strips C are passed around an idler

roller and then down and around the stretching drum D to the

core, the liner being wound up on the roller E.
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„, . . 1 • 1, . , ;.. ,„.,,|., „„ ,.f 11 ,1Utc nf pnnal diameter 1,196,023. Shuttle for wrapping machine. K. M. J'ierce and W. B. Pierce,
The stretching drum is made up ol 1 1 disks ol equal aiamcicr,

.issignors to Pierce Wrapping Machine Co.-all of Chicago,

comnrising annular rings and graduated friction surfaces, as- III.

,,,.,, ., ,„ ,,,„ clo^;^.or^ cVi-jft r Fnrh friction 1,196.04-4. Paper-wrapping machine. W. C. Stevens, Akron, Ohio, assignor
sembled side by side on the stationary snatt / .

nacn iriction h^
j,.^^^^ Wrap|,ing Machine Co., Chicago, 111.

disk revolves on the shaft at a surface speed relative to the
1,196,109. Coatcil fahric vulcanizing machine. 1-". .T. ITealy and S. R.

uondine portion of the core. .-V pronounced Sheppard, Southall, England.
^

. ... , ,,_ 1 ...1.. r_i,.;„ ,!,„ „,v„„c 1,196.249. Tirc-iinwrapping machine. J. KosuU and J. Bunla, Akron, Ohio.

F. Brunswick, Akron,W.

*^

. . . , ,, f ,, f 1 - »u ^ ivv .^ l,iyo..;4y. j irc-linwrapping n.acnine. j. ivobi

drag is thereby produced on the middle of the fabric, the edges
, ,5^5,3 Collapsible core for tire casings

being free to travel unhindered and the intervening portions Ohio.

are retarded to a degree corresponding to the drag produced
J'J^^'^^^-

-Apparatus for making rubber tubes. A. Bleecker, Akron, Ohio

by the friction disks over which that part of the fabric passes

Thus the fabric is built up on the core in a smooth and uni-

form manner. [George F. Fisher, assignor to the Hartford

Rubber Works, Hartford, Connecticut. L'nitcd States patent

No. 1,195,800.1

1,197,253. Mold for forming treads on pneumatic tires. P. A. Biddingcr.
assignor of one-half to A. Kallmerien—both of M.insficld.

Ohio.

1.197,326. Apparatus for coating strips of tin or the like with rubber
or other plastic material. E. F. .\ckcrman, assignor to The
Okonite Co.—both of Passaic, N. J.

1,197,484. Tire repair vulcanizer. O. A. Hayncr and H. L. Hayner,
Mason, Mich.

1.197.521. Collapsible core. F. D. Mason, Akron, Ohio.

1.197.522. Bead-trimmer. F. D. Mason, assignor to The Bridgewatcr
Machine Co.—both of .Akron, Ohio.

1.197,702. Quick opening bead for horizontal vulcanizers. II. L. Williams,
assignor to The Williams Foundry & Machine Co.—both
of .Akron, Ohio.

A FRENCH PORTABLE REPAIR VULCANIZER.

This device comprises a casing ./. whicli is trapezoidal in sec-

tion and made of aluminum or other metal. This casing is

closed 1)y a cover /?. and constitutes the heating clement for vul- 1,197,758. Tir^mounting and demounting tool. J. J. O'Brien, St. Louis,

canizing.

The cover can be Hat.

as sliown in the drawing,

or an arched or convex

cover may be used.

The opening C is closed

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
"169,440. Bead cleaner. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of T. Midgley, Lancaster,
Ohio.

*'169,441. Bead trimmer. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of T. Midgley, Lancaster,
Ohio.

*169,453. Bias cutter. The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., assignee of W.
C. Stevens—both of Akron, Ohio.

169.935. Tire b'lilding tool. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Lim-
ited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, ' assignee of W. Kaufmann,
New York City.

' 169,958. Tire building machine. The Miller Rubber Co., assignee of F. F.

Erucber—both of Akron, Ohio.
'169,959. Tire building tool. Morgan & Wright, assignees of W. Kearns

—

both of Detroit, Mich,

a set of holes through *170.161. Repair vulcanizer. D. P. Einrem, Springfield, S. Dak.

, . , , , , , . 1^1 *170,214. Laminated cohesive interwound fabric machine. L. A. Subers,
which the products of combustion are exhausted. Cleveland, Ohio.

The heater is made up of a hollow brass cylinder E, closed '170,215. Fabric and hose making machine. L. A. Subers, Cleveland, Ohio.
'170,216, Laminated cohesive interwound fabric band machine. L. .A. Su-

by a movable plate D,

which is hinged to the

casing and admits air to

aid combustion. At the

top of the casing there is

at one end, while the open end is closed by another cylinder

of the same metal fitting over it. The cylinder is provided with

a rectangular opening on its side, which is covered by a metallic

screen, and, corresponding with this opening, there is a heart-

shaped opening in the outer cylinder, constituting an aperture

that is adjustable both lengthwise and transversely. This open-

ing is the burner of the heater, and is also used for pouring

the fuel into the heater. Inside of the cylinder there is a braid

bers, Cleveland, Ohio.

UNITED KINGDOM.
In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-

fications up to date w-hile retaining their numerical sequence, applications
for patents made subsequent 10 1915 are given new' numbers when their
complete specifications are accepted, or become open to [lublic inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

*5,931 (1915). Pneumatic tire building machine. Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., 1144 East Market street, .Akron, Ohio.

of asbestos or some other absorbent material. By turning the '5,932 (1915). Pneumatic tire building machine. Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., 1144 East Market street. Akron, Ohio.

knob F, the length of the aperture and the width of the flame

are re.gulated. thereby controlling the teinperature of the

vulcanizer.

The side of the casing is provided with two lugs G through

which are passed two bolts that, in connection with iron washers

and thumb screws, are used in clamping the object to be vul-

canized between the wooden blocks H and the heating element.

The temperature of the apparatus is measured by a thermometer

that is not .shown in the drawing. [Gauttieri and Cavaletti.-

French patent No. 480,124 (1915).]

6,413 (1915). Apparatus for molding and vulcanizing tire covers. Dun-
lop Rubber Co., 14 Regent street, Westminster, and C.
MacBeth, Manor Mills, Salford street, Aston, Birming-
ham.

7,168 (1915). Machine for treating coagulated rubber. S. C. Davidson,
Sirocco Engineering Works, Belfast.

*100,731. Mold for rubber heels. J. G. Tufford, 1217 East avenue,
Elyria, Ohio.

*100,828. Tire building fabric stretching machine. W. J. Mcllersh-
Jackson, 28 Southampton Building, London, (Hartford
Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn.)

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
479,876 (September 29, 1915). Apparatus for disiributing liquid under

pressure applicable to the manufacture of rubber footwear.
Boston Rubber Shoe Co.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,194,967. Pneumatic tire building apparatus. P. DeMattia and B. DeMat-
tia, Clifton, N. J.

1194 968 Pneumatic tire building core. F. DeMattia and B. DeMattia,

Clifton, N. J.

1 195 204. Trimming rubber articles. F. J. Gleason, Walpole, assignor to

* Denotes Patents for American Inventions.

T

PROCESS PATENTS.
MAKING CRINKLED RUBBER.

HE surface of crude rubber, when taken from the mill

before being completely broken down, presents a wrinkled

1,195,332.

1,195.337.

1,195,412.

1.195,414.

Standard Woven Fabric Co,, Fran.ingham—both in Massa- q^ puckered appearance, as will be seen in the accompanying

illustration, .\fter washing and drying,
Conveyor for cores. L. .T. Bognar, .Vkron, Ohio.

Tire repair vulcanizing attachment for automobiles. R. Cannon
and -S. Gray, Paisley, Oreg.

Meld for making hollow rubber articles. E. L. Stimson. as-

•iffnor to the Mechanical Rubber Co.—both of Cleveland,

Ohio.

Apparatus for treating tubular fabric. L. A. Subers, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

1,195,480. Separable core for making pneumatic -tire casings. .T. C.

Lauritzen, Akron, Ohio.

1.195,592. Manufacture of wheel rims. F. J. Keegan, assignor to the

Dunlop Rubber Co.. Limited—both of Coventry, England.

the ingredients are added and the stock

milled carefully to permit breaking down.

The crinkled sheet is then removed from

the mill and cut into the required pattern

for articles such as bathing slippers, wash

cloths, handles for bicycles, etc.

After having received its final form the article is cured.
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preferably by the cold process, to obviate the possibility of the

stock softening and thereby losing its characteristic surface ap-

pearance. It is therefore better to effect the cure by dipping

for a short time in a weak solution of sulphur monochloride.

[Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co., Xaugatuck. Connecticut.

British patent No. 100,727.]

Method and Apparatl'S for Reclaiming. Rubber scrap of

different densities is reduced to a pulp in water which is mixed

with a heavy oil, and air is admitted to the bottom of the tank

causing the particles of low specific gravity to rise to the sur-

face with the oil, while the heavy particles settle. The film

on the surface containing the lighter rubber is skimmed off by

a slowly moving endless conveyor, while the heavier particles

which settle are removed by the same means. [Thomas J.

Pennington, Chicago, Illinois. United States patent No.

1,195,264.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,195,118. Process of making hard rubber articles. II. Weida, Highland
Park, N. J., assignor to The India Rubber Co., a corporation
of New Jersey.

1,197,396. Process of treating textile materials. R. B. Price, assignor to

Rubber Regenerating Co.—both of Misbawaka, Ind.

1.197.912. Method of manufacturing footwear. Le B. C. Colt, assignor
to National India Rubber Co.—both of Bristol. R. I.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
169,566. Rubber and hair vulcanized together. C. Pacclietti, Milan, Italy.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
479,826 (September 24, 1915). Improvements in the manufacture of rub-

ber footwear. Boston R:;bber Shoe Co.

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
CORD TIRE FABRIC.

A CORD fabric tulje is built with two Ia_vcrs of rubberized

•'^ cord, the inner layer laid at right angles to the axis of

the tube, and the superposed layer comprising cords extending

from the tread

line diagonally

half way around

the tube, and
then diagonally

back to the tread

line. [John F.

Ives, Cleveland,

Ohio. United
States patent X'o.

1,194,388.]

A similar pat-

ent granted to the same inventor covers a two-

ply fabric strip composed of two layers of rub-

berized cords, the inner layer extending at right angles to the

edges, and the superposed layer extending diagonally from the

center to the opposite edges of the strip. [John F. Ives, Cleve-

land, Ohio. United States patent No. l,194,3cS9.]

SAFETY PRESSURE GAGE.

The inventor of this device has combined an air pump con-

nection with a pressure gage that may be set to the required

tire pressure, and when this point is reached the excess air

escapes with a whistling sound. In the

drawing, the upper is a sectional view and

the lower one a side elevation of this device.

The gage being connected to the tire valve

stem at A, the tube B is attached to the air

supply, and the barrel C adjusted to the de-

sired pressure on the scale shown in the

lower figure. When this pressure is reached

the air acts on the piston, coiriprising a tubu-

lar member D and an annular member /;',

forcing back the spring F, and causing the valve (/ to move

away from the valve H. This allows the air to escape between

them, and to flow through the opening / and the sleeve J, caus-

ing the whistle K to indicate that the desired pressure has been

reached. [Frederick A. Schroeder, assignor to the Hill Pump
Valve Co.—both of Chicago, Illinois. United States patent No.

1.196,142.]

TIRE PRESSURE INDICATOR.

In the accompanying illustration, the drawing on .the left is

a front elevation of this device, showing the valve and pressure

indicating dial. Referring to the central drawing, the end of

the tire valve is attached

at A, and the gage part

B is forced down by hand

to the position shown in

the drawing on the right.

Tints the stem C will un-

seat the pin in the valve,

and air from the tire will

pass upward around the

stem, through the opening

II and into the gage,

wliich will indicate the tire pressure on the dial. If additional

air is required the manual pressure is removed from the dial

and the air pressure raises the gage to the position shown in

the central figure. Then air from the source of supply freely

passes through the opening F into the central opening, and

thence through the valve into the tire, the pressure being suf-

ficient to unseat the valve. [James W. Frazier and Fred E.

Hansen, Cleveland. Ohio. United States patent No. 1,196,226.]

GoLP Ball. This patent provides an inner rubber bag or

container filled w'ith liquids of different specific gravities, one

of which is mercury. [William R. Kjiight. Belleville, assignor

to St. Mungo Manufacturing Co., Newark—both in New Jersey.

United States patent No. 1,194,751.] A similar patent granted

to the same inventor was illustrated in The India Rubber World,

September 1, 1916, page 662. i

Leak Alarm. A rubber bulb is made integral with the inside

of the inner tube and provided with a whistle which gives an

effective alarm when the tube becomes deflated to a predeter-

mined extent. [George W. Wells, assignor to Walker-Wells

Co.—both of Amesbury, Massachusetts. United Statec patent

No. 1,195,883.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Rubber Covered Rollers. Rollers of the cushion type with

a metal core around which rubber tubing under fluid pressure is

spirally wound and an outer sleeve applied and vulcanized, have

been covered in British patent No. 2,606, 1915, by the inventor of

the following patent. The present invention relates to means

for preventing the spiral tubing froin creeping endwi.se. [Jabez

Muskett Pendleton. Manchester, England. British patent No.

15,001 (1915).]

Hard Rubber Stcraoe Battery Separator. A thin hard rub-

ber separator is molded with longitudinal ribs on the sides be-

tween which are additional ribs formed on one or both sides of

the separator, tapered, thickened portions being provided at

the ends to obviate longitudinal breaks, and it is then finished

by punching perforations in the thin portions. [The India Rnl)-

ber Co., New York City. British patent No. 100,994.]

Coating Pneumatic Tires. This device provides a circulation

of air within the inner tube and through an outside tube so that

the air within the tire will remain cool during travel. This is

obtained by attaching an annular tube to the spokes of the wheel

and connecting it to the inner tube of the tire, the air circnlatiiV4

freely between both tubes. [P. J. Cuddihy, Rutherford, New
Jersey. British patent No. 100,897.]
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New Goods and Specialties.

BED RVBBEB DOLLS.

•OR years the toy buyers of America have looked to the

* German factories for amusement devices of all kinds. The

war has stopped this trade and for the holidays this year

practically all toys

—

:

~
will be of American

make.

.Vmong the novel-

ties for the coming

season are the clever

Dutch dolls shown

here.

These rubber toys

are claimed to be

the only red rnl)-

ber toys made in

.\ ni e r i c a. Being

made from solid red

stock they will not

peel as do some

veneered rubber toys. For this reason they are absolutely safe

for children and may be put in the mouth and played with

witliout chance of harm.

These dolls are made as boy and girl. The designs are live

and attractive, the little figures standing sturdily on their feet,

the base being substantial enough to form a good pedestal.

[Davol Rubber Co., Providence, Rhode Island.]

EUBBEE-INCASED DESK CLOCK.

In many factories the constant vibration of the machinery is

communicated so strongly to the floors and furniture as to in-

terfere with the accurate running of clocks. Sometimes the

presence of electricity acts as a similar

preventative. To overcome this the

"Nojar" desk clock shown here has been

perfected. The works are of a first

class make of such clocks, but instead

of a wood or metal case is one of heavy

rubber, which insulates the works from

electricity, and cushions them from the

vibrations. The design is chaste, and

the clock is an appropriate fixture for workshop or office and is

also a convenient timepiece for a traveler, as it can be carried

in the bag or suitcase, without special packing. [Pennsylvania

Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania.]

attachment acts as a protective covering.

Los Angeles, California.]

[Theodore R. Plank,

"RINEX" SOLES.

With the cost of sole leather reaching unparalleled heights, the

demand for a substitute has been far reaching and imperative.

One of the new comers in this field is the "Rinex" sole, which is

claimed to have all the good qualities of leather soles and rubber

;^

^^^l
soles, with none of the objectiuii.s oi cither. This sole is recom-

mended for lightness, toughness, flexibility, comfort, and wearing

qualities. It is composed largely of rubber, with other materials,

which add to its efficacy. It is made in the various shapes and

thicknesses required by the shoe manufacturer, and in black,

white and tan colors. [The United States Rubber Co., New
York Citv.l

DECORATED TOY BALLS.

Rubber halls as toys for children come in more and more

attractive suisc. to delight the lyes and hold the attention of

their youthful owners.

_,^ The inflated rubber

balls here shown are

c o a t e d in assorted

solid colors with a

"Xevv Process Fin-

ish,' which afifords a

bright glazed surface

claimed not to check

nor crack. Imprint-

ed on both sides, in

the same color or in

a different color for

each side, are vari-

ous decorations, illus-

trating nursery
rhymes, circus ani-

mals, ba.seball hgurus, etc. The.,e Ijalls are furnished in three

diameters: 2}i, ZYi and 3>2 inches. [The Faultless Rubber Co.,

Ashland. Ohio.]

TOOTHBRUSH ATTACHMENT.

The recently patented tooth-brush attachment shown herewith

consists of a small piece of rubber made to slip up over the

handle, around the hack, and up above the sides of the brush.

Iiaving a bead of about one-eighth of an inch approximately

Hush with the ends of the bristles. Its purposes are to massage

the gums while the teeth are being brushed, to hold the water

and powder within the bristles, and to prevent the back and sides

of the hard portion of the brush from injuring the gums. If it

is desired to carry the tooth-brush in the pocket or in a travel-

ing bag, the bristles may be turned around so that the rubber

STEEL ERASER FOR FOUNTAIN PEN.

A small .steel knife or eraser attachment housed within the

rubber cap of a fountain pen affords a handy device for scratch-

ing out ink marks from penned or typcw ritten records. It is also

applicable to ink pencils, lead pencils, etc. To accommodate this

.ittachment. no change is necessary in some fountain pen models

"WW

and but slight lengthening in others. A tubular plunger carry-

ing the blade or knife is inserted in the cap, the movement of
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this plunger to bring the knife out through a slot in the end of

the cap. ani,l liack inside, being effected through a small pin pro-

jecting frcim a bayonet slot in the side (if tlw cap. [W. E.

Meadwell. Ithaca, New York.]

CUSHION EUBBER-SOLED CANVAS SHOE.

In this high-tensioned age the majority realize the impurtance

of reducing or eliminating shocks to the nervous system, and a

shoe sole that prevents shock in walking would rightly be consid-

ered a benefaction. In the

"Aviator" sport and ten-

nis shoe, here shown, a

resilient cushion, compris-

ing a filler of aerated or

sponge rubber between

the inner and outer soles

of the shoe, serves as a

shock absorber and heat

insulator. The ilhistration shows a sTioe cut through the center

longitudinally, revealing the air-spaced rubber filler, which, it

will be seen, is doubly thick at the lieel, where the need of a

shock absorber is greatest. This gives also an added springiness

to the step, a real aid to pedestrianism, while for protracted gym-
nasium work on hardwood floors, "Aviator" slioes are said to

produce less than half the fatigue ordinarily felt when wearing

the usual sporting shoes. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,

Limited, Montreal, Canada.]

A FLEXIBLE COUPLING AND UNIVERSAL JOINT.

The old type of universal joint, while generally positive and

effective, has its objectionable features. To overcome these and

give one of uniform strength in

every direction, and between all

points, and to reduce shocks and

give more elasticity, the Thermoid-

Hardy Fabric Flexible Coupling

has been evolved. The main fea-

tures' of this invention are two
three - armed spiders, attached on

opposite sides of a flexible disk, at

alternate points. These disks are

composed of frictioned Sea Island

cotton fabric, three thicknesses of

which are built up to form the

cushion. These are attached to the

spiders by bolts and nuts, washers

being provided to prevent tearing

during adjustment. The strength

of the superposed layers, their

threads at different angles, com-

bined with their flexibility, makes

a coupling which is economical to

assemble, eliminates back-lash, re-

quires no lubrication, is not af-

fected by water nor oil, prevents

the tranMu i'.'!: .1 shocks and sounds, and is frictionless. It

has been adopted, or is being tested, by many prominent engineers

and factories in this country and abroad. [Thermoid Rubber

Co.. Trenton, Xew Jersey.]

EUBBEK-COATED ADHESIVE PLASTER.

Rubber in a plaster for surgical uses adds to its adhesiveness.

A rubber-coated zinc oxide plaster which sticks and stays stuck,

and which, besides its surgical use, can be used for repairing

articles of glass, china, cloth, wood, rubber tires, hose, etc., is

now put up in various widths and lengths, in attractive metal

boxes. [Bauer & Black, Chicago, Illinois.]

>////J/////////„/W/W/M//,.V77^

HAT •SWEAT- BAND WITH RUBBER DISKS.

For purposes of ventilation it is necessary that some means
be provided so that the inner band of a man's liat, known as

the "sweat band," will not come in too close contact with the

head. Some sweat bands contain projections which form corru-

gations, unpleasant in sensation and exerting injurious ijressure

on the head of

the wearer. Also,

they do not ma-
terially assist in

(3 (5 ^K maintaining the

hat on the head.
Ill tlie improved method here shown, thin rubber disks, or

buttons, are fitted into holes about the size of a 10-cent piece
made in the leather band. These rubber buttons when inserted
form a perfectly smooth surface, but each button has a flange

which keeps it from coming through the band and a humped
back which throws it forward when the hat comes in contact
with the head. .\s it |)ermits a comfortable, natural |)osition

of the hat and free passage of blood through the scalp, the

headaches so apt to be produced by ill-fitting hats are avoided,

and it is claimed also to prevent baldness. [Robert H. Holmes,
\ew York Citv.]

GOODRICH RUBBER BLANKET AND APRON.
Many a good suit lias been ruined when a motor ride is in-

terrupted by accident or injury to the mechanism underneath the

car, rendering necessary the "get out and get under" process cele-

brated

blanket

can be

in song, to discover and remedy the trouble. K rubber

which, unlike many others, is not at all cumbersome, but

folded into a small, compact package and carried easily

under the car seat or in the tool

box. is a suit saver, and per-

chance a life saver, if the ground
lie of a moist variety. This is

also an excellent camping blanket,

and, in fact, its uses are mani-
fold and its disadvantages nil.

The rubber apron for garage

workers, also illustrated, com-
pletely envelops the wearer from
neck to heels, thus affording the

thorough protection particularly

desired when washing the cars.

For the uncleanly operations of

vulcanizing tires, repairing auto-

mobile parts, etc., this ample

covering is also highly useful,

and it is claimed to be made of

an excellent grade of rubber.

[The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron,

Ohio.]
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STYLES IN WATERPROOF GARMENTS.

The thrcf silk and ru1)l)er wraps lierc illustrated show

the transition from summer to winter styles. The fabric

used for the first two garments, appropriately named after the

w.iler n>miih 'I'ndine." is the result of a newly patented Scotch

process, the material

being specially dyed,

treated and rubberized.

The color combinations

and patterns furnished

in the "I'ndine" fabric

:ire e.vceptionally hand-

some—plain colors in

all the newest sport

shades, as well as

plaids, c h e c k ? and

stripes, tlie material

being double-faced or

satin-faced, as desired

for the individual gar-

ment.

The cape shown is in

:i wonderful shade of

rose pink, the box-

plaited collar, and the

edging on the shoulder

cape and around the

lower edge, lending the

softening, becoming
touch sought by . femi-

nine buyers.

As the days grow
cooler and autumn
winds begin to blow, a

closer fitting wrap is

bag shown in the lower

also shown, may be suitably worn when the snow flies. The coat

and hat are of blue rubber, trimmed with rows of stitching

;ii/d seal fur.

THE "SILVERTOWN" VALISE-TENT.

The illustration shows a rubber-proofed outfit of decided util-

iiy, intended primarily for the use of officers in active service.

It is thoroughly practical and designed not only to keep out

rain, but to be impermeable even when resting in a pool of

water. The material is rubber-proofed on the outside, so there

is no absorption of water and consequent increase in weight.

'Ilie valise weighs only 14 pounds, has no loose parts to get

misplaced or lost, and is an exceptionally portable contrivance.

It has a piece of strong canvas underneath, which forms the

covering for the valise when packed, and straps which are at-

t.'.ohed to the canvas, eyelet lioles being provided along the

Iv.'o sides for interlacing, if desired.

In two or three minutes it can be made into a comfortable

ttnt, or it can be used as an ordinary ground sheet. The illus-

tration shows the valise erected as a tent. The flap marked A
is a continuation of the top and sides and, when extended, shields

the opening from driving rain. The flap marked B is a con-

tinuation of the bottom and sides and can be raised so that no

water can possibly enter through the opening. Inside may be

seen the roomy pocket in which the kit may be placed and used

as a pillow. The dimensions of the tent, when erected, not

including extension flaps, are as follows : Length, 6 feet 6 inches

;

width, 2 feet 3 inches ; height, at top end, 2 feet 3 inches. [The

India Rubber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Limited,

Silvertown, London, England.]

illustration form a most attractive fall outfit for walking or

automobiling. [Lewis & Bettinson, New York City.]

A stunning model imported by the "Dry Goods Economist,"

THE NEW •CRAVENETTE FINISH. '

The Cravenette Co. of New York has recently entered

llie field of broad silks and silk mixed fabrics of every descrip-

tion, with an entirely new finish. It is called "Cravenette Finish"

and imparts permanent water-resistant and spot-proof properties

to the fiber of the silk, so that a garment is insured against the

damaging effects of water.

The feature most interesting to the rubber trade is the appli-

cation of this finish to the goods after they have been rubberized,

including silks, crepe de chines, wool, cotton and all other single

or double texture fabrics used in the manufacture of rubberized

goods. Thus the exposed portions of the garment or article are

rendered water-repellant and spot-proof; the linings of ladies'

silk rubberized garments are therefore immune from water spot-

ting and single or double texture raincoats of wool, or wool and

cotton, will not become water soaked.

It is noteworthy that this finish in no way afifects the rubber

or the fabric and by reason of the added water-resistant qualities

the fabric will last and the garment preserve its appearance for

a much longer time than ordinarily. Moreover, if for any reason

the seams should separate and water come in contact with the

lining, it will be unnoticed as the absorption is prevented by the

special finish.

The Cravenette Finish department of the Cravenette company

is located at Mount Vernon. New York, where the factory ca-

pacity at the present time is about 3.000.000 yards per year.
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FIRESTONE "GIANT" SOLID RUBBER TIRES.

There are certain conditions of service under which a .single

solid tire is superior to two tires fitted as twins on wheels of

heavy motor trucks.

The Firestone Tire & Rub-

ber Co., Akron, Ohio, is sell-

ing "Giant" single tread solid

rubber tires in 8-inch, 10-inch

and 12-inch sizes.

These massive single tread

tires have deep grooves in the

tread to provide against side-

slipping and are said to be as

near pneumatic resiliency as

can be produced in solid tire

form.

It is claimed that this con-

struction gives a greatly in-

creased rubber cushion under

the load, with a saving in

weight in rim parts. Their

very appearance certainly sug-

gests strength and durability.

It is understuo'l that the X-incii "Giant" is considered as an

oversize for 4-incii and eQual to S-inch twin tires, the 10-inch

being oversize for 5-inch and equal to 6-inch twins, while the

12-inch "Giant" is oversize for 6-inch and equal to 7-inch twins.

These large tires are said to present a great advantage in uni-

formity of wear. They adjust themselves to the unevennesses

of the road, and are built with a broad base to insure better trac-

tion when the vehicle has a tendency to skid. The manufacturers

anticipate that this form of tire will come rapidly into wider

use. [Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.]

THE FEAR-NAUGHT TUBELESS TIRE.

This is a tubeless piKiimatic tire tliat seems to be immune
Srom n\any of the troubles that threaten the pneumatic tire of

ordinary construction. It is said to be proof against blow-outs,

due to the sturdy character of the casing, and liability to puncture

is greatly minimized by the unusual thickness of the tread.

Moreover, should a puncture actually occur, the tire will continue

to carry the load without rim cutting, as it is non-collapsible.

It is really a single tul)e tire divided in the center by an an-

nular rib of rubber, forming two continuous air chambers that

are inflated through an

nary type that opens

into both chambers.

Only one-half of the air

pressure required for

an average tire is recom-

mended for this one. It

is without beads, attach-
STEEL fliM

j,^p,,j f^ jl^g j-ij,^ being

made by eight threaded

lugs that are vulcanized

in the tire. These pass

through the rim and

when the nuts are tight-

ened the tire is securely

held in place against a

rubber liner of annular

form that occupies the bead space in the rim. They are made

in all sizes to fit clincher and quick demountable rims. The

Department of Militia and Defence of Canada has tested these

tires with the view of adopting them for military use. The

l>rototype of this tire was illustrated and described in The India

Rubber World, February 1, 1904. [Fear-Naught Tire Co.,

I'aleriirvn, New Jersey.]

WOOD FELLY

VPiLVe STEM

THE DUOO PNEUMATIC TIRE GAGE.

This new English device possesses some novel advantages that

will appeal at once to the motorist who realizes the itnportance

of keeping his tires properly inflated. It is, in fact, a combined
air pump connection and pressure gage.

It is used in the following

manner : The wheel is

turned so that the tire

valve occupies the highest

possible point, the valve

stem, therefore, extending

downward. The upper part

of the device is then slipped

over the stem and the air

turned on. While the tire

is being inflated the air

does not come in contact

at all with the gage. When
it is desired to know if the

tire is fully inflated, a

valve is operated by press-

ing the button at the end

111 the valve stem and the pressure of air in the tire is imme-
diately shown by a hand that points to the figures on the dial

.gage, indicating the tire pressure. Upon removing the hand

pressure from the button the air is at once diverted from the

gage and passes directly into the tire. [Brown Brothers, London,

England.

1

METHOD OF DETERMINING AIR PRESSURE IN TIRES.

Many tires tliat pass on to the scrap heap are prematurely

and needlessly' worn out through under-inflation. The amount
of air necessary to carry will depend upon the amount of work
that is to be done and the load carried. The following method
for determining the correct air pressure for different loads is

suggested by the Fisk Rubber Co.

:

Tlie motorist should determine the load for each tire and

regulate his air pressure to carry that load without injury to the

tire. To do this, weigh front and rear of the loaded car sepa-

rately, and divide by two, which will give the weight carried on
each wheel.

Now that the weight of load carried by each wheel is known,
determine the air pressure by using the factor given opposite the

tire size to divide the amount of the load, the result being the

pressure required

:

.^-inch tire Divide weight of load by 8
3^-inch tire Divide weight of load by 10
4-inch tire Divide weight of load by 12
4yi-inch tire Divide weight of load by 14
5-inch tire Divide weight of load by 16
5,'/^-inch tire. Divide weight of load by 18

Example.—On a 4-inch tire you find the load to be 720 pounds.

Refer to above table and note that on a 4-inch tire 12 is the

factor: 720 pounds divided by 12 equals 60. therefore inflate the

tire to 60 pounds air pressure.

As the load carried by the front tires is usually less than on

the rear, by using the method as suggested, it will be determined

that less air pressure is needed. The ideal load for the best all

around results under average conditions is as follows :

.^-inch tires 400 pounds
3 J;^-inch tires 550 pounds
4-inch tires 735 pounds
4J^-inch tires 960 pounds
5-inch tires 1,210 pounds
5Vj-inch tires 1,485 pounds

A load heavier than these figures may be carried, but the re-

sulting pressure necessary to get good tire mileage is usually

very hard on the car and its occupants. To obtain best results

weigh car as suggested, divide any load by figure given and in-

flate to that amount ; test air pressure at least once a week.
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THE EDITOR'S BOOK TABLE.

SIERRA LEON!': ITS PEOrLE. IRODUCTS AND SECRET SOCIE-
tics. By II. Osir.in Ncwlaml, E. R. Hist. S., F. I. I). IJolin Bale, Sons
& Daniclsson. I.iinitcd. I-ondun, EnKland. 16mo, ilUistrnted, 240 pages.

Price Ts. 6,/.]

THIS book is more than a guide book, for while it contains

a large amount of information regarding Sierra Leone, it

is also a personal narrative of the author's experiences during

his travels in that country, which licing told in a somewhat

chatty way, imparts much of this information in a most enter-

taining style. One chapter is devoted to life on a rubber planta-

tion, and as the author is director of the Peneiro Rubber Estates.

Limited, he speaks from e.xperience and with authority. Accord-

ing to the book, the estate visited covers about 3,500 acres, about

18 miles out, on the railroad which runs from Freetown into

the interior. Hcvca rubber has been planted, while Manihot or

Ceara rubber trees were growing wild—the result of former

plantings—when the present company took possession. Mr. New-
land mentions also the Castilloa and the Funtumia elastica, ex-

plaining the comparative values of these as rubber producers,

showing the way in which the latex is secured from the dififcrcnt

varieties, and giving various hints valuable for prospective

planters in equatorial .Africa.

A postscript consisting of nmre than 4tl pages, is con-

tributed by H. Hamel Smith, editor of "Tropical Life," this

being devoted mainly to practical planting notes for Sierra

Leone and West Africa. Regarding the cultivation of the

Hcvca Brasilicnsis he says, "Trees that have been planted are

too young at present for me to be able to say definitely whether

they will prove a commercial success. AW I can say is that

they are growing well." \n Mr. Smith's postscript are directions

for the laying out of an estate ; an article on moisture con-

servation, and directicns for cultivating cacao and ground nuts.

This is followed by an appendix giving some laws for the

guidance of traders. The publishers state that if there is suffi-

cient demand, the book will be issued annually, or biennially,

with amendments and additions to date, as the "Sierra Leone

Year Book," and with it. a Who's Who section.

IMPORTER'S DIRECTORY OF THE NETHERL.\NDS EAST INDIES.
Published by the Division of Industry and Commerce of the Depart-
ment of ARriculture, Industry and Commerce, Buitenzorg, Java. [4to,

98 pages. Paper bound.]

It certainly shows that the Dutch Government in the East

Indies appreciates the value of publicity to increase foreign

trade, when it publishes a directory in English to furnish in-

formation to merchants and manufacturers who wish to open

trade relations with the local tradesmen. The book is a valuable

one, inasmuch as it gives, in well arranged and classified form,

the names and addresses of mercantile houses in Borneo,

Sumatra, Java, Celebes and the smaller islands of the Dutch East

Indies. The rubber trade, of course, is well represented.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

ON the cover of a 48-page vest pocket booklet issued Ijy the

Dominion Rubljer System, the alliterative caption "Foot

Facts" and the Dominion seal stand out prominently in red and

white against a background printed to simulate leather. The

booklet contains practical information concerning care of the

feet and of rubber footwear, and the story of the discovery of

rubber and its uses, written in an entertaining, popular style with

humorous illustrations. There are various data regarding post-

age, population and other Canadian matters, tables of measure-

ment, a calendar for 1916 to 1918, etc., interspersed with which

are advertisements of Dominion rubber footwear, while a nutriber

of blank pages afford space for personal mcirioranda.

* * -T

.\ little advertising card, which includes a lilank for using

as a post-card in ordering, is sent out liy the M & M Manu-

facturing Co., .'Vkron, Ohio, to describe its inner tube splicers,

showing the construction of these little accessories for the tire

repairer and llic nielhod of using them.

* * *

The Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois, in its latest "Silent Chain

Bulletin," calls special attention to its casings for silent chain

drives, giving full description, with diagrams an<l photographs

of the casings themselves, and the means taken to render them

dust-tight, oil-tight and accident-proof, points of interest to

users of power transmission.

* * *

'I'lie B. !•". Goodrich Co., .\kron. Ohio,' is sending out a com-

pact little pani|)hlet entitled "Supporting the Chief," to call at-

tention to its various lines of fire hose, solid tires for fire

trucks, pneuiualic tires for fire chiefs' automobiles, and also

firemen's coats and "Hi-Press" footwear. The booklet is one

which will be appreciated by members of fire departments, not

only because of the reading matter, but also for the fine illus-

trations of fire apparatus and firemen in action.

* * *

No. 2 of "Extra Service," a little paper published monthly for

free distribution among employes of The Federal Rubber Co.,

Cudahy, Wisconsin, has been received. It contains news and

gossip of the factory, pithy sayings and a large amount of bright

matter, interesting to its readers.

* * *

We are in receipt of the first issue of ".Miller Talk," a house

organ which the Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, intends to

publish monthly. This maiden number is an eight-page leaflet

printed on smooth-finished buff paper. The title page is adorned

with a picture of the Miller factory buildings and three broadly

smiling cartoon figures witli hands at ears, typifying the policy

of the paper announced further down the page as "A big ear for

all the gossip of the shop and a cheerful tongue to pass along

the best of it." It is a friendly, chatty little sheet concerning

the doings of Miller employes, with good illustrations, cartoons

and jokes.

* * *

The motor tire price list of Wood-Milne. Limited. Preston.

England, shows some handsome illustrations of new treads of

these well-known. English tires ; also a description and illustra-

tion of the Wood-Milne patent pump for inflating tires, a
small, compact machine weighing but a few pounds and con-

tained in a box about 5 by 12 inches. The book contains code

words for ordering and full price lists of all the various sizes of

tires, the .\merican sizes being listed separately for convenience.

A supplementary catalog gives a list of solid band tires made
by the same company.

* * *

Henley's Telegraph Works Co.. Limited, London, England,

has sent out a new price list of electric cables and wires, insulated

with vulcanized and unvulcanized india rubber. It is a compre-

hensive work of over 100 pages, giving full descriptions and speci-

fications of the many lines of cables, bell wires and flexible cords,

and jointing materials made by this concern. .\ description is

given of the Henley wiring system, the method of running electric

wires on the surfaces of walls, and other fii!atter of interest to

users of cables and electric conductors.

* * *

The India Rubber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co.,

Limited. London, England, has sent out various price lists in

uniform size, that they may be secured in the convenient binder

furnished by this company. There have recently been received

from this concern individual price lists of mechanical and general

rubber goods ; rubber gloves, gauntlets and mitts ; matting :• vul-

canized fiber ; waterproof fabrics ; confectionery molds ; balata

belting and cycle tires. Each of these is well printed, and in
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most the various articles comprised are illustrated, these illus-

trations being mainly finely engraved half-tones, while many of

the lists contain matter descriptive of the manufacture, quality

and use of the articles. This company is also sending out small

pamphlet price lists of its various lines of automobile and truck-

tires.

* * *

A new semi-monthly journal entitled "Aviation and Aero-

nautical Engineering" is now being published by the Gardner,

Moffat Co., Inc., New York City. It is a handsomely illus-

trated and finely printed magazine, very largely devoted to the

theoretical, technical and mechanical problems of aeronautics,

and contains papers by well-known engineers in this compara-

tively new science. The technical editor is A. Klemin, .A.C.G.I.,

B.Sc, S.M. ; the managing editor, Herbert M. Williams, B.S.,

and the military editor, Philip J. Roosevelt. Undoubtedly this

journal will fill a special niche, and will find a clientele of its

own in the line of aviation.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

'T'HE inquiries that folloiv have already been answered; never-

^ theless they are of interest^ not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate urith him.

[217.] Inquiry has been received for names of rubber brokers

with offices at San Francisco. California, or Seattle, Washington.

[218.] The names of firms making tissue paper transfers for

marking inner tubes are requested.

[219.] Manufacturers of inner tube skiving machines are

sought.

[220.] Names of concerns specializing in the manufacture of

aluminum cups used in tapping rubber are requested.

[221.] A request has been received for names of firms supply-

ing Dichlorethylene.

[222.] We are in receipt of an inquiry for vulcanizing accel-

erators.

[223.} A correspondent wishes to know where he can secure

cotton linters for use in rubber shoe soles, and the fluffy fibrous

waste that results from buffing automobile tires.

[224.] A correspondent wishes to know where he can secure

a copy of "Dives' Plain Talks on Rubber."

[225.] Addresses of concerns making ivory or celluloid parts

tor "pacifiers," also the gelatine or jelly filling, are requested.

[226.] We have been asked who manufactures the Grieve

Inflatable Waistcoat.

[227.] Addresses are requested of rubber companies making a

business of selling stock to manufacturers of automobile tires,

calendered and ready for use.

TRADE OPPOKTUNITIES FHOM CONSULAR HEPOKTS.

.\ rirm in the Netherlands desires to communicate with Amer-
ican manufacturers and exporters of fancy rubber articles. Re-

port No. 22,426.

,\ business man from Spain, now in the United States, wishes

to enter into commercial relations with American manufacturers

of rubber goods. Report No. 22,458.

DRAWBACK ALLOWANCES.

The following are the amounts and names of concerns to which

the Treasury Department of the United States has paid draw-

back allowances on exported goods relating to rubber, manufac-

tured in whole or in part from goods previously imported into

this country:

Cotton Waterproof Cloth : J. L. Multy Co.," $75.02; C. Stohns

Sons, Inc., $682.48; Blumenthal & Co., $794.68, due $72.17; Gar-

ner Print Works & Bleachery, due $96.67 ; Rigby Waterproofing

Co.. $2,885.05: Stowe & Woodward Co.. due $10.69.

Wool W.\terproof Cloth : Commonwealth Manufacturing
Co., $1,093.40; Cravenette Co. of New York, $5,087.79; Einstein

Manufacturing Co., $4,063.61 ; Firth & Foster, $367.51 ; Lond.ju
Shrinking & Finishing Works, $28.07; Manhattan Manufactur-
ing Co., $318.94: Julius Kallman Co., $11.43; Bradford Dyeing
Association, $5.20; Kennedy & Britt, $214.14.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS

pvICKSON & CO., Limited, vs. Devitt. Messrs. Dickson &
'-^ Co., Limited, were the agents in London of the Third Mile
(Federated Malay States) Rubber Co., Limited, which had
bought rubber washing machinery in England to be shipped to

Singapore. On November 8, 1915, Messrs. Dickson instructed

the defendant to "insure, marine and war risks, machinery to

the value of £500 [$2,433] despatched for shipment to-day per

steamer 'Suwa Maru' or other steamers, London to Port Dickson.

'

The defendant effected an insurance on the machinery against

marine risks per "Suwa Maru" or steamers from London to Port

Dickson, but by some mistake only effected an insurance on the

machinery against war risks per "Suwa Maru." The machinery
was not taken by the "Suwa Maru," but on December 9 was
shipped in the "Yasaka Maru," which was torpedoed in the

Mediterranean Sea, and the goods were lost. The plaintiffs were
unable to recover on the policy against war risks because that

policy only insured the goods per the "Suwa Maru." They
therefore brought action against the insurance broker Devitt,

alleging that through his negligence and breach of duty they

had been unable to recover the loss of fSOO under the policy, and
they claimed that sum.

The British Court held that a client was entitled to rely on a

broker carrying out his instructions to insure, and that the client

was not, as between himself and the broker, bound to see

whether those instructions had been carried out and to look at

the documents himself. If the policy had been in accordance

with their instructions the plaintiffs would have been covered.

but as it was not in accordance with those instructions they were
not covered, and, therefore, the loss must fall upon the de-

fendant.

F,\BRic Fire Hose Co. v. Town of C.\ddo and Others. This

was an action for material furnished to a municipal corporation.

The Supreme Court of Oklahoma held that where a plaintiff sues

upon a claim against a municipality for material furnished, and

proves his contract and delivery of the material to the mimicipal-

ity, and that the debt therefor is due and unpaid, he makes a

prima facie case, and the burden of the proof is then upon the

municipality to establish that the debt was illegally contracted.

[The Pacific Reporter, Vol. 158, page 350.]

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co. and Others v. Diamond Rub-
ber Co. OF New York. This case, relating to the Grant tire pat-

ent, was the subject of an article in The India Rubber World
for May, 1916. The Circuit Court of Appeals, in New York
City, held that where a defendant has deliberately and persistently

infringed a patent, even after its validity was established, any

doulits as to the amount of damages for which it is liable will be

resolved against it. That, in finding an established license fee

under a patent as a basis for computing damages for infringe-

ment, the law does not require that all license fees should have

been for exactly the same amount at all times. Approximately

$210,000 damages were awarded to the plaintiffs. {The Federal

Reporter, Vol. 2.^2, pages 475, 508.]

A guarantee of 4,000 miles of service is now furnished with

"Tyrian" tires, manufactured by the Tyer Rubber Co., Andover.

Massachusetts, to.gcther with direct factory service to customers

located near the factory. This company invites automobilists to

visit the factory ^nd inspect the manufacture of these tires
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

RUBBER AND THE BARKLEY BILL.

To Tilt Editor uf the India Ruhber Wori.d :

DE.\K Sllv—The liarkU'v liill iniposiiii; pciialtii-s upon those

who misbrancl goods may have its merits. While it ap-

pears to be a drastic measure which would make amenable

and probably hamper certain rubber manufacturers who employ

the words "pure gum, ' "pure rubber" or "pure Para" to describe

Their products as well as those who claim that their goods are "all

rubber," or "contain nothing but pure rubber," still its equity of

principle cannot be denied. It is admittedly dit'licult to frame any

law incapable of imposing hardship upon some one, and so with

the Berkley bill, yet it will surely prove of greater potential bene-

het than injur> to the rubber business as a whole, tending to

eradicate extravagant, indefinite and false statement and leading

the way toward an accurately descriptive nomenclatuic.

Every rubber expert knows that substances other than rLd)ber

itself are essential to the production of rubber articles of every

sort, the gum being virtually useless in a pure state. Just as an

alloy of copper and zinc gives us brass, having important char-

acteristics not possessed by cither constituent metal, so rubber

compounds contain legitimate ingredients other than pure rubber

which impart desirable qualities not inherent in the gum alone.

There is nothing about tliis to conceal and business foresight

should have counseled against the use of catch phrases that might

seem to do so, whatever the actuating motive. Certainly the

enactment of the proposed law will in no wise damage manufac-

turers of honest goods; their reputation and popularity of prod-

net cannot >.uffer as a result of truthful statement in their own

or competing publicity.

The rubber business is by no means exceptional in that some

of its nomenclature is misleading. The term "solid gold," for in-

stance, intended primarily to distinguish between gold plate and

metal of uniform consistency throughout, is well known to infer

part alloy introduced in small proportion to increase the dura-

bility of jewelry, and in larger proportion to cheapen it. Almost

invariably, though, the term is qualified liy the marking 10k.,

14k., 18k., etc. This informs the purchaser what he should re-

ceive and places the matter on a definite basis subject to expert

analysis so that failure of jewelry to measure up to the indicated

standard constitutes an actionable case of misrepresentation. By

comparison the notably lax terms of the furniture trade seem

obviously dissembling. "Mahogany," for example, means ma-

hogany veneer, not "solid mahogany," according to common

usage. This may be the truth, but it is not the whole truth. But

furniture manufacturers are awaking to the necessity of reform,

and with the aid of their trade papers are now attempting to

abolish the misuse of the phrase "American quartered oak" as

so frequently applied to furniture which is neither .American in

spirit nor quartered oak in fact.

It is chiefly against such flagrant misrepresentations that the

w-ar of truth iv\ advertising is now being waged so assiduously

by the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World. Business

acumen calls upon every conscientious advertiser to lend his

hearty support to this movement. Indeed, the time is at hand

when it behooves the advertisers in every kind of industry to

restrain by concerted action those who use the legitimate par-

lance of til'- trade falsely with fraudulent intent, and to purge

the trade V'»ca1iulary of all inadequate terms, not only those in-

e.xact phrases which may mislead the puljlic harmlessly, but

those fine .sounding yet indefinite phrases with which unscru-

jjulous nun'ifi.-iiirirs ni:\y clnak a multitude of sins or take ad-

vantage ol conscientious competitors in dealing with poorly in-

formed persons.

Happily the primary object ot the loose terms common to the

rubber trade has not been to deceive, although in certain in-

stances they may have been resorted to in an attempt to dis-

tinguish between honest goods arid those containing adulterants

or made with scrap rather than new rubber. For the most part

they have been adopted in response to the spirit of the times

and as a direct outgrowth of pure food laws and advertising

catnpaigns and their effect upon other lines of goods. The mis-

take has been in ignoring the fundamental fact that all rubber

products are fashioned out of rubber compounds rather than

pure gum. To inter anything otherwise courts distrust among
those hundreds of thousands of intelligent persons who know
something about the making of rubber goods, even though in a

very gencial way; also it is unfair to those conscientious manu-

facturers who prefer to tell the strict truth even if not the whole

truth.

It might be argued that if any article has the desired appear-

ance, serves the intended purpose and possesses reasonable dura-

bility it does not really matter whether it be composed of pure

rubber or what not, but this is beside the question. The same

might be said of a diamond ring. The purchaser is entitled to

know- what he is buying and to receive an article equivalent in

value to the price paid. There is no adequate reason for any

misleading statement about it whatever, whether it be made in

good faffh or otherwise. To countenance inaccurate descriptive

phrases and permit them to become the so-called technical terms

of the trade is a grave mistake that will eventually redound to

the detriment of any business. Were rubber publicity of this

character directed solely to the trade, the issue would not be of

serious moment, but instead it makes its appeal to the public at

large. .\nd this explains its very existence, for addressing such

inaccurate phrases to the trade would manifestly be an insult to

expert knowledge.

Viewed from every angle the Barkley bill offers a potent in-

strument with which to accomplish much permanent good in the

rubber business as well as elsewhere, and its enactment should

be welcomed by progressive men of integrity and foresight who
seek to build re|)Utations for the future as well as fortunes for

the present. Trade Critic.

OUTSIDE HELP FOR RUBBER MILL ENGINEERS.

To the Editor ok The I.ndi.v Rubber World:

DE.AR SIR—The rubber industry, like any of the other

great industries of modern development, has had to

create its own tools and methods of manufacture, rather

than find them ready made to hand. The mechanical engineer of

the average plant is the hardest worked man in the whole outfit;

at least it would seem so, and if you ask him he will probably

admit it iiimself. Usually a machine shop of very elaborate

proportions is attached to all important plants, and the produc-

tion of special machinery suited to the needs of the plant is an

important factor in its organization. Inventive ability and

technical ability of all sorts are employed and liberally paid.

A way iTiust be found leading out of all kinds of difficulties.

The success of the plant is largely dependent upon the ingenuity

and resourcefulness of the engineers working in its mechanical

department, assisted by a corps of able helpers, and having at

their iieck and call all kimls of apparatus and facilities for

experimcTit.
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\'ery little study or interest has been given to the troi'bles and
l.riiblems of the mill engineer by the average machine shop, out-

side the walls of these plants, except in some few notable cases

where independent niaciiine shops doing general work have

really taken a leading part in the prixkiction of improved ma-
cliinery useful in the rubber industry. In the average case the

mechanical engineer has the whole burden of the development

of labor-saving machines. Machine builders as a rule have

been content to follnvv. rather than lead, and have contributed

very little towards the special equipment required in building

up their industry. Cases where any creative work in the line

of special machine design has been undertaken voluntarily and
on the sole initiative of the outside shop, are unfortunately far

too few. ,

The mill engineer welcomes assistance, and does everything

to encourage it, but the average machine shop for general work
waits to be told what to do and how to do it, rather than buck

up and give the mill engineer a helping hand.

The doctrine of cooperation is the only sound one in indus-

trial development. The average plant producing rubber goods

is strong financially, and is willing to pay handsomely for the

proper sort of cooperation from outside sources in solving its

problems. When an industry devoted to the production of

rubber gocnls is obliged practically to go into the machinery

business, just so much of its energy, thought and .genius as it

bestows on the macliinery business are lost to the rubber busi-

ness. The machinery business is the business of machinists.

Mechanical problems are naturally the problems with which

the machinery business should cope, rather than leave their

solution to the .skill and ability of engineers in other lines.

Of course it is not possible for machine builders to foresee

and to provide for all kinds of contingencies arising in the

constantly varying requirements, and new requirements, in the

production of rubber goods. It is not too much to ask, how-

ever, that a little more "pep" and "punch" be put into the

efforts of machine designers outside of the rubber plants. U
is not too' much to expect the experienced machinery houses to

bring out labor-saving machinery which would go the mill en-

gineer "one better." The mill engineer is only too willing to

pin a medal on the successful designer, and leave the honors

to the machinery trade, if only he can get from it the help he

needs and is willing to encourage liberally.

The C.-vmerox M.achixe Co.

Brooklyn, New York, September 20, 1916.

[The India Rubber World has always made a point of en-

couraging cooperation between macliine builders and the trades

employing machinery. Its columns are always open to machine
builders who have produced something useful to the rubber trade.

In fact we write hundreds of letters each year inviting producers
of new machines to bring them before the trade through our
colum.ns.

The products of the Cameron Machine Co. are cases in point.

The Cameron principle, the "Score Cut," appealed to us at once
and that is why we have so willingly given space to the various
Cameron slitting machines. Although it is perhaps not necessary,

we assure, them, or any other producer of rubber working ma-
chines or devices, that our columns are open to them provided,
of course, that their products are of value to the rubber trade.

—

The Editor.]

EUBBER MEN JOIN QUESTION CLUB.

The Question Club is a unique and highly exclusive organiza-

tion which carefully preserves the secret of its name, purposes,

and qualifications for membership. Organized 12 years ago with

five members, five new members have been added to the roll,

each year since, in every case men of power in their respective

callings. Two of the five enjoying the honor of election this

year are Charles McCullough, of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Jeannette, Pennsylvania, and William J. Lamb, of the Fisk

Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.

FROM A RUSSIAN PRISON CAMP.

"T^HAT The 1xdi.\ Rubber World is considered the head-
*• quarters for all facts pertaining to the rubber industry
was brought vividly to mind recently by the receipt of a
postal card from a captured German soldier in a Russian
prison camp. The card is here reproduced photographically,
both the face and back. The face shows the address, and
also the permit or "frank" (in Russian and French) to allow
it to go througli the mails free of postage because sent by
a prisoner of war. The message on the back has been al-

lowed to go forward, after the censor has erased the name
of the firm, presumably a German one, and obliterated

nOMTOBAH KAPTOHK

'OXfn<^ ^J'^<5?%«?!.'

^^l^^^

^..^. --^C^ "^ ^z^

ll.'i iToii ii>p<ini. iiuijieicfl m ii,i,ii ;ij|rfc i,. <^ y Mf*

A Censored Post.\l Card from Russia.

with dense black ink a portion of the address at the bottom.
A translation of the message is as follows:

"Gorbatow, June 15, 1916. Prior to the outbreak of the war I

was in communication with Mr. Geo. D. Levysohn, one of the
executives of — (erased by censor)
I would be very thankful to you if you would inform mc of the
name of the firm with which he is now connected. I can com-
pensate you for your trouble only after the end of the war, for
I am now a war prisoner in Russia. Correspondence is only
allowed in German and French. Respectfully yours, Max Hack.
My address is (in Russian), Boennoninny Maker .lahr, Top-

damobekara, Zcuckaa Anmeka, Topdamobr, Russia."

The card is interesting as a side-light on the i en.sor.s'hip

cif the mails since the war began.

Contract has been made for the first unit of the tire factory

of the International India Rubber Corporation at Soutli Bend.

Indiana, mentioned in the July issue of The India Rubber
World. The dimensions of the building will be 382 by 80 feet,

and it wm'11 cover 28,700 square feet of floor space.
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TENNIS SHOES FOR SUMMER OF 1917.

THE ir.amitacturers of riibbcr-soled, canvas upper footwear,

variously designated as sneakers, tennis shoes, sport shoes,

ttc., and "Keds" (the new name), publish their price lists for the

Ev.inmer. season early in the fall previous, generally about Sep-

tember 1. On that date the United States Rubber Co. sent out

its net price list, as did also the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., Limited, and soon after most of the other manufacturers

issued lists which closely appro.ximatcd in prices thnso of the

previously mentioned companies.

There had l)een some apprehension on the part of customers

that the new prices would show a heavy advance. Crude rubber

prices had changed somewhat from those of a year ago, although

"tennis shoes" by the United States Rubber Co., to identify its

lines, in contradistinction with similar goods of other makes.

This word is the keystone of a most comprcliensive campaign

of advertising to the consumer trade. Incidentally, it may be

slated that the company will run a similar campaign to popular-

ize its raincoats under the newly-coined word of "Raynstcrs."

The United States Rubber Co.'s catalog and price list of sport-

ing and tennis shoes for the season of 1916-17 is a pamphlet of

.36 pages showing in neat half-tones the many lines of canvas

ui)per, rubber-soled shoes made by this company. Each page is

devoted to a special line and is ornamented with a blue border

having the word "Keds" at the top and a picture at the bottom

appropriate to the line shown on the page. The changes in prices

on United States Rubber Co.'s tennis goo^s are as follows:

\N'omen'.< P.\r.\de Pump nj- Whitk
Duck, with Heel.

United St.ates Rubber Co.

\Ris Pump of Gr.\y Stripe

Fabric.

-\p-sr.EY Ri:bber Co.

Yachting O.xford of Brown Stripe

Fabric.

Apsley Rubber Co.

bv
the higher cost of Brazilian varieties was practically ottset

,

lesser values for plantations. But practically every other mate-

rial which entered into the manufacture of these shoes has en-

hanced in value, while labor costs are quite a little higher than

a year ago. There was considerable surprise manifested, there-

lore, when the conservative advance in prices was noted; none

of these over 10 cents a pair, some of them less, while a few were

continued at the same prices a-, a year ago.

Last year several companies introduced lines of rubber-soled

canvas shoes without the rubber foxing. These simulated welt-

sewed shoes, and were generally designated as welts, or of "welt

construction." The popularity of these lines has been such that

the manufacturers are preparing for much larger sales the com-

ing .season. These shoes cost somewhat more to manufacture,

and the prices range from 10 to 20 cents a pair more than simi-

lar shoes of the older construction.

There is a noticeable increase in the number

with full heels. Manufacturers have found it

necessary to place stiffeners, of metal or fiber,

in the shanks of these to insure against dis-

comfort to the wearers.

In no particular has the improvement in

1916.

-Men's Rotary Bals $1.60

Men's Rotary Oxford.. 1.45

Women's Rotary Bals.. 1.40

Women's Rotary Oxford 1.25

Men's lionair Bals 1.40

Men's Bonair Oxford... 1.25

Women's Bonair Bals.. 1.25

Women's Bonair Oxford l.IO

Men's Week-end Bals. . . l.IO

Women's Week-end Bals- 1.00

Boys' Week-end Bals... 1.05

•Vonths' Week-end Bals 1.00

Men's Week-end Oxford 1.00

Women's Week-end Ox-

AUVANCE
1915- 1916-

ford .90

1917.

$1-70

1.55

1.50

1.35

1.50

1.35

1.35

1.20

1.20

1.05

1.10

1.00

r.io

.95

TRICES.
1915
2916.

Boys" Week-end Oxford. $0.95

'Youths* Week-end Ox-
ford

Men's Bathing Shoes. .

.

Boys' Bathing Shoes...

Youths' Bathing Shoes..

Women's Bathing Shoes

Misses' Bathing Shoes..

Children's Bathing Shoes

.90

.45

.40

.37

.37

.37

.32

Women's Bathing Shoes,
High Cut 55

•No advance.

LOWER PRICES.

1915-
1916.

Hoys' Champion Bals,
Black Sole ...$0.63

Youths' Champion Bals,
Black Sole 60

lliiys' Champion Oxford,
Black Sole 53

\'Muths' Champion Ox-
ford. Black Sole SO

1916-
1917.

$0.60

.57

.50

.47

1915-
1916.

1! Bals,
.$0.68

.58

)ys' Champion
( iray Sole ....

Boys' Champion Oxford,
vlray Sole

Youths' Champion Bals,

Cray Sole 65

Youths' Champion Ox-
fords. Gray Sole S5

1916-

1917.

$1.00

.90

.47

.42

.39

.39

.39

.34

1916-
1917.

$0.65

.55

.62

.52

Rotary Oxford, wnii \\ i-lt and

Full Heel, White Duck and White

Sole. United States Rubber Co.

W(:Mi-\'s Hk.h Cut Quarter Dr( k

Bal of Palmetto Duck.

United States Rubber Co.

Universal Oxford. White Duck.

Gray Sole, Narrow Fo.xing, Full

Heel, United States Rubber Co.

tennis lines been more manifest than in the matter of lasts. But

a few years ago there was practically but one shape of toe. Now

there are wide and narrow toes, straight and nature-shaped lasts,

while the better fitting of the material to the lasts, and the addi-

tion of leather reinforcements of seams, make to-day's tennis

lines as trim and stylish as the products of manufacturers of

fine leather shoes.

A new name has been invented for this style of footwear. It

13 "Keds." This word is to be used in place of "tennis" or

The Apsley Rubber Co., Hudson, Massachusetts, sends out its

net price list in a 24-page pamphlet with a four-color cover. The

half-tone engravings of the various lines are excellently drawn

and well printed, some of them being shown in appropriate colors.

Among the novelties is a line of pumps and Oxfords made from

a new fabric in brown and gray stripes. Another noticeable addi-

tion is a wading shoe having a pure gum suction sole and a

high lacing, with bellows tongue. An "Auto" gymnasium shoe

with high foxing is another addition to this popular line.
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The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal,

Canada, devotes its September issue of "Foot Prints" to a catalog

of sport shoes. This is a larger catalog than those previously

mefitioned and contains a very comprehensive list of the various

lines made by this company. The illustrations are well drawn

and engraved, and show some novelties, among them the new
"Aviator" shoe shown and described elsewhere in this issue.

Another novelty is a lawn bowling shoe similar in design to a

line made in England which was illustrated in the September

number of The Imiiia Rubber World. This catalog includes

a number of lines of bathing shoes, bathroom and boudoir

slippers, etc.

* * *

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada, also uses

its monthly house organ as an outing shoe catalog, which is quite

elaborate in its arrangement, each page embellished with a well

drawn illustration in colors, appropriate to the line of shoes men-

tioned on the same page, the "Greyhound" trade-mark being

printed in outline at the top and the brand, "Miner's Grey-

hounds," at the bottom. The various lines are shown in color

and particular attention is called to the pneumatic heel styles,

and the lines made by the pressure cure process. Amon.g tlie

new ideas shown are the "Educator" line for children, the

"Tramper" balmoral with high foxing and wing tij). and the

"Beach" balmoral of white canvas with a tan rubber sole and

heel but with white rubber foxing.

RUBBER EXHIBITS AT FIRE ENGINEERS' CONVENTION.

In connection with ihe forty-fourth annual convention of the

International Association of Fire Engineers, at Providence.

Rhode Island, August 29 to 31, a fine exhibition of fire ap-

paratus and appliances was shown in the Armory building,

among which might be mentioned the hose manufactured by the

Bi-Lateral Fire Hose Co., Chicago, Illinois, and the Fabric Fire

Hose Co., New York City. The Bowers Rubber Works, San

Francisco, California, had an interesting exhibit of its pneumatic

reversible landing mat, recently illustrated in The I.n'DIA Rubber

World; the Uayton Rubber Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio, ex-

hibited its airless tires for use on fire apparatus ; the Globe Manu-

facturing Co., Pittsfield, New Hampshire, made a good display of

waterproof clothing ; the New England Truck Co., Fitchburg,

Massachusetts, had on exhibition a chemical and hose car

equipped with large Goodyear pneumatic tires, and the Sewell

THE RUBBER CLUB OF AMERICA, INC.

The Seventeenth Annual Banquet of The Rubber Club of

America, Inc., will be held in New York City on Monday evening,

January 8, 1917, in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria.

The unqualified success of the last banquet and the general as-

surance that the coming event will bring out a much larger

attendance have resulted in preparations being made to accommo-

date the expected numbers. An attractive program has been

arranged and speakers of national reputation will entertain and

edify the members and guests present.

The Executive Committee met at the Union League Club, New
York City, September 21. Those present were: Van H. Cartmell,

who presided ; George B. Hodgman, William E. Bruyn, Paul W.
Litchfield, Frederic C. Hood. Henry C. Pearson, Sidney S.

Meyers, attorney, and Harry S. Vorhis, secretary.

A special committee consisting of Messrs. Pearson, Bruyn,

Meyers and Vorhis was appointed to take up with the Treasury

Department the classification of Pontianak now dutiable at 10

per cent ad valorem.

The Banquet Committee was recommended to appoint district

committees for Boston, Trenton, Akron, San Francisco and

Montreal, that interest in the annual banquet be furthered.

The following firm and associate members were elected

:

FIRM members.

(iordon Tire & Rubber Co., Canton, Ohio

Representative—H. B. McMaster.

The Falls Rubber Co.. Cuyahoga Falls, New York

Representative—W. J. O'Doimell.

Turner Vaughn & Taylor Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Representative— S. H. Vaughn.

Ihe Alliance Tire & Rubber Co., Alliance, Ohio

Representative—Milton Bejach.

Connecticut Cottons Co., Boston, Massachusetts

Representative—Harry L. Burrage.

Featheredge Rubber Co., Inc., Chicago, Illinois

Representative—B. B. Felix.

associ.\te members.

P. T. Jackson, Bay State Cotton Corporation, Boston, Mass.

The following transfer of firm membership was made : The
1!. & R. Rubber Co., North Brookfield, Massachusetts, to Qua-
liaug Rubber Co., North Brookfield. Massachusetts. Representa-

tive. T. G. Richards.

The following transfers from associate to firm memberships

Salesmen, .Acencv Rf.presentatives, axd Factory Executives of the Faultless Rubber

Co. at a Recent Convention.

Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit, Michigan, showed one of its

cushion wheels for fire apparatus with part of the side steel

bands and rubber flanges removed to show the position of the

soft rubber cushion between the inner wheel and the tire felly,

giving a very clear idea of its construction. There were many
other exhibits of interest.

were made : W. G. Ryckman, New York City, to W. G. Ryck-

man, New York City. Representative, W. G. Ryckman; George

Watkinson, New York City, to Standard Emarex Co., New
York City. Representative, George Watkinson.

Discussions and routine business followed, closing one of the

most satisfactory meetings held by this committee.
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NEW IMCOBPORATIONB.

Albany Rubber Tire Co., Inc., September 14 (,.\cw York),

$3,000. Jennie F. Uiird, Kdward M. Unrd. M. O. O'Donnell—

all of Albany, N. Y.

Auto Ball Cock Co., .August 11 ( Xew Jersey), $125,000. Rob-

ert D. Barber and Jane Massey Barber, Ilazelton, Pa.; William

E. Massey and Mina R. Massey, 1001 Wesley avenue. Ocean

City, N. J. Principal otlicc, 421 Eighth street. Ocean City. \. J.

To manufacture and deal in automatic plumbing supplies.

Cha.sc National Import and E.xport Corporation, September 6

(New York), $5,000. George H. Warrin, 478 Marion street;

.-Vlbert E. Baker, 552 Forty-seventh street, and Leon Dalrymple,

162 Lefferts place—all in Brooklyn.. N. Y. Principal office, 25

Beaver street, Xew Y^ork City. To deal in South American

products, rubber, etc.

Chemical Pump & \'alvc Co.. August 11 ( .W-w Jersey), $30,U00.

Frank A. Warter and Eniil Warter, Perth Amboy, and Fred

Batzel, South .Amboy—both in New Jersey. Principal office, 46

Commerce street, Perth .\mboy, Middlesex County, N. J. To
manufacture and deal in pumps, valves, and tanks.

Ragle- Richer Lead Co., September 2 (New Jersey), $10,000,-

000. William Wood, Thomas J. McCoy, .Mfred Burdsal, W'illiam

C. Wood, and John Ritterhofif. Principal office in State of New
Jersey is at Blanchard street, Newark. To manufacture and

deal in lead and zinc products.

Elastic Braid & Lace Co., .August 11 (Massachusetts), $25,000.

Charles M. Porter, 112 Boston avenue, Somerville; George Fick-

eissen, 63 Reynolds avenue, Chelsea, and William E. Water-

house, 46 Lake avenue, Melrose—all in Massachusetts. Principal

office, Boston, Massachusetts. To manufacture and deal in elas-

tic braid, laces, braided fabrics and similar products.

Fere's Lexington Store, Inc., September 22 (New York),

$10,000. James J. Fero, and William A. Miller, 792 Seventh

avenue, and -Alfred Hints, 1074 Lexington avenue—both in New-

York City. To deal in tires, auto supplies, etc.

Goodrich Auto Service Corporation. F. W., September 22 (New-

York), $75,000. Frank W. Goodrich, 312 East Fifty-eighth street

:

Peter V. Hoyl, 745 St. Nicholas avenue, and Henry W'. Showers,

15 Wall street—all in New York Cit\'. Tiro an<l auto service

station.

M. & L. Auto Co., Inc., The, .August 10 (New Jersey), $25,000.

R. C. Mcintosh (president and treasurer) ; Norman D. Laughlin

(vice-president and secretary), and Silvia D. Mcintosh (stock-

holder)—all of Plainfield, N. J. Principal office, 322 West

Front street, Plainfield, N. J. To deal in automobiles, tires, oils

and accessories.

Meyer Tire Duck Co., John H., September 11 (New Jersey),

$300,000. John T. NefT and Rollin G. Neff, 26 Beach street,

East Orange, N. J., and Samuel C. Steinhardt, New Rochelle,

N. Y. Principal office, 26 Beach street, East Orange, N. J. To
manufacture and deal in cotton and other fabrics.

Mutual Tire & Rubber Co., .August 22 (Delaware), $1,000,000.

E. E. Bishop, M. L. Gatchell, and I. M. Bristow-—all of Wilming-

ton, Delaware. Principal office. Corporation Registry Co.,

900 Market street, Wilmington, Del. To manufacture and deal

in tires for automobiles, motorcycles, bicycles, carria.ges, and

vehicles of all kinds.

Newark Rubber Tire Co.. Inc., September 6 (New Jersey),

$10,000. Harry J. Martin, 67 Cabinet street ; William F. Rothlis-

berger, 49 Osborne Terrace, and Joseph P. Dunn, 266 Halsey

street—all in Newark. N. J. Principal office. Room 804, 810

Broad street, Newark, N. J. To deal in rubber tires, automobile

supplies and accessories.

Northway & Christopher, Inc., September 14 (New York),

$5,000. George S. Northway, John H. Burke and Daniel J. Seu-

bert— all of Syracuse, N. Y. Principal office, Syracuse. N. Y.

To manufacture and deal in rubber goods, tires, etc.

Para Co., The, August 19 (New Jersey), $10,000. Irving L.

Wright, 918 Stuy vesant avenue ; George W. Pearson, P O. Box
No. 444; S. Roy Heath, Fisher place, ami HaroM S Ma<ldock.

15 -Atterbury avenue—all in Trenton, N. J. Principal office, 7

North Montgomery street, Trenton. X. J. To manufacture and

deal in tires.

Peerless Tube Co., August 28 (New Jersey), $50,000 Charles

O. Geyer, W. F. Harding, and Lewis H. Condit, Jr.

—

all of 70

Locust avenue, Bloomlield, N. J. G. H. Neidlin.gcr (|)resident ),

C. R. Pitt (treasurer). Principal office. 70 Locust avenue. Bloom-

held, N. J. To manufacture and deal in cement tubes, etc.

Phineas Jones & Co., May 15 (New Jersey), $100,000. Henry
P. Jones, Phineas Jones, and H. Percy Jones—all of 45 North

P>road street, Newark. N. J. To manufacture and deal in tires,

wheels, etc.

S. Schein & Sons, Inc., .August 28 (New York.i, $20,000.

Joseph S. Schein, 816 East 176th street; Jacob M. Zinaman and

-Avel B. Silverman, 51 Chambers street—both in New York City.

To deal in rubber, gutta percha, balata, etc.

Siou.x City .Tire & Manufacturing Co., August 30 (Iowa),

$220,000. C. F. Skirvin (president); John Nagle (treasurer),

and Charles F. Sawyer (secretary)—all of Sioux City, Iowa.

Principal office, 607-609 Trimble Block, .Sioux City, lo-wa. To
nianufacture rubber goods, automobile tires, etc.

Tire Company of California, Inc., September 20 (New York),

$7,500. Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City;

(7atherine .A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H Jacob-

son, 555 Grand street—both in Brooklyn, N. Y. To manufacture

auto tires, etc.

Triple Tread Tire Co., August 10 (Illinois), $500,000 H. G.

Lund (president), 4720 Dorchester avenue; M. Lund (secretary),

7219 South Park avenue, and Edward Grunich— all of Chicago.

Illinois. Principal office, 1545 Michigan avenue, Chicago, Illi-

nois. To manufacture and deal in tires, inner tubes, etc

Vulcanized Rubber Co., June 20 (Maine), $1,500,000 Alfred

F. Jones (president) ; T. L. Croteau (treasurer), and James E.

Manter (clerk)—all of Portland, Maine. To manufacture and

deal in crude rubber, lumber, merchandise, etc.

Washington Rubber Products Manufacturing Co., Inc., August

29 (New Y'ork), $5,000. Henry Siegel, .Abraham S. Gus.sew and

-Alexander Meyer—all of 5 Beekman street. New York City. To
manufacture rubber goods, especially bathing caps, folding bags,

auto tops, etc.

BERLIN RUBBER CO. CHANGES ITS NAME.

By order of the council, the name of Berlin. Ontario, Can-

ada, was changed to Kitchener, September 1. The Berlin

Rubber Manufacturing Co., Limited, its leading industry, in

accordance -with the above change, has renamed the cor-

poration, and is to be known hereafter as the Kitchener

Rubber Manufacturing Co., Limited.

MAPLE LEAF TO BUILD.

Maple Leaf Tires, Limited, Toronto. Canada, has begun
the erection of a new plant at Belleville. Ontario. The prop-

erty was originally part of the Yeoman's estate and contains

approximately 23 acres. The main building will be 28'1 feet

long and the width throughout 62 feet, with two large

extensions or wings to the northward making the total width
125 feet. Several subordinate buildings will also be con-

structed as speedily as possible. The factory will be equipped
w-ith the best modern machinery obtainable, rvery comfort
for the workmen being considered. The approximate
cost will be $100,000 and employment will be given at the

start to about 100 hands. The company expects to manu-
facture 250 tires daily and many other rubber products, such

as belting, garden and w-ater hose, shoe soles .mO heels, rub-

ber bottles, etc.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

BRIGHTON MILLS BUILDS NEW PLANT.

IN
connection with plans for increasing it.s product, the Brighton

Mills, Passaic, New Jersey, large manufacturer of tire fabrics

for the rubber trade, has purchased about 300 acres of land at

Allwood, New Jersey, which is within a mile of the present

plant. Nearly 50 acres of this property, which is located on the

Newark branch of the Erie Railroad, about midway between

Newark and Paterson, will be reserved for factory purposes, and

the balance will be developed into homes for the employes.

Building operations have just started.

It is planned to increase the total output by approximately 30

per cent. The machinery to be installed was ordered months

ago, and it is confidently expected that the new plant will begin

turning out tire fabric in January.

John Nolan has been engaged to plan out the streets and land-

scape effects. Morris Knowles, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, will

supervise the sanitary installations. The John W. Ferguson Co..

Paterson, New Jersey, will be the builders, and Murphy & Dana,

of New York City, have been engaged as architects for the

houses.

BUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-

facturing companies on September 25, are furnished by John

Burnham & Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle street, Chicago, Illinois :

Bid. Asked.
.Jijax Ri-.bber Co. (new) 64"/^ 65!^
Firestone Tire & Ruhbe- Co., coinmon 1050 1080

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 110 112

The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 72^ 72 J<

The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 112 114

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 270 290

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 106K 108^
Kelly-.SpringficId Tire Co., common 83 83J^
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., 1st preferred 98 100

Miller Rubber Co., common 250 275

Miller Rubber Co., preferred 104 106

Portage Rubber Co., common 160 170

Portage Rubber Co., preferred 160 170

Swinebart Tire & Rubber Co 90 96

United States Rubber Co., common 59 59J-:i

United .Stales Rubber Co., preferred 113 114

RUBBER COMPAUY DIVIDENDS.

The Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co. paid its 70th regular

quarterly dividend of 1^4 per cent on the preferred stock on

.September 15 to stockholders of record September 12.

A 2J4 per cent dividend on common stock and a 1J4 per cent

dividend on preferred stock has been declared by the Portage

Rubber Co., the common stock dividend payable November 15

to stockholders of record November 3, and the dividend on

preferred payable October 1 to stockholders of record Sep-

tember 20.

A quarterly dividend of 1^ per cent on the preferred stock

of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has been declared, payable Oc-

tpber 2 to stockholders of record September 15.

PROPOSED FISK INCREASE.

Stockholders of the Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls.

Massachusetts, have been called to meet on October 2 to

vote on increasing the capital stock by $12,500,000. Of the

new stock, $7,500,000 would be first preferred convertible, and

$5,000,000 second preferred. At the same time the stock-

holders will vote on increasing the common stock by an

amount sufficient to take care of the conversion of the present

outstanding second preferred stock, and the proposed new
preferred issues. The adjustment of Fisk stocks is to be

completed by reducing the amount of the authorized capital

stock by $5,000,000, the amount of second preferred stock,

Series B, authorized a few months ago but not issued.

STANDARD TIRE COMPANY FORGES AHEAD

Charles

P, Smith.

P. Smith,

newly appointed sales

manager of the Stand-

ard Tire & Rubber Man-
ufacturing Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio, reports

an increase in the com-

pany's business in the

last six months of 650

per cent. The plant is

running day and night,

with three shifts, and

enlargements are be-

ing made, and machin-

ery and equipment or-

dered, which will give a

capacity of about 600

tires daily. The Stand-

ard company has re-

cently put on the market

a new tire called the

"Velvetread."

RUBHIDE" IN RUBBER.

A marked tendency in the compounding of India rubber today

is a lessened use of inorganic and an increased use of organic

iillers. While we hold no brief for the Henderson Rubber Co.,

Baltimore, Maryland, the notable increase in its business, as

shown by the addition to the plant, would seem to prove that

"Rub-Hide" was finding a place in the rubber trade. This sub-

stance, made from raw hide according to rubber manufacturers,

possesses the following virtues: It adds notably to the tensile

strength while giving practically the same elongation; it has

no deteriorating effect, but rather is a preservative. That it

stands the heat as in vulcanization is shown by the fact that it

is used not only in soft rubber goods such as tires, inner tubes,

and mechanicals, but in hard rubber as well. From 25 to 33

per cent is used in ordinary compounding.

WATER-CURED RUBBER GOODS.

The S. & \V. Rubber Manufacturing Co., College Point, New-

York, is about to put on the market a new line of inner tubes,

called "Velvet Water Cured" tubes. These goods will be,

as the trade-mark indicates, cured in hot v/ater; they will be

produced in two colors, gray and non-blooming bright red.

Water-curing is not new, as quantities of hard rubber goods

are thus cured. As far as soft rubber goes, the process is rarely

used and certain mechanical difficulties being overcome, offers

advantages—for example, water-cured goods are not likely to

be overcured or "burned."

The company is also about to put on the market, tire casings,

dress shields, elastic bands, bathing caps, jar rings, packing,

etc., all water-cured.

The process is a product of the veteran inventor and experi-

menter in rubber goods, Arthur C. Squires.
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FERJONAX MENTION.

Colonel Samuel P. Colt, prosident of the United States Rubber

Co., New York City, lias returned from an extended motor trip

v-liich included visits to the Canadian plants affiliated with the

company

The Pail ,\nierican Society of ;lic United States held a largely

attended ui formal luncheon on September 11 in honor of His

]"xcelleiicy. Dr. Lauro Severiano Miiller, Minister of Foreign

Relations of Brazil, who sailed the next day for South America.

Frank Poel. formerly of the crude rubber importing iirni

of Poel & .Arnold, returned from Europe the juiddle of last

month.

Jose Siniao Da Costa, of Rio de Janeirt>. Mrazil. inventur

of the Da Costa coagulating machine, is now visiting in Xcw
York City.

H. Stuart Itotchkiss, vicc-|)residcnt of the General Rubber
Co., New York City, who is now in .Sumatra, is expected to

return next month.

Raymond H. Price, vice-president of the I niled Stale?

Rubber Co.. who is at present in Europe, is expected to

arrive home in November.

George VVil.son has been appointed transportation manager of

the Dominion Rubber System, with headquarters at the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada.

David S. Shearman, president of the Oldtown Rublier Co.,

Xenia, Ohio, is an heir of the estate of Mrs. Hetty Green, being

a direct descendant of Sylvia Ann Howland, Mrs. Green's aunt,

who left a trust fund of about $2,500,000. Mr. Shearman and

his five brotliers will receive the share from the Howland estate,

which would have been the portion of their father, who died in

1895.

Charles H. Roth, formerly vice-president and saies manager

of the American Tire & Rubber Co., has been engaged as sales

manager of the newly organized Iowa Rubber Tire Co., Betten-

dorf, Iowa

Arthur Jackson Wills, whose portrait and biographical

sketch appeared in the September 1 Indi.x Rubber World.

writes tkat a misstatement appeared therein, as he is not

a graduate of Stevens Institute of Technology, all hough lie

attended that institution.

Harry L. Miller has been made manager of the Fisk Co. of

Texas, at San Antonio, Texas, and was also elected secretary

and a director of the company.

W. M. Doucette succeeds E. F. White as manager of the New
Y'ork City branch of the Portage Rubber Co., at 1924 Broadway.

Clarence R. Bollinger has been appointed an adjuster of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, and will take charge

of that department in the Goodyear branch at Buenos Aires,

Argentina.

G. B. Overeynder, Rotterdam, Holland, managing director

Surinam Batata Co., passed through New York last week on his

wav to Paramaribo, British Guiana.

G. A. PIRELLI IN NEW YORK.

G. A. Pirelli, of the well-known lirm of Pirelli S: Co.. Milan.

Italy, was in New York last month on business for his company.

He reports unprecedented activity in the various plants con-

trolled by the Pirelli interests, due to the large government and

domestic orders. Building extensions and new plants are being

erected to meet the requirements of the increasing business.

NEW "USRUBCO" PURCHASING AGENT.

RAN.MOND S. WILLIS, who has just been ai)pointed pur-

chasing agent of the United States Rubber Co., New York
City, brings to this iiosition a liroad and varied business experi-

ence, lie was a mcmlier of the class of 1898 in the Massachu-

setts Institute of

Technology. On leav-

ing this institution at

the end of. his junior

year, lie went ranch-

ing in Texas, Ari/ona

and New Mexicn. In

1900 he went to Mex-

ico, where he be-

came interested in

rubber. From 1908

to 1910 he was con-

nected in an execu-

tive capacity with the

National Paper &
Type Co.'s oflicf in

.Mexico City. In 1911

Mr. Willis became

secretary and |)nr-
'

chasing agent in

llarcelona, Spain, for

the Barcelona Trac-

tion, Light & Power

Co. This work was under the direction of the Pearson Engi-

neering Corporation, Limited. New York City, which had previ-

ously built street railways in Mexico City and Rio Janeiro, and

had charge of the engineering work of the Mexico Northwestern

Railroad. Naturally, in connection with a project of this size,

Mr. Willis had many invaluable experiences, and his work as

purchasing agent in Spain opened his eyes to the possibilities

afforded by tlie war for the extension of American markets

Consequently Mr. Willis resigned from the Barcelona Traction,

Light & Power Co. to open his own export office in New York

City.

Mr. Willis has been remarkably successful here and still retains

an interest in the export business, although his entire time in the

future wmU be devoted to his duties as purchasing agent for the

United States Rubber Co.

R.w^ioNn S. \\ ii.i.is

liis work was under the

Replete with iiiformatiiiii for rubber manufacturers.—Mr.
Pearson's 'Crude Rubber and Compounding Ingredients."

SON OF A RUBBER ENGINEER.

lose])h .-V. Dcniiison, who, with his wife was lost in the moun-

tain wilderness of New Hampshire, and rescued in an exhausted

condition by a search party, was the son of John Dennison, for

manj' years engineer at the works of the Tyer Rubber Co.,

Andover, Massachusetts. Several of the old engineer's children,

too, found employment in the factory, while they were building

up the family fortunes and getting the wherewithal to pay for

their education. Joseph A. Dennison is a prominent and success-

ful lawyer, a self-made man. After attending the public schools

and Phillips .Academy in Andover, he went to Dartmouth College,

but left to take up newspaper work in Boston, Massachusetts,

meanwhile studying law, and later graduating from Boston

University Law School. He was Assistant District Attorney

in Boston in 1905-1906, resigning in the latter year and resuming

his law practice. Both Mr. and Mrs. Dennison are recuperating

from the e-xhaustion caused by exposure and hunger during their

wanderings in the trackless forest. A somewhat pathetic inci-

dent connected with this misadventure was the detention in Con-
cord. New Hampshire, several days afterward of two Massa-

chusetts boys who ran away from home to search for the Denni-

sons, hoping to secure the reward ofifered. They had not heard

of the rescue of the missing couple.
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TRADE NOTES.

Concerning the item uf news of the Wilson Rubber Co.,

Canton, Ohio, which appeared in the September issue of The
India Rubber World, it should be noted that the Wilson com-

pany has leased the plant formerly occupied by the Canton Manu-

facturing Co., and not that of the Canton Rubber Co., as was

stated in the above mentioned paragraph. The Canton Rubber

Co. is still located in the same factory building in Canton as

heretofore, and is in no way connected with the Wilson Rub-

ber Co.

The Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, is planning for

additions which will include one new building and the remodel-

ing of one of the existing buildings. Mills, calenders, boilers

and various machinery will also be added, which will more than

double the company's capacity in its pneumatic tire department,

a.i well as considerably increase its capacity in other departments.

William H. Stiles, crude rubber importer and broker, has

removed his office to 79-85 Wall street, New York City.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., manufacturer.? of sporting goods.

have removed to ihe six-story building at 523 Fifth avenue,

New York City, which has been completely remodeled to

fill the requirements of their business.

The Falls Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has removed its

Cleveland, Ohio, branch from 2001 to 1844 Euclid avenue.

Among the wide range of exhibits at the Canadian National

E.xhibition at Toronto was that of the Dunlop Tire & Rubber

Goods Co,, Limited, showing an extensive line of mechanical

goods and an interesting presentation of its popular rubber heels.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, also made a creditable showing

of military rubbers, lumbermen's rubber boots, leather tops, plain

overs, croquets, tennis and sporting shoes aiiil other offerings

ill the rubber footwear line, ' -

The New York City office of the Boomer & Boschert Press

Go. is now located at 25 West Broadway, Room 27.

H. B. Niblette, manager of the New York City branch of the

Rubber Products Co., Barberton. Ohio, announces that this

office is now settled at its new location, 148 West Sixty-eighth

street, just west of Broadway,

The Electric Hose & Rubber Co., Wilmington, Delaware, will

shortly erect a new one-story machine shop, 40 by 100 feet, to

cost about $11,000.

The Lycoming Rubber Co., Lycoming, Pennsylvania, employs

more than 500 persons, and now has a daily capacity of 5,000

pairs of rubber shoes.

The new steel and concrete building of the National Rubber
Co,, Pottstown, Pennsylvania, is practically completed. The com-
pany recently declared its first quarterly dividend of 2 per cent,

A certificate of increase in the capital stock of the Stungo
Radium Rubber Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, lias been filed

with the State Department at Dover, Delaware, increasing the

capital from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000.

W. H. Jones, Southern selling agent for the United States

Rubber Co., with headquarters at Baltimore, Maryland, was re-

cently elected temporary chairman of the branch organization

of The Rubber Club of America, Inc. lately effected at a meet-

ing held at the Hotel Belvedere, Baltimore.

The net earnings of the United States Rubber Co., New York
City, for six months, from January 1 to June 30, 1916, after de-

ducting all interest charges, were $4,920,649.80.

It is stated that an eastern syndicate has arranged to take
over a large ranch in the vicinity of Redlands, California, for

the planting of guayule and the erection of a factory for ex-
traction of the rubber from the plant. The proposed enterprise

will require an outlay of about $1,000,000 and the; employment

of at least a thousand men. It is said that about 70 beds or

2,000,000 plants have already been set out.

On account of the high prices of materials, tlie shoe repairers

in various parts of Canada have formed local associations in the

larger cities of Canada for the purpose of establishing uniform

rates for repair work. It is noted that in St. Catherines, soling

men's rubber boots is priced at $1.85, while in Welland $1.50 is

charged for similar repair. Attaching rubber heels on men's

boots is established at 50 cents (including cost of the heels) in

all of the various cities, but for women's rubber heels, attached,

tlie charges vary from 40 to 50 cents in the different localities.

The board of directors of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New
York City, has decided to retire from the retail field in that city,

and is notifying its patrons of the names of dealers and distrib-

utors of its tires to whom retail orders should be given. The
company states that if a customer desires to have his require-^

nients filled direct, the orders will be executed, but the invoice

covering the goods delivered will be mailed from one of tl\e.-

iobbing houses. ,. ^....

ROYAL CORD TIRES HOLD BOTH TRANS-CONTINENTAL RECOa.JJSS n^

Last month a new' record of 5 days

3 hours and 31 minutes from San Fran-

cisco to New York was made by a car

equipped with Royal Cord tires manu-

factured by the United States Tire Co.

This breaks the world's record by 14

liours and 59 minutes. The men who
drove the car in relays reported that

they experienced no tire trouble what-

ever.

Not satisfied with this remarkable rec-

ord, a return trip was immediately ar-

ranged for and made in 5 days 17 hours

and 23 minutes, breaking all previou.s

records from New^ York to San Fran-

cisco.

THE GRYPHON RUBBER & TIRE CORPORATION.

Tlie Gryiiht>n KliIiIilt & Tire Curpnratioii i> iinu located in

its commodious new factory overlooking the Harlem River at

Kiiigsbridge. New York, on the line of the New York Central

Railriad. This li.ratioii i-. admiraliK- with respect to cheap elec-

tric power,
suitable Iions-

iiii; for labor,

shipping fa-

cilities, a n d

c o 11 V cnience

to the market

for raw ma-

terial as well

IS for the sale

iiul distribu-

iiiiii nf prod-

ucts. The com-

|iany expects

III begin the

niamifact u r e

of tires abdut

the first of November, and mcdcrii equipment is being in-

-talled which will allow for an output of 400 completed tire.s

—

shoes and inner tubes—per day. The president is Joseph \\'.

Jones, a promiiieiit engineer and manufacturer of wide experi-

ence, and the general mana.scr, .\, E. Gordon, has had over 15

years' experience in. the manufacture of 'tires and other rubber

goods. , :
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GOODRICH BRANCH CHANGES.

W. \\ . Ledger lias been made local manager uf the branch

of The B. F. Goodrich Co. at San Diego, California.

William J. Schwan is now manager of the service station at

Vosemite, California. This station is to be classed as a tire

depot.

H. W. L. Kidder has been appointed local manager at the

Columbus, Ohio, depot of the Goodrich company.

A. H. VVillett has succeeded R. Hasler as manager at New
Orleans, Louisiana.

The Phoenix, Arizona, branch is now located at the corner

of First and Monroe streets.

PERTECTION TIKE & RUBBER CO.

It is reported that the Perfection Tire & Rubber Co.. with

ofiiccs in the Marquette Building. Chicago, and factories at Fort

Madi.son, Iowa, and Wabash. Indiana, has purchased a large

tract of land in the Factoria district of Fort Madison for the

erection of 100 houses for the use of the company's employes.

Five thousand dollars has been dep^isited with a local bank

as a guarantee of good faith.

On September 1 a change in officers of this company went

into effect, and they are now as follows : C. R. Cile, president

;

R. J. Evans, vice-president; E. A. Stickelman. treasurer, and

C. W. Harris, secretary.

Charles C. Gehring, formerly manager of the Pittslnirgh

branch of the United States Tire Co., has been transferred to the

Cleveland, Ohio, branch, where he will art in the same capacity.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. CONVENTION.

.-\t the recent convention of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Jeannette, Pennsylvania, managers of 14 branches, including

such distant points as San Francisco, California, and Seattle.

Washington, gathered together at

the home plant. Important problems

of the coming season were taken up

and discussed with tlie greatest in-

terest, and announcenients were made
concerning the Xew Bar Circle au-

tomobile tire, shown herewith, and a

new bicycle tire similar in style of

tread, and also called the Bar Circle.

Two of the meetings were held at

the Greensburg Country Club, where

luncheon was provided, and oppor-

tunity atTorded the visiting managers

to play golf. The social features of

the conference were exceptionally

pleasant, including a reception at the

home of Seneca C. Lewis, general

manager of the Pennsylvania com-

pany, a chicken and waffle dinner at

.Si Poole's Farm, and a lamb roast

and picnic at Immel's Reservoir.

The new slogan adopted by the

company is "Eight Million Dollar

Sales in 1917." The .August sales of

the company were the most satisfactory in its history, reaching

over the half million dollar mark.

BOONE TIRE Sc RITBBER CO. TO BUILD.

The Boone Tire & Rubber Co. will shortly erect a plant at

Belvidere, Illinois, containing 25,000 square feet of floor space.

The buildings will be U-shaped in plan. The dimensions of the main

building will be 50 by 180 feet, with two wings, 60 by 120 feet.

The initial plant will have a capacity of 150 casings per day, and

a full line line of mills, calenders, and mold and heater eqiiip-

inent will be installed to handle this number of tires. 1. V.

Maclean, formerly president and general manager of the. Hawk-
eye Tire Co., is president of the Boone company.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF ALIGNING MOTOR CAR
WHEELS.*

T TXDCIA' rapid wear of tires is in almost every case due to

^-^ disalignment of the wheels. This results in greatly re-

ducing the normal mileage, even though wheels are only slightly

out of parallel. To detect this defect and properly correct it

requires something more reliable than the eye, but nothing very

elaborate is called for.

The illustration shows a very simple and practical method.

Two strips of wood about 7 feet long are placed together and

a small hole is then bored in the ends of both strips at the

same time. Two pieces of twine must )>e cut in exactly e(|ual

lengths (about 15 feet each) and the ends passed through the

holes in the strips and knotted, care being taken that the two

lengths of twine are still equal. Two ordinary kitchen chairs are

then placed, one in front and the other at the rear of the car,

with their liacks toward the vehicle. Each chair serves to sup-

port one of the wood strips and the two lines of twine are

stretched on either side of the car parallel to each other. The

lines being roughly in position, adjust one of the wood strips

by sliding it on the chair until one of the rear wheels and its

corresponding line is found to be exactly parallel, fore-and-aft,

by measuring the distance between the twine line and the rim.

Then bring the front wheel on the same side of the car into

alignment with the twine, without disturbing the first rear wheel,

which is easily done if the front wheels are jacked up.

If the four measurements are the same, the wheels "track" per-

fectly. However, a slight variation between the front and rear

wheels is permissible, but the measurements fore-and-aft of each

wheel must be equal. Similar measurements are then taken of

the second rear wheel on the opposite side of the car and the

remaining front wheel is measured in the same way as pre-

viously described.

CORRECTION.

Owing to a clerical error in rearrangement of the list of the

Rubber Trade Preparedness Committee, in the September 1

issue, the name of the Continental Rubber Co. of New York was
omitted. President G. H. Carnahan's name being credited to

another corporation with a somewhat similar title.

"From an .irticle by the Palmer Tire Co., Limited. London, England.
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The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, has sent

to the trade an announcement, effective Octover 1, of a reduc-

tion in the prices of its Vacuum Cup, Ebony Tread and
Bar Circle tires, claiming that, notwithstanding the present

high average level in the raw material market, the growing
demand for its tires has enabled the company to effect sub-
stantial savings in cost, in which it permits its customers
to share.

The United States Rubber Co., New York City, received the

only prize offered for tires at the Exposition Nacional de Pan-
ama, held in the city of Panama in the spring to commemorate
the discovery of the Pacific ocean by Balboa. This award was
in the form of a diploma and gold medal, which have been re-

cently received by the company.

Under the direction of H. H. Replogle, manager of sales, the

sales organization of the Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, held a convention at the home plant during the

week of September 11. The conference was devoted to im-

portant matters of sales business, particularly items pertaining

to taking care of the increased business of the company, which

has practically doubled during the last 12 months. The man-
agement was much impressed with the enthusiasm and loyalty

of the sales staff", and it is planned to hold similar conferences

annually.

The Hawkcye Tire & Rubber Co., Des Moines. Iowa, is now
operating in all departments. Charles A. Besaw, president of

the Quahty Rubber Co.. Hartsville. Oliio. is the consulting

chemist.

The Tire Reconstruction & Supply Co., Inc., New York City,

has increased its capital stock from $25,000 to $75,000. This

company is the exclusive Eastern distributer of the "Reliable"

tire. A service station is maintained at 685 Eleventh avenue

for repairing of all kinds of tires and tubes, especially for the

trade, and the reconstruction of old tires, which are guaranteed

fcr 3,000 miles at approximately one-half the cost of a new tire.

The Lion Tire & Rubber Corporation, which some months

ago acquired the H. J. Heinz Co. factory at Lafayette, Indiana,

will shortly commence operation.

H. J. Succop has been placed in charge of tlie Oklahoma
'branch of the Atlas Tire Co., New York City, tire jobbers and

retailers. Mr. Succop has been in the tire business for seven

years, starting with The B. F. Goodrich Co., and prior to his

connection with the Atlas company was manager of the Knight

Tire Co. at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He reports that the

Atlas company has almost doubled its business this year, and is

about to open five more branches.

The Wakers Rubber Co. of New Y'^ork, Inc., distributer of

the product of The Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin,

and "Walters" red tube, contemplates opening a tire storehouse

at Mineola, Long Island, from which prompt delivery may be

made. H. S. Walters, secretary and treasurer of the company,

was previously connected with the United States Rubber Co.,

and the Federal company.

John McTaggart, an automobile engineer of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, has invented an inner tube said to be practically

impervious to puncture. The inventor decreased the air chamber

22 per cent and introduced a flexible steel mesh into its con-

struction, producing a tube which has withstood remarkable

tests.

Indiana has a new rubber enterprise in prospect in the Alpha

Rubber Manufacturing Corporation, notice of whose incorpo-

ration appeared in the August issue of The Indi.^ Rubber

World. Fifty thousand dollars of the authorized capital of

$1,000,000 has been dispo.sed of, and $75,000 is about to be issued

to pay for a plant in Indiana. The new company expects to

manufacture tires as well as reclaim rubber.

It is expected that tlie new factory of the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co. at Muskegon, Michigan, will be com-
pleted within two months' time. The plant occupies 40,000

square feet of floor space and will cost between $40,000 and
$50,000. In order to provide for the increase in the number
of its employes, the company has also contracted for the

erection of at least 24 double dwellings, to be occupied only
by its own workers.

8EWELL CUSHION WHEEL CO. EXPAUDS.

The Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit, Michigan, is enlarg-

ing all facilities to allow for an increased output of its product

—

a wood and steel wheel with a soft rubber cushion between the

inner wheel and outer felly. Ample precautions are being taken

to guard against shortage of material, the new addition increas-

rr^'^'

ing the floor s])ace fourfold and enabling the company 'to carry
a large reserve stock of rubber cushions, wood and steel, and
at the same time to greatly increase production, the sales so

far this year showing more than 100 per cent increase over the

same period last year.

The new building is of reinforced concrete and steel con-

struction, 71 by 74 feet in dimensions, three stories and base-

ment, and is located at the rear of the company's property at

the corner of Gratiot and Beaufait avenues. The executive

offices, private offices of officials, and a large general office and
reception room will occupy the second floor, the remaining

space on this floor to be used for manufacturing the wooden
part of the wheeLs. The entire first floor will be used for a

machine shop, assembling departments and a fireproof vault for

valuable papers, etc., a large vault for storing rubber having

been provided in the basement. Careful attention has been

paid to all details affecting the health and comfort of employes,

and every modern convenience, including several sanitary drink-

ing fountains on each floor, will be supplied.

THE ALLIANCE RUBBER GO. REINCORPORATES.

The reorganization of the Alliance Rubber Co., decided upon

at a stockholders' meeting on .\ugust 24, will include reincorpora-

tion under the name of the Alliance Tire & Rubber Co. Stock-

holders will receive preferred stock at par and a 20 per cent

stock dividend payable in common stock of the new company,
also having first call on the securities offered to the general

public. The factory management will remain the sarnie as it has

been since the business was begun.

The Alliance company has been unable to take care of all the

business that came its way during the past year and the extra

capital will be used for the enlargement of the factory, including

a three-story structure closely resembling the original plant

;

the installation of additional mills, calenders, vulcanizers, molds,

cores, etc., and the purchase of crude rubber and fabrics in

larger quantity than has heretofore been possible.
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The Obituary Record.

Fr^vncisco Madero.

PIONEER IN THE GUAYULE INDUSTRY.

FRANCISCO MADERO, fatlicr of tlic late President Madero

of Mexico, and oik- of the tirst to develop the guayuk in-

dustry, died at liis resideiKc in N'ew 'S'ork city, September .i,

aged 67 years. He
was born on March

11, 1849, at Rio

Grande, in the State

of Coahuila, and
was educated in Bel-

g i u in ,
graduating

from college then;

with high honor.^.

His grandfather,

Francisco Madero.

owned nearly a mil

lion acres of land

in Texas, but at the-

time of the war bi-

tween Mexico and

the United States,

the family fled i"

Mexico, where, witb

his son, Evaristo.

he settled at Rio

Grande. Later the

family moved to

1' a r r as, Coahuila.

where Evaristo and

Francisco, his eldest son. assisted materially in building up a

new fortune. They bought a large acreage of land at Parras.

established cotton mills and planted extensive vineyards, man-

ufacturing cloth, raising wheat and making wine. Later, Fran-

cisco acquired a cotton plantation to supply cotton for the mills.

When it w^as discovered that guayule was a rubber producer,

Francisco, his brother, Gustavo, and an American college friend,

were among the first to appreciate the value of the discovery,

and they at once instituted a factory at Parras for the ex-

traction of the gum. They afterwards built factories at several

points in Mexico, tiie family acquiring more than 2,000,000

acres, or more than 4,000 square miles, where the guayule plant

grew wild. Francisco owned, personally, the works at Cuatro

Cienegas in Coahuila, the principal factories belonging jointly

to himself and other members of the family being the "Compania

Explotadora Coahuilense. S. A." at Parras, and the "Compania

Ganadera de la Merced, S. A." at Cuatros Cienegas. These

plants were fully equipped for the extraction of the gum. In

1908 the eight factories were producing 350 tons a month, and

an immense business was being done up to the time of the

recent internecine war in Mexico, during which his son, Fran-

cisco L Madero, then president of the Republic, and another

son, Gustavo, were assassinated in February, 1913. The family

fled to this country, and have resided in New York City ever

since. The entire Madero property was confiscated about a year

ago, but a month ago was returned to the family by the present

de facto government.

The deceased was a typical representative of the high-class

Mexican family—a wide-awake, enterprising business man, and

a polished gentleman. He attained to the thirty-third degree

in Masonry. He was fond of searching out deserving, talented

young men, and paying for their education. Since his death

manv arts of charity hitherto unknown even by his family have

come t(j light through letters of condolence. He was highly

honored in his own country and had many friends there, as

well as a wide circle in New York City.

Francisco Madero married Miss Mercedes Gonzales Trevino,

of Monterey, Mexico, who survives him. They had seven sons

and four daughters, all of whom are now living except the two
above mentioned.

AN EFFICIENT YOUNG OFFICIAL.

p.'M'L SCHMIDT, secretary of the Ruljber & Guayule Agency,
^ Inc., New York City, died at the Englewood Hospital,

b'.nglewood, New Jersey, on his 29th birthday, after many months
of suffering. Mr. Schmidt was born in Hamburg, Germany,

September 13, liS87, and received his education in the public

schools of that city.

On graduating he en-

tered the office of

Weber & Schaer in

Hamburg and for ten

years occupied stead-

ily advancing posi-

tions in the rubber

department of that

concern. Three years

ago he came to New
"iork City and en-

tered the employ of

the Rubber & Gua-

yule .\gency. Inc., of

which he became sec-

retary and a director.

Early in the pres-

ent year Mr. Schmidt

made a trip to Mex-
ico in behalf of the

company, remaining

there about two

months, during which

maladv which was un-

Paul Schmidt.

Muic be e\idently contracted a serious

doubtedly the ultimate cause of his death. After his return to

New York he was operated on for appendicitis, and on account

of his weak condition he suffered a relapse,, causing his death

on the date mentioned.

Mr. Schmidt was engaged to be married to an estimable young

lady ill Hamburg but, becaiise of the war an<l also on account

of his sickness, the wedding had been postponed until November

of thi.-i year. He was a joung man of unusual ability and prom-

ise and his early demise is the cause of profound regret, not

only to his business associates but also to a wide circle of friends

and acquaintances which he made during his residence in this

country.

ROBERT J. BOWES.

Robert J. lioues, fur 27 years connected with the Lawrence

Felting Co.. of Millville, Massachusetts, and one of the best

known mill men in Southern New England, died at his home

in Millville, on September 11. from heart and kidney complica-

tions brought on by chronic rheumatism. He was born in Law-

rence, Massachusetts. July 16, 1871, and moved to Millville with

his parents in 1877, and had lived there ever since. He was

educated in the public schools in Millville and Blackstoiie, Massa-
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chiisetts, and graduated from ihc ^^'oonsockct lii'gli scliool, at

Woonsocl<Lt, Rliode Island.

Follovvint; his graduation he entered the Laurence Felting Co.

with his fatlier, the late William J. Doues, who was the founder

of the plant and for years its manager. L'pon the death of his

father, Mr. Howes assumed management of the business and con-

tinued in charge for some time after the United States Rubber

Co. acquired it, remaining until July 1, 1915, when, after 27 years'

service, he resigned on account of poor health.

During the past summer Mr. I'owes si)ent much nf his lime at

his summer home at Pleasant View, near Xarragansett Pier.

.About the llrst of .Seiitt-niber he experienced a change for the

worse and later returned to Millville, where he had another sink-

ing spell and gradually grew worse until death came. I le was a

member of Millville Lodge, United Workmen, and \\ onnsocket

Lodge of Flks. He is survived by his wife and two daughters,

his mother, three Iirothers and two sisters.

LIEUTENANT ROBINSON.

Presidein W . II. Ivobinsnn. of the Canadian t Husolidated Rub-

ber Co., I.united. Montreal, Canada, has the sympathy i.t hishcists

of friends in the trade in the recent loss of his son, 1-. Reginald

Robinson, wlio was killed in action on .August 19. When the

73rd Royal Ili.gblanders of Canada was organized, he was among
the lirst to join, an<l afterwards qualitied as a lieutenant. His

battalion went tn l-jigland early this spring, and he had been only

on€ week at the fmnl when death overtook him.

A VETERAN BOOTMAKIR.

Otis York, one <i\ the oldest employes, as well as one longest

in service, in the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.'s Fells factory at

Maiden, Massachusetts, dropped dead of heart disease at the

door of his home in that city on Septemix r l.V He was OS

years old.

HIS SON WELL KNOWN IN THE TRADE

Janus L. Locke, father of Colonel l-rank L. Locke, for

many years superintendent of the Boston Rubber Shoe Co..

died at the home of a nephew in Chichester, New Hamp-
shire, aged 84 years. He is survived l)y two sons and two
daughters.

S. SCHEIN & SONS. INC,

The .\'eu N ork and London headi|uarier~ ..i .S. Schein &
Sons. Inc.. lUalers m crude and scraii rubber, .ire in process of

enlargement. The New York City branch wa< opened about a

year ago at 140 Nassau street, and warehouse facilities being

found neces.-ary to care for the expansion of the company's

.American business, a six-story liuilding was secured at 30 City

Hall Place, where alterations and !nii)ro\ rnient^ are now being

made. The liuropean hcad(iuarters have been transferred from

l-"insbury street, London, to ()fi-70 Lawrence Road, Tottenham,

Fngland. This new jdani has a frontage of 240 feet and a

depth of 230 feet, and consists of live buildings, completely

equipped for the expeditious handling and grading of rubber

material in crude, scrap, tmished or semi-linished state. Simon

Schein and his >i>n. Stanley, are in charge of the business at

Tottenham, the .Veu 'lork plant being under the supervision

of Jo.seph and Maurice .Schein.

The manufacturers of toys in Canada formed an association

last March to foster the jjroduction and marketing of Canadian

made toys in the Dominion. The rubber toy indu.stry is appro-

priately recognized by the choice of J. A. Wade, of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co.. .Montreal, as vice-president.

i'ook P.\CK1NG OF PuXTI,\.N.\K.

Rubber manufacturers have often complained of the bad shape in which rubber arrives, particularly when it conies from

a distance. The accompanying illustration shows a shipment of Pontianak just as it was unloaded at Bush Terminal Docks,

Brooklyn, .New York. The picture is so graphic that further comment is unnecessarv.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A STATISTICAL report for the state industrial commission

reveals the fact that during 1915 the rubber companies in

Summit County, Ohio, practically all of which are in Akron, paid

$21,733,088 in wages and salaries. This is 61.1 per cent of the

total payroll of the county, and is far in the lead, the second

largest being that of the foundries and machine shops, with only

$2,495,120

.\lthough hundreds of new homes have been built in Akron

during the past summer, the housing problem is still unsolved.

Many changes at the factories are due to the fact that men come

here to work, expecting to bring on their families, and when,

after six months' time they are unable to find a house for rent,

return where they came from because they cannot afford to main-

tain their families in other cities. Officials of The B. F. Good-

rich Co. and other concerns employing thousands of men are

now working on plans to meet this growing need. A plan sim-

ilar to the farm credits system, where the men would eventually

become home owners, has been proposed. This, it is urged,

would not only insure permanent growth, but would induce

workmen to save.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has solved the housing

problem for its employes by building houses on the easy payment

plan. An addition of 350 acres has just been made to Goodyear

Heights, a tract of land laid out for workmen in the plant of

the company. On this land employes can build their own homes

on the basis of rent, without any large first payment.

.•\ctivities of Akron's building and loan associations will be

made clear to citizens who do not fully appreciate their work

when the Ohio Buflding and Loan Association meets in ."Xkron

October 11-12, in its annual convention. All visitors to the city

will be given rubber badges made in elaborate designs. When
this association was organized there was no state control of the

funds of building and loan associations, and through its efforts

a bill was passed submitting all such institutions to state ex-

amination so the interests of their patrons would be safeguarded.

It is reported that the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has decided

to change its location to Cumberland, Maryland. It is under-

stood that the authorities of that city have offered very large

cash and land inducements, involving $750,000 and 75 acres of

eligibly located land for a factory site.

:i: * *

It was proposed at the meeting of the Firestone Tire & Rub-

ber Co.. held September 30, that the capital stock shall be in-

creased from $4,000,000 to $50,000,000, of which $40,000,000 is to

be common and the balance preferred. Present holders of

$1,000,000 preferred stock have been notified that the entire issue

will be redeemed at 110. November 1. It is also the present in-

tention to declare a 700 or 800 per cent dividend on the common

stock. The full report of this meeting will be published in

the next issue.

* * *

The track team of The B. F. Goodrich Co. won the one-mile

relay race and the Police Trophy cup at the Police Field Meet

held at Cleveland, Ohio, last month. The Akron team walked

away with all the honors from Cleveland's best factory athletes.

They won first and second in the mile, second in the 220-yard

dash, second in the quarter, third in the high jump, and first and

second in the half-mile, or a total of 36 points, 19 points more

than the Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co. team, which was second

in the meet.
* ^: >!-

I'resent building operations of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co. include more room for the office force as well as the factory

workers and will provide a much larger capacity both for tires

and mechanical goods, one new building now ncaring completion

being devoted exclusively to the manufacture of mechanical

goods. To provide for the constant flow of electric power and

at the same time conserve the water supply which rotates the

10,000 K. V. A. turbine at the plant of the Goodyear company,

a battery of five cooling towers is being erected.

At the Goodyear field and track meet held on Labor Day at

.Seiberling Park, more than 1,000 persons competed for suprem-

acy in the various sports. The field was resplendent with the

(joodyear colors, orange and black, and large American flags,

and the carnival opened with a baseball game between the .-^kron

and Boston Goodyear teams, won by the home team. While this

was in progress, boxing and wrestling events were conducted in

two separate rings. Races of every kind and description fol-

lowed, as well as fancy diving, quoits, tennis, bait casting, nail

driving, trap shooting, cock fights, clock golf and greased pig

chases.

Woodson Reese, for the past two years manager of the Good-

year branch at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has been transferred

to Akron as special factory representative.

* * *

The Denmead Rubber Co. will locate on the Denniead prop-

erty in East Akron. Nearly three acres of land compose this

property, which has the finest water privileges in the state, the

Little Cuyahoga River passing through a part of it.

The Denmead company will take over from the Denmead Tire

& Supply Co. the manufacture of rubber heels and soles and also

the .good will of the latter company.
* * *

The capital stock of the Star Rubber Co. has been increased

from ,$200,000 to $400,000.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

PALL trade opens well in most lines of rubber business. In

* mechanicals the report is that the call for rubber belting

is greater than a year ago, a fact that has been attributed to

the great increase in cost of leather belting, material for which

is fully double its normal price. But two leading leather belt-

ing manufacturers have told your correspondent that the de-

mand for their product is up to the average, despite the high

prices, so that the increased demand for rubber belting must

be credited to a larger general demand for all kinds of belting,

or to a conversion of users to a preference for that made of

rubber.
* * *

There is a very general satisfaction shown by the trade that

the new tennis footwear price lists, which appeared early last

month, showed but a moderate increase over the figures of last

year. The higher cost of cotton duck amply justifies the ad-

vance in footwear made from this material.

* * *

Speaking of cotton duck brings to mind that the steady in-

crease in the use of automobiles, and the consequent present

and prospective demand for tires, is a matter which is being

given most serious consideration in the textile industry of New
England. The production of fabrics suitable for the manufacture

of tires has hitherto kept pace with the demand, but that it

will continue to do so is an open question, for two reasons.

One of these is the possible lack of supply of suitable raw ma-

terial, and the other, the insufficient productive capacity of the

factories equipped to make such fabrics. Of these mills, many

are situated in this section, and are largely financed by Boston

canital.
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Many of the leading concerns, which specialize in auto-tire

fabrics, have increased their capacity for such fabrics, while

others have made preparations for doing so, but here they are

finding a new difficulty, the inability of loom manufacturers to

fill their orders promptly because of the increased demand.
.\mong the most important of these enlargements is the building

of the .'American Tire Fabric Co.'s factory at Newburyport by

Hoston and New York interests, in which a capital stock of

$1,500,000 is -authorized by its charter. Another is the erection

of another factory at the plant of the Manomet Mills at New
Bedford, for which additional stock to the amount of $1,000,000

has been issued. The Manhasset Manufacturing Co., of Put-

nam, Connecticut, is planning to nearly double its output of

yarn for tire fabrics, and the Killingly (Connecticut) Manu-
facturing Co. has quadrupled its product of tire duck within the

last two years, and it is reported, contemplates the erection of

a yarn mill to supply the increased demands of its looms. The
Atlas Yarn Co. has acquired a mill at Southbridge, Massachu-

setts, and is producing yarns specially for tire fabrics. Mention

was made recently in your columns of the increase in capital of

the Connecticut Mills Co. and the acquisition of the Nemasket
Mill at Taunton, this state, where it will manufacture about

one-half the yarn required for its weaving at Danielson,

Connecticut. The West Boylston Co.'s factory at Easthampton,

Massachusetts, is running to its utmost capacity on yarns and

auto-tire duck. The Bay State Cotton Corporation, which com-

pleted a $100,000 addition to its plant at Lowell about the first

of the year, is now running exclusively on tire duck. The
Katama Mills at Lawrence is a $500,000 enterprise for manu-
facturing tire fabric.

Thus it will be seen that New England is fully alive to the

importance of supplying proper fabrics for the production of

automobile tires, and that large amounts of Boston capital are

invested in this industry. Indeed, there is much Boston money
in many similar enterprises outside of New England. But that

is another story.

* * ;i(

The Apsley Rubber Co. is doing some active advertising in

New England. The writer visited Eastport, Maine, last month,

and was surprised to note, on landing, that practically two-

thirds of the people were wearing little celluloid flag pins bear-

ing the Apsley trade-mark. .\ "fish fair'' was in progress, which

had all the earmarks of a county fair. The Apsley Rubber

Co. had a working exhibit, two expert workers making rub-

ber footwear, supplementing which was a full line of the

Apsley specialties in boots, shoes and tennis lines. The "Rock

Hill" boots made by this company are very popular with fisher-

men along the coast of Maine and as far as the Grand Banks,

and at a drawing, bearing some resemblance to a lottery, the

second and third prizes were a pair of these fishermen's boots

and a pair of ladies' rubbers. Naturally the Apsley footwear

got pretty extensive publicity in connection with this fair.

The Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Co., \Iishawaka. In-

diana, also had an exhibit at the Eastport Fish Fair, showing a

full line of their "Ball Band" boots and rubbers. The B. F. Good-

rich Co., Akron, Ohio, had a fine exhibit in the window of the

principal shoe store.

.'\t the county fair held at Barnstable, Massachusetts. The
P). F. Goodrich Co. had an extensive and attractive exhibit of

its many lines of footwear. This was under the personal charge

of J. S. Capen, the director of Now England sales. Mr. Cajien

seemed as popular among the fair \ isitors as he is with hi>

customers, and the exhiliit was a center nf attraction during the

few days the fair was held.

A recent discovery and an accidental one at that, which
may be of interest to the rubber trade, is that of the finding

of a deposit of fuller's earth, ranging in depth from 3 to 70

feet, in Stoughton, this state. The earth has been declared

to be of excellent quality, and now, instead of changing the

farm to a "bog" for the production of cranberries, a concern

has been capitalized for $75,000 under the name of the Stoughton

Earth Co., to mine and market the product, which has been

gi\en the name of "Stoughton Flake."

* * *

The Plymouth Rublier Co., manufacturer of heels and soles,

proofed fabrics and artificial leather, will soon erect a new
building at its plant in Canton. It will be of concrete, two stories

high, 100 by 150 feet.

* * *

Robert B. Baird, vice-president of the Rubber Trading Co.,

New York City, with Mrs. Baird, last month toured New Eng-

land by motor, and visited many friends in this section.

* * *

One of the perils of making one's own cement was exemplified

in the explosion which occurred at the factory of the Hazen-

Brown Shoe Co. at Brockton one day last month. A large

quantity of material being churned, caught fire, and in the con-

sequent explosion one man was seriously burned, eleven others

more or less injured or their clothing set afire, and the ell

in which the machine was located waj demolished, causing a loss

of about $10,000.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE activities of the rubber industry throughout the State

continue to keep the several factories operating to their

capacity and the orders on hand or in sight indicate- steady work

for an indefinite number of months. Large quantities of shoes,

tires and other products are being daily shipped to all parts of

the country, as well a> to many foreign markets, the domestic

demand being much greater than has been experienced in a long

time. The shortage of help, which for several months has been

a great problem and handicap with the different concerns, is as

acute as ever.

* * *

Tlie National India Rubber Co. has materially improved its

plant at Bristol, and is still engaged in further additions and

changes that are calculated to increase the size of its factory and

to extend its facilities. At the present time approximately 3,500

hands are employed in the several departments. The factory

resumed operations on Tuesday. September 5, after a two weeks'

shutdown for the purpose of taking an account of stock.

Good progress is being made in the construction of the two-

story brick addition to the vulcanizing department of the National

company's plant, opposite the east end of Bourn street. This

addition has a frontage of about 150 feet on Wood street and

will be about 100 feet deep. As soon as the new structure is

ready, a number of modern vulcanizers, and other machinery

will be installed. .\ three-story brick building for a box shop

is being erected on the site of an old structure, that will be 80

by 100 feet, with a tar and gravel roof, sprinklers and electric

elevators. The company has also secured a portion of the old

liandkerchief plant, on South Main and Broad streets. Warren.

that is to be used as an auxiliary storehouse.

* * *

.\t the monthly meeting of the Bristol Town Council in .Sep-

tember the National India Rubber Co., upon its application

through James W. I'ranklin. sui)erintendent of the footwear

division, was granted permission to lay a large sewer pipe from

the factory on W"ood street to the westward through Bradford

>treet to the harbor. The company has for many years used
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millions of Rallnns of salt water which is punipcil from the har-

bor just south of the DeW'olf Inn to the factory, and after being

used is returned to the harbor. Trouble has been experienced

for some time because of the failure of the present pipes to carry

the water to the harbor, and the company is desirous of installing

larger pipes, and thus overcoming the difficulty. The contract

for the work has been awarded and it is proposed to lay iron

pipes 22 inches in diameter.

The International Rubber Co. is operating its factory at West
Harrington on an overtime schedule evenings, in an effort to

catch up with rush orders, of wliich it has a large number on

hand for carriage cloth, upon \vl»ch the concern is at present

specializing. The company has just completed an important addi-

tion for a new filter .system. The addition is a wooden build-

ing, two stories high, and measures approximately 50 liy 60 feet.

The new structure contains two sets of tanks, large enough to

take care of all the waste from the dyeing vats during the day.

Each day the waste is carried into one set of vats. The day

after it reaches the filtration building the liquid is first treated

with chemicals and then is pumped to the presses where much
of the sediment and precipitation is eliminated. The liquor is

then conducted by pipes to another tank and is passed over the

sand filters. When it passes through this operation it is purified

and its color has been changed from an inky black, in which con-

dition it leaves the dyehoiisg, to clear water.

The installation of this system was made necessary because of

complaints that were made from owners of oyster beds near the

outlet of the stream into which the company's refuse water

flowed. Suits were brought in the State courts against the

International Ruliber Co. and another corporation, with damages
aggregating $100,000. These were finally settled and the concerns

agreed to take such preventive measures as would be necessary

to eliminate the contamination.

P'rank B. Wilson has resigned the position of receiving clerk

and storekeeper at the factory of the National India Rubber Co..

Bristol, after a long term of service, to accept a similar position

with the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., at Conshohocken, Pennsylvania,

taking up his new duties early in September. Mr. Wilson had
been employed by the National India Rubber Co. for nearly 30

years, 22 of which were in the position he has just resigned. Fle

had charge of the raw material in the company's storehouse.

The Bourn Rubber Co., Warren street. Providence, is so driven

with orders in practically all of its departments that it is con-

stantly hiring additional help as fast as they can be placed and
broken in. This is especially true in the lumbermen's and arctic

departments. The firm is advertising for rubber shoe and
quarter makers and is also taking on a number of learners.

The factory of the Narragansett Rubber Co. at Bristol closed

on August 31 and reopened tlie day after Labor Day. During the

shutdown the machinery was given a thorough overhauling and
a number of repairs were made. The factory is very busy on
orders and has enotigh work in sight for at least six moiiths or

more to come. Additional help is being constantly hired for all

departments.

An addition that will entirely alter the appearance of the fac-

tory is being erected in connection with the main building at the

Knightsville plant of the Atlantic Tubing Co. The new portion

will cover in the big water tank at the top of the old structure

that has been such a prominent landmark. The company reports

an unusually busy season since something over a year ago.

Roswell C. Colt, who has been spending his vacation with his

mother, Mrs. Samuel P. Colt, at her home in Bristol, has returned

to" Montreal, Canada, where he is purchasing agent of the Can-
adian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited.

^ * :|t

Jolin J. Farley, fornurly foreman of tilt mechanical depart-

ment of the National India Rubber Co., Bristol, but now manager
of the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, branch of the Federal Rubber Co.,

has been spending his vacation with his mother at Bristol.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A I.ITTLK army of machinists w-ill be put to work probably
** within the next two or three weeks in.stalling tire-niaking

equipment in the new addition of the Ajax Rubber Co., which is

now rapidly Hearing completion. The addition is three stories

high. It is 350 by 60 feet and will enable the company to devote

an extra 63,000 square feet of Hoor space to the making of the

famous .-Vjax tires. A new engine room SO by 100 feet has also

been erected. .An overhead bridge coimects the new addition

with the main factory, which is on the opposite side of the

street.

* * *

Tile Thermoid Rubber Co. is justly proud of the record made
l)y its brake lining, used on the car in which S. B. Stevens re-

cently completed a trip from New- York to San Francisco. The
journey was made in the remarkable time of 5 days and ISj/.

hours. Thermoid brake lining was used for the cone clutch and
"Thermoid 100 Per Cent" for the brake lining. In addition to

giving perfect service on the trying journey the lining was in

fxcellein condition at tlie end of tlie trip.

* * *

Tlic rubber industry of Trenton will

be widely advertised, in the near future,

by means of miniature posters or stamps
to be affixed to the outgoing mail of
every concern connected with the trade.

The poster, which is in three colors,

sliows a tire, in the center of which is

the figure I't a ser'ngueiro tapping a
rubber tree. It is estimated that hun-
dreds of thousands of these stamps or

posters will be sent out from Trenton in the next year, thus
giving wide publicity to the importance of the rubber indus-
try ill tliis city.

* * *

1 he P(]st Tire and Rubber Co., which sent out a circular letter

to prospective stockholders, intimating that it would consolidate
three tire-making plants in Trenton under one head, has evidenly
met with disaster. \\"hen the representative of The India Rub-
ber NX'oRLU called at the offices of the concern to learn what
progress had been made in tlie consolidation plans, he was con-
fronted witli a notice tacked upon the office doors announcing
that the bank officials had obtained a distraining order covering
the office furniture for rent alleged to be due. President Post,
who, it is said, came here from Washington, D. C, to promote
the business, could not be located. One of the companies it was
planned to take over (according to the circular) announced that
the first intimation it had of such a move was contained in an
unauthorized statement in tlic letter seeking stockholders.

* * *

The Semple Rubber Co., which makes tubes exclusively, is

steadily forging ahead. It was necessary recently to take over
additional room for manufacturing purposes. Charles Semple,
president of the concern, is a rubber man of many years' experi-
ence. He has reduced the making of tubes to a scientific basis.
The uniform success that has attended hi^ efforts seems to point
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the way to a volume ot business which is likely to outgrow the

firm's present quarters in the near future.

RUBBER STAMP PRICES REDUCED.

Superintendent Metzler, of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio, was a recent visitor here. He renewed many
friendships with rubber men. Mr. Metzler was connected witli

the Hamilton Rubber Co. several years ago.

* * *

Frederick F. Katzenbach, vice-president and treasurer of tlie

Katzenbach & Bullock Co., has returned from a vacation spent

in the Adirondacks and along the Mohawk Trail.

* + *

A delegation of Trenton public school teachers was taken on

a tour of inspection of some of the rubber mills a few days aigo.

The school board considered that in view of the important posi-

tion occupied by rubber manufacturing in Trenton it would be

well for the teachers ti> know something about the proces.s of

making it

FIRST 41D IN ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

The extended use of electricity in rubber mills, and the possi-

hility of accidents makes interesting the following tirst aid treat-

ment for electrical shock ; Raise the limp body by the ankles

with the whole weight re.-.ting on the neck, and then let it fall;

hammer the soles of tlie feet without removing the shoes; pull

forward the swallowed tongue. Such treatment frequently

brings the injured man to consciousness. [N. E. L. A. Bulletin.]

THE Traun Rubber Co., Xew York City, has sent out a new

price list, showing a material reduction from former rates.

The various kinds of stamp rubber, including the different de-

grees of hard and soft, red, white and oil proof, are now quoted

at from 70 cents to $1.50 per pound for regular stock gage (14

Stubbs or 12 B. S: S.). Other thicknesses rolled to order at

special rates. Rubber dam, manufactured expressly for making

molds, is quoted at $1.45 per square yard. Printing type com-

pounds M inch in thickness now range from 40 to 80 cents a

pound.

-Sponge rubber is offered at varying prices, According to

amounts ordered. Quotations here given are for single pounds,

with a considerable reduction on 10-pound and 25-pound lots,

and still heavier discount on 100-pound lots. For instance,

sponge rubber in 20 by 24 inch sheets, H, 3/16, % and H inch

thick, is quoted at $1.25 per pound; for 10-pound lots, the

price is $1.05 per pound; 2S-pounds cost 90 cents a pound, and

100-pound lots are listed at 85 cents. Similar reductions are

shown in quotations of other sponge rubber, the single pound

[.rices being as follows

:

One-half inch thickness, in slicets SI. 75
Sponge rubber strips, 16 inches long, machine-cut from sheets, any

width, ^g to -H inch thick 1.35
Sponge rubber for artists' use, in slabs 14 by 16 inches, unskinned,

J^, M or 1 inch thick 1.75
.Sponge rubber, skimped, a-; above 1.85

Prices of other varieties of rubber for stamp manufacturing

purposes are unchanged.

I.N> \TKii Wire Tf-.^tint 1. xwr vtcrv of Ki.fctru t ari.f to.. l'.Ripic.Fif>RT, Cos'.vFCTirrT

AN IMSOLATED WIRE TESTING LABORATORY.

More important than any other department in an in-ulated

wire or cable factory is the testing department NH expense is

spared in equipping it with delicate and accurate instrunlent^

that instantly detect faults, and that measure with wonderful

exactness the insulation that the rubber covering affords. This

work is in the hands of expert electrical engineers, and records

for every foot of rubber covered wire are taken. While this work
was brought about prim:iri1y l>y insurance interests, the manufac-

turers iiave not only met their specifications, but in their search

or perfection have bettered the requirements by a large margin.

So it comes about that laboratory, mill room and particularly

the testing room in instdated wire work arc keyed up to tin- best

and liighest efficiency.

Speaking again of the testing room, its e<|uipment, in i)art,

consists of galvanometers and Wheatstone bridges, high \o'iage

testing sets, machines for testing rubber, and faliric :in(l .\.irn

testing machines.
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The India Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By l-'ttr kc.Kiiiiir (.'nrrt-spciidt-nt.

THERE are no complaints to be heard regarding the general

volume of trade. Although a period of something like slack-

ness has been experienced, owing to cessation of gov-

ernment orders, these have now come in again, a fact which

supports the general opinion that hostilities are now expected

to last well into next year, instead of coming to an end by

Christmas. The movement in favor of protective duties is being

energetically pursued, but it may be remarked, that although

those of the free trade persuasion are not making much noise

at present, they certainly intend to assert themselves when

legislation comes to the fore.

.\ matter which is likely to be of even greater moment is

already attracting a good deal of attention, namely, the future

of labor. There is no doubt a difficult time before the em-

ployer, as it is recognized that the present high wages being

earned up and down the country will be desired as a perma-

nency by labor, and be objected to by the employers. The ap-

pointment of JNIr. Henderson, a cabinet minister, as labor

adviser to the government is a sign that trouble is apprehended.

At any rate the appointment is a recognition that the relation

of master and man is likely to undergo a change in the future.

It rather looks as if the masters wilt be allowed to make a

certain profit to be agreed upon, the rest of the profit to go to

the men. This would be an extension of the profit-sharing

schemes which are already in operation at a few large works.

The question arises, however, will the capitalist care to con-

duct business on these lines, or will he think it preferable to

invest his money in securities and live a life of leisure, or at

anv rate, one free from the recurrent anxieties of business?

RKCLAIMINC, TEXTILES .\ND RUBBER.

Several patents have had as their object the recovery of the

textile material as well as of the rubber from rubberized fab-

rics, but I do not think that any have proved commercial suc-

cesses. The latest patentee in this direction is Charles de Villers,

of Neuilly-sur-Seine, France,* who treats the fabric with

tetrachlorethane at its boiling point, whereby the rubber goes

into solution, leaving the fabric unaffected. The solvent having

been removed by distillation, the rubber is obtained of a quality

quite comparable to best quality fresh rubber. This latter phrase

always appears in reclaiming patents, but rarely with strict

propriety. However, a friend of mine who has seen some of

the rubber, was struck with its quality, and I understand that

it is about to be put on the market. Cotton fabric has generally

been considered not worth recovering, but the present price of

cotton is in favor of any recovery process. The difficulty about

wool has always been that to be salable it must be absolutely

free from particles of rubber, a result which does not seem

to have been attained in previous patents. Perhaps this patent

will solve the problem.

NITRE C.\KE IX RECT-.MMIXr,.

The article in the August issue of The Lndi.\ Rubber World

on the use of nitre cake in reclaiming has naturally attracted

attention on this side, as the price of mineral acids is much

higher than in pre-war times. Moreover, nitre cake, like cinders,

can be had for the removal, if one is lucky enough to find a

horse and cart available. Large quantities of this by-product

of the nitric acid manufacture have been thrown into the sea,

though recently, owing to the offer of a prize for a process

whereby it could be utilized, it has found some applications.

•Noted in Indi.\ Rubber Wobid, May 1, 1QI6, page 412.

The article does not say what it costs delivered to the .American

works, which are stated to have used it successfully, but, any-

how, in the ordinary acid reclaiming of textile cuttings, the

cost of the acid is not a large matter when the selling price

of the reclaimed is considered.

RECL.MMI.NC. MiTES.

The Xylor Rublicr Co., of Trafiford Park, Manchester, shows

continual development and I understand that extension of

premises is considered inevitable. The reclaiming of red rubber

is now a special feature of this works, very satisfactory results

having been obtained.

Dilution of labor ow'ing to ibe lleces^ities of the war, that is,

the replacement of men by women, has recently been adopted in

reclaiming works to such extent as has been considered advis-

able, due regard being paid to the risks involved. With regard

to this I hear that the factory inspectors have been much im-

pressed by the automatic cut-out switch which is one of the

advantages of the electric driving of rubber rolls.

BfSINES.^ AND I'ER.SON.M, NOTES.

1 notice with regret the announcement of the death of Percy

Carter Bell, who was better known in American rubber circles

than in England owing to his long business life in New York

City. The son of the late J. Carter Bell, public analyst for

Cheshire and Salford, he obtained his first knowledge of rubber

from his father, and at the works of I. Frankenburg & Sons,

Limited, Salford, prior to Dr. Weber coming upon the scene.

J. C. A. Ward, chairman of Callender's Cable Co., is to rep-

resent the employes' side on the special tribunal to hear appeals

of railway men with regard to military service.

The act extending the provision relating to unemployment

insurance to rubber workers came into force on September 4,

and at a special conference held previously in London, the

rubber industry was represented by James Tinto of the Irwell

and Eastern Rubber Co.. Limited ; Mr. Wilson, secretary of the

India Rubber Manufacturers' Association; H. H. Duke, na-

tional organizing secretary of the Amalgamated Society of

Rubber Workers, and A. AIHson, London organizer of the same

society. The trade generally appears to be against this exten-

sion of the act, mainly because of the difficulty in defining a

rubber worker, and also because of the additional clerical lalior

which will devolve upon depleted office staffs.

Motor char-a-bancs, which have come into increasing use and

size at tourist resorts during the last few years, were stopped

by government order on September 1, on account of the scarcity

of petrol, in which term is included any mixture containing

hydrocarbons.

The Wood-Milne Co., Limited, like the North British Rubber

Co.. Limited, and the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited, has found it

necessary to extend its tire manufacturing premises. The company
is now building a new works, having bought some extra land

at Sandy Lane, some hundred yards distant from the present

works at Leyland. The new works is to be devoted to the pro-

duction of solid hand tires and pneumatics.

Vacuum driers made by the J. P. Devine Co., Buffalo. New
York, are giving great satisfaction to reclaimers here. W'ith

their use there is no need to go to the extent of drying neces-

sary in the case of raw rubber, as several per cent of water

can be left in the rubber, to be entirely removed in the subse-

i|uent process of sheeting on the rolls.

Determinations of specific gravity are frequently required in

a reclaiming works, and it may not be out of place to mention
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that the gravitometer made by Eimer & Amend, New York
City, and featured in Mr. Pearson's book, "Rubber Machinery,"

is in regular use at one of our largest works. So far I have

not heard of its being in use at any of our rubber factories.

SOME FOREIGN RUBBER INTERESTS.

'T'HE American Consul-General in Sidney, .\ustralia, reports

* that an American .salesman visiting his post stated that he

had secured orders for $300,000 worth of rubber tires in

Australia.

According to a report by the British trade commissioner in

Australia the total imports of rubber goods into that country

during the first three months of 1916 amounted to £278,474

[$1,355,194], of which il30,245 [$633,837], more than 45 per

cent, were from the United States. The balance was shared

as follows: British Possessions, £85,437 [$415,779]; Great

Britain, £62,167 [$302,536], and Japan, £625 [$3,042].
* * *

The French Guvernment has recently placed an export embargo

on talc.

The Russian Minister of Finance has decided that the certifi-

cates of origin now required for nearly all articles imported into

Russia may be dispensed with in the case of samples of no com-

mercial value. Such samples are exempt from import duty.

* * *

The American Consul at Saloniki, Greece, reports that several

lines of American goods have been recently introduced there

and that the Municipal Hospital has placed an order for $100

worth of American rubber gloves.

* * *

According to a recent report of the Ameiican Vice-Consul at

Singapore, Straits Settlements, there is a great future for auto-

mobiles and motor trucks in those states.

The country is at present in a fme financial condition, due

to the high prices for rubber and tin, the two leading exports.

The greatest drawback to the rapid growth of the automobile

trade is the lack of ocean tonnage.

Rubber tires cost approximately 15 per cent more than in

America.
* * *

The Swedish War Trade Law of April 17, 1916, made it illegal

for an importer in Sweden to furnish an exporter in Great

Britain with information as to the disposal of goods.

The British exporter was therefore often obliged, in reply

to challenge of the British Customs, to admit that he was unable

to furnish the evidence required from him and was thus ex-

posed, through no fault of his own, and simply by the operation

of the Swedish law, to heavy penalties.

These circumstances led the British Government to issue a

Royal Proclamation prohibiting the exportation to Sweden of

all commodities, and now, apparently as a result of the British

export embargo the Swedish Government has placed an export

embargo on the following articles containing rubber

:

"Hose, transmission and conveying belts, whether sewn or not,

heddles and other cotton articles containing rubber ; tissues and

other textiles not containing silk, impregnated or covered with

rubber, or attached by means of rubber solution or layers of

rubber."

RUBBER SEED OIL.

According to advice from the Far East, the Government of

the Federated Malay States has decided that no export duty

will be imposed in respect to rubber seed oil or products for

a period of ten years from June 9, 1916. The object of this

decision is to encourage the local industry of extracting oil

from rubber seed and the preparation of this oil and residues

or other products of the seed for the market.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN GERMANY.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

/^ ENER.'VL conditions are better than one would expect under
^^ the circumstances. Many factories are working over-
tune, and a number of concerns have greatly enlarged their plants,
while others have entirely changed the character of their prod-
ucts, adding new machinery and adopting new processes to meet
the demands created by the war.

Labor conditions, generally speaking, continue excellent. Tlie
machine and metal industries have beeen specially favored by
the military authorities on account of the importance of having
skilled mechanics in those shops which are working on war
contracts. The same applies to certain branches of the rubber
industry.

There is a scarcity of skilled and also of unskilled labor in

some districts, where the industries are not suited to the em-
ployment of women and disabled soldiers, and where war

.\rsTRi.\N Army Transport Motor Truck. Note the Worn-
State 0I-- Solid Rubber Tires.

prisoners are not available. I'or a time the government allowed
furloughs to soldiers needed for work at home, but of late the
pressure at the battle fronts has become so formidable that this

ci.urse can no longer be followed.

There is plenty of money in circulation, and the financial situ-

.itiiin is far better than conditions would lead one to expect.
Savings deposits show an increase.

Manufacturers of aeroplanes, motor vehicles and electrical

supplies continue very busy with war contracts, and in produc-
iii.u stocks to be held in reserve in anticipation of a demand
ior cars upon the cessation of the war.

The building trades are most severely affected by the war.
No new work is started, architects and builders being occupied
with the slow completion of old contracts and a few factory

extensions mentioned above.

The brewing industry, which lias always been a large pur-

cliaser of rubber goods, is sufTering from the lack of raw ma-
terials and' the restrictions placed on the consumption of its

liroducts.

INCRE.'XSED CO.ST OF LIVING.

-Xotwithstanding the fixing of maximum prices for foodstuffs

liy the authorities, the regulating of the consumption of such

products and the control of distribution by the system of sales

against supply cards, furnished monthly to each inhabitant, the

cost of living in our large cities and industrial centers has in-

creased more than 50 per cent within the last year. This is

chiefly due to the poor crops in 1915. This year, owing to care-

ful fertilization and the more al)undant supply of labor, afforded

by war prisoners, together with more favorable climatic con-

ditions, more abundant crops Iia\e been produced, and it is
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hoped that the Koveniment will not experience too great clifti-

culties in furnishing an adequate quantity of foodstufTs within

the means of our laboring classes.

TRADE CONDITIONS.
Unnustic trade has either been greatly curtailed or radically

altered in character, while our foreign trade is greatly lessened.

We cannot carry on normal business relations with the Amer-

icas and other countries beyond the seas, but trade is fair with

.\ustria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey. A regrettable develop-

ment is that neutral countries, like the Netherlands, Scandi-

navia and Switzerland, to whom we can make deliveries, are

neglecting our markets, obeying, doubtless, tlu- demands of our

island enemy.
R.WV MATERIALS.

The blockade has stopped or greatly diminished the amount

of raw materials, which we imported in vast quantities before

the war, and such materials are scarce and very costly now that

the stocks most manufacturers had in reserve have become

exhausted.

As has been reported in previous letters, the government

placed many re-.trictions upon the use of raw materials in man-

ufacture. Production is limited on all articles except those

needed by the govcrnnunt.

IKirDM lUBBER.
-Mthough jmall quantities of crude rubber are constantly ar-

riving, they have little or no eflfect on the market for this com-

modity. Prices continu? very high, from 30 to 40 marks per

hall kilogram [$7.14 to $9.52 per pound], according to quality.

Keclamied ruMier and the artificial sorts also obtain very

high prices, the latter being as costly as the natural product and

tinding a market only on account of the present abnormal con-

ditions.

T\ubb(5r substitute sells at from 2 marks to 2..S0 marks |49 to

(•0 cents] ;a pouiTd.

L'nusually high percentages of reclaimed, artiiicial and sub-

stitute rubber are being used in compounds for rubljer goods
for the army and navy. \'o crude rubber is alUjwed for private

use, and substitute (|ualities arc alone available for this purpose.

Kedaimed rubber is used very extensively, mostly for military

rcqiiiremenls, in spite of its quality, which is leaving more and
more to be desired.

( OI.I.KCTIO.V OF RUliHER WASTF..

1 be govtrnment has ordered that any (|uantity of rubber,

either crude or Milcanized or reclaimed, exceeding 1 kilogram

12.20 pounds] ill weight, is to be turned over to the concerns

designated by the Rubber Clearing House. The names of these

concerns were piddished in the August 1916 issue of The
Ino1.\ RlBKEK W'nKl.n.

.Ml rubber scrap must be sent to the nearest of these dealers

and the cost of forwarding is refunded to the shipper. Rubber

scrap is classed in ,^5 grades .-iiid paynurit is made according to

the schedule puldisbed.

The least valualile grade is made up i.f cycle tire beads. Hard
rubber is not ]uircliased, nor is arni<jred hose, except when the

wire has lieen removed from the latter.

Rubber thread waste is paid for at the rate of 40 cents per

pound: rubl)er footwear at IS cents a pound; inner tubes fetch

70 eiiits, if soft and in gnod condilioii ; if crusty, I'lily 30 cen.ts

a pounil.

The siddier^ at the front are doing much good work in col-

lecting waste rubber, as well as other kinds of waste materials.

These prices may appear extraordinary to your readers, but

the\ must remember that we are living under conditions far

from normal.

The cost of the war will be paid by future generations, and

this l)urdcn will be only a slight reminder to them of the sacri-

fices and privations endured for them by their ancestors,

Rubber Planting Notes.

. CRUDE RUBBER INDUSTRY IN BURMA,

AC'COKl'IXC. to a report from the Xetherlands Consul at

Rangoon, the total exports of crude rubber from Burma

during the fiscal J'car 191.S-16 amounted to 1.28.S,984 pounds.

The following talile shous the area under rubber cultivation

in Hurma and the amount exported in the past five years, as

given in the Report on Maritime Trade and Customs .Adir.in-

istraiiiiii of. Burma

:

Year Acres. Pound-^-

1911.!: 32,772 310,340
loij.i.i. . 44,02'' 526,176
Hllj-U... 50,946 765,072
I914.1.S 57,785 987,392
191.=;-16 57,843 1,285,984

.\s a result of discussion at tlie beginning of the fi^>al year

1915-16, between the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma aii<i repre-

sentatives of the Lower lUirma Planters" Association, tlie rules

regulating grants and assessments of land for rublier cultivation

in Burma have lieen considerably modified. The planters repre-

sented that the extension of rubber growing was being hindered

l)y the liability of rubber estates, leaded under the rules then in

force in lower Burma, to a land revenue assessment wliicli might

ri.se to as mucli as 2} rupees [83 cents] an acre.

Accordingly, a revision of rules was agreed upon, providing

for the issue of grants instead of leases, and tlie levy of royalty

on the net value of the ruljber. combined with a moderate

revenue assosmeiit, instead of the previous liability to land

revenue, the rate; of assessment to be reconsidered every 20

vears.

This new rule only affects lands granted for rubber cultiva-

tion on and after July 1, 1916. For land granted or leased

under pre\ ions rules, certain aliatements of royalty and land

rcMiiue assessments are allowed, and owners are offered the

opportunity of surrendering tlieir land at any time in the next

ten years, and of taking out a grant under the new rules.

Experience is said to show that large areas in P.urma are

suitable for rubber cultivation, and the joint committee, formed

to draft the foregoing rules, considers that an estate in full bear-

ing should yield not less than 350 to 400 pound>^ of rtibher per

acre.

EXPORTS OF CRUDE RUBBER FROM M.^LAYA.

in Ills report for 1915, the Director of .Agriculture, Federated

Mala\ States, says: ''The rub1)er crop fur the b'ederated Malay
States is retiinu'd at 36,.'?S0 tons, and to this must be added

6.666 tons from tlie unfederated states under British protection.

It would prnhably be safe to add 8,000 tons for tlie colony,

making a imal of about 51,000 tons for Mala\a. B.ut it must be

remeiiiliered that these returns only include properties of 100

acres nr iiiure area, and no account is taken of the output of

ruliber from small holdings. The export returns of the com-

mi^sinner of lr:irk- and customs show that 44,523 tons of crude

rublier were exported from the Federated Malay States in 1915.

] have no reliable ligures at present of the export of rulihei-

from the colony and the other states of Malaya, Iml from
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such facts as are available it is certain that it cannot be less than

24,000 tons, making a total export from Malaya of more than

68,000 tons."

CRUDE RUBBER EXPORTS EROM MOZAMBIQUE.

The American vice-consul at Lourenco Marquez, Portuguese

East Africa, reports .that the total exports of crude rubber from

Mozambique during the year 1915 amounted in vahic to $20,115.

CROP AND RAINFALL PERCENTAGES IN CEYLON
AND MALAYA.

FRANK G. SMITH, secretary of the Rubber Growers'

Association, London, England, has sent to the mem-
bers charts and statements showing the percentages of crop

1914 CEYLON 19IS 1
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to look at these propositions from a purely business point of

view. The political question is one for statesmen. When it

looks as if such sales might be harmful to national interests, it

is for statesmen to step in and make such rules and regulations

as are thought to be necessary. A rubber plantation remains

British as long as it is on British soil, and is thus under the

control of the British Government. The capital may be fiireigu.

but the produce is here, and its disposal is thus under Britisli

control. There is plenty of German money in rubber plantations,

l)ut this does not help Germany to get rubber at the present time.

A recent report on the Federated Malay States showed that ai

the end of 1915 the total area of rubber estates of more than a

hundred acres in extent was nearly 500,000 acres, of which the

producing area was about 281,130 acres, an increase of nearly

66,000 acres on the previous year. The amount of rubber ex-

ported was 44,523 tons, of an estimated value of $93,660,621 (the

local dollar is worth 2s. 4d.). This was an increase of nearly

14.000 tons compared with 1914 and it is estimated that this year

about 60,000 tons will be exported. It is to be noted that this is

from the Federated Malay States alone, and there is an apiirc-

ciable production in tlie Straits Settlements also.

Considerable connncnt has been aroused by a statement by a

correspondent in a London financial paper to the effect that plant-

ers are taking advantage of the present abnormal times, when es-

tate staffs are reduced to a minimum on account of so many men
having joined the army, to try and force the hands of directors.

It is alleged that they are sticking out for big increases in salary

and highly favorable agreements under threat of throwing the

work up, if their demands are not complied with. Correspond-

ents have not been slow in taking up the cudgels on the other

side, and on behalf of the planters it is pointed out that those

who have stayed behind rather than accompany their comrades

home to join up, would usually much rather be fighting than

planting, and if all the men who wanted to go had gone, a good

many estates would have come to a standstill.

Tt may be that some have asked for increased pay, but then, in

a good many cases they are doing double work, which was not

specified in agreements. Again, it must be remembered that

before the war directors had things very much their own way.

It was easy to get men with no previous experience to act as

assistants on estates at a cheap wage, with 'the consequence that

the rates of pay tended to go down, and often at the end of a

four years' agreement, a man, if he was unable to get the man-

agerrvent of an estate, found himself on the same level as a new

man brought out frojn home, who had never seen a rubber tree

liefore. The war is making a great many changes. If it renders

cheap white labor an impossibility in tlie future it will have done

one good thing.

RUBBER ADULTERATED WITH STARCH.

BJ. EATON, chemist of the Department of Agriculture of

• the Federated Malay States, reports in the "Agricultural

Bulletin of the Federated Malay States" on a curious case of

adulteration of rubber.

A peculiar specimen of rubber was received by Mr. Eaton from

tb.e Secretary of the Johore Planters' .Association. It consisted

of a thin sheet resembling a piece of drab-colored leather or

hide. The rubber was easily torn and had a pure white interior,

resembling flour. On examination the sample was found to

contain a large quantity of starch, which was probably tapioca

starch. It was found impo.ssible to estimate the starch by wash-

ing it out on the crepeiug machine, the rulilier refusing to cohere

on the machine and becoming a mass of crumbs, the particles

being washed thri)Ugli the sieves and lost. By boiling the rubber

in dilute hydrochloric acid and subsequently in pure water and

by crepeing it on a small experimental crepeing machine with licit

water, a fairly coherent sample was obtained, which could be

.subsequently creped and washed with cold water on an ordinary

factory crepeing machine and converted into a thin crepe on a

factory sheeting machine. Even after this treatment the rublier

resembled lace and was very weak. The loss on treatment,

which probably consisted almost entirely of starch, was 50.9 per

cent.

It bad been previously reported to Mr. Faton that starch, in

tile form of tapioca or sago, which is easily obtainable locally,

was probably used by contractors' tapping coolies on estates

where contract tapping exists. The managers of such estates

I
ay on the wet weight of rubber collected, making an allowance

for the water content of the sheet of rubber obtained, the sheets

being weighed some time after being machined and hung to drain.

If starch be used as an adulterant, it absorbs a large proportion

of water and the manager pays not only for the added starch,

but for water, since the wet sheets, on drying, lose much more
weight than would normally be allowed for. The sample re-

ported on was, however, the first in which starch had been dis-

covered, although two suspected samples from another estate

were received some time ago, in which no starch was found.

Mr. Eaton believes that the large amount of starch found in

this sample, which was taken from a parcel of rubber from

Johore consigned to Singapore and sold at the auctions there by

a Chinese, would suggest that the adulterant was deliberately

added for selling purposes.

This inforination should be a warning to planters who use

contract tappers to look out for adulteration of this nature. It

would probably be easily detected in sheet rubber when dry, but

not in crepe, since the starch would probably be almost entirely

removed on the crepeing machine, when fresh coagulum is

washed.

Mr. Eaton suggests the use of the standard test for identifying

the presence of starch, which is to add a few drops of a dilute

solution of iodine to the suspected sample of rubber or latex,

wlien a blue color will be produced.

[In connection with this report it is interesting to refer to the

ancient practice of adulterating Brazilian rubber with flour or
farinha, which is described at length in "The Rubber Country
of the Amazon," by Henry C. Pearson.

In Para, the principal rubber market of Brazil, rubber houses
employ a very capable body of men, who receive the rubber, cut

and examine it, and pack it in boxes for .shipment. The cut-

ting of the rubber, he says, "is an absolute necessity, as some
lots are badly adulterated. This adulteration takes three forms

:

In one, a substance, tabatiiiga, is added to the late.x, giving a

short-fibered rubber that is wholly without nerve. The second
is the addition of farinha. which increases bulk and weight, and
also makes the rubber very short and pasty. The third is a mix-
ture of sand and farinha, which is, perhaps, the worst of all."

Mr. Pearson, in this book, tells us that the adulteration of fine

Para by the addition of farinha was reported by Herndon as far

back as the early '50s. "The gatherer does not put the farinha

in altogether for the sake of adding weight ; its presence causes

a quicker coagulation, and if he gets a little too much he adds a

little lemon juice and is able to produce exceedingly smooth
films, free from bubbles, and very quickly."

"Fi7n»/in-adulterated rubber looks beautiful until red ants bur-

row into it and eat the farinha out. Then when the rubber pcUes

are cut open the whole fraud is apparent and the adulterated •

rubber is rejected. Sometimes the rubber is shipped before the

ants get a chance at the farinha, and it is necessary for the rubber

manufacturer to know whether it is there or not, as the strength

of the rubber will show an extra shrinkage if it is present."

Mr. Pearson recommended a very simple test, which is to have

a water solution of iodine and potassium iodide, which may be

applied with a brush to the freshly cut surface. If farinha is

there the surface will turn from a yellowish mahogany color to

blue.]

FACIOTIES FOR RTJBBER TESTING IN THE EAST.

The Department of Agriculture of the Federated Malay

States is now equipped to vulcanize, test and report on samples

of rubber from any plantation estates.

Samples of rubber are sent to the Department of -'\griculture,

together with particulars of methods of preparation, and the

results of tests are reported to the estate sending in the samples.

Xo doubt these reports will be in the course of time published

in bulletins for public information and benefit.
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Mexican Rubber Notes.

THE [lusition of rul)ber producing cumpanies in Mexico, at

the present time, is far from encouraging. Recent pro-

ceedings bring into prominence the insecurity of such en-

terprises in the United States. The affairs of two such com-

panies serve to emphasize this.

PROPERTV SEIZi:i) RV r;o\ERNMENT.

The Conservative Ruliher Co. was incorporated under the laws

of -Arizona in October. 1901. the capital stock being $1,200,0CHJ.

consisting of 6.000 shares at $200 per share. These were marketed

on the monthly payment plan. The principal office is in San

Francisco. The property consists of large tracts in the states of

Tabasco and Chiapas, Mexico, in which there are some wild

rubber trees, and on which the first planting of Castilloa trees

was done in 1902. There are reports that the Carranza Govern-

ment had seized the property of the company for unpaid ta.xes

amounting to $3S> and that the company had lost its license to

do business in California through failure to pay the corporation

tax, and also, that the stockholders had lieen notified that owing

to the political situation in Mexico, it would be better to lose the

property and wind up its affairs. The shareholders, many of whom
have Ix^ught shares on the monthly payment plan, have applied

to the courts to prevent what tliey consider a plot to wreck the

company.
C.xr.LED FOR .\SSESSMENT.

La Zucualpa-Hidalgo Rubber Co. has recently called an assess-

ment of 12!/ cents |>er share. .\s this stock has been inactive

for some time, and had been offered at about 30 cents a share,

the assessment was a heavy one. The assessment was made tu

reimliurse those stockhnlders who had advanced about $56,0110

to carry on the affairs of the company, and tu continue to meet

expenses.

This corporation, although not tlie oldest, is, perhaps, the

largest rubber planting ci;im])any in Mexico. It comprises 1,897

acres situated in the Department of Sosconusco. in the .State of

Chiapas. A large portion of the tract is planted with Castilloa

trees. Of the authorized capital of 800.000 shares/ there were

iiutstanding at the end of its fiscal year, Fc-liruary 24. 1916, 619.-

iastilloo Trees on La Z.m i ai.pa Pi.antatio.x.

597yj shares of stock at a par value of $3,097,988. The estate is

equipped with modern improved machinery for the preparation of

the product for the market, and last year produced 143,700 pounds

of rubber. About one-half of this was sold during the year at

from 47 to 76 cents a pi.>und. the net receipts lieing $39,770.84 and

on March 1 there were 72,000 pounds in the hands of its sales

agents. The annual report showed receipts $59,280.90 and dis-

bursements $45,857.75. Presumably, the balance and the $56,000

mentioned above as- advanced by some of the stockholders, has

been absorbed by expenses since March 1.

••GRINGOS" OBLIGED TO GET OUT,

The folliiwing letter sliows the discouraging position of some

.Americans connected with the ruliber planting industry in Mexi-

co, It reads

:

To THE Editor of the India Rubber World:

Dear Sir—You will notice -from this, that I am still making

an effort to strive through the long-winded Mexican turmoil,

Init it looks very much as if all "Gringos" will have to get out,

as we have now received a final message from the State Depart-

ment, which is very urgent and to the point, I was in hopes of

staj'ing on, but from the rather serious conditions that now exist,

I doubt very much as to the wisdom of it and, it is upon this

account principally that I am writing to ask you about Central

or South America. Do you know by any chance of an opening

in my line down that way, I thought first of going into Guatemala

temporarily, to await developments, with the idea in view of

being near at hand, as I still have good interests here. What do

you advise? Yours very cordially,

Pioneer.

offers prize for t,\pp1ng process,

.\nother letter gives some insight into other difficulties which

Mexican planters must face, Tliis letter reads as follows

;

To the Editor of the India Rubber World:
Dear Sir—We have a property in Me.xico of 1,200 acres of Cas-

tillna rul)ber trees which are in excellent condition, except that

for the last four years we have had to practically abandon them,

and the tropical jungle has no doutt enveloped them. More than

half, of these trees were planted previous to 1909, beginning with

1904. In 1909 we had a fire in which probably three-fourths of

our trees were burned. These afterwards grew up again from

the stump, so that most of our property really dates from

about 1909, 1910 and 1911,

You understand the difficulty that has been experienced in

getting a successful method of tapping the Castilloa tree. Ex-

periments that we have made and that we have known of, lead

us to belie\ e tliat there is an ample supply of latex in these

trees to yield a handsome profit if a proper method of tapping

can be devised. What v.e would like to do is to create an

intere3t in investigation and experimentation along this line.

If the Mexican Government were up-to-date it should lie the

party to foster investigation and to offer incentives for this

work, but that is out of the question. We fortunately have

ample funds and while I have not consulted with tlie other offi-

cers of our company persoMall>. 1 would favor offering a reward
of a sufficient amount to induce people who are in position to

do it, to work and experiment along the lines of inventing or

discovering a tapping system. If other people who have similar

interests are in position to do it, it would only be fair that the

burden of tin's be divided. However, I think there are few ruli-

licr pl^uiters, or former rubber planters in Mexico, who have

iiuicli in the way of rulilier trees, let alone much money, to do

anything uith. It a numlicr of concerns could join together

they could make tlic reward larger and thus offer greater in-

ducements to effort.

Do you think that an offer of a reward of $500 or $1,000

would stimulate effort in this direction, and would you lie will-
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ing to take hold of the project and give it publicity? Could

you put us in touch with others who are interested and who

might be willing to join in the project?

Yours truly. Pl.nxter.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BRITISH GUIANA.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE steady progress that is being made by the Consolidated

Rubber and Balata Estates, Limited, as revealed by the re-

port and the chairman's speech at the annual meeting held on

June 27 in London, should prove a source of gratification to all

who take wide views of the industrial situation in the Guianas.

The operations of this company play no small part in British

Guiana's commercial fortunes, and its progress is anxiously

watched by a larger circle than a mere collection of investors

looking for dividends, since the industry provides lucrative em-

ployment for a large portion of the laboring classes, and conse-

quently makes a useful contribution to the trade of this colony.

Therefore, the information contained in this report that the

company is each year acquiring a greater measure of stability is

exceedingly refreshing, when it is to be remembered the many

vicissitudes through which it has passed. For seven years has

it been in existence and not yet has the industry been sufficiently

prosperous to return a dividend to the ordinary shareholders,

and there are still a certain amount of arrears to pay off upon

the. preferred shares. But the company has passed through the

worst of its difficulties, and is now entering upon the profit-

earning stage, and its future, unless some very unfortunate

calamity occurs, will be roseate.

In 1913 the profits amounted to $1,310 only; in 1914 to $59,890.

and in 1915 to $77,945. These profits are still only siifticient,

after applying $10,000 to reduction of preliminary expenses ac-

count and carrying forward $6,085, to pay a dividend of 5% per

cent on the 7 per cent preferred shares. But the improvement

in the company's position that has manifested itself recently is

of such a consistently upward nature as to leave very little room

for doubt that a prosperous future awaits the enterprise. Much

that has been achieved is due to the cautious and skilful manage-

ment of the local attorney, A. F. White, who, with so many

obstacles in the way. has landed the concern on a bed-rock

footing.

The mill-stone of the balata companies which participated in

the boom of 1910-11—the cost of prospections—has practically

disappeared from the neck of the Consolidated, the cost of this

item being only $3,375 in 1915. against $22,770 in 1914, and $41,390

in 1913. This, as the chairman pointed out, is exceedingly satis-

factory. Still more encouraging is it to read that the prospective

collections for this year are even better than they were in 1915,

in which year they were quite good, and would have brought

handsome returns to the company, had the market been in a

more settled condition. The chairman stated that "already an

early spring crop of quite respectable dimensions has been gath-

ered ; in fact, a larger spring crop than we have ever succeeded

in securing before," and that all expeditions for the summer col-

lections had been sent out. "The prospects for this year are

satisfactory, and, given favorable weather—a factor of great im-

portance—we shall hope to obtain greater results which will

show continued progress for the company."

Thanks to the Crown Lands Regulations at British Guiana,

the balata industry is not one that is likely to be killed out by

overworking it. for the health and life of the trees are safe-

guarded and insisted upon by the government, and providing the

regulations are observed, the industry will be maintained for

years.

The most important part of the chairman's speech, however,

is that part which deals especially with the rubber industry. Mr.

Tayler spoke in figures that will come as a surprise to many,

especially to those who are accustomed to think of rubber grow-

ing in these parts in very humble terms. On the Aruka planta-

tion 317 acres are under cultivation, and 20,000 trees arc planted.

The estate comprises 1,000 acres and it is being cleared and

planted year by year with Hevea BrasHicnsis. On the Koriabo

estate, 106 acres are planted, and on the Aliki and Wycarabee

estates 252 acres are planted. On the whole of the company's

rubber properties 60,000 trees are planted, of which about 20,000

are tappable this year, 30,000 in 1917 and 47,000 in 1918. The
production in 1915 was only 4,500 pounds, but most of the pre-

liminary work has now been undertaken, and the colony's rubber

exports should increase rapidly.

In a quiet way the Consolidated company has laid the founda-

tions for a promising rubber industry for British Guiana, and

when in the years to come, rubber estates are dotted all over

British and Dutch Guiana, the sterling work of this pioneer com-

pany should not be forgotten.

I am tired of preaching the possibilities of rubber in these

parts, and consequently am the more glad to welcome the prac-

tical demonstration that is now being given by the Consolidated.

This company is pursuing a sound financial policy, paying the

arrears of interest, and retaining as much capital as possible in

its possession to carry on the large schemes of development

which are just beginning to bear fruit. As the chairman said,

the directors, seeing the possibilities of British Guiana, are look-

ing far ahead, and there can be no doubt that they are laying

part of the foundations of the future prosperity of the colony.

For that reason alone, their progress should be watched by every

interested party with the keenest of sympathetic interest.

ADDITIONAL SURTAX ON IMPOHTS INTO PARAGUAY.

A law enacted February 17, 1916, provides that all articles

imported into Paraguay shall be subject to an additional surtax

of IH per cent ad valorem (based on official valuations pre-

scribed by the customs tariff), while on all exports an additional

surtax of 1 per cent ad valorem is to be imposed.

REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS IN LATrN-AHEHIOAN COUNTRIES.

The importance of early registration of trade-marks used in

ccimmerce with Latin-.American CdUiitries cannot l)e overlooked

by American rubber manufacturers.

In 1915 the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, De-
]iartment of Commerce, Washington, D. C, issued a report

describing briefly the formalities of registration, and also indi-

cating the offices to which applications should be directed, the

duration of protection, and the principal official fees. A revised

edition of this publication, which is entitled "Tariff Series No. 31,

Registration of Trade-Marks in Latin-Amerca," with corrections

to date, has been issued, and copies can be obtained upon appli-

cation to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Wash-
ington. D. C, or its district offices. Information regarding

countries that are not covered by this publication may also be

obtained by addressing the Washington office of the Bureau.

SCANTY YIELD FROM WEST INDIAN 8AF0DILLA.

.\ttention has been drawn to the fact that the Sapodilla tree

^Achras Sopotn) grown in the West Indies, although supposed

to be of the same species as that grown in Central America,

does not yield as freely as the latter. A thorough tapping of

a 20-year-oId tree 39 inches in girth at three feet from the

ground yielded 3J4 fluid ounces of latex, which gave IJ^ ounces

of chicle. This gum was submitted to one of the largest chew-

ing gum manufacturers in America, who stated that it could

be marketed to advantage here, but the low yield of the gum
us compared with that secured from Mexico and Central Amer-

ica renders it doubtful whether its collection would be profitable.

The chief value of the tree in the West Indies lies in its ex-

cellent fruit, which, it is said, might be still further improved

by careful selection experiments. [Report of the Agricultural

Department. Dominica, British West Indies. 1914-1915.]
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N
THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED AUGUST 15, 1916.

O. 1,194,393. Water clo&et seal comprising a core of laminated wood
and a veneer of hard vulcanized rubber. M. L.

.\dler. New York City, assignor to the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, 111.

Packing comprising four plies of a '.ingle strip of fabric im-

pregnated with rubber, and an intermediate endless wire

strand. R. B. Meany, Weehawken, N. J.,
assignor to Peer-

less Rubber Manufacturing Co.. New York City.

Reinforced pad for shoes. L. S. Samuel. Newark. N. J.

Rubber tired vehicle wheel. J. M. McPheetcrs, Palo .Alto.

Calif.

Tire armor. A. Szkoknya, Chicago, 111.

Wearing surface for conveyor belt con.frising layers of fabric

united by rubber and vulcanized. W. F. Bowers, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

Rubber and canvas sole for bathinc and onting shoes. W.
Greilich, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sectional cushion tire. J. Spyker, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Resilient wheel. T. Spyker. .Amsterdan., Netherlands.

Hose connection. H. V. Styers, Warwick, N. V.

Tire for vehicle wheels. F. S. Weise, Baltimore. Md.

Demountable rim. W. T. McLean, assignor of one-half to

G. W. Lyndon—both of Chicago, 111.

1,194,408.

1,194,428.

1,194,651.

1,194,661.

1,194,704.

1,194,732.

1,194,789,

1,194,790.

1,194,793.

1,194,797.

I,194,8.i4.

1,195.0:3.

1,195,036.

1,195,11".

1,195,125.

1,195,327.

1,195,354.

1,195,365.

1.195,512.

1,195,556.

1,195,580.

1.195,621.

1,195,640.

1,195,709.

1.195,735.

1,195,913.

1.195.931.

1.195.939.

1,196,069.

1.196,250.

1,196,539.

1.196,545.

1.196,604.

1,196,608.

1,196,649.

1,196,678.

1,196,680.

Inflatable figure in marionette baseball performance toy. T. H.
Jackson, Scranton, Pa.

Elastic fabric. C. A. Lapworth, West Bridgewater, assignor to

The Lapworth Webbing Co., Brockton—both in Massachusetts.

Device for removing wrinkles. M. Spellerberg. Berlin-Friednau,
Germany.

Fountain pen. E. Winne, New York City.

ISSUED AUGUST 22, 1916.

Inside heel cushion of sponge rubber. J. W. .Arrowsraith. Mor-
ristown, N. J.

Garter or hose supporter. R. K. Guinzburg, assignor to I. B.
Kleinert Rubber Co.—both of New York City.

Life preserving garment with inflatable portions. J. Krem,
Philadelphia, Fa.

Tire for wheels and means for retaining the same. E. H.
Schwarz, New York City.

Resilient tire. T. L. Carbone. Charlottenburg, Germany.

HoKe coupling. F. Hachmann, assignor of one-fourth to F. C.
Schoenthaler— both of St. Louis, Mo.; one-fourth to J. Merz,
and one-fourth to G. S. Haskell, Chicago, 111.

Catamenial napkin. E. Sprague, Minneapolis, Minn.

heels. S. Baruch, New YorkAntiskidding device for vehicle
City.

Fountain pen. I-. J. Most. New York City.

Vehicle bumper comprising a block of rubber. F. T. Roberts,
Trenton, N.

J.,
assignor -to The Paramount Rubber Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Tire armor, E. B. Curry, Payson, III.

Surgical appliance comprising pneumatic knee pads. J. L.
Sowell, Jasper, Ala.

Valve attachment for pneumatic tires and the like. C. E.
Baker, Carmarthen, Wales.

ISSUED AUGUST 29, 1916.

Vehicle tire. L. F. N. Baldwin, Cranston, R. I.

Aseptic appliance comprising a sheet of comparatively thick
rubber. A. O. Kuhn, San Francisco, Calif.

Alr-ourifier comprising rubbe
York City.

tubes.

Air bulb in handle for canes, umbrellas, etc
Longport, N. J,

Vehicle wheel rim.
Ohio.

C. H.

E. I. Goldberg, New

E. Holdzkom,

Snyder and E. Stallter, Rockford.

Rubber heel. T. K. Standish, Winthrop, Mass.. assignor to
United Shoe Machinery Co., Paterson, N. J.

Rubber figure toy. L. .\. Bockstahler, Cleveland, Ohio.

Garment supporter. I., A. Griswold, Dayton, Ohio.

Hose coupling. H. Handoll. London, England.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 12.

1,196,800.

1,196,817.

1,197.011.

1.197,115.

1,197,118.

1,197,236.

1,197,266.

1.197.312.

1.197.368.

1,197,432.

1,197,454.

1,197.493.

1,197,587.

1,197,670.

1,197,719.

1,197,768.

1,197,805.

1,197.814.

1,197,823.

1,197,863.

1,197,911.

1.197,913.

1,197,987.

1,198.071.

1,198,104.

1,198,176.

1,198,240.

1,198,242.

1,198.287.

1,198,317.

1,198.366.

1,198,384.

ISSUED SEPTEMBER 5, 19H.

Elastic strip in skirt band. B. F. Milit i, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tube for storage battery plates having its inner part of rubber
material containing finely divided lamp black and its outer
part of relatively pure hard rubber. E. W. Smith, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Combined nursing-bottle and breasi jump- F. Cilino. Pueblo,
Colo.

Submarine life-preserver. G. E. Fell and G. A. Fell, Buffalo,
N. y. ; said G. E. Fell assignor to said G. A. Fell.

-Solid tire with an inner annular of-ening B, A. Godek and
I. Benjamin, Paris, France.

Rain-proof garment. M. Schnur, New York City.

Syringe. J. E. Cox. assignor of one halt to J. F. Brown—both
of Chicago, 111.

Storage-battery separator. H. Weida, Highland Park, assignor
to The India Rubber Co., New Brunswick—both in New
Jersey.

Hose-supporter with rubber button. <^, 7 Hausen, New York
City.

Cushion tire tube. R. J. Bartholomew, Lecton. Mo.

Diving apparatus. W. Deuter, Wells. Minn.

.\rmored tire. G. L. Hurd, Tenafly. N J,

ISSUED SEPTEMBER 12. 1916

Tire comprising a body of rubber and tread layer of fabricated
fibrous material. H. R. .\uld. Boston, assignor to G. E.
Carr, West Roxbury—both In Massachusetts.

Life saving suit. F. Schlachter. Decatur, 111.

Demountable wheel rim. H. E. Doebler. Cannon Falls, Minn.

Locking device for demountable -iTr,s R. J. Schone, St.
Charles, Mo.

Compression inner tube for a double tube tire. N. C. Doss,
Rome, Ga.

Vehicle-wheel rim. F. A. Frommann. assignor to O. Frommann—both of Chicago, III.

Life saving suit. B. E. Hervey, Wallace, Idaho.

Ciasket of rubber compound for hose couplings. E. A.
Schreiber, assignor to Chicago Car Heating Co —both of
Chicago, III.

Rubber sole shoe welt of hard and soft rubber. Le B C
Colt, assignor to National India Rubber Co.—both of Bris-
tol. R. I.

Rubber sole shoe welt of hard and soft rubber. Le B. C.
Colt, assignor to National India Rubber Co.—both of Bris-
tol, R. I.

Pneumatic tire casing with inner supporting frame. A. Win.
ick, Jacksonville, Fla

Vehicle-wheel with interposed pneumatic tube and a tire. M,
I Sharpnack, assignor ol one-half to B F. Goodwin—both
of Prescotl. .Ariz.

Locking means for dtinouritabK wlieel rims. j. P. Burger,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Massage device. L. J. Widness. New York City.

Tire having a tread and base or ela-tic rubber. A. S. Krotz,
Janesville, Wis.

llinioumahlc rim. U. S. LaniKis. Kakersficld, Calif.

-Attachment for pneumatic tire vah-rs, C. G. Spencer, East
Orange, N. J.

Demountable rim for vehicle wheels. F P Blubaugh Fort
Scott, Kan.

Golf and other playing ball. 1',

Birmingham, Eng.
IVlartjn and J. Stanley,

Rubber bulb. T. W. Miller, assignor tc The Faultless Rubber
Co.—both of Ashland, Ohio.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUKll MAV 31. 1916

'169.190. Sleeping tjarment having elastic section and straps. F J Blenis,
\ alhalla, N. Y.

"169.360. Rubber sole protecting device to be adjusted to the shoe hy
means of clamps and straps. J. C. Hocker, Barnard, Mo.

•169,494. Inflatable horse collar. J. Baarson and A. Thorson, Odin, Minn.

•169,536. .Anti-skid device W. Grus, Jr.. Chicago, III.

•169,595. Rectal syringe. C. A. Tyrrell, New York City.

•Denotes patents f(>r American inventions.

Machinery and Process Patents on pages 16-17.
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•169.612.

•169,647.

16»,669.

•169,581.

•169.675.

•169,705.

•169,719.

169.732.

169.733.

"169,765.

•169,832.

169,847.

•169,900.

•169,766.

169,943.

169,999.

170.018.

170,020.

170,029.

170,058.

170,070.

170,081.

170,102.

170.152.

170,192.

170,266.

170.290.

1 70,297.

170,469.

170,480.

Cushion heel hr> T. G. Tufford. Elyria, Ohio.

Auxilinry tre.id lor .Tiitomobile wheel. M. \V. D.idcy and E.

Sellberg, Winslon-, Ariz,

Life saving .ipp.Trauis. J. L. Edlund, Clare^holm, Alberta.

Canada.

Fle'ih rcdi'cir.g garment of clastic. T. \V. Rogers, Columbus,

Ohio.

Resilient .vheel comprising a solid rubber lire. A. Frcund, St.

Louis, Mo.
Life preserver comprising a collapsible body adapted for inflation.

j. E. Lomas, -Smuggler, Colo,

Massage glove. W. U. Norton, Hightstown, N, J.

An air inPated life lnlt. J. .\ndcrson-Simpson, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada.

Weather strip. .->. I. Smith. Vancovivcr, British Columbia, Canada.

Hose support clamp. The Robert N. Bassett Co.. Huntington.

assignee of V. A. Rush. Greenwich, and H. J. Stuart, Derby

—

all in Connecticut.

Cooler for pneumatic tires. P. J. Cuddihy, Rutherford, N. J.

Automobile tire. T. H. Griffiths. Toronto. Ontario, Canada.

Rubber sheet with drainage att.achment. C. English, Stalter,

Howell. Mich.

Button clasp. The Robert N. Bassett Co.. Huntington, assignee

of H. J. Stuart, Derby—both in Connecticut.

ISSUED JT.TXE 30. 1916.

Balata and leather belting. Tames Dawson & Son. Limited, Boul-

tham, assignee of A. Waddington, Lincoln—both in England.

Pneumatic tire cover. P. T. Borbridge, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Hose armor. H. VV. Goodall. Alden, Pa.

Rubber footwear with reinforced heel. L. J. Grosky. Cleveland,

Ohio.

Rubber glove. J. Hopkins, North Attleboro, Mass.

Automobile floor mat. G. F. Foss, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Lining for brake shoes. R. J. Stokes, Trenton. N. J.

Pneumatic tire alarm. G. F. Young, Indianapolis, Ind.

Artificial teat. Dixon Wilson. Limited, assignee of W. E. Dixon

—

both of Toronto. Ontario, Canada.

Composite waterproof material for shoe soles. G. F. Butterfield,

West Newton. Mass.

Vehicle tire comprising a pneumatic tube and metal cover. J. P.

Marois. Montn-al. Quebec. Canada.

Automobile tire comprising a rim, casing and tread. J. W. Ost-

man and C. Gustafson, assignee of a one-third interest—both

of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

Plug for rubber heels. F. Bcrenstein, Chelsea. Mass.

Fountain syringe. G. W. Brown, Mayuard, Mass.

Artificial foot. O. L. Savitz, -Mlentown, Pa.

Rubber heel. J. M. \'an Hcusen, Boston. Mass.

6,337 (1915).

100,734,

I .\11STK.\CTED

6.390 (1915).

6.465 (1915).

6.487 (1915).

6,357 (1915).

6.570 (1915).

6.583 (1915).

6. 585 (1915).

100,755.

100,759.

100,764.

100.786.

( -^r-STB.\CTED

6,866 (1915).

'6,987 (1915).

7,085 (1915).

7.148 (1915),

7,163 (1915)

100.811.

•100,838.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED,

In order to give the public the advanta,i»e of having abridgments of speci-

fications up to' date v;hile retaining their numerical sequence, applicatioiis

for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers^ when their

complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection

before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

(Abstracted in The Illustb.\ted Official Journal, August 9, 1916.]

.';.665 (1915). Manner of joining wire rings vulcanized in the edge of

pneumatic tires. G. E. Bermingham and D. Moseley &
Sons, Chapelfield Works, Chapelfield Lane. Ardwick,
Manchester.

'5.790 (1915). Fountain pen. W. I. Ferris, 525 Lawrence avenue. West-
field, and E F. Britten, 21 Van Reipen avenue, Jersey
City—both in New Jersey.

5.858 (1915). Wire embedded rubber sole for attachment to a shoe by
means of hooks and straps. R. M. Withycombe, "Wyo-
ming," Macquarie street, Sydney. New South Wales,
Australia.

5,872 (1915). Rubber strips in saddle girths and surcingles. A. C. Gull,

Serpentine, and C. Watson. Barrack street. Perth—both
in Western .\ustralia.

5.926 (1915). Sealir.g closure for glass containers comprising rubber
gasket. E, C. R. Marks. 57 Lincoln's Inn Fields. Lou-
don.

*5.933 (1915). Inflatable ci:>hion for the stump-receiving socket of an
artificial limb. A. E. Tullis. 12 Tenth street North,
Fargo; N. D.ak.

5,985 (1915). Waterproof overall stocking. 1. W. Price, Upper Canada
Apartments, Lonsdale Road, and E. H. Howard, 13

Ferndale avenue—both in Toronto.

100,642. Segmental tire. F. E. van Berendonck, 38 .\venue Jeanne,
Brussels.

I Abstracted in The Illustrated Officul Journal, August 16, 1916.1

'6.000 (1915). Sock suspenders. G. B. Glidden. Centre street, Dighton.
M»ss.

6.255 (I9I5). Wheel tire with hard rubber tread. W. Freakley, 86

Wellesley street, Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent, and H. Ayns-
ley, Portland House. Blythe Bridge—both in Stafford-

shire.

t).281 U915). Puncture proof band to be secured to the inner side of a

tire. C. V. Roberts. Ocala. Fla.

A. D.

bands.

Macropoulos, 15

M. C. Favre,

Rubber handles for tennis rackets, etc. B. C. Bart, 319
Kingston Road, Merlon Park, Win.blcdon, Surrey.

Cover for preventing bursting of a diving dress when in-

flated. H. Draijerwerk and B. Drager, 53 Moislinger

.\llee, Lubtck, dermany.

IN Thf Ii.lustuvtio Offkivl Journal, -August 23, 1916.]

Window fly. screen comprising a strip of rubber. S.

Brentnall, 150 Drake street, Rochdale, Lancashire.

Sleeping-bag comprising an outer waterproof casing. N
Richardson, 17 Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement,
London.

Fountain pen having a collapsible ink sac. C. Pi-essland,

The Sub," HamptononTbanies, Middlesex.

Toy submarine comprising two elastic bulbs. -A. G.

Jones, 5 Acacia Road. -N'orbury, London.

Fountain pens. -\. Munro, 117 Birchficld Road, Hands-
worth, Hirmingliam.

Solid tire with rubber cushions
Great St. Helens, London.

Helmet with rubber securing
Neuilly-sur-Scine, Paris.

Pneumatic arm-pit supports for the heads of crutches. F.

A. Pennington, 10 Halesden Road, Heaton Chapel,
Stockport, Cheshire.

Tread bands for wheel tires. H. M. Hillman, 743 JIc-

Millan avenue, and J. Schwab, 434 Stradbrookc avenue
—both in Winnipeg, Canada,

Rubber ends for wire garment stiffeners. F. Kleemann,
23 Moor Lane, London.

Segmental cover for pneumatic tires. P. K. van Beren-
donck, 38 avenue Jeanne, Brussels.

in The Illustrated Official Journal, .\ugust 30,

Wristlets of elastic and elastic webbing. J. P. N
44 Bloomsbury street, London.

-\rmored tread for pneumatic tires

street, Buffalo. N. Y.

Rubber lining for cavities in closet seats.

Southampton Buildings. London.

Rubber ring for washing plunger. E
Hall Mansions, Chiswick. London.

Vulcanite cigarette holder. H. E. Collett, Lombard Lane,
Pleydell Court, Fleet street, London.

Spring wheel with rubber ring and rope tread. M.
Chujika. 164 N'aughan street, Johnstown, Pa.

Metallic inner tube. W. F. Stewart, 706 Park avenue,
Pekin, Illinois.

1916.]

Casey,

.\. Gorecki, 144 Coit

O. Imray, 29

A. Cloud, 9 Stile

36,411.

37,436.

37,383.

NEW ZEALAND.
Pneumatic tire. E. W. B. Carey, Auckland, X. Z.

Rubber heel and sole. T. H. Robinson, 2 Grosvenor place, off
Drummond street, Carlton, Vic.

ISSUED JULY 6. 1916.

Pneumatic tire. M. S. Stevc-nson, 1 19 \'ictoria street, West-
minister, London, England.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
P-\TENTS ISSI'ED (Willi Dates of Application).

479.8.«6 (March 2. 1915). .\rniored tiie without air tube, for vehicle
wheels. A Masetti Zannini.

479.891 (.September 29). Elastic wheel for vehicles. E. Haussmann.
479,895 (September 30). Improvements in bufl^er springs, tractor springs

and others, made with rubber. F. Spencer.

479,897 (September 30). Rubber heel. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

479,906 (October 2). Pneumatic tiie. Reliance A. C- Co., Inc.

479,969 (October 8). -Mr chamber for pneumatic tires. H. C. Boggs.

479,981 (October 11). Wlieel with pneumatic tire for vehicle wheels.
W. H. Burritt.

479,988 (October 12). Improvements in the manufacture of pneumatic
tires. H. .Agha.

64.3J1.

79,119.

96,128.

96.291.

96.484.

96,772.

71.150.

96,213.

96,403.

• Denotes patents for .American inventions-

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

The word Efficiency—ho'-f. tubing, belting, gaskets, valves, pack-
ing. Imperial Rubber Co., New York City.

The word Nabco—waterproofing composition for inner tubes,
patrhes, and rubber repair stock generally. National Rubber
Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

An illustration of the words Stuck-Tite—tire patches. Auto Sup'
ply Manufacturing Co., Kan Claire, Wis.

The words Rei.iance De T.ixe—water bottles, fount.-Hin syringes,
etc. The Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio.

The letter S with the letters terili within—syringes, etc. B. F.

Galley, Denver, Colo.

The word Hallmark—fountr-in pens and parts thereof. The
United Jewelers Inc.. N'ew York City.

lllusi ration of a high boot, the narrow upper band colored red-
rubber bocts, rubber shoes, rubber shoepacks, and rubber shoes
with leather tn\)^. The B. V. Goodrich Co., New York City and
Akron, Ohio.

The word Pearl—golf and other playing balls. Martins Birming-
ham, Limited, Birmingham, England.

.\n illustration within a circle, of a boy protecting himself in a

shower with rubber matting—rubber matting. The Federal Rub-
ber Co., Cudahy, Wis.
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89,98t. The representation of a section of packing on which is arranged
the word Chanelco—rubber and rubber and fiber packings for
the piston rods of engines and pumps. R. L. Henry, New York
City.

96,534. The word Stag—automobile tires, inner tubes, etc. Times Square
Automobile Co.. New York City.

96.559. The word Traffik—tire treads. The Federal Rubber Co.. Cudahy,
Wis.

96.821. The word International—belting, made partly of rubber and
partly of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co.,
New' York City.

96,823. .The word Dreadnaught—belting, hose and machinery packing
made partly of rubber and partly of cotton. The Manhattan
Rubber Manufacturing Co., Isew York City.

96.823. The word Kortlandt—belting, hose and machinery packing made
partly of rubber and partly of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber
Manufacturing Co., New York City.

96.824. The word Centaur—belting and hose made partly of rubber and
partly of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co.,
New York City.

96.825. The word Prospector—belting made partly of rubber and partly
of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New
York City.

96,827. The word Yeoman—belting made partly of rubber and partly of
cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York
City.

96,J*35. The work Viking—hose and machinery packing made partly of
rubber and partly of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufac-
turing Co., New York City.

96.838. The words V/hite Jacket—hose made partly of rubber and partly
of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co.. New
York City.

96.839. The word Mohican—machinery packing made partly of rubber
and partly of cotton. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing
Co., New York City.

96.840. The words "Goi den Fleece"—machinery packing made of flax.

Tlie Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York City.

96.841. The word Cardinal—brakelining made partly of asbestos and
partly of rubber, and machinery packing made of composite
rubber. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York
City.

96,843. The word Raven—composite rubber packing. The Manhattan
Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York City.

96,843. The word Headlight—machinery packing made partly of flax and
partly of rubber. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co.,
New York City.

64.341. The word Efficiency—mechanical rubber goods. Imperial Rubber
Co., New York City.

91,088. The word NuBSWEi>^nursing-nipples. The Vant Woud Rubber
Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

96,693. The word Pen-K-Zip—toy balloons. The Miller Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.

96,803. An illustration of a shield with the monogram The R. P. Co.

—

seamless fountain syringes and no seara water-bottles. The
Rubber Products Co.. Barberton. Ohio.

90,288. The words "Grafinite" Tube—inner tubes or air tubes for vehicle
tires.

95,043. The word Kelmah—a=ibesto5, metal, rubber and cotton machinery
packing: belting and hose. R. Kelly, New York City.

95,675. The wotd VVonderlift—abdominal belts made of ru4)ber, cloth.
and combinations of rublicr and cloth. Kops Bros., New York-
City.

95,942. The word Naugasole—boots and shoes having rubber or composi-
tion rubber and fiber soles attached thereto by vulcanization.
The Goodvear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.. Naugatuck, Conn.

96.505. The word Brighton—=uspenders, belts and armbands. Pioneer
Suspender Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
•21,723. The word Portage -r-ilibc* tirL=. The Purtai^e Rubber Co., Bar-

berton, Ohio.

21,746. The words Game Bran'd and the representation of a partridge

—

soft rubber goods, such as vehicle tires, tire tubes, water bottles,

tobacco pouches, etc. The F. E. Partridge Rubber Co., Montreal.
Quebec, Canada.

*2I ,780. The word "Sir.VAREinN'"—waterproof fabrics .Tud waterproof gar-
niPiUs. C. Kenyon Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
371,437. The words John Bi'LL—rubber erasers. St. Mungo Manufac-

turing Co., Govaii, Glasgow.

371,648. The word Kutspin—golf balls, golf clubs and golf bags. Wood-
Milne. T.imited, Ribbk- B^nnks Mills, Preston. Lanes.

371,658. Two concentric circles traversed by an arrow and bearing the
words "Trade-M\pk" and "Wood-M ilne"—pumps and tire

inflators; artificial leather for soles and heels of boots and
shoes; tire inner tubes; tips, pads for boots and shoes; all

made of rubber. Wood-Milne, Limited. Ribhle Banks Mills,
Preston, Lanes.

372.101. The word Petrtx—vulcanized rubber sheets, springs, washers,
valves, buffers and similar goods. Anderson, Anderson & An-
derson, Limited. 35 Saint Paul's Churchyard. London, E. C.

372.102. The word Rubhex—goods manufactured of rubber and gutta
percha. Anderson, .Anderson & .^nderson, Limited, 35 Saint
Paul's Churchyard. London, E. C.

372.103. The word Vulkex—vnlcanized rubber sheets, springs, washers.
valves, buffers and similar goods. Anderson, Anderson &
Anderson, Limited, 35 Saint PauTs Churchyard, London, E. C.

372,122. The word Wizard—apparatus for vulcanizing tires. J. B. Aufo-
Specialities Co.. Croyden, Surrey.

•Denotes Trade-Marks Owned by Ameiican Companies.

37^,161.

372,193.

372,727.

372.837.

16,875.

16,896.

16,897.

16,898.

16.899.

16.921.

16,'>22.

16.923.

16.934.

16,925-.

17,120.

17.121.

17,122.

17,123.

17,124.

17,125.

17,126,

17,127.

17.128.

17.129.

17,130.

17,131.

17.132.

17.134.

23.794.

23.817.

•23,975.

159,702.

159.706.

159.865.

159,982.

159,995.

160.096.

160.195.

160.361.

160.479.

161,560.

161,564.

161.565.

40.534.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright, 1916.

NKVV YDKK.

THE ikiiiaml for cnulc rubber during Sci)ttinbir lia^ not been

large enough in volume to affect the steady market condi-

tions that have generally prevailed. The arrivals have been

heavy this month in comparison to August receipts, which were

small, due to the delays in transit and ooiigested shipping. Guaran-

teed deliveries from London arc placed at 40 days, and from the

Far East three or four months are required. It would seem that

under these prevailing conditions a large and immediate demand

could not be supplied. There has been a fair demand for planta-

tions, and the tone of the market is steady, with fluctuating prices,

First latex showing a gain of about 3 cents during the month.

The theory that the large buyers are in control is supported by

advanced (luotations when orders are placed in London. I'priver

line has been the feature 01 the month. The shortage is evident,

despite the heavy arrivals. Spot prices have fluctuated from 70

cents to as high as 75 cents within the month, and on September

J9 the figure was 73 cents in an easier market. Futures were

nuoted: October-November, 71 cents; November-December, 70

cents.

According to official figures recently issued by the Department

of Commerce, 119,542 tons of crude rubber were imported into

the United States during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916, as

compared with 76,816 tons in 1915 and 58,926 tons in 1914.

LONDON.

The steady increase of stocks and the approaching period of

heaviest arrivals would forecast easier conditions in London.

The cost to holders may necessitate their unloading, which un-

doubtedly would be followed by weak market conditions. The

cause of these accumulations is said to be the refusal of producers

to sell forward. Price advances have not been followed up, as

buyers are satisfied to take chances with a large crop in view.

There is some speculation as to accumulated supplies available

from East Africa, which has recently become a British possession.

On September 5 the market was firm and quiet, Standard

crepe being quoted at S3 cents and smoked sheet 52"^ cents.

Steady and quiet conditions prevailed during the month, and on

September 25 Standard crepe was 57 cents and Smoked sheet

56j/i cents.

PARA AND MANAOS.

The trade has been elated over the upward movement of Up-

river fine that featured the September market. Later in the month

prices eased off, but the scarcity of stocks, particularly Upriver

fine, was still apparent. The actual cause of this movement is

unknown; however, there are certain facts which undoubtedly

have been generally effective. For instance, "the rivers were ab-

normally low and supplies consequently delayed. Russia has been

in the market for considerable supply. The production of Caucho

has increased and Upriver fine has decreased during the year, as

is indicated by the following table:

PARA ARRIVALS FOK AUGUST. 1915-16.

.August, 1915. August, 1916.

Islands, fine tons 412 404

Upriver, fine 1,313 1.176

Caucho 315 420

Tot.ils 2,240 2,300

SINGAPORE.

.\t the auction held September 1, 8, 15 and 24 about 1,500 tons

were sold. First latex crepe brought an average of 51 cents and

Smoked sheet 51 J < cents a pound.

NEW YORK ttUOTATIONB

Sept. 1, 19l«..

69 @

38 @

is"®'

33 @
36 @

Centrals.

C.uriiito i') @4il
Ksmer.il(la, sau-age 38'4@39
Xicarngua, scrap 38 $?
-Mexican plantation, sheet
Mexican, scrap .^9 ^a^O
.Mexican, slab
-Manicoba , . . 33 #36
-Mangabeira- sheet 32 {838
Guayulc 26 i5ii30

Balala. sheet 51 (n.';2

Balata, block 43 @

Afbicam.

Lopori, ball, prime 52 @53
Lopori, strip, prime
Upper Congo, ball, red.. 50 laS/
Rio Nunez Niggers 53 @53'yi
Conakry Niggers 51 @52
Massai, red 51 'a>52!<

Soudan, Niggers 44 (ii45

Cameroon, ball, soft
Cameroon, ball, hard
Benguela, No. 2 Superior 31 1^32
Benguela, No. 2
Accra, flake 24 l3t2S

East Indian.

Assam 45 'g 47

Pontianak 6M@ 7

Gutta Siak llji@12
Gutta red Niger

Borneo III

Gutta Peicha, 'ed Macassa 2.00@2.t0

39 @
39 @
38 ®

42J4@45
37'A@
32 @3.=
79 @
50 @

52 @
52 @
51 O
53 @
52 @
51 «
SO @5

38 @
35 <S

35 @

38 (ii

6!4@
17 @
25 @

1.50 @2.50

Sept. 29, 1916.
73 @

65 @

43M@"

30 @

Following are the quotations at New York one year ago, one

month ago. and September 29, tlu current date

l'.\K.\. Oct. I, 1915.
Upriver, fine ncv. 54>^^55
Upriver, fine, old 56 (ffi57

Islands, fine, new 50 @51
Islands, fine, old 52 @
U'priver, coarse, ne\^ . . .

.

41J^'i?42
Upriver, coarse, old 43 @
Islands, coarse, new 26 t<?'27

Islands, coarse, old 28 6?
C'ameta 27J^<i?28
Caucho, ball, upper 42^2 @
Caucho, ball, b.wer 40 @41

Pl.ANrATION.

Firs.Ia.excrepe<^-|g|60 <|^;,.^;56H|

Amber crepe, light \^^ ^ |
Brown crepe, clean II''?'-- 5;,,f' ' 1 Futures ol>4<§

Smoked sheet,

ribbed
(Spot.. 59H@ ( Spot. . . 56>iffl

."°°'°
( .'\float ) Futures 56'/ IS

Fine sheets and biscuits,
unsmoked 57 lii' 57 -^^

32 @
44 @
41 @

60 @
60 @
57}4@
575^ @
54 @
.M @

J9Vi@
5954®

42 @

41 @
46 @52
40 @
31 @
42H@
37^i@
32 @33
73J4@
65 @

50 @
51 @
51 @
54 @
52 @
5254®
50 @

38 @
345^ @35
28 (S

38 @
8!4@
13 @
2654 @

1.60 <s>

MAKKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The followin,^ niarVct report has been cabled from Aldens' Successors,

Limited, London

:

Standard Smoked
Date. Crepe. Sheet. Market.

September S cc'Hs 53 52"% Steady.

September 11 Siyi 53 Steady.

September 18 57^5 57 Quiet.

September 25 5754 5654 Quiet and steady.

MARKET CASLE SERVICI; FROM BINGAPORE.

The fulluwin? reports of the weekly auctions held .,. Singapore have been

cabled by The
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES FOR SEPTEMBER.

In regard to the linancial situation, Albert B. Beers ( broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street,

\cw York) advises as follows:

"A gOiid deiTLind tcr Commercial Paper in Ihe rubber line lia? continued
this month, the be.st names going at 4'i@4H per cent., and those not so
well knrwn 5@5J^ per '^ent.: city and out-of-town banks buying."

1916.* 1S15. 1914.
Upriver, fine .$0.69@0.74 S0.55{a>0.57 S0.64@0.78
UpriVer, coars. . 41® .44 .41@ .43 .43® .55
Islands, fine 58® .62 .49^ .51 .53® .70
Islands, coarse 28@ .30 .26® .27 .27@ .35
Cameta 32® .3.' .28« .30 .29® .36

'Figured only to Septemtrer '2?.

SINGAPORE.

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITKD, report [August 16, I'V161:

.\t the auction held today prices declined on the average about $6 per
picul. Demand throughout was fair and of a quantity of 527 tons cataloged
lor sale 253 tons found buyers.

Standaril sheet and crepe each sold up to $115 and at thi^ figure mark
declines of $7 and $6 respectively. Plain smoked sheet met with a poor
inquiry and only a few parcels were sold. Krovvn and lower grade crepes
were m fairly good dematid. but prices were about $5 lower r,n the week.
Scraps were neglected.
The following was the course of values:

Sterling equivalent Equivalent
In Singapore per pound per pound
per picul.* in London. in cents.

t

Sheet, fine ribbed, smoked $113®115 2/ 3'/4@2/ 3'i 55.24@56.O0
Sheet, good ribbed smoked... 110®112 2/ 2^@2/ 3 53.97 'a54.73
Sheet, plain smoked i01®108 2/ 0M@2/ 2'/i 50.17®52.95
Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 97® 9f l/l\''A&2/ O'i 48.39@48.90
Sheet, plain unsmoked !00(S 103 2/0J/<(i2/ I'.h 49.66@50.93
Crepe, fine pale 113(»I15 2/ 3yi(a2/ 3H 5S.24@56.00
Crepe, good pale 105S111 2/ iy.@2/ 2% 51.70@54.22
Crepe, fine brown 102®lO6 2/0H@2/lW 50.42@52.2O
Crepe, good brown 88®101 I/IO @2/ OW 44.60@50.17
Crepe, dark 71® 94 I/654@l/lUi 37.24@47.13
Crepe, bark 60@87 l/4i^@l/9ii 32.68@44.09
Scrap, virgin 70® 86 I/654@l/9J'j 36.99@43.58
Scrap, pressed 50® .. 1/2 (S 28.38@
Scrap, loose .'. 50® 76 1/2 %\l TV; 28,38®39.53

•Picul = 133^4 pounds.
tFigured at st.'^ndard rate of exchange, \s, = 24.3 Lent^.
Quoted ir. S. S. dollai< = 2/4 [56.7 cents].

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1, 1916, to dates named. Reported by Bariovv & Co., Singa
pore. These figures include the production of the Federated

Malay States, but not of Ceylon.)
From

(I oni
Malacc.i.

Tune
30, 1916.

From
Siofciapoi-e.

July
To— 31. 1916.

United Kingdom., Ifci. 17,765.687
The Continent 7.256.90.^

[apan 2,572,014
Ceylon 267,963
United States •. .47.692i88S
-Vuitral'a . . 184,3:14.

I'roni

Penang.
Tune

30. 1916

3.442.134 10,992,434 12,810.<'76

46,667

Port Swct-
tenliam.

July
21. 1016.

334,93'3

4.489.733
771,219

Totals.

45.011,231
7.303,572
2.572,014
1.374.115

52.182,521
184,314

r..l,--l^ .75,739.771 3,442,1-34 15,863,767 13,582,195 108.627,767

For same period, 1915 40.042,540
For same period. 1914 24.175.230
For same period. 191,1 ! ,!,0,1(!.262

4.329,778 12,621,996 16.320,300
2.548.819 ln.407.734 15.034.312

6.988,266 14. ,un, 55"

73,314,614
52.166,095
35.267.087

EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.

^Froni January 1 to .August 21, 1915 and 1916. Compiled by the Ceylon
Ch.tnibcr of Commerce.)

To— 19IS. 1916.

United Stale.s found!. 8,832,981 lo. 604.590
Canada and Newt'.MnrlUnul 340,140 6,720
France 234,272 981,318
Russia 332,200 248.874
Italy 6.720
U'nited Kingdom 15,105,247 1.?. 030,127
.Australia 459,577 605,571
Irdia 1,000 728
Straits Settlements 119,933
Japan 223,749 194,389

Tot.ils 25,649,099 31.679.037

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS.

.\n official cablegram irnni Kuala I.umpur gives the figures of the export
of plantation rubl)er from the Feilerated Malay States during the month
of August as 5.782 tons against 5.053 tons in July last and 3.790 tons in

the corresponding month last year, Thif^ gives a total
_
of 37,926 tons for

-eight months of the current year against 26,673 tons in 1915 and 18.671
tons in 1914. Ajipen'ifd arc the comiiarative statistics;

1914. 1915. 1916.

January tons 2,542 3,47,> 4,471
February 2,364 3,411 5,207
March , 2,418 3.418 4.420
^livil 2.15! 2.777 3.011

May 2.069
Tune 2,306
July 2,971
August 1,850

Total- 18,671

:.7os
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CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

ITht Figurts Indicate H'ei^hts in Piiunds.]

Sept. 1.—By the steamer Slcfhi-n from Para and Maiiaos

Kine Medium. Coarse

Mever & Rrown 40,800 25,700 79,300

Davic8 Turners Ci .... 390 800 10,400 60,400

Genira'l Rubber Co 1 24 500 10.400 93.300

H A A.tltt&Co 81,700 46,800 58.500

"^noid & z'U 1.18.100 18,700 30,400

pier Bertuch 116,100 1,400 15,800

HendersontKo^n MO" 700 64,900

G. Amsinck & Co 15.000 700 22,700

Robinson S; Co 43,700

Caucho.
33.700=
61,400=

5,500=
3,100=

25.000=
1.700=
2,500=

Total.
179,500
523,000
228.200
192,500
190.300
158,300
77,100
40,900
43,700

Seit. 5.—Hy the slcanier kin de juKCiro from Para ;iiid

Manaos

:

Meyer & Brown U6,300 22.900 11.700
Uavies, Turner & Co 285,300 14.200 18.700

Xouls 960.500 114,800 425,300 132,900=1,633,500

Sept. 1.—By the steamer Stephen from Itacoatiara:

Arnold & Zeiss 37,700
Muller. Scliall Si Co 29,600
Paul Bertuch 26,600
Ciossman & Sielckcn 8,200
Neuss, Ilesslein & Co 21,200
G. Amsinck & Co 3,900
H. A. Astlett & Co 15.000
llageniever & Brunn 21,100
W. R. Grace S: Co 6,600
Mirdsong Bros. & Co

2.800 29.300
3.400 6.300
3,200 14,000

3,300
1,700

13,000
800 5,200

1,900

83,500=
18,400=
1.700 =

11,200=

16,900 =
33,800=
3,300=
2.900 =
800 =
100=

244,400
336,600
71,500
50.500
43.800
8,200'

41.400
39,400
31.300
30,000
7.400
2.000

G. Amsinck & Co 24.300 11,500 . = 35,800 Totals 581,500 47,300 105,100 172,600= 906,500

FASAS.
Pounds.

August 23.—By the Co/(jii= Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co. (Caucho) .... 28,000

G. Amsinck & Co. (Coarse) 6,400

W. R. Grace & Co. (Caucho)... 12,000

W. R. Grace & Co. (Fine) 1,500

A. Gibbs & Co. (Fine) 2,200

A. Gibbs & Co. (Coarse) 400

Eastmond & Co. (Caucho) 3,000 53,500

August 28.—By the M(»i(o«aii= Buenos Aires:

MuIlcr, Schall & Co. (Fine).... 60,000

Muller. Schall & Co. (Coarse)... 15.000 75.000

AuGt'ST 28.—By the Kcn(ucftia«= Montevideo:

A. D. Straus & Co. (Fine) 7.000

September 1.—By the Pan(ini<i)i= Buenos Aires:

Various (Fine) IMOO

September 5.—By the /!iiiroii=Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co. (Fine) 21.000

G. Amsinck & Co. (Coarse) 3.000

W. R. Grace & Co. (Fine) 3.00O

Gravenhorst & Co. (Fine) 1,700 28,700

September 7.—By the Highland Prmce= Rio

Janeiro:

W. R. Grace & Co. (Fine) 4.000

September U.—By the //a«»<ii)an=Buenos Aires:

Xeusf. Hesslein & Co. (Fine) 2,000

September 19.—By the C"nj(ob<i;=Colon

;

G. Amsinck & Co. (Fine) 28,500

W. R. Grace & Co. (Fine) 1,500 30,000

September 20.—By the Co/o«=Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co. (Caucho).... 30,000

Muller, Schall & Co. (Caucho). 21.000

Eastmond & Co. (Caucho) 31.000 82,000

CENTRALS.

['This sign, in connection with imports of Cen-

trals, denotes Guayule rubber.]

August 23.—By the Co/oti= Colon:

J. Brown 2,000

Isaac Brandon & Bros 700 2,700

August 25.—By the Santa War(a=Cartagcna:

A. Held 2,000

G. Amsinck & Co 200 2,200

August 28.—By the Mt'/<i/>a»i = rort Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 700

De Lima. Cortessoz & Co 800 1.500

August 30.—By the /a;/ar=Frontera:

Harburger & Stack 13.000

G. Amsinck & Co 1.200

E. Steiger & Co 800 15,000

August 31.—By the /lrft'ii"rc=Colon:

Pir-a Nephews & Co 2.000

Fidantiue Bros. & Co 50« 2,500

September 1.—By the yi(fl):= Colombia:

Mecke & Co 1.000

September 1.—By the /oOT=Colombia:

A. Held 2.000

September 5.—By the Pastores^Vntl Limon:

Isaac Brandon S; Bros 500

September 5.—By the Jl/OK((;rcy= Mexico:

Graham, Hinkley & Co *1,000

September 5.—By the Afon(crcy=Tampico:

C. Tennent, Sons & Co "25.000

Pounds.
September 3.—By the .•l>ii:uH= Colon:

G. Amfinck & Co 12.000

Pablo Calvet & Co 12,000

A. M. Capen's Sons 10,000

American Trading Co 2,000

A. Rosenthal & Sons 500 36,500

September 3.—By the ri-.iVci=Cortfz:

A. Roseuliial & Sons 4,000

J. S. Semlnada & Co 1,500

Neuss, Hesslein & Co 200

G. Amsinck & Co 100 5,800

September 6.—By the El Monte— t^evi Orleans:

Various 7.000

September 7.—By the /I//ia)ica=Colon:

Mecke & Co 1,500

M. A. de Leon & Co 1,500 3,000

September 12.—By the Ca/o»iar«=Port Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 500

September 15.—By the Carn7/o=Cartagena:

G. Amsinck & Co 10,000

A. Held 1.000 11,000

September 18.— By the !isperansa=M.ex'KO.

E. Steiger & Co 27.000

General Export & Commission
Co 2,500

H. Marquardt & Co 2.000

W. A. Avcs & Co 1,500

German Commercial Co 500 33,500

September 1.S.—By the ,S'i'.ra";a= Corter:

Eggers & Heinlein 3,000

A. Rosenthal & Sons 3.500

R. G. Barthold 100 3,600

September 18.—By the Tcnadorcs=Fon Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 400

Eggers & Heinlein 100 500

September 18.—By the 7f;/iirg=Mexico:

T. A. Medina & Co 7,000

G. Amsinck & Co 1,000 8,000

September 19.— By the Crir(oba;=Colon:

G. Amsinck S Co 25.000

A. M. Capen's Sons 2,700

W. R. Grace & Co 3.000

Pablo Calvet & Co 3,500

American Trading Co 2,600

Muller, Schall & Co 800

Meyer H«ht 300

R. G. Barthold 1.400

H. Wolff & Co 1.100

Neuss, Hesslein & Co 1 ,700

Harburger & Stack 500

A Rorenthal & Sons 400

Gnntard & Co 600 43,600

AFRICANS.

"September 1.—"v the (~or;>af/iio=LiverpooI:

Arnold & Zeiss 38,000

September 5.—by the C/oii|r/if£m=London:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 11,000

September 11. Bv the Orrfiri;a=Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 20,000

September 1.s. I'y iIk- /roii. iiCo= Hull:

J. T. Johnstone Js I'o.

Arnold & Zeiss

25,000
3,000 28.000

September 18.—By the /.(it-oiim=Liverpool:

Fred. Stern & Co 6,000

MANICOBA.
Pounds.

.Septemuer 1.—By the j7?/';i<;M= rarnahylia:

Rossbach Bros. Si Co 42,000
Adolph Hirsch & Co 3.500
G. Amsinck & Co 500 46,000

September 1.—By the Slephen= Ce3T3:

Various 37.000

September 5.^By the Rio de Janeiro— VcTu^m-
bucor

Lawrence Joh.Tson & Co 100,000

September 7.—By the Hig/i/and Prince =Bahia:
.•\dolpli Hirsch & Co 30,000

PLANTATIONS.

August 26.— By the Fi'noi'ia=London:
Meyer & Brown

, 22.500
The B. F. Goodrich Co 200.000
-Widens' Successors, Ltd 62,000
Michelin Tire Co 56,000
Robinson & Co 45,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 33.500
Raw Products Co 35,000
Henderson & Korn 6,000 460,000

August 26.— By the I.ancartno=London:
A. Stern & Co 11,000

August 28.—By the Minnehaha— Lonion:
L. Littlejohn & Co 11,690
September 1.— By the Ci(y of Madras— Cvlvmho:

Meyer S: Brown 232,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 67,200
J. T. Johnstone & Co 2,200
Edward Maurcr & Co.. Inc 45.000
.\rnold & Zeiss 22.500
Henderson & Korn 30.000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 11,000
Various 13,500 423.400

Septe.mber l.—By the MMofca=London:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 200,000
Rubber Trading Co 50.000
Fred. Stern & (o 38,000
G. R. llenke 16,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 25,000 329,000

September 5.— By the C/oKg/Koii= London :

J. T. Johnstone & Co 80.000
Arnold & Zeiss 33,500
Robinson & Co 22.500
Various 2,000 138,000

September 9.—By the Foyle=London:
Robinson & Co 45.000
Arnold & Zeiss 45,000
General Rubber Co 28,000 118,000

September 11.—By the Ordu«o=LiverpooI:
Arnold & Zeiss 9,000

September U.— By the /4fon= London;
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 45,000
General Rubber Co 7,000 52,000

.Septfmber 12.— By the A/oHgo/ia= London:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 100,000
Michelin Tire Co 45,000
Rubber Trading Co 45,000
Fred. Stern &• Co 22.500
Various 5.000 217,500

September 14.—By the .-lf/aHtian= London:
Rubber Trading Co 45,000

September 19.—By the i?iJyai Prtnir5= Singapore:

Mever & Brown 85.000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 60.000
The n. F. Goodrich Co 336,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 312,731

J. T. Johnstone & Co 325.000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 75.000
Arnold S: Zeis? 75.000
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Pounds.
Henderson & Korn 43,000
Charles T, Wilson Co., Inc 25,000
Robinson & Co 22,500
Rubber Tradine Co 20,000
.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 11,000
Raw Products Co 1 6.000
H. R. Tefferds 13,500
General Fubber Co .11.200
Fred. Stern & Co 6.000
Fox & Co 2,000 1.438,931

SErTEMBER 21.—By the /JH(/anta=London :

Arnold & Zeiss 224.000
The B F. Goodrich Co 115,000
Michelin Tire Co 70,000
Robinson & Co 56,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc .50,000 495.000

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

Consignee i".? gi''ert first, followed by shippers.
Figured 130 pounds net to the case.

PLANTATION.
TO SEATTLE.

AuGL-ST 2S.—By the steamer Tensho Maru.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 683.670

Henderson & Korn.
The East Asiatic Co 16.510

W. R. Grace & Co.
Penan*; Rubber Estates & .M-

lied Co 11,050
Planters Store> & .^gency Co. 9,100
Cumberbatch & Co 8,060

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Planters Stores & Agency Co. 3,420 731,810

TO AKRON.
Al'GUSt 28.—By the ste.amer Me.vico Marti.

The E. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 551.980

TO NEW YORK.
August 31.—By the steamer Tamba Maru.

Arnold & Zeiss.

Weller & Co 1 55,220

TO AKRON.
August 31.—By the steamer Tolthybuis.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 72,410

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Harrisons & Crosfield 255,710
Anglo Malay Rubber Co 37.310
Rubber Estates of Tohore.... 27.040 •

Duft Development Co 15.860
Lankat Sumatra Rubber Co... 6.240
Anglo Sumatra Rubber Estates 5,330
Tamiang Rubber Estates 3,380
Bandar Sumatra Rubber Co.. 2,080
Serdang Central Plantation Co. 2,080
Glen Berne Rubber Co 1,690 429,130

TO NEW YORK.
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc.

C. W. Mackie & Co 23,270
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc.

.Anglo Sumatra Rubber Co.... 2,860
Insulinde Rubber & Tobacco
Co 1,560

J. T. Johnstone & Co.
Sungei Rampat Plantation Co. 2,860

Arnold & Zeiss.

Weller & Co 139,750
C. W. Mackie & Co 55,120
W. E. Cansfield Co 4,420

Pounds.
Arthur Mever S; Co.

Duff Development Co 16,250
Insulinde Rubber & Tobacco
Co 1.560

I.. Littlejohn & Co.
Kuala Nal Kelantan Rubber
Co 4,290

W. E. Cansfield Co 4,160
Robinson 8: Co,
Serdang Central Plantation Co. 130 256,230

TO SEATTLE.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 857,870

W. R. Grace Si Co.
Casson & Co 33,540
Geo. Stewart Co 11,700

Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co.
C. W. Mackie & Co 14,690
Planters Stores & Agency Co. 4,550

Arnold & Zeiss.
Third Mile Rubber Co 6.240 928,590

TO AKRON.
September 9.—By the steamer Jnaba Maru.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 140.140

TO AKRON.
September 19.—By the steamer Canada Maru.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 362.700

GUTTA JELUTONG.

TO SEATTLE.
August 25.—By the steamer Tensho Maru.

L. Littlejohn & Co.
Katz Bros 33,150

Bowers Rubber Works.
Katz Bros 12,480 45,630

GTTTTA PERCHA.
TO SEATTLE.

-August 25.—By the steamer Tensho Maru.
L. Littlejohn & Co,
Katz Bros 5 1 ,740

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.

f.MpoRT.s: Pounds.
Gutta jelufong (Pon^i.^nak) . 38,482
Manufactures of India rubber

Value.
$1,800

191

Totals

Exports:

Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
Other rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

India rubber

1,065312 $640,936

10,064
144

2.055

Total

$956
318

1,551
183,357
17,868
29,402

10,148

$233,600

Port of Seattle—JuLi, 1916.

Imports;

India rubber 1,923,150 :

Gutta percha 126,959
Gutta jclutong (Pontianak) . 1,254,037

Port Xt v..UK

—

July, 1916.

Imports: Founds.

India rubber 11,255,551
Balata 148,639
Gutta percha 83,599
Manufactures of India rubber
Rubber scrap 115,288

Value.

$6,470,125
62,109
11,282
14,873
15,181

Totals 11.603,077 $6,573,570

Exports:
Balata
Rubber scrap ....
India rubber boots
India rubber shoes
Automobile tires .

Other tires

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures

India rubber

pairs
pairs

15.357
131,836

1.239
238,021

of

$6,708
28,119
2,638

92,761
523,297
327,685
191,038

534,541

Total $1,706,787

Port of San Francisco—July. 1916.

Imports:
India rubber 1,027,330 $638,945

Totals 3,304,146

Exports:
India rubber boots pairs 87
India rubber shoes pairs 33
Automobile tires

Other rubber tirc^

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

Total

$1,209,065
12,206
63,062

$1,284,333

$173
52

20,632
198

15,653

1,313

$38,021

Port of Seattle—August, 1916.

Imports;
India rubber 1,145,952 $679,339
Manufactures of india rubber 5

Totals 1.145,952 $679,344

Port of Boston—August, 1916.

Imports;
India rubber 67,062 $27,135
Manufactures of india rubber 1,851
Rubber scrap 7,703 712

Totals 74,765

Exports:
Rubber scrap 4,354
India rubber boots pairs 13,300
India rubber shoes pairs 81,657
Automobile tires

Other rubber tireF

Belting, hose, etc

All oilier manufactures of
india rubber

Total

Port of Chicago—August. 1916.

I M PORTS

;

Manufactures of india rubber

$29,708

$1,315
24,029
31.508
1,681
125

1,647

44,245

$104,550

$17

Port of Cleveland—August, 1916

Imports;

India rubber 473,071

Port of FniLAtELPHiA

—

August,

Exports:

Beltinji, hose, etc
Other manufactures of india

rubber

$279,708

1916.

$3,472

10,370

Total $13,842

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING JULY, 1916.

NEW YORK.

EXPORTERS. Fine.

Suter & Co kilos 62,224
General Rubber Co. of Brazil 37,818
Tancredo Porto & Co 62,803

J. G. Araujo 31,741
M. Lobo 10,182
Ohliger & Co 22,213
G. Fradelizi 20,033
Adelbert H. Alden, Ltd
Armazens Andresen 2,862
Simfronio & Co 1,665
G. Deffner & Co 2,240
Th. Levy, Camille & Co
Matheus Silva & Co

Totals 233,748
In transit, Iquitos 4,266

Totals: Tulv, 1916 238,014
June, 1916 163,154
May, 1916 430,544
April, 1916 334,337
March, 1916 502,323
February, 1916 546,003
January, 1916 561,143

(Ccmpited by Suter 6r Co., Manias.)

Medium. Coarse. Caucho.

3,360
2,681
9,621
3,133

i!446

"362
8

317
83

20,945
648

21.593
22.947
69,135
48,556
76,236
82.739
110.411

5,615
2,355
11,464
1,989
1,032
828

"l',249
2,342
2,038

77

28.989
2,295

31.284
88,415
142.723
168,393
228,580
191,537
176,779

18,080
1,061
394
157

23,196

2,129
12

260

45,289
159,451

204,740
102,665
280.793
377,014
320,482
205,419
148,142

Totals.

89,279
43,915
84,282
37.020
34,410
24,481
20,033
1.551
7.341
4,032
2,660

328,971
166,660

495.631
377.181
923,195
928.300

1.127.621
1.025.698
996,475

Fine.

12,410
38,971
2.588
5,683

1.2IJ

60.870
7,780

68,650
50,958
28,635
212,682
450,320
164,400
543,822

Medium. Coarse.

1,560
10,655

73
3,044

14,718
19,218

217

8,635

814

43,602
330

43,932
60,676
29,243
50,555
87,029
27,819
58,574

856

1,321

17,511
1,403

18,914
9,035

17,539
35,419
49,033
56,344
75,105

Caucfao.

1,120
83,416
22,387

162

10,542
15,276

280
600

133,783
135,246

269,029
228,956
198,313
252.036
318,648
119,229
123.703

^ Grand

Totals. Totals.

15,090 104,369
147,760 191,675
44.266 128,548
9,106 46,126

34,410
24,481

20,033 4(V(I66
16,496 18,047

7,341
4,032
2,660

2,415 2,415
600 600

255,766 604,770
144,759 311,419

400,525 916,189
349.625 726,806
273,730 1.196.925
550,692 1,478.992
905,030 2,032.651
367.792 1.393,49c
801,204 1.797,679
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Official India Rubber Statistics for the United States.

For the Fiscal icirs 1914-15-U. ivtd Ju:u-. 1915-16.

Pounds.
Ukmanufactubkd—frc

India rubber:

I-'rora Hclgiuii!

Prince : 0,5 J

I

licrmany

Portugal 554.408

United Kingdom... 8,89.i,56.!

Central Am. States

and Br. Hondura

Mexico

llr.izil

Other So. America

East Indies

Other countrte."* . .

Totals

Balata

Guayulc gum
tCutta jelutong (Pontianak) 1,

Gulta porcha . .

Totals -0,

Rubber scrap

Totals, unmanufactured. 2-

Chicle dutiable

MANLt-ACTUI'ED--d«(I<lWr /

Gtitta percha

India rubber

-1915-
Value,

$5,08J

211,052

4,707.279

IMPOBTS OF CRUDE AND MAmTFACTITRED BUBBER.
T.,np__ ^ Twelve .Months Knding June-
" ^., ..,,, _ _ 1915. ^ ^

Value.

Totals, manufactured .

.

Substitutes—elasrtcon, etc.

M \N't:FACTURED

—

Avitomobile tirt-s;

'lo Belgium

Germany
' R!i!.sia in Europe .

Kngland

Canada
Mexico

Cuba
.\u5tralia

" New Zealand . .

rh.lippine Islands.

Other countries

Totals

$134,921

$137

52,025

$52,162

$2,517

$365,606

110,852

7,117

29,790

64,519

All nihcr tires

Belting, hose and packing

Rubber boots pairs 3,313

Rubber shoes Pairs 99,269

Scrap and old rubber 365,527

Reclaimed rubber 613,433

Other rubber manufacture^

25,025

135,953

$738,862

119,050

•78,517

9,092

48,071

49,640

77.291

480,582

1 otals, manufactured . . . $1,701,105

F.tunt.'un pens. 10.605

Un MANUPACTtJRED

Balata 52.624
(iuayule gum 5,000

GutUi jelutong
Gutta percha ,

India rubber 399.302
Rubber scrap and refuse. . .

.

3.483

Totals, unmaniifactttred . 460,409

$20,218

$23,017
1,940

ChicU-

Manupactukkd—
Gutta percha ....

India rubber

T talfi. manufactured

-

'1,561

$1,983

Pounds.

31,616

-1916-
Valuc.

19U
Pounds. Value. I'c nds.

10,978.753 ?6,46J,7b0 1.902,370

5,363

8,321.535

142.765

185,202

4.832,340

548,57

$23,453

2.347

5,632,710

67,514

90,602

2,363,662

278,677

2,629,287

7,079,260

556.560

48,279,674

565,487

640,448

40.641,305

1.S45.422

1,124.629

3,614,510

;77,687

31,152.336

297,849

333.327

16.319,048

S06,888

685,699

739,105

4,130,624

75,168,236

949,865

1.668,415

48,753,670

4.708,390

$950,872

284,862

358,931

1,374,526

30.188,519

414,441

650,975

20,738,776

2,008,790

Pounds.

509,675

l5l6-

2,773,656

72,459.'.08

Value.

$312,144

1,094,841

48,144,416

16,170,761 10,164.836 16.597.105 9.0/5.700

1,313,454 597,827

3.261,507 1,262.291

54.968,227 25,^150,493

6,253/462 2,892,877

',.S98,683 14,051.598 125,532.067 75,092,942

47.053 37,355 2.182,441 1,255,UJS 5,463,371 3.007.979

30.285.218 $18,661,156 131,995,742 $71,219,851 172,068,428

165.498 64.830 1,533,024 793,126 2,472.224

306. ITS 91.044 1,475.804 607.076 5,111,849

5,160.014 261,615 24.926,571 1.155.402 14.851,264

622,782 80,243 1,846.109 323,567 1.619,214

36,539,690 S19.158.888 161,777,250 $74,099,022 196,121,979

782,286 65,512 25,958.261 2,063.198 11,006,928

$83,030,269

963,384

1,441,367

731,995

2.W.750

$86,397,765

726,914

704,M)1

267,775,557

2,554,405

2,816,068

27,858,J3S

3.188,449

304,182314

16,371,573

37,321,976 $19,224,400 187,745,511 $76,162,220 207,128,907

681.294 $286,338 8,040,891 $3,012,458 6,499.664

$24,105

56,447

$80,552

$735

$42,023

1,517,789

$1,559,812

$87,642

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE,

31,284

171,486

396,032

365,267

$1,233

666,408

87,980

10,772

52,547

108,313

45,859

36,594

307,015

SI.316,723

199,520

400,315

66,792

83,614

44,491

46.620

797.42S

$2,955,512

$15,730
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EXPORTS OF RUBBES OOODS TO NON-CONTIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

MANUFAcrLXED-- —

To Alaska:

Belting, hose and packing.

Boots anj shoes pairs

Other nibber gc(ds

Totals

To Hawaii:

Belting, hose and packing.

Automobile tires*

Other tires

Other rubber goods

Totals

To Philippine Islands:

Belting, hose and packing.

Boots and shoes pair;

Tires

Other rubber goods

Tot.ils

To Porto Rioo:

Belting, hose and packing.

Autontotile tirea

Other tires

Other rubber goods

Totals

-191.';-

Pounds,

-June-

S,OJ0

Value.

514,072

?0.124

3,738

$37,934

S9,1M
•12.520

4,495

6,852

$62,981

.«;5,533

958

32.698

12,425

$51,614

$1,26;

14.437

2,410

2.826

Pounds.

6,252

Value.

$8,253

17,257

4,671

$30,191

$6,723

34,209

11,266

8,342

$60,540

$1,630

7,676

54,872

8,558

$72,736

$4,533

36,698

553

11,384

S53,16S

-1914-
Pounds.

55,476

Value.

$1 10,545

174,033

31,200

$315,778

?60,706

357,987

53.196

58,364

$530,253

$50,944

12,594

235,006

123.814

$422,358

$27,f<39

296,201

44,330

37,887

$406,257

-Twelve Months Ending Ji,
-1915-

Pounds.

55,719

22,865

Value.

$107,176

152,241

17,179

$276,596

$628,125

$58,606

22,010

332,746

120.326

$533,607

$28,365

251.426

26,665

56,141

$362,597

*Not separately stated prior to January 1, 1916.

tPontianak imported 30 days after May 12, 1916, dutiable at 10 per cent ad valorem.

-1916-
Pounds.

74,759

28,140

Value.

$128,749

197,060

40,449

$366,258

$90,952

523,793

86,086

90,660

$791,491

$57,686

22,681

422,918

247,023

$750,308

$42,539

403,530

30,462

74,975

$551,506

WORLD'S RUBBER PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION.
For the year ended December 31. 1915.

Pkoduction. Per Cent. Tons. DisrsiBuiioN. Per Cent
Plantation 67.9 107,867 America 61 n
Brazilian 23.5 37,220 Great Britain ''.'.'.'.'.'.

9.5
Rest (including Central American, African and Mexican) 8.6 13,615 Russia .'.*.'! 63

Germany aiul Austria ^'y
F"nce ;:::;; 6:8
Italy, etc. 4 1

Scandinavia \^^ a' i

Japan and .-Xiistralia ! .

.'

! i ! ! ! ] ^ li?
Canada o'fi

Belgium '.!!!!*.

158,702

Balata, Giitta Percha, Gunyule, Reclaimed and Waste Rubber are not included.

Tons.

96,792
15,072
10,000
6,000
10,770
6,500
6,568
2.500
4,500

158,702

RUBBER RETAINED MONTHLY.

United
States.

January 3,328
February 6.576
March 11.366
April 8,952
May 7,186
Tune 8.208
July 8,224
August 7.506
September 8,664
October 7,617
November 8.394
December 10,771.

Totals 96,792 15.072

1915.

iritain.
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
IMP0BT8.
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LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUBBER STATISTICS.
IMPOSTS.

AUGUST.
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Webbing—over one inch wide:
From (Ircat Britain $32

United States 25,139
$1,994

60,628
$3,105

Totals $25,161 $1,994 $60,650 $3,105

•In addition the import? of nddicr ccmei't and all manufactures of india

rubber ard Rutla percha not otherwise provided for amounted to $229 from
various countries for June; and $58 from Great Britain and $1,547 from

various countries for the three months ending June, 1916, the values being

at treaty rates.

EXPORTS or DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RUBBER GOODS.
Three Months Ending

June. 1916. June. 1916.

jManufactured— ,

India rubber and gutta percha
—sheets;

Five Months Ending'
May, 1915.

Five Months Ending
May, 1916.

Cut sheets . . . .

Elastic fabric .

Insulated wire
H;.rd rubber .

.

Pound":.

1,760
3.300
220

1.760

India rubber and gutta percha
—tubes:

Prod-
uce of

Manuf.\cti'Bei>— liutiabU

:

Canada.
Value.

Belting:

To Newfoundland $756

Hose:

ToGrcnt liritain $32,979
United States
Newfoundland 96
Other countrie-s 2,072

Re-exports
of foreign

goods.
Value.

Prod- Re-exports
uce of of foreign
Canada. goods.
V^due. Value.

Cut sheets .

.

Elastic fabric:

Valne.

>:2,625

1,303
58

1,235

$1,042

Pounds.

1,540
220

25,740

660

Value.

$2,297
87

i 8.065

$1,042

$1,387

Totals $35,147

Boots and shoes:

To Grc.nt Britain $72,756
United States 51

Newfoundland 439
Australia 1.7t'9

New Ze.ilnnd 1,035

Other countries 927

T.itals $76,967

Clothing:

To United Slates
Newfoundland . .

.

Totals

$237

$23"

$16

$16

$107,506
1,335
981

2,819

$112,641

$125

$125

$134,430
71 $252

2,083
2.319
1.660
3,175

$143,738 $252

$16
$150

Tires:

To Great Britain $3,701

United States 5,148
Newfoundland 1,157

Other countries 26,241

$515

S16

$124,546
30.228 $2,841
2.493

55,503

Totals $36,247

•Rubber waste:

To Great Britain
United States $15,436

$515 $212,770 $2,841

Totals $15,436

All other mnfs., N. O. P.:

To Great Britain $11,114
United States 125

Newfoundland 377
New Zealand 4

Other countries 425

$298

$9,020
54,023

$63,043

$22,936
532
847

4
1.122

Totals $12,045

tGum chicle;

To United States $139,442
Other countries 1 ,704

$298 $25,441

$1,448

""sie

$1,964

Totals $141,146

$367,121
1,704

$368,825

•During Tune 148,700 pounds of rubber waste was exported to the United
States: and 75.100 pounds to Great Britain and 730.700 pounds to the

United States for the three months ending June, 1916.

tDurins June 259,709 pounds of gum chicle was exported to the United
States, and 2,250 pounds to various countries, making a total of 641,992
pounds to the United States and 2.250 pounds to various countries for the

three months ending June, 1916.

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR ITALY.
IKPOKTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.

Unmanufactu

Five Months Ending
May, 1915.

Five Months Endii
May. 1916.

Pounds.
India rubber and putta percha—raw and reclaimed:

From Straits Settlements... 1,059,960
African Fr. Colony
Belgian Congo
Brazil 2,889.480
Other countries 159,280

Value. Pounds.

933.900
29.700
131.340

2,757.040
852,720

Value.

Totals 4,108,720 $2,883,574 4,704,700 $3,301,844

Rubber scrap 397.320

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha

$31,370 2.582,360 $203,889

—threads:

From United States
Great Britain
Other countiies . . . .
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1

Manufactured —

Ktastic weblnng:

To France
Greece
Egypt
Argentina
Brazil
Cuba
Other countries .
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Five Months Ending
May, 1915.

Five Months Ending
May, 1916.

Pounds. Value. Pountjs. Value.

660
J2,880
1,540

19,140
29,260
17,160
24,640

3,740
- 34,540

10,560
52,360
43,560
15.180
75,020

Totals

Elastic fabric— not specified;

To Spain ,

Argentina
Brazil
Uruguay
Other countries

115,280 $151,698 234,960 $308,897

Totals
Tires:

To France
Great Britain . . . .

Switzerland
India and Ceylon.
Australia
Argentina
Brazil

660
1,540

1,100
2,200

5,500

214.940
95,040
12,320

320.760
151,800

10,560
220

1,760
8,140

$9,650

Other countries 1,866,260

20,680

96,800
2,668,600

66.000
148,720
43.780

518.980
298,320
194,480

$36,284

Totals

Other rubber manufactures

To Great Britain

2,661.120 $4,669,056 4,035,680 $7,080,784

Switzerland
Argentina
Other countries

71,280
37,180

178,860

27,940
12,100
46,020
98,120

TouIb

Total Exports . .

287,320 $201,646 184,180 $127,998

$5,229,281 $7,862,697

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.
Col'yright 1916.

NEW YOEK.

SEPTEMBER lias shown a marked iinproveiuenl in the

*'-' ruiber scrap market as compared with the preceding month.

Early in the month there was considerable activity noticed

on the part of dealers who had been covering on old con-

tracts. The actual volume of business, however, has not been

large, but following the improved position of crude rubber

and the fact that the large buyers are yet to be heard from,

it would seem that better conditions are due in the near

future.

Boots and Shoes. Purchasers of this material confined

their orders to supplies sufficient only for immediate needs.

Although some irregularity was noted early in the month,

prices appeared to be well established at 9 cents delivered.

as holders were confident in the firmness displayed by this

particular grade.

Auto Tires. There was considerable improvement in this

material and toward the latter part of the month the market
was quite firm. Mixed tires were quoted 6@6J4 cents for

mill deliveries, while white G. and G. tires were considered

high at 8)^ cents. Some small lots of inner tubes have been

moved at somewhat lower prices than a month ago. Solid

tires have improved somewhat and sales were reported at

unchanged prices that later in the month developed firmness.

The other grades have remained practically featureless.

MEcnANicAr.s. Dullness has characterized this material

during the entire month, black scrap and garden hose bcinp

particularly stagnant.

For the twelve months ended June 30, 1916, United States

imports of rubber scrap were 16,371,573 pounds, value $1,271,-

903. compared with 11,006,928 pounds, value $726,914, for 1915;

25,958,261 pounds, value $2,063,198, for 1914. Exports of

rubber scrap for the same period were 4.561.177 pounds,

value $424,650, for 1916; 2,422,091 pounds, value $291,421. tor

1915; 6,207,678 pounds, value $598,287, for 1914.

Eondon imports of waste and reclaimed rubber during

August were 132,700 pounds; for Liverpool, 115,600 pounds.

London exported during the same period 586.400 pounds:

Liverporil. 479,600 pounds.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS FOR CARLOAD LOTS DELIVERED.
SEPTEMBER 27, 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Per Pound.
Boots and shoes $0.09i<@
I rimmed arctics 07^®White tires. Goodrich and Gjodyear ......' 08^^Auto tires, standard white ',

.06f|@standard mixed ,'_',

.06>i@
stripped, unguaranteed .0454®

Auto peelings. No. 1 09/2@
T ...,.• ^°.- ^ 08>4@
Inner tubes, No. 1 25i4@

'^»- 2 '.::::::::: :u>4@.
, ,.

^^^ .iij^gi
Irony tires q2%@
Bicycle tires 04^@
Solid tires ' . rf^iliS,
White scrap. No. 1 ....:..:..:.::::::;: ;?3jli .u

No. 2 jQ (5)
Red scrap. No. 1 \xq @ j,

No. 2 03 @ Qc)

Mi.xed black scrap. No. 1 .04 @ 04 'i

n Kk ^°- ^ 03}<@ .04Rubber car springs 04 @ 041-''
Horse shoe pads . . 04!<i@ 04'/iMatting and packings fll &
Garden hose 01 "/S®
Air brake hose .0SJ4@
Cotton fire hose 02 >4 @Large hose .'.. ;»ii^@
Hard rubber scrap. No. 1, bright fracture 25 @
Battery jars (black compound) 02yi(jc OiH
Insulated wire stripping 03 @ .03V4Rubber heels 0354 @ .034i

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright, 1916.

NEW YORK.

A XO'J HKR extraordinary jump in raw cotton followed the
^~*- sensational advance of a month ago and January con-
tracts were forced up to 16.42. The gloomy crop report and
active buying in the South are the reasons attributed to this

movement. During the month the market weakened under
heavy selling pressure, but a renewal of general bull support
carried January deliveries up to 16.30 on September 20, or with-

in 18 points of the high record of September 1. The rumors of
heavy buying for British account have not been confirmed. The
opinion is current that 20-cent cotton will be a fact before many
months.

li. Lamour Neill, a statistician of reputation, estimates this

year's crop at 13,000,000 bales, exclusive of linters, or about 14.-

000,000 bales including linters.

Se.\ Island Cotton. An active demand marked the o|)ening

of the southern markets that have been closed since August 1.

Prices were irregular and the tone of the market sensitive. Fancy
Georgias and Floridas were selling at 31@32 cents in Savannah
September 8. Prices advanced strungly during the month and
on September 22, Fancy Georgias and Floridas were selling in

an excited market at 34@35 cents. The advance in Egyptians
and the small amount offered will doubtless result in heavy de-

mands and higher prices for Sea Islands. Crop reports from
the Islands are not promising, while the Georgia and Florida

crop on the whole is favorable.

Egyptian Cotton. The continued rise in the American mar-
kets and unfavorable crop reports have been followed by a firm

inarket and advancing prices, F. G. F. Sakelarides being quoted
at 34 on August 25. The present is the most critical period for

the Egyptian crop which, generally speaking, is not as favorable

as two weeks ago. However, a definite forecast would be pre-

mature at this time.

Hose and Belting Duck. Foreign business has been easier

this month and the doinestic demand for mechanical duck has
lieen about normal. The extraordinary call for all other rubber

fabrics will doubtless result in a scarcity of liose and belting

duck. Moreover, a government order for 2,000,000 yards of

army, sail and wide duck will be placed early this month. This
will require considerable loom capacity and result in a shortage

elsewhere. The rubber trade is well covered for the first six

months of 1917 and hose and belting contracts arc being written

for deliveries during the last half of next year.
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Sheetings, Dkills anu K.nameunc Duck. The market is

stniiiR aiul price advances have been recorded in tlie entire list

during the month. Wide grades arc prominent in the demand,

which is al)surhinK the capacity of the mills. Rubberized sheet-

ing with imitation leather finish for auto tops is being substi-

tuted for cotton mohair.

Tire Fabrics. The demand is very great and the mills are

sold up to capacity. The advancing prices of raw material and

inability of the manufacturers to secure the necessary labor and

new loom equipment have advanced prices and prolonged con-

tract deliveries of tire falirics to July, 1917. While it is generally

conceded that the large consumers are covered, there arc indi-

cations of a shortage in tire building fabrics.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS.

SKITKMBER 26, 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Aeroplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40 inch yard $0.30 (3
• No. 4. 38V5inch .W @
0/X B. 36inch 13)4 @

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:
A—14-ounce yard 1.25 @
B—14-ounce 1.50 @
C—14-ounce 1.75 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:
D— 14-ounce yard .50 @ .55

Er-UV^-ounce 42 @ .50

F—H.ounce 55 @ .60

G— 8-ounce 48 @ .50

H—11-ounce 50 C<» .55

I— 9-ounce 42 (w .45

Colors— white, black, blue, brown.

Tire Fabrics:
175iounce Sea Island, combed square yard .90 (g- .95

17^^.ounce Egyptian, combed .75 @ .77

17J4 -ounce Egyptian, carded 72 % .74

17^i-ounce Peelers, carded 52 @
Sheeting:

40 inch 2.35.yard yard .11 @ .11^
40-inch 2.50-yard 10'/jg>

40 inch 2.70-yard 10 @ .lO'S
40-inch 2.85-yard 09 Jig)
40-inch 3.15-yard 09 @ .OOH

Osnaburgs:
40 inch 2.25 yard yard .13 @ Aiyi
40-inch 2.48yard U%@ .12

37!4-in. 2.42-yard 12 @ .12H

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .30 m .31

Belting 30 @ .31

Carriage Cloth Duck;
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .15 @ .16
38-inch 1.74-yard 17 @ .\7 Vi
72-inch 16.66-nunce .35 @ .36
72-inch 17.21-ounce 36 @ .37

Drills:
38 inch 2.00-yard yard .15 @
40-inch 2.47.yard \2%@
52-inch 1.90-yard 16 @
52-inch 1.95-yard 15^@
60inch 1 .52-yard 21 @

Yarns:
Garden Hose. 12/2 cabled pound Nominal
Fire Hose 12/1 Nominal

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-

berizing—Plain and Fancies:
63-inch, Z% \.o 7Va ounces square yard .38 ® 1.55
36-inch, 2M to 5 ounces 35 @ .85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces square yard .35 @ .75
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces 20 @ .45

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36.inch, AYa to 8 ounces square yard .27J^@ .50
Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

36-inch, 3>i to 5 ounces square yard .15V$@ .20

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine yard .07;4(a' 08
Twills 1.2 @ .18

Tweed 20 @ .35

Tweed, printed (nVi® .15

Plaid 08 @ .10
Repp 18!4(a .25

Burlaps:
32—7H-ounce 100 yards 6,30 @
40—7>^-ounce 6.90 @
40—Bounce 7.00 @
40—lO-ounce 8.35 @
40—10;^-ounce 8.50 @
45—7!^-ounce 7.80 @
45—8-cunce 7.90 @
48—10-ounce 11.50 @

SEA ISLAND COTTON STATISTICS, 1910-1916.*

SEA ISLAND CROP 191S 1916.

Receipts Receipts
1914.
1915.

3,729
33,052
5,488

27,258
2,123

11,194

Total visible supply for season 88,194 82,844
Less Total Exports 85,686 80,462

1915-
1916.

.Stock on hnnti, Au^u«l 1, IVIS— .Savannah. 2,-lJ; Charles-
Ion. 170 bales 2,382

Ucccivcd at Savannah (net! 38,216
Kcccivc<l at Charleston 6,211
Received at Jacksonville 30,367
Received at Norfolk (no figures obtaii-.able)

Received at interior points and shipped direct to southern
mills ^. 11,018

Stock, July 31, 1916—Savannah, 2.401; Charleston, 107... 2,508 2,382
Commercial crop for season 1915-16 85,812 78,857
Crop grown for season 1915-16 91,920 81,598

EXPORTS AND RESHIPMENTS 1916-1916.

Great Cun- Xorthein Southern Sa-
Britain. tinent. Mills. Mills, vannah. Total.

From Savannah .... ?)a/f.v 1.12?
I'rom Charleston 515
From J.ncksonville
From Norfolk (no figures

obtainable)
From interior points

Less cotton counted twice
1,667

1,06(1

1.060

26.641
3.814

30.367
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ful and sunn- bellers are having difficult}' in making de-

liveries.

Zinc Oxidk. The decline in spelter resulted in lower prices,

effective October 1, on French process grades, covering de-

liveries over the last quarter of the year. There was no
change in American process grades.

Dry Colors. Prices in general have gradually declined.

Ultramarine blues and reds, however, have not changed much and

are still scarce, while the imported grades are unobtainable'.

Red oxide is scarce and prices firm.

Naphtha. All the grades, used in the trade have declined

a cent since last month.

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

Copyright 1916.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS.

SEPTEMBER 28, 1916.

Subject to change without notice.

Acetone (drums) lb. $0.30 @
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbla.) lb. MH® 04^^

cresylic (crude) fo/. .80 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .27 @ .28

muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .02}4 @ .02^4

nitric, .16 degrees lb. .06^^@ .06^
sulphuric, 60 degrees lb. .01 @

Alumina Pigment, No. 1 (sacks) ton 16.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton _>0.00 @22.00
Ammonium carbonate lb. .11 @ .12

Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. ,.15 @ .50

crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .60 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .25 (iv .35

golden, "Mephisto" lb. .29 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent. /ii. .40 @

Aibettine ton 16.00 @20.00
Asbestos ton 15.00 @35.00
Ajphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .02"^® .03

Barium sulphate, precipitated ton 150.00 @
Barytes, pure white ton 30.00 (335.00

off color ton 29.50 @33.00

Easofor ton 1 50.00 @
Benzol, pure gal. -70 @ .75

Beta-N«phthol lb. 1.10 @ 1.20

Black Hypo lb. .45 @ .75

Bone ash lb. None
black lb. .04 @ .08

Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb. 2.75 @
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.10 @2.20

Cantella gum ton 16.00 @20.00

Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. 06'A<S .07

black (cases) lb. .18 @ .20

tetrachloride (drums) lb. 19 @ .20

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .04 ^^ @
Chalk, precipitated, extra light lb. .04^ @ .05 %

precipitated, heavy lb. .04 @ .05

China clay, domestic lb. .12 @ .15

imported lb. .18 @ .38

Chrome, green (pure) lb, .40 @ ,65

yellow lb. .28 @
Coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
Corn oil, refined cart. 10.25 @
Cotton linters lb. .06^@
Fossil flour lb. .01}^@ .03

Gas black lb. .14 @ .20

''•il*""i'e ;*. .02 (ffl .03

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .42yi@
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .20 @

powdered (400 pound bbl.) lb. .07 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @
Ground glass (fine) bbl. .0254®
Indian red, reduced grades /j. o4 @ .06!-<

pure lb. .08 @ .08;^
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 50.00 @60.00

'>ol'cd
, ig„ 50.00 @65.00

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .03'/5(?B .04
red, pure, bright lb. n (Si .12

Ivory, black
,;, ',5 ^ jq

Lampblack
,b g., ,^

Lead, red oxide of
;;,. .09.)4@

sublimed blue
/;,. _o85<@

sublimed « hitt . . lb. .OS>s("

white, basic carbonate lb. .08f^@
white, basic sulphate lb. .08.>^@

Lime, flour /o„ 16.50 @22.50
Litharge lb. .Oa'A@ .10

English lb. .12 la .14

iublimed lb. .09J4fi*

Lithopone, domestic lb. .08 (rv

Imported lb. Nominal
iMagiiesia. carbonate '.

lb. .10 @ .12

calcined, heavy lb. .10 (S

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .14 fi?

light lb. .30 m
Magiiesite, calcined, powdered ion 35.00 (if.VJOO

Mica, powdered lb. .Oi'/idi .05!/j

Mineral rubber lb. .01 (« .02

"M. R. X." ton 100.00 fti

"Genasco" ton 36.50 @
"L. M. R." ton 50.00 @
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 35,00 @
"Refined Elaterite" II,. .05 (ii

Naphtha, stove gasolene ' (steel bbls.) .... ; gal. .22 (»
66f<i68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 (ff

685070 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 @
...

V. M. S: L • (steel bbls.) g,,!. '.21 (a
Oil, aniline

II, 40 @
linseed (bbl.) j,,/. .75 @
Pa'm gal. .\3<A(!i .14

''•""a"'" gal. .17 @
pine (cases) gai ^., |<-,

rapeseed gal. 1.00 m 1.05

rosin, heavy body gal. .38 m
tar (cases) gal. .ll'A®
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet

blue, green
,;,

•'" @ "
Orange mineral, domestic

/(,
.12 @

Paragol (carloads) ..'..".'..'.'.'
.Vw('. 8.26 @Petrolatum 11, /,,,/= m

Petroleum grease
{fc

-O^J^® .04

Pine solvent .03->i@
Pine tar " iii None
Pitch, burgundy Jfc

7.50 @
pine

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.lb
-O^'A® •04

Plaster of paris '
' "

th'
•^'^ @

Prussian blue
'

l\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
lb '•5" ® ''"

Pumice stone, powdered (bbls.) .'.'!!.!!!!'.!!!!" /i'
'-25 @

Resin, Pontianak, refined lb.
'"^ ® •"*

granulated '
lb •?^ ®

fused 'lb
-15 @

Rosin (280 pound bbls.) bbi -IS @ '

Rotten stone, powdered ' ih ''•50 @ 7.?0
Rubber black

;

."

;
;?• .02!4 @ .04

Rubber substitute, black ih -"^ ®
white Ih OS/j® .10

brown :;; jj
.12/.® .17

Rubhide .\2'A@ -17

Shellac, fine orange ,'.','.'.'....
ib

Nominal
Soapstone, powdered ;„J -38 ® .39

Starch, corn, powdered 7h 'O.OO @22.50
Sulphur chloride (drums) '.'. %' 02'A@ .02yi
Sulphur, flour, velvet, Brooklyn brand (carl'oadV)V.'.'.'.V««' -•?? ® -^^^
Talc, American ,„„ 2.15 @

French .,
°" 800 @17.50

Toluol, pure "7 '''"* '<*22.50

Tripolite earth, powdered i„^ ^.50 @
bolted .....:..:.::.......'. .'.v. i"" so.oo @6o.oo

Turpentine, nure gum spirits „a/
^0.00 ®65.00

wood »„; •'*'' @ •''0

Venice .....'.: fa' •« @ ,,
Ultramarine blue •,... goi.

,i @ ,2

Vermilion, brilliant n.' -'5 @ -50

Chinese .. ! i! lb HI t HI
English lb

" @ '•'"'

Wax, beeswax, white ...!.!!!.!!!!! lb
'-'O @ 'f

ceresin, white ifc -f? @ -50

carnauba 4 •'! ,f -JO

ozokerite, black lb H^'t H
ereen ih

'''' @ •*'

montan ..*"??.. ii i! i! ii:: ii: ! i! i! i! i !
i!;

^
-^ -Of •"

paraffin, refined, 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb Zit ''^

123/125 m. p. (cases) (6. m la
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb ;g| |133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. DQ'/.ia, 12

crude, whita, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) Ib. oV'

1

^..,. ... yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbla.) lb. osr/,!Wbitmg, Alba .... ,^. 0J/-|
gimers civt. .85 cb i.ooPans, white, American cwt. oc /a inn
English cliff'stone cat i'^ f •??

Wood pulp }fXX (carloads) "n ^^Nntin,^
Yellow ochre (Satin) \ :::::::::::: jb. .02^7india rubber ;(,. i 50 laZinc oxide, Amtrican process, horsehead brand

||»P«i»l''„ f. o. b. factory lb. .10^5®XX red f . o. b. factory It. 10 @
French process, green seal, f. o. b. factory Ib. .125^®

red seal. .. .f. o. b. factory lb. .12'^ (3

, .
white seal .. f. 0. b. factory lb. .13'/^®

/inc substitutes /(,. 01'4 rrt
Zinc lulphide, pure lb. '.is ®
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FIRE AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION DAY.

To eliminate common fire and accident hazards from the

United States and Canada the National Fire Protection Asso-

ciation and the National Safety Council are urging the nation-

wide observance of Fire and Accident Prevention Day on

October 9, the anniversary of the great Chicago lire. An at-

tractive poster has been designed, and suggested programs for

observance of the day worked out, which are being distributed

to the civic and commercial organizations of the country. The
national and Dominion associations of fire chiefs, fire marshals

and credit men are cooperating. While sporadic observances

of fire prevention day have heretofore been held in certain states

and cities, thi.s is the first organized attempt to promote its

general observance throughout this nation and the Dominion.
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"VULCANIZATION WITHOUT SULPHUR."

T^ROM its inception the world's rubber industry has

* depended upon sulphur to effect vulcanization. Nor

has there been a substitute discovered or invented. Possi-

bly none is now in sight, but the exceedingly interesting

experiments conducted by the eminent Russian chemist,

Professor I. I. Ostromyslenski, lead one to think other-

wise.

The details of the learned professor's experiments and

conclusions, although published in the "Journal of the

Russian Physico-Chemical Society," were not available to

the English-speaking world. Appreciating this, and alive

to the widespread interest on the part of the chemist and

rubber manufacturer in such a subject, the "India Rubber

Journal" secured an eminent linguist to translate the

three papers. This translation they published in full in

their issue of September .30. The India Ri'brer World

republishes the papers in this issue, and on its own be-

half and that of its readers takes this occasion to thank

our British contemporary for rendering available this

most original and valuable contribution to the literature

of india rubber,

CHEAPER SOLVENT NAPHTHA THROUGH
ALCOHOL.

\Y/'' ^^-^^^^ '•"'^ lately called attention to the impor-

tance of solvent naphtha in the rubber industry,

the enormous quantities consumed, and the significance

of the prevailing high cost. Since then, the price of gaso-

lene has been reduced three cents a gallon, but the present

25-cent rate is still virtually double the price of a year

ago, so that the matter today is no less vital to proofers

and cement makers.

Governmental investigation and new cracking proc-

esses may obviate any new price increases for a time, but

it is doubt Tul if they can bring about any very great fur-

ther reductions. Of course, continued high prices would

eventually encourage the production of gasolene from

natural gas and also from shales, but such departures

take time.

The wider use of industrial alcohol, which has become

a certainty of the immediate future, presents the most

promising solution of this 'vital problem. Dr. Arthur D.

I^ittle. the eminent chemist, is authority for the statement

that there is no longer any question of the manufacture of

alcohol on a commercial scale as a fuel for automobiles.

Experiments have shown, he claims, that alcohol can be

made for 25 cents a gallon, at which price it would be

preferable to gasolene. It is cleaner: will not catch fire

nor ex]jlode ; will develop almost as much horse-]jower

as gasolene, and the combustion jiroducts are negligible.

Accordirig to the Du Pont Laboratory, the production

of alcohol from sawdust treated' with sulphuric acid in a

lined converter and subjected to heat and pressure, has

already proved a commercial success. Another process

to utilize thic fermentable sugars existing in waste sul])hite

li(|uors at pulp mills has great future promise. It has

been estimated that the proportion of alcohol present is

about I'li per cent, and that enough sulphite lic^uor now

goes to waste to yield an outinit of 200,000 gallons of

alcohol a day. Pure alcohol can be obtained in this way,

but other compounds are usually present. Although the

[irocess has not in every instance proved successful, due

to the high cost of the labor involved, this condition can

probably be overcome. Still another impdrtant source of

alcohol for commercial [uirposes is suggested bv the fact
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that about one^seventh of the world's total sugar produc-

tion aniuially goes to waste.

I'lic jirogress and future outlook of industrial alcohol

means nnich to rublier manufacturers in almost every

line, for its use in motors will insure cheaper solvent

naphtha ; indeed, in this respect, will outclass any opening

of new petroleum fields or discovery of new cracking

processes. It is also predicted that cheap alcohol may

make possible the production of synthetic rubber at less

than 25 cents a ])ound—the approximate cost of planta-

tion rubber—a circmnstance which, in turn, suggests em-

ploying petroleum bases for the same purpose should the

market for one of the most profitable petroleum products,

gasolene, he lost to alcohol.

THE PERIL OF PEACE.

p^ IMPENDENT as American rubber manufacturers are

*-^ upon Europe for crude rubber, they face the ever-

present possibility of a sudden interruption of the supply.

This might take the form of an embargo, because of inter-

national or trade differences, or of a virtual blockade of

the ports receiving rubber. So far, the trade has been

remarkably fortunate. While the war continues it is

probable that the same favorable conditions will prevail

;

but what are the rubber prospects once peace is declared ?

That economic conditions will be vastly changed cannot

be doubted for an instant. The enormous costs of the

greatest and most terrilile of all wars are certain not onlv

to entail economies, but to create tariffs that will be great

in proportion to the needs of the various belligerent

countries.

It looks more and more as if free-trade England is

turning definitely toward high tariff. Certainly, once her

need of foreign-made goods becomes less imperative she

is bound to jjrotect home manufacturers, not alone in

England proper, but in the great British colonies as well.

Nor is it supposable that with the crude rubber business

in her own hands she will long omit to impose an export

tax sufficient to be of material assistance in liquidating

her immense war debt. Holland, too, has suffered great

financial losses through the war, and an export tax on

India rubber assessed by English colonies would doubt-

less be imitated by the colonies of the Netherlands.

Of course, this would stimulate rubber planting and do

much for wild rubber besides ; but prices would go up and

stay up on all grades. It is probable that nothing will be

done by America to counteract this tendency. Certainly,

our government will not, perhaps cannot, come to the

rescue of the trade as England or Germany would under

like conditions. It will be recalled, for instance, that

America once held the n'st of the world in leash with her

practical monopoly of cotton growing. To oft'set it Eng-

land produced not only Itgyptian, but Indian and West

Indian cotton. And in this she was wise and right.

American investments in rubber ])lantations of the Far

East, already large, will iloubtK-ss have a mitigating

influence. What would be far more potent, however,

would be American plantations in American territory
;

not to drive the Far Eastern planter from the field, for

lie deserves his success and should be protected, but just

to keep us from being so wholly, so helplessly dependent.

PENALTY DUTY ON INDIA RUBBER?

THE rubber trade received a disagreeable jolt a

day or two ago when the New York "Herald"

bureau at Washington outlined the provisions of a

recently enacted tariff law. It was a bit of "eleventh

hour" work and intended to protect the American dye

manufacturers from German competition. As such it

contained a provision for "penalty duties on articles

imported into the United States under the agreements

affecting the purchase of other goods by the importer."

According to the "Herald" it is found that the provision

"recjuires the imposition of penalty duties on all dutiable

raw materials controlled by the Allies and sold to Ameri-

cans under restrictions [preventing export, etc."

India rubber is purchased under such restrictions

and would seetu to be subject to penalty dut}'. At

the saiTie time, hnwever, comes the comforting assur-

ance that it was all "a mistake" and that "No conceal-

ment was made of the intention to find some way of

avoiding the enforcement of the law if that be pos-

sible."

OCOTILLO (also KNOW.V AS OCOTOLLO AND OcOTELLO)
Rubber, which has set Arizona ablaze, may or may not

prove of use in general rubber manufacture. It may go
the way of rabbit weed rubber and the seaweed rubber, but

even in failure, if failure come, it will point a moral.

And that is the wonderful market for American grown
rubber or rubber-like gums, a market that will be sup-

plied some way. some day.

One of the bright publicity men of the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. has spread broadcast, through the

daily press, a tale to the effect that the Mexican peons use

cast-oft' Goodyear tires for shoes. It may be true, nor is

it for us to doubt it, but is this not a direct infringement?

Has not the Goodrich company copyrighted "Barefoot"

tires? Or do the peons also wear inner tubes for

stockings?
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Mechanism of the Process of Vulcanization of Caoutchoucs.
By I. I. Ostromyslenski.

[From the "Journal of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society," 1915, pases 1,453-1,461. Translated from the original Russian by

Thomas H. Pof'e. B.Sc. Translation revised by Dr. H. P. Stevens, published in the "India Rubber Journal," September 30, 1916.]

THE hot vulcanization of caoutchouc discovered by Goodyear

(1839) proceeds, as is well known, under simple conditions;

a homogeneous mixture of the caoutchouc and sulphur

is heated at 130 to 145 degrees. That is all. As a result, the ini-

tial caoutchouc loses its plasticity, and separate pieces of fresh

fractures no longer exhibit tlie power of adhesion. The solubil-

ity is lowered, and the "interval of elasticity" increased ; the fatal

temperature of well vulcanized natural caoutchouc lies at about

— 35 degrees, that of the chemically pure product being about

— 18 degrees. What takes place during the heating of the caout-

chouc? Attempts to explain this peculiar process have exhausted

all the theoretical possibilities. Some investigators regard it as

an exclusively physical process, and others as solely a chemical

reaction, whilst many authors consider vulcanization to be deter-

mined by both physical and chemical changes.

Since all phenomena, at any rate, of unorganized nature, are

divided into only two groups—the physical and the chemical

—

there can be no essentially new theory of vulcanization. Never-

theless, the nature of the mechanism of the process even yet re-

mains unexplained.

The supporters of Weber's chemical theory regard vulcanized

solid caoutchouc (ebonite) as a polynieride of the compound,

C,„ H,j Si- (16 per cent of sulphur), whilst others, for instance,

Erdmann, consider it to be the thiozoide, C,„ H,j Sj, or even a

ditliiozonide. On the other hand, many identify the vulcaniza-

tion of caoutchouc with the process of "swelling" (Quellung) of

colloids or that of gelatinization or adsorption, that is, with the

processes of formation of solid or "semi-solid" solutions, etc.

Some of the supporters of the "mixed" theory consider that the

sulphur itself swells or is adsorbed or dissolved in the free caout-

chouc, whereas other authors assume the preliminary formation

of a compound of the caoutchouc with the sulphur—although onlv

in insignificant amount—this compound being then adsorbed in

the still unchanged caoutchouc.

1 shall not devote time to the extensive literature of this ques-

tion, but shall proceed immediately to the conclusions which re-

sult from my observations and my new methods for vulcanizing

caoutchouc.

Until now no method of vulcanizing caoutchouc has been

known ni which any organic or mineral compound not contain-

ing sulphur is used as vulcanizing agent.* But the chemical and

especially the physical theories of vulcanization anticipate the

possible existence of a whole series of such compounds. I de-

cided to attempt to find substances which may replace sulphur

in the vulcanization of caoutchouc.

It was thought that the investigation of the action of homo-
logues and analogues of such substances on caoutchouc and that

of the external conditions of the new process—the influence of

different admixtures, accelerators, etc.—might elucidate the mech-

anism of vulcanization itself.

This task has now been completed, and two new methods for

the hot vulcanization of caoutchouc have been discovered.

When heated with unsaturated hydrocarbons, sulphur produce*

a twofold effect : it combines at the double bond with forma-

tion of thiozonides (Erdmann), or it oxidizes the ethylene group-

ing, removing hydrogen in the form of hydrogen sulphide, a new

'The process of vulcanization is often termed the sulphuring of caoutchouc.
Vulcanization hy calcium or sodium hypochlorite or free hypochlorous acid,

like vulcanization by hologens (bromine, iodine, or iodine bromide), leads,

as is known, only to "horny" rubber, i.e., to ebonite-like substances. Com-
pare Marckwald and Frank, "Uber Herkommen und Chemie des Kautschuks,"
Dresden, page 62.

ethylemc derivative, or a new compound containing sulphur being
thus formed.*

On the physical side, sulphur is characterized, besides by the

ordinary constants (specific gravity, melting point, etc.), and by
its ability to exist in different polymorphic modifications (rhom-
bic, hexagonal, amorphous, etc.).

In searching for organic substances which vulcanize caout-
chouc like sulphur, the first to be investigated are those which
resemble sulphur in oxidizing ethylenes, and at the same time
are able to unite at the double linking. Of the physical constants
of such substances the essential ones are the melting point and
the vapor pressure at the temperature of vulcanization; after

these, the solubility in caoutchouc, specific gravity, etc. Besides
possessing physical constants near to those of sulphur, the sought
for compounds should exist in polymorphic modifications.

This explains why, in this investigation, I first of all made a

halt at compounds containing the nitro-group. These oxidize or-

ganic substances (c. g., in Skarup's synthesis of quinoline), and
at the same time readily combine with various ethylenes (atten-

tion may be called to the compounds of Ar (NO..) with poly-

cyclic hydrocarbons and to the author's use of tetranitromethane
as a reagent for double bonds).

1 :3 : 5-Trinitrobenzene has a melting point, 118 degrees, very
near to that of sulphur, i.e., below the temperature of vulcaniza-

tion, and in specific gravity it also resembles sulphur. Furtlier.

most polynitro-conipounds exist in polymorphic modifications.

1:3: 5-Trinilroben2ene was the first instance which I hoped
would serve as a substitute for sulphur in vulcanization. Ex-
periment completely confirmed my expectation. It was found
that both synthetic and natural caoutchoucs are vulcanized more
rapidly and easily by various nitro-compounds than by sulphur
itself under the same conditions. The result was a product pos-

sessing all the associated physical properties of caoutchouc vul-

canized by rneans of sulphur. Experiments were made with both
fatty and aromatic nitro-compounds, and vulcanization took place

with nitrobenzene, dinitrobenzenes, trinitrobenzenes, tri- and
tetra-nitronaphthalenes, picric acid, picramic acid, picryl chloride,

"artificial musk." nitro-cyclohexane, and many other compounds.

Further investigation showed that the vulcanizing properties of

nitro-compounds do not depend on their capacity for combining
at the dculile linking. As is well known, picric acid combines
with ethylenic compounds considerably more readily than most
other nitro-compounds of the aromatic series, and yields more
stable products. Next in order come picryl chloride, picramic

acid, trinitrobenzene, etc.; dinitro- and mononitro-benzenes do
not unite at all with ethylenic derivatives.

On the other hand, according to their vulcanizing power, nitro-

compounds are arranged in the reverse order, or, more accur-

ately, in an order which reveals no analogy between the proc-

esses of vulcanization and of combination at the double linking.

Caoutchouc is vulcanized most rapidly and easily by 1 : 3 : 5-

Irinitrobcnzene, after which come dinitrobenzene, mononitroben-

zene, tetranitronaphthalene. Picric acid and picryl chloride do not

yield satisfactory products; vulcanization undoubtedly begins, but,

in spite of many scries of experiirients, 1 have never succeeded in

liringing it to completion ; the caoutchouc partially retains its

plasticity, and sticks when fresh fractures arc pressed together.

*When acenaphthere is heated with sulphur, the hydrocarbon CigHis
(decacyclenc) is formed.
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Moiionitrobcnzene, however, gives completely satisfactory re-

sults.*

The combining capacity of nitro-compounds increases with the

number of nitro-groups in the molecule, but we are convinced

that the vulcanizing power of nitro-compounds does not depend

on this cause. Ostromyslenski found that tetranitromethane unites

with ethylenic compounds of both the aromatic and aliphatic

series, but in no case has it been possible to vulcanize caoutchouc

with tetranitromelliane, although a large number of attempts have

been made.

\arious other substances which, like nitro-ci impounds, arc able

to unite with ethylenic derivatives, have also been tried, among

them triphenylmethane and diami.notriphenylmethane. These

compounds, in perfect agreement with the above results, cause

no trace of vulcanization, the caoutchouc remaining sticky and

plastic, and retaining even its pale color.f These facts show that

the power of nitro-compounds to vulcanize caoutchouc is not

determined by their ability to combine with ethylenes.

Is any role in the vulcanization played by the capacity of nitro-

compounds to o.xidize organic substances—by their property of

yielding active o.xygen with formation of nitroso-compounds? In

other words, does the vulcanizing action of nitro-compounds de-

pend on the combination of active o.xygen at the double linking

of the caoutchouc? This question must, as experiment shows,

be undoubtedly answered in the affirmative. First of all, nitroso-

and isonitroso-compounds do not vulcanize, as is shown by ex-

periments with nitrosobenzene and isonitrosocamphor under vari-

ous conditions. This result leads to the assumption that the vul-

canizing power of nitro-compounds belongs to one of the oxygen

atoms of the XO; radicle. It follows, therefore, that under suit-

able conditions caoutchouc should be vulcanized by ozone or

ozonides, or by various peroxides, per-acids, etc.

This fundamental conclusion has been confirmed by direct ex-

periment, a second new method having been found for the hot

vulcanization of caoutchouc by compounds containing active oxy-

gen. Special attention has been paid to the vulcanization of natu-

ral and synthetic caoutchoucs with benzoyl peroxide and perben-

zoic acid. It is found that caoutchouc is vulcanized by benzoyl

peroxide incomparably more rapidly and easily than by sulphur or

even nitro-compounds.

In order to confirm the deciding part played by the o.xygen

atom, attempts were made to vulcanize caoutchouc with barium

pero-xide. This substance yields its oxygen with moderate rap-

idity only at very high temperatures, and should not effect vul-

canization$ if the latter is determined by the combination of

oxygen at the double linking of the caoutchouc. Actual experi-

ment gives the results expected, since barium peroxide produces

no trace of vulcanization.

These new methods of vulcanizing caoutchouc, and the favor-

able results obtained, are of undoubted scientific and practical in-

terest, and in the tirst place throw new light on the puzzling

mechanism of this process.

We are convinced that the present day vulcanization of caout-

chouc begins -with a chemical process. Only certain classes of

substances—sulphur and some of its derivatives (Sj CU, Ca Sj.

etc.), nitro-compounds, pero.xides and per-acids—bring about vul-

canization. The physical constants and peculiarities of the vul-

canizing substance are without influence on the final effect. What
can there be common to the physical properties of gaseous oxy-

gen, sulphur, tetranitronaphthalene and perbenzoic acid? At the

same time it is sufficient to replace the oxygen of dinitrotriphenyl-

* Sliglil r.dlu-sion between freshly cut surfaces, as is well known, does not
indicate that vulcanization is incomplete, especially with rubber which has
been only recently vulcanized.—H. P. S.

t This again is not necessarily an indication that vulcanization has not
taken place.—H. P. S.

I It has been already found that the melting point of the vulcanizing
substance does not affect the process. Thus, caoutchouc is readily vulcanized
by nitrobenzene, which is a liquid, and by tetranitronajihthalene, which
melts at 218 degrees, whereas the vulcanization proceeds at 116-145 degrees.

methane by liydrogen or to remove from the nitro-group of nitro-

benzene one atom of oxygen, to obtain a compound—diamino-

iriphenylniethane, nitrosobenzene—absolutely devoid of the power

to vulcanize caoutchouc.

In the process of vulcanization, chemical reactions are allotted,

therefore, a definite but still quite modest place. Chemical ac-

tion with the vulcanizing compound occurs with only a negligible

fraction of the initial caoutchouc. Thus, it is found that the

complete vulcanization of 100 parts of natural Para caoutchouc

requires only 0.5 parts of nitrobenzene or 1:3: 5-trinitroben-

zene.

There can be no question here of molecular proportions, since

100 parts of Cm H,c would correspond with a minimum of 156

parts of C» Hs (NOOa- Even if it is assumed that Q„ H,„ re-

quires only one atom of active oxygen—which is not true—and

that the molecule of trinitrobenzene contains three atoms and

that of nitrobenzene one atom of active oxygen, 100 parts of

caoutchouc would require 52 parts of trinitrobenzene or 90 of

nitrobenzene. Even the corresponding solid ebonite is, however,

obtained by vulcanizing rublier in presence of 10-15 per cent, of

trinitrobenzene.

Thus, W'ith the actual methods for vulcanizing caoutchouc only

a vanishing part of the latter enters into chemical reaction, but

this reaction is actually indispensable. The further course of this

interesting process is conditioned by physical interaction between

the vanishing quantity of caoutchouc which has reacted and that

which has remained unchanged.

Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that the vulcanization of

caoutchouc is .divided sharply into two fundamental phases: (1)

A chemical reaction affecting only an insignificant part of the

caoutchouc, and (2) adsorption or swelling of the unchanged

caoutchouc into the product of this chemical reaction.

Vulcanization may, however, be imagined as an exclusively

physical process, since theoretically it may begin with the second

phase of the proce.ss. Thus, instead of bringing nitro-compound,

sulphur, or peroxide into contact with caoutchouc, we may iso-

late and make use of the minute pjoportion of substance formed

in our first phase ; by heating this mi.xtnre we should undoubt-

edly obtain vulcanized caoutchouc. In such case vulcaniza-

tion takes place in a single phase—adsorption or swelling of the

initial caoutchouc into the mixed product, and represents an ex-

clusively physical process typical of caoutchouc. In vulcanization

by means of sulphur the existence of the latter in the free state

is of no importance, as it is necessary only for the preliminary

formation of its compound with caoutchouc, and then only in

negligible amount.*

The elastic and other properties of caoutchouc vulcanized, for

instance, by trinitrobenzene, are qualitatively and quantitatively

identical with those of caoutchouc vulcanized with sulphur. Both

substances are devoid of plasticity and stickiness and exhibit

similar difficult solubility, etc.

Only by chemical analysis might these two vulcanizates be dis-

tinguished, although they are obtained by treatment of caoutchouc

by absolutely different compounds. The nature of the vulcanizing

substance, is, therefore, almost without influence on the physical

properties, solubility and all the elastic properties of the resulting

caoutchouc ; it has, further, no effect on the chemical properties

of the vulcanizate, since the latter contains only a negligible pro-

portion of foreign substance.

It may again be emphasized that the characteristic changes in

the properties of caoutchouc produced i)y vulcanization are de-

termined exclusively by a physical process—the adsorption or

"swelling" of the caoutchouc.

These new methods of vulcanization of caoutchouc open up a

wide perspective, and it may be that the nitro-compounds, per-

oxides, and per-acids represent only the "first swallow" and that

'It may be that this compound vulcanizes caoutchouc only when in "statu
Ttasccudi."
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further work will reveal sooner or later other quite diverse sub-

stances capable of vulcanizing caoutchouc like sulphur.f

[Second Paper.]

Ifrom the "Journal of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society," 1915. pages
1,462-1,467. Abstract from "Journal of Society of Chemical

Industry," Vol. XXXV, p. 59.)

Further investigation of this method of vulcanization shows

that natural Para caoutchouc is completely vulcanized by as little

as O.S per cent of trinitrobenzene, whereas 6 per cent of sulphur

would be required. Further, in the latter case, the unavoidable

presence of free, uncombined sulphur lowers the technical value

of many rubber wares. The use of different organic compounds

for vulcanization of caoutchouc allows of considerable variation

in the pliysical properties, c. g.. flexibility, elasticity, etc., besides

in the color, smell, etc. Vulcanization may be eiTected by mono-,

di-, and trinitrobenzenes, -toluenes, etc., tri- and tetra-nitronaph-

thylamines, picramic acid, picryl chloride, artificial musk, nitro-

cyclohexane, nitro-dyestuffs, etc. Metallic oxides, which facilitate

the vulcanization of rubber by sulphur and enhance the value of

the product obtained, exert a similar efifect on vulcanization by

nitro-derivatives ; lead oxide is most valuable in this respect, and

then follow, in order, oxides of zinc, calcium, magnesium, barium.

On the other hand, mixtures of aliphatic amines with the above

oxides, although they accelerate vulcanization by sulphur or

tit might be expected on theoretxal grounds that caoutchouc would be vul-
can'7ei under suitable conditions by o.xides of nitrogen, hydrogen jieroxide,

ozo: e, ozonides of the teri)enes, oxygen or air in presence of compounds
whicli activate o.xygen, and many other substances.

low-er the temperature of the process to 10 to 15 degrees C,

retard vulcanization by nitro-compounds and lower the value of

the corresponding product. Like sulphur and sulphur chloride,

nitro-derivatives vulcanize, not only caoutchouc, but also vari-

ous vegetable oils yielding products analogous to factice.

[Thirp P.\per.]

[From the "Journal of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society," 1915, pages
1,467-1,471. Translated from the original Russian by T. H. Pope, B.Sc.^

The vulcanization of caoutchouc by means of pero.xides pro-

ceeds considerably more rapidly and at a lower temperature than

vulcanization by means of sulphur or even nitro-compounds. The

theoretical significance of this process has been already consi-

dered in earlier papers.

Vulcanization by the action of benzoyl peroxide has been in-

vestigated in detail. It is found: (1) That metallic oxides which

accelerate the vulcanization of caoutchouc by means of sulphur

or nitro-compounds—PbO, ZnO, MgO. CaO, etc.—are almost

without efifect on vulcanization by benzoyl peroxide; in some

cases they diminish the velocity of the process, and in most in-

stances increase the oxidizability, that is, the rate of decomposi-

tion, of the given vulcanizate. (2) Colophony and other resins

lower the stability of caoutchouc on vulcanization by benzoyl

peroxide. (3| ^lixtures of ainines and metallic oxides, which

were foiuid liy the author to act as accelerants of the ordinary

vulcanization of caoutchoucs by sulphur, retard vulcaniza-

tion by the new method and decrease the stability of

the corresponding vulcanizate. (4) Proteins exert a similar in-

T.\nLE .\.—HOT VULCAMZ.\TIOX V,\ NITRO-COMPOUNDS WITHOUT SULPHUR.

Caoutchou
Used.

Para
Para
Para
Crepe

E 5

100
100
ICO

Vulcanizing
Substance

1:3: 5-C„H3(No..),
1:5: 5-C„H3(No..)3
1:3: S-CHsfNo.™),
Ortho-CHjCNo.o),

Crepe 10 Ortho-CHjCNo..),

Crepe 100 Ortho-CaHiCNo..)!

Peruvian 10 CoHsNo.™

8 Peruvian 10 1:2:6: 8-tetranitronaph-
thalene

m ^ K

. 4

. 4

. 4

. 1

. 1

. 16

. 0.5

1

9 Crepe 10 1: 3: 5-C„H3(No.2)3

10 Crepe 10 1: 3: 5-C„H3(No.2)3

0.05

0.08

n Crepe
12 Crepe

!00
.0

1:3: 5-C«H3(No..),, .... 8
iS-tetranitronaphthalene. 24

13 Crepe 10 /3-tetranitronaphthalene. 24

14 Crepe 10 0-tetranitronaphtbalene. 1

15 Peruvian 10 Picramic acid 1

16 Peruvian 10 Picramic ac'd 1

17 Peruvian 10 Picric acid O.f

18 Peruvian 10 Picryl chloride 0.8

19 Peruvian 10 1 : 3: S-CoHaCNo.z), 2

20 Mixture from 19 9.3 1 : 3: S-CeHal No..),

21 Peruvian 10 1 : 3 ; S-CaHaCNo.i),

22 Peruvian 10 0.05 grm.
1:3: S-CHsCNo.j),
and 0.05 grm. sulphur

23 Normal ery- 10 1 : 3 : 5-C„H3(No.s)3 .. . .

threne

24 Normal isoprene 8 1 : 3: S-CeHjCNo.a),

25 .\bnormaI dieme- 100 1 : 3 : S-CeHjCNo.i),
thylerythrene

0.8

0.8

7.5

3

3

20

3

3

Foreign
Substances

Present.

Pressure of Steam in

the Chambers of the
Vulcanizing Press.

45 lbs. .

45 lbs. .

45. lbs. .

3 atmos.

:"" c
''*- w-^
- c u*i

45
45
20
45

rks.

10 grams piperidine
preparation No. 2

3 atmos

3 or 4 atmos.

3 atmos

3 atmos

4 atmos. for 40 minutes and
3 atmos. for 30 minutes

3 atmos

20 grams Mgo 3 atmos
3 3 atmos. for 90 minutes and

4 atmos. for 30 minutes
3 3 atmos

0.35 grm. piperidine 4 atmos. for 30 minutes and
3 atmos. for 30 minutes

4 atmos. for 30 minutes and
3 atmos. for 90 minutes

4 atmos. for 30 minutes and
3 atmos. for 90 minutes

3 atmos.

1.2 grm. linseed oil 3 atmos.

1.2 grm. linseed oil 3 atmos.

3 atmos.

3 atmos.

3 1.5 grms. colophony 3 atmos.

2.4 3 atmos.

3 3 atmos.

\'ulcanization complete.
Somewhat over-vulcanized.
Vulcanization incomplete.
\'ulcanization complete; prod-
uct smells of bitter almonds.

60 or 120 Product^ difficult to distinguish

from No. 4.

t. 10,45, 120 No vulcanization.

120 Vulcanization complete: pos-

sesses smell of bitter almonds.
120 \^ulcanization complete: the

high m.p. 204^ probably deter-

mines the slowness of the
process in this case.

Vulcanization complete.

120 30 mins.—vulcanization begins,

at 90 mins. becomes apparent,
?nd in 120 mins. is complete.

45 \'uIcanization com])lete.

Vulcanization complete.

150 Vulcanization complete; product
possesses an abnormal volume
much greater than the form.

Vulcanization complete.

40 Only traces of vulcanization
observed.

Almost complete vulcanization,
but pro<luct not so good as
the preceding ones.

Incomplete vulcanization, prod-
uct sticky, plasticity partly re-

tained; little elastic and
supple.

30 Product surpasses Nos. 15, 16
and 17.

120 Not vulcanized.

45 Wdcanization complete.

60 Physical properties almost
identical with No. 20.

30 Complete vulcanization.

5 \'ulcanization complete.

5 Vulcanization complete; in 15
mins. (3 atmos.) strongly over-
vulcanized product obtained.

5 \'ulcanization complete; elastic
point of the vulcanizate lies

at about 89-90'.
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fliience on the vulcanization of caoutchoucs by means of sulphur,

nitro-compouiuls or peroxides; they increase the extensibility

and tlie constant K', i.e., the tensile strength of the vulcanizate.

On normal vulcanization by means of benzoyl peroxide the

physical structure of caoutchouc is not destroyed. It is, how-

ever, necessary to avoid excess of the peroxide and, for every

given benzoyl peroxide mixture, to establish exactly the necessary

temperature and time for the vulcanization. If not, the vul-

canizate will exhibit, like "abnormal" and also like chemically

pure taoutchoucs, negligible extensibility and tensile strength* :

the protein compounds may be oxidized by the benzoyl pero.xidc,

and their destruction may be accompanied by that of the pliysical

structure of the given caoutchouc.

Caoutchoucs normally vulcanized by benzoyl pero.xide exhibit

both qualitatively and quantitatively all the typical properties of

caoutchoucs vulcanized by either sulphur or nitro-compounds

;

when kept, they do not change.f Caoutchoucs vulcanized with

a slight excess of benzoyl peroxide soon (1-S days) develop on

their surface soft, colorless, crystalline leaflets, which are as

transparent as glass, and possess pronounced lustre ; after the

lapse of a longer time (1, 3 or 5 months) the vulcanizate begins

to oxidize and gradually becomes sticky ; finally it runs, becom-

ing converted into a sticky, more or less viscous, plastic masst.

The vulcanizate decomposes especially rapidly when in contact

with the original, non-vulcanized mixture, which evidently acts

as a "detonator."

Conse(|uently, when different mixtures of caoutchouc and

benzoyl peroxide are either heated or stored, two processes take

place simultaneously: (1) Vulcanization of the original caout-

chouc, this being connected with partial or complete union of the

oxygen of the peroxide w-ith the caoutchouc, and (2) oxidation

of the caoutchouc by the benzoyl pero.xide with formation of the

highly sticky mass mentioned above.

The relative rates of these two processes determine the effect

of the vulcanization, and experiment shows that these rates de-

pend on the proportion of benzoyl peroxide, on the temperature,

on the prolongation of the vulcanization, and on the nature and

quantities of the foreign matters in the initial mixture.

X'ulcanization of caoutchouc with benzoyl pero.xide requires,

therefore, increased attention or skill in the operator.

When once started at a high temperature, the process of vul-

*PresiiniabIy corresponding with over-vulcanization in the case of ordi-
nary rvibber and sulphur compounds.—H. P. S.

tl have samples of vulcanized caoutchouc which have been kept for six
months without change.
tSome caoutchoucs, for instance, normal erythrene caoutchouc, vulcanized

with a large amount of benzoyl peroxide, gradually solidify when kept,
yielding a dense, brittle mass, easily powdered but absolutely without
stickiness.

T.XELE B.—VtJrX.\NIZ.\TION

canization continues comparatively rapidly, even at the ordinary

temperature. Thus, it was found that a mixture of normal
erythrene caoutchouc and a small excess of benzoyl peroxide con-

verted after 27 days into a very sticky, viscous mass, which later

gradually runs or assumes the form of the containing vessel.

When previously heated, without access of air, for two minutes

at 85 degrees, the same mixture does not run when kept (at the

ordinary temperature) ; on the other hand, the stickiness already

present disappears spontaneously ; the plasticity of fresh sections

and their proneness to become sticky are lost, and the mixture

.gradually vulcanizes at the ordinary temperature, and finally even

over-vulcanizes owing to the excess of benzoyl peroxide present.

It is seen that the relative velocity of oxidation, on the one

hand, and of vulcanization on the other, depends on the charac-

ter of the preliminary treatment, in the given case on the two-

minutes' heating at 85 degrees.

This fact explains immediately why incomplete vulcanization

protects caoutchouc from oxidation or decomposition in the air.

The benzoyl peroxide may be replaced by perbenzoic acid, and

probalily by ozone, ozoides of caoutchouc or terpenes, oxides of

nitrogen, certain metallic peroxides, hydrogen peroxide, etc.

Further, my observations show that barium peroxide produces

no trace of vulcanization in caoutchouc. Into natural Para

caoutchouc were introduced 1 per cent, 5 per cent, 10 per cent,

15 per cent and 50 per cent BaO^., the mixtures being vulcanized

for 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 30 minutes, and 2 hours with steam

at 2, 3 and 4 atmospheres' pressure in a press ; under these con-

ditions the mixture underwent no change, its plasticity and even

its light color remaining qiiite unaltered. This interesting ob-

servation lends further confirmation to the fact that vulcanization

of caoutchouc by the above method takes place at the expense,

not of the peroxides themselves, but of their active oxygen.

The accompanying tal?le contains recipes for the vulcanization

of different caoutchoucs with benzoyl peroxide. It must be

pointed out, however, that the external conditions indicated in

tliis table are by no means ideal.*

To conclude, in presence of 0.5-3 per cent of benzoyl peroxide,

normal synthetic caoutchouc obtained on coagulation of its solu-

tion, undergoes at about 80 to 120 degrees C. incomplete 'vul-

canization ; the external appearance, and all the new properties

of the product obtained compel the assumption that some forms

of natural rubber represent products of incomplete (incipient)

vulcanization caused by active oxygen.f

*The detailed recipes for the vulcanization of caoutchouc by means of
benzoyl peroxide, together with other documents kept in my pocket-book,
were unfortunately stolen from me.

tOr by compounds containing

BY ORG.\NIC PEROXIDES.

active oxygen, etc.

° " - 3 •- =;

>~ E c-= c -5

.S'n £ - = 'i'>''x

3 ^ Caoutchouc Employed. ^ °'« £ ^ H

1 Natural Para 20 6 of 30%

2 Natural Para 20 .4 of 20%
i Mixture of experiment 1 6

A Mixture of experiment 1

5 Natural Para 5 1 of 20%

6 Natural Para 5 I

7 Natural Para 5 1

Dimelhylerythrene "photopolymeride" 15.6 1.6 of 10%

9 Normal erythrene

10 Natural Para ....

l.J of 20%

100 10 of 109

1.5

1:3 y.

1.5

5 ;:-c = t

1 almos. (119")

2 atmos.
1 atmos.

15

5

0.5 atmos.
2 atmos.

15
15

5 Observations.

Vulcanization complete; prod-
uct quite transparent; pale
cinnamon color.
X'ulcanization complete.
Vulcanization complete; prod-
uct differs from No. 2 only
by its darkish color and its

n on-transparency.

'Products of acid odor are formed, evidently identical with
fWhen kept, this product does not change in six months.

Vulcanization complete; prod-
uct opaque.

15 \'ulcanization complete; prod-
uct opaque.

1.5 . . .

.

2 atmos. 15 Vulcanization complete; prod-
uct opaque and tougher and
more leathery than Nos. 5
and 6.

1 5 Almost complete vulcaniza-
tion ; product transparent;
at higher temperatures the
caoutchouc undergoes pro-
found oxidation.*

. . 6 of colophony 1 atmos. 6 Vulcanization complete; over-
vulcanized even ; product
trnnsiTicent.

3 atmos. 30 Vulcanization complete: prod-
uct opaque and possessing

those appearing when this caoutchouc is kept in the air. sufficient tensile strength.!

2 atmos.

2 atmos.

Vulcanized at 80°
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Proceedings of the "Rubber Section''—Continued.
T'vo important addresses delivered before the Rubber Section of the American Chemical Society during the September, 1916, Con-

vention Zifere printed here last month. Below are given three other interesting papers. A full report of the symposium, in which

sofne 20 rubber chemists participated, mil be given in the December issue.

WET COMBUSTION IN THE NITROSITE-COMBUS-
TION METHOD FOR THE DIRECT DETER-

MINATION OF RUBBER.*

By L. C. Wesson and E. S. Knorr.

IN
order to make more feasible the possible use in technical

laboratories of the nitrosite combustion for the direct deter-

mination of rubber in rubber goods, we have attempted the

application of "combustion in the wet way" to this analytical

procedure.

The "nitrosite-combustion" method as described in a previous

publication, is based upon the formation of the "nitrosite" of

rubber by the action of nitrogen oxide gases upon the caoutchouc

of th e sample.

This is then sepa-

rated from other

substances (fill-

ers), and burned

in a specially con-

structed electrical-

ly-heated combus-

tion tube. The
special apparatus

and technique re-

quired was a de-

cided obstacle to

the general use of

this method, even

should its reliabil-

ity be demonstrat-

ed, and we there-

f o r e turned to

"wet combustion"

as an escape from

this difficulty.

In the course of

our experiments,

acetone - extracted

crude rubber was first used. The nitrosite was formed in the

flask used for the combustion, and after the complete expulsion

of the rubber solvent (chloroform), the comlnistion followed in a

manner quite similar to those later described. We obtained as

dependable values, 96.8, 97.0, 97.6 and 97.1 per cent C,o H,„. Aver-

age is 97.1 per cent; theoretical, 97.3 per cent C,„ H,,,.

In tlie regular analytical procedure this simple treatment of

the nitrosite is not possible, since the latter must be separated

from the mineral matter and other impurities by the use of some

solvent, after filtration from the chloroform. We first used as

solvent, acetone, which was added to the dry nitrosite in the

combustion flask. The acetone was first evaporated off, then

the flask was heated 1 1/2 hours by a boiling water bath whilst

a current of dry air passed slowly throusb the flask. The value

now obtained, (100.7 per cent) upon combustion, indicated a re-

tention of acetone.

A repetition of this experiment vvitli the use of only ethyl ace-

tate as solvent gave 96.4, 97.1 and 97.0 per cent C„, H,„. These

figures were more promising. Moreover, the ethyl acetate on

evaporation left the residual nitrosite in a more porous, and thus

G. Wesmi.x.

more favorable condition for rapid expulsion of the organic sol-

vent than did the acetone. Ethyl acetate was therefore adopted

as the solvent in all of the analyses of vulcanized rubber.

The use of acetic ester did not, however, eliminate our troubles

with retained solvent, as we found when we next turned to the

analysis of compounded rubber samples, instead of the raw gum.

We believe that this difficulty explains most of the erratic results

we had to the end of our work. We believe that we have now
found the remedy for this retention of solvent in the addition

of water, containing a drop of hydrochloric acid, to the nitro-

site, and subsequent evaporation of this to dryness, after all

solvent has been removed in the ordinary way.

In a sample compounded with 35.0 per cent Fine Para, using

the method de-

scribed, we found

34.7, 34.9, 34.8 and

34.2 per cent CjoH,,.

Average is
34.7 per cent; the-

oretical. 34.4 per

cent C,„ H,e.

In a sample
compounded with

40.0 per cent
plantation rubber,

we f o u n d 38.9,

39.8. 37.9, 38.1 and

37.7 per cent Qo
His. The average

is 38.5 per cent,

and tlie tlieoret-

ical value is 38.3

per cent C]„ H,c.*

THE PROCEDURE.
Prep.\ration of

THE Nitrosite for

E. S. Knorr. the Combustion.

After the rubber

sample has been ground in a meat-chopper to pass a 20-

mesh sieve, and 1/2 gram of it extracted 3 hours with acetone,

and 1/2 hour or longer with chloroform, the extracted sample is

allowed to dissolve in, or thoroughly absorb chloroform. A small

Florence flask (75 cc. ) is used, which may be about one-half full

of the solvent. Nitrous oxide vapors, evolved from dilute nitric

acid (specific gravity 1.3) and arsenic trioxide, are then passed

through the cooled chloroform until the deep green color becomes

permanent for, say, 15 minutes, and the whole allowed to stand

over night for completion of the action.

The chloroform is then decanted through a dry Gooch crucible

and asbestos matte (the former rests in an ordinary 60 degree

filter funnel) into the combustion flask, from which the chloro-

form is then evaporated by means of a boiling water bath and

a dry air current.f Meanwhile the residue in the Florence flask

has been similarly dried. The separation of fillers and nitrosite

is now brought about in the following way. Small portions

(5 cc.) of calcium chloride-dried ethyl acetate are added to the

residue in the Florence flask, the latter warmed, and the liquid

•The article here published represents thesis work dune hy one of us

(E. S. Knorr) in the course for the degree of Bachelor of .Science in

Chemistry from the Case School of Applied Science.

*These .sampiss were kindly sent us by the Bureau of Standards.

tj. B. Tultle, of the Bureau of .Standards, has found that the chloroform-

soluble residue thus recovered may be very appreciable, and it is to his

sugKestion that this modification is due.
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decanted through the Gooch crucible into the combustion flask,

repeatedly, until the filtrate runs through entirely colorless.

After evaporation of the acetate (recovery of the solvent as well)

the residue is carefully freed from solvent by warming the con-

taining flask in a boiling water bath for. say, 15 minutes, after

which 15 cc. of water containing 1 drop concentrated HCl, are

added, and quickly evaporated by the use of a boiling calcium

chloride bath and brisk current of dry air. The heating is con-

tinued at least one-half hour after the residue is again apparently

dry.

The Co.mbustion Apparatus. This consists of a 200 cc. round

bottomed distilling flask, which is provided with a dropping fun-

nel (100 cc.) tlirough a one-holed rubber stopper, and a series

of U tubes containing in order: (1) concentrated HjSO,—KXr;
Oj, renewed every 1 or 2 combustions; (2) water containing a

drop of the preceding; (3) granular zinc; (4) calcium chloride;

(5) soda-lime (weighed)
; (6) soda-lime and calcium chloride

(weighed).

The Combustion. The weighed soda-lime tubes in position,

and the combustion flask cooled by water, a volume (20 cc.) of

cooled concentrated sulphuric acid is run rapidly into the flask

on the nitrosite ; then the cooled oxidizing solution of 10

grams pulverized K,Cr;0, in 75 cc. concentrated HjSO,, in a very

slow stream. The flask may now be gently warmed by a sand

bath to obtain a moderately rapid evolution of gas.* This is

done as long as gas continues to be evolved (about one hour).

when a carbon dioxide-free current of air, the heating being

maintained, is passed via the dropping funnel through the appara-

tus for at least one-half hour to sweep all carbon dioxide into

the soda-lime tubes.

136

Weight CO. X X 200 gives percentage C,,. H,« in the sample.
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We hope, in conclusion, that further study and improvements
of this method will eventually give a reliable and not too difficult

procedure for the direct determination of rubber, not only in

good quality compounds, but also in factice and other inferior

substitute-containing rubbers.

*TIiat carbon monoxide is formeci iluring the combustion can be shown
by allowing the gases which have pass:d the absorption train to come in
contact with heated copper oxide and then barium hydroxide solution. A
precipitate ensues, but the amount is not appreciable for the results of
the analysis.

ANILINE METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF
MINERAL FILLERS IN RUBBER.

By Olio H. Klein, John H. Link and Frank Gollsch.

ALTHOUGH the use of aniline as a solvent for vulcanized

rubber is not new, there is very little information to be

found concerning it in the literature. We have therefore thought

that an account of the method as far as it has been worked out,

together with some analyses of samples of known composition,

would be of interest.

This report should be considered as a preliminary one, as the

supply of rubber mixings at hand was limited and other rub-

ber fillers are yet to be experimented with.

In making the determination it is essential that the sample be

finely powdered (20 mesh). A one-gram sample is extracted

with acetone for four hours, dried at a low temperature, and

then transferred to a weighed 100 cc. centrifuge tube. It is cov-

ered with 50 cc. of pure aniline and 5 cc. of nitrobenzene, stirred,

covered, and heated at 160 degrees C. with occasional stirring

until solution is complete.

It is our practice to heat the samples over night in a Freas

oven, and in most cases the samples are completely dissolved

by the ne.xt day. Sometimes the sample dissolves in three to four

hours. If the rubber is not yet in solution, it can be seen by

stirring with a glass rod. When solution is complete, there is

nothing to be seen but fine pigment, free from rubbery appear-

ance.

The chemist who makes the analysis for the first time may be

uncertain of himself at this point, but after one or two deter-

minations have been made he will at once recognize any undis-

solved rubber.

The tube is allowed to cool sufficiently, filled up with ether

and well stirred. It is then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 1,500

R.P.M.

The supernatant liquid is decanted, about 25 cc. of ether added

and the pigment stirred up completely. It is centrifuged again

and the decantate added to the first. Four washings with ether

are sufficient. The tube is dried at 100 degrees C, cooled and

weighed. The imited decantates are evaporated and then ignited

in a weighed porcelain or silica dish. The weight of fillers in

it is added to that in the tube.

The percentage of fillers plus that of total acetone extract is

subtracted from 100 per cent, and the difference recorded as

rubber gum.

Sulphur

Zinc Oxide

Light Magnesia Carbonate

Hydrated Lime
Litharge

Whiting

Lithopone

Vermilion

Carbon Black

Golden Antimony . . .

Magnesium Oxide . .

.

Aluminum Flake ....

Sublimed White Lead
Asbestos

Plumbago

Cure. . .

ANALYSES OF SAMPLES BY ANILINE METHOD.
O So. 1

Pure Rubber (Fine) 40.3
2.0

18.9

White Lead (Dutch) 18.9

9.9

2.0

8.0

inutes
Pressure

( M
( Pressure or temperatu

Fillers Found
} 5I 71

Organic Acetone Extract 1.09

Free Sulphur 0.42

Rubber 39.75

Fillers in Dish !
g.lO

20
40 lbs.

76

90
40 lbs

59.36
59.43

1.23

0.20

39.17

0.18
0.35

100
250°

58.72
58.40

1.03

0.97

39.44

0.47
0.82

26.0

20.0

10.0

100
250°

55.00
54.70

1.31

4.50

39.34

0.00
0.09

15.0

5.0

17.0

100
250'

67.03
67.79

0.74

2.24

29.60

8.21

5.51

F.

33.0

0.99

0.88

39.53

0.32

80
30 lbs.

58.60

130
38 lbs.

57.56
57.40

1.19

^9.33'-^

9.32
6.95

60.03

1.29

1.82

36.85

0.44

No. 2
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Aniline differs from other solvents in that rubber dissolved

in it forms a thin solution which permits the mineral fillers to

separate r£adily.

Samples No. i and O No. 3 are the same, except that O No.

2 was purposely over-cured. Sample H was prepared using the

same recipe but by another manufacturer. Sample H, I and /

were unintentionally under-cured. Sample C is a hard valve.

Sample G No. 14 contains caucho rubber.

The small amount of nitrobenzene is used, because it makes

solution more rapid. It was found that semi-cured compounds
dissolve more slowly than thoroughly cured soft stocks or very

hard ones. With under-cured compouflds a soft, pasty mass

is formed, which is very slow to dissolve, while this does not

occur if the material is properly vulcanized.

We found that in a few cases an additional digestion with

half the quantity of solvent for five hours reduced the amount

of mineral fillers about 0.5 per cent. In specification work it

is advisable to make this second digestion -after the ether has

been expelled from the tube by heating.

.\nalysis of the fillers shows that the rubber as found by dif-

ference will. not include the sulphur of vulcanization.

It will be noted that the sum of the percentages of rubber

found and organic acetone extract is slightly greater than the

percentage of rubber used in the recipe.

The fillers during vulcanization and afterwards in the course

of analysis have combined with sulphur to form new compounds.

If this combination of fillers and sulphur is a substitution of

sulphur for son^e other acid radical, the resultant product would

weigh less than the sum of the ingredients entering the reac-

tion and the rubber found by difference would be slightly greater

thereby.

We expect to continue these experiments when other samples

are available, and a final report will be made on the subject when
we have all the data at hand.

REPORT OF THE JOINT RUBBER INSULATION
COMMITTEE.

THE Joint Rubber Insulation Committee, whose preliminary

report was printed in The India Rubber World. February 1,

1915, has now completed a second report, which was presented

in abstract to the Rubber Section of the American Chemical So-

ciety on September 29 by William A. Del Mar, the secretary of

the committee. The second report, like the first, presents a speci-

fication for high-grade rubber insulation for electric wires and

cables, and an analytical procedure for use in connection there-

with.

The specification is identical with that in the preliminary report,

except that the first clause is altered to read as follows

;

"A 30 per cent fine Para or best quality plantation Hcz're rub-

]

her compound with mineral fillers, shall be furnished." The
change consists in the substitution of "best quality plantation" for

"smoked first latex," which appeared in the earlier report.

The analytical procedure has been changed in two important

particulars, and a number of minor improvements have been

made. One of the changes is the elimination of the terebene

method, and the substitution of a modified ash method, for the

determination of fillers and rubber. This method is a modifica-

tion of one devised by G. H. Savage. A general outline of the

procedure is given on the diagram below. It will be seen that

the residues from, the alcoholic potash saponification are treated

with hydrochloric acid to remove organic matter, and the part in-

soluble in acid is dried and divided into two parts, one of which

is used to the determination of sulphur, and the other ignited.

A sulphur determination is also made on the ash. The rubber

hydrocarbons as a percentage of the total sample are given by

the following formula:

C r E-F H
Rubber Hydrocarbons = 100 — 1

4 L D G

The total weight of sample used in the determination is 4^. and

the letters C, D, E, F , G, and H represent the weights in grams

of the substance indicated in the diagram.

The other important change is the adoption of the Bureau of

Standards nitric acid-bromine method for the determination of

total sulphur.

.•\ qualitative test for organic fillers has also been added.

The complete report will not be available until it has been

approved by the General Committee, which appointed the Joint

Rubber Insulation Committee. It is hoped that arrangements for

publication will be made in about a month.

The Joint Rubber Insulation Committee has now been at work

for five years and has held 25 meetings, in addition to numerous

sub-committee meetings. The committee has been an active one,

and its influence has been widely felt, the specification and the

greater part of the preliminary analytical procedure being how
accepted as standard by electrical engineers and rubber chemists.

The following abstracts from the report read at the meeting

of the Rubber Section, give the details of the determination of

rubber hydrocarbons and total sulphur, and should be read in

conjunction with the preliminary report referred to above.

ALCOHOLIC POTASH EXTRACT.

Section 28. Dry the residues from the chloroform extractions

at 50 to 60 degrees C. until the odor of chloroform can no

longer be detected : unite the residues from the two 2-gram sam-

ples in a 200 cc. Erlenmeyer flask. .Add 100 cc. alcoholic potash

solution and boil for four hours under a reflux condenser. Filter

the solution by decantation through an 11 cm, hardened filter

paper into a beaker and wash twice, using each time 25 cc. hot

Acetona EKfrc

Two 2 arm. Sa mplsa of ffubber

(Sapon / ff with HO ft'

Untaponifiab/J/Material Alkali Son/t/» Acmtene CAHuafacm
COinoi^» "jKicoXoi) ^ extract , Ejtract

\
(Trtat rilh IllfO^ No, O, efe.)

^' " "" '

Ifes/ctue
(Ma*rm C/t/orqrorm Cttroct ion*}

RoslduC3(United)
(Saponiff with HOM}

r 1, n
Insoluble Soluble frea Saoortiflabia
rarbons U.-vaponrflable ^fiiuf Ace

'

A. Material
Hvdncarbons U.-uaponrfioble iijpiiuf Acetoria

Material Ertroof
Treat witft CCi ^* ftg SO^

\

'

1

Saponiffable Extract
(Treat mith HCI and Etber)

Remidu e
(Treat with HCI « heat

)

Hydrocarbons Unsoponifiable
_^ _ ffeains

Total Waxy Hydrocarbons -AtB

Res l\lual KOHEitract
Solution

r X

iVei^h Substances tv/'f/t Names
Ofher " by Difference

fnso/uble
(Wash *. eJfy)

(Diricfe lyi tmtoportm)H 3.
\t0nitm) Sulphur

_j^ u
(Su/phur) -'^

So/ybte
(R e se rttm for
Organic tmst)

OuTLiXE OF Method of Rubber Analysis Exclusive of Total Sulphur Determination.
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absolute alcohol and then wash thoroughly with hot water.

Wash any rubber on the filter paper back into the original flask

and reserve this foi the determination of rubber hydrocarbons.

Evaporate the solution to appro.ximate dryness, take up in warm

water and transfer to a separatory funnel, .•\cidify with 30 cc.

5 normal hyilrocliloric acid, usiuR this to rinse the hcaker.

Add suflicient water to make the bulk of the solution 100 cc.

When cool add 40 cc. ether, using it to rinse the beaker in 20 cc.

portions. Shake the aqueous and ethereal .solutions thoroughly.

After complete separation, draw off the aqueous solution and

treat in another separatory funnel, with a fresh 20 cc. portion

of ether. Continue to shake the aqueous solution with fresh

portions of ether until a colorless portion has been obtained.

then shake out twice more. Unite the ethereal solutions and

wash with successive additions of water, continuing twice after

the water shows no acid reaction. Filter through a plug of ex-

tracted cotton into a tared flask, wash the filter and funnel

with ether, evaporate the ether without boiling and dry the

residue at 95 to 100 degrees C. Cool in a desiccator and weigh.

Continue to dry until constant weight is obtained.

RUBBER HYDROCARBONS.

Section 29. Add to the flask containing tlie rubber residue

from the alcoholic potash extraction, sufficient water to make

the total volume of the solution 125 cc. and then add 25 cc. con-

centrated hydrochloric acid. Heat for an hour at 97 to 100

degrees C. Decant the supernatant liquid through a hardened

filter paper on a Buchner funnel 7 cm. in diameter, using suc-

tion ; wash the residue with 25 cc. hot water and decant. (While

a Buchner funnel is recommended, it is permissible to use an 11

cm. hardened filter paper with platinum cone, in a 60 degree

funnel). Perform this entire treatment with water and hydro-

chloric acid, three times and save the first and second decanta-

tions for the "organic matter" test described in Section 36. The

rubl)er at this stage should be white and practically free from

black specks of undissolved fillers : if not, continue the acid

treatment until the 1)lack specks disappear. (If carbon is present,

all the particles of rubber will be grayish, bluish, or black, de-

pending on the form and quantity of carbon used. Black specks

in light particles of rubber usually indicate the presence of lead

sulphide which must be removed to prevent the formation of

lead sulphate on igniting the residue C. Add 150 cc. hot water

to the flask and let stand on a steam bath or hot plate for half an

hour and decant through the filter paper. Return to the flask

any rubber that goes on the filter paper. Repeat until the wash-

ings are free from chlorides (See Section 36). Transfer all the

rubber in the flask to the filter paper and dry as much as possi-

ble by suction. Wash the rubber with 50 cc. of 95 per cent

alcohol, using suction. Transfer the entire residue to a weighing

bottle. Dry at 95 to 100 degrees C. for an hour, cool in a vacuum

desiccator under reduced pressure and weigh. Dry for a half

hour, cool and weigh, re|)eating this process until either constant

weight is reached or the weight starts to increase. Let this

weight be represented by C. On a portion D of this residue C
determine the ash E, according to Section 30 and the sulphur F
in the ash E. Determine the sulphur H in another portion G
of residue C. Make all sulphur determinations as described

under "Total Sulphur."

Section 30. Place about 0.5 grams of residue C into a weighed

porcelain crucible. Let the weight of residue be represented by D.

Heat gently, gradually driving off the volatile matter. When the

crucible has ceased to smoke, raise tlie temperature gradually to

between 450 and 500 degrees C. until all organic matter has been

burned away, which is usually indicated by the ash becoming

white. (An electric muffle furnace with pyroareter is recom-

mended for this purpose.) Cool in a desiccator and weigh, the

weight of ash being represented by E in the formula for rubber

hydrocarbons. Make sulphur test on ash by the method de-

scribed under "Total -Sulphur." If, however, 50x CxE is not

over unity, the determination of sulphur in the ash may be

omitted and /•" assumed to be zero.

Then,

Rubber Hydrocarbons = 100

r E-F H-]

expressed as a percentage of the total sample.

TOT.M. sri.l'IiriJ.

Section 31. Place 0.5 grams of rubber in a porcelain ciucible

of about 100 cc. capacity, .^dd 20 cc. nitric acid-bromine reagent,

cover the crucible with a watch glass, and allow to stand for one

hour. Heat very carefully for an hour, remove the cover, rinsing

it with a little water, and evaporate to dryness. Add 5 grams

of the KNO3—Na-COa fusion mixture, and 3 to 4 cc. of distilled

water. Digest for a few minutes, and then spread the mixture

half way up the side of tlie crucible to facilitate drying. Dry on

a steam bath or hot plate. Fuse the mi.xture, using a sulphur-

free flame until all the organic matter has been destroyed and the

melt is quite soft. x\llow to cool, place the crucible in a 600 cc.

beaker, and cover with water. Digest three or four hours on

the steam bath. Filter into an 800 cc. beaker, washing thoroughly

with hot water. The total volume should be about 500 cc.

Allow to cool, add 7 to 8 cc. concentrated hydrochloric acid to

the filtrate, and heat on the steam bath. Test the solution for

acidity with Congo paper and add 10 cc. of hot barium chloride

solution. Allow to stand over night, filter, wash, weigh the

barium sulpliate and calculate to sulphur.

I.\-rERPRET.'\TION.

Section 34. The percentage of rubber shall be considered to

be the sum of the rubber hydrocarbons, saponifiable acetone ex-

tract, unsaponifiable resins, chloroform and alcoholic potash

extracts, expressed as percentages. If the chloroform extract is

over 3.0 per cent of the rubber so calculated, subtract the excess

from the rubber. If the KOH extract is over 1.8 per cent of

the rubber, as first calculated, subtract this excess also from the

rubber.

ORGANIC FILLERS.

Section 36. Transfer the first and second decantations of the

hydrochloric acid solutions to a carefully cleaned porcelain dish

and add 20 cc. concentrated sulphuric acid. Place dish on steam

bath or hot plate to drive off water and hydrochloric acid. A
pronounced charring of the residue indicates the presence of

organic matter soluble in water or hydrolyzed by hydrochloric

acid.

Examine filter paper and rubber while decanting acid solution

and again while washing free of chlorides. Some types of organic

fillers not removed by water and hydrochloric acid, would be

plainly visible at this point.

Place a small portion of residue C under a microscope and ex-

amine for fibrous and other characteristic organic material.' If

organic fillers are indicated and not clearly proven by this test,

place 1 gram of the organic sample in a beaker, add 75 cc. xylol

and heat on hot plate until the rubber is dissolved. Decant
xylol solution and wash residue with ether several times by de-

cantation. Dry residue and examine under the microscope.

NEW YORK RUBBER MANUFACTURERS BUSIER.

.According to the report of the Industrial Commission of the

New York State Department of Labor, the manufacturers of

rubber and gutta percha goods in that State employed from 16

to 21 per cent more workers from March to August, 19^6, than
were employed in June. 1915 (the basis of computation), and in

e:,ch of the months the increase over the same month a year ago
ranged from 25 to 40 per cent. The payrolls of these manufac-
turers ran from 33 to 41 per cent higher than the same months
last vear.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

VISCOSITY INDEX OF RUBBER.

THE researches of K. Gorter on the viscosity index as a

standard for the preliminary testing of the quality of

rubber are abridged as follows, by "Chemical Abstracts"

(October 10, 1916). The viscosity index is the logarithim of

the viscosity of a 1 per cent solution and is superior as a stand-

ard to the viscosity, being less dependent on the temperature

than the latter, 1 degree causing a variation in the viscosity

index of only O.OOS. Hence it is not necessary in viscosity deter-

minations to keep the temperature constant by means of a ther-

mostat. The viscosity inde.x multiplied by the factor 70 gives

the tensile strength of the rubber sample. Gorter's viscosimeter

consists of a pipette with a 10 cm. capillary stem with an

opening 1.42 mm. in diameter, the whole fitting into a 150 cc.

Erlenmeyer. The indicated capacity of the pipette is 15 cc, and

its constant 9.8 at 26 degrees C. One gram of rubber is dis-

solved in 120 cc. benzene (not purified from thiophene) with

shaking, using a brown flask. The solution is filtered after 24

hours and the concentration determined, after which the viscosity

is determined by the pipette. The relative viscosity of a rubber

solution equals the period of delivery, divided by the constant

of the viscosimeter for the solvent used. The viscosity of a

rubber solution is dependent on the dimensions of the viscosi-

meter used ; hence to obtain comparable results the same instru-

ment must invariably be used.

THF. WEBER TEST FOR SUN CRACKING DEM.XNDS PREC.MJTION.

D. S. Twiss in the "India Rubber Journal" sounds two im-

portant warnings in regard to the use of C. O. Weber's reagent.

The Weber test depends upon the partial oxidation of strips

of rubber with a mixture of acetone and an aqueous solution

of hydrogen peroxide. Although this mixture is said to keep

unaltered for a long time, nevertheless there is a distinct pos-

sibility of its deterioration, \^'hile acetone-peroxide compound

is very soluble in acetone and also other organic solvents, such

as ether and benzene, it is only sparingly soluble in water, and

because of the presence of water in the Weber mixture, crystals

of the compound in a practically pure condition may gradually

be deposited after a month or so, some of them continuing to

float in the liquid. Of course, the separation of such a crystalline

compound causes a diminution in the o.xidizing power of the

liquid reagent so that tests made with it on various dates may
not be accurately comparable.

Great care should be taken to prevent the accumulation of any

considerable quantity of these crystals in empty bottles or else-

where, particularly in a dry condition. Despite the seeming

harmlessness of the compound thus formed and the fact that

it can even be melted at 97 degrees C, it is capable of exploding

with frightful violence if subjected to a shock, or if heated above

its melting point. One thousandth of an ounce, when heated in

an open test tulie. will explode with such force as to shatter

the tube, and the explosion of a greater quantity in a large glass

bottle would be exceedingly dangerous because of the flying

fragments of glass. Obviously the practice of using a freshly

prepared reagent not only insures accuracy but personal safety

as well.

THEORY OF COLD VULCANIZATION OF RUBBER.

The following abstract of the researches of F. W. Hinrichsen

and E. Kindscher on cold vulcanization is from the "Journal of

the Society of Chemical Industry" (September 15, 1916).

According to C. O. Weber fin 1894) caoutchouc combines

with sulphur chloride to form a series of compounds of which
the richest member in sulphur contains 23.62 per cent. Measured

quantities of a solution of purified Para rubber in dry thiophen-

free benzene, were treated with quantities of a solution of sul-

phur chloride in benzene in excess of that corresponding to

Weber's formula, and the reaction product was purified as

described by Weber. In eight experiments the sulphur content

found ranged from 15.58 to 28.37 per cent. In another series of

experiments, quantities of the rubber solution containing 0.5

gram of rubber were treated with quantities of sulphur chloride

solution containing from 0.433 to 1.299 grams S: C\-., under con-

ditions to exclude the presence of moisture, and after three or

four weeks, portions of the solutions were withdrawn and
analyzed. The amount of sulphur chloride fixed by the rubber

ranged from 0.2526 to 0.2795 grams, corresponding approximately

to the formula (Ci„H„)jS2Cl;. The higher results obtained in

the first series are attributed to adsorption of sulphur chloride

or of sulphur liberated therefrom. The yellowish-white addi-

tion compound of caoutchouc and sulphur chloride when boiled

with alcoholic sodium hydro.xide solution is converted into a

dark brown substance corresponding to the formula, C^jHjoSj.

In the technical cold vulcanization process it is considered that

adsorption of sulphur chloride by the rubber first takes place,

followed by slow chemical comliination and by liberation of sul-

phur from the excess of sulphur chloride. Cold-vulcanized rub-

lier may thus be regarded as an adsorption product of sulphur

in a solid or semi-solid solution of the compound, (C„,H,e)/S-Cl5,

in excess of rubber.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
DETERMINATION OF PARAFFIN IX liLACK SUBSTITUTES.

A HUTIN in "Le Caoutchouc & La Gutta-Percha" contributes
** • the following method for the determination of paraffin

and waxes in black rubber substitutes

:

Many black substitutes contain paraffin, added intentionally in

considerable proportions. Substitutes that contain from 10 to

30 per cent of paraffin break with a section showing small white

spots, and are friable. If 30 per cent paraffin is present the

mass is whitish. Below 10 per cent no such evidence is visible.

The method of C. W. Weber is used for the analysis of

substitutes, modified as follows, for the determination of par-

affin. The acetone extract, obtained as usual, is treated with

100 cc. of 97 to 98 degree alcohol; the mixture heated by plung-

ing the container into boiling water and decanting the liquid

on a tared capsule. This operation is repeated 5 or 6 times.

Evaporate the liquid and dry residue to constant, and weigh.

Paraffin, ceresin and other waxes present are thus obtained

together. In general, the material is white or pale yellow and
composed of impure paraffin. It is necessary to use 98 per cent

alcohol, otherwise the paraffin, etc., will not be wholly dissolved.

RUBBER SUBSTITUTE.

"Chemical Abstracts" (October 10, 1916) gives the following

account of the method of H. Bayer (German patent No. 288,9()8,

June 3, 1914) for the manufacture of an improved substitute

for rubber. A rubber substitute is obtained from fatty oils,

liquid at the normal temperature, as they are employed in the

factice manufacture; by treating the balsam-like substance

obtained by dissolving and heating sulphur in oil, with an ener-

getic oxidizing substance (preferably dilute nitric acid). The
product is soft in the heat, but elastic and tough when cold, and

after washing it can be vulcanized with sulphur. The sulphur

is at the same time o.xidized, as evidenced by the presence of

large amounts of sulphuric acid in the nitric acid. Thi« mass

is not completely soluble in any of the known solvents, but it

swells up with carbon bisulphide, benzene and many other organic
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solvents, to a gelatinous, doughy mass which, upon spontaneous

evaporation, or evaporation with the aid of gentle heat, to remove

the solvent, remains as a homogeneous, very tough and elastic

product. This substance, alone or in admixture with solutions

of resin, caoutchouc, gutta percha, etc., can be mi.xed with filling

and variously colored. In the swollen state, this mass is mixed

with 10 to 20 per cent pure flowers of sulphur, warmed gently,

under pressure, on rolls, and, after evaporating the softening

agent, it is vulcanized at a teinperature slightly above the melt-

ing point of sulphur.

For e.^ample. 1 kilogram of linseed oil is heated with 150

grams of sulphur at 266 to 320 degrees F., until the sulphur has

been completely dissolved, and the linseed oil has been converted

into a black-brown liquid, which upon cooling, no longer sepa-

rates sulphur. This liquid is poured into 3 to 4 times its weight

of dilute nitric acid, and warmed for several hours on a water

bath, with stirring, until the liquid has been converted into a

yellow substance, soft when hot and clastic and tough when cold,

and large amounts of sulphuric acid are present in the nitric

acid. This product is washed thoroughly with water and dried

in a thin layer at 212 to 230 degrees F. Of this mass 1 kilo-

gram is worked up into a gelatinous dough with 200 grams

asphalt and 200 grams flowers of sulphur, with the addition of

benzene; then dried and vulcanized by heat. The final product

is claimed to serve in many cases as a substitute for rubber, and

to be much cheaper.

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Regenerating Vulcanized Rubber. , The process of regenerat-

ing vulcanized rubber which consists in comminuting the mate-

rial, boiling it in an alkaline solution, and heating the entire mass

of material in an atmosphere of inert gas to a temperature ap-

proximating but short of the melting-point, and continuously

stirring the mass. [Bernadus Johannes Franciscus Varenhorst,

The Hague, and Jean Gerard Fol, Delft, Netherlands. United

States patent No. 1,198,975.]

THE TTNITED KINGDOM.

Substitute for Rubber. .\ mixture of colophony, caoutchouc,

sulphur, naphtha, dry white lead or Spanish white is prepared

with heat and may be used for sealing wax or in place of ebonite.

[R. Castells, 240, Provenza, Barcelona, Spain. British patent

No. 7,703 (1915).]

Rubber Recovery fro.m Rubberized Fabrics. Rubber is re-

covered from fabric impregnated with vulcanized rubber, by heat-

ing it with boiling tetrachloroethane. Solution of the rubber is

complete in about one hour, .^fter removing the fabric, the rub-

ber is recovered from the solution by adding water and distilling

oflF the solvent with the water; or the solvent may be distilled

dry, provided care be taken not to overheat the rubber. If de-

sired, the free sulphur may be removed by a short preliminary

treatment of the rubberized fabric with hot tetrachloroethane,

the operation being interrupted before the rubber begins to dis-

solve. [C. de Villers, Neuilly, France. British patent No.

10,146 (1915).]

Coagulating Latex. In contradistinction to the usual processes

employed, the present invention consists in treating the latex

with gases obtained by the destructive distillation of wood in

suitable retorts, after removal of the tar from the gases.

The advantages of the processes are

:

(1) The product obtained is better than that obtained by ap-

plication of smoke.

(2) As fuel for the distillation of the wood, the charcoal from

a preceding distillation can be used. Not all the charcoal, how-

ever, is required.

(3) The wood tar obtained forms a valuable product which

is available on the plantation for conserving the plants against

disease.

(4) The process is cheap. [E. C. R. Marks, 57 Lincoln Inn

Fields, London, W.C, England. British patent No. 11,615 (1915).]

L'tilizing Waste Rubber. India rubber is removed from tire

fabrics, without destroying them, by treatment in vacuo w-ith a

solvent, at a temperature which produces strong ebullition (212

to 230 degrees F. in the case of xylol). \ circulating move-

ment of the liquid is produced l)y a cone-and-tube device, similar

to that used in laundry apparatus. The rubber is first stripped

from the fabric by means of xylol or other solvent ; the fabric

is then treated with cold xylol in an ordinary washer to remove

liglitly-adhering rublier, resins and free sulphur; next the fabric

is placed in a cage in an autoclave containing pure xylol. The

autoclave is connected with a reflux condenser which has a pipe

connection to a vacuum pump. After heating twice in the auto-

clave by a steam coil, the fabric is washed in clean xylol, again

treated under pressure at about 150 degrees F., and finally

washed, and centrifugally treated, dried by means of a current

of inert hot gas, and bleached. The liquids containing rubber

can be used for dissolving the granular rubber derived from the

stripping of the fabric. [H. Dcbauge, 2 Rue de Penthievre,

Paris. British patent No. 100,961.]

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Rubber Vulcanization Method. The process of vulcanizing

india rubber sulistance which consists in submitting the substance

in the presence of sulphur, sulphides, or other vulcanizing agents,

to the action of ultra violet rays, under a variety of conditions

of heat, pressure or vacuum in solid films or in solution. [Gustave

Bernstein, Chamaliers, Puy de Dome, France. Canadian patent

No. 170,142.]

Recovering Rubber Stock. The process of recovering rubber

stock from vulcanized rubber which consists in bringing the

vulcanized rubber in contact with a solution comprising resin

and a material obtained by the action of dissolved resin on

vulcanized rubber, and incorporating this solution with the com-
minuted vulcanized rubber and removing the solvent therefrom.

[Hermann Goldman, New York City. Canadian patent No.

170,393.]

1,200,296.

1,200,692.

171.032.

8.487 (1

101.127.

OTHER CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE UKITED STATES.

Elastic material for U5e in tires. Maurizio Barricelli, BygdOr
near Christiania, Norway.

Hard rubber cotnposition. Leo H. Baekeland, Vonkers, N. Y.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Filler fcr tires. Frank .\. Ilasjer, Portland, Oregon.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

915). Treatment of latex on scrap rubber. C. A. Ilcken, East
Coast Road, and St. V B. Down, 43 The Arcade—both
in Singapore.

Impregnating compositions of giitta percha, rubber or balata.
E. C. R. Marks, 57 I.inccln's ln;i Fields, London, England.

AUOTHER CHEMICAL EXPOSITION IN 1917.

Hardly has the Second National Exposition of Chemical Indus-

tries been closed when plans are forming for the third exposi-

tion, to be held next fall, and it is said that its success is already

assured, .^n additional floor in the Grand Central Palace, New
York City, has been engaged and plans are being made to use

this, and possibly another, in addition to the first two floors which

were occupied this year. Interesting details of the enlarged

scope of the E.xposition will appear in due time.

The New York State Industrial Safety Congress will convene

at Hotel Onondaga, Syracuse, New York, December 11, 12, 13

and 14. Addresses will be delivered by experts on fire preven-

tion, factory sanitation, safeguarding of machinery and other

factors pertaining to industrial safety. Some of the evening lec-

tures will be illustrated. Employers, superintendents and factory-

foremen are invited to attend.
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The Ocotillo Rubber of Arizona.

ACCORDING to report, a San Francisco chemist has dis-

covered that the candlewood shrub, or ocotillo, which

abounds in the arid plains of Arizona and New Mexico,

contains large quantities of a rubber-like or gutta-like gum, and

a company has been incorporated in Arizona for the purpose of

extracting this gum and placing it upon the market. The com-
pany is to lease nearly a million acres of land in Texas and is

attempting to lease State lands in Arizona where the shrub is

abundant. As to value of the gum commercially, one story is

that it is suitable for the manufacture of chewing gum ; another

is that automobile tires have been made from it, and so on. Of
course there are the usual statements to the efifect that this dis-

covery is to revolutionize the rubber industry. The possibility

that the gum may have even a minor value leads us to give its

pedigree.

The Ocotillo (Pouquirria s/'tcndcns)

.

a, chalice and pistil; /;. corolla; c, stamen.

The ocotillo (Fouquicria spU'iidens) grows wild from north-

west Texas, through New Mexico and Arizona to Southern Cal-

ifornia, thence south to Lower California and the Mexican States

of Coahuila, Chihuahua and Sonora. It is variously known as

the vine cactus, coach whip, Jacoli's stafif and candlewood. In

its wild state the shrub grows from 6 to 20 feet high, sparing])

branched from the base, the branches up to an inch in diameter,

branchless and apparently leafless, their swaying tips brilliant

with scarlet blossoms—the flame of the "candle."

The branches are covered with thorns or spines. These ar.

the petioles of the leaves. Like many other desert plants tin

candlewood has but few leaves, which soon dry and shrivel,

and finally fall away, leaving only sharp thorns about an inch

long, thus incorrectly classing it as a cactus. It is easily propa-

gated from cuttings, and is much used in Mexico to form an im-

penetrable he<Ige. The long, slender stems are used as the sub-

stratum over the beams which hold up the grass and clay roofs

of adobe houses. It is stated that as much as 400 tons of shrub

can be taken from an acre, and that new growth on that acre

will reach maturity in three to five years. It has been known
that the^ocotillo (to use its Mexican name) yields a resin, a

wax and a gum. It is this latter which is now pronounced

valuable in the chewing gum business and the rubber industry. A
company has been organized for the purpose of extracting it

from the bark of the plant by a patented process

Of much local interest in the city of Phoenix, Arizona, was
the "Arizona Tire, a Product of Ocotillo Gum." This was manu-
factured by the W. C. Hendrie Rubber Co., Torrance, Cali-

fornia, and displayed in the show window of a local dealer. That
doubters may be forestalled in their unbelief E. W. Snyder, super-

intendent and chemist of the Sunset Rubber & Supply Co.. Los

Angeles. California, subscribes and swears before a notary pub-

lic that:

The tread in this tire is scientifically compounded from
ocotillo gum, smoked sheet rubber, sulphur, zinc, white lead,

litharge and other compound ingredients commonly used in the

manufacturing of automobile tire treads.

As to the great general usefulness of the gum he writes, ad-

dressing the Arizona Chicle Gum Co., Mesa, Arizona

:

After carefully testing out ocotillo gum, I find that it has a
commercial value in the greatest of all industries—the tire busi-

The OcoTiLi.u iJiL.^tuT Home.

ness. It is a very valuable ingredient for hose, belting and tire

frictions, immense quantities of which are manufactured through-

out the world. The guayulc industry has become one of the

leading industries of the ruliber business and has proven to be

very profitable. The ocotillo gum has a greater field because it
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can be successfully used in many other commercial lines. With

my experience as a chemist and a practical rubber man, I can

give ocotillo gum nothing but the very highest praise.

.•\n interesting point brought out by Judge W. H. Stilwell of

.Arizona is thus stated

:

It is not unreasonable to suppose that rubber produced in

this country will meet the demands of the climate and elements

more succt-ssfully than rubber produced elsewhere.

J. D. Crawford, whom '.Arizona" describes as an American

chemist and wage earner in the rublicr industry, is given the

credit of the discovery of the ocotillo as a rubber producer. Mr.

Crawford, so says "Arizona," discovered the value of guayule

and "sold his processes to the Madero brothers for a small con-

sideration." His discovery of guayule is 18 years old, that of

ocotillo is 3 years old.

The plan of the Arizona Chicle Co. is not to manufacture

either chewing gum or automobile tires. Instead it will extract

the gum and sell first to manufacturers of the articles named

and later to any and all who tind the gum of use. The initial

plant is planned for a daily capacity of 600 tons.

H. E. Shrum, of Phoenix, Arizona, who has charge of the

sale of stock, kindly sent the editor of The India Rubber World

a small sample of the bark of the ocotillo plant and a piece of

vulcanized rubber. Whether this was a bit of the tire compound

cited above does not appear. He further stated that the com-

pany expected to be producing gum by the first of the year. As

to the cost of the gum, it is stated that it can be produced in

quantity for 10 cents a pound.

If this project proves successful in adding to the sources avail-

able for the production of rubber, or even plastics from plants

indigenous to our own country, it will certainly be well worth

while. Perhaps this desert "cactus" may become as valuable as

the once neglected guayule shrub which has proven of such

substantial use in the rubber industry.

In the meantime the rubber trade awaits with interest elucida-

tion of the foUow-ing points:

First—What percentage of ocotillo gum entered into the com-

position of the "Arizona" tire.

Second—Would it be possible to make a tire or anything

else in rubber using ocotillo gum. and compounding and curing

it without the addition of "plantation sheet" or any other rubber?

A frank answer to both of the above will tell the story of the

value of the gum beyond peradventure.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

RUBBER GLOVES FOE X-HAY SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

Rubber gloves for surgical operations w-here X-rays are used

are made opaque to these rays by being impregnated three or

four times, at intervals of about a half hour, with a paste ob-

tained by thoroughly mixing the following ingredients in a

chemist's mortar:

100 grams finely ground lead carbonate.

50 grams of rubber solution (similar to solution used for

repairing cycle tires).

50 grams of light mineral oil.

Large size surgeon's gloves need from 40 to 50 grams of paste

each ; the paste is applied with a soft brush, preferably on the

interior surface of the gloves, the latter being turned inside out

and filled with talc or a similar powder. The paste adheres

better when the surface has been coated beforehand with diluted

rubber solution.

This paste is not affected t)y prolonged contact with water-

containing phenol, nor by strong alcohol, but it blackens if the

gloves are placed in boiling water for any length of time, and

then it develops a tendency to crack when the gloves are

stretched in any way.

In French military hospitals many doctors coat their hands

with the paste above described before putting on their rubber

gloves. The paste can be easily washed off by using mineral

oil. ["Journal de Pharmacie et de Chimie."]

FOR two weeks in October the Electrical Exposition and

Motor Show of 1916 was held in the Grand Central Palace,

N'ew York City. As in previous similar exhibitions, this served

to show the progress in electrical achievements during the year,

many exhibits being particularly interesting and attractive. Out

of a total number of 105 exhibitors there were some which

were more or less related to the rubber industry. Among these

might be mentioned the following:

The Habirshaw Electric Cable Co., Yonkers, New York, ex-

hibited a very complete line of samples of rubber insulated cables,

including the large armored cable made for the Interborough

Rapid Transit Co. and laid under the Harlem River; and a

sample of the submarine cable made for the Signal Department

of the United States Government. This cable was made and

tested at the Habirshaw works in one piece, 34 miles long, which

is now in service in the Philippines.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, exhibited a large number of electrical de-

vices for the modern residence, office and factory. Electric

fans, motors, transformers and rectifiers for charging storage

batteries were also shown, as well as lightning arresters for

the protection of electrical circuits, lighting fijcfiires for street

use. and motors for various industries.

The General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York, showed

the modern application of its Mazda lamps, o-E;iarious capacities.

.\ mechanical display showed exactly what the consumer gains

by the use of these over other lamps, as demonstrated by the

use of a mechanical meter. .An electrically lighted fountain,

an electrical clock, a reproduction of a modern show window
illuminated with miniature lamps, X-ray plates, motors, gen-

erators and transformers completed the exhibit.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

displayed a large number of storage batteries of its manufacture,

those used in submarine vessels, in electric vehicles, in mine

locomotives, and also for central lighting and power stations

for telegraph and telephone service. There were also various

batteries used for automobile starting and lighting, wireless

telegraphy, fire alarm and gun firing.

-Another storage battery was the "Edison," shown by the

Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange, New Jersey, which is

used in a great variety of ways for lighting and motor power
in vehicles, boats, etc., and for supplying current to modern
searchlights, telegraph, telephone, time clocks and light ma-
chinery. The Edison electric safety mine lamp was also shown.

The New York Edison Co., New York City, showed the

work of its various bureaus in a very comprehensive exhibit,

demonstrating the capabilities of its service. For instance,

there was a completely equipped electrical hospital, an X-ray
room, an electro-mechanical gymnasium, a dental hospital, and
a photographic studio. A three-room apartment, in miniature,

was shown, furnished with figures, furniture and electric fittings,

all arranged to show the different lighting effects.

The vacuum cleaner would be far from practicable, were it not

for the rubber hose which gives it portability. The Frantz Pre-
mier Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and the Hoover Suction Sweeper
Co., New Berlin, Ohio, had exhibits of these machines. Rubber
tubes form a part of the electrical milking machines which were
seen in operation in the Dairy division, several prize Guernseys
and Holsteins being exhibited by a well-known condensed milk
company.

The S. S. White Dental Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, among other items of itS- exhibit of a modern
dentist's office, showed an electrically heated rubber tube for

conveying the gas administered to patients at about the tem-
perature of the body, thus lessening excitement and irritation.

Prepared rubber and rubber dam for dental purposes were
also shown.
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New Machines and Appliances.

A DUTCH TYPE TWO-EOLL PLANTATION WASHER.

MACHINERY builders in Holland are keeping pace with the

ideas of modern design and construction of rubber wash-

ing machines. The illustration clearly shows a strongly

built, standard machine that is capable of giving durable service.

The heavy, cast iron bed-plate is of the one-piece pattern and

supports the side frames in which are mounted the journals for
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is adjusted vertically. The following are the particulars: Diam-

eter of disk, 9 inches : l)asc. 9 inches square liy 8 inches high

;

height over all, 15 inclies ; talilc. V/^ hy 11 Vi inches; vertical

adjustment, 4Va inches; angle adjustment, 15 degrees upward, 45

degrees downwards ; single phase, 60 cycle, 220 volt motor.

[The H. .\. Smith Machiuerv Co.. Syracuse. New York.l

M. & W. RATCHET WRENCH AND ROLL ADJUSTING SCREWS.

.\djustment of the rolls of heavy washers, mills and refiners

is a matter that requires force and considerable skill. The
powerful screws ^

""

controlling the

roll adjustments

are usually operated by hand wheels

or bar levers attached to the screw

heads and, moreover, power is

sometimes used to aid in coarse adjustments.

In the accompanying illustration is shown a com-

bination ratchet wrench and adjusting screw of

standard size and thread that readily recommends

itself to mill users. It is undoulitedly a time saver

as well as a powerful tool for conveniently obtaining,

both coarse and fine adjustments of the rolls.

Carefully selected materials are used in construc-

tion of this device, the lever being cast steel, the,

cover plate, steel, the screw, vanadium steel, and the pawls and
shifter levers, drop forgings. [Morgan & Wright. Detroit Rub-
ber works, Detroit, Michigan.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
GAKMETER'S INTERNAL PRESSURE VULCANIZING APPARATUS.

Hollow rubber articles are cured while subjected to internal

fluid pressure, according to this invention, w'hich is here illus-

trated and described, as applied to the making of tire casings.
•

The drawing is a cross-section of a two-part tire mold A, show-

ing casing B, core C, and the round flask D, containing carbon

dioxid.

The flask is charged in a separate apparatus and a fusible plug

1£, inserted. One end of the flask is cimnected to the pipe F
that conveys the gas under pressure to the space between the

core and the casing. The other end of the flask is supported by

a stud G.

The heat of the steam immediately melts the plug and releases

the gas, which applies pressure to the inner part of the casing

during vulcanization. [John R. Gammeter, Akron, Ohio, assignor

to The B. F. Goodrich Co., a corporation of Xew York. United

States patent No. 1,200,603.]

ULTRA-VIOLET RAY VULCANIZEH.

Solutions of india' rubl)er are vulcanized by ultra-violet rays,

care being taken that the operation is not continued sufliciently

long to injure the rubber. The sulphur employed may be replaced

by any sul])hide which is

decomposed by the rays

;

for example, carbon,
allyl, or antimony sul-

phide. Very dilute solu-

tions of tKe -.vulcanized

rul)1)er tluis obtained ; for

example. 0iy4).6 per cent,

may be used for cement-

ing, and only a very thin

cementing layer is re-

quired. A maximum of 1.25 per cent is claimed. The illustra-

tion is a sectional side elevation of the apparatus, which may be

employed for treating any liquid or solid product in thin layers

with ultra-violet rays.

It is an enclosed machine supported by suitable standards, and

underdriven by a longitudinal shaft located on one side of the

casing. Keyed to the shaft is a worm that engages a worm
wheel driving the drum A, which also drives the opposite drum
B by sprocket gearing. The endless belt carrier C passes around

these drums and is driven by them. The product to be treated

being introduced through the hopper D, is carried by the endless

belt over the adjustable guide roller E, down and all around the

quartz mercury vapor lamp F, then over the adjustable guide

roller G and around the drum B. The material is removed from

the belt by a scraper H and delivered to a receptacle /. [H. P.

M. A. OHvier, Paris, France. British patent No. 7,823 (1915).

Not yet accepted.]

APPARATUS FOR EXHAUSTING THE INTERIOR OF RUBBER ARTICLES.

In many processes of pressure cure, as applied to the manufac-

ture of boots and shoes, hollow perforated forms of special con-

struction are used. The present invention, however, provides a

device that permits the use of solid forms

or lasts such as are commonly used in foot-

wear manufacture. The accompanying
drawing is a side elevation partb' in sec-

tion, showing this device applied to a solid

boot form.

The metal cap A is adapted to fit over

the l)oot form B. and comprises a vacuum
chamber C and a tapered, wedge-shaped
conduit D ivhich separates the boot from
the form and establishes communication be-

tween the inner surface of the boot and the

vacuum chamber.

The metal cap is provided with a tapered nozzle E tliat fits

over a tapered nipple F and low pressure or a vacuum is sup-

plied from the pipe G. A seal H laps the edge of the boot to

insure a tight joint during application of the preponderating

outside pressure. [Chester J. -Randall, assignor to The Good-
year's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co., both of Naugatuck, Connecticut.

United States patent No. 1.199.420.]
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OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,198,790. Collapsible former for building tire casings. T. D. Tew Akron
Ohio.

1.193.874. Mold for maniifacnire of mbber thread-loops. T. Sloper, De-
vizes, England.

1.198.875. Pressure applying vulcanizing mold. T. Sloper, Devizes. Eng-
land.

1,198,932. Repair vulcanizer. A. E. Lawrence, San Marcos, assignor of
one-half to N. Hanke, Hays County—both in Texas.

1,199,314. Automatic device for coating the constituent elements of a
laminated cohesive interwound band. L. A. Subers, East
("leveland. Ohio.

1,199,449. Machine for making plastic articles. W. J. Hums, assignor to
The Peerless Vulcanite Co.—both of Bridgeport, Conn.

1,199,674. Demountable rim tool. H. M. Du Bois. assignor of one-half
to N. W. Du Bois—both of Houston, Texas.

1,200.009. Repair vulcanizer. ^^ B. Nelson, assignor to National Lock
Co.—both of Rockford, 111.

1.200,014. Tire bead placing device. M. Paridon, assignor of one-half to
IL A. Rudd—both of Barberton, Ohij.

1,200,016. Tire building maclime. M. Paridon, assignor of one-half to
n. A. Ru'ia—both of Barberton, Ohio.

1,200,070. Rubber mill. F. JL Banbury, East Orange, N. J., assignor to
Birmingham Iron Foundry, Derby, Coan.

1,200.183. Dental vulcanizer. G. B. Fratey. Liberty, X. V.

1,201.190. Demountable rim tool. T. Johnson, Perryville, assignor of one-
Iialf to T. A. Son, Bonne Terre—both in Missouri.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA,
170,643. Cementing rpachine. The I'nited Shoe Machinery Co., of Canada,

Limited, Maisonneuve, Quebec, Canada, assignor of M. F.
Bfcgan. Lawrence. Mass.

170. 93S. Tubing machirc feeder. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,
Limiieil. Muntieal. Ouebec, Canada, assignee of G. F. Fisher,
Roselle, N. J.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
7,491 (1915). Making doubl-j texture knitted fabrics. T. Adams, Limited,

.Stoney street, and VV. R. Westmorelar d. 10 Regent
street, New Basford—both In Nottingham.

7,643 (1915). Tire tool. R. McMullaUj 9 Rathcool street, Belfast, Ire-

land.

7,960 (1915). Latex coagulating machine. A. Woosnam, 10 New Court,
Lincoln's Inn, London.

8,075 (1915). Pneumatic tire mold. F. A. Byrne, 2 Ludgate Hill, Bir-
mingham, f

*8,524 (1915). Electric repair vulcanizevs, O. C. Dennis, Cuyler avenue,
Chicago, III.

8.643 (1915). Making non-skid jtuds. C. G. Renold, and H. Renold,
Limited, I'.urnage Works, Didsbnry, Manchester,

8,757 (1915). Coating fabrics. A. Olier et Cie, Usines St. Remy, Cler-

mont-Ferrand, Puy de Dome, France.

NEW ZEALAND.
*37,589. Portable repair vulcanizer. A. B. Low, 89 South Broadway.

Denver, Colo.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
*480,190 (November 9, 1915). Imiirovements in apparatus for manufactur-

ing rubber footwear. Boston Rubber Shoe Co.

*" Denotes patents for American inveiations.

PROCESS PATENT.
METHOD OF MAKING DOUBLE TEXTURE FABRICS.

The manufacture of double texture fabrics is a particularly ditfi-.

cult process when one of the fabric layers is thin or loosely

woven, as is the case with mohairs employed in automobile tops.

According to tlie usual

method, the pressure nec-

essary to efTect proper

adhesion results in forc-

ing the solution through

the thin fabric so that it

appears on the face;

morever, the pressure

mats down the surface

and destroys the mill

finish of the goods.

These ditificulties are provided against by the present method,
which is described in connection with the accompanying; illustra-

tion of a spreading machine.

From the supply roll A, the fabric B passes under tlie spread-

ing knife C, which distributes a thin coating over the upper
surface. The fabric then passes around the drying table D, and
down and around idler rollers H to a second spreader F that

applies to the coated surface a thin film of highly adhesive rubber

solution. Before this is dry the fabric is passed under pressure

roller G, where it meets and is superposed by the face fabric H

fed from supply roll /. The double fabric then travels around
a guide roller /, the heated drum A.' and the guide roller L. to

the tensioned wind up roller ,1/. [James Meade. Stoughton,

Massachusetts. United States patent No. 1,199,400.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,199,249. Fibrous lubber material for use in the manufacture of water-
proof sheeting, tubing and the like. J. W. H. Dew, London,
England.

1,199,922. Rubber article aiid process of making .same. R. B. Price, New
Vork City, assignor to Rubber Regenerating Co.. Mishawaka,
Ind.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
7,477 (1915;. Endless bands of canvas and rubber. T. Sloper, Southgate,

Devizes, Wiltshire.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
*480,402 (December 7. 1915). Improvements in processes to suppress

porosity in rubber goods. Boston Rubber Shoe Co.

THE GERMAN EMPIRE.
288,418 (May 12, 1914). Horse-hair net is worked up with rubber to impart

strength to it. E. Fiorz.

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
TOY BALLOON VALVE.

A device for closing the air or gas inlet to toy balloons, punch-
ing bag, or football bladd'ers, and other inflatable articles of rub-

ber, is the subject of this invention. This metal closure device

is made in one piece, comprising

two fiat plates positioned one
over the other and joined at one
end, forming the mouth-piece.

The free end of the lower plate

is formed into a ' pocket, into

which the flange provided at the

end of the upper plate may be

depressed. The neck of the de-

flated balloon or bladder is slipped

between the two plates and
through the mouth-piece, over

which it is lapped. As soon as

the article is inflated the plates

are compressed, forcing the neck
of one into the pocket of the

other, and thereby closing the air

passage. [Robert Head; New York City, assignor to Howe-
Baumann Balloon Co., Newark, New Jersey. United States

Patent No. 1,201,045.]

FRENCH TYPE CHAINS FOR DUAL SOLID TIRES.

h recent French patent covers articulated, detachable non-skid
chains for motor vehicles equipped with dual solid tires.

This chain comprises a series of non-skid plates connected by
chain sections with special links provided at regular intervals

for fastening the chain to the rim of the wheel. The chains
occupy the annular space between the dual tires as shown in the

diagram.

The drawing on the left is a circumferential section -and on
tlie right, a transverse section of the wheel. A is the rim B the

spokes, C the tires and D the non-skid plates that are connected

by chain sections E. These sections are anchored by short chains

F to double links G, located at spaced intervals in the rim between

the dual tires. The links are fastened in the rim by taper keys

//, that are held in place by straps or cotter-pins. [Societti

Schneider & Cie. French patent applied for February 29, 1915.]
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Editor's Book Table.

STRAICHT AMERKA. A CALL TO NATIONAL SERVICE.
* By Frances A. Kcllor. The Macmillan Co., New York City. [200

pages.]

THIS book contains much interesting matter well worth the

attention of every citizen of the United States. Its scope is

defined by the following extract from a prefatory letter

written by Ex-President Roosevelt. It says : "Emphasis is

rightly laid upon the need of nationalism in all of the big ques-

tions of the day, from education to industrialism, for we cannot

have a real American citizenship unless that citizenship is empliat-

ically national. We cannot deal with immigration, unless we deal

with it from the standpoint of a national Americanism. We can-

not solve our industrial questions, especially the question of trans-

portation, including all questions of interstate industrial enterprise

engaged in manufactures and commerce, except from a national

st.mdpoint."

rate list in another portion of the book. The book will be found

of value to buyers of the various classes of goods and materials

in the industries of whicli it treats.

OFFICIAL AMKRICAN TEXTILE DIRECTORY, 1916. COMPILED
by the Textile World Journal. Bragdon, Lord Si Nagle Co., New York

City. [Flexible cloth covers. 8vo, 650 pages. Price, $2.]

This directory, which is pubHshed annually, gives a large

amount of valuable information regarding the textile industry

of the United States. This comprises nearly 7,000 establish-

ments, including not only cotton, woolen, silk, flax and jute

mills, but establishments devoted to dyeing, finishing, bleach-

ing, printing and other branches of the textile industry. Full

information is given regarding each of these mills, the names

of officers, agents, superintendents, and the character of the

goods made, and such other items as the number of spindles,

looms, whether the mill uses steam or water power, etc. The book

is arranged geographically, alphabetically, and according to style

of goods manufactured, and will undoubtedly be found extremely

useful to all engaged in these industries.

AUTOMOBILE NOMENCLATURE. THE SOCIETY OF AUTOMO-
bile Engineers. New York City.

Confusion frequently arises from lack of uniformity in naming

and describing parts of automobiles, and one of the objects of the

Standardization Committee has been to decide upon the terminol-

ogy for universal use in such descriptions. The report of this

committee gives a list recommended by the Society of Automo-

bile Engineers which contains over 600 separate names of the

more important parts, this list being developed through the com-

bined efforts of engineering and service representatives from a

number of the leading automobile manufacturers. Undoubtedly

it will serve to prevent confusion and to enable automobile

owners, dealers and manufacturers to more accurately and thor-

oughly understand exactly what is meant by various terms.

HENDRICKS' COMMERCIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES
for Buyers and Sellers. S. E. Hendricks Co., Inc., New Y'ork City.

[4to, 1,738 pages. Price $10.]

With the present number, this standard publication rounds out

a quarter of a century of usefulness. The work is especially

devoted to the interests of the architectural, contracting, electri-

cal, engineering, hardware, iron, mechanical, mill, mining,

quarrying, railroad, steel and kindred industries, containing

about 350.000 names and addresses, with upward of 45,000 busi-

ness classifications. Theje lists contain the names of concerns

handling the various products of these industries from producer

to retailer. An innovation is a list of trade names, brands and

titles of identification, this portion of the book being printed on

a tinted paper, so as to be easily and quickly identified by the

user, and numbering 202 pages, or in the vicinity of 10,000 names.

This list includes many trade names of specialties manufactured

of rubber. Automobile and motor car names are given in a sepa-

CREEN MANURES AND MANURING IN THE TROPICS. BY P.

de SORNAY. Translated into English by F. W. Flattelcy. John Bale,

Sons & Danielsson, Limited, London, England. [Large 8vo, 466 pages.

Price, I6s. net.]

In India, Malaya and the West Indies ancj throughout the

tropics and sub-tropics generally, the question of manuring is

an important one. This book which treats the cultivation of

the Leguminos<E crops, is one which gives much information

regarding this special method of feeding nitrogen to the soil.

Many queries are answered in this book, which will enable the

planter to solve some of the difficulties of enriching the soil. The
work will be found helpful to those who would learn how to

cultivate legumes, either for seed and oil, fodder, cover-crops,

or as green manures. There is a very complete index and also

a table of French and English equivalents which will be found

useful for reference.

INDUSTRIAL .\CCIDENT PREVENTION. ISSUED UNDER THE
direction of the Industrial Commission, New York State Department

of Labor. [54 pages.]

The Industrial Commission of the State of New York has

issued a pamphlet which gives in condensed form a vast amount

of information regarding industrial accidents and many sugges-

tions for their prevention. The causes of such accidents being

given, such precautions are suggested as mechanical guards,

industrial hygiene, prevention of fatigue of employes, their wel-

fare and safety, education of illiterate workmen, and the adver-

tising of safety by various means, such as bulletin boards,

pictures, danger signs, letters in pay envelopes, books of rules and

moving pictures. Workmen's committees are advised for seeing

that safety suggestions are carried out, and education in first

aid to the injured is also advised. The book is one which will

be advantageously read by every employer of labor.

A NEW RUBBER PLANTERS' JOURNAL.

"The Netherlandsch Indisch Rubbcrtijdschrift" (The Nether-

lands India Rubber Journal) is a new bimonthly publication

devoted to the increasingly important rubber problems of Hol-

land and her colonies. Tlie new bimonthly is under the man-

agement of K. L. F. Goelst, and W. J. Van den Leemkolk, and

is published in Batavia. Java. It is the first paper devoted to

this industry to be published in the Dutch East Indies, and is

the official organ of the Rubber Planters' Association there.

The contents are largely signed contributions from practical

men in various branches of the rubber industry. There are

essays on selection of seed, planting, tapping, cultivation, diseases

of Hevea, coagulants, accelerators, vulcanization, besides general

articles on the future of planting in the Netherlands Indies, and

profits and losses in management. The market and statistical

departments are very comprehensive, and here the Dutch head-

ings are supplemented by English translations, to render this

information more widely available. The new publication starts

out with an excellence which bespeaks for it a useful and pros-

perous future.

PAUAMERICAN MAGAZINE RUBBER ARTICLES.

The "Pan-American Magazine," New York City, for Septem-

ber has finely illustrated articles on "The Rubber Industry of

the .\mazon" and "Impressions of Manaos," both by L. E.

Elliott. F.R.G.S.. together with an article on "Old Travelers

on the .'\mazon," the last-mentioned relating to the explorations

of early travelers in the first half of the nineteenth century.
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NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

'T'HE General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York, is sending
*• out Bulletin No. 44,419, which is devoted to gears and pinions.

It is of the usual excellence of the publications on trade matters
sent out by this company, being fully illustrated, giving much
information regarding the manufacture of gears, the technical

requirements, and diagrams showing comparative sizes of gear
and pinion teeth, graphically shown in exact size.

* * *

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has sent to all

its agencies a novel window hanger, showing, in a tabulated

arrangement, the prices of its leading sizes of tires. The hanger
is about 20 by 25 inches, printed in brilliant colors, and the figures

are large enough to be easily read from a distance.
* ' * *

"Bulletin Sales Service" published by the Faultless Rubber
Co., Ashland, Ohio, dated October, 1916, gives full plans for

an opening celebration which may be put in operation by any
druggist with such assistance as is afforded by the Faultless

company. Pull details are given as to the advertising, both in

the local newspapers and in the stores, and for the latter pur-

pose printed matter, window cards and prize tickets are fur-

nished, suggestions being given regarding combination offers

and free souvenirs which have been found practicable and not

too expensive where others have held similar openings. Pictures

and descriptions are given for arranging attractive rubber goods

window displays and a reproduction of an advertisement is

shown which will appear in a large number of national maga-

zines during November, and the advice is to hold the opening

on November 11, thus taking advantage of such advertising.

* * *

The J. P. Devine Co., Buffalo, New York, is distributing its

Bulletin 105, which treats of apparatus required by the chemical

and allied industries. The booklet gives in detail such apparatus

as cast steel autoclaves, reduction kettles, nitrating, sulphonating

and fusion kettles, vacuum pans and evaporators, steam jack-

eted pans, digestors, etc. Like all of the Devine publications,

it is excellently arranged and beautifully printed, each page

showing a finely drawn illustration of the article described.
* * *

The Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois, has issued two finely

printed and illustrated pamphlets describing the modern coal

and ashes handling machinerj' which that concern has recently in-

stalled for the Victor Talking Machine Co. at Camden, New
Jersey, and for the W. H. Grundy Co., Bristol, Pennsylvania.

* * *

"A Visit with the Firestone Organization, Its Men—Its Fac-

tory— Its Branches" is the title of a large, handsome and pro-

fusely illustrated brochure recently issued, primarily to show

the progress in method and machinery which has helped so

materially toward giving the utmost in tire service at the low-

est possible cost. Nor has the personal equation been forgotten

in this review. Firestone success depends upon the health, hap-

piness and personal responsibility of every worker in the or-

ganization from H. S. Firestone down to the office boys, quite

as much as upon improved machinery and scientific manage-

ment, and so considerable space has been devoted to the opera-

tives in the various departments, both at work and at play.

They have a splendid club house across the street with assembly

hall and dining rooms, a barber shop, swimming pool, facilities

for the enjoyment of every healthful indoor exercise and recrea-

tion, free medical and dental treatment and several other bene-

fits.

Beginning with the man who alone ccmtrols the unloading of

coal and feeding of a battery of boilers of I2.(XK) horse-power

capacity, one is shown by word and picture the efficiency methods

and devices at every point in the making of a motor car tire

which have made Firestone quality, prices and volume of busi-
ness what they have become in 16 years. Painstaking thorough-
ness and rigid standards are everywhere to be seen—in the pur-
chase of all raw materials ; the washing of crude rubber ; the
supply of filtered water and filtered air always at proper' tem-
perature; ample drying of the sheeted rubber; careful mixing;
proper aging of the mixed rubber before use; calendering more
than once for thin sheets; constant inspection and frequent tests

of sheet rubber and fabric; exact cutting of side wall
rubber to size and of fabric on the bias to insure
greater strength and resiliency; absolute uniformity of vul-
canization; thorough inside painting of cases and a rigid final

inspection. Firestone rims and truck tires are also produced
in the same thoroughgoing manner, according to standards laid

down by a body of skilled chemists and engineers.

The importance and method of scientific drying and friction-

ing of the fabric to extract all atmospheric moisture without
impairing the natural tensile strength of the cotton before filling

with rubber are particularly emphasized, while the tire building
machine which puts on every layer of fabric at uniform tension
has been properly termed an epoch-making invention. Indeed,
the volume, the precision and the outi)ut would be impossible
without the varied and wonderful types of improved machines
which work in large batteries under the watchful eyes of men
of superlative skill, experience and loyalty.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has published a pam-
phlet, entitled, "Devices That Make for Motor Truck Efficiency,"

which is a reprint of a portion of the larger book, "Motor Trucks
of America," the edition of which was exhausted before all

requests for it could be filled. The pamphlet shows various aux-
iliary devices for loading, whereby the trucks can be quickly
loaded, carry much and deliver expeditiously. Clear and explicit

drawings illustrate these various devices.
* * *

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, is send-
ing to dealers a large four-page folder, describing in particular

the merits of the company's latest automobile tire—the Bar-
Circle. The cover shows a representation of this tire, which,
as the name indicates, has a tread design composed of alternate

bars and circles ; the descriptive lettering being in contrasting

colors. Within the folder, red and black lettering against the

cream background brings the advertising matter into striking

prominence, and the tread design is carried out as a border.

The Vacuum Cup and Ebony treads are also shown. Prices on the

Bar-Circle are given, and an order post-card is attached to the

folder by sealing at one end.

* * *

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Muskegon, Michigan, is

sending out its first piece of trade literature to advertise its

Brunswick tires. This is a handsome hanger, lithographed in

several brilliant colors and measuring about 24 by 36 inches. The
principal figure is a huge tire showing the novel tread. In

one corner is a picture of an English style country house in

front of which stands an automobile. The shield trade-mark
is also shown in red and yellow, with an Old English initial in

black. Appropriate wording is given and the whole forms a bril-

liant and effective piece of advertising.
* * *

"Oral Hygiene," a neat little journal devoted to the dental

profession, in its October issue, has a long article telling of the

work done by the Forsyth Dental Infirmary in Boston, Massa-
chusetts, for the members of the Massachusetts militia prior

to their departure for the Mexican border. The article shows
several illustrations of the infirmary, and the dentists operating

upon the army men, and in one picture is shown the founder

of the institution, Thomas A. Forsyth, president of the Boston
Belting Co.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

THE MECHANICAL RECLAIMING PROCESS.

To THE Editck ok The India Rlbber Wori-o:

DEAR SIR— I have read with much interest tlie report of

your address at the chemical meeting. Your reference

to the "pioneers" of the rubber industry is most pleasing.

But are you not mistaken in naming Mr. Clapp as an inventor

in the reclaiming process? He was one of the pioneers lieyond

question, but he acquired his knowledge of the business through

J. B. Forsyth as 1 understand it. Mr. Forsyth one day gave me

a detailed account of how he was the first one to reclaim rubber

and how^ the health authorities of Boston compelled him to dis-

continue the work at Roxbury on account of the odor arising

from it. Thereupon he persuaded and assisted Mr. Clapp to en-

gage in the business at Hanover and was the sole user for a

while, but later admitted the Boston Shoe Co. to a supply.

The Boston Shoe Co. had three years' start of its competi-

tors in use of reclaimed and that was the basis of its subsequent

prosperity.

It was very clear from Mr. Forsyth's statement that the pro-

cess had its origin at Ro.xbury, and that Mr. Clapp was associ-

ated at Hanover, as a matter of friendship, to establish him

in the business. George W.\tkinso>.-.

[A pioneer in rubber himself. Mr. Watkinson brings up a very

interesting point, and we are more than pleased to give the

reason for our faith. We believe that Eugene H. Clapp was

the real inventor of the "mechanical process" in reclaiming and

this is w'hy

:

The real beginning of the reclaiming of vulcanized scrap

was accomplished by Hiram Hall at the Beverly Rubber Works in

1858. The scrap was ground fine, boiled in hot water, (later it

was devulcanized in hot steam), mixed with tar, spread on

cloth and "solarized." Later J. B. Forsyth reclaimed vulcanized

scrap, but did not remove the fiber. Eugene H. Clapp, -who was

a close friend of Forsyth, as Mr. Watkinson states, took over

the grinding and devulcanizing of scrap for the Boston Belt-

ing Co., and did a small business. While doing this he invented

the "air blast" process which removed all of the fiber and

produced a far superior stock, that was at once in demand,

the "air blast" he kept secret for several j'ears and built up

a big business because of it. In other words, he was the first

to produce "mechanical" reclaimed rubber that could be used in

general work, and for many years was the only source of

supply for the trade.—The Editor.]

THE RUBBER CHEMIST'S PROBLEMS.
To THE Editor of The Indi.a Rubber World:

DE.\R SIR—In your recent address before the rubber chemists,

published in the October issue, the introductory letter, which

you describe as coming from an old-time rubber superintendent,

appeals to me as being somewhat peculiar. Its contents may

be judged from different points of view, and in replying it would

hardly be fair to assume eitlier that his attitude is wholly in-

correct or yet quite correct.

The most difficult position among the many Ijranches of in-

dustrial chemistry is doubtless that of the rubber chemist, the

more so because of a seeming unwillingness in certain quarters

to accord credit where credit is due.

In most modern industries it has been found necessary to an-

alyze the raw materials, and, in very many cases also the product,

as, for example, fertilizers, rubber goods, beers, etc. Many
years of such analysis have developed standard methods, and

today a chemist working in a fertilizer factory has his daily

routine carried on automatically, yet his work is correct and

valuable, but his position simple.

An entirely different proposition confronts the rubber chemist.

Certainly most rubljer chemists <lo routine work only, and many

even think that is all there is to be done. Of course, to

analyze crude rubber and other raw materials, such as mineral

fillers, substitutes and specification goods, routine analysis is

sufficient. But considering the intricacies of compounding, vul-

canization, etc., this requires altogether more varied activity

and knowledge than any routine work in other branches of in-

dustrial chemistry. But this is not all a real rubber chemist

has to ilci. W'c must remember that many mechanical rubber

goods are used in almost every industry, and some are subjected

to various chemical processes. Any practical rubber man must

admit that there come daily different complaints and questions,

as, for example, can you make rubber rollers which will stand

73 per cent sulphuric acid, or rubber hose to withstand the action

of acetic acid, or rubber washers to withstand chlorine gas, and

hundreds of similar queries. Who should solve these problems?

Would it not be hopeless to mix, without any chemical knowl-

edge, dozens of compounds just to try them out, or should we
give to the customer anything we may believe may do? We
often hear that factories offer acid hose, one compound hose for

all acids, like a single remedy for all sicknesses; and yet it is a

fact that a compound which will withstand concentrated hydro-

chloric acid will not withstand 20 per cent acetic acid and vice

versa. Since satisfactory service is the best fundament for

business, every detail must be worked out. So here we have

examples of the' great difficulties rubber chemists have to meet,

and while, to solve such problems, depends more upon individual

capability thin experience alone, it so happens that the chemist

occasionally fails to solve such problems; and if the chemist

fail, what chance has a practical rubber man without any chemi-

cal knowledge? But even though a manufacturer has had unfor-

tunate experience with one chemist, this does not justify him to

judge all the rest by the same measure.

I have cited here only a few examples of daily occurrence in

rubber factories, but there is an imlimited field for research work
on such problems as you described in your address. We live in

jirogressive times and are forced to be progressive in order to

meet competition ; and, since the rubber industry is closely allied

to cliemical industry in general, a good chemist is absolutely

necessary to keep the factory up to date. Although a poor chem-

ist is just better than none, a good one will prove one of the best

possible investments.

D. Repony.

Passaic, New Jersey, October 13, 1916.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

1\ /IILLER Rubber Co. .^nd Others v. Citizen.?' Trust & S.w-
'^*' INGS Bank. This case involved the subjects of bank-

ruptcy ; reclamation of property ; consignment and sale
;

prin-

cipal and agent ; contract of agency and commissions.

By a contract, the claimant made bankrupt its exclusive

agent for the sale of its goods within a certain territory, and

agreed to keep him supplied with a stock which should remain
claimant's property until sold to bona fide customers in the

usual course of business. The contract did not fix, nor reserve

the right to fix, prices at which the goods were to be sold,

nor require bankrupt to account for the proceeds, but required

him to report those on hand each month, and pay for goods
sold, at a stated discount from list price, with provision for a

credit of four months, if desired, up to a certain amount. Bank- -

rupt was permitted to mingle the claimant's goods with his

other stock, and the contract required claimant to furnish him
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free of charge with advertising matter imprinted with his busi-

ness name. The Court held, that while, as between the parties,

the contract was one of consignment ; as to creditors of the

bani<rupt, title to the goods passed to him, and they could not

be reclaimed from his trustee.

A contract under which goods weVe furnished to an agent

for sale was construed, and it was held that the commissions

were based on the sum named in the price list, less 5. per cent

discount for cash. [The Federal Reporter, Vol. 233, page 489.]

Daniel v. Electric Hose & Rubber Co. This was a suit re-

lating to a patent for a corrugated hose, the corrugations of

which appear to have been of structural value, in that they

strengthened the hose against lateral strain and increased its

wear. After the expiration of the patent, in 1889, the plaintiff

continued for some years to be the only manufacturer of hose

displaying these corrugations. Upon this sole ground, the

plaintiff claimed that it thereby acquired an exclusive right to

manufacture hose in that form, the form having become dis-

tinctive of its goods. The court said that, if this were the law,

it would follow that the patentee, after the expiration of his

patent, had he been the only maker of this hose for some year?

following, could, by his own act, turn his patent, which

the law limited to seventeen years, into a perpetual one, and

rejected the plaintiff!s application as an unwarranted extension

of the monopoly previously enjoyed under the patent. [The

Federal Reporter, Vol. 231, page 827.]

De Laski & Thropp Circular Wove.n Tire Co. and Others v.

United States Tire Co. The De Laski v. Thropp patent. No.

1,011,450, for a tire wrapping machine was held void for prior

use by others. [The Federal Reporter, Vol. 232, page 884.]

vania, has ordered a supply of these calculators which they will

send gratis to the rubber consuming trade upon receipt of a

written request.

TENSILE STRENGTH CALCULATOR.

A CLEVER device to assist in calculating the tensile strength
/\ of rubber has been recently designed and copyrighted l)y

Philip E. Young, New Bedford, Massachusetts. The "Tensile

Calculator," as it is called, is really a modified form of the slide

rule. and. as shown in the accompanying illustration, is extremely

simple both in construction and operation. It comprises a cir-

cular disk of white cel-

luloid, on which is su-

perposed one of lesser

diameter and transpar-

ent, serving as a support

for the annular trans-

parent disk that revolves

around it.

The inner superposed

disk, being transparent,

shows graduations from

15 to 150, representing

the pull of the testing

machine in pounds. The
annular revolving disk

shows graduations from

.035 to .350 that represent the thickness of the test piece in deci-

mals of an inch. Coincident with the outer edge of the revolving

disk and marked on the larger disk are graduations from ,300 to

3,000. representing the tensile strength in pounds.

-Knowing the thickness of the test piece and the pull of tlie

testing machine in pounds, the reading for tensile strength is

readily obtained by the following directions that are printed on

the reverse of the calculator. These read ; "Turn the transpar-

ent disk so that the thickness of the sample coincides with the

pull obtained on the testing machine. On the outer scale, oppo-

site the width of the sample, read the tensile strength."

The Philadelphia Rubber Works Co., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

' f 'HE inquiries that follow have already been aiisucrcd; ncvcr-

2 thclcss they arc of interest, not only in shozi'ing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[228.] . A correspondent wishes to secure a secinid-hand tubing

machine.

[229.], We are in receipt of two inquiries for rubber band

cutting machines.

[230.] Names of manufacturers of dolls, balls and other toys

made of rubber have been requested.

[231.] Names of vulcanizing accelerators and dealers in same
have been requested.

[232.] A correspondent asks who manufactures a machine
for making bundles of automobile casings, several tires to a

bundle.

[222.] We have been asked where pure gum tape may be

obtained and m-hat concerns manufacture a machine to apply

such tape*-"on wire or similar substances.

[234.] Lists of manufacturers of electricians' gloves and of

sponge rubber have been requested.

[235.] Manufacturers of laundry machinery such as wash-
ing machines, centrifugal driers, mangles, etc., are sought by a
ru1)l)er manufacturer.

[236.] .A rubber company wishes to know where flux may
be obtained.

TSADE OPPORTUNITIES FHOM CONSULAR REPORTS.

.\ lirm in Cuba wishes to receive names and addresses of

American manufacturers of machinery to be used in making
automobile and bicycle tires and other rubber articles. Report

No. 22,470.

A lirm in Spain desires to import rubber packing. Report No.

22,471.

There is a market in Venezuela for all kinds of elastic prod-

ucts, such as suspenders, garters, belts, etc. Report No. 22,478.

A business man in Spain desires quotations on tennis balls.

Report No. 22,523.

A New Zealand business man, now in the L'nited States, wishes

to be placed in touch with manufacturers of rubber, rubber dam
and other dental supplies. Report No. 22,563.

.\n export house on the Pacific Coast has received orders from

the Orient for elastic webbing. Report No. 22,642.

Representation of American manufacturers of machinery for

r. riling and working raw rublier. for laying prepared rubber

around wires, and for stranding and braiding vulcanized rubber

wires and cables is desired liy a business man in Denmark. Re-

port No. 22.663.

.•\ commission agent in Holland desires to represent .Vmerican

manufacturers of rubber goods. Report No. 22,677.

-A firm in Colombia is in the market for articles made of rub-

ber. Report No. 22.681.

Inquiries have been received from Russia by an export house

on the Pacific Coast, for rubber erasers. Report No. 22.721.

An inquirer in the Far East wishes to communicate with

.-\merican manufacturers of elastic webbing. Report No. 22.730.

A firm in Greece wishes to import elastic for garters.

Report No. 22,771.

The Bureau of Supplies and .Accounts, Navy Department,

Washington. D. C, seeks bids on 500 feet of suction rubber

hose.
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New Goods and Specialties.

THE -DOVER" RAINCOAT.

FOLLOWING upon several years'

experimentation in perfecting a

black surface proofing for rain-

coats, the model here illustrated is be-

ing placed on the market. The .special

feature of this waterproof fabric is its

light weight—a 52-inch length coat not

exceeding 254 pounds. The cut of this

garment shows its close conformity to

present feminine style tendencies.

To complete the outfit, a hood of

the .same material, called the "Peggy"

is also being manufactured. It is loose

lined with silk, and is particularly well

adapted for motoring, yachting or eve-

ning wear.

The new proofing is applicable to silk,

fine cambric, and to woo! or cotton can-

tons. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada.]

ELECTRIC LAMP CHANGER WITH RUBBER
FINGERS.

A device which greatly simplifies

the operation of renewing burnt out

bulbs in high theatre and hotel canopies and other inacces-

sible stationary sockets consists of three sleeves carrying a

set of metal tongues which are bent to the shape of a

bulb and covered with rubber protectors for nearly their

entire length. The two end sleeves slide within the mid-
dle one. The lower sleeve is fixed on the end of a bam-
boo or steel pole by means of a spread cotter-pin. The
lower ends of the tongues are joined to a disk held in

the upper sleeve and joined to the fixed bottom sleeve

by means of a coil spring, which acts as a universal joint.

The operation is simple. The pole is lifted so that the

rubber-covered tongues slip over the bulb. These are ad-

justable to various sizes of bulbs. The rubber serves as

a cushion, and also as a friction, so that by twisting the

pole, the lamp is unscrewed from its socket. The new
bulb is placed by a reverse operation. [McGill Manufac-
turing Co., Valparaiso, Indiana.]

E. Z. GARTER WITH WIDE ELASTIC.

With many styles of garters a man takes his choice of two
disagreeable sensations, due to the manner of adjustment

—

wrinkled socks, or a tightness about the leg which interferes with
the circulation and is frequently the cause

of foot trouble. In the "E. Z." garter, an

exceptionally wide elastic is used, which
is in itself an advantage as it does not bind

j

the leg as would a narrow band. Ever-

Jastik, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, is the

maker of this elastic, which is specially

woven with a view of softness and pli-

ability, and shapes itself to the leg without

adjustments. It is of featherweight con-

sistency and permits ventilation. The garter clasp is attached

to the elastic by a double strip of soft, smooth leather and no
metal part touches the wearer's leg. This clasp fits^ over an anti-

friction rubber-covered post or button, which holds, the sock.

It is claimed by the manufacturer that the regular size will fit

50 men out of 100, while a large size is furnished for men whose

legs measure more than 14 inches at the calf.

Taylor Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

J

I The Thos. P.

SHAMPOO APRON.

The shampoo apron here illustrated is an excei)tionally w-ell

appearing utility garment for protecting the clothing while wash-
ing the hair. It is made of fine rubberized

fabric, shaped to cover the back and shoul-

ders and leaving the arms free. The edges

are neatly bound, and the apron fastens at (^ , M A'^
the sides and neck by means of narrow
ribbons run through metal eyelets, forming

a trim and serviceable article. [Ernest

Dudley Chase, Boston. Massachusetts.]

"PITCH EM." A RUBBER HORSESHOE GAME.

Throwing horseshoes over a stake set up in the back yard was
a favorite pastime of our forefathers. The iron horseshoes, how-
ever, were heavy and cumbersome, suited only to the hand of an

adult. In "Pitch Em," rubber

horseshoes with a steel stiff-

1 ening core make possilile the

indulgence of this popular and

ancient sport within doors, the

necessary peg being embedded
in a metal disk. The game
affords opportunity for the

cultivation of skill and accuracy appealing to adults, and, as the

horseshoes are light in weight and incapable of injuring the fur-

niture if thrown wildly, it is also suitable and amusing for

children. (Walbert Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

RUBBER DISKS IN CHILDREN'S SHOES.

Many shoes for children are made with stifif

soles ; and, further, many of these soles are so

polished and slippery that they deter children

from learning to walk. While rubber disks in

shoe soles are not new, their application to chil-

dren's shoes, to prevent the wearers from slip-

ping, is a new application. The shoe shown here

has three disks of rubber-coated canvas set in

the heels and five similar disks in the forepart

of the sole, these being the principal wearing
points in walking. They wear down even with
the level of the soles, but prevent slipping.

[Little Chick Shoe Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

"RESISTOIL AIR HOSE.

Ordinary hose, as used in garages, gets hard usage and little

care. Because of this, and often from inherent weakness, it

gives but comparatively short service, .\fter years of unpleasant
experience an air hose manu-
facturer claims to have dis-

covered that the primary
source of trouble lay in the

inner tube. The oil that

necessarily works its way
into the hose eats through

the inner tube. The air follows the perforation, working up and
down the length of hose and leaking through the plies of cloth

and ruliber until it finds an outlet through the outside covering.

Garage men then wind tape around the leaky place, while the air

runs along under this pat^ch jUntil it finds another weak spot
where it bursts out again.
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Acting upon this knowledge, an oil-proof inner tube, the "Re-

sistoil," shown in the accompanying illustration, was evolved.

[Brunner Manufacturing Co., Utica., New York.]

AVON SPORTING BOOT STUDS.

For golfers, hockey players, and many outdoor workers, a

shoe that firmly grips the turf is a prime necessity. The hob-nails

frequently used for this purpose being heavy and cumbersome,

are liable to blister the feet in summer and to make holes which

cause wet, cold feet in winter. In the accompanying illustration

a new design in rubber studs is shown, these studs being placed

at regular intervals

around the edge of the

sole and heel. The
manufacturer claims
that by their use cool-

ness in summer is ob-

tained : also, dry
warmth in winter, a thorough grip under all conditions, and

exceptional wearing quality. Sets of large studs for men's,

and small styds for women's boots are supplied in neat boxes,

with nails for attaching tliem to the shoes. [The .Avon India

Rubber Co., Limited, Melksham, England.]

FLOOR SCRAPER WITH RUBBER TIRES.

Here is a Hoor .'craper whose 5-inch wheels are equipped with

rubber tires, thus avoiding all injury to the floor while in use.

This No. 10 model is intended for scraping large surfaces. The
adjustable cross handle may be placed to one side

or the other, thus allowing the 6-inch double edge

knife to be worked up to the wall and into the

corners. The knife is firmly clamped in the

scraper and nearly all the weight of the machine

rests on the knife, preventing the vibration or

"chatter" which causes wavy lines on the floor.

The scraper is finished in aluminum ; the length of

handle and braces is SSJ/^

inches, and the shipping

weight, 135 pounds. [E. C.

Stearns & Co., Syracuse,

New York.]

TOY WITH RUBBER CORDS.

Toys whose pleasing ab-

surdity, gay coloring and'

elastic power of motion

would commend them to

any child, are the duck-like

figures of wood, colored in

red, yellow, white and

blue, in feminine or mas-

culine guise, called the "Quacky Doodles" "Dandy Daddies"

family. Their animated movements, which afford never-

ending amusement for the little ones, are etYected by the

long jointed neck and strong rubber cord used in hold-

ing the head and neck together. The jointed neck is

patented and operates on the ball and socket principle. The

legs are also held to the body by elastic cords, permitting free

movement. These toys were .designed by Johnny Gruelle, a well-

known artist. Their subtly humorous quality is appreciated

by adults as well as children, and they are largely used as place

cards. [P. F. Volland & Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

ANTI-JAR SOCKETS FOR UMBRELLAS.

On the theory that every silencer and shock absorber is a

benefit, the no-jar principle is now applied to umbrellas. A
socket of sheet metal is made to fit over the tip of the umbrella.

This is covered with a piece of ruliber tubing, and at the end

by a disk of rubber. When this protector is slipped over the

tip or point of the umbrella it acts as does an elastic tip on a

cane, absorbing the shock, preventing the slip, and quieting the

noise. [Patterson Brothers, New York City.]

GAS TIGHT END FOR TUBING.

The use of rubber tubing for conveying gas from the house-

hold burner tip, or from special nozzles adapted for the pur-

pose, is, to a greater or less ex-

tent, subject to leakage from im-

perfect connection. A rubber gas

end is now manufactured which

has an inside thread, or a series

of annular ridges, which are suf-

ficiently elastic to slip over the jet

or nozzle, and to insure a gas-

tight connection. The illustration

.shows the appearance of this useful

accessory, while the sectional view
gives details of its construction.

[Durst Manufacturing Co., Inc., New York City.]

RIBBED FORCE CUP.

The rubber force cup here shown is designed to secure with

less material a cup as strong and efficient in all respects as the

standard force cup. By means of longitudinal ribs in the side

walls, the weight of the cup

is lightened, while at the

same time its suction power

is increased, and it is

claimed that the saving in

weight is added to the

quality of material. An in-

crease in weight of the low-

er or - working portion of

the cup and a decrease in

the upper portion holding

the wood handle, adds still

further to its effectiveness.

The result is a light, strong,

quick-acting cup, whose im-

proved quality and utility is''

generally recognized by the

plumbing trade. [Dryden Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

NON-SLIDE HAND H01D3.

Many distressing accidents have been caused by the slipping

of reins through the hands. But insurance against such con-

tingencies has been provided by the rubber

manufacturer in non-slipping hand holds.

The cut herewith shows a set of such holds

applied to the lines. They are composed of

strong and durable serrated rub-

ber in widths to suit every class

of reins and prevent slipping in

all kinds of weather.

They are easy of ad-

justment and, besides their interest for riders and drivers gen-

erally, the fact that they make possible a perfect grip with one

hand gives them a special value to those devoted to polo,

steeple chasing and hunting.
,
[C. W. Moseman & Bro., Walsall.

England.]
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AUTOMOBILE PEDAL PADS.

I
'HE metallic control pedals of automobiles, however deeply

•^ grooved, corrugated or otherwise roughened, very rapidly

wear smooth and slippery, because the necessity of providing a

pedal that will not cause too great fatigue to the foot prevents

the use of extra hard steel in these attachments.

These control pedals should always be ready for instant action.

The slipping of the driver's foot from a pedal would mean
momentary loss of control which might result in a serious acci-

Peii.il P.vds for Various Automobiles—
M.\TTS0N Rubber Co.

dent, and automobilists long ago recognized the desirability of

equipping their control pedals with some slip-proof device. Wood
was tried and* found of little value; some use insulating tape.

But live, resilient, vulcanized rubber remains the only ideal, posi-

tive safeguard against foot slipping on automobile control pedals,

and many, different designs of rubber pedal pads have been

placed upon the market.

The element of safety

which these rubber pedal

pads insure is not their

only advantage. They re-

lieve the muscle tension

caused by constant pressure

of the driver's feet, espe-

cially harmful in heavy

city traffic ; they save shoe

leather from excessive

wear ; and they also act as insulators, protecting

the driver's feet from the heat that constantly

radiates from the motor to the control pedals

and other metallic parts of the car.

The rubber pad, of course, must be detachable, ui order

it may be really renewed. In some models, an adhesive lip

attaches the pad underneath the pedal, but this method does not

always prove satisfactory, especially with hard usage, and im-

provements are constantly being devised in the way of spacial

Ped.\l Pad—Me-
CHANic.\L Rubber

Co.
Never-Slip

Adjustable

Auto Pedal
— Geo. H.

Rives Co.

that

Steel Framed Rubber Pads—.Auto Pedal Pad Co., Inc.

clamps and steel frames which join the rubber pad to the metal

pedal so firmly that it cannot slip oft' nor shift in the slightest

degree. .\ group of the various types of pedal pads manufac-

tured by the Mattson Rubber Co., Lodi, New Jersey, for differ-

ent makes of cars, is shown herewith; also, the prdal pa<l of the

-Mechanical Rubber Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, which

has an indented rubber

surface and metal strips

for attachment to the

Iiedal ; the adjustable

"Never-slip .Auto-Pedal"

designed for all makes

of cars by the George

H. Rives Manufacturing

Co., New York City

;

four models of the steel-

framed, corrugated rub-

ber pedal pads of the

.Auto Pedal Pad Co., Inc., New York City; and two views of the

pedal mat of the Emil Grossman Manufacturing Co., Inc., Brook-

lyn, New Y'ork, showing the rubber grip surface and a view of

the back, showing the method of fastening.

Pedal Mat—
Emil Gross-

man Mfg. Co;

Back Y i e vv of

Grossman Pedal.

CORRUGATED FINGER PAD.

Fingertips of rubber are used by cashiers, bank tellers and
others who are obliged to handle paper money, and by those who
are required to count sheets of paper, or for similar manipula-

tion. .A tip or pad with perforations to allow

ventilation, and which also has ribs or corruga-

tions forming a non-slip feature which facili-

tates lifting one and only one sheet or bill at a

time, is called the "Marsh" hygienic linger pad.

which is claimed to be the only patented device of its kind

[Davol Rubber Co., Providence. 'Rhode Island.]

AD'/ANCE IN TENNIS SHOES.

.As was reported in The Lxdi.\ Rubber World last month, the

United States Rubber Co. sent out a new price list of tennis

footwear lines on September 1. This price list, as usual, was
"subject to change without notice." This was certainly not a

meaningless phrase, for the last of September the customers of

the company were notified of an advance, amounting to from

3 to 5 cents per pair on \'im Bals and O.xfords. The changes

were as follows

:

Bals. Cxfouds.
,

^-- —

,

,
>

>

bept. 1 Sept. 26 Sept. 1 Sept. 26

Men's \'iiTi 53 cents 57 cents 43 cents 47 cents
Uovs' Vim -50 "

55 " 40 " 45 "
Youths' Vim 49 • 53 " 39 " 39 "
Women's Vim 50 " 54 " 40 " 40 "
Mis?es' \'im 4S " 52 " 38 " 42 "
Children's Vim 45 ' 48 " 35 " 38 "

Prices are the same in individual cartons or in bulk; 24 pairs

to the case.

No changes were indicated in the other tennis lines, or "Keds,''

as thev are now designated.

The Year Book of the National Fire Protection .Association

is at hand. It gives the articles of association, the officers and

committees, and a full list of associate members. The latter list

contains about 3,000 names, of which perhaps 10 per cent are

Canadian firms and individuals. .Among these, the rubber trade

is fairly well lepresented. In addition to this are a number of

members in various countries of Europe, .Australasia, .Africa and

Eastern Asia.

The exhibit of the Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Co.,

Mishawaka, Indiana, at the recent Inter-State Fair held at

Springbrook Park in South Bend, Indiana, was unanimously

voted the best at the fair, as the company had a man at work all

the time making boots.
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STANDARD DEMOUNTABLE WHEEL SET FOR FORD CARS.

By means of a set of demountable wheel attachments and a

spare wheel, the troublesome operation of changing tires when

on the road is greatly simpHtied. A spare wheel is furnished to

carry a tire already in-

flated, and in case of a

blow-out or puncture,

all that needs to be

dijne is to unscrew the

four nuts shown in the

illustration, change
wheels and replace the

nuts. The regular
wheels already on the

car may be used, the

special parts furnished

with this (lemountalile

wheel set rendering

them all interchange-

ably demountable, one

with the other. These

special parts include

four inner fl a :i g e s
,

eight flange - retaining

bolts and nuts and 16

special Inili liolts and

nuts. One inner flange and two bolts are used to equip each

wheel, while four special hub bolts and nuts should be mounted

on each hub. The nuts are of fine hardened steel, rust proof

and insensible to damage through severe use. The special bolts

are manufactured from high carbon steel of great tensile and

torsional strength and are claimed to have a capacity 300 per

cent greater than that of ordinary carriage bolts. [The Standard

Auto Accessory Co., Leipsic, Ohio.]

THE BURRILL TIRE TOOL.

Split demopntable rims require something more thai; ordinary

tools to satisfactorily remove them from the tire. The utility

of such a device consists, first of all. in compactness and simplic-

ity of construction, then

facility in applying it to

the rim and an easy

method of exerting in

an even Tnanner t!ie

force necessary to re-

move the rim.

As shown in the illus-

tration, the two grips

are hinged to the right

and left-hand screw bolts

that form part of what

is known as an ordi-

nary turnbuckie. Thf.

grips are slipped over

the rim and with a few

turns of the Inimile tlia..

is attached to the turn-

buckle, the rim is sprung

away from the tire with-

out distortion, and easily removed. In applying the rim to a

tire, the tool is attached in the manner previously described and

the rim lient slightly downward, when it can then be sprung in

place. [The P.urrill Tire Tool Co., Concord Junction. Massa:-

chusetts.l

THE LEE PUNCTURE-PROOF GUARANTEED TIRE.

The users of Lee tircs are provided witli double assurance

while motoring, one being a puncture-proof guarantee and the

other a guarantee for 5,000 miles. The evils of puncture include

roadside delays, discoinf .rt and expense, all of vvhicli are usually

collated in two fearsome

words, "tire troubles."

Ordinary pneumatic tires

are at the mercy of nails,

glass and sharp stones that

persistently find their way

in the path of all motorists

one day or the other. Chance

only decides how soon the

best car and the most careful

driver will meet with puncture disaster.

In the Lee tires, three separate layers of small puncture-proof

disks are embedded in the rubber of the cushion that lies between

the carcass and the breaker strip, forming a flexible armor of

mail. It will be seen by referring to the illustration that while

these disks overlap they do not touch each other, thereby avoid-

ing the danger of friction and consequent heating. The carcass

and tube are thereby protected and it is claimed that resiliency

and wearing quality are increased by a special rubber compound

and curing process. [Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken,

Pennsylvania]

S. A. E. TIRE DIVISION RECOMMENDATIONS.

At the meeting of the Society of Automobile Engineers, held

October 18 at the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, the

tire division recommended straight side tires from 32 by 3J^

to 36 by Ayi. as the larger straight sides are not practical. This

recommendation was amended with a provision that straight

sides be of the wide standard. The report was adopted.

MOTOR FIRE ENSINE TIRES.

Tires for motor fire engines present some problems other than

those common to motor truck or automobile tires. These en-

gines have the weight and bulk of motor trucks, hi;t require to
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Rubber-SoIed Footwear for Indoor Sports.

Now is the season when devotees of athletics transfer most this sole has a wide edge, inside of which is a collection of

of their activities to the gymnasium, and, therefore, shoes square, convex sections, each having a vacuum cup in its

adapted specially for such use are in demand. The center,

manufacturers have not been backward in furnishijig suitable Another form of elaborate sole is shown by the Converse

footwear for this purpose, giving special attention to tlie re- Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden, Massachusetts, whicli contains, in-

B.\SKET Ball "Ked"

United State.-; Rtbber Co.

B.vsKET Ball Shoe
La Crosse Rubber Mills Co.

'King Pin" Basket Ball Shoe
Converse Rubber Shoe Co.

quirements of the various uses to which it is to be put in the

various games.

Just at present there is a greater demand for basket-l)all

shoes than any other line of this kind, though it is safe to as-

sume that many shoes made expressly for this game are used

in bowling, fencing, and other athletic sports. The principal

requirements of basket-ball shoes are that they shall be strong

side of the broad edge, a depressed section composed of square

spaces divided from each other by diagonal ridges and, in ad-

.dition to these, the sections at the inside edge of the tread, both

sole and heel, have further walls or longitudinal divisions.

Of the designs of the uppers of these shoes, the illustrations

are sufficiently clear to require but little description. It will be

noticed that they vary as regards the design at the toe, some

1

LKXTLRV J'.ASKET BaLL ShcE
Apslev Rubber Co.

ii.\.-5K£T I!.\LL Shoe
.\pSLEy Rubber Co.

"Crip Sure" Basket Ball Shoe
Be -con Falls Rubber Shoe Co.

and al)le to witlistaud the hard service to which they are sub-

jected without ripping or tearing.

.Another, and perhaps the principal requirement, however, is

that they should have a non-slipping quality, that they should

cling to the floor, which is usually highly polished, and on which
ordinary footwear would render its use dangerous to the point

of impossibility.

.'\s a rule, manufacturers use the vacuum principle in the soles

provided for this purpose, and several patterns are shown as

used by different manufacturers. .'^s is shown below, the

Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Connecticut,

gets out a special basket-ball shoe, leather-trimmed, with a

suction cup sole of red rubber. As w-ill be readilv noted.

showing leather caps, while others simply increase the width

of the foxing, as shown in the shoe made by the La Crosse

Rulilier Mills Co., La Crosse, Wisconsin. Some of these shoes

also have leather patches as extra protection to the ankle bones.

.Attention might be called to the peculiarity of the sole of

the shoe manufactured by the United States Rubber Co., New
York City, the tread of the sole being beveled outward, the edge

being cut at an angle, this of itself giving a clinging quality ap-

preciated by basket-ball pjayers.

These, of course, are only a few of the many lines manu-
factured for this or similar purposes, but it will serve to give

readers an idea of the leading features of this special kind of

footwear.
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The Obituary Record.
AN AUTHORITY ON PLANTATION RUBBER.

CHARLES Arthur Lampard, whose death is chronicled in the

English press, was one of the best known men in the rubber
plantation industry of the Far East. Starting in business with

a tea importing house in London, he later connected himself with

the important lirni of Harrisons & Croslield, Limited, devoting

his attention to their

foreign business. He
made frequent visits

to the various coun-

tries of Europe and

to America, and in

1895 went to the Far

East, establishing

houses in Ceylon,

India, the Federated

Malay States, Su-

matra and Java.

Early appreciating

the importance of

the plantation indus-

try, he devoted his

attention mainly to

this branch. He be-

came chairman of

the Rubber Planta-

t i o n s Investment

Trust, Limited, and

at the time of his

death was a director

in no less than 29 of

the most successful rubber companies. It is stated that the asso-

ciation of his name with any new venture connected with the

rubber plantation industry was a guarantee of soundness and

that his unflinching optimism was a valuable asset to the industry

during that period of doubt and difficulty which followed the

collapse of tlie first wild boom. In his position as chairman of

the Rubber Plantations Investment Trust, Limited, his addresses

at the opening of the annual meetings were quoted far and wide,

and many of his estimates and predictions as to the future of

plantation rubber were suljsequently verified with remarkable

accuracy.

Mr. Lampard was not a believer in the practicability of the

commercial production of synthetic rubber. He was one of the

first to urge the advisal)ility of forward rubber contracts and

he foresaw the present situation of .American consumers buying

rubber in the East and ship|)ing direct, thus eliminating the added

expense of doing business through London.

Although still comparatively young, since tlie loss of a son in

the present war Mr. Lampard's health had steadily declined,

and in the early part of this year he relinquished his directorship

of Harrisons & Crosfield and gradually curtailed his activities

in other directions and practically retired to his estate in Home
Park, Rotherfield, Sussex, where his death occurred as above

stated. Mr. Lampard was one of the keenest and most far-

sighted men of the rubber planting world in London, and by

his death the trade loses one of its leaders and most striking

personalities.

last 23 years. He was held in high esteem by his business asso-

ciates and by all with whom he came in contact.

C. A. La.mi'.ard.

WELL-KNOWN WASTE MATF^tAL MAN.

M. Kaufman, head of the waste material house of that name
in Chicago, Illinois, died in that city late in September, aged 17

years. Mr. Kaufman had been in the waste material business in

Chicago since 1866, but during the past 10 years had not been
active in the management of the business. He was highly es-

teemed by many in his own and other lines of business.

INVENTOR OF LIQUID INSULATION.

Henry Splitdorf, whose name is associated with Morse, Clark
and Edison as inventor of important electrical devices, died

in New York City on October 16, in the eighty-third year of

his age. Mr. Splitdorf

was born in Germany,
came to this country

at the age of 14 years,

and was apprenticed

to the machinist's

trade. Later he en-

tered the electrical

business. Although

he had but a common
school education, by

assiduous and concen-

trated study of elec-

trical matters he be-

came an expert and

jnany of his inven-

tions were of great

importance in the

fields of electricity

and telegraphy. Of
especial interest is the

fact that he was asso-

ciated with Samuel

F. B. Morse in the

development of tele-

llt.\KY Si'LiiiiuKh. grajihic apparatus
a n d in connection

with Clark he developed the Clark repeater, which made it

possible for Thomas A. Edison to invent the multiple

system of telegraphy, and at the time of his death Mr.

Splitdorf had been working upon a storage battery which,

however, had not been |)erfected. It was he who intro-

duced asbestos as an insulating material and he was the in-

ventor of liquid insulation of magnetic wire which has prac-

tically replaced the more expensive silk insulation used pre-

viously. It is through this invention very largely that present

perfection in insulated wire has been attained.

Mr. Splitdorf was a constant attendant at St. Peter's Epis-

copal Church at Westchester, New York. Until old age over-

took him he was a member of the Arion Club and the Lieder-

kranz. He leaves two married daughters and two sons, one of

whom, Charles Splitdorf, is vice-president of the Splitdorf Elec-

trical Co., of Newark, New Jersey.

HANDLED TIRE FABRICS.

W. H. Tobey, Chicago manager, and director of J. H. Lane

& Co., well known in the rubber trade, died in that city on

October 3. after a long period of illness. He was about 44 years

of age, and had been connected with J. II. Lane & Co. for the

A POPULAR PURCHASING AGENT.

Nelson W. Saylcs, purchasing agent of the Republic Rubber

Co., Youngstown, Ohio, died in New York City October 14.

He had been in declining health for a number of months. While
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on a vacation he became critically ill, and six weeks later suc-

cumbed. Mr. Sayles was a graduate of Yale University. He
entered the accounting department of the Republic Rubber Co. in

1910, and a year later was made purchasing agent. In business

and in social circles he was universally esteemed, and by his

kindness and genial spirit won many friends who deeply deplore

his death.

A VETERAN IN RUBBER TIRE INDUSTRY.

George D. Edwar<ls. manager of the Detroit (Michigan)

branch of the Kelly-Springlield Tire Co., .\kron, Ohio, died in

Detroit. October 4. Mr. Edwards had been in the tire business

over 20 years, dating back to his connection with the Rubber

Tire & Wheel Co.. the predecessor of the Kelly-Springlield com-

pany.

EXPERT IN TIRE MANUFACTURE.

Grover I. Myers, head of the pneumatic tire departmeiil of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,- Akron. O., died as the result of

an automobile accident last August.

CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED EMPLOYES.

The executives of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Lim-

ited, Montreal, Canada, have instituted an employes' thrift plan

to encourage money-saving among the emplo3-es of the company.

This plan gives any employe the privilege of placing with the com-

pany any portion of his or her wages or salary which can be read-

ily spared, for which the company will allow interest, to be added

monthly. When the amount reaches $100 or more it may, upon

request, be used for investing in government bonds or other

securities, the company giving every assistance in making this

investment. It is thought that this will be of real practical benefit

to the employes and that those who avail themselves of this privi-

lege will be better employes for the company and thus render the

benefit mutual. It will be interesting to see how many employes

will avail themselves of this practical opportunity.

RUBBER SALESMAN IMPRISONED IN FRANCE.

News has been received from Paris, France, that William C.

Silbermann, of New York City, was sentenced by the Correc-

tional Court to five years in prison and a fine of 500 francs, under

a charge of trading with the enemy. It is claimed that Mr. Sil-

bermann came to Paris with papers describing him as a repre-

sentative of the King Rubber Co., of Hyde Park, Boston, Massa-

chusetts, and on the strength of these papers he obtained several

important orders, but was finally denounced by a Serbian who
had known him in New York, and who said that he was acting

for Gottwik, Scheffer & Co.. dealers in druggists' sundries in

New York City. The senior member of the latter firm states that

Mr. Silbermann was never in its employ, and it was learned from

Maurice D. Kingsbury, manager of the King Rubber Co., that

Gottwik. Scheffer & Co. are the selling agents in New York City

ior the King Rubber Co., and that this firm recommended Silber-

mann as a good man to represent the rubber company abroad and

to handle sales of rubber gloves, etc.. made by the King com-

pany, to the English and French military forces. Mr. Kingsbury

is also reported to have said that, although Mr. Silbermann went

abroad some time last March he had made no report of sales nor

had he drawn any money on account of the King Rubber Co.

The case has been placed in the hands of the State Department

at Washington.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTERCONTINENTAL
RUBBER CO.

A T THE annual meeting of the Intercontinental Rubber Co.,

^» Jersey City, New Jersey, held Octolier 2. Secretary Willard

P. Smith, in his annual report covering the year ending July 31,

1916, states that;

Conditions in Mexico have not improved the past year, and
have been such that it has not been possible to operate the fac-

tory at all since the montli of .August, 1915. The prevailing

prices for rubber have been low, but a reasonable profit has been
realized from the sale of the stock remaining on hand at the time
of shutdown.

Conditions on the Cedros Ranch likewise continued to be such
that it has not been possible to round up the stock, nor to make
an}' physical inventories. Gathering of guayule shr.ub, from
which tlie rubber is extracted, has also been entirely stopped.

It has been possible to hold a meeting of the Directors of the

Compania Ganadera y Textil do Cedros. S. A., wlvicli owns the

ranch, and a small dividend from tjie prior earnings of that com-
pany was transferred to the income of the -Intercontinental Rub-
ber Company. The losses at the ranch from revolutionary dis-

turbances, however, have seriously r(;duced the pmfits derived
from former operations. -^

The balance sheet, which is reprinted below, shows net profits

and income from investments aniounting to nearly $540,000, as

compared with $240,000 for the preceding year, and the surplus

last July was nearly $523;000 larger than the same time the year

before.

B.\L.\NXE SHEET—JULY 31. 1916.

Assets.

Investments in stock

:

Merged and subsidiaiy Comi»anies

:

By Cash S 2, 115, 321. 59
By Stock issues 28,198,575.30

Other Companies 387,970.00 $30,701,866.89

Patents (exclusive of subsidiary Companies) ' 15,141.77
.Accounts and Notes Receivable, etc. :

Advances to subsidiary Companies.... $ 306,020.40
Sundry accounts 48,807.55 354,827.95

Investment Securities (market value) 1,231,355.00
Cash 435,273.84

$32,738,465.45

LlABrl-lTIES.

Capit.-il Stock: Common $29,031,000.00
-Accounts Payable. Taxes accrued, etc. :

Due to subsidiary Companies $ 14.140.04
Sundry accounts < 8.469.70 22.609.74

Reserve accounts 734,433.71
Surplus ( as below) 2,950,422.00

$32,738,465.45

Sl'RPLUS .XCCOUN'T.

Surplus .\ueust I. 1915 $2,427,077.39
C^ross Profits on operations $ 42,995.95
N'et Profits and Income from Invest-

ments, Interest, etc (after adjust-
ment of investment securities to cur-
rent market value 538,906.83

$ 581,902.78
Less .Administration. Taxes, and General

E.xpenses 45,914.32 535,988.46

$ 2,963,065.85
Charges against Surplus-.

Reserve against loans to subsidiary
Companies 12,643.85

Surplus, July 31, 1916 $2,950,422.00

At the annual meeting of the board of directors, the following

officers were elected: G. H. Carnahan, chairman and president;

E. B. -Aldrich, vice-president ; W. P. Smith, secretary and
treasurer.

The State of Missouri probably produces more barytes than

any other in the Union. During 1915, barytes producers in this

state marketed 40,000 tons. This substance is extensively used

in rubber compounding.

CONSOLIDATION RUMOR DENIED.

U having been rumored that The B. F. Goodrich Co., .Akron,

Ohio, had completed plans to take over the Boston Belting Co.,

President T. A. Forsyth of the latter company states that there

is absolutely no foundation for such report ; that the Boston
Belting Co. has not been sold to any interests, and that there

are m negot;c*icns with any pcrty having that end in view.
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Rubber Men and Bankers Guests of Colonel Colt.

NEARLY 150 men prominent in tinancial circles were the

guests of Colonel Samuel P. Colt, president of the United

States Rubber Co., at his stock farm at Bristol, Rhode
Island, on September 30. The invitations read : "To meet the

president and directors of the Industrial Trust Co., of Provi-

dence, Rhode Island." The program, which was to some extent

informal, included a lunch served in a large tent on the lawn

opposite the casino, and inspection of the farm, during which

there was an exhibition of the milking by an electrically operated

device, of fine blooded cattle of pedigreed stock.

At 2 o'clock dinner was served in the casino, botli the in-

terior of the building and the spacious veranda being occupied.

The interior was tastefully decorated with autumn foliage and

with flowers from Colonel Colt's conservatories. .-\ real Rhode
l!.land clam-bake dinner was served which was fully appreciated

hy all the guests.

Colonel
Colt, in

opening the
more formal

e X e r cises.

p r o p o sed

toasts to the

President of

the United

S t a tes. R.

L i V ingston

Bee ckman,

Governor of

Rhode
Island,
and others.

T h e p r i n -

cipal speak-

e r s were
G o V e r nor

Bee ckman,

C o 1 onel H.

Martin
Brown, pres-

drew \V. Anthony, of the National India Rubber Co., Bristol,

Rhode Island, and the following officers of the United States

Rubber Co. : J. Newton Gunn, vice-presfdent ; W. G. Parsons,

treasurer ; Samuel Norris, secretary
; John D. Carberry, assistant

secretary ; William E. Barker, manager of sales ; Walter S. Bal-

lou, Wilson H. Blackwell, Frank W. Roche and others.

An orchestra furnished music during the repast, and the

formal exercises were appropriately closed with a rendition of

"The End of a Perfect Day."

ident of the

I n d u strial Main Extr.\xi.e to Colt Fak.m. Magnificent "Private Property," Where the Public Is Welcome
Trust Co., of

Providence; Francis L. Mine, president of the First National

Bank of New York City; Senator Le Baron B. Colt, William

Cameron Forbes, former governor of the Philippine Islands;

Colonel Samuel M. Nicholson, vice-president of the Industrial

Trust Co., and Howard Elliott, president of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Naturally, most of the addresses treated of the present in-

dustrial prosperity of the country and the financial situation,

which was well summed up by Senator Colt, who advised bank-

ers to direct their energies to the power of production and the

extension of our commerce, both foreign and domestic.

Besides the presidents and directors of many of the leading

financial institutions of the country there were a number of

guests who are prominent in the rubber trade, .\mong them

were T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager, of the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada;

Roswell C. Colt, assistant secretary, and 'Victor E. Mitchell, of

the same company; E. J. Hathorne, treasurer. Rubber Goods

Manufacturing Co., New York City; E. H. Broadwell, vice-

president, Fisk Rubber Co., ChicopeerFalls, Massachusetts; An-

PRESIDENT BOWERS TO RETIRE.

William F. Bowers, founder and president of the Bowers
Rubber Co., San Francisco, California, a pioneer rubber manu-
facturing concern on the Pacific Slope, having sold his

interests, will retire from business. Mr. Bowers has had a most

interesting record. He went to California from Lynn, Massa-

chusetts, as

a representa-

tive of the

Gutta Per-

cha & Rub-

b e r Manu-
f a c t u r ing

Co. in the

late seven-

ties. In 1882

h e formed

the Bowers
Rubber Co.,

which \v a s

incorporated

with a capi-

tal of $300,-

000, to take

over the San
F r a n c i sco

plant of the

Gutta Per-
cha & Rub-

ber Manu-
facturing Co.

and engage

in making
goods on an independent basis. Tliis was the first company to man-
ufacture rubber goods west of the Rockies on a large scale, and

later was the pioneer manufacturer of fabric fire hose on the Coast.

The company prospered from the start, and later acquired a plant

of about 12 acres in the city of San Francisco. The works built

there withstood the shock of the earthquake in 1906, only to be

totally destroyed by the fire which followed. A new and more
extensive plant was built at Black Diamond, California, and was
steadily enlarged as the business grew. For many years this com-
pany furnished all the fire hose used in the City of San Francisco,

did business all along the Coast and filled several contracts for

dreiige sleeves and suction hose for the Panama Canal Commis-
sion. The company now manufactures a full line of mechan-

icals and has recently taken on the production of tires and tire

tubes.

Mr. Bowers has taken out many patents for hose, hose reels,

packing, etc.

He was very highly regarded by all connected with him in

business and popular with his employes. So prominent a figure

in. the Pacific Coast rubber trade will not drop out of it without

much regret on the part of- all with whom he came in contact.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

SOMERSET RUBBER RECLAIMING WORKS IMPROVEMENTS.

THE Somerset Rubber Reclaiming Works, of New Bruns-

wick, New Jersey, have been making many changes in their

factory at East Millstone, adding a number of labor saving

devices and machinery to cut down the cost of manufacture, and

doubling the producing capacity. A sprinkler .system has been

installed, the company having joined the Factory Mutual Fire

Insurance Cos. For the comfort and convenience of the work-

men, shower baths have been installed. The laboratory has

been enlarged and equipped with the latest modern apparatus,

and a staff of chemists is employed to keep check on the material

as it passes through the factory, to assure uniformity of the

product. This laboratory is placed at the disposal of the com-

pany's customers, expert service being furnished ; all such mat-

ters of course being treated absolutely confidentially. A special-

ty of the company is white reclaimed rubber, for which a very

large demand is noted. The plant has been working day and

night to full capacity.

REINCORPORATES WITH ENLARGED CAPITAL.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co.. Inc., notice of whose incorpora-

tion appeared in the September issue of The Indi.\ Rubber

World, has been organized with an authorized capital of $6,000,-

000, of which $1,000,000 is 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock

and $5,000,000 is common stock, for the purpose of providing

the additional financial requirements necessary to properly handle

and care for the increased volume of business of the Pennsyl-

vania Rubber Co. It is asserted that from a volume of trade

of less than $1,000,000 in 1909, the business of the company has

developed so that this year it will pass the $5,000,000 mark. The

directors of the new incorporation are as follows : Herbert

DuPuy, H. Wilfred DuPuy, C. M. DuPuy. Seneca G. Lewis,

George W. Shiveley and George A. JtlcLaughlin.

CAPITAL INCREASE OF FISK RUBBER CO.

At a special meeting of the stockholders of The Fisk Rubber

Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, October 2, mentioned last

month, it was voted to authorize an increase in the capital stock

of the corporation by $24,500,000, divided as follows : $7,500,000

first preferred convertible stock, of which $5,000,000 will be issued

at once; $5,000,000 second preferred, of which $2,500,000 will be

issued, and $12,000,000 common stock which will remain in th«

treasury. The additional issue of second preferred is being

taken by the junior security holders, being offered to them on a

basis of one share for every four shares of common and second

preferred owned in the aggregate. The first preferred has been

underwritten by a syndicate headed by Estabrook & Co., Boston,

Massachusetts. The new cash is to be used for working capital.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on October 25, are furnished by John
Burnham & Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle street, Chicago, Illinois :

Bid. Asked.
-\jax Rubber Co. (new) 63 65
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common .' 1135 1150
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 110 112'
The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 73^ 74
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 113 114;-^
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 295 14 298
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 108^ 109
KeIly-.Sprinp:field Tire Co., common 77 J^ 78
Kelly-Sprinpfield Tire Co.. 1st preferred 98 100
Miller Rubber Co., common 250 260
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 105 107
Portage Rufeber Co., common 1 74 1 76
Portage Rubber Co., preferred 173 174
United States Rubber Co., common ; 60 605^
Svvinehart Tire & Rubber Co 86 92
United States Rubber Co.. preferred 110 111

METALWOCD MANUFACTURING CO.

Improvements luider way for the Metalwood Manufacturing

Co., Detroit, Michigan, involve the rebuilding of the central por-

tion of the company's plant, which will give approximately 6,000

square feet of floor spaci;. A 10-ton traveling crane will also be

installed, to facilitate handling the work. These improvements

are necessitated by the rapid growth of the business, and we are

advised that among recent orders of the Metalwood company
were repeat orders from the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio, for Metalwood duplex vulcanizing presses and from

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, Canada, for Metal-

wood quick operating remote control type valves.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The .American Tire Fabric Co. paid a regular quarterly divi-

dend of 1^ per cent on preferred stock on October 2 to stock-

holders of record September 20.

The Globe Rubber Tire Manufacturing Co. has declared the

regular semi-annual dividend of 3'/2 per cent on the preferred

shares, payable November 1, to stockholders of record Oct. 27.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. has declared a dividend of $1.75 per

share on preferred stock, payable January 2, 1917, to stockhold-

ers of record December 21, 1916, and a quarterly dividend of $1

per share on common stock, payable February 15, 1917, to stock-

holders of record February 2.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. paid the usual quarterly

dividend of 1J4 per cent, on October 1 to stockholders of record

September 20.

The Hood Rubber Co. paid a bi-monthly dividend of $1 on

common stock on October 14.

The Keystone Tire & Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend of

2 per cent and % per cent additional on its preferred stock and

a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent on the common stock, with 3/^

per cent additional, on October 2, to stockholders of record

September 8.

A quarterly dividend of 2 per cent was paid by the Miller

Rubber Co. on October 20 to stockholders of record October 1.

The New Jersey Zinc Co. has declared a quarterly dividend

of 4 per cent, and an extra dividend of 5 per cent, both payable

November 10, to stockholders of record October 31.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co. has declared dividends of 1^4

per cent on the preferred stock and V/2 per cent on common
stock, payable January 1, 1917.

The Ten Broeck Tyre Co., Louisville, Kentucky, has declared

a 4 per cent dividend. This marks the resumption by the com-

pany of the payment of dividends which had been interrupted by

the outbreak of the war and unsettled business conditions.

The United States Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend of 2

per cent on first preferred stock and a quarterly dividend of 1J4

per cent on second preferred stock on October 31 to stockhold-

ers of record October 14.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. paid the

regular quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent on preferred stock on

October 16 and 1^4 per cent on common stock October 31, both

dividends payable to stockholders of record October 6.

The directors of the Lee Tire & Rubber Corporation have

declared a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share and an

extra dividend of 25 cents per share, payable December 1

to stockholders of record November 15.
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TRADE NOTES.

The jNIanhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., Passaic, New Jer-

sey, lias increased its capitalization from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000.

The Reading Rubber Manufacturing Co., Reading, Massachu-
setts, has recently installed a well at its plant which was put down
303 feet, approximately 250 feet of which was through solid

rock. The diameter of the well is 8 inches, and it gives a yield of

about 70 gallons without loweHng the level from the surface

greater than 14 feet. A second well is being built by the com-
pany, from which equally good results are e.xpected.

F. Bierman & Sons Metal & Rubber Co., St. Louis, Missouri,

has a new building ready for occupancy, equipped with facilities

which will enable this firm to handle all shipments with more
promptness than heretofore. The building is of brick construc-

tion, two stories high, 65 by 100 feet in dimensions.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, has sent out a notice that it will redeem

at the rate of $1,050 and accrued and unpaid interest for each

bond of $1,000 face value, all of its convertible sinking fund

5 per cent gold bonds of 1915 issued under the trust indenture

dated July 28, 1915, and outstanding on January 1, 1917.

When enlargements now in progress at the Kimmel felt fac-

tory at Kitchener (formerly Berlin), Ontario, are completed, all

the manufacturing of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co., Lim-

ited, will be done in the Kimmel factory, and the old Berlin felt

factory will be used entirely for warehouse purposes.

Additions to present buildings of the Rotch Mills department

of the Passaic Cotton Mills at New Bedford, Massachusetts, are

almost completed and a new spinning and weaving building is

also in course of erection. Taylor, Armitage & Co., Inc., 120

Broadway, New York City, are the selling agents.

The Advance Felt Specialty & Cutting Co.. Chicago, Illinois,

has recently accomplished its second move within the last 18

months, the changes being due to the rapid growth of the busi-

ness. In the new quarters at 318-322 South Jefferson street.

the company occupies a two-story building of brick construc-

tion with full concrete basement, equipped throughout with spe-

cially designed machinery for the cutting, stripping and puncli-

ing of rubber, felt cloth, and analogous materials.

The Armstrong Rubber Co., Inc., Newark, New Jersey, has a

plant 75 by 98 feet which has recently installed equipment for

the manufacture of regular and molded automobile inner tubes

and rubber specialties for the trade, including two 150-horse-

power boilers, one 200-horse-povver electric generator and an In-

gersoll Rand compressor. The calenders and mills are each

driven by a separate motor drive, and the plant has an up-to-date

Grinnell sprinkler system.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, Canada, has

recently purcliased the property on which its offices and ware-

house are situated in Saskatoon.

The Bibb Manufacturing Co., Macon, Georgia, has increased

its capital stock from $1,500,000 to $2,500,000 out of accumulated

surplus, on account of extensive enlargements at the Columbus

factory of the company.

It is proposed to erect 20 dwellings to house the employes

of the National Rubber Co., Pottstown, Pennsylvania, and to

that end J. C. Feist, of the company, recently purchased a 60-

acre tract on the outskirts of that city, the property being a part

of the estate of the late Joshua B. Lessig.

The Belmont Packing & Rubber Co. will shortly erect a

plant at Butler and Janney streets, Philadelphia, Penn.sylvania.

The offices of the company are located at 139 North Second street

in that city.

The Republic Rubber Co.. Youngstown, Ohio, has ofifered

10,475 shares of its common stock pro rata, at par, to its com-

mon stockholders. The proceeds, about $1,000,000, will be used

for working capital and extensions.

The Milwaukee Engineers' Club, consisting of members of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the American Chemical
Society held its first meeting of the season in the new engineer-

ing building of the Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin.
A paper on "The Growing and Gathering of Rubber Latex"
was read by L. J. D. Healy. chief chemist of that company, and
the members, numbering 183, were taken through the factory

where the process of manufacture was followed from Ijeginning

to end, after which luncheon was served.

'PEESONAL MENTION.

Collier W. Baird, treasurer of the Rubber Trading Co., 9-15

Murray street, New York City, and a meinber of Troop A, First

Squadron Cavalry, N. J. N. G., returned last month after a four
months' tour of duty at Douglas, Arizona.

Edward Bers, of the firm of E. Bers & Co., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, dealers in scrap rubber and metals, has been sojourn-
ing at French Lick Springs, Indiana, for a brief vacation.

P. \V. Day has been appointed sales manager of the F. S. Carr
Rubber Co., of Canada, Limited, Granby, Quebec.

Frederick J. Hall, formerly second vice-president of the Habir-
shaw Wire & Cable Co., that was merged with the Electric Cable
Co., is now manager of the cable engineering department of the
new company, the Habirshaw Electric Cable Co., Inc., with head-
quarters at 10 East Forty-third street. New York City.

Michael Minns, for some years identified with the sales depart-
ment of the B & R Rubber Co., has recently been appointed
sales manager of the Quabaug Rubber Co., North Brookfield,

Massachusetts, which purchased the business of the former men-
tioned company.

William L. Wadleigh, head of Wadleigh Co.. Limited, Sing-

apore, after a sojourn of live montlis in the United States, will

sail from San Francisco, California, November 11, on the "Tenyo
Maru." He e.xpects to arrive in Singapore, December 21.

WINDOW PUBLICITY DP THE UNITED STATES HUBBER CO.

The windows of the United States Rubber Co., in New York
City, are in charge of a truly ingenious and artistic window
dresser. The many products of this company seem to be dis-

played without partiality. A whole window is given to a single

line or article, and the goods are surrounded by appropriate

accessories and backgrounds. Lay figures, life size, are used,

where they can be, to advantage. Tires for automobiles, motor-
cycles and bicycles have been shown. Belting, life preservers,

outing shoes, boots and shoes, and bathroom accessories, are
among those recently shown. The Brazilian forest has been
represented, also a model of the plantation of the United States

Rubber Co. in Sumatra.

A BIG USER OF RUBBER TIRES.

The Fifth Avenue Coach Co., which operates 132 motor-buses
in New York City, has just published its annual report for 1915-

1916.

A feature brought out in this report is that the 132 buses ran

at a cost of only 21 cents per bus mile, each bus using six tires,

the rear wheels each having two tires. This cost per mile is

based on a mileage of 4,966,690.36 miles. New tires purchased

by the company during the fiscal vcar covered by the report cost

$54,533.63.

A COEREOTION.

In the October number of The India Rubber World appeared

a statement by its Trenton correspondent regarding the Post

Tire & Rubber Co., that on further investigation proves er-

roneous. The Indi.\ Rubber World is very glad to take this

occasion to contradict it.
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KELLY SPEINOFIELD COMPANY TO MOVE.

It is praclically settled that the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.,

now at Akron, Ohio, will occupy a new factory to be built spe-

cially for it at Cumberland, Maryland, with the probability that

eventually the entire manufacture will be centered there. It is

understood that building operations will be begun at once.

KEW INCORPORATIONS.

Alliance Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., September 19 (Delaware),

$2,500,000. William F. O'Keefe, George G. Steigler, E. E.

Wright—all of Wilmington, Delaware. Principal office, 901 Mar-

ket street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in

automobile tires, tubes and accessories.

The Alliance Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., October 9 (Ohio),

$2,500,000. Milton Bejach (president and general manager) ;

John C. Shively (vice-president) ; Walter H. Christensen (sec-

retary and superintendent) ; John B. Pow (treasurer), and

Frederick W. Throssell. Principal office, Alliance, Ohio. To

manufacture automobile tires and rubber goods.

Apex Tire & Rubber Corporation, September 28 (Delaware),

$100,000. Levi Helms, Walter J. Pollock, and Joseph A. Mc-

Carthy, 1092 East Third street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Principal

office, Corporation Trust Co. of America, 394 duPont Building,

Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture rubber tires and inner

tubes for automobiles and other vehicles.

Automobile Salon, Inc., The, September 28 (New York),

$25,000. Hjalmar A. Holm, 672 Park Place; August Engel, 592

Vanderbilt avenue—both in Brooklyn, N. Y., and George Alonzi,

1464 First avenue, New York City. Automobiles and accessories.

Chicle Gum Co., September 6 (Delaware), $300,000. John H.

McBride, 243 W. 76th street, and Hugh Francis Doris, 214 W.

70th street—both in New York City, and John Wynne, 501

Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Principal office with M. Mc-

Laughlin, 827 Spruce street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manu-

facture and deal in rubber and vegetable products, chemical

compounds, etc.

Colonial Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., September 25 (New Y'ork),

$25,000. J. B. Crockett and Amos White, 44 Whitehall street,

and Ira W. Henry. 149 Broadway—both in New York City. To
manufacture and deal in tires.

Dayton Tire Sales Co., Inc., September 28 (New York), $10,-

000. Elbert R. Detamble and John A. Pontolillo, 1764 Broad-

way, and Bailey C. Elliott, 1400 Broadway—both in New York

City. To deal in rubber tires, etc.

Fero's Broadway Store, Inc., September 27 (New York),

$10,000. James J. Fero and William A. Miller, 792 Seventh

avenue, and Alfred Hines, 1074 Lexington avenue—both in New
York City. To manufacture and deal in automobile tires, ac-

cessories, etc.

Goodrich Auto Service Corporation, F. W., September 22 (New
York), $75,000. Frank W. Goodrich, 312 East 58th street;

Peter V. Hoyt, 745 St. Nicholas avenue, and Henry W. Showers,

IS Wall street—all in New York City. To deal in tires, auto

supplies, etc.

Hygrade Rubber Co., Inc., October 16 (New York), $10,000.

J. F. Kraeutler, Jr., 66 Beaver street, New York City; H. L.

Goldbaum, 461 Edgecombe avenue. Bronx, N. Y., and George
Kuhlmann, 925 St. Marks avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. To manu-
facture rubber goods.

Keystone Rubber & Tire Co., Inc.. August 12 (Delaware),

$500,000. M. R. Haymaker, Wilkinsburg; S. W. Crosby, 20th

avenue. Homestead, and R. S. Robb, Aspinwall—all in Pennsyl-

vania. Principal office. Keystone Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania. To tnanufacture tires, etc.

Merit Raincoat Co., Inc., October 20 (New York), $1,200.

Morris Duglin, 828 Longwood avenue ; Kassiel Spinner, 700

Cauldwell avenue—both in Bronx, and Louis Kimmel, 499 River-

dale avenue, Brooklyn—both in New York. To manufacture

rubber apparel, etc.

National Cover Co., Inc., October 7 (New York), $1,200.

Isaac RafTelson, 1471 Vyse avenue, Bronx, N. Y; Samuel Green-

berg. 400 West 160th street, and Abraham Kruckman, 166 West

141 st street—both in New York City. To manufacture slip

covers for tires, seats, etc.

National Insulate Co., Inc., October 16 (New York), $50,000.

Peter Meyer, 105 West 120th street, and Simon S. Hamburger,

320 Broadway—both in New York City, and Isaac S. Beck, 767

Tinton avenue, Bronx, N. Y. To manufacture insulating mate-

rial, etc.

Orville Rubber Co., September 26 (Delaware), $150,000.

Morgan Howells, Bucyrus ; E. B. Cornell and E. A. Homeier,

Cleveland—both in Ohio. Principal office. Capital Trust Co. of

Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manufacture automobile tires,

inner tubes, etc.

Osier Racine Rubber Co., September 22 (California), $100,000.

J. S. Bennett, Hebermain Building, Los Angeles, California.

Principal place of business, Los Angeles, California. To manu-
facture rubber goods, tires, and to do a general rubber business.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited, September 15 (Canada),

$100,000. Charles A. Joslin and others of Sherbrooke, Quebec,

Canada. Principal office, .Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada. To
manufacture rubber heels, soling, patching and molded goods. It

is also the intention of the corporation to purchase the Cana-

dian business of the Panther Rubber Manufacturing Co., Stough-

ton, Mass.

Perfection Tire & Rubber Co., September 23 (Delaware),

$15,000,000. C. R. Cole, 6029 Indiana avenue; Charles W. Har-

ris, 1Z2 Marquette Building—both in Chicago, and K. S. Wilson,

Oak Park—all in Illinois. Principal office with Reynolds Clough,

Esq., Dover, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in automo-

biles, tires, accessories and specialties.

Rubber Tire Sales Co., Inc.. September 7 (New York), $20,-

000. Walter Ulrich, John F. Forrester, William O'D. Langley—
al! of 346 Broadway, New York City.

Southwestern Rubber Co., September 15 (Missouri), $5,000.

H. A. Young and G. F. Knight, Kansas City, Missouri ; Ransom
Stephens, C. D. Darrigrand, and Fred P. Darrigrand, Wichita,

Kansas, and. D. P. Richardson, Union, Oklahoma. Principal

office, Kansas City, Missouri. To do general tire repair business,

to operate a tire repair school, to manufacture inner tubes, auto

tire sundries, and Ford size tires in wrapped tread type.

Standard Tire Valve Co.. September 13 (Massachusetts),

$100,000. Michael F. Clarke and John F. Luther, 40 Central

street, and John W. McCormack. Tremont Building—both in

Boston, Massachusetts. Principal office, Boston, Massachusetts.

To manufacture and deal in tire valves, motor vehicles, and en-

gines and machinery in connection therewith.

Thing & Co., G. E.. Inc., October 16 (New York), $25,000.

George H. Mayo, and Henry B. Hubbard, 1790 Broadway, New
York City, and J. F. Barnes, 37 Pearl street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Principal office, Buffalo, N. Y. To deal in leather and rubber

goods.

Tire Co. of Philadelphia, Inc., October 5 (New York), $6,000.

Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City ; Catherine

K. Weldon. 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555

Grand street—both in Brooklyn, N. Y. To manufacture rubber
tires.

Universal Tire & Rubber Co., September 8 (Delaware), $1,-

000,000. John Chamberlin, George Davis. 51 Market street, Pough-
keepsie, and Egbert B. Cresswell, 119 Eddy street, Ithaca—both
in New York. Principal office, Corporation Trust Company of

Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in rub-

ber goods of every description, automobiles, etc.
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At the annual election of the McGraw Tire & Rubber Co.,

held at the company's offices, East Palestine, Ohio, the following

officers were elected : E. C. McGraw, president ; R. W. McGraw,

vice-president ;
John Morgan, secretary, and L. M. Kyes, treas-

urer, the shares of the common stock were increased from

20,000 to 40,000, changing the par value from $100 to $50 per

share. The capital stock of the company was increased from

$3,000,000 to $4,000,000 equally divided between common and

preferred. A daily output of 5,000 tires is in early prospect.

The F. E. Partridge Rubber Co. has recently transferred its

factories from Montreal, Quebec, to Guelph, Ontario, Canada,

enlarged facilities being thus provided for the manufacture of

the company's numerous lines of rubber goods, as well as spe-

cial advantages for handling an increasing trade in druggists'

sundries, automobile tubes and tire accessories. To its estab-

lished range of trade-mark goods, the company has now added

the manufacture of automobile tires.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has purchased

a lot at the corner of Broad and Kinney streets, Newark, New
Jersey, and will build thereon a three-story structure 50 x 170

feet, to be used as a tire service station.

As soon as a satisfactory site is secured, the Sioux City Tire

Manufacturing Co. will commence the erection of its plant,

which will probably take the form of a three-story structure,

ISO by 50 feet.

The Lapeer Commercial Club, of Lapeer, Michigan, is negotiat-

ing for the establishment of a tire manufacturing enterprise in

that city, which is prepared to subscribe $25,000 toward a site

and building.

P. H. Boalen, formerly manager of the automobile supply

department of the Bailey Co., has recently been appointed head

of the sales department of the Mason Tire & Rubber Co., 1806

Euclid avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. The factories of the company

are at Kent, Ohio.

The Atlantic Tire & Rubber Co., Wilmington, Delaware, will

change its name to Boone Tire & Rubber Co.

The $250,000 plant of the J. & D. Tire & Rubber Co., at Char-

lotte, North Carolina, is now nearing completion. The estimated

output will be 350 tires a day. H. O. Smith is president of the

company.

The Ackerman Wheel Co., founded by A. H. Ackerraan, has

organized a $2,500,000 corporation for the manufacture of the

Ackerman wheel, a new device for the correction of tire troubles.

The new wheel is equipped with spring steel spokes and solid

tires. It is stated that negotiations for a $250,000 plant, at Cleve-

land, Ohio, have recently been closed.

It is stated that the capacity of the Morgan & Wright factory

of the United .States Tire Co., at Detroit, Michigan, where the

Royal Cord tires are made, will be doubled by or before the in-

coming of 1917.

The Mutual Tire & Rubber Co., whose incorporation was

noted in the October issue of The India Rubber World, is a

cooperative organization, which offers its stockholders tires,

which are the product of the company at a discount from list

prices. The officers of the company are William McKay, presi-

dent ; C. E. Barker, vice-president and treasurer, and John Hall

Jones, secretary. The executive officers are at 30 East Forty-

second street, New York City.

The plant of the Lion Tire & Rubber Co., at LaFayette, In-

diana, is approaching completion, and is expected to be in work-

ing order and producing tires and tubes before the first of the

year. The building is of brick, two stories and basement, 100

by 180 feet. Calenders, washers and machinery have been in-

stalled for the production of 200 tires and tubes a day. The

plant is excellently located, is 5 acres in extent, adjoining the

Belt railroad, thus furnishing advantageous shipping facilities.

The board of directors includes several of the leading business

and financial men of LaFayette, Decatur and Peru, Indiana, and

Chicago, Illinois.

Plans for the proposed Westgard Tire & Rubber Co., to be

erected at Warren, Ohio, are being prepared by a well-known

concern of Cleveland, Ohio, architects. The main building will

consist of two stories and basement, 100 by 240 feet, of fireproof

construction. The power plant will be a separate one-story build-

ing, 40 feet square.

PERSONAL MENTION.

The title of Joseph C. Weston, of the United States Tire Co.,

New York City, has been changed from general sales manager

to director of sales, and O. S. Tweedy has been appointed gen-

eral branch sales manager, instead of assistant general sales

manager.

H. H. Grobe, formerly manager of the truck tire department

of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. in New York City and terri-

tory, has been given charge of the Baltimore, Maryland, branch,

beginning November 1. Mr. Grobe has been with the company

for five years.

F. J. Loewe will be general manager of the new tire plant of

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. at Muskegon, Michigan.

John J. Kearns, a vice-president of the Fisk Rubber Co. and

head of the research department, and two of his assistants, W.
W. Whiting and John C. Cole, have resigned their positions with

that company.

Horace W. Hakes, a well-known Michigan tire man, has taken

the agency of the Republic Rubber Co., for western Michigan.

Mr. Hakes is prominent in masonic and political circles.

Erwin Oberheu has been appointed manager of the Columbus,

New Mexico, depot of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Walter T. Sewell, sales manager of the Sewell Cushion Wheel
Co., is making a trip through the East and will meet the branch

selling organizations of the company in Pittsburgh, Baltimore,

Philadelphia, New York and Boston, to discuss plans for the

coming year.

F. W. Sherwood has been made assistant manager of the New
York City branch of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. Mr. Sher-

wood is well known in the tire business, having previously been

New York manager of the Gibney Tire & Rubber Co. He was
also one of the early salesmen of the Diamond Rubber Co. and,

later, truck tire manager for the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

CHANGES IN UNITED MOTORS CORPORATION.

William M. Sweet, for ten years general manager of the Moloi

and Accessory Manufacturers, the national organization of tlie

accessory industry, of which tires form an important part, has

become assistant to the president of the United Motors Corpora-

tion, New York City. This recently incorporated firm is a hold-

ing company with Delco, Hyatt, New Departure, Remy, Klaxon
and Perlman as its subsidiaries. Mr. Sweet has assumed the

management of the new corporation as the representative of the

president and board of directors, and will doubtless find his

previous experience of great value to him in the present de-

velopment work along similar lines. While the board of di-

rectors felt compelled to accept Mr. Sweet's resignation as presi-

dent, they elected him a member of the board to succeed Mr.

Lovell, and he will serve until 1919. He was also elected chair-

man of the 1917 banquet committee.

L. M. Bradley, advertising manager of the "American Motor-

ist," official publication of the American Automobile Association,

has been elected general manager of The Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers' Association, succeeding Mr. Sweet.
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The Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Consliohockcn, Pcnn.sylvania, has

recently erected a two-story addition, 80 by 120 feet, in which the

dipped goods department is to be installed, the removal of this

department from the tire building enabling an increase in tire

production to about 2,000 tires per day. The new building is of

the same construction as the main buildings, steel and concrete,

so arranged that additional stories may be built at any time.

The capital stock of the Be Saw Tire & Rubber Co., Hartville,

Ohio, has been increased from $150,000 to $220,000. The new
issue is all preferred stock and the company contemplates using

this new capital for additional buildings and equipment which

will allow for an increase in the daily output of from lOO to

250 tires.

The Toledo-Findlay Tire & Rubber Co., Findlay, Ohio, has

elected new directors for the ensuing year, as follows : C. I.

Moffitt, L. W. Eckhardt, F. E. McMannus, H. O. Fellers, Charles

Reick, A. O. Hamilton and V. T. Spitler, all local men. The

company expects to manufacture automobile casings exclusively

in the future.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. of Indiana recently demon-

strated the anatomy of its tires from the crude materials to

the finished product, in a striking exhibit occupying six windows

in the Merchants' Heat & Light Co.'s building in Indianapolis.

The Gillette Safety Tire Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin, reports

that its first factory unit, size 250 by 60 feet, is now completed,

and a SO by 80-foot office and laboratory building is in process of

construction. It is expected that the installation of machinery

will be completed in time to begin operations in December. Addi-

tional buildings will be constructed in the spring of 1917.

The Keystone Tire & Rubber Co., New York City, has in-

creased it.s capital stock from $500,000 to $1,500,000.

The managers of the various tire branches in Cleveland, Ohio,

met recently at a "get together" luncheon, inaugurated by C. A.

Dunham, manager of the Cleveland branch of The B. F. Good-

rich Co., and the affair was such a success that others of the

kind w'\\\ be given. Besides Mr. Dunham, those present were:

L. L. Mac.-Xnaney. of the Republic Rubber Co.; Charles E. Ball,

Portage Rubber Co.; J. II. Bolden, Mason Tire & Rubber Co.;

W. H. Barcus, Fisk Rubber Co.; J. D. Hess, Jr.. Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co. ; F. E. Workman. Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. ; C.

T. Black, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. ; B. E. Aaronson. Hood
Tire Co.. and John W. Lawrence, of the Republic Rubber Co.

of Cleveland.

Morgan Howells is said to be promoting a rubber company

to be known as the Cornell Howells Rubber Co., to be located

at Orrville. Ohio.

The American Spring Tire Co., located at 30 West Lake street.

Chicago, Illinois, is placing the De Vol! spring cushion tire on

the market. This tire is a series of Swedish steel springs made

to fit inside any outer casing now in use, with the cushioning in-

side the outer cover, eliminating the disadvantages of the double

center. The spring cushions do not come in contact with the

casings, but are suspended on four roller bearings, the function

of which is to permit the tire to take the side thrust, as allowed

by the air tube. It is claimed that in this tire, friction, blow-

outs, puncture and other ailments to which tires are subject

are eliminated—a delightful if optimistic pretension. The tires

are sold under a guarantee and it is estimated that a set of them

will last the life of any car.

The stockholders of the Marion Tire & Rubber Co., Marion.

Ohio, recently held their first annual meeting at which 125

stockholders were present. The treasurer's report indicated

that the company was in good financial condition and prospects

for continued success seemed excellent. The following members
were re-elected to the board of directors: W. H. Hevcrstott,

C. W. Fairbanks, j. W. Jacoby, D. 11, Lincoln, J. L. Price, C. W.
Mapes, A. H. Trout and W. T. Jones. H. L. Gilbert was also

elected a director. The factory manager is Cjrant Lambright.

PEHLMAN PATENT CONTESTED.

Details of the important Perlman demountable rim suit were

given in The India Rubber Woki.u of May 1, 1916. That the

question of the priority and legality of the Perlman patents may
not yet be fully and finally established is indicated by the fact that

two suits have been entered against the Perlman Rim Corpora-

tion, the later one being that brought by Louis De F. Munger,

whose patent is dated December 5, 1899, and, therefore, has but

a little over one month longer to run. The other suit is that of

Erie K. Baker, of the Universal Rim Co., who is suing for

infringement of several patents which involve the mounting of

the rim upon a conical seat and the application of lateral pressure.

MID-CONTINZNT TIRE COMPANY BUILDS.

The Mid-Continent Tire Manufacturing Co. has begun the

erection of a $160,0(X) factory at Wichita, Kansas, which will have

a capacity of 300 casings and 500 inner tubes a day. The main

building will be 300 by 60 feet, two stories high, and there will

be two other buildings besides the main one, a power plant and

vulcanizing plant, all constructed of reinforced concrete, and

fireproof. More than $50,000 worth of machinery has already

been purchased.

.'^t a recent directors' meeting, Henry Lassen, president of

the Kansas Milling Co., was elected president of the Mid-Con-

tinent company. Ransom Stephens is vice-president and secre-

tary ; Charles Darrigrand, treasurer pro tem, and general man-

RACINE RUBBER CO. ELECTIONS.

Stuart Webster has been elected president of the Racine Rub-

ber Co., Racine, Wisconsin, succeeding H. L. McClaren, resigned.

Mr. Webster, who has been with the company since it was organ-

ized in 1910, was formerly treasurer and later vice-president, in

which office he is succeeded by Louis T. Vance. H. C. Severance

remains as secretary and treasurer.

NEW CORPORATION TO TAKE OVER POLACK COMPANY'S BUSINESS.

The Polack Truck Tyre Corporation has been organized under

the laws of New York State, with a capitalization of 100,000

shares with no par value, to acquire the assets and business of

the Polack Tyre & Rubber Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut. Forty

thousand shares will be offered for sale, the proceeds of which

will be used for erection and equipment of a new plant to handle

steadily increasing business.

The Polack Tyre & Rubber Co. was incorporated in 1912 and

acquired the manufacturing rights, formulae, secret processes,

patents, etc., of the European Polack Co., and is now operating

26 active branches in the largest cities of the United States and

Canada. Hugo Hofifstaedter, president of this company, will

become president of the new corporation, which will also retain

the manufacturing and sales organization of the present company.

NEW PENNSYLVANIA TIRE COMPANY.

The Keystone Rubber & Tire Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania, notice of whose incorporation appears elsewhere in this

issue, owns a steel and brick factory, valued at $125,000, and three

acres of ground at Penn, Pennsylvania, on the main line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. .A.n option on 12 adjoining acres allows

for future expansion. The plant is being fully equipped and

production of the "Keystone" tire will be begun within a short

time. The company will employ 600 people, working in three

8-hour shifts.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE annual sales convention of the Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co., held during the past niofith, was the biggest and most

successful in the history of the company, about 500 salesmen

and agents, from all parts of the United States, and from Canada,

England. Australia, Cuba, South America and Europe, gathering

at the Akron factory. There were important business sessions,

including a close study of Firestone methods and factory work,

and addresses were made by H. S. Firestone, president; R. J.

Firestone, general sales manager ; A. G. Partridge, assistant

sales manager, and others. The Firestone clubhouse was lined

with exhibitions by the factory departments, and the factory

buildings and all rooms in which meetings were held were dec-

orated with the colors of the company, red and black. Ban-

i|uets, luncheons and sight-seeing trips, including visits to the

larger industries of the city, were also enjoyed.

Action on the proposed increase of capital to $50,000,000, and

declaration of a 700 or 800 per cent dividend, of the Firestone

company has been delayed until November 2, owing to the fact

that stockholders cannot vote legally on an increase in capitaliza-

tion until after November 1, the last day of the period set for

retiring the present preferred stock. It is reported that the pro-

posed new stock issue will be offered to the public through the

Cleveland Trust Co., Cleveland, Ohio. The transaction is unique

in Akron rubber company financing, as it is the first large issue

carrying as low a dividend rate as 6 per cent.

The Firestone company has purchased 150 acres adjacent to

the factory for a new power house and additional factory build-

ings. For every addition wood models are made from blue

prints, and exhaustively inspected by officers of the company be-

fore actual building commences.

A recently acquired SOO-acre tract, to be called "F'irestone

Park," is laid out with park spaces and reserved tracts for

churches and schools, while unusually large home lots are being

sold to the employes at 10 per cent down.

At the recent dedication of the Firestone clubhouse, restaurant

and gymnasium, H. S. Firestone and Mayor Laub were the chief

speakers.

Machinists in the employ of the Firestone company have been

granted an eight-hour day and a slight increase in wages over

the ten-hour day.

* * *

.\ctual shipments of products of The B. F. Goodrich Co. for

the eight months to September 1 amounted to approximately

$50,000,000, a gain of 40 per cent over the same period of last

year, and it is predicted that a total over-turn of $77,000,000

may be reached this year.

Completion of the fifty-eighth building in tlie Goodricli fac-

tory group will bring the total floor space occupied by this plant

up to 4,024,329 square feet, or 92.3 acres. The latest building

will have six stories and basement, and will be of brick and

concrete construction, almost identical with two other recently

completed buildings. It will be 360 feet long. 100 feet deep and

101 feet high above the street level, with 252.000 feet of lloor

space and a window area of 42,315 square feet. A brid.ge will

connect each floor of this new building with one of the others.

• C. R. Serfass, formerly manager of the Columbus, New Mex-
ico, branch of the Goodrich company, has been transferred to

Akron.
* * *

The General Tire & Rubber Co. has increased its capital stock

from $200,000 common stock to $500,000 total capital, divided

into preferred stock to the amount of $200,000 and common
stock to the amount of $300,000. The company now has on

order for delivery in the spring, additional equipment which

will double the capacity of the present plant. This equipment will

be installed in two additions now being erected, one 60 by 60 feet,

three stories in height, and the other a one-story building of

saw-tooth construction, 60 by 250 feet in dimensions.

At a special meeting of directors of the General Tire & RuIj-

ber Co. held on September 16, the directorate was increased to

seven members by the election of G. F. Burkhardt, of Akron,

and J. A. Diebolt, of Cleveland. Charles Herberich, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer of the Depositors Savings & Trust Co. in this

city, was elected treasurer. Other officers of the company are

;

M. O'Neil, president ; William O'Neil, vice-president and gen-

eral manager, and W. E. Fouse, secretary.

The Star Rubber Co. has been reorganized, with a capital

stock of $400,000, of which $200,000 is preferred and $200,000

common. This company has been manufacturing druggists'

sundries and automobile tires and tubes in a small way for

some years, and with the reorganization, the sundry line will

be discontinued, and the output of tires and tubes greatly in-

creased. It is expected that the company's new tire will be on

the market about December 1. The new ofiicers are as follows:

L. H. Firey, president and treasurer ; R. N. Robinson, vice-presi-

dent ; J. B. Ruber, secretary, and Fred Gostlin, factory manager,

* * *

Net sales of the Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co. during its last

fiscal year, totaled $1,680,000, according to the annual report

presented to the directors on September 28. The company is

now making 500 tires a day, and is showing an increase of 20

per cent in business. The following were elected directors

:

B. A. Polsky, Fred Snyder, W. M. Weldon, Charles Currie, T. E.

Barry, Dr. E. L. Mather, T. F. Walsh, F. S. Long and R. E.

May. Officers were reelected.

* * *

The Mohawk Rubber Co. is adding a new floor approximately

80 by 150 feet, to an old building, and a three-story annex to one
of the recently completed buildings comprising its plant. The
total cost of these additions will be about $60,000. and new ma-
chinery, including boilers, calenders, mills, etc., sufficient to in-

crease the present capacity about 50 per cent will bring the

expenditure in the neighborhood of $125,000.

W. J. Smith, of the Mohawk's Akron staff,- has been placed

in charge of a new Kansas City branch opened by the company
last month.

* * *

The capital stock of the Akron Rubber Mold S; Machine Co.

has been increased from $60,000 to $300,000. owing to the rapid

growth of its business. Extensions to the company's plant are

under consideration.

* * *

V. C. Blandin, Akron representative of Pell & Dumont, crude
rubber dealers, 68 Broad street. New York City, will occupy
new offices in the Ohio building after November 1.

* * , *

.\n interesting and instructive feature of the amuial sales con-
ference of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. held early last

month, was an elaborate exhibit tracing the tires and other

products of the company from the tropical jungles to the finished

product.

In order to secure its own water supply for the |)qwer plant

and immen.se battery of vulcanizers, the Goodyear company has
purchased a lake, 100 acres of land, and has secured easements
of land around another lake.

W. E. Finney, formerly manager of the Goodyear branch at

St. Louis, Missouri, has been assigned to the mechanical goods
department at the home factory.

* * *

The appointment of Clyde S. Thompson as advertising direc-
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tor of the Miller Rubber Co. is the first step in an extensive

advertising campaign about to be launched by the company.
* * *

A novel method of advertising mileage records is being carried

out by the Amazon Tire & Rubber Co., a Haynes racing car

traversing the streets of this city equipped with the company's

tires and bearing signs reading "Testing Amazon Anti-blowout

Tires. Mileage to date ." A blank space is left for the

figures, and each day the mileage is chalked on the sign.

* * *

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. is erecting a 50 by 50-foot, two-

story addition to its plant at Wooster.
* * *

The Rubber Products Co., of Barberton, has increased its

capital stock from $300,000 to $500,000, to care for increased

business in "Stronghold" tires and in the druggists' sundries line.

* * *

The Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., at Cuyahoga Falls, has

increased its capital stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000. This

company is progressing fast, the business for its fiscal year end-

ing August 31, showing an appro.ximate increase of 70 per cent

over the year previous.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

DOSTON rubber manufacturers, and by that is meant that large
'-' list of manufacturers who market their goods here, or whose

factories are situated in eastern Massachusetts, are, without ex-

ception, busy. There is no branch of the trade which is languish-

ing because of lack of demand. On the contrary, many manufac-

turers have all the orders they can fill, and some have more

—

much more—goods ordered than it will be possible for them to

make and ship before the season for their use has passed.
* * *

The present situation in the rubber footwear trade was ex-

plained to the members of the New England Shoe Wholesalers'

Association at a luncheon given in this city October 11, by George
Hutchinson, of the W. H. McElwain Co. He stated that to-day's

conditions are not due to any scarcity of crude rubber, nor to

any lack of adequate capita! or plant facilities on the part of

rubber companies. The principal trouble, he attributed to labor

scarcity, although this, of course, applies to practically all indus-

tries. In Connecticut, for example, rubber factory workmen who
formerly received from $2 to $2.25 a day, are now getting $3.50

to $4, and it is found also that parents whose daughters have
been working in rubber factories in order to help out the family

income, are not willing, in these prosperous times, that they

should work as many hours a week as formerly. As illustrating

the inability of some of the rubber companies to meet current

demands, Mr. Hutchinson stated that recently one of these con-
cerns had been obliged to refuse an attractive order for rubber
tires, amounting to $300,000, because it could not guarantee de-

liveries.

"Some of our manufacturers," said Mr. Hutchinson, "are find-

ing it about as bad to have too much business as to have too
little."

* * *

.'\ccording to the balance sheet of the Boston Woven Hose
A Rubber Co., dated September 1, the volume of net business
for the year was $6,101,462. The surplus and guarantee is

$1,220,116, as compared with $1,684,411 on September 1, 1915.

During the year under consideration, the capital stock was in-

creased from $2,000,000 to $2,750,000 by a stock dividend repre-
senting a transfer from surplus earnings of $750,000.

New buildings and machinery valued at $322,710 have been
added to the plant and charged to earnings for the past year.

The assessed value of the land is $160,900, while value of

buildings is $1,761,219. a total of $1,922,119 from which there is

deducted the sum of $533,046 as a reserve for depreciation, leav-

ing $1,389,072, which is the net figure carried in the balance
sheet. The .same policy is followed witli respect to the item of
macliinery and tools amounting to $1,664,282, from which $879,-

176 is deducted as a reserve for depreciation.

* * *

In a neat frame in the office of Vice-President Greene, of the

.•\merican Rubber Co., at the Essex street office in this city, is a
motto or sentiment reading: "The man who has the right to

criticize also has the privilege to com-
mend." This is signed with the initials

"N. L. G." Those who attended the

Iianquet given to the salesmen by the

United States Rubber Co. last December
will remember the slogan of that occa-

sion : "Are We Downhearted?" "No!"

"How Is Every Little Thing?" "Fine!"

The author of the slogan, the man

who put the questions and received the

thunderous answers, was N. Lincoln

Greene, whose whole business life, with

N. L. Greene. the exception of a few months, has

liecn spent in the rubber trade. He was born in Boston in 1871

and educated in the public schools of that city. He attended

the Boston Latin School preparatory to entering Harvard Uni-

versity, but on account of illness relinquished that plan and in

.\ugust, 1889, became errand boy for Joseph W. Woods, a cotton

broker. This lasted but a short time, when he entered the em-

ploy of Houghton, Coolidge & Co., Boston, who were then

agents for the Para Rubber Shoe Co. He remained with that

firm until the death of A. L. Coolidge, its president, when he

resigned his position to go with the Boston Rubber Co., which

then manufactured clothing at Chelsea and footwear at Franklin,

Massachusetts. When this company was bought out by the

L'nited States Rubber Co. in 1892, the latter company continued

to manufacture the brands of clothing formerly made by the

Boston Rubber Co, having them made at the .American Rubber

Co.'s factory in Cambridge, Massachusetts, This factory was
under the management of S. Lewis Gillette. Mr. Greene be-

came his right-hand man, and in 1911 succeeded him as manager
iif the clothing department of the .A.merican Rubber Co. Under
Mr. Gillette's management there were but three clothing sales-

men. Since that time the number of salesmen handling that

specialty has increased to ten, with a 300 per cent increase in

tlie business.

In January. 1916, the .American Rubber Co. and the Stoughton

Rubber Co. consolidated. Mr. Greene was made vice-president

of both companies and manager of the clothing department. In

his present position he not only attends to the manufacturing,

buying and selling of the American and Stoughton brands, but

also to the clothing manufactured at the Goodyear India Rubber
Glove Manufacturing Co., at Naugatuck, Connectitcut, the car-

riage cloth made at the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.'s factory at

Maiden, Massachusetts, and the topping manufactured at Good-
year's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co., at Naugatuck.

Prior to assuming his present position, Mr. Greene had a wide

experience as a salesman, having sold clothing in every State in

the Union, in Canada and Mexico, and also traveling in Europe
as special representative of the United States Rubber Co. His

only business trips now are to the meetings of the clothing sales-

men in Chicago, IlHnois, and New York City in .\ugust and
February of each year. He is a member of several clubs, is fond

of out-door sports, is an enthusiastic golfer, and has a host of

friends and a wide-spread business and social acquaintance.

* * *

The more automobiles, the more tires. Therefore the traffic

census of the Massachusetts State Highway Commission is of

interest to the tire trade. In the last six years, this report says.
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horse-drawn traffic has decreased 5 per cent per year, while motor
vehicle traffic has increased 70 per cent per year. This is the

result of a systematic count, taken at 238 points, 14 hours per

day, for seven days. In 1912 the proportion was 63 per cent

motor vehicles and 37 per cent horse-drawn. The 1915 census

of traffic showed 82V2 per cent motors and 17'/2 per cent horse

vehicles. During the six-year period the total traffic increased 145

per cent, but motor vehicles increased 420 per cent and horse

vehicles decreased 30 per cent. There were practically no motor

trucks in 1909, but the increase from 1912 to 1915 was 230 per

cent.

These are accurate figures. They apply to 1915. Any one at

all familiar with the trade knows that 1916 should show an even

greater proportionate increase over the previous year. It would

not seem far out of the way to estimate an increase of 100 per

cent this year over last, and a proportionate augmentation of the

tire business. * *

The Standard Woven Fabric Co., manufacturer of "Multi-

bestos" products, and rubber specialties, which recently acquired

the plant of the Walpole Rubber Co., at Walpole, has sold its

plant at Framingham to the Bela Body Co., manufacturer of

automobile bodies, whicli will remove there from Amesbury,

Massachusetts. * * *

The Lations Manufacturing Co., of Worcester, manufacturer

of suspenders and other elastic webbed goods, has moved to

larger quarters, having leased some 6,100 square feet of floor

space in the new addition of the New England Corset Co.'s

building, on Green street, in that city. This change will more

than double the capacity of the first-mentioned company.

* * *

The plant formerly occupied by the Bemis Rubber Co., near

Bemis station, in Watertovvn, has been sold to the Sawyer

Products Co. of East Cambridge. The premises consist of 2yz

acres of land, and factory buildings with an aggregate floor space

of about 17,000 square feet. There is also a railroad siding con-

necting with the Boston and Maine railroad. The new owners

will make extensive improvements and will operate the factory

in the manufacture of an entirely new product.

* * *

Merton A. Turner, sales manager of the Monatiquot Rubber

Works Co., South Braintree, Massachusetts, and Miss Olive H.

Grant were married at the residence of the bride, in Braintree,

on October 11. The marriage wa5 a quiet one, only immediate

relatives of the bride and groom being present. The honeymoon
was spent on an automobile trip. Mr. Turner has a host of

friends in the trade who are sending congratulations.

* * *

Charles W. Barnes, of the New York City office of the United

States Rubber Co., was in Boston a week ago on a sad errand.

He was a resident here previous to his transfer to the head office,

and his aged mother made her home in Cambridge. Last month
the old lady, ninety years of age, visited friends in New Glasgow,

Nova Scotia, and on the 19th, died in a house but a short dis-

tance from the one in which she was born. Mr. Barnes brought

the body to this city for burial.

* * *

Frederick C. Hood, of the Hood Rubber Co., opened tlie at-

t-active grounds of his estate, in Brookline, the 7th of last month,

for the exhibtion of puppies by the Airedale Terrier Club of New
England. Mr. Hood's estate was an ideal place for the show,

t'.e residence situated at the top of a hill, and the judging ring

was one of the terraces leading to the garden. Mr. Hood was
awarded a prize for his "Boxwood Bingley Bountiful."

* * *

Ira A. Burnham, vice-president of the American Rubber Co.,

is nursing a broken collar bone, the result of an automobile

accident. Mrs. Burnham had three ribs fractured at the same
time.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

"PIRE manufacturers here are much interested in the Egan
* good roads bill, which is to be voted upon by the people

of New Jersey at the November election. The bill provides

for the appropriation of several millions of dollars to be ex-

pended in building good roads from one end of the State to

the other. One of the results of the law's enactment, it is be-

lieved, would be a big boost to the auto and, consequently, to

the tire business.
* *

An electrical show will be held in Masonic Temple, December
6, at which time there will be a display of insulated wire and
hard rubber goods used in connection with electrical devices.

* * *

William R. Thropp & Sons, Co., the well-known rubber ma-
chinery house, has found it necessary, owing to the increase of

its business, to purchase additional real estate, adjoining its

plant, on East State street.

* * *

John M. Miller, for 17 years with the Empire Rubber Tire Co.,

of this city, has been appointed manager of the Cleveland, Ohio,

plant of the Poison Rubber Co. He will enter upon his new
duties the first part of November.

* * *

Dale O. Pohlman, sales manager of the Thermoid Rubber Co.,

returned about the middle of last month from a trip during

which he visited the St. Louis, Indianapolis, Chicago and Detroit

branches of the company.

* *

J. M. Dawson has been placed under arrest here on the charge

of passing bogus checks, some of which he is said to have used

to defraud people in the rubber trade. According to the police,

Dawson obtained a facsimile of the checks used by the Crescent

Insulated Wire & Cable Co. Several checks, alleged to have

been passed by Dawson, were received, in due course by the

First National Bank of Trenton and were declared to be forger-

ies. * * *

The John A. Roebling Sons Co., of this city, has leased a

five-story and basement warehouse at 223-227 Arch street, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania. The building, it is said, will be used for

making wire goods and for storage purposes.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

yV/HILE the several rubber factories throughout the State
'" continue to report an unprecedented business activity,

the increasing scarcity of desirable help is causing considerable

worriment. Goods of every description are being shipped in

large quantities daily, and to all parts of the world. Rubber
shoes of all kinds are being distributed to every section of this

country and to many foreign ports. Tennis shoe orders are

large. » * *

Some time ago the employes of the Revere Rubber Co., Olney-

ville, with the assistance of the officials, formed a "safety first"

committee, and great strides are being made in the company's

plant in the work of protecting the employes. In a large rubber

manufacturing establishment such the Revere company's, acci-

dents are more or less numerous, because of the number of

grinding and other large machines. The "safety first" body has

been going through the plant in a .systematic manner, covering

up the dangerous parts of the machinery, and educating the

emi)loyes to be more careful at their daily toil and to take bet-

ter care of themselves. As a result of this work, the number
of accidents has been reduced, until the hospital of the plant, a

modern improvement recently cstabhshed, is amply al)Ie to at-

tend to all the cases.
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The committee, having in mind the health and physical well-

being of the employes, has organized a "keep clean" sub-com-

mittee whose duty it will be to see that all of the working,

wash and toilet rooms are kept as clean as possible. This com-

mittee is already doing much good among the employes, and

it is predicted that this will be one of the model plants of the

entire United States Rubber Co.'s system of factories within

the coming year.
» * *

The new brick addition to the vulcanizing department of the

National India Rul)bcr Go.'s plant at Bristol, is very nearly

completed and will be ready for use before the end of the year.

The new vulcanizers are now being placed in position in the

addition.

John W. Church, for many years connected with the business

affairs of the National India Rubber Co., and more recently

head of the traffic department, has accepted a position with

Peckham Bros., automobile and supplies dealers. Providence.

He is succeeded by W. L. Dudley, of Woonsocket, who has had

several years' experience in the business.

Chester R. Colwell, who for several years has been in charge

of the carpentering department at the National factory, has re-

signed to accept a position in Providence. William C. Mc-
Laughlin, for several years draughtsman and pattern maker in

the department, has been appointed to fill the vacancy.

* * *

The filing of a corporation return at the office of the city

clerk of Pawtucket shows that the paid-in capital of the Phillips

Insulated Wire Co. has been increased to $2,500,000, the full

amount allowed by the charter amended at the January session

of the General Assembly of the present year. The return is

signed by the following : Henry F. Bassett, president ; Herbert

O. Phillips, treasurer ; Edgar B. Phillips, secretary ; Henry F.

Bassett, Herbert O. Phillips and Charles F. Price, directors.

* * *

A third dividend of 16^;; per cent lias been ordered paid to

the creditors of the Consumers' Rubber Co., of Bristol, by the

referee in bankruptcy, Nathan W. Littlefield. This makes a

total of 56% per cent that has been allowed so far, the last

dividend now being payable by the trustee, Robert S. Emerson,

of this city.

* * *

The Bourn Rubber Co., Westfield street, Providence, reports

an especially busy year so far, and at present is being driven

to capacity in nearly all departments. This is particularly true

of the insulated wire department, and during the past month
several additions have been made to the working force of that

section.

* * *

The Narragansett Rubber Co., of Bristol, is adding to its

plant. A new two-story wooden building, 88 feet in length and
50 feet in width, is practically completed, the lower floor of

which is to be used as a calendering room.

* * *

Albert Lodlum, who has held a prominent position with the

Revere Rubber Co. for several years, has resigned. Before
leaving, his associates presented to him a gold watch chain and
fountain pen.

* * *

During -the past month the assessors of taxes in the various
towns and cities throughout the State have been filing their

annual assessment lists. Among the larger taxpayers are the
following who are identified with the rubber industry, in ad-
dition to those previously reported : At Cranston—Atlantic Tub-
ing Co., $22,415; William B. Banigan Estate. $34,160; Emma T.
O'Connor, executor of William B. Banigan's will, $97,600.

At Pawtucket—Collyer Insulated Wire Co., $67,420; Ever-

lastik, Inc., $187,020; Hope Webbing Co., $828,860; Phillips In-

sulated Wire Co., $664,980; Tubular Woven Fabric Co., $34,180.

* * *

The International Rubber Co., which is being operated several

hours each evening, in addition to a full-time day schedule,

turning out carriage cloth at West Barrington, experienced a

shortage of white cloth which necessitated a shutdown for a

couple of days.

* * *

Henry L. Scott & Co., formerly of 223 Eddy street. Providence,

have removed their offices and factory to their new building,

Blackstone and Culver streets. The new factory has been equip-

ped with the latest machinery and appliances and a cordial invi-

tation is extended to the trade to visit the plant and inspect late

models. This company specializes in the manufacture of machines
for the testing of rublier and fabrics used in the production of

rubber merchandise.
* * *

While overhauling the Millvillc plant of the Woonsocket Rub-
ber Co. recently, the workmen found the cylinder head on the

engine so badly cracked as to preclude any possibility of using
without repairs. It was necessary to shut down the plant for

several days while the work was being done.

* * *

James Leach, for over 21 years employed by the Mechanical
Multiple Fabric Co., the last 19 years as foreman of the spread-
ing department, has resigned to accept a similar position with
the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. of Akron, Ohio. His local

associates presented to him a gold watch chain and charm and
a substantial leather suitcase. Superintendent Lloyd, of the
Fabric company making the presentation speech.

RUBBER CLUB BANQUET ANNOUNCEMENTS.
INTEREST in the coming banquet of The Rubber Club of

America, Inc., to^be held in New York City January 8, will

be heightened by the announcement that two of the speakers on
that occasion will be Hon. William H. Taft, Ex-President of the
United States, and F. A. Vanderlip, president of the National
City Bank of New York,* both of whom will speak on important
national matters of direct interest to the rubber trade. Com-
mittees are being appointed to promote interest in this meeting.
The following have already bieen chosen, and are at work in

their various sections

:

Canadian Committee. Charles N. Candee (chairman), Gutta
Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto; T. H. Rieder, Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal

; J. Westren, Dun-
lop Tire & Rubber Co.. Toronto.
Boston Committee. Hon. L. D. .\psley, Apsley Rubber Co.,

Hudson
;
Frederick H. Jones, Tver Rubber Co., Andover ; Harold

P. Fuller, E. H. Clapp Rubber Co,

Akron Committee. H. S. Firestone, Firestone Tire & Rub-
ber Co., chairman.

Trenton Committee. J. A. Lambert, Acme Rubber Manufac-
turing Co., chairman.

A NEW RUBBEE ASSOCIATION.

Efforts are being made in London to form a new rubber asso-
ciation which would devote special attention to British interests
in the rubber industry in Java and Sumatra, which are very ex-
tensive.

It is said that the Rubber Growers' .Association was approached
with a view to the formation of a separate' branch under its

auspices, but as such arrangement could not be made, it is pro-
posed to proceed independentlv. In fact, in certain respects the
problems plantation companies have to deal with in the Dutch
East Indies are quite different from those of the Malay and In-
dian companies.
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The India Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By a Special Correspondent.

FROM information received from different sections of the

country it appears that the volume of general trade con-

tinues to be good, but pneumatic tire manufacturers re-

port a slack business. There is a constant turnover, but it is

stated that the restrictions on the use of petrol, or gasolene, as

you call it, have, in fact, seriously affected the tire trade. A great

number of automobiles are laid up in garages ; even commercial

cars in some cases have been idle for months, largely owing

to the prohibitive price of gasolene.

RUBBER HELPS SOL\'E G.^SOLENE SHORTAGE.
Many owners of commercial automobiles are now using city

gas instead of gasolene as a fuel for their motors.

The use of gas as a fuel for automobile gasolene engines is

not new. for town gas has long been used by manufacturers

for the preliminary testing of their engines, though it will not

give the power of gasolene.

The problem was to conveniently carry this city gas on ve-

hicles. At first it was attempted to store it in metal tanks, under

MuTUK Bus \\ n [I kl Bl'.tR-I.I.St.l] (jAi Cn.N'T.MN H.K.

pressure, but these were found far too heavy for practical use

on motor trucks and, after many tests and experiments, the

accepted container now is a double texture canvas bag with

rubber insertion, rendering it water and gas tight. This is roped

or strapped to the roof of the vehicle and is filled from the

gas supply mains. Far from increasing the weight of the ve-

hicle, this rubber-lined gas-bag rather has a tendency to lighten

the load on the springs.

SOLID TIRE BUSINESS GOOD.
While business is slack and competition very keen in the

pneumatic tire trade, the solid tire industry is working night and

day and there is unlimited faith here in this branch of the rub-

ber industry.

MECH.ANIC.'\L RUBBER GOODS.
Manufacturers of mechanical rubber goods are doing very

brisk business and there is no sign of slackness in this line in

the near future.

Rubber toy and novelty manufacturers also report excellent

orders.

The demand for rubber soles and heels is increasing every

day and large manufacturers in this line are well employed.

Some small ones, however, are said to be experiencing a trying

time, due to the fact that the withdrawal of laI)or from small

works is usually more seriously felt than similar withdrawal

from large factories.

RECL.\IMING INDUSTRY.
Rubber reclaimers continue to suffer from the labor difficulties

mentioned in a former communication, but they are nevertheless

doing a roaring business and have troubje in promptly meeting
orders.

WATERPROOF GARMENTS, ETC.
The waterproof garment people are working full time and

overtime. They have received large government orders for

garments for the soldiers, who are sure to pass another winter
'

in the trenches, and the wet weather we have been experiencing
has made a great demand for waterproof garments, both rubber-
ized and chemically treated.

Cable and insulated wire manufacturers have all the work
they can handle.

Demands for all kinds of surgical rubber and other hospital

appliances are increasing daily.

TIRE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.
The British Rubber Tyre Manufacturers' Association, Limited,

is the name of an organization recently formed "to watch over,

protect and advance" the interests of British tire manufac-
turers.

To qualify for membership, a tire manufacturer must have his

[irincipal works in the United Kingdom and his tire sales must
lie to the extent of at least 90 per cent manufactured in Great
Britain. Companies whose capital is to the extent of 25 per
cent or more held, directly or indirectly, by individuals resident

outside the limits of the British Empire, will be barred from
membership.

Dealers in rubber tires may become members of this associa-

tion provided the sale of tires is their principal business though,
even then, their admission to membership is discretionary with
the general committee of the association. Rubber manufacturers
whose works are situated in any British colony, dependency, or
self-governed dominion are also eligible for membership at the
discretion of the general committee.

RUBBER MACHINERY NEEDED IN CHINA.
From a recent report of our Board of Trade, it appears that

machinery will be required in the near future for the rubber
plantations in the island of Hainan, China.

The Board of Trade tells us that there is an American merchant
at Kiung-chau, Hainan, China, and under existing conditions

it is probable that an American manufacturer will get the busi-

ness.

RUBBER EXPORTS TO HOLLAND.
The Foreign Office has issued notification that no additional

export licenses or other facilities will be given for the export
from England of rubber and balata to Holland or Sweden until

further notice.

CHANGES IN EMBARGO LIST.

The Royal Proclamation of May 10, giving a list of prohibited

exports, has been amended. The heading, "Goods wholly or

partly of rubber, gutta percha or balata," has been deleted from
the list of prohibition to all destinations, but has been added to

the list of prohibition of exportation to all non-British destina-

tions.

NEW RUBBER IMPORTING COMPANY.
Ernest Gray & Co., Limited, was registered recently with a

capital of £1,000. in £1 shares, to carry on a general import

business in dentists' supplies, including dental rubbers and other

articles composed of rubber, porcelain or similar substances.

This new company's address is Cul-de-Sac Road, East Molesey,

England.
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THE SITUATION IN FRANCE.
By our Regular Correspondent.

SIN'CE my last communication I have had the opportunity of

visiting Clermont-Ferrand, the center of our rubber industry,

the Akron of France. I had not been there since the outbreak of

the war and I assure you that the changes brought about by the

present conditions are much more visible there than here in

Paris.

Your readers are familiar with the important role rubber tires

are playing in this war ; they also know that the tire industry has

always been the chief rubber industry in France, and that—since

we settled down and organized for war conditions—our tire

manufacturers have been able to supply practically all the needs

of ovir armies and to do much for our Allies. But what your

readers probably do not know is that our rubber manufacturers

have adapted their manufacturing facilities to the production of

many articles that are only remotely or not at all related to

rubber.

All the factories in Clermont-Ferrand are under military con-

trol ; army officers, army engineers, and men in uniform have

charge of everything and are doing all the work that cannot be

.\kmi Tkl.ks at MiLirAKv Repair Station.

trusted to women. I found Michelin and Bergougnan making

aeroplanes; not only the rubberized fabrics for covering the

wings of flying machines, but whole machines, even motors.

They are doing this besides producing more tires than they ever

did in peace times, and they are also turning out shells, cannon

parts, artillery wheels, fuses, cartridges, and all sorts of metal

and rubber sundries. Their valve departments, rim and wheel

shops were found to be well suited, both as regards workmen and

machinery, for producing a score of articles they never before

dreamed of turning out. In one plant I saw SO huge aeroplanes

in course of completion, and practically all the men working on

them had been rubber workers, mechanics, carpenters and die-

makers in rubber factories prior to the war. This was a reve-

lation to me. I had no idea of such developments in our rubber

industry. I had read in The India Rubber World about the

adaptability shown by the German rubber industry, but did not

suspect that ours had equaled it in this direction. But they have

perhaps gone still further. Clermont-Ferrand rubber workers

are making all sorts of things that were unknown to them a year

ago and they are doing it as though they had never done any-

thing else. The organization is perfect.

ORGANIZATION.

Speaking of organization, never, in any circumstances, have

French manufacturers shown greater activity, more ardent desire

to complete and improve, in the economic battle-field, the victory

France will owe to her incomparable soldiers.

Old organizations are rivaling in zeal and effort in the work

of necessary preparation for securing new outlets for the prod-

ucts of the national industries, including the manufacture of rub-

ber. New organizations are being constituted. Special publica-

tions are coming into being. All are working for the commercial

and industrial future of our country.

Writers, who formerly devoted their time and talents exclu-

sively to literature, are now placmg their pens in the service of

the work that is necessary to the I'rance of tomorrow. All con-

sider it a duty to complete the work of our brilliant armies.

France is organizing for future economic Iiattles, and the ardor

and the excellent intentions of our people will result in positive

achievements. We recognize that one of our greatest faults was
lack of organization, and we have been working to correct it.

Our army officers have taught much to our business men. They
have shown what great things can be accomplished smoothly,

with proper organization. Our army motor transport service is

a model of organization. Take the rubber tire departments, for

instance:

TIRE DEPOTS.

The quantities of tires consumed by thousands of venicles

under war conditions is difficult to imagine ; it cannot be mentally

grasped by mere multiplication of numbers. I recently visited a

tire depot. I saw thousands and tiiousands of permanent-band
solid rubber tires. Tier upon tier, pile upon pile, huge ribbed

pillars ; a veritable forest of them. In and out they were being

rolled like huge hoops. As fast as they go out, they are replaced

by new arrivals.

The pneumatic tire storage warehouses have racks built from

end to end, and these racks, of great height, are filled with tires

that stand upright, side by side, making walls of rubber. The
multiplication of all makes and sizes is handled with system and

precision.

The system is wonderful. In tire casualities, which, naturally,

are very numerous, the tire and tube is quickly inspected by a

staff of experts and a report sent back to the unit from which it

came. When the tires are repairable, they are sorted out into

two lots—one lot repairable at the depot is at once sent to the

local tire repair shops, and the other lot, representing the almost

unrepairable, is sent to the factory.

Useless tires are sent to a special department which attends to

their disposal as rubber waste. Nothing is too small to be con-

served, and waste is reduced to a minimum.

PLANTATION RUni'.EE IN COCHIN CHINA.

The series of articles being published in The India Rubbes
World on "Plantation Rubber in Cochin China," is the subject

of great satisfaction in our rubber circles.

Most of our rubber manufacturers have large investments in

these plantations, many of which are already paying propositions.

FRENCH IMPORT OFFICE IN LONDON.

Our government has opened a special office in London for the

granting of licenses for the importation into France and Algeria

of goods coming through London and under "import prohibition

in those territories.

PERSONALS.

Emil Desmidt and Eugene Roux, rubber planters in Cochin

China, lost their lives during the recent fighting in the Argonne
section of the Western battle front.

IMPORTANT HYDROELECTRIC PROJECTS IN FRANCE.

The American Consul at Grenoble, France, reports that interest

in hydro-electric development has been recently revived by the

Chamber of Commerce of Grenoble to attract new industries to

that part of France. Contemplated installations will use the

energy furnished by the water courses of the Alps to reach an

aggregate mean production of about 265,000 horse-power, and

will require large quantities of insulated wire and cables, as well

as other electrical apparatus.
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RUBBER TIRES IN NORWAY.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

I 'HE prosperity now prevailing in Norway is reflected in the

^ increased use of motor vehicles, both pleasure and business.

By far the larger number of automobiles imported come from

the United States, but large consignments are also received from

Italy. All these are imported without tires.

Under an arrangement with the British authorities, all rubber

tires are imported into Norway through London and consigned

only to the Royal Automobile Club. Christiania. The club dis-

tributes the tires to the dealers, who are obliged to give guaranties

that they are to be used only in Norway. The greatly increased

demand for automobiles has made it difficult to obtain rubber

tires sufficient to supply the requirements of the trade.

Last October, as was reported in The India Rubber World,
the automobile club succeeded in obtaining permission to import

9,000 automobile tires, 4,800 motor tubes and 800 motorcycle

tires during the current year. At that time the quantity was
deemed sufiicient for the needs of the country. The prosperous

times, however, have upset all calculations. While on January

1, 1916, there were registered in Norway only 1,520 automobiles,

the number has now increased to 2,084, and it has become
apparent that the automobile supplies for which licenses had
been obtained will not last through the year. The secretary

of the automobile club recently went to London to confer with

the authorities there on the subject, and has succeeded now in

securing an extension of the limit on tires and tubes for auto-

mobiles and motorcycles.

The distribution of the tires will be handled jointly by the

Royal Automobile Club of Norway and the Rubber Importers

Association, organized under the auspices of the club. For every

new tire delivered a worn-out one must be turned in to the club.

SOME FOREIGN RUBBER NOTES.
TIRES IN SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES.

'T'tlE tire famine in Scandinavian countries continues acute,

•^ especially in Norway and Sweden.

In the early months of the war and during the year 1915

many tires were smuggled from Scandinavia into Germany, and
now Great Britain, which holds the key to the tire situation in

Europe, is applying most stringent measures in controlling the

supply to European neutrals, allowing but small consignments,

and these at infrequent times.

The result of this is that a set of average-sized tires to-day in

Sweden costs the price of a Ford car in the Ihiited States. In

Stockholm 34.\4 tire casings sell for the equivalent of $150 in

United States gold, and $25 is a current price for inner tubes

of the same size.

SWISS TRADE IN RUBBER GOODS.

Imports of rubber and rubber goods into Switzerland during

the year 1915 amounted to $1,624,026, against $1,562,425 during

1914. Export of similar articles amounted to $512,428 and $,'?.35,-

266 during the years 1915 and 1914, respectively.

Reexportation of raw and manufactured rubber is only allowed

to those countries from which or through which the articles or

raw materials have been imported and into countries that are

allies of these.

The Contraband Department of the British Foreign Office has

caused publication of a list of articles in respect of which licenses

for export to Switzerland are only granted if the goods are con-

signed to the S. S. S. (Societe Suisse de Sur\eillance Econo-

mique). .•\mong the articles listed are: All forms of rubber,

balata, gutta percha, raw or re-melted (sic), including waste and

ebonite ; rubber wares ; rubber-proofed and rubber-mixed goods.

Erasers, toys, drains, gloves, injectors, dental rubber and mixed

rubber wares, partly rubber, can be sent under what is known as

the small parcel scheme ; that is to say, they may be exported

from Great Britain to Switzerland without an acceptance certifi-

cate from the S. S. S. But this does not prejudice the right of

the War Trade Department to insist on the production of a cer-

tificate from the S. S. S., where this is considered desirable. All

parcels must be consigned to tlie S. S. S. for account of the ulti-

mate consignee, via the International Postal Parcels Bureau,

Pontarlier, France.

PORTUGUESE EMBARGO ON RUBBER.

On .August 14 the Portuguese Government issued a decree

declaring certain merchandise contraband of war. On a schedule

of these contraband goods appear rubber, gutta percha, and

similar substances, including these commodities in the crude

state, reclaimed, or as waste, solutions, cements, and goods made
partly or wholly thereof.

RUBBER IN HERRING BARRELS.

.A-n English contemporary states that a German merchant, rep-

resenting a German rubber factory, and three other persons, were
sentenced at Copenhagen, Denmark, recently, to 120 days' impris-

onment, each, and, in addition, fines, amounting to 350,000

kronen [$91,000], were imposed for smuggling raw rubber from
Denmark into Germany concealed in salt herring barrels.

JAPAN' S IMPORTS OF CRUDE RUBBER.

According to the official trade returns of Japan, the total value

of crude rubber and gutta percha imported during the first six

months of 1916 amounted to 3.626,000 yen [average value of yen

for this period, .5075 cents] against 1,560,000 yen during the cor-

responding period of 1915, more than 220 per cent.

RUBBER BRINGS PROSPERITY TO SHANGHAI.

The American Consul General at Shanghai, China, reports that

local investments in rubber plantations in Malaya appreciated

largely in value during the year 1915 and brought much ready

money into the hands of investors ; the large sums invested in

1910, the year of the rubber boom, were to a certain extent

recovered. The appreciation of rubber investments had a bene-

ficial influence on retail trade, as investors who made large

profits were more inclined to buy lu.xuries.

MULTIPLE FACTORY SYSTEM ON RUBBER PLANTATIONS,

It has for some time been the tendency on Far Eastern ruliber

plantations to build one or two very large buildings and there

centralize the work of curing the output of the estate.

The Mooply Valley Rubber Co.. Limited (Ceylon), has de-

parted from this practice and is completing six factories—one
on each division of its estates. Five of these factories will turn

out high-grade crude rubber, each serving 800 to 1,000 acres, and
one factory will deal entirely with scrap. Because the transport

of latex will be materially less, it is considered that this multiple

factory system will give as good results from an economical point

of view as where one large factory is used. Other advantages

will be five managers' competing with each other in trying to

turn out the best rubber possible, each man having the responsi-

bility of growing, cultivating and turning out the finished crude

rubber. Thus there will be interest and emulation that can

hardly be expected imder present conditions. Smaller individual

plants will make for closer supervision and thus facilitate the

production of quality as well as quantity. .Another definite ad-

vantage of this system of one factory for each division is that

if a breakdown or a fire occurs in any factory, there will be no
great trouble in b;uidling the latex in the other plants of the

same estate.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

MALAYAN PLANTERS FEAR AMERICAN INVASION.

SOME anxiety appears to e.\ist in Malaya concerning what

is termed the ".'American Invasion."

It is asserted that representatives of American rubber

interests are seeking land grants in the Federated Malay States

and the planters fear that, should the local government grant

any large area to these interests, such action might add to the

present difficulties of the labor question in Malaya.

Rubber estates import most of their coolies under contract

and have difficulty in preventing them from breaking their

agreements and going to work for native land owners. The

fear is that there would be created a fresh demand for labor if

large areas were to be opened up at one time.

Besides this question of shortage of labor, there is, of course,

the question of wages, which the planters do not wish to see

higher than the present level.

Our Malayan contemporary, "Grenier's Rubber News," sug-

gests that a good way to obviate the danger would be to make

all grants of land conditional on the Americans importing all

the labor necessary, and perhaps more, for the new plantations.

In other words, guarantees should be secured from American

interests to safeguard the labor in the Federated Malay States

from a partial or wholesale absorption by the "invaders," whose

motive spirit does not appear to be questioned, our contemporary

explaining: "An area of 100,000 acres opened up next year will

yield probably in 1921 only about 13,000 tons of rubber, and in

that year of grace the American requirements of the commodity

will be more than 15 times that quantity, and Britain will still

hold a great preponderance of power."

DISEASES OF PLANTATION HEVEA IN CEYLON.

I'roni tlic annual report of the botanist and mycologist of the

Ceylon .'Xgricultural Society, it appears that during the year 1915

this society received 44 consignments of Hcz'ca Brnsiltoisis dis-

ease specimens for examination.

The specimens of Hevca sent in for report showed that in prev-

alence the diseases occupy the same relative position as in tormer

years, and, taken altogether, there appeared to be a general dimi-

nution of disease.

The "canker" fungus. Phytophlhora Fabcri, again lieads the

list. Pod disease caused by this fungus was severe in some dis-

tricts in July; this was accompanied by heavy leaf-fall, owing to

the spread of the fungus to the leaf stalks. Tliis condition has

recently been reported from South India.

Canker of the leaf stem in its early stages has been effectively

treated by light scraping and treatment with 20 per cent solution

of carbolineum in water.

Canker at the collar of trees was found in the Matara district,

where it had nearly ringed several trees. By early and vigorous

treatment it is deemed possible to lessen, to a consideralile extent,

the ravages of this fungus.

Towards the end of the year Fames lignosus (same as Fames
semitostus) was reported on several occasions from the Kelani

Valley. Drastic removal and burning of diseased roots and jun-

gle stumps where these still occur in rubber clearings is recom-

mended to reduce the losses from this cause.

Decay of the renewing cortex or "bark rot," as it is more gen-

erally termed, was somewhat prevalent about July and November,

during wet weather experienced in those months. In December

experimental work was initiated in connection with this disease.

Inoculations of the freshly tapped surface of healthy trees with

diseased hark yielded no cases of infection. Treatment with 20

per cent water solution of carlmlineum appeared to mitigate the

severity of fresh attacks, but had no immediately apparent effect

in arresting the rot of bark already affected.

This disease would appear to be capable of explanation on

purely physiological grounds.

Treatment of diseased areas with clay and cowdung mixtures

is being tried as a means of accelerating the process of occlusion

of exposed wood surfaces.

One case of Poria hypolatcritia killing young Hevea was

observed on the Experiment Station at Ganoruwa.

A case of Colletotriehum fieus was recorded on llevea leaves.

The rubber research chemist of the Ceylon Agricultural Society

started an investigation into the formation of latex cells in con-

junction with the botanist and mycologist in August, 1915. This

research will cover a period of at least one year in order to

allow of observations being made in various seasons of the year.

Observations made on samples of l)ark from numerous trees

indicate that the number of rows of latex cells varies to a consid-

erable extent, according to the height from the ground.

INSECT PESTS OF HEVEA IN CEYLON.

In a recent number of "The Tropical .\griculturist," the Assist-

ant Entomologist of the Department of Agriculture of Ceylon

states that Hevea rubber on Ceylon plantations appears to main-

tain almost complete immunity from insect ravages. Such

pests as have been reported during the past year were either

scarcely pests at all or confined their attacks to sickly or diseased

trees. No reason can be assigned for this, other than the one

put forward by Mr. Green some years ago,—that the latex acts

as a strong deterrent against any attempt to penetrate the bark.

The following pests were reported during the fiscal year 1915-

1916:

Maricella dussiimieri the rubber slug, was reported as drinking

latex, in Udugama in March.

Scolytida, boring beetles, were reported several times but, on

investigation, it appeared that the borers attack only unsound

bark, and are probably attracted by the fungi which grow in it

and not by the bark or the wood.

Lecanimn nigrum, the black scale insect, was reported from

various districts in .A-Ugust and October, but in each case it

appeared to do little harm.

Batoccra rubus, root and stem borer, was reported from Pel-

madulla in November, when it was taken from the stem of a

rubber tree whicli had fallen down through the damage done by

fhe grub.

THINNING OUT RUBBER.

Our Ceylon contemporary, the "Tropical Agriculturist," pub-

lishes the following table, showing the result of thinning out rub-

ber on a plantation 20 years old

:

FIFTEEN .\CRES OLD RUBBER.
Yield Trees Rain-

Season. Crop. Per Acre. Trees. Per Acre. fall.

1907-08 4,003 26; 2,419 161 145.41
1908-09 4.020 268 2,419 161 168.49
1909-10 5,146 343 2,419 161 137.65
1910-11 6.594 439 2,419 161 142.64
1911-12 6.425 428 2,419 161 167.02
1912-13 6,532 435 2,419 161 161.41

1913-14 6.001 400 2.180 145 196.84
1914-15 6,596 439 1,604 106 134.97

These figures show that profitable results follow the thinning

out of a plantation, even of this age; at least, under certain con-

ditions. There are no data for laying down definite conclusions

on this subject. It depends upon so many factors : the original

spacing, climate and price of rubber.

The Committee of .Agricultural Experiments of the Ceylon
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Agricultural Society holds that thinning out should not be delayed

too long, but should be done early enough to allow the trees

ample opportunity to branch.

The Experiment Station of the Ceylon Agricultural Society is

cutting out two small plots of Caslilloa rubber, having decided

that the space could be more usefully planted with other products.

A few specimen trees will, however, be retained.

PLANTERS IN ARMY SERVICE.

The "Malay Mail" of Kuala Lumpur, Federated Malay States,

as a supplement to its August 4 issue, publishes a "Roll of

Honor" containing a Hst of names of present or past residents

of the Malay States under British protection, who have lost

their lives in the present war. This is followed by a list of such

residents who have been, or shortly will be serving in the British

army. It will be noted that by far the majority of the names on

both lists are those of planters, or men in some way connected

with the planting industry.

PROHIBITED EXPORTS FROM INDIA.

A notification issued by the Department of Commerce and

Industry of India contains a revised list of articles, the exporta-

tion of which is at present prohibited from British India. Among
these articles appears rubber, raw and manufactured, which can-

not be exported to any destination except the United Kingdom,
France, Russia (except the Baltic ports), and British posses-

sions or protectorates.

BARK ROT OF HEVEA IN BURMA.

"THE Department of Agriculture of Britisli Burma has pub-
•* lished a most interesting bulletin on "Blaclc Thread Disease

of Hevea in Burma," by I. F. Dastur, First .Assistant Imperial

Mycologist at Pusa, Burma.

The "black thread disease" is what is commonly known in Cey-

lon as "bark rot," and has received repeated mention in The
India Rubber World.

The naked tissues laid bare by tapping become disfigured and

damaged by the appearance of vertical, slightly depressed black

hues. These follow the tapping cut as it is continued down the

trunk of the tree and extend through the cambium into the wood.

The blackening of the tissues runs along the tapped area and

eventually covers the whole cut. Diseased areas soon become
vertically cracked, especially in wet weather. From the vertical

cracks latex occasionally exudes. In some cases there is a thick

wad of coagulated latex between the diseased renewing bark and

the wood ; in these cases the cambium is completely destroyed and

there is always a bulging out of the diseased renewing bark. This

soon decays, leaving behind a gaping wound, exposing the wood.

A true "canker" is thus formed. It is the damage to the cambium

which constitutes the most serious feature of the disease, for it is

upon the activity of this tissue that the tree depends for the

smooth and even regeneration of the bark cut away during

tapping.

Careful inoculation experiments conducted by Mr. Dastur, with

pure cultures, have proved that this disease is caused by the same

fungus, a species of Phyloptlwra, which attacks fruits and causes

them to rot, and to which certain experts have attributed the

cause of abnormal leaf-fall. InoculaHon experiments on tapping

cuts, renewing bark and old bark showec" that the fungus was

capable of attacking the tree only through wounds. Inoculations

made on uninjured parts of the stem and branches invariably

failed, while those on the wounded surface were successful.

The disease first makes its appearance soon after the rains set

in, and completely disappears after the close of the wet season.

Even during the monsoon, the progress of the disease is checked

during a long break. The annual fecurrence of the disease on

the stem has not been found to originate from the infected areas

of the previous year, but has been observed to be due to fresh

infection. On an infected area the disease spreads downward,
following the tapping cut ; if tapping is stopped the spreading of

the disease is stopped. This is what would be expected from the

discovery that the trouble is caused by a parasitic fungus. The
fungus, however, lies dormant when tapping is stopped during

the monsoon, and resumes its activity when tapping is recom-
menced any time during the rainy period.

The fungus spreads most rapidly in wet weather, and it is

pointed out that closely planted trees, which create a dark, moist
atmosphere, favor the disease. This leads the author to suggest
that one of the best methods of control is to thin out the trees

so as to let in more light and air. The application of fungicides,,

like Burgundy Mixture, was a failure, though a 20 per cent solu-

tion of carbolinium is said to have been a success in Java. Cessa-
tion of tai)ping at the first appearance of the disease, and collec-

tion and destruction of all diseased fruits, are recommended by
the author as practical means of control. The latter is, however,
a difficult procedure in rubber estate practice and requires much
labor.

Commenting on this report, the "Planters' Chronicle" says that in

South India it has been found that a combination of cessation of

tapping on attacked trees, with the application of a thin smear of
a mixture of tar and tallow applied to the diseased spot, has
proved very effective. The mixture is applied with the finger and
then rubbed with a small piece of gunny cloth, so as to confine

the smear to the bark area attacked. Its action appears to be
twofold. The tar acts as an antiseptic, while the tallow forms a
waterproof covering, and thus deprives the fungus of the moist-
ure so necessary for its growth and welfare. Afier the monsoon,
the treated areas gradually shed a thin scale of tar-coated bark
and expose a clean, healthy surface beneath.

Covering the tapped surface with a mixture of cowdung, clay

and sulphur has also been found beneficial ; the bark renews
quickly and well enough beneath this coveiing, and the bark rot

is reduced. The mixture may be best made by boiling one ounce
of sulphur in half a kerosene tin of water and adding equal parts

of clay and cowdung till a thick paste is obtained. The addition

of a pinch of salt tends to keep the mixture moist and to prevent
it from cracking, after application. This mixture is chiefly applied

in the dry weather. It prevents the tapped area drying out and
promotes good bark renewal. It appears also to have a beneficial

effect, as far as bark rot is concerned, when the rains begin. In

Ceylon the mixture is applied each month, within a quarter of an
inch of the tapping cut, but in South India it is usually applied

over the tapped area when tapping ceases, as it does in some dis-

tricts, on account of the dry weather.

It is interesting to note that the mycologist in Burma has been
successful in inoculating healthy trees with the disease, whereas,

in Ceylon, experiments undertaken by the Ceylon Committee of

Agricultural Experiments did not show the same result. Work-
ing on this disease in Ceylon. Mr. Bryce was inclined to attrilnite

it to a physiological effect, and not to fun.gus disease at all. Mr.
Bryce failed in his attempts to inoculate trees with the disease,

and his theory was, apparently, that in wet weather the formation

of the cork layer which protects the cells of the inner tissue, and
of the wood cambium, was delayed. This causes cells to die

locally, and the decomposition products thus set free infiltrate

into the neighboring cells and kill them. It may be that the black

thread disease in Burma is different in nature from the "bark rot"

disease of Ceylon plantation !Ie~ra: however, Mr. Dastur is to

l>e congratulated for having definitely proved this disease in

Burma to be due to the presence of a fungus, as the first real

step towards the control of plant disease is to discover to what
it is due.

The I.si.and of Hainan, China, Will Soon Need Rudber
machinery in order to bring its plantation product up to the

standard qualities in the Singapore market.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N°

:

1,198,552.

1,198,634.

1,198,687.

1,198,688.

1,198,742.

1.198,747.

1,198,812.

1.198,927.

1,198,947.

1,198,950.

1,199,003.

1,199,025.

1,199,037.

1,199,078.

1,199,144.

1,199,236.

1,199,264.

1,199,456.

1.199,509.

1,199.562.

1,199,644.

1,199,660.

1,199.670.

1.199,686.

1,199,698.

1.199,702.

1,199,717.

1,199,789.

1,199,817.

1.199.826.

1,199.837.

1,199,859.

1,199,892.

1,199,902.

1,199,914.

1.199,993.

1,200,015.

1.200,031.

1,200,237.

1.200,255.

1,200,291.

1,200,355.

1,200,358.

1,200.418.

1.200,566.

1,200,596.

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED sKrri:Mr.F,K ly, i9i6.

198,447. Tire with a pneumatic tube comprising a series of
bellows-like cells. J, A. Horigan. Kansas City, Mo,

,198,548. Attachment for auto-tircs.

field, Mass.

J. Freud, assignor to E. Schwarz—both of

W. Hudson and H. B. Spencer, as-

to R. W. Nichols—all of Ottawa, On-
E. Hudson, Calgary,to

emergency tread.

A. G. Holci). North-

D. Hutchinson, Pavilion,

C. P. Ilensley. San Fran-

Automobile
N. y.

Pneumatic tire with armored tube.
CISCO, Calif.

Inflatable mattress, pillow, cushion, and upholstery. H. I. Will-
iams, Barberton, and E. L. Bechtel, Akron—both in Ohio.

Collapsed-tire alarm. G. F. Young, Indianapolis, Ind.

ScU-retaining rectal tube. C. W. Meinecke, East Orange. N.

J., assignor to Meinecke & Co., New York City.

Til s casing with inner springs. B. C. Mudge, North Brook-
field, Mass.

Armored pneumatic tire. A. Baigne, assignor of one-half to

Anna Rrie—both of Montreal, Quebec. Canada.

Horseshoe pad. E. Kempshall, Washington, D. C.

Orthopedic device consisting of a tubular soft rubber cushion
for the great toe. A. L. Murphy, New York City.

Self-filling fountain pen. J. H. Palmer, Jersey City, N. J.

Closure for hot water bottles. O. M. Gottesman, New York
City.

Nursing bottle and nipple. W. B. Worlock, Rome, assignor of
one-half to C. E. Kelley, Buffalo—both in New York.

Elastic for suspenders. W, C. Holiday, Wekiwa, Fla.

ISSUED SEPTEMBER 26. 1916.

Garment supporter loop comprising an elastic pad. G. I. Jer-
alds, Cheshire, Conn.

Rubber tissue in making wigs. Zan Zax, Los Angeles, Calif.

Puttee or spat having a main portion of elastic material. J.
Boyd, Clonbur, Gahvay, Ireland.

Pneumatic tire. H. E. Grabau, Long Island City, N. Y.

Rubber brush for bottle cleaning machines. O. Eick, St. Louis,
Mo.

Wind shield cleaner with a rubber strip. W, F. Tesnow,
Chicago, III.

Tire protector. C. Jordan, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Inner tube ends mechanically joined within the casing. C. S.
Wert, Kendallvi He, Ind.

Demountable rim. C. Braniff, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Massage apparatus for attachment to a sewing machine. B.
L. Davis, Detioit, Mich.

Tire clamp, H. J. Geake, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.

Antiskid-chain. A. J. Heinsius, Charleroi borough, assignor of
one-half to C. C. Dieter, Pittsburgh—both in Pennsylvania.

Combination inflatable life saving and swimming device. G.
W. Johnston, St. Joseph. Mo.

Tire filler. D, H. Shapiro, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

ISSUED OCTOBER 3, 1916.

Electrical conductor. M. Hochstadter, Harrisburg, Pa.

Rubber heel. E. T. Packard, Avon, Mass.

Hose clamp. A. F. Schroeder, Cleveland, Ohio.

Shaving brush. C. E. Thompson, assignor of one-half to F. H.
Wager—both of Troy, N. Y.

Rim for metallic vehicle wheel. E. K, Baker, assignor to Uni-
versal Rim Co.—both of Chicago, 111.

Pneumatic tire. E. H. flerrick, New York City.

Rubber heel in which is embedded a coiled spring. E. Kemp-
shall, Washington. D. C.

Leg warming boot comprising an inner waterproof stocking.
W. O. Mo?sor, a<;signor of one-half to P. S. Williams—both
of Lof)neyville, W. Va.

Fountain pen with a collapsible ink sack. G. M. Kraker, as-
signor to Kraker Pen Co.—both of Kansas City, Mo.

Bead, etc. M. Paridon. assignor of one-half to H. A. Rudd

—

both of Barberton, Ohio.

Pneumatic tire shoe. H. A. Rudd, assignor of one-half to M.
Paridon—both of Barberton, Ohio.

Emergency tire. V. E. Reichard, Perry, N. Y.

Auxiliary metal tire for wheels. W. A. Steele, Los Angeles,
Calif.

'

Cushion tire comprising a metal shoe and rubber tube. C. F.
Adams, Pavo, Ga.

Tire protector. J. O. Howard, Austin, Texas.

Tire valve. C. A. lorns, St. Louis, Mo.
Self-inflating tire. J. Fernandez, Brownsville, Texas.

ISSUED OCTOBER 10, 1916.

Demountable tire. R. Wright, assignor of one-half to F. J.
Eommer, Jr.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Rubber tooth brush which slips over the finger. J. A. Daly,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

1.200,602. Bottle cleaner.
Chicago, III.

1,200.616. Life-saving device. R.
signors of one-fourth -_ ._ .

tario, Canada, and one- fourth
Alberta, Canada.

1.200.623. Tire valve. H. P. Kraft, Ridgewood, N. J.

1.200,671. Tire protccter. L. L. Warr, Maiden, Mass.

1,200,779. Plnten for typewriting machine. W. A. Thompson, Belleville,

1.200,807. Antiskidding tire protector. A. L. Burdt and J. Taylor, Char-
don, Ohio, assignors of thrce-fourlhs to said Burtt and one-
fourth to said Taylor.

Combination of a tire and an inflating pump connected directly
thereto. G. E. R. Rothenbucher, New York City.

Inflatable life-saving and swimming belt. I. Fraki and W. A.
Merila, Hancock, Mich.

Closure device for toy balloons. R. Head, New York City, as-
signor to Howe Baumann Balloon Co., Newark, N. J.

Demountable rim. H. J. Parker and J. R. Bradford, San Fran-
cisco, assignors of one-half to L. P. Woodbury, Berkeley

—

both in California.

1.201.117. Vehicle wheel rim. J. H. Wagenhorst, assignor of one-fifth
to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio;
two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co., and one-fifth to the
United States Tire Co.—both of New York City.

1.301.118. Vehicle wheel rim. J. H. Wagenhorst, assignor of one-fifth
to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio;
two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co.. and one-fifth to the
United States Tire Co.—both of New York City.

1.201.1 19. Vehicle wheel rim. J. H. Wagenhorst, assignor of one-fifth
to the Goodyear Tire ii; Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio;
two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co., and one-fifth to the
United States Tire Co.—both of New York City.

1.200,874.

1,200,933.

1.201,045.

1,201.089.

1.201,120.

1,201,121.

1,201,122.

1,201,129.

1.201,198.

1,201,199.

Vehicle wheel and rim therefor. J. H. Wagenhorst, assignor
of one-fifth to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—both of
Akron, Ohio; two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co., one-fifth
to the United States Tire Co.—both of New York City, and
one-fifth to the United Rim Co., a corporation of Ohio.

Vehicle wheel rim. James H. Wagenhorst, assignor of one-fifth
to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio;
two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co one-fifth to the United
States Tire Co.—both of New York City, and one-fifth to the
United Rim Co.. a corporation of Ohio.

Vehicle wheel rjm. Tames IL Wagenhorst, assignor of one-fifth
to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber -Co.—both of Akron, Ohio;
two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co., and one-fifth to the
United States Tire Co.—both of New York City.

Demountable rim. L. P. Woodbury, Berkeley, assignor of one-
half to J. T. Parker, San Francisco—both in California.

Dust cap for tire valves

Dust cap for tire valves.

H. P. Kraft. Ridgewood, N. J.

H. P. Kraft, Ridgewood. N. J.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-
fications up 1o date while retaining their numerical sequence, applications
for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers when their
complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date) , and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, September 6, 1916.]

7.192 (1915). Waders. D. Grant, 122 George street, Edinburgh.
7.193 (1915). Armored diving dress. W. P. Thompson, 6 Lord street,

Liverpool.

7.194 (1915). Diving dress joints with rubber packing rings. W. P.
Thompson, 6 Lord street, Liverpool.

7,228 (1915). Waterproof cloth recompression chamber for the treatment
of divers overcome by excessive pressure. H. Drager-
werk and B. Drager, 53 Moislinger Allee, Lubeck, Ger-
many.

7,285 (1915). Top lift for heels made from rubber, gutta percha, or a
mixture of cork and rubber solution. Soc, Francaise Du
Cuir Arme, 57 rue Alexandre Dumas, Paris.

7,296 (1915). Artificial foot which comprises a rubber block. A. Smith.
47 Bachelor Lane, Horsforth, Yorkshire.

7,368 (1915). Ladies' garter consisting of connecting straps above and
below the knee. E. H. Reid, Chaldon Hill, Ellinbank.
Victoria, Australia.

7.408 (1915). Re=ervoir pens. C. Bristow, 20 St. German's Road, Forest
Hill, London.

7,464 (1915). Rubber heel core for artificial feet. J. F. Rowley, 25 West
Madison street, Chicago, 111.

100,874. Tire armor. J. K. Blaclc, 22 Glen street, Paisley, Renfrew-
shire.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, September 13, 1916.]

7,536 (1915). Puttee having a woven elastic section. J. Boyd, Ebor Hall,
Clonbur, Gal way, Ireland.

7,538 (19151. Washer made of rt:hher and fabric. F. H. Rogers, Broad
Sanctuary Chambers, Westminster.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 74. Machinery and Process Patents on page 79.
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7,670 (1915). A

7,721 (

•7,790 (

1915).

1915).

7,810 (1915).

7,816 (1915).

*10O,897.

*100,905.

[Abstracted in

7.930 (1915).

8,007 (1915).

*8,029 (1915).

*8,036 (1915).

*8,054 (1915).

8,118 (1915).

8.165 (1915).

*100,973.

101,018.

map for use either as a plane or spherical map com-
prising elastic material. E. A. Reeves, Royal Geo-
graphical Society, Kensington Gore, London.

Fountain pen. F. Oliver. Clifton street, Stourbridge.

Bra>siere formed of a number of strips of elastic material.
E. GufTgenhiem, 252 West Twenty-ninth street. New
York City.

Life buoy with rubber diaphragm and bands. P. De Luca,
Scuola Allievi Uciali Royal Carabinieri, Rome, Italy.

Tire valve. J. Huybrechts, Mortsel-les-Anvers, Belgium.

Cooling device for pneumatic tires. P. J. Cuddihy, P. O.
Box 92, Rutherford, N. J.

Detachable rim attachments. I. D. Walter, J. Brinkerhoff,
B. F. Cole. J. O. Gant. T. Flournoy, J. W. Gant and
S. A, Latimer, Harrisburg, Arkansas.

The Illustrated Official Journal, Septemeer 20, 1916.]

Combined waterproof cape and ground-sheet. J. G. Sava
gar, 43 Brompton Road, London.

Rubber set brush. Brush Co., 21 Bucklersbury, London,
and A. H, Timmis, "Fairmount," Harrow View, Harrow,
Middlesex.

Tire valves. R. H. Heiiemier,
York City.

Flanc'ed wheels with rubber
1180 Broadway, New York

Detachable rim. E. P. Calvin,

Doll>, figure?, toy animals and
rubber bladder, H. S. Dean, 160a Fleet street, London.

Repairing pneumatic tires bv wrapping with rubberized
tape. W. A. Leslie, Central Hotel, Short Market street,
Cape Town, South Africa.

Sprinewheels with solid rubber tires. A. J. Anderson, 1340
Park avenue, Chicago, 111.

Tire valves. Naamlooze Vennootschap Holland V'entiel,

Heelsun, near Arnhem, Holland.

501 West 138th street, New

cushions. E. C. Madden,
City.

Sardinia, Ohio,

similar articles comprising .

[ABEtRACTED IN ThE ILLUSTRATED OFFICIAL JOURNAL, SEPTEMBER 27, 1916-]

8,228 (1915). Solid tire and attaching means. T. Gare, Cumberland
House, Park Lane, Wembley, Middlesex.

Raft formed of tul)ular vessels of flexible rubbered materials.
A. Candelon, 40 Rue de la Republique, St. Mande
(Seine), France.

Rubber-covered spring for vacuum bottles. E. C. R. Marks,
57 Lincoln's Inn Fields. London. (Landers, Frary &
Ciark, New Britain, Connecticut.)

Tar ring. H. Hartmann, Globus, Gummi und Asbestwerke
Ges., Ahrensbock, Germany.

Inflatable life preserver. B. Franklin, 2118 North Kostner
Avenue, Chicago, III.

Life-saving belt or swimming appliance comprising a num-
ber of permanently inflated rubber balls. H. Brookes,
307 Pershore Road, Stirchley, Birmingham.

Detachable rim. W. M. Douglas, 6 Bean street, Waterford..

IN The Illustrated Official Journal, October 4, 1916.]

Tire rim attachments. H. W, Van Meeteren, 58 Poplar
Road. Edgbaston; A. Edwards, 44 Milcote Road, Bear-
wood, and H. Headley, "Merton," Oxford Road, Mose-
ley—all in Birmingham.

Attaching block tires to rims. Mail Motors, Limited, and
T B. Gould, 3 The Crescent, Birmingham.

Tenris or other inflated plaving ball. R. H. Rosenfcld,
1895 East 71st street, Cleveland, Ohio, and F. -T. Rob-
erts, 17 Lee avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Apparatus for saving life for use in combination with
waterproof suit. R. D. Buchanan, 7 Hen cotes street,

Hexham, Northumberland.

Pneumatic tire cover of rubber, canvas and leather. J. B.
Salmon, Filleul street, Dunedin, New Zealand.

Respirator head-piece comprising rubber disks and bands.
W. Single, The Grove, Woodford, Essex,

Cushion tire. W. E. H. Humphry s, Craubournc Lodge,
Hendon, Middlesex.

Puncture closer consisting of a head and cap of soft
rubber, etc. R. W^. Sampson, Melba, New York.

Rubber strips in a device for turning the legs of high-
legged boots. F. Ricks and British United Shoe Machin-
ery Co., Union Works, Belgrave Road, Leicester.

Air tube for tires. N. C. Doss, Rome, Georgia.

8,390 (1915).

*8,511 (1915).

8.533 (1915).

*I01,O28.

101,040.

101,054.

(Abstracted

8,627 (1915).

8,727 (1915).

•8,756 (1915).

8,7S7 (1915).

8,827 (1915).

8,909 (1915).

8,950 (1915;.

•101,065.

101,074.

•101,096.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED JULY 31, 1916.

'

170,488. Inflatable life preserver. The American Life Buoy Co., assignee
of B. Franklin—both of Chicago, 111.

170.493. Rubber snle. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,
assignee of W. B. Wiegand, and T. H. Rieder— all of Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.

170.494. Hand rail of fabric and rubber for escalators. The Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
assignee of H. Z. Cobb, Winchester, Mass.

170,530. Life-saving garment comprising an inflatable tube. W. R. Pike
and T. S. Morton, co-inventors—both of Tuxedo Park, New
York.

•Denotes patents for American inventions.

170.578.

170.650.

170,772.

170,898.

170,962.

170,963.

171.002.

171.007.

Necktie having
England.

a sheet .ubber lining. 'N . Hey, York City, York,

Hand rail for escalators comprising a channelled member of
vulcanized rubber. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of H. Z. Cobb, Winchester,
Mass.

Air hose coupling. J. Roy, Los Angeles, Calif.

Gntta percha and rubber lire patch. J. G. Moomy, Erie, Pa.

Tire valve. A. Schrader's Son, assignee
both of New York City.

Tire valve. A. Schrader's Son
both of New York City.

Tire cover. T. Belair, Montreal, Quebe

assignee

of R. H. Henemier-

of R. H. Henemier-

Canada.

Z6.eh9.

36,986.

^37.103.

Repair heel for rubber overshoe. J. Capdevila, New York City.

NEW ZEALAND.
ISSUED AUGUST 17. 1916.

Milking machine teat cup. The Ridd Milking Machine Co., Lim-
ited. Queen street, assignee uf A. Ridd—both of New Plymouth,
New Zealand.

ISSUED AUGUST 31, 1916.

Waterproof life buoy. J. B. Adams, Christchurch, N. Z.

Molded inner tube for pneumatic tirps, characterized by having a
fixed formation when deflated. . H. C. Boggs and C. E. Frost

—

both of Athens, Alabama.

480.007

480.025

480,144

480.166

480,259

480,306

480,363

480,387

480,441

94,243.

94,091.

96,225.

96,884.

"0.127.

82,333.

82,334.

94,090.

96,267.

96,369.

96,573.

96.595.

96,596.

96,950.

95,880.

96,854.

FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates of Application).

(October 15. I«]5i. T'^nrov^ments in detachable tires. J H
Coffey and J. H. Coffey, Jr.

(January 25). .\rticul;'ted metal tread band for wheels of vehicles
equipped with dual clastic tires. Societe Schneider & (Tie.

(October 20). Protection plates for rubber tires and tires made of
similar elastic materials. B. C. Gray.

(July 29). Special tire for automobiles. K. Pauli and Mme.
Benninger.

(November IS). Improvements in rubber pads and findings for
heels and soles of footwear. W. W. Phillips.

(November 24). Article to repair rubber hose by vulcanizing.
A. B. Low.

(NovemBer 30). Anti-skid device for pneumatic tires. G. N.
Givone.

(December 3). Vehicle tire. F. Letter.

(December 14). Sectional pneumatic tire. G. M. Chanler.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Padlock design composed in part of a tire, and the words Batavia
Security Tires—rubber tubes and tires. The Batavia Rubber
Co., Batavia, N. Y.

The word Lustke—red mason jar rings. R. E. Tongue & Bros.
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The word Plastine—an amalgamating preparation of rubber.
S. A. Conover, Philadelphia, Pa.

The words Pan American—rubber tires and tubes for automobiles,
aeroplanes, trucks and the like. Automobile Sundries Co., New
York City.

The words Boston Belle—rubber shoes, clothing, etc. The Tre-
mont Stores, Inc., Boston, Mass.

The words and numeral Bkuhalcol No. 3—billiard-cloth. The
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, III.

The words and numeral Erubalcol No. 4—billiard-cloth. The
Brunswick-Balke-ColIender Co., (Chicago, III.

The words Big Chief—fruit jar rings. R. E. Tongue & Bros. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

An illustration of a bee-hive with the letter B—tire-tape, rubber
and adhesive patches. Berrodin Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The vords Adonis Quality—solid and pneumatic tires, reliners,
blow-out patches and tire patches composed of rubber, etc.
Shadbolt & Boyd Iron Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

A representstion of a roll of brake lining with a series of white
transverse marks placed at regular intervals along the face of
the brake lining—brake linings. Standard Woven Fabric Co.,
Walpole, Mass.

The word Dundee formed in a half circle over the letter A

—

insulated wire and cable?. The OUonite Co., New York City.

in a half circle over the letter B

—

The Okonite Co., New York City.

The numerals and word 2 in 1—athletic ankle supports. H. J.
Collis, Taunton, Mass.

The word Dundee formed
insulated wire and cables.

Representation of a tire with the word Plugit in the center

—

tire-sealinq compound. Cline, Crowcll & McCorkle, Newton,
N. C.

The word Raynstek—rain-coats. United States Rubber Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.
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21,858.

371,918.

371,957.

372,159.

372,580.

372,817.

373,018.

373,131.

373.170.

373,259.

373,327.

373,331.

373,332.

373,333.

373,334.

373,418.

374,208.

374,209.

374,211.

374,212.

1,310.

1,311.

1,312.

1,313.

1,314.

1.315.

1.316.

1.317.

1.318.

1,319.

1,320.

1.321.

1,322.

1,382.

4,081.

4.082.

4.083.

9,748.

10,047.

24,030.

24,148.

161,654.

161,73i;

162,031.

162,196.

162,227.

162,435.

162,642.

162,643.

162,644.

162,645.

162,646.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
Representation of a hydroplane and the words Made in Canada—

waterproof and showerproof garments including headwear.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The word Neckh—rubber erasers. Gebradcrs Rikkcrs, Amster-

dam, Holland.

The word Elk enlaced in a circle with a drawing of the animal

of the same name—composition in the nature of a packing.

Leicester Castings & Engineering Co., Leicester.

A monogram composed of the letters B. R. M.—-rubber fuse

cases. British Rubber Manufacturers, Limited, Agnes Works,
Agnes Road, Acton, London, W,

The word Ni'GGER—beltings. .\ktieselskap Den Norske Rem-
fabrik, Christiania, Norway.

The word iMi'ACTOB apparatus for registering the properties of

the flight of golf balls. Charles Guthrie Guthrie, Glasgow.

The words Britons Crn—rubber heels, tips and pads for boots

and shoes. Wood-Milne, Limited, Bow Lane, Preston Lanes.

A shield bearing crossed hockey clubs—tobacco pouches of rubber.

T. R. Ingram & Son, The London India-Rubber Works, Fel-

sted street, Hacknsy Wick, London, N. E.

The word Viceroy—braces and sock suspenders of elastic fabric

containing rubber. Faire Bros., Limited, Leicester.

The word AuCTlios— elastic belts and similar articles. Leon
Thomas, Paris, France.

The words Water Mux Pad on the wheel in a picture of a

water mill—rubber heel pads for boots and shoes. Rocco
Antonio Barilone, Deptford, London, S. E.

The word Clincper— all rubber goods included in Class 27. The
North British Rubber Co.. Limited, Castle Mills, Edinburgh.

The word Ceincher— all goods included in Class 28

—

Same.

The word Clincher—all goods included in Class 31

—

Same.

The word Clincher—all goods included in Class 32

—

Same.

The words Dandy Lion—packings. James Walker & Co., Limited,

Poplar, London, E.

The word F.LEPHANT—rubber insulated electric cables. Collender's

Cable and Construction Co., London.

The word Daffodil— Same.

The word Thistle— Same.

The word Rose— Same.

THE FHENCH REPUBLIC.

The words Les Caoutchol-ctiers Reunis—supplies _and_ sundries

made of rubber, such as rubber heels and soles, interior "heel

protectors." interior soles, rubber footwear. J. B. Jeuge, Cler-

mond-Ferrand, Puy-de-D6me.

The word Trottin— Same.

The word Patri.a— Same.

The word Midinette— Same.

Same.

Some.

Same.

Same,

.^ame.

Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.

-tobacco pouches. Louis Guichard, Palnte-

The word Minet—
The word Schah—
The word Docks—
The word Chaton—
The word Coopi

—

The word Angor.a—
The word Chat—
The word Champion-

The word Globe—
The word Touriste-

Claude, Jura.

The words Y. .\. Bon—rubber nipples and rubber heels: sundry
rubber goods. Yves Bourgeois, Nantes, Loire-Inferieure.

The words Ya. Bon—Same.

The word Yabon— Satnc.

The initials L. A. N.—rubber goods such as tobacco pouches, soles

and heels, footwear, waterproof fabrics, erasers, pen holders,

etc. Societe Lyonnaise de r.-\frique du Nord. Lyon.

The initials D. B.—small pouches containing a thin sheet of rub-
ber and otiier material for dressing wounds. Madame Claudia
Boizet Desroches, Lyon.

The word Woodite—for rubber and gutta percha goods. Woodite
Co., Limited, Mitcham-Common, Surrey, England-

The word Dexine—rubber goods. Dexine, Limited, Dexine
Works, Abbey Lane, Stratford, London, England.

The word Plastine—plastic materials. Societe Generale pour la

Fabrication des Matieres Plastiques, Paris.

The words Le Poilu—hard rubber combs. Societe E. Maikignac
et A. Robineau, Paris.

The words Roue Blind^—detachable wheels for rubber pneumatic
tires to be used on motor vehicles. Societe Fran(;aise des
Roues Amovibles, Ivry-Port, Seine.

The word Cilfranc—special rubber tube. Alfred Desire Cillanl,
Paris.

The word Pandore—rubber toys. Mile. Valentine Thomson,
Paris.

The word Simplex—transmission and conveyor belts.

des Transporteurs Simplex, Paris.

The words Maroc Special—rubber heels.

The words Boston Heel —Same.
The words Mascotte SptciALE— Same.
The word Phenix— Satne.

The words American Black—interior
Emile Moysc. Paris.

Compagnie

Emile Moyse, Paris.

rubber heel protector.

49,677.

49.706.

49,714.

49.715.

49,753.

4,488.

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

H. J. Schluckebier, Frankenmuth, Mich.

assignor
111.

to Brunswick-Balke-Col-

Non-skid tire.

Tire tread. H. F. Davenport,
lender Co.—both of Chicago,

Non-skid tread. R. I. Stokes, assignor to Thermoid Rubber Co.

—

both of Trenton, N. J.

Non-skid tread. K. T. Stokes, assignor to Thermoid Rubber Co.

—

both of Trenton, K. J.

Tire. A. Y. Tucket. Mount Vernon, N. Y.

PRINTS.
Weabinc Api*arel and RuBBE.t CIooDS—for wearing apparel and

rubber goods. United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
and New York City.

STATEMENT OF THE INDIA RUBBER WORLD.

Statement of the ownership, management, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of The India Rubber World, published
monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1916.
State of New York }

County of New York f
^^•

Before me, a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared E. M. MacPhee, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that she is the Business Manager of The
India Rubber World, and that the following is, to the best of her knowl-
edge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing edi-

tor, and business managers, are:
Publisher, The India Rubber Publishing Co., 25 West Forty-fifth street,

New York City.

Editor, Henry C. Pearson, 83 Agawam Road, Waban, Massachusetts.
Managing Editor, None.
Business Manager, E. M. MacPhee, 25 West Forty-fifth street. New

York City.

2. That the owners are (Give names and addresses of individual owners,
or, if a corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stock-

holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of the total amount of stock)

:

Henry C. Pearson. 83 Agawam Road, Waban, Massachusetts.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraplis next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stoclcholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not apear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that

of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by her.

E. M. MacPhee, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30th day of September, 1916.
[seal] Fredk. Sprenger,

Notary Public, Westchester County.
Certificate filed in New York Countv.
New York County Clerk No. 188. Register's No. 8226.

CSly commission expires March 30, 1918.)

IRON HEEL FOR RUBBER BOOT.

In the October, 1909. issue of The India Rubber World ap-

peared an illustrated descriptii:tn of the *7-Leagiie" rubber boot,

which has a special sewed leather sole. This boot has continued

deservedly popular and

now an iinprovement is

offered, the full iron heel

here shown. The strength

and wearing quality of

such a heel is self-evi-

dent. It is not at all

cumbersome, weighing
about the same as a

leather heel owing to its

hollow construction. Made

e PATENTED 0^^ of malleable iron, it is

,\|^^ warranted not to break,

and the back of the heel

is corrugated in pyramid

shape to prevent slipping.

The boot is as well insulated as before, as the screws which hold

the heel on do not enter the rubber sole. It is claimed that this

heel cannot be pulled off and will not wear out during the life

of the boot. [Mulconroy Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.!
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright, 1916.

NEW YORK.

THE long period of comparative stagnation that ha-s charac-

terized the New York market for the past four months

is unusual in the history of the trade. While the large

buyers are supposed to be carrying ample emergency stocks, it

was believed that the fall, which is the initial period for selling

rubber goods, would see active covering of crude rubber re-

quirements. Lower prices have been confidently expected by

the consuming trade, based on the assuring reports of increased

production.

The month of October, just passed, has only shown slight

evidences of the expected heavy buying movement, and instead

of lower prices, the range of values has been, in fact, upward.

The temporary fright occasioned by the nearby German sub-

marine operations was reflected in crude rubber by a sharp ad-

vance of 3 to S cents on October 9, when war risks went to S

per cent and grave uncertainty was felt concerning the future

of freights and rubber supplies. When the danger subsided,

insurance receded to 1}/^ per cent and in a few days the market

had declined about 2V4 cents. Easier conditions were in evidence

later and lower prices prevailed until the last week of the month,

when the market became firmer and prices again took an up-

ward trend. On October 30, First latex spot was 63;/2 cents,

Smoked sheet ribbed, spot. 63 cents, January-June diV-z cents.

The market was strong on all grades.

The unusual position of Upriver fine is due to drought and the

consequent low water on the Amazon that has prevented the usual

arrivals of rubber at this time of the year. Moreover, the supplies

necessary for the senngueros are being detained by the same

cause and will undoubtedly delay the future arrivals of Para

sorts. Russian buying is another well-known reason for the

strong position of Upriver fine. On October 30 this grade was

selling for 81 cents spot in a firm market, futures 79 cents. For

a period approximating the first three weeks of October, about

3,465 tons of rubber arrived at the port of New York, divided as

follows : Plantation from Ceylon, 1,000 tons ; Singapore, 400

tons ; London and Liverpool, 600 tons ; Para from Brazil, 500

tons ; Centrals, 700 tons : Africans, 125 tons ; Manicoba, 80 tons

;

Guayule, 60 tons.

LONDON.

The past month has been, altogether, quiet, with trading con-

fined to dealers' sales and the covering of short requirements.

Prices have been generally firm in a gradually advancing mar-

ket that has recorded gains of about 2 cents during the month.

The real buying interests have, however, failed to follow the rise

in prices, preferring to take the necessary chances involved.

This policy has been also observed in forward sales which

have been freely offered here at prices that are too close to

spot quotations to be interesting. On October 28, First latex

was 59.7 cents. Smoked sheet 56.7 cents, and January-June,

60.2 cents in a strong market.

London imports for September were 6,000 tons, against

4,320 for August. Liverpool imports for September were 1.160

tons, against 1,100 tons for August.

SINGAPORE.

The result of the auctions held September 29, October 6, 12,

20 and 26 was as follows : Pale crepe averaged 54.2 cents and

Smoked sheet 53.6 cents. Amount sold, 2,555 tons. For the

period from September 8 to 14 inclusive, the export duty on

rubber was assessed on a price of 48.8 cents per pound for all

grades.

Oct. 1

73
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RESULTS OF AUCTIONS HELD IN SINGAPORE DURING THE FIRST HALF OF 1916.

PRICES REALIZED, PER PICUL.
QUANTITIES OFFERED AND SOLD. r- —^

^

;,
*

>
SMOKED SHEET. UNSHOKED SHEET.

Offered. Sold. ,—^ '~ ^

> ,
f~

r
^ ^ f

^ ^ Fine Good Fine Good Fine Good Fine
1916. 'Piculs. Pounds. 'Piculs. Pounds. Ribbed. Ribbed. Plain. Plain, Ribbed. Ribbed. Plain.

January 5 5,243.29 699,105 3,342.11 445,614 l?195@203 $l><5(ai94 $190@193 $187@189 tS185@I90 $ —@— $187@190
12 3,445.69 459,425 1,708.06 227,741 1S0@187 170@I81 175@180 —@— —@170 —@167 I65@167
19 5.864.70 781,960 4,277.21 570,294 180^191 170@179 170»183 167@169 150(S170 — c«)156 160@167
26 6,123.76 816,501 4,510.97 601,462 175@1S4 170@174 166@170 —@— 16Sti.l70 160@164 163@167

Totals 20,677.44 2,756,991 13,838.35 1,845,111

February 1 3,534.68 471,290 2,671.19 356,158 146@155 140@I45 143@145 136(3138 138@144 —w— 140(3144
9 5,018.63 669,150 4,556.01 607,468 165(5^174 160@164 161@166 —@— 1630)167 159(S160 158@166

16 5,720.87 762.782 3,928.44 523,792 184@197 179@192 I84@I89 —@— —0)175 —0)169 — (0-165

23 6,923.51 923,134 4,464.14 595,218 171@181 153@170 165(8166 —@156 162(£)165 145(il53 139@150

Totals 21,197.69 2,826,356 15,619.78 2,082,636

March 1 8,258.99 1,101,198 4,691.03 625,470 178(is>185 170(»177 170(ai76 !65(ai68 161(9164 —(3- 160@168
8 8,287.62 1,105,016 6,449.81 859,974 180(a)187 174(5179 170@176 164@166 164(ffil69 —(8163 161@170

15 6,929.00 923,866 5,869.10 782,546 180(8187 173(3)180 170(3179 164@169 169(al74 161(g)168 168(3171
22 6,200.11 826,681 3,725.45 496,726 178(3184 169(?>178 170@176 161@166 164(3167 —(3— 159@)163
29 6,732 04 897,605 5,159.56 687,941 180(3189 175@179 171(3179 -(3— 170(3172 163@167 169@172

Totals 36,407.76 4,854,366 25,894.95 3,452,657

April 5 4.939.76
12 7,457.16
19 5,891.12
27 7,283.32

658,634
994,288
785,482
971,109

2,949.85
4,796.86
3,894.29
4,575.69

393,313
639,581
518,905
610,092

Totals

May 3 . . . .

'• 10....
" 18....
" 24....
" 31

Totals

lune 7. . .

.

" IS...,
" 21

25,571.36 3,409,513 16,216.69 2,161,891

5,015.29
5,824.34
6,085.53
6,468.05
6,273.26

668,705
776,578
811,404
862,406
836,434

2.777.77
3,142.54
4,523.47
4,969.26
4,961.96

370,369
419,005
603,129
662,568
661,594

29,666.47 3,955,527 20,375.00 2,716,665

5,447.50
6,722.30
6.569.73
6,353.72

726,333
896,306
875.964
833,829

4.490.13
5,036.51
4.978.03
5,515.01

598,684
671.534
663,737
735,334

176(3181
175(ii'182

168(3174
165(3171

152@162
140@149
137(3144
139@I43
131(3134

134(3138
122(3129
123 0)127
n50'i2i

170(3175
168(a'175
162(3 167
157(3163

150(3159
135(3140
132@137
133(3138
126@130

130(3133
117(3123
118(3122
112(3114

Totals 25,093.25 3,332.432 20,019.68 2,669,289

Grand Totals. . 158,513.97 21,135,185 111,964.45 14,928,249

170(3176
173(3175
164(11 168
159@165

150(3156
135(3138
135(3139
136(3140
128@132

131(3137
120@123
120(3122
1I0@114

CREPE.

— (3165
160(3162

-@125

128@130
118(^119—@I17
107@108

160C8 164
163(g)I68
160(3168
154(3159

-(^147
1340137
131(3138
132(9134
123(3127

126(3128
120(3124
115@116
1O6SI110

159(ffil60

157@159

—@——(3——@125

—(3—
117@118
109@110—@—

1570)162
155@165
1570)162
1560158

150(3 153
129(3135
130(3132
130(3138
125(3131

129(3132
118(3127
111(3115
105(3109

Good
Plain.

$16S@186—(g——@—
158(3159

1470>148—O)——(^—

—@153
148@156
150(3167
146(^158
154@168

145@151—@152

140(^149
1170>125— (3126
120(3130—@117

123(3126
115f3I16
104(3 110

Fine Good Pale Brown
1916. Pale. Pale. Blanket. Blanket.

January 5 t?205O)210 $202@2O5 $—(3197 $190(3192
12 184(3186 179(3183 —@183 178@180
19 188(3195 179@188 —0)189 —(B-
26 181@185 175(3180 -(3— 165(3172

February 1 149(3157 142(3147 —(3150 143(3144
9 169@173 168(3170 —0)163 -(3160

16 191@)197 187(3194 186(a'190 181(3184
23 177(3182 173@176 —@— —@—

March 1 184(3186 175(3184 176@179 175(3176
8 184@187 181(3184 180@1S1 167(3180

15 187@189 185@186 —(3— I76@179
22 181@184 179(3182 -(3173 160(3169
29 184(3188 178(3183 —(3— 173(3178

.Vpril 5 179(3180 177(3178 —(a— 168@177
'• 12 1780)183 174(3177 170(3176 165(3170
" 19 173(3178 166(i;il70 162(3166 —@

—

" 27 175@179 170@il74 —@172 156(^163

.May 3 1600)161 145@)160 151@)153 — (3

—

" 10 150(3159 139(3150 -(3— —@

—

" 18 146(3150 135@144 1340)138 134@137
" 24 144(3147 137(3143 —(3139 —@il36
" 31 135@139 131@134 —(3134 —@—

June 7 1370)140 132@135 130@)132 124@128
•• 15 128@130 122(3128 —@126 —(3120
" 2! 125@131 123(3128 122@124 114(3118
" 28 121(3123 112(3120 114@117 —O'—

fl First
Half Year

Highest Prices Realized: 1913. 1914. 1915. 1916.

Sheet, smoked fine ribbed "1

t$141 t$204 t$203
Sheet, smoked good ribbed 1 i»,,Q 135 188 194
Sheet, smoked fii)e plain I

'

*'-^='
132 185 193

Sheet, smoked good pia,. 1 128 183 189
Sheet, unsmoked fine ribbed....,! ... 182 190
Sheet, unsmoked good ribbed 1 ,37 129 178 167
Sheet, unsmoked fine plain | " 130 180 190
Sheet, unsmoked good plain

|
127 170 186

Crepe, fine pale thin t , 146 209 210
Crepe, good pale thin J

-''^ 139 198 205
Crepe, good pale blanket ,,. 195 197
Crepe, good brown blanket ... 183 192
Crepe, fine brown ) 133 190 198
Crepe, good brown '• • . ) 124 179 189
Crepe, good dark 191 122 171 179
Crepe, barky 180 111 157 171
Scrap, Tirgin and pressed 201 108 120 111
Scrap, loose 185 97 127 111

• Picul = 133J1 pounds.
t Quote(i in S. S. dollars f$1.00 = 56.7 cents).
To obtain price per pound. United States currency, multiply price per

picul by 42J^ and point off four figures to the left.
Compiled by the Singapore Chamber of Commerce Rubber Association.

Fine Good
Brown. Brown.

$190@198 $170(3189
177(3183 170(3178
177(3184 1640)177
171@177 159(gl70

140(3146 136@143
1600)169 153@163
175(3189 170(gl80
168@175 154@167
174(3180 150(3173
170@'180 163@168
171@180 165@175
1710>176 161(3170
1700)178 160(3170

168(a'176 158@]67
170(fi'175 1550-169
157@167 152(3161
157O'160 1470)157

1420)152 137(3141
125@133 115@)I29
129(3137 114(3127
1280137 120(3127
128(3131 120(3125

130@132 119(3129
120(3125 n0@119
116(3120 107(3116
107@114 97O.'105

Total Q

Recapitulation. Pounds.
1912 1,341,472
1913 3,797,501
1914 8,254,594
1915 24,968,834
1916 (half yearl 21,135,185

Good
Dark.

$165(3179
147(3169
150(3170
147(3159

123@ 141
142 0159
160 @> 175
139®154
154(3165
151(3167
150(3169
137(3157
150(3163

143(3 157
145(3 159
140(51 151
135@145
125 01 37
1070125
100@120
109(3124
90@!20
1030-120
90(3114
95(3113
7S@ 95

Barky.

$150(3171
120(3157
139@161
137@156
116(3136
136(5)152
1310)167
120(3145

1250>161
120(^163
126(3158
1I5@147
1310>154

130(3148
127(3148
112@145
110@139
90@127
750)110
75(3108
81@118
76@110
80(3111
70 0> 94
68@105
55@ 87

Virgin and
Pressed.

$109@111
112@127
95@134
101(3130

90(3 93
117@138
110@155
95@121
110@137
114(3140
90(3118
-(3137
118@140
116@127
117@132
104(3110
103(3121

108@125
83@ 90
75@110
85(3110
80(3 90

95@103
55@101
60@ 91
81 @ 86

Loose.

$ —o>ni
75@107
84(3 89
111@138
—@—
94@133
750)147
80@120
-(3137
80@146
111@132
85(3110
30(3 138

—@ 94
1020>121
85(3119
-(3 80

70(3 93
60(3 95—@106
86(3108
—(3 80

50(3 94
53@ 85
—(3 52
50(3 77

uantities Offered. Total Quantities Sold.

*Piculs.
10,061.04
28,481.27
61,909.45

187,611.45 11,167
158,513.97 9,435

Tons.
599

1,695
3,685

Pounds.
1,169,262
3,379,168
5,973,179

16,401,788
14,928,249

•Piculs.
8,769.47

25,343.76
44,798.85
123,523.44
111,964.45

Tons.
522

1,508
2.666
7,322
6,619

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED, Singapore, report [September
The following was the course of values:

Sterling equivalent
In Singapore per pound
per picul.* in London.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $116(3120 2/ 3J^(32/ 4)4
Sheet, good ribbed smoked.. 111(3115 2/ 2)40)2/ 35i
.'iheet, plain smoked 105(3111 2/ l>/2(32/ 2)1
Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 107@108 2/ 2 @2/ 2'A
Sheet, plain unsmoked 100(3106 2/0K@2/l)4
Crepe, fine pale 117(a)120 2/4^(32/4)4
Crepe, good pale 114@ill6 2/3J4@2/3J^
Crepe, fine brown 112(3114 2/3 (32/354
Crepe, good brown 106(3111 2/ 1)40)2/ 2)4
Crepe, dark 90(3107 l/10)^@2/2
Crepe, bark 57(3 92 1/ 3'/;(31/10)4
Scrap, virgin 75(3 81 1/754@1/8H
Scrap, loose 50(3 84 1/2 (31/ 9^^

14, 1916]:

Equivalent
per pound
in cents.

t

56.50@5a.28
54. 220)56.00
51.70@54.22
52.70(3 52.95
49.660)52.20
57.01@58.28
55.75(356.50
54.73@5S.75
52.20(3 54.22
45.35(352.70
31.42(346.12
39.02(341.56
28.38(942.82
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COMPARATHTE NEW YOKK PRICES FOR OCTOBER.

In regard to the financial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street.

New York) advises as follows

:

"There has been but little change this month in the general market for
Commercial Paper, although not so many city banks are buying as recently,
but the best rubber names have gone freely at 4@4J.> per cent., and those
not so well known 5@5J4 per cent.

1916.* 1915. 1914.
Upriver, fine $0.71@0.80 $0.55(<ii0.5; $0.64@0.66
Upriver, coarse .42@ .46 .42® .45 .43@ .47
Islands, fine 60@ .71 .50® .54 .49® .53
Islands, coarse 29@ .33 .26@ .28 .26® .28
Cameta 31 @ .35 .28® .29 .29® .32

* Figured only to October 2'.

AUNUAL EtrSBER PRODUCTION AND COMPARATIVE PRICES.

I'^ine Para. First Latex.

Year.

1900 26.727
1901 30,296
1902 28,668
1903 31,079
1904 29,984
1905 33,913
1906 35,251
1907 37,321
1908 38.848
1909 39,287
1910 37.954
1911 35.936
1912 43,467
1913 39,223
1914 37,215
1915 37.220

•1916 37,000

•Estimated.

Comparative

Prices.

Production, Comparative

Tons. Prices.

$0.83 @1
.76®
.66®
.78@1
.89@1
1.13@1
1.16@1
.69® 1

.65@1
1.13@2
I.16(S2
.90 ®1
.93 @1
.59® 1

.49®1

.75®

.UK
95
92
.13

32
.35

,28

24
30
15

.90

67
22
.10
15
91

4
5

8
21
43
145
510

1,000
1,800
3.600
8,200

14,419
28,518
47,618
71.380
107,867
150,000

$0.86® 1.50

.93@1.38

.75@1.05
1.29®2.20
1.40@2.25
1.14@1.68
I.03@1.38
.53®l.n
.55® .80

.59@1.00

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

<Frora January 1, 1916, to dates named. Reported by Barlow & Co.. Singa
pore. These figures include the production of the Federated

Malay States, but not of Ceylon.)
From

From From Port Swet-
Malacca. Penang. tenham.
July July September

31. 1916. 31, 1916. 11. 1916.

3,967,630 13,174,434 20,679,766
51,200

From
Singapore.
July

To— 31, 1916.

United Kingdom. /6j.17.765,687
The Continent 7,256,905
Japan 2.572,014
Ceylon 267,963
United States 47,692,888
Australia 184,314

Totals.

55,587,517
7,308,014
2,572,014
809,837

53,704,221
184,314

Totals 75,739,771 3.967.630 19,599,900 21,858,707 120,166,008

362,933
6,011,333

1,178,941

For same period, 1915 40,042,540 5,346,805 15,031,996 21,276.328 71,697,669
For same period, 1914 24,175,230 3,234,581 11,521,466 20,637,311 59,568.588
For same period, 1913 13,938,262 8,222,533 19,946,488 42,107,283

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS.
.\n official cablegram from Kuala Lumpur gives the figu;es of the export

of plantation rubber from tlie Federated Malay States during the month of

September as 6,376 tons, against 5,782 tons in August last, and 3,984 tons
in the corresponding month last year. This gives a total of 44,302 tons

for nine months of the current year, against 30,657 tons in 1915 and 21,550
tons in 1914. This constitutes a record export from the Federated Malay
States, eclipsing the previous month's export (which was also a record) by
594 tons. The following are the comparative figures:

1914. 1915. 1916.
January tons 2,542 3,473 4.471
February 2,364 3,411 5.207
March '. 2,418 3,418 4,429
April 2,151 2.777 3.914
May 2,069 2,708 3,956

June 2,306 3,403 5,114
July 2,971 3.687 5.053

August 1,850 3.796 5,782
September 2,879 3.984 6,376

Totals 21.550 30.657 44.302

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

An official cablegram from Singapore gives the figures of the export
of plantation rubber from Straits Settlements ports during the month of

August as 3,246 tons against 5.106 tons in July and 2.295 tons in the cor-

responding month last year. This gives a total of 31,964 tons for eight

months of the current year against 20,228 tons in 1915 and 11,415 tons in

1914. Appended are the comparative statistics:

1914. 1915. 1916.

January tans 1,181 2,576 4,443
February 1,703 2,741 3.359
March 1,285 2,477 4,481
April 1,548 1,978 4,219
May 1,309 3.588 3,274
June 1,480 2,249 3,836
July 1,584 2,324 5,106
August 1,325 2.295 3,246

Totals 11,415 20,228 31,964

These figures include transhipments of rubber from various places in the
neighborhood of the Straits Settlements such as Borneo, Java. Sumatra
and the non-Federated Malay States as well as rubber actually exported
from the Colony, but do not include rubber exports from the Federated
Malay States.

EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.

(From January 1 to September 11, 1915 and 1916. Compiled by the Ceylon
Chamber of Commerce.)

To— 1915. 1916.
United States /'oioiiii 10,623,497 17,450,389
Canada and Newfoundland 384,940 6 7'0
France 301,472 1,073,754
Russia 332,200 248,874
I'^'ly /••:•• 15,680
United Kingdom 16,837,653 14,690,012
Australia 518,937 697,551
India 1,000 728
Straits Settlements 119,933 43,680
Japan 236,251 218,189

Totals 29,355,883 34,445,577

(Same period 1914, 22,948,053 pounds: same period 1913, 16,477,894.)
The export figures of rubber, given in the above table for 1914, include the
imports re-exported. (These amount to 2,174,979 pounds from the Straits
Settlements and 525,213 pounds from India.) To arrive at the total quan-
tity of Ceylon rubber exported for that year deduct these imports from the
total exports. The figures for 1915 and 1916 are for Ceylon rubber only

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RAW RUBBER AT CEYLON.

IMPORTS.
Fbom August 1-28, 1916.

From

—

Pounds.
Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swettenham 144,073
Penang 60,868
Port Dickson 23,585
Singapore 19,138

Total 247,664
India

—

Tutcorin 49,628
Cochin 27,692
Alleppy 1,900

Total 79,220
Burma

—

Rangoon 1,097

Grand total 327,981

EXPORTS.
From August 1-31, 1916.
To-

North America:
L^nited States

—

iN'ew York 1,960,518

Pounds.
Seattle 73,100
San Francisco 3,701

Total 2,037,319

I'-urope:

United Kingdom

—

England

—

London 2,660,280
Liverpool 72,538

France (Marseilles) 92,436
Italy (Genoa) 8,960

Total 2,834,214

.\sia:

lapan

—

Kobe 12,320
Yokohama 11.480

Singapore 43,680

Total 67,480

Oceania:
-\ustralia 91,980

Grand total 5,030,993

RUBBER AND GUTTA EXPORTS FROM JAVA

June

Pl.^.mtation, to—
Holland Ficus . . . .pounds

Hevea
Hevea (to order)
Manihot (Ceara)
Castilloa

Totals
Great Britain Ficus

Ilevea
Manihot (Ceara)
Castilloa

1915.

330
250,800

1916.

Totals
Singapore Ficus . .

Hevea

United States.

Other countries.

Manihot (Ceara)
Castilloa

Totals
. Ficus
Hevea
Manihot (Ceara)

1,760

252,890
499

371,800
1.998
9,088

383.385
6,037

77.000

83,037

5'72',6o6

10,305
950.400
31,264
9,775

1.001,744
3,520

301,400
2,090
880

307,890

9y2',866

Totals
. Ficus . .

Hevea .

Totals

572,000
433

15,400

15.833

932.800

61,666

61,600

Grand Totals. 1

GUTTA PeBCHA, to—
Singapore
GuTTA TeH.TONG, to—

United States
Singapore

,307,145 2,304,034

13,486 39,290

295

Totals 295

AND MADURA.

Six Months Ending
June

^ ___^
1915. 1916.

22,359
1,084,600 211

4
11,048
2,288

1,373,189 211
12.705 18.775

2,246,200 3,339.600
9,788 48,792

56,190 28,607

2,324,883 3.435.774
9,299 24.240

294,800 2,041,600
20,106
3,245

304,099 2,089,191
32 087

3,r6l',466 7,411,800
11,114

3,161.400 7.455,001
433 2.792

279,400 268,400

279,833 271,192

7,443,403 13,251,369

313,214 265,767

295
1,584 14,373

1,584 14,668
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EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING AUGUST, 1916.

NEW TOBK. EUROPE.

EXPORTERS. Fine.

.Sutcr & Co kilos 72.186
General Rubber Co. of Brazil 184,638
Tancreilo I'orto & Co 100,453
T. G. Araujo 35,614
iJhliger & Co 29,071
.^rmazcns Andresen 10,158
Sinlronio & Co 2,172
Adclbert H. Alden, Ltd 1,700
Th. I.evy, Camillc & Co
Mesquita & Co
Semper & Co

Totals, Augiist, 1916 435,992
Jiilv. 1916 23X.014

June, 1916 163,154
May, 1916 430,544
April, 1916 334,337
March, 1916 502,323
February, 1916 546,003
January, 1916 561,143

(Compiled by Suter & Co., Mandos.)

Meditun.

9.554
22,951
11,449

2,104
373
686

47,117
21,593
22,947
69,135
48,556
76,236
82,739
110,411

Coarse.

14,558
33,908
20,442
5,775
4,862
2,588
1,004
600

""935

84,672
31,284
88,415
142,723
168,393
228,580
191,537
176,779

Caucko.
98

14,034
344
150

5,787
1,301
2,638
340

62

24,754
204,740
102,665
280,793
377,014
320,482
205,419
148,142

Totals. Fine.

96,396 71,740
255,531 !65.178
132,688 22,822
41,539 12,066
41.824
14,420
6,500
2,640 170

'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ""365

997

592.533 272,281
495.631 68,650
377.181 50,958
923,195 28,635
928.300 212.682

1,127.621 450,320
1,025,698 164,400
996,475 543,823

Medium. Coarse.

12,730
6,637
671

535
31

20,604
43.932
60.676
29,243
50,555
87.029
27,819
58,574

4,562
ISO

4,178

450
787

10,127
18,914
9,035
17,539
35,419
49,033
56,344
75,105

Caucho.

80.640
145,830
17.510
1,913

12,008
300
92

258,293
269,029
228,956
198.313
252.036
318.648
119,229
123,703

» Grand
Totals. Totals.

152,380 248,776
328,300 583.831
47.119 179,807
18,828 60,367

41,824
14,420
6,500

12,178 14.818
1,285 1,285
1,215 1,215

997

561,305 1,153,840
400,525 896,150
349,625 726,806
273,730 1.196,925
550,692 1,478,992
905,030 2,032,651
367,792 1,393,490
801,204 1.797.679

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

[The Figures Indicate Weights in Pounds.]

Sept. 21.—By the steamer Tapajoz from Para and Manaos

:

Fine

Meyer & Brown 157,400
Davies, Turner & Co 285,000
Henderson & Korn 21,300
H. A. Astlett & Co 60,800
Paul Bertuch 58,200
Arnold & Zeiss 45.500
General Rubber Co 19,500
G. Amsinck & Cc 44.700
Muller. Schall & Co 31,500
F. D. Duerr & Co 13,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd

Medium.
14.400
5.800

18,200
20,600

5,700
2,000

"I'.ioo

"3,60b

Coarse.

39,300
29,500
79,400
14,800
14,000
18,200
35.700
2,600
3,500

"i',266

Caucho.

1,800 =
20,300=
1,700=
400=

2,800=
200 =

' "8,500=:

1,000=
6,100=
700=

Total.

212,900
341.600
120,600
96,600
75,000
69,600
57.200
55.800
37,100
19,100
5,500

Totals 736,900 72,400 238,200 43,500=1,091,000

Sept. 26.—By the steamer Minas Geracs from Para and Manaos

:

Meyer & Brown 29,500
Paul Bertuch 40,300
E. T. Greiner 14,100
Davies, Turner & Co 49,500
General Rubber Co
H. A. Astlett & Co 22.200
Arnold & Zeiss. 3,200
Henderson & Korn
Hagemeyer & Brunn 7,300

1.800
24,800
24,600

"5,366

3.900
700

37.900
14,900
9,400
6,300

41,800
21,200
27,100
18,000
1,300

1,000=
11,500=
1,700=

7,300=
4,600=

69,200
81.000
59,600
57,500
47,100
43,400
30,300
29.200
13,900

Aldens' Successors, Ltd

.

Muller, Schall ..v Co
800

4,000
3,800 3,800

2,400
= 8,400

1,300= 7,700

Totals 170,900 64,900 184,100 27,400= 447,300

Sept. 29.—By the steamer Francis from Para and Manaos:
Meyer & Brown
Davies, Turner & Co 53,600
H. A. .\iitlett & Co. 22,500
Arnold & Zeiss 12,900
F. D. Duerr ,t Co 12.500
Henderson & Korn
Paul Bertuch 1 1,800

27.100
2,000

14,500
11,500
12,100
2,600

'

i l',266

1,200

32,800=

2,500=

14,500
97,900
61,700
17,500
15,000
13.000
13,000

Totals 113,300 30,900 53,100 35,300= 232,600

Oct. 14.—By the steamer Sao Paulo from Para and Manaos

:

Meyer & Brown 93.600 8.200 70,900
Davies, Turner & Co 339.000 8.500 3,600
Arnold & Zeiss 87,100 14,900 37,000
Hageniever & Brunn 38,300 9,100 10.900
H. A. Astlett & Co 57,000 14.400 11.800
Paul Bertuch 50,900 11.300 13,300
Muller, Schall & Co 25,400 2,900 9,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd.... 6,700 23.000 22,000
Robinson & Co 18,200 5.800 4.200
Henderson & Korn 4,l66
General Rubber Co 1,300 600

13,100=
2,300=
600=

11.600=
3,000=

13,500=
400=

185,800
353,400
139,600
89,900
86,200
77,500
50,800
52.100
28,200
4,100
1,900

Totals 739,300 99,400 189,400 44,500=1,069,400

PABAS.
Pounds.

September 27.—By the .-Jdi'oncc^Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co. (Fine) 18.000
G. Amsinck & Co. (Coarse) 7.000
NeusE, Hesslein & Co. (Fine). .. 6,000 31.000

CENTRALS.

[•This sign, in connection with imports of Cen-
trals, denotes Guayule rubber.]

September 22.—By the Santa MarM= Cartagena:

G. Amsinck & Co 8,000
Mecke & Co 2.000
Cowdrey & Co 1,500 11,500

September 26 —By the .1/f/a/>a«= Port Limon:

A, Held 1,500
Isaac Brandon & Bros 1,000 2,500

September 27.—By the Adz'ance^Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co 1 0.500
Fidanque Bros, & Co 1.500 12,000

Sephember 28.—By the .4/inij-(infc= Cartagena;

A. Held 1,000

October 2.—By the Tii'ii'cs= BaTrios:

A. Rosenthal & Sons 4,000
Various 500 4.500

October 2.—By the Monlerey=^'Mex\co:

Steiger Trading Co 8,000
Graham-Hinklev Co 2,000
Harburger & Stack 1,500

J. A. Medina & Co 1.000 12,500

October 2.—By the Motttcrey= Tamplco:

C. Ternnnt. Sons & Co *60,000

October 3.— By the Pastores=PoTt Limon:

Isaac Brandon S: Bros 1,500
A. A. T.inde & Co 2.000
C. F. Hermandez & Co 500 4,000

Pounds.

October 3.—By the l'H»i«M"^Mexico:
.'\merican Trading Co 26,000

October 7.— By the .V(/rajHacca= Cartagena:

.\ndean Trading Co.
Pablo Calvet & Co..

3.000
500

October 9.—By the ^(ir(7/'(i= Colombia:

Muller. Schall & Co l.OflO

G. Amsinck & Co 500

October 11.—By the .^llianra^Colon:

G. .\msinck & Co
T. S Sembrada & Co
Pablo Calvet & Co
A. M. Capen's Sons
American Trading Co
Camaclio. Roldan & Van Sickel.

3,300
2,600
8.400
2,100
1,800
1,200

October 13.—By the /?nco«= Co]on:

W. R Grjce S: Co

3.500

1.500

19.600

2,000

October 13.—By the A/ojni(5=New Orleans:

Various 60,000

October 16.—By the /;.v/'cra):r(7= Tampico:

C. Tennant, Sons & Co •70,000

October 16.—By the £'^/'cra«ra= Mexico:

G. Schaum.ann & Co 7,000
H. Marquardt & Co 2,500
General Export & Commission Co. 500

October 17.—By the Co/d«= Colon:

Mecke & Co 3.100
Piza Nephews & Co 4.000
Knauth. Nachod & Kuhne 1.500

Isaac Brandon & Bros 1.500

Fidanque Bros. & Co 1,000

10,000

11,100

October 17.

Pounds.
-By the Tenadores=Port Limon:

Fruit Despatch Co

October 17.—Ey the Carri//o= Cortez:

2,000

4,000

A. Rosenthal & Sons. .

Eggers & Heinlein ....
T. S. Sembrada & Co.

1.50O
1,000

2,500

10,000

AFRICAN.*?.

September 23.—By the Ci'/(i(:= Liverpool:

Fred. Stern & Co

September 25.—By the 5(ra(/w/'i;ji=Havre

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc

September 25.—By the 5'a.r<>)n'a=: Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 22,500
Robinson & Co 2,500 25,000

September 29.—By the Bfl/fiV=Liverpool:

Fred. Stern & Co 7,000

September 29.— By the Roiiiio= Batavia:

General Rubber Co 385,000
Karl Schroeder 20,000
Various 55,000 460,000

October 2.—Bv the ,A/OHfl(f)tocfr= Bordeaux:

22,000

-By the .4 (/riafir= Liverpool:

11.000

34,000

Various ....

October 5

Various

October 13.— By the Mai'c>rgo= Hu\l:

.Mdens' Successors, Ltd

October 17.—By the Or<iuMa=Liverpool;

Arnold & Zeiss 98.000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 33,500 131,300

October 17.—By the 5(ra(;i/or>ic=Havre;

Robert Badenhop Co.. Inc 22.500

October 17.—By the .¥fMie=Bordeaux:

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 22,300
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Pounds.

11,000
October 18.—By the Idaho— UuU:

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc

MANICOBAS.
Sepiemrer 25.—By the Tereyiie— Bahia:

Adolph Hirsch & Co 40,000

September 25.—By the ^fa/nia//'a= Painahyba:

G. Amsinck & Co 16.000
Rossbach Bros. & Co 30,000
Various 12,000 58,000

September 26.—By the Minas Geraes—'Bahia:

Lawrence Johnson & Co 25.000
Adolph Hirsch & Co 5.000

Various 12,000 42.000

September 29.—By the Fr(2«as=Pernambuco:

Rossbach Bros. & Co 38,000

September 29.—By the Franci.f=Natal;

Various 12,500

September 29.—By the Francw=Ceara:
Various 75.000

October 14.—By the Sao Po«io=Pernambuco:

Lawrence Johnson & Co 5,000

October 17,—By the Orc/Hna^Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 160,000

PLANTATIONS.
September 22.—By the Muncaster Castte=:

Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 40,000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc.... 45.000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 13,500
Robinson & Co 72.000
H. R. Tefferds 11.200
Henderson & Korn 470.000
Arnold & Zeiss 18.000

T. T. Johnstone & Co 530,000
Fox- & Co 1 OO.OOO
W. R. Grace & Co 4.500
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 130.000
L. Littlejohn & Co 428.960 1,862,100

September 22.—By the 5i(2vrrV= Colombo;

Mever S: Brown 80.000
L. Littlejohn & Co 84,560
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co.... 33,500
W. H. Stiles & Co 45.000
Arnold & Zeiss 103.000
Robinson & Co 7.000

T. T. Tohnstone & Co 5.000
Henderson & Korn 27.000 385,060

September 23.—By the I 'olodia— London:

Arnold & Zeiss 115,000
T. T. Tohnstone & Co 40,000
Raw Prodiicf! Co 11.200
Robinson & Co 9.000 175,200

September 23.—By the Egyptian Transport—
Colombo:

Meyer & Brown 85,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 74,920

W H. Stiles S: Co 11.200
Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 16.000

W. R. Grace X: Co 11.200

J. T. Tohnstone & Co 20,000
Arnold & Zeiss lOO.OOO 318,320

September 25.—By the Merton H(ill=Co\ombo:

Mever & Brown 280,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 42.560

Arnold & Zeiss 25,000
\V. H. Stiles & Co 25,000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 2,200 374,760

September 27.—By the St. B,;</f= Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 1 50.000

General Rubber Co 185.000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 150,000

T. T. Tohnstone & Co 185.000

E. J.'Currv 100.OOO
Arnold & Zeiss 70,000

Fred. Stern & Co 60,000

Fox & Co 45.000

H. R. Tefferds 11,200

Rubber' Trading Co 1 8,000

Aldens' Successors. Ltd 30,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 130.000

Robinson & Co 175.000

L. Littlejohn S: Co 781.760
Henderson & Korn 510.000
Robert Badenhon S: Co.. Inc 11.200

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 90.000 2,692,160

September 29.^By the Ko»irfo= Batavia;

Meyer & Brown 100.000
General Rubber Co 35.000

Fox & Co 80.000
Rubber Trading Co 2.000
G. Amsinck & Co 430.000
Henderson & Korn 250.000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 27.000
G. Wechmar & Co 70.000
T. T. Johnstone & Co 100,000
Manhattan Rubber Manufactur-

ing Co 120.000

Pounds.
W. R. Grace & Co 50,000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 350,000
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 160,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 20.000
Toostcn & Tansen 85,000
Stein, Hirsch & Co 75,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 127,860
-Arnold & Zeiss 9.000
Various 200,000 2,290,860

September 30.—By the Afflnc/M(ria=London:

Mever & Brown 70,000
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co... 115,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 50.000
Raw Products Co 22,500
Rubber Trading Co 8,000 265,500

October 2.—By the ^/aMHta= London;

T. T. Johnstone & Co 95,000
"Robirson & Co 40.000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 25,000 160,000

October 3.—By the Kazembe-
Mever & Brown
L. Littlejohn & Co
W. R. Cirace & Co
Henderson &' Korn
Arnold & Zeiss
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc
.-\Idens' Successors. .Ltd

J. T. Johnstone & Co
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co...
Robinson & Co
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc
W. _H. Stiles & Co
Various

:Colombo:

90,000
421.120

4.500
59.000

135".000

16.000
11.500
16.000
60.000
30.000
45,000
185,000
20,000 1,087,120

October* 3.—By the Minnesota^l^onAon:

Fred Stern & Co 22.500

October S.—By the Fannoniai=London:

Meyer & Brown 80.000
Arnold & Zeiss 235,000
General Rubber Co 195.000
Michelin Tire Co 90,000 600,000

October 5.—By the Afm«f/m/m= London;

Mever S- Brown 1 OO.OOO
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 30.000
General Rubber Co 100.000
Fred Stern & Co 16.000
Rubber Trading Co 22.500
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 9.000
G. R. Henke 9.OOO 286,500

October 7.—By the Phi!adelplna= Lo
Fred Stern & Co

idon:

13.500

October 9.—By the City of C(?riM//j = Colombo:
Mever & Brown 350.000
L. Littleiohn & Co 112.000
Arnold & Zeiss 135',000

W. H. Stiles & Co 70,000
T. T. Tohnstone & Co 33,500
Robinson & Co 9.000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 2.200
Various 5,000 716,700

October 9.—By the Castlemoor:=Co]omho;

Merer & Brown 275,000
L. Littleiohn & Co 56,000
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 33,500

J. T.' Johnstone & Co 22.500 387,000

October 13.—By the Lancastnan^=:hondon:

Rubber Tradintt Co 30,000
CharleD T. Wilson Co., Inc 25,000 55,000

October 17.—By the City of A^a/'/cJ^ Singapore:

Mever & Brown 1 1 .000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 36.000
General Rubber Co 90.000
Fox & Co 11,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 40.000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 50,000
H. R. TelTerds 5.000
Robin=on & Co 60.000
Henderson & Korn 205,000
Raw Products Co 11,000
L. Li'tleiohn & Co 151,200
Arnold & Zeiss 32.000

T. T. Tohnstone & Co 160,000 862,200

Pounds.
TO SEATTLE.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easlcy 465,530

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 240,890

Henderson & Korn.
East -Asiatic Co 16,120 722,540

TO AKRON.
October 7.—By the steamer Tacoma Maru.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 118,950
Guthrie & Co 98,280

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 57,220 274,450

TO SEATTLE.
October 10.—By the steamer Kaifunesan Maru.

The B.. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 737,360

Henderson & Korn.
East Asiatic Co 16,380

Robinson S: Co.
East Asiatic Co 36,660

Arnold & Zeiss.

Cicely Rubber Export Co 6,370 796,770

TO AKRON.
October 13.—By the steamer Manila Maru.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 254,410

TO AKRON.
October 1 7.—By the steamer Protesitaus

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 398,710

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Waoleigh & Co 185.120
Puff Development Co 156.390
Harrisons & Crosfield 110,890
Anglo Malay Rubber Co 33,540
Rubber Estates of Johore 28,860 913.510

TO NEW YORK.
.Arnold & Zeiss.

Planters Stores & Agency Co. 9,100
East -Asiatic Co.
Duff Development Co 6,370
Kuolanar Planters Rubber Co. 4,290

L. Littlejohn & Co.
Kulipah Rubber Co 5,460 25,220

TO SEATTLE.
W. R. Grace & Co.
Whitehall & Co 13.650
Carson & Co 10,920
Glcnsheil Rubber Estate 5.070
R. T. Reid & Co 3.250
Mansfield & Co 2,860
Cheras Rubber Estate 2,470
Sungei Burun Rubber Estate. 2,470

Arnold &' Zeiss.

Third Mile Rubber Co 4.550
R. T. Reid & Co 1,950 47,190

GUTTA JELTJTONG.

TO SAN FRANCISCO.
October 2.—By the steamer Shintsu Maru.

Bowers Rubber Works.
Katz Bros 3.380

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

Consienee is siren first, followed by shippers.

Figured 130 pounds net to the ease.

PLANTATION. Pounds.

TO SEATTLE.
OcTOPER 2.—By the steamer Yokohama Maru.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

The Waterhouse Co 131.950

W. R. Grace S- Co.
Sandilands. Buttery Co 8,320 140,270

TO SAN FRANCISCO.
October 2.—B-v the steamer .Shintsu Maru.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Planters Stores & Agency Co 3,380

TO SEATTLE.
L. Littlejohn & Co.
Katz Bros 14,950

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.

Port of Detroit—August, 1916.

Imports: Pounds.
Rubber scrap 43,337

Exports:

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

AH other manufactures of
india rubber

2,428
3.128

72

Value.
$1,112

$173
7.233
119

2,876
79

3.448

3.857

Total $17,785

Port of Detroit—September, 1916.

Imports:

Rubber scrap 30.000 $475

Exports:

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
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Port of New Orleans-
Imports:

India rubber

Ex PORTS r

India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
BeltinR, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

-August,

Pounds.

17,352

1916.

Value.

$6,362

$22
206

1,596
507

1,520

Total

$10,560

1916.

$3,851
Port of New Orleans—September, 1916.

Imports:
India rubber 24,848

Port of New York—August,
Imports:

India rubber 15,599,321
Balata 204,256
Gutta percha 632,079
Gutta ielutong (Ponlianak) . . 4,254,623
Manufactures of india rubber

Imports: Pounds.
'ialata 229,378
Gutta percha 41,528
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak) .

.

845,056
Manufactures of india rubber

Value.
106,258
11,205
43,133
33,569

751,981
103,164
72,243

171,830
26,388

Totals 20,690,279

Exports:
India rubber 22,463
Balata 129,823
Rubber scrap 62,266
Reclaimed rubber 34,859
India rubber boots pairs 2,508
India rubber shoes pairs 213,404
Automobile tires
Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

$9,125,606

$9,357
58,985
10,632
6,694
5,682

84,671
500,945
241,976
295,632

689,813

Totals 14,249,537
Exports:

India rubber 3 347
Balata 135,307
Rubber scrap 52,731
Reclaimed rubber 40,857
India rubber boots pairs 656
India rubber shoes pairs 226,889
Automobile tires
Olher rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

$6,923,584

$1,700
67,254
9,430
7,026
1,690

116,534
405,483
113,833
176,433

418,727

Imports:
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak) .

.

Rubber scrap
Manufactures of india rubber

Pounds.
170,000
50,207

Value.
6,771
3,321
1,446

Totals 265,968
Exports:

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
Other rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

2,946
38,884

105,643

$30,239

76,222
45,858

791
35

6,059

44,044

Total

Port of San Francisco—August,
Imports:

India rubl)er 558,730
Rubber scrap 500
Manufactures of india rubber

$1,318,110

1916.

$306,780
80

2,394

Total $173,893

Total $1,904,387
Port of New York—September, 1916.

Imports :

India rubber 13,133.575 1.729,419

Totals 559,230

Exports:
India rubber boots pairs 145
India rubber shoes pairs 6,052
-Automobile tires
Other rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures of
india rubber

$309,254

$881
5,105

197,097
21,944
57,074

37,549

Port of Cleveland—September 1916
Imports:

India rubber 832,765 $397,997
Rubber scrap 133
Manufactures of india rubber ".

9
254

Totals 832,897 $398,260

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma—September 1916.
l:^f ports:

India lubiier 3,987,679 $2,016,039
Guttapercha 544,007 224,788
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak). 73,700 2,355

Total $319,650

Port of Boston-
Imports:

India rubber

-September, 1916.

45,761 $18 ,701

Totals 4,605,386
Exports:

India rubber boots pairs
In.lia rubber shoes pairs
Aiitcmnbile tires
Other rubber tires
Beltin<r. hose, etc
AI! other manufactures of

india rubber

110
6,889

$2,243,182

$536
5,776

29,077
2,472
6,385

6.942

Total $51,188

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MAlTUTACruRED RUBBER.

Seven Mont

Unmanufactured—free

:

July, 1916.
hs Ending

July, 1916.

Pounds. Value.
India rubber;
From France

Portugal
United Kingdom 3,453,428 $2,077,631
Central America and

British Honduras.. 85,984
Mexico 77,529
Brazil 2,435,800
Other South America 386.187
East Indies 8,248,562
Other countries 46,898

40.326
37,669

957,071
180,836

5,332.647
39,234

Pounds.

352,811
1,180.590

38,811,201

846,528
2.073.772

33.218,578
3.516,478

85.534,686
518,883

Value.

$236,921
533,455

28,985,572

397,544
851.452

16,840,235
1,746,741

54.860.806
399,917

Reclaimed rubber 430,001
Other rubber manufactures

Totals, manufactured . . .

Fountain pens nnmber

71.304
737,292

3,743,857

$2,572,441

Unmanufactured—

14,041 $9,658 147,531

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE,

July, 1916.

$21,887,078

$82,919

Seven Months Ending
July, 1916.

Pounds.
15,317Balata

Guayule gum.
Gutta jelutong .*
Gutta percha ]

India rubber '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

988492
Kubber scrap and refuse

Value.
$6,708

671,571

Pounds.
494,345

Value.
$176,633

56,000
2,383

3,789,321

2,520
2,095

2,396,592

Totals

Balafa 148,639
Guayule gum 61,644
*Gutta jelutong
tGutta jelutong 1,392,109
Gutta percha 210,558

Totals 16,547.338 :

Rubber scrap 811,431

...14,734,388 $8,665,414 166,053,527 $104,852,643

62,109
18,495

78,693
23,488

1,399,637
1.398,480

14.724.397
1,392.109
2,142,566

561,741
404,955
759,205
78,693

227,756

Totals,

Chicle . . .

unmanufactured. 1,003.509

14,809

$678,279 4,342,049 $2,577,840

$4,874 77,566

8,848.199 187,110.716 $106,884,994
60,834 9,283,782 752,284

Manufactured—
Gutta percha
India rubber

Totals, unmanufactured . .17,358,769

Chicle (dutiable) 574,661
Manufactured— {dutiable)

:

Gutta percha
India rubber

Totals, manufactured

Substitutes—elasticor, etc

Totals, manufactured

$26,958

$352
31,614

8,909.033 196.394.498 $107,637,278

$258,658 4,338,102 $1,832,244

$31,966

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CONTIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF
THE UNITED STATES.

$43,569
29,169

$72,738

$96,671
273,674

$3,990

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.

$370,345

$11,082

Manufactures—
Automobile tires:

JTo Russia in Europe
England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands . .

.

Other countries

July, 1916.
Seven Months Ending

July, 1916.

Pounds,

Totals
All other tires

\

Belting, hose and packing.... !!!!!!.
Rubber boots pairs 24,886
Rubber shoes pairs 373,664
Scrap and old rubber 198 087

Value.

$234
237,544
91,791
10,716
86,907

119,952
145,445
30,228
198.699

$921,786
347,283
268.494
51.173

151,835
23,274

Pounds.

305,244
1,304,834
2,313,001

Value.

$868,529
4,573,580
600,485
152,373
401,253

1,294,009
779,240
279,877

1,898,644

$10,847,990
1,740,691
2,082,460
689,592
648,002
245,722

Manufactured—
To Alaska:

Belting, hose and packing
Boots and shoes. .. (^atVj)
Other rubber goods

Totals

To Hawaii:

Belting, hose and packing.
Automobile tires
Other tires
Other rubber goods ....

July, 1916.
Seven Months Ending

July, 1916.

Pounds.

"7;663

Totals

j.K''*"^-
J^","'"'y '° J""^' I'lfi. (inclusive).

TDutiable beginning July 1, 1916.
JNot separately stated prior to January 1, 1916

To Philippine Islands:

Belting, hose and packing.
Boots and shofts.. .(pairs)
Tires
Other rubber goods

Totals

To Porto Rico:

Belting, hose and packing.
Automobile tires
Other tires
Other rubber goods

Totals

13,502

Value' '
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF C

India Rubber.
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British Trade in Rubber Goods.
IICFOBTS OF KOTOa TIRES AND TTTBES.*

19U. 1914. 1915.
From— £ £ £

Russia 253,156 152,304 31,305
Germany 929.755 426,566 322
Belgium 246,392 116,025
France 351,215 331,070 282,764
Switzerland 17,227 1.139 12,654
Italy 531,039 588,202 230,081
United States 224,428 270,550 1,225,422
Other Foreign Coun-

tries 4.180 2.198 32,564

Totals from Foreign
Countries 2.557,342 1.888,054 1,815,112

Totals from British
Possessions 141 4,572 169,451

Totals .J.557.4.S3 1.892.626 1.984,563

E&PORTS OF MOTOR TIRES AND TUBES.

To—
Denmark (including

Faroe Islands) .... 18,039 15,156 32,168
Germany 30.994 16,207
Netherlands 9.619 20,261 26,863

Belgium 84.870 29,256
France 68.071 61,204 89,914

Italy 32.494 15,272 31,279
Brazi'l 25.521 17,557 21,449
Argentine Republic... 115,994 27,064 54,829

Other Foreign Coun-
tries 69.341 70.307 87,684

Totals to Foreign
Countries 454,943 272,284 344,186

Cape of Good Hope.. 59.148 48,505 70,346

Transvaal 33,616 31,263 27,357

British East Indies... 93.995 72.934 74.031

Australia 16,606 30,960 44,068
New Zealand 27,278 34,817 61,405

Other British Posses-
sions 23,338 24.782 43,605

Totals to British
Possessions 253.981 243,261 320,812

Totals 708,924 515,545 654,998

•A change of classification took place on Sep-

tember 29, 1915, when motor cars and motor

chassis became subject to duty. Prior to that

date, tire.= and tubes imported with complete motor

cars were not taken into account: now they are.

.As from September 29, also the value of parts

and accessories of motor tires have been added.

IMPORTS OF MOTORCYCLE TIRES AND TUBES.

From

—

Germany 35,420 8,811

Belgium 2,823 76
France 61,679 26,253 59,800
Other Foreign Coun-

tries 840' 4.568 37.970

Totals from Foreign
Countries 100.762 39.708 97,770

Totals from British
Possessions 7,353

Totals 100.762 39,708 105,123

EXPORTS OF MOTORCYCLE TIRES AND TUBES.

To—
Denmark "05 364 11.513

Germany 2,532 2,256

Netherlands 1,806 2,666 3.787

Belgium 2,335 6.775

Italy 1.099 5,300 7.685
Other Foreign Coun-

tries 3.577 7.191 11.423

Totals to Foreign
Countries 12.054 24.552 34,408

Cape of Good Hope.. 4.042 4.037 8.511
Transvaal 6,005 8.801 5.418
British India 5.275 6,200 4,055
New Zealand 8.606 12.580 12,081
Other British Posses-

sions 4.454 10.076 16.016

Totals to British
Possessions 28,382 41.694 46.081

Totals 40.436 66.246 80.489

IMPORTS OF CYCLE TIRES AND TUBES.*

1913.
From

—

£
Germany 35,175
Belgium 5.082
France 69,107
Other Foreign Coun-

tries 1,930

Totals from Foreign
Countries 111.294

Totals from British
Possessions 800

Totals 112.094

1914.
£

34.991
3,566

38,931

1,903

79,391

25

79,416

1915.
£

53.935

11,219

65,154

65,154

From

—

Totals from
Countries
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leased territories in

China)
United States
Chile
Brazil
Argentine Republic...
Other Foreign Coun-

tries

1913.
Cwts.

1,280
1,658
2.844
2.954
3.793

11,233

1914.
Cwts.

1,495
2,85.S

1.447
791

1,811

5,621

191S.
Cwts.

314
2,079
1,124
660

3,254

4,490

Totals to Foreign
Countries

tEgypt
Cape of Good Hope. .

Natal
Transvaal
British India
Straits Settlements and
Dependencies (in-

cluding Labuan) . . .

Hongkong
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
Other British Posses-

sions

45,310 34,279 28,638

712
1,469
1,152

10,774

1,546
1,749
6,904
3.336
2,293

2,596

694
1,301
1,710

15,456

1.735
3,319
7,503
5,578
1,444

2,666

Totals to British
Possessions

Totals .

EXPORTS OF ENGINE AND
BY VALUE

32,633 41.413

77,943 75.692

BOILER

2,454
2,751
7,573
3,948
803

3,560

43,651

72.289

PACKING

Xew Zealand .

Canada
Other British

sions

1913.
£

6.671
13.194

1914.
£

7.518
9.156

13.816 12,391

1915.
£

8,661
6,412

13,991

Totals to British
Possessions 116,235 123,097 153,392

Totals 265,233 248,691 269,409

•Including .\nglo-Egyptian Sudan prior to 1914.
From 1915 Egypt i= shown as British Possession,

tinchided in "Foreign Countries" prior to 1915.

IMPORTS OF APPAREL WATERPROOFED BY
ANY PROCESS.

Totals from Foreign
Countries 6,482 8,412 5,261

Totals from
Possessions

British
44 115

Totals

EXPORTS OF

l'Jl.i.

£
5,748
6.065
6,447

To--
Russia
Sweden
Norway
Denmark (including
Faro^ Islands)

Germany
Netherlands
Belgium
France
Italy

•Egypt
China (exclusive of
Hongkong, Macao and
leased territories) . .

Japan (including For-
mosa and .Japanese
leased territories in

China)
ITnited States
Chile
Brazil 14,818
.^^gentine Republic... 10,135
Other Foreign Coun-
tries 25,741

4,085
6,868
7.603

10,565
12,413

2,203
4,832

5,521

5,645
10,814
9,405

1914.
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EXPORTS—FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

August, 1916.

Uhma.nufactured— , ;
—

*

-—
v

Pounds. Value.

^To'Riss'ia"'. 2.006,100 $1,257,073

France 2,279,700 1,133,289

United States 2,757,900 1,640,382

Other countries 1,018,400 661,197

Totals 8,062,100 $4,691,941

Waste and reclaimed rubber.. 41,500 $8,654

Gulta pcrcha 46,500 37,756

Manufactured—
Apparel, waterproofed ^nn^
Boots and shoes. .do:en fairs 1,040 6,093

Insulated wire .on'?1^
Automobile tires and tubes

?'n,?
Motorcycle tires and tubes

'iJi?
Cycle tires and tubes 505

Tires not specified 1,161

Eight Months Ending
August, 1916.

Value.Pounds.

8,592,400 $6,092,642
14,040,900 9,919,683
40,065.100 29,426,606
12,056,900 8,414,550

74,755,300 $53,853,481

439,200 $75,829
338,300 192,965

19,535
$2,246
111,759
79,009

[,862,896
58,487
110,961

5,716

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUBBER STATISTICS.

Unmanufactured—

IMPORTS.
SEPTEMBKR, 1916.

London. Liv

Crude rubber:

From German West Africa.

Java
Other Dutch Posses-

sions in Indian Seas
France
French Weft Africa.
Portuguese E. Africa
Liberia
United States
Brazil
Uruguay
Bolivia
Gold Coast
Nigeria
Cape of Good Hope.
British East Africa..
Zanzibar
Seychelles
Aden
British India
Straits Settlements...
Fed. Malay States. ..

Ceyloji
British North Borneo
New South Wales. . .

.

Fiji Islands
British West Indies..
British Guiana

Pounds. Value.

'60,260 $39,622

727,100 482,478

'11
lOOl.

Pounds.

10,400

3,700

400
44,500

9.700
12,700
S.600
800

392.266
3.165.900
6,428,500
2,62R.600
236.700

5,200
4,200
2,000
300

1,690

190
18,421

16,132
5,212
3,594
533

226,547
1,522,562
4,019,934
1,558,419
154,514

4,070
1,142
1,418
143

1.90O
22,700

"7,166
131,700

1,523,900
58,300

400
58.400

153,600

Value.

$4,298

1.452
10,224

400

1,685
62.613

835.756
33,853

252
21,049
43,868

""sig

100 52

544,700
21,000
62,100

295,625
10,605
37,637

800

Totals 13,731,300 $8,056,621 2,597,500 $1,359,945

Waste and reclaimed rubber:

Frora France
Japan
United Stales
Brazil _

Argentina ^. .......

.

Channel Islands
Cape of Good Hope..
Natal
New Zealand
British West Indies..

Totals

Waste and reclaimed rubber
manufactures o f the
United Kingdom:

To France
Spain
Italy
United States
Russia
Denmark
Japan

Totals

13,400
700

12,400

'is",666
300

9,500
5,9<10

10,400
2,900

71,100

EXPORTS.

10,200
44,900
137.400
346.800

$771
167

1.523

"1,666

14
1,223
119
890
238

200 $29

$6,611

$1,428
3,303
7,521

22,010

539,300

HE-EXPORTS,

Crude rubber:

To Russia
Sweden 71,900

Norway 15.700

Denmark 100.700

France 1,324,800
Spain 22,900
Italy 23.5,200

Japan
United States 2,610,100
Argentina 8,800
Victoria
New South Wales 600
Canada 197.500

$43,944
8.568

60,090
702.700
17,731

154,214

1,465,6.57

7,116

Totals 4,588.200

Waste and reclaimed rubber:

To France 1,800

357
117,743

$2,577,520

$219

46,100
15,200

61,500

1,400
2,500
900

134,400
6,700

45,600

191,500

970,100
11.200
6,800
10.300

560,100
23,200
89,600
10.500
69,200

'26,806

'"2,566

7,102
1,071

$8,202

$248
562
67

27,061
1,228
6,750

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SIN6APORE.*

$35,916

$605,377
10,472
4.284
3,151

341,030
12.638
45.249
7,378

33,453

17,184

"'l',276

1,780,300 $1,081,492

2,400 $286

.August, 1916.

From

—

Para Rubber
Pan for Borneo

Malay Peninsula

—

Rubber. Treatment. Rubber.

Port Swcttenhain./xJiiniJi 1,168,933 14,800
Teluk Anson 832.000
Muar 504,800
MaL-icca 379,633
Penang 290,266

Gtuta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

Kelantan
Port Dickson
Kviantan . . .

.

Rengat
Mcrsing ....

S. Pandjang

245.733
76,933
37,866
13,866

532
532

7,600
4,533

433,466
2,266
7,733

86,400

Totals 3,551,094 556,798
Borneo
Sarawak
Pontianak . . .

.

l',anHjermas:^in
.Sanib.is

Labuan
Sibu
Jesselton
Passir
Sandakan . . .

.

Kudat
Singkawang . .

Samarinda . . .

Totals
Sumatia

—

Djambi
Deli
Belawan
Indraghiri
Asahan . .

,

Siak
Palembang
Muntok . .

Bengkalis .

69,600
60,033
28.800
20.533
19,6-10

19,466
14,800
10,133
8.000
6,368
400
266

13,466
4,400

30,133

'"l',266

i6'r,466

'i 9,466
6,933

1,733
3,466

800
133

666

1,066

4,533
8,266
4,000
666

'4,666

1,733

133

'2,666

354,933
3,333

48,000
13,333

108,400
45,733

257,999 177,064 7,864 25,331 573,732

197,866
87.600
34.133
9,466
7.466
6,666
5.866
3.333
933

327,600

'i '7,333

80,666
1,600

Totals 353,329
Java

—

Soin-abaya 82.133
Batavia ' 43,066

427,199

Totals
Siam

—

Bangkok .

Patani . .

.

Totals
Other Ports

125,199

800
133

933
201,533 204,870 4,933

12,797

800

800

17,600

52,800

70,400

Grand Totals 4,490.087 1,365,931

EXPORTS,
.\ugust, 1916

To— '

North America: pg
L^nited States—

-

Rubber.

13,600 37,333

39,731 681,465

Para Rubber
Tran- Borneo Gutta Gutta

shipped. Rubber. Percha. Jelutong.

Akron
New "S'ork

Seattle
San Francisco . .

.

Boston
Canada

—

Ontario (Toronto)

founds 1,244.000
882.800
842.133
11,200
8.933

104.666 112,933
18,133
6,666

259,066
31,600
25,200

51.600

Totals 3,040,666 129,465

Europe:
LTnited Kingdom

—

England

—

London 573,333 1,320,000 324,266
Liverpool 245,200 239,200 127,066

Russia (Vladivostok) 865,066
France (Marseilles) 22,400

112,933 315,866

22,933
132,400

Totals 1,705.999 1.559,200 451,332 155,333

Grand Totals 4,746,665 1,688,665 564,265 471,199

*Not complete. Imports and Exports from .\ugust 4 to August 11,

inclusive, not received at this office.

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR CANADA.
IKPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.

Four Moiubs Ending
July. 1916. July, 1916.

Unmanufactured—free:
Pounds.

Rubber and gutta percha, crude
caoutchouc or india rubber:

From Great Britain 156,672
llnited States 247,701
Straits Settlements
Other countries

Value. Pounds. Value.

$104,001
132.251

1,447.319 $1,028,207
1,307,851 793,041

33,849 21,607
2,217 1,891

Totals 404,373
Rubber, re-covered:
From Great Britain 11.479

United States 457.418

$236,252 2,791,236 $1,844,746

$1,513
64,901

30,219
1,512,478

$5,123
211.806

Totals 468,897 $66,414 1,542,697 $216,929
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Unmanufactured—free:

Hard rubber, in sheets and rods;
From United States

July, 1916.
Two Months Ending

July, 1916.

Pounds.

5,372

Rubber substitute:
From United States 50,417

Rubber, powdered, and rubber or
gutta percha waste:

From Great Britain
United States
Other countries

23,804
347

Totals

Rubber thread, not covered:
From United States ....

Balata, crude:
From United States ....

Chicle, crude:
From United .States

British Honduras 122,342
Mexico 196,633

24,151

3,695

55

8.340

Value.

$4,234

$4,112

'$3,082
20

$3,102

$5,751

$30

$2,727
45,763
97,987

Pounds.

7,401

220,258

81,052
421,340

4,275

506,667

15.345

4,774

165,689
932,973
196,794

Value.

$5,947

$18,736

$5,274
31,459

188

$36,921

$23,582

$3,463

$62,876
344,296
98,077

Totals 327,315

July, 1916,

Manufactured—dutiable

:

Waterproof clothing;
F-.om Gieal Britain .

United States

General

Tariff.
Value.

$127
29.171

$146,477 1,295,456 $505,249
Four Months Ending

July, 1916.

Prefer-
ential

Tariff.
Value.
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Six Months Ending
tunc, 1915.

Six Months Ending
June, 1916.

Boots and shoes:

—

to'''^

From United States ...

Austria-Hungary
France
Germany
Other countries

Totals

Elastic webbing:

From .Vustria-Hungary
France
Germany .......
Other countries .

Totals

Elastic fabric—not specified:

From .\ustria-HunRary ....

France
Germany
Great Britaiii

Other countries

Pounds.

8,416
1,531

88
4.224

95

14,354

.S,500

9,900
26.840
12,540

54,780

9.460
7,040
15.180
90,420
4,180

Value. Pounds.

15,070

16,282

""i39

Value.

$13,842

$72,085

25,491

14,520
880

15,620

$24,599

31,020

199,980

'soiioo
6,600

$40,820

Tot.i1s 126,280 $99,704 286,880 $226,505

Tires:

From France 160.380
Germany 2,420

Great Britain 135,080

Other countries 18,700

Totals 316,580

Other rubber manufactures:

From United Stales 126.500
Austria-Hungary .... 13,640

France 289,740
Germanv 63.140

Great Britain 341,440
Other countries 2,420

367,620

229,020
22,220

$555,454 618,860 $1,085,818

891,660

7671586

429^226
880

Totals 836,880 $587,338 2,089,340 $1,466,182

Total Imports $6,012,300 $8,149,903

EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.
Six Months F.nding

Tune, 1915.

Six Months EndinG
Tune, 1916.

UNMANUFACTrRED

India rubber and gutta percha
—raw and reclaimed....

Mantjfactured—
India rubber and gutta percha

—threads;

To Germany
Great Britain
.\rpentina
Other countries

Totals

India rubber and gutta percha
—sheets;

Cut sheets
Elastic fabric
Insulated wire
Hard rubber

India rubber and gutta percha
—tubes;

Cut sheets _.
• .

Elastic fabric
Other forms

Belting
Boots and shoes f'airs

Elastic webbing:
To France

Greece
Egypt
.-\rgentina

Brazil
Cuba
Other countries

Pounds.

222,640

5,720

Value.

$53,838

2,420
30.800

38,990

5.500
1.540
1.100

30,240

52,800
32.780
1,980

50

880
26.620
1,980

27.280
34,980
19.580
30.360

Pounds.

639,320

1,760
3,740

22,000

Value.

$224,343

$68,322

$8,202
608
289

14,205

$27,792
20.130
1,216

48

.500

3.080
1,540
660

42,900

9.020
51.040
78.540
1,540

4,180
45,760
13.860
68,640
55,440
19.140

102,960

$48,250

$4,593
608
174

30,108

$14,243
26,866
48,231

946

Totals 141,680

Elastic fabric—not specified:

To Spain
Argentina
Brazil
Uruguay
Other countries

$186,438 309.980 $407,905

660
1.540

1,100
2,200

440
14,080

2'0
1,760
8,580

Totals 5,500

Tires:

To France 105,160

Great Britain 34.1.'0

Switzerland 215,160

India and Ceylon 130.680

Australia 16,720

Argentina 394.460

Brazil 197,780

Other countries 2.165,680

$9,650 23,080

102,080
2,805.S»0

66,220
272.SOO
57,860

761.860
448.580
321,640

$44,004

Six Months Ending
June, 1915,

Six Months Ending
June, 1916.

Other rubber manufactures:

To (ireat Britain
Switzerland
.\rgcntin.T

Other countries

Pounds.

7,700
72,600
48,620
183,480

Value, Pounds.

32.780
12,980
53,240
121,220

Value.

Totals 312,400 $219,248

Total ICxports $6,373,974

220,220 $154,554

$9,492,421

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.

Cofyrighl, 1916.

NEW YORK.

TTHE rubber scrap market has shown a tendency to gradually

•^ work upward in sympathy wilh the advancing position of

crude rubber. The flurry caused by the German submarines

along our coasts stiffened prices somewhat, and although the

.scare was of short duration, it added to the strength of the

dealers' position.

The opinion that the reclaimers are doing a good business is

supported by reports that the rubber mills are already busy on

the regular fall and winter work. That tlie rubber scrap market

will feel the result of this activity before long is the belief of

the large dealers who are holding out for better prices, and in

fact the small dealers are equally adverse to letting go their

holdings at the present ruling prices. Purchases therefore have

been usually of small volume and the general business has only

been fair for the month and this particular period.

EiiOTS AND Shoes,—These have been quiet and more or less unsettled

during the month as the mills have not appeared to be greatly interested

in the prevailing nominal quotation of 9l<i cents delivered. The diversity

of opinion as to the available stocks and supplies and the absence of marked
activity has failed to establish set prices in this material.

Auto Tires.—If anything, the tire situation has developed a certain

amount of strength in Octolaer. Toward the end of the month, activity

was noticed particularly in mixed tires. Offers were rnade of 6^ cents

delivered, and sales at (tVi delivered were reported. G. & G. tires have
been quiet and considered a dealers' proposition. Reclaimers are quoted as

saying that at present price of .83^ cents for this grade works out at a

loss to them.
Inner Tl'Bfs.—The tone of inner tubes has been a little stronger of late

due to the rubber position, although activity has been lacking in all grades.
Dealers are reported to be carrying comparatively limited stocks and deliv.

ered prices have ranged between 25 and 25^'^ cents.

Mechanicais,—.-Ml grades have been inactive, but the indications for

good fall business are encouracing. Hose has been particularly steady
and prices throughout the entire list are practically unchanged.

London imports of waste and reclaimed rubber for September were
71,100 pounds; Liverpool. 61.500 pounds. Re-exports were; London, 1,800
pounds; Liverpool, 2,400 pounds. The September exports of waste and
reclaimed rubber manufactures of the United Kingdom were; London,
539,300 pounds; Liverpool, 191,500 pounds.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS FOR CARLOAD LOTS DELIVERED,

OC'IOI'.ER 28. 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

mi.xed
unguaranteed

1

Totals 3,279,760 $5,763,988 4,836,920 $8,487,596

Boots and shoes
Trimmed arctics

White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear.
Auto tires, standard white,

standard
stripped.

Auto peelings. No.
No. 2

Inner tubes, No. 1

No. 2
red

Irony tires

Bicycle tires

Solid tires

White scrap. No. 1

No. 2

Red scrap, No. 1

No. 2

Mixed black scrap. No. 1

No. 2

Rubber car springs
Horse shoe pads
Matting and packings
Garden hose
Air brake hose
Cotton fire hose
Large hose
Hard rubber scrap. No. 1, bright fracture.

Battery jars (black compound)
Insulated wire stripping
Rubber heels

Per Pound,

$0.09^2®
.07/2 @
.08J4@
.06J^@
.0654 @
.04'/2@

.09K@

.08!4@

.2S'/3@
U'A®
.\\'A@
.02 "^(3)

.04^4 @

.05 /a @

.13^@ .14

.10 @

.10 @ .11

.08 @

.04 ^(S)

.04 @

.04 '4 @

.01 @

.01 y-m

.05 '4 @

.Q2'/i&i

Mi'Am
.25 O
.oz'A@
,03"«i
,03)4(5)
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THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright, 1916.

NEW YORK.

THE advance in cotton during the month just passed has re-

corded figures unprecedented since 1874. January quota-

tions have touched 19.60 cents, practically realizing the prediction

of a month ago, of 20 cent cotton, and now the bull side of the

market is forecasting 25 cent cotton by January 1. The inclina-

tion to discount crop estimates and unfavorable weather reports

from India, together with heavy local buying orders, are the

prime factors in this movement.

The prevailing abnormal prices of American, as well as Sea

Island and Egyptian cotton, would warrant the belief that these

levels may not be long sustained, unless supported by a con-

tinuance of the unusual conditions now controlling the market.

Sea Island Cotton. There has been an active demand both

in the Charleston and Savannah markets, and prices have stead-

ily advanced. By the middle of October it was difficult to buy

any quantity at less than 40 cents for round' lots. The Inlying

has been general, on account of both Northern and Southern

mills, as well as on speculation. On October 20 the crop in sight

at all ports was 32.057 bales, against 19.678 bales last year.

Fancy Georgias and Floridas were selling at 39^2 to 40 cents.

Egyptian Cotton. Mail advices from Alexandria under date

of September 19, indicate a very excited market and violent

price fluctuations due tcj lack of selling interest. Climatic con-

ditions have improved and all the Delta districts are now en-

gaged in the first picking, but the results are inferior to last

year. The bolls of the second picking appear to have suffered

considerably from the pink boll worm and the third picking

will undoubtedly suffer from the same cause. Exports from

Alexandria from August 1 to September 13, 1916, were 17,623

bales, of which Great Britain imported 13,114; the Continent

3,176; United States 1,133 and India and Japan 200 bales. For

the same period last year the total exports were 48,520 bales,

of which Great Britain imported 20,364 bales ; the Continent

14.383; United States 12,748, and India and Japan 1,025 bales.

On October 25, Brown Egyptian cotton was 39 cents and Sake-

larides was 46 to 48 cents.

Hose and Belting Duck. The demand has been active in a

firm market and prices have advanced 5 to 6 cents a pound dur-

ing the month. The mills are sold into May and July next

year, and are making regular deliveries on contracts. The
labor situation is not so acute as with the northern mills and

strikes have not seriously interfered with production.

Sheetings, Osnaburos. Enameling Duck and Drills.

Steady buying during the month resulted in rapidly advancing

prices that show gains of 2 to 4 cents over quotations published

a month ago. Sheetings that normally sell for AVq cents are

now selling for 95^ cents. The demand is of domestic origin and

apparently devoid of speculative features. Under the present

cotton market conditions, there is small prospect of lower prices.

Tire Fabrics. Tlie situation at present, concerning both

buyer and seller, may be described as chaotic. While most of

the largest consumers are protected by contracts, there arc

many buyers who are unable to secure necessary supplies, or

definite assurances for the future. The seller is confronted with

abnormal prices for raw material, moreover, a 25 per cent

shrinkage in the production of tire fabrics is reported. The
fabric mills are now confronted with trouble in obtaining suf-

ficient yarn for their requirements and the difficulties surrnund-

ing the labor situation are rather worse than better.

Sea Island building fabric has advanced 5 to 10 cents the

square yard, and Egyptians have gone up 15 to 20 cents. Six-

teen months ago tire fabric was selling for 16 cents, to-day the

same material is around 80 cents. The result will be greater

demand for Peeler fabrics and increased sales of unguaranteed
tires.

NEW YOHK anOTATIONS.

OCTOliER 25 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Aeroplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40-inch yard $0.32>S@
No. 4, 38;4-inch 32V5@O/X B. 36-inch 14J^@

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:
A—14-ouncc yard 1.25 @
B—14-ouiice 1.50 @
C—14-ounce 1.75 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:
D—14-ounce yard .50 @ .55
E—115^-ounce 42 @ .50
F—14-ounce 55 @ .60
G— 8-ounce 48 @ .50
H—11-ounce 50 @ .55
I — 9-ounce 42 @ .45

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.

Tire Fabrics:
17J^-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.00 @ 1.10
17J-4-ounce Egyptian, combed 90 @ 1.00
17/4-ounce Egyptian, carded S7 @ .97
17!4-ounce Peelers, carded 60 (a .65

Sheeting:
40-inch 2.35-yard yard .15 @
40-inch 2.50-yard 14 @
40-inch 2.70-yard 13 @
40-incb 2.85-yard 12'4@
40-inch 3.15-yard 12^i@

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.2S-yard yard .15^@
40-inch 2.48-yard 14%@
37^-in. 2.42-yard 14j5@

Mechanical Ducks;
Hose found .36 @ .37
Belting 36 @

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .181^ @
38-inch 1.74-yard 20^ @
72-inch 16.66-ounce 38^@
72-inch 17.21-ounce 40 @

Drills:
38-inch 2.co-yard yard .18 @
40-inch 2.47-yard 14'4(g
52-inch 1.90-yard 19 @
S2-inch 1.95-yard 18'A@
60-inch 1.52-yard 24 J^ (a

Yarns;
Garden Hose, 12/2 cabled found .35 (3
Fire Hose 12/1 33 @

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-inch, 3 '4 to 7.^ ounces square yard .38 @ l.SS
36-inch, 2^ to 5 ounces .35 @ .35

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton)

:

63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces square yard .35 @ .75
36.inch, 2 to 4 ounces .25 @ .50

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, 4'/, to 8 ounces square yard .32^2 @ .57}4
Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

36-inch, 3^ to 5 ounces square yard .15^@ .20

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton):
Bombazine yard .07J4@ .08
Twills 12 @ .18
Tweed 25 (ffi .35
Tweed, printed 075^ @ .15
Plaid OS'/i@ .10
Repp 22y,@ .27

Burlaps:
32—7H-ounce 100 yards 6.30 (3
40—7H-ounce 7.35 @
40—8-ounce '. 7.50 (»
40—10-ounce 8.35 @
40— 10^-ounce 8.50 @
4S—7J4-ounce 8.00 @
45—8.ounce 8.15 fff

48—10-ounce 11.00 m

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

Copyright, 1916.

NEW YORK.

/CONSIDERABLE activity has characterized the rubber chem-
^^ ical market during October. Inquiry has been good and

the demand quite up to normal, while prices, with a few excep-

tions, have undergone but little change since a month ago.

The mills are now looking to their forward requirements and

contracts are being written covering supplies for 1917.

Antimony Sulphuret. There has been a steady demand
for both crimson and golden antimony. Prices have remained

practically the same as a month ago.
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Barytes. The demand has been good for all grades, with

prices ruling at about the same level as last month. Export

demand is reported to be increasing, which is confirmed by recent

over-sea shipments. Foreign grades were comparatively scarce.

LlTH.SRGE. This pigment has had a steady demand, due to

the mills coming into the market for supplies. New contracts

are being written and deliveries on old accounts are promptly

called for. The firm prices ruling have been due to the steady

position of the inetal market.

LiTHOPONE. The market for this material has been quiet but

later in the month oflters were freely made on spot and forward

positions. Prices are about the same as a month ago. Contracts

covering next year's requirements are now being placed.

ZiiNX Oxide. The demand has increased and there is a steady

call for deliveries on contracts. The producers are disposing

of their output through contracts only, and the consuming trade

is obliged to cover its requirements in this way. The new prices

which went into effect October 1, cover a period of three months,

so there will be no change until the first of the year.

Dry Colors. Trade has been good, especially in red oxides,

due to the tire demand that is at present extraordinary. Ultra-

marine blue has been well sold up, but recently supplies appear

to be easier.

Whiting. The consumption of whiting continues steadily,

with prices unchanged and firm. The difficulties in securing

supplies of the raw material have greatly increased the cost of

production, which accounts for the present steady price levels.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS.
OCTOBER 28, 1916.

Subject to change without notice..

Acetone (drums) i lb. Nominal

Add, tcetic, 28 p«r cent (bbls.) lb. $0.03!4@ .03.)4

cresylic (crude) fo/. 1.00 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .20 @
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01 J4 ©
nitric, 36 degrees /i>. .06'/i@
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01 @

Alumina Pigment, No. 1 (sacks) ton 16.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 20.00 @22.00

Ammonium carbcnatc ib, .09^4 @ .10^
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .45 @ ,55

crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .60 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .28 @ .35

golden, '*Mephisto" lb. .30 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent./6. .35 @

Aibestine ton 17.50 @
Asbestos ton 30.00 @ 150.00

Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .03 @
Barium sulphate, precipitated ton 130.00 @
Barytes, pure white ton 30.00 @32.50

off color ton 17.50 @22.50

Easofor (on 125.00 @
Beniol, pure eol. .65 @
Beta-Naphthol lb. 1.10 @
Black Hypo lb. .45 @ .75

Bone ash lb. None
black lb. .04 @ .08

Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb. 2.75 @
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.00 @2.20

Cantella gum lb. .33 @ .38

Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05!4@
black (cases) lb. .18 @ .20

tetrachloride (drums) lb. .18 @
Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .OA'A@
ChaHc, precipitated, extra light lb. .04}4@ .05 J4

precipitated, heavy lb. .04 @ .05

China clay, domestic lb. .01^2®
imported lb. .02>^(a

Chrome, green lb. .20 @
yellow lb. .26 @

Cotton linters lb. .06M@
Fossil flour lb. .02.)4@
Ga» black lb. .18 @ .20

Gilsonite ton 37.50 ®40.00
Glue, hieh grade lb. .30 %

medium lb. .18 @ .20

low grade lb. .11 @ .16

Glyterine, C. P. (drums) 1*. .S2Ji@
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .12 @

powd«red (400 pound bbl.) lb. .05 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .65 @
Ground glass (fine) lb. .02!^ @
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .06 (ffl .07

pure /*. .07 @ .08}^
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted , ton 65.00 @

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .03J^@ .04
red, pure, bright ;i>, .11 (a .12

Ivory, black lb. .20 @ .25

Lampblack lb. .05 @
Lead, red oxide of tb. .09>i @

sublimed blue lb. .08H@
sublimed w hite lb. .08^@
white, basic carbonate tb. .08^

@

white, basic sulphate lb. .08H@
l.inic, ilour lb. .Ol'Z@ .0\Yi
Litharge lb. .09)4® -lO

English lb. .12 @ .li</i
sublimed lb. .09^5®

Lithopone, domestic lb. .07 Yt (®
imported lb. Nominal

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .12 @
calcined, heavy lb. .11 @

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .14 @
light lb. .30 @

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 35.00 @39.00
Mica, powdered lb, .03}4@ .0SJ4
Mineral rubber lb, .01 @ .02

"M. R. X." .(on 100.00 @
"Genasco" ton 36.50 @
"L. M. R." ton 50.00 @
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 35.00 @
"Retined Elaterite" lb. .05 @
"Rubra.N" ton 35.00 @

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gtl. .22 @
66(3 68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 @
68@ 70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 @
V. M. & F. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 @

Oil, aniline lb. .25 @
corn, relined cwt. 12.01 @
linseed (bbl.) gal. .87 @
palm gal. .10^®
paraffin gal. .17 @
pine (cases) gal, .66 @
rapeseed gal. 1.00 @ 1.05
rosin, heavy body gal. .38 @
tar (cases) gal, .21J^@
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, green lb. .10 @ .75
Orange mineral, domestic lb. ,12 @
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 10.29 @
Petrolatum lb. .06!^@
Petroleum grease lb. .04^ @
Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 7.65 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .03?4@ .05

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar lb. .02 @

Plaster of paris lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb. 1.30 @ 1.80
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls.) lb. .03 @ .04
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. .22 @

granulated lb. .15 @
fused lb. None

Rosin (280 pound bbls.) bbl. 6.00 @ 7.75
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02'/,® ,04
Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .08 @ .11

white lb. .UYi® .17

brown lb. .1254® .18

Rubhide Nominal
Shellac, fine orange lb. .33 @ .35

Soapstone, powdered toti 12.00 @ 15.00
Starch, corn, powdered lb. .04 @
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .09 @ .09"^
Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) C7vt. 2.15 @

Bergenport (250-pound bbls.) cwt. 2.10 ®
Talc, American (o>i 12.00 @15.00

French ton 25.00 @35.00
Toluol, pure gal. 3.50 @
Tripolite earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal, .46 @

wood gal, .43 @
Wnice gal. .11 @ .12

Ultramarine blue lb. .15 @ .50
Vermilion, brilliant lb. 1.00 @ 1.25

Chinese lb, .95 @ 1.00
English lb. 1.50 @ 1.60

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .45 @ .60

ceresin. white lb. .12 @ .20

earneuba lb. .26 @ .45

ozokerite, black lb. .60 @
green lb. .80 @

montan lb. .2714® .30

paraffin, refined, 1 18/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .06}^®
123/125 ra. p. (cases) lb. .07 ®
128/130m. p. (cases) lb. -08 ®
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .09^® .12

crude, whit., 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) lb. .05 @
ytUow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) /*. .05)^®

Whiting, AIb« cwt. .65 @ .85

commercial cwt. .75 @ 1.00

gilders cwt. .85 @1.00
Paris, white, American cwt. .95 ® 1.00

English cliffstone cwt. 1.25 ® 1.50

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) ton Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) lb. .02'4@

india rubber lb. 1.50 @
Zinc oxide, Amsrican process, horsehead brand

"special" f. o. b. factory (6. .10^ @
"XX red" f. o. b. factory (b. .10 @
French process, green seal, f. o. b. factory tb. .12S^®

red seal. ... f. o. b. factory /6. .12?^ @
white seal, .f. o. b. factory tb. .13's@

Zinc substitutes lb. .01;4@
Zinc sulphide, pure W. -15 @
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES OF RUBBER COMPOUNDING INGREDIENTS.
FROM AUGUST, 1914, TO AUGUST, 1916.

FTLLEES.
1916

^ , ^1915
August. July. April. January. October. July.

'

April.
Challi, English Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal 4 00® 3 50(3)—
French .... Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal NomVnal Nominal

Clay, China, imported 18 @38 18 (§38 12.50@20.00 11.00@16.00 16.00(S24.0O 16.00(324.00 1400(5;1600
domestic 12 (S.15 12 la 15 10.00(312.00 8.00(3 9.00 8.00@ 9.00 8.0n& 9.00 8'00(5) 9*00

' Fuller s earth, powdered, per ^
100 lbs. ............... 80 @ 1.05 80 (ffi 1.05 80 @ 1.05 80 @ 1.05 80 @ 1.05 80 (» 1.05 80 @8S

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ^
ton 39.00@35.00 39.00@35.00 39.00(335.00 30.00(335.00 30.00(335.00 30.00@35.00 30.00@35.00

Plaster of pans. lb... 1.50(5: 1.70 1.50(3 1.70 1.50(3 1.70 1.50@ 1.70 1.50@ 1.70 1.50(3 170 150® 170
Pumic stone, powdered, pure, " ^
„lt> ;•••••:• ^ <S' * 3 (3 4 2 @ 3 2 @ 3 2 @ 3 2- @ 3 IK ® '
Rotten stone, powdered, in ^

barrels lYi @ 4 21^(34 2}^@4 2H@4 2J<@4 2<A @ 4 2'A <a> 4
Soapstone, powdered, bags, ton 10.00(3 12.50 10.00(312.50 10.00(312.50 10.00(512.00 10.00(312.00 10 00(31200 1000012 00
Silex 12.00(^40.00 12.00@40.00 12.00@40.00 12.00(340.00 12.00@40.00 12.00(340'00 12'00®40'0O
Talc, American, ton 9.00@13.00 9.00@13.00 9.00@13.00 9.00(^13.00 9.O0@I3.00 9.00(31300 15 00®'o'oO
Y^'^V^ '5 @22 IS @22 5.00@12.00 15.00@20.0O 15.00i20.00 I5.00@20.OO 15:00(a25.'oO

^.Italian 20 @35 20 @35 18.00@30.00 18.00@30.00 I8.00@30.00 18.00@30.00 35.00(340 OOWhiting, commercial /O @75 70 @75 60, @65 50 @55 50 (355 45 (350 45 ^ 5n'
gilders' 80 @85 80 @85 70 @75 60 @65 60 (365 55 (3.65 55 @65
extra gliders' 85 @90 85 @90 75 @80 65 @70 65 (370 55 (368 55 (368
American pans white 85 @90 85 (390 75 @S0 65 @70 70 @75 70 C375 70 ®75
English cliffstone I00@ 1.50 I.00@ 1.50 1.00@ 1.50 75 @ 1.10 75 @ 1.10 75 @ 1.10 75 & 1.10

WAXES,
Beeswax, white, pure 40 (350 47 @55 47 @55 47 @55 47 @55 42 @45 40 ®4'

yellow, refined 35 @40 36 @39 36 @39 36 @39 33 @37 31 @35 31 (3 ^iS
Carnauba. flor 50 @52 50 @52 50 @52 45 @47 45 @47 45 @47 '

Nominal
No. 1 43 @44 44 @45 47 @49 38 @40 38 (340 38 @40 45 (350
No. 2. regular 38 @39 38 (340 40 @43 33 @35 33 (335 33 (335 40 '@45

Ceresin. yellow 10 @14 10 @14 10 @14 10 @14 10 @14 10 (a'5 10 ®25
white 14 (316 14 @16 14 @16 14 @16 14 (316 15 @2S 15 ©^5

Japan .iV'^ ®\i JSH@16 17 @18 13 @— 12.M@13 11J4®12 124i @15
Montan, crude *28 @30 *28 @30 *28 (330 *28 @30 *24 (326 '2 @24 16 1)18
bleached — @33 — (333 — (333 — @35 33 @3S 33 @3S Nominal

Ozokerite, crude, brown 45 @60 45 @60 45 (360 28 @40 28 @40 28 ®40 28 (340
green 80 @90 80 @90 80 @90 *60 (375 '50 1^60 32 @36 3' (336
refined, white *75 @80 '75 @80 •75 (380 *55 @65 *55 (365 30 (340 30 ®40
refined, yellow "60 @65 *60 (365 *60 @65 *40 @45 •40 @45 '5 (330 ^5 0,w

Paraffin, crude, 103@105 de-
^ ^ <_

oo -3 (ffju

grees 4 (3 4!/' 4 @ 4'A 3J4 @ 4 3'A & 3yi — @— — m— — ®_
118® 120 degrees 3 @— 5 @— 5 @— 3H @ 4 2yi @ 3 2i/5@3 2'^ ® 3
refined, domestic, 118@120 '

degrees e'/j @ 7 6^ ® 7 6 ®— 3}4 @ 4'4 4!4 @ 4H 4'A @ 4H 4M ® 454
125 degrees Vj ^— 7'/, @— 7 @— 4 @4yi 4.>i (3 5 4?^ @ 5 4^(3 5
128 degrees S'/j @ 9 8!^ @ 9 7!^ @— 4^ @ 5 5'4®5^^ S;i @ 5K 5H ® 5'/<
133@135 degrees 9K-@12 9!^@12 9 @9J^ 6 @6^ 6?4 @ 6K 6M (3 6!^ 6'A @ 6'A

Linseed, raw. car lots, gal- VEGETABLE OILS.

Ions 72 @— 63 (g— 76 @— 66 @

—

55 ®— 54 (3

—

58 ®_
boiled, car lots 73 @

—

64 (g

—

77 @

—

67 @

—

56 ®^ 55 (3

—

59 a,
refined, car lots 76 ©

—

67 @

—

80 @— 69 @

—

58 @— 57 @— 61 (3—
Cottonseed, yellow, summer, ^

prime 9'4@— 10J5®10?^^ 10'/^ @— 8.50@8.6O 6.91® 7.20 6K ® 6!^ 6'/^ ® 6M
white, summer 9'/, ®10 11 @11>/S iOVi @1l'A SH @— — (3— 6'A (S, 6Vi 7 m 7V,

Olive, denatured, gallon 88 ®90 86 ®90 95 @97 92 @94 85 @89 86 ®88 90 (395
foots 9 @10 10 (SiWA 13J^ @14i4 9J^ @10 % & ZA 8J^ ® 81^ iV,%9

Palm, Lagos, spot 10 @I0!4 'll @12 20 @22 9^ @ 9!^^ 6M ® 6^ 7 (3 7ji IVA &12
commercial, spot 9J^@10 •lO @11 15 (316 8Ji @ 9 6H & 6A H^ ® 7 ll'A mWA
prime, red, spot 9J^@10 *10 (311 17 @18 8J^ @ 9 6'.^ @ 6f^ 61^(3 7 mi&ll'l

Corn oil, crude, in barrels.. 7.75(3 7.80 8.41@ 8.51 •10.25@10.50 7.8S@ 7.90 6.45@ 6.55 5.86® 5 91 6 26® 6 41
refined, in barrels 8.91® 8.96 10.41@10.46 *11.11@11. 16 8.45@8.50 7.15@7.20 6.35(3 640 7'25®7'30

Pine oil, white, steam — @— — @

—

— @

—

— @55 — ®56 36 ®38 i4 ®36
yellow, steam 65 @70 52 @60 SO @60 — @50 — @S0 34 (336 30 (333

Tar oil. general distilled 40 @— 30 @31 30 @31 30 (331 30 @31 30 (331 30 (331
commercial 25 ®

—

— ®20 — @20 20 @22 20 ®22 20 @22 18 (320
Rosin oil. 1st rectified — @38 — @30 — @30 — @32 — @25 — (325 ®^5
2d rectified — @48 — @40 — @40 — @43 — @36 — @36 — (336
3d rectified — ®60 — @50 — ®50 — @52 — ®45 — @45 _ ©45
4th rectified — @70 — @60 — @60 *— @62 — @55 — @55 (355

Rape seed, in barrels, refined,
^

French — ®

—

— ®

—

— @

—

1.05@ 1.07 96 @98 95 @ 1 00 ®
blown 94 (396 *1.00@ 1.05 *1.10@ 1.15 99 @ 1.00 81 @83 80 (381 87 ®89
refined English 90 (392 "95 @ 1.00 '1.05® l.IO 96 @97 77 @79 76 @77 85 @87

MISCELLANEOirS.
Acetone 22J^ @23 40 @42 45 @46 35 @40 30 @33 25 @27 21 @23
Ammonia, carbonate, domes-

tic, lb 9H @10J^ 9'A @10'/2 9'A (SlOyi Z'A @ 9^ 814 ® 9^^ VA @ 9'A SM ® 9
powdered 1

1'/, fi — 10!4@11 10JS@1I 9J^ @10 9V$ig)10 9V2 (SIO 9!4 @10
Aniline oil 37 ®45 45 @50 90 @

—

95 @ 1.10 95 @ 1.50 1.30@ 1.35 180®
Asphaltum, Gilsonite 36,00@50.00 36.00®50.00 36.OO@S0.OO 36.00@SO.00 36.00®50.00 36.00@SC0O 36 00(350 00
Manjak 25.00@50.00 25.OO@S0.OO 25.00@50.00 25.00@50.00 25.00(350.00 25.00® 50.00 25 00®50'00

Benzol, pure, water white, gal. 60 ®65 80 ®S5 90 @ 1.00 80 @90 85 @90 90 @ 1 00 100®
'

90 per cent 65 ®70 75 @

—

90 ® 1.00 80 @90 SS @90 90 @ 100 100(3
Beta naphthol. gal 1.10® 1.20 1.3S@ 1.50 1.50@ 2.00 1.50@ 3.00 2.00@

—

2.00@— 2!oO(3—
Burgundy pitch, domestic... 4!/ r3 5 4H @ 5 3H @ 5 3^ @5 4@5 4@5 7(38

foreign 25 ®^ 25 @

—

12 @14 10 @12 7 @ 8 7 @ 7K — ®
Carbon, bisulphide 7 @ 8 8>^ @ 9 6 @I5 6 @15 6'.^ @ T/i 6'A @ 7'4 6'A @ 7'A
Chalk, precipitated, light,

casks, lb 4J4 @ 5!4 4'A (3> 5'A 4'A @ 5'A 4'A @ 5H 4'A (ai S'A 4'A @ S'A 4'A @ 5'A
heavy 3H @ 5 3J4@5 3K@5 3H @ S 3H @ S 3^(35 3M@5

Glycerine. C. P., fti bulk, lb.. 45 ®46 50 @S1 57 ®58 52H @5S •34!.< ®40 22 @22'A 20 @—
C. P., in cans 46 (347 51 @52 58 @59 53!4 @56 *34K @40 23 @23VS 21 (3—

Magnesia, carbonate 21 @23 19 @22 16 @17 14 @15 4'A & S'A 4'A ^ S'A 4'A @ S'/i
Petrolatum, bbls., light amber 3!^ ® 4 3K @ 4 3K ® 4 3'/, @ 4 3 (3 3!^ 3 (^ 3'A 3 (S> 3'A
Pitch, barrels, 200 pounds... 4.00@

—

3.50@ 4.00 3.50@

—

3.50®

—

3.00® 3.50 3.00@ 3.S0 3.00@ 3.50
Rosin, common to good,

strained. 280 pounds. ... 6.10® 6.15 5.20@

—

5.00@

—

6.00@

—

3.65®

—

3.25®

—

3.50@^
Spirits of turpentine 46 ®

—

42 @

—

S5 @

—

$6'/, @— 41 (341^ 43 @

—

47 'A @—
destructive distilled 38'/4 ®39 38 @

—

45 @

—

42 @

—

34 @37 31 @37 37 @

—

wood, steam distilled 40'A (3

—

40 @

—

51 @

—

M @

—

39 @40 38 (3

—

43 ®44
Starch, corn, pearl, cwt 2.55(3 2.61 2.25@ 2.31 2.2S@ 2.36 2.05® 2.16 2.15® 2.26 2.35® 2.46 2.15® 2 26

potato, pound i @6'A S (S> 6'A 6 @ 6'A S'A ^ S'A S'A ^ S'A S'A @ S'A 554 @ 5K
Sulphur 5'4 (fl' S'A S'i (S> S'A S'A ® S'A S'A & S'/i 5 & S'A 4-54 ® 6 3-^ ® 6

flour 2.10® 2.50 2.10(3 2.50 2.10® 2.50 2.00® 2.40 2.00® 2.40 2.00(5) 2.40 2.00(3 2.40
Tar, kiln-burned 7.00®— 6.50@— 6.00@ 6.50 6.00(^ 6.50 S.25@ 5..S0 5.00® 5.25 5.00® 5.25
„retort 7.00®— 7.00@— 6.0O@6.5O 6.00® 6.50 5.25@5.50 5.25(3 5.50 5.25@5.50
Toluol, pure, gal 2.50® 3.00 4.50@ 5.00 4.00® 4.50 4.75@ 5.00 4.00® 4.50 2.50(3 3.00

' Nominal
90 per cent, gal 2.00@ 2.25 4.00@ 4.50 4.00@ 4.50 4.75@ 5.00 4.00(3 4.50 2.50(3 3.00 Nominal

•Nominal.
Compiled by the Oil, Paint & Drug Reporter, New York.

—CONTINUED.

January.

3.50(g

—

Nominal
l-i.OO® 16.00
8.00® 9.00

80 @85

30.00@35.00
1.50@ 1.70

I'A @ 2

2'A @ 4
10.00@12.00
12.CO@40.00
15.0O@20.00
15.00@25.00
35.0O@40.00
45 fflSO

55 @65
55 @68
70 @75
75 @ 1.10

1914.
August.

2.7S@ 3.00
3.10@ 3.50
14.00@16.00
8.00(2 9.00

80 @85

30.00@ 35.00
1.50@ 1.70

I'A @ 3

2'A @ 4
10.0O@12.0O
12.00@40.00
1S.OO@20.00
15.00@25.00
35.00@40.00
45
55
55
70
75

®50
@6S
@68
@75
@ 1.10

45
30
50
45
40
10
15

@55
®35
(355
® 50
(345
@25
@25

lO'A @11
9

35
28
32
30
25

@10
®40
(340
@36
@40
@30

47 'A
40
50
45

42'A
12
14
11

6'A
24
21
25
25
25

@50
@41
@S1
@46
@43
@22
@28
@ll'A
@ 7'A
@25
@25
@30
@30
(3 30

— (3—
3'A @ 3'A

4'A @ 4H
4H @ 5

5'A @ S'A
6'/i @ 6'A

— @—
3'A @ 3'A

4'A @ 4Ji
4J^ @ 5

554 @ S'A
6'A @ 6'A

48 (3— 59
50 @— 60
52 @— 62

@-
@-

55< @ 6
6 @ 7

95 @ 1.10
9'A @I0
7'A @ 7}^
654 @ 7

6ii @ 7

5.70@ 5.75— ®—
34 @36
30 @33
30 ®31
18 (320— @2S— @36— @45— @55

6'A @ 6H
7 @ 7'A

78 @82
7'A @ 7'A
7 m 7'A
6H @ 7
6'/i @ 6H
6.35 (p 6.40
Nominal

34 @38
32. @35
30 @31
18 @20— @27— @38— @48— @60

— @— 74 @75
74 @76 63 @—
71 @73 59 ®—

17 @20
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A RUBBER SYMPOSIUM.

'
i 'HE Rubber Club dinner is slated for the evening of

* January 8. On the afternoon of that day there is

to be held at the Waldorf a function that bids fair to

rival the banquet in trade interest. It is to be a sym-

posium on the pregnant subject of crude rubber. The

dominant note will be a discussion of ways and means for

assuring to American manufacturers a continuous and

controllable supply of this most vital of raw materials.

Experts on the subject of wild and plantation rubber, on

ocean transportation and kindred subjects will speak.

Discussion of these subjects will be open, not only to

members of the Rubber Club, but to visitors who are in-

terested. Cards of admission will be issued to those who

apply to the secretary of the club. The committee in

charge consists of H. Stuart Hotchkiss, William E.

Bruyn, and the Editor of The India Rubber World.

THE ADVANCE OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY.

1\ yiUCH has been heard of late years about the won-
'^'- derful accomplishments of German chemists. As

an object-lesson it has been beneficial, but, unfortunately,

there are pessimists who assume that chemical America

is standing still. They agree that America showed the

way in electricity, in machinery and machine tools, and

to-day stands first in methods of efficiency, but they do

not know that the United States bids fair to become the

world's chemical leader.

The preliminary statement of the Bureau of the Census

for American chemical industries, by five-year periods

since 1899, shows that the number of establishments in-

creased from 1,785 to 2,461, and the capital invested,

from $238,471,290 to a total of $722,988,871 in 1914.

The value of the products during these three periods

covering 15 years leaped from $202,506,076 to $547,-

801,937, or 170.5 per cent. Correspondingly there was

also a gain of 37.5 per cent in persons engaged and of

144.1 per cent in salaries paid.

The war has stimulated the chemical industry tremen-

dously, and the longer it continues the greater will be

the growth. Europe, and indeed America, is awakening

to the fact that American chemists already mean to

American industry what German chemists have meant to

German industry. And it can be said truthfully that in-

dustrial chemists in the United States are to-day the

equal of any in the world. For years every great manu-

facturing establishment has had a research laboratory

where a corps of skilled chemists worked systematically

toward wider knowledge, improved methods and higher

standards of efficiency in the product. Germany was not

unique in this respect; the chief diflference has been that

we have taken it as a matter of course and failed to give

it proper publicity. Another handicap has been the sec-

recy and isolation attending much of the chemical in-

vestigation of the past; the keen commercial rivalry,

characteristic of America, has to an unfortunate extent

discouraged comparison of results and coordination of re-

search for the common good.

A step in advance was taken, however, when the chem-

ists of the American rubber trade discussed aging tests

at their recent meeting in New York. Not specifically

as to the subject chosen, but rather because it showed the

absolute willingness of those in charge of some of the

biggest and best equipped rubber laboratories to discuss

questions of general interest fully and frankly. The key-
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note was struck by Dr. Geer when he stated that any

problem that affected the customer's interest ought to be

regarded as a matter that all could and should debate

fully. That there are scores of such questions goes with-

out saying, and that their presentation before a congress

of alert, practical, working rubber chemists would result

in anything other than great general good is incontro-

vertible. The rubber chemists have made an excellent

beginning. They owe it to themselves and to the trade

to go on.

GUAYULE IN THE SOUTHWEST.

RUBBER planting in the United States is in sight

at last—at least it looks so. The profitable culti-

vation of guayule, which had its beginnings with the re-

searches of Professor Francis Lloyd, seems assured.

This will mean much to the owners of vast tracts of waste

land in the South and West. It promises also to bring

into use thousands of acres of irrigated lands once fertile

but now exhausted as far as ordinary crops go. It will

also be of the greatest value to the American rubber trade,

an anchor to the windward, and a practical piece of

preparedness.

Para rubber once came only from Brazil. Labor con-

ditions, costly freights, and high taxes started the great

Para plantations in the Far East. English enterprise,

capital and organization did all this. Guayule rubber

is or was an exclusive Mexican product. War, con-

fiscation, banditry, are giving an impetus to guayule

planting in the United States. Is it not possible that

American enterprise, capital and organization will do for

the United States what England did for the British

Empire, and that rubber may some day be produced

on a large scale under the stars and stripes?

TWENTY MILLION TIRES FOR 1917.

A CONSERVATIVE estimate of next season's tire

demands indicates a tremendous increase. Motor

cars for both business and pleasure are in greater de-

mand than ever. Most manufacturers are everywhere

making new sales records, and the increased interest be-

ing shown by the agricultural population is particularly

significant. The buying power of the 6,000,000 farm

owners of the country promises to become an important

factor in the sale of moderate priced cars, for while the

wheat yield is below normal, other crops are not far from

their best. Indeed. P. J. Calhoun, general sales agent of

the Quaker City Rubber Co., who has just returned from-

the West where he has been compiling statistics regard-

ing the growth of the automobile business, reports that

the sale of cars in the Middle West is unprecedented,

and that 75 per cent of the cars sold this year has been

disposed of in agricultural states. Indiana sales have been

double those of 1914; 10,000 cars were sold in Kansas in

less than six months. In the three states of Iowa, Cali-

fornia and Nebraska the ratio of motor car owners to

total population is 1 in 21, 1 in 23, and 1 in 25, respec-

tively ; this means that one family in every five or six has.

a car.

These facts are of great interest as forecasting the

probable 1917 tire demand. 1,500,000 new cars will re-

quire 6,000,000 tires" for original equipment, and as^

about two-thirds of all motorists carry at least one spare,

1,000,000 more may be counted in. According to the

National Automobile Chamber of Commerce 9,000,000'

tires were discarded last year. As this represents the

tire wear of about 3,400,000 cars, the 1917 replacements

on 4.900,000 cars according to the same ratio will reach

12,970,300, which, added to the 7,000,000 already ac-

counted for, makes the colossal grand total of 19,970,300..

THE BRITISH CHEW GUM.

T^HERE has been in times past a certain polite dis-

•*• tress on the part of the cultured European over

the American chewing gum habit. To him it was vul-

gar and offensive, and that it would ever become a.

British habit, for example, was not to be imagined.

Nevertheless, Britons, French and Italians at the front

have become devotees of the habit, and civilians are

also following their lead. Perhaps it is a pity and!

perhaps not. Gum chewing is in the abstract no more

offensive to non-chewers than is smoking to non-

smokers. Moreover, it is a comfort in time of stress,

and an aid to digestion. It is affirmed that the Yankee

nasal tone has been agreeably modified by this habit. It

is also claimed that its effect upon floating aspirates is

beneficial. Thus, if a Cockney takes up the habit, instead

of dropping an H, the plastic cud holds it firmly, in its

place, and his English is perfect—so it is said.

Rubber Has Often Been Termed a LyxuRV. The

sufficient evidence that it is a necessity is found in the fact

that less than a month ago Para rubber sold in Berlin at

$22.50 a pound.
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Proceedings of the "Rubber Section"—Continued.

Two important addresses delivered before the Rubber Section of the American Chemical Society during the September,

1916, Convention U'ere printed in the October issue, followed by three other interesting papers in the November issue.

Below is given a summary of the symposium on "The Accelerated Life Test of Rubber Goods," in which some 20 rubber

chemists participated, including Dr. 'w. C. Ceer, C. R. Boggs, D. W. Whipple, J. B. Tattle, P. L. Wormclcy, Dr. L. E.

Weber and Messrs. Postmontier, Clark, Barrier, Thompson, Pierce, Kimley, Burns, Potts and Saunders.

DR. L. E. WEBER presided, and in introducing Dr. Gear,

stated that he was probably the first man in this country

to put an accelerated age test to practical use. He em-

phasized the paramount importance of aging tests for manufac-

tured goods despite the fact that chemists have been carrying out

accelerated tests in various ways and with various results, so

that whereas some consider them of inestimable value, others

claim that no satisfactory accelerated test has yet been devised.

Dr. Geer then spoke briefly regarding his methods, as follows

:

The first work done in the laboratories of The B. F. Goodrich
Co. on accelerated age tests was in the fall of 1907, at which time

a suggestion came to us from Dr. Van der Linde, of the Gutta

Percha & Rubber Co., at Toronto, who used a very fast aging

pound the tensile curve of which falls off more rapidly than that

of another compound of the same type will deteriorate more
slowly on standing over a period of months or years under room
conditions. We now have the results of ordinary aging tests

plotted in months, in comparison with the accelerated aging tests

plotted in days for the same compound, cured under the same
conditions, and we find them quite similar in form.

But compounds differ. There are so many factors entering into

compounds that a great deal of judgment is required. Several

t}-pes of tensile curves have been stated.

The method is of no great value in the lower classes of com-
pounds. It is more valuable in the higher classes ; for instance,

in such types and compounds as fire hose and articles of that

kind. It is a service test designed for compounds that are stored

a.': part of their service. The accelerated aging test is not reliable

when applied to compounds designed for special purposes and it

W. C. Geer. D. W. Whipple. C. R. BoGGS,

test. He performed it upon three small pieces of rubber. The
samples to be tested were put in an air bath and heated at about

140 degrees C. for a period of 1. 2 and 3 hours, taken out and

e,\amined for cracking, hardening or to ascertain whether it was
becoming soft. This method was not parallel with actual aging

in any particular and we came to the following: Into an oven,

heated air was blown at a temperature of 160 degrees F., the

chief care being to add hot fresh air during the desired time. A
number of samples 3/32 of an inch in thickness were previously

cut and put into this air bath. The air was then started circu-

lating and the test was continued for a period of two weeks, tak-

ing out three samples each day. These were allowed to stand

for 24 hours until they reached a state of equilibrium, after which
they were tested for tensile strength and elongation. The data
were plotted in curve form and gave us a time-decay curve of
the compound. It is worth while to emphasize the point that we
consider this purely a practical, not an ultimate test. It was
always run in comparison with a standard compound : that is,

at least two sets of samples were tested at the same time. By
comparing, then, the curve of a compound the age of which we
knew, and the curve of a compound the age of which we did not
know, we could tell whether the article would age properly in

service.

We have run many thousands of these curves and this method
of determining the aging test is reliable, although it undoubtedly
can be greatly improved. We find, for instance, that a com-

is very questionable whether it is at all valuable as a specification
test to be applied by the consumer. Its primary value lies in the
fact that it is an aid to the compounder in the manufacturing
plant to permit him to study the aging of compounds the mate-
rials of which he knows. It might be used by consumers as
mentioned above for compounds such as fire hose where storage
under ordinary conditions plays a large part and where it is neces-
sary that the compound be soft and flexible throughout its life.

These remarks I realize are very incomplete, for it has been
impossible for me to find time to write a paper on this subject.
My primary purpose in speaking before this meeting is to sug-
gest for your earnest consideration the study of accelertited
aging tests in order that it may be possible for the rubber manu-
facturer to give to the consumer compositions of certain age and
thus tend to eliminate from the rubber business the perishable
features of rubber compounds.

In answer to questions, during the discussion which followed.

Dr. Geer stated that his tests were carried out under air con-
ditions and in the dark. His samples were put in a drawer
separated by a sheet of cardboard, and the temperatures given
were varying to a certain extent, although the temperature of
the room did not ordinarily exceed 95 degrees in summer and
never became very cold in winter, as there was continuous heat.

Thus the aging tests ran parallel with a reasonable varying de-
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gree. Although both an under and an over-cured sample can be

tested, an under-cured sample, he said, does not pass the test.

The temperature of the oven is a factor.

Later, during the discussion relative to insulated wire, par-

ticularly in regard to compounds containing a large amount of

accelerator, he expressed the opinion that the temperature of an

accelerated aging test vifould make no difference in the physical

resuhs obtained. This is limited by reducing the total amount
of sulphur when accelerator is used. By "type of compound" he

explained that he meant compositions in relation to tensile

strength and physical quality. This life test will show whether

the product is going to stand up or not. It is a practical service

test to accelerate the conditions which the compounds would have

in ordinary use, not compounds subjected to very bright light,

nor for articles to be subjected to a great deal of steam.

Regarding a suggestion that the permanent elongation of steam

hose may be caused by the cold flow of the water which follows

the hot injection of steam while exposed to daylight. Dr. Geer

said that, bearing in mind that permanent elongation is dependent

somewhat upon tensile, it will be found that after three days of

elongation the tensile will have fallen off. If the ratio of the

tensile and elongation could be worked out it w-ould indicate

what the limit ought to be.

C. R. Boggs then discussed a series of experiments begun

seven years ago to determine the value of the various short life

tests which had been proposed up to that time

:

These tests included various dry heat and steam tests and what
is known as the acetone peroxide test. On none of the tests

tried did we obtain results which were at all promising. Acetone
pero.xide certainly does not o.xidize rubber in the same manner
as air does under ordinary conditions. We then imported a
quartz tube mercury vapor light in the hope that the ultra-violet

light might cause the natural oxidation, but at a greater speed.

Oxidation does take place rapidly, but it is similar to that ob-
tained on a sunracking test rather than that obtained by the

natural aging of rubber. The ultra-violet light, therefore, might
be used as a standard light for a sunracking test, but not for a
life test, as the two tests are not similar by any means.
We had had so many disappointments that when we heard of

Dr. Geer's heat test we practically refused to try it. Later, how-
ever, we did try it and the results were sufficiently promising so

that about three or four years ago we made a comparatively
thorough study of it. As we have tested samples regularly which
h«ve been exposed to the light and air of an ordinary room after

regular intervals of time over the entire life of the samples, we
*"1<new what the life of our samples should be and consequently it

did not take long to find out that the test was very valuable. We
have used the test since then. Duplicate samples of those tested by
the Geer test. When kept and tested after ordinary deterioration,

showed the same characteristics in practically every case. Sam-
pies which, by the Geer test, had shown decrease in tensile but
not in ultimate elongation, showed the same thing after natural
ai;ing. Other samples which maintained their tensile but de-
creased in elongation, and still others which increased in tensile,

all showed the same results by the two tests. The time in days
that corresponds with a certain number of hours of the Geer test

varies with different grades of compounds, but does not seri-

ously detract from the value of the test.

There are at present many specifications which call for a defi-

nite compound of certain chemical and physical characteristics

which are based on the assumption that there exists no reliable

short life test and that, therefore, the next best insurance is to

demand something which has been known to have had a satisfac-

tory life. When the purchaser has taken this position we have
assisted him in trying to see that he obtained what he specified.

n<owever, if we have a satisfactory short life test in Dr. Geer's
heat test, it would be much better for both the purchaser and
manufacturer to use this test. The purchaser would be insured
of a permanent compound and the manufacturer allowed to use
his ingenuity to advance the art of the trade. It is now time for

the purchaser to satisfy himself that the test is what it is claimed
to be.

Up to the present time, I have not found any samples which
were not correctly represented by the Geer test, but I have lately

heard of a compound with an organic accelerator which was said
to pass the test, but which did not stand up on natural aging. I

am now trying to duplicate this result.

Mr. Boggs later expressed himself of the opinion that the

value of the test might increase upon further investigation, adding

that most compounds tested by the rapid aging method con-

tained an increased amount of accelerator, and that while suc-

cessful results are the rule, care must be taken particularly to

avoid over-curing.

Mr. Whipple's address carried the discussion a step farther

tlian that of Dr. Geer

:

Among the interesting points brought out by Dr. Geer, his dis-

cussion of the nature of curves obtained and their interpretation
brings to my attention one type of curve which he has omitted.

namely, one with an upward tendency from the beginning of the
test and not falling below its starting point during the period of
the test. Such a curve has been obtained in three instances on
tests conducted for Committee D 11. I have not seen the results

of the other members of this committee, but if they are in agree-

ment with mine and the curves obtained were to be interpreted

in a broad way as indicating service value, it brings out the in-

teresting conclusion that the general run of the code wire is bet-

ter than the general run of the 30 and 40 per cent grades on the

market to-day, as the code wires consistently gave this upward
curve.

One test, for instance, showed 102, 106 and 108 per cent, re-

spectively, after 12, 24 and 48 hours' exposure to the test, and at

the end of the hours the curve had dropped to its starting point
of 100 per cent and did not fall below this after 144 hours, at

which time the test was discontinued, whereas three of the 30 per

cent wires after 144 hours had fallen to 56, 58 and 58 per cent,

respectively.

We have, of course, tried out this aging test on samples of

known life, starting with a knowledge of most of the conditions
under which the original compounds were made and vulcanized,

and although the conditions may not have been exactly the same,
the results should have been inore nearly comparable, as in the

accelerated test the curve was a decreasing one from the begin-
ning and in the actual life test there was a decided increase
from the beginning, and at the end of ten years the value was
150 per cent of the original.

Other compounds on which we have a better check have shown
i" a year and a half an increase from 1,200 to 1,800 pounds tensile

strength and at the end of three years were still 1,800 pounds or
above, representing an increase to 150 per cent, whereas in the

accelerated tests these have shown a downward curve from the

beginning.

I am decidedly of the opinion that this accelerated test is of

value to the manufacturer in determining the best time and tem-
perature to be used in vulcanizing compounds of the same general
type, and I am also of the opinion that it is of great value to the

manufacturer in passing judgment on the relative value of many
of the ingredients used in rubber compounding, and while not

prepared to state any relative values, I am quite sure that after

further experiments we shall be able to arrive at an interpretation

of results which will be of value to the consumer as well as to

the manufacturer.

Referring to Mr. Tuttle's description of tests after which the

tensile strength of the articles had fallen down, Mr. Whipple

said:

We bad some cable made in 1906 which was furnished to the

government, and was stored under water at Fort Wadsworth.
There were about ten reels, one mile each, and those ten reels

continually went down on the electrical test. Now, after nearly
ten years, they are entirely defective electrically. The tensile

strength of the insulation is over 1,800 pounds and the elongation
over 12 inches after ten years. You cannot find an apparent
mechanical defect anywhere; they are simply water-logged. This
experience is just the opposite of the one mentioned by Mr. Tuttle.

but it also shows that both methods of testing must be considered.

P. L. Wormeley then spoke of the work being done at the

Bureau of Standards along the lines of Dr. Geer's investiga-

tions :

I have been conducting the test which has just been described
for something over four years, and would say that in a general
way the diagrams which Dr. Geer has put on the board illustrate

vfery well the results obtained at the Bureau of Standards. Our
first tests were made with 12 compounds furnished by Dr. Geer
and in some cases sufficient time has not elapsed to show their life

under normal aging conditions. The results that we have ob-
tained would indicate that the effect of dry heat at 160 degrees F.

on the physical properties of rubber compounds is indicative of
the probable life; but these results have not exhibited any definite

relation between the effect of the heat test and the effect of
aging under normal atmospheric conditions. When our tests
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have gone a couple of years longer and we can plot the curves,

it is possible that some relation can be shown.

Mr. Wormeley also touched upon the effect of under-vulcaniza-

tion upon the results of the accelerated heat test

:

We have had some experience along this line in testing the 12

compounds already referred to as having been furnished by Dr.
Geer. Each of these compounds was represented by three cures,

one supposed to be the correct cure, one under-vulcanized and one
over-vulcanized. In plotting the effect of heat on tensile strength

and on elongation, three distinct curves were usually obtained for

each compound, the under-vulcanization being represented by the

top curve, the correct vulcanization by the middle curve, and the
over-vulcanization by the bottom curve. In the case of the lower
grade compounds, particularly those containing shoddy, there was
not much difference in the effect produced by the different degrees
of vulcanization.

J. B. Tuttle followed, emphasizing the desirability of sup-

plementary chemical tests

:

All of those who have so far taken part in this discussion have
been using mechanical tests, such as tensile strength and elonga-

tion, as a measure of the rate of deterioration during aging. For
some four or five years, I have been making some tests on the

aging of rubber bands, by determining the amount of organic ace-

tone-soluble matter. These tests are still unfinished, but as far

as I have gone, the results are significant. Samples having an
initial acetone e.xtract of, say, 7 per cent or more, show a rapid

increase by the end of the first year. Those with 5 per cent show
very little change for a year or two, but increase rapidly after

that time. Samples with 4 per cent or less show practically no
increase in four years, and I cannot say just now what will hap-
pen to them during the next year. As far as their usefulness is

concerned, the 7 per cent bands are worthless at the end of a

year, and the 5 per cent bands in about three years.

In considering these facts, it occurred to me that if we could
duplicate the conditions in a rapid test, then the chemical tests

would provide us with an excellent method for checking up the
results obtained by means of the mechanical tests. I have made
a few attempts along this line, but I have not yet been able to

duplicate the causes I have indicated here. It may be that, given
the correct temperature and length of time of heating, we would
be able to form a fairly accurate estimate of the probable Kfe of
the compound.

I tried exposing samples to direct sunlight, and while the results

showed some promise, the time required was six weeks or more,
and, of course, is out of the question.

So far as heating is concerned, the tests have not shown the
degree of difference in behavior of the 4, S and 7 per cent com-
pounds that I would like to see, but I believe that if this problem
could be satisfactorily worked out, it would be of great value in

cliecking the results obtained by means of the mechanical tests,

and thus be more certain that we are getting a good compound.

An especially illuminating instance was cited to emphasize the

mistake of placing too much reliance on any one test. Said Mr.

Tuttle

:

We tested a shipment of rubber gloves intended for the Panama
Canal. Every glove was tested and found to be satisfactory, yet
within six months of the time after they had been shipped to

the Canal, and placed in storage there, they were found to be in a
defective condition. Some of these were returned for examina-
tion and further test. These gloves stood about 10,000 volts on
the break down test, but if you took one of them and simply bent
it once, it cracked all the way across. The tests of strength and
elongation are the important ones here. The gloves were all right
electrically as long as they were not in use.

I have had similar experience with insulated wire. A few days
ago I was testing some wire which had been in service only a few
years. The electrical properties were satisfactory enough, but the
insulation had hardened so that if the wire was bent, the insulation
cracked.
The point which I wish to bring out here is this : In making

these accelerated life tests, it is not sufficient to rely on one method
of testing only; if we are testing rubber insulation, we must make
the mechanical tests as well as the electrical tests, and I am not
at all certain that the time may not come when we shall add a
chemical aging test as well.

Mr. Postmontier's remarks were directed to the possibilities

of an accelerated aging test and included valuable suggestions

for definite organization of the work:

I am not in a position to make very many experiments of
this kind and I suppose that the rubber manufacturing labor-

atories have neither the facilities nor the time; but it has struck
me that there is a possibility of a great amount of very important
and useful work that could be done by this Rubber Section.
There is always a difference between the rubber chemist and
the consumer as to the proper specification for rubber materials,
and it has occurred to more than one rubber chemist that many
times the specifications are drawn to a poorer grade of material
or a more expensive grade of material than the consumer might
use. On fillers and on rubber content which are called for in

different materials, we find a defect in many as to the best
materials. The consumer is always after the best material pos-
sible, but does not always know how to get it. The majority
of rubber manufacturers, being honest, are eager to give the
consumer the best material they can ; and it seems to me that
a coordination of rubber chemists in a section like this can do
very good work in determining what are the best materials for
the rubber compounds for different purposes. We experiment
with a very large amount of compounding material and a large
number of different kinds of rubber. It would be almost impos-
sible for any rubber laboratory, even the laboratory of a very
large manufacturing concern, to do the necessary work in exam-
ining the different features involved. There would always be
the element of difference as to the method of tests and liability
of result.

There should be a committee appointed by the Rubber Sec-
tion, first of all, to standardize an accelerator test. It is a very
good test—probably no better test can be found—but at the same
time there are errors that may be introduced : A faster or a
slower current of air; questions as to the uniform temperature,
and so on ; questions on the heating principle might be brought
out. Standardized compounds might be suggested and different
laboratories that are willing to enter the work designated to
determine the effect of two or three more compounds. Gradually
the whole field of different compounds and rubbers could be
investigated and a great deal of important work accomplished
by this kind of coordination.

E. A. Barrier believes that aging tests are not yet sufficiently

conclusive to be of great value to the consumer

:

I am quite sure that every consumer arranges to get all of
the cooperation he can from the manufacturer; but it seems to
me that this aging test is apparently not yet in a position where
it will be of very much value to the consumer. It is very evident
that there is no definite conclusion as to the normal life of rubber
in tlie aging test. What the consumer wants is a test that he
can actually see ; and if the sample shows up well in a few days
he wants to know that it will last two or three years. In the
accelerated aging test a sample may show good results in ten
days and the ten-day sample may last a shorter time in service
than the three-day sample. It is of value to the manufacturer, but
of no value to the consumer. Thirty per cent is a very wide
classification and also one that does not directly answer the
argurnent—that these accelerating tests show we have had very
little information as to the actual service condition. For instance,
this new specification which was discussed this morning con-
fines that to a type. Therefore, the consumer of insulated wire
under that specification could use this test, due to the fact that
a manufacturer is limited in his specific gravity, and for com-
mercial reasons, he has to bid as low as the next man, and if

he follows the specifications he will have the same compound,
or practically so.

While not a chemist, Mr. Pierce expressed himself as particu-

larly interested in the subject of accelerated tests and hopeful of

an ultimate result. Said he

:

The consumer is not primarily interested in how strong the
wire is or anything else of that sort which you, as chemists, are
always working on, but the consumer is interested in knowing
whether that wire is going to be electrically insulated after one
or ten years. It occurs to me that if the work on this accelerated
test is to be continued and elaborated, it might be profitable to
learn whether the insulation shows good electrical properties
after this accelerated test, because that is the result you are
after. This is done now by chemical tests or mechanical tests,
and if it were possible to add to such accelerated tests, tests of
electrical properties, the insulation arrived at, etc., the results
would mean more to the consumer, and he would be able to grasp
it more readily. What the consumer is interested in, in the
case of wire, is the question of its electrical properties.

Mr. Kimley then raised a point regarding the aging eflfect of
light

:

It occurs to me that perhaps the actual life of rubber is influ-
enced by light conditions. If it were standardized under the
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same conditions of light as the articles will be subjected to in

actual use, it would disclose a result ; for instance, the cover

on a hose. On the under side of the hose, the tensile there

will deteriorate very slowly while the upper side, against the

light and against the'building, will deteriorate rapidly, and it must

be the condition of light whicli causes this effect. I think this

accelerated age test must be a good thing for the consumer.

Dr. Weber reported that he has found a simple method of

accelerated aging highly satisfactory, and described it as follows

:

I have carried out in the past five or six years a large num-
ber of these accelerated aging tests and while my method of

procedure is not the highly scientific one which Dr. Geer has

outlined, the results obtained have been so satisfactory that I

have come to have great faith in the test.

My method of procedure is to subject the sample in question

to a temperature of 65 degrees C. for a period of two weeks.

A sample of approximately the same composition and of known
aging qualities is subjected to the heat treatment together with

the unknown sample. At the end of two weeks the two samples

in question are compared and from their relative condition very

accurate conclusions regarding the aging properties of the

unknown sample can be drawn. It is highly important that

the sample of known aging properties have a composition similar

to the unknown sample, for it is very readily observed that the

higher the rubber content the more violent is the action of the

heat.

There are other precautions to be observed if misleading mter-

pretations are to be avoided. If the unknown sample is under-

cured, and at the same time contains considerable free sulphur,

I have found that unreliable results are obtained. On the other

hand, if the sample in question is at all over-cured, the heat

treatment shows this up in a very pronounced manner.

I would rather feel that the contradictory results which have

been obtained in the accelerated aging test are largely due to

the fact that the action of the heat is materially influenced by

the nature of the compound and that the latter must be taken

into very careful consideration in the interpretation of the results

and general conclusions that are drawn. On the other hand, when
this factor is taken into careful consideration, very accurate and
reliable predictions can be made.

Later, during a discussion regarding free sulphur in vulcanized

products, Dr. Weber stated that personally he could see no ob-

jection to it in an article properly vulcanized, and he questioned

if it were an accepted fact tliat free sulphur is bad for rubber.

Mr. Potts, in concluding the discussion, made the following

important suggestion

:

It occurs to me that if we try to get a test to indicate what

kind of service the sample will give, a compound which has very

little free sulphur will show very little service and the accelerated

test will confirm that service. If there be a large amount of free

sulphur, then free sulphur in actual service may not have a

great effect on the material ; but at 65 or 70 degrees, the accel-

erated test may indicate a shorter service than we actually get

in use.

PEODUCTION OF SOAPSTONE AND TALC.

In the production of soapstone the United States ranks first

among all countries, and Virginia produces about twenty times

as much as the four other producing States—Maryland, North

Carolina, Rhode Island and Vermont.

The production of soapstone and talc in the United States is

steadily increasing, according to the United States Geological

Survey, Department of the Interior. In 190O it was 27,913 short

tons, in 1910 it was 150,716 tons, and in 1915 it was 186,891 short

tons.

DUSTLESS LAMPBLACK.

The disagreeable features that invariably attend the use of

lampblack or carbon black are plainly evident in the compound-

ing room and around the mi-xing mills. Pressed lampblack has

been used for a long time, but even that is in a more or less

powdery condition and only furnishes a partial relief from the

flying dust. Carbon black, now used extensively by tire manu-

facturers, is of a more powdery consistency than lampblack and

therefore is subjected to greater pressure, a remedy that is only

a partial cure.

Dustless lamplack may be made by mixing 60 per cent of

lampblack with 40 per cent of petroleum or palm oil. The
resultant compound is a substance that has the consistency of

lard or soft butter and may be compounded and milled with

perfect cleanliness. Tlie name "Petroblack" is obviously fitting

for the former and "Palmoblack" for the latter.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR EXTRACTORS.

DREPOXV, assistant chemist in an important American rub-

• ber factory, is the inventor of the interesting apparatus

described below.

As a preliminary, it is not necessary to dwell upon troubles

attending extraction apparatus heated with open steam. More-

over, while electric plates are clean they are not ideal, as they

get out of order easily, the danger of fire is always present and

the cost of opei-ating is (|uite high.

It is claimed that tlie apparatus illustrated here has taken care

of all the objections present in the other types, is simple and

cheap to operate and when once installed will last a long time.

It is heated by steam under such conditions that not a trace

can escape from the heating casting. This heater is a hollow

.-;—Heater. B—Steam Inlet. C—Steam Exhaust. D—Extraction Containers.

£—.\djusting Screws. F—Water Supply Pipe. G—Waste Pipe.

one-piece brass casting supported by three standards and adapted

to be placed on a bench or table. The eight holes to accommo-

date as many extractors are cored out of the casting at the top,

with jackets to prevent direct steam contact. Eight hand screws,

supported underneath the heater, are used to raise or lower the

extraction containers in the jacketed holes, so that solvents of

different boiling points may be run in adjacent containers and the

quantitative amount of solvent in circulation regulated. The

heater is sufficiently strong so that steam under pressure may

be used when it is necessary to use solvents with a high boiling

point; however, with solvents up to and including alcohol, the

free circulation is sufficient. Steam is admitted at the right end

and exhausted through a pipe at the left end of the heater where

a steam gage is located to record the pressure.

The extraction containers are common lV2-inch test tubes

which fit snugly into the jacketed holes. The condensers are of

block tin and the tubes closed by covers of the same metal.

Rubber tubing connects the condensers with the water supply

and waste pipe, and galvanized cups attached to the frame back

of the brass healer afford convenient receptacles in which to

place the containers after removal from the heater. This has

been found very convenient when extractions are run for a defi-

nite time and especially when the removal is left to the night

watchman.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

SYNTHETIC CAOUTCHOL'C.

THE researches on the chemical constitution of caoutchouc

and the sources and processes available for its synthesis,

have been outlined by B. D. W. Lufif in the "Journal of the

Society of Chemical Industry'' (October 16, 1916). The author's

paper may be summarized as follows

:

Between 1835 and 1840 the study of caoutchouc was undertaken

on scientific lines by various investigators, including Dalton, Lie-

big, Himly, A. Bouchardat, and Gregory, but in all cases their

work was more or less disjointed. The most systematic attempt

to isolate and examine the various products present in the crude

distillate from caoutchouc was made by Greville Williams in

1860. He obtained (1) a liquid boiling at 37 degrees C. to which

he gave the name "Isoprene"; (2) a large proportion of a hydro-

carbon boiling at 170 to 173 degrees C. which was identical with

a body previously obtained by Himly, and called caoutchoucine

—

this has since been proved to be dipentene ; (3) a fraction boiling

above 300 degrees C. to which he gave the name "Heveene."

Gustave Bouchardat in 1879 undertook a detailed investiga-

tion of isoprene, in the course of which he examined the action

of hydrochloric acid ; he noted that an additional product was

formed, but under certain conditions the action of the acid re-

sulted in the formation of a solid mass, not containing chlorine,

but having, in fact, the same percentage composition as isoprene

itself. He described this body thus : "It possesses the elasticity

and other properties of rubber itself. It is insoluble in alcohol,

swells in ether and also in carbon bisulphide, in which it dis-

solves after the fashion of natural rubber." He also noted that

on distillation it yielded the same hydrocarbons as in the case of

the natural product. This was an important step in the synthesis

of caoutchouc ; in fact, in order to make this complete, all that

was necessary was to prepare isoprene from elementary materials.

At that time the only source of isoprene was rubber itself.

Bouchardat's results were confirmed in 1882 by Tilden who
observed the polymerization of isoprene. In discussing isoprene

he remarked that one of its chief characteristics was its conver-

sion into true caoutchouc when brought in contact with certain

chemical reagents. He pointed out that this was of great prac-

:tical interest as, if isoprene could be obtained from some other

and more accessible source, the synthetical production of rubber

could be accomplished. Two'-years later he succeeded in obtain-

ing isoprene by passing the-yapors of turpentine through a hot

tube.

The outcome of the work of these two investigators was that

the caoutchouc molecule was shown to be formed by the union

of a number of molecules of isoprene, and this union or poly-

merization could be brought about by treating the isoprene with

suitable reagents. To them must be given the major share of the

credit for laying the foundation of the numerous processes since

suggested for preparing synthetic rubber.

In 1887 Wallach observed that isoprene undergoes polymeriza-

tion on exposure to light with production of a rubber-like mass.

In 1892 Tilden showed that the material obtained in this manner

could be vulcanized with sulphur. The synthesis of isoprene,

and as a corollary, that of caoutchouc, was accomplished by Eulcr

in 1897.

In 1909, owing to the rapid rise in the price of rubber, the prob-

lem was taken up in England in a systematic manner by Perkin,

Fernbach, Weizmann and Mathews and in Germany by the Bayer

and Badische companies. In 1884 Tilden suggested that not only

isoprene, but its homologues should be capable of polymerization

in a similar manner. This was found to be the case, and these

bodies, chief among them butadiene, form the basis of methods

for obtaining synthetic caoutchoucs.

Among the materials available as starting points for suggested

syntheses are coal tar ; the low'-boiling fractions obtained in

petroleum distillation ; starch and cellulose. On account of the

colloidal nature of caoutchouc the question whether or not the

synthetic caoutchouc-like bodies can be regarded as true caout-

chouc cannot be settled by determining such physical character-

istics as would serve to identify a crystalline solid such as cam-
phor.

Harries holds the view that caoutchouc obtained from isoprene

with the aid of acetic acid is identical with that occurring in

nature. This view is dissented from by Stemmig. The syn-

thetic caoutchouc obtained by polymerization of isoprene in the

presence of sodium, however, is not identical with the natural

product. In view of the rapid advance in the cultivation of

rubber it ' is generally assumed that unless a synthetic product

can be marketed at about 30 cents per pound there is little hope
of the natural material being superseded.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
TESTING ANILINE OIL.

pURE aniline boils at 360.5 degrees F. and at this temperature
' 95 per cent of the sample should distil. A common method
of testing it is with the apparatus shown in the illustration. It

consists of a ring stand A
and a piece of wire gauze

to support the flask; a

Bunsen burner B; several

200 cc. Lunge distillation

flasks C: a thermometer

D; a funnel for filling the

flask ; an 18 or 20-inch

condenser E, and a 100

cc. measuring cylinder F.

To make the test, lOO-

cc. of aniline oil are put into the flask by means of the funnel;

the apparatus is assembled as in the illustration, and a flow of

water connected from the tap to the condenser. The contents

of the flask are gently heated until 360.5 degrees F. is reached,

at which temperature it is maintained. The volume of oil col-

lected in the cylinder is the measure of the purity of the aniline.

-A
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gum in a solution of resin in a hydrocarbon. [Harry B. Cox,

Bedford Hills, N. Y. Assignor to Herman Goldman, New
York, N. Y. United States patent No. 1,202,758.]

Rubber Product. A product comprising recovered stock re-

plenished with resin, and a material obtained by dissolving

vulcanized gum in rubber resin. [Harry B. Cox, Bedford Hills,

N. Y. United States patent No. 1,202,759.]

Process of Reclaiming Rubber. A process of recovering

rubber stock from vulcanized rubber which consists in treating

it with a resin solution together with a solution of vulcanized

gum in a resin solution. [Harry B. Cox, Bedford Hills, N. Y.

United States patent No. 1,202,760.]

Tre.atment of Fabrics Used in Conjunction with Vul-

canized Rubber. According to this process fabric is treated,

previous to its incorporation with rubber, with certain re-

active materials, in order to protect it against the dis-

integrating action of sulphurous and sulphuric acids resulting

from vulcanization. The materials mentioned as suitable

neutralizers include (1) alkalis, such as sodium carbonate;

(2) alkaline or basic salts, such as borax or basic lead car-

bonate; (3) basic oxides or hydroxides,' such as lime, baryta,

or barium hydroxide; (4) salts of metallic oxides, such as

barium carbonate and zinc acetate. [William Edgar Muntz,

London, England, United States patent No. 1.203,241.]

Shoe Bottom Filler. Mixture of rosin, Pontianak, and oil

solvent thickened with dextrin to a stifl shoe-bottom filler when

cold. [Andrew Thoma, Cambridge, Massachusetts, assignor to

North American Chemical Co., New York City. United States

patent No. 1,203,435.]

Sizing Composition. Consisting of rosin soap in which is

dissolved approximately one per cent, of rubber material. [Jud-

son A. De Cew, Montreal, Canada. United States patent No.

1.203,857.]

Tire Filler. A mixture of paste, plaster of paris, chalk, a

perfume, alcohol and bismuth subnitrate. [David G. Elder,

Chickamauga, Georgia. United States patent No. 1,203,720.]

Vulcanization Process. Consisting in mixing wood creosote,

partially vulcanized vegetable oils and rubber compound, and sub-

jecting the whole to a vulcanizing heat. [Augustus O. Bourn,

Bristol, Rhode Island. United States patent No. 1,203,966.]

Non-Inflammable Waterproofing Composition. Consisting

of a mixture of rubber cement, spirits of turpentine, paraffin wax,

gasolene and tetrachloride of carbon, the physical characteristics

of which are that it is non-inflammable and waterproof. [James

O. Persons, Norfolk, Virginia. United States patent No. 1,204,-

056.]

CANADA.

Rubber Preservative. Comprising in combination, cocoa but-

ler, castor oil and gasolene in the proportions of two ounces to

two quarts, to one quart, respectively, of the ingredients named.

[Samuel T. Smith, Blue Island, Illinois, U. S. A. Canadian

patent No. 171,630.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Vulcanization by Ultra-Violet Rays. [H. P. M. A. Oliver.

British patent No. 7,823 (1915).]

Substitute for Rubber. Mixture of colophony, caoutchouc,

sulphur, naphtha and white lead. [R. Castels. British patent

No. 7,703 (1915).]

SWITZERLAND.

Regener.^ting Rubber. Fabric containing rubber is treated

with tetrachloroethane, with heating, as a solvent for the rubber.

[Compagnie Generale des Caoutchoucs de Terebenthine. Swiss

patent No. 72,731 (June 16, 1916).]

SWEDEN.

Rubber Substitute. Rubber and egg albumen is molded and

cold vulcanized, or after addition of sulphur it is hot vulcanized.

[C. Lamberty. Swedish patent No. 40,822 (June 14, 1916).]

T

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
STORMER VISC08IMETER.

HE Stormer viscosimeter permits accurate practical work
with a small sample of liquid. It is simple in construction

;

may be quickly and easily cleaned and permits a greater num-
ber of tests to be made accurately within a given time than

other instruments designed for this

purpose. A SO-cc. sample is all that

is required for a test.

The instrument is designed upon

the principle of rotating a cylinder

in the liquid under examination by

means of a constant weight and at a

known temperature. It consists of

a cylinder B which may be rotated

in a test cup A, surrounded by a

water or oil bath C to maintain the

desired temperature. A revolution

counter is connected to the spindle

supporting the cylinder. The time

required for the cylinder to make a

specified number of revolutions in

distilled water and in the liquid

under examination is the measure of the viscosity sought.

[Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, New York.]

MkO
BAHNSTEAD AUTOMATIC WATER STILL.

The value of pure distilled water for laboratory and manufac-

turing operations is universally recognized. The type of auto-

matic still here illustrated and described is heated by gas, steam

or electricity and will produce, it is claimed, pure water free of

ammonia and all gaseous and organic impurities at a low oper-

ating cost. The operation of the still is continuous. The water

enters the condenser at the supply pipe and, passing around the

condensing tubes, is discharged into an open pipe, allowing the

gases to escape. The water thus purified passes into the still

where it is converted into steam, and passing into the condenser

is condensed and discharged chemically pure. A continuous

stream of water is required for cooling purposes and to supply

the boiler that in this particular still is heated by gas. [Eimer &
Amend, New York City.]
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Guayule Cultivation In the United States.
A RUBBER PREPAREDNESS SUGGESTION.

THERE is a real prospect that the United States may yet

become an important rubber producing country. The
humid tropical climate essential to the growth of laticifer-

ous rubber bearing trees is lacking, but the silver colored guayule

shrub (Partheiiium argentatum), a member of the aster family,

grows wild in many sections of the American Southwest as it

does over the central plateau of Mexico. What American enter-

prise did previous to 1910 in Mexican guayule fields is well

known. But the long continued series of revolutions in Mexico

reduced the average yearly export of 10,000 to"ns of guayule rub-

ber to 720 tons in 1914, 2,555 tons in 1915 and 1,408 tons during

the 12 months ending June, 1916.

It is not surprising that in 1911 there were 6,000,000 acres of

guayule grov/ing wild in Texas alone, because these guayule

lands belong to the same belt of which the Chihuahuan desert is

a part. This great possibility remained neglected for the most

part as long as Mexican export continued, because of the high

cost of American labor, but with the supply interrupted and con-

ditions in our sister republic showing scant signs of early im-

provement, state officials and rubber men turned their attention

to it. Experi-

ments in several

localities i n d i -

cated that guay-

ule, in the United

States, as in

Mexico, responds

readily to culti-

vation, yielding

increased growth

and greater stor-

age of rubber in

its tissues. Not

only does it se-

crete rubber of

excellent quality

in both root and

stem, but its cul-

ture involves
fewer difficulties

than any other

commercially im-

portant rubber
plant, and it

thrives best on

lean soils in a

dry climate.
These facts ren-

der it so good an

investment of the

capital needed

that the first Ari-

zona ' plantation

of 9,200 acres, to

cultivate it on a

commercial scale,

promises to be

the forerunner of

many others soon

to follow.

Here, indeed, lies an unparalleled opportunity to turn our

vast acreage of arid waste lands to profitable use. What this

means to the nation is not difficult to compute. The western

arid region comprises about two-fifths of the United States;

Three Year

GROVi'Tii OF Guayule

that is to say, approximately 1,200,000 square miles or 768,000,000

acres. Of this, not less than 500,000,000 acres have a position,

altitude and precipitation that would render irrigation very ad-

vantageous, yet under the most favorable circumstances only

about 45,000,000 acres are capable of irrigation, of which 31,-

544,000 acres had already had water placed upon them in 1900.

But what of the other 455,000,000 acres, not capable of irriga-

tion? These lands are very rich in mineral plant foods. The
potassium and phosphorus have not been dissolved and washed

away, and they have continuous sunshine during the day. On
such lands the guayule often grows wild and may also be culti-

vated, although it does not mature as rapidly as under irrigation.

In this respect its characteristics are peculiar. Although pre-

ferring a dry climate and porous, sandy soils, it endures consider-

able rain. Stimulated by heavy precipitation or regular irriga-

tion it attains a rapid, sturdy growth with large root develop-

ment, the latter being particularly important because the greater

quantity of rubber is secreted in the roots. Thus, the heavier

the growth the greater the crop, but, curiously enough, conditions

favorable to rapid, heavy growth are unfavorable to a large

secretion of rub-

ber. The idea!

routine consists

of irrigation for

rapid growth to

adequate size,

followed by six

or eight months

of drought to

promote secre-

tion of rubber in

the tissues, the

whole covering a

period of four

years. Irrigation

projects for gen-

eral crops have

the objection
that the alkalies,

such as sodium

carbonate, s u 1
-

phate and chlo-

ride, are often
abundant in the

sub-soil of these

western lands,
and when placed

under irrigation

are brought to

the surface in so-

lution by capil-

larity. When the

accumulation of

evaporated alka-

lies reaches a

certain amount,

many crops will

no longer thrive,

but guayule will.

Already consid-

erable areas have been abandoned in this manner in every state

where irrigation has been practiced. Thus the claim of Courtenay

De Kalb that in California guayule under irrigation has been

known to produce as much as 28 per cent of its net dry weight

Two Year

ON Ground Cut-Ovek.

One Year
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roKi 'Guayiitt < li. Lloyd.

Average Minimum

in rubber, if his figures can be substantiated, is of great interest.

The conservative estimate, by the way, is 8 to 10 per cent.

De Kalb further states that by four-year intensive irriga-

tion methods. 25 tons of dry plant may be grown per acre. On

the basis of 8 per

cent rubber this

would yield 4.a)0

pounds, wort h

$1,520. according

to the present
low market price

ol 38 cents per

pound. American

experience places

the average cost

of culture, har-

vesting, extrac-

tion and market-

ing at $200 an

acre annually, or

$8(10 for the crop.

Tliis makes the

net income $720

an acre or $180

an acre per year.

Few crops surpass

this on an aver-

age of four con-

secutive years,
and what can be

grown on arid soil which will approach so high a return? .Assum-

ing that 5.000.000 acres of irrigable land, still unutilized, could be

devoted to this purpose, the yield would be 10,000,000 tons for

the four years, equivalent to 2,500,000 tons aiuiually and worth

$8,500,000,000.

Once more, what of the 455,000.000 acres of arid agricultural

land not capable of irrigation? If planted with guayule and

liroperly conserved according to the principles of modern for-

estry, they would

create a great
new A m e r i can

industry that

would be a source

of wealth in time

of peace and a

protection in case

of war. Fifteen

years is consid-

ered the proper

rotation period,

as in that time

the maximum
economic efficien-

cy of the plant

is reached at a

height of about

16 inches, when
it should be le-

moved, not only

for the better
growth of young-

er plants, but for

the greater effi-

ciencv of seeding.

.\ND M.xxiMUM Seedlings

Frotn "Guavule.' By Francis E. Lloyd.

Irrig.vted Pl.\nt, Two Years Old, From a Stock

Thus cuttings should be made close to the ground every fifth

year. The old practice of pulling plants up by the roots is to be

discouraged as it gives no opportunity for new shoots to be sent

up during the next growing season.

Assuming 11,200 plants to the acre and each dry plant aver-

aging 1 pound at 15 years, the yield would be 5 tons of shrub per

acre, or 896 pounds of ruliber on an 8 per cent basis. Were

455.000,000 acres so planted the yield would be 182,000.000 tons

every five years, or an average of 36,400,000 tons annually, worth

$154,700,000,000 at

tile current price

of 38 cents per

pound. Thus, the

L'nited States is

potentially able
to provide with-

in its own bor-

ders many times

its own require-

ments of crude

rubber.

Reviewing the

history of guay-

u 1 e extraction

the following
points are of in-

terest: The nat-

ural habitat of

the shrub em-

braces the north-

ern portion of

the great central

plateau of Mex-
ico, known as the

Chihuahuan des-

ert, and a portion of southwestern Texas, an area of nearly

1.30,000 square miles, of which about 34,000 square miles ac-

tually bear guayule. From this source it has been estimated

by Endlich that 225.000 tons of shrub had been disposed of

up to 1909, which was about half the total supply originally

available. The altitude of this region varies from 2,000 to

10,000 feet above sea level, the average being 6,000 feet, for

guayule can withstand very low temperatures as well as summer
heat. The records

include 5 degrees.

F. at Marathon,

Te.xas, and 10

degrees F. at

Tucson, Arizona.

Very little rain-

fall is necessary,

the average
throughout this

region being

around 10 inches

annually, al-

though the
growth of the

l)lant is in pro-

portion to the
precipitation. The
plant grows dur-

ing the rainy-sea-

son and creates

rubber during

the dry. months,

the residual soil

moisture, except

in rare instances,

being sufficient to sustain lite. Maximum growth occurs early

in the warm season, when superficial soil water is most plentiful

and night and day temperatures are more nearly uniform. The

humidity of the region is relatively high, with a somewhat pro-

longed summer period of high humidity. Dew is frequent during
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the cooler months, the dew-point always being approached

closely at night and frequently passed in winter and during the

rainy summer season.

Rarely is wild guayule found growing in the alluvial plains

cf the Mexican plateau. It prefers gravelly, calcareous soil fit

for little else, and so, because of its hardiness and easy cultiva-

tion, lends itself readily to the agricultural development of our

arid Southwest. Propagation is from the seed, and artificial

fertilization of the flower is essential in order to insure reliable

results. As this requires skill, the plants are started in nurseries

under the care of trained horticulturists. When the stalks attain

a diameter of one-fourth inch they are transplanted to the field

in rows three feet apart, the plants standing 18 inches apart in

the row. Although each capitulum produces only a maximum of

five seeds, a plant of moderate size will yield many thousands,

but the percentage of viable seed does not usually exceed 5 to 25

per cent.

To go into the details of the cultural operations of procuring

seed, raising seedlings, transplanting them, caring for the growing

plants and harvesting the cultivated guayule would trespass be-

yond the scope of the present article. These details may be found

by those interested in a work on the subject by Professor Francis

Krnest Lloyd and published by the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington. It should be apparent from the foregoing, however, that

the possibilities of guayule in the United States are almost un-

limited ; that its growth might easily become one of our greatest

agricultural industries, and that it may thrive in the barren lands,

of the South as well as in the arid wastes of the Soutlnvest.

REFERENXES.
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page 164; "A Guayule Resume," Harold von der Linde, Vol 45, page 166;
"Notes on the Acclimatization and Cultivation of the Guayule," Francis E.
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TIEE REPAIR VtTLCANIZERS AND ACCESSORIES IN SOUTH AMERICA.

According to our contemporary "The .Automobile," American

tire vulcanizers are not adequately represented in South America,

where there is a good market for such devices.

In Argentina alone there are 30,000 automobiles, every one of

which has tire troubles. Moreover, South American automo-

bilists are not as a rule careful of their tires, and hence the

need of frequent repairing. There is a good market for small

vulcanizers, such as chauffeurs can use, as well as shop vulcan-

izers for garages. In Cordoba, .\rgentina, there is a garage with

an up-to-date vulcanizing department, its entire equipment hav-

ing come from the United States.

Non-skid chains are good sellers in every section of South

America, in many cases being included as part of the standard

equipment of an automobile. Oversize tires are also in demand

and generally on sale. Slip covers, made of rubberized fabric,

for automobile scats, are popular and sell Well in all South

American countries.

JAPANESE LABOR FOR BRAZIL.

That arrangements have been ' oncluded to send 20,000 Japan-

ese to Brazil within two years is the report of the American

Vice-Consul at Yokohama, Japan. The negotiations with the

Brazilian Government were conducted by a representative of a

combine of Japanese emigration companies. A group of S.OOO

men will be sent twice a year, in the spring and autumn, and the

Brazilian Government will contribute £8 [?39] toward the trans-

portation expenses of each emigrant.

RUBBER TRADE OF COLOMBIA.

The rubber producing industry in Colombia is still in its in-

fancy, but it is growing rapidly, and the producton for the year

1915 showed 100 per cent increase over that of the preceding

year.

The chief purchasers of Colombian rubber are the United

States and Great Britain. Prior to the war Germany was also

becoming an important buyer. In 1915 the exports of crude rub-

ber from Colombia to the United States amounted to $89,348,

against $41,849 the previous year; those to the United Kingdom
amounted to $5,018 in 1914, but fell to only $2,605 in 1915.

Most of the crude rubber exported from Colombia is obtained

from wild Castilloa trees, but in the Atrato valley, and also in

some other districts, there are rubber trees under cultivation.

RUBBER TRADE IN PANAMA.

The American Consul-General at Panama City, Panama, re-

ports that the exports of crude rubber from his consular dis-

trict during the year 1915 amounted to 70,604 pounds in quantity

«nd $18,874 in value, against 142,444 pounds valued at $10,561

exported during the previous year.

According to the annual report by the American Consul at

Colon, Panama, the exports of crude rubber and balata from

his district amounted to $128,794 in 1915, against $65,859 the

previous year.

RUBBER IMPORTS AT HANKOW. CHINA.

The American Consul-General at Hankow, China, reports that

imports of rubber and rubber goods through that port in 1915

amounted to $19,263, compared with $7,918 during the previous

year, showing an increase of $11,345.

RUBBER TRADE OF SIAM.

The United States \'ice-Consul at Bangkok, Siam, reports that

imports of American rubber goods into that country during the

fiscal year 1915-1916 amounted to $2,011, against $378 during

the previous fiscal year.

The total exports of crude rubber from Siam during 1915-

1916 amounted to $11,055, against $15,533 exported during 1914-

1915.

RUBBER EXPORTS FROM ZANZIBAR.

Most of the crude rubber exported from Zanzibar is derived

from the rubber vine, Landolphia kirkii, of which a considerable

quantity grows wild in the forests of the Pemba district. Exports

for the year 1915 amounted to only 2,384 pounds.

The cultivation of Ceara rubber, which was taken up by the

government in 1907, was not successful and has been dis-

continued.

GUAYAflUIL RUBBER MARKET IN SEPTEMBER.

The rubber market in Guayaquil. Ecuador, was quiet during

September, the quotations of $23.30 for maromas (ropes) and

$19.07 for hojas (sheets) being the same as for August. Ship-

ments amounted to 15.077 pounds, all going to the United States, previous year.

CRUDE RUBBER EXPORTS FROM CEYLON.

From the "Report of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce for the

Half-Year ended June 30, 1916," just received, it appears that

sliipments of crude rubber to Great Britain during the period

covered showed a decrease of about 3,000,000 pounds, while those

to the United States showed an increase of about . 7,000,000

pounds compared with the corresponding period of 1915. In

fact, the shipments to America were more than double the 1915

January to June totals and amounted to well over 14.(X)0,000

pounds.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR IN LIBYA.

The .Xmerican consul at Tripoli, Italian North .Africa, reports

that during the year 1915, $1,000 worth of American rubber shoes

were imported into that colony, against $850 imported the
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Plantation Rubber in Cochin China— III.

By Lawrence P. Briggs, United Slates Consul at Saigon, French Indo-China.

Ceylon.

41.29
55.15
2.18
.41

.36

Braiil.

31.70
56.37
1.90

7.13
2.90

Smoked.
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the agricultural resources of the country develop. Rice-harvest,

fortunately, comes during the dry season when there is least

demand for labor on the rubber plantations. Various attempts

have been made to transplant coolie labor from the overpopulated

districts of Tonkin, where the laborer is more skilful and more
industrious and receives smaller wages. This may prove to be

the future solution of this problem if it should ever become a

serious one. There are many Chinese coolies in Saigon and

Cholon, although none has yet been employed on the rubber

plantations. Chinese labor is generally slightly more expensive

but considerably more eflScient than Annamite labor, and there

would be no difficulty in inducing Chinese coolies to come in

sufficient numbers to supply any demand of the labor market

;

but Chinese laborers are more independent, and it is quite likely

that the French government would object to any considerable

influx of Chinese coolie laborers into Cochin China.

The question of health-condition is not a serious one among
the coolies of Cochin China. There is always some cholera

and often bubonic and pneumonic plague among the natives, and

it is thought that the red soil of the rubber plantation is condu-

cive to a peculiar native disease, which the French call "fievre

du bois" (fever of the woods) ; but there has never been a seri-

ous epidemic of any kind on any of the rubber plantations.

Famines are unknown in Cochin China. Since the beginning ot

the rubber mdustry here, the annual exportation of rice from

the port of Saigon has never fallen below 600,000 tons. Almost

every year Cochin China is called upon to relieve the sufferings

caused by drought or flood in Tonkin.

TRANSPORTATION.
After the rubber is prepared, there remains the question of

its transportation to Saigon. Some of the older plantations;

e. g., the Belland Estates, are within sight of the city; but the

newer plantations in the red soil district are more distant. The
plantations of Suzannah, Xuan-loc and several others in the

province of Bienhoa are located 45 or 50 miles from Saigon,

out near the railway running to Nhatrang, while the Xatrach

Locninh and other important plantations of the province of

Thudaumot are 65 to 75 miles from Saigon by automobile. How-
ever, the roads are level and good and the high value of rubber

combined with its small bulk makes transportation a question

of relatively small importance. The construction of railways

and automobile roads through the rubber district offers no seri-

ous difficulties, and the development of transportation facilities

is sure to keep pace with the settlement of the country. Then,

too, Cochin China has a wonderful system of water transporta-

tion. None of the rubber plantations are very distant from a

stream or canal by which rubber can be cheaply transported by

sampan to Saigon.

Saigon is the most important French seaport outside of France

and is accessible to vessels of any draught. It has regular freight

connections with the mother-country as well as with Singapore

and Hongkong and frequent service to Manila, Bangkok and

other neighboring ports.

PRODUCTION AND EXPORTATION.
The production of rubber in the Saigon district, since its begin-

ning in 1908, has been about as follows in kilograms per planta-

*'°"- 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.
Belland estates ... /ti'/oj 1,500 3,000 5,000 10.000
Suoi-giao 1,749 2,573 2,086 3,080
Xatracb ... ... 120
Surannah ... ... ... ...
Others 200 200 300 300

Totals 3,449 5.773 7,386 13,500

1912, 1913. 1914. 1915.
Belland estates.. .*i/c)j 12,000 18,000 26.000 28,000
Suoi"iao 3 800 3.527 5.319 14,783
Xatrach 1,870 25.170 77,000 128,616
Suiannah 4.480 24,129 47,242 95,776
Others 2,000 14,174 29,439 79,995

Totals 24,150 85,000 185,000 347,170

The exportation of rubber from the port of Saigon during the

same period, by weight and value, has been as follows

:

United States
Kilograms. Currency.

1912 25.563 »22,201
1913 85,000 73,823
1914 175,067 152,046
1915 357,003 310,057

United Sufes
Kilograms. Currency.

1908 3,021 $3,797
1909 5,729 4,976
1910 6,379 5,540
1911 13,577 11,792

These figures represent the customs values, which since 1908
amount to 450 francs (nearly $90 United States currency) per
100 kilos. At present this is much below the market value. The
actual selling price during the year 1915 began with 620 francs
January 1, reached 767 francs early in July, which was high-water
mark until late in October, when it rose to 1,073, fell again to 911
during the latter part of November and finished the year at 1,223.

Taking 850 francs as an average price for the year, the amount
of money received by the plantation owners for the 1915 product
was nearly $600,000 (United States currency). Since January 1.

1916, the price has gradually declined to about 1,100 francs per
100 kilograms. If this price is maintained the market value of
the 1916 product will be about $1,650,000.

Practically all this rubber has been exported to France. The
war at first interfered with this exportation, and during the latter

part of 1914 some of the leading producers were seeking a mar-
ket elsewhere

; but early in 1915 the French Government forbade
the exportation of this product to any country except France,
and Saigon rubber soon began to find a good market in the
mother-country. The price soon began to rise, as shown in the
preceding paragraph.

PRESENT STATUS OF PLANTATION RUBBER.
Enough has already been said to show that the production of

plantation rubber is no longer an experiment in Cochin China. A
few figures will show its present status and future prospects.

Status of the rubber plantations January 1, 1916.

PROVINCE OF BARIA.

Plantation.
Societe des Plantations Director.

de Courtenay M. Sipiere 4,070
Long-hiep )

Long-xuyen J
Bonnefoy Freres.. 1,100

0'hf''s 5,019

1,000

200

310

Totals 10,189 1,510

PROVINCE OF BIENHOA.

Hectares Hec- Number
in Plan- tares of Number
tation. Planted. Trees. Tapped.
•"""" """ 150,151

70,000

97,518

4,000

317,669 4,000

Ste. .-^gricole de Suzan
_ nah , M. Girard 3,400
3te._ des plantations
d'Heveas de Xuan-loc.M. Luya ... 2 363

Ste. des P. d'Anloc.M. Girard '. 3!300
Ste. de P. de Caout-
chouc de Cochinchine.M. Ferandy ... 2 472

Ste. Agricole de Thanh-
^ tuy-ha M. Desbordes 3,046
Ste. des P. de Tan-loc.M. de la Souchere. 1.000
Others J3713

872 300,000 100,000

738
798

208.000
200,000

730 187,500

500
360

1.577

115.000
110,000
426,000 24,000

Totals 29,294

CM „ J „ FROVINCE OF GIADINH.
Ste. Nouvelle des P. d
Heveas de Tanthanh-
dong M. Guery 60O

Ass n Agricole de Tan-
,,ninh D. Jessula ..
Vinh-cu M. Guyonnet
Vinh-phuoc M. F. Filhol.
Belland plantations ...M. Chesnay

5,575 1,546,500 134,000

550 220,000 50,000

400
400
412
80

OthtTS 2,349

400
400
365
80

,610

120,000
120,000
102.000
25.000

684,648

15,000
13,300

To'a'^ 4,241 3,405 1,271,648 78,300

c J TT .. .,.
PROVINCE OF TAYNINH.

Ste. des Heveas de Tay-
_ ninh D. Jessula 2,160
Others 1,584

1.277
225

403.000
62,000

15,000

Totals 3_744 1.502 465,000 15,000

J ^ . „ .PROVINCE OF THUDAUMOT.
Ste. des C. de I'lndo-
chine (Locninh) M. Ectors 10,300

Ste. de P. d'Heveas de
Xatrach M. lacque 1,100

Plantations Hallet:
Xa-cam M. HafTner 1,000
Anioc M. Haffner 1,000

Others 4,500

1,238
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Dak-Jappan
Riviere Verte , ,- . .yuinhon
Suoi-giao Dr. Versiii.

Nhatrang
Others

rROTECTOR.\TE OK ANNAM.

\ M. DcHgnon,
3,000

150
500

425 100,000

ISO
98

60,000
43,000

13.523

Totals 3,650

RECAPITULATION.
Colony of Cochin-China:

Province of liaria 10.189
Province of Bienhoa 29.294
Province of Giadinh 4,241
Province of Tayninh 3,744
Province of Thudaumot 17,900
Island of Phu-Quoc 2,684

Totals 68.052

Protectorate of Cambodia 32
Protectorate of Annara 3,650

673 203.000 13,523

1,510 317,669 4.000
5.575 1,546,500 134,000
3,405 1,271,648 78,300
1.502 465.000 15,000
4.541 1.320.403 168,700

36 100,000 1,200

16,393 5,021.330 401.200

18 6,400
673 203.000 13.523

Totals 71,784 17,084 5,230.730 414,723

PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPMENT. 1916-1920.

The following tables show the number of trees to be tapped

during each of the years 1916-1920, inclusive. The increase in

production will undoubtedly be relatively greater than the in-

crease in the number of trees to be tapped, for, with each succes-

sive year after the present, the average age of the trees tapped

will be progressively greater. In 1920 the annual production

should amount to more than 1 kilo per tree, or a total of over

5,000 metric tons,

PROVINCE OF BARIA.

Trees to Be Tapped.
Plantation.

Courtenay
Long-hiep .

Long-xnven
Others

1916.
8.000

12.000

1.000

1917.
30.000

24,000

22.500

1918.
60,000

44,000

25,627

1919.
150,000

78,000

81.914

1920.
150.000

80.000

131.075

Totals 21,000 76,500 129.627 309.914 361,075

PROVINCE OF BIENHOA.
Suiannah 115.000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000
An-loc
Xuan-loc

_
. . .

.

Cochinchinc .

Thanh-tiiyha
Tan-loc
Others

75.000
26,000
18,000
10,000
65.000
34,000

140.000
40.000
60,000
30,000
110,000
65,000

150,000
60,000
120,000
80,000
110,000
108,000

200,000
80,000
177,500
100,000
110,000
150,000

200,000
110,000
197,200
115,000
275,000
236,000

Totals
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Foreign Import Duties on Boots and Shoes.

THE following table, corrected to November 20, 1916, shows
the foreign import duties on rubber boots and shoes of all

descriptions, imported into the various countries from the

United States.

Owing to the frequency of tariff changes the figures and in-

formation given in this table should be periodically verified. It

is also advised that small trial shipments be made in order to

test the rates prior to sending more extensive . shipments.

In the first column is given the country, while the next col-

umn contains the articles with notes regarding surtaxes, basis

of rates, etc. The third column specifies whether the weight is

to be taken as gross or net and the last column gives the ad
valorem duty or the rate of specific duty in United States

currency.

Countries. Articles and Remarks.
Europe:

Austria-Hungary Shoemakers' wareS; with textile goods, per 100 pounds
Belgium Manufactures of india rubber, ad valorem

'Bulgaria Ordirary rubber boots and shoes (galoshes), per 100 pounds (includes 20 per cent surtax).
Other rubber boots and shoes, per 100 pounds (includes 20 per cent surtax)

Denmark Rubber boots and shoes, with textiles, per 100 pounds—including inner packing
France Rubber footwear lined with felt, wool, or any partly woolen cloth, per 100 pounds

Rubber footwear lined with cotton, hemp, or flax cloth, per 100 pounds
Kootwear with soles of rubbei

, per pair ,

Germany Kootweai, with or without ruhber soles—Unvarnished, per 100 pounds
Varnished, per 100 pounds

Great Britain Manufactures of rubber

Greece (laloslies of rubber, per 100 pounds

Italy Rubber footwear, lined or trimmed with stufTs, per 100 pairs
(Jther rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Netherlands Rubber footwear, ad valorem

Norway Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Portugal Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Roumania Rublier footwear, per 100 pounds

Russia Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Servia Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Spain Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Sweden *',. Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds

Switzerland , Rubber footwear, per 100 pounds .-

Turkey : ' Rubber galoshes, boots and shoes

Weight.
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Countries,
Oceania;

Australia

Articles and Remarks.
Weight.

Galoshes, rubber s.ind boots and shoes, and plimsolls, ad valorem.

Rubber gum and wading boots, ad valorem

New Zealand Rubber footwear, ad valorem

Duty (U. S.
Currency).

307c
10%
33K%

Africa:

South Africa Rubber footwear, ad valorem

With a mini.iiuili per pair of

—

Men's
Women's • •

Children's * •

Legal weight is not uniformly construed, but generally includes the weight of the immedinte packing or container, ihouijh in si.nu- lOLiiitrii

allowances arc made.

20%

$0.18
0.12
0.06

1^ fixed tare

Foreign Import Duties on Rubber Tires.

THE following table, corrected to November 20, shows the

foreign import duties on rubber tires of all descriptions

imported into various countries from the United States.

The column marl<ed "Weight" shows whether duties are levied

on net or gross weight, or include simply the inner packings.

The next two columns give the rate of the duty per 100 pounds

in United States currency or the rate per cent ad valorem.

In this monograph the surtaxes have been included and the

converted rates therefore indicate the actual duty payable.

Certain charges such as warehousing, custoins handling, local

taxes, revenue stamps, etc., are not included. The rates of duty

shown, including the surtaxes as noted, should therefore be

regarded as the minima. As changes in duties are likely to occur

at any time, frequent verification of these figures is advised.

Countries.

North America:
Weight.

Rate per
100 Pounds, Rate

U. S. Per Cent.—
Currency. Ad Valorem.

Canada ,.*•• ,
...... . ,

(Ad valorem duties are based on the fair market value of the articles

when sold for home consumpticn in the country whence exported direct

to Canada.)

Central American States

—

British Honduras 15

(Duties based on price in the port of export.)

Costa Rica pTOss *''-22„„

(In addition, there is a wharfage tax of 10.5 cents per 100 pounds.)

Guatemala ^'O!^^ 7.21

Honduras Gross 4.28

Nicaragua

—

Atlantic ports—."luto tires Gross
Solid tires Gross
Motorcycle tires . . . Gross

Pacific ports—Auto tires Gross
Solid tires

Motorcycle tires GrosK

(An increase of 33'/5 per cent of the duties is author-

ized but not in effect.)

Panama V'* *;;"«i
Salvador Gross 13.81

(A surtax of I'A per cent of the duty is included.)

3.81

2.86
5.72
4.08
2.99

12.25

Hawaii Free

(Imports of foreign origin are subject to the provisions of the United

States tariff.) '

Mexico Gross 16.94

(New rates in effect November 1. 1916.)

Newfoundland

West Indies-

British

—

•Antigua

49.5

tBahamas
•Barbados
•Dominica
•Grenada
Jamaica

•Montserrat
•St. Christopher-Nevis
•St. Lucia '

St. Vincent
Trinidad and Tobago
Turks and Caicos Islands
Virgin Islands

Cuba
Danish

—

St. Croix

(Duty, based on the invoice price, increased 25 per cent [on imports

from St. Thomas, 15 per centl.)

13.33
20
11.25
12.5

10
16.66
13.33
11
16.5
15
10
10
10
25

16.5

•When imported from the United Kingdom, Canada or Newfoundland,

admitted at a reduction of one-fifth of the duty. The cost of packing is

excluded, except in Dominica, St, Lucia and Grenada, where is it included.

tA surtax of 10 per cent is to Be adSed.

Net
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COUNTKIES.

Federated Malay States .

.

- Hongkong
India

(See note for Ceylon.)

North Borneo
Sarawak
Straits Settlements

China
Chosen (Korea)

Weight.

Rate" per
100 Pounds, Rate

U. S. Per Cent.—
Currency. A3 Valorem.

Free
Free
7.5

10
Free
Free
5

8

10Dutch East Indies
French Indo-China

(Imports from France are admitted free of duty, while imports from
other countries are subject to the rates prescribed by the customs tariff

of France.)

Japan (including Formosa)—Auto tires..

Cycle tires.

Persia
Siam

Africa:

Net
Net $42.92

25

10
3

10
10

.Abyssinia
Belgian Conge

British

—

Mauritius 12
Nigeria Free
Union of South Africa 20
(Duty based on the current value for home consumption at the place

of purchase, including value of packing and agent's commission if it

exceeds 5 per cent.)
Zanzibar 7.5

(The dutiable value of imports from Europe or America is taken to

be the cost price [with charges], increased by 5 per cent or the
invoice price [exclusive of charges], increased by 15 per cent.)

Egypt 8

(In Alexandria a wharfage tax of one-half of 1 per cent is added. At
other ports different rates are imposed.)

French Algeria
(Imports from France are admitted free of duty, while imports from

other countries are subject to the rates prescribed by the customs
tariff of France.)

Italian

—

Eritrea .*

Libia
Sumaliland

I iberia
Morocco

8
11

15
12.5

12.5

Oceania:

British

—

Australia—Auto tires 35
Other tires 35

(Duty based on fair market value F. O. B. at port of
export, plus 10 per cent. On casings weighing over 254
pounds and inner tubes over 1 pound eacli. 48. 6 cents per
pound, if higher than the ad valorem rate.)

New Zealand Free
Guam Free

(Imports of foreign origin are taxed 25 per cent of their value.)
Philippine Islands Free

(Imports of foreign oriein are taxed 25 per cent of their value.)
Tutuila •. 10

Legal weight is not uniformly con'^trued but generally includes the weight
of the immediate packin*; or container, though in some countries fixed
Icre allowances are made.

NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.S PRICE NOTICE.

The New Jersey Zinc Co., New York City, announces the fol-

liiwing prices on American process "Horse Head" brands of zinc

CNJde on contract for the first half of 1917:

50 Ton Less

Base Carloads Carloads

Selected, cents WA 10^ lO'/a

XX, cents 9fi 9^ 10

The above prices are based upon shipment in barrels and are

f. o. b. shipping point, with usual freight allowance on carload

lots, and are subject to cliange without notice.

The above products are also available in paper bags of SO

pounds net weight when shipped in carloads. In this container

the price will be one-eighth cent per pound less than quoted

above. Bags cannot be shipped in less than carload lots. Mixed
carloads of barrels and bags cannot be shipped.

The American Chain Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut, nianufac-

tiirer of Weed tire chains, has purchased the Standard Chain

Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Plans for combining the sales

organizations and part of the office force of the two companies

will probably be put into effect by January 1.

RUBBEH-SHOD CATERPILLAR TRACTOR.

The development of the mechanical tractor has been a fertile

field for the inventors of agricultural machinery who have en-

deavored to produce a machine that will satisfactorily solve the

problems of plowing, cultivating, hauling and operating harvest-

ing and other farm machinery. Compared with horsepower,

the tractor has obviously the advantage due to its availability at

all times and a more diversified range of usefulness.

The types of wheeled tractors are varied and accomplish the

many objects for which they are designed in a generally satisfac-

tory manner, providing the ground or road over which they

operate is firm and fairly even. On soft ground and uneven and
broken roads, however, the caterpillar tractor is supreme, as its

tractive power is almost unlimited and it performs equally well

on solid ground and smooth asphalt or macadam roads without
injury to the surface of the road.

The modified form of caterpillar tractor shown here is de-

signed for hauling heavy loads over roads and soft ground
where wheeled tractors would be at a disadvantage. The shoes
of the tractor belt are shod with 24 blocks of solid rubber that

increase the tractive power on both hard and soft ground and
prevent damage to the road surfaces. [Martin Rocking Fifth

Wheel Co., Springfield, Massachusetts.]

RUBBER MAKES A SALVAGE MACHINE POSSIBLE.

William D. Sisson, a New York engineer, has designed a re-

markable apparatus with which to explore the bed of the sea,

locate wrecked vessels and bring them to the surface. The outfit

consists of a tender carrying a number of pontoons, and an
almost spherical diving machine equipped with propellers, search-
lights, a telephone to communicate with the tender, and four
powerful electro-magnets. The latter hold the diving machine
fast to the metal side of the sunken ship while an electric drill

bores holes for fastening the pontoons. The diving machine is

designed to work at any depth down to 2,000 feet.

This device would not be possible without rubber, of which
each of these outfits will probably use 3,000 pounds for electrical

insulation purposes alone, not to mention the use of rubber hose
and rubber mechanical goods on the ship's tender and the rubber

or rubberized garments that the crews will need to wear while

at their work of raising from the bottom of the sea the treasures

that have been lost through storm, attack or accident in the

years since iron and steel ships supplanted wooden ones in the

world's commerce.

In this connection experiments have been carried on recently

by Dr. Sylvio Pellico Portella in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, using

an apparatus somewhat similar to that noted above. An inter-

esting feature is a series of floats of waterproof material, shaped
like spheres, cylinders, etc., which are carried down by divers

and attached to vessels and then inflated by air pressure from
above.
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New Machines and Appliances.

SINGLE STBAND TESTING MACHINES.

IT
is very important to know the strength of individual strands

that make up the fabric used in tire building. To meet

this requirement the single strand testing machines shown

here have been designed. They are constructed on the dead

weight principle, without springs or delicate parts requiring at-

tention. The one on the left is operated by hand, and is baiit

with 10-pound capacity by ounces, and 20-pound capacity by %
pounds. The intermediate one operates by weights, and has a

10-pound capacity by ounces. A motor-driven tester of 10, 20

or 50-pound capacity is shown on the right.

' In each machine the drive is made by a non-revolving screw,

operated by two spiral-cut gears held in a solid cast-iron housing

and packed in grease. The recording head is built as a balance

wheel, rotating upon two large, self-alining ball bearings, and is

extremely sensitive. There are no gears or other moving parts

to interpose friction, and the pointer is attached directly to the

Hand Power. Plunger Rele.xse. Motor Drive.

balance wheel, mdicating the breaking strain on a metal dial-

segment. The pointer is held in the exact position of the break

by a roll clutch, which prevents backlash, and is released and

reset by a small hand lever.

The clamps automatically hold the end of the linest yarns. The

yarn is then passed over the eccentric, thereby obtaining addi-

tional clamping power and giving the tests all the advantage

of the spool form without tying. Standard machines are ar-

ranged with a distance of 12 inches between spool centers. Loop

tests are easily made with this equipment. A novel and easily

read compensating stretch device is included on each machine,

giving the net stretch at a glance. [Henry L. Scott & Co., Provi-

dence, Rhode Ishnd.]

"HURRICANE" FIKEPROOF AUTOMATIC DRYERS.

The vast quantity of plantation rubber now being produced

in the Far East must perforce be dried before it is packed

and shipped to the markets of the world. The problem of

drying 108,000 tons, last year's production, must have in-

volved much time, labor and incurred considerable cost to

the producers. The automatic drying machine here illustrated

is successfully used for drying a variety of wet materials ana-

logous to crude rubber and therefore presents a suggestion

worthy of consideration.

The machine is divided into sections and the heat is so

regulated that the material tinally emerges in a cool, dry

condition. The dryer is divided longitudinally into two com-

partments, one containing the heating coils and the other

the endless chain conveyor that carries the material through

tlie machine. Located in the upper part are the fans pro-

ducing the recirculation of the air.

The drying is accomplished in accordance with the well-

known counter-flow principle. The material is slowly carried

through the dryer by the conveyor. The general movement
of the drying air is directly opposite to this, as the fresh dry

air is admitted near the delivery end of the machine. The
air is constantly recirculated by the fans, alternately through

the material and steam coils, and progresses in a spiral man-

ner through the machine. During this process, the tem-

perature of the air is gradually raised and its capacity for

taking up moisture is thereby increased.

Thus the material as it enters the dryer in a cold, wet

condition is subjected to the greatest amount of heat, and

the greatest amount of evaporation is accomplished. The
rapid evaporation of moisture tends' to prevent the absorption

of an undue amount of heat, so that no injury to the material

can result at this stage. As it becomes drier and passes

further through the machine, it encounters less and less heat,

and is subjected to cooler and drier air. Near the end of the

operation it comes in contact with fresh, cool, dry air, so that

the final moisture is readily removed and the material deliv-

ered dry and cool. [The Philadelphia Drying Machinery Co.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

the EASTMAN ELECTRIC CLOTH CUTTER.

Motor-driven cloth cutting machines are labor saving devices

that could hardly be dispensed with by manufacturers of rub-

ber clothing and other apparel of a like nature. That these

machines have a wider field of use-

fulness is shown by the increasing

call for motor-driven cloth cutters

from manufacturers of gaskets and

automobile tires.

The machine shown in the first

illustration is of the reciprocating

knife type and built to operate on

110 or 220-volt direct or alternating

current. It is equipped with a pow-
erful motor and all bearings are a

combination ball and roller bearing

type which divides the wearing strain

over a large surface and reduces

wear and tear to the minimum.
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This machine is recommended for all-round work where the

lays are higher.

It will cut curves or straight lines equally well in material

varying from the lightest silk to the heaviest cotton fabric.

The round knife type shown in the second illustration is

also operated on either 110 or 220-volt direct or alternating

current. A notable feature of this machine is the standard,

which is so arranged that as the knife

wears down it can be lowered into

the plate. This makes the blade last

longer and insures accuracy of work-

manship, as the edge of the blade is

always kept close to the throat-plate.

It has a knife guard which is a pos-

itive protection against the operator

cutting himself.

The adjustable sharpening device is

arranged so that both sides of the

blade are sharpened simultaneously,

thereby doing away with any wire

, edge on the knife. Moreover, the

sliarpening device is adjustable so

"that the operator can obtain any kind of bevel he prefers. [East-

man Machine Co., Buffalo, New York.]

THE STURTEVANT DUST GRINDER.

That the grinding principle of the ancient mill-stone had long

since been replaced by newer machines of modern design and

construction was a reasonable supposition. That such is not

entirely the case,

however, is indi-

cated by the ac-

companying il-

lustration of a

modern grinder

with upper and

nether m i 1
1-

stones of rock

emery. It is the

more interesting

from the fact of

its comparatixely

recent adaptation

for comminuting

hard and soft

rubber and grind-

ing leather scrap

for making
leather and rubber soles.

The upper, or bedstone, is bolted to the top casing and is low-

ered with it directly upon the lower, or runner stone. Tlie

clamping ring is next tightened to hold the bedstone case and

stone immovably in position and the runner is then' lowered

away from the bedstone by a hand wheel which regulates the

fineness of grinding required.

As in the old prirtciple the material is fed at the center and

is gripped between the mill-stones, passing through a contin-

uous rubbing, shredding and tearing action as it works its way

by centrifugal force to the periphery where it is discharged into a

suitable receptacle.

A duplicate plant consisting of four 42-inch horizontal mills

and four special screens, recently installed, has produced, it is

claimed, 12,000 to 13,000 pounds of 40-mesh soft rubber dust

per day from one unit. That scrap leather and hard rubber may
be successfully ground on this machine is obvious. The 42-inch

mill is 5 feet long, 5 feet wide and 5 feet high, weighs 5,500

pounds, gross, and requires 18 horse-power.
,
[Sturtevant Mill

Co., Boston, Massachusetts.]

VirLCANIZER RUCORDING THERMOMETER.

A new type of thermometer for recording vulcanizing temper-
atures up to 800 degrees F., or 425 degrees C. which embraces
a number of original features, is shown here. It operates on
the principle of the expansion of gas with change in temperature.

A bulb of copper containing nitrogen gas under pressure is con-

nected to a recording instrument by a small copper tube pro-

tected by flexible steel tubing. The
recording instrument has a helical

spring somewhat similar to that

used in pressure gages, and the ex-

pansion of the gas in the bulb ex-

erts pressure which is conveyed by

the capillary tube to the helix, which

expands proportionately.

This heli.x is directly con-

nected to a recording arm
and pen which marks on

the record chart. Tubing
as long as 100 feet can be

furnished, if required, so

that the recording gage
may be placed at some distance from the point where the tem-

perature is measured. The clock which revolves the chart is

mounted directly on the front plate on which the chart rotates.

insuring alinement of the clock and chart plate.

The clips holding the chart in position are mounted on the

door so that when the door is opened they are automatically

swung away from the chart, permitting its easy replacement

without interference.

A device is furnished which raises the chart pen from the

chart automatically when the door is opened, and frees the

pen automatically when the door is closed.

This instrument is also made in indicating form, where de-

sired, to indicate the temperature on a dial instead of recording

it on a chart. Several different types of bulbs may be had,

either with threaded connection for insertion in mains and

pipes, or with lead coating to withstand chemicals and acids.

[The Brown Instrument Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

A PORTABLE ELECTRIC TIRE PUMP.

The Lectroflater principle apparently reduces the annoyance of

tire inflation to the minimum. The carriage outfit shown in the

illustration is a combination of a universal motor that will run on
either alternating

or direct current,

a high- pressure

air compressor, a

gear box and a

condensing cham-

ber, so arranged

that all elements

are enclosed in a

single housing
and automatically

cooled. It is

mounted on a

strong, light car-

riage that is pro-

vided with a con-

venient tool tray

and equipped with

four rubber-tired

wheels.

This outfit has been especially designed to meet the demand
of public garages, tire sales rooms and other public places which

must dispense free air, but wish to avoid the larger investment,

higher operating expenses and loss of space required by large

compressor and tank systems.
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Each machine is fitted with a long electric cord, attachment

plug, gage, high-pressure hose and quick-acting coupling. It

will operate from any HO-volt lamp socket and is guaranteed

to develop 12S pounds air pressure without overheating. It

has a displacement of about lYi cubic feet of air per minute

and will inflate the largest tires to 100 pounds pressure in one

or two minutes. [The Black & Decker Manufacturing Co.,

Baltimore, Maryland.]

A PORTABLE FOOT-POWER SEWING MACHINE.

Here is a light, portable foot-power sewing machine that can

be used in any department of a rubber mill where end-piece sew-

ing is required. It is self-contained and designed for moving

about when the use of power is

not practical nor convenient.

In tire plants where quanti-

ties of rags are used for wrap-

ping the treads during vulcan-

ization, end-piece sewing is an

item that includes necessary

equipment and considerable

labor, both of which could

doubtless be reduced by this

simple machine.

In footwear factories where

cloth books are a necessity and,

in fact, wherever cloth liners

are used, the need of a sewing

machine for joining together

the ends is apparent.

The ends of the cloth to be

united are laid on a large feed

wheel that is provided with

holding pins which main-

tain the two pieces of

cloth in relative position

and at the same time

permit the cloth being

stitched during the sewing

operation. It is arranged

so that the feed wheel can

be instantly thrown out of

gear and thereby short stitches and the breaking of needles are

entirely obviated.

This machine will sew all kinds of cotton or woolen goods,

thick or thin, wet or dry, and is carefully constructed. [Dins-

more Manufacturing Co., Salem, Massachusetts.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE BANBURY MASTICATOR.

'T'HIS machine is of the Pointon type and provided with re-

•* volving blades which act in conjunction with stationary sur-

faces imparting a kneading action to the mass. The drawing

is a cross section of the

machine, which is duplex

in character, comprising

two cylindrical casings

A and B in which the

two rotors C and D re-

volve towards each

other. The rubber being

placed in the hopper at

the top, is fed by the

weight ,of plunger E to

the rotating blades. The inclined blades of the rotors force the

material continuously from the ends of the machine to the

center, rolling and kneading the rubber against the walls of the

cylindrical casings until it is thoroughly massed. ThS casing

walls may be smooth, as shown on the right, or provided with

grooves shown at F ; moreover, the entire surface may be ser-

rated as shown at G. [Fernley H. Banbury, East Orange, New
Jersey, assignor to Birmingham Iron Foundry, Derby, Connecti-

cut. United States patent No. 1,200,070.]

PNEUMATIC TIRE BUILDING MACHINE.

The old-time hand method of building tire casings has long

since proved to be unequal to the present high production stand-

ards. The development of tire building machines has therefore

progressed steadily and

the modern American

type is almost entirely

automatic. The strips

of frictioned fabric are

supplied under tension

to the revolving core

and the successive plies

smoothed down by roll-

ers.

Paridon's invention,
however, possesses cer-

tain novel features that are radical departures from the cus-

tomary design and are therefore interesting.

The drawing is an end elevation of the machine, which is

duplex in construction. The description applies to both units,

but will be confined to the one on the right. There are four

frames, only one being shown at A, which support two sets of

fabric rolls B, liner rolls C and tension rolls D. The frames are

moved longitudinally to bring the fabric rolls alternately in line

with the core by a reciprocating hydraulic piston E, operated

by a four-way valve. As the fabric strip is applied to the core,

adhesion of the successive plies is assisted by a jet of air from
the nozzle F. The two smoothing rollers G are operated by

rack and pinion movement controlled by the vertical hydraulic

piston H. The front faces of the smoothing rolls are recessed

with convolute openings through which air is forced, materially

aiding the stitching operations and preventing the formation of

air bubbles between the fabric plies. [Michael Paridon, assignor

of one-half to Henry A. Rudd, both of Barberton, Ohio. United

States patent No. 1,202,884.]

RUBBER DUST GRINDING MACHINE.

The Gardner machine for reducing rubber to fine powder is

of the type in which an abrasive cylinder is rotated and which

at the same time receives an axially reciprocating motion. The
cylinder A is formed with

a series of abrasive strips

set longitudinally on its

periphery, between which,

openings are arranged for

the flow of air forced out-

wardly by internal fan

blades. The cylinder is

mounted in a casing B
provided with openings

for the feed of the mate-

rial C, a hopper D at the

bottom which receives

unground fragments, and
a hopper E at the top by which the unground fragments are

returned to the grinding-cylinder. The casing and the upper
and lower hoppers are connected by screened pipes F, G, H with

a suction trunk pipe / leading to a draw-oflf fan and receptacle

for the rubber dust. The axle of the cylinder is reciprocated

by a bell-crank lever / operated by worm gearing, connected
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by a shaft and gearing to the main drive shaft A.'. The feed-

mechanism consists of an endless belt L provided with projec-

tions and spring-pressed rollers M that are adjusted by hand

wheels A^. [C. E. Gardner, Gloucester, Gloucestershire, Eng-

land. British patent No. 10,015 (1915).]

MACHINE FOR MOLDING AND VUXCANIZING HOLLOW RUBBER
ARTICLES,

.\ccording to this invention the method of making rubber

bulbs is simplified and the production materially increased.

Briefly, the operation consists in drawing the stock by vacuum

into the mold cavi-

ties, the edges of the

two halves of the

bulb being then
brought into close

contact and vulcan-

ized.

The drawing is a

vertical section of

the machine, which is

a three-ram type of

hydraulic press. The

mold plates A and B
comprise 25 mold
cavities, each being

provided with a small

opening communicat-

ing with air chambers

C and D in the upper

and lower head.

Two metal plates,

adapted to support the

disks of rubber stock,

are placed back to back and inserted between the mold plates

where they are alined by dowel pins. The mold is then

closed by the hydraulic rams E and F and a vacuum applied

to the air chambers, exhausting the air in the mold cavities and

thereby drawing the rubber stock into them. When the bulb

halves have thus been molded, the mold is opened and the

metal plate removed. Then the hollow platen G is moved
upward by the ram H until it contacts with the sealing gasket

in the upper platen. Air under pressure is admitted to the

hollow platen, filling the mold cavities, and then the lower mold
is raised by the rams £ and F, thereby closing the mold, uniting

the bulb halves and entrapping a certain amount of compressed

air. The bulbs are vulcanized by exhausting the air and ad-

mitting steam to the chambers surrounding the mold. [Fred

T. Roberts, Trenton, New Jersey, United States patent No.

1,201,503.]

A more recent invention by the same inventor provides a

process and apparatus for releasing hollow inflated articles

from the molds. [Fred T. Roberts, assignor to the Aranar Co.

—

both of Cleveland, Ohio. United States patent No. 1.201.627.] .

1,201,397.

1,201,406.

1,201,473.

1,201,774.

1,201,778.

1,202,452.

1,202,654.

1,204,021.

1,204.213.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Tire repair vulcanizer. F. S. Wahl, North Tonawanda, assignor
of one-half to G. G. Mattern, Kenmore—both in New York.

Apron for mixing mills. H. A. Welton and H. J. Hoyt, as-

signors to Morgan & Wright—all of Detroitj Mich.

Device for painting golf balls. C. H. Lambert, Asheville, N. C.

Machine for constructing a laminated cohesive interwound fabric
band. I-. A. Subers, East Cleveland, Ohio.

Tire mounting implement. W. L. Weber, assignor to The Es-
senkay Products Co.—both of Chicago, 111.

Tire rim tool. T. V>. Stroud, Pass Christian, Miss.

Rim tool. F. A. Berry, Loudon, Tenn.

Portable vulcanizer. E. T. Horsey, Cleveland, Ohio.

Tube wrapping machine. J. A. Vey, assignor to Continental
Rubber Works—both in Erie, Pa.

171,104.

171,174.

171,440.

171,637.

171.656.

1,204,342. Machine for wrapping hose and similar articles. H. Z. Cobb,
Winchester, Mass., assignor to Revere Rubber Co., Olneyville,
R. I.

1,304,357. Apparatus for treating fibrous materials. E. D. Jetferson, Bos-
ton, Mass.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
Tire rim tool. The Burrill Tire Too! Co., assignee of F. If.

Burrill—both of Concord Junction, Mass.

Tire rim tool. A. A. Friestedt, Chicago. 111.

Machine for winding tape on wire. Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of T. Midgley,
Lancaster, Ohio.

Rubber heel meld. J. G. Tutford, Elyria; Ohio.

Flap trimming machine. The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,
Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignee of T. Midgley,
Lancaster, Ohio.

i

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
9,039 (1915). Apparatus for treating rublier latex.

Road, Edinburgh.

9,427 (1915). Tool for tapping rubber trees. F. E.
British North Borneo.

9,454 (1915). Pneumatic tire mold witli expansible ring.

2 I^udgate f-Iill. Birmingham.

Guards for rubber mills. L, Gaisman, 106 Birch Lane, Longsight,
and S. Dreyfus, Thorncliffe Villa, Windmill Lane, Denton—both
in Manchester.

Rubber tapping tool. S. Johno, 401 North Bridge Road, Singapore.

Rubber pad in sole laying machine. Atlas-Werke Pohler & Co.,

Stotteritz, Leipzig, Germanv.

THE FUENCH REPUBLIC.

(December 23, 1915). Improvements in cores used in vulcanizing.

Heinig Johnston and Ohls.

480,583 (December 31, 1915). Improvements in apparatus for molding
tires. J. H. Coffey and Coffey, Jr.

S Milne, 11a Grange

Lease. Sapong Estate,

F. h. Byrne,

101,325.

101,395.

101,416.

480.512

PROCESS PATENT.

Elimin.ming Porosity in Rubber Soles. The parts com-

prising the bottom being assembled, they are placed in a cham-

ber and subjected to a temperature of 130 to 135 degrees F. for

36 hours, thereby eliminating all air, naphtha or other entrapped

gases. The bottoms are then attached to the upper and the boot

or shoe is vulcanized. [W. Mellersch-Jackson, London, England.

(Coinmunication from Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden, Massa-

chusetts.) British patent No. 16,226 (1915).]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Process of manufacturing brushes. A. H. Timmis, Harrow,
assignor to Rubber Set Brush Co., Limited, London—both

in England.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Process for the manufacture of tire fabrics.

France.
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

480,713 (January 19, 1916). Process for manufacturing
frames without seams and without usuig a mold

480.735 (January 20, 1910). Elastic fabric adapted to masks for protection

against asphyxiating gas; to suspenders, corsets, orthopedic ar-

ticles, etc., and process for its manufacture. L. Brun.

1,202,244.

171.196. L. Lias, Paris,

rubber eve-glass
E. Kalker.

MISCELLANEOUS PATENT.
A FRENCH STUDDED-TREAD TIRE.

In this tire the use of rubber has been avoided as iriuch

as possible. The casing is built up in the usual way, of several

plies of frictioned fabric. On this is fitted a protecting cover

made of leather or similar material and provided with metal

studs.

Referring to the cross-section of

the tire, A is the casing and H the

leather protecting cover which is

held in place by rivets C.

The leather tread D, which may

be made of other material than rub-

ber, if desirable, is fastened to the

protecting cover by stud-rivets E,

which extend through the fabric

plies. The beads F are made of

leather, or similar material, and ap-

plied to the casing in the usual manner. [K. Pauli and Bcnniger.

French patent No. 480.166 ("July. 1915).]
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New Goods and Specialties.

JOHNSOKS HZEL PROTECTOR.

WOMEN who drive their own cars wil

be interested in the patented device

shown herewith, for guarding the

heel of the most delicately shod foot from

all danger of scuffing while manipulating

the pedals. The neat appearing shield of

patent leather, lined with

cream-colored kid, is shaped

to tit a feminine style of

heel. Across the lower edge

is an elastic band about

three-quarters of an inch wide, which

can be slipped over the heel of the

wearer's shoe, and a longer strap

made partly of elastic and partly of

patent leather, is sewn to the upper

part of the guard on one side and

detachably fastened to the other by a metal clasp. [C. H. Wolfelt

Co., Los Angeles. California.]

NON-BREAKABLE BATHING CAP.

The bathing cap illustrated here shows several novel features.

It is made of a new and original rubber fabric, wave-striped in

contrasting colors, the result being an attractive material par-

ticularly adapted to the purpose. The head-band is of a sort

specially intended for use where it may be subjected to moisture.

Elastic webbing is encased completely

with rubber and vulcanized, thus

producing a thoroughly waterproof

clastic tape. The claim is that the

rubber threads, protected from air

and moisture, will retain their elas-

ticity and consequent durability for a

much longer time than would similar

fabric not so protected. This elastic, non-breakable tape is also

to be used for garters, belts, hose-supporters, suspenders and

skirt-facings. [S. & W. Rubber Manufacturing Co., Inc., College

Point, New York.]

•SAFETY FIRST" HAND SIGNAL.

The familiar method of signaling with the outstretched hand

m automobile driving, when about to stop, slow down or turn

a corner, is made effective at night as well as by day by means

of a small electric lamp

attached to the hand or

wrist of the driver, after

the manner of a wrist

watch, by an elastic band i

which holds it firmly in

place. This two-candle-

power, 6 to 7-volt lamp

obtains the necessary cur-

rent through a small cord

from a socket in the dash

board, and consumes so lit-

tle that it can be kept

lighted at all times and ready for use whenever the driver has

occasion to signal. A lamp of different voltage may be substi-

tuted, if desired.

The entire equipment is so small and light that its presence

on the back of the hand is scarcely noticed by the wearer. It is

three inches in diameter and one inch thick. The one-inch ruby

bull's-eye in the center is surrounded by the word "Safety First,"

cut in the polished nickel case and showing clearly through a

lining of white celluloid. [Pittsburgh Electric Specialties Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.]

BEECHING'S MOISTENER.

The construction of this novel moistening device is simple

and effective, needing no adjustments. .-X soft rubber sleeve

completely encircles the glass water container, thereby avoiding

all dnuKcr of defacing the most delicately finished desk or table.

As will be seen in the

illustration, the openings in

the rubber are surrounded

\ by slighf rings or curbs, so

that all of the water does

not run back into the con-

tainer, a thin sheet of

moisture being held for

use. Another curb sur-

rounds the moistening space, and should the rubber carry

up more than the necessary quantity of moisture, small

ridges or curbs guide the surplus water back into the re-

ceptacle. The moisture is renewed instantly by a slight

pressure on the rubber sleeve. [Kimptou, Haupt & Co., New
Vork City.[

ALL RUBBER TOBACCO POUCH.

A dark gray, circular rubber bag, SVa inches wide and 5 inches

deep, affords a handy, flexible receptacle for tobacco which can

n^

be easily carried in tlie pocket. This bag has a strongly made
stitched seam at the lower edge and a band of black fabric at

the top, through which is run a narrow black cord, which acts

as a draw-string. [United Cigar Stores Co., New York City.]

A NEW DENTAL RUBBER.

Ordinarily, dental rubbers are manufactured from a stand-

ard formula, merely by weight, but this improved rubber,

intended as a base mounting for porcelain teeth, is prepared

according to a special formula, balancing each individual

ingredient. It is claimed that the resultant product shows
minimum shrinkage, maximum density, takes a high luster

w'ith little effort, and remains almost permanent in color,

the only change affecting it being solarization; also, that this

is the only dental rubber that gives perfect adaptation in the

retention spaces of the teeth, hugging tightly any part of

the porcelain with which it comes in contact and thus elim-
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inating pockets in which food might accumulate. Rubbers
made according to this formula are supplied in various colors

acceptable to the dental profession. They are not affected

by climatic change and can be packed in cases either cold or

hot. No foreign materials, such as oils or waxes, are em-
ployed to insure pjasticity, which is accomplished by purely

mechanical means. [The S. S. White Dental Manufacturing
Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

THE LOKETIA LAST, •STRAIGHT-LINE" RUBBER.

The rubber shown here is a handsome one, designed to fit over

the latest models of this season's leather footwear for women.
It has a medium broad toe of moderate height, and is intended

to be worn with the full

Louis or Cuban heeled

boots. The vamp is of

generous height, while

the back is sufficiently

high to cover the quar-

ter of the shoe or boot

over which it is worn.

The sole is "rolled edge"

and runs in an unbroken

piece from the toe up under the instep, along the face of the

heel, and thence along the tread. The reinforcements are gener-

ous, and the finish such as to commend it to critical buyers.

[The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron. Ohio.]

ROUDEN ICE BAGS.

A highly useful article, formerly confined to European manu-

facture, but now made in America and supplied to European

and South American
trade, is the ice bag shown
in two styles in the accom-

panying illustration. These

bags are made in red,

checked and brown rub-

berized materials of ex-

cellent quality, and are

furnished in no less than

20 sizes, including the cen-

timeter sizes required in

Europe and Latin Amer-
ica. The neck of the bag

is worked on the collar of

a screw cap of zinc metal

in a manner that insures

permanence. Before leav-

ing the factory, each bag
is tested to a pressure of

,

200 to 300 pounds. [Rou-
den Manufacturing Co..

.\"ew York City.]

HUGHES "IDEAL WATERPROOF" HAIRBRUSH.

The Hughes "Ideal" hairbrush, with bristles set in a rubber

pad, has been on the market for many years. Continued experi-

ments have been made, however, with a view to perfect its

lasting and sanitary qualities, and an improved model, here

shown, is now offered under the trade name of Hughes "Ideal

Waterproof." It is claimed that there is nothing in this brush

that water can loosen, rust or destroy and it can, therefore, be-

thoroughly cleansed as frequently as desired. Short and long

stiff boar bristles are vulcanized into a cushion of rubber, which

is automatically fastened to the handle so that it cannot loosen.

The handle, although highly polished in dark mahogany finish,

is waterproof and retains its luster after washing. [Henry L.

Hughes, New York City.]

"BOODLE BAG" \W1TH ELASTIC BANDS.

This safeguard device for money or other valuables is secured

by two elastic bands fitted with stout clasps, attached about the

Vi' i » »'"t

k^
leg just below tlie knee, underneatli the stuckiag. The container

is in two sections, thus avoiding any necessity for a bulky and
uncomfortable projection when filled. These two flat, oblong
cases are made in all varieties of material, from serviceable pop-
lin to the daintiest of silk brocades, and are fastened by means
of a flap with metal clasps. The "boodle bag" is an exceptionally

presentable article, of great convenience for both men and women
when traveling, bathing, golfing, etc. [Boodle Bag Co., Chicago,

Illinois.]

SPONGE RUBBER CORN SHIELD.

It is generally understood that corns originate from the

pressure of ill-fitting shoes and that to remove that pressure
eliminates the trouble. A new corn shield designed for this

purpose consists of a ring of sponge rubber, one side of which is

porous, the other smooth, and made in various thicknesses to suit

the case. This material ofifers a yielding surface and yet does not
pack down as do other pads, and it is claimed that these shields

will keep fresh and last indefinitely. The same shield can be re-

moved and applied as often as desired, and can be readily cleansed

with warm water and soap.

In using this shield, a small amount of Lexel adhesive gum
is applied to the smooth side and allowed to dry for not
less than a minute, after which it is placed next to the flesh.

[Lexel Foot Ease Co., Ashland, Ohio.]

SUCTION SINK STOPPER.

Stoppers for sinks, set basins and bath tubs arc usually made
of metal. or rubber, and are intended to fit tightly. But as a

result of constant wear they become more or less bothersome.

Stoppers which depend not upon tight

fit, but upon suction or pressure, are

made of red rubber in various sizes.

There is a plug, which may fit more or
less perfectly into the outlet ; this, how-

rr, being simply to hold the stopper in

I'l:ice. The actual retention of the wa-
i' r is accomplished by its own pressure

on the large, flexible rubber disk form-
ing the top of the stopper. The metal

post, holding the ring, is molded in the rubber, and will not work
loose nor allow leakage through the fitting. [The Durst Manu-
facturing Co., Inc., New York City.]

"GOODALL SEMI-METALLIC" HOSE.

For severe service and for use under high pressures of steam,

air, water, etc., the most satisfactory hose should contain the

virtues of both metal and rubber ; that is, it should have the
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usual rubber bose, is encased in steel armor. It is claimed that

this hose will withstand the highest pressures and render excep-

tionally long .service, being fully protected from external injury

while retaining the pliability of an all rubber hose. [Goodall

Rubber Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

strength and durability of steel, the flexibility of rubber, and both single- and double-breasted, with a rear view of the double-

be capable of being twisted and turned with little effort and yet breasted model. [The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edin-

without kinking. In the semi-nictallic hose shown herewith, a burgh, Scotland.]

rubber tube overlaid with fabric, similar in construction to the

FOtTNTAIN PEN WITH SNAP LOCK LEVEE.

The special feature of this fountain pen is con-

tained in the improved snap-lock device in the

body of the pen, consisting of a raised por-

tion of the metal collar vulcanized in

the barrel, and engaging a corresponding

groove in the section, holding it firmly in

liusition. By operating the lever with a finger

nail stop, shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, the ink reservoir is entirely compressed,

thereby preventing the twisting of the sac

and consequent trouble when refilling the pen.

Other lever-type fountain pens depend on the

aid of the pressure bar to operate the lever,

but this lever operates by itself independently

of the pressure bar.

An entirely new method of fastening the

clip to the cap has also been employed. Arms
of the clip are inserted in the cap and im-

mersed in a soft substance, which, after being

treated by a patented process, is

changed to a rock formation anchor-

ing the clip in such a manner as to

distribute the strain and prevent the clip from

ever becoming loose.

This pen is claimed to be non-leakable, the

shoulder fitting tightly against the end of the

barrel and forming an air-tight and ink-tight

chamber. [Kraker Pen Co., Kansas City,

Missouri.]

MOTORCYCLISTS' CLOTHING.

There is no mode of travel as hard on wearing apparel as

motorcycling, nor as hard on the cyclist if he be inadequately

protected. The force of the wind striking against his body is

tremendous, and air and the dust of the road insinuate them-

selves into every pore. The stoutest waterproof material, capa-

ble of withstanding the most adverse elements, must necessarily

be used. Improvements are constantly being made in motor-

cyclists' clothing, both in fabric and style, and the English and

French today are leaders in practical wearing apparel for this

purpose. The upper illustration shows the latest styles in seat-

less trousers and leggings, and below are new motorcycle coats,

•MADE IN AMERICA " TOYS.

The fact that we are cut off from foreign toy markets on

account of the European war adds new interest to toys of

American manufacture. The A. Schoenhut Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, is the maker of "Humpty Dumpty Circus" toys,

comprising an

infinite variety

o f miniature

animals, circus

actors and para-

phernalia which

can be posed in

all the "stunts"

known to rea!

performers un-

der the B i g

Tent, as well as

some unheard

of on land or

sea. These laughter-provoking toys are made of wood and

leather, their remarkable flexibility being attained by the use

of rubber cords in joining together the different parts of the

animals and figures.

The "Roily Dolly" toyj, one of which is also

shown, are grotesquely amusing figures of practically

unbreakable construction and painted with oil col-

ors and heavy enamel varnish so that the paint

will not come off. The head of the toy is attached

by a rubber cord, causing it to wag in a droll fash-

ion as the toy is rolled about. The "Roily Dollys"

are made in various sizes, from 6}4 to 10^ inches

high.
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The Editor's Book Table.

THE STABILITY OF VULCANIZED RUBBER AND THE OPTIMUM
Cure. By Henry P. Stevens, M.A., Ph.D., F.I.C, Reprinted (rom
"The Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry," London, England.

THIS pamphlet, of value to every manufacturer of vulcanized

rubber, recapitulates the common knowledge of the sub-

ject, such as the danger of over-curing with consequent

hasty deterioration of the vulcanized product, the tendency to-

ward under-curing in order to prolong the life of the product

and the fact that this also causes gradual deterioration. The
methods of Schidrowitz and of Eaton and Grantham to deter-

mine the temperature, period of heating, etc., which will yield

the perfect or optimum cure are explained, and it is pointed out

that both methods fail to take into consideration the fact that

the tensile properties of a vulcanized rubber vary with the age

of the specimen. Figures obtained in any sort of tensile or

stretching tests will vary accordingly, inasmuch as vulcanization

appears to continue very slowly at the temperature of the air.

Thus Dr. Stevens concludes that any optimum cure method based

only upon load and elongation figures is valueless for technical

purposes ; rather that it should be based upon a correlation of

physical properties and aging tests.

Then follows a corroboratory description of exhaustive experi-

ments with tabulated results, which were more fully referred to

in The India Rubber World, October 1, 1916. In studying

these it is particularly interesting to note that the crepe rubber

compounds cured for 3, SVa and 4 hours all show greater de-

terioration over any given period than the corresponding sheet

rubber compounds. This Dr. Stevens attributes to the method

of preparation. Whereas sheet rubber is merely squeezed after

coagulation and retains the original shape of the coagulated rub-

ber, crepe rubber is put several times through a washing mill

where it is torn up and ground in a stream of water. In his

experience, the extent to which rubber is worked previous to vul-

canization tends to reduce the life ©f the vulcanized product.

THE FUNCTION OF LITHARGE IN THE VULCANIZATION OF
Rubber, Part II. By Henry P. Stevens, M.A., Ph D., F.I.C. Re-
printed from "The Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry,"
London, England.

Dr. Stevens here reviews and discusses the investigations which

have been made to determine the influence of the resinous constit-

uents. In 1912 Beadle and Stevens showed that the removal of

the greater part of the resins by acetone extraction retarded the

cure, impaired the tensile properties and increased the perishabil-

ity of the vulcanized product. L. E. Weber corroborated these

statements and even expressed the belief that ''the resins play an

active part in the vulcanization, and not merely as a catalyzer,

their presence being absolutely essential," in fact that the com-

pound prepared from resin-e.xtracted rubber "could not be vul-

canized," this latter statement being based upon the poor tensile

properties of the rubber.

In the present pamphlet, however. Dr. Stevens maintains that

rubber may possess poor tensile properties and yet be vulcanized

to some extent or even over-vulcanized. He refers to his own
investigations to the effect that the degree of vulcanization is

largely dependent upon the relative proportions of rubber, sulphur

and litharge in the compound, and points out that the highly

specialized type of compound containing litharge which Weber
employed appears to be hardly suited to the purpose of ascer-

taining the specific vulcanizing properties of any particular rub-

ber sample. The fact that an essential criterion of a properly

cured rubber is its aging quality was also emphasized, any con-

clusion based upon the coefficient of vulcanization or upon phy-

sical tests with the freshly vulcanized specimen without taking

the aging quality into consideration being inaccurate. Then fol-

lows a detailed account with considerable tabular matter descrip-

tive of an exhaustive series of tests pointing to the following

conclusions

:

Certain types of litharge compounds cannot be sufficiently

vulcanized to bring out their full tensile properties and co-
efficient of vulcanization without over-curing and consequent
deterioration or "perishing" with age. The removal of resinous
matter by acetone extraction retards vulcanization, as indicated
by the tensile properties and coefficient of vulcanization, particu-
larly with compounds containing litharge. It also reduces the
"stability" of the vulcanized compound, the effects of over-curing
being more marked than with untreated rubber. Throughout
the tests it was noticeable that plantation smoked sbeet rubber
vulcanized faster than the air dried (pale) sheet, although in

other respects both behaved similarly.

EXPORTING TO LATIN AMERICA. BY ERNST B. FILSINGER.
D. Appleton & Co., New York City. [Large 8vo, 565 pages.
Price $3.]

To the importer—whether of rubber or of any other com-
modity—and more particularly to the exporter, this book is

indispensable. It contains a vast fund of varied information

essential in making a success of exporting to our neighbor re-

publics to the southward. Written by a business man for busi-

ness men, it dispenses facts rather than theories, and provides

an intimate first-hand knowledge of the economic, social and
commercial situation of each South and Central American coun-
try that will enable manufacturers in the United States to deal

directly with their prospective customers. The resources, indus-

tries, needs and purchasing power of each are detailed; the

business methods and characteristics of the Latin people are
described, and former European export methods which have
pleased them are discussed. Considerable space is devoted to
tariffs, custom house regulations, packing, shipping routes and
facilities, local agents and publicity, while the appendix consti-

tutes in compact form a comprehensive encyclopedia of statis-

tical and descriptive information, including an extensive bibliog-

raphy of magazines, dictionaries, grammars and books devoted
to travel and the principal industries. Intelligent classification

and indexing makes any needed item available at a moment's
notice.

Our readers will find this book of especial interest because
rubber and rubber goods are so frequently mentioned. The
author points out that although much of the crude rubber of the
world comes from Brazil and Peru, manufactured articles of
which rubber forms the basis are not produced in either coun-
try. As a consequence a splendid market exists for nearly
every line of rubber goods in demand in the United States, par-
ticularly rubber footwear, raincoats and other waterproof cloth-
ing adapted to the climate, druggists' sundries, rubber and woven
hose, tubing, sheeting and blankets, erasers, mats, life pre-
servers, etc.

Manufactures are growing rapidly in South America and
natural resources are being developed so that much rubber belt-
ing and insulated wire are being used. The adoption of the
motor car in large cities for pleasure driving, parcel delivery
and even freight handling, together with the increased building
of improved country roads, are ever demanding more rubber
tires. Games and sports are being introduced which insure an
increasing need of tennis and golf balls, rubber-soled shoes and
the like. Indeed, the rubber manufacturer, in whatever line,

will find a considerable outlet for his product if he will but
study this market and approach it in the right way. Until the
war, Germany held a virtual monopoly of South American trade,
chiefly because she made it a point to give these merchants what
they wanted, carefully packed so as to arrive in perfect condi-
tion, prepaid to its destination and piloted through the custom
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house by local agents so that the customer was freed of all an-

noyance. Our Latin neighbors are now of necessity turning to

us, and it remains to be seen if we shall do as well. Such

writers as Mr. Filsinger have pointed out the way, but the volume

of trade we retain after peace is declared will be the measure of

our success.

PARA RUnBER PLANTING IN MALAYA. BY PIERRE DE BONDY,
Ipoh, Perak, F.M.S. The Times of Malaya Press, Limited. [8vo,
S4 pages, paper. Price $1.1

This volume consists of an estimate for opening 2,000 acres

in five years together with an itemized statement of the total

expenditure up to the seventeenth year inclusive, showing cost

of rubber production and the profits based on rubber at Is. 6d.

per pound. According to the author's statement, capital will be

required up to the seventh year to the extent of $537,329, or

$268 per acre. The yield will begin the eighth 5'ear and net

prolils the tenth year ($1402), and in increasing ratio thereafter

until $553,150, or 102 per cent is reached in the seventeenth year,

the total profits up to that time being $3,103,473, or 577 per cent.

From the itemized yearly statements one gets an intimate knowl-

edge of the various overhead and other expenses incident to

rubber growing, tlie prevailing rates of payment, etc.

THE MOTORIST'S HANDBOOK ON VULCANIZING AND THE CARE
of Tires. Harvey_ Frost & Co., Limited, London, England. [Svo, 56
pages, boards. Price, Ij.l

This concise yet comprehensive handbook deals with tire vul-

canizing from the standpoint of the private motorist, particular

attention being given to the care of tires which will reduce the

necessity for vulcanizing to the minimum. The best treatments

for punctures, nips, bursts and blow-outs in tubes are described

minutely and well illustrated: also joining tubes, reseating valves

and vulcanizing the seating. Casing repairs are gone into at

considerable length, including the tilling of cuts and vulcanizing

of square tread covers, grooved covers, and studded covers. The
treatment of loose treads and blisters is described and canvas

defects and reinforcements are taken up in detail. Methods of

patching with the aid of a steam mandrel are reviewed, also

reversing the cover and replacing damaged canvas with new
material. Vulcanization and inflation tables are given, to-

gether with description and prices of the leading British port-

able vulcanizers. mandrels and repair materials.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.
Any of the following publications will be supplied by those is-

suing them upon request.

A RTHUR JACKSON WILLS, North Brookfield, Massachu-
•** setts, manufacturer of special rnachinery for rubber work,
sends a very attractive six-page folder descriptive of his special-

ties, such as overflow trimmer ; carton erecting, filling and closing

equipment ; rubber edging plaiter, etc.

* * *

The Barber Asphalt Paving Co.. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

has recently published "The Good Roof Guide Book." which will

be of interest to the many manufacturers of rubber goods now
engaged in enlarging their plants. "Genasco Ready Roofing,"

with its layers of Trinidad lake asphalt between layers of burlap,

wool felt and a surface of crushed quartz, possesses qualities of

special value for use on factories, warehouses and storage sheds,

which are convincingly described in this handsome pamphlet.
* * *

"The Circle" is the name of a bright and attractive monthly

magazine published for and by the employes of The B. F. Good-
rich Co., Akron, Ohio. Two concentric circles have been

worked into the design on the title-page, the words "Employer

—

Public—Employe" occupying the space between them. This and

the contents of the publication indicate clearly that the intention

is to create a closer bond of friendship, better firm spirit and

team work. The news of the entire Goodrich organization, with

numerous illustrations, forms the principal feature, although

considerable attention is given to the problems of home life,

athletics, and new books in the Goodrich library, not forgetting

a goodly amount of brightening humor. The general program
embraces fiction, biography, history, mechanics, economics and

recreation, and every employe is encouraged to make helpful

suggestions.

* * *

The live-wire publicity man of the American Chicle Co., New
York City, is issuing at frequent intervals a large, illustrated

news sheet called "Chicle-Chat." The Harvest Edition, Septem-
ber and October numbers combined, has the breezy character of

energetic salesmanship and will interest everybody who sells

chewing-gum. In addition to the general news of the trade and

many personal items, nearly a page has been devoted to the inter-

esting story of chewing-gum manufacture, from its origin as the

milky juice of the Zapote tree, found chiefly in Mexico, to the

finished product.

UNIQUE "M. R. X." ADVEETISraG.

The Standard Emarex Co., New York City, manufacturer of

the hydrocarbon filler "M. R. X.," is distributing a unique adver-

tising novelty. It consists of a rubber inkwell taking the form

of a conical pile of tires of diminishing size surmounted by a

stopper bearing a ball handle, the idea being to show the char-

acter of black rubber containing this well-known filler.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

rHE inquiries that follow have already been atistvered; never-

theless they are of interest, not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[237.] A correspondent requests names of rubberizing houses.

[238.] Information is sought concerning machinery for mill-

ing sheet rubber to uniform thickness.

[239.] Names of manufacturers of rubber sheeting for hos-

pital use are requested.

[240.] .An inquirer wishes to know how to compute the size

of a casing and that of the corresponding tube.

[241.] Information is sought regarding the character and ex-

tent of purchases of manufactured goods, particularly farm im-

plements and machinery, that an average rubber plantation would

be likely to make.

TRADE OPPORTITNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

An automobile garage proprietor in Venezuela desires the

agency for American tires. Report No. 22.795.

Quotations are desired by a firm in Spain on medical and

surgical rubber goods, rubber overshoes and raincoats, rubber

heels, suspenders and fountain pens. Report No. 22,854.

A firm in Russia wishes to communicate with American manu-

facturers of garters. Report No. 22.874.

Representation of an American manufacturer of raincoats is

sought by a merchant in Spain. Report No. 22,879.

Commercial relations are desired by a business house in Port-

ugal with American manufacturers of rubber thread and thin

rubber used in the manufacture of suspenders, garters, etc. Re-

port No. 22.922.

A wholesaje druggist in Spain wishes to import rubber ar-

ticles. Report No. 22.975.

An import house in New Zealand desires to enter into com-

mercial relations with .American manufacturers and exporters

of garden hose and rubber goods for household use. Report

No. 23,044.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

FUTURE SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN CRUDE
RUBBER.

To THE Editor of the India Rubber World :

DEAR SIR—The probable course of the rubber market
after the war is becoming a , source of diverse opinion

among the trade. Until peace has been declared, the

market will be extremely sensitive, but what of supply and
demand after that?

Of course the former German and Austrian consumption of

about 20,000 tons annually is offset by the needs of the American
automobile tire industry, that has absorbed most of the increased

output of crude rubber. The outcome of a return to normal
conditions, however, will depend upon this production as com-
pared with the logical increase of the world's consumption.

Replenishing tlie exhausted supply of the Teutonic nations will

cause only a temporary flurry. Cheap synthetic rubber does not

promise to become a factor, although German chemists have

been spurred to great efiforts in this direction.

In an attempt to forecast future production and consumption

several significant facts have been presented in Rickinson's

monthly review of "The World's Rubber Position," and in "The
Financial Times," London.

Regarding production, it is stated that the output of wild

rubber from Brazil and elsewhere has been practically the same

for several years and probably will remain so, but that the

development of rubber plantations- increased the world's output

31.8 per cent in 1915, while the increase for 1916 is estimated at

27.3 per cent. As no considerable areas have been planted since

1911, however, the belief is expressed that this rate of increase

is not likely to be maintained. Although 214,000 acres were

brought into bearing in 1911, it is pointed out that the total

increase between now and 1920 will probably not exceed 377,000

acres, so that any greatly expanded output must be the result

of increased production per acre. The average yield, I under-

stand, is now 336 pounds per acre, and in 1920 it may have

reached 400 to 4S0 pounds. This would insure a world's output

of 300,000 to 330.000 tons, provided the wild rubber supply

remains constant.

To forecast consumption appears to be far more difficult.

During the past six years the average increase in the United

States has been 24 per cent. Were that rate maintained there

would be a serious rubber shortage in 1920 ; indeed, an increase

in the world's demand of 20 per cent per annum would require

373,000 tons in 1920. While such a continued increase seems

improbable, there is every indication that the growth of the

motor car industry, the use of rubber for new purposes and the

certain requirements of Europe after the war may render the

expected increase from plantations during the next five years

none too great to meet the world's requirements.

ANOTHER VIEW.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:

DEAR SIR—We believe it fair to assume that as the pres-

ent plantation trees age, the girth being larger, the out-

put of late.x will increase in proportion, but when this year-

ly increased production ceases to be an important factor.

we are not prepared to say. and, therefore, will not calculate any

increase beyond 16 years of age, considering the output after this

period at maximum. Therefore the following is based upon

:

1st—Tree will reach its maximum output at 16 years

of age.

2nd—No planting after 1915, other than enough to take

care of such as may die, or be destroyed. The
acreage January 1, 1916, being 1,377,000.

3rd—A fair average increased production yearly from
the fourth year to the 16th, after which the output

remains the same.

On this basis of calculation we secure the following produc-

tion for the years indicated

:

PLANTATION RUBBER.
Under Over

Production. Estimated. Reported. Estimated. Estimated.

1900 tons 4
1901 5
1902 8
1903 21
1904 43
1905 145
1906 510
1907 1,000
1908 1,800
1909 4,950 3,600 1,350
1910 10,302 8,200 2,102
191! 21,350 14,419 6.931
1912 33,510 28,518 4,922
1913 48,574 47,618 956
1914 70,182 71,380 1.198
1915 100.536 107,767 7,332
1916 132,962 150.000 17,038
1917 167,085
1918 203,252
1919 . 242.081
1920 281,330 ....
1921 320,562 ...'...

1922 361.075
1923 397,321
1924 423,723
1925 446,496
1926 469,233
1927 483,030
1928 494,356
1929 503,261
1930 508,794
1931 510,311 ......

The yearly increase progresses proportionately, but with a

lessened percentage of increase each year up to 1931, when all

trees planted prior to January 1 last, would reach their sixteenth

year of maturity, and during which year the output would be

510,311 tons, after which the production would remain the

same.

According to these figures there is ample crude gum in sight,

and the riddle of the future appears to be on the consumer's side

more than on the side of the producer, as it is hardly possible

that the acreage under cultivation will not be increased beyond

what it is at this time, to say nothing whatever about the

increased latex from the trees as they reach a period beyond 16

years of age. In the above we have not included any wild

rubbers, covering the plantation product only.

A LARGE RUBBER FIRM'S OPTIMISTIC OPINION.

To THE Editor of The Indi.\ Rubber World :

DEAR SIR—So many industries are face to face with con-

stantly decreasing supplies of raw material and ever in-

creasing demands that the contrast aft'orded by the rubber busi-

ness looms up vividly.

In 1905 uncultivated or "native" rubber comprised 60.800 tons,

while in 1914 the production had dropped to 60,000 tons. But

during the same period plantation rubber had risen from 145 to

64,000 tons. From the best available figures we estimate that

while native rubber production will have fallen to 34.500 tons

in 1917, plantation rubber will have reached 147,000 tons. By
1921 probably 209.000 tons of cultivated rubber will be available,

while tlie supply of native ruliber will have dropped to 30,000

tons.

When crude rubber readies tliat level of cost which vastly

increased supplies would indicate, myriad new uses will be added

to those for which the present relatively limited production is
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required. As ranches and open ranges become converted into

farms, and the number of cattle decreases, lessening the supply

of leather, while the population which must wear shoes and the

factories which must have belting increase, rubber will step in

more and more to furnish better service at even lower cost.

THE LARGEST HEVEA?

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World;

DEAR SIR—Passing through Shanghai last week, on the way
home from the East Indies, a subscriber in the Chinese port

lent me the September India Rubber World, just received, in

which there was, on page 652, the account and illustration of the

largest Fictis

rlaslica tree.

Your readers

may be inter-

ested to see a

reproduction of

the enclosed

photograph that

a friend took in

Ceylon recent-

ly. I thought it

was the biggest

specimen o f

llcvca Brasili-

cnsis in the
Orient, but a

fellow passen-

ger on board.

Director Edgar

B. Davis, of

the General
Rubber Co.,

tells me there

is one still

greater at Mer-

g u i , Burma,

160 inches in

circumfer-
ence. This is

about the size of the Rambong (Ficus elastica) that visitors are

shown growing in the Plaza in front of the old cathedral in the

Walled City, Intramuros, Manila.

The native caretaker, standing on the right of the picture, in-

formed me that the Ceylon giant produced nearly 400 pounds
of dry rubber in the five years ending with 1914, when tapping

was stopped. The numerous seeds, however, are distributed

abroad to planters who apply for them, and it is undoubtedly
the parent and grandparent of some extensive estates. The pho-
tograph was made by William B. Daniel, nephew of C. A. Daniel,

president of the Quaker City Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania. Richard Weil.
On board R. M. S. "Empress of Asia," October 14, 1916.

Giant Hevca Brasiliensis in Ceylon, Girth
10 Feet 4 Inches.

AN AMERICAN OPPORTUNITY IN RUSSIAN
FOOTWEAR SCRAP.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:

DEAR SIR

—

No doubt you are aware of the fact that Russia
is the greatest country for rubber shoes, and for that

reason has been supplying more old shoes than any other nation.

Until the war Germany and England were the biggest buyers of

old rubber shoes, while the United States got only a trifling

quantity that Russia exported.

Since the war broke out an embargo has been placed by the

Russian government on all rubber products, and also on old

rubber shoes, which resulted in a very big accumulation of the

latter in that country. We think, therefore, that now would

be the right time for an American concern to buy up as much
as possible of this stock, and have it stored away in Russia

until after the war. The cost of storage would be insignificant

in comparison to the gain in rate of exchange, the Russian ruble

now being between 29 and 30 cents, whereas in normal times it

was 51J^ cents. Russian-American Agency of Commerce.

New York City, November 21, 1916.

JUDICIAL DECISION.

Cohen v. Fidler & Co., England. This suit to restrain in-

fringement of the trade-mark "Regent" hinged upon whether

its use upon waterproof garments known as "yarnproof" antici-

pated the subsequent use of the mark by another party upon

rubberproof garments, the defendant maintaining that, as he had

been the first to use the mark upon rubberproof goods, the plain-

tiff's prior use of it upon "yarnproof" goods would not enable

the plaintiff to enjoin his continued use of the mark. It was

held by the court that the goods were of the same descriptive

properties, and that inasmuch as the defendant's adoption of the

mark was with knowledge of the plaintiff's use and rights, he

was not entitled to register his m?rk under the provisions of

the trade-mark act, which permits the registration of an identical

mark for more than one party, where there has been honest,

concurrent use. [United States Trade-Mark Association Bulle-

tin, October, 1916, page 263.]

DE LASKI & THEOPP PATENT NO. 1,011.460 VALID.

In our November, 1916, issue, under Judicial Decisions, the

De Laski & Thropp patent No. 1,011,450 for a tire wrapping

machine was published as void. This was an unfortunate

error in the records, which we are pleased to correct. The
patent actually involved was No. 822,561, relating to a mold

for vulcanizing tires.

GEANULATED CHICLE DUTIABLE AT 20 PER CENT.

The protest of G. W. Sheldon & Co., New York, claiming

duty at 15 per cent ad valorem as "crude chicle," was re-

cently overruled. The Board of General Appraisers held that

chicle, imported in a granulated form, from which the

moisture has been extracted, is advanced in value and is

properly classifiable under paragraph 36, tariff act of 1913.

This reads: "Chicle, crude, IS cents per pound; refined or

advanced in value by drying, straining, or any other process

or treatment whatever beyond that essential to the proper

packing, 20 cents per pound."

asbestos IN ARIZONA.

Up to the present time Canada was the only locality in

America where long fibered asbestos was obtained. While
Wyoming produces asbestos, this material is of the serpen-

tine type and is short fibered. Lately large deposits of the

long fibered type of asbestos were discovered in Arizona,

the largest deposits being in the Sierra Ancha and at Ash
Creek. The asbestos of Arizona is chrysotile asbestos and
is found in lime and diabase. Its nature makes it especially

useful for the manufacture of fabrics. The high-grade ma-
terial is at least 50 per cent of the total asbestos mined and

is the only grade that is being shipped, due to the high freight.

[Metallurgical & Chemical Journal.]

The Canfield Rubber Co. of Bridgeport, Connecticut, was
granted a drawback allowance early last month on the exporta-

tion of dress shields, infants' specialities, diapers and bibs, with

the use of imported galloon binding, Japanese silk, lace trim-

ming, beading, frilled webbing, tape and drawing strings.
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The Obituary Record.
THE DEAN OF FIRE HOSE SALESMEN.

ISAAC BELKNAP MARKEY, vice-president of the Eureka

Fire Hose Manufacturing Co., Jersey City, New Jersey, died

at his residence in Brooklyn, New York, November 7, aged 83

New York and New England when Robert D. Evans traveled

in the western states. Upon Mr. Evans' retirement from the firm

of C. H. Clapp & Co., Mr. Silliman secured an interest, and when
the firm went out of bu.siness he associated himself with the

F. S. Silliman. I. B. Markey. Philip Braendek.

years. Mr. Markey was bom in Little Britain, New York, and

for the last 45 years was actively connected with the fire hose

industry, most of this time with the above-named company. For

25 years he was a traveling salesman, visiting every part of

the country, and becoming intimately acquainted with city

officials, and fire department chiefs. During his business life he

saw many important changes in the fire hose trade, including

the evolution from leather hose to copper riveted linen hose,

and then to the tubular woven, rubber-lined linen hose of today.

Mr. Markey was a familiar figure at the conventions of the

International Association of Fire Engineers, attending every

convention of that body since 1873, and the appreciation in which

he was held was evidenced by the presentation to him, a few

years ago, of a beautiful diamond-studded badge of that associa-

tion. He was familiarly known as "Uncle Ike" by his many
friends and associates. Mr. Markey was a member of several

Masonic bodies, a life member of Mecca Temple, a member
of the Independent Order of Elks, and of the Machinery Club.

He leaves a widow, two sons and three daughters.

WELI^KNOWN VETERAN KUBBEE SALESMAN.

Francis F. Silliman, for many years a salesman in the rubber

business, died at his residence in Maiden, Massachusetts, Novem-
ber 14, aged 81 years.

He was born in East Haddam, Connecticut, and on completing

his education entered the factory of the Hayward Rubber Co., at

Colchester, Connecticut, where he learned the trade of making

rubber boots. With several others he went to Maiden when E.

S. Converse organized the Boston Rubber Shoe Co. In the

early sixties he was sent by C. M. Clapp & Co. to Cincinnati

to straighten out some trouble over a government contract,

and soon after became salesman for that firm, then handling the

goods of the National India Rubber Co. at Bristol. He covered

Cable Rubber Co., retiring from business about tive years ago
because of old age.

Mr. Silliman was a member of the Maiden Commun Council

for several years, and in 1885 and 1886 was an alderman. He
was a member of Mt. Vernon Lodge of Masons and Hugh de

Payens Commandery of Knights Templars, a trustee of the Mai-
den Savings Bank, and for many years a member of the First

Baptist Church in that cit\'. He is survived by his widow and
one son, Edwin B. Silliman, western salesman for the .American

Rubber Co.

A PROMINENT TIRE MANTTFACTURER.

Philip Braender, president of the Braender Rubber & Tire Co.,

Rutherford, New Jersey, passed away at his home in White
Plains, New York, November 4. Mr. Braender was born in Ger-
many in 1849, and at the age of 16 came to America where he
entered the real estate and building business in New York City.

Some of his best-known buildings are the Braender Apartment
House and the Ashland Building, the latter being on the site

of the old Ashland House.

While still maintaining his active connection with the promin-
ent New York firm of contractors and builders bearing his name,
he entered the rubber business in 1911 in conjunction with

the late Frank McGowan under the firm name of Cable Pneu-
matic Tire Co., and later in 1912 took over this interest un-
der the present name and associated with him the late G. Strauss,

formerly with the Goodyear Rubber Co. in the manufacture of

bicycle tires.

Mr. Braender was also president of the Braender Building &
Construction Co., of New York, a member of the Arion Society

of New York and Teutonia Lodge No. 617 A. F. & A. M. He
leaves a widow, and four sons connected with the company. His

estate of $1,000,000 is divided among the members of his family.
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The Rubber Cargo of the "Deutschland"

o L'R Iiiglily esteemed contemporary "Le Caoutchouc & la

(nitta-Percha," under date of September 17, publishes the

fcillowing

:

RUBBER CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.

If we are to believe information coming from the United
States, the famous German commercial submersible boat
"Deutschland" has left Baltimore with a cargo made up
chiefly of rubber.

This exportation of rubber is going to put in a rather pe-

culiar position the Rubber Club of .\merica, of which Mr.
Firestone is now president, and which has pledged itself to

the British Government—-to which now belongs the control

of rubber—that none of the rubber imported into the United
States will be re-exported to the "Central Empires."

It is under this express condition that Great Britain allows

the supplying of the United States with rub>er and it is this

express condition that has been outrageously violated in the

case of the "Deutschland."

It is quite evident that there are in America a suiificient

number of pro-German concerns, and even of unscrupulous
merchants, who, in the presence of an opportunity for excep-

tional profit, would not hesitate to violate a solemn pledge
and to furnish to the captain of the "Deutschland" all the

rubber he could take away. Nevertheless, the responsibility

of the Rubber Club is engaged, and we are curious to know
what measures the British Government will take concern-

ing it.

Will it (the British Government) stop imports for a few
weeks? With a consumption that will exceed 100,000 tons

this year, our good Yankees would be slightly famished, but

they would learn to know that pledges must be respected.
(D).

While acknow-ledging the consistent fairness of "La Caout-

chouc & la Gutta-Percha," we still feel that there are many

circumstances of which they are not cognizant, else the above

would not have been written. The Rubber Club of America,

Inc., of which Mr. Firestone is the president, has not "pledged

itself to the British Government that no rubber imported into

the United States would be exported to the Central Empires":

first, because no such pledge was ever demanded or exacted

by Great Britain; and second, because the Rubber Club was

in no position to pledge itself to a demand of that character.

The Rubber Club from time to time adopted the practice of

explaining to individual rubber manufactu" ;rs and importers

the terms upon which they could secure the release of rubber

from the British Government as laid down by their rules and

regulations. As for the rubber that went to Germany on the

"Deutschland," it was sold by one who had signed an indi-

vidual guaranty and thereafter violated its terms, and over

whom, manifestly, the Rubber Club should have had no con-

trol. The shipment of rubber, as nearly as can be known,

amounted to about 100 tons. Actually it was about one-tenth

of one per cent of the rubber that had come into the United

States since the embargo was lifted and guaranties exacted.

Although our contemporary has not yet mentioned it, it is

probable that further feeling will be developed by the second

"Deutschland" cargo, now on its way to Germany. This is

also a little over 100 tons of rubber, but it is rubber that was

bought in the Dutch East Indies, by parties not connected

with the American rubber trade, either as importers or manu-
facturers, and was a transaction which involved no guaranty

and for which the American rubber trade or The Rubber Club

of America, Inc., are in no way responsible. In other words,

.'Vmerican rubber importers and manufacturers individually

have lived up to their guaranties with wonderful unity and

good faith and we have no doubt that "La Caoutchouc & la

Gutta-Percha," now the facts are made apparent, will frankly

admit it.

IN .ADDITION to the prominent speakers that were men-
tioned in the November issue of The Ixdi.\ Rubber World,

Bishop Frank Du Moulin, Bishop Coadjutor of Ohio, will

address the Rubber Club at the annual banquet to be held in

New York City January 8 in the grand ball room of the

Waldorf-Astoria. Many prominent men of national reputa-

tion have been invited to attend, including the President and
Vice-President of the United States; the Governor of the

State of New York and the Mayor of New York City; the

chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and several min-

isters and ambassadors of European and South American
countries.

A new and pleasing tribute to the ladies will be the reserva-

tion of the boxes surrounding the ball room for their use

after the banquet, when the speeches will be made.

RUBBER CLUB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

The executive committee of The Rubber Club of America,

Inc., held a meeting November 20, at the Whitehall Club, 17

Battery Place, New York City. Messrs. Firestone, Hodgman,
Cartwell, Bruyn and Pearson were present. The usual routine

business was transacted, two firm members dropped for non-pay-

ment of dues and the resignation of F. G. Burgess, Hodgman:
Rubber Co., Boston, Massachusetts, was accepted. The follow-

ing firm and associate members were elected

:

Firm ^^EMBESS.

New York Insulated Wire Co., New York City.

Representative, L. O. Brewster.

Mitsui & Co., Ltd., New York City.

Representative, Tamotsu Nagano or Sadatka Tishima.

The Goodyear Rubber Insulating Co., New York City.

Representative, H. C. Green.

W. H. Whittaker & Co., New York City.

Representative, Samuel H. Clark.

J. Spencer Turner Co., New York City.

Representative, John E. Rousmaniere.
;.

The Whitney Blahr Co., New Haven, Connecticut.

Representative. M. E. Chester.

Victor Balata and Textile Behing Co., Brooklyn, New York.

Representative Charles E. Aaron.

Associ.ME Members.

United States: Rubber Co., New York City.

Representative. Ralph W. .Ashcroft.

THE SPRECKLES RUBBER PLANTATION.

John D. Spreckles, of sugar fame, is also president of the

Savage Tire Corporation, San Diego. California. As tropical

plantations are no new venture to him. he has lately acquired

large rubber plantations in Java—another bit of American fore-

handedness.

The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Castle Mills, Edin-

burgh, Scotland, informs us through its Canadian branch that

a man giving the name of Mr. McKenzie is falsely representing

himself as being in the employ of the company. The coopera-

tion of the trade is requested in arresting this man, and any in-

formation that would assist in locating him should be addressed

to The North British Rubber Co., Limited, 43 Colborne street,

.

Toronto, Canada.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.
PZNXSY1.VANIA RUBBER CO. APPOINTS SALES DIRECTORS.

GEXERAL Manager Lewis of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Jeannette. Pennsylvania, announces that in order to give

more personal attention to the business in various sections

of the country it has been decided to establish districts, each un-

der a sales director. The following appointments have been made :

G. C. McCuIIough, eastern territory ; D. D. F. ^'ard, southern dis-

trict, James Q. Goudie, central states ; C. F. Kent, the West

;

James F. Madden, Pacific Coast. Vice-president Charles M.
DuPuy, who established the branches in both Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, will, as heretofore, take personal charge of the

Pennsylvania district.

BUILDING ACTIVITIES OF BUFFALO FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

The Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., Buffalo, New York, is

in a continuous state of expansion. A new steel shelf shop, 34

by 110 feet, recently completed, will contain, exclusively, steel

shelves for the company's vacuum dryers. This building is of

structural steel with steel sash and asbestos-covered corrugated

'steel and in connection with it a Kuhn steel storage shed. 28 by

58 feet, is also being erected.

Bids are being received for a new testing laboratory, 75 by 90

feet, of brick and concrete, which will contain a chemical and
physical laboratory for the chemist oithe foundry and the chemist

and testing engineer employed in connection with the vacuum
drying business of the company.

A brick and concrete addition to the present pattern storage

building is also planned, which will double the capacity of this

storage.

NEW JERSEY CAR SPRING & RUBBER CO. APPOINTMENTS.

The New Jersey Car Spring & Rubber Co., Jersey City, New
Jersey, announces that, following the resignation of S. P. Wood-
ward from his position as general and sales manager, J. W.
Paul will act as sales manager of mechanical goods and L. K.

Rittenhouse as sales manager of the tire department. Mr. Paul

has been associated with the company for some time past as

assistant sales manager, having formerly been manager of the

Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) branch of the Diamond Rubber Co.

Mr. Rittenhouse was recently connected with the Norwalk Tire

& Rubber Co., previous to which he was, for about ten years,

associated with the interests of the Diamond and Goodrich com-
panies as district manager at Boston. Massachusetts, and St.

Louis, Missouri.

MAGMETCO CRIMSON AND GOLDEN ANTIMONY.

The Magnolia Metal Co., 115 Bank street. New York City,

manufacturer of the well-known Magnolia babbitt metal, is

now manufacturing both crimson and golden sulphuret of anti-

mony for the rubber trade. These products are known as Mag-

metco brand, 15/17 per cent, and have no free sulphur. The St.

George Chemical Co., 99 John street. New York City, is sole

seMing agent for the L^nited States and Canada.

The Barrett Co., 17 Battery place. New York City, is manu-

facturing a high grade solvent naphtha suitable for the rublier

trade. It is a coal tar distillate of exceptional solvent power.

Color, water white; distillation, approximately 5 per cent at

130 degrees C. and 90 per cent at 160 degrees C. The evapora-

tion is slightly faster than turpentine and the flash point about

78 degrees F.

The F". S. Carr Rubber Co. of Canada. Limited, manufacturer

of "Victor" rubber heels, mechanical rubber goods and automo-

bile fabrics, has disposed of its business to the Miner Rubber

Co., Limited. Granb}-, Quebec, which will continue to manu-
facture the same lines of gooas. including its own.

THE KAYBESTOS CO.

The Raybestos Co. has been incorporated under the state laws
of Connecticut for $1,500,000 and will take over the Royal Equip-
ment Co., manufacturer and distributer of Raybestos brake lin-

ing, brakes, compressed asbestos sheet packing, etc.

A 15-acre factory site has been purchased along the railroad

at Bridgeport, Connecticut, and new buildings will be erected

which w-ill double the capacity of the present plant. The single-

unit type of construction will be used throughout all the build-

ings, and plans and specifications have been finished for the
following additions : Two buildings of concrete and steel, each
100 by 600 feet, to be used for the weaving of brake lining; one
building, 100 by 200 feet, for the manufacture of brakes; one,

60 by 200 feet, for the treating of Raybestos ; one, 60 by 300 feet,

for manufacturing compressed sheet, and one, 60 by 300 feet, for

the storehouse and shipping department. A power house and
office building will also be erected.

The yearly production of Raybestos brake lining is now
15.000,000 feet, and of compressed asbestos sheet packing, 1,000,-

000 pounds.

SAFETY FIRST FACTORY SIGNS.

"Safety First" has become a slogan of great significance in all

manufacturing plants. The management of the Republic Rubber
Co., Youngstown, Ohio, believes in warning workmen to be care-

ful. Signs are placed in various parts of the plant adjuring the

employes to use care and caution. Fire boxes are distributed at

many points through the premises, and signs are placed pointing

the way to the nearest one. A significant sign tells the possible

effects of a fire, others placed on stairs admonish employes to

go slowly to prevent crushes, while still others illustrate the

effective way in which an effort is being made to instil in the

minds of the workmen the advantages of care and caution for

health, safety and prosperity.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Federal Rubber Co. paid the regular dividend of $1.75

per share on second preferred stock on November 25.

The directors of the Plymouth Rubber Co. have declared the

regular quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent on preferred stock,

payable December 1.

The Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of $1.25 per share, payable December 15 to stockholders

of record November 29.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE OUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on November 25, are furnished by John
Burnham & Co.. 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle street, Chicago, Illinois

:

Bid. Asked.
/\jax Rubber Co. (new) 70 72
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (new), common 168 171

J*irestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 106 108
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. common 705^ 71

Tlie B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 120 123
(ioodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 294 297
Cioodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 108>^ 109J4
Kelly-Springlield Tire Co.. common 76J4 77H
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., 1st preferred 96 995^$

Miller Rubber Co., common 255 260
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 107 108
Port.ige Rubber Co 165 170

Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., preferred

Swineliart Tire & Rubber Co 85 89

V. S. Rubber Co., common 65H 66 J4

U. S. Rubber Co., preferred 112J4 113
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TRADE NOTES.

The business of G. E. Thinp: & Co., Buffalo, New York,

has been acquired by the United States Rubber Co., of New

York City, and will be continued as a branch store of that

company, under the same name as formerly, with J. F.

Barnes as manager.

The Orrville Rubber Co., OrrviUc, Ohio, notice of whose in-

corporation appeared in the November issue of The Ixdi.\ Rub-

ber World, has begun operations with newly purchased ma-

chinery that will insure an output of 360 tires per day. The com-

pany will manufacture inner tubes and tires, specializing in Ford

sizes, and about January 1 will commence to manufacture heels,

soles and rubber matting.

The Panama Rubber & Equipment Co., St. Louis, Missouri,

has increased its capital stock to $30,000. This company has

recently added to its automobile business a lighting and start-

ing battery station, managed by H. E. Spoeneman, who has

become a member of the firm.

Rosenwald & Weil, Chicago, Illinois, have more than

doubled their rubberizing capacity within the past year and

have recently contracted to produce 1,000.000 yards of auto-

top combining work. This concern is now running a new

66-inch, three-roll Farrel calender, and in order to secure

the proper control over the variable speeds, a transformer

and rotary converter has been installed in connection with a

Cutler-Hammer control board.

This firm recently held an extensive exhibit at their sample

rooms for the information of raincoat buyers. Crude rubbers

of various kinds were shown, together with bottles or jars of

compounding ingredients, each properly labeled, With these

were displayed samples of the fabrics before and after sheeting,

all appropriately labeled. The exhibit elicited much favorable

comment from the buyer;,.

The entire plant of the -'\tlantic Manufacturing Co., mechan-

ical rubber goods, at Wilmington, Delaware, was consumed by

fire on November 7. It is said that the plant will at once be

rebuilt.

The Barrett Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a large manufac-

turer of chemicals and compounding ingredients used in the

rubber trade, specializing in benzol, will build a one-story brick

and concrete boiler plant on Bermuda street.

The United States Rubber Co. of California, will occupy a

new $10,000 building now in course of construction at 731 Broad-

way, Tacoma, Washington. The new quarters will be -tO by

100 feet, three stories high.

The New York City offices of Werner & Pfleiderer Co., of

Saginaw, Michigan, are now located on tlie thirty-seventh

floor of the Woolworth Building.

The capital stock of the Portland Rubber Mills, of Portland,

Oregon, has been increased from $25,000 to $40,000, accord-

ing to an announcement made by H. C. Huntington, presi-

dent and general manager of the mills. The company spe-

cializes in molded goods.

It is reported that Robert H. Childs, superintendent of the

Asphalt & Rubber Co., Independence, Kansas, has resigned

and will be succeeded by J. H. Harre, of Chicago, Illinois.

The recent annual meeting of the Electric Hose & Rubber

Co., Wilmington, Delaware, showed a gross business of

$1,468,000, as compared with $991,000 during the preceding

year. Total dividends for the year amounted to IS per cent.

The new mechanical rubber goods manufacturing company
located at Goshen, Indiana, will 'be known as The Goshen

Rubber & Manufacturing Co. The new company was incor-

porated with a capital of $55,000 and its officers are Charles

Noel, president, general manager and treasurer, and Henry
W. Pease, secretary, sales manager and superintendent.

Large additions are being made to the La Crosse Rubber

Mills, La Crosse, Wisconsin. Present plans embrace a largely

increased force and output of rubber boots and shoes.

The Meade Rubber Co., Stoughton, Massachusetts, manu-
facturer of molded specialties, is working its factory day and

night and is unable to keep abreast of orders.

The United States Rubber Co., Lycoming, Pennsylvania,

will erect a four-story addition to its plant costing $40,000.

The completion of this will allow for an increase in force

of 500 to 1,200 persons, and in production to 20,000 pairs of

shoes daily.

PERSONAL MENTION.

The whole trade will hear with much regret of the accident

that happened to Robert B. Baird, vice-president of the Rubber

Trading Co., on the 14th of November. Mr. Baird, in crossing

lower Broadway, New York City, was struck by a car and badly

crushed under the fender. He was taken to the Seeney Hospital

in Brooklyn, where he has remained in an unconscious condition

most of the time since. His injuries seem to be shock and a

slight concussion of the brain. The physicians in attendance

report that his condition is very serious.

Marcus Rothschild, who has been connected with the Rubber
Trading Co., New York City, since its organization, has com-

menced business on his own account as a crude rubber broker,

with offices at 23 Beaver .street. New York City.

Captain Ernest E. Buckleton, president of the Northwestern

Rubber Co., Litherland, Liverpool, England, has recently been

visiting his many friends in the United States and Canada. Cap-

lain Buckleton is hale, hearty and optimistic as usual, and if

he returns to England early in December, as he now plans, the

.'\merican rubber trade heartily wishes him bon voyage.

Frederick C. Peck, author of "The Valuation of Rubber
Estates" and "Malayan Dollar Companies," arid late director

of The Mergui Rubber Estates, Limited, Lower Burma,
passed through New York last month en route to England.

He reports a very bright future for the Eastern planting

industry.

Edgar B. Davis and H. Stuart Hotchkiss have returned

from Sumatra, where they inspected the plantations of the

General Rubber Co., of .New York City.

J. M. S. Carroll, manager Quebec division Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., Limited, has been elected by acclamation a

director on the board of management ai the Dominion Commer-
cial Travellers' Association, to hold office for the vears 1917-

191,8.

W. F. Bowers, founder of the Bowers Rubber Works, San
Francisco, California, was a recent visitor at the offices of The
Indi.'X Rubber World in New York City. His interests, by the

way, in the very successful company that he built up, he sold to

his partner, W. R. Johnson.

Leon A. Mainetty has brought suit against George Philips

Neider. a New York export merchant, alleging that Neider
caused his name to be placed on the British blacklist by
inducing him to ship contraband rubber in coffee bags.

••TAPERED' RtJBBER WASHERS.

A rubber washer is a simple thing, usually a piece of sheet

rubber cut to the shape and size intended. It performs its

work well under ordinary circumstances. But if the seat against

which it rests be worn or uneven, the washer must
be subjected to unusual grinding pressure to secure

the necessary tightness, and its early destruction

results. A washer that will be fully as effective

where the connections are perfect, and much more so where
the above-named defects are manifest, has a somewhat spherical

surface on one side—a sort of rounded taper. This shape allows

the taper to fit uneven surfaces more closely. These washers
are made of a flexible compound that renders them more durable

and efficient. [The Durst Manufacturing Co., Inc., New York
City.]
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F. E. PARTRIDGE HEADS NEW RUBBER FIRM IN
CANADA.

P E. PARTRIDGE, president of the recently established rub-

* • ber manufacturing corporation bearing his name, has been

identified with the rubber industry for over 20 years. He started

in 1894 with the

Maynard Rubber

Co., Claremont,

New Hampshire,

and rose step by

step to the posi-

tion of superin-

tendent. From
tliere he went to

tlie Boston
Woven Hose

and Rubber Co.,

Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, a s

night superin-

tendent. H i s

next step was to

the superintend-

ency of the plant

of the Combina-

tion Rubber Co.,

Bloomfield, New
Jersey. Later he

was called to the

Canadian Rubber Co., Montreal, Canada, where he was made

vice-president, and given the management of the production of

all goods made l:)y that company, with the exception of footwear.

Early in 1915 Mr. Partridge formed a partnership with Vincent

Cooke for the purpose of manufacturing druggists' sundries and

inner tulies, and worked up business to such an extent as to

demand a much larger plant. ."-Kt the opportune moment, the

Independent Rul)ber Co., Merritton, Ontario, Canada, discontin-

ued business, and the plant, valued at $175,000, was leased by the

F. E. Partridge Rubber Co. for a term of years, with an option

to purchase on advantageous terms.

A new company was formed, with headquarters at Gtielph, On-

tario, Canada, under the above corporate name, with a capital of

$125,000. Mr. Partridge is president and general manager. Asso-

ciated with him are Vincent Cooke, vice-president, and F. M.

Ker, secretary and treasurer. The factory is now turning out

tires an)i tubeSj hot water bottles, and a varied line of druggists'

sundries, while alterations are being made and extra equipment

installed to enlarge further the variety and quantity of the output.

F. E. P.^RTRIDGE.

BERGOUGNAN TIRE CORPORATION.

After December 11, 1916, the Gaulois Tire Corporation, 49

West Sixty-fourth street. New York City, American sales

agents for fitablissements Bergougnan, ClermontrFerrand,

France, will change its name to Bergougnan Tire Corpora-

tion. J. Grenier will continue as vice-president and general

manager.

NEW CANADIAN TIRE COMPANY.

The Sterns Tire & Tube Co. of Canada, Limited, has been

formed with an authorized capital of $1,000,000, and will locate

at Windsor, Ontario, with a one-story factory, 100 by 150

feet. The officers of the company include N. J. Morrissey,

Pickering, Ontario, president; Edward Sterns, St. Louis,

Missouri, director and consulting engineer; C. J. Gibson and
A. S. Chapin, Toronto, directors; E. M. Carruthers, Toronto,
secretary and treasurer.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Carl P. Cartmell will liandle the sales of Kelly-Springfield

tires in the Buffalo (New York) territory for the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co., New York City. Mr. Cartmell was
formerly treasurer and purchasing agent for the Victor

Rubber Co., Springfield, Ohio, but has disposed of his inter-

est in that company.

A. L. Edwards, son of George D. Edwards, notice of whose
death appeared in the November issue of The India Rubber

World, has succeeded his late father as manager of the Detroit

(Michigan) branch of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

J. P. Carney, for the past 20 years associated with the

Portland (Oregon) branch of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., has now joined the forces of the Imperial Belting Co.,

of Chicago, Illinois, having charge of the Northwest territory

of the latter company, with headquarters in Portland.

Horace De Lisser, chairman of the board of directors of

the Ajax Rubber Co., New York City, recently went to Cuba
for a several weeks' trip combining business and pleasure.

Leland J. Sparks has been appointed manager of the

Portland (Oregon) branch of the Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., having formerly been connected with the branch at San

Francisco, California.

William L. Burgess has been appointed sales manager of the

Sterns Tire & Tube Co., St. Louis,' Missouri. For the past two

years Mr. Burgess was general sales manager of the Dorris

Motor Car Co. and prior to that had charge of the sales of the

rim department of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

H. S. Wheeler has succeeded H. T. Richards as manager of the

Memphis (Tennessee) depot of the B. F. Goodrich Co.

A. E. Hertzig, manager of the Baltimore branch of the Good-

year Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has been appointed mana-
ger of the Washington branch of the company and will take care

of the territory in both sections. L. J. Gemmil, who was mana-
ger of the Washington branch, will look after all of the govern-

ment business exclusively.

S. P. Woodard is now president of the Gillette Safety Tire

Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and will have offices in New York
City.

It was recently announced that Ralph C. Ridge, former
superintendent of the Marathon Tire & Rubber Co, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, has succeeded C. F. Pickton as superintendent
of the Porter Rubber Co., of Salem, Ohio.

Fred E. Boylan has resigned as Detroit manager of the

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, to become factory

representative of the Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit,

Michigan. V

EXPANSION OF THE EAST PALESTINE RUBBER CO.

The East Palestine Rubber Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

with a factory at East Palestine, Ohio, has acquired additional

property of about 12 acres, adjoining the present plant and lying

directly upon the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

a 'railroad frontage of 1,800 feet. This land has been purchased

for enlargements and additions to be erected in the immediate

future. These improvements will be of single unit type, one

story, saw tooth, brick, steel and glass construction. The build-

ings are to be equipped with the latest type of tire and tube

making machinery and will quadruple the present manufacturing

capacity.

On completion of the first unit, the construction of the com-
pany's "Nabob" tire will be changed from the wrapped tread to

the full mold type, but the tire will remain a strictly hand-made
product. As soon as the necessary special equipment is obtained,

the company also intends to manufacture a cord tire.
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TRADE NOTES.

The Reliable Tire & Rul.hcr Co. of New England has changed

its name to Inter.statc Rubber Co. and has removed its Boston

(Massachusetts) office to 392-394 Newbury street. This change

of name was considered advisable by the stockholders because

the company distributes more than one brand of automobile

tires.

The Armstrong Rubber Co., Inc., having removed its factory

to 118-122 .Adams street, Newark, has discontinued its corpora-

tion in the State of New York and incorporated in the State

of New Jersey for the same amount, $200,000. This company

manufactures the well-known Armstrong tube equii)ped with

the Kahn automatic valve.

The F. E. Partridge Co., Limited, notice of whose incorpora-

tion appears elsewhere in this issue, has taken over the plant and

equipment of the Standard Tire & Rubber Co. of Guelph, On-

tario, on a five-year lease, with option of purchase at any time

before its termination. The head office of the Partridge com-

pany has been moved to Guelph and orders taxing the full

capacity of the plant have already been secured. The output con-

sists of high-grade tires, tubes, and druggists' sundries.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has be-

gun the erection of a boiler plant, 125 by 300 feet, which will

include, besides the boiler house, a railroad trestle, coal crusher,

automatic conveyors and feeders, with other auxiliary apparatus.

The first installation will consist of five 760-horse-power boilers

The building will provide steam and hot water for manufactur-

ing purposes throughout the 20 buildings of the company, and

the cost of the entire project will be over $200,000.

Charles F. U. Kelly, president of the Kelly-Field Co.,

the selling corporation for the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., of

Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, has sold his entire interests to

Harry E. Field, who has been vice-president and treasurer,

and who now becomes president of the company. The busi-

ness will be continued unchanged except that even closer

relations with the factory will be established and a consider-

able addition made to the selling forces to care for the

increased production that is planned for the coming year.

Mr. Kelly has not yet announced his future plans.

The East Palestine Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, has

increased its capital from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

The Connecticut Mills Co. is building a 400-foot, four-

story addition to its weaving mill at Danielson, which will

make the mill 850 feet in length. A model village is also

being erected, and around the mill proper is an exceptionally

fine park with e-xtensive lawns, shaded drives and beautiful

gardens. The spinning plant of this company is at Taunton,

Massachusetts. R. J. Caldwell Co., Inc., 15 Park Row, New York

City, is the selling agent.

The Standard Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., with

offices in Cleveland, Ohio, and factory at Willoughby, Ohio,

has completed material additions in floor space and equip-

ment to take care of increased production. About six months

ago this company was producing 50 tires a day, but this output

has been increased to 200 a day, and the present expansion has

been made in order at least to double that capacity.

The Standard Four Tire Co., Keokuk, Iowa, has increased

its capital stock from $240,000 to $340,000, $300,000 being pre-

ferred and $40,000 common stock.

The Sheldon Tire Co., Buffalo, New York, notice of whose

incorporation appears elsewhere in this issue, was organized to

succeed the Quality Tire Co., which is the agency for Hood
tires in western New York.

The Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co.. Mount Gilead,

Ohio, has recently received an order for 70 hydraulic vulcan-

izing presses of 115-ton rating from the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. .-Ml of the presses are of one
design and will be operated from the hydraulic pump and

accumulator systems already installed.

The Crown Tire & Rubber Co., recently incorporated for

$250,000, will locate in Omaha, Nebraska, and will specialize

in Crown Cord tires for automobiles and motorcycles. Other

lines of rubber goods will also be made. The company is

said to have acquired five acres of ground for the projected

plant, which will comprise six large factory buildings, when
completed.

The Luck Tire & Rubber Co. is a new enterprise expected

to locate in Hillsdale, Michigan. It is stated that C. J. Davis,

of the National Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio,

will be manager of the new plant.

In support of their statement that Dann Inserts between
the leaves of automobile springs will promote appreciably

the life of automobile tires, the Poehlmann Automobile Sup-

ply Co., Baltimore, Marylarrd, offers to add 1,500 miles to

the mileage guaranty offered by the tire manufacturer. To
obtain the benefit of this arrangement, the automobile owner
has only to register with the Poehlmann Co. any new tires

which , he places on a car equipped with the inserts.

The -^jcljraw Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio,

recently turned out 5,324 tires in one day. It is expected

that with tfie- installation of certain machinery this figure will

soon be greatly exceeded.

Work has been resumed on the Pearce Tire & Rubber
Co., Ashtabula, Ohio. It is stated that Cleveland capital has

recently become interested in the project. ,

The Good-Wear Tire Co., which seemed likely to locate in

Lorain, Ohio, has decided to operate in Elyria, Ohio, and
to that end has purchased a factory in that city.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. contemplates a branch
house in Wichita, Kansas.

The Germantown Pennsylvania factory of the Pearce-.'Xrrow

Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co. is turning out a pneumatic
tire with a claimed mileage capacity test of 10,000 to 12,000

miles. This company puts out the Pearce "custom-made"
4,200-mile guaranty tire.

The Boone Tire & Rubber Co. will locate at Sycamore,
Illinois. The company is expected to be in operation in

February.

The V. K. Sturgis factory, at Oakland, California, has
taken the operating name of the National Rubber Co. It is

said this company will employ 100 men.
The Achilles Rubber & Tire Co., notice of whose incorpora-

tion appears elsewhere in this issue, has recently purchased
a factory site in Binghamton, New York. The company pur-
poses to manufacture tires.

The Knight Tire & Rubber Co., Canton, Ohio, has been
absorbed by the Fabricord Tire Co., which is being formed
for the purpose of welding into one great organization sev-

eral rubber manufacturing units. N. W. McLeod, of St.

Louis, Missouri, is president of the Fabricord company, and
particular attention will be devoted to the production of cord
tires under the McLeod patents. It is said that capitalists of
New York, Chicago and St. Louis are interested.

THE BIG FOUR TIRE Sc RUBBER CO.

The present factory at Berea. Ohio, of the Big Four Tire &
Rubber Co., notice of whose incorporation appears elsewhere

in this issue, has 18,000 feet of floor space and is situated on a
5i/2-acre tract of land.

The company is now selecting a site in Cleveland, Ohio, for a

new factory, and in the near future will erect there a concrete

building 400 feet long by 80 feet wide, three stories and base-

ment. While tires will be the main output, a general line of

rubber products will also be manufactured.
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KELLY-SPRINGFIELD PLANS FOR CUMBERLAND PLANT.

The future location of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.. in Cum-
berland, Maryland, is now an established fact, a site for the new
plant having been acquired on a 74-acre tract of land. The

factory will be of four-story wing construction, thoroughly

modern in every respect, facilities of the most approved sort

being provided both as to manufacture and welfare of workers.

.\ $500,000 bond issue, voted by the city of Cumberland, pro-

vides for necessary civic improvements in the section where the

plant is to be located. The Kelly-Springlield company in turn

agrees to erect a plant costing at least $1,500,000, and within

two years after it is in full operation to employ at least 3,000

persons. Within one year after full completion of the Cum-
berland factory, the Kelly-Springlield company will discontinue

all other plants and concentrate its entire manufacturing business

in Cumberland.

A CHANGE OF NAME.

At a Stockholders" meeting of the Vail Rubber Co., Novem-
ber 2, the name of the corporation was changed to Ehman
Tire & Rubber Co. The Ehman company will continue to

manufacture and sell pneumatic tires for automobiles and

accessories to the tire lines, also mechanical rubber goods.

Considerable additional equipinent is now being installed to

take care of rapidly increasing demands.

GORDON TIRE PROGRESS.

The new storehouse and shipping room now under con-

struction for the Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., Canton, Ohio,

will relieve 6.000 square feet of space in the mill room, there-

by increasing efficiency and output considerably.

Several changes in the personnel of the operating-depart-

ment also indicate the rapid expansion of the business. C. W.
McKone, chief chemist of the Ajax Rubber Co., Trenton, New
Jersey, will hereafter be mill room superintendent. E. R. Neu-

bauer, of the Star Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has been appointed

manager of sales of the druggists' sundries department, and E.

R. Palmer, of the American Tire & Rubber Co., Mansfield, Ohio,

has assumed the duties of chief of the cost department.

HYDRAULIC PRESS MANUFACTURING CO. EXPANDS.

The increased demand for their hydraulic presses, pumps,

valves, accumulators and intensifiers, has led to the completion

of plans for extensive plant and equipment improvements in the

factory of the Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co., Mount
Gilead, Ohio, builder of vulcanizing presses. To relieve the

crowded condition of the machine shop an addition 100 feet long

by 60 feet wide will be erected and considerable new tnachine

shop equipment will be needed, including a 20-ton electric travel-

ing crane, a large motor-driven horizontal boring mill and a

heavy-duty motor-driven planer.

A 20-foot extension will be added to the present power plant

building and new equipment will be installed, consisting of a

300-horse-power Corliss engine and a 225-K-W generator. Two
new steam boilers and stokers for three boilers will be added to

the present boiler equipment. A building for oil storage vvill

also be erected, the main stock room will be extended and

another story added, giving additional space for the storage of

small parts ; the tool room will be enlarged and a new structural

shop about 50 by 60 feet erected.

The plans also include an extension of the present erecting

shop building, measuring 47 by 130 feet. For all of the building

extensions brick and concrete construction with steel for the

substructure will be used. All of the above irhprovements, ex-

cept the last named, will be made immediately.

SAVAGE TIRES IN MICHIGAN.

The Savage Tire Corporation, of San Diego, California, has

recently opened a Michigan office under the name of the Michi-

gan Savage Tire Sales Co., with S. E. Straight as branch man-

ager, and headquarters at 429 Grand avenue, Detroit. A $200,000

slock is carried, and will be increased as needed. Seventy sub-

branches have already been opened in various parts of the city-

and state.

NEW CLUBHOUSE FOR McGRAW EMPLOYES.

A recent campaign among employes of The McGraw Tire

& Rubber Co., East Palestine. Ohio, to raise funds for a

clubhouse resulted in subscriptions amounting to nearly

$2,000. The company has now appropriated $10,000 addi-

tional as its donation, and plans have been prepared for the

erection of the clubhouse on East Taggart street. The build-

ing will be two stories high in the front portion, the dimen-

sions being 50 by 110 feet, exclusive of verandas. Every

possible provision for the comfort and enjoyment of the em-
ployes will be made, including four bowling alleys in the

basement, four or five pool tables, one billiard table, a barber

shop, toilets, lockers and 15 or 20 baths, the latter being

placed conveniently at the foot of a stairway leading from

the gymnasium, 50 by 70 feet, at the rear of the main floor.

This gymnasium will have a balcony around three sides. At

the front, on the main floor, will be a large lounge, with a

six-foot open fireplace, a library and music room, a cloak

room, and committee room. The second floor of the front

portion of the building will be devoted entirely to a well-

equipped kitchen and dining room for use on special occa-

sions.

Replete with information for rubber manufacturers.—Mr.

Pearson's "Crude Ruljber and Compounding Ingredients."

RACINE AUTO-TIRE CO. TO BUILD.

The Racine Auto-Tire Co.. Racine, Wisconsin, has re-

cently purchased a four-acre tract of land, known as the

W''isconsin-IIlinois baseball park, on which a modern plant

will be erected in the spring. The new plant will have a

capacity of 1,000 tires per day and will be built so that this

may be greatly increased by adding to the units. Machinery
has already been ordered from the Parrel Foundry & Machine
Co., and electrical equipment from the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co.

The Racine company is running its present plant night and
day. to its full capacity of approximately 250 tires and tubes

per day.

THE TWIN RIM.

It is rather a clever idea that is embodied in this new and
practical first aid device for tire troubles and which is really a

modified form of a spare wheel. It comprises a rim of the

ordinary demountable type to

which are riveted four lugs

that are provided with slots

fur the fastening bolts. These

are four specially formed

clamps that fit over the inside

of the felly and slip into the

slots of the rim lugs. In case

of a puncture ,or blow-out in

cither front or rear wheel the

twin rim with the inflated tire

iqjon it is placed beside the

damaged tire, the clamps fitted

in place, and by tightenin,g the

four bolts with a special wrench
provided for that purjjose the car is ready to run any distance.

It is claimed that this complete device weighs only one-fifth that

of other demountable rims and can be attached in S minutes.
(Twin Rim Co., Boston, Massachusetts.]
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NEW IKCORPORATIONS.

A. B. & S. Cement & Rublier Co., October 13 (Massachusetts),

$10,000. Artlnir H. Alden, Brockton, Massachusetts; Daniel C.

Smith, Morris .\. Smith. George H. Bixby. William P.. Bixby,

and Charles H. Poor—all of Haverhill, Massachusetts. Prin-

cipal office, Haverhill, .Massachusetts. To manufacture and sell

rubber cement, etc.

Achilles Rubber & Tire Co., October 19 (Delaware), $1,000,-

000. E. Von Vargyas ; Lawrence A. O'Dea and Lorenzo G.

Warfield—all of W'ashingtun, D. C. Principal office. Colonial

Charter Co., 927 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware.

To acquire lands and buildings in New York or elsewhere for

the purpose of manufacturing rubber tires and other articles

of like nature.

Aeromarine Engineering & Sales Co., Inc., November 3 (New
York), $1,000, M. L. Weiland, 233 Broadway, New York City;

Arthur H. Slack, 258 Lefiferts avenue, and Henry Amerman, 439

Quincy street—both in Brooklyn. New York. To manufacture

balloons, aeros, motors, etc.

.American Chicle Co. of New York. Inc., Octol)er 25 (New
York), $10000 Thomas Adams, 763 Fifth avenue; John D.

Adams, 1 West 72nd street—both in New York City, and Hora-

tio M. Adams, Glen Cove. New York.

Beach, Knowles & Hill, Inc., November 3 (New York),

$25,000. Charles S. Beach, 605 West 137th street; Paul H.

Knowles and Luigi Solari, 205 West 89th street—both in New
York City. To deal in auto parts and accessories, etc.

Big Four Tire & Rubber Co., The, September 5 (Delaware),

$1,000000. G. H. Ritchie (president), 280 Miles avenue;

B. Wingerter, (vice-president), South Howard street; Dr. C. C.

Spangler (secretary), 17 South Howard avenue, and O. P.

Lamuel (director), Adams street—all in Akron, Ohio, and W. E.

Wingerter (treasurer), 736 Guardian Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Principal office, 736 Guardian Building, Cleveland, Ohio. To

manufacture and deal in tires and other rubber goods.

Christman Tire Co., Inc., November 13 (New York), $2,000.

Jacob K. Christman, 247 Post avenue; Arthur A. W. Brewster,

569 Plymouth avenue, and Clayton R. Brown, East Rochester-

all in Rochester, New York. Principal office, Rochester, New
York. Auto tires, etc.

Columbia Scrap Rubber Co., November 1 (New Jersey),

$50,000. Yvette Gordon, Louise De Piano, Frank De Piano,

Joseph Gordon, Antonio De Piano—all of Trenton, New Jersey.

To import, buy, sell and deal in scrap rubber, etc.

Crown Tire & Rubber Co., October 4 (Nebraska), $250,000.

Henry A. Reichenbach, Omaha, Nebraska; Henry C. Meier,

Council Bluffs, and Jesse P. Howe, Des Moines—both in Iowa.

Principal office, Omaha, Nebraska. To manufacture and sell,

wholesale, automobile tires and other rubber goods.

Deltire Rubber Co., November 9 (New Jersey), $25,000.

Alexander Trapp
;
John R. D. Bower and Catherine Pippel

Hornyak— all of Trenton, New Jersey. To manufacture and deal

in rubber goods, etc.

Ehman Tire & Rubber Co., November 8 (Illinois), $150,000

A. C. Ehman (president), Francis Lackner (vice-president).

M. J. Flynii (treasurer). Judge Jesse Holdom, W. A. Vail and

A. B. Larkin. Principal office. La Salle and Twenty-seventh

streets, Chicago. Illinois. To manufacture automobile tires and

mechanical rubber goods.

Elkland Tanning Co.. November 16 (Maine), $100,000. G. L.

King (president), 71 West street; A. E. Pierce (treasurer), 23

Noyes street, and Charles L. Donahue (clerk), 277 Congress

street— all in Portland. Maine, To manufacture and deal in

rubber, etc.

Elliot Rim Chain and Tread Corporation, October 31 (New
York), $100,0tX). D. Kern Einfurer, 1491 East Tenth street;

Walter L. Perley, 1009 Lincoln Place, and Joseph J. Miller, 310

St. Johns Place—all in lirooklyn. New York. Principal office,

Esopus, New York. Auto parts and accessories.

Englewood Tire & Supply Co., November 4 (Illinois), $5,000.

F. F. Symonds, John H. Cadmus, and Oliver H. Starrett. Prin-

cipal office, 501 West Garfield Building, Chicago, Illinois.

Fox-Senior Tire Co., July IS (Connecticut), $25,000. C. S.

Fox, T. R. Senior, C. M. Fox and S. P. Senior—all of Bridge-

port, Connecticut. Principal oftice, 357 Fairlield avenue, Bridge-
port, Connecticut.

Globe Auto Accessories Co., Inc., October 23 (New York),

$500. William F. Watters (president), 26 Plymouth avenue,

South; S. X. Newman (vice-president and sales manager), 453

Seneca Park Way, and F. B. Rite (secretary and treasurer),

Ambrose street—all in Rochester, New York. Principal office,

Ambrose street, Rochester, New York. To sell tires, tubes, etc.

Good-W'ear Rubber Co., The, September 21 (Ohio), $500,000.

W. E. Deve (President), H. B. Kishman and A. E. Beckel, Ver-
milion; Jacob E. Murbach, (vice-president), Walter E. Brooks,

(treasurer), Elyria; J. J. Dauch, Sandusky; William Seher, and
L. S. Grimm, Lorain—all in Ohio. Principal office. Suite 307,

Masonic Temple, Elyria, Ohio. Manufacturer of tires, tubes,

and rubber sundries.

Grossman, Emil, Manufacturing Corporation, November 8

(New York), $410,000. Harry Radzinsky and Julius Bregman,

233 Broadway, New York City, and Reuben Stern, 109 Walton
street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Auto parts and accessories.

Keystone Rubber Co., October 16 (New Jersey), $25,000.

Harry Johnson, Yardville ; Albert Hughes and Richard M. J.

Smith, Trenton—both in New Jersey. Principal office, Yard-

ville, Mercer County, New Jersey. To purchase, buy, sell and

manufacture soft rubber goods.

Kip Vulcanizing Co., Inc., November 9 (New York), $1,000.

B. Franklin Klass, 523 West 152nd street, William T. Wei-
denman. 154 West 68th street, and Kenneth A. Palmer, 359

Mosholu Parkway—all in New York City. Repairing tires, etc.

L. P. Ross Co., Inc., November 9 (New York), $25,000.

William H. Porter, 68 Mortimer street, Rochester, New York;
Henry B. Hubbard and George H. Mayo—both of 1790 Broad-
way, New York City. Principal office, Rochester, New York.

To deal in rubber goods, etc.

McCIure Tire & Rubber Co., September 21 (Ohio), $15,000.

J. A. McClure, Jr. (president) ; E. Buchnan (vice-president)
;

R. T. McClure (secretary and treasurer)
; J. P. Eagleson (attor-

ney), 8 East Broad street; and A. M. Howson, 446 West 8th

avenue—all in Columbus, Ohio. Principal oflftce, 212-216 East

Gay street, Columbus, Ohio. To deal in tires, reliners, blow-

out patches, etc.

Minnesota Tire & Rulilier Co., September 6 (Minnesota),

$200,000. Harry A. Trenhold, Minneapolis; Nels L. Werner,

Red Wing—both in Minnesota, and James W. Adams, Ellsworth,

Wisconsin. Principal office, St. Paul. Minnesota. To manufac-

ture and deal in tires, rubljcr goods and accessories.

Non-Deflating Inner Tube Co., October 24 (Ohio), $100,000.

J. A. Sullivan, Henry Roegge, A. W. Stockman, M. D. Wagner,

and John A. Elden, 1325 Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Principal address, 1325 Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

To manufacture a non-deflating inner tube.

Nu-Way Cure Co., October 6 (Wisconsin), $20,000. R. C.

Moore, 226 Hazel street
; Joseph E. Freix, 519 North Broadway

street; E. W. Gilsdorf, 414 Fifth street; J. J. Wirtz, 620 East

Walnut street, and F. S. Kaup, 1116 Cherry street—all in Green

Bay, Wisconsin. Principal office. Green Bay, Brown County,

Wisconsin. To manufacture and sell a preparation for the

purpose of curing punctures in pneumatic tires and all other

automobile accessories.

Partridge, F. E., Rubber Co.. Limited, The, September 25

(Dominion of Canada). F. E. Partridge (president), Vincent
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Cooke (vice-president), F. M. Ker (secretary-treasurer). Prin-

cipal office, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. To manufacture tires,

tubes and druggists' sundries.

Port Arthur Tire Co., September 19 (Texas), $2,000. A. F.

Hughes, C. M. Dismukes and J. R. Campbell—all of Port Arthur,

Texas. Principal office, Port Arthur, Texas. Deal in tires.

Public Service Tire & Rubber Co. of New York, Inc., Novem-
ber 18 (New York), $100,000. Ricliard Krause, Clason Point;

G. H. Empey, 446 Lexington avenue, and T. A. Anderson, 226

Utica street—both in Brooklyn, New York.

Quick Service Tire Co., Inc., October 24 (Texas), $5,000. F.

Aitken, Alex Feigleson and Charles T. Butler—all of Beaumont,

Texas. Principal office, Beaumont, Texas. To deal in tires,

tubes, automobile accessories, etc.

Renter Puncture-Proof Tire & Tube Co., October 6 (New
Jersey), $125,000. George Joseph Reuter, 182 Montclair avenue;

Alfred Strauss, li Hedden Terrace, and Louis R. Freund, 152

Johnson avenue—all in Newark, and Abraham M. Herman,
Pleasantville—both in New Jersey. Principal office, 810 Broad

street, Newark, New Jersey. To manufacture, buy, sell, import,

export and generally deal in tubes and tires for automobiles, etc.

Runyan Cushion Wheel Co., October 12 (Nebraska), $100,000.

H. O. Wulff, D. R. Sowards, E. J. Conrad, and Fred C. Burling-

ton—all of Omaha, Nebraska. Principal office, Omaha,

Nebraska. To manufacture a patent cushion wheel.

Rynehart Rim Tool Co., Inc., November 16 (New York),

$5,000. Henry M. Rynehart, 17 Fulton street, and L. Nissen, 166

DeKalb avenue—both in Brooklyn, New York, and John H. Jan-

sen, 41 Park Row, New York City.

S. & J. Raincoat Co., Inc., The, November 22 (New York),

$1,000. Solomon Blickman, 38 Montgomery street, Joseph Gol-

ombeck, 38 Suffolk street—both in New York City, and Harry

P. Sweetgold, 161 Kosciusko street, Brooklyn, New York. To
manufacture waterproof clothing, etc.

San Francisco Tire Co., Inc., November 3 (New York), $6,000.

Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City ; Catherine

A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555

Grand street—both in Brooklyn, New York. Tire manufactur-

ing business.

Selum Manufacturing Corporation, The, November 13 (New
York), $100,000. Stephen Oderwald and Rose A. Chenka, 231

Elm street, Astoria, New York, and Henry M. DeSulykowsky,

61 West 61st street. New York City. To manufacture Se-Lum
and other auto supplies.

Schwab Improved Tire Co., October 10 (Minnesota), $50,000.

John Schwab, Martin Schwab and William H. Ellinger—all of

Minneapolis, Minnesota. Principal office, Minneapolis, Minne-

sota. To manufacture improved automobile and vehicle tires,

parts and accessories.

Sheldon Tire Co., Inc., November 8 (New York), $1,000.

Burton K. Sheldon, Charles Kuhn and Cleveland Pond—all of

Buffalo, New York. Principal office, Buffalo, New York. To
deal in auto tires.

Springfield Tire Service Co., September 14 (Illinois), $5,000.

Edward G. Mitts, Philip Stewart, and L. L. Bingham. Principal

office, 303 South Fourth street, Springfield, Illinois. To handle

and sell automobile tires and accessories, etc.

Standard Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., The, April 4

(Washington). $500,000. Max Freed, Edward P. Fick, Ivan

Bushong, R. Freed and F. N. Rhodes. Principal office, Seattle.

Washington. To sell rubber tires and goods.

Stearns Rubber Co., October 20 (New Hampshire), $15,000.

William A. Pressey (president), Hampton Falls, and Wilham V

.

Stearns (secretary and treasurer), Exeter—both in New Hamp-

shire. To take over the business of The Rubber Step Manufac-
turing Co., E.\eter, Ohio, manufacturers of automobile tubes,

rubber covered steps and pedals, and mechanical rubber goods

and specialties.

Superior Rubber Co., Inc., October 22, (New York), $25,000.

George J. Hagmaier, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Elmer W. Hag-
maier and Joseph Porzell, Buffalo, New York. Principal office,

Buffalo, New York.

Syracuse Tire Co., November 1 (New York), $10,000. Sydney
Bernheim, 35 Nas-sau street. New York City ; Catherine A. Wel-
don, 591 SeventlT street, and I^arry H. Jacobson, 555 Grand street

—both in Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture tires.

Tropical Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.. November 16 (New York;,

$25,000. William W. Thomas, Alfred M. Lazarowitz, and .^bra-

ham Solomon—all of 51 Leonard street. New York City.

Twin River Rubber Works, Inc., November 22 (New York),

$100,000. Julius Schmid and Charles F. Schmid, 470 Fourth

avenue. New York City, and Paul Henkel, West Nutley, New
Jersey. To manufacture rubber goods of all kinds.

Van der Linde Rubber Co., Ltd., October 26 (Dominion of

Canada), $350,000. Harold van der Linde (president)^- H. C.

Scholfield (vice-president), and T. D. Bailey (secretary and
treasurer). Principal office, 142 Weston Road, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada. To manufacture and deal in tires, tubes,

packing, and general molded goods.

Washington Rubber Co.; October 2 (Delaware), $50,000.

Charles D. Cugle, Kenneth W. Cugle, Howard C. Newcomer,
William J. Hart—all of Washington, D. C. Principal office,

Delaware Charter Guarantee & Trust Co., 328 duPont Building,

Wilmington, Delaware. To produce, buy, sell and deal in rub-

ber and the articles and goods of all kinds of which rubber is

a C")m]>onent part.

THE "EVER-WARM" SAFETY SUIT.

Recently a practical test was made in the .Atlantic Ocean near

Manhattan, just west of the West Banks light, of the Youngren
life preserver. Thirteen demonstrators, three of whom were
girls, clothed in "Ever-Warm-Safety-Suits," as they are called,

leaped into the ocean, one after the other, from a steamer while

inider way. 1 he illustration shows them grouped together, each

supported i;i an rjiright position, warm and dry, waiting to be

rescued. Tijia device wu:, illustrated and descrilied in 'I he

Indi.a Rubber Wi rld, November 1, 1915. fN'ational Life Pre-

server Co.. Inc.. Xew York City.]

In a 28-room apartment in Xew York City renting for $30,000

a year, the kitchen, pantries and service rooms are floored with

blue and white rubber Ijlocks.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.

By Our Rcniilar Correspondent.

"PHE rubber sole industry received a good boost at the

* monthly banquet of the Boston Boot and Shoe Club, when
Ex-President Donovan, who is a leading manufacturer of men's

shoes, declared that the present high prices of sole leather had

led shoe manufacturers to sulistitute ruljlicr and composition soles

in some of their lines, and that experience had proved them to

give better service than ordinary sole leather. Makers of this

class of goods are receiving heavy orders, and leading shoe

manufacturers are among their best customers. . These composi^

tion soles are made of rubber in combination with other materi-

als, added to give increased wear, and to prevent slipping.

Leather cuttings, ground to a fibrous state, are used largely for

this purpose, but cotton and flax libers are also among the

materials employed.
* * *

But high prices arc not confined to sole leather. Furniture

and upholstery leathers, carriage and automoI)iIe leathers are

all so e,\pensive as to be almost prohibitive, and artificial leather

is coming into use much faster in consequence.

Until recently attempts to produce an artificial leather to be

used in shoe uppers have not been successful, .^new material,

made by the Reading Rubber Manufacturing Co., is already

being used in considerable amounts for shoe topping. This is

a coated fabric, closely resembling matcalf or gun-metal calf

in appearance and te.xture. While it has not yet been used

extensively in vamps, some manufacturers of infants' shoes are

employing it for the entire uppers. The sales, through L. C.

Chase & Co., of Boston, already exceed 100,000 yards.

4> * *

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. is adding still

another building to its great plant at Cambridge. Like those

recently completed, it is of reinforced concrete, comprises four

stories and basement, and measures 65 by 324 feet. It will

be used for the friction tape, coated fabric and molded goods

departments. It stands on the site of the old friction tape depart-

ment, and to avoid any stoppage of maximum output was built

complete to the roof one half at a time. When all the altera-

tions and contemplated additions to this plant are completed, it

will be one of the finest and most up-to-date rubber manufac-

turing establishments in the country.

* * *

The Converse Rubber Shoe Co. has just completed enlarge-

ments to its factory and shipping departments which more than

double its floor area and producing capacity. Much of the new
space is already occupied, but because of delays in receiving

machinery, the full benefit of this extension has not yet become

available. A gravity convej-or has been installed, also another

motor, and new mixers and calenders will be added. Rest rooms

and a restaurant have been established, while every department

is being extended and enlarged to take care of increased business.

The storehouse and shipping department, in an entirely separate

building, have also been nearly doubled in size, giving additional

facilities for carrying a much larger stock. To this building

runs a railroad siding, for direct receipt of raw material and

shipment of finished goods. The manufacture of tires is carried

on in a separate building, which will be brought up to present

requirements as soon as the footwear factory is in full running

order. The prestnt capacity of the latter factory is now 1.^,000

pairs of shoes daily.

* *

Wilbur N. Shelton has been appointed general manager of the

L. J. Mutty Co., 175 Congress street, Boston, manufacturer of

fabrics for the automobile, and tubing for automatic piano

players, in which it has developed a large business. After com-

pleting his education, Mr. Shelton entered the employ of the

Conant Rubber Co., of Hartford. Connecticut, and rose to the

position of salesman in southern New England. For 23 years

he was connected with the Franklin Rubber Co., Maiden, Massa-
chusetts, and for the last 10 or 12 years has been its general

sales manager, visiting the large customers of this company in

the principal western cities. Thus he brings to his new position

an experience of great practical value. W. S. Osborne, formerly

connected with the Boston Safe Deposit Co., is now with the

L. J. Mutty Co. as assistant treasurer, succeeding F. H. Brown,
who has retired.

* * *

A new hospital has recenth' been installed at the factory of the

.\merican Rubber Co., East Cambridge. It is situated at about

the center of the large group of buildings, and on the ground

floor conveniently near the calender and mill rooms, where the

most serious accidents are likely to occur. There are two inter-

communicating rooms, one used as a hospital, or first-aid room,

the other suitably fitted up as a rest room for the women
employes in case of illness or fatigue. The hospital room has

hard plaster walls, metal ceiling, and sanitary marbleoid flooring,

and is finished throughout in white enamel. The regulation hos-

pital furniture is of white enameled steel, and the room is

otherwise equipped with every appliance and material necessary

to give immediate treatment in any emergency.

* * *

The Rockland Webbing Co., manufacturer of non-elastic and

elastic webbings, at Rockland, Massachusetts, has taken a ten-

year lease of the plant of the Victory Webbing Co., at North

Abington, and will run both factories, thereby practically dou-

bling the firm's productive capacity. The Victory Webbing Co.

has already discontinued business.

* * *

The recently completed garage of the Monatiquot Rubber

Works Co., South Braintree, Massachusetts, is a semi-circular

brick building located near the main office and adapted for the

accommodation of oflncers' cars as well as commercial trucks,

it is of the most modern type, each car stall being provided with

a separate door entrance and individually equipped for washing

and all maintenance.

An extension to factory building Xo. 3, now in progress, will

soon make available an increased output of the Monatiquot com-

pany's products.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

JUST what the tire industry has meant to Akron is shown by

the tremendous increase in population and in building. In

IS years it has grown from a town of about 12.000 inhabitants

to a great city of primary importance and known to motorists

the world over. The building permits issued in 1915 represented

an investment of $6,000,000. and for the first nine months of the

present year, $9,800,000.

Long famed as the "Rubber City," .Akron has now qualified as

"Ohio's Eight-Hour Town." The Firestone, Goodrich, Good-
year and other rubber factories have recently adopted the eight-

hour system, and while the results vary somewhat, general satis-

faction is expressed by employers and operatives. The reports

range from an increase in cost of production so slight as to be

characterized as "about an even break" compared with the ten

or twelve-hour work day. to a statement that in certain depart-

m.ents the eight-hour system has effected an 18-per cent increase

in production with only a 10-per cent wage increase, while work-

men are averaging the same pay per week that they did under

the longer hours.

Tire factories are operated mainly by piece work, and in adopt-

ing the eight-hour day the rates were readjusted so' that the men
would receive at least as much money as before. The result
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lias been increased production and often increased wages to-

gether with reduced cost, except in a few departments where

the differences are so slight as to be of little consequence. Tire

builders average $4.50 a day as before ; the lowest pay is $2.50 a

day for sweepers, and from that up to $6 a day for heavy work.

Quality is insured by rigid inspection and a limit on production

\.'here necessary.

The philosophy of this greater efficiency is best explained in the

words of H. S. Firestone, president of the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. : "There is nothing sentimental, paternalistic or phil-

anthropic in our adoption of the eight-hour system. But you

can't make men do their best unless you get them fully inter-

ested, proud of what they are doing, happier in mind, lietter in

body and spirit, and producing something for themselves while

they produce something for the business organization of which

they are a part.''

* * *

At tlie annual meeting of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

which was held November 2, several important business mat-

ters were acted upon. The call for the meeting, dated August

31, proposed an increase of the capital stock to $50,000,000, and

a stock dividend of 700 or 800 per cent. Instead of this the

stockholders voted to fix the authorized capitalization at $15,-

000,000, and to reduce the nominal value of shares from $100

to $10. It was also voted to enlarge the Ijoard of directors from

five to seven members, and to sell $500,000 worth of common
stock to employes and officers.

Perhaps the action which received the greatest comment was

the motion to set aside $1,000,000 for an employes' welfare and

insurance fund. This, coming almost immediately after the

dedication and presentation to the employes of the handsome

new clubhouse, built at a cost of $300,000, adds another link to

the great welfare chain that liinds together employer and em-

ployes.

The election, at ihe annual meeting, of R. J. Firestone as vice-

president came as the direct result of his splendid record as

general sales manager

for several years

past. Under his di-

rection sales have

been increasing at the

rate of 30 to 60 per

cent annually until

at the end of the fis-

cal year which closed

August 1, Firestone

business had ex-

ceed e d $33,000,000.

Mr. Firestone is

widely known in mo-
tor car circles
throughout the coun-

try and as vice-presi-

dent will find even

more and broader op-

portunities to utilize

his knowledge, long

experience and force-

f u 1 personality to

good purpose.

A. G. Partridge, formerly assistant sales manager, has suc-

ceeded Mr. Firestone as general sales manager. Long service

well equips him for the larger work and his appointment is in

accord with the Firestone policy of promoting men wlio have
made good. F. C. Blanchard has also been promoted to sales

manager in charge of the increasing business among motor car

manufacturers.

R. J. Pn<ESTONE.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. has adopted a plan designed to co-

ordinate the various departments of the factory more closely and
bring the executives in closer touch with the employes. An
operating committee has been established by the directors of

the company, which will advise with and aid the executive

committee in all matters affecting the interests and management
of the company. The members of the new committee are as

follows : H. E. Joy, director of costs of goods and factory

costs ; W. O. Rutherford, director of sales ; H. K. Raymond,
director of production; A. B. Jones, director of plant adminis-

tration ; W. C. Geer, director of development of goods and
processes : George Oenslager, director of chemical laboratories

;

\V. A. Means, treasurer; A. P. Lohmann, engineer; H. C. Miller,

manager of tire sales, and W. H. Yule, manager of sales of

general rubber goods.

Arthur H. Marks, of The B. F. Goodrich Co., is the owner of

the largest yacht in American waters and probably in the world,

fitted with internal combustion engines. The "Aramis" is 157

feet in length over all, with 23 feet beam and a draft of 7 feet

t inches. Her motive power consists of two 350 horse-power
Craig-Diesel engines delivering her power at 300 revolutions per

miiuue. Built entirely of steel, she also has two steel deck
houses, one covering the dining saloon forward, and the after

one built over the music hall and reception room. She is fin-

ished in mahogany and bright metal work and so makes one
of the handsomest yachts afloat. Her tanks carry 6,000 gallons

of crude oil fuel, which gives her a very long cruising radius.

Besides the staterooms for the owner and his guests, there are

quarters alioard for the crew of nine officers and men required

to run her.

Within a short time Mr. Marks will take an extended South-
ern cruise in his new possession.

* * *

The Miller Rubber Co. is erecting a large eight-story build-

ing as an addition to its plant, and has also purchased 30 acres

of ground in a suburb of Akron. The entire tire building plant

will be located on this new property in the spring, the present
factory being then devoted to druggists' sundries and ether
specialties.

* * *

The Amazon Tire & Rubber Co. manufactures a standard
tire with an extra side-wall breaker strip, or blow-out pro-
tection, added. At present, the factory turns out about 45 tires

a day. Recent large increase in business has made it- necessary
to add to the plant in order to expand the production, and
when the new four-story building now being erected is com-
pleted, the output will average 300 tires daily.

* * *

The fioodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has purchased 10,000 acres
of land in the Salt River valley. Phoenix, Arizona, where cot-

ton raising will be undertaken on a large scale, thus insuring
for the company's use a fixed supply of long staple Egyptian
cotton.

James E. Taylor has been transferred from the Atlanta
(Georgia) office of the Goodyear company to the home office,

as special representative of the automobile tire department.
* * *

The Phoenix Rubber Co. has increased its capita! stock
f'.nm $125,000 to $.S0O,0GO.

* * *

Two frame buildings art- being erected for tlie Kelly-Spring-
field Tire Co. One will house tlie restaurant, now on the top
floor of the main liuilding, and the other the experimental depart-
mein. this arrangement giving needed space for other purposes
in tlie main building.

* * *

Sam S. :Millcr, factory manager of the Mohawk Rubber Co.,
recently celebrated the completion of his twentietli year of tire
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building. Beginning with solid carriage tires and pneumatics

for bicycles, lie was among tlie first to provide the necessary

tire equipment for automobiles, and from that day to this has

taken a personal pride in maintaining the quality of his product.

His particular interest has been the careful choice of raw mate-

rials.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.

/)_V Our A\'i'»/iir Correspondent.

THE month of November was a rather unsettled one in the

rubber industry of Rhode Island, labor troubles having

been experienced at two of the United States Rubber Co.'s plants

—the National India Rubber Co., at Bristol, and the Alice rub-

ber and shoe mill of the Woonsocket Rubber Co.. at Woonsocket.

In consequence of the strike at the National company's plant,

work at the Narragansett Rubber Co. in that town was inter-

rupted and the workmen threatened by the strikers if they did

not go out.

While the situation at Bristol at one time appeared to be

assuming a serious aspect, the firmness of the police and the

severity of the court kept matters well in hand and resulted in

an early understanding that led to an arnicable settlement.

Throughout the state, rubber factories have an increasing num-

ber of orders ahead with a continued scarcity of help, although

it is reported that applications for employment have recently

been more numerous than at any time for several months.

There appears to be no prospect of any immediate let-up in the

demand for shoes, tires, medical goods and other lines made

here. * * *

The announcement on November 23 of a 10 per cent "emer-

gency increase because of abnormal world conditions," affecting

7,500 to 10,000 employes of rubber factories in Rhode Island, did

much to clarify the situation, and it is now thought that there

will be no further labor troubles, at least during the continuance

of the present scale and agreement.

The notices posted at the mills controlled by the United States

Rubber Co. announced that the increase was in the nature of a

cash bonus, but those posted in the factory of at least one com-

pany were for a straight raise of 10 per cent. In another mill

the management states that it w-as the third raise to its employes

within the calendar year and that a new record in the payment

of wages had been established in the trade.

The mills affected by the United States Rubber Co.'s notice in

Rhode Island and the number of employes in each are the

Alice Mills at Woonsocket, 1,600; the Millville Mill at Millville,

800: the Lawrence Felting Co. at Millville, 250, and the National

India Rubber Co. at Bristol, 4,000. In Providence the Revere

Rubber Co. employs 700 to 800 operatives ; the Mechanical Fab-

ric Co., 250, and the Narragansett Rubber Co. at Bristol, 700.

* * *

The increased business experienced by the Narragansett Rub-

ber Co., of Bristol, has been so great during the last few months

that it has become necessary to provide additional factory room.

A complete rearrangement of the plant with additional depart-

ments is under consideration, but meanwhile temporary arrange-

ments are being made to take care of immediate demands. A
new addition, 85 by 50 feet, has just been erected on the Rich-

mond street side of the plant that will afford some relief for the

present. Part of the lower floor will be utilized liy the calender-

ing department and the remainder will be occupied as a store-

house. The second floor will be absorbed by the steadily in-

creasing slioe business.
* * *

The two-story frame manufacturing building on South Main

and Wheaton streets, Warren, is being remodeled for occupancy

for storage purposes by the National India Rubber Co., of

Bristol, liy whnni it has been leased.

John E. Magee, for the past 17 years electrician at the factory

of the National India Rubber Co.. is now policing the entire plant

at Bristol.

Robert W. S. Co.x, for several years sales manager of the

insulated wire department of the National India Rubber Co., has

resigned and gone into business for himself with headquarters

at Boston. George Cragin has been appointed general sales

manager of the wire division, coming to Bristol from New York,

where for a number of years he held a responsible position with

the .American Steel & Wire Co.

William McCaw, formerly paymaster in the office of the Na-

tional India Rubber Co. at Bristol, but more recent^' assistant

treasurer of the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Penn-

sylvania, has recently been promoted to sales manager in the

South, with an office at Atlanta, Georgia.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

TPHE "Best" fire hose of the Empire Rubber & Tire Co. won
•• new laurels a few days ago when the city of Detroit,

Michigan, placed an order for 8,000 feet of it. Detroit has been

using Empire hose for some time and the best evidence of the

satisfaction it has given is reflected in the order just 'placed.

Never before has the mechanical goods department enjoyed such

prosperity as at present. It is an old story about the tire depart-

ment working both night and day to turn out 1,500 tires daily,

and now this same gratifying condition of affairs has reached

the mechanical goods department, now averaging $800,000 annual

business. The molded hose department is also rushed with

orders.

The big increase of the' fcusiness of the Empire company has

necessitated reorganizing and refinancing by incorporating under

the laws of the State of Virginia. The new company, to be

known as the Empire Tire & Rubber Corporation, has a capital

consisting of $1,500,000, 7 per- cent cumulative convertible pre-

ferred, par value $100, and $4,500,000 common, par value $10.

The preferred stock is offered for public subscription by An-
drews & Co., New York City, and is convertible at the option

of the holder into an equivalent par value of common between

June 30, 1917, and July 1, 1920. The new affiliations are expected

to insure a $5,000,000 business annually, or about double the

present output.

General C. Edward Murray, president of the Empire Rubber
Co., Trenton, New Jersey, was among the speakers at the

Chamber of Commerce dinner held recently at the City Club
in Boston, Massachusetts.

* * *

The Home Rubber Co. is erecting an addition to its plant

costing $750,000.

* * *

Tlie Adolph Biller Rubber & Leather Cement Co. has been

formed here, with Adolph Biller as the active head. The com-
pany has a well equipped factory, and for tlie convenience of

the trade a down-town office has been opened. A new cement

for automobile tires and the shoe trade is to be featured this year.

* * *

The John A. Roebling's Sons Co. is among the concerns which

have been allotted space in the electrical and industrial show to

be held in Masonic Temple from the first to the fifth of this

month.
* * *

Jolin Hermann, Jr., superintendent of the Woven Steel Hose
& Rubber Co., paid a novel election wager when he wheeled a

Wilson man through the streets . in a barrow. A drum corps

accompanied the outfit and there were about two score people

trailin.g behind burning red lire, beating on pans, etc.
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The India Rubber Trade In Great Britain.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE calling of men to the colors proceeds apace with more
disastrous effects upon small businesses than upon large

ones. Few firms have had to close down entirely for this

cause, but one instance has come to my personal knowledge.

This is the interesting crude rubber washing business that was car-

ried on by the late Mr. Eyre at Holywell, North Wales. Since

Mr. Eyre's death the business known as the Meadow Mills,

Limited, has been carried on by his son, but the recent calling

of many of the hands and of William Eyre himself to the colors

has necessitated the temporary stoppage of the works, which

are interesting from the fact of the motive power for the rubber

washing machines being derived from a water-wheel. The com-
pany has an office at 4 South Bridgwater street, Liverpool. Pos-

sibly there are other cases of closing down in the rubber trade,

but as a rule dilution of labor has enabled the management to

keep going, even if on a smaller scale than customary.

AMERICAN CHEWING GUM IN ENGLAND.
There is no getting away from the war, and a minor point of

some interest which has resulted from its incidence is the

popularization of American chewing gum in Great Britain, where

its use was formerly" practically unknown. It is said that about

40 years ago the chewing of pure erasing rubber was not un-

known in certain circles, a working day being required by the

operator to reduce the material to a pulp. I understand that the

present-day American product, as used by Canadian soldiers, is a

much superior article to erasing rubber, so it is quite probable

that the chewing habit will become popular here.

PETROL AND SUE.STITUTES.

The petrol restrictions, as was anticipated, have had a consid-

erable eft'ect on the tire industry; an effect which would have

been more pronounced if they had come into force earlier in

the summer. With regard to the use of substitutes, several of

which have made their appearance on the market, some appeal

cases are pending, arising out of conviction of charabanc owners

in courts of summary jurisdiction.

CRUDE RUr.BER.

There is nothing new in the raw rubber situation, except in

the magnitude of the stock on hand, which some say is in part

already the property of the enemy, to be utilized when the long

deferred peace comes. A topic which has occasioned a good deal

of wonder and talk is the enormous expansion of the American

imports of rubber, which have risen from 57,253 tons in 1913-14

to 117,441 tons in 1915-16. Progress like this ought to reassure

those pessimists who foretell a glut of rubber a few years hence.

VULCANIZATION WITHOUT SULPHUR.
Our contemporary, the "India Rubber Journal," has recentlv

given an important translation of Ostromyslenski's papers in

Russian on the subject of vulcanization. The researches de-

tailed in these papers deal with (1) the hot vulcanization of

rubber by nitro compounds without sulphur and (2) the hot

vulcanization of rubber by means of peroxides or "per-acids" in

absence of sulphur. I shall not reproduce any part of these

papers here, as they were reprinted in The India Rubber World
for November, but merely wish to call attention to what are un-

doubtedly discoveries in rubber chemistry and which may have a

profound influence upon rubber technology. I say "may" rather

than "will." because, as we all know, the best and in most cases

the only reliable test of a novelty in rubber manufacturing pro-

cedure is that of longevity. In the past we have been taught to

avoid the use of bodies such as peroxides in rubber and there

will be many who will prefer to wait and see what the rubber

looks like after a year or two before allowing themselves to

wax enthusiastic over the new discoveries.

So far I have not found any enthusiasm on the subject among
the purveyors of sulphur specially, prepared for the rubber trade,
but they console themselves with the fact that the much talked
of use of amido compounds in vulcanization has not brought
about any appreciable diminution in the volume of their business.
An interesting point for the future is how the rubber vulcan-

ized without sulphur will behave under the various reclaiming
processes. It is quite possible that superior reclaims will be
obtained by some modification of the chemical reaction involved.
Another point to be considered is that sulphur is frequently used
as a filler to add bulk to the rubber in addition to effecting

vulcanization. In this case it does not usually rank as mineral.
In order, then, to keep the specific gravity the same, a substitu-
tion of some other mineral matter for the sulphur would have
to take place, as the new vulcanizers are used in such small
quantity.

ESTIMATING THE SULPHUR IN RUBBER.
Another paper by J. B. Tuttle and A. Isaacs on the estimation

of total sulphur in rubber, and emanating from the Bureau of
Standards, Washington, U. S. A., is full of interest and seems
to emphasize the opinion I came to years ago. that it is diffi-

cult to lay down any method that is equally accurate with all

rubber goods, from toy balloons to perambulator tires. A method
that may give excellent results with rubber of one composition
may prove faulty in the case of quite another composition. A
point that must not be lost sight of is that time is often of
greater importance than extreme accuracy. In a great many
industries analytical methods of quite sufficient accuracy are in

daily use, because results are wanted and it is impossible to wait
a week for them. Many methods which are properly indis-

pensable in the research laboratory where time is of no object
are frequently put before the worthy chemist, who finds it im-
possible to employ them. Of course, if the new vulcanization
without sulphur comes to anything, the correct estimation of
this element loses its present importance.

SCOTTISH BUSINESS NOTES.
The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edinburgh, has issued

an attractive illustrated booklet comprising a price list for sand
shoes and tennis shoes for 1917. With regard to these it is a
condition of sale that in the event of a notification of an ad-
vance in price during 1917 no sales shall be made by customers
below such advanced prices, even though the goods may have
been delivered by them prior to the date of such advance. A
novelty in the list is the khaki-colored canvas shoe which it is

stated is much in demand in military circles, presumably such
circles as are still in training at home.
The special grooved soling, which was brought out by the

company, is intended to get over the trouble of breakage at the

base of the groove. The grooves do not run directly across the

sole, but are at a slight angle, which quite overcomes the diffi-

culty previously experienced. The Clyde Rubber Works, Lim-
ited, which a few years ago removed from Glasgow to more com-
modious premises at Renfrew, a few miles away, reports very

good business in mechanical rubbers, especially for railway re-

quirements, in which the company specializes. Mr. Sharp and
his son are the moving spirits in the management of the works.

RUBBER SPONGES.

Like food and all sorts of other commodities, the natural

sponge has risen in price owing to the war. This has led to

an increased demand for the rubber sponge, a demand which is

being satisfied to a large extent by importations from America.

As one now rarely sees in the shop windows the mystic Russian

characters adorning labels on sponges, it looks as if the well-
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known, high class rubber sponges of the Russian-American

India Rubber Co., of Petrograd. had ceased coming, or at any

rate only in reduced quantities. .American sponges are being

sold at the low price of si.xpencc at the F. W. Woolworth &
Co., Limited, new stores in Manchester. Rubber household

gloves can also be bought at these stores for sixpence each, one

glove if you do not want a pair.

nUNLOP RUHBER CO.

This e.xtrcnieiy successful rubber manufacturing firm has again

increased its capital, this time to three million pounds by the

creation of one million cumulative 6,'/2 per cent preferred shares

of £1 each. The proceeds of this issue are intended to finance

the carrying of larger stocks, and also to provide working capital

for a new department for the manufacture of solid motor tires

for transport purposes. Sir .-Arthur Du Cros. Baronet, who pre-

sided at the meeting, made seme rather trenchant remarks about

foreign competition The new association of British Tyre Man-

ufacturer.';, of which he w^as president, have it as their main

object, he said, to protect the interests of British manufacturers,

there beint; no question of amalgamation to control prices.

This chemical was included among articles placed under embargo

by a decree of October 26, 1916.

IMPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS.

SOME FOREIGN RUBBER NOTES.
SWISS MARKET FOE. EBONITE.

THE American Consul at Berne, Switzerland, reports that, de-

spite a considerable home production, about $25,000 w-ortli

of foreign ebonite of the better qualities was purchased yearly by

Switzerland before the war, ' principally from Germany, Italy,

and France. Present importations, however, amount to only

one-fourth of that figure. No more rubber or kindred articles

can be obtained from Germany, but Swiss buyers have been able

to obtain small quantities from France and England. Efforts

are also being made to obtain goods in the United States, but

importers are experiencing difficulty in getting deliveries.

One large Berne concern, which makes practically all of the

telephonic and telegraphic apparatus used in Switzerland, and

is said to be one of the largest consumers of ebonite in the

country, bought up all the eljonite that could be found in the

republic. It was thus able to continue business in the ordinary

way, but its small stocks are decreasing rapidly. An order placed

in America six months ago by this firjn is still unfilled. The

company uses ebonite in sheets, thickness 0.5 millimeter to 30

millimeters [0.019685 to 1.1811 inches], in round rods from 2

to 30 millimeters [0.07874 to 1.1811 inches] , in tubes from IVz to

3^ centimeters [0.98425 to 1.37795 inches], and various other

forms and sizes.

It appears that Swiss consumers are buying direct from the

manufacturers, either domestic or foreign. There are no local

agents or dealers in the trade. Before the war ebonite goods

were sold by the Swiss manufacturers on terms of 30 days with

2 per cent., or 3 months net. On imported wares the terms for-

merly were 30 days net after arrival of goods; since the war,

cash against documents. The duty on ebonite in bands, sheets,

various forms of manufactured articles, cords, bullets, rods, etc.,

is $0.0875 per 100 pounds.

The following are the principal consumers of ebonite

:

Hasler .Aktiengesellschaft Telephon & Telegraphenwerkstatte,

Schwartzthorstrasse, Berne; Schaerer Aktiengesellschaft, Sani-

tatsgeschiift, Berne; E. F. Buchi, Optische Werkstatte, Berne;

Stoppani Aktiengesellschaft, Prazisionswerkstatte, 25 Neuen

Konigstrasse. Berne; Societe des Condensateurs filectriques,

Fribourg;- Societe de la Fabrique d'Appareils filectriques, Neuf-

chatel. Haaf & Co.. Liehefeld bei Berne.

G. Keller. Kautschukwaren. Biel (Berne), is a wholesale dealer

in rubber goods.

FRANCE RELEASES CASSON TETRACHLOKIDE.

An order of the French Government, dated November II. 1916,

abrogates tlie prohibition of exportation of car1)on tetracliloride.

The Department of Import Restrictions announces that it has

been decided that wliere goods falling under a prohibited de-

scription are made wholly or mainly of rublier, importation into

the United Kingdom is permitted under general license.

SWEDEN AND PARCEL MAILS TO RUSSIA.

We learn here that Sweden has released parcels mails be-

tween this country and Russia which were under embargo in

transit through Sweden early this year. .A.mong these parcels

were 54 packages of rul)1)er goods, chiefly rul)bcr heels.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN GERMANY.
r^ESPlTE the demands of the present, industrial Germany is

'-^ not losing sight of the future; it is realized that interna-

tional trade competition will be very keen after peace is declared.

Our manufacturers foresee that they will be called upon to in-

crease the productivity of their factories tremendously, and are

already organizing for industrial preparedness.

M.-\Xl'F.\CTt'RERS' TRUST.

To unify and combine our efforts in the commercial struggle

after the war, an important step was taken recently. The In-

dustrial Council which has been formed, virtually unites our

entire manufacturing industry. It provides a "connecting-link"

between the Central .Association of German Industrials, the

League of German Industries and the Society of German Chemi-

cal Industries. These organizations, which have been collabo-

rating since the outbreak of the war, now form an alliance on

a permanent basis in order to cooperate in meeting new con-

ditions after the war and to recover our lost world trade.

Rubber manufacturers are well represented in this consolida-

tion; so also are our cable manufacturers through their syndicate.

RAW M.^TF.RI.\LS.

Our greatest inconvenience continues to be the shortage of

raw materials. We arc doing our best with this problem at the

present time and not losing sight of its vital importance in pre-

paring for the "after war." We realize that our w-onderful

substitute materials, however convenient they now are, will not

all be of great use in peace times.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER.

The production of synthetic rubber was, of course, achieved

long before the war. Bayer &: Co., of Elberfeld, produced it

several years ago, but it was too costly to be of real commercial

value under normal conditions. Since the outbreak of the war,

crude rubber has become so scarce and so costly that the syn-

thetic product has found a ready market. Bayer & Co. con-

tinue to manufacture artificial rubber and have been joined in

this line by the Franz Clouth Rheinische Gummiwarenfabrik,

Cologne-Nippes. Synthetic rubber is now used in compounds
for both hard and soft rubber goods. For the latter, however,

it is usually employed in connection with either crude or re-

claimed rubber. Of the durability of goods produced from ar-

tificial rubber, little is known, but their cost is very high ; so

high that they will not be aide to compete with goods made
with crude rubber at normal prices.

RECr-.MMED RUBBER.

Reclaimed rubber continues to be much in demand and to

bring really exceptional prices, especially when one considers

the fact that only goods of inferior quality can be produced

from it alone, without any addition of the crude product.
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RATTAN TIRES.

.Reclaimed rubljer does fairly well for tire casings, but is

practically useless for making inner tubes. Its price, as already

stated, is very high for the service it gives, and this has led

to many attempts to create substitutes for rubber tires.

Bicycles equipped with tires made of woven rattan were seen

recently on the streets of Berlin. They are said to provide

resiliency equal to that of solid rubber tires, but not so great

as that of pneumatics. The sad thing about rattan tires is that

rattan is not a domestic product ; it is scarce and costly, al-

though it may be possible to obtain adequate supplies of it

through Turke).
LIQUin GLOVES.

Our newspapers have been giving much space to what they

term "liquid gloves" that are worn by army surgeons and

their aids when performing operations or dressing open wounds.

Before the surgeon begins an operation he sterilizes his hands,

as usual, and then rubs over them an antiseptic solution of

cellulose, which dries rapidly, forming a thin artificial skin

which is entirely flexible though not so pliable as very fine rub-

ber, which it much resembles. After the operation the cellulose

can be removed quickly with warm water and certain chemicals.

From what can be learned about these "liquid gloves" they are

not altogether salisfactoryy and are used only for short opera-

tions when suitable rubber gloves are not available. They are

not sufficiently durable to enable one to undertake long opera-

tions with them, and when left any length of time on the hands

they cause them to become numb and swollen. Though the

daily papers have spoken of "liquid gloves" being in general

use among army surgeons, this is hardly correct. It would be

nearer the truth to say Lhait these gloves are used mostly by

nurses and assistants who formerly used no gloves at all.

Ri:i;r.ER companies and war loans.

Our rubber manufacturers continue to be large subscribers

to war loans. The Continental Caoutchouc & Gutta Percha Co.,.

of Hanover, subscribed 5,500.000 marks [$1,309,0001 to the last

war loan. Other companies subscribed in proportion to their

wealth and importance.

THE SITUATION IN RUSSIA.
By A Special Correspondent.

THERE is a strong analogy between the economic and indus-

trial problems of Russia today and those of the United

States at the time of your Civil War. Fifty-two years ago your

country was struggling for national existence, you had a colossal

SocliiTE K.\UTSCHUK WoRKS, RlC,\.

w-ar debt, your currency was much depreciated. Yet you were

on the morn of your most remarkable period of itidustrial and

commertial development.

In the present war Russia is struggling for national life and

is undoubtedly at the same time opening a new era of industrial

development and material prosperity. Russia, unlike most of

the other countries engaged in this great war, has behind her

huge undeveloped resources, just as the United States had half

a century ago. and the drain of the present struggle stimulates

us in developing these resources.

You Americans seem to know remarkably little about Russia.

Of first-hand information you have very little, and you are too

much inclined to imagine Russia as she was prior to the Russo-

Japanese war. You forget to note the fact that between 1901

and 1914 Russia's industries had increased enormously; that

her trade had doubled and that, as a consequence of both, the

money in Russian banks and in circulation multiplied from $918,-

000,000* to $1,938,000,000*, an increase of about 111 per cent.

During the ten years between the Russo-Japanese war and

the present war, Russia's wealth was actually doubled. Bearing,

this absolute, fundamental fact in mind, you will be able to.

imagine the momentous occurrences in Russian economic life,

in connection with the present war. .
'';

EFFECT OF WAR ON INDUSTRIES,
Since the outbreak of the war most of our industries have

been mobilized and are working for military purposes only.

This mobilization has meant much to all our industries and es-

pecially to the middle-class and small industrial undertakings

which have been obliged to adopt efficiency methods they never

before dreamed of. It is impossible to state the quantities of

goods of all kinds that have been produced here for the army,

but I may mention an instance where one organization alone,

from the beginning of the war up to August, 1915, produced

three million pairs of army boots and more than a million pairs

of snowshoes ; a production all out of proportion to anytliing it

had done before the war.

Our unprecedented industrial activity of the past two years

has made domestic trade well above normal in spite of the fact

that millions of men have been taken away from their homes.
The buying power of our population has increased remarkably
both in the cities and the rural districts.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR.
The increased prosperity of the masses and the impossibility

of spending money for into.xicants, which are prohibited, have
led to its expenditure for wearing apparel. Every good Rus-
sian who can afford to do so wears rubber shoes of some kind or
another. Our great rubber companies owe most of their pros-

perity to the manufacture of footwear which, prior to tlie war,

they supplied to millions both here and abroad.

When the war came our rubber companies had large stocks

of footwear on hand and very little got out of the country be-

fore the export embargo went into effect. Although there was
a temporary stoppage in the manufacture of these goods, their

production is now near normal and nothing is going abroad.

Russia today is probably consuming 150,000 pairs of rubber shoes
each day.

RUBBER FACTORIES.
(Germans, who lurmerly controlled and operated most of our

rubber factories, have been entirely eliminated and this great

industry is centering in Mo.scow, the old Russian capital.

The Russian-.'Vmerican India Rubber Co., "Trciigolnik," still

retains its factories in Petrograd, and the rubber reclaiming

plant in Odessa, owned by an American concern, is, as far as I

can learn, still in operation there, but the Russian-French India

Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works, "Prowodnik," have
definitely removed their entire equipment from Riga and are now
in full operation in their new Moscow establishment where they

are employing more than 25,000 people, mostly Russians, who
have been trained to take the place of the "Baltic labor" that

was formerly employed in Riga. The Imperial Government con-

tributed 12,000,000 rubles [$6,180,000] towards the cost of the

new plant.

The plant which the French Etablissements Bergougnan had

"These figures are based on normal exchange of rubles.
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installed in Riga a year prior to the war, and which is known
as the Societe Kautschuk, has also been removed to Moscow
where it is now in full operation producing tires for our armies.

RAW MATERIALS.

Our rubber factories have at no time had to suffer from any

shortage of crude rubber ; they had immense stocks on hand
when the war broke out and have continued to receive shipments

in proportion to their requirements. Chemicals and compound-
ing ingredients have at times been very scarce, but not enough so

to prevent our rubber manufacturers from maintaining their

enormous production.

RUBBER WASTE.

Progress has been made in the rubber reclaiming industry

here since the outbreak of the war, but the quantities of rub-

ber scrap—mostly footwear—that are accumulating are tre-

mendous, and prices are very low. This old rubber is being

collected gradually, sorted and stored for keeping until normal

conditions will permit its exportation.

Prior to the war we exported rubber waste in very large

quantities to England, the United States and Germany. The last

three normal years previous to the war these exports to the

United States alone averaged 6,235,916 pounds in weight and

$492,425 in value per annum.

It is rumored that tlie Russian Asiatic Bank, probably the prin-

cipal owner of our large trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific steam-

ship companies, is helping to finance the collection, sorting and

storing of rubber waste which will be exported after the war.

NEW RUBBER CEMENT.

Unlike the soldiers of the other warring nations, most of whom
travel by train or motor, the millions of our troops have to

march, and the problem of keeping their feet from direct con-

tact with the ground is no small one, especially in view of the

fact that machinery for re-soling boots is rare in Russia and

hand-work requires much time.

This condition of affairs led to the idea of cementing rubber

patches and half-soles to worn-out soldier's boots, but this, too,

was a long operation until a rubber expert discovered a cement

which is not affected by variations of temperature, can be used

cold, and dries so quickly that a good workman can repair from

200 to 230 boots a day.

This discovery was made in 1915 when, as a first experiment,

a company of infantry of 200 men was shod with rubber soles

applied to their boots with this new cement. The results were

so gratifying that now there are many Russian regiments march-

ing on rubber soles and I understand "rubber-cobblers" trained

to use the new cement, will be attached to each and every com-

pany of the army.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN JAPAN.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

ACCORDING to the latest reports from the Agriculture and

Commerce Department of the Japanese Government, crude

rubber imports in 1915 amounted to 3,903,550 pounds valued at

$1,71 5,793, an increase of 1,598,288 pounds and $708,479 over the

preceding year. The imports at Kobe alone reached 2,350,376

pounds valued at $1,608,594.

CRUDE RUBBER IMPORTS.
1914. 1915.

r-
'

> / *
V

Pounds. Value. Poinds. Value.

British India 406,676 $223,637 1,114,441 $470,329
Straits Settlements 1.646,556 678,730 2,017,176 863,593
Dutch India 13,034 1,678 299,774 113,083
Great Britain 224,500 159,312 352,164 196,865
Germany 1,468 1,200 1,900 514
United States 11,914 8,166 98,430 58,819
Mexico 3,700 3,262
Philippines 3,976 2,235
Other Countries 1,114 581 11,989 7,098

2,305,262 $1,073,319 3,903,550 $1,715,793

TIRE INDUSTRY GROWING RAPIDLY.

The increase was due to the demands of the newly established

works in Tokio and Osaka and much cnlarficd consumption of

the Dunlop Rubber Co. (Far East), Limited, the Kakuichi Rub-
ber Co., and other leading firms. The Japanese rubber industry

has been making great progress. Goods of every description

are being manufactured at rather lower prices than hitherto, not

only for home consumption—supplied by imports before the war
—but to meet foreign demands as well. For instance, bicycle

tires are now being made at 1.80 yen (90 cents) a pair, former

prices being 5-6 yen ($2.50 to $3.00) a pair. Tire manufacturers

in Tokio and Osaka have manufactured sixty to seventy thou-

sand pairs for foreign orders and many more for jinrikishas,

which were formerly imported from Germany. The Dunlop
Rubber Co. (Far East), Limited, manufactured ten times the

ordinary annual output of bicycle and automobile tires to fill

the British orders.

CRUDE RUBBER FROM CEYLON, JAVA AND ENGLAND.
Imports of crude rubber from Ceylon increased greatly during

the Singapore embargo from October, 1914, to April, 1915, but

fell off again after the latter date because of the lower Singapore

prices and the shorter distance to Japan. Singapore imports

included plantation pale sheet, smoked sheet, mixed sheet and

pale crepe in about equal quantities. Native rubber from India

and Borneo, previously much used by Japan, were not in de-

mand because of the supply of plantation rubber.

Crude rubber from Java, never imported before, began to

come in after the Singapore embargo was declared, and still

continues to be imported because the prices are lower. Both

smoked sheet and crepe are received. Japanese rubber .manu-

facturers could scarcely have maintained their output except for

Japanese imports.

Crude rubber from England could be imported during the

embargo, but at first little use was made of this fact because of

the time required and the fear that the embargo might be re-

moved before receipt of the British goods. During the autumn,

however, large British shipments were received for the manu-
facture of bicycle and automobile tires for export. Crude rub-

ber was also wanted from the United States, but American prices

were higher than British and shipping facilities were not so

good as from England.

The crude rubber quotations in Osaka, 1915, were as follows:

I

Borneo vnhhzv. ..per lOO pounds ..

India rubber 85
Pale sheet 105
Soutli American Para 150

January-April.

United
States
Cur-

rency.

$42.50
52.50
75.00

July-August. November,

Yen.

63.75
85.00
115.00
140.00

United
States
Cur-
rency.

$31.88
42.50
57.50
70.00

Yen.

75
100
150
160

United
States
Cur-

rency.

$37.50
50.00
75.00
80.00

RUBBER TIRE EXPORTS.
In 1915, tire exports amounted to 2,512,966 pounds valued at

$1,706,316, an increase of 1,630,191 pounds and $1,163,181 over the

previous year. Detailed figures follow

:

1914. 1915.

Pounds.

China 346,120
Kwanton Province 4,556
Hongkong • 2,938
British India 37,756
Straits Settlements 224.470
Dutch India 250,224
French India 750
Great Britain 5,758
Siam 140
Germany 10
United States- 10,000
Canada^ 53
Australia

Total 882,775

Value.
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ders have recently been shipped to Europe for military purposes.

Even the Chinese, who had boycotted Japanese goods, were
obliged to buy them in great quantity. Jinrikisha tires were

exported to tropical lands where bicycles are almost unknown
and some of them were probably re-exported to Europe for other

uses by the Allied armies. Of the total tire exports, 60 per cent

was jinrikisha tires and the other 40 per cent bicycle and auto-

mobile tires in nearly equal quantities. The firms engaged in

this business are the Dunlop Rubber Co. (Far East), Limited,

the Toyo Rubber Co., Limited, the Mitatsuchi Rubber Manu-
facturing Co., the Kakuichi Rubber Co., the Nihon Rubber Co.,

Limited, and other works. Automobile and bicycle tires for

export were made principally at the Dunlop works.

Jinrikisha pneumatic tires for export are 900 by 50 millimeters,

not the 43-inch size common in Japan. Automobile- tires for

export are mostly pneumatics 34 by 3 and 28 by 3, although

some consumers order by metric measure. Bicycle tires for

export are 28 by iy2 and 26 by VA, not 1^ as in Japan. Wired-

on tires are made only by the Dunlop Rubber Co. (Far East),

Limited.

Despite the high prices of crude rubber and compounding
ingredients since the war, the export prices have remained rela-

tively low, as follows

:

Jinrikisha tires (including tube), per pair, 20 yen ($10.00).

Automobile pneumatic tires, each, 35-80 yen ($17.50 to $40.00).

Bicycle tires, per pair, 5-13 yen ($2.50 to $6.50).

Tubes for bicycle tires, per pair, 1.30-2.00 yen ($0.65 to $1.00).

THE RUBBER TRADE IN MALAYA.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

""PHOUGH war has had little or no effect on the rubber planta-

••• tion industry of Malaya, there are a good many who say

that because of the war it is necessary to make preparations for

the future. It is in the coming trade war, which the Allies are

steadily bent upon, that the need of combination and organiza-

tion in the industry will be felt. The chairman of a prominent

rubber company recently referred to the entire lack of these im-

portant qualities while emphasizing that the need for them was

never so apparent as to-day.

The purchasing of rubber, he pointed out, is getting more and

more into the hands of powerful and aggressive groups who are

adept in the art of depressing the market for a month or two

before they make their heaviest purchases. For the trade war

which is to follow upon the declaration of peace, practically every

great industry is already taking steps to organize its plan of

campaign, with the one great exception of the rubber plantation

industry. The Germans, on their side, are not idle. They have

already formed central societies which will buy for each large

mdustry, and as regards rubber the German Empire is going to

need an immense tonnage of the commodity when the war is

over. Many manufacturers of rubber goods contend that for

every pound of nevf rubber used in manufacturing rubber goods

two pounds of recovered rubber are also employed. That stock

of recovered rubber has run out in Germany, and the require-

ments of the country will be very great indeed when there is an

opportunity to supply them.

It is suggested that a very simple means of helping to

strengthen the rubber plantation industry is to popularize and

extend advance contract sales, and thus reduce as far as possible

the amounts of unsold rubber arriving on the market at any one

time. As previously pointed out, when at the end of last year

a number of companies found that with the rise in the price of

rubber the advance contracts they had necessitated selling at

less than the current market price, many thought that the ad-

vance contract policy was not a good one to continue. The idea

that this method circumvents the schemes of powerful groups

v;ho can depress the market a month or two before buying is a

new one, and it is certainly seems worthy of some consideration.

The Planters' Association of Malaya, the organization of the

planting community, touched upon a large question at one of its

recent meetings, when the secretary reported the result of his

interview with the Chief Secretary to the Government on the

subject of the alienation of planting land. Particulars of appli-

cations for such areas, said to have been made on behalf of

various American companies, were given, and it was rightly

observed that the question was a broad imperial one, upon which

the association was hardly called upon to express an opinion.

In so far as it went, however, the secretary's statement disclosed

an attitude of distinct hostility to such alienation of land in

e-visting circumstances, and there is probably a widespread,

though unexpressed, feeling to the same effect in many other

parts of the country. The government has given an assurance

that no such alienations have taken place, and with that the

planters may rest satisfied. No doubt the matter will be allowed

to lapse until it is known how definite action one way or the

other will coincide with the Imperial interests of the nation.

The industry in Malaya, by the way, has good reason to be

grateful to the Federated Malay States Department of Agri-

culture, which is continually conducting investigations with refer-

ence to the improved production and subsequent treatment of

rubber. Lectures on the subject are constantly given to planters

in various states, and at a recent one, B. J. Eaton, agricultural

chemist, detailed some highly interesting experiments with re-

gard to the variability of plantation rubber. After describing

the vulcanizing process, discovered independently by Goodyear
in America and Hancock in England, Mr. Eaton gave a review

of the results attained by the Federated Malay States Agricultural

Department. These showed that the principal variability of plan-

tation rubber was in respect to the rate of vulcanization in the

case of first-grade rubber, and that differences in strength after

vulcanization were of a much smaller degree.

As regards the uniformity of fine hard Para, Mr. Eaton sug-

gested that this was due to the fact that a ball of hard Para took

about two months to prepare, and thus a daily variation in the

late.x or the treatment to which it was subjected was averaged.

One method of insuring uniformity in estate practice could be

effected by mixing a sheet from each day's latex in each box
over a period of a month or more.

The method of preparing rubber by keeping it in the form of

coagulant for six days before machining proves to be very valu-

able from the viewpoint of rapid vulcanization and of quality.

It is interesting to know that one of the leading American manu-
facturers recently asked for a consignment of about half a ton

of this type of rubber for testing purposes.

NEW RtTBBER EXPORTING CONCERN IN BRAZIL.

Stowell & Cia. is the name of a new concern with headquarters

at Para and a branch office at Manaos, State of Amazonas, which
will devote itself exclusively to the purchase and exportation

of rubber, as agents for Heilbut, Symons & Co. of London and
Liverpool, and Arnold & Zeiss of New York City. The members
of the firm are T. B. Stowell, Albert Suter and Henri Voegeli,

Mr. Suter having charge of the principal office at Para, and

Mr. Voegeli being manager of the Manaos office. This new
concern has no connection with the firm bearing a similar name
in Liverpool. Messrs. Stowell Bros., Para, and Stowell & Sons,

Manaos, which are branches of Stowell & Co., Liverpool, Eng-
land, state that they continue their business as heretofore and

that there is no change nor alteration in their firm names or

business.

RUBBER EXPORTS FROM THE IVORY COAST.

Exports of crude rubber from tlie Ivory Coast during the

first six months of 1916 amounted to 503,358 pounds, against

145,871 pounds exported during the corresponding period of 1915,

showing an increase of 357,487 pounds.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

A NEW RUBBER COAGULANT.

< < x-^OAGUL-A-TEX" is the name of a new chemical now

\^ widely advertised in Far Eastern papers and recom-

mended as superior to and more economical than acetic

acid as a rubber coagulant. The Chemical Laboratory of the

Agricultural Department of the Federated Malay States acquired

a sample of Coagulatex for investigation and has published a

preliminary note on the subject.

It consists of a heavy yellow-colored liquid, strongly acid, and,

on analysis, found to contain sulphuric and hydrochloric acids,

the latter being present in small proportion only togetlier with

a small percentage of some mineral constituent of salt.

The value of this as a coagulant depends almost en-

tirely on the sulphuric acid, since other constituents would have

little or no effect. B. J. Eaton, author of the preliminary note in

question, remarks

:

It is stated in the advertisement that "Coagulatex" contains
no vegetable matter; the utility of this statement is somewhat
doubtful, as the absence of vegetable matter is by no means an
advantage. Many vegetable acids, e. g., citric, tartaric acids,

etc., are good coagulents, their chief drawback being cost. Acetic
acid is an organic acid, i. c, of vegetable origin, which is a de-
cided advantage, since an excess of such an acid is not likely

to have such deleterious effect on a substance like rubber as

mineral acids like sulphuric and hydrochloric would have.

ENEMIES OF NEW PLANTATION RUBBER.

From Kalutara, Ceylon, comes the information that the white

ant or termite, and a snail known as the "Kalutara snail" have

been added to "bark-rot" as other enemies of plantation rubber

in Ceylon.

Both the termite and the "Kalutara snail" attack the bark of

the "tapping area"' of rubber trees. They devour the bark to

a considerable depth, but do not attack the cambium. The bark

is left by them full of rough shallow cavities which spoil the

tapping area. The ants cover these holes with their rnud nests

and build little "communication trench-like" channels leading

down to their burrows in the ground. As thousands of insects

contribute to the work these nests become very large, and it

appears that tar applied to the attacked areas, after the de-

struction of the nests, is not sufficient to discourage the termites.

The most efficient method of checking the destructive work of

these white ants has been to destroy their earthwork completely

by pouring kerosene oil over it and setting it on fire.

The snails lay thousands of yellowish eggs, about the size of

a pepper seed, which they conceal carefully at the foot of the

trees on which they live. These eggs are frequently found 3

or 4 inches below the surface of the ground, in bunches of 10

to 15.

If not destroyed, these eggs hatch in a few days and tiny

snails soon cover the trunk of the tree. At this stage it is an

easy matter to destroy the newcomers, 'but once they scatter, it

is almost impossible to exterminate all of them until they are

large and have done considerable damage to the bark of the

Hevea trees attacked. However, Ceylon planters are said to

be successfully combating both ants and snails, which they do

not consider as a very serious menace to their rubber planta-

tions.

RUBBER IN BRITISH NORTH BORNEO.

Kuljber production in British North Borneo is increasing. Tlie

trees on estates planted five and si.x years ago are now ready

for tapping and in various quarters large areas are being placed

under cultivation.

Statistics for the year 1915, just published, show that exports

of plantation rubber totaled $1,304,863, while exports of the wild

sort amounted to only $1,908. compared with 1914, when the

figures were $897,478 and $8,484 for plantation and wild rubber

exports, respectively.

This gain of over $400,000 in the value of rubber exported is

not only evidence of the progress of the industry, but of the

prosperous condition of rubber estates generally. The exports

of crude rubber from North Borneo to the United States, in

which the plantation sort was alone represented, amounted to

$10,489 in 1915, against $11,503 the previous year, showing a

decrease of $1,014. This decline is not peculiar to the rubber

industry, for statistics show a falling off in all exports to the

United States direct, a tendency probably due to the shortage

in shipping facilities.

The total exports of crude gutta percha amounted to $5,484

and $3,347 in 1915 and 1914, respectively.

^EEDAN RUBBER SALES.

The first sale of crude rubber under the auspices of the Medan
Society for Products Trade was held in that city in September,

when more than 12,000 pounds of rubber crepe were sold at

auction. These sales will continue and are to be arranged to

coincide with the Java-New York steamship sailings.

RUBBER IN UGANDA.

The Department of .Agriculture of British Uganda reports that

Hevea rubber trees planted in 1906 are giving fair results con-

sidering the high altitude (4,500 feet) of the Kakumiro planta-

tion where they are growing and the fact that early neglect has

allowed a species of couch-grass (Lumbugu) to estabhsh itself

among the roots. Seed collected from the trees has been sown

in nurseries and has also been distributed to various parts of

the protectorate.

Manihot, planted in July, 1912, at the Kakumiro planta-

tion, has made good growth and many of the trees were ready

for tapping in 1915. Some trees planted in June, 1912, were

tapped heavily during December, 1914, and January, 1915, as they

were of irregular growth and it was intended to remove them.

The number of trees tapped was 65, with an average girth of

19 inches at a height of three feet from the ground. They were

tapped 24 times, and yielded 110 ounces of dry rubber. The flow

of latex was then but small and the trees therefore were rested

with a view of tapping again at a later date. (Further details

on the rubber industry in Uganda were given on page 148 of the

December 1915 issue of Thk Ixdi.\ Rubber World.)

RUBBEIl AND BALATA IN BRITISH GUIANA.

The Department of Lands and Alines of British Guiana has

just issued a report on mining and agriculture in the colony,

covering the period from .April 1 to December 31, 1915, a change

having been made in the financial year to coincide with the

calendar year. The financial year heretofore ended March 31.

The quantity of balata exported during the nine months was

1,188,807 pounds, which was 41,394 pounds in excess of the total

production for the precediiig 12 months.

Rubber exports during the nine months amounted to 3,778

pounds, against 1,932 pounds during the financial year 1914-1915.

All was collected from Hevea Brasiliensis trees on private prop-

erties. The estimated area under rubber at the end of the year

was 4,687 acres.

While at present the output of rubber from tliese plantations-

is of little importance, the production in the future Will show

a rapid advance as the trees now planted come into bearing,

the climate and the soil being very favorable to Hevea trees.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N 0. 1,201,252.

1

1,201,257.

1,201,282.

1,201,307.

1,201,340.

1,201,495..

1,201,551.

1,201,556,

1,201,744.

1,201,747.

1,201,767.

1,201,808.

1,201,854.

1,201,859.

1,201,951.

1,202,000.

1,202,188.

1,202,197.

1,202,200.

1,202,206.

1*202,207.

1,202,245.

1,202,295.

1,202,318.

1.202,322.

1,202,383.

1,202.390.

1,202,441.

1,202,490.

1,202,604.

1,202.668.

1,202,695.

1,202,717.

1,202,725.

1,202,726.

1,202,732.

1,202.738.

1,202,740.

1,202,820.

1,202,827.

1,202,845.

1,202,855.

1,202,877.

1,202,898.

1,202.919.

THE UNITED STATES.
IS.SUED OCTORER 17, 1916.

Sectional pneumatic tire. E. E. Campbell, Columbix,

201,256. Bath-tub mat. W. H. Clarke, Los Angeles, Calif.

Tire fabfic with wire warp threads. H. Z. Cobb, Winchester,
Mass., assignor to Revere Rubber Co., Providence, R. I.

Tire casing. G. F. Fisher, Plainfield, N. J., assignor to Morgan
& Wright, Detroit, Midi.

One-piece waterproof diaper. I. M. Joseph, assignor to S. H.
Shoninger—both of Chicago. 111.

Pneumatic tire. W. M. Peabody, Chicago, 111.

Cushion-tire. PI. Paine, O. A. Widerberg and P. R. Johnson,
Worcester, Mass.

Rim for vehicle wheels. R. S. Bryant, assignor to The Standard
Welding Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Life saving suit having a collapsible air chamber adapted to

inflation. J. Chlumsky, Chicago. III.

Multiple-serpentine-tread tire. F. W. Kremer, Carlstadt, N. J.

Collapsible rim for automobile tires. H. L. Lenherr and W. A.
Lenherr, Mercersburg, Pa.

Massage apparatus comprising a cup-shaped soft rubber member.
L. Schimek and P. Becker, Chicago, III.

Teat cup for milking macliines. L. Dinesen, assignor to Per-
fection Manufacturing Co.—both of Minneapolis, Minn.

Locking mechanisnt for vehicle wheel rims. H. Mote, Detroit,

Mich.

Tire comprising a casing, a metal band, and a hard rubber
inclosure in which the band is embedded and secured by
vulcanization. M. J. Napier, Detroit, Mich.

.A feed bar for fountain pens. W. I. Ferris, Westfield, X. J.,

assignor to L. E. Waterman Co., New York City.

Tire shoe. W. W, McMahan, Detroit, Mich., and R. B. Price,
New York City, assignors to Morgan & Wright. Detroit,
Mich.

IS.SUED OCTOBER 24, 1916.

Locking device for demountable automobile wheel rims and the
like. F. D. Hiller, Jr., Webster Groves, assignor to Hil-Ko
Rim Lock Co., -St. Louis—both in Missouri.

Life preserver. J. W. Lippincott, assignor of one-half to C. A.
Lippincott—both of Little Rock, .-Xrk.

Armor f<ir pneumatic tires. A. L. McNaghten, Aberdeen, S. D.

Rim for pneumatic tires. F. H. Moyer, Euclid Heights \'illage,

Ohio.

Life preserver comprising an inflatable tube aitd a gas bag.

K. Nebel, Chicago, 111.

Enema bag and nozzle. G. U. Tompers, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Maternity corset, the front end section of which consists of

elastic fabric. C. Leo, Boston. Mass.

Playing ball. F. T. Roberts, Trenton, N. J.

Cushion heel for shoes. W. M. SchoU, Chicago, III.

Golf club head. II. V. Hardman, assignor to Tlie Ilardright
Co.—both of Belleville, N. J.

Protector for pneumatic tires. F. H. Ihlenburg, New York
City.

Protective automobile mat. C. W. Small, Maiden, Mass.

Golf ball. C. Davis, U. Si Navy, and F. Kniffen, Wilmington,
Del.: said Kniffen assignor to said Davis.

Double tube pneumatic tire. M. S. Stevenson, London, Eng-
land.

.-\bdnminal supporter comprising an elastic panel. M. E. Byrd,
Mount Winans, Md.

Inner tube with ends flattened and connected by .snap faste-ners.

F. Fenton, assignor to The Miller Rubber Co.—both of
Akron, Ohio.

Necktie having a lining of sheet rubber. W. Hey, York, as-

signor to H. Goldstein & Co., Limited, London—both in
England.

Tire protector. I. Karpen, Chicago, 111.

Tire protector. I. Karpen, Chicago, III.

Cushion heel. T. B. Keogh. New York City, assignor of one-
fourth to F, P. Auwell, Brooklyn, N. Y., and one-fourth to
N. P. Wedin, Jersey City, N. J.

Life preserving apparel. J. Klucina, Cicero. 111.

A nursing bottle and nipple having a marginal portion fitting

on the top. II. P. Kraft. Ridgewood. N. J.

ISSUED OCTOBER 31, 1916.

Rubber heel. E. J. Emery, Portsmouth, N. H.

Ventilated boot or shoe. A. Gerhold, London, England.

Wheel rim. F. F. Hultgrecn. South Berkeley, Calif.

Tire bead. F. W. Kremer, Carlstadt, N. J.

Anesthesia apparatus. B. Morgan. Chicago, assignor to W. F.
Clark, Oak Park—both in Illinois.

Tire casing with internal springs. A. C.r Salter, Bartow, Ga.

Pneumatic tire. J. D. Tew, Akron, .Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Co., New- York City.

1,202,

1,202

1,202,

1,203,

1,203,

1,203,

968.

,991.

993.

02O.

134.

160.

1,203,243.

1,203,

1,203

329.

,458.

1,203.570.

1,203,648.

1,203.654.

1,203,762.

1,203,898.

1,203.910.

1,203,915.

1,203,985.

1,204.007.

1,204,01".

1,204,109.

1,204,125.

1.204,237.

1,204.293.

1,204,352.

1,204.365.

Pneumatic tire shoe. I. W. Cole, Plainiield, N. J.

Pneumatic tire. J. Girard, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Hose coupling. E. H. Gold, Chicago, 111.

Corset w-ith elastic gores. J. Leopold and M. Beberfeld, New
York City.

Wheel rim. T. T. Ronald, Seattle, Wash. ,
Rubber-covered garter button. .-X. T. Van Alstyn, New York

City.

Antiskidding device for wheel tire. J. H. Myres and L. D.
Snover, Waterford, Mich.

Stethoscope with rubber tubing. C. M. Heck, Raleigh, N. C.

Cushion block tire. T. Barnes, Denver, Colo.

ISSUED NOVEMBER 7, 1916.

Rubber key top for typewriters. R. E. Beaubien. Chicago, III.

Solid tire attachment. M. C. Overman, New York City.

Infer tube. L. R. Schaap, Longmont, Colo.

Gasket comprising metal and rubber. C. I. E. Mastin, Midland
Park, N. J.

Pneumatic cushion wheel. O. Mussinan, New York City.

Vehicle tire. A. T. Savage, assignor to the Savage Tire Co.^
both of San Diego, Calif.

Tire with rubber tread and cork body. E. Schmilt, New York
City.

Pneumatic tire armor. S. T. Gulp, Littleton, Colo.

Packing for pump rods. B. W. Goodsell, Chicago, III.

Tire rim. E. Hopkinson, East Orange, N. J.

Tire casiri.c with replaceable tread. O. Zarth, assignor of one-
half to W. H. McCullouch—both of Aurora, 111.

Bottle stopper and rubber dropper. E. J. Brosnan. Troy, N. Y.
Can for fountain or other syringes. E. H. Bickley, Pittsburgh

Pa.

Overshoe. C. W. MacWilliams, Geneva, Nebr.
Hose coupling. F. Hachmann, assignor of one fourth to F. C.

Schoenthaler—both of St. Louis, Mo.
Rubber boot. C. Lee, assignor to The Goodyear's Metallic Rub-

ber Shoe Co.—both of Naugatuck, Conn.

DOMINION OF CANADA.

ISSUED AUGUST 31, 1916.

171,134. Demountable rim. H. J. Trares. Edwardsville. and A. S Winey
Mishawaka, assignee of a half interest—both in Illinois.

171,184. Anti-slipping device for tires. I. C. Hess, Einlcnton, Pa.
171.208. Nipi.le. M. H. McMann, New York City.

171,273. Non-skid tire chains. W. B, Lasher, Bridgeport. Conn , assignee
of H. P.. Weed, Syracuse, N. Y.

171,276. Corset comprising a nlurality of elastic strips. L. T. A. .\myot
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada.

171,396. Bust form comprising elastic bands. M. V. Heuchan, Los Angeles,
Calif.

171.443. Cushion tire. The Estes .-Virless Tire Co., Newark, and M E
-Xmonett, J. M. .Xmonett, and E. L. .\nioiiett. West Orange
assig;iees of W. B. Estes, Newark—all in New Jersey.

171.444. Pneumatic tire witli puncture proof plate. Gutta Percha & Rub-
ber, Limited. Toronto. Ontario, Canada, assignee of C. C. Ferry
Middlebury Center, Pa.

'

171.461. Pneumatic tire casing. R. M. Merriman and A. Micheler, -assignee
of a half interest—both of Akron, Ohio.

171.462, Pneumatic tire with cushion tread. J. C. Markle and C. F. Nast
assignee of i half interest—both of Seattle, Wash.

'

,'

171.469. Tire tread of rubber and blocks of rigid material. W. T Bogan
and W. W. Porter, assignee of a half interest -both of Phila-
delphia, Pa.

171,471. Pneumatic tire with partitioned tube. W. C. Cole and M. F
Stewart, assignees of a half interest—both of Coronation, Al-
berta, Canada.

171,475. Pneumatic tire and molded tube. II. C. Boggs. Decatur, Ala.
171,483. Pneumatic cord tire. C. L. Archer, Minneapolis, Minn.
171,509. Tire casing tube and rim. E. H. Hcrrick, New York City.

171,518. Pressure control for tires. E. B. Keith, Pontiac, Mich.
171,527. Tire liner. J. C. JVIoomy, Erie, Pa.

171,529. Pneumatic tire. W. D. McNaull, Toledo, Ohio.

171,532. Pneumatic tire with tread band comprising spirally coiled strands
L. R. Poschadel, Milwaukee, Wis.

171.536. Metal inner tube. W. F. Stewart, Pekin, III.

171.537. Solid tire and rim. W. E. Supcrnaw, Elgin, III.

171,585. Rubber glove. J. D. Garvey, Chicago, 111.

171,598. Tire holder. C. L. Keycs. Peru. Ind.

171,653. Elastic waist band for garments. The Union. Special Machine
Co., Chicago, 111., assignee of L. O. Bouchard, Philadelphia, Pa.

Chemical Patents will be found on pa^es 131-132. Machinery ajid Process Patents on pages 144-146,
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THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give Ihe public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-

fications up to date while retaining their numerical sequence, applicatioiis

for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers when their

complete specitications are accepted, or become open to public inspection

before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceeding? after acceptance of the complete specifications.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, October 11. 1916.]

9,103 (1915). Combining damaged tire treads to form one good cover.

. J. B. Gay, 27 Alhambra avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

9,160 (1915). Elastic band for attaching a mirror to the head of a chauf-

feur, cyclcist, jockey, etc. S. H. Gollan, 9 Portchester

Gate, London.

9,199 (1915). Teat cup for milking machine. J. Treloar, Victoria street,

Hamilton, Auckland, New Zealand.

9,257 (1915). India rubber springs. R. T. Glascodine, 77 Canon street,

London.

Spring wheel with a rubber and canvas tread band. T.

Whitehead, Bela Grove, Blackpool, Lancashire.

A hollow heel for use on a shoe in which a layer of india

rubber extends from toe to heel. E. Magaldi, 10 Via

Visconti, Milan, Italy.

Spring wheel with pneumatic hub and rubber cushions.

M. F. Kettler, Houston, Texas.

9,263 (1915)

9,286 (1915)

101,161.

101,177 Pneumatic hub with rubber cushions. J. Greppi and A.

Romanach, 1411 Sarmiento street, Buenos Aires.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated OrriciAL Journal, October 18, 1916.]

17,751 (1914). Tire consisting of an elastic core covered by wire. P. E. H.

Forsans, 10 Rue du Pont-Neuf, Brussels.

Heel breast burnishing tool composed in part of rubber.

T. Gouldbonrn. ard British L'nited Shoe Machinery Co.,

Uni<in Works, Belgrave Road, Leicester; and E. Eaves,

33 Dorset street, Wolverhampton.

Wheel with solid rubber tire and pneumatic cushion. C. A.

Tames Prescott Terrace, Rose Park, and F. F. Milford,

i'ortrush Road, Toorak—both in South Australia.

Improvement in diving suit valve. Neufeldt & Kuhnke,
Werk Ravensberg am/Habsburger Ring, Kiel, Germany.

Cushion tire. .\. S. Miesch, 40 Crompton Road, Hands-
worth, Birmingham.

Athletic blouse with elastic waist band. A. Perry, Behring
House, Argyll Place, Regent street, London.

Tire built up of blocks of rubber and enclosed in a cover.

E. J. Mitchell, 55 Harman street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Toy in which pieces of elastic stretched on a fraine produce
a musical note when swung through the air. A. J.

Heme, 41 Berneie street, Oxford street, London.

Reservoir pens. D. Cameron, Waverley Works, Blair

street, Edinburgh.

Hose coupling. G. T. Winter, 686 East Utica street, Buf-
falo, N. Y.

[Abstracted in the Illustrated Official Journal, October 25, 1916.]

9,640 (1915.) Explosive shells comprising an inner packing of cork and
rubber. P. Pomeon and J. Pomeon (trading as Pomeon
et ses Fils, A.), Saint Chamona (Loire), France.

Rubber rollers in apparatus for painting metal sheets. H.
Folland, Brandeg. and W. Griffiths, 2 High street—both in

Glamannan, Carmarthenshire.

5,951
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97,391.

97,496.

97,497.

97,499.

97,500.

97,501.

97,504.

97,597.

88.742.

93,733.

94,741.

97,244.

97,245.

97,978.

21,920.

21,922.

372,795.

373,606.

371,985.

372,725.

372,939.

373,438.

373,446.

373,776.

373,905.

165.321.

165,379.

165,400.

165,419.

1.371.

1,372.

1.373.

1,374.

1,375.

1.376.

1,377.

1,378.

1,379.

1,380.

1,381.

24.085.

162.279.

162.280.

162,281.

162.282.

162,283.

162,713.

162.740.

162.741.

The word Beacon—pneumatic rubber automatic tires. Beacon
Tire Co., Inc., Beacon, N. Y.

The word Broncho—belting, hose, and packing. The Cincinnati
Rubber M--)nufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio,

The word Cincinnatus—belting, hose and packing. The Cincin-
nati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The word .Arno—belting, hose, packing and brake band lining.

The Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The word Norka—belting, hose, packing, and fruit jar rings. The
Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The words Old Cr':>w—belting, hose, packing and fuller -balls.

The Cincinnnti Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The word Fidelity—belting, hose, packing, and fruit jar rings.

The Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The words Pace MAKcR^belting and hose. The Cincinnati Rubber
Manufacruring Co.. Norwood, Ohio.

Picture of a man stepping over a boot, and the words W.alk Over
^boots and shoes of rubber, etc. G. E. Keith Co., Brockton.
Mass.

Representation of a piece of wire with two longitudinal ridges

—

insulated wire. Atlantic Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Jersey
City, N. J.

The word General—rubber tires, tire casings, and inner tubes for

pneumatic tires. The General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

The word Tatei.ec—waterproofed fabric. Tate Electrolytic Water
Proofing Co.. Inc.. New York City.

The word Tatelec—waterproofed threads and yarns. Tate Elec-
trolytic Water Proofing Co., Inc., New York City.

The word Penslar—hot-water bottles and fountain-syringes. Penin-
sular Chemical Co., Detroit, Mich.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Word Outing in script type with a flourish beneath on which the
words Trade Mapk appear, below being displayed the initials G. P.
& R. Ltd.—footwear constructed wholly or tn part of rubber,
rubberized fabrics or rubber substitutes. Gutta Percha & Rubber
Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

The W'orfl Avon—types of india rubber. The Avon India Rubber
Co.. Limited, Rubber Works, Melksham, Wiltshire, England.

THE ITNITED KINGDOM.

A blue flag with a white cross in its field, Chinese characters and
the word Ewo, their phonetic rendering in English—balata ma-
chine belting. Matheson & Co., Limited, London, E. C.

A drawing showing tires before and after being repaired, with
the signature of Charles P. Salisbury, and the words Before
AND After—vulcanized rubber tires and tubes and materials for

repairing such tires and tubes. Salisbury's Tyre Repairing Co.,

Cardiff, Wales.

The drawing of a crab with the word Crabbe—rubber goods, in-

cluding tires. Components, Limited, Birmingham.

The word Ciincher—rubber substitute of vegetable composition.
The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edinburgh.

A label comprising a thistle, scales and swords, and the words
Dental Golden Fleece Rubber—vulcanite in sheets for form-
ing plates of artificial teeth. The North British Rubber Co..

Limited, Edinburgh.

The word Matta—tires and tire treads, and goods of like kind,
made of rubber. Pearson Brothers, Bournemouth.

A. S. Spalding & Bros., Limited,The word Whippet—golf ball.

Putney, London, S. W.
J. G.The word Sleuth—cycle and motor cycle tfres of rubber.

Graves, Limited, Sheffield, Yorkshire.

The word Nice—balata soles for boots and shoes. Norman Isher-

wood & Co.. Bolton. Lancashire.

THE FRENCH REPITBLIC.

The word Cocorico—rubber tobacco pouches. Mathis. Paris.

The name Le Fourier—military pouch for proofed material.

Jeanne Mortagne, Paris.

The word Factor—rubber heels. Societe Cousin et Cie., L<vallois-

Perret, Seine.

The number "520"—rubber tobacco pouches, suspenders, general
rubber goods. Arnoux, Paris.

The word Flambeau—rubber tobacco pouches. Cornoy-Vergnet,
Saint-Claude, Jura.

Same,
Same.
Same.

Saiue.

Same.
Same.
Same.

Same.

Same.
S'lme.

The word Tamaris—
The word Trianon—

•

The words La Tuanita-

The
The
The
The

word
word
word
word

The word
The word
The word

Obsay—
Nelson—
montmarte-
Musardise—
Oxford—
TourNO I

—

Soft—
The word Firestone— all kinds of rubber goods. The Firestone

Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Tlie word Rubv—rubber erasers. Leon RebouU Paris,

The words Royal-Dlamant—
The words Royal Rubber—
The word Para—
The word Neoline—

Same.

Same,
Same.

Same.
The word Parlo—waterproofed garments. P. Duffo, Paris.

The words Le Blimde—tires. Francois Delboye, Paris.

The word pHcsus^water-proofed sleeping bags. Leon Dupuis,
Paris.

NEW ZEALAND.
13,356. The word Ronoleke—water bottles, air and water beds, cushions,

and pillows manufactured from india rubber. The Firm Trading
as Sangers, 258 Euston Road, London, N. W., England.

13,380. The word Hipress—rubber boots and shoes. The B. F. Goodrich
Co., New York City.

49,763.

49.764.

49.797.

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Term 14 years. Patented October 17 1916. O.Rubber brush
Eick, St. Louis, Mo

Rubber brush. Term 14 years.
Eick, St. Louis, Mo.

Ornamental design for a sign or similar article. Term 14 years.
Patented October 24, 1916. R. Griffith, Akron, Ohio.

Patented October 17, 1916. O.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
UNITED STATES.

49,754. \'ehicle tire. Term 316 year^ Patented October 17. 1916. E. P.
Altenberg, East Palestine, Ohio.

49,786. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented October 17, 1916. W. S.

V'orhis and V. A. Parker, Akron, Ohio, assignors to The B. F.
Goodrich Co., New York City.

49.792 Vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented October 24, 1916. G. W.
Beldam, Ealing, England.

49,754 49,780 49,792 49,811 49,836

49,811. Tire. Terra 3'A years Patented October 24, 1916. C. A. West-
over, Yotingstown, Ohio.

49,836. Vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented October 31, 1916. E. H.
Trump, assignor to The Sebring Tire & Rubber Co.—both of
Sebring, Ohio.

NEW TYPE OF DIRIGIBLE BALLOON.

The war has developed in Europe a new type of dirigible

balloon which is being used in great numbers. This consists

of what is practically an aeroplane body with its motor and

propeller supported by a cigar-shaped gas bag made of rubberized

fabric about 130 to 175 feet long and from 30 to 40 feet in di-

ameter at its widest point ; it has places for 4 passengers, car-

ries fuel for 6 hours, can climb to an altitude of approximately

3,000 feet and has the ability to travel 60 miles per hour.

Naturally the radius of action of these small dirigibles is

limited as compared with that of Zeppelins, but they are well

suited to patroling at night when the use of aeroplanes is diffi-

cult, owing to the necessity to keep going while in the air and

the dangers of landing at high speed in the dark.

Night is ideal for dirigibles, as the temperature is usually

constant and not subject to fluctuations which occur in the day

when the sun may shine at one moment and a little later be

hidden by clouds, thus affecting the volume of gas in balloons

and disturbing their equilibrium. At night a dirigible can

navigate silently and keep sharp lookout for hostile machines.

The new type of dirigible here mentioned is widely used by

the Entente Allies for sea patrol and has proved to be very use-

ful for detecting submarines and for general harbor and navi-

gation defense work. The fabric of the supporting part is both

gas and waterproof, and the machines can be anchored in the

open or housed in comparatively small sheds.

It appears that balloons of this type might be successful in

this country for both military and pleasure purposes. They

arc said to cost about 60,000 francs [$12,000], and for more than

18 months have been patroling the English Channel, collaborat-

ing with destroyers in protecting the troops traffic between

England and France.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright 1910,

.\KVV VOUK.

THE upward trend in the market that commenced late in

October has continued through Novenilier, and prices have

steadily advanced. AH grades of crude rubber have been

in good demand, which is believed to emanate from the manu-

facturers, although dealers' transactions have been equally active.

That the market will experience the same violent fluctuations

that commenced a year ago this month and ended December

30. in dollar rubber, is wholly speculative. Such disturbances are

harmful to the trade in general and experience w-ill doubtless

caution the large interests in controlling the market.

.A.ctual information concerning the restriction of London per-

mits is not obtainable, but shipments from that port for some

reason have been delayed.

On November 1, Upriver fine, spot, sold in a lirm market for

63 to 63^ cents; Smoked sheet ribbed, spot, 63 cents; .Amber

light, spot, 60 cents, and Upriver fine, spot, was firm at 83 cents.

As the month progressed the cabled reports of London's firm

position were reflected in the New York market and prices

continued upward. The volume of business gradually increased

and toward the end of the month trading was quite lively. Spot

quotations on November 27 were as follows : First late.x. 70

cents ; Smoked sheet ribbed, 70 cents, and light Amber, 68j^

cents. Para sorts were easier, with Upriver fine at 81 and

Upriver coarse at 47}4 cents. There was little difference in

plantation spot and future prices, and the producers refuse to

sell at present levels. It is reported that forward sales are

smaller for 1917 than any previous year.

LONDON.

Market conditions, generally, have been firm during the past

month witli periods of marked activity and fluctuations that

have finally resulted in higher price levels. The loss of the

".\rabia." early in the month, with 350 tons of rubber on board,

had a tendency to support the advancing market. Supplies have

not been plentiful, due, possibly, to restricted permits at Singa-

pore and lack of cargo space, and while the London stocks on

November 1 were 10,000 tons, the government's requirements of

at least 5,000 tons must be taken into consideration. Moreover,

England's crude rubber consumption is sure to increase under

the proposed plan of industrial expansion now being propagated.

London imports for October were 3.835 tons, against 6,000

tons for September. Liverpool imports for October were 1,143

tons, against 1.160 tons for September.

SING.-\PORE.

By mail advices we learn that the export restrictions have had

the effect of reducing prices on this market and available supplies

vvere bought up by the dealers. The strong demand for forward

positions that followed was met with refusal on the part of the

planting companies to sell at artificially depressed prices.

The result of the auctions held November 3, 10, 20 and 25 w-as

as follows : Pale crepe averaged 62.0 cents and Smoked sheet 60.3

cents, showing an average gain during the month of 7.8 cents

for Pale crepe and 6.7 cents for Smoked sheet. The amount

sold was 1.827 tons, as compared to 2,555 tons a month ago.

r..\T.\VI.\.

There was good demand for all grades of plantation rubber

at the November auctions vyith pale crepe leading. Considerable

spot rubber was sold in an advancing market. Futures w'ere

very dull due to the apathy' of the producers. Later in the month

the market became very active and prices advanced.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS,

Following are the quotations at New York one year ago, one
month ago. and November 28, the current date:

Nov. 1, 1916. Nov. 28, 1916.

81 @ 78 @80
r.\RA.

Upriver, fine, new..

ITprivcr, fine, old...

islands, fine, new...

Islands, fine, old. . .

.

Upriver, coarse, new
Upriver, coarse, old.

Islands, coarse, new
Islands, coarse, old

Canieta 35

Caucho, ball, upper 58

Caucho, ball, lower 56

Plantation.

First late.x

crepe ', ^A"'' ' " ^
\ Afloat

Amber crepe, light- ,

Brown crepe, clean

Smoked sheet,

ribbed PA"'-; " <^

I Afloat
Fine sheets and biscuits,

unsmol<ed

Dec. 1, 1915.

. 68 @
• 69 . la

. 65 @

58 @

33 @

72

47

^•A(

32 @
47"^@
44 @45

! Spot... 63^@
( Futures 63^ @
f Spot... 60 @
( Futures 60 @
{ Spot... 58
t Futures 58

( Spot. .. 63
( Futures 63

@
@63>^

Centrals.

Corinto 52 @53
Esmeralda, sausage 54 @55
Nicaragua, scrap 53 @55
Mexican plantation, sheet

Mexican, scrap ;. 53I^@54-
Mexican. =lab

Maniccba

45 @
44 @
43!^@
45 @

.Mangabeirn, sheet 36 @39
@35
(R58

@46

(luayule 33

I'alata, iheet 56

Balata, Work 45

African.

Lopori, ball, prime 65 @
Lopori, strip, prime

Upper Congo, ball, red

Rio Nunez Niggers 63 "(^64

Conakry Niggers 60 @61
Massai, red ...

.Soudan, Niggers

Cameroon, hall, soft

Cameroon, ball, hard

Benguela, No. 2 Superior 39 (540

Benguela, No. 2,

/\ccra. ilaWe 35 («. 37

East Indian.

.^ssam 50 (S' 54
Pontian;.k- 6J<@ 7

Gutta Siak llMig'12
Gutta red Niger
Borneo 111
Gutta Percl.'a, red Macassa l.S5fS2.0O

42

33

32

3h

33

69

61

@36
@37
@35

@56
@56

55

55

54 @
55"4@56

55J4@56
54i4@55

@
@48

40

46

39 @
i2'A@
33 @

41 @

13 @
26}^@

i!88@'

71 @

SO @

31 @32

32
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COMPARATIVE NEW YOBK PRICES FOR OCTOBEll.

In regard to the hnancial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street,

New York) advises as follows

:

There is practically no change to report in the Commercial Paper market

for November from the conditions jirevailing in October, the demand
having continued good, with the best rubber names selling at 4@4J/^ per

cent, and those nut so well known 4H@5 per cent, and some Syi per cent.

1916.* 1915. 1914.

TJpriver, fine $0.79@0.83 $0.37(g0.76 $O.63@0.7I

Upriver, coarse 45(3 .47 .44® .62 .46@ .53

Islands, fine 69@ .72 .54® .67 .50@ .61

Islands, coarse 3Ci(a .32 .11 (si .34 .27(3 .32

Cameta 32(3 .31 .29@ .36 .29® .34

•Figured only to November

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS.

-An official cablegram from Ktinla l.iniipur gives the figures of the export

uf plantation rubber from the Federated Malay States during the month
of October as 5,968 tons against (i,31^ tons in the previous month and
4,120 tons in the corresponding month last year. This gives a total of

50,270 tons for ten months of the current year against 34,777 tons in 1915
and 24,447 tons in 1914. .\ppciided are the comparative figures:

1914.

January tons 2,542
February 2,364
March 2,418
April 2,151
May 2,069
June 2.306
July 2.971
.August 1,850
September 2,879
October 2,897

Totals 24.447 34,777 50,270

1915..
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September, 1916.

From

—

Java

—

Java

—

Sourabaya
Batavia . . .

.

Para-Rubber
Para for Borneo Gutta Gutta

Rubber. Treatment. Rubber. Percha. Jelutong.

197,066
124,666

Totals 321,732

Siam

—

Bangkok 1.066
Patani ...r 666

Totals.

Burma

—

Rangoon
Mergui

Totals.

Ceylon

—

Colombo

1,732

15,063
3,600

18,663

43,733
Other ports 262,400 248,533 8,533 13,733 83.733

Grand Totals 6,530,403 1,997,595 27,996 5.',740 1,440,463

EXPORTS.
September, 1916.

To-
North -Kmesica:

United States

—

Par.T
Rubber.

Para Rubber
Tran^- Borneo

shipped. Rubber.
Gutta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

Akron />oiiHrfj 3,160,400 150.666
New York ; . 3,062,666 231,733
Seattle 1,032,866 42,933
San Francisco 4,000

Totals 7.259,932 425,332

Evbope:

United Kingdom

—

England

—

London l,528.5.i.^ .vkS.udo.

Liverpool 133,333 261.066
Russia (Vladivostok) 1,244,266
Italy (Genoa) 33,600 26,933
France (Marseilles) 11,200

Totals 2,950,932 651.065

Grand Totals 10,210,864 1,076.397

118,000 206,933

118,000 206,933

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING SEPTEMBER, 1916.

NEW YORK. EUROPE.

EXPORTERS. Fine.

Suter & Co kilos 29,911
General Rubber Co. of Brazil 47,918
Tancredo Porto & Co 101,326
Adelbert H. Alden, Ltd 3,743
Armazens Andresen 34,091
T. G. Arauio 8,640
Ohliper & Co 14.479
E. Strassberger & Co 1 8,398
Amorim Irmaos
W. Peters & Co 830
Theodore Levy, Camille & Co
Mesquita & Co
Vianna Hudrade & Co

Totals, September. 1916 259,336
August, 1916 435,992
July, 1916 238,014
January to .Tune, 1916. .2,537,504

{Compiled by Suter fir Co., Manaos.)

Medium.
4,160
4,089
14,972
8,568
945

2,764
1,384

36.882
47.117
21.593

410,024

Coarse.

10.243
17.354
17,903
6,788
5,243
4,111
5,675
4,675

""775

72,767
84,672
31,284

996,427

Caucho.

6
639

1,903
170

7,560

"7,631
5,491

""236

155

23,185
24,754

204,740
1.438,355

Totals. Fine.

44,320 59,918
70,000 161,390
136.104 68.545
19.269 44.433
47.839
15.515 15,840
28,569
28,564

1,120
1,835

""iss '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

392,170 351.246
592,535 272,281
495,631 68,650

5,382,310 1,450.817

Medium.
387

16,104
16,992

10

320

Coarse.

2,601
4,354
409
IS

880

811
640

9,713
10,127
18,914

242,475

Caucho.

47,343
63,152
12,054
15.516

560

138,625
258,293
269,029

1,240.885

^. Grand
Totals. Totals.

110,249 154,569
245,000 315,000
98,000 234,104
59,977 79,246

47.839
15.840 31,355

28,569
28,564

2,000 2,000
1,835

1.371 1,371
960 960

155

533,39; 925,567
561.305 1,153,840
400,525 896,150

3,248,073 8,630,383

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM PARA AND MANAOS DURING SEPTEMBER,
NEW YORK. EUROPE.

1916.

EXPORTERS. Fine. Medii

J. Marques kilos 346,173 30,931 83,078
'General Rubber Co. of Brazil 1,360 3,130 60,030
Suter & Co 20,726 4,066 28,881
Pires Teixeir:. & Co 22,100 2,678 47,861
Suarez Hermanos & Co., Ltd 41,569 2,189
Adelbert H. Alden, Ltd..; 170 3,394 4,923
Sundries 19,137 9,240

451,235 44,199 236,202
Exports from Itacoatiara
Exports from Manaos 417,779 46,490 93,003

Totals 869,014 90,689 329,205

(Compiled by Suter & Co., Para.)

Coarse. Caucho.

31,303
670
291

5.280
3,856

"8,909

50,309

'25,633

Totals.

491,485
65,190
53.964
77,919
47,614
8,487

781,945

582',365

Fine. Mediiun.

5,510
127.481
61,234
28,345
16.438
33,754

3,570
302

8,814
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Pounds.

PARAS.

November 1.—By the Cristobal^Colon:

G. Amsmck & Co. (Fine) 7.000
G. Amsinck S: Co. (Coarse) 2,000
G. Amsinck & Co. (Caucho) 1,500
Mecke & Co. (Caucho) 20,000 30,500

November S,—By the Carpa//i:(i=:Liverpool;

Arnold & Zeiss (Coarse) 45,000

CENTRALS.

r*This sign, in connection with imports of Cen-
trals, denotes Guayule rubber.]

October 20.—By the Santa i1/ar(<i= Cartagena:

G. Amsinck & Co 4,500
R. del Castillo & Co 1,000
H. Wolff & Co 1,000 6,500

October 24.—By the M€tapan= FoTt Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 1,000
A. A. Linde & Co 1,000 2,000

October 25.—By the Van Hogendorp^Gustya-
quil

:

Andean Trading Co 20,000

October 26.—By the .4/mi'raH(f^Cartagena:

G. Amsinck & Co 3,000
American Trading Co 1.500
He Lima, Cortissoz & Co 5.000
Andea'i Tradi:ig Co 1,000
H. Wolff & Co 500 11,000

November 1.—By the Panamas Colon:

G. .Amsinck & Co 5,100
.\. M. Capen's Sons 8,700
Merke & Co 3,600
Pablo Calvct & Co 2.000 19,400

November 1.—By the CriV^ofca/— Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co 21,200
Pablo Calvet & Co 27,500
Lawrence Tnhnson & Co 19.500
Mecke & Co 3',000

W. R. Grace & Co 8,500
Pottbcrg, Ebeling & Co 1.500
Isaac Brandon & Bros 2.000
Diimarest Eros 3,600
T. S. Sembrada & Co 1.000
Alpers Si Merritt 6".300 94,100

November 6.—By the 5'ara;jiarcfl^Barrios:

A. Rosenthal & Sons 2,500
W. R. Grace & Co 1,200
G. Amsinck & Co 500 4,200

November 8.—By the Ca[amares=:'PoTt Limon:
Isaac Brandon &' Bros 1 ,000

November 10.—By the Carrj7/o=:Co1ombia:

G. .Amsinck & Co 2,000

November 13.—By the Giiantanamo:=Me-xico:

G. Amsinck & Co 3,500
American Trading Co 22,000
Harbureer & Stack 2.500
H. Marquardt & Co 200
Various 4,000 32,200

November 14.—By the Tcnadores=:PnTt Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 600
H. Marquardt & Co 200
Stark & Co 200 1 ,000

November 14.—By the Co/i5«= CoIon:

Piza. Nephews & Co 4.000
Fidanque Bros. & Co 1,000 5,000

November 15.—By the Esl>erama=Mexico:

General Export & Commission Co. 600
Graham, Hinklev & Co 600
C. Tennant, Sons & Co •45,000
U. S. Brokerage 400 46,600

AFRICANS.

October 21.—By the f 'cciirfvA-^Balavia:

General Rubber Co 60,000
Karl Schroeder 20,000 80,000

October 23.—By the /Croon/o)irf=Liverpool

:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 16,000
Fred. Stern & Co 4,000 20,000

October 23 —By the /-arr*»ii"fl= LiverpooI:

Meyer & Brown 5,000

Octcber 24.—By the CP'ii/T;t.o=Hull:

Arnold & Zeiss 12,000
Fred. Stern & Co 8,000 20,000

Pounds.

November 1.—By the La i?aM(;c=:Eordeaux:

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 22,500

November 3.—By tlie Foyle= Londo-n:

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 1,500
L. Littlejohn & Co 6.470 7,970

November 3.—By the Rof/>(i(= Batavia:

General Rubber Co 320,000

November 6.—By the Ba/(iV=Liverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 4,500

November 6.—By the St. LoKi.r= Liverpool:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 22,500

November 6 —By the Gog-s'/c^Lisbon

:

Various 60,000

November .S.—By the i'a.vanioirLiverpooI

:

Fred. Stern & Co 11,000
Rubber Trading Co 22,400 33.400

November S.—By the C"ar/^a?/n'a= Liverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 22,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 3.000 25,000

November 16.—By the .•?ji(/a)n'(i=:London:

L. Littlejobn & Co 33.500

No\EMBER IS.—By the Ctrjr/c:^ Liverpool:

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc 4,500

MANICOBAS.

October 25.—By the CKf/j^cYr^Pernambuco:

G. .\msinck & Co 2,000

November 3.—By tlie StcpIten^C^ara:

Various 125,000

November 3.—By the Eastern PriHCt'= Bahia:

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 3,000

November 10.—By the 5"<:rg"//'c— Pernambuco:

Lawrence Johnson & Co 20,000

November 11.—By the 7'ot-iu;(tn.>'=: Baliia:

Adolpb Hirsdi & Co 26,000

PLANTATIONS.

October 21.—By tlie .l/(V/n'.^<jH = London:

Rubber Trading Co 1 8,000
Fred. Stern & Co 130,000
Goodyear Tire S: Rubber Co 45,000 193,000

October 21.—By the Veendyk^'Batavia:

G. Amsinck & Co 1 70,000
General Rubber Co 340,000
T. T. Johnstone S: Co 467,000
Edward Maurer &• Co., Inc 270,000
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 60.000
Manhattan Rubber Manufactur-

ing Co 65.000
W. R. Grace & Co 22,500
Toosten & Jansen 13,500
Henderson & Korn 22,500
T. Gierdams 9,000
L. Littlejobn & Co 34,800
Stein, Hirsch & Co 11,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 60.000
Various 290,000 1,833,300

October 23.—By the ra/crja= Liverpool:

Fred. Stern S: Co 5,000

October 25.—By the A'a</i/aiiiiii=CoIombo:

Mever & Brown 440,000
L. Littlejobn & Co 315,820
Arnold & Zeiss 95,000
W. H. Stiles & Co 100.000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 17,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 11,200
Henderson S: Korn 40,000
Robinson &• Co 70,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 75,000
J. T. Johnstone & Co 33,670
Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 13,000
Various 100,000 1,310.690

Pounds.

October 26.—By the A/cJ'ai>a= London:

Meyer & Brown 170,000
Raw Pioducts Co 11,000
L. Littleiohn & Co 10,080
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 30,000
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 90,000
G. R. Henke 11,000 322,080

October 27.—By the 3/on^o/ia= London:

Rubber Trading Co 145.600
Fred. Stern & Cc 80,000
Michelin Tire Co 45,000
L. Littleiohn & Co 116,756
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 70.000 457.356

October 30.—By the //L'arf/cY= London:

Arnold & Zeiss 240,000
.Mdens' Successors. Ltd 273.000
I.. I.itt'ejohn & Co 225.582
B. F. Goodrich Co 33,000
Robinson & Co 60,000
L T. Johnstone & Co 44.800
ITasemever Trading Co 25.000
Raw Products Co 9.000
Henderson & Korn 7.000
Edw-ard Maurer & Co.. Inc 4^500
W. R. Grace & Co 1,500 923,382

November 3.—By the Fo\'/r= London:

Meyer & Brown 70,000
Arnold S: Zeiss 115.000
General Rubber Co SO'OOO
The B. F. Goodrich Co 70,000
Michelin Tire Co 50.000
Robincon S: Co 80,000
Hapemever Tradine Co 4,500
Edward Maurer it'Co., Inc 33,000
Various 60,000 562,500

. November 3.—By the ^(V/'Ot= Batavia:

Mei-er & Brown 100,000
Arnold & Zeiss 60,000
General Rubber Co 50,000
East .Asiatic Co 40,000
Manhattan Eubbc Mfg. Co.... 90.000
Edward Maurer S: Co.. Inc 13,500
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co... 260,000
Stein. Hirsch & Co 50,000
Fred. Stern S: Co 7,000
W. R. Grace &' Co 4.500
T. W. Phyfe & Co 22,500
Toosten & Tanssen 9,000
r,. littleiohn & Co 193,217
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 11.200
.Aldens' Successors. Ltd 9.000
Robinson & Co 22.500
Rubber Trading Co 4,500
G. .\msinck & Co 315.000
Henderson S: Korn 90,000
L T. Johnstone & Co 112.000
Various 400.000 1.863.917

November 4.—By the Kasaiua= Co\omho:

Mever & Brown 2RO.000
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 17,000
Herderson S; Korn 40,000
L. Littleiohn & Co 317,890
Arnold S: Zeiss 115.000
T. T. Johnstone & Co 47.040
Fdward Maurer & Co.. Inc 2,200
Various 18,000 837,130

November 6.—By the B.7//iVrrLiverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 22,000

NoVE.vfBER 8.—By the .9(t.r(5Hia=Liverpool

:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 1 1 ,000

November 13.—By the AJflHc/rKrro= London:

Meyer & Brown 50.000
Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 135.000
L. I.iltlei.ihn & Co 354,252
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 45,000
G. R. Henke 22,500
Rubber Trading Co 112,000
Fred. Stern & Co 20,000 738,752

November 16.—By the /4n(/aHi'a=:London:

Meyer &' Brown 67.000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 180,000
W. H. Stiles & Co 13,500
Ilagcnieyer Trading Co 22,500
.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 571,600
The n. F. Goodrich Co 336,000
Michelin Tire Co 85,000
Robinson & Co 80.000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 50.000
L. Littlejobn & Co 38.000 1,443,600

November 18.—By the A/at: /ia((an= London:

Mever & Brown 70,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 95,000
Fred. Stern & Co 40,000
Rubber Trading Co 11,000 216,00(V
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CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

Consignee is given firsi, followed by shiffers.

Figurid 130 founds ncl to the case.

Pounds,
PLANTATIOK.

TO AKROX.

October 28,—by the steamer Tamba Mam
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Tile \\ aTtrilDUSe Co- . 176.150

lO SAN FRANCISCO,

November 11.—By the steamer Shidcnoka .l/nrii.

Mitsui & Co.

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha 26,130

TO SEATTLE.

W. R, Grace & Co.

R. T. Reid & Co 1.820

TO AKROX.

November 13.—By the steamer Haivaii Minn.

rirestone Tire & Rubber Co,

The Waterhouse Co 229.320

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Wadleigh & Co 122.070 351.390

TO AKROX.

November 14.—By the steamer Iniiba Maru.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

The Waterhouse Co 161.070

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Wadleiph & Co 104.390

Nippon Yusen Kaisha.

Nippon Yusen Kaisha (Se-

attle) 38,220 303.680

TO AKROX.

Xovemeeb 16.—By the steamer Ixion.

Cioodyear Tire & Rubber Co,

Harrisons & Crosfield 253,630

Wadleigh & Co 218.920

.\nplo Malay Rubber Co 33.540

Rubber Estates of Johore,,, 22,880

Duff Development Co 15,340

Anglo Sumatra Rubber Co, , 5,200 549,510

TO NEW YORK,

United States Riibber Co,

General Rubber Co 65.000

Arnold & Zeiss.

Planters Stores & Agency Co 9,100

Remban Estate 4,940

Cicely Rubber Estate Co... 4.420

c;ioucester Rubber Estates.. 2,080

East Asiatic Co,

Kualanal Kelanton Rubber
Co 4,290

Duff Development Co 2,990

Kua'.a Pahi Rubber Estate,. 2,730

L. Eittlcjohn & Co,

Kuala Pahi Rubber Estate.. 2,730 98.280

TO SEATTLE.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

C. W. Mackie & Co 65.000
Sandilands Buttery & Co 34.450
Planters Stores & Agency Co. 3.380

W. R. Grace & Co.

The Devjtuarai Rubber &
Tea Estates Co 12,480

Carson fc Co 11,180.
The Rose Laugh Tea & Rub-

ber Co 8,710
The Ulu Raman Rubber Es-

tate Co 4,550
Sandilands Buttery & Co,.. 4,160
Glensheil Rubber Estate Co, 2.470
Chcras Rubber Co 2.470
Sunijei Purun Rubber Co.. 2,470
R. T. Reid & Co 1,950

Arnold & Zeiss,

Third Mile Rubber Co 4,550
Tangga Batu Rubber Co,,. 1.950 159.770

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
1*'irt of S.\n I-'rancisco—
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
rMPORTS.
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Unmanufactured

Crude rubber:
To Russia

France
United States .

Other countries

EXPORTS—FOREIGN AND COLONIAL

September, 1916.
Nine Months Ending
September, 1916.

Libbe

Totals.. .

Waste and reclaimed
Gutta percha

Manufactured—
Apparel, waterproofed
Boots and shoes, .dozen t^air

Insulated wire
Automobile tires and tubes.
Motorcycle tires and tubes. .

Cycle tires and tubes
Tires not specified

Potirds.
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Webbing—over one inch wide

:

From Great Britain

United States .... $22,032

Other countries 65

$733 $22

104,454

90

$5,222

Totals $22,097 $733 $104,566 $5,222

*In addition, the imports of rubber cement and all mamifactures of india

rubber and gutta percha, not otherwise provided for. amounted to $9 from

Great Britain and $1,428 from various countries for August; and $96 from

Great Britain and $4,138 from various countries for the five months ending

August, 1916, the values being at treaty rates.

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RUBBER GOODS,

Five Months Ending

August, 1916. August, 1916.

Manufactubfd.

Belting

:

To Newfoundland

Prod- Reexports

uce of of foreign

Canada, fioods.

Value. Value.

Prod- Reexports

uce of of foreign

Canada. Goods.

Value. V^alue.

Hose

:

To Great Britain

United States . .

Newfoundland

Other countries

Totals

$1,170

603

944

$2,717

$189

$1,734

$113,826

1,335

2,116

4.695

$189 $121,972

Boots and shoes

:
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EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.

Seven Months Ending Seven Months Ending

.Tuly, 1915. July, 1916.

UnMANI-'Fj»CTURED—
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

India rubber and giitta percha

—raw and reclaimed 257,180 $90,247 662,860 $232,604

Manufacturfp—
India rubber and gutta percha

—threads:

To Germany 5.720

Great Britain

Argentina 2,860

Other countries 31,020

Totals 39.600 $69,480

5.280

3,740

24,860

33,880

India rubber and ?utta percha

—sheets:

Cut sheets

Elastic fabric

Insulated wire

Hard rubber

India rubber and gutta percha

—tubes

:

Cut sheets

Elastic fabric

Other forms

Belting

Boots and shoes ^pairs

Elastic webbing:

To France

Greece

Egypt
Argentina

Brazil

Cuba
Other countries

2.640

52,800

45.980

2,420

50

1,980

37,840

3,300

35,420

40.040

22,440

44,000

$4,169

27,792

28,236

1,486

48

9,020

67,540

91,080

1.540

5,280

60,280

16,500

77,660

69,520

22,220

121,660

Elastic fabric—not specified:

To Spain

Argentina

Brazil

Uruguay
Other countries

660

2,640

MOO
2.640

Totals 7,040 $12,262

Tires:

To France 109,780

Great Britain 366,960

Switzerland 215.160

India and Ceylon 243,100

Australia 16,940

Argentina 479.1.60

Brazil 220.4411

Other countries- 2,307,140

440

15,840

220

1,760

9,900

28,160

124,960

2,895,420

66,220

324,720

57,860

770.220

452,760

376,200

$59,444

9.240
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THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.

Cofyright, 1916.

NZW YORK.

THE cotton market has been subject to violent fluctuations dur-

ing the past month and 20-cent cotton found ready buyers. The

continued improvement in trade demand, combined with active

buying in New York by Liverpool interests, were the attributed

causes. Late in the month, however, the market became heavily

long on both sides of the water and stop order selling was in-

dulged in freely both in New York and Liverpool, on November

23, forcing prices down 96 points—a drop of $4.80 a bale.

The opinion is freely expressed that 20-cent cotton is too high;

that the mills are supplied with stocks, and therefore able to stay

out of the market for some time. Moreover, it is pointed out

that there is no actual shortage just now and only fear of short-

age is the market's disturbing factor.

Under heavy buying on November 25, futures advanced 50

points, establishing prices within 11 to 19 points of the recent

high record values, and wiping out the losses of $5 to $6 a bale

in the interim.

Egypti.\n Cotton. Fluctuations in Egyptians have been more

violent than in the case of Americans. Mail from Alexandria

under date of October 23 advises that the market, influenced by

the firmness of Americans and that of Egyptians in Liverpool,

combined with the reduced Egyptian crop estimates, forced con-

tracts to $30. The spot market has been very active and the

volume of business quite fair, with prices about $2 higher than

contracts. A record price of $40 was paid for Sakellarides. The

tone of the market has been firm, and easier conditions are not

anticipated unless some setback should occur.

Total exports from Alexandria for the period, August 1 to

October 11, were 47,721 bales, of which Great Britain imported

36,271 bales ; the Continent, 8,907 ; the United States, 2,233 bales

;

India and Japan, 310 bales.

Sea Island Cotton. Both the Savannah and Charleston mar-

kets have been very active during the month and prices have

advanced rapidly, showing a gain of 10 cents since our report

last month. Heavy buying has been done at SO cents and holders

are asking 55 cents, which will doubtless be obtained should pres-

ent conditions continue. Savannah stock on November 17 was

10,518 bales, against 13,507 bales a year ago. At Charleston the

stock was 767 bales, against 1,149 bales a year ago.

Mechanical Duck. The demand for hose and belting duck

has been active
;
prices have advanced 2 eents a pound during the

month and are closely approaching the 40-cent level. While the

present prices seem high, the present market trend would indi-

cate higher prices after the first of the year. The duck market

has broadened out to a surprising degree, due to the shortage

of leather, and manufacturers are substituting cotton duck

wherever possible.

Sheetings, Osnaburcs, Enameling Duck and Drills. Com-
paratively speaking, there appears to be a somewhat easier mar-

ket condition than last month for sheetings and Osnaburgs, al-

though the demand is active at advanced prices and contracts

call for March delivery. Drills are in good demand and prices

have advanced. The mills have nothing to offer until the end of

February. Enameling duck continues firm at advanced prices,

with contracts dated May 1, 1917.

Tire F.^brics. The advance in the price of building fabrics

shows a gain of 15 to 20 cents for combed Sea Island and combed
and carded Egyptian fabrics. Peelers have advanced 5 cents dur-

ing the month. That still higher prices in the entire list are

confidently expected is based on the belief that the Egyptian

market is being manipulated. Sakellarides is higher than Sea
Island, an unusual condition. No firm ofTers were being made,
due to the uncertainty of raw materials.

During the last of the month easier market conditions were
noted and it was reported that buyers who were prepared to pay

the prevailing high prices were accommodated. Possibly some

of the large consumers have found it an advantage to release

some of their contract deliveries.

That this market is being broadened by the shortage of leather

is shown liy the substitution of Sea Island fabric for the uppers

of ladies' footwear.

However, the tire fabric situation is still under the influence

of abnormal raw material conditions that bespeak uncertainty

to consumers who are not covered.

NEW YORK ftUOTATIONS.

NOVEMBER 24, 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Aeroplane and Balloon Fabrics;

Wamsutta, S. A. L L. No. 1, 40-inch yard $0.32Vi@
No. 4, 3854-inch 32'A@

O/X B. 36-inch Nominal
Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:

A—14-ounce yard 1.25 @
B—14-ounce 1.50 @
C—14ounce 1.75 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:
D—14-ounce yard .50 @ .55
E— 11^-ouncc 42 @ .50
F—14-ounce 55 @ .60
G— 8-ounce 48 @ .50
H—11-ounce SO @ .55
I — 9-ounce 42 & .45

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Kiiitabac Stockinette lb. .90 @ .95

Tire Fabrics;
1754-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.20 @ 1.30
17J.i-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.05 @ 1.15
17J4-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.02 @ 1.12
17>i-ounce Peelers, carded 65 @ .70

Sheeting:
40inch 2.3S-yard yard ASH®
40-inch 2.50-yard 14}i4@
40-inch 2.70-y3rd 14 @
40-inch 2.85-yard 13 (a
40-inch 3.15-yard 12Ji@

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.25-yard yard .li'/i®
40-inch 2.48-yard 15 ®
37>4-in. 2.42-yard 15^2®

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .38 @ .39
Belting 37H@ .38}^

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .19J^@
38-inch 1.74-yard , 2l%%
72-inch 16.66-ounce .43 @
72-inch 17.21-ounce 14'/2@

Drills:
3S-irch 2.00-yard yard .l8'/i(s)
40-inch 2.47-yard 15 @
52inch 1 .90-yard 20 (3
52 inch 1.95-yard 19'A@
60-inch 1.52-yard 25-5.^ @

Yarns:
Garden Hose, 12/2 cabled pound Nominal
Fire Hose 12/1 Nominal

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-inch, 3!4 to 7!^ ounces square yard .38 @ 1.55
36-inch, 2^i to 5 ounces .35 % .85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces square yard .35 @ .75
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces .25 @ .50

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, A'/i to 8 ounces square yard ,32'/i@ .57yi
Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

36-inch, 3^ to 5 ounces square yard .I5J^@ .20

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine vard .08 @ .OS'/i

Twills , .12 @ .18
Tweed 25 @ .35
Tweed, printed 07'A@ .15
Plaid 08V5@ .10
Repp 24 (31 .27

Burlaps:
32

—

7yi-ovnce 100 yards 7.20 @
40—7H-ounce 8.50 @
40—8-ounce 8.75 @
40—10-ounce 10.00 @
40— lOJ/i-ounce 10.25 @
45—7^-ounce 9.60 @
45—Bounce 9.7S @
48—10-ounce 12.SD @ —
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THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

Copyright 1916.

GENERALLY speaking, the demand for rubber chemicals has

been active during the past month with a strongly marked

tendency toward higher prices. Business has been good,

inquiries for the most important ingredients in the list have been

numerous, and the indications are that manufacturers have been

buying freely. The well-known shortage of ocean bottoms has

resulted in delayed arrivals of foreign materials and there

appears to be no assured relief in the immediate future. The
situation, moreover, is complicated by domestic freight em-

bargoes due to car shortage and congestion in Certain shipping

points. While these conditions prevail it will be obviously

difficult to secure prompt supplies of rubber chemicals.

AccELER.\TORS. Hexamethylene Tetramine is one of the new or-

ganic vulcanizing accelerators that have attracted considerable at-

tention recently. It is quoted at 65 cents a pound in lots of not

less than 100 pounds.

Barytes. Prices have advanced under the steady demand for

this material and further advances are confidently expected

within the next three months.

Dry Colors. All grades have been firm, due to scarcity of the

basic materials. Chrome yellows and greens are exceptional in

that they are comparatively low in price. Adulterated colors are

at present bringing unusually high prices.

Zinc Oxide. Contract prices on American process, "Horse
Head," brands for the first half of 1917 are the same as a month
ago. French process, green, red and white sea! have advanced

4 cents, respectively.

NEW YORK atJOTATIONS.
XO\'EMBER 27, 19:6.

Subject to change without notice..

Acetone (drums) lb. $0.23 @
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .03!^ @ .04

cresyiic (crude) gal. 1.00 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .18 @ .25
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01^@
nitric, 36 degrees . . ; lb. .0A]4@
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01>4@

Alumina Pigment, No. 1 (sacks) ton 16.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 20.00 @22.00
Ammonium carbonate lb. None
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @ .65

crimson, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .55 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .30 @ .35
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, "Mephisto" lb. .30 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent./&, .35 @

Asbestine ton 15.00 @40.00
Asbestos ton 50.00 @
Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .03yi@
Barium sulphate, precipitated ton 100.00 @
Barytes, pure white ton 30.00 @33.0O

off color ton 18.00 @22.50
Basofor «o« lOO.OO @
Benzol, pure gal. .60 @
Beta-Naphthol lb. 1.00 @ 1.15
Brown, sienna, raw powdered lb. .04 @ .06

umber, raw powdered lb. .03 @ ,03;^
Bone ash lb. None

black ;;;. .04 @ .08
Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb 2,75 @

sulphide, yellow lb. 2.00 @ 2.20
Cantclla gum lb. .33 @ .38
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05 @

Hack (cases) lb. .18 @ .20
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .18 @

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .05 @
(ihalk, precipitated, extra light lb. .045^ @ .0554

precipitated, heavy lb. .03J4@ .05
Chira clay, domestic ton 25.00 @

imported ton 45.00 @
Chrome, green lb. .35 @ .50

yellow lb, .25 @
Cotton linters lb. .OTA®
Fossil flour lb. .01 @ .02
Gas black lb. .20 @ .25
Gilsonite ton 40.00 (jiK.SO
Glue, high grade lb. .25 @ .3Z

medium lb. .22 @ .23
low erade lb. .20 @ .21

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .S2'A®
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .14 @

powdered (400 pound bbl.) lb. .07 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @ .85
Ground glass (fine) lb. .02M@
Hexamethylene Tetramine lb. .65 @
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .04^fa> .08

pure lb. .08J4@ .09
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .02->^@ .03^4
red, pure, bright lb. .08J^@ .09

Ivory, black lb. .16 @ .30
Lampblack /i>. .05 @ .08
Lead, red oxide of lb. .09^@

sublimed blue lb. .08 ]4 @
sublimed white lb. .0814 @
white, basic carbonate lb. .08H@
white, basic sulphate lb. Nominal
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. .45 @ .75

Lime, flour lb. .01J^@
Lith.-'rge lb. .09^@ .09?^

English lb. .12 @ .14
sublimed lb. .09^ @

Lithopone, imported lb. Nominal
domestic lb. .07 @
Beckton white (carloads) lb. .06J^@

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .12 @
calcined, heavy lb. .10 @

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .14 @
light lb. .50 @

Magnesite, calcined, powdered tun 35.00 @39.00
Mica, powdered lb. -.03;5@' .05
Mineral rubber lb. .01 @ 02

"M. R. X." ton 100.00 @
"Genasco" ton 36.50 @
L. M. R." tan 50.00 @
'Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 35.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .07 @
"Rubrax" ton 35.00 @

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gal. .22 @
66(ffi68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 @
68(5170 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 @

t>il, aniline lb. .23 @ .24
corn, refined c-wt. 13.51 @
linseed (bbl.) gal. .99 @
palm. gal. .10"^ @
paraffin gat. .17 @
pine (cases) gal. .63 @
rapeseed gal. 1.00 @ 1.05
rosin, heavy body gal. .i6 @
tar (cases) gal. .21J4@
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, green lb. Nominal
Orange mineral, domestic lb. ,12 @
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 10.90 @
Petrolatum lb. .06 J4 @
Petroleum grease lb. .04^

@

Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 8.50 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .03^@ .04U

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar bbl. 10.00 @

Plaster of paris lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb. 1.00 @ 1.75
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) t . .lb. .03 @ .04
Kesin, Pontianak, refined lb. None

'

granulated lb. None
fused lb. None

Rosm (280 pound bbls.) bbl. 6.75 @ 8.50
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02^ @ .04
Rubber black lb. ,06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .0SJ'2@ .11

white lb. .13K@ -ITA
brown lb. .13 @ .18

Rubhide Nominal
Shellac, fine orange lb. .42 @ .45
Silex (silica) ton 20.00 @ 36.00
Soapstone, powdered ton 8.50 @15.00
Starch, corn, powdered lb. .04 @ .04^
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .09 @ '.Q9A
Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) cwt. 2.15 @

Bergenport, brand cwt. 2.75 @
Talc, American • ton 12.00 @15.00

French ton 22.50 @30.00
Toluol, pure gal. 3.00 @
Tripolite earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal. ,46 @

wood gal. .4S',<(a>
Venice gal. .11 @ .12

Ultramarine blue lb. .15 (a .50
Vermilion, brilliant lb. .85 @

Chinese lb. .95 @ 1.00
English lb. 1.50 @1.75

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .48 @ .50
ceresin, white lb. .12'A@ .20
carnauba lb. .28 @ .45
ozokerite, black lb. .60 @ .65

green lb. .80 @ .85
montan lb. .27 'A (Si .30
paraffin, refined 118/120 in. p, (cases) lb. .05^ @ 06

123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .06 ^ .06J4
128/130 m. J), (cases) lb. .08!^@ .09
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .09'/S@ .12

ciude. white, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) lb. Nominal
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) lb. .065^@

Whiting, Alba cwt. .65 @ .85
commercial cwt. .90 @
gilders cwt. 1.08 @
Paris, white, American cwt. 1.15 (a)

En^li,-h clitfstJne cwt. 1.25 @ 1.60
Wood pulp XX.X (carloads) ton Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) /*. .02!4 (3)

India rubber lb. 1.25 @
Zinc oxide, American process, horsehead brand

"special" f . o. b. factory /i. .10^(3
"XX red" f. o. b. factory lb. .10 la
French process, green seal..f. o. b. factory lb. .16^@

red «eal f. 0. b. factory lb. .16}|@
white seal .. f. o. b. factory lb. .17^@

Zinc substitutes lb. .01 ^@
•Zinc sulphide, pure lb. .15 @
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being used. The electric motor entails no power drain'

except when the particular machine attached to it is in

operation. That rubber manufacturers have been quick

to avail themselves of these advantages is shown by the

Census of Manufactures for 1914, the latest available

figures of the Department of Commerce. It appears

that of the 199,543 total primary horse-power employed

in the manufacture of rubber goods in the United States,

114,803, or 57.5 per cent, is electric. The further fact

that of this 114,803 horse-power 33,983, or 42 per cent,

is rented, instead of being generated in each establish-

ment, clearly indicates the importance of an article en-

titled "Late Developments of the Electric Drive in Rub-

ber Mills," on another page of this issue.
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THE RUBBER SYMPOSIUM POSTPONED.

'

I
"HE Rubber Symposium which was planned for the

••• afternoon of January 8, Rubber Club Day, has been

postponed. It was found that the day would be so full

of business meetings, election of officers and features

connected directly with the work of the Club, that little

time would be left for the symposium. The plan has

not been given up, however, and in connection with some

later Club function it will undoubtedly be carried into

effect.

ELECTRIC POWER IN THE RUBBER INDUSTRY.

r* LECTRIC power has become a tremendous factor

'—' in American manufacturing. The individual motor

has eliminated the great first cost, darkening and dirt-

gathering propensities of overhead shafting, pulleys

and belting, which consume considerable power and must

be kept turning even though only a few machines are

THE AMERICAN RUBBER INDUSTRY AFTER THE
WAR.

A PARAGRAPH in the economic convention between

the Allied Nations, drawn up in Paris last summer,

is becoming a source of increasing concern to the Ameri-

can rubber trade. It reads as follows

:

The Allies declare themselves agreed to conserve for

the allied countries, before all others, their natural re-

sources during the whole period of commercial, indus-

trial, agricultural and maritime reconstruction, and for

this purpose they undertake to establish special ar-

rangements to facihtate the interchange of these re-

sources.

It is an indisputable fact that the future of the great

American rubber industry, which uses two-thirds of the

world's production of crude rubber, rests with the British

Government. There is not enough Para rubber to supply

the wants of this country, even if every pound of it came

here, and all the rubber grown in the Malay States,

Sumatra and Java is completely in the hands of England

and Holland. The British Consul General in New York

is able to satisfy present requirements, and while it is

unlikely that England or Holland would deny such an

important customer as the LInited States, there is always

that possibility. Opinion differs among American busi-

ness men as to the probable outcome. Some are doubtful

if the Allies will be able to carry out their program of

preferential trading, whereas others express the growing

fear that the restrictions ini[xised upon American import-

ers on the plea of maritime necessity will be continued

after the war, when England, Germany and the United

States will all be keen competitors for world trade. In

this race for business it is realized that England will have

a big advantage, for through her present control of the

imports of raw materials she has ascertained by whom
sold, the prices paid and ultimate destination of all goods

manufactured with raw materials coming from British

possessions. She has built up in this country a strong

machine for the control of our war trade, which might be
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used to regulate our imports to the requirements of the

Allies after the war and thus see to it that their needs

and interests have priority over all others.

Consul General Clive Bayley, however, is discreetly

silent regarding the future policy of the Allies with re-

spect to crude rubber imixjrts as alifected by the Paris

Convention, althougli the Foreign Trade Council, the

Merchants' Association of New York and the American

Manufacturers' E.xport Association arc all mailing in-

quiries and have lodged pertinent citiestions with the

administration at Washington. Certainly this irksome

situation, together with England's contemplated protect-

ive tarifT, holds possibilities that may prove detrimental

to American interests. Mewed in this light the imperative

need of an adequate supply of rublier grown witliin our

own borders as soon as possible Ix-comes more than evei

apparent. Meanwhile the fourth convention of the Na-

tional Foreign Trade Council, to be held at I'ittsburgn,

Pennsylvania, January Zh, 26 and 27, has for its purpose

the earnest consideration of the many serious problems

besetting our foreign commerce, and it is to be hoped that

a scheme for a more satisfactory working arrangement
may be evolved.

RUBBER AND AN AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE.

THE rubber industry, dependent as it is upon mer-
chant ships to maintain the supply of crude rub-

ber, looks with approval upon the tendency toward
control of American shipbuilding manifested by the

purchase of the American Shipbuilding Co. by the

-A.merican International Corporation. Imports from
the Far East liave already been greatly delayed by

the shortage of ships, and it is hoped that this new
and broader policy of our greatest American ship-

building company may relieve the situation.

The need of such a course is seen in the fact that al-

most every great nation except the United States has

followed the example of the British admiralty in for-

bidding the transfer of ships to another flag for a

period of three years after the close of the war.

American owners and shipbuilders, on the contrary,

may sell where they please until the new shipping act

goes into ef^'ect, and afterwards as soon as the Ship-

ping Board's appropriation for the purchase of ships

has been exhausted. Thus the whole world is free to

buy ships of us, while we can have only those we build

ourselves, and our growing foreign trade is to a degree

in danger for want of bottoms in which to transport

it. Of the 1,300,000 tons of merchant ships under con-

tract in American yards over 300,000 tons are being

built on foreign account, and it is certain that wider

control of the shipyards by American shipping inter-

ests will tend to build up an American merchant

marine and supply one of our greatest needs.

At the outbreak of the war the world's merchant

shipping amounted to about 49,000,000 tons, and at the

normal rate of increase should now be 53,000,000 tons.

As a result of losses bv submarine destruction, the

unusual amount of repair work and greatly increased

naval construction, it is estimated that the supply of

ships cannot be restored to normal before 1922. Mean-
while war conditions in England have raised the cost

of ship construction to equal that in the United States,

and American shipping interests now see their oppor-
tunity to enter this field on equal terms. In the past

our shipbuilders have never had under construction

enough ships of one type to jiermit the introduction

of niethods and economies ordinarily ])racticed in bulk

production. Sj'Stematized process manufacturing has

enabled .\merica to turn out reapers, automobiles,

tractors, etc., more cheaply than any other nation, and

shipbuilders feel that the o])portunity at last presents

itself to apjjly similar methods to their line as well.

COTTON AND THE 1917 TIRE FABRIC DEMAND.

RUliliER and cotton are the two staple raw materials

of primary importance for the manufacture of auto-

mobile tires. In 1916 the American tire industry alone

consumed practically half the world's 1915 production

of crude rubber, and 85 per cent of the United States

Sea Island cotton crop. It is estimated that 25,000,000

tires will be made in 1917. But the yield of plantation

rubber has advanced to meet it, aiid while the supply

of Sea Island and Egyptian cotton will probably be

adequate, there are shipping difficulties and questions

of loom capacity that must be considered.

Sea Island cotton has the preference for tire fabrics

because of its great strength. Although it is now
grown on the mainland of South Carolina, Georgia

and Florida near the sea, the entire American crop for

the season of 1915-16 ending July 31 was only 91,920

bales, of which 2,727 bales were exported to England

and the Continent. .Vbout 85 per cent of the American
consumption was used to meet the 1916 demand of

about 150,000 bales, and Egyptian cotton supplied the

rest. The British West Indies, during the past decade,

have been highl}' successful in growing a long-fiber cot-

ton with seed obtained from the famous Colonel Rivers

plantation oft' the South Carolina coast.

In view of the inadequate supply of Sea Island cotton

it is not surprising that those forehanded American man-

ufacturers who have gone into plantation rubber in the

Far East should turn their attention to the other princi-

pal raw material for tire building. Already one large

firm has purchased a tract of 10,000 acres in the South

on which to grow Egyptian cotton, and the indications

are that others will projjably enter this field.

Much study has been devoted of late to the idea of

providing an adequate rubber supply within our own bor-

ders. Long-fiber cotton is equally important ; and as

the culture of high-grade Sea Island and Egyptian cot-

ton has proved a success along the southern seaboard

and in the South, is not its extension to meet our re-

quirements an equally important piece of industrial

preparedness?
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The Year 1916 In Review.

A RETROSPECT of the twelvemonth just brought

to a close leaves no doubt that it has been the

greatest year of the rubber industry. Production

has increased tremendously in most lines; factory en-

largements have become the commonplace news of the

day, but the great outstanding feature of the year has

been the phenomenal growth of American tire manufac-

ture, which alone consumed practically half the world's

1915 production of crude rubber. While shipments of

wild rubber decrease, the production of plantation rubber

has increased, and thanks to the British Government, has

been obtainable at virtually normal prices despite the ex-

traordinary demands and impediments of the war.

The growth of tire manufacture is gra])hically rellected

in the patents issued. Fully half of the 1916 .American

patents relating to rubber apply to tires and treads, tire

building and repair machines, looms for tire fabrics of

special weave, vehicle wheel rims and rim fastenings for

the application of pneumatic, cushion and solid tires.

There were nearly a hundred patents issued relating to

machines used in tire construction. Its growth is also

evidenced by record breaking exports, which, for the

eight months ending August, 1916, were valued at dou-

ble those for the corresponding period of 1915, includ-

ing $11,772,908 worth of automobile tires, which went

chiefly to England, Australia. Russia, New Zealand and

Canada. Stock value is always a certain index of the

condition of a business, and shares in several leading tire

companies that formerly sold below their $100 par value

have recently been quoted at $257, $292.50, $328 and

one even as high as $1,650. During this period of ex-

pansion the non-skid tread has triumphed, and there is

a marked tendency on the part of motor-car manufac-

turers to adopt the S. A. E. standardized schedule of

tire sizes and oversizes.

Meanwhile, the achievements of rubber chemists have

been no less notable. They are rapidly making rubber

manufacture an exact science. This is true of improved
methods of analysis and aging tests, and particularly

so of accelerators. Beginning with the use of aniline

oil they have added to the list until 30 or 40 accelerators

are now known with which to cut the previous i)erio(i

of vulcanization in half, or better, and thus double pro-

duction. The advent of pressure cure as a substitute

for the orthodox dry heater has notably modified foot-

wear manufacture and may influence the time-honored

methods of making clothing, mackintoshes and carriage

cloth. Another advance in footwear is the development

of combination rubber and fiber or leather soles on a

commercial scale, to offset the ever increasing shortage

fjf sole leather. Improvements have been made in

methods of cold vulcanization, and important investig.=»-

tions in Russia indicate the possibility of hot vulcaniza-

tion without .sulphur. .American chemists have been

struggling with the problem of a new motor-car fuel

and believe that by utilization of various by-products

and waste, enough industrial alcohol can be provided,

which will greatly reduce the cost of solvent naphtha

for rubber use. The marked tendency of American

chemists toward greater frankness in discussing im-

proved methods for the common good augurs well for

the future. In Germany synthetic rubber has been im-

proved but little and apparently no way has been found

to reduce its cost, while the attitude of American

chemists is largely one of scientific interest.

The war has proved that rubber is not a luxury but

a necessity. Its principal uses in warfare are too well

known to require enumeration here, but the chief de-

velopments of the present conflict are the enormous de-

mand for tires and for rubberized fabric used in

the manufacture of army equipment and in the construc-

tion of aeroplanes and balloons. There are myriad in-

genious uses of rubber, too, but none compares with

the marvels of surgery in mending broken soldiers with

it—replacing broken noses, jaws and teeth, and grafting

skin and flesh to cover them. Its increased applications

in the building of artificial limbs are also notable.

The prosperous condition of rubber manufacture in

America has rendered possilile much highly commend-
able welfare and educational work, which makes for far

greater health and contentment of employes as well as

maximum output in the factories,. This spirit of im-

l>rovement has al.so aflfected mill conditions from the

standpoint of health and safety. ,The industry has

grown so rapidly that for the most part it is conducted
in buildings of modern fireproof construction, light,

well-ventilated, and equipped with excellent sanitary and
safety devices. It is not surprising, therefore, that al-

though minor strikes have been of frequent occurrence,
most of them have been settled without difficulty.

The past year has proved a revelation even to the most
optimistic and far-sighted rubber men, but with our well-

cquipi)ed factories, the supply of rubber tolerably as-

sured, the automobile industry still growing, and the

nations beyond the seas depending upon us more and
more to supply their needs, there is every indication

that the coming year will outstrip it. In this connection
it is confidently believed that The Rubber Club of

America, Inc., will continue to grow in prestige and
membership, as it has in the past, and to exert a steady-

ing influence of di.stinct benefit to the whole industry.
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A Brief Review of the Organic Accelerators.

The following summary represents an effort to classify the principal nitrogen-bearing accelerators in a logical manner, and to

record conciselv thcxr characteristics and efficacy as described by H. Ditiiwr and translated into French for "Le Caoutchouc & la

Cutla-l'crcha" by Georges Noyer; Andrew H. King in "Metallurgical and Chemical Enginee

Rubber Journal"; and others.

ecring" ; S. J. Peachey in "The India

WHATEVER may be the future of synthetic rubber, the

investigations in connection with it led to the discovery

of organic accelerators, which have revolutionized several

lines of rubber manufacture. It was found that synthetic rubber

could not be vulcanized without the presence of certain organic

catalyzers to facilitate the union of rubber and rubber-like sub-

stances with sulphur, and when all natural rubber was substi-

tuted the increased rapidity of vulcanization was truly remark-

able. The difficulty, as for a time with plantation rubbers,

appears to have been the absence of certain so-called impurities

found evenly distributed throughout Para rubber coagulated by

the Amazon method. These natural catalyzers of rubber latex

are believed to be decomposition products and related to the

proteins. It is certain that all organic accelerators yet known

are nitrogen-bearing and many have amino groups, so that the

function of nitrogen appears to be important.

Manufacturers who had been using the old, well-known mineral

accelerators began to experiment with these new organic

catalyzers and found that they could double their output without

expensive increase of steam pressure or danger of impairing

the product by high temperature. Those engaged in the pro-

duction of cheap molded goods discovered that by employing

both high temperatures and catalyzers their increased output

would take care of overhead as never before.

While this most important recent developi;.cnt in rubber

chemistry is still in its infancy, there is already considerable

generalization and a goodly amount of definite facts on v/hich

to build. It is thought that, unlike the mineral accelerators

which undergo no chemical change during vulcanization, an

organic catalyzer unites with one of the reacting substances and

forms an unstable compound which then reacts with the other

substance. Meanwhile the catalyzer is set free and the entire

process is repeated. From a mechanical standpoint a catalyzer

is most conveniently mixed when a solid capable of being very

finely pulverized. A high boiling point is essential to prevent

vaporizing during vulcanization and consequent spongy appear-

ance, known as "blowing."

The following list includes the most important organic acceler-

ators now in use :
»

Carbon bisulphide addition products with

Aniline
Dipenylthiourea or thiocarbanilide

Diniethylaniline
Tetrahydropyrrole
Dimethylamine

B8 Dimethyl .r methyl trimethylene amme
Ammonium compounds

.Ammonium borate

Mdehyde ammonia_
Quaternary ammonium bases

Amino compounds
Accelerene or paranitroso dimethylaniline

Para-phenylenediamine
Tetramyth'ylenediamine
Hexamethylene-tetramine or hexamethyleneamme or tor-

min
Sodium amide
Naphthvlenediamine

Q0 Dirnethyl A trimethyleneimine

Trimethyleneamine
Benzylamine
Nitrosodimethylaniline

Piperidine and derivatives

Piperidine or aminopentane
Methyl piperidine

Quinoline and derivatives

Quinoline
Quinoline sulpliate or quinoline sulphonic acid .

Hydroxy quinoline
Quinosol
Oxiquinoline
O-xiquinoline sulphonic acid

Oxiquinoline sulphide

Miscellaneous

Anthraquinone

Antipyrine

Naphthylamine

Urea derivatives

Anilides

Formanilide
Thioformanilide

Several of these accelerators are covered by patents and can-

not be bought of the concerns manufacturing them until a license

for their use has been obtained from the patent owners. Applica-

tions for such licenses should be addressed to Dr. Hugo Schweit-

zer, of the Synthetic Patents Co., 115 Hudson street. New York

City. Prices will be quoted to license holders. The catalyzers

in question are piperidine and methyl piperidine, tetramethylene-

diamine, hexamethyl-tetramine, thiocarbanilide, and aniline hy-

drochloride. The first three of these are not made in the United

States at present.

CARBON BISULPHIDE .'\r>DITION PRODUCTS.

With Aniline: Diphenylthiourea, or thiocarbanilide,

^.-^NH, CHs
c=s
~-~\NH, CeHs

is one of the earliest known organic accelerators. It takes the

form of large colorless tablets melting at 154 degrees C, and is

a very efficient catalyzer, particularly for quick-curing stocks

because it does its work at the very beginning of vulcanization.

The proportions used vary from yi to 3 per cent.

IVith Dimethylaniline: Cited by Ditmar and King.

IVith Tetrahydropyrrole: (CHj),NH. Known as pyrrolidin

in Germany. Cited by Ditmar and King.

With Dimethylamine: This substance,

/^N (CH3).
c = s
^^^N (CH,),

gives an active addition product. With Para, 100 per cent sul-

phur and the addition of 1 per cent of the compound of carbon

bisulphide and dimethylamine vulcanization takes place com-

pletely with IS minutes' cure at 135 degrees C. (German patent

269,512.)

With BR Dimethyl x methyl trimethylene amine: Cited by

Ditmar.

.\MMONlUM COMPOUNDS.

Ammonium borate: This has a noticeable eflfect on the cure,

but the fact is only of scientific interest, according to Ditmaj.

Aldehyde ammonia: CH, CH (OH) NH,. This very satis-

factory catalyzer is readily soluble in water, sparingly soluble in

alcohol and almost insoluble in ether. It melts between 70 and

80 degrees C. and sublimes without decomposition at 100 de-

grees C. Its efficacy as an accelerator, according to King, may

be seen in the fact that 100 parts Para, 10 parts sulphur, and 1

part aldehyde ammonia will cure in 30 minutes at 45 pounds

steam pressure, 140 degrees C. (Ditmar says 1 hour at 3 atmos-
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pheres—42 pounds—while without the accelerator 2 hours would
be required), whereas 90 parts Para, 9 parts sulphur, and 1 part

lime require 85 minutes at the same pressure for a cure.

Quaternary ammonium bases: These are covered by Bayer &
Co., patents of 1914 together with aldehyde ammonia, para-

phenylenediamine, sodium amide, benzylamine, and naphthylene-

diamine, all rapid accelerators.

• AMINO COMPOUNDS.
Accelerene : This widely used English catalyzer is among, the

most powerful known accelerators. When used in the propor-

tion of 5^ to ^ of 1 per cent it reduces the required period of

vulcanization to one-third normal with highly satisfactory re-

sults; and in conjunction with certain other familiar substances

in quick repair compounds reduces the period of cure to one-

eighth normal. Cheap mixings containing considerable reclaim

or waste, particularly if golden antimony sulphide be present

but no free sulphur, do not respond so readily as medium and

high-class mixings. In such cases sufficient free sulphur must

be added and the proportion of antimony sulphide may be re-

duced to that needed to give the desired color, after which the

usual acceleration will be attained. In the manufacture of vul-

canite the addition of J4 of 1 per cent of accelerene to a mixture

consisting of 100 parts rubber and 40 parts sulphur reduced the

period of vulcanization from 6 to 2 hours, yielding a hard and

very durable product.

Essentially paranitroso dimethylaniline, and wholly different

from the German type of accelerators, accelerene owes its activity

to the presence of the nitroso group, and not to feeble basic prop-

erties. Aside from its high acceleration it possesses several

characteristics in use that are of great value. Goods vulcanized

in its presence show somewhat greater tensile strength, probably

due to the diminished degree of depolymerization possible in so

short a period of heating. Vulcanization stops when the goods

are taken from the pan or press, so they suffer little deterioration

in storage, tests of this now covering a period of two years. Sul-

phuring-up may also be entirely prevented by its use, though at

the sacrifice of acceleration. "The quantity of sulphur may be

reduced to 3 or 3^ per cent, Yz per cent of accelerene is then

added and the mixing cured in the ordinary manner. As em-

ployed for this purpose the catalyzer facilitates a complete com-

bination of rubber and sulphur, with the result that little or

none of the latter remains in the rubber.

NH..

A
V
NH,

poisonous catalyzer melts at 140 degrees C, sublimes without

decomposition at 267 degrees C, is readily soluble in alcohol

and ether, and moderately so in water. In Bayer & Co.'s Ger-

man patent No. 280,198, January 1, 1914. it is stated that this

accelerator gives good satisfaction with synthetic rubber, 100

parts isoprene rubber having been cured compjetely upon being

mixed with 10 parts sulphur, 2 parts paraphenylenediamine and

being heated in a press for IS minutes at 45 pounds steam

pressure.

Tctramethyh-ncdiaminc: NH. fCH;), NH~ Known also as

putrescine, this is a natural product of protein decomposition

formed during the putrefaction of animal matter such as fish. It

is produced chemically by Bayer & Co.

Hrxainrthylrnc-tclranunc: Known also as Hexameihyleneamine

and Fnrmin.

Miscellaneous Amines: Other amino compounds cited by King

as of lesser importance yet having some accelerating power in-

clude: sodium amide, Na NH, (rapid acceleration according

to Ditmar) ; naphthylenediamine, C,„He (NH.), (rapid accelera-

tion according to Ditmar); trimethyleneamine (CHjIj N; ben-

zylamine, C„H-. CH,. NH,. (rapid acceleration according to Dit-

mar) ;^/J dimethyl A trimethyk-ncimine ; and nitrosodimethyl-

aniline.

Para-fhenylciicdiamine: CoH, (NH,), This very

PIPERIDINE .\ND DERIVWTIVES.

Piperidine or Aminopentane: C5H10NH. A liquid miscible in

water in all proportions, having a specific gravity of .881 at

degrees C, boiling at 105.7 degrees C, and smelling like pepper

and ammonia. This, the prototype of the more recently dis-

covered organic catalyzers, was brought out and patented by
Bayer & Co. in 1912 for use in the itianufacture of synthetic

rubber, but its extraordinary value as an accelerator in connec-
tion with natural rubber for both hard and soft rubber articles

soon overshadowed its original purpose. A mixture of 100 parts

Para and 10 parts sulphur that requires an hour to cure at 53

pounds, steam pressure may be cured perfectly with only IS

minutes' heating by the addition of Yi part piperidine. The
product obtained from this compound contains about 3.5 per cent

of combined sulphur. Piperidine may also be used for producing
hard rubber by adding 25 per cent sulphur. (German patent

266,618.)

Methyl piperidine: CsH,„ (CH3). This active catalyzer boils

at 107 degrees C.

QUIXOLTNE AND DERIVATIVES.

CH • CH
Quinoline: CoH4<

'

While this is a good acceler-N =:CH
ator, its derivatives, the sulphate and quinosol, are more fre-

quently used because of the ease of mixing. Quinoline has a
specific gravity of 1.0947 at 20 degrees C. ; it boils at 240 degrees

C. ; and is soluble in alcohol and ether, but only sparingly so in

water. Its odor is disagreeable and penetrating; its taste, bitter

and acrid ; and on exposure to moist air is converted to the

hydrate. As an accelerator the amount used is 2 or 3 per cent.

Quinoline does not appear to enjoy accelerating power, accord-

ing to Ditmar.

Quinoline sulphate: Also known as quinoline sulphonic acid.

Kn excellent accelerator yielding good-looking, well-vulcanized

rubber. King suggests that the potassium salt of this acid might
give better results.

Hydroxy quinoline: This derivative, which ought to prove a

valuable accelerator, takes the form of prismatic needles melting

at 76 degrees C. and boiling at 266.6 degrees C. under 752 mm.
pressure. Although readily soluble in alcohol and volatile with

steam it is only sparingly soluble in cold water.

Quinosol: This accelerator takes the form of sulphur yellow

needles soluble in both alcohol and water. It is manufactured

by Frisch, of Hamburg, Germany, and mixes easily with rubber

compounds before vulcanization. In a mixture of Peruvian rub-

ber, 12 kilograms; white substitute, 19 kilograms; Kaolin (China

clay), 2 kilograms; chalk, 5 kilograms; and sulphur, 4.5 kilo-

grams, the accelerating effect, according to Ditmar, is not great,

Inil quinosol acts quite differently when mixed with litharge and

crude rubber free of substitute, the combined effect being greater

than the sum of the effects of each employed alone This fact is

of great importance to rubber footwear manufacturers who use

mixtures containing litharge exclusively, as they can cut the

period of vulcanization in half by using 2 to 3 per cent of quinosol.

O.viquinoline: Cited by Ditmar.

Oxiquinoline Sulphonic Acid: Gives good acceleration but very

porous rubber, according to Ditmar.

Oxiquinoline sulphide: This is a satisfactory but too active

accelerator. It can be used with all sorts of compounds because

it answers all the needs of the industry. In tests conducted by

Ditmar in collaboration with the Japanese chemist Nawa-Naami,

a mixture containing Peruvian rubber, 40 kilograms ; brown rub-

ber substitute, 10 kilograms ;
paraffin, 5 kilograms ; chalk, 41

kilograms; and sulphur, 4 kilograms, required 2 hours' heating

at a pressure of 4 atmospheres (56 pounds). With oxiquinoline

sulphide the mixture was vulcanized in 50 minutes. With qiirnn-

line sulphate 75 minutes was required. Tests of accelerated and
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unaccelerated products showed the same breaking point, but the

elongation of the accelerated product was found to have been

reduced one half.

MISCKr.r.ANF.OUS.

AyilhraijuiiKiiic: Recommended in 3 to 5 per cent strength in

batches containing rubber substitute. In a typical mixture con-

taining rubber sul)stitute it reduces the duration of vulcanization

from 2 hours to one-half hour.

Antipyrinc: Acts like anthraquinone. (Ditmar.)

Naphlhylamiiic: Acts like anthraquinone. (Ditmar.)

Urea: This and such derivatives as guanidine have been found

useful. (King.)

FormanUidc: Many patents cover the anilides, such as for-

manilide, C„H, . NH.CH :0.

Thioformanilidc: CoH,, . NH.CH :S. Cited l>y King.

Albumen: The direct addition of proteins to rubber, as de-

scribed by W. Esch in German patent No. 273,482, November

22, 1912, presents an interesting possibility. The protein, usually

egg albumen, 15 parts, is mi.xed with 2 parts hydrated lime or

magnesium hydroxide to form a paste. Low grades of rubber,

when mixed with this paste, dried, sheeted and smoked to render

the albumen insoluble, are considerably improved thereby.

GASOLENE FROM OIL SHALES,

Probably the advancing cost of gasolene and other products

derived from petroleum will one day render profitable the

distillation of the vast deposits of so-called hydrocarbon shales

of the Green river formation of northwestern Colorado and

northeastern Utah. The United States Geological Survey has

been investigating these deposits for three years past, and the

director in his report states that very rough but cautious calcu-

lations indicate that the distillation of shale from beds over

three feet thick in Colorado alone will yield more than 20

billion barrels of crude oil from which 2 billion barrels of

gasolene can be extracted. A detailed report of these investiga-

tions, with a statement of the possible gasolene production by

llic Kittman process, is now in press.

HEAVY AMERICAN EXPORTS DUE CHIEFLY TO
THE WAR

TPH.VT the European war has been principally responsible for

•'• our tremendously increased exports of the past year is

incoutrovertibly shown by the official Commerce Reports of the

United States. Our exports for the ten months ending October,

1916, amounted to $4,443,326,271, of which shipments to the

value of $3,541,446,875 went to the .Allies and their colonies,

whereas our entire exports to all other countries totaling

$901,879,396. only slightly exceeded one-fourth those to belliger-

ent countries. Considering only commodities suitable for mili-

tary and naval purposes our export trade for the ten months

ending October, 1916, amounted to $2,541,733,040 as compared

with $549,369,725 for the corresponding period of 1914, or nearly

a live-time advance.

The following items are of particular interest to the rubber

trade

:

Ten Months Ending,
Articles. /

'• -^
Oct., 1914. Oct., 1916. Increase.

Inrlia rubber, including automobile tires $9,587,180 $28,685,814 $19,098,634
Chcniicals, including sulphuric and

other acids 22,892,0.12 134,370.958 111,478,926
Lead from domestic ores 3,635.753 11,786,901 8,151,148
Zinc and manufactures 4.713,944 48.451,130 43,737.186
Mineral oils 120,638.004 171,653.836 51,015,832
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Late Developments of Electrical Drives In Rubber Mills.

/)'v tl'illiaiu //. Easton. Jl'cstinghousc Electric & Manufacturing Co.

AS in most other lines of manufacturing, electric power is

coming to be widelj' used in rubber factories, for the in-

dividual electric motor to drive each machine has much

to recommend it. As a rule, rubber manufacturers prefer to gen-

erate their own- electric power, believing it more economical.

Fig. 1.

—

High Volt.«lGe 100-Horse-power Motor Driving Two
Rubber W.\shees.

owing to the fact that large quantities of steam have to be pro-

duced for vulcanizing purposes. But electrical engineers have

been able to convince several progressive rubber manufacturers

that even greater economy lies in another direction and that

there are also other attendant advantages. For instance, power
for a new and thoroughly modern factory recently erected for

the manufacture of automobile inner tubes is not produced at the

plant, but supplied by a central station. The advantages claimed

for this somewhat unusual service include the saving of the cost

of engines, generators, extra boilers and au.xiliaries ; the ability

to obtain power at any time, night or day. without the presence

Fig.
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to each operator and wlieti any one of these is operated, the

clutch opens, disconnecting the rolls from the motor, and the

brake is applied to the rolls, stopping them almost instantly.

Both brake and clutch are operated by direct current supplied

by a small motor-generator set.

A 24 .X 66-inch Birmingham calender is driven by a Westing-

house 75-horse-power, 230-volt, direct-current motor supplied

with current at both 120 and 240 volts from the generator shown

in Figure 2. It is evident that it would be less expensive to

drive the calender with an alternating-current motor which could

take its current directly from the line and thus eliminate the

generator; but a direct-current motor is preferable, because there

ij no practicable method of getting satisfactory speed variation

with an alternating-current motor, whereas with a direct-current

motor any desired speed range can be obtained. In the present

instance the highest speed of the calender is four times its lowest

speed and there are 22 steps between, so that every calendering

operation can be carried on at the most suitable speed.

Another interesting point is the use of current at two voltages

for this motor. It is easily possible to build a motor that will

provide a 4 to 1 speed range on one voltage, but such a motor

would cost considerably more than the present one, which pro-

vides only a 2 to 1 speed range on each voltage ; and since the

use of two voltages adds but little to the cost of the generator

and the controller, a less expensive outfit is provided.

The calender controller, which is of the Westinghouse auto-

matic type, consists of two principal parts : a drum controller

and a panel on which are mounted various automatic switches

;

while on the calender itself are placed "start" and "stop" but-

tons. When the operator desires to start the calender he moves

the drum controller handle to the notch which he knows from

experience will correspond to the speed he desires ; he then

presses the "start" button. The motor now starts and comes

up to speed, the magnetic switches on the panel automatically

making the proper connections. Should a change of speed be

desired, the controller handle is moved in either direction,

causing the motor to change its speed to correspond. Pressing

the "stop" button not only cuts off the current but causes

dynamic braking connections to be made by the automatic

switches, which brings the calender to an abrupt stop. Safety

switches, operated by means of ropes hanging down on each

side of the calender, stop the calender in the same way.

The Royle tubing machines, which form inner tubes, are driven

by 20-horse-power, 220-volt, 685-r.p.m., Westinghouse squirrel-

cage motors. The drying rolls, the grinding and buffing wheels,

and the machine tools in the machine shop are also motor driven.

NEW POLICY OF BUYING RUBBER-COVEHED WIRE.

Manufacturers and jobbers are making a better profit in rubber-

covered wire today than ever before. The demand is large and

the output is not sufficient. Rubber-covered wire, being a staple,

never was very profitable for the jobber. Until quite recently

it was sold on a basis of the best price. Thus a buyer would

place an order at today's prices, say 21 cents, for four months*

delivery. If at the delivery date the prevailing price was 18 cents

the buyer expected this price and received it, although the con-

tract was made at 21 cents. If, on the other hand, the price had

advanced to 23 cents the buyer held to the contract price of 21

cents. The buyer therefore was protected against any advance

in the market but he also received the benefit of any decrease in

market prices.

Under such a scheme it was nothing more than heads the

buyer wins, tails the seller loses. With the margin of profit

always small it often reached the vanishing point on a rising

market. Today, however, all of this has been changed. Wire is

bought at the delivery market price of copper-wire base. The
jobber buys this way from the manufacturer and the contractor

from the jobber. The benefits of a rising market are now going

to the seller. [Electrical World.]

FOREIGN IMPORT DUTIES ON RUBBER SPONGES.

THE accompanying statement of foreign import duties on

rubber sponges imported into the various countries given,

has been corrected to December 1.

When two or more rates of duty are shown for the same

article, products of the United States, as a rule, are admitted

at the lowest rate ("conventional" or "minimum"), except: (1)

Into France and French colonies, where, in the case of most

articles, the "general" rate is applied; (2) Into Canada, where

the "general" rate is applied; (3) Into other British colonies,

where the "preferential" rates, if any, are withheld from all non-

British imports.

While every care has been taken to insure accuracy, the rates

are not guaranteed and it is advisable to make small trial ship-

ments to test them. As changes in the duties are likely to occur

at any time, frequent verifications arc advised. The surtaxes

noted in the South .American table have not been added to the

rate.

FOREIGN IMPORT DUTIES ON RUBBER SPONGES.
Rate per 100 Kilos.

(220 Pounds.)

Europe:

Austria-Hungary
Belgium
Bulgaria
r)enroark
Finland
France
Germany
*Greece
Italy
Netherlands . . .

.

Norway

Con- Rate per cent
Weight General. vention. ad valorem.

Net $20.00 $16.00
Net 10
Net 58.00
Net 18.75
Net 11.34
Net 72.37 48.25
Net 9.52 9.52
Net 77.20
Net 9.65 9.65
Net 5
Net 34.84 26.80

9.65

29.00
77.00

4.82
52.80

Portugal Net 45.60
Roumania 9.65

tRussia Net .113
Serbia Net 86.85
Spain Net 115.00
Sweden Net 32.16
Switzerland Gross 7.72
Turkey
United Kingdom Free

Rate per Kilo.

South America: \'aIuation. [2.2 Pounds.]
Bolivia Gross $1.55 25

(Surtax, 2 per cent of official valuation.)
Colombia Gross $1.00 .

.

(Surtax, 2 per cent of duty.)
Ecuador Net .145

(Surtax, 125.5 per cent of duly.)
Paraguay 4.82 42

(Surtax, 1.5 per cent ad valorem, based on official valuation.)
Peru .729

(Callao, Salaverry, Paiia and Pisco, surtax, 10 per cent of duty. Other
ports surtax 8 per cent of duty.)

Uruguay 31
Venezuela Gross .482 ..

(Surtax, 56.55 per cent of duty.)

• Rate per 100 Okes [2.822 pounds!,
t Rate per Funt [14^ ounces].

Compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,

Washington, D. C.

AMERICAS FIRST NAVAL DIRIGIBLE.

The United States Navy's first dirigible balloon, the DN-1,

has been shipped to the Naval Aeronautical Station, Pensacola,

Florida, for final flying tests, the preliminary power plant and

blower tests having been previously passed by the government

inspector at the factory of the constructors, the Connecticut Air-

craft Co., New Haven, Connecticut.

The DN-1 is of the non-rigid type, the gas bag maintaining

its shape by the pressure of the contained gas, and the gondola

being suspended by numerous ropes and cables fastened to the

"belly-bands" of the bag.

The envelope of the bag is of double-ply rubberized cotton

fabric; strength, 70 pounds per inch for both warp and weft;

permeability, 35 cubic feet per 24 hours at two feet water

pressure. All seams are extra wide, with double rows of

stitching. The ballonets are made of double texture fabric;

strength, 40 pounds for warp and weft.

All of the fabric, for both main envelope and ballonets, was

furnished by the Cambridge factory of the United States Rubber

Co., the shaping of the big bags and the setting-up of the balloon

being done in the Naugatuck factory.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

VARIABILITY OF PLANTATION RUBBER IN TECHNICAL
MIXINGS.

THE variability of plantation Para rubber, when vulcanized

with various technical mixings in addition to sulphur, has

been investigated by Eaton and Grantham, Agricultural

Department, Federated Malay States. Their results appear in the

"Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry," (October 31,

1916). In the experiments described by them zinc oxide, litharge

and magnesium oxide with a small percentage of sulphur were

used in several combinations. Vulcanization was effected in molds

in a steam-jacketed vulcanizer at 140 degrees C. and tests

made with ring specimens on the Schopper-Dalen testing machine.

Regarding the stability of their vulcanized samples kept six

months or a year before testing, their experiments show that,

with the 10 per cent sulphur mixing the rubber continues to

vulcanize slowly during six months. This extra vulcanization

represents about a quarter-hour cure at 140 degrees C. A cer-

tain amount of deterioration in tensile properties also takes

place. While the 10 per cent mixing is excellent to ascertain

variations in rate of vulcanization between different rubbers,

especially when it is required to test the samples shortly after

vulcanization, it is not a good mixing for testing the aging prop-

erties of different rubbers after vulcanization, because the large

amount of free sulphur gradually exudes, leaving the sample

porous and easily oxidizable. The authors append their paper

with the following conclusions

:

1. The variability of plantation Para rubber in respect to

rate of cure continues to exist in various technical mixings in

which the rubber is loaded with mineral constituents in addition

to sulphur, and also in rubber-sulphur mixings containing dif-

ferent proportions of sulphur.

2. The variability is not of the same degree as with mixings

containing 8 to 10 per cent sulphur.

3. The use of strong accelerating agents, such as oxide of

lead, tends to obscure these differences which are produced in

the raw rubber by the presence of a natural accelerator.

4. Other substances, caustic soda and potash and various

organic nitrogenous accelerators, also obscure these differences,

since these substances behave in a somewhat similar manner to

the natural accelerators present in raw rubber.

5. To ilhistrate the differences in rate of -cure between dif-

ferent rubbers, which is the most important variability in planta-

tion Para "first latex" rubbers, and 8 or 10 per cent sulphur

mi.xing, without other addition, is very satisfactory, although not

suitable for stability or aging experiments.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER FROM ALCOHOL.

Ostromyslenski's method of producing erythrene rubber is

given in "Chemical Abstracts," as follows : The mixed vapors

of ethyl alcohol and air are passed through spirals of copper

and silver gauze and the products are converted into erythrene

by being passed in a gaseous or liquid state through a series of

metal tubes containing aluminum oxide heated to 824 to 860

degrees F. Erythrene is converted into rubber in an autoclave

containing a small quantity of a catylitic substance. In order

to give the synthetic rubber all the properties of natural rubber

it is necessary to add to it certain substances found in the

latter. These additions amount to about IS per cent and consist

of pure nitrogenous substances, litharge and colophony, or

Canada balsam, as a substitute for the resins of natural rubber.

In connection with the above it should be noted that Dr. Ivan

Kondakorr, in a communication to "Le Caoutchouc & la Gutta-

percha" (November, 1916), refers to this synthesis as nothing

new and to Ostromyslenski's recently published researches as a

confirmation of previous knowledge rather than new discoveries.

VULCANIZATION TESTS.

Two reports made by the Imperial Institute to the Rubber

Research Committee in Ceylon (Department of Agriculture Bul-

letin, Ceylon, No. 23), on vulcanization tests of plantation Para,

deal with the following points: (1) The effect of different

methods of coagulation . (2) The effect of adding ammonia,
sodium bisulphite and formaldehyde to latex before coagulation.

(3) The effect of the form of the rubber (sheet, crepe, etc.)

TENSILE STRENGTH.

The maximum tensile strength of 64 specimens was 2,571

pounds, minimum, 1,607 pounds. Two samples of best fine hard
Para gave, in comparison, 2,276 pounds and 2,312 pounds. Rub-
ber prepared by spontaneous coagulation has tensile value equal

to that coagulated by acids. Scrap rubber shows low tensile

strength in every case. The use of different acids for coagula-

tion has little effect on the tensile strength of the rubber pro-

duced. Double the usual amount of acid had no marked effect

on the tensile strength. The addition of fractionaj percentages of

ammonia, sodium bisulphite or formaldehyde to the latex before

coagulation had no marked effect on the strength of the rubber.

Hand-made and machine-made sheets seem to give rubbers of

practically equal strength. Thick crepe is slightly higher in

tensile strength than thin crepe.

ELONGATION.

The elongations at heating point ranged from 787 to 919 per

cent. Two samples of best fine hard Para gave in comparison,

880 and 893 per cent.

TIME OF VULCANIZATION.

This was tested on a standard mixing of 90 parts rubber and
10 parts sulphur, vulcanized at a constant steam pressure of 50
pounds.

The results are thus summarized

:

Hand-made sheet cured more quickly than machine-made.
Crepe cured more quickly than thin crepe. Thin crepe required

longer to cure than the corresponding sheet.

Rubber prepared from the same sample of bulked latex by
coagulation with different acids had approximately the same
time of cure. When double the minimum amounts of acid were
used, the time of cure was not much affected.

Addition of ammonia and sodium bisulphite to the latex before

coagulation had no constant effect on the time of cure, but an
excess of formaldehyde lengthened the time very considerably.

Differences in the tensile strengths of washed and unwashed
rubber were comparatively small.

RUBBER OF UNIFORM COLOR.

The production of rubber of uniform color has been specially

studied by Clayton Beadle and Stevens and their results pub-
lished in a paper presented at the Congress of Ratavia. In brief

they find that such rubber can be produced only by the e.Kercise

of special precautions in the coagulation of the latex. It is pos-

sible to obtain uniformly pale rubber if the latex is rapidly

coagulated by an excess of acetic acid, the coagulum rapidly

washed in a machine, followed by rapid drying in warm air or

in a vacuum chamber. The reason for this is simple.

Rubber latex contains an enzyme, an oxydase which causes

rapid absorption of oxygen from the air by the fresh coagulum.
This oxygen reacts rapidly on certain organic substances con-

tained in the latex, producing black coloring matters. Color

is not an indication of quality, but manufacturers and dealers

regard variations of color with suspicion. For this reason large

dealers sort their cargoes and repack for external appearances,

with no regard to the sources or origin of the rubber.
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A method for obtaining rubber of iniiform color, originally

tried in Ceylon, consists in boiling the fresh coagulum, in pieces

the size of one's fist, for 10 or 15 minutes in water. The heat

destroys the enzyme and the rubber loses the property of black-

ening on exposure to the air. While the rubber is pale the boil-

ing makes it sticky and more difficult to dry.

A third method consists in using small amounts of antiseptic

substances to arrest the action of the enzyme. Among these,

formaldehyde and bisulphite of sodium are commonly used. The

percentages required are extremely small. After accomplishing

their work they are removed from the rubber by washing in

the crepcing machines.

Bisulphite of soda has no bleaching action on the rubber itself

and is not able to destroy coloring material already formed.

It simply prevents the action of the ferment. It is an antiseptic

and not a bleaching agent. Vulcanization tests show that rubber

prepared with an excess of acid is inferior to that prepared

with the minimum of acid. The same is true of boiled rubber.

Rubber treated with bisulphide loses nothing of its quality and

is scarcely distinguishable from untreated rubber.

r.I.K.VCHED RUIiKKK.

The influence, of hydrosulphites on strongly colored crepes

has been studied by .\ndre Dubosc ( Lc Caoutchouc & la Gutta-

percha). The rubber was subjected to the action of sulphoxylate

aldehyde of sodium, both hot and cold. Decoloration was more

rapid under the former condition, especially in the presence of

a small quantity of bisulphite of soda. Air dried, the samples

do not remain absolutely white, but turn yellowish, although

much paler than the initial color.

Sulphoxylates, and in general all the hydrosulphites, act on

the coloring matter of rubber and by hydrogenation transform

it into a leucobase. even if the coloration is old.

The accidental coloration, observed by Stevens and Clayton

Beadle in the coagulation of latex, Dubosc concludes, can be

more advantageously controlled by a hydrosulphite of sodium

aldehyde or a sulphox\'late aldehyde.

ST.vr.ILITY AND THE OPTIMUM CURE.

The views expressed by Dr. H. P. Stevens on the stability

of vulcanized rubber and the "optimum" cure (The Indl^ Rubber

WoRLP. October. 1916), are discussed adversely by Philip Schid-

rovvitz and H. A. Goldsborough in "The India Rubber Journal"

(October 28. 1916). They maintain the value and accuracy of

their "correct" cure method of crude rulilicr valuation, as ap-

plied for technical purposes. With regard to "correct" or

"optimum" cure in relation to aging, the authors state that the

results of their experiments may be summarized as follows

:

Standard mixture, 1(X) parts smoked rubber, 8 parts sul[)hur.

/. Scries stored over 1$ months. The samples most closely

approximating to the "correct" cure showed less variation than

the samples which were obviously under or over-cured, taking the

"correct" cure tested 24 hours after vulcanizing as standard.
'

.'. Series stored over <S' iiioiilhs. In tliree cases out of four

a distinct improvement in "tensile product" was observed. None

of the results indicate over-cure.

.;. Short period series. Variation in the rest period between

mixing and curing showed some, but relatively slight effect.

The shorter the rest period, the slower the rate of cure.

\'ariation in the rest period between curing and testing exer-

cises an appreciable effect on results during, approximately, the

first 12 hours, but after that the alteration in properties is slow.

The results are in keeping with practical experience on these

points.

Investigation of the relation of combined sulphur to "correct"

cure indicates that the former stands in no relation to mechanical

properties.

•CORRECT" VS. "OPTIMUM" CURE.

The authors' original paper on the determination of "correct"

cure will be found in "The Rubber Industry," 1914. page 214. In

brief their method is: (1) Vulcanization is physically and

mechanically of a definitely progressive character. Its progress

can be accurately expressed graphically by a series of stress-

strain curves. (2) From the formula corresponding to the

curves it is possible to select that curve, in a series, which repre-

sents an ideal balance of tensile properties. (3) The cure cor-

responding to such a curve is in fact the "perfect" or "correct"

cure under given standard conditions of mixing, curing and test-

ing. The method is scientific, admits of exact mea.'^urement, and

is independent of any serious experimental error.

Eaton and Grantham's "optimum" cure is that cure which

gives the highest figures for the "tensile product" (breaking strain

and elongation at break). The method may yield erroneous

results, mainly on account of the fact that on both sides of the

"correct" cure, but particularly on the over-cured side, there is

a region in which the "tensile product" may he equal to or

greater than that of the "correct" cure. Since similar results may
be obtained for a number of cures by this method, it may be

impossible, in practice, to decide as to which cure, over a range

perhaps of an hour or more, may actually represent the "opti-

mum." The method gives no definite indication of the state of

cure and is dependent on the uncertain character of the "break"

and "elongation" figures.

Kri'.llKU IKSTIXi; l.\" J.\\.\.

The Central Rubber Station for the Netherlands Indies, at

Buitenzorg, Java, in charge of Dr. O. de Vries, is equipped for

research and testing purposes, especially for the study of rubber

preparation methods and testing samples for control and im-

provement of work on the estates. The Bulletin of the Station

is distributed by application to the director.

Dr. de Vries in a lecture before the Malang Planters' Asso-

ciation, at Malang, discussed the preparation of plantation rubber

and the need for research, considering the relative position of

the two principal forms, smoked sheet and crepe. Generally,

smoked sheet has a quicker rate of cure than crepe. The tensile

strength of smoked sheet need not be below that of crepe, and

it is often found to be higher, due to not overworking the coagu-

lum as in the case of making crepe. Smoked sheet is inferior

to crepe in the matter of uniformity, due to the method of prep-

aration. Crepe in Java is generally prepared on older estates,

with a long experience and well-regulated routine, whereas sheet

making is often undertaken on estates just starting manufacture

and, in consequence, the product is not so carefully controlled.

The preparation of crepe is practically a mechanical process

while the preparation of sheet is still often complicated by the

large number of small pans and much hand making. There are

also irregularities in drying and smoking, so that the method

of preparation affords much more chance for variation. There

can be no doubt, however, that it is possible to produce sheets

of very uniform quality.

The excessive rise in |)rice of acetic acid has stimulated re-

search with other coagulating material. Sulphuric acid has been

tried and it has been found that slight variations in the amount

used have an appreciable influence on the quality of the rubber,

notably on its rate of cure. Sugar as a coagulant, according

to some experts, is likely to cause much variation in the rate

of cure, owing to bacterial action in the latex, dependent on

the weather during tapping.

EXTR.VCTINC, DEAD HB]'E.4 LEAVES.

Negative results were obtained by J. C. G. Vriens in the

extraction with benzene of the dead leaves which were still on

the Hcvca trees before the normal leaf fall.
|
Chemical Ab-

stracts.]

WHALE OIL AS .\N ACCELERATOR.

In referring to the siiggested use, by Marill, of whale oil as

a vulcanization accelerator, .^ndre Dubosc remarks in "Le Caout-

chouc & la Gutta-Percha," tliat tlie crude oil containing sperma-
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ceti is indicated, and adds that spermaceti contains a larger pro-

portion of cholestrols, organic alcohols which are found in the

unsaponifiable caoutchonc resins and which play an important

part in vulcanization by aiding the change of the sulphur to hy-

drosulplniric acid. As pure whale oil is composed largely of

oleine, margarine, cetine and phocenine, it is changed, during

vulcanization, partly, at least, into rubber substitute.

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

OHOE BOTTOM-FILLER. A plastic spreadable mass consist-

'"^ ing of a gelatinous, adhesive cement binder having a resin-

ous component and containing coagulated oil in a fragmentary

condition. When molded into a thin layer in a shoe-bottom

it sets quickly, forming a permanent, waterproof and highly

resilient cushion, strongly adhesive and cohesive in character,

and yielding freely in all directions to pressure without dis-

turbing its cohesiveness. [.\ndrew Thoma, Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, assignor to the North American Chemical Co., a cor-

poration of Maine. United States Patent No. 1,203.435.]

Self-Healing Composition. A composition for the inner tubes

of tires, comprising reclaimed rubber, pine tar and palm oil, the

mixture having a dense semi-pla.stic, semi-elastic, tacky consis-

tency free of pores and retaining these properties when heated

in contact with rubber containing sulphur. JJames P. Claire,

Stratham, New Hampshire. Cnited States patent Xo. 1,206,414.]

Protective Coating. A composition consisting of liquid

gutta-percha, 20 per cent ; benzine, 15 per cent : ether, 25 per

cent; rye flour, 20 per cent, and plumbago, 20 per cent. [Walter

Schermcrhorn, Omaha, Nebraska. United States patent No.

1,204,697.]

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Watf.R! ROOFING COMPOSITION. A Composition of grease, wax
and rubber. [Joshua D. Trenaman, Hamilton, Ontario. Canada.

Canadian patent No. 171.770.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Treatment if Late.x and Raw or Scrap Rubbek. The re-

moval of proteins and soft resins is effected by treatment, without

heating, with mi.xed solvents, alcohols and any form of oil

spirit, such as benzine or naphtha. The solvents may be applied

as a vapor or spray in a specified apparatus. The precipitated

rubber rises and is separated. The benzine which is absorbed

by the rubber dissolves the soft resins and soluble proteins,

but scarcely affects the hard resins and insoluble proteins which

it is desired to retain. During the crepeing most of the dissolved

resins and proteins are expressed. About 5 to 10 per cent of

benzine remains in the rubber. [C. A. Ilcken, British patent

.No. 8,487 (1915).]

SiiBSTiTUTES FOR Ebonite AND HoRN. Treatment of yeast witli

formaldehyde or other aldehj'de. .-Ks an example, 1,000 parts

of yeast pulp containing 15 per cent of dry sulistance are mixed

with an acpieous solution of 20 parts of blood albumen and co-

agulated by boiling. The precipitate is mixed with 175 parts

of a 40 per cent solution of formaldehyde. The mixture is dried

and mixed with 10 parts of powdered glue, to which may be

added 75 parts of colophony and 8 parts of celluloid. The mix-

ture is dried and molded at a temperature above 95 degrees C.

and a pressure above LSO atmospheres. [H. Blucher, 31 Harden-

berg strasse, Leipzig, and E. Krause. E. 6 Sedan strasse, Steg-

litz, near Berlin, Germany. British patent No. 11,563 (1915).]

Golf Balls. Gutta-percha, rubber or other material, with

center or layers incorporated of a radioactive substance, such

as pitch blend, etc. [E. Miller, E., 167 Oxford street, London.

British patent No. 11,509 (1915).]

India Rubber. Latex is coagulated by treatment with the

gases from the destructive distillation of wood after removal of

the tar from the gases. [E. C. R. Marks, 57 Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London. British patent No. 11,615 (1915).]

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
FREAS ELECTRIC OVENS—IMPROVED.

I
'WO new types of Freas electric ovens are now available.

*• One is designed for drying a large number of samples
simultaneously, or samples containing considerable moisture.

It is provided with a flue in the back wall above which is

placed a centrifugal fan driven by a motor supported on the

outside of the oven. This arrangement provides forced cir-

culation of heated air, and a forced withdrawal of moisture-

laden air, thereby creating more perfect conditions and
shortening the time required for drying. .Another type is

fitted with a cast aluminum perforated plate, which is re-

volved in the oven chamber by means of a motor. This
arrangement subjects the various samples to be tested (which
are placed on the revolving shelf) to the same constant tem-
perature. [Eimer & .Amend, New York City.]

FILTER PAPERS.

The short sup])ly of German filter jiapers for analytical

work has brought out a series of a dozen Whatman grades
of this stock of English manufacture, which are taking the

place of the well-known Schleicher and Schnell filter papers.

.All of the Whatman grades are guaranteed free of starch and
chlorine and are put up in sealed boxes. [Eimer & Amend,
New York City.]

TABLE TOPS.

.A very practical top for laboratory tables that has been in use

for the past five years at Dakota Wesleyan College, is described

by H. I. Jones in the "Journal of Industrial and Engineering

Chemistry." It consists of ordinary soft pine flooring on which
are laid two sheets of tar paper, covered with large sheets of

asbestos slate one-eighth inch in thickness. The asbestos is

screwed on, tlie holes being countersunk and filled above the

screw head with asbestos cement. Every year the table tops

are treated with a gasolene solution of paraffin sufficiently con-

centrated to set to a jelly consistency when cold. The solution

is brushed on hot. This paraffin treatment gives a polish but

is really unnecessary and adds nothing to the serviceability.

This style of top has the advantages of low first cost, long life,

and ready application by anyone. It is so poor a conductor of

heat that even thick glass containing hot liquids may be set

upon it without breaking.

IMPROVED TEST TUBE AND FLASK BBfUSH.

All improvement on the familiar sponge-end bristle test-tube

cleaner is found in the "Dolbey," a patented brush of long fiber

which fills and cleans thoroughly the inner surfaces of test-tubes

and flasks. [Edward P. Dolbey & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.]

GOGGLES FOR FACTORY USE.

Kubber makers regularly engaged in bulling vulcanized rubber

might iirofitably use the style of protective goggle described by

J. R. de la Torre Bueno, of the General Chemical Co., in the

"Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry." His sugges-

tion for the ideal goggle provides for, ( 1 ) perfect protection

for the eye, (2) large field of vision, (3) comfort. The frame

or mask should be of flexible wire netting with flexible edges

bound with soft rubber tubing to conform to the facial contours,

riie glasses should be large and held in well-ventilated rubber

settings to prevent condensation of moisture and clouding.

.According to the military correspondent of the "Lokal

.Anzeiger," Berlin. Germany, the booty taken liy General von

Falkcnhayn's forces at Crajova comprised oil. benzine and

rubber in quantities that exceeded expectations.
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New Machines and Appliances.

/n\

THE SCOTT AUTOGRAPHIC TESTING MACHINE.

THE natural advancement in tlic manufacture of textiles and

mechanical rubber goods has required a more thorough

knowledge of the materials used and of the eflfects of vari-

ous processes through which these materials pass in the course of

manufacture. Especially is this true in the manufacture of tires, as

the success and hfe of a tire is by

no means determined by its initial

strength, but quite as much by its

ability to retain its strength and

resilcncy.

The testing machine plays a

\ cry important part in determin-

ing the materials best suited for

the desired results. In fact, the

success that has been attained by

manufacturers who have used the

tensile strength tester intelligently

has led them to further efforts

along this line until the manufac-

turer of the testing machine has

been called upon to produce a

tester that will meet the most ex-

acting requirements.

The accompanying cut shows

one of the latest models that will

automatically test rubber, tire

fabric or other materials and

write the result upon a standard

letter-head. It will make tensile,

elasticity, friction and other types

of tests in general use.

It is mounted upon two heavy

iron rail frames and is designed

to be fastened to the wall in a

vertical position. It can be

driven by an electric motor insuring constant speed and uni-

form results. The draw bar, or stretching screw, is of special

high-carlion steel 1^-inch diameter and has a movement of 48

inches. It is operated by a heavy bronze nut and passes

through the gear box without revolving. The downward or

stretching stroke is made by direct gearing, allowing no chance

for slip or speed variation. An automatic reverse brings the

moving clamp back at high speed.

The speed of stretch may be varied by a hack gear arrange-

ment to reduce from 20 to 2 inches per minute. This provides

for' "friction" tests on hose, belting packing, boot tops, etc.

The autographic charting device works automatically and

may be used to chart both stretch and strength tests, and by

pressing a button on the side of the recorder it will produce a

magnified or enlarged chart of "friction" tests. All charts are

developed on standard letter paper held flat by two rubber

rollers. The line is drawn by red ink from a pen operating

across the sheet as the platen moves downward in ratio with

the movement of the stretching screw. Several tests may be

recorded on the same sheet and comparisons made of various

samples. The sheet can then be placed in a typewriter for fur-

ther data or filed in the usual way.

Rubber and fabric clamps, as well as spools with cleats for

holding cords, etc., are furnished and are quickly interchangea-

ble. An elasticity measuring device is attached to the frame

of the machine and the length of stroke and distance between

clamps may be varied by adjustment collars on the vertical con-

trol rod. When once set the machine will automatically stop

and reverse at the same position with every test.

The recording head is simply but strongly built and has no

delicate parts to get out of order. Its accuracy may be proven

at any time without the use of special mechanism. The dial

is of white celluloid with black figures and can be easily kept

clean. The pointer indicates the maximum pull required to

break the sample and remains in this position until reset by the

operator. This is accomplished by means of a novel device re-

quiring very little effort. [Henry L. Scott & Co., Providence,

Rhode Island.]

THE SQUIRES BATHING CAP MACHINE.

That bathing caps are becoming more popular each season

is demonstrated by the increasing demand for them. In an

article on bathing cap machines that appeared in The
India Rubber World, April

1, 1916, was shown a sketch

of a machine for plaiting

and forming bathing caps.

The accompanying illus-

tration was made from a

recent photograph of this

machine, set up and ready

for use. The operation,

briefly stated, is as follows

:

The cap body is laid on the

horizontal folding blades,

the head band placed

around the vertical head

block and the ends joined, ri^jS
making the band endless.

The head block is then

lowered and the foot

treadle depressed to lower

the hollow plunger "and

force the horizontal plat-

ing blades upward, thus

forming the plaits which

are at the same time at-

tached to the

head band.

The treadle is

then released,

allowing the

horizontal
blades to resume their original position. The cap now being

folded over the blades of the vertical head block, a ring, to

which the blades are attached, is moved to the right, which folds

the plaits one upon the other. After attaching this outside head

band and trimming, the cap is then removed from the machine.

It is claimed that an operator of ordinary intelligence can make

one complete bathing cap a minute on this machine. [The

S. & W. Rubber Manufacturing Corporation, College Point,

New York.]

THE FAWCUS FLEXIBLE COUPLING.

The unusual strains and sudden shocks to which rubber mill

lines are subjected, frequently result in broken gearings, frac-

tured shafts and damaged bearings. For that reason a flexible

coupling that will absorb shocks and permit a certain amount of

shaft misalinement is considered a necessary part of the mill

room equipment. The pinion shaft of a double helical gear

drive should, moreover, be connected to the driving shaft by a
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balanced flexible coupling that will allow an adequate amount of

free axial movement between the two parts of the coupling.

The illustration shows the Fawcus coupling that is designed to

meet the particular requirements of rubber mills and mill drives.

will close as the cakes melt down. The balance of the operation

proceeds automatically, without further attention. The strength

of solution can be controlled by a device in connection with the

circulating system which may also be adjusted to suit individual

requirements. This device has been on the Boston market for

several years, but has not become generally known. It is

claimed to be a money saver, and it gives the works manager

assurance that the stock solution will be ready at a regular time

each day. [The Walter E. Lummus Co., Boston, Massachusetts.]

It consists of two flanged castings machined all over, one carry-

ing steel pins and the other having rubber-bushed holes into

which the pins slide freely. The bushings are made of pure com-

pound and busljed with brass.

These couplings are made of cast iron or steel, in ten' sizes,

constructed to transmit with safety the required horse-power.

[Fawcus Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.]

THE LUMMtTS CAUSTIC SODA DISSOLVER.

Most concerns interested in recovering rubber by the alkali

process continue to dissolve caustic soda in the old-fashioned

way, despite all the disagreeable inconveniences and dangerous

work of breaking up the cakes, handling and stirring them in

some suitable receptacle to which steam is piped for heating

water. Not only can these troublesome operations be avoided,

but practically the entire cost of making the stock solutions of

caustic soda may be

eliminated by the

use of the auto-

matic caustic soda

dissolver. illus-

trated herewith.

This was devised

by the superintend-

ent of a chemical

works who appre-

ciated the fact that

his men were often

laid off for a day

or so because of

caustic soda burns.

This dissolver

operates without

steam for heating

the water or power

for stirring. Solu-

tion is effected by

taking advantage

of certain proper-

ties of solutes, ac-

complishing the
desired result more

quickly than is

water in the old

dissolver is exceedingly

are stripped from one

possible even with the

method. The operation

simple. The thin iron

hotuse of

of the

drums

or more cakes of the fused caustic, which are then rolled

without breaking on the grid of the hopper. The dissolver is

then filled with cold water to within a few inches of the curb

and the safety doors are inclined against the cakes so that they

INNER TUBES MADE ON GLASS POLES AND WAXES CURED.

In ordinary practice, an inner tube is built up by wrapping a

sheet of rubber stock around a mandrel, which is then placed in

a horizontal vulcanizer and cured in open steam. What is said

to be an improvement on this method, in that it produces

smoother tubes, consists in covering the mandrels with hard

rubber and vulcanizing in hot water. A variation of this is the

use of glass mandrels.

The hot-water process, while not a novelty, has advantages

in the manufacture of certain goods, particularly inner tubes,
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VALVE SEAT-

VALVE CASING
VALVE

COPPER GASKET

Tlic joint consists of a ball set in a casing and surrounded by roll the liner passes up over an idle roller E and then under the
two non-metallic hard gaskets, which contact both with the cutter and over the table F. This table is long enough to accom-
ball and casing, and allow the ball to move in an angular or modate several strips of fabric for inspection or measurement
rotary movement, while the two gaskets are held in iilace by prior to being rolled up.
a lockmg nut. The whole construction is very simple and the The wind-up machine comprises two standards, provided with
great success of the joints is due to the application of the vertical slots or guides for the journals of the take-up roller G.
gaskets to the ball, and the material of which these gaskets are
made.

The joints are made in a large variety of sizes and shapes
and they can be applied to almost any condition arising in the
manufacture of rubber goods. [Barco Brass & joint Co.,
Chicago, Illinois.]

THE SaUIRES BUCKET-TYPE STEAM TRAP.

In conjunction with vulcanizing presses for mold work, the
bucket-type steam trap is generally recommended, if the steam
|)ressure is the same for each press, it will be possible to operate
several presses on one

trap of suitable size,

but live presses operat-

ing at 80 pounds and

five at 60 pounds, for

instance, would r e-

quire a separate trap

for each group. Some-
times the trap valve i?

opened or closed to in-

crease or decrease the

circulation speed and
in this instance an in-

dividual trap is pre-
ferable.

The accompanying

illustration is a sec-

tional view of a well-

known type of the

bucket steam trap. It

has one inlet, two out-

lets and two blow-off connections. The pipe connections can he

made on either side, whichever may be most convenient, leaving

the other side plugged. After installing the trap there should be

enough water in it to float the bucket, as the valve does not

seat until the bucket is up. As soon as sufficient water enters

the trap, the bucket, being buoyant, rises and closes the valve,

which is attached to it by the valve stem. When condensation
in the trap body has reached the high-water line the bucket
fills and sinks, opening the valve which discharges the water in

the bucket, leaving enough to insure a perfect water seal,

together with the condensation in the trap body through the
valve port to the outlet until it has reached the low-water line.

Much difficulty may be avoided by giving steam traps due
attention; for instance, blow out the trap as often as the con-
dition of the water makes it necessary. If the trap becomes
clogged with mud, caused by the boilers priming, the plug on
one of the blow-off connections may be removed and the settling
chamber cleaned out with a rod. without disconnecting the
piping. [The C. E. Squires Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.]

Directly below the roller is a drum H, the surface of which is

roughened and drives the take-up roller by contact. The drum
is rotated intermittently by gearing and a pawl and ratchet wheel

movement shown at / and actuated by rod /, attached to crank

arm K . which is driven from the main shaft L. In operation, the

bias strips as they are cut off fall on the liner strip and are

carried to the rear of the machine where they are rolled up with

the liner on the wind-up roller. [William C. Stevens, assignor

to the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

Canadian patent No. 169,455 (1916).]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE STEVENS BIAS CTJTTEE TAKE-UP.

•yHE inexpensive and tedious operation of removing strips of
frictioned fabric from the bias cutter and placing them in

"books" is entirely obviated by this machine. A traveling liner
IS provided upon which the strips fall, and which is wound up
with them in a compact roll.

In the drawing, A represents a bias cutter of the ordinarv type
and B the take-up device. The liner roll C is mounted on a truckD that may be rolled out and a new liner roll replaced. From the

MACHINE FOR MAKING STORAGE BATTERY JARS.

This machine makes seamless storage battery jars with rein-

forced corners from sheets of uncured rubber. The drawing is

a vertical section through the center of the machine, which is

supported on

suitable legs not

shown. The bed

A supports the

four horizontally

movable rams,

only two of which.

B and C, are
shown. These are

operated by com-
pressed air with

tne exception of

B, which is hand
operated. The
vertical ram P,

also air operated,

is supported with

its cylinder by a

yoke frame E that

is bolted to the bed.

In operation, tlie sheets of stock which are cut to size and
covered with thin sheets of tin, are applied to the mandrel F.
which is placed on the tongue projecting from the hand-
operated ram B. This is moved forward under the vertical
ram where it is held in position by the air-operated locking pin

.

G. The air valve is now operated, advancing the rear ram, then
the two side rams and finally the upper ram, thereby molding
the sheets of stock on the core and forming a jar without seams
or joints.

The air valve is then reversed, which withdraws the locking
pin and retracts the several rams, when the mandrel and jar
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may be removed from the machine and placed in the vulcanizer.

[Theodore A. W'illard, Cleveland, Ohio. United States patent

No. 1,207.673.]

ROLL ADJUSTMENT INDICATOR FOR MILLS.

Imperfect roll adju.stment of washers, mixers and warming
mills is very often the cause of trouble in the mill room. If the

rolls are not parallel and spaced a definite distance apart, the

result will be

poor batching

and often seri-

ous damage to

the machine.
The present in-

V e n t i o n pro-

vides a very

simple means
for preventing

these difficul-

ties. As shown

in the drawing,

this consists of collars A mounted on each adjusting screw and

formed of two halves detachably secured together by a screw B.

The periphery of each collar is provided with spaced circular

lines scored around the collar, that register with pointers C.

attached to each mill frame. The rolls are first brought into

contact with each other and the collars then adjusted longitud-

inally so that the outer faces D are flush with the ends of the

pointers. The adjusting screws are then backed out sufficiently

from the mill frames to provide the necessary space between

the rolls. This movement causes the circular scale marks on

the collars to become visible beyond the pointers and indicate

the space between the rolls. [George E. Nettleton, assignor

to The Hartford Rubber Works Co., both of Hartford, Con-

necticut. United States patent No. 1,206,894.]

STORAGE BATTERY JAR MOLDING MACHINE.

This machine is designed for making battery jars or similar

articles by folding sheets of rubber stock around a suitable core.

The drawing is a sectional detail through the center of tlie

machine show-

ing the princi-

pal parts. These

are supported

on the table A
and comprise a

front presser

plate 5; a core

C ; a rear
presser plate
D; two vertical

folding rollers,

one of which

is shown at E:
two side presser

plates, one being shown at F ; and a top presser plate G.

'Hie operation is briefly as follows : A sheet of rubber H

,

having on one side a thin sheet of tin, is placed in the opening

between the vertical folding rollers, while another sheet is

placed on top of the core to form the bottom of the jar. The
hand wheel / is then operated, moving the front plate and core
forward between the rollers that fold the sheet around the sides

of the core, which is forced against the back presser plate. The
ends of -the rubber sheet are folded around the front of the core
by an alternate right and left movement of a hand lever con-
trolling the transverse movement of the folding rollers. By

means of the hand wheel, the front and back presser plates, with

the core and partly finished jar, are moved still further for-

ward until directly under the top presser plate, when the move-
ment is arrested by stop /. Foot levers, not shown, are now
operated together with the cam lever A' to force the front plate

forward, the side plates inward and the top plate downward,
thereby molding the jar. The core and jar are subsequently

removed from the machine for vulcanizing. [William H.
Weitling, College Point. New York, assignor to American
Hard Rubber Co., New York Citv. United States patent No.
1,205,940.]

M-'SCHINE FOR Wrapping Hose. Strips of frictioned fabric are
spirally wrapped under tension around hose or similar articles

without using a stiffening core or mandrel or distorting the
article being wrapped. [Henry Z. Cobb, Winchester, Massachu-
setts, assignor to Revere Rubber Co., a corporation of Rhode
Island. United States patent No. 1.204,342.]

Inner Tube Rag Wrapping Machine. This is really a double
lathe with parallel centers. The pole and uncured tube are
placed in the back lathe, and the pole with the spirally wound
fabric strip is placed in the front lathe. The strip is spirally
delivered from one pole to the other by revolving both poles in

the same direction. After curing, the strip is unwound from
one pole and wound up on the other in the same machine. [John
A. Vey, assignor to Continental Rubber Works, both of Erie,

Pennsylvania. United States patent No. 1,204,213.]

Tire Tread Cementing Machine. This applies a coating of
cement to the buffed surfaces of tire casings prior to applying
the tread bands. [John M. Hibner, assignor to Morgan &
Wrigfft, both of Detroit, Michigan. United States patent No
1,205,203.]

Yarn Impregnating Apparatus. This comprises a U-shaped
solution tank in which the threads to be impregnated are im-
mersed for a considerable period, the surplus liquid removed from
the threads, which are then delivered to the twisting appara-
tus. [Walter R Uenman, assignor to The Miller Rubber Co.—
both of Akron, Ohio. United States patent No. 1,206,420.]
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OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Machine for trim:iiing the overflow from molded arlicles.
Valijey, Swampscott, Mass.

Repair vulcanizing device. T, E. Dempsey, New York City.
Electrical repair vulcanizer, E. E. Rose, Swissvale. assignor
to Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-
burgh—both in Pennsylvania.

.Strip forming machine for automobile tire treads. W. A. Gor-
don. Shcltcn. assignor to Birmingham Iron Foundry, Derby

—

Ijoth in Connect'icMt.

Vulcanizing apparatus for boots. H. E. Hast. Lawler. Iowa.
\'ulcanizing device for tire casings. C. .S. Wood. Chicago, III.

Tire chuck. C. P. Seeger, St. Louis, Mo.
Tire adjusting apparatus. F. D. Mayer, Chicago, III.

Device for automatically coating yarn elements from which a
laminated cohesive interwound fabric is constructed. L. \.
Subers, East Cleveland. Ohio.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

10,382 (1915). Eatex coagulating apparatus. W. C Lange, ten Iloute 'de.

9 Kanarilaan, llandoeng, Java, Dutch East Indies, and
C. Hosman, 16 Forastraat. Haarlem. Holland.

11.439 (1915). Winding fabrics. F. Iddon, Cden Maye, School I-ane, Ley-
land, Lancashire.

11,601 (1915). Vulcanizing mold. VV. J. .Mellcrsh-Jacksnn, •.< Southamp-
ton Buildings. London.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

480.814 (January 31. 1916). Imprnvenicnts in processes and apparatus for

covering metallic wires, insulated or otherwise, with fibers, tex-

tiles, to make electric conductors and for other industrial appli-

cations. 5ocicte filectro Cable.
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PROCESS PATENTS.
Elastic Fabric and Process for Its Manufacture. In manu-

facturing elastic fabrics for use in making suspenders, masks

for protection against asphyxiating gas, etc., the rubber threads

are dressed, that is, tightly enclosed in a sheath of fabric. This

holds the rubber while it is stretched, in the course of manu-

facture, and prevents it from relaxing totally, the object being

to give nerve to the rubber.

In the new process, however, the rubber threads are dressed

at the same time the fabric is woven, thus saving the preliminary

operation of dressing the rubber threads.

It consists in forming, with a textile thread, a small chain on

a rubber thread, which constitutes the core of the chain. If the

rubber thread is more or less stretched during this operation it

will have more or less nerve and if several of the chains are

disposed side by side, and connected by one or more weft threads,

the result will be a fabric that is lengthwise elastic.

The little chain is shown in the drawing on the left and is

made on a passementerie loom of the needle or chainette type.

The rubber threads coming from a bobbin pass through holes

placed equally distant from one another in a guide-bar in front

of the loom. The bar is arranged above the needles and the

rubber threads running through it are separated from one an-

other by the distance or interval between two consecutive needles.

The rubber threads are placed between each needle and the

guide-bar and are animated with an even, to and fro movement,
which is adjusted so that each rubber thread passes alternately

after the formation of a link, to the right and to the left of the

corresponding needle. The result is, the chain is formed around

each rubber thread and the weft joining the chains to one an-

other goes through each of the links of the little chain.

As each little chain is made up of three strands, the weft

threads, passing through the chain, leave two strands on one

side and one on the other side and, after shrinkage, the fabric

would be unbalanced. To correct this, a weft thread is passed

on each side of the rubber thread, single weft on the side

where there are two strands, and double weft on the side on
which the strands of the little chains are single.

Thus in the center drawing will be seen the face of the fabric

with two strands and one warp, while the reverse side with

single strands and double warp is shown on the right. [Louis

Brun. French Patent No. 480,735 (1916).]

Ventilated Rubber Glove. Flutes or air passages are molded
in the glove, extending along the backs of the fingers and
thumb to points beyond the wrist. [John C. Gibson, Akron,
Ohio. United States patent No. 1,206,102.]

1,204,609.

1,204,816.

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE IINITED STATES.

Dental rubber composition and art of manufacture. S. G. Sup-
plee. East Orange. N. J., and C. J. R. Engstrom, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Belting composed of wire coils, non-metallic pins, and a rubber
filler enclosing the coils and pins. E. Pattee, Santa Crui.
C.ilif.

Process for constructing endless belts and molds therefor. F,
Hall, Newark, Ohio.

Process of manufacturing rubber boots. R. B. Price, New
York City, assignor to Rubber Regenerating Co., Mishawaka,
Ind.

Plastic composition comprising a mass of rubber and a multi-
tude of short untwisted textile fibers. J. R. Sabford, Salis-

bury, Conn.

Process of fitting hard rubber jars to storage battery boxes. C.
Hodge, Radnor, Pa.

Method of repairing tire casings of the clincher type. O. F.
Hungerford, assignor of one-fourth to C. E. Crookston—both
of Middleville, and three-fourths to B. M. Soule, Grand
Rapids—both in Michigan.

Process of making rubber water bottles. M. B. Clarke, Canton,
Ohio.

Fabric for tires. L. J. Campbell, Chicago, 111.

THE TTNITED KINGDOM.
11,229 (1915). Shoe soleb. T. C. Redfern, Dawson and Springbank street!,

Hyde, Cheshire.

1,204,976.

1,206,914.

1,206,920.

1,207,293.

1,207,294.

1,207,372.

1,207,709.

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
A Sectional Rim. Briefly, this comprises an annular base

rim with side flanges; two flange rings adapted to co-act with a

clincher or straight-side tire; a movable wedge-shaped key piece

held in place by a spring latch. [Ernest Hopkinson, East

Orange, New Jersey. United States patent No. 1,204,019.]

Internal Tire Pump. For maintaining tire pressure a block

of soft vulcanized rubber with molded air chamber, air passages

and valves is placed between the inner tube and casing, and

cemented to the former. The depression of the tire casing and

the resiliency of the rubber block jointly pump air into the

tire. [Henry F. Molkenbur, St. Paul, Minnesota. United States

patent No. 1,207,427.]

CONTAINERS EOR TIRE REPAIR MATERIALS.

Auto-repair kits have grown in popularity of late, as the

majority' of motorists do their own tire repairing; moreover, in

the tool box of many cars will be found the little paper screw

top can containing a blow-out patch, rubber cement and cold

patches for emergency purposes.

Large quantities of these screw top paper cans and tubes are

used by manufacturers of repair materials to contain cementless

patches, frictioned and coated fabric, unvulcanized tread and

tube stock, combination tube stock for inside use and vulcanized

pure gum patching sheet for general purposes. Talc for dusting

the inner surfaces of casings before inserting the tube, is usually

sold in these containers. They are made in many different sizes

to hold combinations of standard supplies and containers for

specially equipped tire repair kits are made to order. [The St.

Louis Paper Can & Tube Co., St. Louis, Missouri.]

NO MOTOR ROADS IN AMERICA!

Explaining the enormous United States consumption of rubber,

"Le Grand Livre Commercial et Industriel," November S, 1916,

says

:

The enormous consumption of rubber in the United States
amounts almost to two-thirds of the world's production. This is

due to the great consumption of pneumatic tires in the United
States. There, there are hardly any wagon roads. All is rail-

ways and rivers. The roads are bad, and, frequently, are
nothing more than trails. The wearing out of tires is, therefore,
formidable. But what do the Americans care, if they can cover
kilometers. On another hand, the cheap automobile has general-
ized the use of motor cars, hence, a number of automobiles
that we don't know in our old Europe.
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New Goods and Specialties.

STAMP PAD WITH MOLDED RUBBER BASE.

TO relieve the stress, and strain of modern business life

rubber heels, rubber casters, and many other noise-

eUminating and jar-reducing devices in rubber have long

ago entered upon enduring popularity. A recent and welcome

addition is the stamp pad with molded rubber base—solid, sub-

stantial and absolutely noiseless. The base of the one here

illustrated is of gray

rubber, the straight-cut

edges extending well

beyond the ink pad and

thoroughly protecting

the furniture upon

which it is placed. The
cover is of the usual

metal variety, painted

in yellow with black

' lettering, and fastened

to the rubber projections at tiie back of the pad by a small re-

volving rod.

It is stated that the ink used in this pad is prepared from a

new formula which gives non-blurring, quick-drying, perfect

impressions. [The Superior Type Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

SWEETS COLON BATH.

It is generally understood that a large majority of human

ills originate in diseases of the colon, or large intestine, and that

judicious internal bathing is a safer and more efficacious method

of dealing with

these troubles

than by the use

of drugs. The
combination in-

ternal bath,

fountain syringe

and hot-water

bottle here illustrated has, besides the usual rubber water

bottle and tube, a portable hard rubber pad containing an oil

chamber. It is claimed that this is the only internal bath on

the market in which oil can be used. [Sweet's Colon Bath Co.,

Chicago, Illinois.]

ALL-WEATHER TREADS IN SOLES.

Now that rubber soles are used extensively by shoe manu-
facturers, the anti-skid proposition is being studied and many
designs of both soles and heels are now shown with treads in-

tended to prevent slipping as far as possible. The four soles

illustrated here are among the latest. The two on the right

show adaptations of the vacuum principle, while the upper one

on the left has a series of straight, somewhat diagonal ridges,

which answer for this purpose. The lower one on the left is

composed of two different compounds neatly joined together,

allowing for greater wear where it is most needed. [Avon Sole

Co., Avon, Massachusetts.]

THE CAMP-MOBILE."

Ever since the coming of the automobile, camping accessories

have grown in volume and variety, and for some time it has

been no uncommon thing for motoring parties to carry with

them complete camping outfits, affording a vacation freedom for

the conventional house-dweller undreamt of in former years.

The "Camp-
Mobile" here
illustrated,
which can b e

folded up into

a compact clos-

ed trailer and

attached to the

rear of an au-

tomobile, con-

tains the latest

improvements in camp comfort, convenience and utility. It

will be seen that, unlike many tent arrangements for this pur-

pose, it has a solid canopy deck in the top, made of hardwood
frame slats. This is covered with heavy, rubber-coated ma-
terial, affording a rigid and absolutely weatherproof overhead
protection. The side covering is of double-filled khaki and
closely woven waterproof duck, with screen ventilators. The
wheels are of hickory, painted a dark green, with solid rubber

tires. The body of the trailer is 3 feet 8 inches by 6 feet

8 inches, of

cabinet - made
type, with hard-

w o o d sills,

wrought iron

braces, tongue
and groove dust-

proof floor. The
equipment con-

sists of two
double spring
beds 47 inches

wide and two
regular bed mat-

tresses ; a collapsible table, two-burner gasolene stove, two-

compartment ice box, lockers and shelves, the net weight of the

outfit being about 600 pounds.

By removing all camping equipment and attachments, the

"Camp-Mobile" may be converted into a commercial trailer,

with or without top. Thus its possession may prove a business

asset as well as a recreation adjunct. [Cozy Camp & Auto
Trailer Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.]

RUBBER.COATED ELASTIC FABRIC.

That elastic fabric cannot be kept indefinitely in stock with-

out deterioration is a well-known fact, for which either the

merchant or the buyer frequently has to suffer. This difficulty

has been successfully met by a new process in which the usual

elastic webbing is coated with rubber, as it were, sealing the

fal)ric, rendering it impervious to the effects of the atmosphere,

and consequently prolonging its usefulness. This rubber coat-

ing may be applied to all kinds and widths of elastic webbing

and is therefore suitable for all the various articles in which

webbing is utilized. It can be cleansed readily with a sponge,

and it is claimed that if applied to webbing that has already lost

its snap through rotting of the threads, this rubber coating

will give it a new lease of life. [S. & W. Rubber Manufacturing

Co., College Point, New York.]
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"ALLINONE" COMBINATION HOT WATER AND ICE BAG.

In nearly every form of illness either hot or cold applications

are beneficial, and by the prompt relief thus afforded many lives

are saved while awaiting the physician's arrival. The rubber

bag shown herewith may be

used to contain either ice or

hot water and is said to have

y uiuisually satisfactory proper-

lies for both purposes, holding

heat longer for the hot ap-

plications, and not perspiring,

as do some,' wlicn used as an

ice-bag. Also, the "Allinone" is claimed to l)e absolutely air-

tight, "withstanding the most severe tests of continual steriliza-

tion, and being unaffected by steam under pressure, acids, ben-

zene, alkali, saline solutions and other chemicals. It is extremely

light' in weight, yet durable, and so flexible that it will shape

itself to any part of the body. [Simon Kaufman Co., Inc., Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.]

NORTH BRITISH PRODUCTS.

.\t first thought it would seem that rubber erasers offer slight

opportunity for variety, but by the use of trade names, designs,

and different colors and shapes, a diversity is obtained which

affords a large scope for sales. Many of tlicse erasers are used

by school children, to whom the rubber with a picture, or -.i

name, or a pretty color especially appeals, but they are e-xcelleut

for general use and there is a surprising number of adults who

purchase more readily an article of any cliaracter with a distinc-

tive mark of some sort.

The British flag and

the words "British Em-
pire" form the patriotic

scheme of decoration

for a pencil eraser in

white rubber, show n

herewith, which is de-

signed for ordinary
school and office use.

The "Chick" brand has

a velvety softness of

texture and is especially

adapted for cleaning

large surfaces and for

working on paper of

delicate texture. The

imprint also appeals to

the juvenile purchaser,

and this eraser is sup-

plied in red, white and

green. The well-known

"Thistle" trade-mark of

the manufacturer adorns

the third eraser shown

in the illustration, which comes in an artistic shade of pale gray.

Then there are the "Peter Pan" erasers, in exceptionally

attractive shades of brown and blue ; the "Perfection," "Unity,"

"Atlas" ; the "Draughtsman," a specially soft rubber for draw-

ing office use ; the "Racer," showing a horse's head ; and the

"Palette," with a design of an artist's palette and brushes, fur-

nished in red and white, and particularly suitable for artists'

use.

A popular raincoat made by the same company is also

shown. This coat is built on severely simple lines that give a

well-tailured effect. | The North British Rubber Co., Limited,

lulinhurgli, Scotland.]

WIND-SHIELD CURTAIN FOR FORD CARS.

A simple accessory which adds considerably to the comfort

of automobile driving is shown in this combined wind-shield

and top curtain for Ford cars. It is made

of heavy, rubber-coated auto-cloth and con-

sists of a curtain which closes the space be-

tween the wind-shield proper and the top

of the car, affording complete protection

frcim wind and storms. This curtain is ar-

: ranged to fasten along the front edge of the

...'..^ top and is very easy to attach. [Nathan

NoM li. M inufacturing Co., New York Citv.]

,_—. —^ <
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KLINSERIT' TYPE COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING.

After the European war was declared, the great American

demand for this product, manufactured exclusively in Germany,

-Austria and England, could no longer be met. Imports ceased

and the supply in this country was soon exhausted. Appreciat-

ing the opportunity thus afforded, a Connecticut firm manufac-

turing similar goods began to experiment along this line and is

now producing at the rate of 1,000,000 pounds yearly, a com-

pressed asbestos sheet packing that meets every service require-

ment and stands up under the most rigid tests. [Royal Equip-

ment Co.. Bridgeport. Connecticut.]

•BUCKLE-ON BLOW-OUT PATCH.

For remedying tire blow-outs, there are patches and patches.

Many combine the virtue of durability with the objectionable

feature of a thickness which causes an unpleasant bump at every

revolution of the tire. It is claimed that in the blow-out patch

here illustrated, exceptionally strong, tightly-woven fabric and

tough tread rubber take the place of inconvenient thickness and

maintain the smooth riding qualities of the unpatched tire.

Also, it cannot creep and expose the hole intended to be cov-

ered because the buckle straps which fasten it on are wrapped

around the spokes of the wheel and hold the patch firmly. This

handy accessory is supplied in S-SVz, 4-4>4 and S-S^-inch sizes,

so that one patch fits two sizes of tires. [The Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.]
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BRITISH MOTORCYCLE BELTS.

The North British Clincher

Fi.Exis Belt.

RUBBER V-shaped motorcycle belts, now almost entirely un-

known in America, are very popular in Europe, especially

in Great Britain, where they are used, almost to the exclusion

of all other mediums of power transmission, on two-wheeled

motor vehicles. The reason advanced by those conversant with

the subject is that American motorcycle manufacturers do not

appreciate the real ad-

\antages of this flexible

and efficient drive.

Early American mo-
torcycles were provided

with belts of both the fiat

and V-shaped types.

When flat belts were

used, it was almost im-

possible, owing to limited

space, to lit belts of suf-

licient width for trans-

mitting the power from

the engine to tlie rear

wheel without consid-

erable slipping, which

caused the belt to wear

out rapidly.

Trapezoidal, or V-shaped belts, were but little more successful

because, in all cases, either the driving pulley or the belt used

was too small for the horse power to be transmitted. Both flat

and V-shaped belts gave way to chain drive before their use

was sufficiently well understood to demonstrate their value for

motorcycle power transmission, and the feeling is still strong

among many American motorcycle men that they are nut prac-

tical for our
heavy, high-pow-

ered machines.

In Europe, cor-

rect design ing

has perpetuated

rubber motor-

cycle belts, which

are claimed to be

more flexible, easier on the machine, tires and rider, and just

as efficient under usual conditions as chain transmission.

Here are some well-designed types of belts made in Great

Britain of rubber and canvas and embodying important features.

In these every factor in running conditions appears to have been

studied closely by practical motorcyclists as well as engineers.

The grooves absorb the natural displacement of rubber when the

belt is bent to negotiate the

small driving pulley. With-

out these grooves the belt,

when so bent, would widen

at its base so that the top

half would be forced away
from perfect contact with

the pulley.

The fabric of motorcycle

belts must be of the best

quality of cotton, proofed

with rubber and embedded
in a tough and wear-resist-

ing rubber compound. Belts

must be designed and con-

structed to insure a mini-

mum of stretch.

It is claimed that the belts here shown, when properly ad-

justed and proportioned to the power to be transmitted, will

keep their adjustment, will not slip in wet weather and will give

The Wooii-MiLXE Belt.

The Avon W.^TERSHED Belt.

efficient service for more than 10,000 miles on rough roads.

High-power motorcycles are still much in favor here in Amer-
ica, but, thanks to improvements in clutches and gear-sets, eco-

nomical, light, low-power machines are rapidly being appreci-

ated. Hence more study and investigation should be given to

the qualities of rubber transmission belts for the latter type of

motorcycles.

CL03ET-SEAT BUMPERS.

Rulilier bumpers to be fastened to the under surface of water-

closet seats have been used in various forms and designs for

many ye;irs. The style shown here is one of several patterns

made with nickeled escutcheon plates. In 1908 The Elastic Tip

Co., Boston, Massachusetts, prepared molds to make a tip sim-

ilar to this in style, but to be held in place by two screws, at the

extreme ends, put through countersunk holes in the rubber. In

May, 1909, Charles Pfau, of Cincinnati, Ohio, applied for a pat-

ent for a bumper substantially like this. The application was

rejected «everal times, but one with some modifications was al-

lowed in February, 1915. .As The Elastic Tip Co.'s molds were

made the same month as the original application, namely. May,

1909, they could not antedate that application sufficiently to in-

validate the patent.

Immediately upon the issuing of the patent Mr. Pfau organized

the Long Seat Bumper Co., a holding company, which made ar-

rangements with the Mechanical Rubber Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

to manufacture these bumpers and place them on the market.

Notices were sent to the trade announcing the patent, together

with warnings that suits would be brought if rubber manufac-

turers continued to make and sell such bumpers. It is said that

in one or two instances suit has been invited.

Because there appeared to be only a comparatively small sale

for such a buinper as that patented by Mr. Pfau, The Elastic

Tip Co. decided to put out a line of various shapes, with metal

escutcheons, this method of fastening differing from that em-

ployed in the Pfau patent. These are made with various lengths

of bumpers, some having flat faces, like the one illustrated, while

others have convex or semi-cylindrical faces, and on these there

is a moderate, steady demand from hardware and plumhers'

supply dealers.

GEO. S. COLTON ELASTIC WEB CO.

The Geo. S. Colton Elastic Web Co., Easthampton, Massachu-

setts, has increased its capital stock from $250,000 to $350,000 by

the addition of $100,000 preferred stock, $50,000 of which has

been sold to increase the working capital, the balance to be held

for sale as the business may require.

George S. Colton is no longer connected with the company,

his entire stock holdings having been purchased by C. A. Rich-

mond, who has resigned as treasurer of tin- Glendale Elastic

Fabrics Co. to assume active management of the Colton com-

pany. In order to correct current rumors, it is announced that

neither this company nor Mr. Richmond has any connection with

any other company in a similar line.

RUBBER MAN INSURED FOR $1,800,000.

Harry Thatcher Dunn, Toledo, Ohio, president of The Fisk

Rubber Co., and vice-president of the Willys-Overland Co., is

now counted among the largest life insurance policy holders, his

total of $1.SOO.OOO being exceeded by only three or four other

.American business men. To take up this amount, several insur-
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The Editor's Book Table.

PLANTATION RUBBER SECTION, TRADE SUPPLEMENT, "THE
Times," London, England, December, 1916. [30 pages with maps of
the rubber growing areas.]

WITH England controlling the growth and .supply of plantation

rubber, which now far exceeds the production of all other

varieties, American manufacturers of rubber goods must

look toward London for authentic information regarding this great

British industry, and "The Times" has supplied a comprehensive

summary, consisting of many signed articles by world-famous

experts, covering virtually the whole field of rubber supply, man-
ufacture and finance. That a copy for reference will prove in-

valuable to every consumer of crude rubber may be seen upon
examination of the principal features of the table of contents

reprinted below.

Rubber and War. Sir Frank Swettenham, K.C.M.G.
History of Plantation Rubber. Gilbert R. Redgrave.
The World's Rubber Position. W. H. Rickinson
Experimental Cultivation. Samuel Rideal, D.Sc, F.C.S.
Diseases and Pests. .T. Mitchell, A.R.C., Sc.

Scientific Assistance. J. Bretland Farmer, F.R.S.
Some Present Meeds. Wyndham Dunston, C.M.G., F.R.S.
Influence of Exhibitions. Sir Henry Blake, G.C.M.G.
Rubber, a National Asset. E. Stevenson.
The Rubber Growers' Association. C. Emerson.

Many other signed articles review planting in British do-

minions and abroad; getting rubber to market; rubber and

finance; and rubber in industry, including vulcanization, testing,

factory control, footwear, rubber heels, tires and synthetic rub-

ber.

As to future supply, the constantly increasing demand of the

American tire industry is recognized as a vital matter to be

reckoned with. For six years past the annual consumption of the

United States has averaged to increase 25 per cent, until it now
totals more than half the world's entire production. Should

this continue for five years, W. H. Rickinson expresses the be-

lief that within that time the supply of crude rubber would be-

come insufficient to meet the demand ; that as far as can be

judged at the present time, as 1907 was to I9I0, so in all proba-

bility the position in 1918 will be to that of 1921.

ELEMENTS OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. By Allen Rogers, D.
Van Nostrand Co., New York City. [8vo, illustrated, 513 pages, cioth.
Price $3.]

This is an abridgment covering the salient points of the au-

thor's more comprehensive "Manual of Industrial Chemistry,"

the subjects being treated in a general manner only. As much
detail as possible has been eliininated that the fundamental prin-

ciples might be more clearly set forth. While the range of sub-

ject is not as broad as that of the larger volume, it is still suffi-

cient to give the student a very comprehensive view of the entire

field, and so fills a definite need. Rubber men will be particularly

interested in the chapter on resins, oleo-resins and gum-resins,

including india rubber. Of the other 26 chapters, those of par-

ticular value to the rubber trade include ; Coal Tar and its Dis-

tillation Products, The Petroleum Industry, Essential Oils, Tex-

tiles, Water and its Purification, and Pigments, some of which

are used as rubber compounding ingredients.

TROPICAL AGRICULTURE. BY EARI.EY VERNON WILCOX, OF
the LTnited States Department of .'Vgricultiire. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York City. [8vo, 373 pages, illustrated. Price, cloth, $2. SO.]

Written primarily for the business man and agricultural stu-

dent, this book tells what everybody ought to know about the

tropics. It deals with agriculture in the commercial sense, and
describes the nature, source and production of about 3S0 tropical

commodities to eat, wear, and use in technical industries. Par-

ticular attention is given to the presentation of an intimate pic-

ture of animal industry, soils, clirnate and economic conditions.

A concise but comprehensive chapter has been devoted to rub-

ber, in which gutta percha, balata, jelutong, chicle, camphor and

other gums and resins are dealt with. 1 he young man who

contemplates locating in South or Central America will find

particular interest in those chapters devoted to the tropical

cliinate and its effects on man, farm animals and crops; the

importance of tropical products and commerce ; economic and

social conditions and opportunities in the tropics; agricultural

methods peculiar to the tropics and tropical soils.

COTTON FACTS. BY CARL GELLER. SHEPPERSON PUBLISHING
CO., New York City. [16 mo., 240 pages, cloth. Price $1.]

This statistrical review has justly become the cotton man's

ready reference work of the English-speaking world. In the

present fort>--first annual edition the material gathered for so

many years by the late Alfred B. Shepperson has been brought

up to date by Carl Geller and represents a remarkably compre-

hensive compilation of official and reliable data. Whether the

information required relate to crops, receipts, exports, stocks,

home and foreign consumption, visible supply, prices, acreage,

or mills, in the United States or abroad, the inde.x will disclose

it quickly. Special features of this edition include the details

of production of long-staple cotton in the United States ; statistics

of cotton in Great Britain since 1801 ; cotton yield in the United

States by states and per acre from 1900 to 1915; and a table

of important fluctuations of the January and July options on the

New York Cotton Exchange from 1911 to 1916.

ADVERTISING BY MOTION PICTURES. BY ERNEST A. DENSCH.
The Standard Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. [8vo, 255 pages,
cloth. Price $1.50.]

With the entire country under the spell of the motion

picture it is not surprising that advertising agents have

appreciated its mighty powers in direct as well as indirect pub-

licity. The mission of the present book, therefore, is to set forth

the possibilities of this latest medium for entering foreign and

developing home markets ; for introducing new and increasing

the demand for older goods ; for familiarizing the public with

trade names, production sources and methods, and even facilitat-

ing direct salesmanship. Notable instances of the application of

motion pictures in several lines of business are recounted, and
many suggestions given for the preparation and display of films,

together with other details making for the success of such a

venture.

SPANISH-AMERICAN DIRECTORY AND BUYERS' GUIDE IN THE
L^iiited States. Export . Trade Directory Co., Inc.. New York City.
[Quarto, 570 pages. Price, paper covers, $4; cloth covers, $5.]

A very extended list of all manufacturers and dealers in the

United States who are interested in foreign trade is provided by

this large and important work intended for the use of business

men in Spanish-American and Portugese-American countries.

The directory portion proper is very extensive, each heading

being given in Spanish, Portugese, French and English, while

in the front of the book are indices in each of the four languages

referring to the pages on which are to be found lists m the

various trades. A portion of the book is divided into four sec-

tions, each section being of a different color paper and having

an index in the corresponding language. Upon looking up an

article in any one of the above-mentioned languages, its equi-

valent name is found in the other three. The book contains a

vocabulary in these four languages of phrases necessary to the

traveler, together with many technical terms frequently used in

business correspondence. Tariffs for telegrams, money exchange

and other data are tabulated. The various Latin-American

countries are described from a commercial standpoint with hand-
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some illustrations, and a great amount of information regard-

ing the United States and especially New York City is included.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY FOR THE
fiscal year 1916. Published by the Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D. C. [I'aper, 8vo, 143 pages.]

The navy, our first line of defense, is of interest to every

business man, and according to this report the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1916, has marked the largest expansion in times

of peace, while the three-year building program covering a total

of 813,000 tons, stands out beyond all precedent in the history

of the United States. The year has seen marked advances in

efficiency in many directions, but business men will find particu-

lar interest in tlie industrial activities of the shore stations and

navy yards, and the growing tendency of the government to

reclaim its own waste material and to manufacture many of its

essential supplies as a matter of economy. The Navy Depart-

ment is also going a step farther and interesting itself in con-

servation of natural resources, such as petroleum in naval

reserve lands, and the encouragement of growing staples, such

as cotton in Guam.

Rubberized fabric manufacturers will look with favor upon

the increased attention being given to aircraft for sea service

and the recommendation of the General Board that $6,000,000

be appropriated in the 1918 program for naval aeronautics.

Full recognition of the importance of chemistry and every

branch of engineering in national defense is seen in the activities

of the Naval Consulting Board, which is cataloging our in-

dustrial resources, among which rubber manufacture ranks high,

and bringing the minds of our greatest scientists to the solution

of many big problems for the common good. These investi-

gations promise to develop advances no less monumental than

those in wireless telephony.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PAYMASTER GENERAL OF THE NAVY
for the fiscal year 1916. Published by the Government Printing Office.
Washington, D. C. [Paper, 8vo, 318 pages.]

Supplementing the report of the Secretary of the Navy,

this shows that improved business methods, particularly in

the purchase of supplies, have increased the purchasing power

of every dollar to the maximum and effected a concrete saving

of $2,149,933, the total expenditures for the year being $152,821,-

540.67. Manufacturers of rubber goods will be interested in the

statement that of the $207,672,299.82 property investment of the

stores of the navy, $473,288.07 is listed as insulated cable and

wire, and $326,854.54 as rubber packing, gaskets, etc.

CANADIAN TRADE INDEX. CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS' Asso-
ciation, Inc., Toronto, Canada. [Large octavo, 560 pages, cloth.
Price, $5.]

This book seems to supply a very full and comprehensive

directory of the manufactures of Canada. The alphabetical list

of articles occupies about 350 pages. This is followed by about

SO pages, giving an index, arranged alphabetically in French, of

the headings in the main portion of the directory, thus rendering

it valuable to that large class of people in Canada who use

French preferably to the English language. There is also a

complete alphabetical list of Canadian manufacturers, giving not
only the main offices but the addresses of their factories. These
two latter lists are printed on blue paper, one at the back and
the other at the front of the book, thus enabling the user to

turn at once to the desired section. A considerable amount of

valuable mercantile information regarding the Dominion is also

given.

Pennsylvania, the other principal shoe producing States. The

total value of the product of all industries in Massachusetts is

given as $1,641,373,047, of which $255,188,013 represent boots and

shoes, cut stock and findings." To this may be added rubber foot-

wear to the value of $23,788,788 manufactured by 8,087 wage

earners in nine factories representing an investment of $23,027,-

061. Woven belting and hose to the value of $942,180, were

produced by 183 operatives in six plants having an invested capi-

tal of $906,033. Miscellaneous rubber goods amounted to $23,-

011,349 and were the product of 4,743 wage-earners in 42 fac-

tcries representing an investment of $17,345,185. This includes

automobile tires, which, unfortunately, are not given separately,

although the total industry of the State is large.

STATISTICS OF MANUFACTURES, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA-
chusetts. Twenty-ninth Annual Report. Bureau of Statistics, Boston,
Massachusetts. [Paper, 8vo, 114 pages.]

According to this latest official source of information, the manu-
facture of boots and shoes continues to lead that of cotton goods
as the greatest industry of Massachusetts, greatly exceeding in

value the similar product of any other State and almost equaling
the sum of New York, Missouri, New Hampshire, Ohio and

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Any -of the following publications zi'ill be supplied by those

issuing them, upon request.

The Osborn Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, sends out a

handsome, self-binding catalog so arranged that it can be kept

up to date by mailing fresh pages to replace others in case of

changes in styles or prices. The catalog numbers more than 300

pages, and contains well-arranged lists, voluminously illustrated,

of the various lines of manufacture, including brushes and

brooms, hardware specialties, foundry supplies, etc.

Among the various articles which are largely used by tire

and rubber manufacturers, are hand wire scratch brushes, which

are employed to take the place of sand paper, steel wool and

other abrasives, and which, it is claimed, enable the user to do

quicker and better work. These are made in various shapes and

styles for many purposes. There is also a large line of rotary

wire buffing brushes, as well as other lines of brushes and dusters

especially suited for rubber mills, among which the company has

a large trade.

* * *

"A Chain of Evidence" is the appropriate title of a handsome

20-page pamphlet issued by the Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, New
York, to show the construction and many uses of the Morse
silent chain for small power drives. Many large half-tones illus-

trate its application to pumps, mixers, rolling mills, ventilating

fans, textile spinning frames and many other machines.

* * *

Two large and handsome wholesale catalogs for the 1917

season have just been issued by the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited,

Aston Cross, Birmingham, England. One is devoted to motor
tires, wheels, rims and sundries, and features the Dunlop Plain,

Grooved, Steel-studded, Rubber-studded, Combination Rubber
and Steel-studded Tires, together with the Dunlop Detachable

Wire Wheel, Twin Wire Wheel, and Steel Wheel. The other

catalog contains only bicycle and motorcycle tires, rims and
sundries. The bicycle line is exceptionally varied, and includes

the Dunlop Magnum Roadster, Juvenile, Road Racing, Carrier,

Tubular Sprint and Path Racing Tires ; Warwick Roadster,

Juvenile Speed Carrier, and Heavy Carrier Tires; the Cam-
bridge Roadster and Juvenile, the Edinburgh Roadster, and

Pericles. Each tire has an inner tube of corresponding brand.

For motorcycles there are the Ribbed, also the Rubber-studded

Motorcyclette tires, the Rubber-studded, Three-ribbed, Combina-
tion and Side Car Motorcycle tires, all with beaded edge; and

the Ribbed Racing and Rubber-studded, both wired on. Butt-

ended tubes are recommended for these. An accompanying cir-

cular describes the Dunlop golf balls.

* * *

Editorially, and in an article on electric drive and safety con-

trols in rubber mills, elsewhere in this issue, the increasing

importance of electricity and electrical devices in the manufac-
ture of rubber goods has been emphasized. Thus the 1916 Elec-

trical Supply Year Book, published by the Western Electric Co.,

Incorporated, New York City, will be of value to every factory
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superinteiKk-iu ami electrician. Including as it does the seem-

ingly infinite nuniher and variety of devices and equipment manu-

factured by this great and rapidly growing lirm, this 1,500-page

large octavo volume, bound in boards, is at once a descriptive

catalog and a price-list. Rubber parts are conspicuous in the

construction of much electrical equipment and, as shown by the

index, electricians fmd frequent use for such rubber goods as

boots, casings, gloves, matting, rings, rods, sheets, tubing, vul-

canizing rubber and cements.
* *

The Lenz Apparatus Co., New York City, formerly Lenz &

Xaumann, Inc., has issued a large, well-illustrated, cloth-bound

catalog of general laboratory appa'-atus and supplies that merits

a place in the reference library of every industrial chemist. Its

499 pages include virtually everything in laboratory equipment

and the work is prefaced by 15 pages of general chemical in-

formation, chiefly tabular matter. Over 6,000 articles are listed,

most of them being illustrated and bearing serial numbers for

ready reference to the description and price.

* * *

A special catalog and price list of hose has been issued liy the

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York City, manu-

facturer of mechanical rubber goods for all purposes. Profusely

illustrated, artistically arranged and well printed, its 48 pages

emphasize the highly specialized business hose manufacture has

become, with many sizes, weights and types of construction for

varied needs. Several fabric and wire as well as rubber coverings

are shown as well as metal-lined suction hose. The line also

includes couplings, nozzles and rubber tubing.

J. H. Stedman Co., scrap rubber nurchant^ .Soutli Braintrec,

Massachusetts.

E. M. & l\ Waldo, colors for ruI)lKr compounding. New York

City.

Charles E. Wood, broker in crude ruljlier, lialata, gutta percha

and kindred products. New York City.

Davol Ruliber Co., manufacturer of druggists', surgeons', den-

tists' and stationers' sundries, Providence, Rhode Island.

Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., reclaimer of waste rubber,

South P.raiiUree, .Massachusetts.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS.

THK arrival of ijiany attractive and useful articles of infuiite

variety from friends desirous to express kindly re-

membrance renews the spirit of the holiday season and reminds

us agreeably of the arrival of the year 1917. P'or these holiday

greetings which are enumerated below we express our sincere

thanks, and take this opportunity to wish the rubber trade

collectively and individually a prosperous New Year. And may

this coming twelvemonth see the establishment of a lasting con-

cord among the nations which will permanently insure the

brotherhood of man.

SOUVENIRS AND NOVELTIES.

George F. Lufbury, Jr., manufacturer of chemicals, Elizabeth,

New Jersey, has sent another of his unique calendars so valuable

for reference in every office. Each sheet carries three months,

the current month being centrally located in bold face type, and

the previous and coming month being respectively above and

below in outline type.

John Royle & Sons, Paterson, New Jersey, are distriliuting

their ever-w^elcome leather-bound, vest-pocket diary with the

usual tabular matter and memoranduiu pages in addition to the

daily spaces. Motorists will welcome the tire mileage record

page, and with foreign atTairs uppermost in every mind it was a

ha|)py thought to insert the many colored maps of the world.

CARDS AND CALENDARS.

J. W. Coulston & Co., importers and manufacturers of dry

paints and colors, New York City.

J. H. Day Co., rubber mixers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Edward B. Fulper, importer and manufacturer of minerals,

acids and chemicals, Trenton, New Jersey.

Holmes Bros., rubber molds and special machinery, Chicago,

Illinois.

L. J. Mutty Co., rubber cloths anil tul)ing, Boston. Massa-

chusetts.

New Jersey Rubber Co.. dealer in all kinds of reclaimed rub-

ber, Lambertville, New Jersey.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR PRICES.

A S has been the custom for many years (with a single ex-

ception), the manufacturers of ruliber footwear will an-

nounce their jirices, terms and discounts for the coming year

on January 1. The plan usually is to time the mailing of the

information so it will reach the wholesalers simultaneously in

every part of the country. The manufacturers are unwilling to

give out any information regarding this matter in advance, and

TiiF. Inmiia KnuiF.R WiiRLn is unable, therefore, to print any offi-

cial news on this subject in this issue.

There is no doubt, however, that prices w-ill lie materially ad-

vanced. Those in efl'ect up to December 31, 1916, were prac-

tically tlie same as tliose made March 1, 1915, though the price

lists of January 1, 1916, showed advances of five cents or less.

The rubber boot and shoe situation at the present time

is peculiar. This business is dependent almost entirely on

climatic conditions. If the winter be mild, retail and whole-

sale dealers will .generally cai ry over sizable stocks to the fol-

lowing season. Should there 1)C considerable snowfall, naturally

the stocks will be sold out. When there are several early snow

storms, the chances are for a much heavier consumption of foot-

wear during the season, for people who start wearing rubbers

early, are likely to need a second pair before the winter is over.

Last winter was a mild one, and in February or March, stocks

01 rubbers were large, but late severe storms so affected the trade

that stocks were depicted, and almost no rubbers were carried

over. This resulted in tlie placing of heavier advance orders

than usual, and many of the manufacturers found their factory

capacity sold very early in the summer. The demand for help in

the munition factories resulted in a drain on the working forces

in the rubber factories, and secondarily in labor troubles. The

consequence has been that the manufacturers, foreseeing that all

orders could not be filled, adopted the plan of distributing their

output proportionately. In this way most of the wholesalers have

received 80 or 90 per cent, of their orders. By tlie terms of their

contracts with some of the manufacturing companies, the unfilled

portions of their orders are automatically cancelled at the conclu-

sion of the contract period, namely December 31, unless specifical-

ly renewed at the new prices.

Regarding the 1917 price lists, there is this much to be said.

Brazilian rubber prices are about 15 per cent liigher than they

were when the 1916 prices were made, while plantations are

practically the same. But everything else entering into the manu-

facture has advanced, some as much as 100 or 200 per cent.

Chemicals and compounding ingredients show such advances.

Cotton fabrics are SO to 60 per cent, higher, and labor costs

10 to 20 per cent. more. Taking these into consideration, the

manufacturers would seem justified in making a material ad-

vance in tlieir prices, and they will undoulitedly do so.

ICE BAGS RULED MAUUFACIURES OF COTTON.

Judge Cooper, New York City, has sustained the Board of

Appraisers in classifying ice bags of cotton and rubber, imported

by Knauth, Nachod & Kuhne, as manufactures of cotton assess-

able at 30 per cent, the importers having claimed 15 per cent

duty as manufactures of India rubber or gutta percha commonly

known as druggists' sundries.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

BELGIAN EXPERT DEVISES CASTILLOA KNIFE.

To THE Editor of the India Rubber World:

"r\EAR SIR— I write to call your attention to a colossal

on page 45 some interesting particulars about rubber

growing in Mexico. The letter signed "Planter'' does not sur-

prise me. Perhaps you will remember I have always main-

tained that the two rubber trees most difficult to handle are the

Castilloa and Fiintumia. Still, when worked judiciously, good
results can be obtained. Perhaps yoii may recall that four to

five years before the war [ made some technical reports about

Castilloa for two of the most important American companies

growing rubber in Mexico. I have made a special study of the

knife required for Castilloa, also the method of tapping and

coagulating the latex. If I could be in Brussels I would send

you samples of Mexican Castilloa coagulated by myself which

compare favorably with the liest plantation Para in Middle East.

Kindly send my card to "Planter" and advise him that I am
prepared to make a full technical report dealing with the fol-

lowing items

:

1. How and when to commence tapping.

2. My design for a suitable knife.

3. Spout and cups to be used.

4. How to coagulate and prevent sweating of Castilloa rublier.

5. The best shape for the rubber.

6. Methods of packing.

G. \'ax den Kerckhove,

26 Stanhdpe Road, Highgate, London X., England, November

!1, 1916.

THE BIGGEST OF ALL HEfEAS.

To THE Editor of the India Rubber World:

p\EAR SIR— I write to call your attention to a colossal

*^ Hevea, probably the largest in the world. It is 127 feet in

circumference at the base, and has a record of yielding for 120

days an average of 22 pounds of rubber a day. .^s you have

of late been publishing notes on the world's largest rubber trees,

I am pleased to be able to supply the actual facts- regarding

this tree.

It is situated at the Seringal Porvir on the River Acre in

Brazilian territory at a considerable distance from the Bolivian

frontier. This seringal is now the property of a friend of mine,

Colonel Antonio V'ieira de Souza. The tree is exploited by

a whole family, father, mothei, and several children, and its

yield is about as stated. This family divides its time between

cultivating the cereals necessary for food and the extraction of

tl". rublier latex. This is not the only giant Hcvca tree in that

region. There arc thousands of them, but this is the largest

under exploitation. Just at this point the country is consider-

ably higher than the whole surrounding lands, which leads to the

conclusion that it was from the seed of these denizens of the

forest that the Hcvca found its way both east and south of Brazil,

for native Hevea is found as far south as the seventeenth degree,

and as far east as the south of Maranhao.

This tree must have been growing long before Columlnis dis-

covered .America. No such thing as a rubber plantation exists

ill the upper .Amazon, and the trees which have been planted

here and there in the whole north of Brazil cannot properly be

called plantations. The only practical attempt in this direction

was made by me in lecturing on the subject at the Engineers'

Club in Rio de Janeiro in 1912, by virtue of which the Brazilian

Government promulgated laws offering prizes for the planting

of rubber and establishing experimental stations throughout the

rubber region, especially at F'iauhy, Maranhao. Bahia and Para;

but just when this was about to be put into practice, financial

difficulties arose, and since then the war has made impossible

any attempt in that direction.

J. SiMAo DA Costa.

Para, December, 1916.

COTTON CROPS THREATENED.

To the Editor of The Indi.\ Rubber World:

FAEAR SIR— I am spending the month of December study-
'-^ ing the cotton situation in the southern States and I

have noticed a point which I believe will interest you and
the readers of The India Rubber World. The boll weevil

which entered Texas at Brownsville in 1892 has advanced at

the rate of about 65 miles per year and has now covered

half of Florida. The Sea Island cotton is threatened to-

day and entomologists believe that it will affect this cotton

even worse than it affected the uplands or short staple

cottons.

The estimated loss caused thus far bj- the boll weevil is

one billion dollars. In Florida alone in 1915 the loss was
approximately one million dollars. Sea Island cotton matures

late and will therefore suft'er markedly from the attack of

the boll weevil. The supply of Sea Island will be cut short.

It is small enough under ordinary conditions. On November
20 it sold in New Bedford. ^lassachusetts. at 52 cents per

pound; if the yield per acre is cut down to one-third of the

present, the ])rice will become pndiiliitive.

Tire duck manufacturers will have to abandon Sea Island

cotton. They will have to fall back on ordinary staple

cottons and the strength of the fabric will have to be secured

in some other way. Either the structure of the j'arns and
fabric must be changed, or the fabric. must be given a chem-
ical treatment to increase its strength.

This whole subject is of such far reaching importance that

it cannot be given too much serious attention. It is, in my mind,

worthy of immediate consideration liy the tire manufacturers.

Frederic Dannerth.
Atlanta, Georgia. December 6. 1916.

WATCHING THE ENEMY.

I
H.\T our esteemed contemporary, "l.e Caoutchouc & la

* Gutta-Percha," scans every line of The Ixdia Rubrkr

World, and with the keenest sort of analysis, may be gathered

from the following

:

"Patent Literature" is always very interesting to read and in

it one often meets interesting things.

Thus, going through the September issue of The India Rub-
ber World, we see that Messrs. Max Theumann and Joseph
Koestchet have sold to the Societe Chimique des Usines du
Rhone their .Xmerican patent, No. 1,191,439, referring to the
preparation of ethers of cellulose.

Would it be an indiscretion to inquire into the nationality of
Messrs. Max Tlicuinann and Joseph Koestchet, whose names
sound strongly German ?

W'c further see in this same "literature" that the Societe
Generale des Caoutclioucs de Terebenthinc (General Turpentine
Rubber Co.) has taken out a Canadian patent. No. 168,727, the
object of which is to reclaim old rubber by means of tetra-

chlorethane. The process is, no doubt, the same as that patented

last vear liv Count Charles de Villers.

C( PV OF IxiiKX TO "Rubber Machinery" will be sent free upon

request.
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The Obituary Record.
A VETERAN RUBBER IMPORTER.

HEXRY A. GOULD, head of the Gould Commercial Co.,

Inc., 12 Bridge street. New York City, dealer in crude

rubber and tires, and without doubt the dean of Ameri-

can crude rubber men, died December 25 in the Overlook Hos-

pital, aged 73. He was a resident of Chatham, New Jersey.

Mr. Gould was born and lived many years in Boston, Massa-

chusetts, attending the public schools there and receiving his

mercantile education in the offices of P. & J. P. Hawes & Co.,

an East India house with which he remained for four years. At

the age of 21 he became a partner in the East India brokerage

firm of Robert Williams & Sons, Boston, established in 1834

and the leading brokers in East India products, especially rub-

ber and gutta percha, having prominent connections in New
York. Five years later he retired from the firm and spent a

year traveling in the West, where he represented large financial

interests in Duluth and Minnesota prior to the panic of 1873.

Deciding to remain in the Eastern financial centers, Mr. Gould

opened an office in Boston on his own account for dealing in

rubber, with Earle Brothers as a New York connection. Later

the Gould Commercial Co. was organized in New York to im-

port aniline dyestuffs and refine crude camphor, three of the

five American camphor refineries being acquired by the com-

pany.

In 1897 the Boston business, conducted under" the name of

Henry A. Gould, and the New York business of the Gould Com-
mercial Co. were consolidated as the Henry A. Gould Co., with

headquarters in New Y'ork and a branch in Boston. It was

decided to concentrate upon crude rubber, and branches were

therefore opened in Trenton. New Jersey, Para and Manaos,

Brazil, and later in London, England. Representatives were lo-

cated in Mexico, Central and South America, and Africa, as a

result of which many new grades were introduced to .\merican

trade, notably Pontianak.

The Henfy A. Gould Co. was incorporated in New Jersey in

1902, and again in New York in 1905. The Gould Commercial

Co., Inc., to which he was devoting himself at the time of his

death, was a Delaware company incorporated in 1914. During

Mr. Gould's varied career in many branches of the rubber in-

dustry, including import, export and manufacture, many young

men have learned the business under the guidance of his broad

experience, no less than ten of them having since Ijecome lead-

ing rubber merchants.

In 1902 Mr. Gould married Miss Edna F. Ellis, of Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, and it is said to have been largely through

her influence that he had previously become treasurer and active

superintendent of the New York Rescue Band, which main-

tained clubrooms, employment bureau, etc., on Fourteenth street,

New Y'ork City.

A RUBBER COMPANY FOUNDER.

In the recent death of Henry Binns, Passaic, New Jersey, has

lost the father of many important business enterprises and an

inventor of note. Mr. Binns was an iron molder by trade, and

although born in England and the inventor of a device for

planing armor plate used in the British navy, also invented the

first steam hammer used by the Krupps of Germany in building

their 100-ton guns. In 1869 he came to America and was one

of the founders of the Manhattan Rubber Co., Passaic, New
Jersey, the Hobart Trust Co., the New Jersey Engineering &
Supply Co. and the Guarantee Mortgage & Title Insurance Co.

Mr. Binns is survived by his wife, six children and nineteen

grandchildren.

A NEW ENGLAND RUBBER CLUB PRESIDENT.

John Henry Flint, president of the Tyer Rubber Co., An-

dover, Massachusetts, died at his home in that town November

29, in the seventy-fifth year of his age. Mr. Flint was born in

Andovcr, and after a public .school education entered the mar-

ket business, at the same time developing his real estate inter-

ests. He early be-

came interested in

the Tyer Rubber

Co., and was made

a director in the

company in 1876.

From 1882 to 1913

he occupied the po-

sition of treasurer,

and in the latter

year was elected

president of the

company, which of-

fice he held up to

the time of his

death. He was a

director of the Rub-

ber Manufacturers'

Mutual Insurance

Co., and served for

two years as presi-

dent of the New
England Rubber

Club.

Besides his in-

terest in the rubber business, he was intimately connected with

business and town affairs in Andover. For 34 years he was
connected with the Andover Savings Bank, a part of that time

as president, and was also a director in the Andover National

Bank and a director in the Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance

Co. He served the town of Andover as selectman, assessor,

town clerk, treasurer, chairman of the Water Commission,

chairman of the Board of Public Works, and chief of the Fire

Department. He was a member of Masonic and Odd Fellows

Organizations, and of the Andover Club. In 1873 he married

Miss Frances A. Tyer, who survives him, as do also two mar-
ried daughters.

Mr. Flint was noted for his keen judgment in business mat-

ters. He was straightforward, shrewd, possessed of a kindly

humor, and deserved and possessed a host of friends.

PIONEER RECLAIMER.

George Agnew, founder of the Raymond Rubber Co., Titus-

ville. New Jersey, died early last month at Mercer Hospital,

Trenton, New Jersey, aged 80 years. The Raymond company,
which formerly operated under several other names, is a rubber

reclaiming concern. After a long and successful career in the

reclaiming business, Mr. Agnew retired from active work about

eight or ten years ago, and three of his sons, Raymond H.,

Robert P. and John B. Agnew, now carry on the business.

J. H. Flint.

MANY YEARS MANAGER OF A RUBBER COMPANY.

In the death of Frank DeWitt Hotchkiss, December 23, after

long suffering with liver trouble, Fairfield, Connecticut, loses

one of its most prominent citizens. For 28 j'ears he had been
manager of the Fairfield Rubber Co., now the Du Pont Fabri-

koid Co. Indeed he had been identified with the rubber industry
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from boyhood. Mr. Hotchkiss began his career in association

with his father, who was one of the founders of the Goodyear

Rubber Co., at Naugatuck, Connecticut, and upon his father's

death became connected with the American Rubber Co., Boston,

Massachusetts, whence he went to Fairfield permanently.

Held in high esteem by all, and regarded as one of the leading

citizens of Fairfield, he never aspired to public office. He was a

member of the Automobile Club of Bridgeport, the Wednesday

Afternoon Musical Club, Trinity church vestry, Southport, Con-

necticut, and a charter member of Sentinel Lodge, I. O. O. F.,

of Naugatuck.

Mr. Hotchkiss was 65 years of age and is survived by his wife,

three daughters and two sons.

BIRECTOR IN A RUBBER COMPANY.

Josiah Quincy Bennett, who died at his residence in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts. November 28, was a director in the Bos-

ton Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge. Mr. Bennett was

born in Somerville, Massachusetts, 62 years ago, educated in the

public schools of that city, and entered the banking business, but

for years has been connected with electric light and power com-

panies in New England and was identified with several other

corporations. He is survived by his widow, tltree sons and one

daughter.

A MANUFACTURER OF WEBBING.

Alfred C. Woodward, of the Victoria Webbing Co., North

Abington, Massachusetts, died December 10, at Redlands,

California, where he had gone in the hope of regaining his

health. About the middle of October he had retired from busi-

ness and leased his factory to his brother, George Woodward.
Mr. Woodward was a native of England, coming to this

country at the age of 13 years and from that date being engaged

in the webbing business. He was for a time manager of the

Brighton mills, at Passaic, New Jersey, and for several years

a member of the firm of Dean, Chase & Co., and manager of

their goring factory at Rockland, Massachusetts, previous to

establishing the Victoria company about 22 years ago.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE BRAZILIAN RUBBER INDUSTRY.

With the close of the great Panama-Pacific International Expo-

sition, San Diego, California, comes a matter that may interest

some in the rubber trade. It will be remembered that a won-

derful collection of pictures illustrating the Brazilian rubber in-

dustry was exhibited, and these photographs are now to be

sold. A complete list of them may be seen at the office of The
India Rubber World, or by communicating with Dr. Eugenio

Dahne, care of 'he A. T. Deer Co., Hornell, New York.

THE ANNUAL BANQUET AND MEETING OF THE
RUBBER CLUB.

THE annual banquet of The Rubber Club of America, Inc.,

will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City, on

the evening of January 8, at 6 :30 P. M. The elaborate arrange-

ments and interesting program prepared for this occasion will

far surpass all previous efforts. The great interest shown by

the members of the Rubber Club in this event promises a much

larger attendance than that of a year ago.

Colonel Samuel P. Colt will be one of the speakers. Hon.

William H. Taft will speak on "After the War, What?", and the

subject of Bishop Du Moulin's speech will be, "The World

Unrest." The address of F. A. Vanderlip will be a special

message to the rubber trade.

The boxes in the banquet hall will be at the disposal of ladies

and other guests, after 9:00 P. M., affording them an oppor-

tunity of hearing the after-dinner speakers.

The annual meeting will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, Jan-

uary 8, at 2 :30 p. m. The officers' reports will be submitted and

the following nominations for directors during the ensuing year

will be voted upon :

William E. Bruyn, L. Littlejohn & Co., New York City.

Van H. Cartmell, Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York
City.

Harvey S. Firestone, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.
H. Stuart Hotchkiss, United States Rubber Co. System,

New York City.

William J. Kelly, Arnold & Zeiss, New York City.

P. W. Litchfield, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

J. S. Lowman, Philadelphia Rubber Works Co., Akron,

Ohio.
W. O. Rutherford, The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.

Charles T. Wilson. Charles T. Wilson Co., New York City.

Tracy S. Lewis, Beacon Falls Rubber Slioe Co., Beacon
Falls, Connecticut.
John A. Lambert, Acme Rubber Manufacturing Co., Tren-

ton, New Jersey.
Charles A. Daniel, Quaker City Rubber Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.
The annual meeting of the retiring board of directors will

be held at the Union League Club, New York City, January 6,

at 12:30 p. m.

The following division meetings will be held January 8, at

the Waldorf-Astoria: The Mechanical Rubber Goods Manu-

facturers' Division, 1 :30 p. m. ; the Rubber Sundries Manufactur-

ers' Division, 11 A. M.; the Fiber and Rubber Sole Manufacturers'

Division, 10:30 a. m.

FACTORY DEDICATION AT LA CROSSE.

The La Crosse Rubber Mills Co., La Crosse, Wisconsin, dedi-

cated the new addition to its plant on December 5, by a concert

and ball, which was attended by over 5,000 persons. The new

building was lavishly decorated, the second story used as a cloak

room, the third as a cafeteria, where refreshments were

provided, and in the upper was given an orchestral concert, dur-

ing which addresses of welcome were made by President Hirsh-

heimer. Secretary A. P. Funk and Treasurer A. S. Funk. The

floor was then cleared for dancing, in which hundreds partici-

pated until the small hours of the morning. The affair was one

of the most notable events in the history of La Crosse.

The new building is of modern, fireproof, concrete and steel

construction, 210 feet long. The first floor will be used as a stock

and shipping room, the other three for the manufacture of rub-

ber footwear. The company now employs 675 persons. When
the new building is equipped, it is estimated that there will be

room for 1,400 workers in the entire plant, and the capacity

will be increased to 25,000 or 30,000 pairs a day.

IMPROVED PACKING OF PLANTATION RUBBER.

THE Rubber Club of America, Inc., through its efficient Sec-

retary, interviewed 60 leading rubber manufacturers upon

the subject of improved methods of packing rubber. The fol-

lowing digest of suggestions contains much of value:

1. That a heavy paper be placed inside the boxes.

2. That rubber be packed in muslin or sheeting bags and then

boxed.

3. That boxes be made to hold between 200 and 300 pounds to

lessen handling.

4. That boxes be of a nature to permit the taking down and
reassembling without the removal of binding iron and nails.

5. That cases be lined with tin and made stronger.

6. That one grade of rubber be placed in a case and that the

top layers be of no better quality than the layers beneath it,

in order to avoid deceiving the importer.

7. That a standard for the various grades of rubber be fixed

by the Rubber Club in connection with the Rubber Importers'

Association.

8. That a case be devised that has some practical method of

opening the lid for inspection, to which cases of rubber arc sub-
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jected at various ports, without splitting it all to pieces and at

the same time permitting of a fastening that would stand
shipping.

9. That interior finish of cases he smooth and the joints made
closer.

10. That a certain amount of soapstone be placed hetueen the
sheets of rubber to avoid moisture from sweating.

11. That hardwood cases be used.

12. That great care be used in coopering packages.

13. That rubber be baled and hurlapped.

14. That the present Japanese Momi cases be fastened securely
around both end edges and also around the middle, both end-
wise and crosswise of the package, with metal strapping.

15. That in the case of Venesta boxes metal straps around all

edges be nailed instead of riveted.

16. That less rubber be packed in cases.

17. That Jclutong and Red Serayah wood be used.

18. That a larger package be used divided into compartments
in the middle to avoid rubber shaking down to one end of chest
in transit.

19. That a rapidly revolving wire brush be applied to the
interior of the box on a suitable vacuum cleaning nozzle.

20. That wider box stripping and special care as to the placing
of nails be used.

21. That more care be given to the placing of the inscription
on boxes of rubber "Store Away From Boiler."

22. Tliat greater care be given to the unloading and reloading
of ships and less handling take place in the warehouse.

23. That rubber be packed dry and not damp, causing a
shrinkage above the 2 per cent allowed by sellers.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

'T'HE inquiries that foUoii.- Iiavc already been anszvcrcd ; iiever-

* thcless they are of interest, not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested ^eomniunicatc zvith him.

[242.] Names and addresses of manufacturers of the following
are requested: Cartons, inner tube boxes, sheetings, liners, tapes

and heavy gage sheet zinc for cutting tables.

[243.] A rubber company wishes to buy waslied and dried

rubber in ton lots.

[244.] A correspondent wishes to be placed in communication
with an engineer or firm of engineers who specialize in con-
structing and mechanically equipping new tire plants.

[245.] Information is desired concerning the substance
and manufacture of shellac compositions resembling hard rubber.

[246.] Names of manufacturers of tire valves and sundries

have been requested.

[247. 1 A correspondent wishes to be placed in touch witli

manufacturers of tire fabrics, particularly breakers, thread and
chafing fabrics, as well as tape.

[248.] Information is requested, with a view to purchase, re-

garding a machine that will put a bead on transparent dipped

rubber goods such as balloons, nipples, etc.

[249.] Tlie address of a manufacturer making steam cure

splicing apparatus is desired.

[250.| A list of solid tire manufacturing concerns has been

requested.

[251.] Manufacturers of inner lubes constructed of rubber

and cotton fabric arc sought.

[252.] A correspondent desires to know where to obtain

candle tar.

[253.] Names and addresses of I'irms manufacturing ma-
chinery for extracting rubber from the guayule plant are re-

quested.

[254.] An inquirer wishes to know what concerns make ball-

bearing hand stitchers.

[255. J Names of manufacturers of dental rubber are re-

quested.

[256.] A correspondent wishes to be placed in touch with

manufacturers of tri-nitro-benzene.

[257.] Important manufacturers of rubber, celluloid and as-

bestos goods in Spain are eager to subscribe to American publi-

cations containing, regularly, information of interest to cellu-

loid manufacturers.

[258.] An inquirer wishes to know whvre tlie different vari-

eties of rubber seed may be obtained.

[259.] A correspondent asks who manufactures rubber gloves

with cloth lining.

[260.] The names of makers of rubber sheet cutters or chop-

Iters are desired.

[26!.] A correspondent requests information concerning

manufacturers of woven cotton hose jackets.

[262.] Firm names and addresses of concerns manufacturing

machines for cutting square hydraulic packing and pure gum
strip packing are sought.

[263.] Names of manufacturers of test piece grinders and

cutters are desired by a rubber laboratory.

[264.] A correspondent asks who inanufactures the Rubin

Duplex water bottle.

TRADE OPPORTtJNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

.\ firm in Russia, with a branch office in the United States,

would like to communicate with Atnerican manufacturers of

garters, etc. Report :No. 23,241.

.\ manufacturer of pharmaceutical products in Switzerland is

in the market for collapsible tubes and sprayers for bottles. Re-

port No. 23,248.

Representation of American manufacturers of garters is de-

sired by a firm in Brazil. Report No. 23,302.

A man in Brazil is in the inarket for garters. Report No.

23,319.

.\ firm in India desires to cominunicate with American manu-

facturers and exporters of rubber heels. Report No. 23,323.

A Swiss firm is in the market for rubber cloth, rubber balls,

temiis balls and raincoats. Report No. 23,325.

THE RUBBER CLUB OF MANAOS.

The Clu\ da Seringiicira is the name of an agricultural asso-

ciation recently formed in Manaos for the purpose of advancing

the rubber planting industry of Amazonas, Brazil. "A
S'eringueira." the monthly official organ of the association, was

tirst published on July 24, 1916, and has appeared regularly

since that time. Its present scope and bulletin form will be

enlarged in the near future, in order to reflect the practical

knowledge and general information on the rubber planting m-

(lustrv now availalile.

DRESS SHIELDS FOR READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS.

Dress shields of rubberized fabric are soon to becoine a regula-

tion part of all ready-to-wear gowns, suits and coats for women
if the national campaign of a leading manufacturer succeeds.

It is to be the contention that dress shields are just as neces-

sary to a finished garment as hooks and eyes or other fasteners.

The new spring garments will probably introduce dress shields

to thousands of women not using them at present, so the re-

tailer will benefit rather than suffer by the custoin. As the

life of a dress shield is about three months it must subsequently

be replaced at the notion counter.

SAVAGE TIRE CO. DEVELOPS A SIDE LINE..

This firm has in its plant at San Diego, California, a complete

equipment of metal work machines, and has begun the maiui-

facture of the Thurston Motor Fuel Gasifier, a device for in-

creasing gasolene mileage in motor cars and making possible

the use of lower test distillate and other cheap substitutes for

gasolene.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

o
NEW PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL RUBBER CO.

N liis return from a live months' trip to the Far East,

H. Stuart Hotchkiss, of the United States Rubber Co.

System, wa.-i made president of the General Rubber

Co., of New York.

This great com-

pany comprises the

following s u b s i-

diaries : Wm. Sym-

ington & Co., Limit-

ed, London and
Liverpool ; the Gen-

eral Rubber Co. of

Brazil, Manaos and

Para ; the General

Rubber Co., Singa-

pore, Straits Settle-

m e n t s, Colombo,

Ceylon and Medan,

Sumatra ; the fol-

lowing rubber
plantation c o m-
panies : Hollandsch-

Am erikaansche
P 1 a n t a g e Maat-

schappij, A s h a n

Sumatra ; Neder-

land Langkat Rub-

ber Maatschappij, Langkat, Sumatra, and Si Pare Pare Rubber

Maatschappij, Tebing Tinggi, Sumatra.

Mr. Hotchkiss brings to his responsible position a peculiar

fitness together with an unusual degree of preparedness. Thor-

oughly conversant with the factory side of the rubber trade

though his long connection with L. Candee & Co., New Haven,

Connecticut; with the administration end as a member of the

Operating Council of the United States Rubber Co. ; with the

crude rubber end by reason of his many visits to the South

American rubber centers and to the Far East, he knows all sides

of his subject.

Other officers of the General Rubber Co. are as of yore, with

the single exception . of W. Stuart Gordon, who has become
vice-president.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manufacturing com-
panies on December 23 are furnished by John Burnham & Co., 115 Broad-
way, New York City, and 41 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois:

Bid. Asked.
Ajax Rubber Co. (new) 72 J^ 73
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common 135 140
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 107 108

The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 59}i 60
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 110 112

Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co., common 285 290

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 10854 109J4
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., common S8yi 60

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., preferred 94 96

Miller Rubber Co., common 245 250

Miller Rukber Co., preferred 106 107

Portage Rubber Co 178 182

Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co.^ preferred ...

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 87

United States Rubber Co., common 60 62

United Sutei Rubber Co., preferred lllS HJ

SCRAP RUBBER DEALERS MEET.

The Rubber Scrap Division of the National Association of

Waste Material Dealers held a meeting at the Hotel Astor, De-

cember 20, 1916, with Paul Loewenthal as chairman. After dis-

posing of the routine business there was a discussion of trade

matters generally that revealed a most satisfactory understand-

ing between the members present. The classification committee

recommended that no changes be made at this time, although

some corrections may be made at the summer meeting. The
grievance committee reported that no cases had been submitted

for adjudication since the last meeting. Observance of specifica-

tions long in force in packing material are held responsible for

this. Details of the new circular, which will be issued at the regu-

lar time, were fully discussed and found satisfactory. The at-

tendance was good, about 25 members being present, and the

banquet held that evening at the same hotel an unqualified suc-

cess. The next meeting will be held in March.

AJAX RUBBER CO. ABSORBS RACINE.

At a special stockholders' meeting of the Ajax Rubber Co.,

Inc., New York City, the recent taking over of the Racine Rubber

Co., Racine, Wisconsin, by the Ajax company was ratified. This

consolidation is an important one, calling for an increase of

capital stock from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000. The Ajax company

has built up a national business through a large selling organiza-

tion, while the Racine company has acted as distributor and

built up a very profitable business at low selling cost, and the

combination of interests will add to the power of both com-

panies. The Racine Rubber Co. will maintain its corporate

existence and will practically continue, without change, its selling

policy, the Ajax company being used as a holding company for

Racine stock.

Replete with information for rubber manufacturers.—Mr.

Pearson's "Crude Rubber and Compounding Ingredients."

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co. paid its 71st regular

dividend of l}i per cent on preferred stock, December 15, to

stockholders of record December IL

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. paid the regular

quarterly dividend of 3 per cent on common stock and semi-

annual 3 per cent dividend on preferred stock, December 15, to

stockholders of record December 5.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of ll/i per cent on 6 per cent preferred stock, payable

January 2 to stockholders of record December 16.

The. Barrett Co. has declared a quarterly dividend of 1^4 per

cent on both common and preferred stock, payable January 2

to common stockholders of record December 20, and on January

15 to preferred stockholders of record January 5.

An extra dividend of 10 per cent on the common capital stock

has also been declared, payable January 25, to stockholders of

record December 20.

The board of directors of the Keystone Tire & Rubber Co.,

New York City, has declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent

with an addition 1/3 per cent on the preferred stock and a

regular quarterly dividend of 3 per cent on common stock,

payable January 2 to stockholders of record December 22.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. has declared

a quarterly dividend of IH per cent on the common stock, pay-

able January 31, and a quarterly dividend of the same amount

on the preferred stock, payable January 15, both dividends pay-

able to stockholders of record December 30. The common divi-

dend is an increase oi 'A oi I per cent over the last payment.
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M. M. CONVERSE.

M. M. Converse.

IWIAKQUIS M. CONVERSE, head of the Converse Rubher
Shoe Co., Maiden, Massachusetts, was born in Lyme, New

Ham|ishire, October 23. 1861. After attending the district school

there he com-

pleted his edu-

cation at the

T li e t f o r d

( V e r mo n t

)

Academy, and

at the age of 18

went to Sher-

brooke. Prov-

ince of Quebec,

Canada, for
about a year, as

telegraph oper-

ator.

Coming to

Boston in 1880,

he entered the

depart-
ment store of

Houghton &
Dutton, where

he officiated for

a year as buy-

er, and for the

ne.xt iive years as superintendent. His health then giving away,

he was warned by his physician that he must go to the country.

At Lebanon, New Hampshire, he then bought the small depart-

ment store of G. W. Houghton, a brother of Samuel Houghton,

of Houghton & Dutton, and the originator of the department

store idea. There he remained until 1887 when, with health

regained, he returned to Boston, and with Henry L. Pike formed

the partnership of Converse & Pike and assumed the selling

agency in that cit\' of the Wales-Goodyear line of rubber foot-

wear.

The new lirm secured comparatively small space on the second

tloor of a Ijuilding near the large store of W. L. Sage, at that

time probably the principal rubber jobber in Boston. \\'ithin

a few days, Mr. Sage, who, it will be remembered, always

dressed in the height of fashion and rather showily, walked into

the Converse & Pike establishment and introduced himself as

"William Lincoln Sage, your competitor across the street." Tak-

ing it for granted that the young men knew nothing about the

business, he at once offered them the opportunity to look over

his establishment and see the arrangement of floor space and

the building of bins for sorting the goods. Not only that, but he

offered to impart to them any knowledge he might have regard-

ing the credit of such customers as they might sell to, and in

other ways showed his good will toward this competitor, which,

in a facetious way, he had dubbed "the little pint cup rubber

house."

In 1899 Mr. Converse had a nervous breakdown. Energetic

and amliitious, he had worked for years without taking a vaca-

tion, and much of the time doing two or three men's work every

day. The result was inevitable, and for three years he was

obliged to remain out of business.

Having recovered his health, in 1902 he became the president

of the Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.'s distributing agency in

Boston, and during the next six years was highly successful in

building up the New England business for this new manufactur-

ing firm.

As showing the perspicacity of George H. Lewis, then presi-

dent of the Wales-Goodyear Co., when he chose Mr. Converse

as the man to push his goods to the New England trade, he in-

sisted that the six-year contract should read that Mr. Converse
should work but ten months out of twelve. Being a man of

action. Mr. Converse demurred, but Mr. Lewis,insisted on writing

into the contract that he should keep away from business entirely

during July and August of each year ; that if at any time he

attended to any details of business during those months, the con-

tract should terminate.

In 1908 Mr. Converse determined to go into manufacturing on
his own account, and established the Converse Rubl)er Shoe Co.,

building a small factory in the Edgeworth district of Maiden.

Massachusetts. His able management continued, and in the sum-

mer of 1916 the factory was greatly enlarged, more than doubling

its capacity, and yet the demand for its goods was even greater

than the factory could supply.

Mr. Converse is a man of quiet, forceful manner, with a wealth

of original ideas, as is proved by his progress in the line to which

he has devoted the greater portion of his business life.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Jesse E. La Dow, of the IManstield Tire & Rubber Co., Mans-

field, Ohio, is on the briny deep on his wa}' jiresumably to the

Far East ; at least he wrote from Yokohama in November,

having left Vancouver 15 days before on the Empress of Japan.

The story of the memorable trip published in the "Mansfield

News" is most interesting. However, one statement is, to say

the least, remarkable. He says : "Our steamship was in sight

of the Azores." Pretty far sighted to see the Azores from the

Northern Pacific

!

Mr. La Dow does far better, however, in a letter from Japan

to the "New York Herald." There he cites the wages of the

Japanese factory workers which are only one-tenth of what they

are in the United States ; in fact, constitute the lowest factory

wages in the world. When the big Japanese rubber mills get

into rubber lines where labor is the biggest factor, competition

will be difficult, to say the least.

Tlie many friends in the trade of Robert B. Baird, vice-presi-

dent of the Rubber Trading Co., will be glad to learn that he has

returned to his desk. Robert L. Baird has just returned from a

tri]) to Cuba.

Gove & French, Inc., New York City, announce that Walter

H. Bass is now associated with the company.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Ryan, of East Orange, New Jersey,

announce the engagement of their daughter. Miss Helen Hath-

away Ryan, to Collier W. Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs. William

T. Baird, and assistant treasurer of the Rubber Trading Co.,

9-lS Murray street. New York City. Mr. Baird is a graduate

of Yale Sheffield, class of 1910, and is a member of the Yale and

Essex Country Clubs and of Essex Troop, with which he re-

cently served on the border.

Rawson R. Cowen, son of the late Robert Cowen, has been

added to the selling force of the New Jersey Rubber Co., Lam-
bertville. New Jersey, rubber reclaimers, and will travel in New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

O. D. Garretson. secretary and treasurer of the Electric Hose
& Rubber Co., is president of the Manufacturers' Association of

Wilmington (Delaware), also of the Employers' Association,

and takes an active and enthusiastic interest in all matters making
for the betterment of Wilmington as an industrial and home
center.

Richard Weil, manufacturers' agent, well known in the East

Indian crude rubber trade, has returned to the Far East after a

two weeks' business sojourn in the United States. He expects

to return to New York in June. 1917.

F. G. Hettell, having been associated with Parker, Stearns &
Co.. druggists' sundries maniifacturers, Brooklyn, New York, as

superintendent for over 25 years, has resigned to take effect

January 1, 1917.
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THE MANAGER OF THE "CANADIAN CONSOLI-
DATED."

JUDICIAL DECISIONS,

J
A. WADE, who has recently been appointed manager of the

• Montreal factories of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited, is a man of wide rubber knowledge, 20 years'

experience, and so particularly well equipped to weld together

the several factory units in Montreal under the supervision of a

central authority

constantly in touch

with the mills. His

varied associations

have embraced not

only many of the
manufacturing de-

partments o f the

Dominion Rubber

System, but botli

the factory and

sales departments

of a prominent rub-

ber firm in the
United States.

In 1895 he enter-

ed the employ of the

Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Massachu-

setts. After four

years' training i n

the factory he was

, ^ nr transferred to the
J. A. Wade. ...

sales division to be-

come familiar with costs, selling methods and general office

routine. There he remained four years more and then went

on the road selling general rubber goods. Later, hearing of

contemplated changes at the plant of the Canadian Rubber Co.,

of Montreal, he arranged to join the staff as assistant manager

of the mechanical rubber goods division, and since that time has

been associated with the mechanical line except during 1912 and

1913, when he was general superintendent of the P.. & R. Rubber

Co.'s factory at North Brookfield, Massachusetts.

Mr. Wade not only knows rubber manufacture well, but he

has a keen insight of human nature. His success is due, in large

measure, to constructive organization of the force under him.

Superintendents, foremen and the operatives generally have

confidence in his leadership and feel safe in his hands. That

efficiency in every detail is to be encouraged may be seen in the

weekly meetings of the foremen of his various departments, af

which ways and means to improve the service are discussed.

With the able assistance of Messrs. F. Jamieson and Henry
Poole, superintendent and assistant superintendent, respectively,

Mr. Wade's regime promises to be notable.

PAN-AMERICAN AERONAUTIC EXPOSITION.

New York is to have an aeronautic show. The first Pan-

."Xmtrican Aeronautic E.xposition will be held in Grand Central

Palace, February 8 to IS, under the joint auspices of the Na-
tional .Automobile Chamber of Commerce, the Aero Club of

America, the Pan-American Aeronautic I'ederation and the

American Society of Aeronautic Engineers. Howard E. Coffin,

of the Hudson Motor Car Co., is chairman of the Exposition.

Details have not been completely worked out, but it is prob-

able that the motor and accessory manufacturers will participate.

The Society of .Automobile Engineers has extended its activi-

ties to include aeronautics, and will hold a technical session

during the exposition for the discussion of present develop-

ments and possibilities of airplane engines. The S. A. E. stand-

ards committee is being reorganized in order to carry its work
of standardization into the aeronautic field.

Buffalo Specialty Co. v. Lnuiana Rubber & In.sulated
Wire Co. The case here reported was an appeal from the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the District of Indiana, the
appellant having brought suit to restrain infringement of all the

claims of patent No. 578,551, granted to E. C. Duryea, March 9,

1897, for improvements in vehicle tires.

The device of the patent consists in a pneumatic tube or
bicycle tire treated internally with a semi-Hquid compound
which, when a puncture occurs, is forced by the action of the

compressed air within the tube into the aperture, and upon
becoming exposed to the air thereby congeals and thus repairs

the leak. The fluid, known as "dope," was not patented and,
according to the patentee of the tube, may consist of any liquid

or semi-liquid which will retain its free-flowing characteristics

while contained within the tube, but will coagulate when exposed
to the external atmosphere.

Infringement was based upon the following facts : The
appellant was engaged in manufacturing and selling "dope";
the defendant, in making and selling pneumatic bicycle

tires. The latter, being on November 5, 1898, the owner
of the patent in spit, sold and conveyed it to the appellant's

predecessor in title, the Buffalo Specialty Manufacturing Co.,

and took back, as a part of the transaction, what was in the
transfer agreement termed "a shop license under said letters

patent," granting the right to manufacture and use the dope, but
withholding the right to its manufacture for sale except in a
local retail way from the factories of the Indiana Rul)ber &
Insulated Wire Co., and Peoria Rubber & Manufacturing Co.,

respectively. The appellee thereupon proceeded to manufacture
the doped tire for over 11 years, when the business with the
Chicago house of Sears, Roebuck & Co. attained immense pro-
portions..

The appellant's contention was that it had no knowledge of

the action of the appellee in building up such a large trade until

about the time of the suit;. that such action was in violation of

the shop agreement, the true intent of which, it claimed, was
that the appellee should make and use or make and sell the

invention only in a local retail way from its two factories.

.At the time this suit was begun the appellee also brought suit

in an Indiana State Court for reformation of the contract or
shop license; also for an injunctive relief, and damages. No
complaint was made of the sale of "dope" as such, but only of

its sale as an element of the tire of the patent.

The court dismissed the bill at the appellant's cost for want of
equity, a decision which was afterward affirmed on appeal. This
decision was pleaded as res adjudicatii (a matter already
settled).

The appellant's claim of infringement was based upon the

proposition that the appellee, having breached the license contract
by making and selling the device of the patent in quantities,

became an infringer. The District Court sustained both non-
infringement and the plea of former adjudication, and di.smissed

the bill for want of equity. This action of the District Court
was assigned for error.

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh District, before which
the appeal for assignment for error came, held that the shop
license authorized the defendant to manufacture in unlimited
quantities tires with the patented device, the only restriction

being upon the sale of the dope; this being particularly true in

view of the fact that there had been a long acquiescence in the

defendant's manufacture of tires. [The Federal Reporter, Vol.

334, pages 334 to 336.]

L. A. Watts, for three years manager of The Rcpnlilic Rubber
Co. of Texas, has been appointed general factory purchasing
agent, with headquarters at the main plant, Youngstown, Ohio.
R. E. Ratcliffe, for two years in charge of mechanical sales at

The Republic Rubber Co. of Texas, succeeds Mr. Watts.
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TRADE NOTES.

The United States Rubber Co. has acquired the business of

the McCord-Norton Co., St. Joseph, Missouri, which will be

continued under the same name as a branch store of the first-

named company.

The recent fire at the Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) plant of

The Barrett Co. was confined to one department, the loss being

approximately $25,000, fully covered by insurance. Plans for

rebuilding have been prepared and the work will be completed

and new equipment installed within 60 days.

The Cravenette Co. has been obliged, on account of increased

business, to move to larger quarters on the seventeenth' floor of

the Hess Building, 354 Fourth avenue. New York City.

Extensive additions are being made to the Granby, Quebec,

factory of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal,

Canada.

Eastern factories are so congested with orders that the Port-

land Rubber Mills, Portland, Oregon, has been asked to bid on

an order for 3,000,000 small rubber washers. Incidentally this

shows to what extent this practical little rubber device is used.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, has established a bonus system for its

salaried employes, similar to that which has been in operation

for some time among wage earners. The bonus, paid monthly,

is 8 per cent, provided absences and tardiness do not exceed

six hours, or more than three occasions. Those who have lost

no time receive an additional 4 per cent.

A new warehouse of reinforced concrete with outside walls of

solid pressed brick, has been added to the Regina (Saskatchewan)

branch of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited. The
building is designed for five stories and basement, but has for the

present two stories and basement. It is SO by 1(X) feet wide with a

loading platform 50 by 13 feet, facing the railway spur track, and

contains all the latest improvements. The Dominion rubber fac-

tory of this company at St. Jerome, Quebec, is also being enlarged

to meet the increased demand for "Fleet Foot" shoes.

Owing to constantly increasing business in its surgeon's gloves,

the Halifax Rubber Co., Halifax, Pennsylvania, is enlarging its

plant and installing new machinery and equipment.

The Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) office of the Goodall Rubber
Co., Inc., is now located at Eleventh and Race streets, and the

New York City office and warerooms at 72 Murray street. These
changes afford three times the former wareroom space in both

cities.

The Habirshaw Electric Cable Co., 10 East Forty-third street.

New York City, has let a contract for the construction of a two
and three-story addition to its manufacturing plant at Yonkers.

New York, 200 by 300 feet.

The Electric Cable Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut, has awarded
a contract for a four-story addition 57 by 130 feet.

Mulconroy Co., Inc., has removed to more commodious quar-

ters at 528 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where a

full stock of the Mulconroy line ' of hose, "7-League" sewed
leather-soled rubber boots, etc., will be carried.

Owing to the restriction of imports during the past year,

there has been an unusual development of the chemical industries

in the United States. There has been a large increase in the

number of by-product coke plants which are utilized in the

production of many compounds formerly imported from Ger-

many. The products referred to include the following that are

used in the rubber industry ; benzol, solvent naphtha, toluol, car-

bolic acid, and cresylic acid.

The Court of Appeals has ordered L. G. De Cant to pay for

the $1,000 worth of stock in the C. A. White Rubber Co., Water-

town, New York, which he subscribed for but never received,

the money to go to the creditors in bankruptcy of the company.

This case has been in the courts for a number of years.

K. V. Hawby, a Dane, and his brother. Axel S. Hawby, having

pleaded guilty to shipping dental rubber as passengers' baggage

on Scandinavian-.'Vmerican liners, were recently sentenced to

ten days in the Tombs, theirs being the first prison sentences to

be imposed on shippers who violated United States customs laws

in attempts to run the British blockade.

The Merchants' Association of New York has just issued an

important pamphlet opposing government ownership and opera-

tion of public utilities, and advocating exclusive regulation of

all railroads by the Federal Government. It presents a masterly

summing up of logical arguments that the Association's Com-

mittee on Transportation will support before the Newlands

Commission, which is about to begin an investigation of tliis

entire matter.

The Republic Rubber Co., Youiigstovvn, Ohio, recently re-

ceived an order for railway hose the volume of which doubles the

amount of this class of business that the company has had for

years.

Work has been commenced on the addition to the plant of the

New York Rubber Co., Beacon, New York. The new building

will be two stories high and 50 by 1(X) feet.

The Kelley Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio, will increase its

output as soon as a suitable factory building can be located.

The Goodall Rubber Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, has moved to

larger quarters in the Commercial Building at Eleventh and Race

streets. For a number of years it has been located at 19 North

Seventh street.

A Zanesville, Ohio, brick company recently closed a contract

for 20,000,000 bricks to be used for additions to Akron rubber

factories.

A new rubber factory devoted to the manufacture of drug-

gists' sundries and toys is projected by C. V. Martin, of New-
castle, Pennsylvania, to be located at Norwalk, Ohio, in the

very early future.

Work is being rapidly rushed on the buildings of the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co.'s factories in Muskegon, Michigan.

Machinery installation is expected to commence January 1.

The Millbury Rubber Co., Millbury, Massachusetts, notice of

whose incorporation appears elsewhere in this issue, has taken

over the plant of the Stoddard Rubber Co., Inc., at Millbury,

the latter company liaving discontinued business. The Millbury

company manufactures four sizes of non-skid tires. The present

capacity of the mill is 160 tires a day, and it is planned to in-

crease this shortly to 300.

The fiftieth anniversary of the founding of The Loewenthal

Co., Chicago, Illinois, will be celebrated on New Year's Day.

This well-known waste rubber concern operates extensively

throughout the country and also carries on a large export and

import business.

Kaufman & Rosenberg, dealers in scrap metals and rubber,

have moved to 2994 Park avenue, New York City, where they

occupy a three-story brick building, provided with the latest

equipment for rapid and efficient shipment.

Wallace L. Gougli & Co., dealer in crude rubber, gutta percha

and balata, has joined offices with Richard Gough, Corn Exchange

Bank Building, 11-19 William street, New York City, with A. T.

Mason as associate.

AMAZON TIRE EXPANSION.

The .Amazon Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has ap-

pointed Owen Moynihan as eastern district manager with head-

quarters in New York City. Among the recent additions to the

staff of Amazon dealers may be mentioned Ralph E. Becker,

Buffalo, New York, and the Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LIMITED.

In The India Rubder World of December 1, 1916, was pub-

lished an account of the formation of a new corporation, the

F. E. Partridge Rubber Co. In that notice it was stated that this

corporation had leased the factory of the Independent Rubber

Co., at Merritton, Ontario. This is not the fact. The Partridge

Company has leased the plant of the Independent Tire Co., at

Guelph, Ontario.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited, at Merritton, has not dis-

continued business, nor has it leased its factory. On the con-

trary, it is running to full capacity on orders, the demands for

its rubber footwear having become so great that the manage-

ment has recently been obliged to decline business.

S. A. E. EXTENDS ACTIVITIES.

The Society of Automobile Engineers, whose scientific investi-

gations and standard specifications have done so much for the

advance of the automobile industry, has extended its activities

to the aeronautic, tractor and motor boat fields. The recently

established Buffalo section will devote considerable attention to

this work, and the newer activities are prominently reflected in

the program of papers to be read at the annual meeting of the

society, to be held in New York City, January 11, at the time of

the automobile show. During the First Pan-American Aero-

nautical Exposition, to be held at Grand Central Palace, Febru-

ary 8 to IS inclusive, a technical session of the society will also

be held.

NEW PLANT OF THE HENEiY L. SCOTT CO.

The Henry L Scott Co., Providence, Rhode Island, builder

of precision testing machines for rubber, cotton fabric, cords

and other materials, has recently occupied its new factory at

Blackstone and Culver streets. As shown by the accompanying

illustration, the plant consists of a two-story building of heavy

mill construction with basement 35 by 68 feet; a boiler house

IS by 35 feet in the rear; and a storehouse 22 feet square at one

side.

The main building is equipped with sprinklers and safety

devices througliout. Exceptionally large windows have been

provided and the shop is otherwise well lighted, both gas and
electricity being employed. All machinery is operated by electric

motors and materials are carried from floor to floor by an

electric elevator. The first floor is devoted entirely to the manu-
facture of machine parts. Castings and raw stock are stored

in the basement, and the snagging and painting are also done
there. On the top floor are located the offices, drafting room,

assembling and shipping departments. Visitors interested in the

testing of materials and the obvious advantage of buying and

selling them by specification are welcome.

ROSENWALD & WEIL ARE PROGRESSIVE:.

The accompanying illustration was made from a photograph

showing a portion of the exhibit that was recently held in the

Chicago showrooms of Rosenwald & Weil, maker of rubber
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TIRE PRICES MAY BE ADVANCED.

FOLLOWING the rise of about 12}4 per cent, in tire prices

early last year is now seems probable tliat prices will soon be

advanced again from 15 to 20 per cent. Dealers usually order

heavily about this time for spring delivery, and the fact that two

of the largest manufacturers have instructed their agents to accept

only orders for immediate shipment seems to foreshadow a

general advance. This refusal of forward orders is due to the

unsettled conditions affecting crude material prices. In this

connection it is a somewhat anomalous fact that every produc-

tion cost, including compounding ingredients and labor, has long

since advanced greatly, except rubber itself. Until October

rubber had actually been a little lower tlian a year ago, but

during the past three months the trend of the market has been

upward to an advance of about 20 per cent. Tire building fabric

now sells at about double the prices prevailing a year ago. Oxide

of zinc, lampblack and all compounding ingredients are relatively

high, and whiting has nearly doubled in cost, so that on the

present price schedule the margin of profit in tire manufacture

is small.

the boll weevil ; the total American cotton crop is nearly 3,000,000

bales below normal; and the cotton demand for miscellaneous

purposes is unprecedented. The breaker strip referred to is

composed of fme wire, bound with asbestos, woven into fabric

and rubberized. Time will substantiate the sweeping claims of

superiority based upon strength and nonconductivity of heat

if they be well founded. Meanwhile, it is certain that mineral

asbestos is not rotted by moisture percolating through cuts in

the tire tread and carrying along some of the sulphur of vul-

canization. Herein, perhaps, lies its chief claim to notice as a

possible substitute for cotton tire fabric.

A THREE-SECTION AUTOMOBILE TIRE.

A pneumatic tire that differs radically from the ordinary

casing and tread construction, is the subject of the following

illustration and description. This tire has two separate side walls

while the tread is a separate section, as will be seen by re-

ferring to the figure on the right. The conformation of the

outer ends of the two side walls and both sides of the tread is

such that when assembled with the inner tube, a few pounds'

inflation suffices to lock the sections firmly together.

Among the advantages claimed for this novel construction are

greater protection to the tube, and danger of punctures and blow-

outs minimized. The tread is readily interchangeable, as the

side walls of a given size are identical ; moreover, the tread may

be used on any corresponding standard tire, making the retread-

ing of a worn-out tire a very simple matter. It is also apparent,

from the inventor's claims, that when the sectional tire becomes

hopelessly worn or damaged, in the great majority of cases, it

will be necessary only to replace one-third of the tire to make

it serviceable again. [D. C. Roberts, Trenton, New Jersey.]

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORY WEEK.

T~'HE seventeenth Annual National Automobile Show under
^ the auspices of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

will be held at Grand Central Palace, New York City, January

6 to 13, and at the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory, Chi-

cago, January 27 to February 3. More than 340 exhibitors have

been allotted space, most of them at both shows. In this list

of exhibitors are the following names which are familiar to

readers of The India Rubber World:
Adarason & Co., Inc., New York City.

Asch & Co., Inc., New York City.

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., New York City.

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Eastern Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Essex Rubber Co., Trenton, New Jersey.

Eureka Rim Compressor, Inc., Addison, New York.

General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Hill Insulating & Manufacturing Corporation, New York City.

Mattson Rubber Co., Lodi, New Jersey.

Mutty, L. J. Co., Boston, Massachusetts.

Pittsburgh Electric Specialties Co., New York City.

Rubber Insulated Metals Corporation, Plainfield, New Jersey.

Western Electric Instrument Co., Newark, New Jersey.

There will be 98 cars exhibited, while 218 accessory manufac-

turers will display their lines. Many elaborate arrangements

and novel effects are being planned for this exhibition.

ASBESTOS FOR TIRE FABRIC.

Long-fibre asbestos spun into thread has been suggested and

even used to a certain extent as a substitute for cotton in the

manufacture of tire fabric. While some experts hold to the

opinion that it cannot have the tensile strength of cotton fabric,

its possibilities in connection with an unusually broad breaker

strip of woven wire extending about the side walls are partic-

ularly interesting at a time when the Egyptian cotton crop is re-

stricted ; the Sea Island crop is threatened by the ravages of

SOCIETY OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

The week in New York City will be a busy one. The Society

of Automobile Engineers, which now has 370 members, will hold

its annual meeting during the week. On Tuesday there will be

a preliminary session of the Standards Committee. The regular

business meeting will be held Wednesday, at which officers will

be elected and proposed constitutional amendments discussed.

The afternoon session will be devoted largely to aviation sub-

jects. Thursday will be given over to professional papers and

discussion of automobile subjects. A buffet luncheon will be

served at noon. This meeting will be held at the Engineering

Societies Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth street.

The annual banquet will be held at the Hotel Biltmore, Thurs-

day evening. Three short addresses on subjects of interest to

the automobile industry will be important features. The 750

diners in a body will then attend a midnight theatrical perform-

ance as a climax to the function.

MOTOR AND ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, which now number

260 members, will hold their thirteenth annual meeting at the

Waldorf-.^storia Hotel, New York City, Wednesday, January

10 at 3 o'clock, following this with the Ninth Annual Banquet

at the same hotel at 7 :30 P. M. An efficient banquet committee

is in charge, and the affair promises to be the banner occasion

of this association. On Thursday, January 11, the board of di-

rectors will hold an important meeting at the offices of the as-

sociation.
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NEW INCOEPOEATIONS.

Batterman, Rood Rubber Co., The, October 24 (Mass-

achusetts), $150,000. John J. Batterman, 95 Newbury street,

Boston; Warren B. Rood, 585 Franklin street, Melrose High-

lands; Robert W. Daniels, 16 Harrison street, Brookline;

Thomas H. Dumper, 15 Fernwick Road, Winchester—all in

Massachusetts. To manufacture and deal in shoes, clothing, etc.,

made in whole or in part from rubber or other similar materials.

Beacon Rubber Co., Inc., December 13 (New York), $50,000.

Herbert T. Auerbach, Statler Hotel; Harold A. Forbes, 241

Maryland street, and L. B. Dietz, 40 Laurel street—all in Buffalo,

New York. To manufacture rubber goods, etc.

Bering Tire & Repair Co., November 24 (Texas), $20,000.

A. C. Bering, Jr., John W. House and Hamblen Pattison—all

of Houston, Texas. Principal office, Houston, Texas. To deal

in tires. This company succeeds the Bering Tire & Rubber Co.

Colton Demountable Rim Corporation, December 12 (Dela-

ware), $2,500,000. L. R. Sheldon and L. N. Downs, New York

City, and George H. Roeder, Brooklyn, New York. Principal

office, United States Corporation Co., Dover, Delaware. To

manufacture and deal in rims for automobiles, especially the

Colton Demountable Rim.

Goshen Rubber & Manufacturing Co., October 25 (Indiana),

$5,000. Charles Noel (president and treasurer), Henry W.

Pease (secretary and sales manager), and John Lash. Principal

office, Goshen, Indiana. To manufacture mechanical rubber

goods, rubber molds and machinery.

Guarantee Tire & Rubber Co., November 4 (Indiana), $70,000.

G. F. Kreitlein (president) ; C. W. Minesinger (vice-president),

Walter W. Kuhn (secretary). To deal in casings, tubes and

accessories.

International Rubber Sales Co., November 1 (Indiana), $10,-

000. Marc Wile, Leah Wile, and Alex D. Rodgers, Jr. Prin-

cipal office, Evansville, Indiana. To buy, sell and repair

automobile tires and accessories.

Interstate Elastic Braid Co., Inc., December 6 (New York),

$5,000. Samuel Sagor, 336 First street, Brooklyn, New York

;

David G. Herman and Charles Herman, 126 East Twelfth street,

New York City. To manufacture elastic braid.

Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., December 14 (New York), $150,000.

John B. Abbott, Geneseo; Harlan W. Rippey and Samuel Levy,

Rochester—both in New York. Principal office, LeRoy, New
York. To manufacture electrical apparatus, insulating materials,

rubber, etc.

Marine Rubber & Chemical Co., Inc., The, December 9 (New
York), $1,000. James B. Pelton, 197 Penn street; Richard

Murphy, 540 Fifty-seventh street^both in Brooklyn, New York,

and Frank A. O'Rea, 6 Mangin street. New York City.

Metallic Auto-Tire Co., November 1 (Massachusetts), $500,-

000. Constantine P. Govostos, 3SS Harrison avenue, Boston

;

Joseph Lazarus, 25 Sea Foam avenue, Winthrop, and Alex-

ander O. Szeitz, 53 Piedmont street, Worcester—all in Massachu-

setts. Principal office, Lynn, Massachusetts. To manufacture

and deal in metallic tires, automobiles, etc.

Millbury Rubber Co., November IS (Massachusetts), $90,000.

Albert W. Blackmer, J. Otis Sibley, and Ruth E. Price—all of

Worcester, Massachusetts. Principal office, Millbury, Massachu-

setts. To manufacture and deal in all kinds of crude rubber

or rubber compounds, tires, and articles made of rubber and

other compounds.

Parker Collapsible Rim Corporation, August 23 (Delaware),

$3,000,(XX). Lawrence Angel, Cedarhurst, Long Island, New
York; George J. Soden, 386 One Hundred and Sixty-first street,

New York City; Sidney S. Lesser, 1935 Bergen street, and

Louise Frankel, 592 Decatur street—both in Brooklyn, New
York. Principal office, Delaware Charter Guarantee & Trust Co.,

328 du Pont Building, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture

and deal in rims, parts and appliances in connection with auto-

mobiles and other motor vehicles.

Quick Lock Demountable Rim Co., November 14 (Massachu-

setts), $50,000. James Norrie, 78 Chauncy street, Charles F.

Crowell, Room 22, Ames Building—both in Boston, Massachu-

setts, and James W. Stevens, 9 Summit avenue, Brookline,

Massachusetts. Principal office, Boston, Massachusetts. For the

purpose of holding, buying, selling and dealing in patents and

patent rights and automobile accessories.

Renter Rubber Co., November 9 (New Jersey), $250,000.

George Joseph Renter, 182 Montclair avenue; Alfred Strauss, 75

Hedden Terrace, and Frederick Seligman, 202 Fifth street—all

'in Newark, New Jersey. Principal office, 11 Clinton street,

Newark, New Jersey. To manufacture and deal in tires and

tubes.

Rubber Pachit Corporation, December 18 (New York), $30,-

000. Frederic W. Rogers and Edward Goldfarb, 40 Exchange

Place, and V. C. Bogardus, 140 Nassau street—both in New
York City. Vulcanizing materials, tire repairing, etc.

Scientific Rubber Heel Co., Inc., December 8 (New York),

$200,000. William H. Arrington, 619 West One Hundred and

Thirty-fifth street. New York City; Blanchel A. Murrelle, 1716

Caton avenue, and Ellis S. Helwitz, 1129 East Fifteenth street

—

both in Brooklyn, New York.

Servis Tire & Tube Co., December 1 (Delaware), $100,000.

F. D. Buck, George W. Dillman and M. L. Horty—all of

Wilmington, Delaware. Principal office, Delaware Charter

Guarantee & Trust Co., 328 duPont Building, Wilmington, Dela-

ware To manufacture and sell tires and tubes.

Standard Tire Valve Co., September 13 (Massachusetts),

$100,000. Michael F. Clarke and John Luther, 40 Central street,

and John W. McCormack, Tremont Building—both in Boston,

Massachusetts. Principal office, Boston, Massachusetts. To
build, construct, manufacture and deal in tire valves, etc.

Triple Airless Tire Co., September 21 (Delaware), $150,000.

Andrew C. Heilman, Butler
; J. M. Martin and F. W. Daugherty,

Grove City—both in Pennsylvania. Principal office. Colonial

Charter Co., 927 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To
manufacture and deal in the Triple Airless tires, and other

tires and rubber goods.

Tu-Shu-Tire Corporation, December 13 (New York), $5,000.

William C. Moore, 1178 Broadway; William P. Herrick, and

Gerard P. Herrick, 61 East Seventy-third street—all of New
York City.

United States Rubber Co., December 7 (Delaware), $100,000.

Henry B. Hubbard, 1540 Seventy-second street; John D. Car-

berry, 822 Greene avenue—both in Brooklyn, New York, and

George H. Mayo, 159 Corlies avenue, Pelham, New York.

Principal office. Corporation Trust Co. of America, 394 duPont

Building, Wilmington, Delaware. To purchase, sell and deal in

goods, wares and merchandise of which rubber is a component

part. This company was organized to operate the business here-

tofore carried on by certain branch store selling companies in

various parts of the United States.

Wayne Tire & Rubber Co., November 3 (Indiana), $3,000.

W. R. Britton, H. T. Whitney, E. J. Wohlfeld. Principal office,

Indianapolis, Indiana. To deal in tires, accessories, etc.

FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THE PEHLMAN EIM SUIT.

Through the payment of $1,010,000 by the Standard Welding

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, to the Perlman Rim Corporation, in settle-

ment of back royalties, the famous Perlman rim suit, referred to in

several previous issues of The India Rubber World, has been

virtually closed, although certain legal formalities still remain

to be complied with. Thus the last Stanweld debt to Perlman

has been paid and the plant will henceforth manufacture rims

under a Perlman license. The factory space is to be enlarged

next summer to about 1,600,000 feet.

Of value for daily reference in every rubber office.

—

"The

Polyglot Rubber Trade Directory, 1916."
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PERSONAL MENTION.

John Kearns has been elected general manager of the Lee

Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, in full charge

of manufacturing, and plans are being made for a material in-

crease in the production and capacity of the plant under his

management. Formerly Mr. Kearns was vice-president of The

Kisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls. Massachusetts, and previous

to that he organized the British Dunlop Co. of Australia, with

which he was connected for 12 years.

\V. M. Pound succeeds Millard Ritter as local manager of

the Charlotte (North Carolina) depot of The B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio.

E. Duffy has joined forces witli the Kelly-Field Co., selling

agency for the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Penn-

sylvania, and hereafter will devote his experienced attention to

the merchandising of Lee tires. lie was formerly sales mana-

ger of the Midgeley Tire & Rubber Co., and prior to that was

connected with the Hartford Rubber Works Co.

H. R. Piatt, recently with the Batavia Rubber Co., has been

appointed assistant superintendent of the tire department of

The Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., Canton, Ohio.

J. F. Thompson has been appointed general district manager

of the New York branch of the Sewell Cushion Wheel Co.,

Detroit, Michigan.

J. D. Gary has been promoted to the position of southern dis-

trict manager for the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York

City. Mr. Gary was formerly manager of the Atlanta (Georgia)

branch, where he is succeeded by Amos W. Whaley.

George M. Martin is in charge of the new branch of the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co. at Minneapolis, Minnesota. For the past

eight years Mr. Martin was connected with the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, as manager, respectively, of its

Omaha, St. Louis and Minneapolis branches, and therefore

brings a wealth of experience to his new position.

R. W. Llewellyn has been placed in charge of the branch store

and wholesale depot recently opened at Columbus, Ohio, by the

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

R. C. Bubb, of Grimley, Limited, agents for the Firestone

Tire & Rubber Co., at Sydney, Australia, recently returned from

an extended visit to the United States for the purpose of study-

ing factory and export conditions. Mr. Bubb states that,

although a part of the British Empire, Australia buys most of

its automobiles, tires and motor car accessories from the United

States.

A. E. Hertzig has been made manager of the Washington,

D. C, branch of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

He was formerly employed as manager of the Baltimore branch

and will now take charge of both territories. L. J. Gemmil,

former manager of the Washington branch, will devote his time

to looking after the government business.

George M. Stadelman, vice-president of the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, is now in South America with his

family. While the trip is taken mainly for recuperation, Good-

year interests in that region will doubtless claim a share of his

attention.

G. W. Henne, general manager of the Mansfield Tire & Rubber

Co., Mansfield, Ohio, has recently decided to turn over five acres

of the company's ground to be devoted to garden purposes for

the benefit of the employes. The company will plow, irrigate

and supply seed for each employe who may desire to raise his

own food stuffs.

Henry C. Plow, at one time treasurer of the Hartford Rubber

Works, and more recently vice-president and sales manager of

the Midgely Tire & Rubber Co., has purchased and will operate

the Automobile Owners' Accessory Co., Limited, of Montreal.

Canada. The company will be renamed and reincorporated.

E. A. Jacob has become manager of the Portage Rubber Co.'s

Des Moines (Iowa) branch. He succeeds J. W. Wildman, who

has been transferred to the Chicago offices.

James G. Budd, of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mas-
sachusetts, recently completed an 11 months' tour in the Far

East, in the interests of the company's export and service de-

partment. Mr. Budd's successful mastery of about 20 ditferent

tongues and dialects peculiarly fits him for such an undertaking.

C. M. Folger, Pacific Coast manager of the Marathon Tire &
Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has been spending the last

few weeks in the Hawaiian Islands, visiting Marathon distrib-

uters and gathering information on conditions in that territory.

WESTINGHOUSE TO INCREASE CAPITAL.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, will increase its capital by the addition of

$15,000,000 of common stock, provided the recent resolution of

the board of directors is authorized by the stockholders at a

special meeting called for February IS. All plants of the com-

pany are doing capacity business and many profitable contracts

have had to be declined. The new issue of stock will permit the

immediate erection of a much needed plant at Essington, Penn-

sylvania, just outside of Philadeliihia. at an expense of $5,000,000

to $7,000,000.

A WELL-KNOWN INVENTOR AT WORK.

I
O see men in their offices is almost as interesting as to meet

' tliem in the flesh, and it is a pleasure occasionally to have

an opportunity to show the daily surroundings of those who have

contributed materially to the advance of rubber manufacture.

The accompanying illustration shows Arthur Jackson Wills, the

well-known inventor, in his office at North Brookfield, Massa-

chusetts, explaining the model of one of his recent inventions

to Mr. Lindholm of the Pneumatic Scale Corporation. Mr.

Wills is a mechanical engineer of exceptional ability, and since

his association with the B. & R. Rubber Co., of North Brookfield,

Massachusetts, has devoted himself with marked success to the

Okfke 0I-- .'Xrthuk J.vcKsoiV Wills.

design and manufacture of special rubber machinery. Keen

insight and a first-hand knowledge of the needs of the industry,

coupled with a positive creative ability, have brought forth

several time and labor-saving devices which have been adopted

by leading rubber manufacturers in Europe as well as America.

His automatic, carton filling machine was soon followed by a

rubber overflow trimmer for rubber heels and other molded

goods—his most widely known invention—while the device

just recently placed upon the market is a rubber edging plaiter.

It is known that more patents are pending, and it is reasonable

to assume that in his future work Mr. Wills will round out a

much broader sphere of helpfulness to the rubber trade.
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TRADE NOTES.

Tlie Keaton Tire & Rubber Co. has moved into larger quarters

at 636 Van Ness avenue, San Francisco, California, the new
two-story and basement quarters having three entrances and

affording every convenience for proper service.

The Meyer Rubber Co. is erecting a plant at Ma.ssillon, Ohio,

for the manufacture of automobile tires and tire accessories.

The Gillette Safety Tire Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin, has

increased its capital stock to $1,000,000. Work is progressing

rapidly on the plant, and it is expected that by March or April

the capacity will be more than doubled. C. G. Race, formerly

general manager of the Chicago branch, is now general sales

manager at Eau Claire.

The Estabrook-McGravv Tire Co., 1646 Broadway, Denver
Colorado, is a new distributing agency for McGraw tires in Colo-

rado and extensive adjacent territory in the Rocky Mountain

region.

The Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

has opened a new department for the manufacture of rubber

and composition soles and heels, with Frank B. Rickaby in

charge.

The Hester Tire & Rubber Co. has acquired a three-acre

site in Delphos, Ohio, on the Fort Wayne division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad and the Clover Leaf Route, and will there

erect a series of modern two-story factory buildings, of brick

and concrete construction. Each unit will be 50 by ISO feet and

will contain approximately 15,000 feet of floor space. It is ex-

pected that part of the plant will be in operation by spring.

To facilitate the shipment and storage of its tires, the Savage

Tire Co., San Diego, California, has added to the group of its

factory buildings a warehouse of brick and steel construction.

It is erected on the tracks of the San Diego & Arizona Rail-

road and will handle all the carload shipments, besides being

used as a supplementary storehouse for raw materials and an

overflow storehouse for finished tires.

The Good-Wear Rubber Co. has purchased for $30,000, prop-

erty comprising Ij/ acres oi ground centrally located in Elyria,

Ohio. The existing buildings on this property, having a floor

space of 25,000 to 30,000 square feet, will be remodeled very

shortly, the company expecting, to manufacture tires in the late

spring or early summer.

The Porter Rubber Co., Salem, Ohio, has raised its capital

stock from $125,000 to $250,000, because of increased business,

the new stock to be taken by present stockholders. This com-

pany already has a new, modern factory with a capacity of 350

tires and a like number of tubes per day.

The Watson Suspension Wheel Co., Franklin. Pennsylvania,

has raised its capital stock from $50,000 to $150,000. This com-

pany holds the patents for the Triple Airless tire, which is made
under contract. The officers are as follows : J. M. Martin, Grove
City, Pennsylvania, president; A. C. Hileman, vice-president;

Fred W. Daugherty, secretary and treasurer.

The Fox-Senior Tire Co. has decreased the amount of its

authorized capital of $20,000 to $10,000.

The assets and liabilities of The McClurg Rubber Co., Coshoc-

ton, Ohio, have recently been taken over by the Midland Tire

& Rubber Co., which will operate in the old McClurg company's

building at Coshocton. Three tires of different grades, includ-

ing a cord tire, and also tubes, will be manufactured. Wilmer
Dunbar will act as general manager.

The Batavia Ruliber Co.. Batavia. New York, has liled com-
plaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission cliarging the

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, and connecting lines, with dis-

crimination in rates with respect to its articles of manufacture

on shipments meant for so-called Southern Classification terri-

tory by way of Ohio River crossings. The complaint alleges that

this discrimination extends to classes of tires as follows : First

class, on pneumatic tires, in any quantity ; second class on solid

tires, any quantity; and, third class, on all others, such as tires

in steel casings. The complainant asks the commission to order

rates which will cause "a larger spread" between the carload and
less than carload lots.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has also filed

a petition for reclassification of freight rates on tires shipped

via the Atlantic Coast Line and other railroads in the South.

The Mutual Film Corporation will equip all of its motor cars

with a specially constructed non-skid tire which will write the

name of Charlie Cliaplin in the dust of the road three times

for each wheel revolution. Between imprints of the name will

be footprints of the world's champion foot-worker, on the shoe
of the tire.

The Iowa Rubber Tire Co., of Bettendorf, Iowa, has recently

purchased the plant formerly occupied by the American Can Co.
for $70,000. It is claimed that the company has signed three
tire experts from Akron, Ohio.

The Good-Wear Rubber Co.. Elyria, Ohio, is said to have
commenced operating. It is estimated that the company will

employ 150 men and make 300 tires and 2(X) tubes daily.

It is understood that the contract for erecting the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co.'s plant at Cumberland, Maryland, has been
let for $2,500,000. Building will commence March 1.

Production has begun in the newly-built pneumatic tire factory
of the J. & D. Tire & Rubber Co., at Charlotte, North Carolina.

George Knowles, a scientific rubber man with 16 years' practical

experience in tire manufacturing, is superintendent.

At the annual sales conference of The McGraw Tire & Rubber
Co.. East Palestine, Ohio, December 6 to 9, S. L. Warner was
appointed assistant sales manager, and R. J. Delavan, special

representative. C. K. Whittaker, former Pacific Coast district

manager, was made Pacific Coast district manager, with head-
quarters at San Francisco, California. There was a full attend-

ance of district managers at the conference, and C. E. Miley,

general sales manager, presided.

A certificate of authority to do business in Illinois has been
issued to The Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., an Ohio corporation

with a capital stock of $600,000. The principal office in Illinois

is located in Chicago.

EMPIRE RUBBER & TIRE CO.S NEW PHILADELPHIA OFFICE.

The new hduie of tlic- Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) branch of
the Empire Rubber & Tire Co., of Trenton, New Jersey, is a
large four-story and basement building centrally located at 810
North Broad street. One of the main reasons for erecting this

new building was to improve the service end of the company's
business, and the rear portion of the fir.st floor, 20 by 86 feet, is

given over to the service station, allowing plenty of room to run
cars inside. Experts will be in charge of this department, capable
of giving advice to patrons wbicli will insure the greatest pos-
sible service from the tires.

The entire second floor is used for the stock room. It is

equipped with four rows of tire racks, each 160 feet long and
extending to the ceiling, three tiers high, and with accommoda-
tions for at least 10,000 tires, everything being arranged to

facilitate the quick handling of stock. The storage room for the
many varied products of tlic company i.s on the third floor, and a
ccjmpletely equipped repair shop in charge of expert tire men
occupies the entire fourtli floor. .Xn electric elevator runs from
tlic first to the top floor.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE concentration of the American rubber industry in .\kron

has made possible a much larger growth than if it were

scattered over a larger territory. For example, the extended

research work carried on by the large and wealthy companies here

has advanced the industry with phenomenal rapiditj-, affording

as it does, ever new uses for rubber.

In 1910 the population numbered only 69,000, as compared with

the 51,150 people now employed here in rubber manufacture.

Although every variety of rubber goods is extensively produced,

the tire industry is the main element. It is claimed that Akron

manufactures over 70 per cent of all the automobile tires used in

the world. The past year's production of tires totals over

11,522,650. Every factory is operating to full capacity and con-

stant additions are being made to floor space and equipment, to

meet the ever increasing demand. Taking these facts into con-

sideration, over 20,000,000 tires is considered a safe prediction

for 1917.

The taxable value of the great plant of The B. F. Goodrich

Co. amounts to almost half of the total of $43,896,440 placed upon

the 168 industries located in Akron and Summit County. Just

how the rubber manufacturing business dominates in Akron, and

the immensity of it, is shown by the following valuations for the

different companies;'

The B. F. Goodrich Co $20,392,830

Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 7.631,780

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 4.964,980

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co 1,371,930

Miller Rubber Co 1,121,910

Portage Rubber Co 331,880

Swinehart Rubber Co 459,270

A total of $36,220,580 is credited to the rubber manufacturing

industry, more than four-fifths of the entire manufacturing activi-

ties of Akron and its suburbs.

Side by side with economic prosperity, social welfare for the

benefit of the workers has flourished. The B. F. Goodrich Co.

maintains a department of industrial relations, with divisions of

labor, health and safety, including provision for illness, life in-

surance, recreation, etc. The splendidly equipped Firestone club-

house has been previously described in these columns. The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. makes a specialty of athletics and

also maintains a factory school. The Miller Rubber Co. has

inaugurated an adjustment board among the employes of the

employment department, allowing them to make minor adjust-

merits of difficulties arising among workers. A well-equipped

hospital has also been recently installed by the Miller company;

an athletic field has been provided, all essential equipment for

various sports being purchased by the company ; and study clubs

on practical business questions are being organized, with even-

ing classes, including supper served by the labor department at

actual cost.
* * *

For some time the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. has been

planning to enter the rubber footwear field, and a new depart-

ment specially adapted to this line of manufacture is now in full

swing. Extensive research undertaken by the company for a

good substitute for leather soles—so prohibitive in cost at present

—has resulted in the production of an entirely new line of fiber

rubber soles and heels of sturdy quality which are now being

offered to the shoe manufacturing trade. S. S. Patrick, formerly

with the Beacon Falls Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Connecticut, has

been named as manager of footwear sales, and Harry D.

Hamilton, formerly of the John H. Parker Co., Maiden,

Massachusetts, will act as footwear sales representative. P. D.

Hammond is superintendent of the footwear factory. During the

month of January, the complete line of footwear will be on dis-

play in Boston, Massachusetts, for the benefit of visiting buyers.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. is now aiming to produce

20,000 tires a day, and the accompanying illustration shows one
of the new buildings in its process of expansion, designed to

house all repair and mechanical departments. It is built of re-

inforced concrete and brick, with large steel-sash windows, and

Addition to Firestone Plant.

contains approximately 86,000 square feet of floor space. Another
separate building is also being erected and another story is being

added to the main factory buildings.

The convention of branch managers of the Firestone company
on December 12 to 14 was the first of its kind ever held. Office

managers from 46 branches, traveling auditors and officials at

the home office were all in attendance. The business sessions

were held in the new clubhouse and there was much interesting

discussion of business methods and 'conditions and a general ex-

change of ideas, which form so valuable a part of these get-

together meetings.

President H. S. Firestone welcomed the visitors to the Akron
office and delivered a short address. Other officers of the com-
pany who spoke during the convention were R. J. Firestone, vice-

president; J. G. Robertson, treasurer; S. G. Carkhuff, secretary,

and A. G. Partridge, general sales manager.

Arrangements were in charge of F. B. Dodge, branch organiza-

tion manager, and the well-planned social program included a

dinner in honor of the visitors at the Portage Country Club,

banquets and theater parties ; also a minstrel show, staged espe-

cially for the convention, and presented by the home office force.

President Firestone has been chosen as chairman of the Akron

committee for the Rubber Club banquet to be held in New York

City on January 8.

The Firestone Advertising Club has been formed by members

of the advertising department and plans have been formulated

for bringing to Akron prominent advertising men who will ad-

dress the members on subjects of particular interest to the adver-

tising fraternity. There are over 30 men in the Firestone adver-

tising department, which numbers over a hundred people in all.

Officers of the new club were elected as follows : F. K. Star-

bird, president ; Don Bregenzer, vice-president ; H. B. Garske,

treasurer, and R. V. Cline, secretary.

* * *

The capital stock of the Punctureless Auto Tire Co., manu-

facturer of the King Tubeless tire, has been increased from

$100,000 to $1,000,000. The company's plant is situated on 20

acres of land between Kenmore and Barberton. The main build-

ing is 60 by 300 feet and the power plant 36 by 100, two stories

high. In the early spring two reinforced concrete and brick

buildings 80 by 400 feet, four stories high, will be erected, orders

for machinery for these large buildings having already been

placed. Edward Hackathorn is president of the company.

* * *

The books of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. show a re-

markable record for the past year. Gross business jumped from
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$36,000,000 to $63,000,000, an increase of 80 per cent over 1915, and

net earnings for last year were $7,000,000 as against $5,000,000

for the preceding year. The comparative table of the business

for the two years is as follows

:

1916. 1915.

Sales : $63,950,400 $36,490,652

Net earnings 7,003,330 5,137,083

Preferred dividend 764,239 469,583

Common dividend 1,261,332 727,248

Stock dividends 8,427,000

The condensed balance sheet as of October 31 is as follows :

Assets— 1916. 1915.

Plant and equipment $12,689,056 $7,846,207

Quick assets 30,682,264 14,566,858

Other assets 5,846,474 3,866,862

Total $49,217,794 $26,279,927

Liabilities—
Capital stock $35,000,000 $15,027,200

Current liabilities 9,167,973 1,944,600

Reserves 2,796,654 2,276,187

Surplus ....' 2,253,168 7,031,940

Total $49,217,794 $26,279,927

All the directors were reelected, as follows : F. A. Sciberling,

C. W. Seiberling, G. M. Stadelman, F. H. Adams, P. W. Litch-

field, H. B. Manton and J. P. Loomis. The directors in turn

reelected the officers, as follows : F. A. Seiberling, president

;

C. W. Seiberling. vice-president ; G. M. Stadelman, vice-pres-

ident and sales manager ; P. W. Litchfield, vice-president and fac-

tory manager ; A. F. Osterloh, secretary ; F. H. Adams, treasurer

;

W. E. Palmer, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer ; H. J.

Blackburn, second assistant treasurer.

During the present coal shortage the Goodyear company is

supplying coal to its employes at cost.

L. C. Rockhill, manager of the auto tire department at the

home office of the Goodyear company, and Mrs. Rockhill, with

J. S. Willamen, district credit manager, and Frank E. Carroll,

manager of the San Francisco branch, are taking a month's trip

together in the Hawaiian Islands.

* * *

The Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio, manufacturer of

rubber sundries and specialties, remembered its employes at

Christmas time in a unique and substantial manner. Each re-

ceived a $500 life and disability insurance policy for the pro-

tection of dependent relatives, the amount of which will be in-

creased at the rate of $100 annually until the maximum of $1,000

is reached.
* * *

E. H. Trader, formerly with the American E.xpress Co., has

accepted a position as general salesman with the American Rub-

ber & Tire Co., with headquarters at the Akron office.

* * *

The Falls Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has increased

its capital stock from $300,000 to $500,000.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

'

I
'HE rubber industry in the matter of Christmas presents has

•' been vividly illustrated by the Bailey Rubber Co., of this

city, whose store, because of extensive and effective advertising

in the daily papers, has compared favorably with department

stores as regards the number of customers, compared to the area

of floor space. C. J. Bailey is a generous advertiser, of long

and varied experience, and his advertisements of "Useful

Christmas Gifts," giving long lists of raincoats and rubber cloth-

ing, footwear, household articles, etc., and especially rubber toys,

brought customers to the store by hundreds. Mr. Bailey, when

asked if business had been good with him, modestly replied

in the affirmative, but the significant smile he wore spoke louder

than words of his satisfactory holiday trade.

* * *

Another Boston institution which is doing an extensive busi-

ness in rubber goods is the United Drug Co., whose chain stores

are numbered in the thousands in many sections of the country.

The importance of this institution in the rubber trade will be

appreciated when it is stated that in six weeks over 75,000 hot

water bottles were sold, and that the concern buys them in lots

of 300,000 each. This is but one item of the rubber goods line

which this company distributes. The latest innovation of the

company is interesting. Already an order has been given for

over 100,000 inner tubes for automobile tires. When a motorist

needs an inner tube, he needs it as the Texan needs a pistol

—

mighty quick. Some garages stock no inner tubes, or only a

limited number of sizes. Not all garage men carry the best

makes, and the motorist must buy what he can get. There
are now more Rexall stores than garages and the drug com-
pany management believes that with its reputation for quality,

with its thousands of retail stores, all prominently situated, and
nearly all of them open or accessible at all hours, there is a
good prospect of selling half a million, or even a million inner

tubes this year. These tubes will bear a special trade-marked
name, owned by the company.

* * *

F. H. Appleton & Son, Inc., manufacturers of reclaimed

rubber, have just completed a large addition to their plant at

Franklin, Massachusetts. It is a three-story structure, 150 by
50 feet. As soon as this is in operation, the capacity of the plant

will be nearly trebled. A new laboratory building has also

been added, and equipped with up-to-date apparatus and
appliances. As hitherto, Francis H. Appleton, senior, makes
his headquarters at the Boston office, 185 Summer street, and
Mr. Appleton, junior, will continue in charge of the manufactur-
ing at the Franklin plant.

* * *

The Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., at South Braintree,

Massachusetts, continues to add to its extensive plant and is

breaking ground for the erection of another brick mill building.

This is to be two stories high, 190 by 60 feet, and will closely

follow in style the lines of the recently erected No. 2 building.

To make room for the new addition, it was necessary to move
the office building some little* distance toward the center of the

mill yard, and the journey was safely made without interfering

with the office routine.

The new addition to factory No. 3 had a fitting dedication

during the early part of December, when a member of the Billy

Sunday party held a "shop meeting" there during the noon hour.

Not only the company employes attended to a man, but invita-

tions were also extended to the employes of the neighboring

factories; and as a result of the enthusiasm shown, the manage-
ment arranged for a weekly meeting during Mr. Sunday's stay

in Boston.

The company's Christmas distribution this year took the form
of savings bank accounts which were opened in the names of the

individual employes. Each man was awarded an amount pro-

portionate to his length of employment. It was felt that this

plan would work out advantageously, and would be the means of

inspiring each one to add regularly to his nest egg.
* * *

The Elastic Braid & Lace Co., a comparatively new corpora-

tion, has secured the factory and business of the A. M. Green-

way Co., Chelsea, Massachusetts, and is manufacttiring elastic

cords, laces and braids for the shoe, corset and suspender trade.

George Fickessen, who for several years managed the Greenway
business, is treasurer of the company and has charge of the

manufacture. Charles M. Porter is president and sales manager.
Mr. Porter's office at 179 Summer street was badly damaged
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recently by an extensive lire on the street floor of the building,

as a consequence of which he has moved the Boston salesroom

to 170 Summer street, the main office of the company being at

Chelsea.
* * *

The A. B. S. Cement & Rubber Co., Inc., notice of whose in-

corporation appeared in the December issue of The India

Rubber World, has moved into a new factory at Haverhill,

Massachusetts, where it will manufacture rubber cement for the

shoe trade and other industries. Tlie officers are as follows:

A. B. Alden, president; D. C. Smith, vice-president; M. A.

Smith, treasurer; W. E. Bixley and G. H. Bixley, directors.

* * *

L. D. Apsley, president of the Apsley Rubber Co., Hud-

son, Massachusetts, is using his best endeavors to secure good

housing for the employes of his company. He recently bought

two estates on which he has built 16 houses, and there are

now eight more in process of erection. He is also encouraging

other operators to build suitable homes both for sale and for

rent. It is safe to say that few manufacturing towns have better

accommodations for workers than .Hudson, and for this Mr.

Apsley is to a large extent responsible. The Apsley Rubber

Co.'s factory is running to the largest ticket in its history, with

a force of about 1,500 hands.

» * *

The Dexter Manufacturing Co., 727 Atlantic avenue, Boston,

manufacturer of rubber cements, with a factory at South Brain-

tree, Massachusetts, has enlarged the scope of its activities, and

is selling rubber soles and heels to the shoe manufacturing trade.

* *

J. Frank Dunbar is president and Griswold Stowe treasurer

of the J. Frank Dunbar Co., dealers in crude rubber and allied

products. Mr. Dunbar has been prominent in this trade for

years, being connected with Geo. A. Alden & Co., of this city.

Mr. Stowe was formerly of the Stowe & Woodworth Co.,

proofer and manufacturer of mechanical goods, Campello, Massa-

chusetts, selling out his interest in that concern to join Mr.

Dunbar in forming the new company. The Boston office is at

201 Devonshire street, and the New York office at 71 Beaver

street, the latter being in charge of J. Frank Dunbar, Jr.

* * *

A serious fire occurred at the plant of the Plymouth Rubber

Co., in Canton, Ohio, on the morning of December 15, when the

reclaiming department was entirely destroyed by fire, at an

estimated loss of $10,000.
* * *

Thomas A. Forsyth, president of the Boston BeUing Co., was

signally honored late in November in being made an honorary

member of the Sigma Delta Sigma fraternity, this being the

first instance in over half a century that this fraternity has

admitted to its membership any one outside of the dental pro-

fession. This was, of course, because of Mr. Forsyth's great

benefaction, the Forsyth Dental Infirmary, presented to the City

of Boston.
* * *

Robert W. S. Cox, formerly New England salesman, and for

the last few years sales manager for the insulated wire depart-

ment of the National India Rubber Co., Bristol, Rhode Island, is

now in business on his own account, having recently opened an

ofRce at 10 High street, this city. He will deal in insulated

wires and cables, confining his trade to large jobbers and central

stations. He has an unusually large acquaintance in this line

of business throughout the country.

* * *

Harry G. Fisk, treasurer of the Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee

Falls, purposes to add to his various other activities by entering

the dairy business on a rather extensive scale. He has purchased

three adjoining farms in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts,

comprising, in the aggregate, 125 acres, the highest and most

sightly land in the town. ;ring he will begin the erec-

tion of a handsome summer residence, and later farm buildings.

He hopes, in a few years, to be the owner of a valuable herd of

cattle.

* * *

P. D. Hammon|l, who will have charge of the new footwear

department of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

Was in Boston early last month. Mr. Hammond was formerly

connected with the Diamond Rubber Co., the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., and The B. F. Goodrich Co.

* *

M. S. Connelly, formerly of Hoyt's Service and the Greenleaf

Co., Boston, has been appointed advertising manager of the

Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts.
* * *

Charles Bonney has been appointed manager of the factory

of the E. H. Clapp Rubber Co., at Hanover, Massachusetts, and

Martin Mullin, who has been connected with this concern for

more than a quarter century, has been made superintendent.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
liy Our Kcgnlar Corrcsj^ondcnt.

I
"HE rubber plants throughout the state continue to be

•^ rushed with work, as they have been during the past

year, and there are no evidences of any immediate diminution

of the demand. For the first time in many weeks there is

practically no trouble brewing among the employes of the

different plants. In consequence of the increase in wages that has

been put into effect during the past month, labor troubles have

entirely disappeared and the managers and superintendents are

correspondingly happy. Many of the manufacturers, however,

are worried over the continued lack of expert or even competent

employes, but this seems to be a situation that cannot be rem-

edied under existing conditions.

Large shipments, many of them abroad, are being made daily

from most of the plants, and it seems to be the general belief

that the present schedule of work will be maintained for another

year at least, this prediction being based upon the amount of

orders now on hand or in prospect.
* *

James Morrison, well known throughout New England from

his connection with the rubber manufacturing industry in Chico-

pee, Massachusetts, and Providence, died at his home, 360 Lock-

wood street, in the latter city, late Monday afternoon, December

18. Early in the month he met with a severe accident at the

service station of the Invincible Tire Co., 93 Fountain street,

where he was foreman, by which one of the fingers of his left

hand was so badly crushed in a pumping machine that it had

to be amputated. Blood poisoning developed and resulted in his

death. He was in his forty-fifth year.

Mr. Morrison was born in Glasgow, Scotland, in June, 1872,

first coming to this country about a quarter of a century ago.

With the exception of two or three years while he was in

his native country, he had been in America since that time, mak-

ing his home in Albany, New York, Springfield, Massachusetts,

and Providence. He was first connected with The Fisk Rubber

Co., as foreman of its factory at Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.

After a few years he moved to Providence to accept the position

of inspector at the Revere Rubber Co., but for the past five

years he had been in charge, as foreman, of the service station

of the Invincible Tire Co. He is survived by his wife and one

son. Fraternally, he was prominently identified with Clan Cam-

eron of the Royal Scottish Clans.

* * *

Business at the factory of the National India Rubber Co., at

Bristol, has been increasing to a great extent during the past few

weeks and it is probable that steps will be taken with the com-

mencement of the new year for a still further increase in the out-

put of sporting and outing shoes. It is understood that the pres-

ent output of 48,000 pairs each working day will be increased
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to 55,000, necessitating an increase of employes, who now num-

ber upwards x>i 4,000. There are said to be orders enough on

hand at present to keep the factory going for two years.

A number of important changes among the office force at the

factory of the National India Rubber Co. have been made dur-

ing the past month, several resignations making room for promo-

tions in various departments. Arthur H. Emerson, who has been

treasurer of the company for several j'ears, has been appointed

credit manager and assistant general sales manager of the wire

division of the concern, and entered immediately upon the duties

of his new position.

Maurice C. Smith, Jr., who has been a clerk in the office for

a number of years, has been appointed assistant treasurer and

will have full charge of the office and accounting department.

Ralph W. Holt, formerly of Hudson, Massachusetts, who has been

at the factory for the past two months, has beeij permanently

assigned to take charge of the footwear department, under the

management of the order, ticket and shipping departments.

William H. Gardiner has been appointed to succeed James H.

Hoar, resigned as overseer of the varnishing and vulcanizing de-

partment. Mr. Hoar had been foreman of this department for

nearly thirty years. He entered the employ of the National Rub-

ber Co., as it was then called, in the autumn of 1866, working for

several years in the varnishing and curing of rubber goods, until

he acquired a skilled knowledge of his work. In 1877 he was

appointed assistant foreman, Stephen Bourn, a former well-

known rubber man, being then in charge of the department. In

1887 Mr. Bourn retired and Mr. Hoar succeeded him.
*

At the Narragansett Rubber Co. factory, at Bristol, the 700

employes are working full capacity in order to fill all demands

and there are orders on hand sufficient to keep the plant in

operation to its limit for many months to come. The concern

has recHtly purchased a lot of land with a dwelling house there-

on, at the corner of Wood and Catherine streets, which will be

used in the expansion of the company's plant, made necessary by

the constantly increasing business demands.

Terrence McCarthy, owner of the Narragansett Rubber Co.,

formerly the Consumers' Rubber Co., who has been confined to

his home by a severe attack of the grip during the greater part of

the past month, is able to be about again.
* * *

A contract for the erection of an addition to the box factory

of the Alice Mill of the Woonsocket Rubber Co., at Woonsocket,

has been awarded. Two stories will be added to the present

building, in which are manufactured boxes used in the shipment

of the products of the factory.

John F. McBride, who resigned last April as foreman of the

packing department of the Alice Mill, of the Woonsocket Rub-
ber Co., died at his home, 416 Second avenue, Woonsocket, on
December 13 after a few weeks' illness of heart trouble. Last

March he had an attack of pneumonia and never fully regained

his health. He was born in Elderly, Scotland, but coming to this

country with his parents, resided at Woonsocket from infancy.

He was educated in the parochial school connected with St.

Charles church and after leaving school entered the employ of

the Woonsocket Rubber Co. He had been foreman of the pack-

ing department for more than 17 years when he resigned.
* * *

The Rhode Island Tire Co., 109-111 Broadway, Providence, is

being conducted by Leonard Hinchclifife, according to informa-

tion filed at the office of the city clerk.

* *

James R. Newbold, who for the past five years has been head
calender man at the International Rubber Co., at West Barring-

ton, has been promoted to the foremanship of that department.
* * *

Richard Unsworth, the old-time watchman at the Revere Rub-
ber Works, on Valley street. Providence, had a narrow escape

recently from being killed on one of the elevators at the com-

pany's plant. He was confined to the Rhode Island Hospital

several days.
* + *

William Howe has been made superintendent of the night

forces at the Revere Rubber Co., and Charles Donovan, who had

held that position for a number of years, has been promoted to

the day service.

* * *

The creditors of George H. Decker, who conducted a retail

rubber goods store under the style of The Decker Rubber Co.,

at 76 Weybosset street. Providence, held a meeting in bank-

ruptcy recently at the office of the referee, Nathan W. Little-

field, and appointed Rhodes U. Eldred as trustee. The business

has been disposed of by the trustee, who is now adjudicating

the estate. The business is being continued by the Arcade Rub-

ber Co. at the same address.
* * *

Frank S. Bowkcr, of Worcester, Massachusetts, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent at the American Wringer Co.

plant, at Woonsocket, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the promo-

tion of Jesse P. Walsh to the superintendency on the death of

Michael M. Flynn, who had been superintendent for more than

a quarter of a century. Mr. Bowker was connected with the

Scotia Worsted Co., of Woonsocket, a number of years ago, but

of late has been employed as supervisor at the Du Pont Powder
Works, in New Jersey.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

OHORTAGE of soft coal has become a serious factor in Tren-
*-^ ton. Many of tlie rubber manufacturers have been hard

pressed for fuel on more than one occasion, but they have

managed to keep steam up and the wheels moving. The local

trolley line was unable to operate its cars for a short time last

week because of inability to get coal.

* • *

A compressed air tank in the plant of the Joseph Stokes

Rubber Co. exploded recently. Damage to the extent of about

$200 resulted. No one was seriously hurt, although several em-
ployes were in grave danger.

* » *

The John A. Roebling's Sons Co. has purchased 3,000 tons of

structural steel for building operations it proposes starting in

the spring. A considerable part of the steel, it is said, will be
used in erecting an insulated wire mill.

* * *

Tlie Delion Tire &. Rubber Co. recently entertained its

employes at a forma! dinner in Geartner's. George H. Graham,
Jr., secretary of the company, was toastmaster. H. H. Coleman,
president of the company, was among the speakers.

* * *

Employes of the Empire Rubber & Tire Co. gave a generous
contribution toward a fund to provide Christmas toys for the
poor children of Trenton.

* »

Trenton's first electrical show, recently brought to a close in
the Masonic Temple, was a big success and largely attended.
Insulated wire makers and other lirms making rubber specialties
for electrical goods participated.

Included in the number were the Thermoid Rubber Co.,

Joseph Stokes Rubber Co., Hamilton Rubber Co., U. & G. Rubber
Manufacturing Co., John A. Roebling's Sons Co., and Home
Rubber Co.

* *

When the newly furnished State Museum is opened in the
Capitol there will be an exhibit showing the method of making
an automobile tire and the macliinery employed in the operation.
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The India Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By a Special Correspondent.

AT the moment the trade is busy on all kinds of waterproof

goods, not only for use at home, but also for the soldiers

on the Continent. The wet season has caused a great de-

mand for trench capes, waders, trench coats, trench boots, ground

sheets, cap covers, cj'cle capes, scouts' suits, cyclists' overalls,

motor hood cloths, and there continues to be a steady demand

for gun breech covers, gas mask goods, respirator tubes, tires

and numerous other articles for military use. Practically every

rubber house in the Kingdom must be working on at least one

class of government orders. In some quarters difficult}' is being

experienced in meeting the heavy requirements but, generally

speaking, good deliveries are being made against existing

contracts.

LEATHER BOOTS PREFERRED FOR THE .\RMV.

Rubber boots are proving unsatisfactory at the front. British

soldiers who have had three pairs report that all have been

destroyed by barbed wire. Good leather boots are necessary.

Some of the Canadian troops have high-legged boots with

buckles up to the legs which are giving good service.

RUBBER PRICES.

Rubber companies are issuing new price-lists which show an

advance. General mechanical rubber goods show an increase of

10 per cent from November 6, 1916, making the total advance

since April, 1915, about 30 per cent. Hose, rubber belting and

packing have advanced IS per cent from the last previous price-

lists, making for these articles a total advance of 35 per cent.

Tire prices are substantially unaffected. It is generally under-

stood that all fabrics for the rubber trade will now have to be

quoted from 12J^ to 25 per cent up, according to the class of

yarns from which they are manufactured.

British manufacturers are steadily building up a trade in many

lines of goods formerly manufactured in Germany and they

would probably be doing much more than they are in this direc-

tion were their facilities not so heavily taxed with government

orders and scarcity of male labor.

Our manufacturers do not have to look for business just now,

it comes to them, and here is where their troubles begin. Once

the business is obtained, first comes trouble in securing materials

to execute the orders, and then comes difficulty in getting out the

goods owing to the government demands for men all over the

country.
NEW USES FOR RUBBER.

Hardly a day passes without bringing a demand for some

use of rubber previously unheard of, and this is generally in

connection with the war. For example, orders were recently

placed with manufacturers for bags and coverings for listening

posts. These bags and coverings are to be used for protecting

very delicate instruments used in detecting movements of the

enemy below, above and on the surface of the earth. It seems

to be reasonable to affirm that no other commodity is so rapidly

extending the range of its usefulness as rubber is, and, no doubt,

many of the new uses of rubber the war has developed will con-

tinue in peace time.

HOT WATER BOTTLES.

The demand for rubber hot water bottles is large and buyers

for concerns trading in this class of goods are receiving many

offers from American and Canadian manufacturers who are

generally to be represented by people unknown to the trade here

and apparently unfamiliar with the rubber business.

The trade does not consider the American and Canadian-made

bottles as durable as those of British manufacture. It is hard

to say whether or not there is any serious basis for this belief,

but it is certain that there is a feature in American-made bottles

which our manufacturers could well afford to imitate. This is

a projecting semi-circular flap extending about half an inch from

the bottom of the bottle and perforated. The great advantage

to be seen in this is that it faciHtates hanging upside down for

complete drying, an improvement that is sure to be much ap-

preciated by the user.

RULINGS ON IMPORT RESTRICTIONS.

In connection with the restrictions on the importation of cer-

tain goods, the following rulings have been made

:

PROHIBITED.

Cotton bias bindings for use on rubber and canvas shoes.

Elastic of rubber and cotton, if cotton exceeds 50 per cent of

the total weight.

Garlock packing.

Rubber-faced cotton fabric.

Bicycle-tire valves.

Canvas, solution coated, used in the manufacture of boots and

shoes.

Fabrikoid.

"Omo" sheeting [cotton fabric coated with waterproof solu-

tion].

IMPORT ALLOWED BY GENERAL LICENSE.

Balls, tennis.

Cotton duck for belting weighing 11 ounces and upwards per

square yard.

Goods consisting wholly or mainly of rubber.

Rubber-covered rollers for clothes wringers.

NOT PROHIBITED.

Bakelite heads for umbrella handles.

Ebonite fork separators for use in connection with electric train

lighting.

Elastic of rubber and silk.

Elastic surgical trusses.

Gummed cloth tape.

Hard ebonite tubes for use in connection with electric in-

sulating.

Hose, garden hose, mainly of rubber.

Inner-tubes for motor cars.

Paragon tape for insulating joints in electric wires and cables.

ADVERTISING CONTINUES.

Despite the fact that the private use of motors has been greatly

curtailed by various government orders, advertising for both

automobiles and tires continues in our papers.

The North British Rubber Co., Limited, and the Dunlop Rub-

ber Co., Limited, are both conspicuous advertisers; the latter is

especially in evidence both in newspapers and magazines. Most

of the tire advertising very naturally emphasizes good records

made by the various tires under the exceptionally rigorous condi-

tions of war service.

American tire manufacturers such as The B. F. Goodrich Co.,

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., and the Firestone Tire & Rub-

ber Co., are also remarkably active in advertising their wares.

The Michelin Tyre Co., Limited, has been running a very in-

teresting advertisement in "The Times" entitled, "Endurance

Will Gain the Victory," and illustrating four ways in which

Michelin is participating in the war: (1) aeroplane and army

tires; (2) 3,000 employes under the colors; (3) the Michelin

hospital; (4) the Michelin shell factory.

A very human trait is exhibited in nearly all motor and tire

advertising, and that is the desire on the part of the advertiser

to let the public know how much he is doing for his country.
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The tire agencies exhibit placards in their front windows telling

how many of their men are at the front. In all the advertising

of British concerns the "Buy from a British Maker" sentiment

is played hard for getting business now and after the war.

WITH RUBBER TIRES ONLY.

The fact that a British manufacturer of steam wagons has

placed on the market a 6-ton steam vehicle designed exclusively

for use on rubber tires is notable. Steam lorries have been in

use in England for many years, and it has been the custom to

build them with steel tires, or with tires made up of wooden
plugs. Of late solid rubber tires have been made optional and

many users have found economy in the increased speed possi-

bility and the protection from the wear and tear of excessive

road vibration afforded by resilient rubber tires, but the new
Atkinson 6-ton steamer is the first of its kind to be offered for

sale with anything but rubber tires.

HOLLAND SHORT OF TIRES.

Tires are greatly needed in Holland, according to C. A. Geer-

kens, of H. Englebert & Co., The Hague, automobile dealers.

American motor cars find a ready sale there, but are invariably

shipped without tires, as no rubber goods are now allowed to pass

the Allied blockade into neutral European countries whence they

might find their way into Germany. Meanwhile, used tires are

accorded that solicitous care which a faithful servant deserves.

PRIVATE SHIPMENTS TO RUSSIA RESTRICTED.

The Commercial Attache of the Imperial Russian Embassy
wishes to bring to the attention of American shippers interested

in forwarding goods—including rubber articles—to Russia, via

Vladivostok, the fact that the importation of private shipments

is temporarily forbidden except under special permit. The exist-

ing regulations governing the importation of goods via Arch-

angel apply at present to Vladivostok. It is necessary to make
application for each individual shipment through the Russian

consignee, to the Imperial Department of Commerce, Petrograd.

EXPORT OF RUBBER SOLUTIONS RESTRICTED.

The exportation from Great Britain of rubber solutions con-

taining coal-tar products and derivatives is now prohibited to all

destinations, except under license, which will not be granted if a

solution contains any considerable percentage of benzol.

Manufacturers have been instructed to get in touch with the

Department of Explosives Supplies, Ministry of Munitions of

War, in order to ascertain the nature of the substitute for benzol,

which in future should be employed in the manufacture of rubber

solutions.

RUBBER EYES.

Two French inventors, Drs. Lemaitre and Teuillieres, have

devised a system for making an artificial eye that can hardly

be distinguished from a real one. They aimed at producing a

substance of sufficient elasticity and softness to respond to the

changes in the eye socket, and at the same time of sulificient

hardness to present a smooth, natural effect between the eyelids.

Rubber made it possible for them to produce an artificial eye

that is said to be comfortable to wear and that moves almost

as naturally as its mate.

The first step is to take an accurate cast of the eye socket in

plaster of Paris, which the mucous membrane lining the orbit

stands very well. From this cast a mold is made, and this is

filled with rubber. The diflScuIty of consistency is solved by
making the front of the new eye of hard rubber, vulcanized and
enameled to represent the natural appearance, and the back of

the eye of soft rubber, hollowed out in the form of a ball, and
filled with air.

This artificial eye is thus perfectly elastic, pneumatic, and fits

easily the irregularities of the eye socket, responding in a
remarkable manner to the ocular movements. It does not irritate

the orbit and is not easily broken.

OSTROMYSLENSKI AND HIS SYNTHETIC RUBBER.

<<I E Caoutchouc & la Gutta-Percha," of November, 1916, an-
^—

' iiounces that it has received from an illustrious collaborator,

Dr. Yvan Kondakow, the following communication concerning
the synthesis of rubber presented by Ostromyslenski, a transla-

tion of which was published in The India Rubber World of
November 1, 1916.

The synthesis of rubber for special purposes, which has made
so much noise, not only in Russia, but also in our friend country,
France, presents^ nothing unforeseen nor remarkable.

Ostromyslenski only isolated a more handy way than the usual
methods to obtain, so he affirms, butadiene by the action of
acetic aldehyde on ethylitic alcohol in the presence of a catalyzer,
such as alumine, at a temperature of 450 degrees C. The
butadiene obtained is then purified by known methods and trans-
formed into rubber by heat, in the presence or out of the
presence of sodium.
What the value of this method of preparation is ; what its cost

of production commercially, no one in Russia knows. Despite
the enormous expenditures made in his factories, Ostromyslenski
has not yet attained any practical result.
One must admit that Ostromyslenski works and above all

publishes much work, but his studies are not of a very serious
character, for the author is not well acquainted with rubber
literature and has a marked tendency to attribute to himself
as his own discoveries, things that have been known for a long
'""s. Dk. Yvan Kondakow.

THE SITUATION IN FRANCE.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

DUSIXESS in rubber goods continues to be brisk, both for^ the government and private orders, and most manufac-
turers have now overcome the handicap of labor shortage which
was very serious at the beginning of the war, especially for
small concerns that had no government orders and could not,

therefore, obtain special exemption for their skilled employes.

RAW MATERIALS.

The supply of raw materials, both rubber and compounding
ingredients, is satisfactory. Considering the scarcity and the
high cost of ocean freight, also the tremendous demand for rub-
ber goods, rubber prices are comparatively low, but chemicals
continue to be very expensive.

TIRES.

The chief demand is for pneumatic and solid rubber tires for

motor vehicles, but manufacturers of proofed clothing materials,

rubber footwear, insulated wire and cable are also doing a lively

business.

Considering conditions, the demand for tires for private use
is exceedingly good and manufacturers are able to take care
of all requirements. Foreign tires have been imported, but

these have practically all been for American vehicles requiring
sizes not made in France.

The scarcity of leather that has resulted from the war has
led our tire manufacturers to discard the studded-leather casings

that formerly were so popular here. They have substituted the
metal-rubber principle in which the studs are directly anchored
in the rubber and fabric of the tire. This is a reversion to an
early type of metal-stud tire which in the past was not satisfac-

tory, but is now giving very good service thanks to improved
methods of manufacture.

FUTURE SOLID-TIRE TRADE ASSURED.

Our soldiers of to-day will go back to business after the war
with the knowledge that motor trucks are far superior to horse-
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drawn vehicles for most purposes. As a consequence, the de-

mand for solid rubber tires will be far greater after the war than

it was previous to it, and our manufacturers will continue to

.\ Sri'PLY Coi-fMN IN" France—All on Ri'bber Tires.

have good use for the modern niacliincry they have installed to

take care of war orders.

THE CABLE INDUSTRY.

The shortage and the high cost of coal has been no small

source of trouble to all manufacturers in France. Among the

measures taken to minimize the ill eiTects of coal scarcity the

most important is the active development of water power—white

coal, as we call it. This development is resulting in unprece-

dented demands for insulated wire and cables ; demands that are

sure to continue and to grow after the reijstablishment of peace.

The prospects of our electrical industry are, therefore, very

bright. Not only will insulated wire and cables have to be sup-

plied for the total reconstruction and reequipment of the districts

now in the enemy's hands, and which are among the richest

industrially of the world, but there will be a demand for the

development of new electrical power throughout the country.

In districts where water power is unavailable, the gas from

coke ovens will be used to drive motors, which in turn will dri\ e

dynamos to produce electric current for all purposes.

THE BRUSH INDUSTRY.

Our brush industry has been unfavorably affected by the war.

The bristles, which came mainly from Russia, Roumania and

Leipzig, have been difficult to obtain, and the markets for the

manufactured goods have been curtailed on account of the war

and prohibitive price,=.

Brush manufacturers here are looking to improved machinery

to compensate for the scarcity of labor which will hardly be

lessened by the ending of the war. They have also recognized

the advantages of setting brush bristles in rubber, and there

certainly is an excellent market here for American-made brushes.

RUBBER TUBES S.WE WOUNDED SOLDIERS.

A' system of sterilizing wounds, which has been successfully

applied in many hospitals here, employs rubber tubes provided

with numerous holes through which antiseptic liquids pass to

wash out deeply infected wounds. This method of irrigating

wounds has reduced amputations by 50 per cent.

THE USE OF PONCHOS.

The square rubber garment, known as a poncho, and long the

raincoat of the enlisted man of the United States army, has

found equal favor among our soldiers in the trenches. Ponchos

are not furnished by our government as part of the regular

equipment, but great numbers of them have been supplied by the

American LaFayette Fund Society. They are giving full satis-

faction and it is not unlikely that they will be officially adopted.

T

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY IN SPAIN.

By a Special Corrcspundciit.

IE paralyzation of Spain's commercial and industrial life,

that immediately followed the outbreak of the war, has

gradually passed, and the prosperity now reigning in Barcelona,

our greatest commercial and industrial center, was never paral-

elled in time of peace. This prosperity is due to numerous

orders from belligerent countries and to the fact that our manu-

facturers have no longer to suffer from foreign competition,

whicli was very bitter before the war.

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY.

Our rubber industry has its full share of the general pros-

perity. Prior to the war, Spain was not producing more than

50 per cent of her requirements in rubber goods. The balance

was imported from France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy,

England and the United States, and consisted chiefly in pneu-

matic tires for automobiles.

Within the past two years our rubber industry has grown so

rapidly that it is able now to supply practically all domestic de-

mands and to engage in an export trade which, during the past

fiscal year, amounted to more than $1,000,000. Prior to the war

our rubber manufacturers exported a few articles to Latin

B.\RCEH)NA I'.aTuk-i 111 Pirelli & Co.

America, the Canary Islands and the Near East, but their for-

eign business had none of the importance it now has.

Our rubber industry is centered in and around Barcelona.

There are concerns in other cities, but not large enough to de-

serve mention here. The following are the most important rub-

ber factories in the Barcelona district:

J. Anto. .Arcjos. Agustin, 7.

I". Capella, Pelayo. 34.

M. Estobanell. Boqueria. ?i2.

M. Ferrer Marcet. Union, 3.

P. Garriga Escarpanter, Rbla. Sta. Monica. 12.

J. Gasso y Marti, Ancha, 31.

M. Gisbert y Compaiiia. Paseo Colon, 6.

Hutchinson, S. A., Rarabla Cataluna, 64.

G. Klein, Princesa, 61.

Lacelle y Compania. Universidad, 23.

S. Llach, S. Pablo. 91.

Viuda de Mno. Marcet, Pza. Teatro, 6.

Matas y Compania. Princesa, 6.

Magpin Papiol, Pelayo. 58.

Pirelli & Co., Villaneuva y Geltru.

Ribase Iter, Trafalgar, 5.

J. Riliera, Puertaferrida. 25.

J. Rosich, Urgel, 160.

Luis Ferrer, Fernando. 16.

Viuda de J. Sabater, Tallers, 6.

Tusell Hermanos, Fontanella. 20.

Pablo Fornt, Duquo Tetuan, 25.
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VARIETY OF MANUFACTURES.

Spanish manufacturers are producing all kinds of rubber arti-

cles including mechanical goods, solid and pneumatic tires,

druggists' sundries, toys, toilet articles, insulated wires and

cables, cut sheet and molded goods of both hard and soft rub-

ber.

TIRES.

.Automobile tires furnish what is probablj' the largest single

item of our rubber trade. Our tire market was formerly sup-

plied by imports from France, Germany, England, Austria-

Hungary, Italy and the United States. Now the United States

and the domestic industry are getting the bulk of the tire busi-

ness, though France and England continue to supply small

quantities of both solids and pneumatics to their Spanish cus-

tomers.

CRUDE RUBBER.

Seventy-live per cent of the crude and washed rubber con-

sumed by our rubber factories is purchased in British markets.

The balance comes from Portugal, France, Brazil, Colombia,

Mexico and Africa. Prior to the war we imported small quan-

tities of crude rubber from Germany and Belgium.

CHEMICALS.

The Spanish chemical industry also is centered around Bar-

celona. No other branch of our industries felt so keenly the

effect of the war at the outset and no other industry has been

more benefited by the war.

Prior to August 1914, our rubber manufacturers obtained

their chemicals and compounding ingredients from England.

Germany and France. Now the domestic industry is supplying

much of the demand, but we continue to import such compound-

ing ingredients as golden sulphuret of antimony, zinc oxide,

rubber substitute and reclaimed rubber from England, the

United States and France.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN JAPAN.
By a Special Correspondent,

IMPORTS OF RUBBER SHOES AND OTHER RUBBER GOODS.

/^X account of the war, the Japanese importation of rubber
^^ goods from the United States has increased, especially that

of rubber shoes and electric tape. A few years ago it was
estimated that Great Britain was leading in the exportation of

rubber goods to the Orient, but during the last two years Japanese

dealers have been supplied almost entirely' by the United States.

Below are the statistics for 1914 and 1915.

1914. 1915 (to Mar. 1, 1^16).

Rubber boots 4.434 pairs 5,960 pairs
Overshoes 20.81 1 pairs 22,943 pairs
Electric tape 23,045 pounds 42,399 pounds

The tendency is toward reduced imports this year, as the

Japanese manufacturers are doing more skilful work, and are

almost equaling American goods in quality.

INCREASED SHIPPING FACILITIES.

The matter of much needed steamship facilities is being solved

in a measure by Japan, who has girdle'd the globe in her

bid for foreign trade. She has extended her steamship lines,

subsidized by the government, to every great port of call in the

world, and is taking steps to retain after the war as much as

possible of the great trade she has built up with Russia, China

and South America. Russia has recently become Japan's best

customer and is buying everything from munitions to boots and

shoes. In the month of August alone Japan exported goods to

Russia to the value of $5,343,600. In China she will probably

outrival all other countries. For the first nine months of the

year her total exports to China were $60,751,721, an increase of

$16,156,448 over the corresponding period a year a5;o, and during

the last ten days of September reached $2,446,309. With South

America, too, her trade has nearly doubled, amounting to $1,036,-

660 in markets she hardly knevk' existed previously. Trade with

Australia has also been growing amazingly. Japan's largest

steamship company, the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, a firm in which

the imperial family owns a great part of the stock, has just added

two more vessels to its lines to the Antipodes, making a total

of 10 Japanese vessels which are now plying between this nation

and Australian ports. The Pacific Mail Steamship Co. is also

increasing its facilities for trade between America and Japan, and

this no doubt will be encouraged still further by the recently

inaugurated Marconi trans-Pacific wireless service.

ORGAMZF.D LABOR J.IAKIXG PROGRESS IN JAPAN.

Japanese labor, always an interesting matter to Americans, is

responding to the propaganda for western methods. Both male

and female workers in Japan are taking up the organized labor

movement with vigor, according to Bunji Suzuki, president of

the Laborers' Friendly Society of Japan. At the recent conven-

tion of the American Federation of Labor he stated that the

membership of the society had increased from 10,000 to 30,000

during the last eight months. Japanese laborers on the Pacific

Coast, he said, are realizing American ideals and adopting Ameri-

can standards of living, and the influence is gradually affecting

conditions in Japan also.
j

THE TAHAI RUBBER CO. '

:

The Tahai Rubber Co. was organized as a stock company, but

the charter members bought up all the stock before it was placed

on the market. After purchasing the Kobe Rubber factory, the

Standard Rubber factory, and seeking a site for another factory,

headquarters were established at Kobe. Thus far activities have
been confined to repairs and putting in new machinery. The
company will manufacture any sort of rubber goods most needed
in the market. The officers are as follows : Busuke Nishizawa,

president ; Shuhei Osaki, Ryosuke Nishioka, Zeno Tanakamaru,
Yeisuke Yamazaki, Shimokuro Yamamoto, directors.

J.APANESE PLANTATIONS IN THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

How Japanese rubber plantations will be affected after the

war, it is impossible to foretell. These plantations are prac-

tically new, and, on account of the European war, rubber prices

have remained so low that there has been little or no profit in

them. Some of them, however, paid 15 or 20 per cent on their

common stock and, generally speaking, the rubber business has

been better than any other. The only difficulty has been that

there was some .speculation in order to make more profit than is

generally expected.

Already the people have acquired a great deal of practical

knowledge regarding tlie rubber business, and they are paving

the way to establish w-ell organized plantations. The Japanese

Ruljber Men's Association has given out the following statistics:

Land owned by Japanese ucrcs 63,531
Cultivated bv tapanese 39,886
Planted by Japanese 38,186

These figures do not include the holdings of those not members
of the association, and for this reason the totals must be much
greater. It is estimated that $15,000,000 has been expended in

this section, which has not yet been tapped very rhuch, for the

plantations were not started before 1906, and so have not gained

sufiicient maturity to make it worth while. Probably by next year

a great deal of latex can be taken from these new trees, as they

will be just ready for tlie tapping season. For this reason it

would be fortunate for Japanese growers if the war should end

this year. They would be just in time to help supply the in-

creased demand which peace would bring.

Thus far the Japanese have not lost anything on account of

low rubber prices due to the war. While others have been facing

difficulties, and changing their plans, our growers have been

cultivating and making their new plantations ready for the

time when peace will bring increased activity in the rubber
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market. The war is sure to be over within three years, and by
that time all of the young trees of this section will be producing

their full amount of latex, insuring four or five thousand tons of

crude rubber annually—enough in itself to supply all of the

Japanese manufactories.

NEW PATENTS.
NISIIIMURA RUBBER REPRODUCER.

""PHE Oriental Rubber Co., of Tokio, has secured a patent for

this device which is made of common rubber, and is used

to reproduce any print in black or color from paper or other

material. Papers are laid on a bench and pressed by the repro-

ducer. A little heat is needed for the process, and at the end

the papers are washed clean by a chemical solution.

RUBBERIZED WOVEN BELTS.

The Band and Belt Co., of Kobe, have rights in this invention.

Twisted threads are woven together and then coated on both

sides with a rubber fluid. The belts thus formed are cheap and

strong, and give more satisfaction than those made of leather.

AUTOMATIC INK STAMP.

Toichi Watanake, of Tokio, is the inventor of this stamp. No
ink has to be used except to keep the machine well filled.

CELLULOID POLISHER.

This is the invention of Teisuke Koyama. It is used to polish

anything made of celluloid, and is generally considered better

than cloth polishers. If all moisture is excluded in the making,

the polisher is very durable.

THE BALATA INDUSTRY IN DUTCH GUIANA.

THE 1916 balata crop has been reaped and prospecting opera-

tions for next year's production are in full swing. A fair

amount of money has been made this year, and had the Euro-

pean war not closed the most lucrative markets the returns

would have been highly satisfactory.

The 1915 crop, however, was fairly good and had conditions

been normal the balata industry in Dutch Guiana would now

be in a flourishing condition. This statement is borne out by the

report of the Balata Co., Surinam, extracts from which follow:

During 1915 the business has presented many difficulties, some
of which were hard to face. We do not say these difficulties

were connected with the new ordinance, under which for the first

time the operations were carried out—in fact, this exploitation

took place on too small a scale for the observation of the

ordinance to come up to expectations—but the difficulties were
the consequence of the belated enactment of the ordinance, so

that the granting of concessions by the government also was
considerably retarded. The result of this was that a goodly part

of the laborers, not being able to afford a long idleness, had to

seek other employment elsewhere. When, therefore, the opera-

tions were started afresh—some four months later than usual

—

only a very few men could be obtained.

Weather conditions, with the exception of a too early drought,

were favorable, so that operating with only 370 men, a production

of 99,608 kilograms [219,596 pounds] was brought in to our

stores.

During the year past we could dispose of our balata here, and
the stock at Paramaribo was also converted into cash. By these

transactions the financial obligations were somewhat ameliorated

and a part of the debit balance of advances was neutralized. It

is proposed, therefore, to utilize the provisional profit-balance of

the year 1915 in addition to the profits on the sales of the prod-

ucts of 1913-14, after deduction of the losses known at the end
of those years.

The administration of the Balata Co., Guiana, has been amal-
gamated with the Balata Co., Surinam, and the exploitation of

this concern appears to have given satisfactory results this year.

Some delay was experienced, however, the rains not having ap-

peared in the month of April as expected, and for the want of

good drinking water, a bowel disorder broke out among the

laborers. The last news from our administrator in Surinam

seems to indicate that the production will be satisfactory. Three
times as many men are now operating in the bush. There is

good reason to believe that the company has passed its worst
period and that the future promises well.
According to the profit and loss account, the profits amount

to 161,469 florins [$64,910.54].

The above is but one example; if capital be invested judiciously

in balata undertakings and well managed, there is big money to

be made, and to the writer's knowledge no well-managed com-
pany ever failed. Of course, however, there is a certain amount
of risk in all enterprises.

In the Nickerie district a very extensive balata area has just

been discovered ; it promises to rival any part of the colony so

far under exploitation. This district has already enriched a
few companies, and there is room for several more.
Up to the end of October reports coming in from the several

districts were highly satisfactory; this gives every hope that

the 1917 crop will be unprecedented, provided conditions are
normal.

EFFECTS OF THE BRITISH BLACKLIST IN BRAZIL.

That Brazilian and Portuguese concerns in Brazil have been
benefited by the effects of the British blacklist, is asserted by our
South American contemporary, "Wileman's Brazilian Review,"
which states that, out of 13,751 tons of crude rubber exported
from Brazil since the blacklist went into operation, blacklisted

firms have shipped only 894 tons, whereas Brazilian and Portu-
guese concerns have shipped 4,689 tons.

MEXICAN DUTY ON CRrDE RUBBER.

A decree of the Carranza Government, published December 12,

1916, amends article I, section 4 of the revenue law of Mexico
and, beginning December 15, 1916, places the export duty on

guayule and caucho at $0.10 per kilogram.

RUBBER TAPPING DURING WINTERING.

The question of the cessation of tapping plantation Hevea dur-

ing the wintering period was brought up at a recent meeting of

the Committee of Agricultural Experiments, Kandy, Ceylon. It

was pointed out that, according to results obtained from experi-

ments, there was no considerable variation in the amount of

starch in the bark and wood from November up to the time of

leaf fall in March. When the trees were leafless the amount
of starch showed no signs of decreasing. It was deduced from

investigations that the period during which plantation Hevca
should be rested must include the period which extends from the

time new leaves start growing to about three weeks after the

leaves are fully developed.

Tapping during the wintering period was unprofitable, due to

the small yield per tree, but it was not advisable to stop tapping

operations, for the cessation of tapping would upset labor forces.

The question ultimately resolved itself as to whether the dam-

age incurred by the trees through tapping in the wintering period

was greater than the loss sustained by the disorganization of

labor which could not be prevented were tapping operations

suspended during the same period. Data on hand was insuffi-

cient to decide the question definitely.

RUBBER PLANTATION TRIPLES ITS OUTPUT.

The Brooklands Rubber. Co., Limited, owning plantations in

Selangor, Federated Malay States, reports profits amounting to

£27,725, or $138,625 for the fiscal year 1915-1916. The directors

were able to raise the dividend from 9 to 15 per cent. The cost

of production increased, chiefly on account of high freight rates,

but the crop increased from 174,050 pounds to 397,007 pounds;

27,000 pounds above the estimate of production announced at

the general shareholders' meeting in 1915.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

RUBBEX CnjLTIVATION IN SIAM.

HITHERTO most of the crude rubber exported from Siam

has been of wild origin, gathered from vines in the jungles

of the remote northern districts and carried by pack ele-

phants in Thadua and from there down the Nam-Ta (Vien-

Poukha) river to Luang-Prabang in French Indo-China Some
wild rubber also finds its way to Bangkok, capital and chief port

of Siam.

With the development of Eastern rubber plantations, and

owing to the destructive methods of the native gatherers, the

gathering of wild rubber is rapidly on the decline, but Siam is

developing rubber cultivation. The first rubber estate in Siam

was established about ten years ago by a private syndicate with

headquarters in Bangkok. In 1907 the members of this syndicate

organized a company registered at Singapore as the Kombok
Rubber Co.

The most important rubber plantation in southern Siam, how-

ever, is located at Chantaboon and consists of 25,000 trees

planted about six years ago, of which 20,000 trees are now ready

for tapping. In the Siamese Malay States, also, some attention

has been given to rubber cultivation in the districts of Trang
and Setul.

It has been impossible to obtain reliable information regarding

the output of Siamese rubber plantations. During the last five

years the export of crude rubber through the port of Bangkok

has been comparatively small. Such shipments are listed by

the local customs authorities under the head "Rubber and Rubber

Substitutes," the exports under this classification amounting to

142,304 pounds for the fiscal year 1912, value $18,533; 229,240

pounds for 1913, value $32,548; 207,025 pounds for 1914, value

$33,431; 125,764 pounds for 1915, value $15,533, and 187,980

pounds for 1916, value $11,055.

TAXATION AND BARK RENEWAL.

In an article under this heading our English contemporary,

"The India Rubber Journal," states that one good effect must

result from the taxes now imposed on the rubber-planting in-

dustry. When rubber prices showed a very big profit excessive

tapping seemed, in a measure, to be justified, but taxation to-day,

however, has become so formidable as to make it inadvisable

to continue the policy of tapping to the limit.

AMERICANS IN MALAYA.

The threatened invasion of Malaya by American capital was

the subject of a lively discussion at a meeting recently held at

Ipoh, Federated Malay States, by the Central Perak Planters'

Association. The chairman, Mr. Ferguson, strongly opposed the

advent of Americans, and others spoke in the same strain

;

but there was divergence of opinion as to what action could be

taken. One member supported the influx of American capital.

Finally it was resolved that "this association is not in favor of

large areas being alienated under existing circumstances."

SINGAPORE CRUDE RUBBER TRADE.

That the exports of crude rubber from Singapore to the United

States for the first nine months of 1916 were nearly twice as great

as the combined exports of the same commodity to Great Britain

and Continental Europe, is apparent from a recent report of the

American Vice-Consul at that port.

Exports from Singapore to Continental Europe during the

first nine months of 1916 decreased in practically all articles

except plantation rubber, whereas shipments to Great Britain, in

the main, increased. Rubber exports rose in all cases, Europe's

purchases of 3,900 tons during the period in question being 45

times greater than the 1913 figure. Great Britain's increase was
from 6,354 tons, in 1913, to 10,914 tons in 1916, and that of the

United States from 1,914 tons to 26,913 tons, or about 1,300 per

cent.

SOUTH AFRICA PROHIBITS RUBBER EXPORTS.

A recent proclamation of the Government of the Union of

South Africa places an embargo on all exports of rubber, gutta

percha and balata, crude or manufactured.
NETHERLANDS INDIES RUBBER EXPORTS TO UNITED STATBS.

Exports of crude rubber from the Dutch East Indies to the

United States during the three months ending September 30,

1916, amounted to 8,745,635 pounds, as compared with 4,631,320

pounds exported during the corresponding period of 1915.

THE SITUATION IN NYASALAND.

The amount of trade and revenue in this British Protectorate

during the fiscal year 1916 not only exceeded that of 1915, but

showed an increase compared with 1913-14. The crude rubber
industry shared in the general prosperity, the exports of planta-

tion rubber alone showing an advance from 33,685 pounds, in

1914-15, to 46,002 pounds' in 1915-16.

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY OF THE GOLD COAST.

INTERESTING details respecting the rubber industry in 191S
* are given in a report recently issued by the Director of
Agriculture of the colony.

HEVEA RUBBER.

During the year the government's agricultural stations dis-

tributed 349,450 Hevea seeds and 53,305 Hevea plants which
Jiad been raised in their nurseries ; 238 per cent more plants

were distributed in 1915 than during the previous year and nearly

one-third of them was distributed in the Peki district.

The agricultural stations did not distribute all the Hevea
seeds produced on their plantations, however, and the un-
distributed seeds were decorticated and pressed for oil extrac-

tion. Exports of crude rubber showed a decrease, the amount
being 647,982 pounds against 654,133 pounds in 1914.

TAPPING, SPACING AND OTHER EXPERIMENTS.

Tapping experiments conducted at the various agricultural

stations proved the half-herring bone system to be the most
economical method of tapping; also that better yields were
obtained where the lateral cuts were made on the left-hand side

of the tapping channel. Experiments were also conducted to

determine the effect of tree spacing upon yield per tapping.

These showed that a much higher average yield per tree per

tapping is obtained in plots planted 15 by IS feet as compared
with plots where trees of the same age are planted 12 by 12 feet.

In the former case the average yield per tree was 44 ounces at

each tapping, while in the latter the yield was only 24 ounces.

Yields per acre for the two systems of spacing, based on the

assumption that each tree was yielding the above average, gave
the approximate ratio of 8.7 in favor of the more widely planted

trees. Funtumia trees previously tapped are annually decreasing

in yield, and the cultivation of these trees is being abandoned.
Root parasites presented the most serious diseases affecting

Hevea. Fungoid diseases, though troublesome, in most cases

responded to treatment.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N",';

IIosc coupling. C. 'A. Claflin, Medford, Mass.

Wheel comprising a removable lire rim. H. C. Gibson, New
York City.

Anti-skid device. E. V. Ilafner and T. T. Roberts, St. Louis,
Mo.

Rubber traction device for pneumatic tires. C. E. La Fleur,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Life preserving suit. Silas D. \\'ill?. Fort Payne, Ala.

Toy rebounder comprising elastic cord. L R. Dean, Memphis,
Tenn.

Fountain pen. T. Matsui, Wenatchee, Wash.

Anti-skid device. S. Renner and G. P. Adams, Western, Nebr.

ISSUED NOVEMBER 21, 1916.

Tire rim. H. M. Chaney, Sardinia, Ohio.

Overshoe with an opening at tlie heel and a surrounding elastic

sleeve. F. E. Joussel, New ^'oik City.

Mf^iliod of producing reinforced, flat vulcanized articles. A. L.
Hatfield, Hillside, N. J.

Injection apparatus comprising rubber tubing. A. C. Tenney,
Chicago, 111.

Rim for vehicle wheels. C. W. Gressle, assignor to The Stand-
ard Welding Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio,

Tire supporting rim for vehicle wheels. T. W. Guthrie, assignor
to The Standard Welding Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Securing resilient tires to vehicle wheels. O. A. Parker, New
York City.

Dress shield. C. D. Bennett, Cresskill. N. J.

Non-skid chain. J. Kirkwood, Lenox, Mass.

Fountain pen. C. W. Roman, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to
Eagle Pencil Co., New York City,

Tire valve. J. A, Rowden, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to A.
Schrader's Son, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Demountable rim. O. E. Dingley, West Farmington, Me.

W'heel rim. R. M. Keating, Springfield, Mass.

ISSUED NOV^EMBER 28. 1916.

Demountable lire rim. G. C. Allison, Canton, Ohio.

Sponge rubber toe straightener. J. W. Arrowsmith, assignor
to The Arrowsmith Manufacturing Co., Inc.—both of Morris-
town, N. J.

Suction and discharge hcse. T. A. Forsyth, assignor to Boston
Belting Co.—both of Boston. Mass.

Rubber cap attachment for rubber hose. C. E. Girten and A.
M. Bowman, Houston, Tex.

Sweat band including an elastic band. L. B. Heady, Houston,
Tex.

Tire comprising an outer casing and a plurality of inner metallic
rings. E. F. Howard, Ansonia, Ohio.

Protective covering for ice-bags. A. L. Saltaper, Houston, Tex.

Bathing cap and method of making same. A. C. Squires, Key-
port, N. J., assignor of one-half to D. Basch, New York City.

Tire tool. M. Waters, New Albany, Ind.

Elastic trouper belt. J. S. Wohlgemuth, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Rub])er glove havirg flutes along the backs of the fingers. J. C.
Gibson, Akron^ Ohio.

Rubber hose. W. W. Kincaid, Meadville, Pa.

Packing comprising ? rubber core. J. Crane, assignor to Crane
Packinc Co.^both of Chicago, 111., a partnership consisting
of F. E. Payne and J. Crane.

Rublier tread for footwear. A. McTernen. Andover, Mass.
Ini>«r tube for pneumatic tires. R. C. Spratling, Opelika, Ala.

Elastic support for flat feet. A. Dusterwald, ITalle-on-the-Saale,
Germany.

Demountable rim. L. G. Fleming, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Bathing shoe with \vatcrproof out-sole. J. Kimmel, New York
City.

Pneumatic horse collar. L. E. Van Treese, Letts, Ind.

Tire armor. J. W. Whitsett, Berkeley, Calif.

Pistol comprising a compressible ball adapted to contain and
expel a liquid. R. Parker, New York City, assignor to
Parker, Stearns & Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Turn shoe sole. C. C. Burnham, assignor to the B & R Rubber
Co.—both of North Brookfield. Mass.

Method of making turn shoes. C. C. Burnham, assignor to the
B & R Rubber Co.—both of North Brookfield, Mass.

Automobile wheel rim. F. F. Enter, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

1,206,857.

1,206,867.

1,206,909.

1,206,932.

1,206,948.

1,206,976.

1,206,983.

1,206.990.

1,207,120.

1.207,121.

1.207.185.

1.207,277.

1,207,287.

1.207,317.

1.207,377.

1,207,408.

1.207.427.

1.207,440.

1.207,594.

1,207,813.

1,207,814.

1,207.852.

1.207,882.

1,207.894.

1,207.927.

1,207.975.

1.208,006

1.208.064.

1,208,122.

1,208,139.

1,208.149.

1,208,158.

1,208.198.

1,208,209.

1.208,222.

1,208.232.

1.208,605.

1,208,615.

1.20S.653.

14.231.

14,232.

ISSUED DECEMBER 5, 1916.

Interchangeable rim clamp. J. Kelsey, Detroit, Mich.

Educational toy balloon. J. Lewis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rubber block tire. F. B. Pfeiffer, Akron, Ohio.

Cylindrical rubber block tire. C. A. Simmons, Albany, N. Y.

Pneumatic tire. G. B. Van Wagenen, Alstead Center, N. H.

Elastic finger support for writing instruments. J. P. Bartk,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Separator for storage batteries. W. L. Bliss, assignor to U. S.
Light ^'^i Heat Corporation—both of Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Resilient tire for vehicle wheels. C. C. Collins, South Lebanon,
Ohio, assignor to The Superior Tire & Rubber Co., Augusta,
Me.

Nipple and comforter for infants. H. H, Younker, New York
City.

ReFervoir shaving brush. F, W. Zeidler, Jersey City, N. J.

Spring tire with rubber tread. F. Loiter, Elkton, Mich.

Rim for pneumatic tires. W. E. Copithorn, Natick, Mass.

Storage battery comprising a rubber jar. B. Ford, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

Fountiin pen casing. F. W. Olive, assignor to J. Lipic—botfc

of St. Louis, Mo.
Cover for nursing bottle. W. M. Decker, Buffalo, N. Y.

Dust cap for air valves for auto tires. A. J. Ingersoll, Bridge-
ton, N. J.

Pum.p for pneumatic tires, comprising a block of resilient mate-
rial interposed between the inner tube and its casing. H. F.
Molkenbur, St. Paul. Minn.

Automobile cap comprising an elastic band. F. Raudniti, New
York City.

Pneumatic tire protector. E. E. Miller, Lewisburg, Pa.

ISSUED DECEMBER 12, 1916.

Method for preserving tennis balls or other objects containing
fluid under pressure. F. W. Stockton, Chicago, 111.

Method for preserving tennis balls or other objects containing
fluid under pressure. F. W. Stockton, Chicago, 111.

Confectionery mold comprising compressible elastic material.

R. C. Burger, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Tire valve. C. J. Dorff, Chicago, 111.

Self-sustaining .resilient liner for wheel tires. C. F. Geyer,
Akron, Ohio.

Wheel rim. R. M. Keating, Springfield, Mass.

Rim construction. H. Mills, Philadelphia, Pa.

Life raft comprising a flexible inflatable mattress. J. Rcmbis-
zewski and E. Grodzki. Worcester, Mass.

Cleaning device having a friction face of unvulcanized crepe
rubber. L. J. Wilber, Brockton, Mass,

Rim for automobile wheels. L. G. Fleming, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Apparatus for improving the contour and condition of the chin
and throat. F. N. Graham, New York City.

Detachable sand-tread for tires. W. G. Haning. Riverside,

Calif.

Game device employing elastic cord. C. S. Hill, Belmont, Mass.

Bathing suit having an inflatable lining. S. Penksa, Glen White, .

W. Va.

Laminated leather and rubber fabric for shoe soles and the

like. J. D. Prince, Boston, Mass,

Demountable rim construction. R. W. Skillin, Oak Park, 111.

Inflatable bag safety device for swimmers and like uses. F. W.
Taylor, Cicero, 111.

Pncking. C. I. E. Mastin. Midland Park, N. J., assignor to

S. Dickson, New York City.

Dipped rubber hot water bottle and method of making. H.
F. Mitzel, assignor of one-half to W. M. Rose, Hyde Park

—

both of Boston, Mass.

Fountain pen. K. R.auchle. Hennef, and A. Koehler, Kolraar,
assignor? to Firm Klio-Werk, Fabrik fiir Gebrauchsgegen-
ft.'inde, G. M. B. H., Hennef—both in Germany.

REISSUES.

Watch holding and attaching rubber device. S. G. Lewis,
Greensburg, assignor of one-half to G. W. Daura, Jeannette

—

both in Pennsylvania.

Elastic support for time pieces. S. G. Lewis, Greensburg, a»-

sitinor of one-half to G. W. Daum, Jeanette—both in Penn-
sylvania.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED SEPTEMBER 30, 1916.

171,751. Rubber cover for tooth brushes. T. R. Plank, Los Angeles,
Calif.

171.780. Collapsible pail. The Gutta Percha & Rubber Limited, assignee
of W. Seward—both of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

171.805. Eraser. E. M. O'Herron, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignee of J. A. Coyle,
Baltimore, Md.

171.821. Rubber impregnated storage battery separator. T. A. Willard,
Cleveland. Ohio.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 197. Machinery and Process Patents on pages 2C0-202.
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171.823.

171,851.

171,890.

171.996.

172,076.

172.096.

Case for nursing bottle. L. C. Butler, New York City.

Teat cup for milking machine. H. R. Jenkins, Eltham, Tara-
naski, New Zealand.

Necktie with rubber lining. W. A. McWatty, Duluth, Minn.

A bowling pin the body consisting of hard vulcanized rubber
and fibrous material. The Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., Chi-

cago, 11!., assignee of M. J. Whelan, Muskegon, Mich.

Bath mat. E. L. Livingston, West Orange, N. J.

Pedal pad. G. H. Rives, New York City.

10.457 (1915).

10.481 (1915).

10,559 (1915).

10,569 (1915).

10,574 (1915).

10,593 (1915).

10,657 (1915").

10,688 (1915).

101.461.

101,465.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the pnl»lic the advantage of having abridgements of speci-

fications up to date while retaining their numerical sequence, applications

for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers when tlieir

complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date) , and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, November 8, 1916.]

10,363 (1915). Soft rubber suction disk for suction dentures. N. Cohen,
I.cwland Villa, Wellington street, and F. Bowerman,
216 County Road—both in Swindon.

Non-skid device for twin tires. S. B. D. Morgan, 15

Roland Gardens, South Kensington, London.

Floats for hydro-aeroplanes comprising inflatable air

chambers and a pneumatic tire. J. Schweitzer et Cie,

Seine, France.

A renewable tread for tire covers. J. Yates, 13 Joseph
street, Sutton, St. Helens, Lancashire.

Inflatable pontoon, etc. A. E. Jones, 37 Liddon Terrace,
Leeds, Yorkshire,

Vehicle wheel comprising an outer rigid rim carrying a
sectional rubber tread. J. Slee, Moss House, Wargrarc
Old Road, Newton-Ie-Willows, Lancashire.

Non-skid tread band for wheel tires. M. G. Cervello,
Caxton House, Westminister, and R. H. Neal, 8 Fielding
Terrace, Ealing Common, London.

Dress shield. T. McKenna, 31 Basinghall street, London.

Disks and washers made of coir yarn fabric impregnated
witli rubber, balata, etc. G. D. Rose, 14 Albert Park
Road, Lower Broughton, Salford, Manchester.

Rubber cylinder for hat finishing apparatus. W. E.
Turner, Ashton Road, and R. Lowe, 25 Goole street

—

both in Denton, near Manchester.

Rubber stair treads. G. Anderson, and Leyland & Bir-
mingham Rubber Co., 24 Duke street, Aldgate, London.

[.Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, November 15, 1916.1

10.772 (1915). A new typewriter platen roller with rubber sleeve be-
tween the core and outer sheath. Underwood Type-
writer Co.. 30 Vesey street. New York City, and J. J.
Cooper, 120 Queen street, London.

10.773 (1915). Heel with rubber tread. L. Clarke, 207a Brompton Road.
London.

Securing loops of fabric or leather to rubber cord. W. P.
Dando, 126 Highbury New Park, London.

Doll whose limbs are retained in their sockets by elastic
cords. F. Wilkins, 23 Grove Road, Wallasey, Cheshire.

Tire tool. C. Goodijn, 16 Nicolaes, Witsenslraat, Amster-
dam, Holland.

TAbstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, November 22, 1916.1

11,070 (1915). Hollow tire with metal embedded reinforcing ring. E. B.
Killen, 27 Queen Victoria street, and Commercial Tyre
Cn., 22 Albert Embankment^—both in London.

11.100 (1915). Tire valves. E. A. Hilding, Lidkoping, Sweden.
11,165 (1915.) Rubber tire for casters and rollers. A. B. Williams,

Weaman street, Birmingham.
11,170 (1915). Wheel tire composed of alternate blocks of hard and soft

rubber. J. Elias, 96 Regent Road, Salford, Lancashire.

11,239 (1915). Rubber casing for hand grenade and the like. J. Gray, 9
Albert Drive. Crossbill, C^lasgow.

11.246 (1915). Vaccine syringe with rubber cap. W'. H. Furness, Na-
tifnal Park, N. J., U. S. A.

11.299 (1915). Rim attachment for block tires. W. T. G. Ellis, 15 Cam-
bridge street. Glasgow.

11,306 (1915). Rubber studs for hat finishing apparatus. W. E. Turner,
Ashton Road, and R. Lowe, 25 Goole street—both in
Denton, near Manchester.

11. .^29 (1915). Arch support with clastic band. J. Batten, 63 Ridge
Road, Letchworth. Hertfordshire.

11,339 09151. Elastic cord device for securing paper to drawing boards.
A. P. Wright, and H. E. Wright, 37 Furnival street,
Holborn, London.

11,387 (1915). Rubber toe spreaders. P. G. H. Hinder, Oxford House,
Oxford street, London.

J 1,388 (1915). Foot arch supports with rubber studs. P. G. H. Hinder,
Oxford House, Oxford street, London.

101,526. Rubber wiper for motor or tram-car windows. M. L. Mor-
ton, 1226 Murray Hill avenue^ Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A,

101,529. Rubber watch holders. S. G. Lewis, Greensburg, Pa.,
U. S. A.

101,536. Rubber coated rollers in machine for making artificial
leather, fur, etc. T. Schmid, and J. Foltzer, Horn,
Switzerland.

10.880 (I9I5).

11,064 (1915).

101.516.

101,537.

101,560.

101,561.

101,570.
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98,693.

94,187.

98,015.

98,505.

94.885.

97,359.

97,450.

97,457.

97,502.

97,503.

98,219.

98,525.

98,729.

98,730.

90,592.

97,587.

98,193.

98,602.

98,607.

98.704.

21,980.

21,993.

373.577.

373.644.

374.017.

374.332.

374.536.

374,537.

375,103.

375.104.

375.105.

375.106.

575,158.

162.908.

162,909.

162,953.

162.999.

163,295.

163,350.

163.356.

13,314.

13,462.

THE FEENCH KEPUBLIC.

10,057. A trade mark composed of Chinese letters—for all kinds of

rubber goods including wearing apparel. Audinet, Lacroix &
Cie., Lyons.

16 255. Monogram composed of letters M, A, L, L, T, enclosed in a

large letter O—erasers and fountain pens of soft and hard

rubber. M. Mallot. Paris.

162 532. The word Tkiple.x—bard rubber fountain pen. rubber erasers and
'

other stationery supplies. Societe Anonyme des Anciens
fitablissements. J. M. Paillard, Paris.

162.791. The word Alerte—rubber erasers. Same.

162.792. The word .ARCHiMf.DE

—

Same.

162.793. The word Caomtis—Same.

162,856. The words Free Skate—antiskid devices for vehicle wheels.

Paul Henriot, Paris.

162.896. Picture of open box showing contents comprising emery sheets,

rubber and fabric patches, and a tube of rubber solution—tire

repair kit. Victor Katz, Asnieres.

49;905.

The word Uwear—rubber boots and shoes. Goodyear Rubber Co.,

Middletown. Conn.

A representation of a tire encircling an automobilisfs head, above

which is the head of an open-mouthed tiger, with the words
Alwas-Hold written across its open mouth—vulcanizable fabric

tire repair material. W. U. Cowan, Chicago. 111.

The word Tireoid—composition for healing punctures in pneumatic

tires. The Tireoid Co.. Chicago. 111.

The word Symbol—druggists' rubber goods. United Drug Co.,

Boston, Mass.

The word Easystride—shoes made of leather, rubber, etc. Bro-

kaw Brothers. New York City.

A representation of a head with horns and the words The Demon
written thereon—tennis-balls, cricket-balls, foot-balls, hockey-

balls, bats, and rackets. Slazengers. Limited. London. England.

The words Reliance De Luxe—household rubber gloves. The
Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio.

The word Dauntless—raincoats and trousers. Solomon Newman,
New York City.

\ four-cornered drawing with the word Norwood across the cen-

ter—The Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

A four-cornered drawing, at each corner the letter C. R. M. Co.

and in the center the word Congo—belting, hose, and packing.

The Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio.

The representation of a seascape and the words The Rising Sun
and The Great Colour Maker—pigments for use in rubber,

etc. Orrs Zinc White, Limited, London and Widnes, England.

The word Polack—packing, hose, tubes, solid rubber tires, and
pneumatic rubber tires. Polack Tyre & Rubber Co., New York
City.

The words Our Pippin—suspenders. The Gluckauf Co., Inc., New
York City.

The words Our Dandy—suspenders. The Gluckauf Co., Inc., New
York City.

The letters N and T intertwined—rubber bootj and shoes. The
Beacon tails Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Conn.

The word Slipon written within the letter S—rubber pedal covers.

Mattson Rubber Co., Lodi, N. J.

A representation of a pneumatic tire, and around the inside of the

tire the words^TouRisTS Delight. Miles and Smiles—puncture

proof solution. J. N. NeaF, Coldwater, Mich.

The words The Highway—automobile tire casings and tire tubes

composed of rubber. The National Tire & Rubber Co.. East

Palestine. Ohio.

The word Proxite—waterproof clothing. New York Mackintosh

Clothing Co.. New York City.

An illustration of a man holding the globe over his head, on the

"lobe is written the word Sampson—tennis balls, golf bags, and
spo'rting goods. C. J. O'Riely. Los .Angeles. Calif.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

A laughing face surrounded by a tire—rubber tires, inner tubes,

valve patches, inner cases and rubber tubing of all descriptions.

Lee Tire & Rubber Co.. Whitemarsh, Montgomery, Pa.

The word Faultless and the representation of a shield bearing

the initial F and a lily—certain named rubber goods. The
Faultless Rubber Co.. Ashland, Ohio.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The word Kalad—insulating preparations (elecfrical) composed of

bitumen and shale oil. Callender's Cable & Construction Co.,

London, E. C.

A lozenge containing the letters Bhas—litharge_, lithopone. red

and white lead. The Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pro-

prietary, Limited, London. E. C.

The word Formite—electrical insulating preparations made of

materials included in class 50. Damard Lacquer Co.. Limited,

London, S. W.
The word Sealax—sounding tubes containing rubber. Kelora,

Eottomley & Baird, Limited, Glasgow.

The word Hawk—golf balls. The North British Rubber Co., Lim-

ited, Fojnt,iinbri<ige, Edinburgh.

The word Ospkey—Same. :l^

The word Gurkha—steam and hydraulic packing. Robert Beldam, ^g^^^
Limited, London, E. C.

The word Hindoo—Same.

The word Pando— Same.

The word Allied—Same.

The word Nidroc—knapsacks, tarpaulins, 'ents, rick cloths, hose

f tubular), packing (steam and hydraulic), waterproofing com-
pound for textile garments, goods manufactured from rubber

and gutta-percha. George Cording, Limited, London, W.

The words Le Cachalot and the picture of a cachalot whale, all

within a double circle. Rubber-proofed garments. Madame
\'euve Piazzio, Paris.

The words Le Cachalot—Same.

The word Veioce—rubber solution. Pierre Fernand Lespinasse,
Paris.

The words La Dilasoie—dilated rubber articles. M. Querville,

V'incennes.

The words Le Giorieux—anti-slip shoe-like device for use on
crutches and wooden legs. Veuve Gage Charlet, Paris.

The word Protectas—rubber-proofed garments. Adolphe Schmse-
wetsch, Paris.

.The word Unic—elastic bands of rubber and fabric. Alphonse
De Bruyne, Paris.

NEW ZEALAND.

The word Avon—tires of india-rubber. The Avon India Rubber
Co., Limited, Melksham. Wiltshire, England.

The word Boomerang—rubber tires, treads, and inner tubes.
Earnet Glass Rubber Co., Limited, 289-294 Swanston street, Mel-
bourne, Victoria, Australia.

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Golf ball, lerm 7 years. Patented November 14, 1916. P. A.
Martin, Birmingham, England.

49,877.

49,901.

49,927.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.

THE UNITED STATES.

Penumatic tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented November 14,
1916. P. B. Bosworth, assignor to The Victor Rubber Co.

—

both of Springfield, Ohio.

Elastic vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented November 14,

1916. O. J. Kuhlke, assignor to The Amazon Tire & Rubber
Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

Automobile tire. Term 14 years. Patented November 21, 1916.

R. H. Keaton, San Francisco, Calif.

49,877. 49,901. 49,947. 49,969.

49,952. 49.953. 49,958. 49,927.

Patented November 28, 1916. S.49,947. Tire tread. Term 7 years.

J. Bogan, Torrance, Calif.

49.952. Tire. Term 14 years. Patented November 28, 1916. G. Crow-
ley, Hartford, Conn.

49.953. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented November 28, 1916. W.
R. Denman, Akron, Ohio.

49,958. Tire. Term 354 years. Patented November 28, 1916. O. W.
Dunham and F. W. Willis, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

49,969. Tread band for pneumatic tires. Term 14 years. Patented No-
vember 28, 1916. V. A. Parker, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The
B. F. Goodrich Co., New York City.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright, igi^.

NEW YORK.

PLANTATION rubber has been in good demand, particularly

during the first two weeks of December, when heavy buying

was indulged in by the larger manufacturing interests. Para

sorts and Centrals moved freely in sympathy with the buying

activity that was evidently itt anticipation of the approaching

holiday season. Prices had fluctuated considerably in the in-

-terim and gains were recorded in the entire list, with plantation

leading the list. On December 14, first latex, spot, was 78 cents,

an advance of S cents since the first of the month, and Upriver

fine, spot, was 80 cents, an advance of about one cent since De-

cember 1. Africans and Centrals were in good demand and

recorded substantial gains in prices. The last two weeks of

the month were comparatively quiet, with trading confined to

dealers and the usual routine business of small manufacturers.

Inquiries were mostly confined to futures, and very little interest

-was shown in spot quotations. The dullness of the market was

seasonable and therefore prices on all descriptions developed an

.easier tone during the closing week. On December 27, First latex,

spot, was 76 cents, and Upriver fine, spot, 79 cents.

The S.S. "Tempaisan Maru" cleared from Seattle, Washing-

-ton, for Vladivostok on December 17, with 1,111 tons of Bra-

zilian Para rubber. This verifies to some extent the buying for

Russian account that was reported in these columns November 1.

LONDON'.

The forward movement that featured the December market

-was confined to plantations, as Paras failed to advance accord-

ingly. The sharp advance in price was followed by heavy for-

ward sales that apparently checked the buying movement. It

was generally conceded that the submarine menace influenced

the rising market strongly by showing the necessity of providing

against possible curtailment of supplies. However, there are

ample supplies in sight, which would normally check the ad-

vancing market were it not for the imminent shortage of tonnage

that will promptly be reflected in the price of crude rubber.

London imports for November were 6,118 tons, against 3,835 tons

for October. Liverpool imports for November were 1,192 tons,

against 1,143 tons for October. The reexports for November
were as follows : London, 4,656 tons ; Liverpool, 951 tons.

SIXG.^PORE.

There was a good demand for standard- grades at the auction

held November 2, Pale crepe and Ribbed smoked sheet bringing

59 cents and 58.6 cents, respectively. Of 628 tons offered, 452

tons were sold. The following week 770 tons were cataloged,

and 454 tons sold in a strong market at advanced prices for the

leading grades of about 3 cents a pound. On November 17 a

record quantity of 948 tons were cataloged, but only 385 tons

were sold, resulting in easier prices. Pale crepe sold up to 62

cents, and Ribbed smoked sheet realized 59.5 cents. The average

price for Plain smoked sheet was 54.8 cents.

The result of the auctions held December 1, 8, 15 and 21 was
as follows: Pale crepe averaged 65.4 cents and Smoked sheet

64.5 cents. The amount sold was 1,350 tons as compared with

1,827 tons a month ago.

BATAVIA.

The demand for spot rubber at the auction September 22 was
good and prices advanced. Many holders took advantage of this

and sold heavily before the auction. There were 12,835 pounds

offered and 11,000 pounds sold. The auction of September 29

brought out 24,543 pounds of which 11,802 pounds were sold at

.advanced prices.

71 @

50 @

31 (832

32 @33
S0J^@51
47 ®49

Smoked sheet, J .Spot. . 75
rilibed ( Afloat ...

Fine sheets and biscuits,
unsmoked

f Spot... 73

I Futures 73

Centrals.

Corinto -. 52 @S3
Esmeralda, sausage 57 @55
Nicaragua, scrap 53 @55
Mexican plantation, sheet

Mexican, scrap 53,'.^(a54

Mexican, slab

Manicoba
Mangabeira, sheet 36 (S39
Gu.ayulc 33 (335
Balata, sheet 56 @58
Ealata, block 45 @46

African.

Lopori, ball, prime 65 @
Lopori, strip, prime
Upper Congo, ball, red

Rio Nunez Niggers 63 @64
Conakry Niggers 60 @61
Massai, red

Soudan, Niggers

Cameroon, ball, soft....

Cameroon, ball, hard...

Benguela, No. 2, Superior

Benguela, No. 2 39 @40
Accra, flake 35 @37

East Indian.

Assam SO @54
Pontranak 6'ii® 7

Gutta Siak nj^@12
Gutta red Niger

Borneo III

Gutta Percha, red Macassa 1 . 85@ 2 . 00

47^@
47 @
46K@47
49 @50
45

33

45

40

37

74

65

@46
@34
@
@
@39
@

62 (363

63

58

55

©64
@60
@57

40
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MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The following market report has been cabled from Aldens' Successors,

Limited, London:
Standard Smoked

Date Crepe. Sheet. Market.

November 27 cents 67.32 67.32 There were buyen.

December 4 71.28 71.28 There were buyers.

December 11 80.70 80.70 There were buyers.

December 18 68.82 68.82 There were buyers.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.

The following reports of the weekly auctions held at Singapore have been

cabled by The Waterhouse Co., Limited:

Smoked
Crepe. Sheet. Market.

Price Price Pounds
r>ate. per lb. per lb. Sold.

December 1 cents 66.3 63.3 1,093,120 Closed dull with les.

inquiry.

December 8 65.8 66.3 1,312,640 Good demand for all

descriptions.

December 15 70.1 69.2 244,160 Very depressed; prices

nominal.

December 21 :.... 59.5 59.5 374,080 Flat; there is scarcely
any demand.

SINGAPORE.

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED, Singapore, report [November 9, 1916]:

The quantity sold at this week's auction amounted to 450 tons out of

738 tons offered There was a good demand yesterday, but on the continu-

ation this morning it fell away somewhat and closes quiet._ The only

grade to show anv change from yesterday was fine pale crepe, one at-

tractive parcel fetching $147 per picul. Standard sheet sold up to $145

and at this figure is $7 higher on the week. Plain smoked sheet »nd un-

smoked sheet were wanted, selling up to $136 and $134 respectively. The

lower grades show an average increase of $5 per picul. bcraps were

neglected. The following was the course of values:

Sterling equivalent Equivalent

In Singapore per pound per pound
per picul.* in London. in cents.

t

Sheet fine ribbed smoked. ... $139@ 145 2/8M@2/10 64.94(567.40

Shee good ribbed smoked.... 134@140 2/7H®2/m 62.71@65.16

Shee n°ain smoked 126@136 2/6 @2/ 8 59.48@63.44

Ihee: ribbed unsmoked 124@134 2/5K@2/75j 58«@«.7I
Sheet Dlain unsmoked 119@129 2/4'A@2/ 6% 56.51iffi60.73

Crlre' fine paFe. ! 140@147 2/8H@2/10Ji 65.16@68.15

cISe' good pal; 134@139 2/7H@2/8>i 62.71@64.94

Crioe fine b"own 126@134 2/6 @2/ 7H 59.48&62.71

aipe' good b?own 120@126 2/4^4(32/6 57.02@59.48

Cripe' dark . 105@120 2/l/.@2/4^ 5O.57@57.02

Cripl'bark. 74@115 1/7 @2/ 3^ 37.66@54.79

Scrap virgin 85(3101 l/9H@2/ OV, 42.37@49.10

Scrap! pressed 84@ . .
. '/'^ @; •,-;•;

Scrap! loose 75@ 86 \/7'A(S:l/ 9'/,

• Picul = 133H pounds.

t Figured at standard rate of exchange. Is. — 23.8 cents.

(>oted in S. S. dollars = 2/4 [56.7 cents].

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1, 1916, to dates named. Reported by Barlow & Co., Singa

pore. These figures include the production of the Federated

Malay States, but not of Ceylon.)
From

From From From Port Swet-

Singapore. Malacca. Penang. tenham.
October September September October

31,1916. 30,1916. 30,1916. 23,1916. Totalj.

Unit°ed Kingdom. (bs.26,854. 241 5,165,761 17,862,434 24,772,164 74,654,600

The Continent 9,366,270 55,733 ''^22,003

Japan 3,508,344 3,508,344

Cevlon . .. 604,283 476,000 1,410,064 2,490,347

United States 69,509,518 7,644,267 1,301,867 78,455,652

.\ustralia 268,302 .^- -^
268,302

Totals 110,110,958 5,165,761 26,038,434 27,484,095 168,799,248

41.87(31.

38.16@42.61

Same period, 1915 66,782,158 6,159,464 21,338.264 24,988.802 119.268,688

Same period, 1914 32,919.222 3,579,164 15.948.133 24,840,136 7/,286,655

Same period, 1913 21,830,702 11,334,533 22,244,550 55,409,785

EXPORTS OF OEYLON GROWN RUBBER.

(From January 1 to November 13, 1915 and 1916. Compiled by tie Ceylon

Oiamber of Commerce.)

To-
United States pounds
Canada and Newfoundland
France
Russia
Italy
United Kingdom 21,005,124

Australia
India
Straits Settlements
Japan

Totals

1915.
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Oclober, 1916.

From

—

Sumatra

—

Dianibi . . .

Deli

Indraghiri

Palembang

Asahan . .

.

Miintok . .

.

Siak

Bengkalis

Bclawan

Para-Rubber
Para for Borneo

Rubber. Treatment. Rubber.

118,266

46.633

25,866

7,866

4,133

3,866

1,866

1,733

Gutta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

263,333

18,266

101,066

151,866

Totals 210,229 534,531

Java

—

Sourabaya 19u,800

Batavia 175,200

Totals

Siara

—

Bangkok

366,000

Patani ...

Totals

Burma

—

Mergui ....

Hongkong . .

533

400

933

5,466

3.466

9,866

293,600

303,466

Other Ports 167,866 123,466 6,133 5,466

Gr;>nd Totals 4,503.684 1,704,934

EXPORTS,

12,265 40,264

October, 1916.

84,666

1,395,062

To—
North America:

Para Rubber

Para Trail

United States - Rubber.
New York poiiiidx 3.702,533
Akron 2,218,700
San Francisco 92,800
Boston 60.633
Seattle 27.066

Canada

—

Ontario CToronto) 46.400

Totals 6,121,066 1,061,065

Europe:

United Kingdom

—

England—
Liverpool 213,066 233.733

Borneo

shipped. Rubber.
348,933
678,400

6,666

Gutta Gutta

Percha.
98,933

Jelutong.
1,338,800

147,733
109,100

London 196.4011

Russia (Vladivostok) 538,266
France (Marseilles) 32,800

889,466 102,540

..'. '22.93'}

98,933 1.595,633

56,266

Totals 980.532 1,123.199

Grand Totals 7,101,598 2.184,264

181,739

280,672

*Not complete. Import'" and F.-\poits from October 6 to October
sive, not r-^ceived at this office.

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF
NEW YORK.

{The Figures Indicate Weights m Founds.]

November 24.—By the steamer Doviinic from Para:

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho.

Meyer & Brown 89,100

Paul Bertuch 222,000

Arnold & Zeiss 107,100

Davies, Turner & Co 97,700

H. A. Astlett & Co 44,100

Pell Si Duniont 12,500

Balfour, Williamson & Co
General Rubber Co 24,000

F. D. Duerr & Co 7.100

Henderson & Korn

2,500 8,000 36,000 =

6,200

10,400

8,600

500

14,700

47,900

22,500

11,000

600

1,100

16,500

13,100 =

23,400=

13,500=

Total.

135,600

222,000

128,000

121,200

100.600

35.000

34,400

25,100

21.700

16,500

Totals

November 25

Meyer & Brown
General Rubber Co...

Arnold & Zeiss

H. A. Astlett & Co...

Paul Bertuch

Aldens' Successors. Ltd

Davies, Turner & Co.

Henderson & Korn...

Robinson & Co

603,600 28.200

By the steamer Francis

10,100

21,800

8,700

38,200

18,800

500=
100=

4,700=
300=

44,500

269.400

179,800

131,500

96,200

54.400

49,300

36,500

16,600

Totals 563,700 103,600 182,600 28.300= 878.200

237,800

152,500

70,000

44,700

9,400

49,300

122,300 86,000= 840,100

from Para and Manaos :

34,400

9,300

18.500

18.600

32.400

45,000

13,800

10.600

22,700=

November 28.—By the steaincr

Meyer & Brown 58.100
Henderson & Korn 109.500
General Rubber Co 39,600
Davies, Turner & Co 56,000
Muller, Schall & Co 64,300
Paul Bertuch 42,000
Arnold & Zeiss 34,300
(.;. Amsinck & Co 19,100
Pell & Dumont
Neuss, Hesslein & Co 17,600
Raw Products Co 19,800
H. A. Astlett & Co
Aldens' Successors, Ltd.... 1,200
Hagcmeyer & Brunn 1,300
\'arious 2,700

Acre from Para and Manaos :

14,700
4,800
400

6,200

'2.560

1,100

1,700

'i',266

'"266

23,500
19,200
55.700

i.ioo
4,700
3,200
3.600

31,000

""566
19,200
12,400
1,200
100

1,200=
47,600=

t,800=

1,100=

'9,566=

7,800=

1,200=
1,300=

97,500
181,100
95,700
71,000
65,400
50,300
38,600
32,200
31,000
25,400
22,000
19,200
14,800
3,700
4,300

Totals 465.500 32,800 175,400 78,500= 752.200

December 1.—By the steamer Kio dc Janeiro from Para and
Manaos :

Mev &-Br
Muller, Schall & Co.
Aldens' Successor. Ltd.
Arnold & Zeiss
Pell & Dumont
Grossman & Sielcken...
H. A. Astlett & Co
\'arious

45,000
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POUKDS.

Decembek 8.—By the CarrWo= Cartagena:

G. Arasinck & Co 1,000

December 9.—By the /fl/tJC(?=Corinto:

R. G. Barthold 700

G. Amsinck & Co 300 1,000

December 11.—By the Esperama— Mexico:

H. Marqjiard & Co 1,000

J. A. Medina & Co 500 1,500

December 11.—By the Tenadores— Port Limon:

Isaac Brandon & Bros 1,000

Eggers & Heinlein 100

Fruit Despatch Co 100 1,200

December 12.—By the Co/on=Colon:

G. Amsinck & Co 15,000

L. Tous S: Co 5,200

Piza Nephews & Co 4,000

Andean Trading Co 2,500

American Trading Co 2,500

Lawrence Johnson & Co 700

Various 1,200 31,100

AFRICANS.

November 20.—By the Car)Ha»iia=Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 22,500

Hagemeyer Trading Co 17,000 39,500

November 20.—By the Lepanto='ii\i\l:

Rubber Trading Co 22,500

November 21.—By the Andree—Havre:
Various 3,000

November 21.—By the P«nmort'on= Havre:

Various 33,500

November 23.—By the Francisco—KuW:

Alden's Successors, Ltd 54,000

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc 20,000 74,000

November 27.—By the /'/n7arfe/p/wa=Liverpool:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 45,000

November 27.—By the /'o««o«ia=London:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 22,000

November 28.—By the Loco«Jfl=LiverpooI:

Fred Stern & Co 35,000

December 1.—By the E. F. Venisehs—l^isbon:

Various 90,000

December 4.—By the Cd(ic=Liverpool:

Meyer & Broivn 11,500

Henderson & Korn 6,000

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 4,000 21,500

December 4.—By the St. Z,ouii=Liverpool:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 22,500

December 4.—By the Irvington Court=Tiavre:

Various 11,000

December 4.—By the PCT:i.t«Jne=Bordeaux:

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc 33,000

Rubber Trading Co 11,200 44,200

December 5.—By the £aitgo(i;=Havre:

Various 12,000

December 8.—By the BoJ/ic=Liverpool:

Henderson & Korn 12,500

December 8.—By the Ft«/a«d=Liverpool:

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 11,000

December II.—By the OrrfMna=LiverpooI:

Rubber Trading Co 11,200

Arnold & Zeiss 95,000

Hagemeyer Trading Co 25.000 131,200

MANICOBAS.

November 24.—By the Domi«iV= Ceara:

Various 66,000

November 28.—By the Loconio^:Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 45,000

December 1.—By the Rio de Janeiro—Pernambuco

:

A. J. Hutter, Inc 10,000

PLAVTATIONS.

November 20,—By the Cormaii)a=:Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 13,500

The B. F. Goodrich Co 1,500 15,000

November 21.—By the Minnehaha=lMndon:

L. Littlejohn & Co 115,000

Arnold & Zeiss 115,000

Rubber Trading Co 70,000 300,000

November 23.—By the City of G!asgou:=Co\omho:

Meyer & Brown 240,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 180,000

Pounds.

W. H. Stiles & Co 33,500

Arnold & Zeiss 17,000

Various 10,000 480,500

November 27.—By the Fofo(/io=London:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 125,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 80,000

Robinson & Co 100,000

General Rubber Co 250,000

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 70,000

Hagemeyer Trading Co 22,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 180,000

Arnold & Zeiss 115,000

Various 22,000 964,000

November 27.—By the Fort Hardy— London:

Meyer & Brown 40,000

W. H. Stiles & Co 30,000

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 36,000

The B. F, Goodrich Co 80.000

Michelin Tire Co 90,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 2-40,000

Arnold & Zeiss 75,000

Hatiemeyer Trading Co 35,000

Robinson & Co 80,000

General Rubber Co 115,000

Aldens' Successors. Ltd 725,000

Raw Products Co 22,500

L. Littlejohn & Co 100,000 1,668,500

November 27.—By the iCum^rjV^^Colombo:

i

Meyer & Brown 245,000
' L. Littlejohn & Co 320,000

[Arnold & Zeiss 125,000

W. H. Stiles & Co 22,500

;

Robinson & Co 45,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 22,500

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc... 16,000

Aldens* Successors, Ltd 11,200

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.... 15,000

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc.... 9,000

Various 50,000 881,200

November 27.—By the PaJiMonia— London:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 225,000

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 225,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 25,000

Hagemeyer Trading Co 11,000

Raw Products Co 4,500 490,500

November 28.—By the LacoHia=Liverpool:

Fred Stern & Co 5,000

November 28.—By the 5«»-Kga= Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 65.000

General Rubber Co 170,000

H. R. Jefferds 11,000

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 85,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 600,000

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc.... 60,000

Henderson & Korn 475,000

Fred Stern & Co 50,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 225,000

Fox & Co 27,000

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 165,000

Robinson & Co 300,000

East Asiatic Co 90,000

Aldens' Successors. Ltd 30,000

Rubber Trading Co 30,000

Arnold & Zeiss 80,000

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 60,000

W. R. Grace & Co 60,000 2,583,000

December 1.—By the Howick Ha//=Colombo:

Meyer & Brown 35,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 265,000

W. H. Stiles & Co 110,000

Arnold & Zeiss 140,000

Various 60,000 610,000

December 4.—By the PhiladeIphian^='London:

General Rubber Co 120.000

Fred Stern & Co 16,000

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 25,000

Raw Products Co 11,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 9,000

W. H. Stiles & Co 2,000 183,000

PoUNBS.

December 4.—By the IVakasa .^fflrM=: Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 40,000

Henderson & Korn 335,000

Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc 45,000

Fox & Co 35,000

Fred Stern & Co 30,000

Arnold & Zeiss 100,000

W. R. Grace & Co 11,000

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 5,000

United Malaysian Rubber Co.. 11,200

East Asiatic Co 45,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 115,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 265,000

Rubber Trading Co 7,000

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 110,000

Robinson & Co 70,000

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. 50,000 1,274,20*

December 11.—By the LaHcaj(rian=London:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 225,000

Fred Stern & Co 135,000

Michelin Tire Co 100,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 35,000

Rubber Trading Co 9,000 504,009

December 11.—By the OrrfKna= Liverpool:

Arnold & Zeiss 4,500

The B. F. Goodrich Co 4,500 9,000

December 13,—By the /C^e/unf— Colombo:

Meyer & Brown 460,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 330,000

W. H, Stiles & Co 100,000

Arnold & Zeiss 90,000

W. R. Grace & Co 45,000

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 33,600
Robinson & Co 25,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 85,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 13,500
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 13,500
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 9,000
Henderson & Korn 25,000
Various ! 10.000 1,339,609

December 13.—By the ra/acia= London:

L. Littlejohn & Co 230,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 25,000
Raw Products Co 7,000 .

The B. F. Goodrich Co 350,000
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 110,000
Arnold & Zeiss 160,000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc.... 160,000
W. H. Stiles & Co 11,000
General Rubber Co 60.000
Kobinson & Co 25,000 1,138,00*

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

Consignee is giz'cn first, followed by shippers.
Figured 130 pounds net to the case.

PLANTATION.
TO AKRON. PouNB»,

November 28.—By the steamer Chicago Mam.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 132,34»

TO SEATTLE.
December 9.—By the steamer Awa Maru.

Nippon Yusen Kajsha.
Nippon Yusen Kaisha 1,300

W. R. Grace & Co.
Sandilands Buttery & Co 260 1,568

TO SEATTLE.
December 14.—By the Sakai Maru.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 41,158

Henderson & Korn.
East Asiatic Co 16,380

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co,
The Waterhouse Co 4,380 61,?1»

TO AKRON.
December 14.—Br the Talthybius.

H, B, M. Consul General,
Wadleigh & Co 465,920
Harrisons & Crosfield 335,920
The Waterhouse Co 271,700
Anglo-Malay Rubber Co 34,320
Rubber Estates of Johore, . 23,140
Duff Development Co 14,950
Anglo-Sumatra Rubber Co... 5.460 1,151,41»

TO NEW YORK.
H. B. M. Consul General.

Planters Stores & Agency Co. 9,100
Aylesburg & Nutter 6,370
Runban Estate 4,940
Kuala Kal Kuantan Rubber

Co., Ltd 4,290
Kuali Pahi Rubber Estate,
Ltd 2,/30 27,430
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TO SEATTLE.
Pounds.

H. B. M. Consul General.
W. T. Easley 411,190

C. W. Mackie & Co 47,060

George Stuart & Co 10,530
Cumberbatch, Ltd 9,100
Whittall & Co 4,550

Third Mile Rubber Co 4,550
Glensheil Rubber Estate Co.. 2,470

Sungie Purun Rubber Estate 2,470
Sheras Rubber Estate 2,470

Tangga Bafu Rubber Co I,S20

Wadleigh & Co 130
Bulterfield & Swire 130 496,470

To Seattle,

December 15—By the steamer Canada Maru—
W. R. Grace & Co.

Penang Rubber Estates Co 1 1 ,050

GUTTA JELUTONG.

TO SAN FRANCISCO.
December 14.—By the steamer Sakai Maru.

5,460

TO SEATTLE.
L. Littlcjohn & Co.

Katz Bros 49,660

H. B. M. Consul General
Borneo Surnaba Trading Co

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Port of San Francisco—October, 1916.

iMfoRTS: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 556,076 $303,509
Manufactures of gutta percha 20
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak)

.

38,243 1,877

Rubber scrap 500 90
Manufactures of india rubber 113

Totals 594,819 $305,609

Exports i

Reclaimed rubber 6,091 $579
India rubber boots pairs 532 3,613
India rubber shoes pairs 3,607 2,852

Pounds.
Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures
india rubber

of

Value.
$85,646
21,981
28,392

9,362

Total

Port of Boston—November, 1916.

Imports:
India rubber 254,982
Rubber scrap 230,605
Manufactures of india rubber

$152,425

99,041
7,300
4,875

Totals 485,587 $111,216

Exports:
Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufacturf-s of in-

dia rubber

1.007
29.781

178,422

$302
62,469
79,407
1,448

27
1,494

17,451

Total $162,598

Port of Chicago—November, 1916.

Imports:
Manufactures of india rubber $104

Port of Cleveland—November, 1916.

Imports;
India rubber 641,21! $320,047
Rubber scrap 1,888 330
Manufactures of india rubber 319

Totals 643,099 $320,696

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma—November, 1916.

Imports:
India rubber 2,277,668

Exports:
India rubber boots. .. ./^oir.! 461
India rubber shoes. ., .pairs 6,001
.\utomohile tires ....
Other rubber tires ....
All other manufactures of

india rubber ....

$1,142,588

1.425
5.731

33,486
1,396

Total

District of Michigan—

-

Imports;
Rubber scrap

November, 1916.

Pounds.
200,203

Exports;
Rubber scrap • 35,068
India rubber boots pairs 5,692
India rubber shoes pairs 204
Automobile tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures of india
rubber

Value.
$13,090

$2,976
14,796

220
11,262
1,052

6,286

Total

Port of New Orlf.a
Imports;

India rubber 25,057 $9,398

Port of New York—November, 1916.
Imports;

India rubber 14.3.56,597

Balata 250,374
Gutta percha 4,437
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak).... 1,252,229

Rubber scrap 1,069,829

Manufactures of india rul)ber

$36,592

-November, 1916.

$7,488,172
143,114

582
89,021

74,029

48,611

Totals 16,933,466 $7,843,529

Exports;
Balata 26,6S9

Rubber scrap 217,246
Reclaimed rubber
Indian rubber boots pairs
Indian rubber shoes pairs
.'\utomobile tires
OtluT rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of in-

dia rubber

72,276
109,747

19,078

14,334

$56,372

Total

Port of Philadelphia—November,
Imports:

Manufactures of india rubber
Exports:

Automobile tires

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of in-

dia rubber

Tcial

$14,143
42,640
11,267

350,705

12,406

679,948
98,128

143,020

423,214

$1,775,471

1916.

$29

$66,609
3,293

6,380

$76,282

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM PARA AND MANAOS DURING NOVEMBER, 1916.

NEW YORK. EUROPE.

EXPORTERS. Fine.

J. Marques kilos 1 48,567

Stowell & Co 71,070

Suarez Hermanos & Co.. Ltd 134,101

General Rubber Co. of Brazil 76,957

Adelbert H. Alden, Ltd 680

Pires Teixeira & Co 41,070

Berringer & Co 11,815

G. Fradelizi & Co 10,705

Seligmann & Co 8,594

Sundries '.

.

4,395

507,954

Exports from Manaos 323,393

Exports from Iquitos

Totals, November, 1916 831,347

October. 1916 534,595

September, 1916 869,014

Medium.

13,312

3,642

216

4,579

7,223

3,275

965

92

34,494

56,634

91,128

27,873

90,689

Coarse. Caucho.

68,269

18,046

5,321

37,916

13,748

16,690

519

821

437

21,313

183,130

95,335

278,465

32,933

329,205

42,176

37,136

932

1,712

3,700

100

2,592

12,926

100.774

4,362

105,136

266,489

7S,342

Totals. Fine.

272,324

92,758 79,007

176,774

120,384 21,420

21,651 82.283

62,747 26,860

16,034

12.591

11,765

39,324 3,850

826,352

479,724

1,306,076

861,890

1,364,250

Medium.

5,350

1.020

510

213.420

395,361

169,105

777,886

970,163

639,662

769

7,649

41,570

11,760

60.979

106,884

39,313

Coarse. Caucho.

2,137

557

2,694

11.775

45,183

59.652

480,473

27,798

41,575

22,033

1,132

7,852

32,636

105.228

128,042

96,847

330,117

136,071

193,476

s. Grand
Totals. Totals.

272,324

128,069 220,827

22,033 198,807

23,572 143,956

90,135 111,786

27,370 90,117

16,034

12,591

11,765

37,812 77,136

328,991

576.748

322,895

1,155,343

1,056,472

322,895

1,228,634 2,534,710

1,713,591 2,575,481

900,249 2,264,499

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING NOVEMBER, 1916.

EXPORTERS.

NEW YOHK, EUROPE

Fine. Medium.
Stowell & Co kilos 72,729
General Rubber Co. of Brazil 121,672
Adelbert H. Alden, Ltd
Tancredo Porto & Co 92.592
Ohliger & Co 112,578
.T. G. Araujo 10,400
Amorim Irmaos
W, Peters 2,170
Theodore Levy, Camille & Co

Totals 412,141
In transit Iquitos

Totals, November, 1916 412,141
October, 1916 211,804
September. 1916 259,336
AuEust. 1916 435,992
Tuly, 1916 238,014
January to June, 1916. .2,537,504

(Compiled by Stovrelt & Co., Manaos.)

4,125
15,132
4,250
27,173
6,009
2,880

iioso

Coarse. Caucho. Totals. Fine. Medium. Coarse.

9,214
32,961
20,181
29,248
23,696
5,280

""eoo

41
235

2,607
6,413

2,004

86,109
170,000
24,431
151,620
148,696
18,560

5',854

60,694 120,180 11,300 605,270

104,906
170,691
88,522

'25,'i62

6,080

395,361
204,626

10,530
13,017
15,210

' '

' 596
2,179

630
25
140

Caucho.

12,466
55,934
48,378
9,136

389
,281

38

41.570
11,760

1,310

11.775
45,183

1,812
280

""36

128,042
61,326

Totals.

12,466
175,000
232,111
115,008

28,959
11,820

"i[384

576,748
322,895

Grand
Totals.

98,575
345,000
256,542
266,628
148,696
47,519
11,820
5,854
1,384

1,182,018
322,895

60,694
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
IMPORTS.

India Rubber.
Pounds. Value.

Scrap for Rc-manufacture.
Pounds. Value. Puunds.

Balata.
\'alue.

Gutta Percha.
Pounds. Value.

Gutta Jelutong,
Pounds. Value.

Week Ending— ,
^

November 24, 1916 i
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RUBBER STATISTICS
UNITED STATES

FOR THE EXPORTS of rubber goods to non-contigu-

ous TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

IMPOETS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

September, 1916.

M;\NUI.\CTUBED

—

• September, 1916.

Pounds.
Unmanufactured—free:

India rubber:

From

—

France 7,725

Portugal

Unifcd Kingdom 1,966.831

Central Americ.i and Brit-

ish Honduras 121,264

Me.xico 68,008

Brazil 4.492,914

Other South America 344,745

East Indies 11,549,947

Other countries 44,483

Totals 18,595,917

Balata 229,378

Guayule gum 244,940

•Gutta jelutong 1.117.146

Gutta percha 585.535

Totals 20,762,916

Rubber scrap 736,245

^
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EXPOKTS OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RUBBER
GOODS.

Tires: Value. Value.
To-

Great Britain $16,803
United States 16,909
Newfoundland 158
Other countries 26,707

Total $60,577

•Rubber wasle:

To-
Great Britain $4,628
United States 16,482

Total $21,110
All other manufactures, N. O. P.:

To-
Great Britain . .

United States . .

Newfoundland
New Zealand . .

Other countries

$12,571

176

912

89

1,705

$15,453Totals

^Gvm chicle:

To-
Great Britain

United States $236,065

$557

$557

$188

493

Totals $236,065 $681

•During September 165,800 pounds of rubber
waste was exported to the United States and
38,600 pounds to Great" Britain.

tDuring September 447,315 pounds of gum chicle

was exported to United States and 539 pounds to

'Great Britain.

UNITED KINGDOM RUBBER
STATISTICS.

IMPORTS.
October, 1916.

Unmanuiactured—
t

^^ ^

_ , ,
, Pounds. Value.

'Crude rubber:

From

—

Dutch East Indies 849,600 $501,323
French West Africa 37,600 10,796
Gold Coast 122,600 49,771
Other countries in Africa. 895,800 453,333
Peru ; 700 357
Brazil .^ 1,799,800 1,199,896
British India 445.500 261,186
Straits Settlements and de-

pendencies, including La-

buan 2,713,500 1,622,193
Federated Malay States... 3,107,100 1,975.490
Celyon and dependencies. 1,599,000 330,947
Other countries 258,400 132,891

Totals 11,829,600 $6,558,383
Waste and reclaimed rubber 454,300 $28,403
-Guttapercha 502,400 277,712

Manufactured—
Apparel, waterproofed $1,447
Boots and shoes, .rfoseu paiV-J 27,470 288,341
Insulated wire 72 228
Automobile tires and tubes 405^633
Motorcycle tires and tubes 2,225
Cycle tires and tubes 81,082
Tires not specified 257

EXPORTS.

October, 1916.
Manufactured— , v!

, , Pounds. Value.
Apparel, waterproofed:

To

—

g''?"" $80,696
rJntish South Africa 27 437
British East Indies 5^588
Australia 31211New Zealand 20 111
Canada 29*517
Other countries 245*626

Totals .... $440,186
Bcots and shoes. .,'io-c« faii-j 14,703 $105,805
Insulated wire 263,804
Submarine cables ','.., 102[283
Automobile tires and tubes 411*210
Motorcycle tires and tubes 57*401
Cycle tires and tubes 164!501
Tires not specified 114883
Manufactures not specified 657',842

EXPORTS—FOREIGN AlTD COLONIAL,
October, 1916.

Pounds.
Unmanufactured—

Crude rubber;

To—
Russia 33,600
France 1,878,100
United States 3,460,200

Other countries 1,375,500

Totals 6,747,400

34,600

58,500

Waste and reclaimed rubber.

Gutta percha

Manufactured—
-Apparel, waterproofed

Boots and shoes. .dci.;cn pairs

Insulated wire

Automobile tires and tubes..

Motorcycle tires and tubes..

Cycle tires and tubes

Tires not specified

2,973

Valu

$23,657

1,001,142

1,817,844

860,637

$3,703,280

$6,142

24,562

$62

15,227

3,242

434,935

5,422

343

5,512

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

Tires: Pounds.
From

—

France 816,860
'.real Britain 340,340

Value.

24,860Other countries

Totals 1,182,060
Other rubber manufactures:

From

—

United States 1,169,520
France 872,300
Greg* Biitain 589,160
Other countries ggo

$2,073,978

Totals 2,631,860

Total Imports

EXPORTS OF

$1,847,087

$10,573,415

MANUFACTUREDCRUDE AND
RUBBER.

Eight Months Ending

Unmanufactured— August, 1916.

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR ITALY.
IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED

RUBBER.

Eight Months Ending
August, 1916.

Unmanufactured—
Pounds.

India rubber and gutta percha

—raw and reclaimed:

From

—

Great Britain 2,265,360

Straits Settlements 1,133,420

African French Colony... 6,380

Belgian Congo 219,120

Brazil 3,419,460

Other countries 940,280

Value.

Totals 7,986,220

Rubber scrap 4,928,220

India rubber and gutta percha
—raw and reclaimed....

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha

—threads:

To—
France

Great Britain

Argentina

Other countries

Totals

India rubber and gutta percha
—sheets:

Cut sheets

Elastic fabric

Insulated wire

Hard rubber

Pounds.

733,460

6,600

8,580

3,740

19,380

38.500

3,520

1,980

660

43,780

Value.

$254,220

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta

—threads:
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LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUBBER STATISTICS.
IMPORTS.

October, 1916.

London.

Pounds. Value.
UNMANUF.\CTfBED

—

Crude Rubber;

From German West Africa

Java

Other Dutch Posses-
sions in Indian Seas

France

French West Africa

Madagascar

Portugal

Portugese E. .Africa.

Spain

Liberia

United Stales

Peru

Brazil

Uruguay
Bolivia

Egypt

Sierra Leone

Gold Coast

Nigeria , .

Cape of Good Hope

.

British East Africa.

Nyasaland
British India

Straits Settlements
and Dependencies.

Fed. Malay States..

Ceylon and Depend-
encies 1,563,500

Liverpool.

562,400

287,200

9,000

2,800

22,900

4,700

6.700

$325,722

175,801

3,227

1.985

12,447

3,356

Pounds.

2,700

70.000

37,600

2,200

300

13,900

1,000

700

1,795,100

42,600

29,100

British N. Borneo.. .

New South Wales..

British. West Indies.

British .Guiana

Seychelles

Totals

83,600 60,285

300 152

10,500 6,902

445,500 261,186

2.372,200 1,411,554

3,107,100 1,975,390

874.631

75,322

785

714

1,000

262

8,591,700 $5,204,205

108,700

1.300

1,000

1,800

500

Waste and Reclaimed Rubber;

From United States

Portugal

Channel Island ....

Egypt
Cape of Good Hope.
British India

New Zealand

British West Indies.

Totals

Waste and reclaimed rubber
manufactures of the
United Kingdom:

To France

Spain

Italy

United States

Straits Settlements

New . .South Wales
Canada
Russia

Japan

Totals

64.500

18,800

5,800

11,400

15,000

13,400

38,000

900

167,800

EXPORTS.

62,900

35.400

79,600

728.900

1,100

6.000

57.700

$14,756

1,999

381

1,052

1,390

1,271

1,604

48

$22,501

$5,307

2,718

3,727

36,285

224

1,081

2,475

Victoria

Value.

$1,385

31,573

10,796

571

181

3,023

424

357

1,196,540

24,252

17,326

100

122,600

67,600

341,300

35.500

33

49,771

23,762

210.649

20.439

2.562.300 $1,591,082

30,000 $4,817

971,600 $51,817

RE-EXPORTS.
Crude rubber:

To Sweden 51.300 $27,565

Denmark 29.200 16.570

France 1,488,900 804.192

Spain 33.700 20,254

Italy 143,300 86,532

United States 2.968.400 1.602,469

New South Wales 4.500 1.147

Canada 720.200 454.028

Russia

Norway
Japan

30,000

$56,800

13,000

371,100

13,500

11,300

465,700

26,900

$4,81/

$11,695

2,841

40,62

4,141

1.457

$60,756

$16,541

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.
Copyright, rp//.

NEW YORK.

WHATEVER strength developed in the rubber scrap market

early in the month was due, no doubt, to the firm posi-

tion of crude rubber, which had advanced strongly. This has

to a certain extent supported the scrap market, which has been

generally firm throughout the month with prices ruling about

the same as those quoted a month ago. About the middle of

the month rumors of peace resulted in cautious trading that fea-

tured the market until the inevitable quiet of the holiday season

prevailed. The many railroad embargoes have, moreover, ad-

versely afifected trading at this time and caused more or less diffi-

culties in shipping and receiving stocks. There was an easier

tendency noticed during the last week of the month and lower

values seemed imminent, but the volume of business done was

insuificient to affect the level of prices.

Boots and Shoes. There has been some business done at 10

cents delivered, but lOl^ cents was the accepted dealers' price

for SO-ton lots. It is evident that supplies are not accumulating

to such an extent as to be burdensome. Trimmed and un-

trimmed arctics have moved freely, the former bringing as high

as 7^4 cents and the latter 6% to 6^ cents in a firm market.

Auto Tires. Tires have been offered rather freely. Mixed tires

were fairly firm, but not very interesting to the mills at 7 cents,

although this price may have been shaded in some instances.

The special grades of white G. & G. tires were dull and feature-

less at 8{^ cents. Bicycle and solid tires were in good demand

at firm prices, ranging from 4}i to 5 cents for the former and

Syi to S^ cents for the latter.

Inner Tubes. The demand has been good at prices slightly in

advance of those quoted a month ago. Sales of No. 1 tubes have

been made to the mills at 26 to 26^2 cents delivered. No. 2 and

red tubes have been firm at llj^^ cents.

Mechanicals. Business in all grades has been very quiet

and confined to small lots. Hose, however, has received some

attention and has been fairly firm in price, the large grade bring-

ing lli cents. Air-brake hose had a limited call at S^ cents

delivered.

London iinports of waste and reclaimed rubber for November

were 109,300 pounds; Liverpool, 20,100 pounds. Exports from

London were 1,244,000 pounds; from Liverpool, 106,800 pounds.

255,800
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THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright, 1917.

NEW yoKK.

"PHE .American cotton market lias experienced violent fluctua-

' tions and extraordinary price changes in the month just past.

Liquidation has been very heavy. From 20 cents, the New York

spot price on December 1, cotton declined to W/z cents by the

23d of the month. March contracts sold at 16.22 on December 21,

representing a decline of $25.50 per bale from the high prices

recorded late in November. Possibility of the crop forecast

being underestimated, general optimism in regards to peace

prospects and confidence in future consumption had a restraining

influence on the market, which later in the month became

stronger. Unsettled conditions still prevail and caution appears

to be dominating the present situation.

Ec.v'pTi.\N Cotton. Sudden and violent fluctuations have char-

acterized the Alexandria market during December. Sakellarides

sold for 47 cents, with the other grades in the list coinparatively

high. That stocks are being held in anticipation of further

advances is generally conceded. Crop estimates are said to be

too optimistic in view of the short acreage and dangers that

threaten the growing plant. .

Sea Island Cotton. The active demand in evidence at Savan-

nah early in the month absorbed all the round lots offered at

5? cents. The market continued quiet until the middle of the

month when considerable inquiry developed and prices that had

dropped to SO cents became firmer. Some small business was

done prior to the holidays at prices around 50 cents, and the

condition of the market was generally quiet. Holders are not

disposed to sell their good grades, but appear willing to make

concessions on the inferior sorts. Stocks at Savannah and

Charleston, December 1, were 8.653 bales, against 14.875 bales a

year ago.

Mechanical Duck. The demand for hose and belting duck

continues to be good, and contracts are being made covering the

last half of next year. Prices softened somewhat with the de-

cline in the raw material, resulting in a loss of yi cent a pound

in belting duck. The outlook is for higher rather than lower

prices, due to the uncertainty of sufficient supplies of raw cotton

and the large demand for mechanical duck that conies with the

usual industrial activity in the spring.

Sheetings, Osnaburgs and Drills. There has been a fair

demand for these fabrics and with few exceptions prices have

remained about the same as a month ago. A brisk demand from

Canada was noted during the month, while European business

was very quiet. The decline in raw cotton affected only spot

goods for immediate delivery and at prices a little under the

market.

Tire Fabrics. The demand has continued to be good for all

grades of fabrics used in tire building. The mills are still sold

far ahead and contracts have been made covering the require-

ments of the trade for next year. In fact, prices have ad-

vanced about 5 cents the square yard within a month, and

there are no basic reasons for a belief in lower prices under the

present market conditions.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

DECF.MRER 26. 1916.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Aeroplane ind Balloon Fabrics:

Wimautta, S. A. I. L No. 1, 40incb jxtrd $0.3254(3
No. 4, 38M-inch 32'Am

O/X B. 36 inch Nomina
Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:

A—14-ouncc yard 1. 25 @
B—14-ounce 1,50 @
C—14-ounce 1.75 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:
D—14-ouncc , yard .50 @
E— ll;^.ounce 42 @
F—14-ounce 55 @
G— 8-ounce 4( @
H—U-ounce 50 @
I — 9-ounce 42 @

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Kiitabac Stockinette lb. .90 @ .95

Tire Fabrics:
I7M-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.25 @ 1.35
I7.'^-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.10 @ 1.15
l7'4-our,<:(: EKyptian, carded 1.07 @ 1.12
17^ -ounce Peelers, carded 70 @

Sheeting:
•tOiiHh 2.35-yard yard .15Ji@
lOinch 2.50-yard 14M@
•lOnich 2.70-yard 14 9
40-inch 2.85-yard 13 @
40-inch 3.15-yard 12}i@

Usnaburgs:
40 inch 2.25-yard yard .I6yi9
40-inch 2.48 yard 15 @
i7A-in. 2.42-yard 15H@

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .38 @ .39
Helting 37 @ .38

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00yard enameling duck yard .20 @
J8-iiich 1.74-yard 22'A@
7i-uich 16.66 nunce 43J^@
72-inch 17.21-ounce ,45 @

Drills:
3S-iiich 2.00-yard yard .19 @
40-inch 2.47-yard 15>^@
52-inch 1.90yard 20>^@
52inch 1,95-yard 20 @
60-inch 1.52-yard 26}4@

Var,,-.;

< larden Hose, 12/2 cabled pound Nominal
Fire Hose 12/1 Nominal

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-inch, 3>4 to 7,14 ounces square yard ,38 ® 1.55
36-inch, ZYu to 5 ounces 35 @ .85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton);
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces square yard .35 @ .75
36-incb, 2 to 4 ounces .25 @ .50

Domestic Worsted F^abncs.
36-inch. 4J4 to 8 ounces square yard .I2y2@ .S7 Vt

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton) :

36-inch, iVn to 5 ounces square yard .15J4^ .30
Raincoat Cloth (Cotton);

Bombazine yard .08 ® .08J4
Twills 12 @ .18
Tweed 25 @ .35

Tweed, printed 07)4® .15

Plaid 08Vi@ .10
Rorpp 24 @ .27

Burlaps:
32— 7 54-ounce lOOyardt 7.20 9
40—7!4-ounce 8.50 @
40—8-ounce 8.75 &
40— lO-ounce lO.OO @
40— I0'.4-ource 10.25 <§
45—7i4-ounce 9,60 9
45—8 ounce 9.7S @
48—10-ounce 12.50 g>

.55

.50

.60

.50

.55

,45

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

Copyright, 1917.

NEW YOHK,

I
"HE trade in rubber chemicals and ingredients has been ex-

ceedingly active during the month of December, The former

conditions that created high ocean rates and insurance and

limited cargo space have continued and supplies of raw materi-

als are still difficult to obtain. Domestic producers of both

crude and manufactured compounding ingredients are running

full capacity to meet the demand. There is no doubt that a great

many chemicals formerly imported will be permanently manufac-

tured in this country.

Colors have been rather weak with the exception of Indian

red and red oxide, largely due to the small production and the

unwillingness of manufacturers to increase their output under

prevailing conditions.

.\ccelerators. Tri-nitro-benzene is not commercially made in

this country. Accelerene, a new organic accelerator, is now on

the market.

.'\niline Oil. Aniline oil is now sold in a dry powder form

and from which the disagreeable fumes have been removed. It

is claimed to produce a very tough compound that ages well.

Prices have been firm on the standard grades.

Antimony Sulphuret. Considerable interest was shown in

the best grades of domestic crimson and golden sulphuret of an-

timony, -American producers appear to be firmly established in

the manufacture of this material. Business has been good and
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prices unchanged. Contracts have been written covering next

year's requirement.

Aluminum Flake. There has been considerable business done

in flake and prices have advanced during the month.

Carbonate of Magnesia. The export demand has been active,

resulting in greatly advanced prices for the standard grades.

Domestic producers are well sold ahead.

Barytes. The demand has been fairly steady with rather

quiet conditions prevailing later in the month. Higher prices

are expected.

Gas C.\rbon Black. All grades were in demand and prices

have advanced in a generally firm market.

Litharge. There has been a fair demand for this material

which has occupied a firm position during the month due to the

strong position of pig lead. Higher prices are predicted.

LiTHOPONE. Domestic grades have been in good demand at

firm prices that have not changed during the month. Imported

grades have been offered at prices subject to previous sale.

Oxide of Iron. The bright grades are very scarce and high

due to the position of the copper metal.

Shellac. This is very high and there is little prospect of re-

lief while uncertain ocean shipments continue.

Whiting. The difficulties attending shipment of the raw ma-
terial continue. Domestic production of chalk whiting has ad-

vanced materially and there are prospects of the situation being

considerably relieved thereby.

Zinc Oxide. Contract prices on French process o.xide of zinc

have advanced V/i cents a pound on green, red and white seal

since our report of a month ago.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

DECEMBER 27, 1916.

Subject to change without notice..

.^ccelerene lb. Nominal
Acetone (drums) lb. $0.22 @ 0.24
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .04 J4 @ .05

cresylic (crude) gal. 1.00 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .30 @ .40
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .02 @
nitric, 36 degrees . .j lb. .05 @
sulp?iuric, 66 degrees lb. .01 ^4 @ .02

Alumina Pigment, No. 1 Tosixo ton 19.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 22.00 @
Ammonium carbonate lb. . 13 J4 @
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @ .60

crimson, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .50 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .25 @ .35
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, "Mephisto" lb. .29 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent. /i?. .35 @

Asbestine ton 20.00 @
Asbestos ton 20.00 @40.00
Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .03J^@
Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .05 J^ @
Barytes, pure white ton 31.00 @

off color ton 22.50 @
Basofor (on 112.00 @
Benzol, pure gal. .60 @
Beta-Naphthol lb. 1.00 @
Brown, sienna, raw powdered lb. .04 @ .06

umber, raw powdered lb. .03 @ .03^
Bone ash lb. None

black lb. .04 @ .08
Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb Nominal

sulphide, yellow lb. 2.25 @
Cantella gum lb. .33 @ .38
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05 @

black (cases) lb. .20 @
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .18 @

Caustic soda, 76 per cent ./i>. .05 @
Chalk, precipitated, extra light ..lb. .04'/2@ -OSH

precipitated, heavy lb. .03 ^4 @ .05
Chica clay, domestic ton 20.00 @

imported ton 40.00 @ 50.00
Chrome, green lb. .15 @ .50

yellow lb. .25 @
Cotton linters lb. .07!^

@

Fossil flour lb. .03^2 @
Gas black lb. .18 @ .25
Gilsonite ton 40.00 @
Glue, high grade lb. .25 @ .33

medium lb. .22 @ .23
low grade lb. .20 @ .21

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .56 @
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .14 @

powdered (400 pound bbl.) lb. .07 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @
Ground glass (fine) lb. .02Ji@
Hexamethylene Tetramine lb. .65 @
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .04^@ .07^5

pure lb. .08J^@ .09}4
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .Q2}i@ .OSyi
red, pure, bright lb. .08}^® .09

Ivory, black lb. .16 @ .30
Lampblack ; lb. .12 @
LeAi, red oxide of lb. .09W@

sublimed blue lb. .08^ @
sublimed white lb. .085i@
white, basic carbonate lb. .08^ @
white, basic sulphate lb. Nominal
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. .45 @ .75

Lime, flour lb. .01"^ @
Litharge lb. .09J^@

English lb. .10 @ .11
sublimed lb. .Q9'A(^

Lithopone, imported lb. Nominal
domestic lb. .07 @
Beckton white (carloads) lb. Nominal

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .12^@
calcined, heavy lb. .09J^@

heavy, Thistle Brand lb. .12 @
light lb. .50 @

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 35.00 @ 39.00
Mica, powdered lb. .03H@ .OSyi
Mineral rubber lb. .01 @ .02

"M. R. X." ton 100.00 @
"Genasco" (carloads) ton 37.00 @
"L. M. R." ton 57.50 @
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 35.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 @
"Rubrax" ton 32.50 @

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gal. .22 @
66@68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 @
68(370 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 &
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 @ •

Oil, aniline lb. .23 @ .24
corn, refined cwt. 13.01 @
linseed (bbl.) gal. .93 @
palm gal. .12 @ .12K
paraffin gal. .17 @
pine (cases) gal. .64 @
rapeseed ; gal. 1.00 @ 1.05
rosin, heavy body gal. 6.75 @
tar (cases) gal. .21'/i@
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, green lb. 5.00 @15.0O
Orange mineral, domestic lb. .12 @
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 10.54 @
Petrolatum lb. .OS'A®
Petroleum grease lb. .04^@
Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 8.50 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .04 @ .05

coal tar bbl. 4.55 @
pine tar lb. .02'4@

Plaster of paris lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb. 1.00 @
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) lb. .03 @ .04
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. .25 @

granulated lb. .20 (9
fused lb. None

Rosin (280 pound bbls.) bbl. 6.85 @ 7.80
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02^@ .04
Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .08^2® .12

white I lb. .12'A@ .17
brown lb. .121^ @ .17

Rubhide Nominal
Shellac, fine orange lb. .47 @ .48
Silex (silica) ton 20.00 @36.00
Soapstone. powdered ton 8.50 @13.7S
Starch, corn, powdered lb. .04 @ .04^
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .09J^@
Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) cwt. 2.20 @

Bergenport, pure soft brand cwt. 2.2Q @
Talc, American ton S.50 @13.75

French ton 24.50 @
Toluol, pure gal. 2.50 @
Tripolite earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal. ,55 @

wood gal. .50 (a
Venice gal. .11 @ .12

Ultramarine blue lb. .15 @ .50
Vermilion, brilliant lb. .85 @

Chinese lb. .95 @ 1.00
English lb. 1.50 ©1.60

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .49 @ ,60
ceresin, white lb. .12 @ !20
carnauba lb. .28 @ .48
ozokerite, black lb. .60 @ .65

green lb. .78 (a .83
montan lb. .28!/$ @ .30
parafSn, refined 1 18/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .05J4@ .06

123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .06 @ .0651
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .08J^@ .09
133/136 ra. p. (cases) lb. .09'A@ .12

crude, white, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) lb. Nominal
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) lb. .06J4@

Whiting, Alba cwt. .75 @ .95
commercial cwt. .75 @ .85
gilders cwt. .90 @ 1.00
Paris, white, American cwt. 1.10 @
English clifTstone cwt. 1.25 @ 1.50

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) ton Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) lb. .02)4 @

India rubber lb. 1.50 @
Zinc oxide, American process, horschead brand

"special" f. o. b. factory lb. .10J^@
"XX red" f. o. b. factory /b. .10 @
French process, green seal .. f. o. b. factory lb. .18^ (»

red seal. .. .f. o. b. factory lb. .17^^
white seal.. f. 0. b. factory lb. .18HO

Zinc substitutes ton 25.00 @
Zinc sulphide, pure lb. .15 @
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THE RUBBER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

THE change in the name recommended by the board

of directors and unanimously adopted at the an-

nual meeting of The Rubber Club of America, Inc.,

appears to be well conceived as more accurately de-

scriptive of the ];)resent aims and activities of the or-

ganization, wliich have become industrial rather than

social. Furthermore, it betokens a keener appreciation

on the part of the membership as a whole of that larger

mission of practical usefulness which constitutes the

principal inheritance of the new Association. The proper

solution of the several problems of vital import besetting

the American rubber industry demands frank exchange

of opinion and hearty cooperation for the common good

through the medium of an organized body such as The
Rubber Association of America promises to become.

Thus it seems to have been the height of good judg-

ment to reelect as officers for the ensuing year those

able men who have been so intimately in touch with the

developments of the past twelve-month and hence are

exceptionally well equipped to handle the existing

situation.

Our problems and opportunities of the present and
near future were ably set forth by the distinguished

after-dinner speakers at the Rubber Club banquet, as

indicated by extracts published elsewhere in this issue.

Devoting themselves exclusively to the commercial aspect

of these matters, ex-President Taft, Mr. MacRoberts
and Colonel Colt convincingly indicated the needs of the

American industry, definitely pointed out the pitfalls to

be avoided, and offered sound advice for timely action.

The other speaker. Bishop DuMoulin, in an address that

will be long remembered, discussed America's ethical

opportunities, and the enthusiasm with which his whole-

some counsel was received emphasized again the gratify-

ing fact that the rubber industry has ever been a leader

in this aspect of all commercial relations.

RUBBER TARIFFS OF THE FUTURE.

IN another column will be found a quotation from the

"London Times" that shows the feeling that has been

aroused by the American invasion of British markets.

The fact that English factories were not able to make
the goods because they were busy with war orders, nor

the fact that the markets were eager for American goods,

(these being oftener available) makes not a particle of

diiiference. Nor is the contention of the writer at all

unreasonable. In his place any American manufacturer

would voice the same complaint and perhaps not as

temperately. It is a good guess, therefore, that once the

war is over American goods will be handicapped in Eng-
lish markets. A second guess is that an export tariff

will be put upon British-grown rubber. Further, as pre-

diction is the motive of this brief, an import tax upon
crude rubber will be assessed by our own needy govern-

ment. Then, there will doubtless follow a downward
revision of the tariff on manufactured rubber goods. All

of this is in sight, and some, if not all, sure to come.

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY AND CONSERVATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES.

THE report of the special committee of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States regard-

ing combinations to conserve natural resources, and
the favorable result of its referendum to the commercial

bodies, announced early in January, touch the rubber

industry very nearly, for the recommendation of the Na-
tional Chamber is bound to carry great weight in Con-

gress. As coal, solvent naphtha and the future supply of

our present motor-car fuel are involved, the matter is

worthy the serious attention of rul)ber manufacturers.

Most legislation affecting our natural resources, so

long exploited, has made no distinction between those

which become exhausted or greatly depleted through

utilization, and those which to a degree renew them-
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selves every year. It is a natural consequence, there-

fore, that the former now have a tendency toward ex-

tinction. Thus to mitigate this as far as possible, the

Chamber committee recommends remedial legislation

to permit cooperative agreements, under federal super-

vision, in those industries which involve primary nat-

ural resources, on condition that the agreements in

fact tend to conserve the resources, to lessen acci-

dents, and to promote the common good. The plan

is to enlarge the powers of the Federal Trade Com-

mission beyond its present function of investigation

and authorize it to formulate constructive plans for

the promotion and safeguarding of public interest un-

der which an industry may operate alike to the bene-

fit of consumers, workmen, and producers. The com-

mittee realizes that these are primarily matters of

state law and has in mind only such legislation as

would bring natural resources under federal statutes

and define the conditions under which they may legally

become commercial commodities in interstate com-

merce.

The quantities of products our natural resources are

called upon to furnish have greatly increased during

the years which have elapsed since our general legis-

lation dealing with interstate trade was enacted. The
production of coal from American mines has increased

almost fivefold, while the population has increased less

than 70 per cent. During the past quarter of a cen-

tury the yearly drain upon our sources of petroleum

has increased sixfold and more. The commercial utili-

zation of natural gas, which fell off in earlier years,

has since increased, reaching $101,000,000 last year,

when 628 billion cubic feet were used.

In October the director of the Bureau of Mines said

that we have probably reached the climax of our pro-

duction of crude oil, adding that the Geological Survey

estimates that deposits of petroleum as yet unde-

veloped will scarcely furnish a supply for more than

30 years. If this estimate be correct, our supplies of

natural gas may not last so long.

Something like 40 per cent of the coal in the seam
has been said by the director of the Bureau of Mines

to be lost as far as beneficial utilization is concerned.

Millions of barrels of oil have been wasted by being

allowed to flow into the streams, by being mixed with

water, or by evaporation. There has been no such

waste in any other sort of mining. By passing into

the air from uncontrolled gas wells, from oil wells,

from giant flambeaus, from leaking pipe lines, and
from many other methods of waste, natural gas is said

to be sacrificed at a rate of not less than one billion

cubic feet a day, and probably very much more.

Can any sagacious manufacturer, whether of rubber

or other goods, contemplate these facts without re-

alizing the urgent necessity of intelligent cooperation

for the common good between the government and
producers of American raw materials?

A MONUMENT TO THE INVENTOR OF THE
PNEUMATIC TIRE.

'T'HE recent suggestion of F. C. MillhoflF that a monu-
ment be erected to the man who invented the pneu-

matic tire is one not to be lightly forgotten. Indeed, it

has much to commend it, for while perhaps less spectacu-

lar than wireless telegraphy, the aeroplane, the motion

picture and similar epoch-making inventions, the pneu-

matic tire certainly revolutionized transportation and

made the automobile possible. But Mr. Millhofif very

aptly says:

The man who invented the first pneumatic tire would
certainly be entitled to consider himself one of the great-

est contributors to human progress, yet not one person
in a million even knows his name, and very few ever won-
dered who he was. If anybody ever badly needed a monu-
ment as a protection against oblivion, he is the man.

When that happy time comes that the world finds itself

at peace, the motorists, tire and automobile manufacturers

of every civilized country might well join in raising a fund

for a suitable memorial to Robert William Thomson, the

first patentee of a pneumatic tire in England in 1845. The
United States, however, is the center of the tire and auto-

mobile industry, and if, meantime, Americans decide to

honor this worthy pioneer in a great industry, it is easy

to foresee that it will be nip and tuck between Akron and

Detroit as the site of the memorial.

With the passing of Henry A. Gould the rubbek

trade loses a striking and interesting figure, a "gentlemait

of the old school." His gentle dignity and precise cour-

tesy were as much a part of his business as of his social

life. While he was an able business man, and a pioneer

in large undertakings, his leanings were toward the

scholarly arts and the betterment of mankind. To his

staff he was ever the respected teacher rather than the

"boss." A quaint, picturesque personality, we of the

trade shall not see his like again.

Along with the prediction that fine leather

shoes will soon cost $30 per pair, comes the announcement

that "leatherless" shoes are to be worn throughout

the West next summer. Leatherless does not mean
rubberless, however.

The Increasing Dependence of the United States

on the tropics for raw materials and foodstuflfs not

produced in this country is shown by the fact that more

than a billion dollars' worth of tropical products were

brought into this country during the fiscal year 1916,

The exact total, $1,060,850,416, represented an increase

of $253,208,231 over the year 1915. Imports of rubber,

etc., amounted to $304,000,000 during the fiscal year

1916, against $280,000,000 in 1915, and $109,000,000 in

1905, and were exceeded in value only by sugar, coffee

and fibers.
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The Rubber Club's Seventeenth Annual Banquet.

WHILE the diners may have talked among themselves of

recent achievements and present prosperity, our prob-

lems and opportunities after the war formed the chief

topic of the distinguished after-dinner speakers at the seven-

teenth annual banquet of The Rubber Club of America, Inc.,

which was held in the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,

New York City, on Monday evening, January 8.

Before the banquet was served the diners gathered in an

adjoining room and in the congenial atmosphere of an informal

reception greeted their friends and renewed acquaintances.

Upon entering the banquet hall one was immediately im-

pressed by a welcome departure in the decorations. Large

American flags predominated and were introduced in the simple

and pleasing form of sharp-angled trophy stacks at suitable lo-

cations about the room, producing a tall, narrow effect in har-

mony with the architectural lines. At the head of the room
bung the Rubber Club banner, while the spaces between the

trophy stacks and also along the fronts of the two tiers of

boxes, occupied by the ladies during the after-dinner speaking,

were draped with large flags in a frieze-like effect interspersed

with blue banners displaying in true colors the coat of arms
of the several states in which the rubber industry flourishes. But

the crowning feature consisted of a great .Xmerican flag,

cleverly concealed, which suddenly unfurled to the inspiring

strains of the "Star Spangled Banner," and immediately created

• happy spirit of patriotic enthusiasm.

Each guest found at his place an attractive program and
menu with a cover in lavender, green and gold embodying an at-

tractive design including the Rubber Club seal, a sprig of

Hevea leaves, the western hemisphere, and a man tapping a

rubber tree.

After an invocation by The Right Reverend Frank DuMoulin,
Bishop-Coadjutor of the Diocese of Ohio, the diners enjoyed
an excellent repast and during the addresses that followed

manifested great enthusiasm as the salient points of each

speaker were brought forth.

A TOAST TO THE LADIES,

At the conclusion of the dinner President Firestone called

attention to the fact that for the first time in its history the

Rubber Club enjoyed the honor and pleasure of having ladies

present to hear the after-dinner speaking. In proposing a toast

to "The Ladies," which was heartily drunk, he expressed the

belief that the distinguished guests of honor must realize "that

the gentlemen composing the great rubber industry have a dis-

tinct appreciation of the refined and the beautiful."

PRESIDENT FIRESTONE'S ADDRESS.

President Firestone then continued with the following ad-

dress, announcing the birth of The Rubber Association of

America and touching briefly upon the Rubber Club's activities

of the past year and its growth in membership

:

As President of the Rubber Club I am very much interested

—

and I want every member to feel interested—in both its fraternal
and business activities. However, as there are many of our mem-
bers here tonight who have not attended the annual meeting nor
taken an active part in it, I know that you will be much in-
terested in the business activities of the Club. I want to say just
a word in regard to the rubber industry and the Rubber Club of
America, from now on to be known as The Rubber Association
of America.
The reason that your directors have recommended this change

in name to the members at the annual meeting was that it better
represents the true position of the organization. Originally, the
New England rubber men gathered together for social purposes
only. Out of these meetings grew the Rubber Club of America,
the purpose of which was not only to bring the rubber interests
together socially, but to promote the welfare of the rubber
industry.

This so changed the nature of the organization that the name
Rubber Club became misleading, and as a result we have adopted
the title. The Rubber Association of America, which more clearly
describes this body.
As our raw materials are received from foreign lands, and

many of our products are shipped to foreign countries, there is

every reason why the rubber interests must have a strong and
efficient organization to look after the interests not only of the
rubber industry but the entire commercial activities of the United
States, which are so vitally affected by our well-being.
Rubber is the most important commodity in the world. It i*

not only of great importance commercially, but our happiness
and social welfare are to a large degree dependent upon it. You
will be surprised to know that the rubber manufacturing in-

dustry stands among the first few leaders in volume in dollars
and cents.

During the past year your Advisory Committee has been very
active and held fortnightly meetings effectively dealing with the
questions which have been brought before it. The members of
this committee have given generously of their time for attend-
ance at these meetings.
A committee on legislation has been closely in touch with

measures affecting the industry which have been introduced at
Washington. This committee, however, has had comparatively
little to do, as no tariff changes have been attempted.
One of the most important efforts of the year was the forma-

tion of rules and a uniform contract to govern transactions in

crude rubber between importers and dealers and manufacturers.
The committee has submitted a report which was sent to every

member and has now been adopted.
An Arbitration Committee to assist in carrying out the rules

has been provided for.
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A Bureau of Statistics was established last May which, it is

hoped, will soon be able to distribute accurate information cover-
ing the importing of crude rubber and give the members a valua-
ble report concerning the industry in general.

The following divisions are now affiliated with The Rubber
Association of America : The Mechanical Rubber Goods Division,

The .Rubber Sundries Division, The Hard Rubber Manufac-
turers, The Rulibcr and Fiber Sole JManufacturers, The Rubber
Heel Club of America, The Rubber Reclaimers' Club and The
American Rubber Manufacturers' Association of London.

It is hoped that our group organization will be greatly ex-

tended in the future and that much benefit will lie derived from
the closer association of these groups and the open competition
bureaus which may be established.

The Committee on National Preparedness has completed it^

work and will be succeeded by a research committee.
The organization has shown a very satisfactory growth during

the past year. On January 1, 1916, we had enrolled 191 firm

members and 227 associate members. On January 1, 1917, wc
had enrolled 231 firm members, an increase of 40, and 235 asso-
ciate members, an increase of 8—making a total membership of.

465. There are still, however, a number of organizations directly

interested in the manufacture of rubber goods which are not
represented, and it is hoped that there will be an increase in the'

membership prior to the next annual meeting.

EX PRESIDENT TAFT ADVOCATES PROTECTION OF OUR IN

TERE.STS ABROAD AND RUBBER GROWING IN- AMERICA.

Ex-Presidont Taft, the principal speaker of the evening, mani-

fested a keen insight of the status and needs of the rubber

industry gained through four years' residence in the Philippines,

where he established a government and made it possible for

American capital to grow rubber under the American flag.

After reviewing the growth and importance of the rubber in-

dustry and referring to the United States as. the vvorld's prin-

cipal rubber consumer, he pointed to the present "situation of

Germany and the Central Powers as proving that rubber is a

military necessity and demonstrating the aw'kwardness of being

without an adequate supply in time of war. Mr. Taft then re-

viewed the principal sources of cr^ide rubber, touched briefly

upon American enterprise in the ownership and maintenance of

rubber plantations in the Dutch East Indies and elsewhere, and

emphasized the possibilities of the tropical and semi-tropical

areas within our national jurisdiction. Our agricultural au-

thorities, he said, should be awake in their researches to investi-

gate the feasibility of raising rubber in Texas and in those

regions of the United States which resemble Mexico in climate

and physical conditions. Mention of the guayule industry and

its interruption by the deplorable conditions of anarchy now-

existing in Mexico brought him to a consideration of our foreign

policy with respect to the protection of Americans carrying on

industries abroad, and to quote Chief Justice Marshall of the

Supreme Court and Mr. Justice Miller as to the manifest con-

stitutional rights of American citizens, both individually and in

bodies constituting corporations. Continuing he said in part

:

Of course some injustice done to our people in other countries
may not be of sufficient importance to justify our going to war.
It must always be a matter of degree in resorting to such ex-
treme measures. But it will lie a fatal injury to our American
enterprise and to the great usefulness of foreign investments "oy

our citizens if it is to be understood that we will never resort to

extreme measures in discharging the constitutional duty of this

country towards its citizens when in foreign lands, and in pro-
tecting them against the unlawful invasion of lawless foreign
government. And you gentlemen, interested as many of you arc,

in the industry of producing crude rubber in various foreign

countries, in some of wliich the governments are not the most
able, are certainly greatly interested in the maintenance of the
constitutional protection of our citizens abroad.

But we have tropical countries of our own in which rul)ber can
be raised. Rubber is produced in some quantity in the Philip-

pines. I was greatly interested in the subject when I was con-
nected with the Government of Rhode Island, but unfortunately
the policy of Congress, which we as a commission protested
against, has very seriously interfered with the development of

the industry there. Oppressed as Congress was by the popular
fear of the power and monopoly .of great corporations in this

country, it allowed itself to be frightened into a policy in the
Philippines that has worked greatly to tlic detriment of their

people, to the detriment of this country, and increasing the trade
of those islands. The limitation contained in the fundamental
act of the Philippines forbidding the acquisition of land by foreign
corporations of more than 2,500 acres is an absurdity in a tropical

country wlicre sugar, rubber and other tropical products should
lie encouraged. The risks connected with tropical enterprises of
that kind are very great. Everyone who is familiar with their

working will appreciate the maxim that in five years of opera-
tion you have two bad years, one moderate year, and two good
years, and that the destruction of bad years in the tropics is in

proportion to the greater violence of natural forces in the tropics

than in the temperate zone. The amount of land which ought to
be cultivated in the Philippines as compared with the amount that

is cultivated is so great that the acquisition of parts of it by great
corporations could work no evil at all. It is a mere hobgoblin
created by dangers of this country which find no counterpart in

a retarded country like the Philippines. We did for 12 or 15

years make .great progress in the Philippines in many ways, but
we might have made a great deal more progress in helping the
people to better industrial conditions had we had the assistance

of the capital which was available in the United States, and which
adverse legislation kept out of those islands. I am very proud
of the work which wt did for 15 years in giving them a good

government and in bringing
about a condition of prosperity

there ; in giving half of their

school population an opportunity
for an education ; in giving

them law and order; in giving
them good roads; in giving them
a good currency ; in giving them
a good administration of justice;

in giving them good health.

But all these things were made
possible by the building up by
a great civil service guided and
strengthened by a body of Amer-
icans the like of which I think
we have never had in our gov-

i ' -^^H^^^H ernment before. The present
^^^M _ ^^^^^^H policy in the Philippines has been

ijt^^^m Si^^^^H^^^I to drive' out of the of the

^^^^^V^fl^^^^^^^^^^B Pliilippine Government,

^^^^KMf^^^^^^^^Kk American and we
m^l^^y^^d^^^^^HB have the Islands over

Filipino politicians and to a
control that, after the impulse of
a good government which they

have had shall be exhausted, will result in efficiency and corrup-

tion and produce a discontent that will ultimately plague us,

responsible as we are for the welfare of the Philippine people,

it will create a political situation in which bribery and blackmail

will become a feature in every great business projected there.

It will make investments of capital less likely and will help

neither the people of the Islands nor the business of the country.

These are the reasons why the rubber industry has not flourished

'in the Philippines. I wish it could have been otherwise.

I felicitate the Rubber Club of America on the enterprise that

.\mericans have shown in hunting opportunities for the growth
of rubber, and in the increase in the rubber industry. I sincerely

hope that it may not be injured by any ill-conceived system
of taxation upon crude rubber, which will put our manufacture
at a disadvantage witli the manufacturers of the world in com-
petition in the sale of rublier goods. I sincerely hope that the

utterly illogical process of reducing the duty on manufactured
goods and increasing tlie duty on the raw material entering

into them will not be further pursued in our economic policies.

The theory that rubber is a luxury is of course not true. When
it was proposed to tax automc)l)iles on the theory that they were
hixuries, investigation satisfied the proposers that they had
grown to be necessities, and with them, of course, the rubber
tires that are essential to their use. 1 hope tlic lesson which was
then learned will be remembered, and that the enormous industry
which you represent will be made to pay its taxes in proportion
to your profits and your wealth, Init not in such an injurious

way as to hamper your competition and productive powers to be
used not only for your own reasonable and legitimate profit,

but for the benefit of the people of the United States.

S.XMUEL MACKOBKRTS ON OUR FUTURE I'ROBLEMS.

Samuel MacRoberts, vice-president of the. National City Bank

of New York in charge of all its foreign interests, spoke in the

absence of Frank A. Vanderlip because of illness and was in-

troduced by President Firestone as a man to whom the rubber

industry is indebted for the estaldishment of the gold dollar of

W.M. H. T.\FT.
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the Far East. Mr. MacRoberts pointed out that the problems

of the rubber industry are very much the problems of the entire

industrial life of the nation. As a result of two years of ex-

ceptional plant e-\pansion and prosperity, the outstanding fac;

of our economical relation to the world is the sudden accumu-

lation by this country of a large additional capital. What this

means to our own country and to other nations has not yet

crystallized into any definite thought, although various judg-

ments are being hazarded ; and whether we agree with any one

of them, Mr. MacRoberts believes it plain that the question is

not only pregnant with business disaster, but that it has the

lure of very great opportunities. Developing this line of thought

he sounded a wholesome warning, extracts from which follow

:

The fact that the cost of production in this country lias

steadily risen to unparalleled heights, the unparalleled level of

wages, and the resultant high cost of living, all indicates the

difficulties that might come to us through this unusual condition.

It indicates how easily this situation might be reversed, and this

newly acquired wealth drawn away at the close of the war.

leaving only the dregs of a discontent and iiuiumerable difficul-

ties of a political and economic nature. Our industry has already

expanded, possibly expanded to the limit of our labor market
to operate, and if we are to continue to accumulate gold, this

labor situation will prevent our investing it in legitimate in-

dustrial enterprises. A further accumulation will only result

in an expansion of bank credit which we cannot use in our
domestic situation.

This is a situation that is recognized by the Scandinavian
countries, and is the reason why they have so strenuously dis-

couraged the further importation of gold into their countries.

Even if we are ambitious only to hold this gold, we cannot

do it unless we can incorporate it promptly into the commercial
business of the world.

The optimistic conclusion that New York is to be the financial

center of 'the world, and that the keys of the commerce of the

world are already in our hands is clearly untenable, and it is

a dangerous teuflency for us to drop into tlie theory that we
have became in the natural order

of things a great trading nation,

and that our economic position

is protected and secured for the

future. In real fact we bring to

the situation of being a great

trading nation only one element,

that is, this newly acquired

wealth—money. Our geograph-
ical position is distinctly against

it. We are outside of the lines

of trade and commerce. We
Iiave no shipping facilities.

_
We

even seem to ignore the ordinary

economic principles that are ne-

cessary to found them. We have

not a sufficient number of inter-

national banks or other machin-

ery for financing a foreign trade.

We prohibit the establishment of

foreign banks here, which is just

as necessary for maintaining a

great international trading posi-

tion as it is for us to establish

our branches in foreign lands.

We have few men with any knowledge of foreign trade or inter-

national commerce. Our laws have been drafted with a sole eye

for a domestic situation and with no regard either for our oppor-

tunities or for our necessities abroad. As a nation we have a

provincial point of view on all these matters, and until we can

develop a settled public opinion which, after all, controls our

government, we will have a weak and unstable government to

look to for protection.

Now, getting back to the rubber industry, your situation is

jus't the same. You have the same elements in your situation

as is in the general industrial life of the country. Where are

you going to be to meet your competition when competition is

restored, for after all. this great period of prosperity comes

directly or indirectly from these alinormal conditions. In in-

ternational finance the maxim is that the trade follows the loan.

Now, with you it is not a question of whether or not you are

to make loans, but whether you will make investments in

foreign countries to protect your raw materials, to make your

supply of raw materials sure, and at a price which is not unequal

to that of your competitors abroad. You have exactly the same

Courtesy of the Co-operative Fress.

S. M.^cRoBERTS.

Colonel S. P. Colt.

problems that the whole country has, and it is to be hoped
that the Rubber .Association in looking after its own interests

will not overlook these problems that apply to the entire

country.

COI.ONEI. COI.T [<E\ lEWS RUBBER HISTORY.

Introduced by President Firestone as the dean of the rubber

industry, <i manufacturer who had made American influence felt

in foreign countries, and the pioneer whose courage and fore-

sight had brought us nearer the source of supply by leading the

way safely and wisely .for .-\merican capital in the production of

lilantation rubber. Colonel Samuel P. Colt reviewed the high-

lights of rubber history in his own genial manner interspersed

with much wholesome humor.

Placing rubber as the second of

the three greatest forces of civi-

lization to-day, the first and third

being steel and cement, he re-

viewed its source, the origin of

its name, early experiments in

its use, the discovery of vulca-

nization and the manifold appli-

cations made possible thereby.

In illustration of the mighty

consequences of Goodyear' s

epoch-making achievement, Mr.

Colt pointed to the pneumatic

tire which has revolutionized the

world. And said he

:

I believe if the automobile
had been perfected, and the
rubber pneumatic tire had been
perfected, and the solid tire on
the auto truck had been per-

fected twenty years before any railroad had been built,

there would not have been one-half, nor one-quarter, nor
perhaps one-tenth of the railroads that there are to-day.
But what would we have had in its stead? We would
have had the most magnificent roads; we would have gone back
to the days of the stage coach magnified, and we would have
had the most magnificent roads throughout this country that
the world ever knew, surpassing even those of Rome. But the

railroad was first, and the railroads are built, and it is going
to take time to build the roads, but I say now that the auto-
mobile and the automoliile truck are going to encroach daily

upon the railroads, and for short hauls are going to very largely

supersede them, and our roads are going to improve, and you
are interested in this great object, Mr. President, of the Lincoln
Highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast. I do not believe

we can over-estimate to-day the part that rubber is to play in

the civilization of the world in the future, and I do not believe

that there will be any substitute for the rubber pneumatic tire.

I do not know why the -Almighty should have given such a

product as rubber to the world, but He did, and they have tried

to imitate it, they have tried for synthetic rubber, they have
tried all things, but there is nothing found to take its place.

Mr. Colt then referred to the high rubber prices prevailing

within four years and to the fact that the vision of those who
experimented in transplanting the Hei'ea from the banks of the

.'\mazon to the propitious soil and climate of the Far East had

developed an inexhaustible supply that is already providing

three-fourths of our need at a moderate price. In closing he

emphasized the great present need of cooperation in the in-

dustry, quoting former Chairman Hurley of the Federal Trade

Commission to the effect that cooperation as opposed to ig-

norant competition is the watchword of the era we are enter-

ing—cooperation between employer and employe, among busi-

ness men, and between business and government.

Mr. Firestone then said:

It is a little late, gentlemen, but you may be interested—with
no reflection on the rubber industry, you should be interested

in what the next speaker may say to you. In Ohio we not

only build factories and prepare presidents for the White House,
but we look after the finer sensibilities for this country, while

we are here, and for the next world we don't want to take

any chances. We are not selfish with that influence—we have
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Bishop DuMoulin.

brought a Bishop from Ohio. He is a man who is responsible
for my well-being in the paths that I walk, and some other
rubber men that I know. Whether he has fulfilled that re-
sponsibility it is up to you gentlemen to judge. Before bringing
him down here, we didn't take any chances— I spent my vacation
with him, and he lives second door to a rubber president, .and
we concluded that we would like to have him spread the in-
fluence among our friends. I am sure you will be interested in
hearing from my friend and bishop, Frank DuMoulin.

BISHOP DU MOULIN ON .AMERICA'S ETH1C.\L OPPORTUNITIES.
Genial Bishop DuMoulin, whose beneficent influence has found

such generous expression in the welfare ivurk of the rubber fac-

tories of Ohio, spoke with

earnestness and enthusiasm

in appreciation of the im-

portance of the finer sensi-

bilities in business and social

relations. Four types of men
represent about all there is of

life to-day, according to Bishop

DuMoulin, the commercial,

man, the teacher, the ethical

man—ever growing more im-

portant in this humanitarian

age—and the prophet. The
viewpoints, achievements and

shortcomings of each in their

relations one to another he

pictured convincingly, and then

in the role of both prophet and

ethical man he pictured bril-

liantly the wonderful opportun-

ities for progress in every line of huiiian endeavor. Said he in

conclusion

:

It is a mark of the age that a minister, a weak-kneed, effeminate,

anaemic minister, if you please, should be allow-ed to sit at this

board with e.x-presidents and kings of finance as they discuss the

merits of the greatest factor and element in all the world's his-

tory, and that he should be allowed to make his contribution to a
symposium of the character in which we have all joined tonight.

It is because men consciously or unconsciously are getting down
to the roots of things, are getting down to the fundamental bases

upon which the whole of life is structured and upbuilded and
developed. * * * You and I are living in an age which will

be looked upon, when the history of life is written, as being

the greatest transitional age the world has ever seen. There is

not the element of finality about this age ; there is not a single

atom of completeness about it ; it is a contradictory age ; it is an
introductory age ; it is an age of expediency ; the human race

is forward bound, its hope is in the future, its golden age has

yet to come ; it is in the vanguard of things ; it is looking forward
as it never looked forward before, save in one period of three
years, in all its far-reaching: history. Why, the world has reached
that adolescent period in its history, in its development, which
constitute it the mightiest opportunity for the men who live in

it that has ever been given to any generation of the sons of man.
Because we have reached the heir of the ages, we have reached
that time that we may well call the nick of time, the strategic

era, the pivotal point in the world's history, when every act of
morality and truth and self-sacrilice and goodness to-day will be
worth a hundred later on, just as it is worth a hundred of any-
thing that has gone. You and I have the privilege of living in

the mightiest epoch of human affairs tliat history has ever re-

corded or men have ever known ; that accounts for its confusions,
its upheavals, its cataclysmic and almost unbelievable desires,

because the whole world is in influx, is in process, is forward-
bound, is in its birth pangs of suffering and blood; and there is

a brighter day upon us. As we stand on this threshold age, the
eastern sky is streaked with the crimson of the morning sun of

a new day, created by the blood-red banners that spell progress
and happiness and achievement for our humanity, and may a
beneficent Creator who has given us the privilege of living at

this epoch in human affairs, give us such sense of responsibility
in our commerce, and our education and our ethics, that we may
be fitted to the age in which we live, that we may to the full

realize the maximum of progress, that we may gain the largest
dividend of human welfare and achievement, until the knowledge
of truth, of God, and all that is best in life, shall cover this wide
world as the very waters cover the sea.
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Ivlany, Robert
Marcus, Mr.
Marland, W. H.
Marland, Wm. H.

JMarsh, Howard L.
Marshall, T. C.

Martin, Bertram T.
Alartin, George W.
Marvin, C. i\l.

Mathewson, C. E.
Maurer, E. J.

Maus, John B.

May, Dr. Calvin S.

Mayer, Levy
Mayo, Geo. H.
Means, W. A.
Measure, Charles
Meyer, Adolph
Meyer, Chas. A.
Meyer, Otto
Meyers, A. C.

Meyers, Sidney S.

Miles, Colonel D. E.
Miller, C. E.

Miller, H. C.

Miller, I. L.

Miller, J. A.
Miller, J. Ernest
Miller, T. W.
Miller, Wm. B.

Milne, Gordon
Miner, Wm. H.
Mitchel, J. K.
Montgomery, Henry
Montgomery. James M.
Morehead, H. J.
Morgan, Col.

Morgan, John
Morpeth. Wm. R.
Morris, M. E.
Morse. Wm. M.
Muehlstein, Herman
Muehlstein, Julius
Murray. James A.
Murray, James A., Jr.

Mvers. F. E.

Myers, P. A.

N
Xaylor, R. B.
Norris, Samuel
Norton, E. F.

Newcombe, Richard N.
Nichols, T. B.

Oakley, C. H.
Odell, James E.

Odell, L. G.

Okane, J.

Oliver, N. E.

Osterloh, A. F.
Owens, R. J.

Ochschoen, I.

Obalski, Xavier W.

Page, 'John E.

Page, Wallace G.
Parker, F. L.

Parker, J. R.
Parker, .Russell

Partridge. A. G.
Pearce. H, E.

Peaty, F. H.
Pell. George E.
T'trlish. Henry
Pfaff. Ed. F.

Pfeifer. William
Pharis, Carl
I^ingree. M. H.
Pitcher. C. N.
Pitcher. W. L.

Place. Charles A.
Plumb. L, J.

Poel, Frank
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Poole, William
Pratt, B. H.
Presbrey, Frank
Price, Percy E.

Price, R. B.

Proctor, Lawrence B.
Proctor, W. L.

Pusinelli, Fred

Raymond, H. E.
Rector, J. M.
Reddy, H. H.
Reed, Henry D.
Reed, W. Boardman
Reeve, Arthur
Reeves, George H.
Reynolds, F. I.

Replogle, H. H.
Rice, R. L.

Richards, T. G.
Rieder, F. H.
Rigdon, Walter D.
Robertson, J. G.
Roberts, Malcomb
Robinson, H. H.
Robinson, J. Thomas
Robinson, Thomas L.
Rockhill, L. C.

Rose, J. T.
Rosenblatt, Sam
.Roiismaniere, J. E.
Royal, Joseph S.

Rutherford, W. O.
Ryckman, W. G.

Sachs, R. P.

Sawyer, A. M.
Sawyer, H. E.

.

SchafTer, F. F.

Scheren, G. Arthur
Schlosser, George
Schwab, F. N.
Schweinert, M. C.
Seiberling, F. A.
Semple, C. H.
Seward, A. M.
Shilts, W. D.
Shreve, J. Nelson
Simonson, W. A.
Simpson, R. W.
Sipp, John L.
Sisler. L. E.
Sloane, Charles
Slocum, Edward M.
Smith, F. Haskell
Smith, H. E.
Smith, Herbert E.
Smith. H. W.
Smith. Theodore E.
Smith, William B.
Smith. W. Richmond
.Sorrick, C. S.

Spadone, Amedee
Spadone, Henry
Speaks. C. E.
Spooner. Herbert T.
Stearns. E. W.
Stedman, A. W.
Stephens. William
Stern, Fred
Stiles, Lvnn D.
Stiles. W. H.
Stimpson. Harold
Stokes, C. E.
Stone. J. Everett
Stowe. Griswnld
Studebaker, C. D.
Swaney. C. R.
Sweeney, Edward C.
Sweeney. Edward C. Tr.

Tallman, A. V. W.
Taylor, M. C.

Tenney, John, Jr.

Terhune, Richard
Thalhimer, A. F.

Thomas, J. W.
Thomas, L. H.
Thomas, W. G.
Thompson, Kennedy M.
Thornton, A. D.
Thorstensen, C. E.
Tobin, H. B.

Tompkins, L. Douglas
Townsend, A. F.

Tucker, A. Y.
Turner, M. A.
Tweedy, O. S.

Tyke, A. T.

Van Alst, Milton
Vance, L. T.
Van Cleef, Felix
Van Derbeck, Frank H.
Van Emmerik, J. A.
Van Etten, J. de C.

Van Kleeck, Chester
Vaughn, L. A.
Vincent, R.
Voorhees, Frank D.
Voorhees, John J., Jr.

Vorhis, H. S.

W
Waldo, Frank
Walsh, Thos. F.

Walsh, Wm. C.

Wareham, Arthur
Warren, A. W.
Watkinson, George
Watson, John J., Jr.
Weber, Edward
Weber, Lothar E.
Weeks, P. S.

Weida, H.
Weitling, Wm. W.
Welton, Spencer
Weston, J. C.

Westren, J.

Whitehead, A.
Whitehead. Richard R.
Whitehead, Robert V.
Whitenack, W. A.
Whyte. J. A. E.
Wies. Geo. A.
Wildman, W. W.
Williams. E. S.

Willis, R. S.

Wilson, Dudlev
Wilson, C. T.

"

Wilson, E. H.
V/ilson. Henrv C.
Wilson. W. E'.

Wise. Paul F.

Wood. Charles E.
Wood. John R.
Wood, LeRoy
Wood. Theodore
^^'oodard. S. P.

Woodbury. R. B.
^\"oodward. K. D.
Work, R. G.
Wright. Saml.

Voiing. C. T.
^'nung. Philip E.
Yule. W. H.

/^eiss. Albert

RETIRING BOARD OF DIRECTORS' AND EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

'T'HE retiring board of directors met at the Union League Club,
New York City, January 6. at 12.30 P. M., and confirmed all

the acts of the Executive Committee during the past year. It

was decided to combine the Committee on Uniform Crude
Rubber Contract with the Committee on Crude Rubber
Nomenclature and under the former title. The directors passed
a resolution recommending that the name, "The Rubber Club
of America, Inc.," be changed to "The Rubber Association of
America." It was resolved that in the future a member to be
eligible to associate membership must be connected with a firm
member. The directors voted that the association should be
represented at the National Security League's Congress of Con-
structive Preparedness to be held in Washington, D. C, January
25-27. Amedee Spadone, Gutta Percha & Rubber Manufacturing
Co., New York City, was the delegate appointed to represent the
Rubber Club.

The Executive Committee then went into session and the fol-
lowing firm members were elected

:

FIRM MEMBERS.

A. J. Bates & Co., Inc., New York City.—Representative,
Frederick B. Nickel.

The Carter Bell Manufacturing Co., New York Citv.— Repre-
sentative, W. H. Chichester.

Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co., Norwalk, Connecticut— Repre-
sentative, Dr. David Spence.

Hazen-Brown Co., Brockton, Massachusetts.—Representative,
Max Brown, transferred from Associate Membership.

Panther Rubber Manufacturing Co., Stoughton, Massachusetts.
—Representative, Frank Berenstein.

Manhasset Manufacturing Co.. Providence, Rhode Island.—
Representative, Roland H. Ballou, transferred from Associate
Membership.

The Interocean Oil Co., New York City.—Representative, W.
G. Thomas, Jr.

The Standard Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.—Representative, M. J. Gillen.

Maguire Rubber Co., New York City.—Representative, J. B.
Maguire.

Eugene Doherty Rubber Works, Inc., Brooklyn, New York.—
Representative, Philip A. Doherty.

Rubber Insulated Metals Corp., Plainfield, New Jersey.—Rep-
resentative, Charles P. L. Huston.

Danversport Rubber Co.. Boston. Massachusetts.—Representa-
tive, Frederic Barlow.

The H. F. Taintor Manufacturing Co., New York City.—
Representative, Harry Taintor.

E. M. & F. Waldo, New York City.—Representative, Edward
M. Waldo.

Frank B. Ross & Co., New York City.—Representative Frank
B. Ross.

C. L. Hauthaway & Sons. Inc., Boston, Massachusetts.—Repre-
sentative, Clarence L. Hauthaway.

Jenckes Spinning Co., Pawtucket, Rhode Island.—Representa-
tive, F. L. Jenckes.

The Luzerne Rubber Co., Trenton, New Jersey.—Representa-
tive, Bruce Bedford or C. Dudley Wilson.

Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree, Massachu-
setts.—Representative, Robert C. Harlow.

The applications for Associate Membership were laid on the
table for consideration at the next meeting.
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The Annual Meeting of the Rubber Club of America, Inc.

THE annual meeting of The Rubber Club of America, Inc..

was held at 2:30 P. M., January 8, at the Waldorf-

Astoria, New York City. After the reading of the min-

utes of the previous meeting, the reports of the officers, covering

the club's many activities of the past year, were read and

adopted.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Since our last annual meeting the firm membership of The
Rubber Club of America, Inc., has increased to 231 firms in the

rubber and allied industries, which is an increase of 20 per cent,

and our associate membership has increased from 227 individuals

connected with the rubber industry to 242.

During the eleven months covered by this report the executive

committee has held five meetings and the board of directors has

held one session. Numerous committee meetings have been held

at the association headquarters, where the directors' room is

always at the disposal of our membership and for meeting

purposes.
The organization of several groups of manufacturers as

divisions of The Rubber Club of America, Inc., is very gratify-

ing, as is the affiliation of the Rubber Reclaimer.s' Club as a

division.
, , , , , .

The annual mid-summer outing was held for the second year

at the Vesper Country Club at Lowell, Massachusetts, and the

attendance was over 300, and over 125 more than at the outing

the year previous. Special trains were run from Akron and

New York, and the outing was voted the most enjoyable of any

in the history of the association.

The banquet of 1916 was held at the Waldorf-Astoria on the

evening following the annual meeting on February 2, 1916. The

attendance was nearly 300, which was a substantial increase over

the previous year.
, , „ •

Since our last annual meeting we have lost the following

members by death

:

Richard H. Linburg, president of the United and Globe Manu-
facturing Cos., died at Trenton, New Jersey, January 5, 1916.

William Lyall, president of The Brighton Mills, Passaic, New
Jersey, died in New York City January 13, 1916.

Charles Henry Arnold, of Arnold & Zeiss, died in New York
City February 30, 1916,

John Hopewell, former president of The Reading Rubber Man-
facturing Co., died at Washington, D. C, March 28, 1916.

George David Hazen, of The Hazen Brown Co., died at

Brockton, Massachusetts, April 13, 1916.

Le Baron C. Colt, vice-president and general manager of The
National India Rubber Co., died at Bristol, Rhode Island, May
25, 1916.

F. C. Breakspear, with A. G. Spalding & Bros. Manufacturing

Co., Chicopee, Massachusetts, died at New York City, June 2,

1916.

James H. Seiberling, president and general manager of The
Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co., died at Jonesboro, Indiana,

July 7, 1916.

Robert J. Bowes, with the Lawrence Felting Co., died at Mill-

ville, Massachusetts, on September 11, 1916.

Paul Schmidt, secretary of the Rubber & Guayule Agency, Inc.,

died at Englewood, New Jersey, on September 13, 1916.

Philip Braender, president of the Braender Tire & Rubber Co.,

died at White Plains, New York, November 4, 1916.

John Henry Flint, president of the Tyer Rubber Co., president

of the New England Rubber Club, 1905-1906, and director, 1902-

1905, 1905-1916, died at Andover, Massachusetts, on November
29. 1916.

Consideration of the reports of four special committees was

then taken up.

A UNIFORM CRUDE RUBBER CONTRACT.

First came that of the Committee on a Uniform Crude Rubber

Contract. H. Stuart Hotchkiss, chairman. As the result of long

deliberation, a set of rules for the regulation of the traffic in

crude rubber had been previously submitted to the membership

by mail for study, and was then discussed paragraph by para-

graph and finally adopted as reprinted below, subject to later

amendments by the Executive Committee if found necessary

or desirable. By this action the Club did not take the position

of discouraging special contracts between manufacturers and

dealers, the idea being to provide a workable standard of rules

and definitions to govern in all cases where rubber is sold "un-

der the rules of The Rubber Club of America, Inc." It is the

belief of the Committee that the interests of the manufacturer,

the importer and dealer have been protected. The revised and

adopted draft follows

:

RULES.

All sales purporting to be made subject to the rules of The
Rubber Club of America, Inc., shall be considered as made sub-

ject to the following rules:

1. Standard Qualities. Standard qualities consist of the-

following

:

(a) Hcvea First Crepe
Hevea Ribbed Smoked Sheets
Hevea Plain or Smooth Smoked Sheets and/or Biscuits

Hevea Unsmoked Sheets and/or Biscuits

to be understood as per standard samples on file with The Rubber
Club of America, Inc., at New York and at Akron, Ohio, said

samples to be renewed at least once every six months.
Para Standards—to be as understood in New York.

(b) Other qualities—to be as described in sales contract.

2. Other Qualities. Where a parcel of rubber is sold under
one of the standard descriptions or under a description superior

to the standard for a definite shipment, arrival, delivery, or on
the spot, and is found inferior in whole or in part, the buyer
shall have the option of rejection and the quantity so rejected,

whether the whole or any portion, shall not constitute a delivery

on the contract. Should the time for delivery have expired the

seller shall have ten days to replace the quantity rejected at the

original point of arrival or delivery in the United States of

America or at the port of New York, provided that such quantity

was in the opinion of the arbitrators a bona fide tender against

the contract. In case the seller does not replace, the buyer at his

option may cancel the contract, or buy and charge the difference,.

if any, to the seller.

3. Where a parcel of rubber is sold with a description of quality

inferior to that specified in Rule 1, Section A, and upon delivery

is found inferior in whole or in part, then the buyer must accept

the same with allowance, provided such allowance in the opinion

of the arbitrators, be not more than two cents per pound on the

inferior portion : but should the parcel, in whole or in part, be
rejected, the seller shall substitute proper quality to fulfil his

contract at the original point of delivery in the United States of

America or Canada or at the Port of New York within ten days

from the time of rejection or within the time for delivery as

the case may be. In case the seller does not replace, the buyer at

his option may cancel the contract, or buy and charge the dif-

ference, if any, to the seller.

4. The word "Ton" shall mean a ton of 2,240 pounds.

5. Delivery Weights. Final delivery on any contract to be
within 100 pounds of the weight contracted ioi. but in any case

the nearest weight of the contract quantity that the average
weight of the packages of the final tender admits. But where it

is found impossible to deliver within 100 pounds, taking the

average weight of the packages tendered, any deficiency or excess,

shall be invoiced or invoiced back, as the case may be, at the

market price on the date of delivery. Should buyer and seller

fail to agree on the market valuation at such time, same is to be
fixed, without fee, by the Arbitration Committee.

6. The words "about," or "more or less," when used to define

quantities contracted for, shall mean the nearest amount which
seller can fairly and reasonably deliver, but no excess or de-

ficiency shall be greater than 2% per cent. This rule shall apply

only on specific lots.

7. Declaration of Vessels. After declaration, should the

vessel, or vessels, carrying any portion of a contract calling for

shipment or arrival be lost, such contract is to be cancelled t«»

the extent of the goods lost.

Should the shipment not be declared by the seller prior to the

loss of the vessel carrying the shipment, such loss shall not

vitiate the contract or any part thereof.
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8. Prompt Shipment. The term "prompt shipment" from
foreign ports shall, under normal conditions, be considered as

follows

;

Within a period of

—

Fifteen days, if shipped from Great Britain or Europe.
Thirty days, if shipped from the Far East.

Thirty days, if shipped from the Amazon Valley.

9. Checking Weights and Approving Qualities. The buyer
shall have the option of having his representative at the dock or
warehouse to check the vvfeights or to pass upon the quality. In
the event that weights or quality are approved the responsibility

of the seller ceases in respect to said weights or quality.

In event buyer does not exercise this option, actual gross
weights with proper tare allowance "e.x dock" or "ex store" at

port of arrival shall govern weights and point of delivery in the

fulfilment of a contract.

10. Seller's Responsibility. In the event of the seller mak-
ing shipment direct to the buyer, then the seller's responsibility

for the safety of the goods does not cease until the goods are
delivered to the transportation company or its agents. Should
buyer designate an agent or rejiresentative to take delivery, seller's

responsibility ceases when delivery order is in the possession of
said agent or representative and goods have passed the weigh-
master's scales.

11. Weighing and Taring. Unless otherwise stated in the

contract, all tenders of plantation rubber or rubber in bales, may
be weighed in drafts at the option of the seller. Rubber shall

be weighed gross to the 1 pound, if in drafts, and shall be
weighed to the Yz pound, if weighed by the package. Cases tared
shall be weighed to the M; pound. Paras shall be grossed and
tared case liy case to I pound. All other grades of rubber which
cannot be readily tared are to be billed at tares guaranteed by
seller.

12. Monthly Delivery Contract. Where a contract calls for

monthly delivery, arrival or shipment, each month's or specified

part of a month's delivery or shipment is to be treated as a
separate contract.

13. Option of Deliveries. Where rubber is sold for shipment
from a foreign port, the seller may tender in fulfilment of the

contract rubber not coming from that port, provided it is of the
same description and quality as the rubber named in the contract'
and is tendered according to the terms of the contract so far as
the time and place of delivery are concerned.

14. Notification of Rejections. If acceptance of any parcel
of rubber is refused by a buyer, notification must be given the
seller in writing within seven days after receipt in the buyer's
factory, stating specific reasons for such rejection. In case of
claims or rejection rubber shall remain in original cases pending
final determination.

15. Special Agreements. Any special agreement expressed in

a contract supersedes any of these rules to the extent the rule is

affected thereby.

16. Failure to Fulfil Contract. Whenever it may be ad-
mitted by the seller or decided by arbitration that the seller has
failed to fulfil the terms of a contract then the buyer may, at his

option, cancel the contract, or purchase quality called for in the
open market charging the difference, if any, to the seller.

Whenever it may be admitted by the buyer or decided by arbi-
tration that the buyer has failed to fulfil the terms of a contract,
then the seller shall be released from all obligations connected
thereto, and buyer shall be responsible for any loss occasioned by
said failure.

17. Government Taxes. On contract for future delivery any
import duty or tax imposed by the United States Government on
crude rubber shall be for the account of the buyer.

18. Guarantee of Shrinkage. When the rubber is sold on a
guaranteed shrinkage in washing and drying, buyer must render
the outturn to the seller within three months from the time of
delivery.

19. Place of Delivery. It is understood that when goods are
sold "ex dock" or "ex store New York," the point of delivery
shall mean the Port of New York.

20. Miscellaneous. A contract calling "for delivery" shall be
construed to mean that the rubber shall be weighed and ready
for shipment or tender to the buyer during the period stipulated
in the contract.
A contract calling "for arrival" during a certain period shall

be construed to mean that it shall arrive upon a vessel due at
the port named during the time stipulated in the contract and is
to be tendered or shipped as soon thereafter as conditions permit.
A contract calling for shipment from a certain country or coun-

tries or a specified foreign port during a certain period or periods
shall be construed to mean that the date of the bill of lading at

the port of shipment covering such goods called for in the con-
tract shall be within the time stipulated for shipment.

21. Arbitration. All disputes between buyer and seller are to
be settled by arbitration by the arbitrators of The Rubber Club
of America, Inc., the award of the arbitrators to be final.

REPORT OF THE PREPAREDNESS COMMITTEE.
Tremendous changes in international and national events bring

up the question whether our industrial organizations cannot play
a much broader and more useful part than has generally been
done in the past. It is diflicult at this distance to appreciate the
progress made in Europe toward combination of effort and re-
sources in individual industries, as well as among industries, all
of which is being hastened and directed by the government. This
movement is likely to continue and develop long after the war,
and much of its incentive is based upon American competition.
Manufacturers are burying their antagonisms of long standing
and cooperating with each other to a degree astonishing to one
acquainted with British conservatism of the past.

The national council of defense and the national research
committee are laying out very comprehensive plans with similar
tendencies for this country. The Rubber Club has a remarkable
opportunity to display leadership in the mobilization of our in-
dustrial resources and in the developing of that high type of
cooperation, which will become more and more essential as these
movements progress. For instance, it has already been brought
to the attention of Washington that the entire rubber industry
would be crippled in the event of hostilities with any important
maritime nation, and probably the research committee will recom-
mend that research work be carried on in connection with either
synthetic rubber or the development of a supply of natural
rubber within our own borders. This latter problem looks more
diiificult than the former, but, considering the absolute dependence
of the rubber industry upon its supply of basic material, is it

not the part of good business to have the industry undertake to
insure that supply by the best means t'hat our scientific men can
point out? Why not have the Rubber Club appoint a committee
of representative technical men within the industry to cooperate
with the research committee and lay plans for the carrying on
of research work by the industry if that appears to be the best
plan? Starting with rubber, many other problems will come
to mind, which could far better be investigated by the industry
than by individual manufacturers. The automobile people have
shown the world the advantage of unselfish cooperation, and the
rubber industry perhaps represents the opposite extreme.

I should like to suggest, therefore, that the existing prepared-
ness committee be discharged at the coming annual meeting,
and that the directors of the Rubber Club organize among their
active members a group to make this general problem an im-
portant operating feafure of the Rubber Club. An industry that
is capable of indefinite expansion, as the rubber industry is, will
probably do more for its individual members upon a cooperative
than upon an extremely competitive basis. Not only that, but
the tendency of the world will force us in this direction in spite
of ourselves. So is it not the part of intelligent business men
to lead rather than be driven in the right direction?

In accordance with the suggestion of R. B. Price, chairman
of the Preparedness Committee, contained in his report read
by the secretary in Mr. Price's absence, this committee was
discharged and its recommendations referred to the Executive
Committee with power to take such action as may be deemed
wise. In this connection President Firestone pointed out the
desirability of a Committee on Research to work out the tech-

nicalities in the development of rubber growing and synthetic

rubber, and anything that pertains to the development and bet-

terment of the rubber industry.

THE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE IS HEARD FROM.
Frederic C. Hood, chairman of the Legislative Committee, had

prepared no report, but addressed the members upon the import-
ant work that ought to be undertaken. He emphasized the im-
portance of gathering facts and their proper presentation to
governmental committees, pointed out the shortcomings of the
average business man as an orator, and stated emphatically
that such problems as the proposed import duty on crude rubber
and the National Workmen's Compensation Act demand the
attention of a legislative committee in which the utmost confi*
dence is reposed and which will be accorded the full support
of the Club.
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.\!,\\ UIKia ItikS ARE KLECTED.

Unanimously approving the recommendation of tlic Commit-

tee on Xominations, llomcr E. Sawyer, cliairman, tlic foUowini^

board of directors was elected for the ensuing year

:

William K. Bruyn, L. Littlcjohn & Co., New York City.

Van H. Cartmell, Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City.

Harvey S. Firestone, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., .\kron,

Ohio.

H. Stuart llotchkiss. United States Rul)l)er Co. System, New
York City.

William J. Kelly, Arnold & Zeiss, New York City.

P. W. Litchfield, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., .^kron. Ohio.

J. S. 1-owman, Philadel])hia Rubber Works Co.. .Akron. Ohio.

W. O. Rutherford, The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.

Cliarlcs T. Wilson, Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc., New York

City.

Tracy S. Lewis, Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Fall.'!,

Conn.

John A. Lamliert, .Acme Rubber Manufacturing Co., Trenton,

New Jersey.

Charles A. Daniel, Quaker City Rubber Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

.\.\11CN1)MENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.

The proposed amendment to Article VI, Section 2, of the Con-

stiution and By-Laws, a draft of which had previously been

snlimitted to the meniliership, was unanimously adopted. It

J. A. L.\.\IHKRT. •T. S. Lewis. W. O. RUTHERFOKII. P. W. Litchfield. C. .\. D.\NIEI..

Van H. Cartmell,

first Vice-President.

Harvey S. Firestone.

President.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss,

Second Vice-President.

W. E. Bruvn. C. T. WiLsuiX
C lUlL-i zi'ooJ & L'ndcru-ood, .V. 1 .

H. S. VORHIS,

Secretary

Directors of The Rubber Club of Americ.\. Inc.

. S. Luw.M.\.\".
filJcrwootl & i'v^.U-rzcood, S. Y.

W. J. Kelly.
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provides (or a Conmiittce on Arbitratiuii, and specifies its duties

as follows

:

A Committee on Arbitration to consist of seven members, four
of whom shall be manufacturers and three crude rubber importers.
The chairman of such committee shall be chosen by the mem-
bers from their own number for a term of three years, and the
term of each of the additional members shall be three years,
except that at the time when this committee shall be originally
appointed the six members then appointed, other than the chair-
man, shall decide by lot which of their number shall serve for
periods of one, two, and three years respectively, 'two members
of the committee being assigned to each class, and that there-
after two members shall be appointed by the board of directors
or by the Executive Committee in each year. If any vacancies
should occur in this committee, sucli vacancies may be tilled by the
board of directors or by the Executive Committee at any regu-
lar or special meeting.

Duties. This committee shall have complete supervision in

respect to all matters for arbitration referred to The Rubber
Club of America, Inc., and shall make rules and regulations for
the conduct and disposition of all matters submitted to arbitra-
tion subject to the approval of the board of directors or of the
Executive Committee. It shall provide a form of agreement not
inconsistent with existing provisions of law by which, so far

as practicable, the decisions of the arbitrator or arbitrators shall

be as effective as judgments of the Supreme Court of the State
of New York. It shall compile, and from time to time revise,

and keep a list of qualified persons, not less than 25, willing to

act as arbitrators under these rules, and who shall be members
of The Rubber Club of America, Inc. This list shall be known as

"The List of Official -Arbitrators of the Rubber Club of .America,

Inc."

Thg proposed change in Article 111 of the Constitution and

By-Laws was also adopted to read

:

Any person connected with a corporation or firm, and engaged
in the rubber industry in the United States of America or the

Dominion of Canada, which corporation or firm has been elected

a firm member of this association, shall be eligible to member-
ship,

CH.WGE OF NAME.

The recommendation of the board of directors that the name

of the organization be changed to The Rubber Association of

America, as more accurately describing its real character and

activities, was then put to a vote and unanimously adopted.

OFFICERS RE-ELECTED.

After the annual meeting the new board of directors weivt into

session and the following officers and Executive Committee of

The Rubber Club of America, Inc., were reelected:

OFTICERS.

President, Harvey S. Firestone, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co-,

Akron, Ohio.

First vice-president. Van H. Cartmell, Kelly-Springfield Tire

Co., New York City.

Second vice-president, H. Stuart Hotchkiss, United States

Rubber Co. System, New York City.

Secretary and treasurer, Harry S. Vorhis, The Rubber As-

sociation of -America, New York City.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Harvey S. Firestone, Chairman, I-"irestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio.

George P.. llodgman, Hodgman Rubber Co., Tuckahoe, New
York.

William E. Bruyn, L. Littlejohn & Co., New York City.

Van H. Cartmeil, Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City.

Paul W. Litchfield, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., .\kron,

Ohio.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss, The United States Rubber Co. System,

New York City.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

The president of the Rubber Club has appointed the following

committees

:

LEGISL.'^TIVE COMMITTEE.

Frederic C. Hood, chairman. Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,

Massachusetts.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss, The United States Rubber Co. System,

-Vew 'S'nrk City-

One member yet to be chosen.

-\RI!ITU.\TIOX COMMITTEE.
i

William E- Bruyn, L- Littlejohn & Co., New York City.

.\ndrew H. Brown, Meyer & Brown, New York City.

W. G. Ryckman, New York City.

William F. Bass, General Rubber Co., New York City.

M. L. Cramer, Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, -\ew jersey.

Horace De Lisser, Ajax Ruliber Co., Inc-, New York City.

R- B. Woodbury, Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts,

and as alternates

:

H. A. .Astlett, II. A. Astlett & Co.. New York City.

Clement B. McKay, The Fisk Rubber Co., New Y'ork City.

NOMIN-\TIXG COMMITTEE.

Frederick H. Jones, chairman, Tyer Rubber Co., Andover,

Massachusetts.

William J. Kelly, .\rnold & Zeiss, New York City-

W. O. Rutherford, The B. F. Goodrich Co., -Akron, Ohio.

Henry C. Pearson, India Rubber Publishing Co., New York
City.

Harry G. F^isk, The bisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massa-
chusetts,

AUDITl-XC COMMITTEE.

E- E- Huber, chairman, Eberhard Faber, Brooklyn, N. Y.

William G- Grieb, .Ajax Rubber Co-, Inc., New York City.

BANQUET CO.MMITTEE.

William T. Cole, cliairman, 1-abric Fire Hose Co., New York
City.

Francis R. Henderson, Henderson & Korn, New York City.

Tracy S. Lewis, Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls,

Connecticut.
, .,

OL'TING COMMITTEE.

To be selected later by the executive committee.

At a meeting of the executive committee, held January 19,

1917, at^the Whitehall Club, 17 Battery Place, New York City,

the following firm and associate members were elected

;

NEW FIRM MEMBERS.

Rosenwald & Weil, Chicago, Illinois— Representative, H. T
Kessler.

B. S. Ellis, New York City—Representative, B. S. Ellis.

E. S. Kuh & Valk Co., New York City—Representative, Chas.

Tliorstensen.

Robinson Co., New York City— Representative. Thos. A.

Desmond.
T. C. -Ashley & Co., Boston, Massachusetts—Representative,

.\rcher S. Pratt.
_

Somerset Rubber Reclaiming Works, New Brunswick, New
Jersey—Representative, A. Marcus.

Chadbourne & Moore. Boston, .Massachusetts— Representative,

Joseph H. Chadbourne.

Plymouth Rubber Co., Canton, Massachusetts—Representative,

.-\braham Sydeman (transferred from associate membership).

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Geo. W. Skirm, I'renton, New Jersey, Globe Rubber Tire

Manufacturing Co.

E. S. Sloat, Patterson, New York, Mishawaka Woolen Manu-

facturing Co.

Raymond S. Willis, East Orange, New Jersey, United States

Rubber Co.

J. M. S. Carroll, Montreal, Canada, Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited.

Frank C. Foley, New York City, The Fisk Rubber Co.

Wm, E. Kavenagh, .Akron, Ohio, Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co,
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Charles W. Barnes, New York City, United States Rubber Co.

Merton A. Turner, South Braintree, Massachusetts, Monatiquot

Rubber Works Co.

James H. Stedman, South Braintree, Massachusetts, Monatiquot

Rubber Works Co.

DIVISIONS' MEETINGS.

THE following meetings of the divisions of the Rubber Club

were held at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday, January 8

:

The Rubber & Fiber Sole Manufacturers' Division was

organized, and a Constitution and By-laws adopted. W. H.

Yule, The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, was elected chair-

man and William M. Gunlock, United States Rubber Co. Sys-

tem, vice-chairman. The following Ejcecutive Committee was

also elected : W. H. Yule, chairman. The B. F. Goodrich Co.

;

William Gunlock, United States Rubber Co. System ; George

El Hall, Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts ; C. H. Oakley, Essex Rubber Co., Inc., Trenton, New
Jersey ; George B. Dryden, Dryden Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois,

and an additional member who will be appointed later.

The Rubber Sundries Manufacturers' Division in meeting

elected Frederick H. Jones, Tyer Rubber Co., chairman, Andover,

Massachusetts ; W. O. Rutherford, vice-chairman. The B. F.

Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, and the following Executive Com-
mittee : Frederick H. Jones, chairman, Tyer Rubber Co., An-

dover, Massachusetts ; Russell Parker, Parker, Stearns & Co.,

Brooklyn, New York ; Charles J. Davol, Davol Rubber Co., Provi-

dence, Rhode Island ; George B. Hodgman, Hodgman Rubber Co.,

Tuckahoe, New York ; E. E. Huber, Eberhard Faber, Brooklyn,

New York; Thomas W. Miller, Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland,

Ohio.

The Mechanical Rubber Goods Manufacturers' Division

elected William T. Cole chairman, Fabric Fire Hose Co., New
York City; John J. Voorhees, vice-chairman, Voorhees Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Jersey City, New Jersey. The Executive

Committee consisting of five members will be appointed later.

The Rubber Reclaimers' Club met and voted to organize as

a division of the Rubber Club to be known as the Rubber Re-

claimers' Division. Captain Francis H. Appleton was elected

chairman. .

Harry S. Vorhis was elected secretary and treasurer of all

the divisions.

AMERICAN COMPETITION IN TIRES RESENTED.

IN a recent Trade Supplement published by the "London Times"

a prominent British rubber manufacturer writes as

follows

:

From the West has come a Colossus which they do fear, and
with good cause. It seems a harsh thing to say, but there can be
no doubt that the American rubber trade has deliberately set out

to capture the business of the British rubber manufacturers
whilst the latter are preoccupied and handicapped by war work.
Before the war the Americans had secured little or no hold on
the British market, and less, to use an Irishism, in the Colo-
nies. Now let the figures speak. In motor tires alone, excluding
those fitted to vehicles, the imports into Great Britain have been
as follows

:

Year 1914 £ 270,550

Year 1915 1,225,422

First half of 1916 1,063,585

The total United States exports of motor tires for the years
ended June 30 being:
1914 $3,505,267
1915 4,963,270

1916 17,936,227

Needless to say the huge increase for 1916 is not a newly-
created trade, but the result of a deliberate campaign of flood-

ing our Colonies and other markets with huge quantities of
American tires.

The ordinary business man at this stage would naturally ask
why the government does not intervene to prevent the import of

unwanted goods and the consequent export of gold to pay for them
by a Prohibition of Import Order. But here we enter the reatmt
of high diplomacy. An order was actually made, and withdrawn
at the eleventh hour, as it was stated in the House of Common!
that an arrangement existed with American manufacturer!
which precluded the possibility of prohibiting the import of these

goods.
It is certain, however, that the first pioneers of British plan-

tation rubber, when they smuggled away the Hevea seeds from
Brazil, little thought that by giving Britain control of the world'$
supply of rubber they would be doing at the same time an injury

to British rubber manufacturers. Such, however, is in effect

what has happened, as the arrangement with American manufac-
turers was to allow them supplies of British rubber in con-
sideration of their executing all their orders for neutral Euro-
pean countries through Great Britain. If, therefore, there had
been no British rubber there would be no American tires now
coming into Great Britain.

The planter is inclined to take the view that because he is

able to sell his production at a handsome profit all is well with
it. He should, however, not wait for the writing on the wall.

Some of the world's largest consumers are developing their own
estates, mainly to get over this bogy of variability, and the day
may come when a rubber will have to stand or fall on its quality
and its attainment of a certain standard.

,'Ml this points to the necessity of combination between the
producing and manufacturing sides of the industry. A joint
research commission should therefore be formed composed of
the best technical men obtainable on both sides, and a definite

program carried out, in the interests of the industry.
It seems a somewhat unfortunate state of affairs that whilst

of the expected world's production of crude rubber for 1916
about 75 per cent will be produced within the British Empire,
probably not more than about 12 per cent of it will be consumed
by British manufacturers. Of the remainder probably 62J/2 per
cent will be used by the United States.

They will probably need for 1916 at least 125,000 tons, which
on a rough and ready calculation may be taken to represent the
production of goods of a selling value of £12S,000,(X)0. Three
of the principal concerns will together show a total turnover
for the current year of appro.ximately £50,000,000.

As to whether any considerable portion of this huge business
could be done on this side under different economic conditions
is open to doubt. To commence with it is attributable to a great
extent to the universal prosperity and the high wages of the
working classes in the States. At the end of this year it is

expected that the total number of cars registered in the United
States will be 3,250,000, or approximately one to every 32 per-
sons. The consumption of tires in the upkeep of these cars is

of course enormous.
The figures for the British rubber trade compared with those

for the United States seem small, but none the less it ranks as
one of the more important industries of the country, with an
output of from twenty to twenty-five millions sterling. At any
rate, it is a sufficiently important national asset for the govern-
ment and nation to see that it is not swallowed up by the Amer-
ican Goliath.

In conclusion, one may be permitted to wonder why, when
the nation is being taxed to the uttermost farthing in every direc-
tion, neutrals should not be made to bear a slight contribution
towards the cost of the war, from which they are profiting so
greatly. An export duty on crude rubber sent out of the British
Dominions of only 6d. per pound would bring in probably £6,000,-
000 and would certainly not reduce the exports by one pound.
It would, moreover, not make the price prohibitive, as a sixpenny
rise in the price of rubber is by no means rare. But perhaps the
Rubber Growers' Association would have much to say on such a
proposal.

DIRECT SHIPMENT OF RUBBER GOODS TO POKTUGAL.

The following notification has recently been received froin the
British Consulate General at New York City:

I have to inform you that Portugal may now be regarded as on
the satne footing as other allied countries in Europe, in connec-
tion with the rubber guarantee.

It will, therefore, be in order for manufacturers to ship rubber

goods by direct steamer to Portugal in the future.

CORRECTION.

In the notice concerning the resignation of the superintendent

of Parker, Stearns & Co. appearing in the January number of
The India Rubber World, the name should read F. G. Littell,

instead of F. G. Hettell.
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The New York Automobile Show.

AGAIN previous records have been surpassed at the seven-

teenth annual National Automobile Show held at the

Grand Central Palace, New York City, from January 6

to 13. Attendance and business were the greatest in history

and a larger number of cars and chassis—340 in all—was shown

by 98 firms. Accessory exhibitors were not as numerous as last

season, although occupying 6,000 square feet more space, but

their products were no less varied nor interesting, and really

sounded the keynote of the show. Of the 230 firms on the

official program many were manufacturers of goods containing

rubber. As in the past, several large tire concerns did not exhibit

but the many cars shown displayed most of the leading tires and

treads, while the Firestone, Goodrich, Ajax and Century firms

were represented by advertisments in the program. Among the

exhibits of interest to readers of The India Rubber World may
be mentioned the following

:

TIRES AND TUBES.

The Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

showed its "Angle" and "Runner" tread tires, built up in the

center where the most wear comes ; also its extra heavy red

tubes and regular gray tubes.

The Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio, dis-

played the Dayton pneumatic tire with its heavy central rib and

open-weave breaker strip forming a reinforcement around the

rubber and riveting it thoroughly to the carcass.

Century, hand-made, oversize tires and Century red inner

tubes were the products of the Rubber Insulated Metals Corpora-

tion, Plainfield, New Jersey. A convenient type of rubber-han-

dled, insulated pliers for safety in repairing the electrical equip-

ment of motor cars was also offered.

General tires were shown by the General Tire Co., Akron, Ohio.

The Woodworth Manufacturing Corporation, successor to

the Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls, New York, demon-

strated the construction of the Woodworth Trouble-Proof tire

with its strip of chrome leather inside the shoe where it is not

subjected to the action of moisture and dirt; also an inner tube

with the grain of the several plies running in different directions

to reduce tearing to a minimum. The Woodworth Tread and

Woodworth Overshoe, both of studded leather, were shown
together with a line of tire accessories including tire boots, inner

sleeves, inside patches, fan belts and Easyon tire chains.

The air-retaining qualities of Bonner tubes, which are claimed

to be self-closing when punctured, was demonstrated by the

Brunswick-Balke-CoIIender Co., Chicago and New York. The
tread, into which is vulcanized a strip of non-stretchable fabric,

is built to extra thickness by the laminated process and turned

inside out before joining the ends. The larger circumference

thus becomes the inner circumference and when the tube is in-

flated the thickened rubber tread is automatically compressed to

a point where it will close all ordinary punctures instantly and
without loss of air pressure.

TIRE REPAIR DEVICES.

The. Adamson Manufacturing Co., East Palestine, Ohio, fea-

tured four vulcanizers and Adamson repair gum requiring no

cement. Of the vulcanizers Model "U" is for tubes and cas-

ings ; Model "T" for inner tubes only ; Model "S" for private

garages and repair shops, and Model "M" for cycle tubes.

The C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wisconsin, had a complete

exhibit of similar vulcanizers, small portable and garage installa-

tions, with heat from gasolene, alcohol, electricity and steam.

The exhibit of Stevens & Co., New York City, consisted of the

Sampson repair kit for inner tube work, including the Sampson
Featheredge Puncture plug, an ingenious quick-repair device

composed of two rubber disks with perforated metal centers and

a screw wire to draw the disks together. The hole is punched

round to prevent tearing, spread with special pliers, the plug

inserted and screwed up tight. Upon breaking off the wire

below the surface of the plug and inflating the tire, the plug con-

forms to the inside of the casing as flat as a patch, and no wear,

chafing or cutting is said to be possible.

The Eastern Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, demon-

strated Magic Rubber Mend, an inexpensive preparation for re-

pairing quickly without vulcanization all articles of soft rubber,

including punctured tubes. The result is said to be permanent

and unaffected by heat, cold, moisture or dry air.

TIRE TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES.

The space occupied by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer G>r-

poration, Chicago, Illinois, was devoted to an attractive presen-

tation of several well-known and popular devices, including the

Stewart engine-driven pump.

1"he Kellogg Manufacturing Company, Rochester, New York,

had on view a motor-driven pump either air or water cooled.

The Crane tire pump was featured in the exhibit of the Bay

State Pump Co., Boston, Massachusetts.

Air compressors were shown by the Auto Compressor Co.,

Wilmington, Ohio, and a two-stage type with models for all re-

quirements was offered by the United States Air Compressor Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Jacks and other specialties were offered by Lane Bros. Co.,

Poughkeepsie, New York; F. W. Mann Co., Milford, Connecti-

cut; Moreau & Pratt, Inc., New York City; Weaver Manufac-

turing Co., Springfield, Illinois.

Standweld rims, seamless steel and brass tubing comprised the

display of the Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The simple and effective device of tlie Eureka Rim Compressor,

Inc., Addison, New York, for the quick removal of tires from

transversely split rims attracted favorable attention.

TOPS AND TOP MATERIALS.

L. J. Mutty Co., Boston, Massachusetts, showed its well-

known Bull Dog rubberized mohair and cotton cloths for auto-

mobile tops and slip covers ; also Numotor fabrics for top and

seat cover purposes.

Neverleek for the same purposes was displayed by F. S. Carr

Co., Boston, Massachusetts. Three surfaces in imitation of grain

leather were offered; one dull and two semi-bright.

Tha Pantasote Co., New York City, demonstrated the sterling

qualities of Pantasote for motor-car tops. This waterproof ma-

terial is not merely a rubberized cloth, but consists of four lay-

ers, the surface coating with grain finish, fine cotton fabric,

cementing gum, and a lining fabric of coarse weave.

The Detroit Weatherproof Body Co., Detroit, Michigan, had

on view its all-weather, detachable top of high-grade waterproof

material which converts the ordinary car into a limousine and is

ideal for changeable weather. Patented Flexible sliding doors

upon opening disappear instantly into the permanent roof, and

the entire side sections may be quickly removed when so desired.

This top weighs only about SO pounds more than the ordinary

type, including an electric dome lamp ready for connection at the

dash.

The Laidlaw Co., Inc., New York City, showed Mortex for

tops and cover purposes.

RUBBER ACCESSORIES.

Essex inner tubes—Royal Blue, Master Red and Champion

Gray—were the principal exhibit of the Essex Rubber Co., Tren-

ton, New Jersey. The company also manufactures a line of mis-

cellaneous rubber accessories, including blow-out patches, tire
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plasters, outer boots, reliners, pump, generator and lamp tubing,

brake band lining, radiator hose, spring bumpers, gas engine

packing, fan belts, rubber matting, hard rubber radiator caps and

steering wheels, bicycle grips and goggles, many of which were

shown.

An exceptionally complete line of rubber accessories was shown

by the Voorhees Rubber Manufacturing Co., Jersey City, New

Jersey. Of principal interest were the "Ideal" (red) and "Model"

(gray) laminated tubes for automobiles and motorcycles. In

addition to reliners, inner sleeves, boots, patches and all the

customary materials for roadside repair, the firm deals in vulcan-

izing gums of all sorts, rebuilding fabrics and cements for the

professional tire repairman, and also manufactures hose and

tubing, fan belts, windshield packing, matting, sheet packing,

bumpers, round springs, washers and rubber mallets.

Charles O. Tingley & Co., Rahway, New Jersey, offered a com-

prehensive line of sundries for automobile and cycle tire repair,

featuring the C. O. T. Cement Cure Patches, Cure Tisiht Gum for

tube blowouts, and String Repair Kit Plugs.

ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, manufacturers of motors for all purposes,

presented automobile motor-generator sets for charging, lighting,

starting and ignition.

The General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York, also offered

generator lighting and starting systems, electric lamps, bulbs,

rectifiers and other specialties.

Other exhibitors of lighting and starting systems included the

A. B. C. Starter Co., Detroit, Michigan; Bosch Magneto Co.,

New York City; Disco Electric Starter Corporation, Detroit,

Michigan; Gray & Davis, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts; the John

Heinze Co., Springfield, Ohio; Kemco Electric Manufacturing

Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Leece-Neville Co., Cleveland, Ohio; North

East Electric Co., Rochester, New York; A. J. Picard & Co.,

New York City; United States Light & Heat Corporation, Niag-

ara Falls, New Y'ork ; Wagner Hoyt Electric Co., New Y'ork

City; Ward-Leonard Electric Co., Mount Vernon, New York.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

well known for its electrical control devices used extensively in

rubber factories, attracted favorable notice with the compact,

efficient C-H Magnetic Gear Shift and small, rugged automobile

lighting switches for dash and steering post.

The General Bakelite Co. of New York City made an interest-

ing display of molded electrical insulation.

Storage batteries were displayed by the Detroit Battery Co.,

Detroit, Michigan; Dyneto Electric Co., Syracuse, New York;

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ; Gould

Storage Battery Co., New York City ; Paul N. Marko, Brooklyn,

New Y'ork ; Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania; Prest-0-Lite Co., Indianapolis, Indiana; United

States Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, New Y'ork;

Wagner-Hoyt Electric Co., New Y'ork City; Willard Storage

Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Ignition devices for gasolene engines of every sort are manu-

factured by the following firms which were numbered among the

exhibitors: Bosch Magneto Co., New York City; Ericsson Manu-
facturing Co., Buffalo, New Y'ork ; Emil Grossman Manufacturing

Co., Brooklyn, New Y'ork ; The John O. Heinze Co., Springfield,

Ohio ; Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Massachusetts ; Herz & Co.,

New Y'ork City ; Kent Manufacturing Works, Atwater, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania ; K. W. Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio ; Mosier

& Co., Mount Vernon, New York; New York Coil Co., New
Y'ork City ; Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, New Jersey.

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES.

Charles E. Miller, New Y'ork City, with 15 stores in nine states,

offered its complete line of sundries for motor-cars, motor-boats,

motorcycles and motor-planes, among which were pneumatic tires

.ind tubes of leading makes, repair materials and devices, together

with many varied tire and other rubber accessories, including the

Twombly foot pump, which indeed "makes hard work a pleasure."

The Vul-car, said to be the only alcohol-burning, portable vul-

canizer for roadside repairs that protects the rubber with moisture

so it cannot burn, was also of interest.

The silent chain employed in connection with the electrical

equipment of rubber factories also supplies the "front end drive"

of many automobiles, as exhibited in its latest improved form by

the Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, New York.

A. Schrader's Son, Inc., Brooklyn, New Y'ork, offered the well-

known "Universal" line of tire valves and accessories, in con-

nection with which a unique circular vi'as distributed. It

had the appearance of an inter-line coupon railway ticket, as long

as a man's arm, dividend into eight detachable portions, one bear-

ing the legend, "A Joy Ride to Contentment via A. Schrader's

Son, Inc., Air Line," and each of the others bearing a cut and de-

scription of one of the "Universal" devices together with bright

headlines in railway parlance.

The Raybestos Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut, showed its well-

known brake linings and also demonstrated Royal brakes.

The Invincible Tire Tester, manufactured by the United States

Gauge Co., New York City, in the shape of a watch, not only

records the actual air pressure, but shows the proper pressure to

be maintained in tires of various sizes.

Adams & Findley, New Y'ork City, offered the Rives Adjustable

Neverslip Pedal Pads for greater safety in driving.

The Mattson Rubber Co., Lodi, New Jersey, showed the Matt-

son Slip-On Pedal Pads, readily adjustable in a few minutes and

no metals to attach.

In connection with the Hoskyns Universal -Ml-Weather Top
for Ford Cars, displayed by the Universal Motor Products Co.,

Indianapolis, Indiana, rubber weather strips are ingeniously used

to keep out drafts and eliminate noise.

The Metal Specialties Co., Chicago, Illinois, had a varied line

of accessories and parts, including a few rubber goods.

THE BILTMORE SHOW.

The Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, displayed its large and

varied line of rubber goods, featuring the new Miller "geared

to the road" black-tread tire, red and gray tubes, and miscel-

laneous tire accessories

and repair materials, in-

cluding retread bands,

vulcanizing cement,
Pluggum and the Shur-

tite tube repair kit, self-

vulcanizing. An air bag

for vulcanizing casings

was shown and consider-

able interest was mani-

fested in the Miller De-

mountable Cushion Pad,

a shock-absorbing device

for truck tires. It com-

prises a flat ring to be

placed between the

wooden felly of the

wheel and the steel base

of the solid rubber tire,

consisting, of a single

strip of soft but tough

resilient rubber ?^ inch

thick with steel flanges

on each side held in

place by bolts let through

the rubber from side to side at regular intervals. Many attractive

circulars in English and Spanish were distributed, including a few

devoted to balloons and toy novelties and druggists' sundries, also

a convenient vest-pocket tire mileage record.

Miller Demount.^ble Cushion P-\d

For Trlxk Tires.
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Tires and inner tubes were shown by the Norwalk Tire &

Rubber Co., Norwalk, Connecticut.

In the space occupied by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New
York City, were seen the well-known J-M Non-Burn Asbestos

brake lining, fire extinguisher, Soot-Proof spark plug and

speedometers.

S. A. E. ANNUAL MEETING.

THE attendance at the annual meeting of tlie Society of Auto-

mobile Engineers, held January 11, during Automobile Show

Week in the Engineering Societies Building, New York City,

exceeded all previous years, partly because of the interesting

papers announced, but chiefly because of the broader present

scope of the society, which now includes the designers of all

forms of self-propelled vehicles and boats, including the airplane

and tractor. The new members for 1916 number 338, bringing

the total membership up to 2,121.

Perhaps the most important action at the meeting was the

acceptance of the proposal to change the name to "The Society

of Automotive Engineers," which will now be put to a vote by

mail.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

George W. Dunham, president
; Jesse G. Vincent, first vice-presi-

dent; Charles M. Manly, second vice-president; Herbert Chase,

treasurer; Benjamin B. Bachman, Harry L. Horning and Charles

W. McKinley, members of the council for two years ; Frederick

E. Moskovics, member for one year.

All the Standards Committee reports were approved with little

or no opposition except that of the Committee on Tires and

Rims relative to truck tires, including the following proposed

standard table for the carrying capacities of solid rubber tires

:

Gross load per wheel in pounds.

Nominal width 36 inches
of tires and under

3 inches 1,000

3yi inches 1.300
4 inches 1,700
5 inches 2,500
6 inches 3,300
7 inches 4,200

Tire diameter Tire diameter
40 inches
and over

2,600
3,500
4,500

Mr. Barrett then explained that in South America it is cheaper

to build a highway that will sta'nd automobile traffic than to build

railroads that would furnish even a part of the service that the

motor highway would afford. But development in South Amer-

ica is dependent almost entirely upon the facilities for securing

loans to finance improvements, and he made a plea for automo-

bile manufacturers to impress upon their bankers that the sale

of automobiles and accessories below the equator can best be

promoted by providing American dollars or equivalent credit.

Fifty million dollars of surplus profits loaned to South America,

he said, wouIq return 50 per cent profit and aid the automobile

industry to a degree that could not be estimated in figures.

The tolerance allowed was considered too generous by several

members and this section was therefore referred to the Truck

Standards Division for further study.

THE S. A. E. BANQUET.

Over 800 members gathered at the Hotel Biltmore on the

evening of January 11 for the annual banquet which was the

greatest similar event in *its history. Judge Cha'-les F. Moore

was toastmaster and the speakers included Russell Huff, past

president of the society, who reviewed S. A. E. accomplishinents

of the past year, and Howard E. Coffin, chairman of the Indus-

trial Preparedness Committee of the Naval Consulting Board,

whose subject was preparedness as affecting automobile manu-

facturers.

The principal speaker of the evening, however, was Hon. John

Barrett, director-general of the Pan-.'Vmerican Union, who dis-

cussed "Pan-Americanism" and what it means to manufacturers

of automobiles and their accessories. After sketching briefly the

facilities afforded by the Pan-American Union to those wishing

to enter the South American market—the only one now freely

open to American manufacturers—he presented several significant

facts no less important to manufacturers of tires than of auto-

mobiles. Said he

:

South America's economic evolution will be accomplished in

direct proportion to its use of automobiles. Except for Argen-
tine, the growth of population in South American countries and
the operation of their industries depend on good roads and auto-
mobiles. If 100,000 miles of good roads could be built in South
America an unbelievably large market for American cars would
be created.

THE MOTOR AND ACCESSOEY MANUFACTURERS.

At the recent annual meeting of the board of directors of the

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year: C. W. Stiger, president; Charles

E. Thompson, first vice-president; E. H. Broadwell (vice-presi-

dent of The Fisk Ruljber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts),

second vice-president ; T. J. Wenzel, third vice-president ; L. M.

Wainwright, treasurer; Alfred P. Sloan, secretary and assistant

treasurer.

The present board of directors consists of : C. W. Stiger,

C. E. Thompson, T. J. Wenze!, E. H. Broadwell, L. M. Wain-

wright, Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., James H. Foster, E. W. Beach,

Christian Girl. W. O. Rutherford, William C. Rands, William

M. Sweet and L. M. Bradley.

The board of directors has agreed to sanction the exhibit in

a body of a goodly numlier of members at the first Pan-.'Kmerican

.Aeronautic Exposition, to be held in the Grand Central Palace,

New York City, February 8 to 15.

The annual banquet, accompanied by music and vaudeville, was

held the evening of January 10 at the Waldorf-Astoria and pro-

nounced an unqualified success, aliout 600 being in attendance.

As usual, there was no speeclimaking.

FIRST PAN-AMERICAN AERONAUTIC EXPOSITION.

The manufacture of aeroplanes has ceased to be a mere

"game." It is now counted as one of our great American
industries, and the importance and significance of the first

Pan-American Aeronautical E.xposition. to be held in the

Grand Central Palace, February 8 to 15, can hardly be over-

estimated. Manufacturers of rubberized fabrics and miscel-

laneous accessories containing rubber will be numbered
among the exhibitors, many of them members of The Motor
and -Accessory Manufacturers, whose cooperation and stand-

ardized products promise to make bulk production a fea-

ture as vital to the continued growth of this industry as it has

been to the building of automobiles. The United States Gov-

ernment will also have an elaborate exhibit.

A few salient facts describe the meteoric growth of this

new industry. Two aeroplane companies in America are now
capitalized at over $10,000,000, and 14 factories in this country

employ over 10,000 men. Aeroplanes to the value of $30,000.-

000 were built in the United States last year, and this year's

business is estimated at $50,000,000. The United States Gov-

ernment alone has appropriated $35,000,000 for the purchase

of aeroplanes for the Army, Navy and Post Office De-

partments.

The W'ar has demonstrated the value of the aeroplane as

an instrument of defense and developed its highly specialized

construction for scout work, battle and transportation. In

the latter field machines capable of lifting IS tons and flying

at a speed of 125 miles an hour have become a practical ac-

complishment. As a result of the war large numbers of men
have trained for flying. There are about 1,000 aviators in

.\merica; France has over 5,000 and England over 40,000,

while the total Royal F'lying Corps of England is said to

number over 40,000.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

VULCANIZATION TESTS.

EATON and Grantham's recent paper on "Variability of Planta-

tion Rubber in Technical Mixings," abstracted in The In-

dia Rubber World last inonth, is discussed by Doctor H. P.

Stevens in the "Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry"

(November 30, 1916).

Doctor Stevens states that he is in general agreement with

Eaton and Grantham as to the effect of introducing mineral mat-

ter or reducing the proportion of sulphur. The result is that the

introduction of a few per cent of litharge almost obliterates the

difference in the rate of cure between the fast and slow curing

rubbers. The importance of litharge as an ingredient of tech-

nical mixings cannot be over-rated; possibly more than half the

rubber goods manufactured contain litharge, and that is why

some manufacturers use a mixing containing litharge for testing

purposes.

Eaton and Grantham attribute the effect of litharge entirely to

its action as an accelerator, but if this explanation were sufficient,

magnesia should produce a similar effect. A better explanation

is found in Doctor Stevens' research on the function of litharge

in vulcanization [Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry,

May 31, 1915, and The India Rubber World, August 1, 1915].

The conclusions there reached were; (a) That the addition of

litharge in moderate quantities increases the coefficient of vul-

canization
; (b) that the maximum coefficient of vulcanization is

obtained where there is just sufficient sulphur to cure the rubber

fully and to convert all the litharge to lead sulphide and sulphate;

(c) that increasing proportions of litharge cause a progressive

reduction in the coefficient of vulcanization, a larger percentage

of lead sulphide and sulphate being formed; (d) that the per-

centage of free sulphur drops suddenly at the point where the

rubber is fully cured; (e) that even with large proportions of

litharge a little free sulphur always remains.

If a simple relationship between the "optimum" cure and the

correct cure be required merely a^ a working hypothesis. Doctor

Stevens suggests that a geometrical relationship be adopted and

to calculate the correct cure of the second sample by multiplying

by the correct cure of the first and dividing by the "optimum"

cure of the first.

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE VULCANIZATION TESTS.

Further investigations have been made at the Imperial In-

stitute, London, on samples prepared in Ceylon by L. E. Camp-

bell to determine the influence of various factors on the vulcaniz-

ing and mechanical properties of rubber. The subject is treated

in full in the Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Ceylon, No. 24.

The following summary of these investigations is from "The

India Rubber Journal" (December 2, 1916) and deals with the

following

:

(1) The effect of the form of the rubber, sheet, crepe and

block ; (2) the effect of drying in air at ordinary temperature, in

hot air and in a vacuum drier; (3) the effect of over-working the

freshly coagulated rubber. Incidentally, comparison of rubber

coagulated with acetic and hydrofluoric acid showed the former

usually had the shorter time of vulcanization.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

The results recorded in this summary confirm those previously

obtained in showing that plantation Para rubber is quite satis-

factory in mechanical properties, the average tensile strength be-

ing fully equal to that of specimens of the best hard Para and

the average elongation at the breaking point, only very slightly

lower.

The chief variation is in the time required for correct vulcani-

zation. There is no doubt from the results now available that

the conversion of the freshly coagulated rubber into crepe length-

ens the time of vulcanization, as compared with that of the cor-

responding sheet. In eleven comparative sets of specimens dealt

with in this summary, the thin crepe rubber had a distinctly

longer time of vulcanization than the sheet, the figures ranging

from 105 to 130 minutes for the crepe and from 60 to 75 minutes

for the sheet. It is noteworthy, too, that this lengthening of the

time of vulcanization is brought about by passing the rubber

through the rollers only five or seven times, and that additional

treatment in the machine, up to 70 times through the rollers, has

little further effect on the time of vulcanization. Thus the times

of vulcanization of crepe rubber passed through the rollers 7, 35,

and 70 times were 113, 115 and 130 minutes, and the times for

rubber treated 5, 25 and 50 times were 105, 115 and 115 minutes,

respectively. The time for the control sheet was 75 minutes in

each case.

Although the conversion of freshly coagulated rubber into

crepe has this marked effect on the time of vulcanization, the

tensile strength is again shown to be but little affected, the dif-

ference in the breaking load of the sheet and crepe being small

In the specimens previously dealt with the advantage in average

tensile strength was invariably in favor of the sheet, but the

crepe may have the higher value, as is the case in four of the

six sets of specimens.

The "over-working" of the freshly coagulated rubber in the

washing machine had little effect on the tensile strength, or on

the time of vulcanization. Rubber passed through the rollers 50

or 70 times differed only slightly in either of these respects from
rubber treated five or seven times. The common opinion that the

mechanical properties may be easily impaii'ed by "over-working,"

does not receive support from the results of these experiments.

The conversion of thin crepe into thick crepe, by rolling sev-

eral pieces together, did not produce any difference in the time

of vulcanization, and the differences in tensile strength were not

very marked or constant. The block rubber, made by compress-

ing thin crepe, had the same time of vulcanization as the latter,

but in five out of six sets of specimens its tensile strength was
a little lower.

The different methods of drying employed: (1) Air drying

at the ordinary temperature; (2) drying in hot air; and (3) in

vacuo, had very little effect on the time of vulcanization or tensile

strength of the rubber.

EELATIONSHIP OF MECHANICAL To'cHEMICAL PEOPEHTIES.

Doctor D. Spence in "The India Rubber Journal" writes as fol-

lows on the relationship of mechanical to chemical properties of

vulcanized rubber:

From experiments made there is no question that the com-
bined sulphur at "optimum" cure in the case of Hevea plantation

rubber is a remarkably constant quantity, equal on the average

to approximately 2.8-3 per cent. Where more than this amount
of combined sulphur has been found, either the method of vul-

canization is at fault or the means of determining the "optimum"
cure are inaccurate. In this connection it is necessary to point

out that in the case of very soft, low-grade rubbers it is difficult

to judge of the "optimum" cure, and there is always the tendency

to increase the cure to beyond the "optimum" point in the hope

of thereby improving the physical or tensile properties of the

product. In the case of any good grade of Hevea plantation rub-

ber there is no such difficulty, however, and where more than 2.8-

3 per cent of combined sulphur is reported in this case, either

the sample is over-cured, or what amounts to the same thing,

vulcanization has not been properly carried out. With proper

methods of vulcanization, and with the requisite experience in

the judging of the proper cure, the combined sulphur at "op-
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timum" cure should never greatly exceed the figures we have

given. It should be pointed out, however, that if the time of cure

required to produce the "optimum" result is extended, the chances

are an increase in the amount of the combined sulphur at the

"optimiun" point over the figures we have given will be found;

depolymerization, requiring an increase in cure to bring the rub-

ber up to apparent physical "optimum" leads to an increase in

the combined sulphur considerably over the amount which we
have given. The rubber in this case is nevertheless over-cured,

and where the vulcanization of the rubber is carried out scienti-

cally, in a minimum of time, and with the least possible injury

to the molecule, the combined sulphur at "optimum" cure will

never be found to exceed 3 per cent.

Whether these figures obtain for rubbers of different botanical

origin or not we have not sufficient analytical evidence at present

to say. The constancy of this result is deduced from experi-

ments made on Hevea Brasiliensis rubber only. The relation

between the rubber and combined sulphur at correct cure is so

constant that it is regarded as representing a more or less defi-

nite compound of rubber and sulphur to which a formula may be

assigned on the assumption that partial valencies of the rubber

aggregate have not all the same aflinity for sulphur.

It may be of interest to record the fact that we have

observed that the point at which the physical properties of

pure balata on vulcanization suddenly change to more nearly

resemble those of rubber, corresponds very closely with a

combined sulphur content of 3 per cent. If pure balata is mixed

with a little sulphur and a suitable catalyst, which is essential

to its proper vulcanization, it will be found that when about 3 per

cent of sulphur has combined with the balata, the physical prop-

erties of the vulcanized balata change from those of a hard in-

elastic product, more like hard rubber, to a pliant, semi-elastic

product, more nearly resembling soft vulcanized india rubber.

This phenomenon is exceedingly remarkable and interesting, as

the transition point in the physical characteristics of balata on

vulcanization occurs at about the same degree of chemical vul-

canization as corresponds to the "optimum" cure of vulcanized

india rubber. This has given rise to a number of experiments

by us, with a view to converting balata into rubber and vice versa,

some of which have led to exceedingly interesting results.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
EXAMINATION OF VULCANIZED RUBBER GOODS.

'
I 'HE following methods are standard for the examination of

^ vulcanized rubber goods as specified by the Board of

Estimate and Apportionment of New York City.

The methods for free sulphur, mineral fillers, vulcanized rub-

ber gum by weight, and vulcanized rubber gum by volume, have

already been given in this department (.^.ugust 1, 1915), and are

here omitted.

PREPARATION OF SOFT RUBBER FOR ANALYSIS.

A sample of not less than 25 grdins is made by taking pieces

from various parts of the original sample. The backing of fire'

hose is buffed off before grinding ; in all other hose separate

samples of tube and cover are made without removing the back-

ing or the friction compound. Other rubber goods containing

frictioned fabric and rubber layers are ground up without re-

moval of the adhering friction.

The sample is cut into small pieces and run through the

grinder, taking for analysis only such material as will pass a 20-

tnesh sieve. The grinder should not become appreciably warm
during the grinding. If the material gums together and cannot

be sieved, it is simply passed twice through the grinder and all

the material taken for the final sample. Crude rubber is cut with

scissors.

A strong magnet is passed through the sample to remove any
metal from the grinder and the thoroughly mixed sample is put

in tightly-stoppered bottles and kept not exposed to sunlight or

heat.

Hard rubber is prepared for analysis by rasping.

ACETONE EXTRACTION.

Place a two-gram sample, which has been ground not more
than 24 hours before, in an acetone-extracted paper thimble, and
insert in a glass syphon cup under a condenser. Dry and weigh

a clean 8 by l}4-inch test tube, weighing between 20 and 40

grams, by means of a wire loop; pour in SO cc. acetone, connect

the apparatus, and extract continuously for 8 hours in such man-
ner that the drops of condensed solvent will fall directly on the

ground rubber ; that the syphon cups will fill in 2H to 3J4 min-
utes; that the discharge of the syphon cup will not appreciably

interrupt the boiling; that the condensed solvent will filter rapidly

through the paper thimble, and that no fine particles of rubber

or fillers will be carried over. If the solution in the cup is

colored after eight hours' extraction, the extraction is continued

for four hours the next day. Evaporate the acetone from the

tube in a slanting position over live steam, wipe off the outside

with a clean linen cloth, and dry to constant weight in a water

oven at 95 to 100 degrees C, or until the weight increases, cool-

ing in a desiccator. Calculate and record as "total acetone ex-

tract."

ORGANIC ACETONE EXTRACT.

When waxy hydrocarbons are not to be determined, subtract

the percentage of free sulphur from the percentage of total ace-

tone extract above, and record the difference as "organic acetone

extract."

TOTAL SULPHUR.
A half-gram sample with six grams of potassium carbonate

and four grams of sodium peroxide are mixed by rotating in a

crucible; cover, heat at a low temperature over an asbestos shield

to avoid sulphur fumes, until the mixture fuses, then bring to

quiet fusion for 15 to 20 minutes. Avoid rapid heating and ex-

plosions. Rotate the melt while solidifying. When cool, put

crucible and cover into a casserole containing 200 cc. of water,

add five to ten cc. of bromine, and boil until the melt is dissolved.

Allow to settle, decant, filter and wash through a thick filter with

hot water. Acidify the filtrate with hydrochloric acid, using

Congo red paper, make up the volume to 400 cc, and precipitate,

boiling with 10 cc. of a 10 per cent solution of barium chloride,

keeping the beaker covered with a watch glass. Allow the pre-

cipitate to stand over night, filter on an asbestos mat in a Gooch
crucible, wash with hot water, ignite, and weigh, cooling in a

desiccator. Calculate to sulphur (factor 0.1372) and record as

"total sulphur."

OILY FOREIGN MATTER,

Where the presence of tar, pitch or asphalt is not indicated,

spread out the rubber residue from the acetone extraction and

dry in the water bath at 95 to 100 degrees C. until the odor of

acetone is no longer apparent. Transfer to a 100 cc. pressure

flask fitted with washers previously extracted with alcoholic pot-

ash. Add 50 cc. of alcoholic potash, stopper and heat in an air

oven kept between 105 and 110 degrees C, for four hours. Cool

the flask, filter and wash the residue with hot absolute alcohol

until the washings are no longer colored. Make the filtrate

strongly acid with concentrated hydrochloric acid to precipitate

potassium chloride, allow to settle, filter and wash with hot

chloroform into a small casserole. Place the casserole on the

steam bath and evaporate until the odor of hydrochloric acid

just disappears. Take up the residue with chloroform, filter and

wash with hot chloroform into a weighed beaker, evaporate the

chloroform on the steam bath and dry the residue in the water

oven at 95 to lOO degrees C, in 15-minute periods, until the

weight is constant, or increases, cooling in a desiccator. If the

residue is not oily to the touch no report shall be made. If

the residue is oily to the touch, subtract 2 per cent of the weight

of vulcanized rubber gum, as determined below, from the cal-
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dilated amiiuiit foiiiKl. ami rccuri

matter."

TARKY 1-OREIGN MATTER.

If the compound is light in color, tar, pitch and asphalt shall

he considered absent. If the compound is dark or black in color

the residue after the acetone extract determination above, without

removing the acetone, and before the alcoholic potash is made,

is extracted with chloroform for four hours in the same manner

and by the same procedure as for the acetone extraction. If the

extract is very dark in color, or the residue is tarry, from its

calculated amount shall be subtracted 3 per cent of the weight of

vulcanized rubber gum, as determined below, and the balance

recorded as "tarry foreign matter."

PRECAUTIONS.

When the chloroform extraction is made the day after the

acetone extraction, the rubber residue shall be covered with ace-

tone over night. When the alcoholic potash extraction is made

the day after either the acetone extraction or the chloroform ex-

traction, the dried rubber residue shall be covered with the alco-

holic potash over night.

CARBONACEOUS FOREIGN MATTER.

Heat about one gram sample with 30 cc. of concentrated nitric

acid and 15 cc. water. A lilack insoluble residue indicates the

presence of carbon, as lampblack, graphite, etc. Examine the

ground rubber under the microscope and observe the residue of

fillers in the mineral fillers determination. If fibers or carbon are

seen, except as a trace, proceed as follows

:

The crucible containing the fillers is washed with hot dilute

hydrochloric acid and hot water to decompose carbonates and

sulphides, dried to constant weight at 105 to 110 degrees C,

desiccating until cool. The crucible is then ignited to constant

w-eight and the loss calculated and recorded as "carbonaceous

foreign matter," and shall be subtracted from the percentage of

"mineral fillers" recorded above.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

Make the deterinination on a strip or strips not less than five

grams weight. Weigh to one milligram in air, then, thoroughly

wet with water, pressing and squeezing, with the fingers under

water, to remove bubbles or films of air. Weigh to one milli-

gram in water at 20 degrees C. (taken as 1.00), calculate to 0.001

and record as "specific gravity."

RATIOS.

Free sulphur ami organic acetone extract are separately cal-

culated and recorded as percentages by weight of vulcanized

rubber gum present.

tlie balance as "oily foreign Pricstnall Knad, llcaton Mersey, England. British patent No.

101,819.1

CHEMICAL PATENTS
THE UNITED STATES.

Phenolic Condensation Product. A coating composition

containing a phenolic condensation product and a cellulose ester,

in conjunction with tetrachlorethane. [Whitney B. Jones, Perth

Amboy, New Jersey, assignor to General Bakelite Co., New York

City. United States patent No. 1,209,165.]

Dental Rubber Composition. Dental plates made of finely

ground vulcanized rubber compounded with raw rubber. The

object is to neutralize the expansion of the one by the other

during vulcanization. [S. G. Supplee and C. J. R. Engstrom.

United States patent No. 1.204.609.1

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Vulc.\nization .'\ge.\t. Nitrosophenols or their homologues,

such as nitrosocresols or nitrosoxylenols, are used for facili-

tating the vulcanization of natural or artificial caoutchouc or

caoutchouc-like substances. In an example, ten parts of sulphur

and one part of nitrosophenol are used for vulcanizing 100 parts

of rubber at a temperature of 135-145 degrees C. [S. J. Peachey,

Ce.mlnting Ebonite. Parts of ebonite articles are cemented

together by means of a solution of celluloid in amylacetate or

other solvent. [C. A. Vandervell, Warple Way, Acton Vale,

Middlesex, England. British patent No. 12,075 (1915).]

Fibrous Sheet. Sheet material from fibers arranged sub-

stantially parallel is impregnated by a binding material; im-

pregnation done in a vacuum. Multiple-ply stock, with cross

layers of fibers, may be made from such inaterial ; and in that

state is applicable to the manufacture of tires, hose, matting,

lielting, covers, heels and soles. [Rubber Regenerating Co., New
York City. British patent No. 101,318.]

SWITZERLAND.

Elastic Product. A composition of gas tar, rubber, ordinary

cement and mineral filling. The gas tar minus some of its

oil is mixed with rubber dissolved in a solvent composed of

benzene and carbon disulphide. This mass is liquified by heat,

and cement and mineral filling added. The resulting mass is

mixed and molded hot. [C. A. C. de Caudemberg. Swiss patent

No. 73260, (Sept. 16, 1916).]

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
instrument eor measuring watekproofing effect on fabkics.

AN instrument recently invented for measuring the imper-

meability of waterproofing on cloth has been described in

the "Journal of the Society of Dyers and Colorists." The method

of measurement is based

on the determination of

the number of hammer
strokes upon the cloth

before the water perco-

lates through, the cloth

being pressed upwards

by a column of water.

The instrument consists

of a copper cylindrical

box A on the top of

which is fixed by a ring,

B, tightened with a screw C, the cloth to be tested. The pres-

sure of water against the cloth is regulated by the movement

of the wooden cylinder D in the glass reservoir E, on which

the height of the water is marked in centimeters.

When the water is five centimeters high the hammer F is

dropped. The hammer has a w-eight of three grams, which

may be increased by a movable weight G. After the first stroke

the water is raised one centimeter, and after every subsequent

stroke it is raised again. The number of strokes required before

the water appears on the surface of the cloth shows the degree

of impermeability.

SULPHURIC acid IN 1916.

Market conditions throughout the country are reported to have

Iieen on the whole better than in 1915. despite the somewhat

higher value of the product. Reclaimers of rubber will be in-

terested to know that according to reliable estimates by the

United States Geological Survey the output of acids of strengths

of 60 and 66 degrees amounted to nearly 950,000 tons, or prac-

tically the same as in 1915. The total estimated production of

sulphuric acid, however, of strengths of 50, 60 and 66 degrees was

4,475,000 tons as expressed in terms of 50-degree acid, represent-

ing an increase of 600,000 tons or more than 15 per cent. The

most notable feature in the sulphuric acid industry was the

enormous increase in the production of acids of strengths greater

than 66 degrees. The estimate shows a production of over a

million tons as against less than 200,000 tons in 1915.
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New Machines and Appliances.

A KUBBER MILL STEAM TURBINE.

THE reciprocating steam engine as a factor in the produc-

tion of power for industrial purposes is now generally con-

ceded to be almost negligible. True, there is occasionally

found in modern plants that well-known type of reciprocating

engine, the Corliss, which has dominated the held for many years.

Moreover, in tnodern practice its use is more or less sentimental

and rather unpractical, for the steam turbine has long ago proved

its superiority in the production of power.

The engineering executives of the large rubber factories have

not failed to appreciate the many advantages of the modern steam

turbine, and several mstallations have been made in the larger

mills. The accompanying illustration shows a steam turbine and

generator in operation in the plant of the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. This turbine has a maximum capacity

of 10,000 kilowatts [13,333 horse power] ; the steam consumption

is approximately 14 pounds per kilowatt, through a range of

J4 load to \'/i load. The turbine is operating on 175 pounds

steam pressure, 50 degrees superheat, and exhausting into a sur-

face condenser under 28j2-inch vacuum, and generating at 2,200

volts. The air for generator is passed through a modern type of

air washer, thus giving very much lower temperature rise on the

generator. [The General Electric Co., Schenectady, JSfew York.]

A NEW THREE-WAY DELIVERY HEAD STRAINING MACHINE.

In reclaiming devulcanized rubber and the preparation of new
rubber, particles of fiber, metal and other impurities are re-

three-Vay delivery type of straining machine is recommended.

Thq illustration is that of a 6-inch, self-contained strainer,

equipped with motor-drive, automatic self-starter and stock-

vvoim" cooling device. It is built in accordance with the well-

known excellence of design, material and workmanship character-

istic of all Royle products.

The large straining area provided in this multiple head and

the simplified straining parts that may be quickly interchanged

are salient features in securing a maximum production. No less

important is this specially constructed stock-worm and hopper

proportionately designed to handle large quantities of material

without clogging the machine.

To insure perfect alignment and efficient operation of the

rapidly moving parts, the machine, out-board bearing and motor

are mounted on a continuous bed-plate of substantial construc-

tion.

Rubber compounds vary in composition, requiring different

stock-worm speeds in order that the maximum straining capacity

may be attained at all times. This is obtained by a standard form

of variable speed motor drive that is shown in the illustration.

[Jr)hn Royle & Sons, Paterson, New Jersey.]

HAND AND POWER BRUSHES FOR RUBBER WORKERS.

That brushes of various sorts are used in the rubber mills is

generally accepted as a fact of comparatively minor importance.

But upon investigating the subject it would appear from the

variety of standard sorts in

use, and the many types ilp-

signed for special purpn^cs,

that the brush problem in a rubber

mill is by no means the least in im-

portance.

There are, first, the hand brushes

such as the counter, bench and floor

brushes, that are made of good

stock and in such a manner as to

conserve their usefulness and not

shed the bristles. Fine steel wire hand brushes with bristles of

round tempered wire suitable for cleaning molds, cores and metal

surfaces are made in accordance with the particular use for which

they are intended.

Power brushes are of the rotary type and are principally used

by tire manufacturers for roughening the casings before cement-

ing and applying the tread. The bristles are of carbon steel wire

and are made in sections which when worn out may be readily

replaced. The complete wheels with brass or steel hubs are

furnished in sizes varying from 6'/^ to 15 inches in diameter and

from Ijj to ,5-inch face. Of this type are the special rotary steel

moved by a mechanical straining process. Where large capacity

that requires continuous, high-speed operation is desired the

bruslu-s operated on a buffing stand or flexible shaft drive for

cleaning tire molds and cores. They are made in different sizes

and shapes with bristles soft or stii^ according to the work re-

quired of them. Special rotaries are made as small as 3 inches

and as large as 36 inches in diameter, with faces as wide as 6

inches.
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The spreader brush is set up at the end of a spreading machine

and is driven by chain gearing from the main drive. Its province

is to dust the starch from the rubhcri-pf! fn'-r-'-- n= it passes

from the spreader to the wind-up roller. The.'^e brushes are made

with soft bristles, about 8 inches in diameter and 48 to 70 inches

long, depending on the width of the spreader.

There are, of course, other brushes that are included in the

general list of factory supplies, but the foregoing types are of

greater importance and therefore more interesting. [The Osborn

Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.]

THE ANDERSON FLOAT-TYPE STEAM TRAP.

The successful operation of vacuum chamber dryers, vacuum

rotary dryers and fabric dryers used by rubber manufacturers

and reclaimers for drying rubber and fabrics depends in great

measure upon the efficiency of steam traps. A float trap, which

has a greater capacity than is actually needed in order to take

. ._ care of any variation, is

usually specified. It is, more-

iiver, advisable and almost

necessary to have an individ-

ual trap on the steam line

from each separate dryer

;

otherwise there will be back-

pressure and the condensa-

tion will not drain properly.

The heating element in

vacuum chamber dryers, used
"'

in this country and abroad

for drying rubber as it comes

from tne w.Mi.i=, co..=i=ts of hollow steel shelves. Steam passes

into these shelves, and if any steam is condensed the water

must be properly drained in order to make every square mch of

the heating surface effective and to insure maximum and uniform

drying of the rubber. Tlie steam trap is placed underneath the

dryer and connected with a special header that communicates

with each of the shelves and drains any condensation that may

collect.

Vacuum rotary dryers are used throughout the world for

drying reclaimed rubber. They have a steam jacket in the outer

shell, and concentric with a hollow revolving drum, also steam

heated. A trap is provided for the steam jacket and a hollow

shaft to remove the condensation.

Special fabric dryers are equipped with individual traps which

operate in practically the same manner as those described in

connection with vacuum chamber dryers.

The trap shown in the accompanying illustration is a typical

float trap that is well and favorably known to the rubber trade.

Its operation, briefly described, is as follows

:

The condensed water enters the trap at the point marked

"Inlet" and when sufficient accumulates to seal the valve with at

least three or more inches of water, the float then raises and

opens the valve, allowing the condensed water to escape at just

the right rate to take care of the amount entering the trap, thus

maintaining a water seal at all times.

After the trap has been in use a short time it is advisable,

especially on new piping, to remove the sediment strainer and

remove the accumulation of scale and chips.

The trap may be , connected to several dryers with good

results, provided a uniform steam pressure is maintained at all

times. It is always advisable when making up a connection of

this kind to run the several drips into a large header and attach

the trap to the header, which has the effect of equalizing the

pressure to a certain degree and produces better results.

When the pressure varies to any extent in the dryers the one

having the highest pressure will discharge freely and back up

into those having a lower pressure, and the best results can be

obtained only by attaching separate traps to those having lower

pressure.

A very common trouble with steam traps is caused by low

places or pockets in the piping system. Water accumulates in

the low spots and is forced through into the trap at intervals,

causing an uneven discharge. Where the quantity of accumulated

water is sufficient and the steam valve in the line is opened

suddenly this water is forced through the pipes at such a high

velocity as to cause a water hammer which is very destructive

to the whole piping system. [The V. D. .Anderson Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.]

MOTOR-DaiVEN TEST-PIECE GRINDER.

In making tensile strength tests of the rubber or fabric ma-

terials that are used in the construction of tires, hose, belting,

etc.. the sample should he absolutely uniform in cross section.

This is usually done on a small bench grinder with an abrasive

wheel. The original machine of this type, designed primarily

for grinding hose-lining test-pieces, was illustrated and described

in The Indi.\ Rubber ^\'oRLD December 1, 1914.

The latest machine, shown in the accompanying illustration,

has been improved to meet the requirements of modern rubber

laboratory practice. The machine is direct connected to a

J4-horse-power electric motor and mounted on a continuous bed

plate. The ends of the test-piece are clamped by eccentric rollers

that hold the strip firmly against the platen. The platen is pro-

vided with hand-operated screws for vertical and transverse ad-

justments. The test-piece is ground by moving the platen

longitudinally under the revolving emery wheel by means of the

projecting handle and it is moved transversely by the cross feed

handle shown in the illustration. [Emerson Apparatus Co.,

Boston, Massachusetts.]

TIRE MOLD AND CORE CLEANING MACHTNES.

The mechanical progress that is being made in tire building

follows closely the increasing demand for greater production of

automobile tires. The hand labor of yesterday is rapidly be-

coming eliminated by modern time-saving machinery. The old,

laborious method of cleaning tire molds and cores by hand may

be superseded by the ingenious machines here shown.

Referring to the drawing, the base A supports the table B,

on which rests the mold C that is to be cleaned. The table
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and mold are rotated by an internal gear and pinion driven

by worm gearing from the main drive shaft D, and controlled

by a friction clutch operated by the treadle E. The large rotary

wire brush F revolves in the lower end of a swinging arm G,

and is driven by a belt from the main drive shaft D. The brush

is moved laterally to accommodate different sized molds by a

hand lever H.

Tire Mold Cleaning Machine.

The two small brushes /, /. are supported on arms that swing

around the vertical shaft /, the angle of the brushes being ad-

justed by hand-wheel A'. Adjustments for different mold sizes

are obtained by worm gearing operated by hand-wheel L. All

the mechanism is fulcrumed on the main drive shaft D so that

the large and small brushes may be raised when placing or

removing a mold on the table.

The core cleaning machine is mounted on a base A provided

with housings B that support the main shaft C, upon which are

fulcrumed the swinging arms D, D. The two belt-driven, rotary

wire brushes £, E, are journaled in the ends of the swinging

arms, and are held in a central position by a bracket, and ad-

justed by a right and left hand screw operated by hand-wheel F.

The core G is mounted on a carriage H that is moved back-

ward and forward by a face cam /; meanwhile the core is being

rotated by worm gearing /. A friction clutch operated by treadle K
controls the movement of the core and carriage, while the brushes

run continuously. Instead of mounting the core on the spider.

Tire Core Cle.^ning Machine.

two concave driving pulleys below, with one concave idler pulley

above, may he utilized to drive the core, thereby avoiding the

time necessary in chucking the core on the spider. Both mold

and tire cleaning machines shown in the drawings are operated

by belt-power. This, however, is optional, as motor drive may be

installed with an additional cost that in most cases is deemed

negligible. [R. W. Wheeler, Cleveland, Ohio.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
AN OVEErLOW TRIMMING MACHINE.

""PHE object of this machine is to remove the surplus material
* from rubber or composition heels, soles and similar molded

articles while in the molds. It is here shown in side elevation,

mounted on a table A,

upon which are placed

the molds B, containing

the articles to be

trimmed. The rectangu-

lar frame C is supported

on rollers that travel on

tracks D, permitting
movement across the table of the frame on which the carriage

is mounted. The carriage comprises two parallel racks £ and

pinions F , driven by worm gearing G from the electric motor H
by means of belt /. The trimming roller / is journaled in

pivoted bearings, and adjustable to increase or diminish the fric-

tion of the roller in the trimming operation, and also to com-
pensate for different mold thicknesses. The roller is covered

with rubber, or any suitable abrading material may be used.

It is driven by a crossed belt from the motor countershaft, and

as the carriage traverses the table, the roller revolving in the

opposite direction removes, the overflow. Upon successive shifts

of the frame at each traverse of the carriage all the rows

of molds may be successively trimmed. [Harry D. Garber,.

Stoughton, Massachusetts, assignor to Plymouth Rubber Co.,

Canton, Massachusetts. United States patent No. 1,208,944.]

MACHINE FOE VULCANIZING HOSE IN CONTINUOUS LENGTHS.
The drawing is a side elevation showing the machine partly

in section, mounted on end frames A, A that siipport the bear-

ings B, B. of the hollow drum C, which is surrounded

by a cylindrical,

chambered
jacket D. The
contacting cyl-

indrical faces of

both the drum
and jacket are

provided with
spiral grooves

E, forming a

continuous
mold cavity for

receiving the hose to be vulcanized in continuous lengths.

The jacket D is formed in two half-sections that the upper

one may be removed when the hose is placed on the drum'

or when being removed after vulcanization, the lower section

of the jacket being supported in the meantime by two jack

screws F. F. To effect uniform curing the drum and jacket

are rotated by the large gear G, driven by the motor H, the

jack screws being lowered during this operation.

Connections for supplying steam to the interior of the drum

and jacket are provided, also means for applying air under

pressure within the hose during the vulcanizing operation.

[Sarah D. Hewitt. Buffalo, Xew York. United States patent

No. 1,210,938.]

A HORIZONTAL PRESS VITLCANIZEE.

The novelty in this vulcanizer as compared with the vertical

type consists in accessibility of the operating parts and means

for more quickly charging and discharging the tire molds. More-

over, the boltless molds are piped individually, permitting the

use of inward or outward pressure in the vulcanizing process.

The drawing represents a side elevation of the apparatus,,

vvhicli consists of a horizontal heater A, and a train of press-

cars B. B. B, that are coupled together and moved in and out off

the heater by an endless chain gearing driven by the motor C.
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Each press car includes a platform mounted on flanged wheels,

upon which the boltless tire molds are stacked. The under part

of the platform is formed with a shallow cylinder of relatively

large diameter in which reciprocates a hydraulic ram. The

mushroom-shaped press head D connects with the upper end of

the ram by a screw joint so that it may be removed when the

molds are being loaded or unloaded from the car.

In operation the press heads being removed, the molds are

stacked on the cars and connected to the internal pressure supply

line. The heads are then lowered, the stems traversing the

interior of the mold stack, and screwed to the ends of the rams.

Pressure is thus successively applied until the molds are com-

pletely closed, when the cars are run into the heater and pressure

is applied to the interior of the tires. The vulcanizer head is

then closed and the tires cured in open steam. [John R. Gam-

mete'r, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co., a

corporation of New York. United States patent No. 1.210,926.]

TUBE MAKING MACHINE.

Inner tubes for tires or tubes for making rubber bands are

made on this machine from a strip of uncured rubber sheet. The

accompanying illustration, which is a side elevation of the ma-

chine partly in section,

shows the frame A sup-

ported on suitable legs

B B. The endless car-

rier belt C delivers the

rubber strip D on to

the machine and carries

away the finished tube

E at the back of the machine.

The tube forming strip is doubled and the edges are cemented

by a device on the left not shown in the drawing. On entering

the machine the strip is directed to a vertical plane by a guide F

and then passed between vertical rollers G. On emerging, it is

received between two horizontal rollers H. which flatten the strip

in a horizontal plane with the cemented edges butted together.

The tube then passes over a raised bed / and under four rapidly

moving percussion hammers / which weld the edges of the tube

together. Within the tube and directly under the hammers is a

floating mandrel which separates the walls of the tube as it

moves over the anvil. The tube then passes between the hori-

zontal delivery rollers K, and deflected by idler roller L, it is

removed from the machine by the carrier belt. [John R. Gam-

meter, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co., a cor-

poration of New York. United States patent No. 1,210,455.]

SAFETY GUARD FOR WASHERS AND MILLS.

This invention has for its object an improved guard especially

applicable to grinders, mixers and washers and which will afford

effectual means for pre-

venting the hands of the

operative being crushed

between the rolls without

interfering with the feed-

ing of the material.

Referring to the draw-

ings, the guard com-

prises a member A. con-

sisting of a length of wood, having attached to its ends triangular

pieces B, whereby it is supported at an inclination on the side

francos C , C in which the rolls D, D are mounted. Conveniently

the triangular pieces B, B may be such that the member A lies at

an inclination of about 45 degrees.

The two guards are arranged on the side frames C, C so that

the members A, A incline outwardly with their lower edges

appro.xiniately central of the rolls D, D and at an appropriate

distance of about two inches, above the peripheries of the rolls.

The spaces between the lower edges of the guards and the rolls

are sufficient to permit the passage of a normal thickness of

material under treatment. If the operator who is feeding the

material to the rolls should pass his hands too far over the top

of either roll, they will come into contact with the corresponding

guard and his attention will thereby be called to the fact.

[L. Gaisman and S. Dreyfus, both of Manchester, England,

British patent No. 101,325.]

MACHINE FOR MOLDING HOLLO-W RUBBER ARTICLES.

This machine forms hollow articles of rubber as doll bodies,

rubber bulbs, etc. It is simple, easily adjustable, and can be

controlled manually. By means of a hand lever attached to the

vertical spindle the male

die A can be raised or

lowered. The two

hinged portions forming

the female die B are con-

nected by toggle joints

to the bases C, which

are fastened to the lower

platen D by set screws,

or can be adjusted by

screws E.

As the upper die is

forced downward, the

two segments of the
lower die are forced to-

gether, and thus the arti-

cle is shaped. As the

upper die is released the lower one opens, due to the pressure

of the spring F. The two dies can be changed very easily, and

a variety of hollow objects may be produced. [Karl Jeffers, 44

Udestedtstrasse, Erfurt, Germany. German patent No. 638,713.]

1,208,777.

1,209,161.
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1,209,202.
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1.209,536.

1.209,607.

1.209,671.

1.209,731.

1,209.764.

1.209.779.

1.209,903.

1,210.001.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

.Apparatus for making annular tuUes. S. C. Hatfield, Baltimore,
Md.

Fabric distorting device for tire building machines. H. J. Hoyt,
assignor to Morgan & Wright—both of Detroit. Mich.

assignor to MorganVulcanizing apparatus. H. J. Hoyt,
Wright—both of Detroit, Mich.

Tire mold. H. Kaflovich, New York City.

Apparatus for molding objects by pressure. E. Lanhoffer,
Toissy, France.

Tire builder's tool. C. A. Arnold, assignor to The Hartford
Rubber Works Co.—both of Hartford, Conn.

Mold for non-skid treads- J. H. Michelin. New Brunswick,
• assignor to Michelin Tire Co., MiUtown—both in New Jersey.

Form for vulcanizing footwear. M. H. Clark, Hastings-Upon-
Hudson, N. Y., assignor to Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Boston,
Mass.

Footwear pressure cure apparatus for vulcanizing. C. Lee. as-

signor to The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.—both of
Naugatuck, Conn.

Pressure cure vulcanizing apparatus. E. W. Rutherford, Nau-
gatuck, Conn., assignor to Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Boston,
Mass.

Tire building apparatus, R. L. Taft, assignor to The Hartford
Rubber Works Co.—both of Hartford, Conn.

Machine for constructing, laminated cohesive interwound bands
having varying limits of elasticity. L. A. Subers, East
Cleveland, Ohio.

Wire-covering machine. F. S. Randall, Jersey City, assignor

of one-third to I. I.. C. Gooding, Summit, and one-third to

C. V. Yates, Jersey City—both in New Jersey.
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1,210.101. Pressure cure vulcanizing apparatus. C. J. Randall, assignor to
The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.—both of Nau-
Ratuck, Conn.

1,210,154. Process of and means for making tire reliners. J. L. G. Dykes,
Chicago, III.

1.210.420. Last molding apparatus. G. C. Clark, Mishawaka, Ind.

1.210.421. La.st molding apparatus. G. C. Clark, Mishawaka, Ind.

1.210,902. Apparatus and method of manipulating and handling rolls of
fabric. E. B. Cederstroiu, assignor to Morgan & Wright

—

both of Detroit, Mich.

1,211,256. Tire stripping machine. \V. C. Stevens, assignor to the Fire-
stone Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

1,211,370. Extrusion machine. R. B. Price, .New York City, and W. J.
Steinle, Elmhurst Heights, N. Y., assignors to Rubber Regen-
erating Co., Misliawaka, Ind.

1,211,827. Tire winding machine. W. R Denman, assignor tq The Miller
Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

1,211,886. Convertible tire mold. H. T. Smith, New Castle, assignor of
one-half to J. S. Wilson, Pittsburgh—both in Pennsylvania.

1,211,918. Tire building core. H. Z, Cobb, Winchester, Mass., assignor
to United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N, J.

1,212,016. Dental vulcanizer attachment". 'T. T. Carter, Columbus, Kans.

1,212,207. Tile stitching macliine. R. Griffith, assignor to The Miller Rub-
ber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

1,212,457. Mechanical expansion mold. B. Darrow, assignor to The Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co.—both of Akron^ Ohio.

1,212,643. Fabric coating, drying and solve'nt recovery- apparatus. C. F.

Hopewell, Newton, Mass.

1,212.725. Mold for vulcanized rubber dental plates. G. M. Wolpp. In-

dianapolis, Ind.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Elastic tires and apparatus for making. E. A. Muskett
and Rubberine, Limited, Campsbourne Works, High
street, Hornsey, London.

Latex coagulating apparatus. J. Schadt, Medan, Dutch
East Indies.

Tire tread vulcanizer. E. Nail, Akron, Ohio.

Sectional core for, tire molds. J. H. Coffey and J. II.

Coffey, 7Z Jameson avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

481.170 (March 13. 1916). Improvements in machines for cutting and han-
dling strips of rubberized fabric. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

481.171 (March 13, 1916). Improvements in tables used in manufacturing
inner tubes for pneumatic tires. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

11,729 (1915).

12,002 (1915).

12,128 (1915>.

12,356 (1915).

PROCESS PATENTS.

THE MILLER COED TIRE,

OEVER.AL layers of rubber-impregnated cords are wound
'-' spirally around an annular core. The carcass is then slit

on the inner circumference and removed to a second core on

which the tire is com-
pleted. The process con-

sists in first applying a

coating of cement to the

core upon which the

cords of the first-ply A
are wound at a definite

angle. They are spaced

apart at the tread por-
tion and nearly in contact along the inner circumference of the
core.

A coating of rubber is then applied to the first ply and a

second cord ply B, is laid on the first at a reverse angle. This
procedure is repeated until a structure is built up having four
alternately superposed plies, A, B, C, D, of cords embedded
in rubber and arranged at reverse angles in respect to one an-
other. The carcass is then slit and placed on a core where the
tire is finished and subsequently placed in a mold and vulcanized
under pressure. [Walter R. Denman, assignor to Miller Rubber
Co.—both of .\kron, Ohio. United States patent No. 1,210,434.]

Molding Fountain Pen Barrels. A tube of unvulcanized
rubber of the desired size and shape, containing a small quantity
of water, is closed at each end by plugs of raw rubber. The tube
is then inserted in a mold which is placed in a vulcanizer and the
tube vulcanized in the usual manner. The heat converts the
water within the tube into steam which forces the raw rubber

against the mold, giving the desired shajie to the tube. [Herman
Rickman, Butler, New Jersey. United States patent No.
1.210,842.]

THE ARCHER CORD TIRE,

The straight side casing is made up of inner transverse cords
A, that fit within the intermediate longitudinal cords B, on which
are superposed transverse cords C. The ends of the inner

cords arc- looped over cable strips

D. formed by strips of frictioned

fabric doubled around annular
wire ,. cables. The longitudinal
cords B are interposed between
tlie inner and outer cord layers.

The outer transverse cords Care
looped over cable strips E. In
the clincher casing the inner cords
are bulged inwardly and looped
over an inner cable strip and
then passed over the ends of the

outer cords and looped over the outer cable strip. [Charles L.
Archer, Minneapolis, Minnesota. United States patent No 1

211,035.] '

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Process of making doll heads. A. Chatelain, Akron Ohioassignor to the Mechanical Rubber Co., a Corporation of

''^
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New Goods and Specialties.

L
FIITEAU'B CAPE COD PNEUMATIC LIFE SAVING BELT.

IFE saving devices for use on the water liave been invented in

great number and variety for many years, but there still

remains a place for a device affording adequate protection

and safety without

inconvenience to

the wearer. In Pi-

neau's Cape Cod
Pneumatic Life Sav-

ing Belt it is claimed

that this desirable

combination of

qualities has been

elifected. When in-

flated it contains

enough air to float

two people weighing

150 pounds each,

and when not in

service it can be deflated, rolled intci a compact package, and

carried in the pocket or grip, taking up less room than an

ordinary vest.

To those who cannot swim and like canoeing and boating it

affords ease of mind without bodily discomfort, being readily

adjustable to the body by side fastenings, and worn either under

or outside the clothing. It is also a satisfactory aid in learning

to swim, since it allows perfect freedom of the arms for any

kind of stroke while preventing tlie novice from sinking below

the surface of the water.

All sizes are furnished, up to 44 inches, the proper measure-

ment being four inches larger than the chest, to allow for

inflation. [Athol Manufacturing Co., Athol. Massachusetts.]

CREPE KUBBEE TLOWEES.
Rubber lends

itself readily to

the life-like rep-

resentation of

flowers and

other orna-
ments, and has

been utilized in

this manner for

various pur-

poses a number
of years. A
new departure

is shown in this

spray of Ascen-

sion lilies, fash-

ioned from un-

\ulcanized
_c r e p e rubber.

This is but one

of a large va-

riety of repro-

duced blossoms.

The slightly
crinkled surface

of this form of

rubber aids in

tlie realistic ef-

fect, and the

flowers, be they lilies, morning glories, poppies, hibiscus, or any
other blooming plant, are tinted in the natural colorings. As
hat trimmings, corsage bouquets, accessories for bathing cos-

tumes, etc., a surprising number of effective uses are found for

these attractive novelties. [O. H. Hurley, New York City.]

PAPE "IHEEAPHONE" RECEIVER EARPIECE.

The improved earpiece here shown, when substituted on a

telephone receiver for the ordinary earpiece, is claimed to render

sound reproductions clear and natural instead of fatiguing, harsh

and confusing. The
"Theraphone" e a r-

piece is made of hard

rubber, with a true

diaphragm seat which

prevents all rattling

of the receiver mem-
brane. The inverted

trumpet- bell tone

chamber does not

readily collect dust and dirt when the receiver is suspended from

its hanger, and is therefore thoroughly hygienic. Tlie radially

fluted trumpet-bell ear chamber fits the ear comfortably and

prevents the emitted sound waves from becoming muffled, and a

rearward tapering periphery prevents the threaded portion of the

earpiece from striking the table line when the receiver is laid on

us side for waiting purposes. [The Evolution Phone Co., Inc.,

New York Citv.]

TIRE REPAIR PREPARATIONS.

"Pluggum' is the suggestive name for a soft, pliable rubber

gum that is applied by simply kneading it into the cut in the tire

with thumb and forefinger. It is claimed that this quick-repair

gum will be permanently cured into place by the heat of the

running tire. [The Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.]

A new rubber cement now on the market is claimed to be the

only vulcanizing cement that dries in 30 seconds and that can be

used either for cold patching or vulcanizing with a gasolene or

steam vulcanizer in three minutes. Many preparations of this

character lose their adhesive quality under the heat caused by

the friction of the tube and casing when the car is running, but

the slogan for "Vulcanite Cement" is "The Hotter It Gets the

Better It Sticks." It is guaranteed not to be affected by either

heat or cold and is suitable for repairing any article made of

rubber. [Withrow Rubber Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan.]

MOISTURE-PROOF ATTACHMENT PLUGS.

The purpose of the rubber pieces here shown is to make possi-

ble the use of separable attachment plugs outdoors, without

danger of short circuiting

when exposed to rain. The
plug cap is set into the rubber

casing and the rubber ring is

mounted on the porcelain base

just above the threaded por-

tion, which screws into the

socket, as indicated in the lower

illustration. When the plug is

inserted in the socket, the

rubber ring is held tightly between the shoulder of

the plug and the edge of the socket, making it

impossible for any moisture to come in contact

with the metal screw shell of either plug or
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socket. The cap covered with the rubber casing is then inserted

in the plug, making it thoroughly weatherproof. [Harvey

Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut.]

manufacturer which completely cover the car. These are sup-

plied in black and drab proof sheetings, also blue, black or fawn

Paramatta cloth. A canvas bag for packing the cover when not

BALAKCEO WHIP GOLF CLUB.

As every player knows, the game of golf is not as easy as it

looks, but requires the most practiced skill to attain any degree

of proficiency. Every improvement in the accessories is

eagerly sought by devotees of the game, but while the golf

balls of to-day are much more resilient and better than

those formerly in use, the chief improvement in clubs has

been in the appearance and greater range of selection, the

y
matter of distance and control remaining practically the

same.

An interesting departure is shown herewith in a golf

club embodying decided improvement in these qualities. A
piece of rubber inserted in the shaft's upper half gives a

controlled flexibility which makes it whip only one way, in

the direction the ball is driven, instead of up or down or

in a circle, in the provoking manner of ordinary clubs. It

is claimed that the perfect balance of this club makes it

feel lighter and swing with greater freedom and more
force, and this, together with the whip, enables the player

to gain greater distance and accuracy. It is also said to

prevent the breaking of the club at the head, and when

J
played in the rough, striking stones or turf, the whip

breaks the .shock and almost invariably saves the club.

These clubs are made in a large variety of weights and

styles, including all kinds, from driver to putter. [Balanced Whip
Golf Club Co., New York City.]

HAHD RUBBER SUBJIAHINE .TARS.

A large percentage of the submarines used by the government

has sulphuric acid batteries, and hard rubber jars are required

to encase them. The accompanying illustration shows a number

of such jars that are made especially for the United States Gov-

ernment. They measure approximately 12 by 17 inches by 3 feet

high, with walls 3/8 of an inch thick. [The Luzerne Rubber Co.,

Trenton, New Jersey.]

FLOOR TREADS AND MOTOR-CAR COVERS.

The patent safety tread here shown consists of rubber blocks,

vulcanized in galvanized steel, brass or other malleable metal

plate and form-

ing a raised pat-

tern. For stair

treads and office

door mats this de-

vice is highly sat-

isfactory, being

neat in appear-
ance, noiseless, and affording an absolutely safe foothold.

Waterproof motor-car covers are also furnished by the same

in use is provided. (The North British Rubber Co., Limited,

Edinburgh, Scotland.]

COMBINATION DASH AND TROUBLE LAMP.

In ordinary use, this device is a dash lamp, suitable for any

car, to illuminate the speedometer, vibrator, clock, pedals, etc.

The light is turned on and ofi^ by means of a two-way socket.

A threaded lock nut on

part B holds the lamp

head securely in the dash

socket, preventing all

rattle and wear of parts.

When desired, it can

be cnnverted into a

trouble lamp by simply

removing the lamp sock-

et B from the dash

socket C, using the ten

feet of cord fitted with Bayonet plug and socket. The plug A
is then connected to the socket D on the dash and the other

end to the reflector and lamp B. '

These lamps are finished in nickel-plate, the lamp socket and

plugs being made of hard rubber, forming the insulating mate-

rial, and also supporting the metal plungers and metal contact

points which complete the circuit with either the lamp bulb or

the plug, as the case may be. [Metal Specialties Manufactur-

ing Co., Chicago, Illinois.]

MARSHALL'S LINEMEN'S SHOE.

The lineman's calling is a dangerous one and its followers

must be fully protected against electric shock. The shoe here

illustrated is said to afTord absolute protection, on the poles, on
the ground, or in

manholes, against

pressure up to 20,-

000 volts. This
shoe is vulcanized

into a solid piece,

will not peel nor

come apart, and is

not afifected by oil,

gasolene nor grease.

The outer surface

is of tough red rub-

ber, the outer sole

of white, wear-resisting, vulcanized tire-tread rubber. Above
an insulated sole of red rubber extending two inches above the

heel is a non-moisture absorbing cushion, and the lining of the

shoe is embedded in rubber to prevent absorption of moisture.

The shoe upper is made of "Standwatter" mineral tanned leather,

with no glue or grease used in the tanning process. This leather

is claimed to be waterproof, current-proof and not affected by
heat or cold.
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Tests of this shoe in the laboratories of the Edison Electric

Illuminating Co., of Boston, Massachusetts, under the direction

of the National Electric Light Association, showed the following
characteristics: Side of shoe, dry, punctured at 31,500 volts, and
again at 34,000 volts; sole of shoe between electrodes in oil, punc-
tured at 55,000 volts; 20,000 volts applied from salt vi-ater to salt

water for one minute and 30,000 volts applied from salt water to

salt water for 45 seconds did not puncture the rubber. [Linemen
Protector Co., Detroit. Michigan.]

PERKINS' SPARK PLUG TESTER.

By means of this handy device, which is made entirely of

liard rubber, defects in the action of spark plugs may be in-

stantly located. The majority of automobiles have three or four

different makes of spark plugs, and in many the plugs are not
set at the proper gap and cause uneven running of the motor.

knocking and loss of power, uiili aiu-uJaMt evils

such as heavy gas, oil and repair bills and a smok- ";

ing car. The use of the tester produces the best L.^,.„^J'
results from the spark plugs, the procedure ^sa^

being as follows: Sec that gaps are set the same as the

gap in the tester. Place the tester with one wire touching the

terminal cap and the other wire touching the, base of the plug.

If the plug is operating as it should, a good spark will result,

while a broken porcelain or fouled plug will not show a spark

in the tester. [A. D. Perkins, New York City.]

PNEUMATIC SECURITY BOLT.

Although similar in part to the ordinary type of security bolt

for pneumatic, tires, the one here shown has the customary metal

head with its under seat covered by canvas, this canvas being

sealed by a piece of rubber and the two forming

a pneumatic cushion which serves to hold the

tube well out of the way of both bolt and outer

cover when fitting. This special, patented

form of security bolt is claimed greatly to mini-

mize the risk in the operation of tire changing,

that the covers and tubes will be nipped under

the beads of the cover or under the security

bolts. [The Self-Sealing Rubber Co., Limited,

of Hermetic Works, Birmingham, England.]

A PNEUMATIC WHEEL.

A cushion wheel that disposes of the customary pneumatic

tire and tube, comprises a solid tire that is cushioned on eight

pistons operating in radial air cylinders. This air cushion wheel
''"^'

is recommended for all

motor vehicles using solid

tires and also for pleas-

ure cars using pneu-

matics.

The solid tire is flexibly

fixed to the radial pistons

that automatically com-
press the air in the me-
tallic air cylinders which

are attached to the hub

like spokes of a wheel.

Thus it is claimed that

the jars and jolts inciden-

tal to ruad travel are absorbed and riding quality obtained equal

to that of a pneumatic tire. The tire is obviously immune from

punctures and blow-outs and moreover, it is said that the only

attention required is an occasional drop of oil in the metallic

air cylinders. [Pneumatic Wheel Co.. St. Paul, Minnesota.]

"NEW GIANT" SINGLE-TREAD SOLID TIRE.
'1 rucks of six and eight-ton capacity demand tires of excep-

tional size, and the one here shown, measuring 42 by 14 inches,
is claimed to be the largest single-tread solid tire ever built.

But size is not tlie only

requisite. Of prime im-

portance, and particu-

larly considered in the

construction of this tire,

is the building and

placing of the rubber in

sucli form as will ac-

commodate the internal

stresses and displace-

ment with the minimum
friction. The resultant

stresses within the dis-

torted portion of the tire

immediately affected by

the load must also be

lakcn into consideration.

In the narrow-section

solid tire these lateral

-tresses are relieved by

the sides, but in the

giant solid tire the sides

are too widely separated

for such relief. To
meet this condition, the

"New Giant" has a series of grooves, scientifically arranged, en-

circling the outer periphery, thus making it analogous to a numr
her of smaller tires with the additional advantage of all portions

working on a single base. These grooves also tend to prevent

skidding and assist tractive effort.

Some idea of the colossal size of this tire may be gained from

the positions of the men in the picture. C. E. Speaks, manager
of truck tire sales, standin.g beside it, and L. C. Clough, of the

truck tire department, sitting within. [Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co.. .'Xkron, Ohio.]

RUBBER IN THE FLOTATION PROCESS.

The flotation process of ore separation makes use of the

affinity of finely ground sulphide ores for the froth produced
liy agitating a solution of water containing a very small pro-

portion of an oil.

The sulphide ore is mixed with about 20 parts of the solution

and run to cells where it is agitated either by mechanical means
or by blowing air through a porous bottom. A number of sub-

stances and constructions have been used to form this porous

bottom, but the most satisfactory so far, has been the cotton

fabric diaphragm. However, the pores of this cotton fabric

rapidly fill up and clog from the ore. and hence do not last

long.

Rubber-coated diaphragms have been developed to eliminate

the trouble experienced from the regular cotton fabric. It is

made of one ply of coated fabric and two plies of regular un-

treated fabric, all stitched together in rows one inch apart in

both directions. In the coated fabric, every thread is completely

coated with rubber, but the fabric has been produced, in such

a way as to make it porous, and the small openings are the.

proper size to produce the froth required. These diaphragms are

necessarily more expensive than the ordinary cotton fabric type,

hut the increased service is considerably out of proportion to

the increased cost. [The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron. Ohio.]
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The Editor's Book Table.

THE CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY OF PAINTS. BY MAXI-
milian Toch. Second revised edition. D. Van Nostrand Co., New
York City. [Large 8vo, 366 pages. Price, $4.]

THIS Standard work, which has passed through two editions,

has been entirely rewritten and practically doubled in size.

It is an important work for manufacturers of paints, but is

also of value to manufacturers of rubber goods because many of

the materials described therein are used in the rubber industry. It

is especially valuable for the chemist and the laboratory worker,

inasmuch as it gives very complete directions for the analysis

of many of the materials and solvents used in rubber compound-
ing, the determination of relative purity, the detection of adul-

terations and the methods of manipulation in the manufacture.

There are 83 microphotographs, as well as other illustrations.

Valuable tables for conversion of French into English weights

and measures, specific gravity of various materials, international

atomic weights, and comparative thermometer readings, are also

included. In all, the book is one which should find a place in

the laboratory of every rubber factory.

Mr. Toch calls attention to the occasional employment, of rub-

ber in the manufacture of paint, a fact perhaps unknown to

some rubber men. ''In certain classes of mixed paints, particu-

larly house paints which are made of corroded lead, sublimed

lead, barium sulphate, etc., there is a likelihood or tendency of

the pigment to settle. . . . To prevent this ... a manu-
facturer- feels the necessity of adding a combining medium . . .

to prevent the paint from settling hard in the package. Among,
these are gutta percha solutions, solution of balata, Para rubber,

gum chicle, etc. The rubber solutions mentioned serve their pur-

pose very well without injuring the paint."

THE INDIA RUBBER. GUTT.VPERCHA AND ELECTRICAL DIARY
and Year Book, 1917. MacLaren & Sons, Limited, London, England.
[Large quarto, cloth, 150 pages.]

This annual publication which has been of great value to the

rubber trade, not only in Great Britain but all other countries,

appears this season in similar form to that of former years, and

contains the usual statistical information which has made it so

valuable in the past. The trade in rubber goods, both domestic

and overseas, is carefully compiled and full statistics are given.

The trade index is very extensive, occupying 30 or more three-

column pages ; the figures of the imports and ree.xports of rub-

ber are given, and there follow the blank pages for the entry

of transactions for each week day for the current year, besides

several pages for miscellaneous memoranda. Instead of being

interleaved with blotting paper as formerly, several loose sheets

are furnished with the book, which is somewhat less bulky and

fully as convenient for use. There are a large number of trade

announcements, mainlv of British rubber manufacturars.

GASOLENE AND HOW TO USE IT. BY G. A. BURRELL, Oil Sta-

tistical Society. Inc., Boston. Massachusetts. [281 pages, small 8vo,
flexible It-Theretle binding. Price $1.50.]

Mr. Burrell, who until recently was in charge of the research

laboratory for gas investigations, Bureau of Mines of the United

States Government, has performed a commendable work in

bringing into this compact handbook a fund of information which

is of value to every user of gasolene for motive power, as a

solvent, for heating or lighting, for cleansing, or for any other

purpose. Precautions for handling, directions for extinguishing

fires, directions for detecting the presence of gas, are among the

subjects treated, and a large portion of the handbook is devoted

to the many points of interest to the automobilist, where engine

troubles are treated, and practical directions for overcoming

them are given. There is a short section on the use of benzene

in the rubber industry. The present shortage of gasolene is con-

sidered, and a history of the petroleum industry embraces a short

account of the many refining processes, including the modern
"cracking" processes. The extraction of gasolene from natural

gas, from shale, etc., is also described. Substitutes come in for

description and consideration. Statistics, tables of specific gravity,

atomic weights, and nomenclature of the Society of Automobile

Engineers are added, making the little handbook a real vade

mecum for gasolene users.

THE MAINTENANCE OF HEALTH IN THE TROPICS. BY W. J.

Simpson, C.M.G., M.I., F.R.C.P. William Wood & Co., New York
City. [16mo, illustrated, 174 pages. Price, $1.35.]

American rubber men are instinctively turning toward the

plantations of the Far East. Tours of investigation are more

frequently chronicled; American capital is already invested in

this industry, and more is soon to follow. Thus the American

edition of this English publication could hardly have appeared

more opportunely. As lecturer on tropical hygiene at the London

School of Tropical Medicine, Dr. Simpson is well equipped to

deal with this subject, which he has treated comprehensively and

concisely in the present volume. The essential information has

been presented with the fewest number of words. There are

chapters on climate and personal precautions, diet, drinking water,

dwelling houses, illnesses of the tropics and their prevention,

with special chapters devoted to snake bites and wounds. With

this book and the medical equipment advised no man of the

north or south need fear for his persona! well-being while so-

journing along the equator.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

THE footwear catalogs of the several factories of the United

States Rubber Co. for the year 1917 follow in general style

those of previous years, being of the long narrow shape, with

handsome covers in colors, each with a distinctive design. They

are fully illustrated with large half-tones of all the various styles

of boots and shoes, thus, together with the printed descriptions,

giving very satisfactory information regarding the goods made

in each factory. After showing the styles, a department is de-

voted to illustrating the shapes of lasts, a side view and a sole

view being given, some new shapes being added which are

adapted to the latest styles of leather shoes they are intended

to cover. The net price-list is given at the end of each book.

As stated above, the covers are distinctive and attractive, those

of the Lycoming and "Goodyear Glove" factories bearing neat,

well-drawn conventional designs which include the special brand

and the V. S. trade-mark. The Boston Rubber Shoe Co. catalog

is appropriately decorated with a picture of the Boston Tea

Party ; the L. Candee & Co. shows a bright lad in a lively shower

;

the American book pictures a scringueiro gathering latex ; the

Joseph Banigan Rubber Co. presents a couple of automobilists

in a snowstorm ; the Woonsocket Rubber Co.'s decoration is a

fisherman in midstream; the Meyer Rubber Co. contributes a

hunter in the wintry woods, while the Wales Goodyear catalog,

true to its trade-mark, depicts a polar bear on a cake of ice, with

the midnight sun in the background.

Besides these there are the usual net and gross price-lists of

the above-named companies, and in addition,.net price-lists of knit

and felt boots of the Hastings Wool Boot Co. and the Medford

Woolen Manufacturing Co., the list of- miscellaneous goods, and

a special catalog of the Everstick rubbers.

* * *

John Royle & Sons, Paterson, New Jersey, is mailing on re-

quest to interested persons a well-printed. 20-page, illustrated
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pamphlet describing in considerable detail the Royle six-inch

straining machine with the three-way delivery head, displayed

elsewhere in this issue. The booklet also contains a summary of

the Royle tubing machines, insulating machines and circular looms.
* » «

From the International Rubber Co., Denver, Colorado, we
have received the first issue of "More Mileage," the firm's new
monthly trade paper- in the interests of International Rubber
Half-Sole tires. Its bright reading matter and many illustra-

tions reflect a "get-together" spirit among department heads

and representatives that invariably makes for success.
« * *

From the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Hyde Park, Massachusetts,

comes Binder B, substantially gotten up in red cloth with large

titles in gold, in which to file 21 of the company's publicitions

as issued, 7 of them already being in place. Firms having a

large and varied product do well to standardize their publica-

tions in this manner for the convenience of their customers.

Those equipping rubber factory additions will find interest

in the catalogs now available of Sturtevant air washers, Bulletin

226; Multivane volume fans. Bulletin 228; heaters, catalog

230; Autoforce ventilators, Bulletin 232; pneumatic collecting and

conveying systems. Catalog 235, and electric fans. Catalog 240.

« * *

The Scientific Materials Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has

sent out "The Chemical Blue Book," a very valuable catalog

and price-list of chemicals, acids and alkaloids, reagents, etc.,

which is likely to be of value to every analytical chemist and

rubber manufacturer. This book gives a most complete list of

chemical products handled by the company, containing as it does

4,000 diflferent items with their synonyms, chemical formula and

processes. A list of international atomic weights is given, and

added to this is a list of Kahlbaum's reagents, both English and

German names being given. This company claims to have the

largest stock of these reagents in the United States, and this is

especially notable inasmuch as no more can be secured until

after the close of the present European war.
* * *

Those of our readers who have not yet studied the Federal

Reserve Act, or who do not fully understand the advantages and

the workings of trade acceptances, will find a very informing and

interesting explanation in the pamphlet "Trade Acceptances from

a Mercantile Viewpoint," by Kenneth R. Hooker, vice-president

and treasurer of the Putnam-Hooker Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. The
pamphlet can be read in a short time, and gives a thorough ex-

planation of the merits of this plan of merchandising and col-

lections, applicable to all lines of business.

MORE CALENDARS AND SOUVENIRS.

IN addition to the calendars and souvenirs of which mention
* was made in the January issue of The India Rubber World
as having been distributed to the rubber trade during the holiday

season, it is a pleasure to acknowledge receipt of the following

early in January:
SOUVENIRS.

Somerset Rubber Reclaiming Works, reclaimed rubber, Som-
erset, New Jersey. The most ingenious of the year's offerings,

ihis consists of a white metal clip to hold a filler pad of

perforated, detachable memorandum sheets 354x4j/j inches, each

bearing the legend : "What I Am to Do Today." To the thumb-

piece of the spring clip is hinged a container for 12 monthly

calendar cards beneath a celluloid-covered opening. Thus the

calendar may be folded flat for mailing.

* * *

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., mechanicals, belting,

packing, carriage cloth and hose, Cambridge, Massachusetts, dis-

tributed one of the handsomest souvenirs of the year. It con-

sists of a 36-page octavo volume entitled "The Story of Rubber,"

and is artistically bound in green boards, printed on dull-finish

coaled paper, with many half-tone illustrations and several

handsome inserts in full color, both on the cover and within the

book. After describing what rubber is, how it is obtained, and
reviewing the rubber industry and the growth of the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., a journey through its great Cam-
bridge plant is interestingly narrated. By word and picture a
very good general idea is given the layman of the methods of

manufacturing rubber hose, heels and soles, mats and matting,

belting, fruit-jar rings and tape, together with a glimpse into

the brass foundry where hose couplings and nozzles of all size*

and descriptions are made.

CALENDARS.
The Adamson Machine Co., rubber working machinery, Akron,

Ohio. This displayed a beautiful hand-tinted photographic

print, the subject being an attractive waterscape.

Boston Belting Co., belting, packing, hose and mechanicals,

Boston, Massachusetts. An art calendar in tones of brown, de-

picting the Forsyth Dental Infirmary for children, donated to

the city of Boston by Thomas A. F'orsyth, president of the

company.

David Bridge & Co., Limited, engineers and rubber machinistSr

Castleton, Manchester, England. Six sheets illustrating songs

of long ago, each sheet having a humorous picture well printed

in three colors on pebbled cream tinted paper. "We'd Better

Bide a Wee," "The Wearing of the Green" and "The Gipsy**

Warning" make particular appeal to the rubber trade.

Electric Hose & Rubber Co., hose, Wilmington, Delaware.

Purely utilitarian in the form of a desk pad for memoranda.
The Rubber Regenerating Co., Limited, reclaimers, Traflford

Park, Manchester, England. Its features were a daily tear-ofi'

pad and a reproduction in color of "The Passing Train," by

Lucy Kemp-Welch, a painting of a plowing scene, with four

splendid horses.

The Stamford Rubber Supply Co., rubber substitutes, Stam-

ford, Connecticut. A large daily date calendar.

H. F. Taintor Manufacturing Co., whiting, Paris white, chalk,

china clay, etc.. New York City.

Tyson Brothers, rubber substitutes and chemicals, Carteret,

New Jersey. This was the largest and handsomest calendar

of the year, the illustration being a superb four-color reproduc-

tion of Moran's painting of the "Falls at Toltec Gorge in the

Rockies," measuring 16x22% inches.

Westinghouse Electric & Supply Co., electric motors and con-

trol devices, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A large calendar

for practical office use.

CARDS.
Binney & Smith Co., lampblack. New York City.

Essex Rubber Co., mechanicals, hose, tires, tubes and accesso-

ries, packing, cements, sporting goods, heels and soles, Trenton,

New Jersey.

Goodall Rubber Co., Inc., jobbers, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The season's greetings in the form of a blotter.

The Packard Electric Co., insulated wire, Warren, Ohio.

TKADE-MARK DECISION.

The examiner of trade-marks refused registration as a trade-

mark the words "Para Oke—A. & A. R. Co. 100% Line," ar-

ranged in a circle, for shoe soles and heels, because of prior

registration of the trade-mark of the American Rubber Co.,

which shows the word "Para" and "Boston" below a line on

which appears the words "Rubber Shoe Co." for rubber boot*

and shoes. The court of appeals has decided that in view of

the facts that, first, "Para" is descriptive of rubber, and probably

of itself is not registrable ; second, that the goods of the applicant

and registrant are materially different; and, third, that applicant**

mark involves its initials, together with the words "Para Oke,"

which apparently are not descriptive of the applicant's good*,

applicant's mark may be passed to issue if no opposition develop*.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

OCOTILLO VALUABLE AS A COMPOUNDING
INGREDIENT.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World :

DEAR SIR—My attention was just called to the fact that a

clearer explanation should be given about the uses of oco-

tillo gum, also a reply to the questions asked at the conclusion

of the article that appeared on page 75 of the November issue of

The India Rubber World. The exploitation of ocotillo gum
reminds me of a similar experience that I had in 1907, when I

worked out an insulating compound using mineral rubber known

as No. 620 that answered the underwriters' specifications and

kept the cost of the compound down.

In reference to ocotillo gum, L. B. Johnson, of Mesa, Arizona,

asked my opinion of it, and I told him I could not give an

answer until I had made a few experiments.

The experiments were very satisfactory, as the enclosed sam-

ple is a cement stock compound vulcanized 45 minutes at 40

pounds pressure, and composed of smoked sheet, ocotillo gum,

M. R. X., zinc oxide, white lead, litharge and sulphur. I used

20 per cent of the ocotillo gum in the compound, and find that

it vulcanizes without any objectionable features, as is often true

of many new gums.

It provides an excellent gum to add to all friction stocks

as it has the valuable power of causing the rubbers commonly

used in friction stock to make a better union by penetrating the

intricacies of the fabric. This is one of the very valuable char-

acteristics of guayule, long known to tlie rubber trade.

At first rubber manufacturers did not look on guayule with

favor, but today the opposite is true. Ocotillo gum, in conjunc-

tion with M. R. X., guayule and a good grade of automobile

tire reclaim, produces a remarkably strong adhesive friction

stock. Ocotillo has also been found to be a very valuable in-

gredient in the manufacture of a substitute for leather shoe soles

for which there is a great demand ; also in cements and repair

stocks for automobile tires. Two tires are now in service re-

treaded with a tread stock compounded with 20 per cent of

ocotillo gum and smoked sheet. One of these tires has traveled

on the front wheel of a jitney bus over 5,000 miles; the other

is on a private car.

Ocotillo gum cannot be used alone in the manufacture of this

or similar goods, but it does possess the very valuable property

of helping to make a better union, thus preventing separations in

many cases, and it has a valuable part to play in the greatest

of all businesses, the rubber industry. E. \V. Snyder.

Los Angeles, California, December 19, 1916.

AN ALCOHOLIC POTASH EXTRACTION METHOD.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World;

y^EAR SIR—Your readers will perhaps be interested in my
^-^ recent investigations indicating a satisfactory method to

pursue when the analysis of vulcanized soft rubber is required

for specification, or especially for compound analysis.

A known rubber compound containing 10 per cent sulphide,

fatty substitute and 40 per cent rubber, the remainder being sul-

phur and mineral fillers, was taken for the experiment. As it is

necessary to reduce the rubber sample to small particles in order

to obtain correct results, this compound was first cut with a pair

of scissors into the smallest possible pieces. After acetone and

chloroform extraction it was boiled for four hours with normal

alcoholic potash solution under a reflex condenser. The fatty

acid was then determined in the usual way, and only 45 per cent

of the total theoretically expected amount was obtained. Repe-

tition of the same procedure with two more samples yielded simi-

lar results. Another was tried and also cut into small pieces

with scissors as before, but was boiled for eight hours with nor-

mal alcoholic potash solution, when 56 per cent of the expected

amount was obtained.

By taking the same compound, however, breaking it down
carefully between mixing rollers, and sifting it through 32-mesh

screens, 92.82 per cent of the theoretical value was obtained after

acetone and chloroform extraction and boiling with the alcoholic

potash solution for only three hours.

Passaic, New Jersey. D. Repony.

A MENACE TO THE BOLL WEEVIL?

To THE Editor or The India Rubber World :

DEAR Sir—In your January issue a correspondent writes

that the boll weevil, advancing at the rate of 65 miles

annually, has now covered half of Florida and threatens the

Sea Island cotton crop of Georgia. He has overlooked the fact,

however, that the latter state holds the record for annual num-

ber of lynchings. Sure and awful treatment is dealt out to

pests of every sort; a punishment more terrible than the crime

never seems to be wanting, and the boll weevil may well hesi-

tate before penetrating far beyond the Florida boundary. Al-

ready the convention of Georgia, Florida and South Carolina

cotton growers, to be held at Valdosta, .Georgia, to-day, indi-

cates an inclination on the part of the State Board of Entomology

to take an active hand in giving this latest offender a warm
reception.

Admittedly the boll weevil is a menace that must be fought

energetically, but meanwhile let us be hopeful of the future.

Optimist.

New York City, January 24, 1917.

ACCELERATED AGING TESTS NOT YET OF VALUE TO THE CONStmEB.

The stenographic report of E. A. Barrier's remarks on this

subject before the Rubber Section of the American Chemical

Society, as published in The India Rubber World of December

1, 1916, does not exactly agree with Mr. Barrier's opinions on

this subject, and it is, therefore, a pleasure to give space to his

corrected version which follows

:

I am quite sure that every consumer wishes to get all of the
cooperation he can from the manufacturer, but apparently this

aging test is not yet in a condition where it will be of much value
to the consumer. It is very evident that no definite conclusion
can be drawn in general as to the probable life of rubber from
the aging test. What the consumer wants is a test that is abso-
lutely definite; if a sample shows up well after a few days' ex-
posure, he wants to be sure that it will have a certain number of
years of life.

As I understand it, in the accelerated aging test a sample may
show good results in a ten-day test, but the ten-day sample may
last a shorter time in service than a three-day sample. In

Other words, the test appears to be of value to the manufacturer
where he is comparing compounds of the same type, but it does
not seem to be of value to the consumer for general application.

There has been a good deal of discussion regarding this test

in connection with insulated wire, and it may be that when used
in conjunction with detailed specifications, such as those applying

to this class of material, the test would be of value. Tlie specifi-

cations call for certain chemical and physical requirements which
limit the manufacturer to a considerable extent as to the charac-
ter of compound which he can use. Under such conditions,

where chemical and physical requirements are retained in con-
junction with tlie aging test, it may be that the latter test is of
value. On the other hand, it certainly is not clear that the aging
test has developed to a point where it can be used as a substitute

for the ordinary chemical and pliysical requirements which now
generally appear in specifications. It is possible that a study of
chemical tests on samples which have been subjected to the aging
test will still further enhance its value.
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The Obituary Record.

ONE OF THE OLDEST RUBBER MEN IN THE WEST.

J
01 IX M. MI1.I-I-:R, for over 10 years manager of the St. Louis,

.Missouri, braueli of the Goodyear Rubber Co., New ^'ork City,

died January 2 as

tlie result of a para-

lytic stroke. The St.

1. o 11 i s stnre was

opened over half a

century ago under

the management of

George U. Thomp-

son, who employed

Mr. Miller as book-

keeper 45 years ago.

In mfl6 Mr. Thonip-

.son (lied, and Mr.

.Miller, then assistant

niiinager, became his

successor. For IS

years past Mr. Mil-

ler has suffered from

rheumatism, but his

indomitalile energy

and desire to ex-

pand the business

J. M, Miller. '^3^'' ''^'^1^^ '""^ ^'^'

t i V e . .About six

weeks before his death a paralytic stroke confined him to his

home, and he died upon the second occurrence.

Mr. Miller's long association with the trade had made for

him many acquaintances and friends throughout the United

States, all of whom will be glad to know that Fred Sheppard,

president of the company, has appointed Paul Miller to succeed

his father in the store which has been located in the same block

on Fourth street for over 50 years.

A PIONEER IN RUBBER MANUFACTURE,

e'olliee Osmund llenton. an old-time rubber manufacturer, died

late in December at his home in Framingham, Massachusetts,

aged 81 years. Mr. Benton was born in Lebanon, New Hamp-

shire, June 21, 1835, and at the age of 19 entered the employ of

the Canadian Rubber Co., at the time of its establishment in

Montreal, Canada, having gone there with Messrs. Brown, Bourn,

Chaffee, and Xathaniel Hayward. Mr. Benton realized the grow-

ing importance of the rubber industry, and devoted much time

and study to compounds and processes. In 1863 he went to

Manchester. England, and became superintendent of the Weast

Rubber Co., manufacturing mechanicals and footwear. He later

established the manufacture of mechanical goods at the factory

of the Liverpool Rubber Co.

At that time poor health necessitated his return to his home in

New Hampshire, and after two years' rest he became connected

with the Boston Car Spring Co. in Boston, Massachusetts. In

1876 he commenced manufacturing sun-cured rubber garment

cloth for the Conant Brothers of Boston, at first in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, and then in South Framingham, Massachusetts,

where a factory was built in 1877. It is said that he was the

first man to use African rubber successfully in the manufacture

of mechanical goods. In 1885. because of impaired health, he

again retired for a time, but the next year associated himself

with the Saratoga Rubber Co., at Saratoga, New York, but his

health failing, he was forced to retire permanently, and for sev-

eral years past had been an invalid. Mr. Bciitou was a i)romi-

nent member of St. Andrew's Protestant Episcopal Church at

F>amingham. His wife survives him.

FIRST TRAFFIC MANAGER OF A RUBBER COMPANY,

Frederick Russell Lyman, traffic manager of The Fisk Rubber

Co.. Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, died of pneumonia January 7,

at the age of 47. He had been employed by the Fisk company

for the past 17 years, coming to it vvdien it was in its infancy.

.\s the originator of its traffic department, he was widely known

among railroad men from coast to coast, and was a member of

the Traffic Club of New York and the Hampden County Traffic

-Association. Mr. Lyman is said to have been the first traffic

manager of a rubber company in the United States. Besides his

wife and mother, he leaves two daughters, a sister and two

brothers.

LONG A RUBBER FOREMAN.

J. Franklin Bates, for many years a foreman in the American

Rubber Co. plant at Cairibridge, Massachusetts, died in that city

January 5, aged 62 years. His wife survives him.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

P.vNTHER Rubber Manuf.vcturing Co. v. J. T. S. Rubber Co.

This' cause in equity came up for a hearing upon a motion

of the defendant to dismiss a petition of the complainant for a

preliminary injunction to restrain it from manufacturing certain

patented rubber heels. The defendant's ground for its motion

was that claim No. 1 of the patent involved was not infringed

by its (the defendant's) heel construction.

The complainant's patent was for "a rubber heel attachment

for boot and shoe heels, consisting of a heel section or body

molded to a concavo-convex form, and provided with a raised

marginal portion and openings therethrough." It was held not

infringed by rubber heels manufactured by defendant, which did

not resemble in form those described in the complainant's patent.

[The Federal Reporter, Vol. 334, page 377.]

MicHELiN Tire Co. v. E. L. Hearn. Action by the Michelin

Tire Co. against E. L. Hearn. Judgment for the defendant.

Plaintiff appealed and decision affirmed.

This was a suit for an itemized account, based upon a con-

tract covering a consignment of tires.

Hearn. being adjudged bankrupt, and granted a discharge in-

bankruptcy, claimed that this discharge included indebtedness

on this account. Judgment was so entered. This decision on

subsequent appeal was affirmed. [The Southwestern Reporter,

Vol. 188, page 943.]

De Laski & Thropp Circular V^'oven Tire Co. et al. v.

United States Tire Co. This was an appeal from the District

Court of the United States for the Southern District of New

York, which decided for defendant in an equity suit by the

De Laski & Thropp Circular Woven Tire Co., and the John

E. Thropp's Sons Co. against the LInited States- Tire Co. The

Thropp patent No. 822,561, for an apparatus for manufacturing

wdieel tires, was held void for application by prior use. It was

held, in this case, that the "date of invention'' of a patented'

device is the date when the invention in its entirety, as patented,

was conceived. The decree of the court below was affirmed.

[The Federal Reporter, Vol. 235, pages 290 to 295.]
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News of the American Rubber Trade

REPUBLIC HUBBEH CO.

AT the annual stockholders' meeting of the Republic Rubber

Co., Youngstown, Ohio, held January 22, the following

directors were elected : M. I. Arms, C. H. Booth, Robt.

Bentley, R. E. Cornelius, H. M. Garlick, J. H. Kelly, L. T.

Petersen, Thos. L. Robinson, John Tod, John C. Wick, C. F.

Garrison.

The directors organized

by electing Thos. L. Rob-

inson, president and chair-

man of the board ; L. T.

Petersen, first vice-presi-

dent
; J. H. Kelly, second

vice-president; M. I. Arms,

2nd, treasurer, and C. F.

Garrison, secretary.

A dividend of 2 per cent

was declared on the com-

mon stock, payable Feb-

ruary 1, and 1J4 per cent

on the preferred stock,

paj'able March 1. The an-

nual report showed an

increase in the company's

business for 1916 of more
than 75 per cent over that

of 1915.

•EXCELLEREX"—A NEW
ORGANIC ACCELERATOR.

Nearly all large rubber

mills have their own
"speeders" that are known

by chemists as "catalys-

ers." The composition and

methods of use are care-

fully guarded ; however, it

is known that aniline oil

has usually formed a part

of these secret compounds.

While aniline oil gives

excellent results there are

many disadvantages in its

use. For instance, the

fumes are extremely poi-

sonous and it is difficult to

handle in regard to quan-

tity, as such small propor-

tions as ounces are used

in the usual batch of 100

pounds or more. A cer-

tain amount of the free oil

is lost by vaporizing from

the hot mill. To over-

come this, and without

knowing how to compute this vaporizing loss, a com-

pounder is apt to add a little too much with the result that

the rubber does not age properly, and after a certain time loses

its life and deteriorates much more quickly than a compound

without the oil. It has advantages, however, as a toughener,

as a standardizer in removing certain impurities from the rub-

ber and bringing all grades in which it is used to a known

uniformity.

"Excellerex" is a dry powder, the result of combining aniline

oil with other chemicals and evaporating, drying and powdering.

It is claimed that this material possesses all the advantages of

aniline oil without any of its disadvantages, and rubber in which

it is used, has not shown the slightest tendency to deteriorate

after two years' exposure.

It is really a vitalizing compound, absolutely pure and free of

sulphur, that will not vulcanize rubber by itself, yet by using

it in quantities of J/2 to 2

per cent, based on the rub-

ber -content of the formula,

it serves as an accelerator,

cutting the cure greatly.

It has been claimed that

one ounce of this accel-

erator will do the work of

a pound of litliarge; this,

however, has not been

positively verified.

The Rubber Tree of the Indi.\ Rubber World.

The rubber industry is analogous to the rubber tree upon which it depends
for its existence. Its foundation is deeply rooted in the earth's industry.

Subterraneous roots grope in all directions to supply nourishment to the

parent body. The essential elements combine in the stem to give life aiid

strength that the trunk and limbs may expand. The buds spring forth in

response to healthy growth. New branches ramify, giving strength and
protection to the structure. Numberless leaves in symmetrical profusion

unfold to the sun. Flowers bloom, the fruit matures and pregnant seeds

are scattered widely.

A MOVEMENT TO IMPROVE
SHIPPING FACILITIES.

Tile rubber industry,

dependent as it is upon

ships for its principal raw
material, and also for ex-

port of an increasing

amount of manufactured

goods, will surely welcome

the efforts of the National

Marine League of the

U. S. A. to encourage and

facilitate the growth of an

adequate inerchant marine.

A canvass of manufac-

turers and exporters is

now in progress to ascer-

tain to what extent

American commerce is

suflfering from lack of ton-

nage. Rubber firms are

invited to join in filing

with the League at its

headquarters. Old Slip,

New York City, all known
instances of difficulties in

the shipment of goods or

of cancellation of orders

due to lack of shipping

facilities, together with

particulars and amounts

involved. This informa,-

tion will be held confiden-

tial if so indicated, the

purpose being to arrive at

sums total.

MAGMETCO" BRAND 15 17 PER CENT AND FREE OF FREE SULPHUR.

"MagiTietco" is the name of a new brand of crimson and golden

antimony recently offered to the rubber trade. It is inanufac-

tured by the Magnolia Metal Co., New York City, maker of the

well-known Magnolia babbitt metal, and sold by the St. George

Chemical Co., 99 John street. New York City. These brands

are produced with 15-17 per cent free sulphur and also free of

free sulphur.
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TRADE NOTES.

The shop employes of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, maker of electric controlling devices,

received Christmas presents in cash from the firm, and all of the

2,400 employes received a bonus of 10 per cent of their yearly

wages or salary as a New Year's gift.

F. Bierman & Sons, St. Louis, Missouri, have recently moved
into their new warehouse, which is lOO by 100 feet, contains three

floors and basement, and is equipped with a sprinkler system,

electric elevator and other convenient arrangements for the han-

dling of their large trade in waste rubber, etc.

The A. & A. Rubber Co., Framingham, Massachusetts, has

reorganized as the Archer Strauss Rubber Co., with increased

physical and financial strength to meet the growing demands of

its business in proofed fabrics.

J. H. Lane & Co. have been appointed sole selling agents of

tl;e E.xposition Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Georgia. The mills manu-
facture sheetings and drills with 60,000 ring spindles and 1,550

looms.

The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Connecticut,

recently completed a very comfortably furnished hotel for its

employes which will accommodate about 80 people.

The unsecured creditors of the S. & L. Rubber Co., Chester,

Pennsylvania, have been paid a dividend of .06077 per cent, in

full settlement of their claims.

The Hochschild-Kelter Co., Chicago, Illinois, importer of drug-

gists' sundries, has reorganized under the name of The Hoch-

schild-Walker Corporation, only a 'few members of the old com-

pany remaining with the new corporation. This concern is the

exclusive distributor in the Central West for Tyrian automobile

tires and tubes.

The McKnight Sundries Co., Waco, Texas, importer and job-

ber of druggists' sundries and specialties, during 1916 increased

its sales 61 per cent over the previous year, paying a 20 per cent

cash dividend to stockholders.

The Imperial Rubber Co., New York City, has been voluntarily

dissolved.

At a stockholders' meeting of The Simplex Rubber Co. of

America, Inc., Ossining, New York, held December 29, for the

purpose of passing upon a proposition for the sale of the assets,

the reconstruction, consolidation or merger of the company with

the Batavia Rubber Co., resolutions were adopted indicating the

favorable attitude of the stockholders toward the affiliation of

the two companies in question, and the details of further action

were referred to the directors of the Simplex company.

H. F. Baker, of Hartford, Michigan, is seeking a patent on a

substitute for hard rubber made from marl, a calcareous clay.

This is subjected to a chemical process and is claimed to be an

excellent substitute for hard rubber.

The I. T. S. Rubber Co., Elyria, Ohio, is adding several build-

ings to its plant. The company is a large producer of rubber

heels.

The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., Passaic, New
Jersey, announces the opening of offices at 318 Commerce Build-

ing, Erie, Pennsylvania, in charge of D. C. Ely.

The Vulcanite Manufacturing Co., Lindenhurst, New York,

has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to |200,000, and is

preparing to add to its plant.

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc., New York City, has removed its

offices from 46 Cortlandt street to 56 Wall street.

H. T. West Co., Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, dealer in

chemicals, has removed from 40 Central street to temporary

quarters at 113 State street, and on April 1 will be permanently

located in the new Fidelity Building at ISO State street.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

'I 'HE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-
* theless they are of interest, not only in shonnng the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[265.] A publication dealing with cost accounting as applied

to tire manufacture is sought.

[266.] A correspondent wishes to know where machinery for

coagulating and washing plantation rubber may be purchased.

[267.] We have received an inquiry for soft rubber disks about

Yi inch in diameter by 3/16 inch thick.

[268.] A machine which will separate rubber from canvas is

sought.

[269.] A foreign subscriber seeks information concerning

American manufacturers or importers of accelerators for the

vulcanization of rubber.

[270.] A correspondent wishes to know where he can obtain

organic accelerators, including hexamethyl-tetramine and thio-

carbanilide.

[271.] Names of manufacturers of toy rubber balls, dolls and
animals are requested.

[272.] Names of firms who build or lease tire-building machines

have been requested.

[273.] A correspondent wishes to be advised of manufacturers

of machinery required for the weaving of cotton fire hose fabrics.

TRADE OPPORTTJinTIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

Samples and prices of rubber heels are desired by a man in

Spain. Report No. 23,391.

A merchant in Spain desires to purchase rubber sponges. Re-

port No. 23,393.

A shoe factory in Switzerland desires to purchase 10,000 rubber

heels in various sizes and qualities. Report No. 23.409.

A merchant in Spain wishes to secure an agency for the sale

of rubber goods, especially automobile tops, and inner tubes. Re-

port No. 23,410.

A firm in Switzerland wishes to purchase red and black, hard,

vulcanized fiber for the manufacture of pocket knives and cut-

lery. Report No. 23,505.

Representation of American manufacturers and exporters of

pneumatic tires and rubber sponges is. desired by a man in

Spain. Report No. 23,518.

An agency for the sale of rubber goods is desired by a man
in Argentina. Report No. 23,480.

WESTINGHOUSE WELFARE WORK.

The Westinghouse Club, at the plant of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is

a remarkable institution. Organized in 1902 primarily for the

benefit of technically trained students, this class predominates,

although membership in the club is now open to any factory

employe. Tlie present membership, recruited from all of the

Westinghouse companies in the Pittsburgh district, is now
about 850.

The club is operated by a board of directors, three of whom
are appointed by the company and three elected by the members,

and a paid manager and assistant manager are employed to

devote their entire time to the club. Specially appointed com-

mittees handle the varied activities, one of the most important

being regular classes for the systematic study of the theory,

design and application of the Westinghouse apparatus. The
65 by 140-foot gymnasium aflfords exceptional facilities for

athletics ; there is a valuable library, and entertainments and

lectures bring the members together and increase their happiness

and efficiency.
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GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED, CHANGES.

W. G. Fowler has been made manager of the Pacific division

of Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited. Toronto, Canada, and will

have his headquarters in Vancouver, British Columbia. Mr.

Fowler has been with the company for about 25 years, acting

as manager of the Alberta division, with headquarters at Calgary,

ever since that branch was opened.

W. R. Wayman has been appointed manager of the Calgary

branch.

H. R. Hamilton, formerly manager of the Eastern division,

with headquarters at Montreal, has been transferred to the head

oflfice at Toronto and appointed assistant manager of the shoe

department. R. B. Reid succeeds Mr. Hamilton as manager
of the Eastern division.

H. D. McWhirter, former manager of the Central division,

with headquarters at Winnipeg, has been appointed manager
of both the Central and Alberta divisions, and C. N. Larsen,

assistant manager of these divisions.

George Tait, who has completed 25 years of service with the

company and who, for many years past, has been manager of

the fire hose department, recently celebrated his seventy-third

birthday. Mr. Tait has now retired from business on pension.

STUNGO-RADIUM RUBBER CO. BUYS PLANT.

The Stungo-Radium Rubber Co. has purchased a plant at

Washington, Pennsylvania, which afifords a practically new fac-

tory building, 500 feet long and 125 feet wide, with the entire

ground floor of steel and concrete construction, and a separate

power house, equipped with two 300-horsepower Erie boilers

with patent stokers and Sturtevant blowing system for pure air

and proper ventilation.

The company will manufacture rubber goods of all kinds, but

will specialize in pneumatic automobile tires and solid and cush-

ion truck tires. United States patents have been acquired for

the Stungo Special Automobile Tires constructed upon a secret

system for which exceptional merits are claimed.

Joseph Stungo, widely known in England and Scotland as a

tire expert and technical engineer, will have direct supervision

of the entire mill. Employment will be given to 500 mechanics.

BRUNSWICK COMPANY BUILDS WORKMEN'S HOMES.

The large factory of the Brunswick-Balke Collender Co., at

Muskegon, Michigan, is rapidly nearing completion and will

bring a thousand new workmen from all parts of the country,

increasing Muskegon's population by about 4 per cent. The
Brunswick company is planning houses for its workmen and to

provide for immediate necessities 48 double houses, each of a

different pattern, are now being built. Each separate unit will

have a large porch, six rooms and a bathroom, and the homes
will be sold to the workmen at actual cost, on the easiest terms.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER CO.

James A. Murray is to become president and general manager

of the National Rubber Co., Pottstown, Pennsylvania, having re-

signed his office as vice-president and general manager of the

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Connecticut. Mr. Murray
will locate in Pottstown permanently in March. In his new
position he succeeds Jacob G. Feist, who at the reorganization of

the board of directors in February will be named as treasurer.

This change is necessitated by the rapid growth of the National

company and is intended to relieve Mr. Feist and allow him more
time for outside management. Operations have already begun in

the new concrete building of the company and a business of ap-

proximately $4,000,000 is anticipated during the year 1917. There

will be no changes in the working force, William C. Walsh be-

ing retained as superintendent.

CRUDE RUBBER BROKER EXTENDS ACTIVITIES.

Charles E. Wood, crude rubber broker, with headquarters at

24 Stone street, New York City, has recently had occasion to

increase his office space, not only in New York, but in the Ham-
ilton building, Akron, Ohio, as well.

He has also augmented his staff at both points, the new acqui-

sition on the New York end being Drew McKenna, for 15 years

D. McKenna. W. M. KoRHAMMER, Jr.

connected with The B. F. Goodrich Co. Mr. Wood feels that

this addition to his organization will not only promote the de-

velopment of an already progressive enterprise, but will enable

him to increase the efficiency of his service to his clients.

The new member of the Akron staff is W. M. Korhammer,
Jr., who for a number of years has been in the electrical busi-

ness, and has severed his connections with the Western Electric

Co., of New York City, to accept the position with Charles E.

Wood.

PERSONAL MENTION.

J. A. McKenzie, manager of the Victoria, B. C, branch of the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited^ Montreal, Canada,
recently returned from a six months' trip in Australia and New
Zealand.

At a meeting of the Rhode Island Shoe Retailers' Association

in Providence, Rhode Island, early last month, E. B. Pearson,

manager of sales of the Converse Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden,

Massachusetts, was the speaker of the evening, discussing the

cost of rubbers and the reasons for tlie advance in prices.

A. J. Pennington is in charge of the tire plant of The Bruns-

v/ick-Balke-Collender Co., Muskegon, Michigan, and M. J.

Whalen is in charge of the hard rubber department.

J. R. Gemmill is now in charge of the Chicago, Illinois, branch

of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania.

E. W. Openshaw, for several years connected with the molded
goods department of The B. F. Goodrich Co., New York City,

is now with the Hewitt Rubber Co., Buffalo, New York.

M. B. Clarke has resigned as superintendent of the druggists'

sundries department of the Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., Canton.

Ohio, and the duties of C. W. McKone, superintendent of the

tire and tube department have been extended to include the

druggists' sundries department.

E. M. Waldo, of the firm of E. M. & F. Waldo, colors for

rubber compounding. New York City, is in England for several

weeks arranging for supplies of certain products sold by his

firm.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Advance Rubber Co., January 16 (.Uelaware), $2^)00,000.

F. D. Buck, George VV. Dillman, and M. L. Horty— all of

Wilmington, Delaware. Principal office, Delaware Charter Guar-

antee & Trust Co., 328 DuPont Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

To deal in tires, tubes and automobile accessories, etc.

.\kvon Biltwell Tire & Rubber Co., The, December 27 (Ohio),

$200,000;. M. Braley. J. F. Risch, W. H. Kline and W. A.

Young. Principal office, Akron, Ohio. To manufacture tires and

accessories.

Archer-Strauss Rubber Co., January 4 (Massachusetts), $100,-

000. Aaron L. Strauss, 16 Browne street, and .-Xlbert Gutterman,

11 Browne street, both in Brookline, Massachusetts, and Calvert

B. Archer, 45 Irving place, Franiingham. Massachusetts. Prin-

cipal office. I-'raminghain, Massachusetts. To manufacture and

deal in rubber and rubber products.

Automatic Top Sales Corporation, The, January 6 ( New York),

$500,000. Donn Wood, Thomas H. Smith, and Baylis M. Daw-

.son—all of 10 Wall street. New York City. Auto top busiiiess.

Auto Tire Exchange, Inc.. January 12 (New Jersey). $100,000.

Herman Lefkowitz, 127 Johnson avenue; Leo Kaplus, 129 John-

son avenue: Morris E. Rothhouse, 173 Morris avenue—all of

Newark, New Jersey. Principal office, 225 Halsey street, New-

ark, New Jersey. To manufacture and deal in tires, tubes, etc.

Balanced Whip Golf Club Co., Inc., December 1 (New York),

$15,000. Rufus P. Johnston, president and treasurer; P. H.

Lynch, vice-president; George N. Vanderbilt, secretary. Prin-

cipal ofifice, 103 Park avenue. New York City. To manufacture

the Balanced Whip Golf Club.

Brooklyn Rubber Works, Inc., January 16 (New York), $5,000.

Axel Larson, 168 East 112th street. New York City; Frederick

S. Lafond, Jr.. 1117 Carroll street, and Theodore .\. Deveer. 28

Boerum place—both in Brooklyn, New York. Tires, etc.

Great Republic Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., January 15

(Delaware), $100,000. W. H. Owens, Denton, Texas; K. M.

Dougherty and E. Lynch—both of Wilmington, Delaware.

Principaloffice, Colonial Charter Co., 927 Market street, Wilming-

ton, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in automobile tires,

inner tubes and other rubber products.

Hagberg Automobile Co., January 5 (Kansas), $150,000. C. A.

Hagberg (president- and general manager), F. L. Eraser (sec-

retary and treasurer)—both of Wichita, Kansas, and R. E. New-

berry (vice-president and sales manager). Principal office,

Wichita. Kansas. To manufacture and deal in rubber goods,

automobile supplies, accessories, etc.

Henry's Tire Shop. December 5 (Oregon), $5,000. John T.

Henry, John Henry and R. H. Cochrane—all of 82J^ North

Broadway, Portland, Oregon. Principal office, Portland, Oregon.

To deal in tires, etc.

Independent Tire Co., December 27 (Tennessee), $6,000. F. F.

Cain, M. E. Cain and A. B. Hatch. Principal office, Memphis,'

Tennessee. To deal in auto tires and accessories.

Manufacturers Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., January 9 (New Jer-

sey), Eric Windmiller. 43 High street, Passaic; Herman Feder,

335 Belmont avenue, Newark, both in New Jersey, and Justin S.

Galland. 25 Broad street. New York City. Principal office, 335

Belmont avenue, Newark, New Jersey. To manufacture ma-

chinery, tires, rubber goods, etc.

National Compo. Co.. Inc., Decemlier 26 (New York), $5,000.

Jacob Meisel, 752 Broadway; Paul R. Gordon, 149 Broadw-ay,

both in New York City, and .Abraham Lit^ky. Newark, New

Jersey. Insulating materials, etc.

North Star Rubber Co., October 20 (Minnesota), $50,000.

Jeremiah C. Spillane. J. W. Laramy and Samuel H. Greeley, all

of St. Paul, Minnesota. Principal office, St. Paul. Minnesota.

To manufacture rubber products.

Olsen, Wilson & Stendicke. Inc.. January 4 (New York). $15,-

000. Albert Olscn, 427 Fast 158th street. William J. Wilson,

511 West 143rd street, and Richard .A. Stendicke, 173 East

Seventy-fourth street, all in New York City. 'I'o deal in auto

tires, tubes, etc.

Peerless Tire & Rubber Co., January 5 (Wisconsin), $50,000.

F. E. Burrall, John P. Jcssen and A. W. Brown, all of Green

Bay, Wisconsin. Principal office Green Bay, Wisconsin. To

manufacture and deal in tires, rubber goods, etc.

Samson Tire & Rubber Corporation, January 12 (Delaware),

$1,000,000. James M. Satterfiekl, L. B. Phillips and J. B. Bailey,

all of Dover, Delaware. Principal office. United States Corpora-

tion Co.. 311 South State street, Dover, Delaware. To deal in

tires, etc.

Security Tire & Rubber Co., December 27 (Delaware), $1,000,-

000. V. C. Bogardus, H. H. Waller and M. Friedberg, all of

140 Nassau street, Manhattan Borough, New York City. Prin-

cipal office. Capital Trust Co., of Delaware, Dover, Delaware.

To manufacture and sell inner tubes for automobile tires.

Stearns Tire & Tube Co., Inc., December 26 (New York),

$250,000. A. K. Ott, 518 West 161st street. New York City;

Henry Pearlman, 2038 Eighty-fifth street, and M. Hawthorne,

1221 Fifty-fourth street, both in Brooklyn, N. Y. To manufac-

ture tires, tubes, etc.

Tire Co. of America, December 12 (Wisconsin), $2,000. Ed-

ward Ver Halen, John Gregory, and E. H. Ludwig. Principal

office, Milwaukee. Wisconsin. To manufacture and deal in tires,

etc.

Titan Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., January 17 (New York), $1,200.-

000. Horace D. Newman, 329 West Forty-eighth street; John J.

Gray, 309 East Seventeenth street, both in New York City, and

J. Gerald Kenlon, Goytesville, New Jersey. Principal office,

Batavia, New York. To manufacture rubber goods.

Utica Tire Exchange Co., Inc., January 13 (New York), $5,000.

Alonz') Hand, Vernon; N. F. Hand and Earl G. Becker, 49

Franklin Square, Utica, both in New York. Principal office,

Utica, New York. To deal in tires.

Washington Waterproof Clothing Co., Inc., January 8 (New
York), $10,000. Benjamin Jacobson and L. Jacobson, 1338

Forty-fifth street. Brooklyn, New York, and Hyman Cohen, 611

West 113th street. New York City. To manufacture rubberized

clothing, etc.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

Tiie following market quotations of shares of rubber manufacturing com-
panies on January 24 are furnished by Tolin Burnham & Co., 115 Broad-
way, New York City, and 41 South la -Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois:

Bid. Asked.
Ajax Rubber Co. (new) 76 llVz
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. common 140 145
iMresfone Tire Sr Rubber Co., preferred 107 WiVi
The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 59"^ 605^
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred Ill 112
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 278 2825^
Goodyear Tire o: Rubber Co., preferred 10714 108^
KcUy-Springfield Tire Co.. common 59^ 60
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., 1st preferred 92H 95
Miller Rubber Co., common 248 255
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 107?/$ lOiyi
Portage Rubber Co., common 164 166
Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co., preferred 110
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 84 87

Ignited States Rubber Co.. rommon 597.^ 60^
I'nited States Rubber Co., nreferred 110 111

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Besaw Tire & Rubber Co. paid a dividend of 7 per cent

on all preferred stock from date of issue to January 1, to

stockholders of record on that date.

The board of directors of the United States Rubber Co. has

declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent on the first preferred

stock and a quarterly dividend of lyi per cent on the second

preferred stock, payable January 31 to stockholders of record

January 15.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of 4 per cent on the common stock, payable February 1

to stockholders of record January 15.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

John Clinton, formerly connected with the Boston, Massachu-

setts, office of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

has been given charge of the company's branch at Buffalo, New
York.

G. K. Meeks has been placed in charge of the Wichita, Kansas,

branch of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

J. C. Withers succeeds W. I. Fornof as manager of the Nash-

/ille, Tennessee, depot of The B. F. Goodrich Co.. Akron, Ohio.

John L. Butler has been appointed advertising manager of the

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania.

John B. Maus. export manager of The Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Massaciuisetts, recently returned from a trip

through Porto Rico during which he made a close study of

conditions there. He finds motoring on the increase, with

American cars used exclusively. City streets are narrow but

country roads excellent, although hard on tires.

Jesse F.. LaDovv, of the Mansfield Tire & Rubber Co.. Mans-

field, Ohio, has been deeply impressed by the exceptional eco-

nomic and industrial conditions in Japan. Further observation

of the growing rubber industry there, its manifest advantages of

cheap labor, excellent shipping facilities and proximity to the

source of crude rubber, has again led him to write interestingly

to several American newspapers, this time from Osaka, advo-

cating an American import tax on all foreign manufactured rub-

ber goods based for each country upon the difference between

the cost of labor there and in the United States, plus the in-

creased cost of crude rubber here. This he believes would ef-

fectually protect both capital and labor in America.

During the past month, Henry S. Marlor, general superintend-

ent of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. at Williamsport, Penn-

sylvania, married Miss Mildred Sutton Ward, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. James Henry Ward and great-granddaughter of Cor-

nelius Vanderbilt.

C. A. Jessup has succeeded P. G. Frazier as manager of the

St. Louis, Missouri, branch of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

Richard H. Xewell, for the past six years connected with The
Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, as chemist, is

now superintendent of the Dreadnaught Tire & Rubber Co.,

Baltimore, Maryland.

George M. Martin is in charge of the new branch of tlic Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co., at Minneapolis, Minnesota.

George C. Van Veen has been appointed manager of the

newly opened branch of The Mason Tire & Rubber Co.,

Kent. Ohio, at 1732 Grand avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.

FIRESTOKE PROMOTIONS.

Dan C. Swander, formerly eastern district manager of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, and one of the

company's most energetic workers, has been appointed manager
of the Boston branch. L. G. Fairbank has succeeded him as

eastern district manager.

C. E. Speaks, formerly manager of the cycle tire department,
has been made manager of truck tire sales, being succeeded in the

cycle tire department by Henry E. Haws, formerly assistant

manager.

W. J. Slater, formerly manager of the sales promotion depart-

ment, is now special representative of the general sales depart-

ment, Sherman L. Lewis succeeding him as sales promotion
manager.

Salesmen recently promoted to branch managerships are : M.
M. Whorley, Syracuse, New York; G. K. Meeks, Wichita,

Kansas; Milton Van Keuren. Albany, New York, A. C. Searle,

Minneapolis, Minnesota; II. C. Buchanan, Charlotte, North Caro-

lina.

NEW FISK APPOINTMENTS.

Fred H. Ayers has been placed in charge of the sales organi-

zation of The F'isk Ruliber Co.. with headquarters at the general

offices at Chicopee Falls. Massachusetts. Mr. Ayers is well

known in Eastern

tiredom, having
been with the Fisk

company since 1905.

In 1909 he became

manager of the Bos-

ton, Massachusetts,

branch, and when
the sales organiza-

tion was divided in-

to districts five
years later, he was

given supervision

of all the company's

branches in New
England and New
York State, east of

Buffalo, last July

becoming supervisor

of districts. George

T. Newton succeeds

Mr. Ayers.

W. H. Barcus,
f- J^- -^^'=«s-

for two years in

charge of the Fisk branch at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed

manager of the newly created Cleveland district, which embraces

the company's branches at Cleveland. Toledo. Lima, Columbus,

S'oungstown .Dayton, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.

E. J. McMartin, furmerly branch manager at Butte, Montana,

will have charge of tlie district about to lie created, which in-

cludes the branches at Butte. Great I'^alls. Billings, Salt Lake,

Rapid City. Minot and Bismarck.

Roy L. .Sergeant, for the past two years in charge of The
Fisk Rubber Co.'s interests in the southern end of California,

has been placed in charge of the company's business for the

entire Pacilic Coast territorj-. with headquarters in San

Francisco.

GOODYEAR CHANGES.

I-". F. Tilden has been appointed- manager of the branch of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber C(j. at Columluis, Ohio, succeeding

W. W. Magill.

W. S. Boone, formerly branch manager at the Scranton, Peim-

sylvania, branch, has been made supervisor of city sales at Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.

W. G. Starnes has been elected manager of the Atlanta,

Georgia, branch, succeeding J. E. Taylor, who has been trans-

ferred to the Dealers' Help division of the automobile tire de-

partment at Akron. Ohio.

F". W. Nason, formerly Cioodyear manager at Rochester, New
York, has been transferred to the export department at Akron,

Ohio.

F. N. Hammond, recently branch manager at Youngstown,

Ohio, has been made branch manager at Cleveland, Ohio, suc-

ceeding R. S. Hartzell, who has been placed in charge of manu-
facturers' business in Cleveland and vicinity, under the jurisdic-

tion of the Detroit. Michigan, district office. Mr. Hartzell's head-

quarters will continue at Cleveland.
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TBADE NOTES.

Some time ago the receivers of the Dreadnaught Tire & Rub-

ber Co., Baltimore, Maryland, brought suit against certain stocl<-

holders who had subscribed for stock and then failed to pay,

these unpaid subscriptions being listed among the assets of the

bankrupt company. The United States Court in Baltimore has

now given judgment against the subscribers, and sums varying

from $42 to $207 will have to be paid by 16 men, the only ones out

of a total of 108 who failed to settle with the receivers after being

sued, without waiting for the case to be tried.

In addition to the companies mentioned last month, the Mc-
Graw Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, and the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co., Akron, Ohio, have filed complaints with

the Interstate Commerce Commission on freight classifications

for rubber tires on the Southern railroad lines.

The New Tread Tire Co., Louisville, Kentucky, has changed

its name to International Rubber Sales Co. This company acts

as distributor for the International Rubber Half-Sole tires in

the State of Kentucky, southern Indiana and southern Illinois,

and is establishing agencies throughout this territory.

A grand prize diploma has recently been awarded the Hendrie

Rubber Co., of Torrance, California, by the international exposi-

tion judges at San Diego, California. This is the more remark-

able in that the company started making tires only four years ago.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City, has been

awarded damages to the amount of $376,000 for infringement of

the Grant patent on solid rubber tires, the internal wire carriage

tire used on the lighter horse-drawn vehicles. The defendants

were The B. F. Goodrich Co. and the Republic Rubber Co.

The Globe Tire Co., capitalized at $1,000,000, will locate at

Laporte, Indiana, occupying the old H. B. Glover plant. The

company will make pneumatic tires.

The Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio, has

acquired several acres of land in the vicinity of the factory for

the purpose of e.xpanding its plant. It is reported that the com-

pany recently closed an order for $1,000,000 worth of tires. The
present officers are J. A. MacMillan, president; J. C. Hooven,

vice-president, and C. E. Hooven, secretary and treasurer.

The General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, recently opened

a branch at 1120 Michigan avenue, Chicago, Illinois. This is in

charge of C. B. Adair. "General" tires are in active request

and the company's daily output will shortly be increased to 800

tires. This company is also one of the most important producers

of automobile accessories.

The Kelly-Field Co., New York City, formerly sales agent for

the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, has

been purchased by the latter company from its owner, Harry
Field. Mr. Field, whose exceptional ability is well known, will

be retained in even closer connection with the Lee company, being

placed in general charge of sales as head of the department that

is to be organized to take the place of the Kelly-Field organi-

zation.

The Scanlon Auto Supply Co.. Rochester, New York, now acts

as exclusive distributer of the .Amazon anti-blowout tire for the

Amazon Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, in the territory of

Rochester and five surrounding counties.

Willard C. Campbell, Isaac C. Ames and Francis C. McCarty
have been licensed as commissioners to open books of subscrip-

tion to the capital stock of The Ames Tire Co. of Illinois, a

proposed corporation whose organization has not been completed.

This company will have a capitalization of $10,000, consisting of

100 shares of the par value of $100 each.

At the recent annual meeting of the Ten Broeck Tyre Co.,

Louisville, Kentucky, directors were elected as follows : H. L.

Lewman, Fred Haupt, W. C. Lewman and F. E. Trumper. The
board of directors elected the following officers : H. L. Lewman,

president; Fred Haupt, vice-president; W. N. Cox, treasurer,

and W. C. Lewman, secretary and general manager. The report

showed that the company had doubled its business in 1916, and
considerable improvements and extensions were authorized.

The Zee-Zee Rubber Co., Yardville, New Jersey, has increased

its capital stock from $400,000 to $1,000,000 to care for the

increased demand for Zee-Zee tires and tubes. The latest ad-

dition to the mill of this company is practically completed and
new machinery will shortly be installed, greatly adding to pro-

duction capacity.

CLEVELAND ENGINEERS PLAN MANY RUBBER MILLS.

W. C. Owen & Co., engineers, 1900 Euclid avenue, Cleveland,

Ohio, announce building operations for the following rubber

companies

:

Plans and specifications have been completed for a new rubber

factory for the A. L. A. Tire Co., Detroit, Michigan, which will

have a capacity of 400 tires per day. J. J. O'Shea, president, is

now receiving bids for the construction of the building, which

will be of reinforced concrete, fireproof, and completely equipped.

Plans are being prepared for The Boone Tire & Rubber Co.,

Sycamore, Illinois, to remodel the old plant of the Sycamore Tire

Co. An addition will also be made to the present building,

allowing for an immediate capacity of 300 tires per day and a
future capacity of 600 tires per day. Bids are now being received

on the equipment.

Complete equipment will be installed for a 500-tire plant for

the International India Rubber Co., South Bend, Indiana, of

which George W. Odell is general manager.

The new 300-tire plant of the Pearce Tire & Rubber Co.,

Ashtabula, Ohio, is practically finished, and the Owen company,

which designed this building completely, is in the market for

equipment.

The general contract for the first unit of the new plant of The
East Palestine Rubber Co. has been awarded to Walker &
Curley, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The building will be 60 by

450 feet, of brick and steel construction, and the entire plant,

when completed, will have a capacity of 300 tires per day. The
officers of this company are : Everett Lyon, president ; Abram
Hartley, secretary, and B. C. Tunison, treasurer.

WHAT SIX TIRE SIZES HAVE DONE.

Although about 50 stock size tires are now manufactured, an
interesting canvass recently made by the J. & D. Tire & Rubber
Co., Charlotte, North Carolina, shows that only six sizes sup-

plied 94 per cent of all cars built during the year 1916. These
were 30 by 3, 30 by 3J4, 32 by 3^^, 33 by 4, 34 by 4 and 36 by 4J4.

This indicates that the S. A. E. leadership toward a standardized

list of nine regular sizes, and an equal number of oversizes, was
a move in the right direction. It also indicates that automobile

manufacturers have caught the spirit of standardization to such

a degree as for the moment to have wrested the leadership from
their engineers, in this particular matter at least. The following

table, showing the percentage of use of the 15 sizes most com-
monly employed during the past year, is of genuine interest:

Size. Per Cent.

3 by 28 1.80
3 by 30 24.12

3'A by 30 29.15

3H by 32 7.90
4 by 32 25
4 by 33 10.10
4 by 34 20.01
4 by 36 15
4 ^J by 34 1.55
4 "/J by 35 44
4"^ by 36 3.34
4-^ by 37 037
5 by 36 075
5 by 37 959
5 by 38 007

99.9S1
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THE TIRE PRICE ADVANCE.

A S anticipated in the previous issue of The India Rubber
** World, the prevailing prices of tires and tubes with few ex-

ceptions were advanced from 2 to 20 per cent on January 1.

As already explained in these columns, this was the inevitable

result of the ever-increasing cost of labor, of compounding in-

gredients, and latterly of crude rubber itself. The table below

gives the approximate percentages of the price advance of six

leading firms for the several types of tires

:

11-15 2-10 11-15

Pneu-
matic.

Cas-
ings Tubes
15 10
15
5-20 10

i5 10

12-12J5

Motor
Cycle.

nicycle
Tires.

Cas-Cas-
ings Tubes ings Tubes

15

10
15

10

10
10 IS 10

2-10

Solid
or

Truck.

ib'iiyj
10
10
10

Firestone
Fisk
Goodrich
Goodyear
Kelly-S.
U. S.

THE MILEAGE OF THE 1917 TTRE PRODUCTION.

Arithmeticians, whose chief delight is to play with figures,

may find a few minutes' enjoyment in checking up those that

follow, which emphasize anew the tremendous proportions at-

tained by the principal department of the rubber industry in the

United States. Assuming that the American tire production for

1917 will be 20,000,000 as predicted in The India Rubber Woru)
of December 1, 1916, and considering 5,000 as the average mileage

for each tire, the staggering total mileage necessary to wear out

the year's output would be 100,000,000,000. A car would have
to cover 25,000,000,000 miles in order to wear them out, a dis-

tance equivalent to 1,000,000 times the distance around the

world, or over 269 times the distance from the earth to the sun.

In other words, they would replace the tire wear of an auto-

mobile going at the rate of SO miles an hour day and night for

a period of 57,077 years.

THE PEARCE TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Favorable progress is being made at the plant of this firm

in Ashtabula, Ohio, and it is expected that the factory will be

finished and machinery installed by April 1. The location is at

the foot of Benefit street, wliere the company has purchased

454 acres, about 1,000 feet of which adjoins the New York Cen-

tral Railroad tracks. The two-story building will be of fire-

proof, reinforced concrete construction, faced with brick, and
v/ill have 24,000 square feet of floor space. Individual West-
inghouse motors will be used to generate power, and automobile

tires and tubes in all sizes will be manufactured.

MAKING TIRES ON BROADWAY.

In order to show the public exactly what is meant by the

term "cord tire," The B. F. Goodrich Co., during the New York
automobile show, brought on and set up in the display windows
of its building at 1780 Broadway two complete machines used

in the Akron, Ohio, factory for the construction of Silvertown

Cord tires. Perhaps the nearest thing to human dexterity

known to mechanics, they accomplish what no human hand could

in maintaining an absolutely equal tension on the cord as it

passes back and forth across the surface of the form, making
the tire of uniform strength at all points. Workmen, clad in

white, operated the machines slowly enough so that

the spectator could see how each layer of rubber-

impregnated cord is applied and follow the motions

of the human-like system of arms and hands which

complete their several functions with such mechani-

cal regularity and precision. As a convincing ad-

vertisement this instructive window display was a

complete success.

#-^

I'L.^NT OF PEARCE IIKE i RUBBER CO.

At a recent meeting of the board of directors A. E. Pearce

was elected president, J. L. Smith having resigned, and H. J.

Atwood was made secretary-treasurer, in place of P. C. Remick,

resigned. The present directors are A. E. Pearce, H. J. Atwood,

F. L. Kerr and J. L. Smith, one vacancy being left on the board

to be filled at a special stockholders' meeting on March 1 by an

experienced .^kron, Ohio, rubber man whose name will be

announced at that time.

PREVENTING TIRE THEFTS.

Year by year the "fully equipped" automobile in-

cludes more devices for the comfort, safety and as-

surance of motorists. Automobiling has become so

general that tires are almost as good as ready money;
tire thefts have therefore increased greatly and have

given accessory manufacturers another subject for the

application of their utmost ingenuity. But this year

marks the entrance of some form of protection against tire theft

:s a frequent part of the regular motor car equipment. Perhaps

the cleverest of the several schemes seen at the New York auto-

mobile show is that by which an extra wire wheel with tire

attached is securely locked to the rear deck by means of a stud

through the wheel flange. No straps or chains are required in

connection with this locking device.

ASHTON W. CANEY ORGANIZES NEW RUBBER COMPANY.

Tlie Titan Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., Batavia, New York, notice

of whose incorporation appears elsewhere in this issue, was

formed through the efforts of Ashton W. Caney, whose prominent

connections with the Batavia Rubber Co. and the Sweet Tire &
Rubber Co., of Batavia, have been previously recorded in The
India Rubber World. The Titan company will make tires and

rubber goods and do a general mercantile and contracting busi-

ness. The present organization is temporary in character, and

mention of the definitely formulated plans of this new concern

will appear later.

Of value for daily reference in every rubber office.-

Polyglot Rubber Trade Directory, 1916."

'Tlie

GOODYEAR TO MAKE OWTf FABRIC.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, which has

taken a large proportion of the output of the Killingly Manu-
facturing Co., of Killingly, Connecticut, has now secured con-

trol of that manufacturing plant. A new company has been

incorporated with $5,000,000 under the name of the Goodyear

Cotton Mills, the incorporators being Francis Sciberling, Fred

Miller and Harold Hutchins. The plant is a large one with

steam and water power, and its present equipment of 17,500 ring

and 1,200 twisting spindles, and 60 broad looms will be further

increased. It is reported that the new company has decided

to erect a large yarn mill and 100 tenement houses in Williams-

ville, Connecticut, in the immediate future, this mill to have

a capacity of 100,000 pounds of tire yarn per week.
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THE UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY'S RE-
FINANCING PLAN.

THE refinancing of the United States Rubber Co. by the issue

of $60,000,000 Ijonds. which, it is expected, will be author-

ized by the .stockholders at a meeting on the fourteenth of this

month, is a move of more than ordinary interest in lioth rubber

and linancial circles.

These 5 per cent bonds maturing January 1. 1917 are to be

secured upon the properties owned or controlled by the company

by direct mortgage thereupon or by pledge of mortgage bonds

of the companies owning or controlling the same, or by pledge

under the mortgage of the United States Rubber Co., or under

the mortgages securing the mortgage bonds so pledged, of shares

of stock of the companies owning or controlling the same with a

covenant not to permit mortgages thereupon. It is understood

that the purpose is to provide for the payment of all maturing

obligations of this great corporation with certain minor ex-

ceptions. It is intended that all existing bonds and liens upon

the properties of the company or its subsidiaries will be paid

on or before December 1, 1918, llie exceptions lieing $2,600,000

gold bonds of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. maturing

in 1946 and $9,000,000 debentures of the General Rubber Co. due

Decemlier 1, 1918. The latter will be left undisturbed for the

present, as the company announces it has under consideration

other plans for dealing with its important crude rubber interests.

Of the $60,000,000 bonds to be issued forthwith, $24,697,148.07 is

to be set aside to retire the following

:

United States Rubber 6 per cent bonds due Decem-

ber 1. 1918 $16,000,000.00

Eureka Fire Hose Manufacturing Co. .S per cent

b.inds due December 1, 1918 970,000.00

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, 5 per

cent debentures due December 1. 1918 2,500,000.00

Morgan & Wright 5 per cent debentures due Decem-

ber 1, 1918 5.000,000.00

Mechanical Rubber Co. 6 per cent first

mortgage bonds due January 1, 1918. $687,000.00

Less sinking fund deposited with

trustee 459.851.93 227.148.07

$24,697,148.07

The remaining bonds presently to be issued are to provide for

the funding of current indebtedness, for additional working

capital, for discounts and premiums in connection with the

above refunding and for other corporate purposes. Another

$10,0(X),000 of the bonds may be issued for working capital, and

for development, and for other purposes, and out of the remain-

ing bonds reservation is to be made to provide for the $9,000,-

000 General Rubber Co. 5 per cent delientures due December 1,

1918, until otherwise provided for, and the $2,600,000 Canadiati

Consolidated Co. bonds, due October 1. 1946. Any additional

bonds, and any bonds not used for such refunding are to be re-

served for capital expenditures made after January 1, 1917, for

additions, betterment, improvements, or for new properties, at

75 per cent of cost.

The circular sent out by President Samuel P. Colt states that

the net earnings of the company and its subsidiary companies

available for interest during these years, as found by Messrs.

Haskins & Sells, have been :

For the fiscal year ending December .31. 1914 $10,690,988.48

For the fiscal'year ending December ,31. 1915 11,539,313.10

For the fiscal year ending December 31, 1916 (partly

estimated) 12,500,000.00

The above net earnings are after deducting expenses of every

nature, except interest, and including expenditures for repairs

and renewals through which the plants are maintained in the

highest state of efficiency. The average losses from bad debts

during these years have been less than l/i oi \ per cent of the

total sales.

F'urther, the circular states that the consolidated financial

position of the company, and its subsidiary companies, as of

October 31, 1916, but after applying the proceeds of the sale of

these $60,000,000 new bonds, is appraised as follows :

Property, plant and equipment $54,850,204.33

Manufactured goods and material 48.791,238.61

Securities owned 1.731,870.29

Net current assets, consisting of cash and receiv-

ables, less payables 30,840,293.38

$136,213,606.61

Undisturbed bonds:

Canadian Consolidated Ruliber Co.,

Limited $2,600,000

General Rubber Co 9,000,000 11,600,000.00

$124,613,606.61

The underwriting was arranged by Kuhii, Loeb & Co., and it

is understood that the American International Corporation is

also interested in the transaction, which seems to presage the

further acquisition of plantation acreage in the Far East to insure

an adequate supply of crude rubber. Subscriptions were solicited

on January 17 at 96-)4 per cent, and were largely oversubscribed

when the books closed on January 23 to such extent that only

about 60 per cent of amounts subscribed for could be allotted.

In this connection it is reported as probable that W. S. Kies,

vice-president of the American International Corporation ; C. B.

Seger, vice-president of the Union Pacific Railroad, and J. S.

Alexander, president of the National Bank of Commerce of New
York City, will be elected directors of the United States Rubber

Co. at an early meeting.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR PRICES.

AS was anticipated in the January number of The India Rub-

ber World, the rubber footwear manufacturers sent out

new price-lists the first of the year showing a material increase

in the net cost of these goods to wholesalers and retailers. The

United States Rubber Co. made a few changes in its gross price-

lists, and these were confined to the red and white goods manu-

factured by that company by pressure process. The discounts

of former years have been reduced to this extent: Last year

first-quality goods were bought at 25 and 5 per cent off, with

a further 5 per cent for early orders. On second quality the

terms were 25, 5 and 10 per cent, besides the usual 5 per cent

for early orders.

This year's discounts are 15 per cent off on first quality, and

15 and 8 per cent on second quality. On the differential brands,

namely. Woonsocket, Meyer, Rhode Island and Jersey there is

an additional 5 per cent. The discount for early orders is now
allowed until the first of June for jobbers, who can, if they wish,

allow this same 5 per cent discount until tlie first of May to

their customers.

It will be seen that this makes a very considerable increase in

the net cost of goods both to the wholesalers and retailers. Such

portions of the orders given in 1916 which were not filled on

December 31 were to be considered cancelled unless re-ordered

by the customers. It is stated that although the company's sales

were 15 per cent larger than the previous year, a large proportion

of the orders remained unfilled because of lack of capacity of

the factories, and it is expected that the coming year's business

will surpass that of last year by a large amount.

Copy of Index to "Rubber Machinery" will be sent free upon

request.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

/^N December 28, George E. Hall, general manager and
^^ vice-president of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.,

of Cambridge. Massachusetts, entertained the heads of the

45 departments of the factory and business offices, at a dinner

given at the City Club in Boston. The utmost good fellow-

ship prevailed and a number of humorous "stimts," followed by

a motion picture show, provided entertainment. Five reels

showed the rubber industry from gathering the latex in a Bra-

zilian forest, through the various manufacturing processes in

the factory of the company, to completion in the form of the

various products which the firm manufactures. This was supple-

mented by several reels along other lines, presenting pictures

of comedy and human interest.

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. recently announced
that, beginning January 15, all employes who had com-
pleted two years of continuous service with the company
would be presented with an insurance policy amounting to

at least $500 and providing for an increase in value for each

additional year of service from the above date. The com-
pany, as a reward for long service, also distributed gold

pieces to employes of ten or more years' standing. The
coins ranged from $5 to $20.

^ ^ *

Honors seem to come thick and fast to Thomas A. For-

syth, president of the Boston Belting Co. Last month it

was chronicled in this column that he had been made an

honorary member of the Sigma Delta Sigma Fraternity

—

the first person outside the dental profession to be admitted

to that society iif the last 50 years. That the dentists of this

country appreciate Mr. Forsj-th's broad philanthropy, in giv-

ing to this city the great dental infirmary, was further evi-

denced last month when over SCO dentists from all over the

country tendered him a dinner, while members of the pro-

fession, not on.ly in this country, but even as far away as

Japan, observed "Forsyth

Day" in his honor.
There were present the

Governor of Massachu-

setts, the Mayor of Bos-

ton, the presidents of

Harvard University and

Tufts College, the presi-

dent and the president-

elect of the Xational

Dental Association, the

president of the Massa-

chusetts Dental .Associa-

tion, Dr. Harvey W.
Wiley, and many other

distinguished men.

Mayor Curley in his ad-

dress announced that a

street near the Boston

Belting Co.'s factory had
been renamed Forsyth

street, and Dean Friesell,

of the dental department

of the University of Pittsburgh, reported that its trustees had

voted to confer on Mr. Forsyth the degree of Doctor of Laws.

But the feature of the evening was the presentation of a beautiful

silver loving cup subscribed for by dentists all over the world.

This massive cup, shown by an accompanying illustration, is of

graceful design, depicting in high relief 18 figures of children in

graceful postures, while around the rim runs an appropriate in-

scription. Mr. Forsyth accepted the cup with a brief and graceful

expression of appreciation and the happiness which this gift, as

Thk Forsyth CtJP.

well as the work of the infirmary, would always give him. The
affair was a fitting tribute to the man who has spent millions

of dollars to alleviate suffering by the children of this city.

* * *

A fire starting in the churn room of Stovve & Woodward Co.,

Newton Upper Falls, Massachusetts, rubber manufacturers and
proofers, practically demolished the entire spreading plant, with

an approximate loss of $20,000. Fortunately, the power plant,

storehouse and hard rubber department were not damaged, and
the company is now making plans to put up a cement building

somewhat larger than the former wooden building and expects

to be running again in two or three months. Meanwhile, orders

in the spreading line are being cared for at the Campello, Massa-
chusetts, factory of the company.

* * *

.\nother fire, which might have been much worse, was
that at the Converse Rubber Shoe Co.'s plant in Maiden on
January 21, where a frame structure, used as a temporary
storehouse, gave the firemen three hours of lively work,

keeping the flames away from another building in which
solvents were stored. The loss to the company was com-
paratively small.

* * *

Superintendents and foremen cannot impress too strongly

upon workmen the danger attending the handling of gasolene,

naphtha and similar solvents. Only last month two men in

the employ of Bartels & Thelan Shoe Co., Chelsea, were sent

to the storehouse to get some rubber cement. The store-

house was dark, and one of them held a match over the bung-
hole of a cement barrel. The result was an explosion; both
inen were severely injured and several hundred employes
rushed from the factory in disorder, returning, however, upon
learning that there was no further danger. The fire depart-

ment was called out, but the monetary loss was small.

* * *

An accident occurred last month in a dry-cleansing plant

in Lewiston, Maine, where nails in a workmen's heel struck

a spark which ignited gasolene vapor, and in an instant the

whole establishment was ablaze and a loss of $4,000 resulted.

This is a phase of the danger from rubber solvents which it

may be well to recall. Many factories nowadays have con-

crete floors, and friction from heel-nails is quite likely to

create a spark, with disastrous results. The moral is for

rubber employes to wear rubber heels.

* * *

The main shaft at the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.'s plant in

Maiden was fractured a few weeks ago, requiring a shut-

down of two days in several of the departments. This shaft

was 17 inches in diameter and was driven by a 1,200-horse-

power engine. A number of emergency motors were brought

into use, thus enabling some of the machinery to be run.

The break happened at an unfortunate time when the factory

was running to full capacity on orders, in many departments

double shifts of workers being employed.

The Hood Rubber Co.. East Watertown, has completed

plans for the erection of a foundry and pattern shop on land

contiguous to the factory. The new building will measure

80 by 160 feet, two stories high.

^ * 3|(

The prevailing high footwear prices and the growing demand
for rubber-soled shoes, also the increasing call for rubberized

fabrics, rubber and fiber compositions in the manufacture of

footwear, were concisely explained by W. E. Barker, manager

of sales of the United States Rubber Co., at a recent luncheon

of the Xational Shoe Wholesalers' .Association in Boston, when

he stated that .American stocks of manufactured footwear today
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total $15,000,000 less than a year ago, and $8,000,000 less than

two years ago. In this connection W. H. Palmer, of the United

States Rubber Co., at the annual convention of the National Shoe

Retailers' Association in Cincinnati, Ohio, not long ago, reviewed

the remarkable growth of the rubber sole business and also stated

that the shipments by his firm of canvas upper, rubber-soled foot-

wear for the year ending August 31, 1907, amounted to 149,374

cases, but that since then the business has increased more than

fourfold.
* * *

The J. W. Wood Elastic Web Co., of Stoughton, Massa-

chusetts, is erecting the second large addition to its plant

during the past year. The new building will be 60 by 125

feet, of especially heavy construction, two stories high, with

walls of reinforced concrete, and when completed, the work

which has been done at Brockton in the past will be taken

care of in the new building.
* * *

Dr. Warren K. Lewis, professor of chemical engineering

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

has been appointed consulting chemist for the Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. He will still hold his pro-

fessorship at this great technical institution, taking trips to

Akron as occasion may demand.
* * *

Francis H. Appleton. the well-known manufacturer of re-

claimed rubber, was reelected Chief Rabban of Aleppo Tem-
ple, Mystic Shrine, in this city, last month. Captain Appleton

stands very high in Masonic circles. He was also one of the

committee to visit England a few years ago, to tender to

King George the certificate of honorary membership in the

Ancient and Honorable Artillery of this city.

* * *

Lester Leland, vice-president of the United States Rubber

Co., was reelected a director of the American Trust Co. at

its annual meeting. Mr. Leland resigned his position as

director of the Second National Bank, the vacancy being

filled by Matthew C. Brush, president of the Boston Elevated

Railway.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Rc^tditr Corrrspoiidi'iit.

EMPLOYES of tlie Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. are re-

sponding enthusiastically to the newly inaugurated stock

distribution plan whereby it is possible to become a stockholder

in the company. The plan provides for the distribution of one

to ten shares of stock to each employe, according to term of

service. It can be purchased at $100 per share, although the

present market value is about $140. Easy payments can be

made for five years, during which period the stock must remain

on deposit with the company.

At the annual dinner to the 500 superintendents, foremen, de-

partment heads and their wives held recently in the Firestone

clubhouse, President H. S. Firestone outlined the company's

ofTer and its object. "We want to hold the interest of our em-

ployes," he said. "The only way to do that properly is to give

them a real interest in the company. It is better for the com-

pany and better for the men. If you have a real interest in

the work you do, there is nothing in the world that gives you

more pleasure than your work, and at the same time you be-

come much more efficient."

R. E. Lee, R. E. Glass, L. B. Walters and R. C. Lepper also

spoke at the dinner, and J. W. Thomas, general superintendent,

acted as toastmaster. Motion pictures and music furnished pleas-

ing entertainment.

President Firestone recently purchased a beautiful winter home

in southern Florida, where he and his family are to spend the

latter part of the winter.

The books of The B. F. Goodrich Co. have been closed for

the purpose of compiling the full annual report for the year

1916. The results are as follows, subject only to the verification

of public accountants and auditors

:

After making full provision for all maintenance charges, de-

preciation, bad and doubtful debts, and other items which it

was deemed wise to take out of the year's earnings, the net

profits for the period amount to approximately $9,550,000.

This amount, added to the surplus carried over as at Decem-
ber 31, 1915, of $10,580,000, shows undivided profits of approx-

imately $14,900,000 after deducting the four quarterly dividends

of 1J4 per cent on the preferred and 4 per cent on the common
stock outstanding, together with the following provisions

:

$700,000 for the redemption of preferred stock; $121,460 repre-

senting the reduction of preferred stock purchased from cost to

par, and $100,000 appropriated for pension fund.

At the regular quarterly meeting of the directors held on Jan-

uary 24 a dividend of 3j/i per cent was declared on the preferred

stock, payable 13^ per cent April 2, and 1J4 per cent July 2.

A quarterly dividend of 1 per cent was declared on the com-

mon stock, payable May 15, 1917.

The directors voted, subject to the approval of the stock-

holders at their annual meeting March 14, to retire 9,000 shares

of preferred stock prior to July 1, 1917. This makes a total re-

tirement of 36,000 shares covering the charter provision for re-

tirement of preferred stock up to July 1, 1917.

The net earnings for 1916 were less than those of 1915, which

is largely due to the fact that advances in selling prices have

not kept pace with rapidly increasing costs. However, the

directors consider the results satisfactory under the conditions

which prevailed.

During the past month 50 representatives of the waterproof

clothing department of The B. F. Goodrich Co. met at the home
office for a week's convention. Formerly, mere utility governed

the waterproof garment situation but, nowadays, cut and style

and originality play as large a part in this type of clothing as

in any other. J. W. Jones, sales manager of this division of

the Goodrich company, stated that the finest artists and models

obtainable are employed in creating new models from year to

year in keeping with other styles in men's and boys', ladies'

and misses' clothing.

W. O. Rutherford, general sales manager of the Goodrich

company and a director of The Motor and Accessory Manu-
facturers, was one of the prominent visitors at the automobile

show in New York City during the past month.

Henry C. Geer. formerly general foreman of the Goodrich

company, was recently placed on the retired list, after 35

years' service, following a remarkable record of only three weeks'

absence, caused by illness, in all that time. He is now taking

a prolonged vacation at Miami, Florida. When Mr. Geer en-

tered the employ of the Goodrich company, its products con-

sisted of rubber rolls for wringers, solid rubber tires for high-

wheeled bicycles, and rubber hose, while to-day the company
manufactures over 10,000 different rubber articles.

* * +

Men from practically every quarter of the civilized globe take

part in the making of Goodyear products, and an interesting

organization formed by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. to

aid in the true Americanizing of these varied elements is the

Goodyear Cosmopolitan Club, composed of workmen represent-

ing 20 different nationalities. The charter members are men of

prominence and influence among the men of their respective

nationalities and with the utmost enthusiasm for American in-

stitutions and ideals, and will undoubtedly be instrumental in

promoting fraternal feeling.

The previously mentioned citizenship classes maintained by the

Goodyear company for alien workmen are also a valuable aid
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in furthering an intelligent conception of American principles of

government and other matters calculated to increase the useful-

ness of these men in the land of their adoption. In this con-

nection it is interesting to note the new division of the company's

school which has been inaugurated for deaf mutes, about 200

of these "silent" workers now being employed at the Goodyear
plant.

Charles Seiberling, son of C. W. Seiberling, vice-president of

the Goodyear company, and L. G. Odell, of the crude rubber de-

partment, recently departed for India on an extended tour.

* * *

At the recent annual meeting of the General Tire & Rubber

Co. the officers were reelected and the following directors

named: M. O'Neil, W. F. O'Neil, W. E. Fouse, G. F. Burk-

hardt, J. A. Diebolt and T. F. O'Neil. M. O'Neil is president;

W. F. O'Neil, vice-president and general manager; W. E. Fouse,

secretary and Charles Herberich, treasurer. A quarterly dividend

of 1J4 per cent was declared on the $200,000 issue of preferred

stock. The company has also $300,000 outstanding in common
stock and is building an addition to its factory in East Akron.

* * *

The annual report of the Portage Rubber Co. recently sub-

mitted to shareholders showed a net profit of $232,000. This

is approximately 16 per cent on the present outstanding stock

and shows a net increase of 81 per cent over the previous year.

B. J. Wildman, former Chicago manager, was elected secretary

to succeed W. J. Anderson, who is no longer with the company.

* * *

The Mohawk Rubber Co. has increased its common capital

stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The company retains the

$50,000 of preferred stock which it had, thereby securing a

total capitalization of $1,050,000. The new stock has not been

placed on the market, but will be partially distributed among
the stockholders as a stock dividend, and the balance held in

the treasury temporarily. This increase was made necessary by

recent additions to the factory and increased business.

* * *

The Akron Biltwell Tire & Rubber Co., notice of whose in-

corporation appears elsewhere in this issue, will shortly com-

mence the erection of a factory in the eastern part of the

city. The main building will be of brick construction, 60 by

ISO feet, two stories high.

* * *

John W. Herron, formerly assistant to H. H. Henderson, suc-

ceeds the latter as manager of the Akron office of Henderson
& Korn, crude rubber importers, Mr. Henderson going to the

New York City office of the company.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

'T'HE rubber factories throughout Rhode Island continue to

* be rushed to their capacity with business in all Hnes. with

no indications of any immediate cessation either in orders or

operations. The makers of tennis and other shoes are espe-

cially busy. Nearly all of the plants have been closed for a

few days each for the taking of an inventory, but have re-

sumed under a higher pressure than, ever, frequent newspaper

warnings that retail prices on rubber goods were to be ad-

vanced having resulted in exceptional demands.

One of the greatest handicaps that the rubber manufacturers

in this vicinity have had to face during the past year and a

half has been the scarcity of help of even mediocre ability, while

expert rubber workers have been almost priceless. Even the pay-

ment of the highest scale of wages ever paid in Rhode Island

rubber plants has failed to secure the desired number of opera-

tives.

The O'Bannon Corporation, with extensive holdings in West
Barrington and East Providence, has purchased the Interna-

tional Rubber Co.'s plant, also at West Barrington, and will

change the firm name to the International Rubber Cloth Co.

Richard LeBaron Bowen, general manager, announces extensive

enlargement, and the employment of fully a hundred more oper-

atives. The International Rubber Co. has been engaged for

some time in making automobile tops, rubber coverings and

other goods, employing approximately 125 persons. The O'Ban-
non Corporation also has a large plant at Phillipsdale, known
as the Nonnabo Chemical Co., where cellulose products are

made, and a second at West Barrington, where artificial leather

is manufactured. The concern will employ approximately 1,500

persons in its three plants.
\

* * *

Another phase of the various suits against alleged infringe-

ment of the so-called Osburn patents for flexible electrical con-
duits was brought up before Judge Arthur L. Brown in the

United States District Court for Rhode Island recently, with

the hearing of the case of W. C. Robertson et als against the

Tubular Woven Fabric Co., of Pawtucket.

According to the allegations made by the plaintiffs, the Tubular
Woven Fabric Co. is now making a conduit which is an infringe-

ment of the Osburn patent, as was the original product of this

concern, which it stopped manufacturing when it was adjudged
guilty of infringement through previous proceedings. The plain-

tiffs have therefore now brought a supplementary bill to deter-

mine whether the new product of the defendants is also an
infringement. Two days were required in the presentation of

the arguments, during which numerous samples of the conduits

manufactured by the two companies were brought into court

for inspection. The matter was taken under advisement by
Judge Brown.

* * *

The Millbury Rubber Co., Millbury, Massachusetts, has been

incorporated under the laws of Massachusetts, with a capital

stock of $90,000, in which Worcester men are largely interested.

The new concern will take over the plant of the Stoddard Rub-
ber Co., Inc., and operations will begin in a few days. »

The new company is authorized to issue $30,000 in preferred

stock and $60,000 in common stock, practically all of which will

be held in Worcester. The permanent officers of the corporation

under the reorganization are as follows : DeForest E. Martin,

president; Albert W. Blackmer, treasurer and clerk; DeForest

E. Martin, Albert W. Blackmer, Warren F. Holden, Albert F.

Richardson and Francis H. Dewey, Jr., directors. Automobile

tires and other rubber goods will be manufactured on an ex-

tensive scale, new equipment being installed and additional em-
ployes taken on as rapidly as business conditions warrant.

* * *

The great success that has attended the introduction of special-

ized sand blast machines in rubber plants for use in automatically

cleaning automobile truck tire rims, cutting off any barbs that

may occur, and in reducing inequalities has caused an increasing

demand during the past year. H. J. Astle & Co., Providence,

has installed several in the United States, also in Canada, Eng-
land, South America and elsewhere. At present two large

machines are being constructed, one for the Russian-American

India Rubber Co.'s plant at Trengolnik, Petrograd, Russia, and
the other for the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Kitchener, Ontario.
* * *

The Tamarack Co. has started the erection of a large addi-

tion to its Pawtucket plant to take care of heavy orders for the

manufacture of automobile tire fabric.

The new building will be 110 by 193 feet, of mill construction,

three stories and basement. It will increase the floor space by
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80,000 square feet, and will give employment to 1,200 more men

about the first of March.
* * *

Arthur Carr has been made general superintendent of the

Revere Rubber Works, Providence. Although but little more

than 30 years of age, Mr. Carr has been in the employ of this

concern for several years, and foreman of at least half a dozen

of the departments of the plant. He is now at the head of all

departments, being assistant to factory manager VV. H. Waite.

The .'Arcade Rubber Co.. which has taken over the store of

the Decker Rubber Co., 76 Weybossct street, Providence, is being

conducted by the Direct Rubber Co., 47 Pine street, of which

Elw\n C. Thayer is treasurer.
:fc :fc :^

John M. Xorris, who was employed for many years with the

National India Rubber Co. at Bristol, and later as foreman in

the calender department of the International Rubber Co. at West

Harrington, died at the State hospital at Howard, January 17,

after a long illness. He was 53 years of age and a native of

Bristol, where he has a wife, two sons and a daughter.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

/^NE of the most important happenings for a long time in

^^ the rubber field of Trenton was the formal reorganization

this week of the Empire Rubber and Tire Co., with a capital

of $1,500,000 preferred and $3,000,000 common stock. The new

president, succeeding General C. Edward Murray, is J. E. Baum,

president of the Supplee-Biddle Hardware Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, and a director of the Corn Exchange Bank. Gen-

eral Murray still retains a substantial interest in the company,

although he disposed of some of his stock at the time of the

reorganization. His son, C. Edward Murray, Jr., is vice-presi-

dent, and his other son. J. Cornell Murray, is treasurer of the

company.

Other officers of the new company, not enumerated above, are

:

E. B. McKay and J. A. Perkins, vice-presidents; A. Boyd Cor-

nell, 'secretary. The board of directors is made up of J. E.

Baum, General C. Edward Murray, J. Cornell Murray, E. B.

McKay and F. A. Forbes.

Mr. McKay was for many years Chicago manager of the Em-

pire company. A. Boyd Cornell, the secretary, has also been

long identified with the concern. Some of the new capitalists

are said to be heavily interested in automobile manufacturing,

and this of itself, it is thought, will aid in greater development

of the Empire plant. It is expected that the present capacity

will be about doubled before the end of the present year.

* * *

Justice Kalisch, of the New Jersey Supreme Court, has handed

down an opinion reversing the decision of Judge Marshall, of

the Mercer County Court, in the case of Arthur F. Foley, travel-

ing salesman for the Home Rubber Co., who was drowned when

the steamer "Lusitania" w^as torpedoed in May, 1915. Mrs.

Foley brought suit for $3,000 under the workmen's compensa-

tion act. .-Xn insurance company defended the suit and the Home
Rubber Co. was not a party to the action. Judge Marshall de-

cided against the widow.

Justice Kalisch, in reversing this decision, sets forth some legal

facts which will doubtless be of interest to all employers of

traveling men. Justice Kalisch says that Judge Marshall's de-

termination of fact was apparently founded upon a misconcep-

tion of the legal principle applicable to it. The trial judge, he

states, appears to have disposed of the facts upon the mistaken

notion that in order to hold a master responsible for an injury

to his employe as a result of an accident, the accident must be

one of which the actual negligence is the natural and proximate

cause. It is clear from a plain reading of the statutes, Justice

Kalisch holds, that the (|uestion of negligence does not enter

into the consideration at all where compensation is sought under

section two of the act. It was advanced for the defendants that

the torpedoing was soinething not reasonably to have been an-

ticipated. The rubber company. Justice Kalisch holds, knew-

that h'oley, its agent, was booked upon the "Lusitania" and it

was legally bound to take notice that because of a condition of

war between Germany and Great Britain, ships might be cap-

lured or sunk. Precedents show that if the vessel had been lost

through collision, fire or storm, the mishap would have been

construed as one arising out of Mr. Foley's employment. The

fact that the ship was lost by an extraordinary peril does not

make it less an accident arising out of employment. The case

will now be placed on schedule for another trial.

* * *

A case of history faking which aroused interest throughout

New Jersey and in which the late Frank A. Magowan, one-time

rubber king, was the central figure, has just been rectified, much
to the satisfaction of his friends. Many years ago Mr. Ma-

gowan gave unsparingly of time and money, and was one of the

prime movers in a plan to have the Battle of Trenton com-

memorated by a suitable monument. I'inally, after years of

effort, Congress agreed to bear part of the expense. Mr. Ma-

gowan was appointed a member of the Battle Monument Asso-

ciation, composed of about a dozen prominent men, in charge of

the erection of the monument and its care after its completion.

No appointments were to be made to fill vacancies caused by

death, and following the demise of the last member, the work

devolved upon the State. After Mr. Magowan met with re-

verses some years ago and finally drifted low on the social and

financial scale, his name was secretly chiseled from the bronze

tablet in the monument and the name of another man substi-

tuted. The official picture of the Monument Association was

also doctored so that the face and head of another man was

placed where that of Mr. Magowan had been. Now, thanks to

the work of his son and the efforts of a local newspaper, the

wrong has been righted and both name and picture have been

restored.
* * *

The .\jax Rubber Co. has increased its capital stock from

$5,000,000 to $10,000,000.
* * *

VV. J. B. Stokes, the rubber manufacturer, has been reelected

a director of the Broad Street Bank.
* * >^

The newly finished State museum was opened this week in the

State House. One of the exhibits is from the United & Globe

Rubber Manufacturing Cos. It shows rubber in process of manu-

facture from a crude state to a finished automobile tire. This

firm is erecting a $1,000 addition to its plant.

* * *

.-\ dinner was recently given by the officers of the Thermoid

Rubber Co. in honor of the branch managers of the concern

who were in Trenton for an annual conference. Those present

were: J. Oliver Stokes, president; W. J. B. Stokes, treasurer;

Robert J. Stokes, secretary; Dale O. Pohlman, sales manager;

Joseph Liston, Chicago, Illinois; George W. Whittemore, Bos-

ton, Massachusetts ; L. T. Kuhl and J. W. Pohlman, Indianapolis,

Indiana; J. N. Kirk, Jr., New York City; Harold F. Blanchard,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A RUBBER SPONGE PEN-WIPER.

A suggestion for cleaning steel pens, said to be decidedly more

efficacious than the ordinary pen-wiper, is to place a rubber

sponge, wet with glycerin, in a glass holder, the sponge remain-

ing moist and always ready for use. The ink is absorbed from

the pen by contact with the glycerin, a thin layer of which ad-

heres to the pen, preserving it and making it take the ink at once

when dipped.
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The India Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By a Special Correspondent.

CONGESTION is general in the rubber trade at the present

time in this country, and is especially affecting the fabric

proofing industry, which is flooded with goods for rub-

berizing. The government has obtained cloth too quickly for

proofers to handle it. Heavy twills for trench capes are mo-
nopolizing the activities of the proofing industry. It is stated

that one firm alone is rubberizing from four to five thousand

pieces of this fabric weekly and this rate of output promises to

continue far into February.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR.
Recent snow storms found retailers quite short in supplies of

rubber footwear ; most were sold out the first two days of the

"slushy" weather, despite the partial relief afforded by American
supplies.

MECHANICAL GOODS.

Mechanical rubber goods continue in good demand, and all

kinds of molded articles are being sought in large quantities.

The scarcity and high cost of leather has greatly increased the

demand for rubber and fabric belting. Large orders were re-

cently booked for armored hose for government purposes and

great quantities of trench hose are being taken by the armies

in France, so that the rubber hose people have their hands full.

ERASERS.
Austrian erasers are being replaced by an American rubber

composition which well answers the purpose but wears much
faster than pure rubber. These American erasers are sold to

dealers on cards of one or two dozens and retail at a half

penny (1 cent) each.

DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES.
The government is purchasing large quantities of fine rubber

sheet and it is freely stated that far more could be used than

can be produced.

Waterbottles are selling faster than the proverbial hot cakes

;

so are air cushions, especially those of cheap Japanese makes.

Business in rubber toys and similar materials is very brisk.

Celluloid is scarce and a tough quality of china is being sub-

stituted for it by London doll manufacturers.

A large Christmas business was done in rubber-lined ties.

Their great merit lies in the fact that the rubber prevents

creasing, and the application of a hot iron rapidly restores the

tie to something approaching its original freshness.

PATENT VULCANIZATION ACCELERATORS.
The use of any means for saving either time or labor is of

vast importance to our rubber industry at the present time. The

North British Rubber Co., Limited, of Edinburgh, recently ap-

plied in the Patents Court for Board of Trade license to use

four German patents by the Bayer Co., of Germany, for an

accelerating process in the vulcanization of rubber in which

piperidine or its homologues are active elements. The Board

of Trade has not yet decided the terms on which the license

will be granted.

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO. EXTENSIONS.
The demand for this company's tires has been such since the

outbreak of the war that it has been found necessary almost

to double the extensive tire making plant. The present depart-

ment has been working night and day without cessation, but

has proved altogether inadequate to meet the rapidly increasing

demand since the outbreak of the war.

RUBBER AND POTTERY.
A direction in which there may be scope for increased use

of rubber is the direct printing of pottery in one or more
colors. The great obstacle to printing pottery has been that

it cannot be flattened like a flexible sheet of paper. If it

is to be printed upon directly, it must be with the aid of some
flexible, durable material that can be made to take the same
shape as the pottery, that can be spread out flat to receive a
coat of color from a roller, and that will, when pressed on
the ware, leave a print; all qualities which rubber possesses to
a marked degree. But, unfortunately, rubber stamping does not
produce high-class work, even on paper, while on pottery it

is even less satisfactory, except perhaps in the case of gold
stamping, which it makes very clear, provided the design be
simple.

At a recent meeting of the English Ceramic Society, however,
W. Sherratt described a new development which may lead to

a revolution in methods of direct printing on pottery.

Mr. Sherratt claims that rubber can now be prepared which
will print equal to copper plate printing, and that the way is,

therefore, cleared for a direct printing machine. He also claims
that a machine has been devised for holding the improved
rubber, for applying a coat of color to it, for shaping it to
the object and printing on the pottery, and for drawing it

away again to receive more color. The mechanism of this al-

most human device is said to be very complicated.
The machine will print up to 60 dozen articles in an hour

(not counting any time for stoppages), and can be driven by a
small electric motor of 1 horse power. Samples of ware printed
by this system were exhibited.

THE SITUATION IN SCANDINAVIA.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

/""GNDITIONS in Scandinavia to-day are in many ways very
^^ similar to those in the United States. The demands of the
warring nations for practically everything we can produce have
caused prices to rise rapidly and many persons have profited

thereby. The purchasing power of our people was never so
great as it is now, and the rubber trade and industry are profit-

ing by the prevailmg prosperity and comparative freedom from
foreign competition.

True, the restrictions of the British Government on rubber
shipments are bearing heavily on both manufacturers and con-
sumers of rubber goods, but this has not prevented the industry
from experiencing unprecedented prosperity and development in

all of its branches. The population of Scandinavia has been
greatly increased by German refugees, money is circulating as
never before, and our rubber manufacturers are getting "their

prices" for all the goods they can turn out. No rubber goods
are being exported, the home markets alone are more than our
manufacturers can supply.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR.
As prior to the war, footwear is the chief item of our rubber

manufacturers, but other branches of the industry have grown
immensely and the scarcity of raw materials alone has prevented

even more extraordinary development.

Automobile tires, that formerly were practically all imported,

are now being produced in quantities that are immense when
compared with what were being produced prior to the war.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

The high cost and scarcity of coal that has been general in

Scandinavia since the outbreak of the war has caused rapid

development of the wonderful water power of our mountains.

Electric power plants have rapidly increased, especially in Nor-

way. The result of this is that the demand for insulated wires
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and cables is greater than ever before. In fact, the demand is

so large that, despite the large capacity of domestic factories,

which have more than doubled their output, almost a million

dollars' worth of electric cables were imported into Norway

alone during the year 1916.

RUBBER FACTORIES.

Scandinavian rubber factories are now up to date in every

sense, and very large> though, of course, we make no attempt to

compare them with the gigantic rubber factories of America.

Our plants have grown immensely both in capacity and in ef-

ficiency during the past two years, and when peace is reestab-

lished, foreign manufacturers, who now complain of the diffi-

culties in the way of international trade, will hardly find their

Scandinavian business better than it is under present conditions.

Their tire business, however, will probably be an exception to

this rule, for the automobile tires, both solids and pneumatics,

that are now being produced in Scandinavia leave much to be

desired and must be greatly improved if they are to compete

successfully with good foreign products. In other lines, how-

ever, our manufacturers will not have to fear foreign competi-

tion, for they have learned to satisfy practically all of our re-

quirements, even under the difficult conditions now prevailing.

With ample supplies of raw materials they will probably be able

even to enter the export field themselves.

HE.^DS TRAINED ABROAD.

Most of the managers, chemists, superintendents, and also many

of the salesmen employed by Scandinavian rubber factories are

men who have gained most valuable experience in schools, fac-

tories and business in America, England, Germany and France.

Since the outbreak of the war, numbers of Scandinavians, who

held responsible positions in various foreign countries, have

returned to their native lands and are applying the most ap-

proved modern methods in our rubber and cable factories.

BRITISH RESTRICTIONS.

Besides curtailing the development of our rubber industry,

the British restrictions on rubber shipments, coupled with the

shortage of ocean tonnage, have seriously interfered with the

automobile business which is so closely related to the rubber

industry.

Only a few cars are produced in Scandinavia; practically all

are imported and, since the war, there has been an increasing

demand which is supplied chiefly by American companies.

American cars arrive here without tires and, before a set of tires

can be obtained for one of them, an old set must be turned in,

which means that some other car must be put out of commission,

or a number of cars deprived of their spare tubes and casings.

All tires imported here must pass through London, and the

strictest kind of supervision is exercised by both British and

Scandinavian authorities to prevent tires or, in fact, rubber in

anv form, from reaching Germany.

The attitude of the people towards these vexations varies from

one country to another, according to interests involved. In

Sweden, where German refugees are far more numerous than

in Norway or Denmark, and where the bulk of the trade is with

Germans and Germany, the feeling created is hostile to the Brit-

ish action. It is argued that the export embargoes all Scandi-

navian governments have placed on all goods containing rubber

should be sufficient guaranty for England, and that, consequently,

the British restrictions are not justified.

In Norway and in Denmark, the opinions, as well as the in-

terests of the people, lead them to feel that what is best for

England is, in the long run, best for them. Despite all the

Scandinavian export embargoes, considerable rubber has been

smuggled into Germany at very big profit, and it was in order

to check this that Great Britain, in accord with the several

Scandinavian countries, developed the system which is now an

obstacle to the sale of American cars in Scandinavia, and by

which no one can buy a new tire without turning in an old one.

A contemplated visit in the near future to all the rubber fac-

tories in Scandinavia will soon result in a series of letters de-

voted to the various plants in Norway, Sweden and Denmark.

THE LYONS SAMPLE FAIH.

The Sample Fair, which occurs annually in Lyons, France, will

be held from March 1 to March IS. Last year this fair, which

is the successor of the heretofore great Leipzig Fair (now closed

to the work! because of the war), had 1,342 different exhibitors,

representing manufacturers of the following countries : France,

Italy, Great Britain, Canada, Russia, Spain, Portugal and the

Orient, and a very large attendance of wholesale buyers from

all over the world.

At that fair not an American manufacturer made an exhibit.

Business to the amount of $10,000,000 was transacted, and over

$8,000,000 more was offered, but refused because of the inability

of manufacturers to make deliveries. An American committee,

headed by George B. Van Cleve, of New York, organized by

Mr. Piexotto, president of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Paris, and comprising presidents of the chambers of com-

merce of the principal cities in this country, is endeavoring to

have American manufactures well represented at the coming fair,

which will be visited by wholesale buyers from Europe, the Orient

and South America. It is estimated that their orders will aggre-

gate $40,000,000 to $50,000,000.

CORK RIVALS RUBBER FOR WATERPROOFING IN FRANCE.

The French government recently placed orders for hospital

sheetings and similar articles manufactured by a new method

of proofing materials with cork, which is said also to give satis-

faction for ^featherweight garments. It is waterproof, a non-

conductor of heat and unbreakable. A special machine pro-

duces very thin veneer of an even thickness from black cork.

The veneer is placed in chemical baths in order to remove the

resinous parts, which render cork a more or less brittle substance.

After this treatment the cork veneer becomes quite flexible,

and compares favorabi}' in this respect with thin leather. In

fact the sheets can be folded and bent witliout breaking.

By combining the cork sheets with any suitable cloth, prefera-

bly a thin and strong cloth of good color, an excellent water-

proof material is obtained. An adhesive preparation is used to

cement the cork to the cloth; or, if a stronger garment is de-

sired, the cork sheets are placed between two layers of cloth.

Fabric prepared in this manner is said to have a de<:ided ad-

vantage over ordinary waterproof materials, because it is porous,

permitting ventilation where the ordinary waterproofing prevents

it. Of course the cork is very light, and an aviator's coat made
of this combination is said to be the lightest on the market.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN JAPAN.

By a Special Correspondent.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE RUBBER.

THE Japanese importation of crude rubber during the last

year was estimated to be 3,903,552 pounds [$1,715,796.50],

and showed 1,595,771 pounds [$642,479.50] increase over that of

the previous year.

This increase is the result of the great demand for rubber

goods, and the new factories organized to meet this demand,

among them Futaba, Minatogawa and Ishiyakawa have their

plants near Osaka. In Tokio eight new factories were estab-

lished, and other old companies enlarged their capacities to help

fill the shortage caused by the war.

As the number of manufacturers increases, the price of the

manufactured goods goes down. For instance, a few years ago

a pair of bicycle tires cost from $2.50 to $3, but now the price

is only about 90 cents a pair.

Factories in Tokio or Osaka received orders for 60,000 pairs of
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tires for exportation. Before the war tires for rickshaws for use

in China and other eastern colonies, were imported from Ger-

many, but for the last two years Japanese tires have taken the

place of those of German make.

Certain companies in Japan had special orders from England

for automobile tires, and it is estimated that they made ten

times as many as they had expected. The manufacturers at

present want more orders for exportation than for the home
market, for the domestic price has been low for some time.

Previously crude rubber was imported from Singapore, but after

the prevention of exportation, most of the raw material came

from Ceylon. This Ceylon rubber is said to be superior in

quality to that of Singapore, but as the price is a great deal

higher, and as it takes a longer time for transportation, the

manufacturers prefer to import their material from Singapore,

and in some way, despite the law, they have succeeded in ob-

taining material from there since last April.

Until the beginning of the war no rubber was imported from

Hawaii, but when the exportation from Singapore was stopped,

the manufacturers obtained some raw material from there.

Now that rubber is again being imported from Singapore, the

manufacturers get very little from Hawaii, although the rubber

goods business depends largely on this small supply, and would

be seriously injured if it were stopped, even temporarily.

The finer quality of rubber required for certain goods is im-

ported from England. A few of the manufacturers get this

finer material from the United States, but as it is a good deal

more expensive than the English material, the majority of them

prefer the English market.

THE EXPORTATION OF TIRES.

The exportation of tires for last year amounted to 2,486,S69J4

pounds [$1,706,314.50], showing an increase of 1,630,177}^

pounds [$1,663,179.50] over that of the preceding year. Until

the war began, European and American tires were used prin-

cipally, but since then the Japanese manufacturers have had to

supply them. At present orders from Russia are pouring in,

and the export for Russia this year is far in advance of other

years. The exportation of rickshaw tires makes up one-half of

the whole amount. These are made mostly by the Dunlop, the

Oriental Rubber, the Mitatsuchi and the Nippon rubber com-

panies.

Automobile tires are manufactured mainly by the Kakinchi and
the Dunlop companies. The sizes of these tires differ according

to the countries from which the orders come. Sometimes the

manufacturers have to use meters instead of inches, and on this

account the work is rather complicated. The average sizes,

though, vary between 28 by 3 and 35 by 5. Manufacturers are

also receiving large orders for solid tires, and the demand for

these, as well as for the others, is rapidly increasing.

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES.

From an economic standpoint the Japanese unquestionably hold

certain advantages in the rubber industry of the world. They
are a frugal people, practicing every possible economy, so that

wages and the cost of living are remarkably low. Women occupy
about 75 per cent of the positions in labor, both in factories

and agriculture. As employed, at hand-made tires they receive

from 12;^ cents to 24 cents per day of 12 hours. The highest

wage paid to male superintendents and foremen is 64 cents,

whereas the average workman receives only 25 cents per day.

This in large measure explains the suprisingly low prices at

which rubber goods of Japanese manufacture are obtainable here.

PICTURESQUE JAPANESE ADVERTISING.
That Japanese manufacturers appreciate fully the power of

attraction of illustrations in their advertising is indicated by the

accompanying reproduction from a page in "The Gomu-Sekai,"
the Japanese rubber trade paper. This striking design heads the

advertisement of druggists' sundries of Skinjiro Muneta, 20,

Kichome, Doshomachi, Higachiku, Osaka.

SIAM'S IMPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS.

A CCORDING to American consular advices, Siam's imports
»^ of rubber goods for the last three fiscal years ended
March 31, 1916, have shown the following variation: 159,115

pounds, valued at $119,507, for 1914; 143,506 pounds, valued at

$103,702 for 1915; and 157,931 pounds, valued at $127,507, for

1916. The imports for 1916 included 58,565 pounds of automobile
tires, valued at $51,978; 13,380 pounds of cycle tires, valued at

$14,551; 41,323 pounds of other kinds of tires, valued at $16,795;
and 44,630 pounds of all other rubber manufactures valued at

$44,183.

SOURCES OF IMPORTS.
The sources of rubber goods imports for the fiscal year ended

March 31, 1916, were: From the United Kingdom, automobile
tires, $39,902; cycle tires, $4,941; other kinds of tires, $12,771;
and all other rubber manufactures, $11,155. From United States,

motor car tires, $872; cycle tires, $3; all other kinds of tires,

$134; and all other manufactures of rubber, $1,002. From Italy,

cycle tires, $395. From Japan, tires, $17; and all other rubber
manufactures, $2,584. From Singapore, automobile tires, $39,902;

cycle tires, $9,011; all other kinds of tires, $3,873; and all other
rubber manufactures, $27,791. From all other countries, $1,651

worth of rubber manufactures other than tires.

Taking the totals of all rubber goods imported during the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1916, it will be noted that $80,591 worth
is credited to Singapore, a British port of transhipment; $40,226

to the United Kingdom; $2,011 to the United States; and $4,448

worth to all other countries.

TIRE MARKET.
The roads in and around Bangkok, the capital of Siam, are

favorable to the use of rubber-tired vehicles, and the use of the

automobile and bicycle is steadily increasing. The total number
of motor cars on the register up to April 1, 1916, was 875.

Rubber tires are used for horse-drawn vehicles, as well as for

the rickshaws drawn by the Chinese coolies.

During past years American manufacturers apparently have not

displayed any active interest in Siam's needs for rubber goods,

but in 1916 an American concern established an agency for its

automobile and other tires, and American salesmen are said to

have taken fair orders for other kinds of rubber goods.

The import duty on all kinds of rubber goods is 3 per cent ad
valorem.

BEI.GIAK CONGO RTTBBER EXPORTS.
The latest available statistics of the foreign trade of the

Belgian Congo are for the year 1915 and show that exports of
crude rubber amounted to 4,428,945 pounds, against 4,892,166

pounds exported the previous year.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

RUBBER TAXATION IN THE FEDERATED MALAY STATES.

AlCOKDIXCj to recent advices from the Far East, there is in

Malaya considerable agitation with the object of adding still

further to the export duty on crude rubber.

At the present time the export duty is 2'-i per cent ad valorem.

It is suggested that at the next Federal Council of the Fed-

erated Malay States a motion may be introduced to provide for

an additional export duty of one Straits Settlements dollar per

picul [$0,367 per 133;<) pounds] to be levied upon all crude rubber

exported during the year 1917. In fact, there are rumors of a

still higher ta.x being imposed.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER INDUSTRY AND TRADE.

The American Consul at Singapore, Straits Settlements, re-

ports that the development of the rubber industry in the Malay
Peninsula has seriously affected the cultivation of most of the

other agricultural products of the country. The cultivation of

rice, for instance, was first supplanted in large areas by cocoanuts

and later by rubber. From the cultivation of rice the native

was able to work out a bare livelihood, but with a small rubber

plantation he has the possibility of becoming in a few years

a comparatively rich man.

There were imported in 1915, 23,114 tons of crude rubber

from the Malay States, 2,198 tons from the Netherlands Indies,

and 709 tons from other countries. The figures in 1914 were
9.661 tons. 556 tons, and 274 tons; and 4,073 tons, 188 tons, and

189 tons in 1913.

The exports of crude rubber from the Straits Settlements in

1915 are given as 12,824 tons (value $13,744,621) to the United

Kingdom: 21,075 tons (value $25,598,597) to the United States,

and 4,383 tons (value $1,776,367) to other countries. In 1914 they

totaled 13,376 tons, 4,510 tons, and 2,^20 tons, with 7,168 tons,

2508 tons, and 731 tons, the corresponding figures in 1913.

INCREASED RUBBER EXPORTS FROM SUMATRA.

The American consul at Batavia, Java, reports that exports

of plantation rubber from Belawan, Deli (Sumatra), for the

first eight months of 1916 amounted to 19,947,704 pounds, com-
pared with 8,300.817 pounds in the corresponding period of 1915.

Shipments to the United States increased from 2,309,072 to

5,549,025 pounds. This indicates continued growth in the trade

with the United States, which had previously leaped from 67,200

pounds in 1914 to 4,074,560 for the entire year 1916. The figures

for eight months are

;

Countries. 1915. 1916.
United .States pounds 2.369.072 5.549,025
Great Britain 4,517,429 3,863,088
Netherlands 948.158 31,592
Straits .Setllementb 466,158 1,503,999

Totals, 8,300,817 10,947,704

DUTCH EAST INDIES RUBBER TRADE,

The latest complete official reports on the rubber trade and

industry in the Netherlands East Indies now available are for

the calendar year 1915.

As has already been stated in The Indi.\ Rubber World, in

consequence of the trouble experienced in shipping merchandise

to the United States via the Netherlands at the beginning of

the war, all goods from Sumatran ports to the United States

in 1915 were shipped either via Java by direct steamer to New
York, or via Singapore and Hong Kong to San Francisco and
Seattle.

The direct monthly service to the east coast of the United

States being found insufficient to meet the increasing demand

for cargo space, was changed to one of three weeks, and still

all boats sailed with all the cargo they possibly could carry.

Freight rates to New York had increased about 50 per cent

by the close of the year, and shippers fotmd that they could

send their goods to American .Atlantic ports via San Francisco

and rail at less expense than by sending by direct steamer from

Java lo New ^'ork.

EXPORTS FROM J.WA.

Of the total crude rubber exports amounting to 14,262,235

pounds, 4,732,264 pounds went to the United Kingdom, 2,831,748

pounds to the Netherlands, 1,024,423 pounds to the Straits Set-

tlements, and 11,000 pounds to France.

Exports of gutta percha amounted to 678,269 pounds ; all went

to the Netherlands, as did also the exports of gutta jelutong,

which amounted to 1,584 pounds.

EXPORTS TC THE UNITED STATES.
Exports of crude rubber to the United States in 1915 amounted

in value to $5,918,570, against $338,315 in 1914; those of gutta

jelutong amounted to $45,353, against $4,969 the previous year,

and exports of gutta percha were valued at $31,533 against

$10,007 in 1914.

RUBBER CULTIVATION IN THE NETHERLANDS INDIES.

A report of the International Association for Rubber Cultiva-

tion in the Netherlands Indies estimates the total area under

rubber in the islands of Sumatra and Java at 570,000 acres, about

half of the total capital involved being English, the Dutch in-

terest coming next, while France, Belgium and the United

States are represented in the balance. The export of crude

rubber from the Dutch possessions for 1915 is given at 18,765

metric tons, of which 11,307 tons came from Sumatra and 7,458

tons from Java. In 1914 the total export w'as 10,046 tons, of

which 6,234 tons came from Sumatra and 3,812 tons from Java.

This illustrates the rapid growth of the industry in recent years,

and in the case of plantations on the east coast of Sumatra the

development of the estates would appear to have been particularly

rapid.

CEARA RUBBER FROM NIGERIA.

Reporting on two samples of Manihot rubber received from

government plantations in Nigeria for analysis and tests, the

British Imperial Institute states that the first sample had been

prepared by a native from trees three years old, having an aver-

age girth of IS inches at 3 feet from the ground. Sixty trees

were tapped 14 times during a period of one month, the total

yield of dry rubber being 118 ounces. The rubber was dark

brown and in the form of thin, rough sheets. It was in good

condition, containing only a small amount of impurities in the

form of bark. Its physical properties were quite satisfactory.

The results of chemical examination were as follows

:

Loss on \\'ashing (moisture and impurities) Per cent.. 5.3

Composition of dry washed rubber:
Caoutchouc 83.1

Resin 5.3

Protein 9.9
Ash 1.7

The sample was valued at 2s. Id. per pound in London, with

fine hard Para at 2s. (>%d. per pound, and dark-brown plantation

Para crepe at 2s. 4d. per pound.

The rubber, although derived from young trees, compared

favorably in composition with many samples of Ceara rubber

previously examined by the Imperial Institute.

The second sample had been obtained from 96 trees which

were tapped 26 times during the months of May and October.
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During the intervening four months the trees were allowed to

rest. They were from three to four years old and varied in

girth from 18 to 20 inches at 3 feet from the ground, the ma-

jority being about 20 inches. Half of the trees had been tapped

during the previous year, but the remainder were being tapped

for the first time.

The sample consisted of rough sheet rubber, in pieces measur-

ing about 5 inches square. The color varied from pale to dark

brown, but many of the pieces were whitish on the surface. The
physical properties of the rubber were good.

A chemical examination gave the following results :

Loss on washing (moisture and impurities) Per cent.. 8.0
Composition of dry washed rubber:
Caoutchouc 84.7
Resin 6.3
Protein 7.7
Ash 1.3

The rubber was valued at 2s. bd. per pound in London (April

3, 1916), with plantation Ceara crepe at is. 2d. per pound and

plantation Para crepe at is. 2d. per pound.

This latter sample was also satisfactory in composition. In both

cases the amounts of resin and protein were not excessive for

Manihot rubber, but the loss on washing was rather high.

RUBBER PLANTING IN THE MADRAS REGION OF INDIA.

The Madras Presidency at the present tiine is the most pro-

ductive rubber region of British India. The area under rubber

cultivation in that Presidency is 12,922 acres, and the number

of Hevea trees is estimated at 1,636,476. The only other im-

portant rubber-producing regions of India are .Assam, with

4,681 acres and 137,430 trees, and Burma, with 29,544 acres and

4,011,399 trees. The yield of the Assam plantations is rela-

tively small, but is increasing steadily. The output of crude

rubber in Madras in 1913 was more than double that of Burma,

where most of the trees have not yet reached a tappable age.

Practically all Hevea is "stump-planted,", stumps being obtained

from nursery trees from 9 to 12 months old. At the average

rate of development of plantation Hevea in India, trees become
tappable about four years from the date of stump-planting.

The American consul at Madras reports that in 1915 the

United States purchased crude rubber for the first time from

India direct, the quantity purchased amounting in value to

$110,035. The exports from the Madras Presidency to all

countries showed in the fiscal year 1915-16 an expansion of 50

per cent in quantity, while the value increased 31 per cent. The
average value declined from $99 to $88 per hundredweight.

Shipments to the United Kingdom and Ceylon increased from

$1,675,090 to $2,065,018, and from $688,448 to $937,612, respectively

The following table shows the quantities and values of exports,

with average price per pound, for the last four fiscal years

:

Quantity Total Value Value Per Pound
in in U. S. in U. S.

Year. Pounds. Currency. Currency.

1912-13 888.800 $1,323,139 $0.08

1913-14 1,595,900 1,989,101 0.07

1914-13 2,388,600 2,367,714 0.06

1915-16 3,559,300 3,113,262 0.05

RUBBER THEFTS IN THE FAR EAST.

Far Eastern exchanges contain many items relating to thefts

of both crude rubber and latex. These thefts appear to be in-

creasing each day, but this is not surprising when one considers

the tremendous growth of the rubber-producing industry in that

part of the world. In Malaya the records show that the courts

are imposing exemplary punishment on rubber thieves, and it

appears that the government is seeking to devise a system that

will effectively check rubber stealing.

MAURITIUS RUBBER IMPORTS.

Mauritius, the prosperous little British island of the South In-

dian Ocean, has about 382,740 inhabitants, of which 261,093 are In-

dians, who make up the laboring element; the balance of the

population being composed of Mauritian descendants of the

former French and Dutch settlers, and Britishers. The sugar

industry is the economic and commercial mainstay of the colony;

other products are aloe fiber, manioc, maize, tea, vanilla, cofifee,

fruits, vegetables, etc.

OfiScial statistics for 1915 show that, besides wearing apparel

containing rubber, Mauritius imported $54,723 of rubber articles,

against $42,442 the previous year.

HEVEA PLANTING IN THE FIJI ISLANDS.

Tlie latest available official reports regarding the rubber

plantation industry in the Fiji Islands are for the year 1914.

Rubber planting is still in an experimental stage there.

Hevea trees from seedlings planted in 1906 at a distance of 17

by 17 feet had attained in 1914 an average girth of 17.1 inches

at 3 feet from the ground. Thirty trees tapped about 170 days

( in all 4,970 tappings) yielded 22V-! pounds of smoked biscuits

and W^ pounds of scrap. Seedlings planted in 1908 attained a

girth of 11.4 inches and stumps planted the same year a girth

of 11.1 inches; in each case at a height of 3 feet from the

ground. In most cases the plots had sufifered much from storms.

RUBBER IN UGANDA.

The Hevea rubber crop was next in importance to coffee on
plantations in Uganda during the fiscal year. 1915-16, according

to a report recently published by the Department of Agriculture

of the Government of that British colony.

The area under rubber plantation was divided up as follows

:

1.072 acres over five years old and 328 acres under five years.

In addition to this 4,506 acres over two years old and 238 acres

below that age were interplanted with coffee, making a total of

6,144 acres under Hevea on regular plantations. Besides these

plantation areas, it was estimated that the natives had 1,062 acres

under Hevea and 2,273 acres under Ceara (Manihot) rubber;

while the several religious missions had 169 acres of Hevea and
121 acres of other rubber.

A comparatively small area had reached the tapping stage,

but the exports were rising gradually, being 52,349 pounds in

1915-16 compared with 22,056 pounds in the previous fiscal year.

The output suffered but little from pests and diseases, the

small shipments of plantation rubber made realized good prices,

so that it is conservative to state that rubber promises to become
of considerable importance in the agricultural development of

Uganda.

Mr. Pearson's book "What I Saw in the Tropics" will interest

every rubber man who aspires to know more about crude rub-

ber production. Price, $3.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN MALAYA.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A LL talk in local rubber circles is chiefly concerned with the

projected ".American invasion." As mentioned in previous

articles, American capitalists are taking a lively interest in the

Malayan rubber industry, an interest which promises to develop
very speedily into active participation in production, and this on

a very big scale. Matters have already progressed so far as to

justify mention in the realms of government. Speaking at a

recent meeting of the federal council of Malaya, Sir Arthur
^'oung, G. C. M. G., who, besides being governor of the Straits

Settlements, is the high commissioner of the Federated Malay
States, said : "With reference to what has been termed the

.American invasion I understand that the large company in ques-

tion do not wish to have land alienated to them. They have no
desire to lead to over-production. They want to purchase land

already alienated, and, first of all, they wish to find out whether

the planters want them to come here or not. It is for the planters

to say. There is no law to stop land being sold to .Americans."
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It is only natural that when the news of this large company's

proposed activities became noised abroad among the planting

community it had rather a mixed reception. The first impulse

was to resent an apparent intrusion on what might be termed

"our own preserves," but second thoughts led to a change of

view, and now it can be said with confidence that the United

States' entry into the great industry of Malaya will be generally

welcomed by all in any way connected with it. It is recognized

that the putting of capital into a country, while furthering the

ends of the capitalists, cannot fail also to increase the prosperity

of the country concerned. I have heard it said that planter an-

tagonism to the American invasion is based on fear of "Amer-

ican methods," but this surely is a childish view to take. If,

say others, the Americans have anything to teach us in the art

of profitably administering our properties, let us learn it all as

quickly as possible, for these be days when we need to get the

best possible results from all of our possessions. If our methods

are as good as any that can be imported, they are not likely to

be disturbed, for the newcomers are hardly likely to want change

just for the sake of change.

As regards the risk of over-production, if quantities of new

capital are introduced, there is no need to tell anyone connected

with the trade that the demand for rubber is increasing by such

leaps and bounds that any such fears need not be entertained

for a moment. It is even possible that there may come again a

period of such scarcity as was experienced some ten years ago.

There are now trades to which rubber is so essential, and that

in vast quantities, that those who have sunk capital in such

businesses, feel the necessity of taking a direct interest in the

production of the raw material. For one thing in particular they

are naturally anxious not to be entirely at the mercy of the

market—and the market price—in the matter of supplies. The
present time, too, is considered particularly opportune for com-

ing in for the simple reason that the bulk of rubber plantation

capital is held in Great Britain, and as the war goes on it will

be increasingly difficult to find the money to develop the large

number of estates, which are still in need of development. With

new British capital for the industry diminishing, there should

certainly be companies willing to sell their properties or give

part share in them rather than see them run to weed.

On the British side it is asked : Is it desirable to let foreigners

get a big hold on our plantations? In the ordinary way the

answer would be no, but in a case where it is necessary to sell,

then America is the place to which to look for good prices. In

fact, in the present condition of world politics, it is the only

place to look to, seeing that Germany does not count, and that

other allied nations have no spare capital to invest in foreign

ventures. Then, from the point of view of the general interest

of the colmtry itself, any development of the land is to be wel-

comed. There are thousands and thousands of acres of rich

land awaiting development, and only outside assistance can

make this possible as it is obvious that for years after war is

over the burden of taxation will prevent a large volume of

British capital being available for colonial purposes. It is not

likely that in such circumstances Britain will run the risk of

detriment to the territories under her care by raising obstacles

to foreign capital. Without help the colonies will decline, but

by accepting it both Great Britain and those who assist yvill

benefit. From all points of view, then, the promised "American

invasion" of Malaya is to be heartily welcomed.

Recent company reports indicate that, while practically all

estates are showing steady and substantial profits, directors are

being more cautious than ever in the matter of making large

allocations to reserve. It is expected that war taxes on profits

are to be made heavier still, and when the pressure of war
conditions is becoming heavier every day, companies have to be

prepared for almost any calls. As regards the thriving nature

of the industry, nothing is more significant than the way in

which cocoanut companies are abandoning that product in favor

of rubber. Only three or four years ago there was great talk

of a boom in cocoanuts, a boom that was to outrival that in

rubber of a few years previous. "The consols of the East" was
one expressive phrase used to describe the new industry, and

a good deal of money was put into cocoanut estates in various

parts of the peninsula. But the boom has not eventuated. For

some reason cocoanut cultivation does not prove a general suc-

cess. Various causes hinder the development of estates, and

speculators are finding that they will have to wait a long time

for the big profits promised. So now rubber trees are replacing

cocoanut trees in a good many cases.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE AMERICAN INVASION.

ALL rubber men do not hold the opinion of the correspondent

of The India Rubber World on this matter, however. Dis-

cussing the tendency of the "wise men of the West" to acquire

land on British soil in Malaya—and plant rubber in competition

with British planters already established there, our English con-

temporary "Tropical Life" states the drawbacks of such a ten-

dency from the point of view of many British planters.

Firstly, it would further increase the output of raw rubber by
outsiders, who cannot do so well elsewhere, when we British

planters are already threatened with a surplus in the near future

as it is. Secondly, as the manufacturers are at the back of the
move, they can only be after producing their own supplies, or a
portion of them, thereby reducing their competition for our
output.

Regarding the viewpoint of the American manufacturer who is

striving to protect himself from the raids in the form of rubber

booms made upon his legitimate business, our English contem-

porary continues

:

But how is the American manufacturer proposing to protect his

interests? Is it not at the expense of our own by coming to
British Malaya to plant rubber against our own planters after

having watched them all these years risking and losing money,
health and even lives in establishing the industry and showing
how it can be carried on with safety to pocket and person.

Lastly, but most important of all, there is the question of native

labor supplies. From what source will the Americans draw their

requirements ; from British India and elsewhere within our
Empire, when the great question of the day is to know how the
British-owned estates, sugar, cocao, etc., will do five or ten years
hence, when India keeps her labor to herself and our own areas
have been largely increased as they must be if the world is not to
run short?

We have no feelings but those of good will towards our Ameri-
can cousins, so long as they are not hyphenated ones ; but know-
ing as we do what a large proportion of German blood there is in

the so-called American hustlers now overflowing into the world.
South America, British territory and elsewhere, we feel, there-

fore, before we set up and allow outsiders to grow fat at our
expense, now we have proved that they can do so, that we ought
first to consider what harm can befall our planters by doing so

;

and secondly, and above all, let us analyze the constitution of the
companies and of the S}'ndicates that are proposing to invade and
exploit British Malaya at our cost. The wisdom of allowing:

genuine Anglo-Saxon Americans to settle in Malaya is doubtful,

but it would be worse than wicked to feed Germany and Austria
through the United States, as we may do by such an action. Even
from the competitive point of view it would be bad to take the
backbone out of the New York orders by allowing American,
manufacturers to settle in British territory to produce a portion
of their supplies ; but if, hidden behind the cosmopolitan back of
Uncle Sam, we must feed Germany and Austria as well and spoil

their future demand for our plantation rubber also, it would not
only be wicked, but downright suicidal for British interests won
at so much cost to British subjects.

As already said, we have nothing but good will towards the
genuine inhabitants of the United States, who, we know, are well
disposed towards us. Even in their case, however, we believe in

the saying that "Charity begins at home," and as America is so
e.xtremely wealthy. Uncle Sam can well afford to continue to buy
our rubber, as he has been doing, instead of coming in to produce
rubber to reduce his competition as a buj'er in the world's
markets.
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FIGHTING THE LEAF DISEASE IN DUTCH GUIANA.

IN his report on the South American leaf disease (as briefed in

The India Rubber World, September 1, 1916, page 689), Mr.

Bancroft recommends spraying with a solution of sulphate of

copper in lime water. He also advocates the destruction, by bury-

ing or burning, of all fallen leaves.

A preliminary report of Dr. G. Stahel, Government Mycologist

•of Dutch Guiana, has been made which takes a somewhat dis-

similar view of the efficacy of spraying, and recommends radically

different treatment for eradicating the disease.

Dr. Stahel has completed his investigations, but the Board of

Agriculture is delaying the full report until drawings and photo-

graphs, which are to be reproduced in Holland, are available.

However, the preliminary report has been published in order that

practical work may not be further delayed. This report is as

follows

:

The disease is attributable to a fungus of three fructifications.

The main fructification, i. e., the perithicium, is found on the

old leaves, in one to two months at its earliest and before they

are matured.
The pycnidium fructifications are always observable on the

matured leaves ; after two months the perithicium always pre-

dominates and is always to be found on the leaves.

The scolicotrichum conidium buds in water in about two
hours ; if sowed on young leaves, it will be found that after ten

hours, a large percentage of the germ-tubes collect under the cu-

ticule, and after 20 hours they will penetrate between the epider-

mis cells into the leaves and branches.

Drying the conidium, they will die out after IS hours. The
pycnospores bud in water and in nourishing solution, after a few-

hours, but the general germ-cell does not exceed two to three

micron in length.

Sowed on very young leaves, the germ-cell will not develop
further.

The ascospores bud in about the same period as the scoli-

cotrichum-conidium sowed on young leaves. It will be found
under the cuticule after 12 hours, very few, single and short germ
cells, but after 20 to 22 hours these germ cells will be found far

thinner than the scolicotrichum, although grown a little further

under the cuticule, but not penetrated in the leaves between the

epidermis cell ; if the spores are dried out they die in a few
hours. The production, however, of ascospores is further very
limited, even when the leaves are well supplied with much peri-

thicia. but few on some of the trees that I could obtain for my
investigation.

The ascospores will, therefore, contribute very little in spread-
ing the disease. Tlie matured leaves, which so far only bear
perithicia are consequently not very dangerous.

It is, however, with the young and matured leaves quite dif-

ferent ; these produce a large quantity of scolico. We have
found in Hevca fields trees that were withering during the
•whole year, or trees which were forming young sprouts invested
with scolecotrichum fructifications. In view of these facts

we have come to the following conclusions

:

_
Care should be taken during three to four weeks that the cul-

tivations be kept free from all young Heziea leaves, and it will be
found that all scolecotrichum fructifications will disappear and
also the conidium within 24 hours. The scolecotrichum fructifi-

cations will appear again, however, at a later period, and will

spread, if the ascospores be not effectively made harmless. It will

be necessary, therefore, from time to time to repeat the treat-
ment

; but experience will teach in the interval between each
treatment.

_
It is obvious in these treatments that the neighboring planta-

tions follow suit, or in the event of unwillingness on the part of
the neighbors to do so the Hevea trees should then be removed
from the fields.

As the leaves of the Hcvea always form in a cluster from, say,
eight to ten, close upon each other, at the end of the branches,
they can be cut off very easily with the aid of a cocoa knife,
which is to be highly recommended.
For instance, during the dry season, when the latex is not

flowing sufficiently, the laborers can be divided for a few weeks
and put to work in the Hevea fields to destroy all the young
leaves, especially at certain times, when only small portions of
the trees are wintering or producing new sprouts. A laborer can
treat two large or three small ones in a day of eight hours.
Whether this mode of fighting the disease in Dutch Guiana

will prove effectual if continued is hard to say, or whether it

would be better to substitute the Hevea in the coffee fields by
coffeemama trees I refrain from discussing.

Until recently I have overvalued the significance of ascospores
for spreading the disease ; only by the latest investigations dur-
ing the last two months it has proven to me that the infective
power of tlie ascopores can be insignificant, and only in view of
these results could I recommend a method which, to my idea,
will prove technically adequate.
A few weeks back an article appeared in one of the local

papers to the effect that in British Guiana something had been
effected towards the eradicating of the disease, and in conse^
quence I am obliged to mention something in connection with
the system employed in that colony.

It is recommended by the Government botanist in that colony
that spraying the young leaves with Bordeaux mixture and cut-
ting off the dried branches from the healthy parts and destroying
the fallen leaves will be found to help remove the disease ; to
this I will say dead fungus does not do any harm. But the
cutting of the dry branches from the healthy part is based on the
fact of my investigation and which I cannot even recommend.
I have, therefore, advised a few plantation owners where the
system has been carried on not to continue it ; the reason of this
will appear in the Bulletin.

Spraying of the 'trees with Bordeaux mixture will, when
applied on leaves two to four days old prove favorable, but the
application appears to me for various reasons to be unfit ; in the
first place, it is expensive and not so beneficial as my proposed
method.

Proofs are also shown here that the young leaves of one to
three centimeters cannot bear the spraying with Bordeaux mix-
ture, and will curl and fall off. This fact has also been proved
on the Slootwijk plantation during the fighting experiments.

It will thus be seen that these two investigators are widely at

variance regarding the methods necessary to overcome this dis-

ease. However, we understand that Mr. Bancroft has not yet

completed his investigation, and moreover, has since made a visit

to Dr. Stahel to consult with him regarding this important matter.

It is hoped that as a result of this meeting conclusions will bt
reached which will be of such character as to provide rubber
growers throughout the world with a remedy for this formidable
disease.

CRUDE RtJBBER IN HONDUHAS.
According to the American Consul at Ceiba, Honduras, the

crude rubber industry there is dormant. The low prices pre-

vailing in rubber markets, coupled with the export duty levied

by the Government of Honduras and the municipalities, amount-
ing at Cuba to approximately 4 cents gold per pound, makes
rubber gathering so unprofitable that the natives will not tap
the trees even when they can find them close at hand, and traders

declare that they buy the product merely as an accommodation.

RUBBER TRADE OF BOLIVIA IN 1916.

According to the .statement of the Bolivian Minister of Fi-

nance to the 1916 National Congress of Bolivia, the exports of

crude rubber, which amounted to 4,484,915 kilograms [9,867,813

pounds] in 1914, reached 5,034,847 kilograms [11,120.663 pounds]
during the fiscal year 1915-16.

RUBBER GOODS IMPORTS INTO VENEZUELA.

The .American Consul at Maracaibo reports the following im-

ports of rubber manufactures into Venezuela during the years

1914 and 1915:

Tires. All other rubber goods.
A A

From— 1914. 1915. 1914. 1915.

United States $1,720 $5,600 $1,320 $3,152
United Kingdom 490 1.200
Germany 1,960

All countries $1,720 $5,600 $3,770 $4,352

CONSULAR INVOICES FOR BRAZILIAN SHIPMENT.

The Brazilian budget law for 1917 provides that no invoices

after shipment will be accepted by Brazilian consuls, and ship-

ments unaccompanied by consular invoice pay double duty.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUKII IlKCEMHER 19. 1916.

N
S. Goodyear, Xaugatuck, assignor
Co., New Haven—both in Con-

1.208,902.

1,20.<<.906.

1,208.922.

1,208.932.

1,208,946.

1,208.948.

1,209,042.

1,209,130.

1,209,206.

1,209,223.

1,209,224.

1,209,374.

1,209,401.

1,209,442.

1.209,509.

1,209,516.

1,209,575.

1.209,605.

1,209,645.

1.209,656.

1,209,660.

1,209,715.

1.209,726.

1,209,740.

1,209,763.

1,209,771.

1,209.856,

1.209,978.

1.209,986.

1,210,048.

1,210,132.

1.210,155.

1.210,219.

1,210,273.

1,210,327.

1,210.466.

1.210,538.

1,210.575.

1,210,594.

1,210,702.

1,210,883.

1,210,933.

1.210.939.

1.211,005.

1,211,035.

1.211.042.

O. 1,208,772. Hcelless overshoe. C.
ro The L. Candce
iiecticut.

,208,869. Rubber-coated closet seat. M. J. Whelan, Muskegon,
Mich., assignor to BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., a corpora-

tion of Delaware.

Elastic tire. H. E. Boyd, Akron, Ohio.

Inner tube for pneumatic tires. J. P. Brophy, Birmingham. Ala.

Drenching bottle entirely constructed of rubber. G. Dawkins,
Tnixno, La.

Demountable rim. R. A. Eckberg, Des Moines, Iowa.

Tire filler. L. G. Gilghrist, Vandcrgrifl, Pa.

Spring tire with rubber shoe. G. Greco, Pittsburgh, Pa

Pneumatic tire. A. T. Savage, San Diego, Calif.

Tire protector. A. Dahl, Yardlcy, Pa.

Vulcanizing fuse. L. Risk, Minneapolis, Minn.

Diving dress. IT. Stelzncr, assignor to the firm of Dragerwcrk,
Ileinr. & Beruh. Drager—both of Liibeck, Germany.

Diving helmet. H. Stelzner, assignor to the firm of Drager-

wcrk, Heinr. & Bernh. Drager—both in Liibeck, Germany.

Hose coupling. A. AndreoUi, Meadow Lands, Pa.

Garter pocket. E. V. Crouse, Chicago, 111.

Doubletread tire. J. F. .lablonski, Irvington, X. J.

Demountable rim. F. Spranger and N. M. Spranger. assignors

t.i Spranger Rim and Wlieel Co.—all of Detroit, Mich.

Rubber tooth brush. C. II. Thompson, assignor of one-half to

F. H. Wager—both of Troy, N. Y.

Cushion I'ire. N. H. Hassel, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Bead for tire casings. T. J. Mell. assignor to the Republic

Rubber Co.—both of Voungstown, Ohio.

Cord tire. R. B. Price, New York City,

Regenerating Co., Mishgwaka, Ind.

ISSUED DECEMBER 26, 1916.

Commode protector comprising an integral

Bailey. North Warren. Pa.

Overshoe with elastic cushion at the heel. I.,

N. .T.

Rubber tire and its attachment to wheels.

don, England.

Recoil pad. P. J. Krueger, Blue Island, III.

Piston packing. C. I. E. Mastin, Midland Park. N. J.

Bath mitten. C. A. Rosengren, assignor to The Goodyear's Metal-

lic Rubber Shoe Co.—boih of N'augatuck, Conn.

Combined sleeping bag and knapsack. R. Skancke.
ania, and J. F. Aasn.'es, Selvig, in Sande, Norway.

.Automobile tire. W. F. Labey. East Hartford, Conn.,

of one-third to A. H. Miller, Holyoke, Mass.

Self-filling fountain pen. D. J, La France, Somerville,

to C. Brandt, Boston—both in Massachusetts.

Rubberized sheet for trunk panels and the like. C. D.

assignor to The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.—both
of Xaugatuck, Conn.

N.m skid pneumatic tire. H. Z. Cobb, Winchester, Mass., as-

signor to Revere Rubber Co., Providence, R. I.

Non-skid tire. I. E. Ash, Athens, Ohio.

Tire reliner. J. L. G. Dykes, Chicago, III.

Sectional tire having inflatable inner segmental tubes. G. Sheely

and J. H. Sheely, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Packing and metljod of making same. R. T. Campbell, Kansas
City, Mo.

Filler for tire casings comprising a mass of horsehair infiltrated

•vith a solution of soft rubber and drained and dried. G.

Kelly. Hinsdale, 111.

ISSUED JANUARY 2, 1917.

Petticoat waistband with elastic sections. L. Gutman and B.

Gutman, New York City.

B. RosCj Minneapolis, Minn.

?. White, assignor to L. E. White-

assignor to Rubber

rubber ring. S. F.

-A, Baum, Newark,

E. B. Killen, Lon-

Christi-

assignor

assignor

Mason,

tires. K. J. Brooks and F. E.

-both

Martin,

Air gage for tires. E,

.Toint packing strip. T.

of Chicago, 111.

Armor for automobile
Malvern, -Ark.

Dust cap for tire valves. A. C. Savage, Indianapolis, Ind.

Pasteboard dispensing package for elastic tape. H. .A. .Austin,

assignor to Everhstik, Inc.—both of Boston. Mass.

Tread for resilient tires. B. C. Hamm, Boston, Mass.

Respirating device. M. Hilgers, Tazewell County, HI.

Tire or casing spreading tool. T. B. Stroud, Pass Christian,

Miss.

Pneumatic cord tire. C. L .Archer, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pneumatic life saving suit. G. Balogh, Detroit, Mich.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 266.

1,211,055.

1,211,056.

1.211,067.

1,211,192.

1,211.214.

1,211,225.

1.211,245.

1,211,246.

1,211,369.

1,211,387.

1,211.427.

1,211,466.

1,211,501.

1.211.619.

1,211,642.

1,211,662.

1,211,663.

1,211,666.

1,211,699.

1,211,706.

1,211,769.

1.211.806.

1,211.846.-

1,211,867.

1.211,869.

1,211,885.

1,211,928.

1,211,958.

1,212,077.

1,212,084.

1,212,297.

1.212,313.

1,212,315.

1,212,379.

1.212,448.

1,212,558.

1,212.640.

1,212,641.

1,212.677.

1,212,744.
1,212,819.

1,212,834.

1.212,973.

1,212,985.

1,213.005.

1,213.072.

1,213,096.

Elastic arch and ankle support. H. A. Bernstein, New York
City.

Tire rim. T. M. Berry, Detroit, Mich.
<"anvas hose couplings. N. B. Eraly, Butte, Mont.
Tire protector. W. C. Logan, Loudsvillc, Ga.
Tire protector. .A. W. Neff, Powell, Ohio, assignor of one-half

to G. W. .Veft, New York City.

Bath brush. .A. Pludowski, assignor of one-third to S. Orlowski
and one-third to W. Szczepaniak—all of Watcrbury, Conn.

Valve for pneumatic tires. O. Schutz. New York City.

Vaginal syringe. N. C. E. Schwartz, Chicago, 111.

Toy balloon. T. W. Miller, assignor to The Faultless Rubber
("o.—both of Ashland, Ohio.

ISSUED JANUARY 9, 1917.

Device for connecting air hose to pneumatic tire valves. C. W.
Beck, Rockville Center, N. Y., assignor to Beck-Frost Corpor-
ation. Detroit, Mich.

Tire patch. 11. B. Ferguson and 1. G. Ferguson, Newburgh,

.Air brake hose clamp. C A. McKerahan, assignor to The
Westinghouse .Air Brake Co.— both of Wilmerding, Pa.

Tire valve. J. W. Taylor, assignor of two-thirds to G. A. Mohr
— both of Lansing, Mich.

-Anti-skid or anti-slip siioe tread. A. J. Oehring, assignor of
one-half to A. L. Tucker—both of Chicago, III.

Automobile top repair patch. H. C. Thompson, assignor to
The Hall-Thompson Co.—both of Hartford, Conn.

Tire rim tool. R. -A. Best, assignor of one-half to G. M. Fish—

•

both of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tire rim tool. R. A. Best, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Truss pad of rubber. W. T. Bobo, assignor to The Easy Truss
Co.—both of Battle Creek, Mich.

Nursing vest. V. Guir.zburg, assignor to I. B. Kleinert Rubber
Co.—both of New York City.

Blanket for offset printing presses and method of making the
same. B. W. Hoerbelt, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tire valve. M. C. Schweinerf, West Hoboken, N. J., and H. P.
Kraft, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cusiiioned heel pad for boots and shoes. J. A. .Adams, Toronto,
Ontario, assignor to E. A. Adams, Montreal, Quebec—both
in Canada.

—Pneumatic bed for hide and leather working machines. H. A.
Holder, Lynn, assignor to Holder-Perkins Co., Woburn—both
in Massachusetts.

Tire patch and the process of making the same. J. G. Moomy,
Erie, Pa.

Resilient tire. H. A. Naylor, Valparaiso, Chile.

Resilient wheel. B. C. Seaton, Nashville, Tenn.

Colon-irrig'itor. A. R. Fisher, New York City.

Pneumatic tire shoe. M. C. Overman, New Y'ork City.

Life preserver. J. W. Lewis, assignor of one-fourth to T. L.

Lee—both of Boley, Okla.

Cushion tire. E. Mefterd, assignor of one-fifth to R. W. Cain

—

both of Denver, Colo.

ISSUED J.\NUARY 16, 1917.

Fountain-pen. W. A. Welty, Waterloo, Iowa.

Brush set in rubber. T. F. Barry, assignor to Rubber & Cellu-

loid Harness Trimming Co.—both of Newark, N. J.

Life Iielt consisting of an endless air tube and casing. S. P.

Bjerre, Chicago, III.

Quick-acting retainer for demountable rims. C. B. Michel, Oil-

fields, Calif.

Tire guard. O. II. Brown, .Ariel, Pa.

.Automobile tire armor. G. Riddle, Riddle, Idaho.

Tire valve. E. A. Hilding, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Luftventiler—both of Lidkoping, Sweden.

Tire valve. E. -A. Hilding. assignor to .Aktiebolaget

Luftventiler—both of Lidkoping, Sweden,

B.

Svenska

Svenska

Prince and H. Prince, NewCombined brassiere and girdle

York City.

Fountain-pen. S. S. Crocker, Wollaston, Mass.

Nipple. F. S. Sakanai, San Francisco, Calif.

Sporting shoe having a removable one-piece rubber outer sole.

Vehicle tire. W. T. Lupton, and J. Mcs. Lupton, Martinsburg,

W. Va., and J. W. Jollifte, Clear Brook, Va.

Shoe sole comprising a cut piled fabric and a rubber compound
filling. L. F. Montgomery, Fort Recovery, Ohio

Obstetrical instrument comprising an inflatable pad. A. H,

bury, assignor of one-half to V. Czeskleba

Station, Wis.

Tire armor. C. Campbell. Yonkers. N. Y.

Armored pneum:it!c tire. B. Granville, New York City

270-?71.

Pills-

-both of Lyndon

Machinery and Process Patents on pages
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THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgements of speci-

tication'i up to date w hilt ret a i nine their numerical sequence, applications

for patents made ^ubsefiuen* in 1915 are given new numbers when their

complete specification-- are accepted, or become open to public inspection

before acceptance. The ne'v numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications,

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Ofi-icial Journal, December 6. 1916.]

101,9-11.
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95,627. A green oval-shaped device—rubber boots and shoes. Lambert-
ville Rubber Co., I-ambertville, N. J.

99,740. A design with the words Top Notch therein and . the words
Beacon Falls above—rubber boots, shoes, overshoes, etc. The
Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Conn.

374,351. The word Vulmet—polishing material for dentist's' use on vul-

canite dentures and metal dentures. Claudius Ash, Sons & Co.,

Limited, London, W.
374,628. The word Quasco—articles of clothing. Philip Michael Cohen,

trading as Cohen & Wilks, Cheetham, Manchester.

375,222. The word I.TMPETrTE—packing and jointinj: in the nature of pack-

ing. J. W. Roberts, Limited, Midlands Works, Armley, Leeds.

375,510. The word Pathan—steam and hydraulic packings. Robert Bel-

dam, Limited, London. E. C,

371,697. A trapper inside a ring bearing the words "The Canadian Rubbm
Co.. Limited, MontrE/Vl"—goods mannfactined from rubber
and gutta percha. The Canadian Rubber Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, Canada.

373,219 The word Higiitensite—special insulatine material in which india

rubber predominates. Park Royal Engineering Works, Park
Roval, L-ondon, N. W.

374,001. A Scotch clansman, and a Highland landscape er closed in a cir-

cular frame with the word "Eckonomic" st.-mped across the
whole—teapot spouts, connections for flexible tubing, protectors
and sponges—all being rubber goods. N. Ross McLaren & Co.,

Bradford, Yorkshire.

374.111. .\ shield bearing a large letter F, surmounted by the word pAtJLT-

less—goods manufactured of rubber and gutta percha. The
Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio, U. S. A.

374,652. The word Stapalite—goods manufactured of rubber and gutta

percha. The Beldam Tire Co., Limited, Brentford, Middlesex.

375,402. An inverted letter Y inside of a letter O of larger font—rubber
goods. Jno. Birch & Co., Limited, London Wall, London, E. C.

375,506. The word Galirub—goods manufactured of rubber. The Gallite

& Rubber Manufacturing Co., Limited, Hammersmith, London,
W.

375,600. Head of Pericles with fhe words Pericles, Prince of Tyre,
Shakespeare—rubber tires. The Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited,

I-X)ndon, E. C.

377,116. The word Nibo—balata soles for boots and shoes. Norman Isher-

wood & Co., Bolton, Lanes.

377,425. The word Buckshee—tobacco pouches of rubber. Robert Ernest
Wright, London. E. C.

371.695. A moose head above the words The Merchants Rubber Co.,

Limited—goods manufactured from rubber and gutta percha.

The Merchants Rubber Co., Limited, Berlin, Ontario, Canada.

371.696. Crossed snow-shoes and a shield bearing the words Granbv Rubber
Co.—goods manufactured from rubber and gutta percha. The
Granby Rubber Co., Limited, Granby, Quebec, Canada.

373,416. A seal bearing a Scottish lion and the words North British
Rubber Co.—rubber bands and rubber ink and pencil erasers.

The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edinburgh.

373,763. Two superimposed, intersecting triangles enclosing the letters sa—
rubber toys. .'Xktieselskabet de forenede Gummi and Luftringe
Fabrikker' Schionning and Avre, Copenhagen, Denmark.

374,104. A rectangle enclosing the words Invincible North British
Rubber Co.. Limited—hair combs. The North British Rubber
Co., Limited, Edinburgh.

375,188. The word Sunstite—packing and jointing. J. W. Roberts, Lim-
ited. Leeds, Yorkshire.

THE FRENCH EEPUBLIC.

204. An oak leaf enclosed in a circular frame bearing the words
Marque de Fabrioue Deposee—rubber goods, including tobacco
pouches, etc. Francois Marie Fernaud Burrus, Blamont.

205. The word Burrus—Same.

206. The word Omnia—Same.

1,389. The word Caze—tobacco pouches. Caze, Saint-Claude, .Tura.

10,077. The word Magic on a background of cable-net. Stanislas Gou-
non, 16 Rue de la Republic, Lyon.

10,008. The word Stan on a cable-net background enclosed in a circular
frame.

—

Same.

17,242. Picture of the French "War Cross" with the words Croix de
Guerre-Mabques DfepoSEE—rubber goods of all kinds. Ferdi-
nand Guiraud, 10 Rue des Minimes, Marseille.

24,282. The word Titanine—varnish for aeroplane wings and for proofing
fabrics. The British Aeroplane \^arnish Co., Limited, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

163.161. The word Cuibasse—special protector for pneumatic tires. So-
ciete Francaise des Pneumatiques Dunlop, 4 Rue du Colonel
Moll, Paris.

163.162. The words Cuirasse Dunlop—Same.

163,222. The word Le Ciroleum—rubber goods. Alfred Nortier, 43 Rue
de la Folie Mericourt, Paris.

163,544. The words Marque Deposee Union on a label—rubber goods,
including footwear, garments, etc. Leon Eghiasaroff, 22 Rue
Theodore de Banville, Paris.

163.549. The words Jusou'au Bout—rubber goods. Jean Robellet, 14 Rue
de Moscow, Paris.

163.550. The word PepSiee—5a)Hs,
163.898. An artistic label with the name Luxia—rubber goods. Societe

Camis & Cie., 59 Boulevard de Strassbourg, Paris.

164.076. The word Anhydrol—chemical for proofing fabrics. Pierre Au-
bert, 58 Rue des Dames, Paris.

164.077. The word Lanoleine—Same.
164.078. The word Anhvdrine—Same.

164,159. The word "Baralong"—reclaimed rubber. Charles Delhomel, 2
Rue Buffault. Paris.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
THE UNITED STATES.

50.120. Vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented January 2, 1917. W. B.
Buckley, New York City.

50.121. Vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented January 2, 1917. W. B.
Buckley, New York City.

50,134. Vehicle tire. Term 14 years. Patented January 2, 1917. R. H.
Keaton, San Francisco, Calif.

50,120 50,121 50,134 50,190 50,202

50,190. Tire-tread. Term 14 years. Patented January 16, 1917. E. O.
Fritch, assignor to Hood Rubber Co.—both of Watertown, Mass.

50,202. Tire. Term 14 years. Patented January 16, 1917. E. Hopkinson,
New York City.

THE FUTURE RUBBER POSITION.

D UBBER manufacturers may not attach much importance to

^ *• estimates of the rubber position during the next four

years, but forecasts, when made by those who are able to predict

with some knowledge of the conditions, are always interesting.

In this connection some statistics compiled by a well-known

British market autliority, with regard to the production and

consumption of rubber in the years 1917 to 1920, are given in

articles in the London "Stock Exchange Gazette." The authority

calls attention to the wonderful expansion in the production of

rubber in the last six years. During this period, he points out,

the output of Brazil declined to the extent of a few thousand

tons, but still amounts to nearly 40,000 tons a year, while the

inferior grades of the commodity formerly contributed by Africa

have declined from 24,000 tons to about half that figure. Mean-
while, of course, a remarkable expansion has taken place in the

plantation output. In 1905 this amounted to a total of only 145

tons; for the year just ended the total was something between

140,000 and 150,000 tons—say, one thousand times the crop of

eleven years ago. In fact very nearly three-fourth of the world's

crop is now derived from plantation sources. It was feared, he

says, that over-production must result from the great planting

boom of 1910 and 1911, during which period some 360,000 acres

of land were placed under cultivation. Although these areas are

now reaching maturity, so far there has not been the slightest

sign of over-production ; indeed, it is doubtful if the world's

crop expected after 1919 will be sufficient to keep pace with

the wonderful demand.

Summarizing the results of his investigations, the authority re-

ferred to puts forward the following estimates of the world's

probable production and consumption of rubber in the next four

years. In these estimates no allowance was made for the German
and Austrian post-bellum demand of about 20,000 tons a year.

Estimated total production in 1917, 235,000 tons ; in 1918, 265,000

tons; in 1919, 295,000 tons; in 1920. 314,000 tons. Estimated

consumption, 1917, 230,000 tons; in 1918, 260,000 tons; in 1919,

290,000 tons; in 1920, 312,000 tons. Quite apart from future re-

quirements of the central European powers, it would appear that

during the whole period supply and demand are expected to

remain very nearly balanced. On peace being declared it seems
not unlikely, therefore, that a shortage in supplies will be created.

It remains to be seen whether even the immense areas now
under cultivation in the middle east will produce sufficient rubber

fully to satisfy the world's increasing demands up to 1920.
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Crude Rubber During 1916.

THE crude rubber market for the year opened with the

November advance still continuing. On January 4 the

high mark was reached with First latex crepe, spot, selling

at $1.05, and Upriver fine, spot, at $1, prices which had not been

equaled since the spectacular advance in August, 1914. Small

stocks were responsible for the firm tone in Upriver fine, but

otherwise the market was purely speculative, due to the uncer-

tainty of arrivals. January imports at New York, however,

reached 9,400 tons, the largest monthly receipts since March and

April, 1915, so that on February 1, First late.x and Smoked sheet

had dropped to 76 cents, and Upriver fine to 73 cents.

Imports were smaller during February, and consumers were

interested only in immediate requirements. Forward deliveries

were uncertain, due to lack of cargo space and slow shipment.

Values, however, ranged upward, reflecting the generally firm

London market until on February 29 First latex, spot, was

quoted at 93 to 94 cents, and Upriver fine 11 to 78 cents. Con-

trary to custom, London futures were at a premium over spot

rubber, indicating that lack of adequate shipping facilities con-

stantly threaten the rubber market.

March trading was steady, but comparatively small. New
York arrivals showed increasing volume, and shipments of

plantation rubber from the Far East by way of the Pacific Coast

became more frequent. This route is slow, chiefly because of

railway car shortage in America, but the war zone and its perils,

also the eastern freight congestion, are avoided thereby, and
consequent high cargo and insurance rates. Minor fluctuations

netted a decline of 2 to 3 cents during the month.

Direct shipments to America from the Far East by way of

the Pacific Coast continued in large volume during April, 5,810,127

pounds being reported as having arrived by that route. Trad-

ing was slight, and on April 25 First latex, spot, had declined

to 80 cents. Smoked sheet ribbed to 79 cents, and Upriver fine

to 71 cents.

May prices still sought lower levels. Apathetic trading re-

flected the dull tone of the London market. Because of back-

ward spring weather the anticipated tire business did not de-

velop, and manufacturers still had a large accumulated stock.

Imports considerably exceeded the previous month, and holders

of crude rubber were reluctant to accept orders under the

market. Futures higher than spot rubber in New York, with

the opposite prevailing in London, was a strange anomaly, re-

versing the February situation. On May 29 First latex, spot, had

reached 67 cents, Upriver fine, spot, 66, a decline of 10 and 3

cents respectively, within four weeks.

June brought only the usual desultory trading. Upriver fine,

spot, had reached the low mark, 65 cents, June 1, and prices

generally continued to decline, although on June 15 Upriver

fine was selling at 2 cents premium over First latex. Specu-

lative interests, however, brought the market up on June 28

to 67 cents for Upriver fine, spot, and 61 cents for First latex,

spot.

Then followed four months of comparative stagnation un-

usual in the history of the trade. Minor fluctuations were in

response to the London market. Imports continued heavy, a

new record of 800 tons being established at San Francisco in

July. Trading was extremely dull, sales being made in August
at less than ruling prices when First latex, spot, reached its

low mark of 56J/^ cents. Throughout this period Upriver fine

took the lead in demand and price. New shipments were de-

layed by abnormally low water on the Amazon ; stocks were
scant, and heavy Russian buying still further depleted them

and advanced the price. Spot quotations in September fluctuated

from 70 to 75 cents.

It was expected that the increased sale of rubber goods in

October would bring an active covering of crude rubber re-

quirements, and lower prices were indicated by reassuring re-

ports of increased production. But the buying movement did
not develop; imports were small and the trend of prices took
an upward turn. The temporary fright occasioned by nearby
German submarine operations sent prices up 3 to 5 cents on
October 9, and although they partially subsided later, Upriver
fine was quoted at 81 cents on October 30, First latex, 63J4
cents.

This general upward trend in the market continued throughout
the year. All grades of crude rubber were in good demand and
toward the end of November trading became quite lively, with

CENTS
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facing the trade. Continued growtli of tlic tire industry and
the demand.s of the war have made the year's consumption of

crude rubber practically equal to production, yet the world's

available stock today is greater than ever before. London stocks

on November 30 totaled 10,194 tons as follows; Plantation,

9,145 tons; Para, 177 tons; other kinds, 872 tons. British im-

ports and dvliverios of all sorts for the year were 68,405 and
65,018 tons respectively, the December figures being estimated.

Of these amounts 58.341 and 54.800 tons, respectively, were
other than Para and Peruvian.

THE M.NRKKT.

As a result of the bear squeeze which licgan in November,
1915, the year 1916 opened w-ith very high prices and on Jan-
uary 6 plantation crepe touched 4^^. S'^d.. but rapidly declined

to 3.V. With heavy fluctuations during the next three months
crepe decHned to 2.t. 4d. in July and to 2s. 2d. the three succeed-

*.^
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DISTRIBUTION.

The consumption of -crude rubber of the various grades has

been estimated as follows

:

1916. 1915. 1914.

England tuns 25.000 24.000 18.000
Germany. lAustiia, etc 1,500 3,000 16,430
France 8.500 7.000 5,000
Russia 20.000 16,000 11,610
Italy, etc 4.000 2.500 4.000
Tapan and Australia 5.000 4.000 2,400
America and Canada 114.000 89,500 62,940

Totals 178,000 146,000 120.380

All countries show increases except the Teutonic nations, the

United States, Russia and Italy being most conspicuous. Scan-

dinavian countries and Spain are manifesting increased activity

in the rubber industry.

[The figures and information used in the above review were supplied by
S. Figgis & Cn. and Gow, Wilson & Stanton—both of London.]

MOVEMENTS OF ALL KINDS OF RUBBER IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM.

IMPORTS.
Twelve Months

December. Ending December.
/

*
^ ,

*
.,

1916. 1915. 1914. 1916. 1915. 1914.
Dutch East Indies Ions 855 154 ... 5,538 2,863
French West Africa 11 170 20 610 724 281
Gold Coast 13 19 5 660 282 252
Other Countries in -Africa 67 238 ... 3,852 2,788
Peru 309 5 51 842 740 693
Brazil 1,016 822 891 10,721 12,785 12,385
British India 154 181 ... 1.692 1,468
Straits Settlements 1,365 1,963 3,250 I9.SS4 29,489 21,143
Federates Malay States 2,017 861 928 19,934 12,892 9,821
Ceylon and Dependencies 1,025 904 1,620 10,052 12^772 9,361
Other Countries 98 94 1,176 1,455 1,787 13,706

Total Imports 6,930 5,411 7,941 75,240 78,590 67,642

EXPORTS.

December.
Twelve Months

Ending December.

From the United Kingdom,
1916.

.tons 2,993
1915.
4,522

1914.
1 ZA-^

1916.
•IS 459

1915. 1914.
63.520 49.072

SUMMARY OF NEW YORK RUBBER PRICES.
Upriver. I»l.'in.l>.

1916. Fine.

January ...$0.77(510.99
'•"ebruary . . . .73 (5> .80
March 74@ .78
April 72(oi .74
May 67@ .72
lune 62(S) .68

July 65@ .68
August 65® .68
September .. .69® .74
Ocl^ober 71® .80
November . . .79® .83
December . . .78® .81

1916 $0.74
1915 61->i
1914 7iyi
1913 87?<1
1912 1.1154
1911 1.18^

Coarse.

$0.60®0.76
.52® .60

.56® .59

.55® 57

.50® .54

.42® .50

.41® .42

.39® .40

.41® .44

.42(5' .46

.45®' .47

.47® .56

.\VER.\r,E

$0.50
.47)4

.47K

.58

.89 "/i

.95

Fine.

$0.75®0.9O
.67(a .74
.6S@ .71

.65

@

.69

.61® .67

.57@ .62

.58@ .59

.57® .59

.58® .62

.60^1 .71
' .69@ .72
.69® .72

Prices.

$0.66
.55/2
.63 -M

.79K-
1.05K'
lAO'A

Coarse.

$0.35@0.53
.35® .38

.34® .39

.36® .40

.30® .37

.27® .31

.26® .28

.27® .28

.28® .30

.29® .33

.30® .32

.30® .34

$0.33
.30!^
.31 H
.36^
.59
.64

Cameta.

$0.39® 0.54
.37® .40

.36® .40

.38® .40

.35® .38

.33® .35

.33® .34

.32® .33

.32® .33

.31® .35

.32® .33

.31® .36

$0.35?i
.33K
3SH
.42

.63H
70'A

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS.
.\n official cablegram from Kuala l.umpur reports that the export of

plantation rubber from the Federated Malay States for the month of De-
cember amounted to 5.717 tons^ compared with 6.776 tons in November
(which was the highest on record), and 5,111 tons for the corresponding
month of 1915. The total export for the past year amounted to 62,763
ions, as against 44,524 tons in 1915 and 30.697 tons in 19r4. In 1909 the
total export was only 2.641 tons and in 1910 (the year of the "boom")
5,452 tons, or less than is now exported in one month. The Federated
Malay States export of plantation rubber is about half of the world's out-
put. .Appended are the comparative statistics:

1914. 1915. 1916.
January tons 2,542 3,473 4.471
February 2,364 , 3,411 5,207
March 2,418 3,418 4,429
April 2,151 2,777 3.914
May 2,069 2,708 3,956
June 2,306 3,403 S.U4
July 2,971 3.687 5,053
-\ugust 1,850 3.796 5.782
September 2,879 3.984 6,376
October 2,897 4,120 5,968
November 2.889 4.636 6,776
December 3.361 5,111 5,717

Totals 30,697 44,524 62,763

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM PARA
NEW YORK.

AND MANAOS DURING DECEMBER, 1916.

EXPORTERS. Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho.

T. Marques kilos 114.011 36.801 143,330 115,065
StoNvell & Co 260,114 17,062 80.141 1.497
I .eneral Rubber Co 135.101 8,463 78,267 3,932
\d. H. Alden. Ltd 17.862 18.318 29,920 36
I'lres Teixeira & Co 83,335 8.807 77,001 12,423
Suarez Hermanos & Co., Ltd 56.350 7,383
G. Fradelizi & Co 9,520 510 19,729 4,612
Seligmann & Co 42.059 35 34 1.584
Sundries 73.719 160 96.742 27,319

792,071 90,156 532.547 166,468
From Itacofitiara 13,600 510 8,840 2,465
From Man&os 607,247 127,590 243.632 58,245
From Iquitos 154,816 19.901 68".404 215,283

Totals. December, 1916 1,567.734 238.157 853.423 442.461
November. 1916 831.347 91.128 278.465 105.136
October. 1916 534,595 27.873 32.933 266.489
September. 1916 869.014 90,689 329.205 75.342

EUROPE.

Totals. Fine.

409.207 90.990
358.814 124.239
225.763
66.136 135.223
181.566 29,750
63,733
34,371 9,888
43.712
197.940 8,381

1,581.242 398,471
25.415

1.036.714 463.693
458,404 16,786

3,101,775 878.950
1,306,076 777,886
861,890 970.16:>

1.364.250 639,662

Medii

10,149

1,190

'899

' '806

13.044

'ik'.oie

1,708

48,768
60,979
106,881
39,313

Coarse.

""iii
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright IQ17.

NEW YORK.

AXUARY has proved to be a very dull and uninteresting

I
month that closely parallels the market conditions of a year

•^ ago. While this time of year is generally unfavorable for

large buying, the fact remains that the mills have been excep-

tionally busy, which augurs well for the future, at least. The

considerable trading that has been indulged in between dealers

is the only redeeming feature of an otherwise colorless rubber

market. The large manufacturers appear to be well fortified with

ample stocks and contract deliveries are regularly arriving. It

would seem that the heavy buying interests are cautiously

covering their requirements far enough ahead and in a manner

that will not bull the market. The reports of ample plantation

production and surplus stocks in London are reassuring, it is true,

but the constantly increasing shipping difficulties constitute a

formidable portent.

On January 2, First latex crepe and Smoked sheet ribbed,

spot, were 80 cents with January-June deliveries at 77 cents.

Upriver fine was quite firm around 79 cents. The generally quiet

conditions that have ruled during the month were reflected in

easier prices that have recorded a decline of 6 cents in plantations

and 2 cents in Paras. On January 27 First latex crepe and

Smoked sheet ribbed, spot, rubber were easy at 74 cents with

futures as follows : February-March, 73 to 731/2 ; April-May, 71,

and July-December, 68. Upriver fine was steady at 77 cents.

LONDON.

The London situation has been remarkably sustained, in view of

possible contingencies, by ample stocks. The importers are alive

to the many difficulties that harass ocean trade at this time and

also the inevitable result of an unbalanced market.

Stocks of rubber in London on January 1 compared with hold-

ings at the same date in the two preceding years are as follows

:

I9I6.

Centrals and South American 24

Mattogrosso 15

Plantation (Ceylon, Malay, etc.) 9,892
Rangoon and Assam 3

Penang * 78
Malaysian . .

Mozambique 13

Madagascar 14

African, etc.* 152

—Tons

—

1915.

10
2

6,618
5

51

14

5

95

'6.809

1914.

16
66

5,904
3

59
I

185
3

192

6,704Totals 10,199

London imports for December were 5,150 tons against 6,118

tons for November; Liverpool imports for December were 1,771

tons against 1,192 tons for November. The reexports for De-

cember were as follows : London, 2,421 tons ; Liverpool, 368 tons.

campared to 4,656 and 951 tons, respectively, for November.

Prices have not changed to any great extent. On January 2,

First latex crepe and Smoked sheet ribbed were 73 cents in a

firm market. On January 26, First latex crepe and Smoked sheet

ribbed had declined to 70.5 cents. •

SINGAPORE.

A record quantity of 1,003 tons was catalogued for the Decem-

ber 6 auction, of which 586 tons were sold. There was a strong

demand for First latex pale crepe at 65.8 cents and Smoked sheet

ribbed sold readily at 65 to 65.8 cents. The lower qualities sold

well at an average price of 63.3 cents. The December 13 auction

brought out 954 tons and only 109 tons were sold, showing the

depressed market conditions. A few lots of Smoked sheet ribbed

sold at 69 to 70 cents. First latex pale crepe was not in demand

and a few small sales were made at 68 to 69 cents. The average

prices obtained at the last auction held in December and the first

three in January are as follows : First latex pale crepe, 63.1 cents,

and Smoked sheet ribbed, 62.36 cents. The amount sold was 1,672

tons, compared to 1,350 tons sold at the first four auctions in

December.
COLOMBO.

The closing of the auction sales at Colombo due to the

inability of the banks to handle drafts has made reports of price

quotations impossible. Orders are therefore being sent to London
for attention.

BATAVIA.

The auction of November 24, 1916, brought out 7,601 pounds,

all of which was sold in a firm market, Smoked sheet ribbed

bringing 65 cents. The next auction will be held on December 1,

and 32,164 pounds are already registered.

MEDAN.

The fourth Medan auction was held on November 16, 1916^

when 46,164 pounds were sold. First latex crepe and Smoked
sheet ribbed sold readily in a firm market. The next auction will

be held November 30.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS.

Following are the quotations at New York one year ago, one
month ago and January 29, the current date

:

Jan. 1, 1917.

78 @

Para.

Upriver, fine, new..

Upriver, fine, old....

Islands, fine, new...
Islands, fine, old. . .

.

LTprivei, coarse, new
Upriver, coarse, old.

Islands, coarse, new.
Islands, coarse, old.....

Cameta 27

Caucho, ball, upper.... 59

Caucho, ball, lower 56

Plantation.

First latex crepe . .

.

Amber crepe, light

Brown crepe, clean

Smotced sheet, ribbed.. "8

Fine sheets and biscuits,

unsmol<ed 78

Centrals.

Corinto . . 55

Esmeralda, sausage .... 54

Nicaragua, scrap 53

Mexican plantation, sheet 60

Mexican, scrap 53

-Mexican, slab 35

Manicoba 45

Mangabeira, sheet 35
Guayulc 41
Balata, sheet 64
Balata, block 46

Feb.
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES FOR JANUARY.

In regard to the financial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street,

New York) advises as follows:

"During January the market for commercial paper in tlie rubber line has

continued steady, the best names selling freely at 4(»4^ per cent, and

those not so well known 4H@5 per cent, with some small names at i'A

f" ""'•"
1917.* 1916. 1915.

Upriver, fine $0.76@0.79 $0.77@0.99 $0.61@0.7S

Uoriver, coarse 50@ .53 .60(8 .76 45@ .58

Islands fine .67®.70 .75®.90 .53®. 70

Islands coarse .32® .36 .35® .53 -29® -37

•Cameta 33® .35 .39® .54 .31® .41

•Figured oiJy to January 27.

Russia 332,200 248,874

Italy 164,640

United Kingdom 21,856,189 20,113.766

Australia 791,277 783,651

India 1.530 1,358

Straits SeUlements 119,933 43.680

Japan 260,421 315,529

Totals 40,956,988 47,459,709

(Same period 1914, 32,205,528 pounds; same period 1913, 23,387,980.)

The export figures of rubber, given in the above table for 1914, include the
imports reexported. (These amount to 2,686,710 pounds from the Straits

Settlements and 714,637 pounds from India.) To arrive at the total quan-
tity of Ceylon rubber exported for that year deduct these imports from
the total exports. The figures for 1915 and 1916 are for Ceylon rubber only.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The following market report has been cabled from Aldens' Successors,

Limited, London: „., , ,

Ribbed
Standard Smoked

Date Crepe. Sheet. Market.

December 27 cents 70 70 Quiet

January 2 73 73 Hrm
January 8 73 73 Firm
January 15 72 72 Firm

January 22 71.5 72 Steady

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.

The following reports of I he weekly auctions held at Singapore have been

cabled by The Waterhouse Co., Limited:
Smoked

Crepe. Sheet.
Price Price Tons

Date. per lb. per lb. Sold.

December 29 cents 61.63 57.8 368

January 6, 1917. 64.18

January 13 64.6

January 19 62.05

64.6

64.6

62.48

494

425

367

Market.
Fair demand for best

grades.

Good demand for all

descriptions.

Market dull.

Market dull. Supplies
are large.

WEEKLY RUBBER REPORT.

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED, Singapore, report [December 13, 1916):
There was a very poor demand at the auction held today, and of a total

of 960 tons catalogued for sale only 181 tons changed hands. Bidding
throughout was very* slow and owing to the absence of competition the

majority of parcels were withdrawn. At the opening $165 was paid for

<tne lot each of Standard Crepe and Standard Sheet, but as the sale pro-

gressed the falling off in the demand for these grades was most marked,
a good number of lots not even eliciting bids. The lower grades are about
$4 lower on the week. There was no scrap sold. The following was the

course of values:
Sterling equivalent Equivalent

In Singapore per pound per pound
per picul.* in London. in cents.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $155@165 3/ @3/2J^ 72.98@85.39
Sheet, good ribbed smoked 155@157 3/ @3/ '/z 72.98@73.99
Sheet, plain smoked 142@147 2/9K@2/10?^ 68.41@70.18
Sheet, plain unsmoked 137@143 2/S'A@2/ 9'A 65.37@67.91
Crepe, fine pale 161@!65 3/l'^@3/2J^ 75.S1@77.28
Crepe, fine brown 137@146 2/8'/i@2/\0'A 65.37®69.17
Crepe, good brown 116®130 2/3J|@2/634 56.51@62.33
Crepe, dark 108@I29 2/2!^®2/6M 52.95@62.08
Crepe, bark 86@I13 l/9K@2/3^j 43.58@55.24

•Picul = ISVA pounds.
Quoted in S. S. dollars — 2/4 [56.7 cents].

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA,

(From January 1, 1916, to dates named, excluding all foreign tranship-
Reported by Barlow & Co.,

From
Singapore.)

To—

Port Swet-
Singapore. Malacca. Penang. tenham.
October October October November
31,1916. 31.1916. 31,1916. 30,1916.

United Kingdom. ./fc.t. 26,854,241 6,376,557 21,416,167 27,983,933
The Continent 9.366,270 55,733
Japan 3,508,344
Ceylon 604,283 563,600 1,615,073
United States 69,509,518 9,105,067 1,716,875
Australia 268,302

Totals

Same period, 1915.

.

S«me period, 1914.

.

Same period, 1913..

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

An official cablegram from Singapore gives the figures of the export of
plantation rubber from Straits Settlements ports during the month of
November as 5,247 tons, against 5,233 tons in October last and 4,292 tons
in the corresponding month last year. This_ gives a total of 45,431 tons
for eleven months of the current year, against 31,886 tons in 1915 and
17,393 tons in 1914. Appended are the comparative figures:

—

1914. 1915. 1916.
January tons.. 1,181 2,576 4,443
February 1,703 2,741 3,359
March 1,285 2,477 4,481
.\pril 1,548 1,978 4,219
^Uy 1,309 3,588 3,274
June 1,480 2,249 3,836
July 1,584 . 2,324 5,106
August 1,325 2,295 3,246
September 1,602 4,725 2,987
October 2,006 2,641 5,233
November 2,370 4,292 5,247

Totals 17,393 31,886 45,431

These figures include transhipments of rubber from various places in the
neighborhood of the Straits Settlements, such as Borneo, Java, Sumatra and
the non-Federated Malay States, as well as rubber actually exported from
the Colony, but do not include rubber exports from the Federated Malay
States.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE.

November, 1916.

From-

Malay Peninsula

—

Para
Rubber.

Port Swettcr.ham. pounds 1,654,666
Teluk Anson 1,191,866
Muar 878,266
Penang 480,266

Para Rubber
for

Treatment.

385,466
145,466
119,600
38,933
10,800
9,466

Totals 4,914,795
Borneo

—

Sarawak HS.iOO
Bandjermassin 111,466

Malacca
Kelantan . . .

.

Port Dickson
Kuantan . . .

.

Rengat
Mersing

34,933

i6'6.933

671,866
9,886

Borneo
Rubber.

Gutta
Percha.

Gufta
Jelutong.

Pontianak
Labuan . . .

.

Jesselton . .

.

Sambas . . . .

Kudat
Sandakan
Passir
Singkawang
Samarinda .

Sampit ....
Sibu

93.200
37,866
32,800
32,133
31,200
27,200
13,200
6,133
4.133
2,666
800

323,618

56,133
19,200
4,400

10,133
273,733

27,866
27,733

4,533

'3,266

1,866

1,333

1,333

1,066

1,066

12,133 1,240,000
69,466 218,266
1,333
4,533
533

'"266

33,200
62,533

16,000

" "266

4,000 3,466
256,000
92,133

Totals.

82,630,898
9,422,003
3,508,344
2,782,956

80,331,460
268,302

.110,110,958 6,376.557 31,140,567 31,315,881 178,943,963

. 66,782,158 6.617,032 24,322,531 26,116,143 123,837,864

. 32,919,222 4,108,376 20,009,367 29,316,677 86,353,642

. 21,830,702 12,925,467 25,540,448 60,296,617

Totals

Sumatra

—

Djambi . .

.

Deli
Eelawan .

.

Palembang
Indraghiri
Asahan . .

,

Siak
Bengkalis ,

Muntok . .

.

557,997 419,198

262,800
128,533
42,666
20,9,?3

13.333
8,666
6,000
3,200
933

540,800
314,933

'i 7,666
65,066

14,132 91,730 1,918,398

4,666

Totals
Java

—

Sourabaya
Batavia .

.

487,064 937,865

97,866
63,166

EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.
<From January 1 to November 27, 1915 and 1916. Compiled by the Ceylon

Chamber of Commerce.)
To— 1915. 1916.

United States pounds 16,705,051 24,193,954
Canada and Newfoundland 392,495 6,720
France 497,892 1,587,537

Totals
Siara—

_

Pat'aui . .

.

Bangkok .

Total
Burma

—

Rangoon

161,032

1,733
1,066

2,799

4,266
Other ports 336,533 154,800

279,333
11.466

4,666 290,799

6,133 6,533 120,666

Grand Totals 6,464,486 1,835,481 20,265 104,262 2,330,929
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EXPORTS.

.\ovcmber, 1916.

Para Rubber
Tran-

shipped.

776,800
138,400
13,733

Borneo

Rubber.

Gutra Gutta

Percha. jclutotig.

193.600 1.774.266

160,800 1,125 )00

To—
N(HtTii .\mekic.\. Pora

United States--- Rubber.

Xcw York founds 4,648.366
Akron 3,493.733
Seattle 1,997.866
Boston ..J ....-• 31.466
San Francisc* 30,266

Canada

—

Ontario (Toronto) 45,200

Totals 9,236,797 928,933 354,400 2,8yi/,S66

Europe:
United Kingdoi:^—
England

—

Londoi 814,800 1,819,466 153,866 41,066
Liverpool 123.866 207,466 147.200

Russia (Vladivostok) 156,933
France (Marseilles) 111,600

Totals

Grand Totils

. 1,207,199 2,026,932

.10.443.996 3,055,865

153
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Pounds.
Decemhek 2i.— By the .'l/<i.varo=:Trinidad:

Vglesias F.obo & Co 13,640

December 26.—By the El fn/Zc— Galveston:

\'arieus ; 13,850

December 26.— By the Aiiganws^Chile:

Muller, Schall & Co 5,170

December 26.— By tlie .l/(>)(ft'rfy=;Vera Cruz:

3 . -A. Medina & Co 350

December 27.—By the /'(ii;(jma= Cri5tobal:

G. Amsinck & Co 60,500
W. R. Grace & Co 4,200
Xeuss, Hesslein & Co 27,060
Fidanque Bros. & Co 7,040 98,800

December 29.—Ey the Mexico— AcainUa:
< i. Amsinck & Co 440

December 29.—By the Mc.viVo= Corinto:

G. Amsinck & Co 3,500
Meyer Hecht 220 3,720

January 3.—By the .Jjico/i^Cristobal

:

J. S. Semhrada Si Co 28,150
A. M. Capen's Sons 6,900
Pablo Calvet & Co 15,950
D. C. Andrews & Co 1.400
Heilbron, Wolf & Co 2,600
Mccke & Co 2,200
G. Amsinck & Co 18,800
Lawrence Tnrnure & Co 6.250
.\ndean Trading Co 6,800
Lawrence Johnson & Co 11,000
L. Touse & Co 4,700
Dumarest Bros 4,150 108,900

Ja.nuary 5.—Ey the C(;rr(7/(j= Cartagena :

G. Amsinck & Co 10,450

January 8.—By the Esf>c7aijza= Verzi Cruz:

C. Ter.nant Sons & Co 64,750
Vera Cruz Trading Co 350
The Canada-Mexico Corporation 1,050
T. A. Medina & Co 1,220
H. Marquardt & Co 520 67.890

January 10.—By the Co/y)i= CristobaI

:

G. Amsinck & Co 1 5.500
Lawrence Turnnre & Co 1.650
Lawrence Johnson & Co.-. 400
Henrv W. Peabody 1.200
Comacho, Roldan & Van Sickel

.

2.750
Pablo Calvet & Co 2i;000
L. Touse & Co 3.200
Duniarest Bros 1 .400
Otto Gerdau & Co 12,100
T. S. Sembrada S: Co 6.350
A. M. Capen's Sons 6,050
Merkc & Co 2,750
Lanman & Kemp 2,750
Piza Nephews & Co 1,750
Pottlierg, Ebeling & Co 200
Varir,i!s 19,100 98,150

January 13.—Ey tlie Santa M(ii7o= Cartagena:

Pablo Calvet & Co 550
-Andean Trading Co 5.70O
A. Held 750 7,000

January 15.—Ey the 5i.ra(;/iT= Puerto Cortez:

G. Amsinck & Co 100
Efiigers \. Heinlein 750
J. S. Sembrada & Co 2.950 3,800

jANt'ARY 16.—By the .l/£';(i/'(2ji= Port Limon:
Fruit Dispatch Co 750
Isaac Brandon S: Bros 550 1,300

January 18.— By tlie .^//j/jr(jJi(c=Cartagena:

Pablo Calvet & Co 950
Muller. Schall & Co 3.300
G. Amsinck & Co 5,150
R. del Castillo Co 1.750 11,150

January 18.— By the Ctiiui'ai= I'uerto Cabello:

Scholtz & Co 1,540

January 18.—By the .^(/7'a)uv= Cristobal;

G. .Amsinck & Co. 4.950
Neuss, Hesslein & Co 3.500
R. G. Barthold & Co "400
Meyer Hecht 200
Gontard & Co 8.350
American Trading Co 6.700
Isaac Brandon & Bros 400
Fidanque Bros. & Co 550 25,050

January 22.— By the Piixtores^^Porl Limon:
Isaac Brandon & Bros 650

January 22.—By the Monterey^Tam^iico:
C. Tennam Sons & Co 38,700
H. Marquardt & Co 1,500
Various 14.700 54,900

January 22.—By the Monterey=Vera Cruz:

G. Schumann S: Co 2,600
V. S. Brokerage 100 2,700

Pounds.

January 23.—By the Pa;i<7;)j((= Cvistobal;
G. Amsinck & Co 13,000
G. Gontard 4.500
W. R. Grace & Co 4.300

J. S. Sembrada & Co 1,200
.Andean Trading Co 8,400
G. Ph. Nider 6,000
f-awrence Turnure & Co 6,200
Dumarest Bros 4,700
Lawrence Johnson 1.2(10

Pablo Calvet & Co 2,600

J. Touse & Co 3.70O
D. C. Andrews 3,000
Otto Gerdau & Co 44,200
Piza Nephews & Co 2,600
Various 12.800 118,400

January 25.—By the Steinstudz^Gvivaquil:
G. .\msinck & Co 5.200
Pablo Calvet & Co 28.500
A. M. Capen's Sous 1.600
D. C. Andrews & Co 2,500
Otto Gerdau & Co 34,100
Piza Nephews & Co 1,200 73,100

AFRICANS.

December 18.—By the Bi(/7n/»=llull

:

Aiders' Successors, Ltd 113,100
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 12.600 125,700

December 18.—By the St. /cam= Bordeaux:
Various 30,000

December 20.—By the Ci2HHi~flr(7=rIIull:

•Aldens' Successors, Ltd 164,800
Robert Badenhop & Co., 'Inc.. 9,800 174,600

December 29.—By the C/nVa^o= Bordeaux:
William H. Stiles 13,500

January 2.—By the Mart'iuga= llu\l:

.Mdens' Successors. Ltd 165,000
Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc 30,800
Rcbinson & Co 1 0.500 206,300

Tanitary 5.—By the Ansonia^London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 31,000

January 9.—Bv the CtJ^jjo^ Lisbon :

William H. Stiles 90.000

January 15.—By the M»n««/Kifta=London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 1 32,000

January 16.—Bv the Monadiwck=:'BQrdeau\:
Rubber Trading Co 11.200
Various 170.200 181,400

January 23.—Bv the Oheroii^lAshon:
Edward Maurer .1 Co., Inc , 125,500

January 25.—By the C(j/orarfo= Hull:
Hagemeyer Trading Co 22,400

Tanuaby 26.— P>y the Ozvego^lAshon:
Va'rious 1 60,000

MANICOBAS.

December 23 — By the i?acfcf(rji = Bahia ;

Adolph Hirsch & Co 16,500

December 31.—By the .-J/a/ii(o//'(7=Ceara :

J. JL Rossbach .^- Bro 49,500

January 5.—By the Cutltbert= 'Para:

Hagemeyer Trading Co 57,000

Tantarv 8.—Bv the .S"a<i P(Ti(/o:r;Sautos:

Va'rious 97,500

January 12 — By the Ma/i(ra=:Pernambuco:
Middleton & Co 1,900
R. Van Wolterbcck 850 2,750

Tanuaby 24.— Bv the HH6cr/ = Ceara:

J. H. Rosenthal & Bros 5,500

PLANTATIONS.

December 18.—By the Mesaba^hondon:
Charles T Wilson Co., Inc 9,000
Rubber Trading Co 1,600
L. I.ittleiohn &• Co 113.000
Fred. Stern & Co 8,000 131.600

December 18.—By the A'aiirffl/ff7r^CoIombo:

L. I.ittlejohn & Co 208,000
William H. Stiles 57,000
Various 762.000 1,027,000

December 19. - Bv the .^</r('(7(ic=Liverpool:

Various 5,000

December 20.—By the Marfiocn— Batavia:

General Rubber Co 378,000
G. Amsinck S: Co 279.000
I. T. Johnstone & Co 2,900
Meyer & Brown ...i 21.000
Stein. Hirsch & Co 32,500
.\1deus' Successors, Ltd 5,000
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co 33.000
The B. F. Goodrich Co 29,000
L. I.ittleiohn & Co 201,600
Raw Products Co 11,800
Ea.st Asiatic Co 17,000
Various 1,850,000 4,710,900

Pounds.
December 23.—Ey the Moti^o/ta=London:

Rubber Trading Co 10,500
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 24,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 189,600
L. Littlejohn & Co 161,800
Various 65,800 451,700

December 24.—Ey the Tuscan rrincc— Singa-
pore:

T. T. Johnstone & Co 590,500
Rubber Trading Co 77,000
Fred. Stern & Co 44,000
W. R. Grace & Co 39,600
East Asiatic Co 77,700
Meyei & Brown 68,500
Arthur Mever & Co 201.500
Fox & Co 53,000
Robinson & Co 187,700
E. G. Curry 257.600
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 182,000
Aldens' Successors, Lfd 30,000
Henderson & Korn 768,700
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 123.000
Robert Badenhop & Co., Inc... 64,800
Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 48,000
Unitc-J Malavsian Rubber Co... 2,800
Mexican Crude Rubber Co 15,000
W. Statson 6.900
L. Littlejohn & Co 1,102,500
Arnold & Zeiss 358,000
William H. Stiles 70.000 4,368.81)0

Dec:ember 26.—By the Mic/(i^aH= London:

Raw Products Co 22,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 207,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 38,000
Fred. Stern & Co 27,000 294,000

December 26.—By the .-l5Cij»ia= London:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 340,000
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 251,000
Arnold & Zeiss 68,000
Michclin Tire Co 57,500
L. Littlejohn & Co 147.000
Various 51,000 914.500

December 27.—By the Carjjiawi'a^ Liverpool:

Various 25.000

December 27.—By the f''a/t7rta=London :

L. Littlejohn & Co 89,560

January 2.—By the il/iTHt7jnria= London :

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 162,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 29,000
Raw Products Co 35,900
Rubber Trading Co 21,000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 189.900
L. Littlejohn & Co 120,900
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 17,500
Fred. Stern & Co 93,000
Various 49,900 719,100

January 2.—Bv the St. Loiii's=Liverpool:
Robinson & Co 1,000

January 5.— By the .Jnsonia— ].oiidf}i\:

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 6,881

January 6.—By the .-?H(/<i;n'((^ London :

Arnold & Zeiss 22,000

January 6.—By the Egrcmont C<i^f/(?= Sing-

apore:

J. T. Johnstone S: Co 378.000
Rubber Trading Co 26,000
.Mdens' Successors. Ltd 30,000
Henderson & Korn 454,500
L'nited States Rubber Co 103,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 13,600
W. R. Grace & Co 57.000
Goodyear Tire it Rubber Co 86,000
L. Liftleiohn & Co 915,000
Arthur Meyer & Co 93,000
East Asiatic Co 220,000
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 33.000
Robinson & Co 154,000
Fred Stern &• Co 1 67,600

William H. Stiles 45,000
Meyer & Brown 95,000
Fox & Co 33,000
Arnold & Zeiss 150,700 3,054,400

January 8.—By the City of Florence— Co\omho:

William H. Stiles 37,000
Various 229,700 266.700

January 9.—By the Cogi/o= Lisbon:

Various 181,000

January 9.—By tlie Foy/c=London:

L T. lohnstone & Co 83.900

Raw Products Co 6,700

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 800
Aldens' Succe.ssors. Lfd 289,000
Hapemeyer Trading Co 18.600

L. J.ittlejohn & Co 11.000

Meyer & Brown 63,500
Arnold & Zeiss 47,000
Herman Weber 6,000

Fuchs & Lang 1.000

Various 183.700 711,200
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Pounds.

January 13.—By the City of Manchester—
Colotnbu:

T. T. Johnstone & Co 100,700
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 13.700
Aldens" Successors, Ltd 1 1 ,000
Rubber Trading Co. 6,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 2,800
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 10.800
L. Liitlejohn & Co 200,600
Robinson & Co 3y,900
Meyer & Brown 67,000
East Asiatic Co 34,800
Arthur Meyer & Co 7,000
Arnold S: Zeiss 13,000
Edwaid -Maurer & Co., Inc 2,000
William H. Stiles 118,000
W. K. Grace & Co 56.000 683.300

January IS.— By the /^a(ago«ia=Colombo:
Hagemeyer Trading Co 24,100
William H. Stiles 47,000
W. R. Grace & Co 4,400
Various 378.000 453,500

Tanuarv 15.—By llie A/iH"e/ia/ia= London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 284,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 34,600
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 381,000
Michelin Tire Co 90,500
Arnold & Zeiss 65,700
Arthur Meyer & Co 29,900
Fred. Stern & Co 22,900
Various 214.900 1,123,500

January 15.—Bv the iri(r3'/Dc/(M.s=Singapore:

General Rubber Co 33,600

J. T. Johnstone & Co 102.000
Henderson & Korn 260,600
William H. Stiles 11,000
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 38.000
L. Littlejohn & Co 184.900
Robinson & Co 25,000
Arthur Meyer & Co 22,000
Arnold & Zeiss 67,500
East Asiatic Co 17,600
W. R. Grace & Co 8,900
Fred. Stern & Co 1.800

Hagemever Trading Co 17,000
Edward' Maurer & Co.. Inc 1.700 791.600

January 16.—By the Fin/anff=Liverpool:
Various 1.000

January 19.—By the Oi-(jMiia= Liverpool:
Various • • 25.500

January 19.—By the P(JHMo>iia=Liverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 10,500

The B. F. Goodrich Co 339,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 63.000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 270,000
United States Rubber Co 115,000
Michelin Tire Co 130,600

Robinson Ik Co 55,000
L. Littlejohn & Co 90,500 1,073,600

January 24.—By the Ko((i= Batavia:

General Rubber Co 786,500

J. T. Johnstone & Co 2.900
Raw Products Co 29,000
Hagemever Trading Co 19.000

Winter's Sons 1.000

Ned. Handel Escompte Maat-
schappij 3,900

Ned. Handel Maatschappij 103.900
Rowe-White Co., Ltd 5,500

G. Amsinck & Co 272,500

Mever & Brown 21,000

L. 'Littlejohn & Co 2,700

Charles F. Smellie & Co 167,500
East Asiatic Co., Ltd 17,600

Stein, Hirsch & Co 57,000
Hartman Bros., Inc 1,600

Everett, Carleton & Co 32,000

W. R. Grace & Co 29,000
Various 2,192,600 3,745,200

January 24.—By the 5i3.ri>Hia=Liverpool:

Various 7,900

January 25.—By the .WaH/iaf!an=London:

Rubber Trading Co 12,000

Hagemeyer Trading Co 9,500

Thornett & Fehr 800

C. Hirsch & Co 36.000
W. R. Grace & Co 29,000

Various 16,000 83,300

January 26.—By the Phi!adelphiaK—'Lor\ion:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. .. 151,000

Tanu\ry 26.—Bv the Maiin'<i=Calcufta:
Various 584,000

BALATA.

December 23.—Bv the .1fa_v(jro=Trinidad:

American Trading Co 47,080
Edward Maurer S- Co., Inc 5,280 52,360

December 26.—Bv the Pai(or«=Bocas del Tore:

H. Marquardt & Co 4,830
Gontard & Co 10,120 14,950

Pounds.
December 27.—By tlie /'anamar^Cristobal:

Gontard & Co 8,280

January 5.—By the Corri7/o= Cartagena:
G. Amsinck & Co 1,200

January 8.—By the VtMadorci^Bocas del Toro:
H. Marquardt & Co 3,680
ICggers & Heinlein 1.840
Gontard & Co 6,670 12,190

January 9.—-By the /Ccyznt/e=Demerara:
Middleton & Co 11,000
Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 19,800

J. P. Watson 13,200 44,000

January 10.—Py the C(?/on= Cristobal:
G. Amsinck & Co 15,870
Mecke & Co 15,180
T. S. Sembrada Si Co 7,360
i>ablo Calvet & Co 13,110
.'\. M. Capen's Sons 28,060
D. C. -Andrews & Co 10,580
Muller, Schall & Co 690
Piza, Nephews Si Co 690
Gontard & Co 2,300
M. A. de Leon & Co 13,800 107,640

January 13.—By the Cro-um of Navarre^Ciudad
Bolivar:
General E.xport & Commission Co. 26,000
American Trading Co 3,360
Yglesias, Lobo & Co 8,400 37,760

January 18.—By the Advance=:CTistoha\:
Isaac Brandon S: Bros 1,840
C. E. Griffin 8,510
Fidanque Bros. & Co 9,890 20,240

January 22,—By the Pastores=:^'Bocas del Tore:
Gontard Si' Co 7,820
H. Marquardt Si Co 8,050
Eggers Si Heinlein 230 16,100

January 23.—By tlie /^(Uiama^Cristobal;

J. S. Sembrada Si Co 10.200
G. Amsinck Si Co 5.000
A. M. Capen's Sons 3,100
Potfberg, Ebeling & Co 11,000
M. A. De Leon Si Co 13.200
Piz.a, Nephews Si Co 650
Mecke Si Co 10,000 53,150

January 23.—By the Crown of Cordova=Ci\xdad
Bolivar:
Yglesias, Lobo Si Co 19,000
Various 6,000 25,000

January 25.—By the Prim Frederick Hendrik^
Paramaribo:
R. Van Walterbeck 2,200

January 25.—By the Steinstad=Guyiqui\:
Otto Gerdau 300
Pottberg, Ebeling S: Co 4,800
M. A. De Leon Si Co 6,000 11,100

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

Consignee is given first, followed by shippers.

Figured 130 pounds net to the case,

PLANTATION.

TO SEATTLE,
December 24.—By the steamer Yokohama Maru,
W. R. Gr,-.ce Si Co.

Sandil.inds Buttery Si Co 3,900

December 26.—By the steamer Tensho Maru,
The E. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 427,180

Firestone Tire Sc Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 194,480

W. R. Grace Si Co.
Penang Rubber Estate 11,050 632.710

January 22.—By the steamer Empress of Russia.
Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co 8,300
British Consul General.
The Pelmadulla R. Co 700

TO AKRON.
January 1.—By the steamer Tacoma Maru.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T, Easley 235,170

January 5.—By the steamer Sado Maru,
Firestone Tire Si Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co 150,150

January 5.—By the steamer Manila Maru.
Firestone Tire Si Rubber Co.
The Waterhouse Co . 127,270

January 15.—By the steamer Inaba Maru,
Firestone Tire Si Rubber Co.

R. T. Reid & Co 7,410

TO SEATTLE.
January 15.—By the steamer Inaba Maru.

Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co.
Kennedy Si Co 1,950

W. R. Grace & Co.
R. T. Reid Si Co 910 2.860

Pounds.
January 18.—By the steamer Cishun Maru,

Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co.
Penang Rubber Estate 19.500

TO AKRON.
January 18.—By the steamer Cishun Maru,

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
W. T. Easley 670,800

I'ircstone Tire 5i Rubber Co.
'ITie Waterhouse Co 304.460
R. T. Reid S: Co 23,500 998,760

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Port or San 1k.\ncisco— November,

Imports: Pounds.
India rubber 1,866,782
Gutta Jelutong (Pontianak). 13,600
Rubber scrap 11,417

1916.
Value.
$983,542

420
646

Totals 1,891,799 $984,608
Exports:

Reclai:ned rubber
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
Other rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of in-

dia rubber

6,226
SIS

16,171

$591
2.527
10,807
70,912
16,316
11,821

18,058

Total

Port of Boston—December, 19
Imports:

India rubber 127,913
Rubber scrap 43,869
Manufactures of india rubber

Totals
Exports:

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
Belting, hose, etc
AUotlier manufactures of in-

dia rubber

171,782

6,864
35,391

162,819

$131,032

$45,811
2,216
4,465

$52,492

$1,550
72,325
76,801

173
1.467

5,233

Totals 205,074 $157,549

Port of Chicago—December, 1916.
Imports:

Rubber scrap 173,898 $12,879
Manufactures of india rubber 1,185

Totals 173,898 $14,064

Port of Cleveland—December, 1916.
Imports:

India rubber 544,770 $270,512
Rubber scrap 75 6
Manufactures of india rubber 1,064

Totals 544,845 $271,582

Ports of Detroit and Huron—December, 1916.
Imports:

Gutta jelutong (Pontianak).
Exports:

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

43,186

31,631
891
252

$6,478

$2,910
2,157
399

6,380
30

1,181

5,528

Total $18,585

Port of Galveston—December, 1916.
Exports:

Manufactures of india rubber 13,300

Port of New Orleans
Imports:

India rubber

-December, 1916.

49,731 $21,401

Port of Philadelphia—December, 1916.
Exports:

Other rubber tires $7,113
Belting, hose, etc 5,663
All other manufactures of in-

dia rubber 6,700

Total $19,476

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma—December, 1916.

Imports:
India rubber 2,739,487. $1,360,482
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak). 112,405 4,076

Totals 2,851,892 $1,364,558
Exports:

India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs

.Automobiles tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures of
india rubber

708
1,994

$2,331
1,516

31,546
509

1,703

2,261

Total $39,766
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
IMPORTS.

Scrap for
India Kubber Ke

/.

Week Ending

—

December 22, 1916.

December 29, 1916.

January 5, 1917. .

.

January 12, 1917..

India
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
UNITED STATES.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

November, 1916.
Unmahofacturrd—free:

Pounds.
India rubber:

From

—

France
Portugal
United Kingdom
Central America and Brit-

ish Honduras
Mexico
lirazil 3,975,007
Other South America 253,580
East Indies 9,644.480
Oi^er countries 10,156

152,636

5.289,i68

77,990
144,246

Value.

$63,804

3,870,357

32,402
64.993

1,927,109
110,840

5,020,279
4,757

Totall 19,547,263 $10,094,54!

Balata 250.374 143.114
Guavule gum 144,090 32.295

•Gutta jelutong 1.265,829 89,442
Gutta percha 4,437 582

Totals 21,511,993 $10,359,974
Rubber scrap 1,670,864 102,581

Totals, unmanufactured 23,182,857 $10,462,555

Chicle dutiable

M.\NUFACTURED

—

dutiable:
Gutta percha
India rubt.er

Totals, manufactured.

.

Substitutes—elasticon. etc .

.

575,905 $293,672

$1,037
71,950

$72,987

$2,085

Pounds. Value.

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.
November. 1916.

Manufactured—
Automobile tires:

To—
England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia . i,
New Zealand
Philippine Islands ....
Other countries

$393,547
46,338
17.168
56,123
24.537
25.199
29,805

351,662

Total

All other tires

Belting, hose and packing.

.

Rubber boots pairs
Rubber shoes pairs
Scrap and old rubber
Reclaimed rubber
Other rubber manufactures.

Totals, manufactured...

Fountain pens number

148,367
518,888
259,650
368,337

14,462

$944,379

128,716
217,370
438,781
252,866
46.351
59.171

655,676

$2,743,310

$10,786

EXPORTS 'OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE.
November, 1916.

UNMA.S'l--rACTURED

—

Balata
Guayule gum
Gutta jelutong
Gutta percha
India rubber
Rubber scrap and refuse..

Pounds.
26,689

Value.
$14,143

421,570 250,656

Totals

Chicle . . ,

unmanufactured 448,259 $264,799

3,462 $1,133

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CONTIGU-
OUS TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES.

Makufactured—
To—

Alaska:
Belting, hose and packing
Boots and shoes .... pairs
Other rubber goods

Totals

To—
Hawaii:

Belting, hose and packing
Automobile tires
Other tires

Other rubber goods

Total

To-
Philippine Islands'.

Belting, hose and packing
Boots and shoes pairs

November,
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Elastic fabric—not specified: Pounds.
From

—

France 217,580
Great Britain 106,920
Other countries 8,140

Value.

Totals . .

.

Tires'
From

—

France
Great Britain .

.

Other countries

Totals

Other rubber manufactures;
From

—

United States
France
Great Britain
Other countries

332.640 $262,634

1,162,260
374,660
28,160

Totals

Total Imports .

1,565,080 $2,746,684

1,323,960
897,160
749,760

1.100

2,971,980 $2,085,790

$12,502,509'

KXPOETS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER,

Nine Months Ending
September, 1916.

Unmanuf.actured—
Pounds. Value.

India lubber and gutta percha
—raw and reclaimed 833,140 $292,346

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha—threads:

To—
France
Great Britain
Argentina
Other countries

Totals
India rubber and gutta percha—sheets:

Cut sheets
Elastic fabric
Insulated wire
Hard rubber

India rubber and gutta percha—tubes;
Cut sheets
Elastic fabric
Other forms

Belting
Boots and shoes pairs
Elastic webbing:

To—
France
Greece
Egypt
.Argentina
Brazil
Cuba
Other countries

inds.

7,700
9,900
3,740

23,760

Value.

45,100

4.840
2,200
880

24.000

11.000
95.040
99,880
1,540

2

7.260
90.860
20,900
92,840
89,540
28,160

156,860

$81,110

$7,218
829
232

30,880

$17,370
50,026

• 61,335
946

2

Elastic fabric—not specified:

To--
.Spain
Argentina
Brazil
Uruguay
Other countries

Totals

Pounds.

440
22,000

220
1,760

12,100

36,520

Value.

$64,076
Tires:

To—
France 258,280
Great Britain 3,268,100
Switzerland 66,880
India and Ceylon 353,540
Australia 79,200
Argentina 843,040
Brazil 455,180
Other countries 459,580

Totals 486,420 $639,313

Totals

Other rubber manufactures;

To-
Great Britain
Switzerland
.Argentina
Other countries

5,783,800 $10,148,940

49,060
47,300
82,940
183,040

Totals

Total E.xports

362,340 $254,297

$11,648,920

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright igiy

NEW YORK.

Americ.-\n Cottiin. The January cotton market has been

steady compared to the violent fluctuations of last December

The speculative inarkets are apparently not so sensitive to con-

flicting rumors of peace and international complications as they

were a month ago. It is generally believed that the present level

of prices will continue until the market is again affected by new
crop reports or trade disturbances. There are, moreover, certain

interests that predict a return of 20-cent cotton before spring, but

two important bull moveinents are hardly to be expected in one

season. On January 4, middling spot cotton was selling at 17.55

cents and reached 17.80 cents on January 8. After minor fluctua-

tions in the interim, spot cotton was quoted at 17.40 cents on

January 29.

Egypti.an Cotton. Reports by mail from .Alexandria under

date of December IS, 1916, indicate that the reaction from the

advance which commenced early in the season has resulted in a

weaker market and prices have declined. The spot market has

been very irregular. Sakellarides is becoming scarce and full

prices are being paid for spot lots. The demand for uppers has

not weakened and prices have remained steady.

The exports of Egyptian cotton from Alexandria for the period

September 1, 1915, to August 31, 1916, were 728,319 bales,

approximating 800 pounds. The United States imported 184,544

bales; England, 355,699; Spain, 20.332; France, 45,812; Japan,

25,801; Italy, 52,516; Russia, 42,619; India, Portugal and
Greece, 1,026.

Se.\ Island Cottox. Quiet has prevailed in the southern

markets during the past month and prices have remained
practically unchanged. There has apparently been a fair amount
of inquiries but the volume of actual business has been small.

The crop in sight at all ports on January 19 was 69,727 bales

against 61,372 bales for the same period a year ago.

Tire Fabrics. Business continues good with numerous price

inquiries for contracts covering the last half of 1917. The fabric

mills are sold until the middle of next summer and this year will

doubtless show a marked increase in production.

It is estimated that 115,000,000 pounds of building fabric went
into the manufacture of tires during the season of 1915-16. Of
this amount Egyptian fabric furnished 75,000,000 pounds; Sea
Island fabric, 30,000,000 pounds; Long staple (American)
Peelers fabric, 5,000,000 pounds ; Sea Island and Egyptian Cord
fabrics, 5,000,000 pounds. The amount of tire building fabric
required for 1917 is estimated at 141,000,000 pounds.
Mechanical Duck. The undertone of the market is easier

and prices have eased ofif about a cent a pound. There is a good
domestic demand for this time of the year, the mills are behind

on orders and supplies are not over-plentiful. The slump in

cotton had little effect on the spot market but resulted in easier

futures. The situation may be said to be generally easier.

Sheetings .-^nd Drills. Wide sheetings, drills and twills con-

tinue to be in good demand, 50 and 52-inch particularly. Prices

are firm and have not changed since a month ago.

Raincoat Cloth. Business has been quiet, due to the weather
and the fact that January is usually a quiet between-season month.
Prospects of a good Spring business in raincoat cloth are in-

dicated by the numerous inquiries being- received at this time.

new YORK aUOTATIONS.
JANUARY 26, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.
.\irplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. L L. No. 1, 40-inch yard $0.35 @
No. 4, 38>i-inch 35 @

Wool Stockinettes—S2-incb:
A—14-ounce yard 1.38 @
B—^14-ounce 1.65 @
C—14-ounce 1.92 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-incb:
D—14-ounce yard .55 @ .60
E— llJ4-ounce 46 @ .55

.
F—14-ounce 60 @ .65
G— 8-ounce 52 (3 .55
H—11 -ounce 55 @ .60
t — 9.ounce 46 @ .50

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette lb, 1.00 @ 1.05

Tire Fabrics:
17}i-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.25 @ 1.3S
17J4-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.10 @ 1.15
I7J4 -ounce Egyptian, carded 1.07 @ 1.12
I7!4-ounce Peelers, carded 70 @

Sheeting:
40-inch 2.35-yard yard .15^ @
40-inch 2.50-yard 14Ji@
40-inch 2.70-yard 14 @
40-inch 2.85-yard 13 @
40-inch 3.15-yard 12^ @

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.25yard yard .16H@
40-inch 2.48yard IS (m
37'Am. 2.42-yard 15"/5@

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .37 (» .38
Belting 35 § .37

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .20 @
38-inch 1.74-yard 225^0
72-inch 16.66-.->unce 43)4 3
72-inch 17.2I-ounce 45 &

Drills:
38-inch 2.C0-yard yard ,19 @
40-inch 2.47-yard 15J^@
52-iDch 1.90-yard 20!4@
52-inch 1.95-yard 20 @
60 inch 1.52-yard 2654®

Yarns:
Garden Hose, 12/2 cabled pound Nominal
Fire Hose 12/1 Nominal

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in, 3)4 to 7yi ounces yard .38 @ 1.55
36.-inch, 2Jii to 5 ounces 35 @ .85
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.35

.25

35 @ .65

10 @ .18

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, 4^-3 to 8 ounces yard

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton) :

36-inch, ZVi to 5 ounces yard
Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine •
'• yard

Twills
Tweed
Tweed, printed
Plaid
Repp

Burlaps:
12—7!/j-ounce 100 yards
40—7K-ounce 8.15
40—Bounce 8.25

40—lOounce 9.40
40—10^5-ounce 9.65

45—7>^-ounce 9.40

.75

.50

.08 @

.12 &

.25 @

.0754 9

.osy,@

.24 @
7.00 @

.09 yi

.18

.35

.15

.10

.27

SEA ISLAND CHOP MOVEMENT
From .August 1 to December 29, 1916.

Receipts
191617

Stock on hand, .\u?ru?t 1, 1916

—

Savannah, 2.401; Charleston, 107 bales 2,508

Received at Savannah (Gross) 37,1 50

Received at Chariest' n 2,586

Received at Tacksonvillc 27,701

Receipts
1915-16

2,382
32,786
3.814

19,025

Totals 69,945 58,007

Less Exports 58,724 40.396

Stock December 29, 1916—
Savannah

Crop in sight
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Producers have sold their output and the dealers control the^

spot market. Contract deliveries have been called for promptly.

CARBON Tetr.achloeide. There has been active call for this

solvent, and spot supplies have been heavily drawn on during

the past month. Prices show a gain of 2 cents a pound.

Carbon.\te of Magnesia. The steady demand from European

and domestic sources has developed a strong market, exports to

France being particularly heavy. Producers are reported to be

well sold up. Sales have been reported around 12 to 13 cents.

O.xiDE OF Iron. The pure, bright grades have been scarce and

business restricted, due to the continued heavy demand. Sup-

plies have been limited, orders held up and the producers are

unwilling to increase production to meet the requirements of

abnormal conditions. Prices have advanced 3 cents a pound

since our last report.

Shellac. A marked advance was noted early in the month,

due to reports that exports from India will be prohibited. The

market became easier, however, at the close of the month.

Whiting. The difficulties of securing the raw material have

apparently increased. English clififstone is almost impossible

to obtain. The demand has continued to be active, and prices

have advanced. The domestic producers are making every effort

to meet the demand, but are unable to relieve the situation.

Zixc Oxide. Contract deliveries have been insistently called

for during the past month, indicating the strong position of

this market. The speculation market on American process qual-

ities has advanced 1 to 1% cents, but there is only a limited

supply offered at II to 11H cents.

NEW YORK Q1T0TATI0NS.

J.WUARY 25, 1"17.
Subject to change without notice..

Accelerene lb. Nominal
Acetone (drums) lb. $0.22 @0.24
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .04yi@ .05

cresylic (crude) gal. 1.00 («)

glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .30 @ .40

muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01H@
nitric, 36 degrees . . j lb. .05K @
sulphuric, 66 degrees. lb. .01'.2f«' -02

.Mumina, To-six-o (carloads) ton 19.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 20.00 (ai22.00

Ammonium carbonate lb. .11J^@
Antimony, frimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @ .65

crimson, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto*' (casks) lb. .50 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .27 @ .35

golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, "Mephisto" lb. .29 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent. /b. .28 @
red sulphuret, States brand lb. .23 @

Asbestine ton 17.50 @20.00
Asbestos ton 20.00 (340.00
Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .02 @ .02;^
Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04^ @
Barytes, pure white ton 30.00 (a 32.50

off color Ion 15.00 @20.00
Basofor ton 100.00 @
Benzol, pure gal. .60 Cw

Beta-Naphthol lb. 1.00 @
Brown, sienna, raw powdered lb. .04 @ .06

umber, raw powdered lb. .03 @ .03 J4
Bone ash lb. None

black lb. .04 @ .08
Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb Nominal

sulphide, yellow lb. 2.25 (5)

Cantella gum lb. .33 @
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05^(S)

black (cases) lb. .20 @ .30

tetrachloride (drums) lb. .18 @ .20

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .04^ @
Chalk, precipitated, extra light Ih. .04V5@ .OS'A

precipitated, heavy lb. .03^(3) .05
Chira clay, domestic ton 16.00 @

imported ton 60.00 @
Chrome, green lb. .37 @ .45

yellow ;/). .24 (» .28
Cotton linters lb. .08 ®
Exccllerex 85 @ .90
Fossil flour lb. .03!/ (3

Gas black lb. .20 (Si .30
Hilsonite ton 40.00 @
Glue, high grade lb. .40 ® .60

medium lb. .30 @ .40
low erade lb. .18 © .30

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .53 (ffi

Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .20 ®
powdered (400 pound bbl.) lb. .07 @

Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 o .85
Gro-,ind glass (fine) lb. .02^(3
Hcxamethylene Tetramine lb. .65 O
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .M'/i& .07H
,, pure lb. .0R!/<(»
infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 ^

bolted ton 65.00 @

ron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .02^ @ .03 J^
red, pure, bright lb. .11 @ .13

Ivory, black lb. .10 @ .15

Lampblack lb. .12 @
Lead, red oxide of lb. .09.)4@

sublimed blue lb. .08'A@
sublimed white lb. .08K@
white, basic carbonate lb. .OSH@
white, basic sulphate lb. ."Si4@
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. .45 @ .75

Lime, flour lb. .01J4@ .01^5
Litharge lb. .09M@ .09H

English lb. .ll'A@ .12
sublimed lb. .09Ji@

Lithopone, imported lb. .14^2^
domestic lb. .07 @
Beckton white (carloads) lb. Nominal

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .11 @ .15
calcined, heavy lb. .09J.<@ .lOJ^

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .12 @
light lb. .65 @

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 35.00 @ 39.00
Mica, powdered lb. .05 @ .06'/2

Mineral rubber lb. .01 @ .02
"M. R. X." »o„ 100.00 @
*'rienasco" (carloads) ton 37.00 @
"L. M. R." ton 57.50 @
"Richmond Brand" !b. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 35.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 <a

"Rubrax" ton 32.50 (3

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gal. .22 @
66@68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 @
68(?i'70 deerees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 @

Oil, aniline lb. .23 @ .25
corn, refined (Argo) cwt. 12.76 (^

linseed (bbl.) gal. .93 @
palm gal. .12 @ .I2H
paraffin gat. .17 @
pine (cases) gal. .65 @
rapeseed gal. 1.00 @ 1.05
rosin, heavy body gal. 6.75 @
tar (cases) gal. .21J^@
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, green lb. 5.00 @I5.06
Orange mineral, domestic lb. ,12 @
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 10.54 @
Petrolatum lb, .0614 @
Petroleum grease lb. .04 J4 @
Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 8.50 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .03.y4@ .04

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar bbl. 9.35 (S

Plaster of paris lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb. .80 &
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) lb. .03 @
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. None

granulated lb. .20 &
fused lb. None

Rosin (280 pound bbls.) bbl. 6.50 w 8.50
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .0214 @ .04
Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .OSJ.^® .125^

white ' lb. .I3"/;(a !l7
brown lb. .12K@ .17

Rubhide 35 @
Shellac, fine orange lb. .47 @ .50
Silex (silica) ton 25.00 (335.00
Soapstone, powdered ton 22. SO (330.00
Starch, corn, powdered lb. ,04 @ .0A!4
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .08 @ .09J4
Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) cwt. 2.20 @

Bergenport, pure soft brand cwt. 2.20 @
Talc, American ton 11.50 (315.00

French ton 22.50 (330.00
Toluol, pure gal. 1.75 (3
Tripolite earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gat. .55 @

wood gal. .53 @
Venice gal. .11 @ .12

Ultramarine blue lb. .15 @ .50
Vermilion, brilliant lb. .20 @ '25

Chinese (6. .95 @l'.00
English lb. 1.30 (3 1.35

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .47 @ .60
ceresin, white lb. .12 (3 .20
carnauba lb. .35!/ (3 .55
ozokerite^ black lb. .60 @ .65

green lb. .75 « .80
mont.in Ih. .28 @ .30
paraffin, refined 1 18/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .08 @

123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .08!^ (3
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .09ji@
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .11 (3

crude, white, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) lb. Nominal
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) lb. .07 @

Whiting, Alba cwt. .75 @ .95
commercial cult. .85 • (3 .95
gilders ..cwt. ,90 @ 1.15
Paris, white. American cwt. 1.20 (3 1.25
Enclish cliffstone cwt. 1.50 (3 1.75

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) ton Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) Ih. .02yi@

India rubber lb. 1.50 (3
^inc oxide, American process, horsehead brand

"special" f. 0. b. factory /6. .10^1 @"XX red" f. o. b. factory /b. .10 (3
French process, green seal. .f. o. b. factory lb. .18^(3

red seal.. . .f. o. b. factory lb. .175^(3
white seal. .f. 0. b. factory lb. .18^(3

Zinc substitutes '. ton 25.00 @
Zinc sulphide, pure lb. .07 (^'
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RUBBER AND SUBMARINE WARFARE.

THE declaration by Germany of a submarine blockade

of the British Isles has become not only a serious

menace to the commerce of the world but a matter of

peculiar interest and concern to the American rubber

industry.

As the financial and commercial center of the world,

London has been generally regarded as the world's great

rubber market, and will probably continue to be as long

as the bulk of plantation rubber is grown on British soil,

even though Germany should temporarily succeed in

isolating the United Kingdom from the rest of the world.

Since the outbreak of the war, however. New York
has been rapidly measuring up to London as a commer-
cial center. Its increasing importance as a rubber market

is indicated by the fact that of our total 1916 rubber

imports amounting to approximately 115,609 tons, or

about 65 per cent of the world's production, not far from

70 per cent came through the port of New York. Only
25,647 tons, or a little over 22 per cent, came by way

of England, and the balance of approximately 89,962

tons, representing our direct rubber imports, were 20

per cent greater than the total rubber imports of the

United Kingdom for 1916, amounting to about 75,240

tons. Therefore, the ordinary London stocks on hand,

averaging about 10,000 tons, do not figure to any con-

siderable extent in the American supply, and double

normal and even greater cargo rates, together with

recent increases in war risk insurance of 125 to 900 per

cent, will tend still further to encourage direct rubber

shipments to New York via the Panama Canal and to

augment greatly the noticeably growing imports at

Pacific Coast ports, through which nearly 30 per cent

of our 1916 supply came.

While the submarine blockade is primarily one of

British waters it has brought about a virtual tie-up of

all transatlantic shipping of neutral nationality in Ameri-
can ports, and a long continuance of this situation cannot

but resfult in a far reaching disturbance of the industrial

life of 'the -United States. Indeed, on February 15 it

became necessary for 30 railroads to declare an embargo
on export Shipments through eastern ports until the vast

accumulation, awaiting sailings can be taken care of.

From the standpoint of the rubber industry, therefore,

exports are more seriously affected than imports, the

situation in respect to raw materials being better than
in certain other lines of manufacturing. There may be
a temporary shortage in New York crude rubber stocks

with consequent speculation and upward price fluctua-

tions, but the dull January market indicated that most
manufacturers have sufficient supplies on hand to tide

them over this period. Our principal crude rubber sup-

ply routes still remain unaffected, but a considerable part
of our exports of manufactured rubber goods, which
amounted to nearly $35,000,000 for the year 1916, are

seriously menaced.

The policy of the United States in this commercial
crisis has not been determined, and what England as
mistress of the seas can do to alter the situation remains
to be seen. At the time of writing the program to isolate

her completely by submarine destruction of shipping at

the rate of a million tons a month has fallen far short
of fulfilment. Reported sinkings to date have not aver-
aged half that. British officials express the belief that

through the capture of undersea craft, convoy of mer-
chant vessels and the establishment of strongly guarded
ocean shipping lanes the British navy will have the sub-
marine menace well in hand within two months and do
not anticipate being obliged to resort to the cargo sub-

marine in a struggle for existence. Unless the past rate

is exceeded it will take approximately V/2 years to

destroy the present British merchant marine totaling

about 15,850,000 tons, and every British shipyard is run-

ning to full capacity day and night replacing lost ton-

nage. Since the outbreak of the war this has amounted
to 4,000,000 tons, of which 3,000,000 tons is said to

have been more or less adequately replaced.
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SAVING AND RECOVERING SOLVENTS.

A T the close of the first instalment of his article

*^ on rubber solvents, elsewhere in this issue, Lo-

thar E. Weber, Ph. D., touches upon the timely and

preg^nant subject of profitable solvent recovery, point-

ing out several of its advantages, difficulties and es-

sentials. The prevailing high prices of gasolene and

naphtha have stimulated interest to a remarkable de-

gree of late in devices for both saving and recovery,

and inquiries regarding processes and apparatus are

of frequent occurrence.

The initial move in saving is at the storage plant,

where tanks, pipes and faucets should be as tight as

possible. Vessels used to carry the solvent should al-

ways have covers. More important, however, is that

muddlers and mixers of all sorts should be closed

when a batch is being put into solution. When fin-

ished it -should be drained ofif into covered cans.

In ordinarj^spreading the solvent is evaporated as

soon as possible, and lost. The beginning of solvent

"recovery is an exhaust hood hung over the spreader

that collects the naphtha fumes. These are then eas-

il}^ condensed by chilling, and drawn oft for further

utilization.

Most of the solvent recovery mechanisms are either

German or English in origin, and were designed for

the great proofing establishments abroad. The We-
ber-Frankenburg, Vincent, Heinzerling and Spendle

are the best known. While differing in many details,

they do the work in much the same way. In a word,

the fabric, as soon as it is proofed, enters a closed

chamber, heat volatilizes the solvent, which is carried

against cold surfaces, condensing it. Drijiping from

thfese surfaces, it is collected in tanks, often in water,

drawn of¥ and stored for re-use.

The whole apparatus is simple and one that any

chemical engineer can construct without difficulty.

Of course, the idealist is just now to the fore with

plans to do away with solvents in rubber work ; to spread

by heat only, and, carrying the thought further, to heat

the tops of makeup tables, use hot rollers for rolling, hot

stitchers for stitching, etc. But as far as extensive

accomplishment goes that is all in the future.

THE HOUSING OF EMPLOYES.

ONE of the greatest progressive industrial move-

ments of the day is the comfortable housing of

employes by their employers. The general prosperity of

the country has made it possible, indeed imperative, be-

cause the refining influences of shorter working hours,

better wages and superior education have brought about

a higher standard of living which calls for expression

chiefly in the home. It is a noble movement for any

great firm to identify itself with, and therefore a pleas-

ure to state that tlie ruliljer and allied industries are well

represented ; also that the end is not yet.

But lest lliose who know little of it assume the enter-

prise to be purely philanthropic, its practical side should

be emphasized. To live like a good citizen is to become

one, and those firms who have made it possible for every

operative to do so agree that benefiting the employe like-

wise benefits the employer. All report a better individual

tone, an increased and improved mill production, a

marked tendency toward permanency of em])loyment.

and a larger spirit of cooperatioa between the operative

and the mill management.

These highly desirable results are achieved at virtually

no ultimate expense to the finn, for it has been found

that most men desire to own their homes and are willing

to pay for them when an easy-payment plan within

their means presents itself. A large firm erecting many
cottages can build attractively and well for less money

than the individual can build poorly. The financial

standing, credit, expert advice and greater purchasing

power of the employer insure minimum expense and

afford the employe the opportunity to enjoy his house

while paying for it. Meanwhile the firm gets legal in-

terest on the investment and reaps many cumulative

benefits besides. As contrasted with disorganized indi-

vidual effort, building many houses along the lines of

maximum standardization in design, adaptability to the

application of the most economic methods of construc-

tion and coordination of the process of shop manufac-

ture efl'ect such further economies in cost as even to

make possible permanent fireproof construction in certain

localities.

In view of the manifest importance of this subject

the series of articles setting forth what has already been

accomplished by the rubber and allied industries, which

begins on another page of this issue, is of timely inter-

est in anticipation of further spring building operations.

These articles are by John Barnard, a Boston architect

who has studied the better housing of employes from

its inception in England several years ago ; who has

visited Port Sunlight, Bourneville, Hampstead and other

model British garden villages, and who has a thorough

grasp of this industrial problem of the day and the

means to solve it.

BRITISH RUBBER ASSOCIATIONS.

I
'HAT the welfare of the British rubber trade will be

• closely guarded from now on and particularly

after the war is suggested by the associations now in

existence. They are The Rubber Growers' Association,

Inc., The British Rubber Tyre Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Limited, The Rubber Trade Association of

London, The British Rubber Shoe Manufacturers As-

sociation, The Balata Belt Manufacturers' Association,

all of London ; and The India Rubber Manufacturers'

Association, Limited, of Manchester.
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The Nature and Uses of Rubber Solvents— I.

By Lothar E. Weber. Ph.D.

Un thesecond installment of this article Dr. Weber will discuss benzol, solvent naphtha, shale oil, carbon bisulphide and carbon

tetrachloride.]

IT is only in one or two specialized branches of the rubber

industry that solvents play an integral part in the process

of manufacture. On the other hand, the large majority of

rubber articles require the services of a solvent in some part

of their manufacture, or at least for some component part enter-

ing into their manufacture. The function of the solvent in the

latter case may seem to be an unimportant one, but the manu-
facturer would be sorely pressed without its aid. The im-

portance of the solvent is realized more vividly when for any

one of a number of reasons it becomes a source of defective

goods. It can be said that just as a chain is no stronger than

its weakest link, so is a rubber article no stronger than its

cement. Accordingly, the question of solvents is an important

one for the rubber industry and the rubber manufacturer.

While the number of liquids which have the property of dis-

solving rubber is numerous, relatively few of them find com-
mercial application in rubber manufacture. The origin of these

latter it is proposed briefly to describe, as well as their use in

the rubber industry, the specifications which they should meet,

and the defects caused by failure to meet these specifications.

GASOLENE.

In this country the solvent which finds the most extensive ap-

plication in the rubber industry is gasolene. This material is a

product of crude petroleum, in which it is present to the extent

of from 10 to 15 per cent, depending on the origin of the

petroleum in question. By means of distillation crude petroleum

can be separated into various "fractions," one of the most im-

portant of which is gasolene.

Unfortunately gasolene is not a homogeneous substance, but

a complex mixture. Not only do the actual materials constitut-

ing it vary, but their relative amounts show wide fluctuations,

while still permitting the product to be sold and bought as gaso-

lene. These constituent substances are known chemically as

hydrocarbons (that is, substances composed of carbon and hydro-

gen), and more specifically as paraffin hydrocarbons.

These constituting members of gasolene have a very close

chemical relationship to each other. By way of analog)', they

may be compared to a sectional bookcase, in that the latter is

composed essentially of a base and one or more units. Just so

these parafliin hydrocarbons are composed of their basic sub-

stance, added to which, is a varying number of units or incre-

ments. Naturally a hydrocarbon composed of the basic substance

and, let us say 6 increments, diff^ers in properties from a hydro-

carbon composed of the basic substance and 7 increments. Wo
can look upon gasolene as a mixture of hydrocarbons, each

hydrocarbon being composed of the basic sul)stance and a vary-

ing number of increments.

Since the components of gasolene may show such variation,

some specific designation is necessary for the purpose of charac-

terization. Unfortunately specific gravity has been chosen for

this purpose, as in the early days of the petroleum industry it

was soon recognized that the more volatile portions of the crude

oil had a lower gravity, in fact that a relationship existed be-

tween volatility and gravity. It therefore became customary

to sell gasolene on a gravity basis, the Baume gravity scale be-

ing generally employed.* That this gravity designation has still

survived is very much to be regretted.

(* According to the Baume scale for liquids lighter than water, the

reading increases with decreasing gravity. That is to say, 75-degree Baume
corresponds to a lighter gravity than does 60-degree Baume.)

In the majority of cases it is the volatility of the gasolene

which determines its desirability. In order, then, that the desig-

nation of the gasolene may be significant, there should be a

direct relationship between the gravity and volatility. While
this was to a large extent true in the early days of the petroleum
industry, when crude oil had only relatively few sources of

origin, it no longer holds true to-day. It is a matter of common
observation that during recent years the volatility of gasolene

has been continually decreasing with little or no change in the

gravity. To be sure, in the case of motor gasolene there have
been changes in both the volatility and gravity, but the 60-degree

gasolene of to-day is much less volatile than the material sold

under the same name three or four years ago.

The more accurate and significant method of designating

gasolene is by reference to its boiling points. If gasolene were
a homogeneous liquid composed of only one hydrocarbon, it

would have a definite boiling point just as water has a definite

boiling point of 212 degrees. As has already been pointed out,

however, gasolene is not a homogeneous substance but consists

of a mixture of closely related hydrocarbons. As these hydro-

carbons boil at different temperatures, the mixture obviously

cannot show a constant boiling point. It is for this reason that

we find that whereas an average sample of gasolene begins to

boil around 140 degrees F., a temperature of well over 300 de-

grees F. is necessary before all the gasolene will boil. There be-

ing a very close relationship between volatility and boiling

point, by knowing the temperatures at which definite volumes

of gasolene boil, one is in a position to compare accurately the

volatility of one gasolene with another.

For the sake of clarity, there are tabulated below the boiling

points of a few samples of gasolene taken at random :

.4 B C D
5 per cent boils under. . 194 deg. F. 162 deg. F. 118 deg. F. 145 deg. F.

10 per cent boils under.. 197 deg. F. 176 deg. F. 133 deg. F. 147 deg. F.
30 per cent boils under.. 212 deg. F. 223 deg. F. 154 deg. F. 165 deg. F.
50 per cent boils under.. 221 deg. F. 252 deg. F. 180 deg. F. 192 deg. F.
70 per cent boils under.. 244 deg. F. 286 deg. F. 206 deg. F. 221 deg. F,
90 per cent boils under. . 289 deg. F. 343 deg. F. 244 deg. F. 302 deg. F.
95 per cent boils under.. 314 deg. F. 365 deg. F. 262 deg. F. 329 deg. F.
Specific Gravity 61 deg. Be. 60 deg. Be. 71 deg. Be. 72 deg. Be.

.4 represents a motor gasolene purchased in 1911.
B represents a motor gasolene of recent date.

C represents a 71-72-degree Baume gasolene purchased in 1911.
D represents a 71-72-degree Baume gasolene of recent date.

Comparing samples A and B, it will be observed that while

the gravity of the two gasolenes is practically identical, there is

a wide difference in their boiling points. Similar facts are ob-

served on comparing samples C and D, which are of practically

identical gravity. It is therefore evident that the designation of

a gasolene by its gravity gives little indication as to its boiling

points, and hence, as to its volatility. It would be much to the

benefit of the rubber manufacturer if gasolenes could be bought

or even offered on a boiling point basis. It would be sufficient

merely to state the temperatures at which say 5, 50 and 95 per

cent of the material boils in order to give the purchaser a gen-

eral idea regarding its nature.

The three major uses of gasolene in the rubber industry are

in (1) Spreading, (2) Dipped goods, (3) Cements. It may

therefore be of interest to refer to the requirements which are

demanded of the gasolene in each of these three applications.

Spreading. B'or spreading purposes it is not desirable to

have a gasolene showing extreme boiling points. That is to say,

low initial points and liigh final points arc undesirable. On the

whole, sample A is a satisfactory gasolene for spreading, but
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it would be preferable if 95 per cent of it boiled under 300

degrees F. rather than under 314 degrees F. Sample B is much

less desirable, chiedy on account of the high final boiling point.

The initial boiling point is a little lower than in the case of A,

but scarcely sufficient to have it react to its disfavor. Sample

C is considerably too low in boiling points for advantageous

use in spreading. Sample D is much less desirable than sample

A, for the reason that its extremes show wider fluctuations.

For spreading purposes, it is undesirable to have the initial

boiling points much under 160 degrees F., for the reason that

if such is the case, large losses of gasolene are apt to take

place while the rubber compound is being churned and also

while the churned mass lies in the spreading room prior to use.

The majority of the material boiling below 160 degrees F. is

lost before the rubber dough reaches the spreading machine.

An even more serious objection is the fact that these low boil-

ing portions are not only non-solvents for rubber, but actually

inhibit the dissolving action which the higher boiling portions

exercise. The result is that these low boiling fractions, when

present, actually tend to decrease the solvent power of gasolene.

On the other hand, if the gasolene contains an excessive

amount of high boiling material, it is difficult to drive off the

last traces on the spreading machine. The result is that the

latter are retained by the coating and as a result of being sub-

sequently vaporized by the higher heat of vulcanization be-

come the most fruitful cause of what is known as "pin holes."

To be sure, it is possible to overcome the danger of "pin holes'"

even when a gasolene is used containing much high boiling ma-

terial, but not without seriously impairing the output of the

spreading machine.

Dipped Goods. Since the evaporation of the gasolene used

in dipped goods has to be accomplished without the aid of heat,

comparatively high volatility is required. As in the case of

spreading work, initial low boiling points are undesirable in

that they inhibit the dissolving power of the gasolene and for

the further reason, that they tend to produce blisters. If the

nature of the gasolene is such that it evaporates too quickly,

the outside surface of the cement dries, with the formation of

a film, enclosing some gasolene underneath it. In the course

of time this gasolene will tend to vaporize, and as the pressure

of the latter becomes sufficient to rupture the outer "film," a

blister results. On the other hand, if the boiling points are too

high, blisters will also occur, as some gasolene will be retained.

When the dipped articles are then subjected to the slightly

elevated temperatures of the acid cure, the retained gasolene

will be vaporized, again with the formation of blisters. A
composite sample of C and D would be the most desirable;

that is, a sample having the initial boiling points of D and the

end boiling points of C.

Cements. The gasolene requirements for a cement are es-

sentially ease of volatility, and what is closely related thereto,

complete vaporization of the solvent. Any residue greatly im-

pairs the adhesive qualities of the cement and also its lasting

qualities. Boiling points similar to those desirable for dipped

goods will generally be found satisfactory.

The price of gasolene having steadily risen owing to the

enormous increased demand, it is natural that attempts should

be made for the purpose of obtaining substitutes for gasolene

or at least of converting less valuable petroleum products into

material having essentially the same properties. While it has

not yet been possible to find such a substitute, two products

are known which are used quite extensively in admixture with

gasolene. The two materials in question are: (1) casing-head

gasolene and (2) cracked gasolene.

Casing-Head Gasolene. The source of this material is

natural gas, from which it is obtained either by compression

or else by so-called "washing" with oils of high boiling point.

Casing-head gasolene is an exceedingly volatile material and for

this reason comes on the market only in admixture with in-

ferior grades of gasolene. It is used primarily as a "sweetener,"

that is to say, for decreasing the boiling points of gasolene

which would otherwise be unsatisfactory owing to excessively

high boiling points. FVom the -standpoint of the rubber manu-
facturer the addition of casing-head gasolene is undesirable, for

the reason that the resulting mixed gasolene shows low initial

boiling points and lijgh end boiling points. As has been pointed

out above, the rubber manufacturer is interested in a gasolene

having relatively narrow extremes of boiling points. Even
though the boiling points of the mixed casing-head gasolene

show these variations, by suitable manipulation of the mixture

the gravity is such as to give no indication of the presence of a

mixture. This again shows the fallacy and undesirabilitj, from

the rubber manufacturer's standpoint, of estimating the value

of gasolene purely on a gravity consideration.

Cracked Gasolene. The cracking of petroleum oils is a

relatively old art, but it is only within recent years that special

attention has been given to this process. Cracked gasolene is

obtained usually from kerosene or fuel oil, and consists in sub-

jecting either of the latter to high temperature and pressure.

By means of the cracking process the high-boiling petroleum

hydrocarbons are converted into hydrocarbons of much lower

boiling points ; so much so, that a large proportion of the. ma-

terial resulting from the cracking process boils within the

limits of the average gasolene. However, a wide variety of

substances are formed in this operation, some of which have

markedly different properties than the paraffin hydrocarbons

which constitute gasolene as we know it. Cracked gasolene is

especially rich in a group of substances known as "olefines."

These olefines are very undesirable from the standpoint of

motor gasolene and are largely responsible for the so-called

"carbon" deposits in the cylinders. This is one of the reasons

why cracked gasolene comes on the market only in the form

of an admixture with natural gasolene, and then only mixed in

relatively small proportions. From the standpoint of the rub-

ber manufacturer it is rather doubtful if these olefines are a

detriment, except for the fact that their boiling points are rela-

tively low. To be sure, if gasolene which contains much
cracked material is allowed to lie in the tank for an extended

period, the olefines have a tendency to go over into a thick viscous

oil which settles at the bottom. However, in most rubber fac-

tories the gasolene does not have a chance to be stored suffi-

ciently long, prior to use, to enable the formation of tliis heavy

oil to take place.

Solvent Recovery. Many attempts have been made to re-

cover or partially recover the gasolene used in certain branches

of the rubber industry, notably in the spreading operation. The

volume of gasolene in a spreading plant vaporized in the course

of a month's operation reaches staggering figures and it is only

natural that the recovery of the solvent should have l)een given

serious thought. While theoretically the recovery of gasolene

from the spreading operation is a simple matter, the practical

difficulties and cost of equipment have so far stood in the way

of its applicability. In this connection it is not generally

recognized that even if all the gasolene which is vaporized in

the spreading room were successfully condensed, the resulting

iTiaterial would have properties differing materially from those

of the original gasolene. Owing to the relatively low initial

boiling points of gasolene, considerable losses take place dur-

ing the churning operation ; so much so, that if only the gaso-

lene which is vaporized in the spreading room were condensed,

its boiling points would be very much higher than those of the

original gasolene. The recovery process, in order to make it

complete, would have to be extended to the churn room. It

can readily be seen, therefore, that the size and cost of equipment

of such a complete recovery plant would be high. Neverthe-

less, there is every reason to expect that a recovery plant would

be a good investment if the purely mechanical and engineering

difficulties are solved.
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i_OTTGx Ready for Shipment at Calexico^ Imperial Valley, l,alifornia.

Long-Staple American Cotton by Irrigation.

A MIRACLE is being performed m that part of the United

States known as "the great Southwest,'' which promises

soon to become the principal American source of long-

staple cotton. Irrigation has provided the key to successful

agriculture in Arizona, southern California and northern Mexico,

where hundreds of thousands of acres of arid lands and great

stretches of the Colorado Desert, on which only sagebrush,

cactus and the pallid Spanish dagger formerly grew, are being

transformed into one of the most bountifully productive regions

of America. Grains, fruits, nuts, alfalfa, sugar cane, garden

truck and live stock have in the past been looked upon as the

chief products of irrigation, but the tremendous cotton yields

of the past year indicate that this important crop may soon

take precedence over all others. Weavers of higher-grade

fabrics who are striving to meet the growing demands of rubber

tire and other manufacturers are focusing their attention upon

this remarkable development in the belief that an adequate sup-

ply of long-staple cotton grown within our borders will soon be

assured. A few leading tire concerns are manifesting even

more direct interest, one having contracted with a planter in

Imperial Valley, California, to take annually for five years the

entire crop from 5,000 acres of new land, and the other being

aDout to plant 1,000 acres of cotton in Salt River Valley, Arizona,

to insure its supply of tire fabric.

Although the United States provides considerably more than

half the world's cotton production (57.4 per cent in 1915) and

exports a tremendous quantity annually (6,191,110 bales for the

year ending July 31, 1916, or more than half the year's ginnings)

it does not grow an adequate supply of long-staple cotton to

meet the American demand for thread, knit goods, lace, tire

and other higher-grade fabrics requiring great strength. Of the

420,995 bales of foreign cotton imported during the fiscal year

1916, statistics show that 350,796 were long-staple Egyptian. At

least half of this was used in the manufacture of tire fabrics,

for it should be noticed that considerably less than 1 per cent of

the total 1915 American cotton crop of 11,191,820 bales was of

the Sea Island variety. With slight prospect of any considerable

increase in this percentage it is not surprising that the phenome-

nal growth of the cotton planting industry in California since

1909 should set tire manufacturers and fabric weavers to think-

ing.

Tires average about 5 pounds of fabric each, and as it is esti-

mated that the 1917 tire production will reach 25,000,000, about

125,000,000 pounds of fabric, equivalent to. over 250,000 bales

of long-staple cotton, will be required to meet this demand

alone. 350,000 acres planted to Durango or Egyptian cotton in

the Southwest and scientifically cultivated would render the

American tire industry independent of irnports, and this is only

a little over one-third of the unimproved land in Imperial

Valley alone that can be irrigated by tha available water supply,

which can be even further increased by the building of reservoirs.

The outstanding fact which has awakened the tire industry

to its great opportunity is the 1916 crop of Imperial Valley

cotton, grown entirely by irrigation and amounting to 70,000

bales—equivalent to 76 per cent of the 1915 Sea Island total

of 91,844 bales, 5,824 of which were exported. Not all of this

was long-staple, though it might have been, for the Durango
variety thrives there and is said by experts to be equal in

quality to the choicest Sea Island and better than much of the

Egyptian cotton now offered to the trade.

From approximately 100,000 acres on both sides of the in-

ternational boundary, about 45,000 acres in the United States

and 55,000 in Mexico, the 1916 crop reached the record total of

40,000 sliort-staple bales of big boll mebane, averaging 18 cents

a pound, and 30,000 long-staple Durango bales averaging 24

cents. Some of the formerbrought as high as 19 cents, and of

the latter as high as 28 cents, so that the value of the total

cotton yield of Imperial Valley is estimated at $7,500,000 to

$8,000,000, making this the premier crop of what is becoming
the richest agricultural community in California.

As it costs an average of 9 cents per pound to produce short-

staple cotton and 12 cents to grow, pick, haul and gin the long-

staple, the planter who sold at 18 cents and 24 cents respectively,

as many did, doubled his investment at the rate of $45 and

$60 per bale, to which may be added $15 to $20 per bale for

the seed. This profit of $60 to $80 per bale, the prospect of

growing a bale or better per acre, together with an ever-

growing demand at record prices are the inducements that will

probably double the cotton acreage of Imperial Valley in 1917.

Despite the prospect of enormous cotton acreages throughout

the South next year, 95 per cent of this will be short-staple so

that record crops will not depress the high prices obtainable for

the California product, because the demand for long-staple will

still be in excess of the probable supply. Buyers who are trying

to contract forward for Imperial Valley short-staple cotton at

17 cents and long-staple at 23 cents are finding few takers, for

the planters realize that the present surplus on hand is smaller

than at any time within the past decade, and that with increased

consumption and a short crop in other growing countries, the

end of the war, should it occur, would immediately open up

greater markets abroad. Should the war continue, they also

know that American munition manufacturers consumed 900,000

bales during the year 1916, exclusive of heavy exports to Ca-

nadian, British and French factories.

Witli the entire question of cotton as one of the permanent and

most important farm industries of southern California appar-

ently settled for good and all, Los Angeles, as a great cotton

market of the near future, promises to take its place beside ths

great cotton ports of the South, and to outstrip Savannah,

Brunswick, Pensacola and Charleston as a shipping point for

long-staple cotton. Its railway connections and fine harbor

provide the shipping facilities to send cotton textiles all over

the country, the western hemispliere and even around the world,

and already local capitalists of vision are beginning to discuss

a project to erect large yarn and weaving mills. A growing

conviction is being manifested that cotton goods and ])y-products

for consumption west of the Rocky Mountains should be manu-

factured in California.
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It is well to mention the matter of by-products, for time was

when the old-fashioned planter had to burn the seed and

stalks to get rid of them. Now, through the ingenuity of man

and his modern machinery there is no waste whatever, and cot-

tonseed products are numerous, varied and valuable. Linters,

oil, cake and hulls all have their uses. Even cotton stalks are

employed in the manufacture of fiber, paper, carpets and vege-

table ivory or cellulose.

From the long-staple cotton going to make up a bale, about

1,200 pounds of seed are e.\tracted, and from short staple the

yield is only a little less, so that Imperial Valley ranchmen

last year received in the neighborhood of $1,250,000 for seed

alone. At the beginning of the cotton season in September the

three oil mills in the valley began paying $20 a ton for cotton-

seed, but because of improved shipping facilities raised the price

to $30. and toward the close of the year to $40.

Of tlic immediate products of expressing the oil from the

seed, the linters are used for absorbent cotton and in the manu-

facture of high explosives. The oil makes excellent soap, is

widely used in cook-

ing as a substitute for

lard, and when refined

often replaces oHve

oil for the making of

salads. The hulls are

in demand for feed

and the cake for both

feed and fertilizer.

Cotton hulls make an

e X c e 1 1 e nt fattening

food for cattle, while

cottonseed meal, ob- •

tained by grinding the

cake, is not only fat-

tening but when fed

to sheep is said to

produce 15 to 20 per

cent more than the

normal growth of

wool. The five states

of Utah, Montana,

Oregon. Idaho and Washington will consume all the cottonseed

meal and hulls the Imperial Valley can produce for years to come,

thus in a sense turning cotton into wool. For winter feeding the

cake is made into balls about the size of an English walnut for

scattering over the snow.

Thus this great new agricultural industry is becoming of keen

interest to labor as well as capital. .Already it has provided an

exceptional opportunity for unskilled workers. Shortage of

cotton pickers at the beginning of the season threatened disaster,

but the County Farm Bureau soon had the problem well in

hand with laborers coming from all parts of southern Cali-

fornia, Texas and Oklahoma. The fact that the plants would

not rust nor mildew on account of the absence of rain and fog

made it possible to extend the picking season considerably and

so helped mightily in solving the labor problem. Los -'\ngeles

bootblacks and even women have been making the wages of

building mechanics in the cotton fields. The rate paid ranged

from $1.00 to $1.25 and even $1.50 per 100 pounds, depending

on the stand, and ginning averaged $4.50 per bale.

The raising of cotton in this the largest irrigated cotton area

in the United States has many advantages. Government crop

reports show that the yield is high and that the staple has

length, strength and uniformity ; characteristics which are very

desirable, and due, in part, to the absence of periods of drought

or of excessive rains. Government statistics also show that the

average yield per acre in Imperial Valley was 400 to 500 pounds,

or approximately one bale, whereas the average in the entire

country was only 170 pounds. The reasons for this greater-yield

I^^^H^^I^^^^IHIIIIIPMH^^^^^^I
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perial, Brawley, Holtville, Seeley, and Calipatria take a just

pride in their fine churches, schools, libraries and community

institutions. About 500,000 acres are in cultivation—approxi-

mately 100,000 acres each in cotton, alfalfa, and barley, besides

immense tracts devoted to fruits and^vegetables and the raising

of over 200,000 head of cattle, sheep, horses, mules and hogs

—

and the yearly agricultural production considerably exceeds $25,-

000,000. Land values vary from $65 to $150 an acre according

to proximity to towns and the assessed property valuation is

not far from $90,000,000, yet the county tax rate steadily de-

creased to $1.90 in 1914.

According to a recent report of the chief engineer of the

Imperial Irrigation District, 1,400,000 acres may be irrigated from

the Colorado River. Of this vast area, 700,000 acres are in Im-

perial Valley proper, 500,000 acres in the delta of the Colorado

and 200,000 acres in Sonora, Mexico, below the Yuma Valley.

Thus no less than 900,000 acres of irrigable land still remain

undeveloped—an area that would render the nation independent

of long-staple cotton imports for many years to come.

Without the need of a dam, the water for the Imperial

Valley irrigation system is diverted from the Colorado River

through a concrete head gate about 12 miles below Yuma, Ari-

zona, and 4 miles above the Mexican line. The main canal car-

ries the water through the natural channel of the Alamo River

to headings whence distributing canals divert it again to the

various farms. The main channel was originally owned by the

California Development Co., but during the past year the peo-

ple of Imperial Valley organized the Imperial Irrigation District

and bonded it for $3,500,000 to purchase the irrigation system.

As present canal facilities embrace about 574,000 acres, the

bonded debt is only about $6.10 per acre. The average cost of

irrigation water throughout the valley is about $3.50 per acre

a year, varying somewhat with the character of the soil and

the nature of the crop.

Most of the cotton grown in the Salt River Valley, of Ari-

zona, has the same characteristics as the cotton grown in

Egypt, having been propagated from seed brought from that

country. It is grown on irrigated land and the average yield

is high, especially where the soil has been improved by alfalfa

and beneficial river sediments. Arizona's production for the

past four years has been 2,229 bales in 1913, 7,142 bales in 1014,

1,981 bales in 1915 and about 4,000 bales in 1916. The falling

off in 1915 was due to smaller planted acreage on account of

low cotton prices at that time. But with approximately 7,000

acres planted in 1916 and both demand and prices promising

for some time to come, the permanent establishment of th^

Egyptian cotton industry in that state seems assured.

Including the Roosevelt Dam, the government has expended

over $10,000,000 on the Salt River project for the benefit of

the people in the intensive cultivation of 219,000 acres of land

where climate, soil and water are virtually ideal. The present

cost of water for three acre feet, the usual amount required,

is only $1.50 a year, and it is expected that within a few years

it will be delivered practically free because of the sale of surplus

water outide the project area. There will also be a revenue

of $1,000,000 from 27,000 electric horse power, 10,000 of which,

yielding $400,000 annually, is already being consumed by mining

•concerns.

There are no government lands in the Salt River Valley.

Every acre is in private hands and the acreage of rentable lands

obtainable on lease is comparatively small, but land prices are

still reasonable and terms of payment convenient. As the area

cf the project is limited, however, title to every irrigable acre

promises to be steadily on the increase. Improved land that is

being farmed costs $100 to $200 per acre, while lands for cotton

are still obtainable at $100 to $125 per acre. Yields per acre

have not equaled Imperial Valley, but they are far above the

average and with scientific cultivation should reach a bale per

acre.

LONG-STAPLE COTTON IN 1915-16.

T N addition to the wealth of statistics and other information

^ characteristic of previous reports of this nature, Bulletin 134,

recently issued by the Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census, entitled "Cotton Production and Distribution, Season of

1915-16," contains considerable information of interest to manu-
facturers of automobile tire fabrics. Several quotations selected

from various sections of the bulletin have been pieced into the

following continuous narrative

:

The limited supply of cotton having a long staple, and the

world-wide demand for cotton of this character in the manu-
facture of thread and the higher grade fabrics, and recently of

automobile tires, have given such varieties an importance seem-

ingly out of proportion to the amount produced. While at one

time long-fiber Sea Island cotton grown in the West Indies pro-

vided a large part of the total used in Europe, the world's pro-

duction of this variety at the present time is comparatively in-

significant, averaging less than 100,000 bales per annum. The
quantity of long-fiber cotton produced in Egypt last year was less

than a million bales, and the quantity of upland cotton with a

staple of IJ'g inches or more in length produced in the United

States from the crop of 1915, according to the estimate of the

Department of Agriculture was about 825.000 bales. Long staple

cotton is also produced in comparatively small quantities in India,

Brazil, Peru, and several other countries. Altogether the total

of long staple cotton—that is, cotton having a fiber of 1^ inches

or more in length—produced throughout the world from the

crop of 1915 did not, in all probability, exceed 2,000,000 bales.

The 1915 crop of Sea Island cotton is given as 91.844 running

bales divided as follows : Georgia, 57,572 ; Florida, 28,094 ; South

Carolina, 6,178. Of this total 5,824 bales were exported. Tlie

1916 exports, however, were only 3,580 bales.

It might be presumed that the prices generally received for

Sea Island cotton would cause a large increase in the acreage,

but attempts to grow it in other parts of Georgia, Florida, Soi^i

Carolina and other. states have been so unsatisfactorj' that prac-

tically all efforts to raise it outside of certain well-defined areas

in the states named above have been abandoned.

Of the total consumption of cotton in the United States during

the year ending July 31, 1916, amounting to 6,397,613 running

bales, 82,645 were Sea Island and 316,995 foreign. A very large

proportion of the foreign cotton consumed was Egyptian ; imports

of Egyptian cotton by American manufacturers have led to efforts

to grow in the United States cotton having its characteristics,

and some encouragement has been given the movement by the

success attending its culture in Arizona.

The status of the cultivation of Egyptian varieties of cotton

in this country is presented in the following statement, prepared

by the Department of Agriculture

:

The abnormally low prices of 1914 caused a greatly diminished
acreage to be planted to Egyptian cotton in Arizona in 1915.
The total production last year amounted to only about 1,100
bales of 500 pounds each. This small crop sold at a much better
price than in 1914, and consequently the acreage planted in 1916
increased to about 7,000 acres. A crop of about 4,000 bales is

anticipated this year. The improvement in methods of production
which is taking place as the farmers of Salt River Valley become
better acquainted with this crop will probably result in larger
average yields per acre than have previously been obtained.
* * "' In view of the strong demand for the type of cotton
(Sakellarides) with which the Arizona product is most nearly
in competition, the prospects for the permanent establishment
of the Egyptian cotton industry in that state are better than ever.

EMBARGO ON YARNS FROM SEA ISLAND COTTON.

On February 23 the British Cotton Export Committee issued

a notification to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce an-

nouncing that it will not in the future recommend the issue of

licenses for the export of cotton yarns made from Sea Island

cotton.
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The Manufacture of Klingerit Steam Packing.

Fig. 1. -Werner & Pfleiderer':

Mixer.

THE advent of liigh steam pressures created a demand for

packing of special composition that would witlistand the

extremely high temperature and unusual steam pressures

resulting from this radical change in steam engineering. The

ordinary rubber sheet packing was characteristically unfitted to

resist steam pressures of 180 pounds and temperatures varying

from 180 to 185 degrees C. A reliable heat resisting steam

packing was therefore a prime necessity and German ingenuity

promptly attacked the problem of evolving a new packing ma-

terial. .\ composition consisting of asb<?stos, rubber and certain

mineral tillers, such as china

clay, b a r y t e s, infusorial

earth and hydro-cellulose

was found to be very satis-

factory. The rubber content,

however, was comparatively

.'imall, as its province

in this instance is

principally that of a

cement.

The fi r s t com-

pressed asbestos
sheet packing offered

to the trade was

manufactured by R.

Klinger at Gumpold.skirchen

near Vienna, Austria, and

known as "Klingerit." This

new material was successful

almost from the start and

the large demand that soon

followed grew in volume until it became worldwide. It was not

long before aggressive competition appeared and similar composi-

tions were manufactured and sold under the trade names, Moorit,

Mezelerit, and Cooperit. The name "Itplatte"

was subsequently protected by Gustav

Adolph, of Biebrich, Wiesbaden, Germany.

The United States' trade in asbestos sheet

packing that rapidly grew to large propor-

tions was for the greater part monopolized

by the German manufacturers who were able

to undersell their competitors in this country.

Since the war has effectively closed this

source of supply the demand has been sup-

plied by American manufacturers, and the

following brief description of machines used

in the manufacture of Klingerit will therefore

be of interest.

The crude asbestos is first treated in a

machine of the type known as a Chili mill.

which separates the impurities and felts the

fibers together. The asbestos material is then

passed through a carding machine provided

with a belt conveyor that carries away the

carded fiber in the form of a light fluff. The
preparation of the rubber is in no way dif-

ferent from that of making ordinary cement,

the washed and dried rubber being placed in

a power driven churn and sufficient benzine

or naphtha added to make a thin solution.

The compounding ingredients consisting of

heavy calcined magnesia, o.xide of iron and sulphur are then

added to the rubber solution and the whole is thoroughly mixed

for about 2 hours in a Werner and Pfleiderer enclosed mixer
shown in Figure 1. Finally the carded asbestos fiber is slowly

fed into the same macliine and worked up witli the other ma-
terials into a homogeneous mass.

The sheets are then built up on the Hauboldt mill shown in

Figure 2. This machine is designed on the principle that a
comparatively small roll operating against one of large diameter,

and both revolving at equal surface speed, will exert a greater

pressure on the material than two rolls of the same diameter.

This machine has very heavy frames A and B supporting

the rolls C and D, that are operated by double faced spur gears

E and F, the circumference of the large roller determining the

length of the sheet. The small roll C is adjustable and driven

from the main driving shaft by the large spur gear G. The
counterweights H, H hold a stripping knife against the surface

of the small roll to keep it smooth and clean. The large roll

D is hollow and provided with steam and water connections

for heating and cooling purposes, while movable gages de-

termine the width of the sheet.

In operation, the small pressure roll is adjusted to the de-

sired thickness of the sheet and the warm dough is evenly ap-

plied to the large roll in convenient sized balls or chunks in a

manner similar to that used in calendering. A very thin sheet

is thus formed on the large roll in the form of a jacket which

after being rolled down to size is coated with a special rubber

solution containing the distinctive coloring matter. Dough is

again applied to the large roll and the second sheet rolled down
on the first one and solutioned. This operation is repeated until

the desired thickness has been attained, when the built-up sheet

is cut transversely and removed from the roll.

Sheets up to 6>2 feet wide, ^Yi feet long and about Yg, inch

thick may be made on this machine.

The solvent recovery apparatus shown in Figure 3, consists of

a water-cooled casing surrounding the rolls and provided with

an opening of sufficient size to permit material being fed to the

Fig. 2.

—

Hauboldt's Itpl.-^te Mill.

machine. A spray of water from pipes located inside of the

casing creates a downward circulation of air and naphtha vapor
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which is condensed and flows on the water through the connect-

ing pipe to a receptacle on the right where the condensed sol-

vent is separated and drawn olT.

The finishing operation of standard sheets consists in apply-

ing a cover coating of a colored rubber solution to both sides

of the sheets and passing them between the rolls of a two-roll

NEW USES OF SPONGE RUBBER.

Fig. 3.

—

Solvent Recovery Ai'I'.\ratus.

vertical calender. Klingerit boards of different gage are made
on the same machine by doubling sheets of predetermined thick-

ness.

It frequently occurs that the sheets made on the rolling ma-
chine or calender are spotted wilJi dark stains or imperfectly

laminated. The macliine shown in Figue 4 was therefore de-

signed and found very satisfactory in turning out perfectly

finished boards.

It comprises two solid side frames supporting between them

a heavy bed-plate or table on which the sheets are placed. A
heavy polished, chilled iron roller is journaled in a movable

carriage that traverses the table in both directions, driven by

a reversible lead screw, the movement of which is controlled by

straight and crossed belt-driven pulleys. A sheet is placed on

the table and the weighted roller is passed back ajid forward

over the surface several times. It is then turned in a horizontal

plane and the rolling continued, after which the sheet is re-

versed and the other side treated in the same manner.

Standard Klingerit "boards are 3.75 millimeters (about Vs

inch) in thickness, being built up with 15 thin layers that are

25 millimeters thick. They are blue, reddish-brown, or green in

color and the dimensions are as follows

:

Millimeters.

2000 X 2000
250O X 2500
2000 X 3000
3000 X 3000
1250 X 4000
160O X 6200

Equivalent Inches.

78.7 X 78.7
98.4 X 98.4
87.7 X 118

118 X 118
49.2 X 157.4
62.9 X 244

"It" material is made only in unvulcanized sheets from which

the various shaped packings are cut or stamped, the contained

rubber being vulcanized after the joint has been made by the

heat of the steam. For special purposes metal gauze or tin-foil

is placed between the sheets or they may be coated with graphite,

the object being to prevent vulcanization. Attention is particu-

FiG. 4.

—

Arndt's Sheet .Rolling Machine.

larly called to the fact that Klingerit packings should be kept in

a cool dry place, otherwise they will become hard and lose their

flexibility.

DECAUSE of its cellular structure, sponge rubber has several
'-' very peculiar properties. For example, it has the lowest ap-

parent specific gravity of all solid bodies, being around 0.05. In

spite of its cellular structure it is water-tight, and very nearly

gas-tight. While it is honeycombed with minute cells, each cell

is an individual unit and the rate of diffusion of gases through

it is comparatively low. Because of its low specific gravity it has

a very low specific volume, which thus brings its cost within

range for common purposes. Perhaps one of the most important

uses to which it has been put is in the preparation of life pre-

servers. It will not waterlog, is light, conforms easily to the

lines of the body, and is not to be ruined by a pin prick. A life

raft made with sponge rubber is as near fool-proof as one can be.

Buoys, markers, etc., may be improved by its use.

For some time the brains and time of many men have been

occupied in a search for a substitute or modification of the

pneumatic tire for automobiles. We have seen about everything,

from metal springs to tires made with the regular tire casing

but containing a solid block of gum used as a bumper. The
season of tire fillers occupies now only a page in the history of

this search. Springs have been discarded because of their slow-'

ness to respond, and it has been decided by the great majority
of automobile owners that nothing rides as easy as air, and
rather than use tire fillers they would substitute solid tires.

Two serious objections to most tire fillers are that under con-

stant running they tend to heat up, and finally to decompose,
and, second, there is quite a tendency to form flat spots.

As lias been mentioned, the most satisfactory tire filler to

date is air. This air is customaril3' held in an inner tube under

moderate pressure. It is now proposed to use sponge rubber

molded to fit the inside of the tire casing, and in this manner
produce a puncture-proof tire. The car still rides on air, but

this air is confined in innumerable little sacks. The c6nditions

necessary for a satisfactory tire filler are as follows

:

1. It must be quite stable and so constructed that fatigue

is reduced to a minimum. 2. It must be light. 3. The driving

power must be transmitted elastically. Sponge rubber fulfills

all these conditions. Tires filled with this material were driven

1.950 miles, with an average speed of 35 miles per hour, without

any deterioration of the filler.

As would be expected, the cellular nature of sponge gives it

great insulating properties, both in respect to heat and sound.

It is proposed to use the material for the construction of sound-

proof rooms, telephone booths, under musical instruments, and
under vibrating and hammering machines, etc. It is proposed

also for clothing for aeronauts and arctic explorers.

So far we have spoken only of soft sponge rubber. Hard
sponge rubber is also available. It is prepared from soft sponge
by further vulcanization. It is understood that the soft sponge
is secured by properly regulating the time and temperature of

the cure. The stock is made up with sufficient sulphur to effect

the transformation to ebonite, so that after producing soft rub-

ber further vulcanization takes it over to hard sponge.

This material has an apparent specific gravity of 0.2 to 0.065,

which is yi to 1/6 that of cork, and J4 to 1/12 that of wood.
It may be worked in any way customary with hard rubber,

such as sawing, boring, machining, etc. It still has the cellular

structure of soft sponge, and therefore its insulating properties

are not in the least affected. However, it is now not so sus-

ceptible to temperature change, and will stand temperatures up

to 130 degrees C. It is recommended for iccbo.K walls, covering

for flasks, and other insulation problems.

Hard sponge has considerable strength, and has been proposed

as a material for the framework of aeroplanes. It has also been

recommended as a material for constructing automobile bodies.

[Andrew H. King in "Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering."]
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TIRE FILLERS AND PUNCTURE FLUIDS.

THE use of tire fillers is not generally encouraged by rubber

manufacturers. They contend that a tire casing filled with

a substance possessing a "rubber-like resiliency" is virtually a

solid tire and would better be made wholly of rubber.

Puncture fluids are also discouraged as being an evasion of

the well-known fact that the most effective medium for repairing

rubber is rubber itself. Moreover, the reclaiming of tires con-

taining puncture fluids is troublesome and expensive.

The European war, however, has created unusual conditions

that demand continuous and exceedingly severe tire service until

both casings and tubes are entirely worn out. At the front both

the .Allies and the Central Powers are using tire fillers through

obvious necessity rather than choice. For this reason the follow-

ing brief review of the representative types of fillers and puncture

fluids is timely.

Tire fillers are of three kinds. The first is a liquid to be

injected into the tire, where it subsequently solidifies, forming

a cushion substitute for air. The second consists of porous

rubber compound molded in sections conforming in size and

shape to the casing in which it is to be inserted. The third is a

viscous puncture fluid that flows over and coats the inner surface

of the tube.

A tire filler of the first type consists of a heavy fluid which is

either forced directly into the casing or pumped into the inner

tube through the valve, where it soon solidifies into a resilient,

rubber-like body. "Rubberine" belongs to this first class and is a

semi-fluid filler, to be pumped directly into the casing, which it

distends to the required pressure according to the weight of the

car and then solidifies into an elastic body. Inner tubes are thus

dispensed with and the tire requires no more attention until

thin or completely worn out. This is an English preparation

which is being used with considerable success in military service

where the ordinary tire has proved undependable under extreme

road stress and gun fire.

"N'ewmastic'' is of American origin and representative of that

class of fillers which are pumped into and completely fill the

inner tube at the proper operating pressure. With this filler the

casings should be new, but old inner tubes may be used. Should

"Newm.\stic" Tire Filling Pl.xnt.

the casing stretch excessively under severe usage it may be

hardened by pumping a small quantity of the liquid into the tire.

To the second class of tire fillers belong those which are first

molded from sponge rubber stock to fit the various casings on the

market and when inserted simulate the effect of an inflated inner

tube. The "National" filler is one of this type, and is placed

in the casing in sections, end to end, after which the tire is

applied to the rims of the wheel by means of a special tool pro-

vided for the purpose.

Zuber's patent solid filler consists of molded blocks of sponge

rubber, the ends of which overlap when fitted within the casing.

Closed air chambers in each block provide additional resiliency.

The third class, puncture fluids, is of value chiefly for bicycle

and motorcycle tires. It embraces those mucilaginous prepara-

tions, rarely compounded of rubber, which hold in suspension

solids or fibers, such as whiting, graphite or asbestos, and which

"Rubberine" Tire Filling Plant.

harden instantly upon exposure to air. Enough of the liquid is

pumped into the tube under pressure to coat its inner surface

with a thin layer occupying only about five per cent of its volume.

This viscous compound is evenly distributed by rotation of the

wheel, and in case of a puncture is at once forced into the hole

by air pressure, where the minute obstructions in suspension

form a clot and facilitate immediate hardening of the compound

into a permanent plug. "Bale's Puncture Plugger," "Neverleak"

and "Tire Treat" are among the well-known fillers of this class.

While puncture fluids take care of ordinary tack and nail holes,

large cuts and blotv-outs still require patching and vulcanizing,

which are less easily accomplished after employing some of the

preparations on the market. "Cyco," however, is said to be made
of vegetable gums which do not interfere with vulcanizing and

which preserve the rubber. The same is claimed for the "Glines'

Liquid Rubber."

"Permanit," an imported preparation, occupies a unique posi-

tion in this class. It comes in the form of a. powder, eight ounces

of which is pumped into each tube. One and one-half ounces of

water is then injected and the wheel rotated slowly 10 to 20

times, in order to distribute the powder thoroughly. "Permanit"

is neither soluble in water nor does it become a paste, glue or

fluid, but when a puncture occurs and the powder comes in con-

tact with the outer air a chemical reaction takes place whereby

the injured part is instantly healed. One treatment will last at

least a year, and a tube can be vulcanized with the powder in it

should a blow-out make that necessary.

BTTBBEB BELTING AND OTHER SUBSTITUTES FOR SOLE LEATHER.
Owing to the high cost of leather, English manufacturers are

using substitutes for both uppers and soles of the shoes, some
of which are furnished to the troops. Linen duck coated with

a mixture of wood tar, pitch, turpentine oil, cork powder and
rubber cement are joined together in several thicknesses, com-
pressed between powerful rollers and then cut into soles. The
material can be easily sewn and pegged, and seems to serve its

purpose admirably.

This is not a new idea. Some shoe finders in this country

have for years been purchasing scrap rubber belting and cutting

it into half soles to sell to shoe repairers, who find that such

soles wear admirably, especially in mining districts.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.
COEFFICIEKT or VULCANIZATION AS A CHECK ON THE STATE OF

CURE.

DR. O. de Vries, Director of the Central Rubber Station at

Buitenzorg, Java, publishes in "The India Rubber Journal"

(January 20, 1917) a paper in which he presents proof

"That the chemical process of the combination of rubber and

sulphur is in itself quite independent of the physical one de-

termining the position of the stress-strain curve."

Following is his presentation in condensed form

:

The large differences in coefficient of vulcanization, noted by

Schidrowitz and Goldsborough, are not found by Dr. de Vries

in actual vulcanization practice, who points out that the per-

centage of combined sulphur does not increase at temperatures

below 80 degrees C. On the other hand, the curve shifts its

position even at ordinary temperatures, as shown by plotting

the figures for the heating points after different lengths of

time. These points are demonstrated by several series of ex-

periments. The first, in which a number of samples of the

same crepe rubber were vulcanized together but tested at dif-

ferent times, shows only small changes in the coefficient of vul-

canization, the percentage of combined sulphur not increasing

perceptibly. The position of the curve (length at load of 1.30

kilograms) changes a total of 42 per cent in length and in

this case carries with it practically no difference in coefficient

of vulcanization. The same effect is reached by keeping a vul-

canized sample for a longer time. It is not necessary to make
experiments for many months at the ordinary temperatures, a

few days at 70 to 75 degrees C. have the same effect. The curve

proceeds lower down on the paper, just as it does when the

time of cure is lengthened, but the percentage of combined

sulphur remains the same. From these experiments it is clear

th^t the reaction between sulphur and rubber, and the changes

in the rubber-sulphur mixture which determine the mechanical

properties as expressed by the stress-strain curve, are two

different processes, which may proceed independently, and that,

in general it is not feasible to make deductions from one re-

garding the other. It may be assumed that the mechanical

properties are more important, and that the curve is a better

gage to judge of the properties of the cured rubber than the

chemical condition as expressed by the coefficient of vulcani-

zation.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
NITROGEN IN HUBBEH.

D J- EATON and F. W. F. Day, in the "Agricultural Bulletin,"

*-*• Federated Malay States, August, 1916, describe their investi-

gations on the distribution of nitrogen in coagulum and serum of

Hevea latex. One hundred parts by weight of latex yielded 67

parts of wet coagulum and 33 parts of serum, the coagulum

being lifted from the pan and allowed to drain for a short time

before weighing.

Following are the weight percentages of nitrogen contents of

the various portions: latex, 0.11; wet coagulum, 0.15; serum,

0.06.

The nitrogen content of the serum, which was contained in a

tall, covered cylinder, fell after 14 days to 0.04 per cent, and

after 60 days to an average of 0.03 per cent, after which no fur-

ther loss appeared to take place.

One hundred parts, by weight of latex, yielded 67 parts by

weight of unpressed coagulum or slab, and this on hand rolling

was reduced to 50 parts by weight containing 0.26 per cent of

nitrogen, equivalent to 0.78 per cent of nitrogen calculated on

dry material.

Samples of similar coagulum were converted to sheet and crepe
on the day following coagulation with the following results

:

One hundred parts, by weight of latex, yielded 19.7 parts of
wet sheet containing 0.30 per cent nitrogen, equivalent to 0.35

per cent calculated on dry weight, which on drying was reduced
to 16.9 parts of sheet containing 0.38 per cent nitrogen. Also,

100 parts, by weight of latex, yielded 21.3 parts of wet crepe con-
taining 0.30 per cent nitrogen, equivalent to 0.38 per cent of nitro-

gen calculated on dry material. This on drying was reduced to

16.9 parts of dry crepe containing 0.40 per cent nitrogen.

Thus the nitrogen content of the dry sheet is only slightly lower
than that of the dry crepe. It was observed that the nitrogen
content of the sheet and crepe is about twice as great as that of
coagulum left unpressed for a period of six weeks and then
washed and creped, and nearly twice as great as that calculated
for the dry coagulum after keeping, showing that little or no
alteration of nitrogenous constituents of the rubber has been
effected in the sheet and crepe, causing the formation of nitroge-
nous substances soluble in water or gaseous loss of nitrogen in

any form.

METHODS OF TEST.
PHYSICAL TESTING OF EUBBEE MAIEEIAtS.

"T^HE following methods are standard for the physical ex-
amination of vulcanized rubber goods as specified by the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment of New York City.

S.\MPLiNG. The contracting department shall select and take
all samples for testing. The number of samples and the quantity
to be taken from the deliveries will depend upon the size of the
articles and the quantity delivered.

Samples shall fairly represent the delivery, and pieces shall be
taken from not less than one per cent of the number of units
delivered.

AvER.'^GES. The results of tensile strength, elongation and set

tests as reported, shall be the average obtained from the samples
received by the laboratory. Not less than three test pieces from
each sample shall be tested and their results taken in calculating
the average unless some individual result is apparently in error,

in which case a retest shall be made.
Temperature of Testing Room. Physical tests of rubber shall

be made with the temperature of the air not lower than 65 or
higher than 90 degrees F.

Time. All measurements of time shall be taken with an ac-

curate stop watch.

PREPARATION OF TEST PIECES.
Test pieces of rubber shall be stamped out with a die, when-

ever practicable to do so.

Tensile Strength, Elongation and Set Test Pieces. Test
pieces of rubber for tensile strength, elongation and set tests

shall be cut out with a die, either of the constricted bar or ring
type. The same test piece shall be used for making all three

tests. When the bar test piece is prepared a die should be used
that will make the constricted part of such a width that the

cross section will be approximately one thirty-second of a square
inch.

All pieces for these tests shall have the backing entirely re-

moved, and any corrugations or irregularities of any kind shall

be accurately buffed off to make a uniform smooth surface.

Test pieces which have become burnt in buffing shall be dis-

carded.

Test pieces shall be kept constantly wet during the buffing.

Test pieces of rubber valves and odd-shaped rubber articles

shall whenever possible be cut down on a lathe to an even thick-

ness of not more than one-eighth inch and then cut out to shape
for testing with a die.
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If it is necessary to use naphtha to remove the backing or to

separate the rul)ber from the plies, the naphtha shall Ix- what is

technically known as 76-(legrec Baume, tree from oil.

When naphtha has been used the test pieces shall be allowed

to remain at rest for not less than one hour before testing.

In all cases where backing is removed and buffing done, the test

pieces shall remain at rest for not less than ten minutes before

testing.

Friction Test Pieces. Test pieces for friction or adhesion

tests shall be cut and prepared as follows

:

All kinds of hose, round packing and similar articles shall be

cut transversely unless the diameter is so small that a practical

measurement cannot be taken, in which case the test pieces shall

be cut longitudinally.

Belting, packing or gasket material may be cut in any direction.

Test pieces from washers, ferrules (sleeves) molded gaskets

and other odd-shaped articles shall be prepared in the manner

called for in the unit specification, if it is impracticable to pre-

pare them in accordance with these rules.

Cotton rubber-lined hose test pieces and braided hose test

pieces shall be accurately cut transversely two inches wide and

full length of the circumference. They shall be cut through the

walls so that they can be laid out llat the full length of the piece.

One-quarter inch of the rubber lining shall be carefully and

cleanly trimmed off on each side, without injuring the fabric,

leaving a strip of rubber lining one and one-half inches wide un-

disturbed on a strip of cover two inches wide. A separation

between lining and cover of this strip shall be started for about

one and one-half inches.

Test pieces of wrapped hose, round packing and similar

articles shall be accurately cut transversely one inch wide, and

left circular, to permit sliding on to a mandrel. A separation

between the rubber and the fabric or between the layers in ac-

cordance with the test to be made shall be started full width of

the piece and far enough distant to permit proper fastening of

clamps or hooks, as the case may be.

Solid round packing and similar articles shall have a core

drilled out for the mandrel.

Fabric-bailed rubber packing test pieces shall be prepared in

the same manner as for cotton rubber-lined hose, except that if

the rubber part is more than one-eighth inch thick, the test piece

shall be prepared exactly opposite, leaving a strip of sheeting

one and one-half inches wide on a strip of rubber two inches

wide. A separation between sheeting and rubber shall be started

for about one and one-half inches.

Belting test pieces shall be accurately cut one inch wide and

shall be stripped down to all but two plies, and a separation of

the two plies started for about one and one-half inches.

.\11 pieces of flat material such as packing gasket, belting, etc.,

shall be cut not less than 12 inches long whenever possible.

DETERMINATION OF TENSILE STRENGTH.

The determination of tensile strength of the rubber compound

shall be made as follows

:

Apparatus. All tensile strength tests shall be made on an

apparatus the general design of which conforms to the Schop-

per machine. "'si

Grips. When bar test pieces are used, the grips for holding

the test pieces shall be such that they will tighten automatically,

e.xerting a uniform pressure proportionate to the applied tension

across the full width of the piece, regardless of any variation in

the thickness of the rubber.

Ring Test Pieces. These shall be placed over the revolving

rollers of the Schopper machine.

Marking Bar Test Piece. The bar test pieces shall be

stamped in center portion with two lines two inches apart, using

a rubber ink pad stamp. The distance between the outside edges

of these stamped lines shall be accurate to one one-hundredth of

an inch.

Measurement of Bar Test Piece. The width and thickness

of the lest pieces shall be accurately determined at three points

equidistant between the marks, a spring gage or ratchet stop

micrometer being used.

Measurement of Ring Test Piece. The width and thickness

of the test ring shall be accurately determined at not less than

four opposite points on the ring, care being taken to get the

minimum cross section as near as possible, the area of which

shall be used in computing the tensile strength.

Breaking. Bar test pieces shall be tightly fastened in the

jaws and brought just taut. The machine shall then be started

and the speed so regulated throughout the entire test, that the

jaws separate at the uniform rate of 20 inches per minute.

The number of pounds necessary to break the test piece shall

be read to the nearest tenth of a pound and computed to pounds
per square inch, using the measurements nearest to the break.

When breaking the ring test piece the ring shall be slipped

over the revolving bearing provided for it and the procedure

continued exactly as for the bar test piece, the speed being so

regulated that it will give an equivalent elongation of test piece

per minute.

TENSILE STRENGTH .^iCROSS THE SEAM.

Bar and ring test pieces shall be prepared as usual, except

that the seam shall not be bufifed ofif.

In cutting, the seam shall be centered in the middle of the bar

test piece, at right angles to the axis, as nearly as possible.

The center of the seam shall be made to lie along a diameter

of the ring test piece as nearly as possible.

The calculation shall be based on the average cross section in

both kinds of test pieces in the usual manner, but excluding the

cross section of the seam or seams.

ELONG.ATION AT THE BREAKING POINT.

The elongation at the breaking point shall be accurately deter-

mined during the tensile strength test as follows

:

On tlie bar test a rule graduated to hundredths of an inch

shall be kept opposite the two marks and the distance the out-

side edges of these two marks are apart at the instant of break-

ing shall be noted.

This distance shall be computed into per cent of elongation,

t. c, if the marks are twelve inches apart at the break, that piece

would have 500 per cent elongation.

Ring Test Pieces. These shall have the elongation read to

the nearest whole per cent from the automatic record on the

stretch tapes.

DETERMINATION OF SET.

The determination of set shall be on the test piece as broken

in the tensile strength test not less than one nor more than one

and one-half minutes after breaking. Time shall be taken with

a stop watch.

Bar Test Pieces shall have the distance from the outside of

the line to the furthest broken point measured carefully along the

axis on one broken portion to the nearest one-hundredth inch,

and in the same manner from the corresponding nearest broken

point on the other portion. The sum of- these two measure-

ments, minus two inches, is the actual set, and shall be computed
to percentage of the elongation at rupture to the nearest tenth

per cent.

Ring Test Pieces shall have the inner circumference care-

fully measured around a solid disk of the same diameter as the

inside diameter of the original ring. The increase in length

(actual set) is read to the nearest half per cent, divided by the

per cent elongation at rupture, and the result recorded to the

nearest tenth per cent.

DEFECTS.

If the break occurs outside the gage marks on the bar test

piece during the tensile strength test, the specimen shall be con-

sidered as defective for any determination, and another test

made.
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The broken surfaces of both test bars and test rings shall be

examined for flaws or defects, and if the results of the tests

confirm the observation of flaws the test pieces shall be replaced

by others.

{To be continued.)

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
TITE UNITED STATES.

INSULATING COMPOSITION. A phenolic condensation prod-
•^ uct, initially fluid, transformable by heat without substantial

change of volume into a homogeneous, impervious, and infusible

solid of high insulating value. [Leo H. Bakeland, Yonkers, New
York, assignor to General Bakelite Co., New York City. United

States patent No. '1,213,144.]

Process for Recovering Rubber Waste. The process of re-

covering rubber waste containing fibrous material, which com-

prises dividing the waste into small particles, disintegrating

the fibrous material by treatment with acid, neutralizing the

acid with a suitable base of an alkaline earth (in excess),

working the resultant solid and liquid components into a

homogeneous mass, and then adding a devulcanizing agent and

a saponifiable oil. [Richard F. Kinsley, East Cleveland, John

D. Morton, Lakewood, and Charles R. Haynes, Cleveland,

assignors to Mechanical Rubber Co., Cleveland, all in Ohio.

United States patent No. 1,215,941.]

Tire Filling Composition. A composition of the following

ingredients: China wood oil, 72 per cent; chloride of sulphur,

8 per cent ; oxide of magnesium, 7 per cent ; comminuted cork,

13 per cent. [Clarence C. Turner, assignor to John A.

Schmidtke—both of Portland, Oregon. United States patent

No. 1,216,249.]

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Vulcanized Rubber Article. Vulcanized rubber having the

structural characteristics of partially broken down rubber.

[Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

assignee of Claude D. Mason, Naugatuck, Connecticut, Canadian

patent No. 172.568.]

Vulcanized Rubber Process.' Method of making vulcanized

rubber by partially breaking down crude rubber to a sheet form

with rugose structure and appearance and vulcanizing the sheet

in such condition. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Montreal, Quebec, assignee of Claude D. Mason, Naugatuck,

Connecticut. Canadian patent No. 172,569.]

Reclaiming Rubber Waste. The process of reclaiming rub-

ber waste containing lead and sulphur by adding a soluble re-

active substance to the waste adapted to produce light-colored,

water-insoluble compounds with the lead and sulphur. [Ca-

nadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

assignee of Harold R. Murdock, Naugatuck, Connecticut. Ca-

nadian patent No. 172,570.]

Vulcanizing Process. A new composition of vulcanized

rubber free from lead sulphide and containing lead sulphate and

zinc sulphide. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Montreal, Quebec, assignee of Harold R. Murdock, Naugatuck,

Connecticut. Canadian patent No. 172,571.]

Reclaiming Rubber. In a process for the disintegration of

fibrous cellular material the treatment of such material with a

protein in the presence of heat. A reclaimed rubber compound
containing decomposition products of albumin, carbohydrates and

cellulose. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, Quebec, assignee of Harold R. Murdock, Naugatuck,

Connecticut. Canadian patent No. 172,572.]

Reclaiming Rubber. A process involving the disintegration

of fibrous cellular material, by treatment with a carbohydrate

sugar and starch, having a non-fibrous structure and capable of

hydrolysis under the conditions of devulcanization, the result-

ing products of which decompose the fibrous material. [Ca-

nadian Consolidated .Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

assignee of Harold R. Murdock, Naugatuck, Connecticut. Ca-
nadian patent No. 172,573.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Rubber Composition. For solid tires and mechanical goods a

composition consisting of Congo rubber, 17 ; lithopone, 25 ; sul-

phur, Z'/z ;
glycerin, Y^ ; finely powdered silica, 2}4 parts.

[A. Nixon, Manchester, England. British patent No. 16,883

(1915).]

Filling for Tires. A composition consisting of preferably

4% pounds of glue, 3 pounds of water, 12 pounds of glycerine,

8 ounces of camphor dissolved in alcohol, and 8 ounces of

formaldehyde, or its equivalent, is used for filling inner tubes

of pneumatic tires. [J. Flint, G. Bolton, and W. A. McLaugh-
lin, Camberra House, Elizabeth street, Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia. British patent No. 14.272 (1915).]
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LABORATORY APPARATUS.
viscosimeter.

IN viscosimeters of the Ostwald type it is customary to immerse
i the whole apparatus in a medium of high boiling point
The use of a fairly large quantity of some oil or wax, trans-

parent at the temperature of observation, is

thereby necessitated.

In the simple instrument devised by Allan

Speedy, described in the "Journal of the Society

of Chemical Industry," June 15, 1915, all difficulty

in reading the marks is avoided by placing them
above the surface of the liquid, which, therefore,

need not be transparent and of vi'hich only a
moderate quantity is required.

The instrument consists of a piece of glass

tubing drawn out to form a capillary and bent

into V shape, as shown in the figure.

The liquid of which the viscosity is to be de-

termined is placed in the viscosimeter, which is

clamped vertically in the bath so that the level

marks aa' . are just above the surface of the heat-

ing liquid. The bath is heated to the required

temperature and after a few minutes the levels

aa', are carefully adjusted. By means of a piece

of rubber tubing the liquid is then slowly sucked
up the left limb of the tube until it passes the

level, b. It is then allowed to descend. The
time taken to fall from 6 to c is recorded by a stop watch ,and

the experiment repeated as a check. It is only the viscosity of

the liquid in the capillary tube that counts. Because of the

thinness of the tube wall the temperature of the liquid is the

same as that of the bath. It should be observed that the

column of liquid be, never reaches the capillary. The level, b'

is well above the point where the constriction in the right limb

of the tube begins. The time of flow is taken from b to c

only, because on approaching a the motion becomes slow and
irregular. The constant of the instrument can be obtained by
calibrating it with pure phenol or sulphuric acid.

The instrument may conveniently be strapped to a ther-

mometer and suspended in the heating liquid, which is con-

tained in a boiling tube. The cheapness of the apparatus ren-

ders it possible to choose from a range of tubes one with a

capillary of diameter best suited to the viscosity of the liquid

which is to be investigated. The best results are obtained if

the time of flow is about one to two minutes at the temperature

of observation.

The instrument is well adapted to measuring the viscosity of

rubber solutions, oils, solvents and other liquids. Its extreme

simplicity, and the increased accuracy due to choice of a suitable

capillary, as well as its convenience in use recommends it to

all who have measurements of viscosity to make. These in-

struments are obtainable from Messrs. Townson & Mercer,

Limited, Camomile street, London, E. C, England.

^^
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ASrUSTABLE HIGH-TXHFEBATURE BVBNEB.

'HE illustration sliows a high-tempcralurc burner adjustable

both as to the air and gas supply, and suitable for use

with any gas except acetylene. An important

feature in this form of burner is that the

flame may be controlled without changing

the position of the crucible, due to the fact

that the chimney does not move in its adjust-

ment. It is particularly desirable in opera-

tions which call for a blast lami). [E. H.

Sargent & Co., Chicai;o. Illinois.]

THE SHORE SCI.ER0SC0PE.

Tlie standard sclcro-

scope is now provided

with a special hammer

for use in testing the re-

b.mnd of cured rubber, in

place of the diamond-pointed hammer used

on metals. This instrument is well known

all over the world in connection with testing

the hardness of metals by measuring the re-

bound under a definite blow from a hammer

raised and released pneumati-

cally from a constant height.

The illustration shows the

instrument mounted for testing small

specimens. It is easily detachable

from its base for operation on a swing

arm for testing larger pieces on a

bench. It may also be used free hand

for testing still larger pieces in any

location. [Shore Instrument & Manu-
facturing Co., New York City.]

CONTROL OF FACTORY OPERATIOKS.

In an article on Factory Control and Research ("The Times

Trade Supplement," London, December, 1916), Mr. W. A.

Williams discusses the functions of the rubber chemist in relation

to manufacturing problems. He suggests that laboratory control

should be divided into three departments

:

A. Dealing with chemical questions other than those concerned

with actual operations, including all research work, the investiga-

tion of competitors' productions, the improvement of current

manufacturing operations and the investigation and perfecting of

new lines of manufacture.

B. Dealing with all actual production operation ; control of

the finished factory production, checking against specification and
standard qualities, including control of power plant and steam

raising.

C. Dealing with production of compounds for standard factory

specifications, and investigation of new compounds.

The latter department should be equipped with a manufacturing

plant on a small scale, with which all investigations of running

and vulcanizing can be carried out, and where tests can be made,

independent of the large-scale factory operations. These under

no conditions should be interfered with. Experimental work
should be kept entirely out of the factory. It is only when the

experiments have been completed and standardized that the

operations on a large scale should be adopted.

The functions of departments B and C are in connection with

the daily work of the factory, in order to ensure smooth and
efficient operation, and reliability of the finished products. Their

operations are concerned with the manipulation of the grades of

rubber employed in specific classes of articles and with the many
other ingredients entering into manufacturing operations.

SCLEROSCOPE AND BALL REBOUND.

Contributed.

"T^HE accompanying chart shows the relative rebound of

* various qualities of rubber pump valves, solid tires,

vulcanite and other ordinary qualities.

The tests were made in connection with a study of pump
valves. The Shore Scleroscope was used with a special rub-

ber hammer, having a small flat steel striking face in place

of the usual diamond point used in tests on metals.

The ball rebound was obtained from the same rubber

samples from which balls were cut, of three-quarter-inch di-

ameter. These were dropped from a height of about 20 times

their diameter onto a smooth cast iron base supporting a

scale identical with that used in the scleroscope.

Tlie different rubbers used differed widely in specific gravity

and composition, but these differences do not influence the

agreement of the rebound of the scleroscope and ball method.
The straight line drawn through the plotted readings passes

from zero through 100, the rebound of a ball of pure unvul-

canized Para rubber, whereas the scleroscope on this ma-
terial showed 95.

Thus all scleroscope readings may be taken as representing

95 per cent of the height of rebound which could be obtained

(in
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New Machines and Appliances.

M
•J;

AUTOMATIC STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY TESTEE,

THIS instrument is constructed so that it generates its own
power by the use of a weighted carriage, the speed being con-

trolled by an oil filled cylinder. Thus the material to be tested

is stretched in a uniform manner dur-
^^" ing the testing period. It is used for

testing yarns, threads and both vul-

canized and unvulcanized rubber.

This instrument is made for break-

ing strengths of from S to 3.0OU

grams or 1-5 of an ounce to 6yi

pounds.

To improve the sensitiveness ot

this instrument its strength scale is

made in two parts, one for the fine

yarns having a breaking strength of

only a few ounces, and the other for

the coarser ones. For the latter an

additional weight is added to the u])-

per weight lever.

In this apparatus the piston rod is

connected with a carriage which holds

the lower set screw. To prevent vi-

brations this carriage glides on roll-

ers along the standard and a special

guide bar. This carriage is held in

its upper position by a lever and it is

in this position that the oil has to be

poured into the cylinder, when setting

up the instrument. The tests may be

made in two ways, viz

:

By either fixing a single length oi

thread, or threads, between the upper

and lower screws, or by placing the

threads upon a little wheel placed on same pin as the upper

screw and tightening the two ends with the lower clamp screw.

In the latter case a double length is tested and accordingly'-

the strength result has to be divided in two, since two lengths

are tested at one time.

The elasticity in both cases is shown for the single span and

this is either in millimeters or inches and fractions and also

in per cent directly.

The strength dials are made either in English or metric system

of weight. [Alfred Suter, New York City.]

A LARGE MAGNETIC CLUTCH INSTALLATION.

That all rubber mills should be provided with a positive, quick-

acting clutch on the mill lines is without question. The danger

of operatives being caught in the rolls is ever present, and in

case of accident serious injury may be mitigated and the loss

of life prevented by an efficient clutch installation. It is, more-

over, an important power economy in that it gives gradual ac-

celeration in starting the heavy mill rolls.

The illustration shows a 78-inch C. & H. magnetic clutch, with

a capacity of 2,200 horse power at 100 revolutions per minute,

that was recently installed in the plant of the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. It is said to be the largest clutch of

this type in the rubber mill service. The clutch consists of a

solid circular steel casting mounted on the mill end of the shaft,

having embedded in its periphery a single cylindrical magnetizing

coil, the terminals of which are brought out to an ordinary pair

of slip rings. Mounted concentrically with the coil and outer

periphery is an adjustable friction ring so that the metal faces

of the driving and driven member do not come directly in con-

tact with each other. This also serves the purpose of a perma-
nent air-gap in the magnetic circuit. The other member of the

clutch, keyed to the driven or rope-pulley side of the shaft

through a flexible coupling, consists of a circular steel armature
secured to the hub by a fiat circular spring plate. When the mag-

netizing coil is energized, this, circular armature is drawn towards
the driving metnber of the clutch, the motion along the shaft

being accompUshed by a sligh't dishing of the spring plate upon
which it is mounted. This particular form of clutch possesses

the advantage of instant disconnection in case of interruption of

the magnetizing current, and does not require a portion of a

revolution for its disengagement. There is no tendency, more-
over, for it to either release or to lock itself due to the mechan-

ical forces exerted as it cOmes up to speed and while it is run-

ning at full speed.

There is a slack cable switch mounted in a frame on the

right of' the clutch connected to a rope and overhead torsion

rod, which automatically causes the clutch to disengage in case

any of "the driving ropes of the main steam engine drive should

break. [The 'Cutler-Hammer Clutch Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.]

THE GRUNDY FLEXIBLE INSULATED COUPLING.

W'here it is difficult to get the shaft bearings in perfect aline-

ment, or where they are liable to get out of line, the simple

and effective device here shown is recommended for connecting

the two ends of the shafting. It is constructed of three pieces,

the two outer flanges being of cast iron and the center disk

of leather or hard fiber with lugs on each side for transmitting

the power to the outside flanges.

The leather lugs are cut on a bias, tapering towards the disk,

the cast iron driving flanges being machined with a correspond-

ing taper, which has a tendency to draw the flanges close to

the disk, and to cause the leatlier lugs to receive and transmit

the power at their strongest points.

The close connection made possible by this type of coupling,
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reduces to a minimum the leverage so objectionable in the or-

dinary coupling. They are furnished in standard sizes, from %
to 500 horse power at 100 revolutions per minute. [Charles

Bond Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

MOTOR-DBIVEN VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE.

Changes in speed are very necessary in a large number of

mechanically performed operations in rubber goods manufacture,

hence the demand for a progressive or variable speed changing

driver. In the larger and more modern mills, calenders are

invariably driven by motors provided with effective controllers

of the electrical type that provide a wide speed variation. There

are, moreover, many machines outside of the calender room

where varying speed conditions may be met in a satisfactory

manner by a motor-driven speed change device of the type

shown in the accompanying illustration.

This device consists essentially of a pair of cone pulleys, over

which runs an ordinary leather belt. Under the belt the surface

of each cone is built up from conical to cylindrical form by a

patented cone pulley transformer. Each consists of a series of

tapering leather strips riveted to an endless belt, the strips being

so formed as to give a crown like that of an ordinary pulley.

To effect a change of speed these transformers are shifted along

the cones, without stopping the machine, by a screw and chain,

as the illustration shows.

While they are in contact with a cone they run exactly as if a

part of it. The angle of the cones is such that there is. no ten-

dency to slip or creep endwise. The belt may be of any desired

width up to the full width of the transformers.

These speed changes are furnished complete in vertical or
horizontal countershaft types for floor or ceiling attachment, and
fiom 1 to 20O horse power. [The Moore & White Co., Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.]

THE NEWAYGO MECHANICAL SCREEN.

In the preparation of rubber dust and other finely divided

products used in the manufacture of hard rubber and composition
soles and heels, the mechanical screen plays an important part.

In some cases it is necessary to remove the fiber from the rubber.

In others, a certain portion of the fabric is retained in the finished

product, while in the case of hard rubber grinding, there is no
fiber to contend with. These variable conditions and final prod-
ucts are controlled by a mechanical screening process.

The material is first broken down to about % to 14 inch on a
cracker and then passed through a 42-inch horizontal grinding
mill from which it is delivered to a screen that takes out the fiber

and the 40-mesh material. The tailings are then passed through
a second mill and over a second screen that removes the 40-mesh
material and completes the screen operation.

The distribution of the feed over the entire width of the screen
cloth is effected by a screw conveyor and an adjustable feed
board at the top of the machine. The various products are taken
away at the bottom of the screen. These machines are constructed
with one, two and three screening surfaces and, therefore, can
deliver from one to four products from a single separator.

Practically no power is required to drive them. In fact, 1 horse-

power runs the largest size. The capacity is very large as the

entire screening surface is in constant use and the meshes are

kept open by mechanical vibration thus allowing the fine mateHal

to pass through the screen.

It is practically dust-proof and fire-proof as practically no

wood is used in the construction. [Sturtevant Mill Co., Boston,

Massachusetts.]

THE WOLF VACUUM STEAM DRYER.

The process of drying reclaimed rubber and the elimination

of all moisture in the dry fillers and other materials used in

rubber manufacture is of well known importance to the trade.

The Wolf vacuum steam dryers are constructed in units and a

side elevation of the three-cylinder type is shown herewith. The

outer shells of the cylinders are covered with asbestos, while

the inner shells are machined and contain spiral conveyors of

the rubber type provided with unifying paddles at each flight.

Steam is piped to the chambers between the inner and outer

shells and an efficient steam trap removes the condensation.

The material to be dried is delivered to the top cylinder in which
it is agitated continuously and conveyed in the same manner
through the succeeding chambers and finally discharged in a
uniformly dried condition. All gears are provided with gear
guards and the drive end is supported by outboard bearings.

[The Wolf Co., Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.]

SPECIAL MACHINES.
RUBBER AIDS IN UNHAIRING HIDES.

""THE removal of hair from hides is an important process in

the tanning industry and one that at first thought would not
appear to be particularly difficult. Yet when a hide varies in

thickness from 3/16 to 9/16 of an inch the operation requires
considerable skill. For that reason experienced workmen with
special knives were formerly thought indispensable in removing
the hair without cutting the hides.

When unhairing machines were first used the difficulty of allow-
ing for variations was apparent, the human element being
eliminated. Now it appears that rubber is called upon to replace

the hand workman's intelligence. Rubber rolls of soft vulcanized
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stock, rubber cylinders with air-filled centers and endless, soft

rubber bolsters are now in genera! use.

In operation the hide is passed over the rubber cylinder or

bolster against which it is held by a feed roller. The rubber

bed yields to the surface inequalities, while the operating blades

completely remove the hair from the hide.

MAKING WEATHER-STRIPS.

One of the many minor lines of manufacture in which rubber

forms an important part, is that of the ordinary weather-strip

for doors and sashes. Such strips generally utilize only low
grade reclaimed stock in the form of rubber-coated thin fabric

and light cloth insertion packing. The rubber is combined with

wood or metal strips in the form of an open tubular fold, with

the edges held securely in the body of the strip. In making the

double edge wood strip, the rubber sheeting is first cut accurately

into strips in a slitting machine. The edges are glued and the

strips are inserted in grooves in the wooden strips cut to receive

the glued edges of the rubber. The most common form of

weather-strip is that made by folding the rubber into strips of

sheet brass, zinc or copper. This form is inconspicuous when

applied and is the only kind adapted to many locations, such as

around sashes of railway coaches for excluding dust and prevent-

ing vibration. These weather-strips vary in width from % to

Yi of an inch and are often made in continuous lengths of 100

feet.

The manufacture of weather-strips is accomplished in auto-

matic machines with special dies and folding devices to form

the flat metal ribbon around the rubber, with the edges folded

in such a manner as to avoid cutting the rubber. After forming

the strip the machine automatically punches holes at regular

intervals in the metal for tacking the weather-strip in place.

The machine shown in the illustration takes the metal-
lic strip from a stock roll and folds it over a strip of rubber
or other flexible material. The feature of this machine is a die,

through which the metal and rubber strips are simultaneously

drawn, and which folds the metal over the rubber. A is the strip

of metal formed in a roll and mounted on the frame of the

machine. 5 is a coil of wire which passes through the die and
forms the reinforcement for the completed strip. C is a roll of

rubber of suitable width. These three parts are passed over
suitable guides and into the forming die D, which folds the metal

strip around the wire and clamps the rubber strip. As the metal-

lic strip A is unwound from the stock roll it passes under a
buffing wheel E, being forced up against this wheel by means
of a pedal F. The strip then passes between rollers G and H and
thence to the guide / where it meets the wire and strip of rub-

ber. As the metallic strip passes between rollers G and H, it is

perforated at certain distances apart by means of punches

located in the rim of the roller G. The three parts pass through

the guide / and thence through the forming die. As the com-
pleted strip emerges from the die, it passes over a varnishing

or lacquering device /, which covers the metal parts of the strip

with a protecting coat. After the first few inches of completed

strip is formed, the end is attached to a clamp K, which is hooked
into a sprocket chain L driven in the direction indicated. As
soon as a sufficient length of strip is pulled through the die by
means of the sprocket chain, or when the end of the chain is

reached, the strip is cut off near the die and the clamp is returned

and again attached to the new end of the strip, after which power
is applied to the chain to force additional stripping through the

die. A section of the completed strip formed by this machine
is shown at M.

MACHINERY PATENTS.
INTERNAL PRESSURE TIRE VULCANIZING MOLD.

T TNDER certain conditions the use of steam, air or water as
^^ internal pressure producing agents in curing tire casings

has resulted in permeation of the structure. This is obviated in the

present invention by

maintaining the water

tliat fills the casings un-

der hydraulic pressure,

while the expansion due

to the heat of vulcaniza-

tion is controlled in a

special expansion cham-

ber.

The illustration shows
an ordinary press vul-

canizer in which are

stacked the molds A
containing the tires to

be cured. Previous to

bolting down the head,

water under pressure is

conducted to the indi-

vidual molds and the

compression chamber B,

and the air in the tires is

forced out through valves C. Tlie compression chamber being

closed, the air cannot escape and is hydraulically compressed in

the chamber serving as a cushion that compensates for the expan-

sion of the water in the tires. [Nelson W. McLeod, St. Louis,

Missouri, assignor to American Motors Tire Co., Detroit, Michi-

gan. United States patent No. 1,213,224.]

In a previous invention granted to the same inventor and

the same assignee, water is compressed in a cylinder provided

with a piston and coiled adjustable spring that controls the ex-
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pansion of the water during vulcanization. [Nelson W. Mc-

Leod, St. Louis, Missouri, assignor to American Motors Tire

Co., Detroit, Michigan. United States patent No. 1,213,224.]

IMPROVED HOSE WRAPPI1?G MACHrUE.

According to the customary practice in wrapping garden hose

prior to curing, the movable roller is lifted by the increasing

diameter of the wrapped hose and mandrel. This often results

in the exterior of the

hose being permanently

marked in an objection-

able manner when the

hose is cured.

.Referring to the

drawing, which is an

end elevation of the im-

proved machine, A is

the pole and hose sup-

ported by rollers B and

C. The cloth wrapper

D is placed upon the

front roller B, and
water under pressure is

admitted to the three

cylinders, only one of

which is shown at F,

thereby lowering the roller G into contact with the uncured

hose The cam H is then brought in contact with the wedge

block / which maintains the roller G in a permanent position.

The wrapper is thus wound on the hose between three rollers

that are relatively stationary and as the diameter of the wrap-

ping increases the hose is compressed on the pole and retained

in this condition during vulcanization. Thus a more sohd and

compact hose body is produced and one free from all exterior

markings or imperfections. [William P. McGeouch, Arlington,

Massachusetts, assignor to Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts. United States patent No. 1,213,665.]

THE GRIFFITH MECHANICAL STITCHER.

In this machine the operation of stitching or shaping the

fabric down around the sides of the core is mechanically and

automatically performed in a smooth and even manner.

The drawing shows a

side elevation of the

machine and the base

A, that supports the

driving mechanism. B
is a turret that re-

volves in a vertical

plane on opposite sides

of which are bolted four

co-acting pairs of stitch-

ing tools C. As each

successive pair of tools

comes into operative

position on each side of

the core D, it shapes or stitches the fabric further around

the core, a revolution of the turret completing the stitching of

one fabric ply.

After a certain number of plies have been laid on the core,

bead ring applying rolls E are brought into position and the

bead rings are placed by being fed between the rolls and the

revolving core. When the fabric plies are to be trimmed the

device F is positioned and the cutting effected by the rolling

action of the cutters, the requisite pressure being obtained by

spring adjustment. The machine thus described is adapted to

stitch the fabric plies on the core and under the bead rings, to

apply the latter and stitch other plies down to the bead rings.

Before the trimming is done the outer layers are stitched around

the bead rings by a pair of disks carried by arms G, and

operated by treadle H. [Richard Griffith, assignor to the Miller

Rubber Co.—both of .^kron, Ohio. United States patent No.

1,'212,207.]

SELF-CONTAINED INTEENAL PRESSURE TIRE CORE.

In curing tires when internal pressure is applied from a gen-

eral source the necessary pipes and couplings and the possibility

of leakage are features more or less objectionable. In this in-

vention the gas or vapor under

pressure is confined within the

core until liberated by the action

of a fusible plug.

The core is formed in three

hollow sections A, B and C.

Sections A and B are similarly

constructed and the description

of the former therefore will ap-

ply to the latter. The hollow

chamber D is provided with an

inlet valve E through which air or gas under pressure is forced;

moreover, water may be introduced. The thermostatic valve, F,

comprises a disk that is fused by the vulcanizing heat, liberating

the compressed air or vaporized water which expands the casing

forcibly within the mold. [Henry Z. Cobb, Winchester, Massa-

chusetts, assignor to United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick,

New Jersey. United States patent No. 1,211,918.]

TIRE CORE WITH NON-METALLIC ANNULAR PADS.

The object in this device is to provide mechanical means
whereby the fabric of the tire is stitched or expanded in the vul-

canizing mold. Tlie ring core A is provided

with two lateral annular rings or non-metal-

lic pads B and the fabric plies C are laid on

the core, the beads applied and the casing

finished in the usual manner. Before cur-

ing, the pads are removed and the casing

is placed in the mold, annular parts of which

engage the head flanges, forcing them in

contact with the core proper. This move-
ment stretches the casing equally from each

side wall to the center of the tread, in which condition the

casing is vulcanized. [Burgess Darrow, assignor to the Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co.—Both of Akron, Ohio. United States

patent No. 1,212,457.]

GRAYS VULCANIZING PRESS.

In a press for vulcanizing molds, pressure is produced by the

weight of the upper platen, either by itself or with dead weight
placed thereon, the mechanism for raising and lowering being

incapable of producing any

downward thrust. In the

form shown, the upper

platen is moved by a motor

A through screw-and-nut

gear B, B, the nuts which

fit loosely in the steam

heated platen C being pro-

vided with flanges D. The

motor stop-gear consists of

a projection E on the platen which trips the lever G. Instead

of nuts, chains or other flexible means may be employed for

raising and lowering the plate. [Christian H. Gray, India

Rubber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Silvertown, Essex,

England. British patent No. 102,272.]
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1,213,223.

1,213,225.

1,213.525.

1,213,600.

1,213,601.

1,214,277.

1,214,295.

1,214,888.

1,215,648.

1,215,680.

1,215,828.

1,215,910.

1,215,934.

172.649.

172,829.

172,830.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Tire press vulcanizer. N. W. McLeod, St. Louis, Mo., assignor
10 American Motors Tire Co., Detroit, Mich.

Pneumatic tire mold. N. W. McLeod, St. Louis,
to American Motors Tire Co., Detroit, Midi.

Mo., assignor

Collapsible core. R. M. Merriam, Akron, Ohio.

"Pire and method of making the same. W. H. Dunkerley, Pater-
son, N. J.

Tire braiding machine. W. H. Dunkerley, Paterson, N. J.

Apparatus for vulcanizing tire shoes. H. Z. Cobb, Winchester,
Mass., assignor to United States Rubber Co., New Bruns-
wick, N. J.

Mei'hod and apparatus for cutting rubber blanks. J. R. Gam-
meter, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co.,
New York City.

Tire casing mold. W. H, Burritt, St. Louis, Mo.

Tire forming apparatus. R. T. Griffith, assignor to The Miller
Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio.

Tire remover and replacer. A. N.- Mason, Paducah, Ky.

Mold for making pneumatic tires. N. W. McLeod, St. Louis,
Mo., assignor to American Motors Tire Co., Detroit, Mich.

Pressure cure vulcanizing apparatus. M. H, Clark, Hastings-
npon-Hud«on, N. Y.i assignor to Boston Rubber Shoe Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Cross wrapping machine. O. A. Heckman, Akron, Ohio.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Collapsible core. D, R. Hanawalt, Akron, Ohio.

Repair vulcanizer. A. B. Low, Denver, Colo.

Repair vulcanizer. A, B. Low, Denver, Colo.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
12.943 (1915).

13.139 (

13,141 C

13,682 C

(1915).

(1915).

(1915J.

13,776 (1915).

102,178.

102,443.

Apparatus for lemoving air from rubber compound. W. J,
Mellersch-Jackson, 28 Southampton Buildings, London.
(Rubber Regenerating Co., New York City.)

Rubber sole laying machine.. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson, 28
Southampton Buildings, London. (Boston Rubber Shoe
Co., Boston, Mass.)

Rubber footwear stitching apparatus. W. J. Mellersh-Jack-
son, 28 Southampton Euilaings, London. (Boston Rub-
ber Shoe Co., Boston, Mass.)

Apparatus for curing and coagulating rubber latex. Rub-
ber Curing Patents Syndicate, Norwich Union Buildings,
St. James' street, London, and F. A. Byrne, 2 Ludgatc
Hill, Birmingham.

Bearings for the rollers of a rubber mill, etc. Naamlooze
Vennootschap Deventer Ijzergieterij en Machine-Fabriek
Voorhen, J. L. Nering Eogel & Co., and R. van Vlotcn,
Deventer, Netherlands.

Apparatus for the manufacture of rubber and like tubing.
H. Wade. HI Hatton Garden, London. (B. B. Gold-
smith, New York City.)

Clamp for use in securing leather or rubber soles to shoes
by cement. H. Umbers, 29 Vernon street, and E. G.
Dolman, 22 Ringley street—both in Harpurhey, Man-
chester.
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PROCESS PATENTS.
FRENCH PROCESS FOR RECLAIMING BOTH RUBBER AND FABRIC.

METHOD for integrally removing rubber from the canvas of

worn out pneumatic tires. This method permits the complete

recovery of the rubber

contained in the cloth

which, entirely freed from

rubber, may then be used

again.

To obtain this result, the

rubber scrap is treated

with a dissolvent, for in-

stance, xylol, subjected to

powerful agitation while at

the same time kept at a

high temperature.

This agitation is pro-

duced by violent ebullition

of the xylol in a vacuum at from 100 to 110 degrees, combined

with circulation of the liquid obtained by an arrangement

similar to that used in ordinary lye-washing machines.

The drawing shows a sectional elevation of the apparatus

which consists of a digester A in the bottom of which is arranged

a steam coil B. This heating can also be effected by means of the

steam jacketed casing. Inside the digester, covered with a mov-
able lid C, is a removable basket D, provided at the upper part

and the center with caps E. In this basket is placed the material

from which the rubber is to be removed after first being washed.

The upper part of the digester A communicates by means of a

pipe F with a reflux condenser G, which returns to the digester

the liquid resulting from the condensation of the steam. A tube

H connects the condenser with an exhausting-pump.

After the cloth has been freed from rubber, it is placed in a

washing-machine with cold xylol. This removes the particles of

rubber still adhering to the cloth and also the resin and free

sulphur.

The impure xylol resulting from this operation may be ad-

vantageously employed to swell the rubber in the preliminary

treatment of the tires, always, however, after it has been filtered

to free it from the particles of rubber. After the cloth has been

rinsed in the washing machine, it is put into the basket D and

this is placed into the digester A containing clean xylol.

A vacuum is produced in the digester and heat to about 110

degrees is applied, prodiicing violent ebullition. When the opera-

tion is judged to be concluded, the digester is emptied and a

second operation begun.

All liquids with which cloth containing rubber in dissolution has

been treated after the manner just explained, will still serve to

effect the dissolution of rubber particles.

By the above method, the freeing of cloth from the rubber is

almost integral ; but to obtain a perfect result, a fresh quantity of

xylol is added in the digester and the temperature is brought to

about ISO degrees under pressure for a certain length of time.

When the operation is concluded the cloth is replaced in the

washing machine, is washed, rinsed and finally dried in a current

of warm and inert gas. [H. Debauge. French patent No. 481,293

(July 20, 1915).]

A NOVEL TIRE FABRIC CONSTRUCTION.

Under present conditions tire-building strips are cut on the

bias from tire fabrics of standard widths, but the length of the

strips is relatively short and limited to the width of the fabric.

This invention provides

a strip that may be cut

lengthwise or trans-

versely of the weave

and in width somewhat

greater than the trans-

verse circumference of

the tire. As seen in the

illustration, the longi-

tudinal edges are ser-

rated and the free ends

of the flaps are so

spaced that when the strip is wound circumferentially around

the core and the edges brought down against the sides,
_
the

edges of the flaps will meet. When the strip is cut longi-

tudinally of the fabric one length may be used to construct an

entire casing. [Robert M. Merriman, Akron, Ohio. United

States patent No. 1,213,929.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
1,213,905. Process for vulcanizing plastics. C. J. Kandall, Naugatuck,

Conn., assignor to Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Boston, Mass.
1,215,275. Woven rubber fabric. A. H. Henderson, assignor to The Hen-

derson Riil)ber Co.—both of Baltimore. Md.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
172,569. Method of making wilcanizcd rubber. Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited. Montreal, Quebec, assignee of C. D.
Mason, Naugatuck, Conn.

172,679. Method of producing double texture fabrics. J. Meade, Stougbton,
Mass.

THE ITNITED KINGDOM.
12,944 (1915). Forming rubber articles by dipping. W. J. Mcllersli-

Jackson. 28 .Southampton Buildings, London. (Rubber
Regenerating Co., New York City.)
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New Goods and Specialties.
BATHING CAPS FOR THE COICIMG SEASON.

THE new bathing caps are more bewitching than ever and at

the same time more serviceable. A practical and attractive

cap for every bathing purpose is a white tailored diving cap

which is decorated in various

ways, the style shown having

for its ornament a hand-painted

bird in solid color or combina-

tions—a white bird with blue

painting, a black bird with red

painting, a red bird with black

painting, or a plain blue bird.

The all rubber sun hat shown

in the second illustration af-

fords protection for the face, is

very becoming and consequent-

ly appealing to feminine buyers,

yet preserves its original intent

to protect the hair and ears

while in the water, by means of

a tightly fitting inner head-

band. This cap is ornamented with a large button on top and a

ribbon and buckle ornament at the side. It is furnished in black,

red, blue and green, with trimming to harmonize.

ciplc, wiiicl) may be pulled down and fastened at a moment's
notice. The illustration shows the position of the "No-Man"
top when rolled up in the tonneau. [Automatic Auto Top
Co., Chicago, Illinois.!

BAREFOOT SANDAL WITH RUBBER SOLE.

The practical sandal type of footwear has grown increasingly

popular for adults as well as children, and the well-built and
attractive model here

shown is being introduced

at an opportune time. It

is of high-grade construc-

tion on a specially designed

last. The uppers are of

pure white canvas and the

soles of white rubber. This

new sandal is supplied in

women's, misses' and children^ sizes. [Apsley Rubber Co., Hud-
son, Massachusetts.]

RAINCOAT FOR 1917.

Another brim hat with an inner head-band is made on strictly

tailored lines, in black, red, blue and green, with a ribbon and

bow in harmonizing colors. [The Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland,

Ohio.:

THE "NO-MAN" TOP FOR AUTOMOBILES.

An engine-operated motor car top recently placed on the

market may interest manufacturers of rubberized materials,

since it can be made of any material used for car tops. This

top works on

The maker of this smart
new model in ladies' rain-

coats maintains a corps of

experts designers and living

models to assist in produc-
ing superior creations in wa-
terproof clothing. The coat

here shown is semi-close fit-

ting, single-breasted, with

nine buttons, arranged in

groups of three. Its special

features are a Prussian col-

lar, yoke and side pleats

front and back, fancy cuffs

and two side pockets with

flaps, lending an air of style

and individuality to the gar-

ment that makes it suitable

for wearing over the dain-

tiest govi'n, the full length

cut giving complete protec-

tion. [The B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio.]

the principle

of an ordinary

roller window
shade and can

be easily
drawn up in

place by the

driver, without

even stopping

the car, or low-

ered and con-

cealed in the
specially
designed com-

partment back of the tonneau where it is protected by a

waterproof cover which gives the car a finished appearance.

Side curtains are also provided, working on the same prin-

THE "STIK-TITE" BACK CURTAIN WINDOW.
In the "Stik-Tite" window a fabric strip made of automo-

bile rubber, or whatever fabric is used for the car top, is at-

tached by rubber gum to the transparent celluloid forming

the window proper.

This window is ap-

plied to the back cur-

tain of the car by the

rubber gum and held^

absolutely secure,!
without stitching or

fasteners of any kind,

the whole' process

being handled in the

same manner as putting a cold patch on an inner tube.

These windows are made in various shapes and sizes, to

suit the different makes of cars. They weigh only three

ounces, are neat in appearance, and it is claimed that they

outwear several old-style windows and also protect and
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strengthen the curtain. [The Cincinnati Auto Specialty Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.]

fountain pen equipped witli fountain pen feed. The old-style inner

air tube and leaky ink joint are replaced by the most desirable

features of the standard fountain pen, such as a capillary saw for

"FLOSSy DENTAL FLOSS HOLDER.

The use of dental floss is universally recommended by dentists

and this newly invented floss holder, made of hard rubber, ebonite

or French ivory, is claimed greatly to facilitate the operation of

cleaning the interstices between the teeth

where no toothbrush can reach, and to act

as an economizer in the quantity of floss

used. The floss container is held within the

circle and the thread attached to each arm of

the "Flossy" 'by being passed around the

patented non-slip floss holding means with

which the arms are provided. A thread-cutting device is so ar-

ranged that the used portion of silk is severed and discarded. In

operating this simple little instrument the fingers need not enter

the mouth and there are no metal parts to irritate the gums.

Each outfit consists of one "Flossy" and a supply of medicated,

perfumed, waxed silk dental floss contained in a sanitary rub-

beroid pocket case. [The Makers of Flossy, Evanston, Chicago,

Illinois.]

carrying ink, a modern self-filling device in connection with the

rubber sac, and proper feed ventilation. [Bird-Bill Pen Co., New
York City.]

VIBEAIORY MASSAGE OUTFIT AND PHONOGRAPH MOTOR WITH
SPONGE RUBBER.

Vibratory massage is a deservedly popular form of treatment

for men after shaving or shampooing and for women in con-

nection with facial

and scalp treat-

ments, and a new
machine has re-

cently been devised

for this purpose

whereby a complete

motor apparatus

may be placed on

the back of the

operator's hand.
The convenience of

this portable hand

massage machine is

readily apparent,

since it weighs only 18 ounces

and can easily be carried in the

pocket, cord and all. It is held

on the hand by two elastic

straps, and a block of sponge

rubber beneath each strap

serves effectually to reduce the

jar in the hand and arm of the

operator. The machine is

wound to operate on any light-

ing circuit, alternating or di-

rect, 100 to 120 volts, 60 cycle

or less, and a speed-regulating rheostat i-

outfit.

At the end of the vertical motor shaft of the "Shelton" electric

talking machine or phonograph motor, also shown, there is a

soft rubber wheel which contacts with the edge of the table for

driving the motor, in place of the usual hand-operated spring

mechanism. [Shelton Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana.]

included with each

"B. B. STYLO" FOUNTAIN PEN.

The stylographic pen here shown embodies a radical departure

in stylographic construction and is claimed to be admirably

adapted to the needs of the modern business public. The "B. B.

Stylo" combines a stylographic point with a modern self-filling

tlie

FISHING BROGUES AND SAND SHOES.

The stout rubber shoe and slipper, with buckle strap

in the accompanying illustration, appeal to

knows that wet weather is

fish weather, and who seeks

a foot-covering suitable for

the moist and marshy by-

ways he must tread in pur-

suit of his finny prey. They

are stout and ' serviceable,

yet devoid of clumsiness,

shown
fisherman who

i >
the studded soles pre-

venting danger of slip-

ping. These brogues are

made entirely of rubber,

or with leather half-soles

if desired.

The rubber sand shoe for women, misses and children, also

shown, is neatly bound, fastening with a strap and one button.

The corrugated heel affords a safe foothold. These are sup-

plied in black, brown, gray and white, with leather insoles if

desired. [The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edinburgh,

Scotland.]

LIFE-PRESERVING OUTFIT.

The best diving suit material is utilized in the life preserving

outfit here illustrated. It is made in the form of a union suit,

covering the feet and hands also and being provided with bands

of rubber about the wrists, neck and

ankles. The suit is drawn on through an

opening in the breast portion and the

shoulder portion is drawn over the head,

which passes through the soft rubber

neck portion, made water-tight by a soft

rubber strap. The sleeve of soft rubber

forming the opening into the suit is then

drawn together by the wearer and

doubled, and a strap is wrapped around

tlie folded sleeve, making it absolutely

water-tight. Around the body of the

suit are cork-filled pockets.

The shoes are weighted with five

pounds of lead, to insure an upright posi-

tion in the water, and the head and

slioulders remain out of the water. The

head mask, which is used in case of very

rough weather to prevent the wearer

from being smotliered, is provided with

ordinary transparent goggles and is tied

around the neck with a flexible string.

The entire outfit can be put on in a

minute's time, and it .is claimed that the wearer will be kept

perfectly warm and dry, and that even in case of puncture the

suit will still prevent the wearer from sinking. [The And Co.,

Inc., Herndon, Virginia.]
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ANTI-DRAFT SHIELD AND AUTO BUCKET.

The upper illustration shows a windshield cap made of 32-

ounce enameled rubber duck, designed especially for Ford cars,

to fit the space between the windshield and the top of the car

through which drafts, rain

and snow have access to the

driver. The "Powers" Anti-

Draft shield is furnished with

strong, spring clips which

fasten to the wind-shield and

curtain fasteners with eyelets that at-

tach it to the top of the car. This

handy accessory is of good appearance

and adds greatly to the comfort of

motor driving.

"Hinson's" textile auto bucket, also

shown, is not merely collapsible but

when not in use folds into a neat, flat

package which can be put under the SHOWING BUChE^N USE

car scat or in the tool box and which

can be unfolded instantly vi-hen re-

quired. It is made of khaki water-

proofed duck, specially treated, and has

a strap handle IS inches long over the SHOWING BUCKET >- -i rOLilID

top. This bucket holds about 2 gallons. [The Powers Manufac-

turing Co., Waterloo, Iowa.]

RAIN VISION TRtrCK SHIELD.

This sectional view of a rain vision shield specially designed

to meet the requirements of commercial cars or trucks shows

'/-inch selected Pittsburgh plate glass is set in

channel rubber, the frame being of

34 by ^8-inch steel tubing with J^ by

fs-inch groove, finished in three

coats of black enamel, baked on.

The hinges are of the friction type,

a slight turn of the wing nuts adjust-

ing the upper fold to any angle de-

sired for rain vision or ventilation.

These shields are claimed to be prac-

tically indestructible and guaranteed

not to rattle. They are supplied with

or without the filler board in sizes

ranging from 25 to 32 inches high

and 40;.^ inches wide. [Banker Wind
Shield Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.]

"RITBBER MILK" SPONGES.

The "rubber-milk" sponge, now being marketed in London

under the trade name "Quala," is claimed to be a very different

article from the rubber sponges of Continental European and

American manufacture, which have from time to time appeared

on the market. The "Quala" is made by a wet process direct

from the "rubber milk" or latex. It resembles the natural sponge

in appearance, and unlike the red rubber sponges, it swells and

grows soft in water. Over the natural sponge it is said to have

the advantage that it does not clog nor get foul with soap. This

"rubber-milk" sponge is to be extensively advertised, and 'in-

structions furnished with each sponge advise purchasers before

putting the sponge into use, to soak it in hot water for half an

hour and then soap it thoroughly and rinse. This treatment re-

stores the "Quala" to its natural color and normal size, which

is about one-half larger than in its dry, packed state. The
sponge should afterwards be kept moist and should not be ex-

posed to sunlight for any length of time. This "rubber-

milk" sponge is made at Brentford, England. [Rubber Sponges,

Limited, London, England.]

LIFE PRESERVER FOR ADULT AND CHILD.

The inventor's hand
will be seen on the

boy's shoulder in the

accompanying illustra-

tion of a life preserver

large enough to admit

an adult and child. The
l)oat-shaped frame is

covered with water-

proof material which is

extended in the proper

places for the arms and
legs. The life preserver

is further provided with

cork floats, a window
for light and observa-

tion, and air i n t a k e

tubes. When closed, it

locks and the wearer
floats on his back, rid-

ing the waves and com-
;old and water. [Xick K. Rnios,pletely protected from

Lansing, Michigan.]

THE HAMILTON MULTOMETER.

A recording device that accurately indicates the separate mile-

age of each tire in service and also of the two spare tires is one

of the newest accessories to claim the motorist's attention. More-
over, in case 6f puncture, blowout, or tire replacement, the reg-

istering device may be disconnected and the mileage of that par-

ticular tire recorded.

It is a speed indicator as well, and indicates trip or season

mileage. It also records gasolene mileage (for the season or trip)

with mathematical accuracy, and indicates tlie necessary me-

^8i8L8L8i.2i.[

|-45^ 9199.9 3,

^91 91 91 91 :

chanical adjustments, oiling and cleaning requirements, at each

500 and 1,000-mile period.

"

The Multometer is an accurate instrument and is said to record

13 separate readings that contribute to the economical and effi-

cient operation of the car.

It is operated from a single flexible shaft and mounted in a

manner similar to the standard speedometer equipment. The
control is exceedingly simple

:

Turn the movable dial ring indicated in the illustration so

that the reading desired shows on the face of the ring directly

opposite the setting knob at the right. Turning the dial ring to

the point marked "trip" indication shows mile by mile on the

dial. Turn it to the point marked "total" and the total mileage

for the season shows up instantly. Turn it to. the point indi-

cating any tire on which you desire reading and you get the

totals immediately. [The Hamilton Corporation, Lancaster,

Pennsylvania.]
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The Editor's Book Table.

EXPORT TRADE DIRECTORY. BY B. OLNEY HOUGH. JOHNSTON
Export Publishing Co.. New York City. 1540 pages, cloth, $5.]

THIS important trade directory comes to us much enlarged

over the previous number, containing as it does a gain of

more than 50 per cent in many of its principal lists. Export

merchants in New York are given to the number of 1,295 in place

of less than 800 in the last edition and the San Francisco list shows

a gain of more than 20 per cent. The book gives lists of the prin-

cipal export merchants of the United States, export agents and

brokers, the leading bankers engaged in foreign exchange busi-

ness, marine insurance companies, foreign freight forwarders,

the steamship service to foreign ports, consuls of foreign coun-

tries in the United States and our consuls in foreign countries,

associations for promoting export trade, and several classified

lists for quick reference as to goods manufactured or markets

cultivated. The book is compiled by B. Olney Hough, editor of

the "American Exporter."

COMMERCIAL WOODS OF THE PHILIPPINES; THEIR PREPARA-
tion and Uses. By E. E. Schneider, Bureau of Forestry, Manila,
Philippine Islands. [8vo, 274 pages, paper covers, $1.00.]

This work is intended primarily to furnish woodworkers and

users with authentic information concerning the woods of our

island possessions in the Far East. There is a concise account

of the forests, with a description of each species of wood, its

physical and mechanical properties, and the different purposes

for which it can be utilized. Quite full and untechnical direc-

tions are given for the identification of the trees, and of the

wood when cut into lumber. More than half the book is de-

voted to detailed descriptions of the 360 Philippine woods, with

notes on their mechanical properties and workability. Each is

given its botanical, and its local name or names, its uses, and
approximate prices. It is a book of practical use to those in-

terested in the building and wood-working trades.

THE INDUSTRIAL AND SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF FORESTRY IN
China. By Forsythe Sherfesee, Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce,
Peking, China. [Small 8vo, 26 pages.]

Forsythe Sherfesee, Adviser in Forestry to the Agricultural

Department of the Chinese Republic, claims in this paper, which

is reprinted from "The Chinese Social and Political Review,"

that the chief handicap in China's industrial advance is the

lack of forests, and consequent scarcity of wood for building,

manufacturing purposes and fuel. No other modern country

has been so denuded of forests, through heavy rainfalls washing

away the soil, and he predicts a condition similar to the Sahara,

unless forests are planted. Millions of acres of public lands,

unsuited to agriculture but fully capable of supporting forest

growth, lie idle and unproductive. To overcome this state of

affairs, there was created last year the first Chinese National

Forest Service, and this body is inaugurating a comprehensive

plan for reforestation in many sections of the country.

FATIGUE STUDY. BY FRANK B. AND LILLIAN M. GILBRETH.
Sturgis & Walton Co., New York City. [Small 8vo, 159 pages, illus-

•trated. Price, $1.50.]

The twentieth century manufacturer aims to find the best

workers, and to secure from them their best work. To accomplish

the latter is the object of the study which is here described.

Every worker, whatever his task, can do better work, and labor

effectively for a longer time, if conditions are such that no un-

necessary fatigue is induced. This book is devoted to such study.

It contains a large amount of practical matter, the result of scien-

tific investigation of two experts, with many definite suggestions

and reports of plans which have been worked out in the investiga-

tion for eliminating unnecessary fatigue. The book contains a

large number of illustrations from photographs taken at the plant

of the New England Butt Co., where these studies have been put

to practical use and the results have proven their value. Espe-

cially interesting are some of the studies of false motion, where

a small electric light has been placed upon the hand and then a

photograph made, tracing the motions of the hand as recorded

on the photographic plate. These cyclegraphs and chrono-

graphs are worthy of special study. Many other special inven-

tions which have been made by the authors and put to practical

use are pictorially recorded, as well as some motion pictures^

taken each five-hundredth of a minute for the purpose of study-

ing a means of eradicating false motions and fatigue. This book

aims to present the problem of fatigue in the industries in its

simplest form, and to outline its practical solution.

MOTOR TRUCKS OF AMERICA. VOL. 5. THE B. F. GOODRICH
Co., Akron, Ohio. [164 pages, paper covers.]

The truck tire department of The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron,

Ohio, has issued Volume 5 of its excellent work giving full de-

tails and specifications of the motor trucks manufactured in this

country. Each truck is pictured in an excellent half-tone, and

the various specifications as to model, capacity, price, the dimen-

sions of the motor, the wheelbase, and the tires, as well as every

other item regarding external and internal construction. More

than 120 different trucks are thus fully described. There is also-

a finely illustrated article entitled "Lengthening the Life of the

Motor Truck" and other information of value to every owner,

user and repairer of such vehicles. At the end of the book are

bound in, four printed and directed postcards which may be de-

tached and sent, requesting further publications of that company.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

THE DAVOL RUBBER CO., Providence, Rhode Island, is

distributing a very neat little catalog and price-list of

fountain syringes, water Iwttles and similar goods, handsomely

printed, with the various lines pictured in the vivid colors of

the goods themselves, the illustrations occupying the right-hand

pages, the description and prices on the pages opposite. It is at

once compact and comprehensive, and should bring business.

* * *

The Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, New Jersey, sends us a

finely printed catalog of its automobile products, including tires,

inner tubes, brake linings of various t>'pes, clutch facings and

disks, fan belts, bumpers, pedal pads, pump tubing, and various

styles and qualities of hose, besides miscellaneous accessories

for automobiles. Half-tone illustrations are profusely scattered

through the book, giving excellent ideas of the goods listed. A
bird's-eye view of the plant decorates the title page.

* * *

. "Science Progress," the well-known English quarterly, (John

Murray, Albermarle street, London) has sent this office the July

16, 1916, number, which contains an able and interesting "Histori-

cal Sketch of the Chemistry of Rubber," by S. C. Bradford,

B.Sc, of the Science Museum, South Kensington, London. In

less than a dozen octavo pages. Professor Bradford has collected

a host of facts, historical and chemical, including those regarding

the successful production of synthetic rubber, reviewing suc-

cinctly the experiments and researches from Hancock, in the early

'40s, to Matthews and Bayer during the present decade.

* * *

The Fisher Governor Co., Marshalltown, Iowa, sends out a

fine line of "bulletins" which are arranged to form, in the

self binder furnished, a full catalog of the pump governors,

reducing valves, exhaust and relief valves, pressure regulating

devices, steam traps and similar mechanis.nis for use in indus-
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trial establishments. These bulletins are finely printed, illus-

trated with simple diagrams and excellent half-tones, and the

descriptive matter clear and concise. In the list of large users

of the Fisher specialties are a number of leading rubber manu-
facturing concerns whose names are familiar to our readers.

* * *

William H. Scheel, 159 Maiden Lane, New York City, importer

and distributer of rubber substitutes, rubber workers' supplies,

compounding ingredients for rubber and other trades, has issued

a buyer's list covering his complete line. Purchasing agents

will be supplied with as many copies as they require.

* * *

The .^psley Rubber Co., Hudson, Massachusetts, is sending out

a style book which within its 80 pages shows well-executed half-

tones of practically every rubber this company manufactures.

The footwear which is other than black is printed in its appro-

priate color. Besides the side views, the shapes of the soles are

given and the description of each shows its special features. The
cover is printed in blue and gold and, typographically, the

pamphlet is most commendable.

Distributed with this is a smaller pamphlet giving the packing
schedule, which shows the number of pairs of each size in 12 and
24-pair cases.

THE WORLDS RUBBER POSITION.

The annual chart showing in graphic form the World's Rub-
ber Position as published by W. H. Rickinson & Son, London,
shows in diagram many important facts regarding rubber pro-

duction, prices and distribution. The wonderful advance in the

total production, and the increased yield of plantation rubber

and the average prices show the most sensational lines on the

chart, but the other diagrams are also interesting. The statistics

of plantation rubber are given in columns at the right and left

of the chart. They show number of acres in bearing, yield in

tons and price per pound. The great expansion of American
consumption of rubber, and comparatively small increase in the

retention of rubber in Great Britain are especially worthy of

attention. In all, the chart is well worth a place in every rubber

merchant's and manufacturer's office. This chart is reproduced
in greatly reduced form on another page in this issue.

CALENDARS AND SOTJVENIRS.

Although the first of the year is the usual time for the dis-

tribution of calendars and other souvenirs for advertising pur-

poses. The India Rubber World has received quite a number
durnig last month, which are hereby acknowledged.

The Industrial Chemical Co., New York City, has sent out

a very useful little affair which combines an 8-inch rule, a

calendar for the year and a signature blotter. This is in

enameled white metal with several layers of blotting paper on
the under side, while the announcement of the company oc-

cupies a space between the two groups of six months each giv-

ing the calendar for the year.

Those smokers will be delighted who receive from Katzenbach
& Bullock Co., New York City, a combined match box, cigar

rest and ash tray of bronze finish with a holder of the proper
size to contain a box of matches. The latter has upon either

side an advertisement of the lines of goods carried by this

well-known chemical firm.

One of the most striking calendars received is that of the

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., Buffalo, New York, which is

in the form of a handsome reproduction of Thomas Moran's
celebrated painting, "Venice the Golden." The brilliant color-

ing of this picture and its fine reproduction make it an orna-
ment worthy to adorn any office or home.
For practical advertising F. E. Myers & Bro., Ashland, Ohio,

must be commended. Their calendar sheet contains engravings
of several hundred varieties of pumps and miscellaneous ma-

chinery in which this firm specializes. The calendar is small

and neat and occupies the center of the sheet. At the top is

a colored lithograph of a country scene, perhaps a Jack and

Jill, the latter using a Myers pump most effectively.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, embellishes

its new calendar with a ten-color print of a handsome girl

of the American type. The original, the work of Earl Christy,

is owned by the Firestone company. The reproduction is a

fine example of art printing.

Obalsky & Sweeney, Inc., crude rubber importer. New York

City, has distributed to the trade a useful and ornamental sou-

venir. It is a red leather desk pad of convenient shape for record-

ing memoranda, the paper being supplied from a removable roll

enclosed in the top of the pad.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

"T" HE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-
theless they are of interest, not only in shounng the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-
mation may be furnished by those zvho read them. The editor

is therefore 'glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[274.] A correspondent w-ishes to obtain a small skiving

machine for use in making patches.

[275.] Manufacturers of small laboratory roller mills for

working up samples of rubber are sought.

[276.] Names and addresses of concerns supplying rubber

seed oil have been requested.

[277.] An inquiry has been received for machinery used

in the manufacture of tires and inner tubes for automobiles,

motorcycles and bicycles.

[278.] A correspondent is interested in the machinery used

in repairing tires and in making rubber heels and tennis balls.

[279.] Information is desired regarding zinc substitutes.

[280.] An inquiry has been received for rubber res-

pirators.

[281.] Names of makers of machinery to cut sheet rubber into

threads for elastic textiles have been requested.

[282.] Names of manufacturers of rubber pencil tips are

desired.

[283.] Full information regarding tire vulcanizing is requested.

[284.] An inquiry has been received for brass hot water bottle

stoppers.

[285.] A machine for cutting rubber thread is sought.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A firm in Bolivia wishes to be put in touch with American

manufacturers and exporters of cheap rubber hair ornaments.

Report No. 23,627.

Exclusive agency for the sale of tires is desired by an engineer

in Switzerland. Report No. 23,656.

A firm in Bolivia wishes to receive catalogs and full infor-

mation from American manufacturers and exporters of rubber

combs. Report No. 23,659.

Representation of American manufacturers and exporters of

pneumatic tires is desired by an applicant in Spain. Report No.

23,666.

Agency is desired in Australia for the sale of elastic fittings

for suspenders, etc. Report No. 23,682.

A man in Switzerland desires to purchase erasers and to secure

an agency for their sale. Report No. 23,684.

A firm in British East .Africa is in the market for canvas

and leather shoes with composition and chrome soles. Report

No. 23,699.

An applicant in Spain desires to purchase pneumatic tires

and automobile supplies. Report No. 23,729.

An Australian business man now in the United States wishes

to purchase balata belting. Report No. 23,750.
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The Obituary Record.

RICHARD S. SATTERLEE, vice-president of the HabirshaW

Electric Cable Co., Inc., of New York City, died at his

home in that city February IS, aged 56 years.

Captain Satterlee was born in New York City, June 6, 1860,

son of the late George B. and Sarah Satterlee. He was
educated at St.

Paul's School in

Concord, New
Hampshire, and at

Holbrook's Military

Academy, Ossining,

New York, after-

wards studying at

the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons,

New York City,

where, however, he

did not complete his

course. He served in

the Seventh Regi-

ment, New York

National Guards,
and for several years

was engaged in cattle

raising on a ranch in

Wyoming. After his

return to New York
C-\rT. R. S. S.\TTSRLEZ. City he entered

the real estate busi-

ness and was appointed Deputy Tax Commissioner by Mayor

Strong, serving four years.

He went around the Horn in a sailing vessel in 1898 and on

arriving in San Francisco. California, he heard of the declaration

of war with Spain and immediately joined the First New York

Volunteers and started for the Philippines. Typhoid fever broke

out and the regiment got no further than Honolulu. Later he

received a commission as First Lieutenant in the Twelfth New-

York Infantry, and saw service with this regiment in Cuba. After

the Spanish war he became connected with the Habirshaw Wire

Co., in which his brother, Hon. Herbert L. Satterlee, was in-

terested. He was president of the company at the time it became

associated with the Electric Cable Co., and the name was changed

to the Habirshaw Electric Cable Co.. Inc., Mr. Satterlee becoming

vice-president, a position he retained up to the time of his death.

At the time when it seemed probable that this country would

have war with Mexico, Mr. Satterlee offered his services to the

State, although he was past military age, and his offer being

accepted, he was appointed Captain of Ordnance and attached to

the Division Staff.

On the 10th of last month, in company with Major L. Reagan,

Division Adjutant, Captain Satterlee began a tour of inspection

of the aqueduct at points where guards had been stationed. The
long exposure to severe weather caused a sudden illness, which

resulted in his death.

Captain Satterlee is survived by his widow, his mother, a

sister and a brother.

and after graduation from the Academy of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia, became assistant secretary of the J. Elwood Lee Co.,

Conshohocken, and in 1911, when the Lee Tire & Rubber Co.

was formed, was appointed secretary, resigning about a year ago

to become associated witli the Philadelphia Rubber Works Co.

He was also treasurer and general manager of the Acushnet

Process Co., Inc., of New York City, a corporation formed to

handle the New York City business of the Acushnet Process Co.,

of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Mr. Wright was a thirty-second degree Mason, a Shriner, and

a member of the Loyal Legion, the Rubber Association of Amer-
ica, and the Merion Cricket Club of Philadelphia.

HEAD OF THE GERMAN RUBBER MANUFACTURERS.
The death is announced of Louis HoiY, chairman of the Central-

Verein Deutscher Kautsckuk-Waren Fabriken (German Rubber
Manufacturers' Association) since. 1904, and general director of

the United Harburg-Vienna India Rubber Works. He was also

prominently associated with the Kolonial-Wirtschaftlichen Kom-
mittee.

A WELL-KNOWN RUBBER RECLAIMER.

Samuel Wright, prominently connected with the crude and
reclaimed rubber business, died of pneumonia January 18 at his

home in Yonkers, New York.

He was born in Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, June 22, 1875,

LONG PROMINENT IN CRUDE RUBBER TRADE.

Herman Reimers, well known in the crude rubber trade, died

at his home, "The Elms," Spaniards' Road, Hampstead Heath,
London, England. February 11. in his sixtieth year.

Mr. Reimers was
born in B r e m e n,

i-iermany, and when
a young man came
to this country in

1876 and was con-

nected with the

crude rubber house

"f Charles Loewen-

thal & Co., later be-

coming a member
of the firm. He
represented the

ciimpany in Boston,

Massachusetts, for

several years and

when the partner-

ship expired by limi-

tation. December 31,

1891. a new partner-

ship of Reimers &
Meyer was formed,

afterwards becoming

Reimers & Co. In

1902 this tiriT) was succeeded by Poel & .\rnold. Mr. Reimefs

remained out of business for about si.x years, during which time

he made his home at Honnef, Germany, but traveled extensively

in Europe, and then he became a partner in the parent house of

Heilburt, Symons & Co., London, England, where he remained

until the time of his death. He was at one time chairman of

the board of the Anglo-French Mercantile and Finance Cor-

poration, Limited, a il.000,000 corporation for financing, buying

and selling rubber plantations, and was director in several rub-

lier plantation companies in the Far East.

Mr. Reimers was of strong personality, a man of exuberant

spirits and tremendous vitality. It is said that he had several

times been mistaken for .Sandow, the wrestler, both on account

of his physical build and facial resemblance. He visited the

H. Reimers.
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Amazon rubber regions in 1894, where he tapped trees, gathered

latex and smoked the rubber, and he wrote an entertaining ac-

count of this which appeared in The India Rubber Worlu, June

15, 1894. He had a large acquaintance and a host of friends in

the rubber trade, not only in this country but in Europe.

A LEADING RUBBER GOODS DISTKIBUTEK.

Warren M. Salisbury, one of the original incorporators of W.

H. Salisbury & Co., the well-known rubber distributing concern,

Chicago. Illinois, and its first president, died at the Presbyterian

Hospital in that city February 5 at the age of 58. Tlie business

dates from 1855, and was named for his father, W. H. Salisbury,

who was its active liead from 1874 until his death in 1902. The

business was incorporated in 1904, and is one of the leading houses

in the west for the distribution of mechanical rubber goods and

leather belting.

Warren M. Salisbury was born in Augusta, Georgia, and came

to Chicago in 1877. His entire business life was spent with the

above named company, but he was also a director in the W. W.
Kimball Piano Co. and the Rockwood Sprinkler Co. of Chicago.

He is survived by his widow, and one son, Kimball M. Salisbury.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

PROMINENT IN THE TIRE FABRIC INDUSTRY.

William B. Fittz, formerly general manager and secretary of

the Connecticut Mills Co., Danielson, Connecticut, died at Brook-

line, Massachusetts, February 12, aged nearly 61 years.

Mr. Fittz was identified with the textile industry during his

entire business life. He was superintendent of the West Boylston

Manufacturing Co. at Oakdale, Massachusetts, and it was under

his supervision that the entire plant was transferred to East-

hampton, Massachusetts, in record time. In October, 1911, he

started the Connecticut Mills Co. enterprise at Danielson to manu-

facture tire fabric. Under his management, the little six-loom mill

grew to its present proportions. Meanwhile, he established the

Canadian Connecticut Cotton Mills, Limited, at Sherbrooke,

Quebec, to supply the Canadian demand for the company's prod-

uct. Mr. Fittz resigned as secretary and general manager in

October, 1914. and devoted his time to travel.

His first wife died seven years ago. He married, in June, 1916,

Miss Bertha Field, who survives him. The wedding trip was to

Japan and other countries of the Orient. Returning to America

last October, he resided in Brookline, Massachusetts.

A FORMER RUBBER STAMP MANUFACTURER.
James K. Stewart, for many years a prominent manufacturer

of rubber stamps in Cincinnati, Ohio, died suddenly at his home
in that city on January 26. He was an active and energetic

member of the International Stamp Manufacturers' Association,

and was a member of its board of directors. Through his efforts

the Cincinnati Stamp Club was formed, and he was elected

president, which position he resigned when he withdrew from the

stamp business. He was engaged in the stationery trade at the

time of his death.

FIRESTONE SALES MANAGER.
F. C. Blanchard, sales manager to motor car makers, of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, died at the City

Hospital there February 12, following an operation. Mr. Blan-

chard was born in Akron and his business career began with the

Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Co. at the age of 17. Develop-

ing rapidly, he became an efficient salesman and about six years

ago joined the Firestone organization as assistant sales manager,

to take special charge of the sales to manufacturers, and for one

year, during the absence of R. J. Firestone, he acted as genera!

sales manager.

Mr. Blanchard had a wide acquaintance among the automobile

manufacturers throughout the country and was very popular,

having hundreds of friends in the industry. He was a member
of the Portage Country Club, the Akron City Club and the

•Rotary Club. He leaves a widow and two children.

CAT.\R.\cT Rubber Co., Emerson et .\l. v. Castor et al.

In the matter of the bankruptcy of the Cataract Rubber Co.,

which maintains and operates a plant for the manufacture of

rubber tires at Wooster, Ohio, Robert S. Emerson, as trustee in

bankruptcy and receiver of the bankrupt and another, instituted

proceedings for the recovery of property against which Charles

A. Castor and others asserted liens and priorities, and appealed

from a decree upholding the liens. The decree was reversed and

remanded, with directions for modification. [The Federal Re-

porter, Vol. 236, page 31.]

Slama Tire Protector Co. v. Ritchie et al. The action by

the company against J. A. Ritchie and another, partners as Ritchie

& Heriot, was for breach of contract. Tlie plaintiff's appeal from

an adverse judgment was affirmed. [The Pacific Reporter, Vol.

161, page 25.]

Thermoid Robber Co. v. Brictson. In an action of the Ther-

moid Rubber Company against O. A. Brictson, trading under the

name of the Brictson Manufacturing Co., the plaintiff appealed

from an order overruling the demurrer to the defendant's

counter claim. The appeal was perfected July 7, 1916. No briefs

had been filed in the Supreme Court of South Dakota, nor had

any stipulation been filed, extending the time for such filing. The
appeals were therefore deemed abandoned, and the order appealed

from was affirmed. [The Northern Reporter, Vol. 159, page 872.]

United St.\tes Rubber Co. v. Bernard Silverstein. The action

was brought to recover a guaranty for the payment of goods

sold to the defendant's sons which the court pronounced am-

biguous, being based upon grammatical errors. The motion for

a new trial was denied. [The New York Supplement, Vol. 161,

No. 3, page 369.]

DAYLIGHT SAVING.

""PHE movement to turn all clocks in the country one hour
•* ahead of the present standard time during the summer
months has taken on great impetus as a result of the recent

National Daylight Saving Convention in New York City and
President Wilson's endorsement of the plan. The matter was
also under consideration at the fifth annual meeting of the

Chamber of Commerce of the LTnited States at Washington,
District of Columbia, a special committee having recom-
mended congressional action to authorize the change through-
out the year. While the directors agree that the plan should
be adopted during the summer months, they are not .prepared

to advocate its adoption for the whole year, and the matter
will probably be referred to the membership through a mail
referendum.

American manufacturers of rubber as well as other goods
are fully alive to the manifest physiological, economic and so-

cial advantages of the daylight saving plan, as demonstrated
last summer in Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Portugal,
Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, where clocks were
uniformly turned forward. Progressive men among them be-

lieve the project offers a measure of relief particularly desir-

able during the present feverish activity in most factories of

the country. No argument is needed to the eflect that a cool
morning working hour, instead of a hot one in the afternoon,
together with increased, daylight during the hours of greatest
fatigue, ^vill increase opportunities for beneficial recreation
with consequent greater personal efficiency, will reduce indus-
trial accidents, lessen the tuberculosis tendency and reduce
eye strain. The advantages of having the transportation
"rush" hour occur before nightfall are apparent, and the total

direct savings in fuel for artificial light would be tremendous.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

RUBBER RECLAIMING BECOMING A GREAT
INDUSTRY.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World :

DEAR SIR—It does the heart of a practical rubber technolo-

reclaiming of old rubber, the enhanced value of reclaimed

rubber, due to the scarcity of crude rubber, and the extended use

of the better grades of reclaimed rubber in compounding has

acted as a stimulant upon the reclaiming industry. An extensive

business is being done in sorting and trimming all grades of scrap

rubber, and specialization is becoming a custom among reclaimers.

Two reclaimers, for instance, are making special stocks for tire

treading and shoe soling. Their aim is to supply to the small

manufacturer, who is without an expert rubber technologist or

laboratory facilities, a compounded stock that will supply his

needs.

The demand for good grades of soling stock was never so great

because of the high price and often the poor quality of the

leather used for this purpose. The rubber sole, being durable
' and waterproof, is rapidly superseding the leather sole on the

score of economy and efficiency. The "non-skid," noiseless char-

acteristics of the rubber sole also appeal to the walking public.

Aside from the several qualities enumerated, there is another one

whose importance is underestimated because its value is not well

known. This is the beneficial physiological action that the rubber

heel and sole exert upon the nervous system through its non-

concussive elTect upon the spinal column. By the use of several

new compounding ingredients made available by the strides of

commerce and manufacture, the ordinary rubber soling compound
can be improved to a certain degree.

Two new reclaiming factories, the Phoenix in Akron and an-

other in Chicago, will begin operations early this year. Many of

the larger rubber manufacturing firms are now reclaiming their

own scrap and several others are preparing to do so. The war
has contributed a valuable reclaiming agent. Several new re-

claiming patents have been issued and secret processes are being

exploited.

Nothing very novel in reclaiming methods has become common
knowledge, however. The big idea is circumvention. In reclaim-

ing, the important steps are defabricizing, plasticizing and
utilizing, all well-known methods. A close examination of the

109 United States patents, and almost as many foreign ones,

covering "processes for restoring old rubber" indicate that it

would be a difficult matter to work out an original idea on tlie

subject. However, there are still a few open links in the chain.

A study of these patents shows that very little has been done
in saving the by-products of reclaiming. Just why valuable by-

products should be dissipated can be explained only by the fact

that in the past the profits of the industry have been so large that

there has been no incentive toward conservation. In the future

it is doubtful if reclaiming will pay such high dividends, and
economy in buying, manufacturing and selling will characterize

the methods of successful reclaimers. Attention will then be
given to the by-products that heretofore have been thrown away.

C. P. F.

Cleveland, Ohio, January 30, 1917.

GROWING RAW MATERIALS IN THE AMERICAS.
To THE Editor of The India Rubber World :

pvEAR SIR—It does the heart of a practical rubber technolo-
*-^ gist good to note that leading rubber manufacturers are at

last manifesting active interest in the proposition to provide

within our own borders the raw materials essential to the rubber

industry. Recently we have heard much about preparedness, and

the international situation today emphasizes the reasons for it as

never before. In our own line, substantial progress has been

made in Imperial Valley, California, toward providing the long-

staple cotton necessary for tire fabrics. It has been demonstrated

that we can, if need be, maintain that industry without cotton

imports. But America in the future must be prepared to produce

its own rubber.

Heretofore commerce has followed the flag. In the case of

rubber production the flag must follow the plow. Our land-grant

colleges should offer special instruction in tropical agriculture and

make rubber culture a requirement. The Americas have the soil

as well as the conditions, and though handicapped by the cheap

labor of the Orient, American methods, aided by American ma-
chinery, will be successful.

J. C. Harvey, that pioneer in rubber culture, who gathered

from the many corners of the earth the various kinds of rubber-

bearing plants and grew and studied them on his Mexican
hacienda, had in his collection the Hevca. Specimens of this

tree planted and grown under poor conditions had made, a few
years ago, as good an appearance as many. of the Malayan repre-

sentatives did in their early life. Had these trees been given the

benefit of cultivation and time, what might have been the result?

Harvey's work, while left unfinished, was not lost. Who will take

up the thread?

Another matter not entirely devoid of interest is the possibility,

though remote, of the production of crude rubber in the Tem-
perate Zone. The milkweed idea is not wholly deceased, and
during 1917 a small-scale experiment to determine the exact

economic value of the Asclcf>ias in the production of rubber, fiber

and oil (from seed) will be tried out in the fertile soil of the Big
Miami Valley where the plant reaches its maximum growth.
During the past season Willis Knickerbocker, New Lenox,
Illinois, has experimented with the fruit of the Osage orange. He
has tried waterproofing cloth with Osage "orangeade" and I have
seen worse results. In Arizona the ocotillo (Fouquieria

splendens) is being extracted for the wax, which is said to be a

good substitute for chewing-gum. This plant under suitable treat-

ment should yield another product valuable as a compounding
ingredient.

A local rubber concern has acquired land in Salt River Valley,

Arizona, and will grow its own supply of cotton there. In con-
nection with this enterprise the conditions are ideal to test the

Lloyd system of growing guayule. The rabbit-weed or pingue
(Picradenia Aoribunda) would probably give even better results.

Writing about fibers for auto tires leads to the suggestion of

the use of some of our uncommon native fibers. Many years ago,

the East Indian Abutilon was introduced into the United States,

and has now become a troublesome weed throughout the Central
States. The plant produces a strong fiber. Our moraceous wild
Indian hemp (Cannabis saliva) produces a good fiber as well as

rubber. In the Pecos district of western Texas thousands of
acres are overgrown with the Spanish bayonet. This plant has
an excellent fiber in its leaf and a valuable glucoside in its root.

Altogether there are still several lines of considerable promise
worthy of investigation and experiment at the hands of pro-
gressive, forehanded rubber manufacturers.

Progressive.

Akron.Ohio, February IS, 1917.

"Rubber Machinery," Mr. Pearson's newest book, filled with
valuable information for rubber manufacturers, is now ready for
mailing. Price, $6.
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Housing the Connecticut Mills Employes
By John Barnard, Architect.

ANYBODY who has seen a typical cotton mill town with

its unsightly rows of barn-like tenements will be pleas-

antly surprised by a visit to Danielson, Connecticut.

Opposite the growing plant of the Connecticut Mills Co., weaver

of tire fabrics, in a rolling tract of land 150 acres in extent and

containing a picturesque little pond, is springing up a model

village of comfortable, attractive cottages for the operatives.

Winding streets are being laid out, landscape features deter-

mined, and when the development is complete, extensive lawns,

shade trees, flower and vegetable gardens will complete the

picture and combine all the benefits of country living with such

conveniences of the city as electric lights and sanitary plumbing.

The housing movement was slow to reach cotton operatives

because of the long established conviction that crowded tene-

ments sufficed. But R. J. Cald-

well, of New York City, thought

different!)', and the work now un-

der way around the mills at Dan-
ielson, and at Sherbrooke, Quebec,

as well as that contemplated at

Taunton, Massachusetts, has acted

as an incentive to others who are

falling in line. Mr. Caldwell be-

lieved that because cotton opera-

tives had always been obliged to

hive together was no reason to

suppose they did not long for

modern conveniences. Moreover,

the result of his experiment has

proved that they do desire and
appreciate better conditions, will

not intentionally abuse them, are

amenable to suggestions for a higher standard of living, and
that greater efficiency and permanency of employment are the

results.

Mill officials and citizens of Danielson linanced the project by
organizing the Danielson Construction Co. and subscribing a

working capital of $40,000. The houses are erected by local

builders, rented by the mill for a period of three years at 10

per cent of their cost, and then sub-let to employes and the

rental of about $4 weekly deducted from the pay envelope of

the tenant. Ordinarily this rental is easily within the reach of

cotton mill operatives, who are now receiving the highest wages
in the history of the industry. Moreover, there are often sev-

eral wage earners ih a family. In special instances, however.

A Ple.vsi.n'g Two-Family House for the Connecticut

Mills Co.

when for some adequate reason the amount is more than a de-

serving employe can afford to pay, the mill will assume part of

the annual rental up to $25.

Many operatives wish to own their own homes, and to en-

courage this tendency toward permanence and better citizenship,

N. D. Prince, vice-president of the Windham County National

Bank, rose to the occasion and arranged not only to have

his bank lend any reasonable sum to the construction company,

but to assist individual financing as well. Thus the bank takes

a 70 per cent first mortgage provided the operative can furnish

the other 30 per cent himself. When a deserving person cannot

do this, yet desires to buy a home, the mill advances it on a

second mortgage, deducting the amount proportionately from

the tenant's pay envelope until the second mortgage is disposed

of, and continuing thereafter to

make such equitable deductions

as circumstances permit for the

payment of the first mortgage.

Several four-family houses

were put up at the outset as re-

ceiving stations for new help as

recruited, but later operations

have been principally in single

houses with a few of the two-

family semi-detached type, most

of them intended for sale to oper-

atives. Each single house is

about 25 feet square with four

rooms of ample size on each floor,

a good porch, attic and cellar.

A bathroom with open plumbing,

hot and cold water in the kitchen

and bathroom, and electric lights throughout are the principal

features, however. Floors and wood trim ure of Georgian pine

with inside walls of rough plaster oil-painted in warm tints,

which is more sanitary than wall paper and more easily repaired.

William H. Cox, the architect, has provided several floor

plans, to which various exteriors can be applied. Only four or

five similar houses will be erected, and these are to be so scat-

tered over the entire development and so varied by the use of

shingles, clapboards, siding or stucco for the exterior walls, as

to avoid any appearance of duplication. Thus far all have been

of wood in the Colonial spirit, but several of the English cottage

type are soon to be erected. The cost is about $1,900 each, or

$3,()00 for the two-family houses.

'jy .j-a-^
«' -r

=. I First ri.oop. '^;t

Sit

Picturesque Types of Single Houses at Danielson, Connecticut; a Gambrel-Roof Lean-to and a Cape Cod Farmhouse.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

THE FISK RUBBER CO. CONFERENCE.

A FOUR-DAY conference of district and branch man-

agers of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massa-

chusetts, held during the past month, was not only the

first gathering of all the executive heads of this company, but

also in the nature of a dedication of the enlarged model in-

dustrial plant which houses the manufacturing and adminis-

trative departments.

Vice-President E. H. Broadwell welcomed the delegates

at the factory, and during the session addresses were made
by the following department heads: F. H. Ayers, sales man-

ager; J. D. Anderson, factory manager; E. M. Bogardus,

comptroller; George L. Sullivan, advertising manager; Charles

H. Gage, of the sales department; Leon H. Southmayd, in

charge of the bicycle tires and tire sundries department;

George B. Hendrick, publicity manager; W. B. Keiser, credit

manager; R. B. McGaw, assistant treasurer; W. H. Bogardus,

per cent on common stock was declared payable March 31 to

stockholders of record March IS.

NEW YORK RUBBER CO.

At a stockholders' meeting of the New York Rubber Co., New
York City, held on January 30, the following trustees were

elected for the ensuing year : John Acken, Rufus A. Brown,

William H. L. Lee, E. S. Woodward, Henry Montgomery, H. F.

Hering and George Langdon. At a meeting of the trustees on

the same date, officers were reelected as follows : John Acken,

president and treasurer; Henry Montgomery, vice-president and

secretary; H. F. Hering, second vice-president.

H. MUEHLSTEIN & CO.'S NEW PLANT.

The general offices of H. Muehlstein & Co., scrap rubber mer-

chants, have been removed from Washington and Hubert streets

M F
" TTiTIWfsTTfs^

-^H Iff ^sW Is ?f

H. Muehlstein & Co.'s Pi..\xt, New Vohk City.

manager of the branch auditing department; C^ L Bradley,

manager of the service department; William J. Lambe, De-

troit district manager, and John B. Maus, export manager.

Meetings were held at the plant, but the visitors' headquar-

ters were at the Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Massachusetts,

where a banquet concluded the conference.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. MEETING.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Pennsylvania

Rubber Co., Inc., held at Jeannette, Pennsylvania, Monday, Febru-

ary 19, the following directors and officers were elected for the

ensuing year: Herbert DuPuy, chairman; H. Wilfred DuPuy,
president-treasurer; Chas. M. DuPuy, vice-president; Seneca G.

Lewis, general manager ; Geo. W. Shiveley, secretary ; Chas.

G. Morrill, assistant treasurer.

The five first named and G. A. McLaughlin compose the di-

rectorate.

A quarterly dividend of 1% per cent on preferred and V/2

to Tliird avenue, at One Hundred and Thirty-third street and

the Harlem River, where they have a large and finely equipped

establishment devoted exclusively to scrap rubber and rubber

waste. The plant consists of three connecting buildings, each

five stories and basement, with an aggregate floor space of 100,000

square feet, in addition to considerable yard space, and the

property affords exceptional rail and water shipping facilities.

Included in the special equipment provided for operating the

plant are three large elevators, 10 Minnich steel presses and

several 7-ton Hurlburt motor trucks.

BOSTON BANK ESTABLISHES ARGENTINE BRANCH.

The First National Bank of Boston will shortly open a branch

at Buenos Aires, under the managership of Noel F. Tribe, a

banker of experience who has resided in .\rgentina for over 20

years. This extension of the bank's activities will be appreciated

by mercltants and manufacturers interested in trade with this

prosperous South American republic.
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TRADE NOTES.

The Newport Chemical Works, Inc., New York City, now
occupies new offices at 120 Broadway, suite 1605-1606.

At the annual meeting of the Chicago Rubber Clothing Co.,

Racine, Wisconsin, the capital stock was increased from $175,000

to $35O,0(X), and the following board of directors elected: Wal-

ter C. Palmer, George G. Bryant, A. E. Boyeson, James Murphy,

E. L. Haynes, Martin HuefFncr, Edward L. Baker. The board

then organized by electing the following officers : Walter C.

Palmer, president ; James Murphy, vice-president ; George G.

Bryant, secretary and general manager ; IMartin M. HucfFner,

treasurer.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, Canada, has do-

nated $5,000 to endow a bed in the Toronto General Hospital for

its former president, the late Captain Trumbell Warren, 15th

Toronto Highland Battalion, who fell in action on April 20, 1915.

The Parrel Foundry & Machine Co. announces the removal of

it? Cleveland, Ohio, office on March 1 to 5<10 Union National

Bank Building.

The City Council of Niagara Falls, New York, recently pur-

chased 1,000 feet of fire hose from the Manhattan Rubber Manu-

facturing Co., of Passaic, New Jersey, and the Bi-Lateral Fire

Hose Co., of Chicago, Illinois.

The recently organized India Rubber Co., located at Mogadore,

Ohio, has purchased 13 acres of land near the railroad. The

company is capitalized for $125,000 and proposes to spend $100,000

in the erection and equipment of the plant. The principal stock-

holders are J. M. Alderfer, R. M. Pillmore and J. K. Williams.

The executive office will be in Akron, Ohio.

The Acorn Insulated Wire Co., Inc., Brooklyn, New York, has

increased its capital stock from $25,000 to $60,000, in order to

finance the installation of machinery in a new unit of its plant,

and also to cover the cost of considerable raw material purchased

to guard possible shortage caused by diplomatic complications.

The Standard Underground Cable Co., Perth Amboy, New
Jersey, is building a 25 by 75 foot four-story and basement

extension to one of the wings of its rubber factory.

The Flawless Rubber Co., of New Castle, Pennsylvania, a year-

old corporation, said to be making goods of various descriptions,

recently elected George H. Wind, president ; John Burns, vice-

president ; Paul Hartmann, treasurer, and Joseph Ganster, sec-

retary.

The Bunker Hill Rubber Works, Bunker Hill, Illinois, has

opened its factory and commenced the manufacture of mechanical

rubber goods.

Thomas A. Murray, formerly police commissioner of New
Haven, Connecticut, and later connected with the Seamless Rub-

ber Co., of that city, has been elected president and general

manager of the National Rubber Co., Pottstown, Ohio.

The Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin,

has recently completed a $200,000 addition to its power plant.

The Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Indiana, capitalized for

$200,000, is reported sold to a holding company for $1,200,000.

The Oldtown Rubber Co., Xenia, Ohio, has been purchased by

Robert Kuhn, of Cincinnati, Ohio. A radical change of policy

is planned under the new management.

The Mineralized Rubber Co., with headquarters at Newark,

New Jersey, is reported to be in the hands of a receiver. The
business of the company was the manufacture of a rubber com-
position cap for automobile radiators. One of the petitioning

creditors is Harold C. Dodge, of East Orange, New Jersey, presi-

dent of the company, whose claim is for $7,000, money advanced.

The stockholders of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, at a special meeting held

recently, unanimously approved an increase in the capital stock

from $60,000,000 to $75,000,000. The additional stock will be com-
mon and will consist of 300 shares of a par value of $50.

RUBBER FIRMS PLEDGE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT.

D UBBER plays an important part in the national defense,
•^^^ and in connection with the present program of accel-

erated preparedness it is a sincere pleasure to record the

promptness with which leading .American rubber manufac-
turers joined other industrial and commercial establishments

in pledging their hearty support to the Federal Government
in any emergency that may arise. On February 3, Samuel P.

Colt, president, placed the 47 factories, organization, manu-
facturing resources and distributing facilities of the United
States Rubber Co. at the disposal of the government in case

of need. The resources of this, the greatest rubber manufac-
turing firm in the world, are tremendous, its large plantations

in Sumatra being an important national asset.

Other great rubber firms to ofifer their factories include The
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio; Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio ; United & Globe Rubber Manufacturing Cos.,

Trenton, New Jersey. More names will doubtless have been

added to the list before this reaches our readers.

WESTINGHOUSE BUILDS NEW PLANT.

The site for the new plant of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co., at Essington, near Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, embraces about 500 acres, with a frontage of appro.xi-

mately one mile on the Delaware River, additional transporta-

tion facilities being afiforded by tracks from the Pennsylvania
and Philadelphia & Reading railroads.

This new center will be devoted to the production of large

apparatus, the first group of buildings being for power ma-
chiner.y, principally steam turbines, condensers and reduction

gears. The initial development will cost in the neighborhood
of $5,000,000 or $6,000,000, occupying about one-fifth of the

area of the entire plot, the buildings consisting of two large

machine shops, an erecting shop for heavy machinery, forge

shop, pattern and pattern storage shop and power house.

The emploj'es to be engaged at the new plant will number
several thousand, and undoubtedly will in the future equal

the number employed at the East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

plant of the company, representing over 20,000 people.

MAKING RUBBERS ON BROADWAY.
The public likes to know how commonly used articles are

made, and recent instances indicate that there is no better window
advertising than a manufacturing demonstration such as that

conducted by the United States Rubber Co., 1790 Broadway,
New York City. During the week of January 22 one of the

handsomely decorated display windows was fitted up like the

making room of a well-equipped rubber footwear factory and
four operatives from the Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.

manufactured women's croquets and storm slippers, also United

States patent pressure process rubber boots in black, red and
white. Large crowds showed great interest in the diaphragm

machine employed to press the parts of women's rubbers into

practically one piece.

NEW METHOD OF SOLING BOOTS.

The American Consul at Leeds. England, reports a patented

method of manufacturing boot soles from scrap leather. It is

claimed that the soles are non-suction, non-slipping, and water

proof; that they can be produced at much lower cost than the

ordinary leather sole. Owners of plants for heelbuilding, it is

believed, will find themselves in a position to adopt the new
process conveniently.

It is also claimed that the novelty of the patent may be en-

hanced by an ingenious arrangement of strips of rubber attached

to a thin layer of canvas, the rubber strips fitting into the inter-

stices of the leather sections. This is said to give a pleasing

resiliency to the step of the wearer.
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UNITED STATES RTTBBEH CO. CONSOLIDATES SITBSIDIARIES.

.^.t a special meeting of the stockholders of the United States

Rubber Co., held at New Brunswick, New Jersey, on February

14, it was voted unanimously to authorize the carrying out of the

plans proposed. The vote was the largest ever held at a stock-

holders' meeting. Proxies of 83 per cent of every class of

stock outstanding were represented.

One proposal was to acquire the real estate, plants and equip-

ment of the companies of which this company owns, or shall

own, substantially all of the common capital stock. The effect

of this vote is that the following plants will become part of the

parent company : Revere Rubber Co., Rubber Regenerating Co.,

the Naugatuck Chemical Co., the Eureka Fire Hose Manufac-

turing Co., American Rubber Co., the Joseph Banigan Rubber

Co., Boston Rubber Shoe Co., L. Candee & Co., Goodyear's

India Rubber Glove Manufacturing Co., The Goodyear's Me-
tallic Rubber Shoe Co., Hastings Wool Boot Co., National In-

dia Rubber Co.. Shoe Hardware Co. and Woonsocket Rubber

Co.

A similar action by the General Rubber Co. stockholders added

the following: Morgan and Wright, Hartford Rubber Works Co.,

G. & J. Tire Co., Mechanical Rubber Co., Mechanical Fabric Co.,

New York Belting & Packing Co., Stoughton Rubber Co., Peer-

less .Rubber Manufacturing Co., Fabric Fire Hose Manufactur-

ing Co., Midgeley Manufacturing Co., Sawyer Belting Co. and

India Rubber Co.

It was also unanimously voted to confirm the directors' plan

for a bond issue, all of which is included in the comprehensive

ized by the Secretary of State of Connecticut, where this asso-

EDW. A. BARRIER.

THE RUBBER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC., AUTHORIZED.

Tlie change of name of The Rubber Club of America, Inc., to

The Rubber Association of America, Inc., has now been author-

ized by the Secretary of State of Connecticut where this asso-

ciation is incorporated.

Members of the Association have been notified that shipments

of rubber goods may now be made direct to the Portuguese

islands of the Atlantic, namely the Azores, Cape Verde and

Madeira islands. In this connection the British Consul General

at New York states that the British War Trade Department

feels considerable apprehension lest the ports of Portugal rpay

come to be used for landing goods destined for Spain or else-

where. Members are urged to send no rubber goods to any

Portuguese ports not intended exclusively for consumption in

that country.

Secretary Vorhis has sent the members a circular stating

that the embargo conditions are not relaxed in any way, with

the above exception, and advises that rubber manufacturers

again notify their export managers of the terms of their bonds

and guarantees so that all engaged in the export trade will be

fully informed regarding the situation, and cannot plead ignor-

ance, in the event of violations.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The New York Rubber Co. paid a regular dividend of 8 per

cent and an extra dividend of 2 per cent on February 1.

The Hood Rubber Co. paid a regular quarterly dividend of 1%
per cent on preferred stock on February 1 to stocklinlders of

record January 27.

The board of directors of The B. F. Goodrich Co. has de-

clared a dividend of 3J/2 per cent on preferred stock, payable 1%
per cent on April 2 to stockholders of record March 23. and \%
per cent on July 2 to stockholders of record June 22: also a

quarterly dividend of 1 per cent on common stock, payable May
15 to stockholders of record May 4.

DORN and brought up in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Edw. A.

^ Barrier received his education in the Cambridge schools

and was graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in 1905. The rubber industry having appealed to him, he was

employed for a time by the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.,

Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, in a num-

ber of different de-

partments with the

idea of learning the

business. He soon

went into teaching,

however, first as as-

sistant instructor in

analytical chemistry

at the Massachusetts

Institute of Tech-

nology and later as

instructor in analyti-

cal and metallurgi-

cal chemistry in the

University of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

In 1907 Mr. Bar-

rier became connect-

ed with the Inspec-

tion Department of

the Associated Fac-

tory Mutual Fire Insurance Cos. as chemical engineer,

and established and organized a chemical laboratory for the

examination and testing of rubber and other products. This was
one of the first laboratories established in the country which

seriously took up the chemical examination of rubber from the

consumers' standpoint. As chairman of the Rubber Products

Committee, the Sub-Committee on Cold Water Hose and a mem-
ber of the Pump Valve Committee of the American Society for

Testing Materials, Mr. Barrier has played a considerable part

in the development of specifications for rubber products, having

conducted investigations along these lines, some of the results

of which have been published in various periodicals.

E. A. B.VRRIER.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on February 24 are furnished by John Burn-
ham & Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La Salle
Street, Chicago, Illinois

:

Bid. .Asked.
.\jax Rubber Co. (new) <..... 69 72
Firestone Tire & Rubh-er Co., common 144J^ 14754
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 107 109
The B. F, Goodrich Co., comnioti 5554 56J4
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferre.! 108 110
Goodyear Tire v*v Rubber Co., corhmn" 27154 27554
Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co., preferred 106 54 lOS'A
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., common 53 54
Kelly-SpringHeld Tire Co.. preferred 90 93
Miller Rubber Co., common 253 257
Miller Riibber Co., preferred 105 106J4
Portage Rubber Co 164 16854
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 7954 85 5^
United States Rubber Co., common 53 5^ 5454
United States Rubber Co., preferred 105 109

CINCINNATI RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. MEETING.

.'\t the annual meeting of the stockholders of The Cincinnati

Rubber Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio., on February 13, the

following directors were elected : S. D. Baldwin, F. A. Geier, Jas.

A. Green, S. E. Hilles, Geo. McG. Morris, Casper H. Rowe,

Stanley M. Rowe, F. D. Scherl : and on reorganization of the

board, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

S. D. Baldwin, president ; F. D. Scherl, vice-president and treas-

urer ; S. M. Rowe, secretary. The company has had a prosperous

year and the outlook for business the present year is favorable.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

Fred H. Ferguson, for over 20 years a salesman of tlie Bos-

ton Belting Co., in Buffalo, New York, and vicinity, has taken

the agency for the New Jersey Car Spring & Rubber Co, Jersey

City, New Jersey, covering the same territory.

J. A. Kurvy, formerly with Taylor, .Xrmitage & Co., New York

City, is now associated with Forney & Co., 350 Broadway, New
York City, dealer in sheetings, drills, osnaburgs and special

fabrics used by the rubber trade.

Edwin Curbishley, manager of the Xylos Rubber Co., Limited,

Manchester, England, manufacturer of reclaimed rubber, re-

cently called on the American rubber trade.

P. J. Ramler, recently connected with the sales department of

tlie Racine Jtubber Co., has been appointed mana.ger of sales

for the Vulcanized Products Co., Muskegon, Michigan.

E. B. Merriam, for several years assistant engineer of the

switchboard department of the General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, New York, has resigned that position to assume the manage-

ment of the industrial service department recently organized to

supervise education, employment, and provision of opportunities

for advancement of employes at the Schenectady plant of the

company. He brings to his new position a broad and sympathetic

understanding of tlie requirements of the situation.

F. Richard Carroll is the new district manager for The B. F.

Goodrich Co., at San Francisco, California, succeeding C. E.

Cook. Mr. Carroll has been manager of the Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, branch for the past six years, and on the eve of his

departure from that city, was given a surprise dinner by the

Goodrich organization in the South, at which a handsome gold

watch and chain were presented to him.

George B. Hodgman, president of the Hodgman Rubber Co.,

Tuckahoe, New York, and Mrs. Hodgman celebrated the twenty-

fifth anniversary of their marriage by entertaining a large num-
ber of their friends at a dinner and dance in the ball room of the

Ritz Carlton Hotel, New York City, February 23.

FEOM THE FAB EAST.

Dr. J. G. C. Vriens, of Medan, Deli, east coast of Sumatra,

for the 'last three years technical adviser of the "Association

des Planteurs de Caoutchouc de la Belgique," and for the ten

previous years director of the experimental station for tea and

tobacco cultivation in Sumatra, was in New York last month,

on an enforced supplementary visit. He left Medan some months

ago to visit his native city, Rotterdam, visiting Japan,

Hawaii and many points of interest in the United States

en route, and embarked on the "Ryndam" for Rotterdam, which

steamer, when nearly in sight of Europe, was ordered by wire-

less to put about and return to New York. Doctor Vriens

predicts a great future for the rubber plantation industry in

Sumatra, with a steady increase in direct shipments from there

to this country.

J. C. MATLACK KETIRES FROM AJAX CO.

J. C. Matlack, secretary and general manager of the Ajax
Rubber Co., Inc., New Y^ork City, tendered his resignation at

the annual meeting of the company, February 13. It is his in-

tention to take a long rest at his home at Great Neck, Long Island.

Starting in business with the Simmons Hardware Co., in St.

Louis, Missouri, he rose to the management of the bicycle and

accessory department of that house and then went to A. Fether-

stone Co., of Chicago, Illinois, as eastern sales manager. When
the American Bicycle Co. was organized he became purchasing

agent for the more than 60 factories. In 1901 he was made west-

ern sales manager, which position he resigned in 1902 to become
president of the International Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co.,

Milltown, New Jersey. In 1907, when this company was suc-

ceeded by the Michelin Tire Co., he was made vice-president and

general manager. In 1911 he left the Michelin company to con-

nect himself with the newly organized Ajax Rubber Co., as sec-

retary and general manager, and tlie success of that company
under his able management is too well known to need further

mention.

Mr. Matlack is too active and vigorous to retire and it is quite

unlikely that he will content himself to remain out of business

for any great length of time. He is succeeded in the Ajax com-

pany by Fred E. Dayton, who acts as general sales manager.

RICHARD A. LEIGH.

R ICHARD A. LEIGH, general manager of the Dry Climate

Tire Manufacturing Co., Arvada, Colorado, began his busi-

ness career as an ap-

prentice with the

Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Massachus-

etts, in 1888, under

the direction of his

father, who was then,

factory superintend-

ent. Later he be-

came associated with

the Boston Car
Spring Co., Boston,

Massachusetts, and
from there went to

the Reading Rubber
Tire Co., which later

merged into the

Consolidated Rubber
Works, taking over

the plant of the
Chelsea Fabric Co.,

Chelsea, Massachu-

setts. The firm was
afterwards absorbed

by the L'nited States Rubber Co. and the plant and machinery

transferred to the National Rubber Co., Bristol, Rhode Island,

with which Mr. Leigh was connected for five years. He then

became tire expert for the Mechanical Rubber Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, from which position he went to take up his present work.

The Dry Climate Tire Manufacturing Co. is to be congratulated

upon having as general manager a man of such long and varied

practical experience in the manufacture and selling of rubber

goods.

R. A. Leigh.

BATAVIA RUBBER CO. ABSORBS SIMPLEX RUBBER CO.

At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Batavia Rubber

Co., held at the main offices of the company at Batavia, New
Y'ork, February 23, the capital stock of the company was in-

creased from $500,000 to $675,000 to provide for the purchase of

the plant and other assets of the Simplex Rubber Co. of America,

Ossining, New York. The Batavia company manufactures

pneumatic automobile tires and the Simplex company solid rubber

truck tires.

The merger of the two companies has also been authorized by

the Simplex stockholders and the plant and organization will

probably be moved to Batavia as soon as arrangements can be

completed, and will occupy a site recently purchased by the

Batavia company, adjoining its present factory. The consolidated

company will be known as the Batavia Rubber Co. and will

manufacture pneumatic automobile tires, solid rubber truck tires

and a line of mechanical goods.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Amazon Rubber Co., The, February 6 (Ohio), $500,000. L. J.

Schott, Louis F. Smith, C. Bettler, J. Henry Adams, and Frank

B. Burch. Principal office, Akron, Ohio. For the purpose of

taking over the entire assets of The Amazon Tire & Rubber

Company and operating the present plant on a much larger

scale.

American Garter Co., February 9 (Delaware), $125,000. Sid-

ney C. Wallace, L, L. Cowan and R. Montgomery—all of

Chicago, Illinois. To manufacture and deal in garters, hose

supporters, etc.

Bulley Rubber Machinery Co., February 9 (Delaware),

$100,000, Herbert E. Latter, and Norman P. Coffin, Wilmington,

Delaware, and Clement M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. To
manufacture all kinds of machinery and appliances adaptable

to the milling, mixing and compounding of rubber and rubber

cements.

Central Vulcanizing Works Inc., February 17 (New York),

$10,000. Jacob Brown and Tillie Brown, Albany, New York,

and B. F. Barford, Valatie, New York. Tire repair and sales

business.

Clouse Tire & Repair Co., The, December 11 (Ohio),

$25,000. J. E. Phillips, 6513 Euclid avenue; A. W. Gillespie,

1779 East Sixty-fifth street; M. Clouse, 2114 East Eighty-

third street—all in Cleveland, Ohio. Principal office, 6513-

6515 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. To take over the Clouse

Tire Repair School Co.

Double Fabric Tire Co., January 10 (Indiana), $900,000.

W. H. Willennar, A. L. Murray, Simon J. Straus and Isaac

D. Straus. Principal office, Auburn, Indiana. To manufac-

ture and sell tires, tubes, and tire accessories.

Endurance Tire & Rubber Corporation of New York, Janu-

ary 27 (New York), $1,000,000. Harry G. Smith, Benjamin F.

Norris, and Frank B. York—all of 271 Broadway, New York
City.

Finebergs' Auto Tire & Accessory Co., January 29 (New-

Jersey), $100,000. Isaac Fineberg, Herman Fineberg, Samuel

Fineberg—all of Trenton, New Jersey. Principal office, 10-12

East Hanover street, Trenton, New Jersey. To deal in tires,

etc.

Grayson, S. J., Inc., February 16 (New York), $2,000. S. J.

Grayson, Hohokus, New Jersey; Charles Netter and Robert

Netter, 220 Broadway, New York City. Tires and rubber

goods.

Hoosier Tire Co., September 26, 1916 (Indiana), $10,000.

Eugene M. Fife, W. R. Fife, and E. H. Fife—all of Indian-

apolis, Indiana. Principal office, Indianapolis, Indiana. To
deal in tires.

Jones Rubber Heel Co., Inc., February 5 (New York),

$25,000. A. H. Serrell, Woolworth Building; James J. Jones,

13 Park Row, and Edward O. Towne, 214 West Ninety-

second street—all in New York City.

Kirkham, I. C, Sales Co., Inc., January 24 (New York),

$12,000. Isaac C. Kirkham, 1365 Bedford avenue; E. A.

Carleton, 959 Bedford avenue, and M. L. Kirkham, 1246

Pacific avenue—all in Brooklyn, New York. To deal in

auto tires, etc.

Kokomo Rubber Tire Co., Inc., January 27 (New York),

$5,000. William Adelson and Edward J. Carter, 15 Broad

street, and Thomas H. Keogh, 52 Broadway—both in New
York City. To manufacture tires, etc.

Lambert Tire Co., January 3 (Washington), $5,000. H. S.

Chapman, M. F. Landrith, L. W. Lemon.

Laravie, O. J., & Co., Inc., January 29 (New York), $2,000.

Oscar J. Laravie and Emogene S. Simons, Albany, and

Clarence T. Dolson, Watervliet—both in New York. To
deal in auto tires, accessories, etc. Principal office, Albany,

New York.

Liberty Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., January 29 (New York),

$10,000. Joseph Prince, 119 East One-hundred and First

street; Robert C. Schlesinger, 638 West One-hundred and

Sixtieth street, and Leon Kronfeld, 400 Riverside Drive—all

in New York City.

Marathon Tire Sales Co., January 10 (Indiana), $25,000.

R. P. Oblinger (president), H. E. Rasmussen (treasurer),

M. M. Fancher (vice-president), and J. D. Meek (secretary)—
all of Indianapolis, Indiana. Principal office, Indianapolis,

Indiana. To manufacture and sell tires and rubber goods.

Morrow Insulating Co., Inc., February 1 (New York), $25,000.

John J. Morrow and Clara Morrow, 674 Acadamy street. New
York City, and H. M. Lewis, 2055 Washington avenue, Bronx,

New York. To manufacture insulating material, etc.

National Tire Protector Co., February 8 (Delaware), $50,000.

J. Daniel Melchior, Max F. Henkelman and F. J. Helnegel, all

of Scranton, Pennsylvania. To manufacture and deal in all

articles for the protection of automobile and motor vehicle tires.

Nuremburg Manufacturing Co., Inc., January 26 (New York),

$600. Robert B. Gunshor, Paul Hoffman and David Dricker—
all of 55 Liberty street, New York City. To manufacture artifi-

cial trees, toys, etc., of rubber, paper composition and other ma-
terials.

Oakland Tire Co., Inc., February 13 (New York), $50,000.

Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City; Catherine

A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555

Grand street—both of Brooklyn, N. Y. To manufacture all

kinds of tires, etc.

Resilia Co., The, January 17 (Massachusetts), $200,000. Frank
D. Wilde, 225 Hunnewell terrace, Newton ; Oliver E. Chapman,
Sharon, and Marion E. Zink, 526 Washington avenue. Revere

—

all in Massachusetts. Principal office, Boston, Massachusetts.

To manufacture and deal in certain patented articles to be used

in connection with other articles or goods to furnish resiliency

and elasticity.

Rochester Tire Works, Inc., January 24 (New York), $5,000.

G. C. Kingdon, Grace Horth and F. A. Scholls—all of Rochester,

New York. Principal office, Rochester, New York. To deal in

auto tires, etc.

Steiner, O. A., Tire Co., January 3 (Oklahoma), $10,000 J. C.

Treat (president), S-. W. Steiner (vice-president), O. A. Steiner

(secretary-treasurer), and E. L. Russell—All of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Principal office, Tulsa, Oklahoma. -Automobile tires and acces-

sories.

Sterling Tire Corporation, February 1 (Delaware), $2,500,000.

Joseph A. Miller, 227 Fairview avenue, Rutherford ; Otto Hasten,

East Rutherford, and Bartlett Greene, Passaic—all in New
Jersey. Principal office, 486 du Pont Building, Wilmington, Del-
aware. To manufacture and deal in rubber tires for vehicles

of all kinds.

Vulcum Tire Filler Co., August 17, 1916 (Indiana), $10,000.

Franklin A. Colver, Joseph J. Greenen and Oliver J. Boulden.

Principal office, Indianapolis, Indiana. To manufacture tire

fillers and mechanical devices for the filling of tires.

Woodworth Manufacturing Corporation, January 3 (New
York), $125,000 Charles B. Woodworth and Desmond Wood-
worth, Niagara Falls ; Elmer H. Paterson, Howard G. E. Smith,
Buffalo, and Robert H. Mahaney, Lockport—all in New York.
Principal office. Whirlpool street, Niagara Falls, New York. To
manufacture and deal in automobile accessories of all kinds and
description.

PROMOTING RUSSIAN TRADE.
Exporters of rubber goods desirous to increase their business

with Russia, the largest and most favorable of our distant foreign

markets, and one that is daily growing with a rising civilization

and quickening development, can obtain valuable information in

pamphlet form, also specific advice and assistance, upon applica-

tion to the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce, New York
City, the mission of which is to promote American-Russian trade
relationships.
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4JAX AlTD HACIITE BTTBBEH COMPANIES.

At the annual meeting of the Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., New

York City, held February 13, the following officers were elected

:

Horace De Lisser, chairman of board, New York City; Wil-

liam G. Grieb, president, Scarsdale, New York; L. P. Destribats,

vice-president, Trenton, New Jersey (in charge of Trenton

plant). H. L. McClaren, vice-president, Racine, Wisconsin;

Louis T. Vance, vice-president, Racine, Wisconsin (in charge

of Racine plant). Harold W. Stimpson, treasurer. New York

City; William J. Jackson, secretary, Brooklyn, New York.

These, together with the following, comprise the directorate:

Herbert H. Maass, New York City; Robert A. Patteson, Tarry-

town, New York; L. B. Patterson, Chicago, Illinois; Joseph

Weissenbach, Chicago, Illinois; Hugh K. Prichitt, New York

City; Fred E. Dayton, New York City; H. C. Severance, Racine,

Wisconsin; Stuart Webster, Racine, Wisconsin.

The combined statement of the Ajax Rubber Co. and the

Racine Rubber Co. for the period ending December 31, 1916,

shows sales to the amount of $10,335,177.70. The balance sheet

may be summarized as follows

:

Gross credits $12,584,463.26

Total debits 9.856.447.25

Gross profit from trading $ 2,828,016.01

Total expense 1,559,704.80

Net profit from trading $ 1,268,311.21

Assefs * 8,629,061.21

Liabilities, including capital stock, accounts pay-

able, reserves and stock of Racine Rubber Co.

in process of redemption $ 8,473,885.42

Surplus and undivided profits 155,175.79

$8,629,061.21

The Ajax company took over the Racine company last De-

cember, hence this combined statement.

At the annual meeting of stockholders of the Racine Rubber

Co. held at Racine, Wisconsin, January 30. 1917, the following

directors were elected for the ensuing year : W. G. Grieb, H. L.

McClaren, L. T. Vance, Stuart Webster, H. C. Severance. Horace

DeLisser, Louis P. Destribats. The directors then elected the

following officers: H. L. McClaren, president and general man-

ager ; L. T. Vance, vice-president and general factory man-

ager ; Stuart Webster, treasurer ; H. C. Severance, secretary and

general sales manager.

Quet of The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, has been ap-

pointed chairman of the Banquet Committee. The other mem-

bers are: E. H. Broadwell, T. J. Wetzel, James H. Foster and

Christian Girl.

Membership Committee : E. W. Beach, E. H. Broadwell and

T. J. Wetzel. Auditing Committee: C. W. Stiger, president;

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., secretary, and L. M. Wainwright, treasurer.

.Aeronautic Committee: President Stiger, Vice-President Thomp-

son and William M. Sweet.

UOIOR AKB ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS COMMITTEES.

At a meeting of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, held

early in February, it was decided to admit to membership makers

of airplane motors, parts and accessories. .A decision was

reached to considerably expand the credit department. Among

the subjects discussed were the Administration's $248,000,000

Revenue Bill and the pending Morrison Bill regarding regis-

tration of designs.

President C. W^ Stiger of the Motor and Accessory Manu-

facturer.s' Association, has just announced the various committees

to serve for the ensuing year. As has been the custom of The

M. & A. M. for years past. President Stiger will also act as

chairman of the Executive Committee. With him are : C. E.

Thompson, E. H. Broadwell, James H. Foster, W. O. Ruther-

ford, Christian Girl and Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.

First Vice-President C. E. Thompson has been appointed chair-

man of the Finance Committee, which is composed of the

same men who constitute the Executive Committee.

The Show and Allotment Committee : Christian Girl, chair-

man ; C. E. Thompson, E. H. Broadwell, J. H. Foster and

William C. Rands.

William M. Sweet, former manager of The M. & A. M., who

has for several years so successfully conducted the annual ban-

THE KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO. REPORT.

The net sales of tlie Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York

City, for the year 1916 were $10,883,182.76. This company did

no war business during the year. It was this greatly increased

demand for its products that caused the directors to determine

to build the new and much larger factory at Cumberland,

Maryland, previously announced in these pages.

STATEMENT OF INCOME .\.\D PROFIT AND LOSS.

Gross profit $3,464,458.77
I..ess; Operating expenses, including selling, administrative
and general expenses 1,404,388.26

Net operating income
._ $2,060,070.51

Other income, net: Cash discounts, interest and miscellaneous. 57,243.33

Net income for the year $2,117,313.84

BALANCE SHEET.

ASSETS,

Cash in banks and on hand
Notes receivable
Accounts receivable $1,959,816.57

Less reserve for doubtful debts and discounts. 109,231.51

983,511.76
52,732.19

Inventories, at cost
Charges deferred to operations

Current assets

Sinking fund for debenture bunds: Cash and debenture
bonds purchased

Plant accounts, good will and patent rights, less reserve for
depreciation

1,850,585.06
2,218,141.70

22,373.81

$ 5.127,344.52

147,851.00

7,887,356.95

$13,162,552.47

LIABILITIES.

Accounts payable
Reserved for pay roll, taxes, etc

Dividends and interest payable:
Dividends:

IJ^ per cent on first preferred stock issued.

due January 3, 1917 $53,899.50
Interest of 4 per cent on income debenture
bonds outstanding, due April 1, 1917 10,800.00

Current liabilities
_.

50-year sinking fund 4 per cent income debenture bonds
(Cash and debenture bonds purchased, per contra, $147,-

851.00)
Capital stock:

6 per cent first preferred $3,593,300.00
Common 4,907,200.00

187.910.80
98,327.98

64,699.50

$ 350,938.28
270.000:00

.Sinking fund for redemption of stock and bonds:
6 per cent preferred stock $ 75,164.00
4 per cent income debenture bonds 158,651.00

8,500,500,00

Reserve for bonus distribution
Cumberland plant account, less factory site expense..
Surplus and working capital, per annexed statement.

233,815.00
111,731.38
238,827.81

3,456,740.00

$13,162,552.47

NEW LOS ANGELES BRANCH FOR FIRESTONE.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, recently

established a tire distributing building at Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, said to be the finest and largest branch service building

in that section. It is a three-story, reinforced concrete and

stucco structure, decorated with ornamental tile and of Oriental

style of architecture. An elaborate celebration marked the open-

ing of the new branch, in which 500 Firestone dealers from

Southern California, .Arizona and Nevada, and municipal officials

and prominent citizens took part. The Firestone officials who
spoke were R. J. Firestone, vice-president ; S. G. CarkhufF, sec-

retary ; E. W. BeSaw, western district manager, and A. T.

Smith, branch manager.
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FISK BUBBEE COMPANV INSTALLS WBAPPING MACHINEb.

In October, 1915, the Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mas-
sachusetts, installed a machine for wrapping tires with burlap

or paper, prior to shipment. This was the first machine of its

kind ever built.

After having operated this machine successfully for more than

a year, requirements demanded a second machine, which was duly

installed.

This type of machine, which has a capacity of fifty bundles an

hour, is not only being used in this country, but in Europe as

well, where its efficiency is recognized on account of the scarcity

of labor.

TRADE NOTES.

The Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin, recently pur-

chased a 4,000-hor5e-power turbine from the Allis-Chalmers Man-
ufacturing Co., which will furnish power for the new mills and

calenders to be located in the addition to the company's plant

now in process of erection.

The Tubeless Tire & Rubber Co., Millersburg, Ohio, maker

of tubeless and pneumatic automobile tires, has increased its

capital stock from $75,000 to $1,000,000 for the purpose of selling

its own products.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, announces

through its Michigan manager, H. A. Coffin, that a building cost-

ing in the neighborhood of $500,000 is to be erected on the com-

pany's leased site at the northeast corner of Woodward and Can-

field avenues in Detroit, just opposite the present location. A
portion of the new building v^-ill be sub-leased, but under condi-

tions that will make it possible for the Firestone company to ex-

pand its facilities whenever necessary.

The Mohawk Rubber Co. of New York, Inc., has opened a

branch at 86 Brookline avenue, Boston, Massachusetts, where a

complete stock of tires made in its Akron, Ohio, factory will be

kept on hand. Norman W. Biggart, of New York City, will be

manager.

The Ten Broeck Tyre Co., Louisville, Kentucky, will manu-

facture the cotton fabrics needed in its production of rubber tires

for automobiles and other vehicles and is now arranging to

install an equipment for spinning and weaving. The new machin-

ery will be used for making the fabric for the Atlasta puncture

and blow-out proof tube, for which the company has contracted

with the Servis Tire & Tube Co. to manufacture for a period of

five years.

The Bowling Green Rubber Co. has removed its plant from

Bowling Green, Ohio, to Toledo. Ohio, gaining thereby bett.-r

shipping facilities and larger manufacturing space.

The Midland Tire & Rubber Co., Coshocton. Oliio, has in-

creased its capital stock from $10,000 to $500,000.

At a recent stockholders' meeting of the Norwalk Tire &
Rubber Co., Norwalk, Connecticut, $500,000 additional preferred

capital stock was authorized, $250,000 worth to be issued at

once, this action rendered necessary to care for the increased

volume of business and additional manufacturing space and

equipment.

The California Tire & Rubber Co., tire distributer, San

Francisco, California, is capitalized for $25,000, and operates

an effective vulcanizing department in connection with its

business. The principal officers of the company are Captain

William H. Homer, president, and George C. Homer, vice-

president and secretary. Wesley D. Smith is sales manager.

The Toliver Punctureproof Tube Co., Denver, Colorado,

has moved into new quarters which have a capacity of 500

tubes per day. Joseph Stein is vice-president and general

manager.

The H. H. H. Tire & Manufacturing Co., jobber of auto-

mobile supplies and accessories, Newark. New Jersey, takes

possession on March 1 of an entire building at 21 Baldwin

street, which will serve as a general office and warehouse,

the present store at 263 Halsey street being retained as a

salesroom. This company has recently issued $25,000 worth
of preferred stock in order to obtain additional working capi-

tal to care for its greatly increased business.

At the recently held first annual meeting of the Hawkeye Tire

Co., Des Moines, Iowa, it was voted to change the name to the

Hawkeye Tire & Rubber Co. John Christie, president
; John

Fredericks, vice-president, and C. B. Hextell, secretary-treasurer,

were all reelected.

The newly organized Red Cross Rubber Co., Norwalk, Ohio,

expects to commence operations in the early Spring. C. V.

Martin is manager of the company.

The National Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, has

recently been acquired by a syndicate of local capitalists. New
plans deal with a material increase in the scope and province

of the concern.

The plant of the Toledo-Findlay Tire & Rubber Co., Findlay,

Ohio, was offered for sale February 13 but was not sold owing to

the extreme cold weather and delayed railroad traffic. The next

date of sale has not yet been decided upon.

The Amazon Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, has appointed Tritt

& Gockley, Canton, Ohio, distributers for Stark and Tuscarawas

counties, with exclusive selling rights.

The Ehman Tire & Rubber Co., succeeding the Vail Rubber

Co., Chicago, Illinois, has become, under the direction of A. C.

Ehman, its president, one of the important rubber manufactur-

ing concerns of the West. The present output is 300 tires daily

and an e.xtensive line of mechanical goods and molded special-

ties. The additions now under construction will materially in-

crease the capacity of the plant and there is every indication of

a greatly augmented volume for 1917.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, has the

contract to supply its Vacuum Cup tires for the 30 new motor

vehicles of the Frank Parmelee Transfer Co., the principal trans-

portation company of Chicago, Illinois.

The Centaur Tire & Rubber Co., Gallipolis, Ohio, is reported

bankrupt. Pittsburgh capital was principally interested.

FIRESTONE APPOINTMENTS.

D. F. White, since 1910 head of the salesmen's department of

the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed Southern district manager.

W. S. Dellett has been given the managership of tlie Houston,

Texas, branch.

R. L. Benham is now manager of the company's branch at San

Antonio, Texas.

H. A. Lane, former salesman for the Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co.. is now manager of the Brooklyn, New York, branch.

NEW APPOINTMENTS OF THE GOODYEAK TIRE & RUBBER CO.

C. W. Martin, Jr., for five years manager of the motor truck

tire department, has been placed in charge of the Southern

district, with headquarters at .'\tlanta, Georgia.

R. S. Wilson, formerly in charge of the service department,

is now manager of the motor truck tire department, G. E.

Brunner, his assistant, being advanced to the position of man-
ager of the service department.

W. R. Bliss, formerly manager of the Boston, Massachu-

setts, branch, has been made manager of the New York dis-

trict, the assistant managership being given to D. M. Colwell,

formerly manager of the Southern district.

B. S. Waterman, assistant manager of the New England

district, assumes management of the Boston branch, con-

tinuing to care for the company's manufacturers' business in

the New England district.
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TIRE PRICE ADVANCES JUSTIFIED.

Ol'I-'lCIAL figures seem to show that rubber manufacturers

were fully justified in raising prices for their products, ^as

many of them did the first of the year. A comparative tabic

of the figures of three leading companies that have recently com-

pleted their fiscal years has been compiled by a leading financial

journal which shows the gross, net, an<l ratio of manufacturing

e.Npense to gross, as follows

:

Goodyear. U. S. Rubber. Goodrich.
1916 gross $6.1,950,000 $125,000,000 'J/S.OOO.OOO
1915 gross 36.490,000 9.'.861,000 55,416,000
1916 net 7,003,000 12.500,000 9,550,000
1915 net 5.137,000 11,539,000 12,265,000
1916 manuf.ncturing ratio 89.0 per cent 90.0 per cent 86.9 per cent
1915 niamifaclnring ratio 85.9 per cent 87.5 per cent 77.8 per cent

•Estimated.

It will thus be seen that The B. F. Goodricli Co. to gain $17,-

000,000 gross income over 1915 figures, had to spend $20,000,000

more than in 1915. The United States Rubber Co.'s increase in

gross income was $32,000,000, but its profits were only about

$1,000,000 more than the previous year. The Goodyear Tire &
Rulibcr Co.'s gross increase was 13 times as large as its net

increase. Such tigurcs arc the best evidence that last year's

selling prices were too low for safe business.

TIRE rABRICS BOOMING NEW BEDFORD

The unprecedented demand for tire fabrics has resulted in a

great boom for New Bedford, Massachusetts, and the cotton yarn

trade generally. It is estimated that fully one-third of the yarn

spindles in that city are now running on tire fabric yarns and the

consumption of long-staple cotton is tremendous.

New Bedford to-day is to the American cotton industry what

Liverpool is to the British industry. It has become the largest

spot cotton center in the East. Southern shippers are sending

thousands of unsold bales there in order to make prompt de-

liveries when called upon, unaffected by transportation difficulties.

Storage facilities during the past year have been increased to the

extent of 100.000 bales, or nearly a quarter of the total con-

sumption of New Bedford mills, and are still inadequate. The
New Bedford Storage Co. is authority for the statement that

during this cotton season 1,500,000 bales will be used within a

35-mile radius of New Bedford. That city itself will take 450,000

bales. Fall River the same, and the mills around Providence,

Taunton and elsewhere in the vicinity will take 600,000 bales

more.

Two new tire fabric \'arn mills are being erected ; the Sharp
with 100,000 spindles and the Manomet with 75,000. while the

new Rotch mill with 3.S0 to 400 looms, the first weaving mill in

New Bedford to make tire fabrics, seems likely to be the fore-

runner of a new and highly profitable industry there which is

only slightly seasonal in charaotor. .Xfotori'^ts do not put up their

cars in winter as much as formerly and the demand for tire

yarns is reinarkably steady. It has been estimated that about

2.500,000 pounds are being purchased weekly. About 75 per cent

of all New Bedford tire yarn is made of Sakellarides Egyptian

cotton, the balance being Sea Island. Most yarns are 22J4 to 23

count with some 20 count, usually combed though sometimes

carded. For the inost part they arc sold single on section

beams and the weaving mills ply them, usually elevenfold.

PROGRESS OF THE VICTOR RUBBER CO.

At the recent annual stockholders' luceting of The Victor

Rubber Co., Springfield, Ohio, the following officers and direc-

tors were elected : II. II. Durr, president ; F. .R. Talbott, gen-

eral manager and treasurer ; Arthur Sackett, secretary ; C. A.

Swinehart, assistant general manager; H. J. Robben, vice-presi-

dent; Ben Johnson, and John L. Bushnell.

General Manager Talbott reported satisfactory conditions for

the year 1916 and even better prospects for this year. The plant

has been in continuous operation night and day for over two
years and although the company carries on a large business in

rubber automobile mats, the principal increase has been in its

pneumatic tires and tubes. .'\ modern, second-story addition

covering the present plant and more than doubling the floor

space, will shortly be erected.

KING TUBELESS RUBBER CO. LOCATES AT YOUNGWOOD.
PENNSYXVANIA.

The King Tubelcss Rubber Co. lias contracted for the pur-

chase of the Fair Park at Youngwood, Pennsylvania, containing

30 acres and about 20 buildings of various sizes, about half of

which can be readily adapted for tire manufacture, and the entire

property will be reserved for expected future development.

W. E. Russell is president of this company, which controls the

use of all King Tubeless tire patents for the states of Pennsyl-

vania and Maryland, under license from The Punctureless .\uto

Tire Co., .'\kron, Ohio, owner of the patents. The present

branch office is at 3302 Grant Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania, and a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, branch will be opened

in the near future.

GORDON TIRE & RUBBER CO.

A stockholders' meeting (jf the Gordon Tire & Rubber Co.,

Canton, Ohio, has been called for February 28 for the purpose of

voting to increase the capital stock from $600,000 to $1,000,000

to provide for enlargements of the plant now under way and to

erect additions on the plot of land more than three acres in extent

purchased recently from the city of Canton. Some of the addi-

tions will be completed and in operation by ,^pril 1, liy which

time the force will be increased from 200 to 300 hands. These en-

largements are in the tire, tube and druggists' sundries depar-

ments. C. W. McKone has been promoted general superintendent.

W. E. Ballsborough, formerly with the Star Rubber Co., Akron.

Ohio, will have charge of the druggists' sundries department,

succeeding M. B. Clark, who recently resigned. H. R. Piatt,

formerly with the Batavia Rubber Co., has been made superin-

tendent of the tire and tube department.

At the last meeting of the directors C. W. Keplinger was re-

elected president: II. R. McMaster, vice-president and general

manager; C. J. Keplinger, secretary and treasurer, and they, with

Isaac Harter, Judge Henry Harter, J. C. Keplinger, G. W. .'Xke

and Satuuel .Akc, form the board of directors.

S. Hodge Smith, formerly at the Republic Rubber Co.. Youngs-
town, Ohio, has been inade superintendent of the Gilletlc Safety

Tire Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

Ch.\s. E. Miller's New Building .\t Anderson, Indiana.

A. .\, Peterson will act as superintendent of the Globe Tire

Co.'s plant at Laporte, Indiana.
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FIRST PAN-AMERICAN AERONAUTICAL
EXPOSITION.

AERONAUTIC MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

/^F peculiarly timely interest, considering the present inter-

^^ national situation, was the Pan-American Aeronautic

Exposition at the Grand Central Palace, New York City, Feb-

ruary 8 to 15, under the auspices of the Aero Club of America,

the Pan-American Aeronautic Federation, and the American

Society of Aeronautic Engineers.

Owing to the enterprise of the managers and of these asso-

ciations, 25,000 or 30,000 tickets were sold in advance, and

throughout the entire session the building was crowded with

interested spectators. There were huge dirigibles, kite balloons,

biplanes, monoplanes and other varieties of aircraft, accessories

and war equipment. Special exhibits of remarkable interest were

contributed by the United States Army and the United States

Navy Aviation sections. Signal Corps, Weather Bureau and

Bureau of Standards. Tliere were more than 100 exhibitors.

Each day was devoted to some particular phase of the science

of aeronautics and many men prominently interested in this line

gave instructive addresses, .\mong those connected with the

rubber industry who thus contributed were E. R. Preston, of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, whose address was

"Cooperation with the Preparedness Movement" ; Raymond B.

Price, of the United States Rubber Co., New York City, spoke on

"The Rubber Industry for Preparedness," and C. F. Smythe, of

the Connecticut Air-Craft Co., New Haven, Connecticut, de-

livered an address on "Developing the Dirigible for Commercial

Purposes."

Not many of the e.xhibits were directly connected with the

rubber industry, but what they lacked in number they gained

in prominence. Of course there were a number of rubber tires

and shock absorbers for airplanes, but particularly interesting

were the following exhibits;

The Connecticut Air-Craft Co. showed dirigibles and their

housings. One of the company's dirigibles was suspended from

the ceiling at the entrance of the Palace, and some types of the

non-rigid Vedette for scouting and sporting purposes were also

shown. The bags for these were made of a special fabric de-

veloped at the American factory of the United States Rubber

Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts. The United States Rubber Co.

also exhibited a line of balloon fabrics, a line of clothing and

shoes for aviators, and a collection of mechanical sundries for

airplanes, flying boats, etc., shock absorbers and rubber matting.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. exhibited a huge kite balloon

such as was shown in the July, 1916, issue of The India Rubber

WoRi-D. This was suspended from the ceiling in the center of the

exhibition hall and created great interest on behalf of the visitors.

One effect of the exhibit is. the plan to purchase this kite bal-

loon and present it to the government. The idea originated with

Mrs. Charles A. Van Rensselaer, one of New York's most in-

fluential and public-spirited women. So strong was her desire

to see the extension of the aeronautic defense arm of the govern-

ment that she started a fund for the purchase of this balloon and

the establishment of a training school for kite balloon operators,

the plan being to locate this school at Governor's Island in New
York Harbor.

THE ROYAL DUTCH CO. IN AMERICA.

The sale to Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York City, of a block of

shares of the Royal Dutch Co., principal competitor of the Stand-

ard Oil Co. in the world's markets, and owner of two petroleum

producing companies in Oklahoma and California, seems to

presage increased activity of this firm in the United States. It is

known that the output of their wells is being greatly increased.

In the absence of any authorized statement as to the intentions

of the company, interested observers express the belief that in

any event the new move will have a marked influence on the

American gasolene and solvent naphtha situation.

/^N February 9, during the First Pan-American Aeronautic
^-^ Exposition in New York City, fifteen airplane manufac-

turers with a combined capital of $30,000,000 and a total ca-

pacity of 175 machines a week, organized the Aeronautic Manu-
facturers' Association, pledged their full support and placed all

tlicir resources at the command of the government.

The organization will provide for the interchange of ideas

concerning aeronautics of every kind and will arrange for the

standardization of airplane manufacture.

The firms represented are : International Aircraft Co., Chi-

cago, Illinois; The Burgess Co., Marblehead, Massachusetts;

Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Corporation, Buffalo, New York;

Thomas-Morse Aircraft Corporation, Ithaca, New York; L. W.
Flint Engineering Co., College Point, New York; United East-

ern Aeroplane Co., Brooklyn, New York ; Gallaudet Aircraft

Corp., New York City; Brook Aircraft Co., Saginaw, Michigan;

General Aeroplane Co., Detroit, Michigan
; John D. Cooper

Aeroplane Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut; Heinrich Aeroplane

Co., Inc., New York City; Standard Aero Corp., Plainfield,

New Jersey; S. S. Pierce Aeroplane Corp., Southampton, New
York; The Benoist Corp., Sandusky, Ohio., and the American
Motorplane Co.

AN AMERICAN AIRCRAFT FLEET.

The prospects are that henceforth rubberized fabrics for mili-

tary purposes will be in greater demand than ever before. In

accordance with its present policy of preparedness the United
States Government contemplates the building of a formidable

aircraft fleet and the work is already well under way. Early

last month the government placed with The Burgess Co.,

Marblehead, Massachusetts, the largest order for airplanes and
seaplanes ever given to one firm in this country. The number
is not known, but as 200 men are already in the employ of the

company and a new factory is in course of erection it is prob-

ably large, with the prospect of further orders. It is said that

the new plant will be surpassed by only one other in the world.

.\n important conference was held in Washington the middle
of the month, when the representatives of the United States

Kul)ber/Co., The B. F. Goodrich Co., the Goodyear Tire & Rub-
ber Co., the Connecticut Aircraft Co. and the Curtiss Aero-
plane & Motor Corp. met Rear Admiral David W. Taylor, chief

constructor of the navy and head of the joint army-navy board of

investigation of aerial problems. The conference resulted in an
agreement whereby these firms will work together to furnish

dirigibles for the use of the government.

The aeronautical department of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co.. Akron, Ohio, is already at work on government contracts

to construct war, kite and observation balloons, as well as to

supply rubberized material for parachutes, ponchos, coats and
blankets.

PROJECTED CASCADE TUNNEL WOULD BENEFIT THE RUBBER
INDUSTRY.

Seattle, Washington, has latterly become an important port of

entry for plantation rubber from the Far East. Manufacturers

of rubber goods in the Middle West will therefore be glad to

lend their hearty support to the project of General Henry M.
Chittenden, chairman of the Seattle Port Commission, to build a

30-milc railway tunnel, the longest in the world, under the main
range of the Cascade Mountains from Skykomish to Leaven-

worth, Washington. This would shorten the route 48 miles,

lower the summit elevation 2,166 feet and reduce the running

time of freight trains S'/i hours at a saving in maintenance to

the Great Northern Railway which, together with the resulting

traffic increase, would not render the estimated cost of $50,000,-

000 unreasonable. It is to be hoped that the next decade may
witness the realization of this gigantic scheme.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE rubber footwear manufacturers in this state are unusu-

ally busy. There is a general complaint that it is impossible,

or at least very dililicult, to secure sufficient experienced help

to keep the output up to the full capacity of tlie factories. At

the same time the amount of orders already taken is far in excess

of that at any previous year at corresponding date. These

orders are for rubber overshoes, and for tennis lines. The latter

style of footwear is to have a great boom, so it is predicted,

as soon as warm weather comes, because of the high and still

rising prices of leather shoes. The cheap "sneaker" is now

simply a poor relation of the handsome styles of cloth top rubber-

soled footwear, which, while originally designed only for sports

and outing wear, will be worn for business and social wear also

this coming summer.
* *

The Plymouth Rubber Co., of Stougliton, shows a splendid

record for the past year, its net sales being 28 per cent in excess

of those for the year ending December 3i. 1915; in fact, last

on the advantages of rubber soles. Many shoe manufacturers

have adopted rubber soles for some of their lines, now that sole

leather has doubled or trebled in cost, and Mr. Ryder's trip is

mainly to secure the cooperation of the shoe wholesalers in

further popularizing the use of rubber and fiber soles on mod-
erate priced soles.

* *

The rubber and fiber sole industry is receiving increased atten-

tion at the present time. A new enterprise is that of the Fibre-

hide Manufacturing Co., which has built a factory at South

Braintrec, for the purpose of manufacturing a line of soles and

heels. This factory, which is two stories high and measures

240 by 160 feet, is expected to be ready for operation by the time

this letter is read. The machinery is now being installed. The
product is to be a rubberized felt, or a compressed body of cotton-

felted fiber and rubber, vulcanized by a special patented process.

The soles are "died out" from the sheet, thus doing away with

the expensive process of molding, as is common with most rubber

and fiber soles, an obvious advantage as regards cost of produc-

tion. Frederick T. Ryder. Jr., is president and manager of the

comiiany and .\. S. Dexter, of the Dexter Rubber Co., South

Braintree, is the treasurer.

-ja^i

The Ply.mouth Rubber Co.'s Plant.

year's sales were the largest in the company's history, while

the orders on hand for the present year are reported to be so

large as to necessitate the erection of a new building as well as

additions to some of the old buildings. Mention has been made
of the plan to erect a reinforced concrete building 171 by 98 feet,

2 stories, but so built that another story may be added when
occasion requires, this new building to be used entirely for the

manufacture of rubber soles and heels, and to have a capacity

of about 200,000 pairs per day.

The success of the company has been rapid. The present plant

consists of IS buildings ideally situated as regards transporta-

tion facilitates on the spur track near the junction of two
branches of the New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad, the

majority of the buildings being less than 10 years old and some
of the older having been largely added to and modernized. The
plant has an effective water power.

The company manufactures "Slipknot" Safety heels and Dur-
able Kompo soles, besides several lines of goods for the use of

shoe manufacturers, and in addition to these, coated fabrics

for the clothing trade, hospital sheetings, and artificial leather

for the automobile and upholstering trade. We understand that

a plan is under way to erect a three-story hotel, thus in part

solving the housing problem for the employes of the company,
and other improvements are in contemplation, though the plans

are not yet sufficiently perfected to warrant publication.

* • *

Fred T. Ryder, the sales manager of the fole and heel business

of the United States Rubber Co., started on a long trip the 17th

of last month. His plans were to visit all the large cities be-

tween here and the Pacific Coast and interview the shoe jobbers

Large advertisements have ap-

peared in the Boston papers, calling

attention to the Pneumatic Cushion

Inner Tube Co., which is now being

organized for the purpose of manu-
facturing an invention of James P.

Brophy, formerly superintendent of

the Boggs Rubber Co., Birmingham,

Alabama. The tube is of novel con-

struction, having a combination of

transverse and longitudinal "bulk-

heads," which form air compart-

ments or cells, all connected. These

cells are inflated, giving the air

cushion effect of an ordinary inner

tube, but in case of deflation, the

bulkheads arc of suflicient strength to hold the resiliency, thus

obviating the disagreeable necessity of replacing the inner tube

on the road in case of accident. The tube is not yet on the

market, but experimental sets have been run for more than a year

with excellent service. The officers of the company are : Presi-

dent, George P. Brophy, treasurer of the automobile supply

house of Brophy-Barrabee Co. ; secretary and treasurer, Frank

W. Hall, formerly general manager of the Boggs Rubber Manu-
facturing Co., of Birmingham, Alabama. James Brophy, the in-

ventor of the tire, will be general manager of the new company.

* *

The Batterman, Rood Rubber Co. is the name of a recent

corporation, formed for the purpose of manufacturing rubber

footwear. The capitalization is placed at $150,000. It is the

intention of the company to make a certain line of footholds

and light rubbers for women, which can be retailed at a low

price. The plans are to market the product in a somewhat
original way, and through other retail establishments than reg-

ular shoe stores. The factory at Framingham is in charge of

-Arthur A. Cushman, formerly of Bristol, Rhode Island. The
officers of the company are : Warren B. Rood, president ; Robert

W. Daniels, vice-president, and Thomas H. Dumper, secretary

and treasurer. . .„ .^

At the annual meeting of the Alfred Hale Rubber Co., recently

lield in Boston, the stockholders elected David A. Cutler, Richard

C. Storey, William G. Williams, William D. I,amond and Francis

H. Swift, directors. The directors elected David A. Cutler presi-

dent and treasurer and Richard C. Storey vice-president and
clerk, and also voted to increase the capital stock from $8,000
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to $18,000, declaring a stock dividend of 125 per cent for this

purpose. The business of the last year has increased over the

past five years by 150 per cent, and the company is planning to

increase its facilities very materially in the near future.

* * *

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, plans to double its authorized common stock from $2,-

000,000 to $4,000,000.

* * *

The good ship "Hypatia," often referred to as the flag-ship

of the Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., has been offered for war

service to the government by her owner, James H. Stedman.

treasurer of the company.

In case of necessity she will be assigned to the Scout Patrol

fleet now being organized by the government, and made up

of privately owned crafts. A power boat of the "Hypatia's" type

is manned by a crew of five. She will carry a large gun forward

and an anti-aircraft gun at the stern.

* * *

A number of young men employed in the branch store and

the selling agency of the United States Rubber Co. in this city

have formed a self-culture club, and will hold weekly meetings at

the Boston Young Men's Christian Union building. The speaker

on February 14 was W. E. Piper, superintendent of the Boston

Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden, who gave an instructive talk which

was highly appreciated. At a later meeting Samuel S. C.

Chilcote, assistant to President Hotchkiss of the General Rubber

Co., spoke on plantation rubber. Mr. Piper succeeded Frank A.

Locke as superintendent of the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.'s fac-

tories, when Colonel Locke was elected president of the Boston

Young Men's Christian Union some years ago. Since then this

latter institution has greatly broadened its field of usefulness

and is doing splendid social and educational work, and much
of this extension of influence must be credited to this ex-member
of the rubber industry.

* * *

Norman W. Biggart, of Danbury, Connecticut, representative of

the Mohawk Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio, had an exciting expe-

rience on the morning of the 10th of last month when the Hotel

Lenox of this city caught fire. Mr. Biggart occupied a room on the

seventh floor, where his escape by the stairway was cut off. He
was rescued, however, by firemen, who reached him by an aerial

ladder and conducted him safely to the ground.

* * *

Another rubber man who had a similar experience was A. H.

Kerr, of the Chicago, Illinois, branch of the United States Rub-

ber Co. He was awakened by the roar of the fire, and when
he opened his door, was met by the advancing flames. Going

to the window, he threw out a pillow, to attract the attention of

the firemen, who immediately placed a ladder to his window,

so that he escaped without injury. Mr. Kerr is a salesman in

the heel and sole department of the company, and attended a

conference of that division in New York a few days previous.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

I
'HE policy of The B. F. Goodrich Co. to encourage national

•* military training is practically demonstrated in the offer

of this company to employ Akron soldiers who enlisted and went

to the border, in case they find their places in business houses

filled on their return home. The operating committee states

that the Goodrich factory can take care of all the soldiers from
Akron who are able to qualify physically.

The $10,000 prize given by the Goodrich company for the

championship in driving contests throughout the year was recently

awarded at the drivers' dinner at Chicago, Illinois, Dario Resta

receiving the lion's share. Resta used Silvertown tires exclu-

sively throughout the 1916 racing season.

C. E. Cook has -been promoted to an

important post at the Akron factory, in

connection with the direction and

operation of the 120 branches and

stores and their thousands of em-

ployes selling Goodrich products. Mr.

Cook was formerly manager of the Pa-

cific Coast territory. As an evidence

of the esteem in which he was held

there his associates gave him a dinner

and presented to him an elaborate

^^ silver service.

. E. Cook.

Tlie Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. makes the interesting an-

nouncement that at last a circus is to be motorized by the United

States Circus Corporation at a cost of $1,000,000, and that the

100 3}/2-ton Kelly-Springfield trucks and 100 heavy Troy trailers

necessary to move a six-ring show, together with the 1,200 per-

sons, horses, menagerie and other miscellaneous paraphernalia

are to be equipped with Giant single-tread solid tires. Never

before has such an opportunity arisen to demonstrate conclusively

the relative merits of single and dual tread tires for heavy

transportation.

W. A. Bryan has been appointed to fill the recently created

position of master mechanic at the Firestone factory. Mr. Bryan
was formerly superintendent of the Akron motor truck plant of

the International Harvester Corporation.

Two industrial fellowships in the study of the chemistry of

India rubber have been established at the Municipal University

of Akron, one by the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. and the other

by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Cov These fellowships will yield

$300 per year each and will be open to graduates of standard

American colleges who have completed a thorough college course

in chemistry and are recognized as students of excellent ability.

By action of the directors of the university, the holder will be

exempt from all fees and will render certain services in instruc-

tion and laboratory supervision. At the end of the year of work
at the Municipal University the holder of the fellowship will enter

the employ of the company which has provided the fellowship,

with the advantage of the basic knowledge of rubber chemistry

acquired at the laboratory of the university.

* « *

The American Rubber & Tire Co. has let the contract for a

108 by 40-foot, four-story building of steel and brick construction,

up-to-date in every respect. This addition will be used for the

general extension of all departments of the plant, especially for

the manufacture of the company's "Triple A" pneumatic tire and

for the cord tire recently added to its line.

The capital stock of the company has been increased from

$500,000 to $1,000,000, $250,000 of which will be issued immediately.

As this amount has already been provided for, the stock will not

be offered to the general public.

* * *

At the recent annua! meeting of the .^kron Rubber Mold &
Machine Co. the largest business in the history of the company
was reported, and it was voted to buy further machinery and

increase the production in 1917. The regular dividend was
declared and officers reelected for the ensuing year, as follows

:

S. W. Harris, president and general manager; W. E. Wilson,,

vice-president and assistant general manager, and G. F. Hobach,

secretary and treasurer.

This company has purchased about eight acres of ground, be-

sides two tracts adjoining the present plant, for enlargement

purposes, but has not yet decided when to build on the newly

acquired property.
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The Miller Rubber Co. increased its total sales from $3,216,000

in 1915 to $7,583,605.95 in 1916 with prospects from $10,000,000

to $12,000,000 sales for 1917. The 1916 lignres are for IS months,

owing to a change in the fiscal year.

The surplus on October 1, 1915, was $831,746.99. Earnings on

October 1, 1915, to December 31, 1916. were $952,952 with a total

of $1,784,699 less the common stock dividend of $1,000,000 depre-

ciation and expenses of increased capitalization of $232,795.84 and

dividends of $259,958. With a total of $1,592,753.94, the surplus

on December 31, 1916, was $291,945.

The company will issue $500,000 in new common stock. Present

shareholders will have the right to purchase shares of the new-

stock at par.

During 1916 the company doubled its factory and land hold-

ings and is at present erecting a seven-story addition.

* * *

The admirable new plant of the .American Hard Rubber Co.,

comprising buildings covering nearly ten acres, is equipped with

the most modern machinery and appliances for the manufacture

of hard rubber goods. The architect was Walter Kidde & Co.,

Inc., 140 Cedar street. New York City, who specializes in rubber

mill construction.
* * *

At the annual meeting of the Amazon Tire & Rubber Co. the

following officers were elected : L. J. Schott, president ; L. F.

Smith, vice-president ; C. E. Bettler, treasurer ; Dr. F. B. Richards

and Albert Kroehle, directors, in addition to the officers. The
company is building a standard pneumatic tire with an extra side-

wall breaker strip or blow-out protection and reports a monthly

increase in sales of about 140 per cent.

* * *

The .'\kron Biltwell Tire & Rubber Co., with executive offices

at 405 Ohio Building, is having plans prepared for a new plant.

The first unit will be four stories high, 100 by 200 feet, with

power plant, the first story to be of reinforced concrete, fireproof

construction. A large number of Cleveland people are stock-

holders in the new firm.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

jy^.^NUF.ACTURERS of rubber goods of every description in
^~ * Rhode Island are working to capacity, with no apparent

indication of cessation of the extraordinary demands.
The scarcity of desirable help still confronts the managers and

is, perhaps, one of the most exasperating and ever present prob-

lems with which they have to contend. Because of this shortage

several concerns, that would otherwise have built, have refrained

from making additions to their plants. However, the aggregate

output of the rubber factories of Rhode Island for the past two
years has been something enormous, establishing a new record

for the industry, and the end does not yet appear to be in sight.

* * *

The National India Rubber Co.'s plant at Bristol has been
handicapped during the past few weeks on account of the con-

gestion of freight, the local railroads having been utterly unable

to move the accumulating output. The establishment is still en-

gaged on an extraordinarily large order of tennis shoes and will

undoubtedly be pushed to its utmost for a number of months to

come.
* * *

A two-story brick addition is being built to the box shop of the

Alice mill of the Woonsocket Rubber Co., at Woonsocket. When
completed it will be used in the manufacture of paper boxes for

packing the company's goods.
* * *

The Davol Rubber Co. is making extensive alterations in the

three-story brick building at its plant in order to afford additional
room for several departments.

The Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence, has recently discharged

a mortgage of $28,000 held against its real estate by Lotta P.

Kellcy.

* * *

The Town Council of East Providence has voted to purchase

3(X) feet of fire hose for use of the town's lire companies. Of this

150 feet has been purchased from the Boston Woven & Rubber
Hose Co., and 150 feet from the Quaker City Hose Co.

* * *

The BeSaw Tire Co., 50 Franklin street. Providence, is being

conducted by A. C. Bartlett, according to information filed at the

office of the city clerk.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

CIX men employed in the vulcanizing department of the Lu-
*^ zerne Rubber Co. narrowly enscaped death, though un-

scathed, when one of the huge vnlcanizers blew up, demolishing

one entire wall of the building and shattering windows in an-

other factory some distance away. The only explanation that

has been made is that there must have been defective metal in

the vulcanizer. It was not an old apparatus and those in charge

claim that everything was apparently in good order a short time

before the accident. While the damage done to the building

is considerable, the chief concern of the company is to get things

in shape for turning out of orders, as the plant is rushed with

business.

* * *

The Empire Rubber & Tire Co. is to be reorganized under

the name of the Empire Tire and Rubber Corporation, with a

capital stock of $6,000,000, of which $1,500,000 is preferred,

$3,000,000 common, issued, and $1,500,000 reserved in treasury

for converting preferred.
* * *

The Globe Rubber Manufacturing Co. recently awarded a con-

tract for a large brick addition to its plant on Prospect street.

* » *

Efforts are being made by the Trenton Chamber of Commerce
to have the Ford Motor Co. locate a plant in Trenton. This

action follows the decision of Henry Ford to not erect a plant

at Harrison, New Jersey, as he had contemplated doing. Rub-
ber tire manufacturers are interested in the outcome of the

negotiations.
* * *

The Automobile Owners Co-operative Association, organized

in this city to supply tires to members, is said to be contemplat-

ing the equipment of a factory for making tires. It is said

there have been large numbers of neir-by motorists to subscribe

for stock in the concern.
* '.? 5!!

The Trenton Automobile Show will be held in the Second

Regiment -Armory from March 21 to 24, inclusive. Tires and

other rubber goods will be elaborately displayed in the section

devoted to automobile accessories.

A SYNTHETIC RUBBER ENTERPRISE.

The latest synthetic rubber proposition has been launched in

Tacoma, Washington, by Morton Gregory, who proposes to pro-

duce rubber from Puget Sound products.

Mr. Gregory, who has been experimenting for several years,

claims that the feasibility of his process has been demonstrated

in a number of laboratories during the past year. He has leased

3,800 square feet of municipal dock property on which to con-

duct his operations. It is stated that the project has been ade-

quately financed by eastern capital.
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TIRES CARRY MORE THAN STEEL RAILS.

p UBBER-TIREL) vehicles provided a passenger and freight

'^ service in the United States estimated at $1,725,000,000 for

the year 1916. a tutal so enormous that more and better highways

now constitute the greatest transportation need in America, This

conclusion was l)ased upon the startling figures presented by

Alfred Reeves, general manager of the National Automobile

Chamber of Commerce, at the highway engineering meeting held

in N'ew York, December 28. They show that automobiles are

now rendering a greater passenger transportation service than

all the steam railways of the country, or than all the urban and

interurban electric roads combined, and that the automobile

freight traffic is also assuming enormous proportions.

According to the Bureau of Railway Economics the steam rail-

roads carried 1,053.000,000 passengers in 1914, with little increase

in 1916, an average distance of 33 6/10 miles, or a total of 35;.^

billion passenger miles, and earned a revenue of $700,400,000 on

this service. By comparison, the 3'4 million [lassenger automo-

biles now registered in the country, averaging 5,000 miles a year,

and three passengers per car, gave a service of 48|4 billion pas-

senger miles, worth 975 million dollars on the railroad basis of

two cents per mile, or over 200 million more th.iu the railroad

passenger service.

The street and electric railroads carried 9K' billion passengers

in 1912 (.the latest year for which official figures were available').

The average distance traveled was four miles, making 38 billion

passenger miles. This produced a little more than half a billion

dollars, averaging 1'/) cents a mile. At this rate of fare, the

automobiles rendered a service this year of 598^2 million dollars,

or about 98 million more than the street railways.

The 250,000 commercial

motor vehicles in the

c o u n t r y, averaging 50

miles a day, half the dis-

tance with an average

load of two tons, .give a

total of 354 billion ton-

miles annually. Taking

20 cents per ton-mile as a

fair average cost of haul-

ing liy horse-drawn ve-

hicle on the public roads,

this is worth 750 million

dollars a year.

SCALE FOR WEIGHING TIRE
CASINGS.

A convenient accessory

to facilitate the weighing

of tire casings is shown

here in connection with a

hanging scale. This con-

sists of a hook of sheet

metal, so formed as to re-

ceive readily and firmly

hold the tire. The scale,

which is of the "no

spring" variety, is fur-

nished with a 100-pound

chart graduated to quar-

ter-pound divisions, or

with a 50-pound chart

having two-ounce gradua-

tions if preferred. The entire arrangement can be so placed

at some convenient point on the shipping room wall, that the

adjustment of- the tire and the reading of the register are almost

instantaneous. [Toledo Scale Co., Toledo, Ohio.]

PORTABLE IVBE TULCANIZERS.
Two very light and simple tube vulcanizers of the pocket

variety have been offered to the motorist trade recently. In

appearance they resemble

nothing more than an ordi-

nary clamp, the upper jaw
of which forms the heating

pan, while the clamp is

tightened on the part to be

repaired by a thumb screw.

In the Low vulcanizer the

• rtadiat f^^^^^ ''P^t is furnished by a. disk

Low's Five Mintte Vrix.\xizER.

of cardboard saturated with a

coml)ustible which, when placed in

the paii and ignited, will Ijurn

without flame, and produce the

correct heat for curing. The M-\RVF.r, Junior Vulcanizcb.

-Marvel Junior uses a composition fuel tablet that burns slowly,
yet radiates sufficient heat to cure the repair projierlv.

KEYSTONE ADJUSTABLE BLOW-OUT PATCH.
This blow-out patch is made of rublier and fabric, and, it is

claimed, eliminates the common difficulty caused by the tire
swelling after a patch is placed over the crack and thereby
gradually forcing the patch through tlie liole by the pressure of
the inner tube. This improved tire accessory, which has recently
been patented, is applied as follows

:

The inner tube

is blown up to

its normal size,

which will near-

ly fit the inside

of the c a s i n ,12;.

as is customary

when inserting

the inner tube at

any time. The
patch is then put

on the inner tube

and the strip which will be seen in the illustration is

wrapped around the patch, which is then put in the casing over
the crack and the tire put on the rim as usual. When the tire

is inflated, the blow-out patch, if not backed enough to fit the
tire, wdl allow the strip to unwrap until the patch comes in

contact with the inside of the casing and the pressure of the
patch against the casing prevents it from unwrapping any
further. In this manner the inner tube is tied down and the
pressure is taken off of the easing and is on the patch instead,
and therefore will not cause the tire to swell.

These patches are .supplied in three sizes: No. 1 fits a 3 and
3'.4-inch tire; No. 2 fits 4 and 4'^inch tire.s. and No. 3 fits 5 and
SVa-inch tires. (Keystone Rubber Manufacturing Co.. Erie.
Pennsylvania.]

The addition to the shipping department of the Pennsyl-
vania Rubber Co.. Jeannettc. Pennsylvania, now in process
of erection, will double its capacity and assure the prompt and
cfticient handlint; of the company's rapidly growing business.

The I'.irch-IIintz Manufacturin.g Co., maker «f "Birch"
pump valves, rubber molds and machinery for rubber fac-
tories, is now located in its new factory buildiiii; at 1000-1100
South Kii:)orn .Avenue. Chicago. Illinois.
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The Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By a Special Correspondent.

NOT for several years has tlic winter been so severe and I'KTROI CONSERVATION,

inclement. The rivers have been frozen, and the snow Tire people are worrying over the new rulings of the Petrol

deep and lasting. This has caused a heavy demand for Committee which has refused to renew all full duty motor spirit

galoshes, and, at the present time a scarcity which is very dis- licenses unless the holders are engaged in work of national im-

couraging to dealers. The streets have been in an e.xccrablo con- portance in which continued use of the motor car or motorcycle

dition for weeks, and the run on overshoes is extraordinary. is essential. Licenses now in force hold good until March 31

Indeed, one dealer reports having sold over 1,000 pairs in a single for motorcycles and till April 30 for private cars. On February

day. Many dealers sold their entire stocks and could not restock, 7 the use of petrol for char-a-liancs was prohibited. It is feared

but others were able to get Canadian or United States goods. t'lat this action will completely abolish pleasure motoring, and

The latter, though 50 to 75 per cent higher in price (at the retail curtail the use of motor cars by business men to a great extent,

shops) than British made overshoes, do not wear so long, because 1" such case the tire industry must naturally suffer,

the Americans sacrifice durability for appearance. It must be niTNr.op'S PROSPEROUS YEAR,
confessed that the imported shoes are more attractive. However, the tire business is not yet in the dumps, if one may
Rubber footwear manufacturers have been and are now running consider that the net profit of the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited,

their works to the utmost capacity, mainly on government orders. for the year 1916 was £432,400, the allocations £227,000, and the

Trench boots, overshoes and overboots are absolutely essential to carry-forward £82.900. And besides this the company paid divi-

our brave men at the front. Whilst our manufacturers have been dends of 15 per cent. The company found great difficulty in main-

so engaged, it has been necessary to import civilian galoshes, and taining its labor force. The scope of the company's business

hundreds of thousands of cases of these have come from Ameri- had been widened, they had paid greatly enchanced wages, salaries

can manufacturers, who are also capturing the foreign trade and working expenses generally, without raising retail prices,

which our manufacturers cannot supply, whilst their whole output WORKlxr, OX'ERTIME
is taken up for war requirements. When the war is over and the All the tire concerns report good business, the government
government war orders cease, our manufacturers will have a orders more than making up for any falling ofiE in civilian de-
strong fight to get back the business which has been captured by ^and. Not only the tire factories but many in general lines

foreign competitors. ^re working to double capacity by employing double forces. A
MECHANICALS EXPORTS SUFFER. ' specially notable case is that of the Midland Rubber Co., whose

Tlic same situation is noted in the export of mechanical rubber works remain inoperative but six hours in the week. This stop-

goods and asbestos packing to Latin-American countries. As an page is from noon till six at night on Saturdays. The works
example, it is stated that the importations of rubber and asbestos are running contiiuiously, Sundays included, the rest of the time,

packing and mechanical goods by Brazil and Argentina during the COMMERCI \I F\IRS
five years immediately preceding the^war were:

.p,^^ g^i^;^,, i„d^„tries Fair is to be held at the Victoria and

1909 243.766 15,«2"^' Albert Museum, and at the Imperial Institute Building from

\l\1
:::".•" ;•.:•

fsi'llt ll'llt
February 26 to March 9. In view of the risk of interference

1912.......'.' 353,'779 20,'452 with the output of munitions of war, it has not been possible to

' "' include in this fair certain trades which otlierwise would have
Of this trade Great Britain supplied some 45 per cent, Ger-

^^^^^ invited to participate. The rubber trade is one which is

many following with 40 per cent, Belgium with 5 per cent, and j^^^ excluded. The trades represented are the same as a year
the United States with less than 3 per cent. Since the war the

^g.^^ namely toys and games ; earthenware and china
;

glass

;

position has been entirely changed
:
of German exports there re- f^ncy goods ; stationery and printing. A new and important

main scarcely any, while the United States, profiting by the situa- development in this matter is the adoption of the fair principle
tion, has increased its trade with Argentina and Brazil by some

^y the municipality of Glasgow, on the same dates when the fair

200 and more per cent.
.^^jl, [,g [,p,j ^^^^^^ j]^^ f^ir ;„ Glasgow, which is to be held under

PROOFING TRADE GOOD. the auspices of the Board of Trade of that city will be confined

The proofing trade has been excellent also. This is particularly ^^ textiles; ready made clothing; boots and shoes; foodstuffs;

the case with those works where government orders are being a,,^ domestic chemicals. Over 100,000 invitations to attend both
filled. Especially busy arc those who are proofing fabric for faj^s have been sent out to buyers in these trades,

balloons and aeroplanes. This class of fabrics requires the high- MOTORCYCLES SOLD WELL.
est quality of workmanship and material. Then the orders for y„ ^^ f],^ petrol curtailment, a side light on its effect is in the

trench capes and ground sheets for the government have monop- matter of motorcycles. Operatives in many lines of industry

•lized the entire capacity of the works. Complaints are not rare ^ave been earning larger Wages, and the consequence has been

that while the government practically commandeers the whole ^ wonderful increase in the sales of motorcycles, many ordi-

output, there are doubts about renewals when present contracts n^ry workpeople buying them to save tramcar fares. Now that

are completed. their licenses are refused renewal, and they are unable to get

Fears are entertained that cloth for proofing may become petrol for motive power, the machines must remain useless, un-

scarce. This may not be unfounded, but with the large impor- iggs some substitute is obtainable. Here is a chance for some
tations of cotton, it would seem that such scarcity could not be of your American inventors to come to the rescue,

because of want of raw material. The lack of labor in the The general opinion is that the war cannot last through the

textile works due to enlistments has greatly aflfected the output. present year, and with this in view plans are being discussed for

This may be relieved to some extent in the Manchester district readjustment of wages. The Chamber of Commerce recommends
by the agreement between the labor unions and the Federation the following:

of Master Cotton Spinners Association whereby during the ^j, regards the remuneration of employes, the principle of pay-
continuance of the war the rules may be relaxed to the extent ment by results should, as far as possible, be adopted by employ-

that females and youths may work in some branches. ers and employed.
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The basis of rates of payment for labor should involve such a

scale as will insure for all willing and efficient workers a fair and
reasonable standard of living.

The government should afford opportunities for considering

the amendment of the trade disputes acts and of any provision

of the factory and workshop acts other than those relating to

the health of the workers.
Encouragement should be given, as far as possible, to profit-

sharing and co-partnership agreements, or premium and bonus
systems on lines which have proved beneficial to employers and
employed in the past, subject to the special conditions of par-

ticular trades, and to the maintenance of the standard rates of

wages.

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ORGANIZE.

The Association of British Chemical Manufacturers has re-

cently been organized to promote cooperation between manu-

facturers of chemicals and other allied products, to develop

technical organization, to promote industrial research, efficiency

and advancement. The management consists of twenty, and there

are committees of various divisions. Group 8 treats of cellulose

products, rubber and substitutes, and Group 5 distillation of coal

shales, coal tar primary products. I have not been able to obtain

the names of the committees of these groups up to time of

writing.

LONDON AS A RUBBER MARKET.

THE following significant paragraph under the heading above,

which is reprinted from "The India Rubber Journal" of Jan-

uary 27, indicates that British rubber associations are alive to

the recent trend of the trade and may advocate stringent meas-

ures to protect London's prestige as the world's great rubber

market

:

The growth of direct shipments from the Straits and Ceylon
to the U. S. A. has been watched by the London rubber market
with some alarm, though the view has been confidently expressed
in some quarters that London, because of its financial power,
will reassert its superiority as a rubber center after the war.
The exchange difficulty now manifesting itself in the East may
be the straw which shows the direction the wind is blowing. The
fact should not be lost sight of that the government have it in

their power to divert the whole trade in British-grown rubber
so that it passes through London and Liverpool. For various
reasons this may be found expedient, and we shall not be sur-

prised if it comes about.

AUSTRALIAN "HOMING" MOTOR TIRES.

Under this title the January 1, 1917, issue of the weekly bulletin

of the Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce publishes

an interesting article on the use of fiber tires for emergency

purposes in Australia.

As in. all other countries of vast distances and comparatively

few traveling facilities, the advent of the motor car in Australia

has, to a very considerable extent, solved the difficulties of trans-

portation. In many parts of the country the roads are merely

bush tracks or overland stock routes, on which herds of cattle

are driven long distances to the city markets or coastal freezing

works.

The rough nature of the country over which automobiles have

to travel and the excessive heat often experienced have made the

cost of rubber tires a serious item in maintenance, thereby caus-

ing many experiments to obtain a substitute for rubber at a

moderate cost. The invention and recent perfection of the Aus-

tralian "homing" tire is claimed to have met the emergency at

a comparatively small cost. Tests with tires made of various

kinds of fiber were carried out, with the result that coir fiber was
found to be the most suitable for the purpose because of its

lightness, cheapness, resilience, and durability. The greatest dif-

ficulty was to discover a method of joining the ends of the rope

to make a complete circle of the same size, but eventually a new
splice was invented, and the tire as now sold in -Australia is said

to be perfect of its type.

When first placed on the market the "homing" tire was sold

as an emergency tire in case of a puncture or blow-out, but it

proved so satisfactory that in the country districts of some of the

states the rope tires are frequently used on all the wheels of

automobiles, particularly for station or ranch work and over

rough and stony country.

The tires are bullet, nail and glass proof, and if a speed of 16

miles per hour is not exceeded it is claimed that they are almost

as soft riding as pneumatic tires. It should be understood that

the "homing" tire takes the place of both inner tube and cover,

being attached to the rim by four or five straps.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN GERMANY.
By Our Regular Corrcs(iondcnt.

IN the bitter struggle for existence in which Germany is now
•^ plunged, it is difficult to write freely. One would like to do

so, but one never can tell how vitally important some apparently

innocent information may be. However, I believe that no secrets

will be violated in telling you that those of our industries that

have been working on government orders have, notwithstanding

large contributions to war loans and various relief funds, made
enormous profits, and that this "boom" period is being utilized

for the purpose of carrying on vast mergers. Some of the in-

dustrial profits for the fiscal year 1915-16 were astonishing. The
net profit of 19 representative rubber companies was 12,000,000

marks [$2,756,000], against 10,000,000 marks [$2,380,000] the

year before. When this war comes to an end our rubber in-

dustry will be possessed of greater organization, efficiency and

wealth than ever before, and we believe we know how to see

that it will not lack raw materials. This brings me to synthetic

rubber.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER.
As I have written repeatedly, I do not believe that synthetic

rubber will remain an important factor when peace is reestab-

lished. Our non-technical papers derive much satisfaction from

the sarcasm they exercise in thanking our enemies for forcing
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most used are steel wire, leather, wood, prepared canvas, rubber

substitute, and cmnlunations of tliese substances.

WIRE TIRES.

The wire tire is made of steel wire, about 3/16 inch thick,

which is worked into a very close coil, the two ends being

welded together, so as to give it tlie proper shape. This product

now sells wholesale at 12 marks [$2.86], and retails at 18 marks

($4.28], which is considerably more than the average price for

rubber cycle tires just prior to the war. Besides its high price,

the stccl-coil tire has the additional objection that it cuts into

the roads, is far less resilient than pneumatics, and is very noisy

in use. Some users are said to have overcome the latter ob-

jection by inserting a layer of felt between the rim and the tire,

but this certainly adds much to the cost of the tires.

WOODEN TIRES.

Wooden cycle tires, due to their low cost, have met witli fair

success. There are various types of these and they retail at

from 4 to 6 marks [$0.95 to $1.43] apiece. Some are in one

piece, others are sectional. The Continental Caoutchouc und

Outta-Percha Compagnie, of Hanover, is producing sectional

wooden tires that are meeting with marked success. They are

composed of 47 parts, which include 12 wooden tire sections of

3 different kinds, 12 tin plates, 12 screws, 10 connecting pins,

and one thumbscrew. The tin plates are used to secure the sec-

tions to the rim, which must be of metal itself; the screws serve

to attach the tin plates to the ends of the wooden sections ;
the

connecting pins hold the sections together, and the thumb-

screw is on a spindle put through the valve hole in the rim and

is used to tighten the tire on the rim. This special type sells

retail at 6 marks [$1.43], which would be exceedingly satisfac-

tory if it represented the whole cost to substitute rubber tires.

In reality the expense is more than double, for in order to obtain

reasonably easy riding qualities, the fork of the cycle has to be

provided with shock absorbing springs, which are marketed by

the Continental company and which retail at 7.50 marks [$1.78].

This places the total cost of a set of tires at 19.50 marks [$4.64].

.\nother type of wooden tire is made of one piece of wood,

the outer surface of which is covered with a narrow strip of

leather. Between the inside surface of the wooden tire and the

rim several steel springs are placed, with a view to providing

some elasticity. In addition to this both front and rear forks

of the cycles are of the "cushion frame" type, provided with

large, shock-absorbing steel springs. The cost of this outfit,

including the two tires and the large springs, is 36 marks [$8.57].

LEATHER AND CANVAS TIRES.

Several leather-covered and canvas-covered tires are made and

sold. These are solid, the outer casings being of leather or

prepared canvas, and the inner part consisting of wood and

similar substances. To make this type of tire more durable, a

steel tread is often provided. Prices for these tires vary; one

fairly good leather-covered tire retails for 48 marks a set

[$11,421; another for 70 marks [$16.66].

"LOBO" TIRE.

The tire that has the strongest claim to being a real substitute

for the rubber article is marketed under the trade name of

"Lobo." It is the product of the Kunstgummi Gesellschaft, m.

b. H. (Artificial Rubber Co.) of Chemnitz, Saxony, and is com-

posed of 2 parts, corresponding to the inner tubes and outer

casings of peace times. The inner part, which is the most im-

portant, is solid and is covered with cloth made into the shape

of a tire. The tube thus formed is filled with a preparation in

the nature of rubber substitute. The casing is built up of pre-

pared canvas, and wears tolerably well. The price for a set of

these tires is 52 marks [$12.38], and is of course sufiicient to

restrict their use, so that it can be said that of all the cycle tires

now offered and used, the sectional wooden tire of the Con-

tinental company is the most practical from the point of view of

both price and service.

RUBBER PLANTING NOTES.
CEYLON KUBBEK AUCTIONS POSTPONED.

REPORTS recently received give every indication of at least a

temporary derangement in the financial transactions of this

Ipcality, caused by certain restrictions imposed by the India

Council, thereby seriously impeding liusiness in general, and

further resulting in the postponement of the rubber sales.

It is generally expected, however, that immediate remedial

measures will be adopted. Efforts are being made to place the

labor situation on a more satisfactory basis than it has been for

some time past.

CEYLON REPOET FOR 1916.

The Ceylon Report for 1915 has just been issued.

The year 1915 witnessed a considerable increase in the output

of crude rubber, as young plantations came into bearing, and

older ones increased their yield tlirough better cultivation and

tapping.

The area under Hcvca rubber was approximately 240,500 acres,

almost entirely in the hands of European planters, and ranged

from sea level to 2,000 feet. Few new plantings were made,

owing to lack of suitable available land, as Hevca does not

thrive in the dry northern districts of the island, even under

irrigation.

By far the greater amount of rubber was shipped as crepe,

though a certain amount of smoked sheet and biscuit was also

made. Prices ruled satisfactorily throughout the year, the aver-

age price being 1.65 rupees [54 cents] per pound.

Experiments in the upbringing of plantations witli green ma-

nure, seed selection, wide spacing, artificial manuring, and the

best methods of tapping were carried out. Experts were en-

gaged in research work connected with the physical problems

concerning the tree, the latex, and rubber, and with the fungus

diseases attacking plantation Hcvca trees, which were somewhat

serious in the wetter districts.

EXPORTS.

E.xports of crude rubber constituted a record, tlie quantity

being 43,574,800 pounds for 1915.

The United Kingdom and the United States continued as the

principal buyers, their purchases being 55.12 per cent and 39.72

per cent respectively of the total, as against 62.9 per cent and

23.19 per cent in 1914.

Besides the United States, France, and Russia, the only other

foreign country to be supplied was Japan, due to restrictions

necessitated by the war.

EXPORT DUTY.

Under Ordinance No. 17 of 1869, as amended by Ordinance

No. 5 of 1914, the export duty levied on crude rubber from Octo-

ber 1, 1915, is 7.50 rupees [$2.48] per 100 pound.

IMPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS AT HAIKWAN, CHINA.

The Chinese Imperial Customs have just issued a volume giv-

ing the countries of origin of the principal imports into China

during 1914-15. The following are the Haikwan imports of

manufactures of rubber and gutta percha:

Haikwan Haikwan Haikwan
From

—

1914. 1915. Increase or Decrease.

Great Britain tads 40,000 31,000 — 9,000
Germany 9,000 — 9,000
France 14,000 21,000 + 7,000
Russia 186,000 90,000 — 96,000
Tapan 47.000 202,000 + 155,000
Other countries 34,000 41,000 -j- 7,000

Totals 330.000* 385,000 -|- 55,000

* Includes 58,000 Haikwan taels reexported.

[The legal value of the Haikwan tael is .807 cents United States currency.]
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N
O. I,

1,213,256.

1,213,290.

1,213,370.

1,213.476.

1,213.557.

1,213,571.

1.213,606.

1,213,697.

1,213,719.

1,213.725.

1,213,726.

1,213.735.

1,213,814.

1,213,834.

1,213.949.

1.213.950.

1.213.951.

1,213,967.

1.214.004.

1.214,028.

1,214,065.

1,214,072.

1,214.087.

1,214,137.

1,214,155.

1.214,174.

1,214,268.

1,214,273.

1.214,291.

1.214.310.

1,214,321.

1,214.478.

1,214,537.

1,214.543.

1,214,566.

1,214.666.

1,214.670.

1,214,777.

1.214,781.

1.214,807.

1.214,811.

1,214.830.

1,214,889.

1,214.959.

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED JANUARY 23. 1917.

213,160- Breathing bag. R. H. Davis, London. England.

213,215. Apparatus for cleaning tobacco pipes comprising a rub-
ber bulh. tube and washer. S. Kuprel. Bridgeport,
Conn.

Anti-skidding device. T. A. Pyros, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Non-skid tire chain. C. R. Standley, Boone, Iowa.

Bat comprising a rubber cushion. J. A. Hilleiich, assignor to

Hillerich & Bradsby Co.—both of Louisville, Ky.

Pneumatic tire shoe. C. F. A. Gray, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Cushion tire. J, T. Trotter, New York City.

Combined bathing-cap and suit-bag. J. Zuckerman, New York
City.

Breast pump. J. T. Emott. Morristown, N. J., assignor to

Puritan Chemical Co., a corporation of Massachusetts.

Inner tube for pneumatic tires. B. C. Seaton, Nashville, Tenn.

Cushion tire. J. F. White. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fountain pen. O. B. Anderson, Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to

Eagle Pencil Co., New York City.

Impregnated coil and method of making same. L. H. Baeke-
land, Yonkers, N, Y., assignor to General BakeliVe Co., New-
York City.

Air-tube for a pneumatic tire. H. Brown, Putney Hill, Lon-
don. England.

ISSUED JANUARY 30. 1917.

Teat cup for milking machines. G. O. Anderson, Lancaster. Pa.

Elastic wheel tire. R. Bunzlau and C. L. Stoll, assignors to the
Firm "Sembusto" Elastische Radbereifungen "
M. B. H.—all in Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Anti-skidding grip-tread for vehicle wheels. C. Reger,
ville. Pa.

Cushion for billiard tables. E. Ringsmith, Morenci, Ariz.

Recoil pad for gun butts. E. Ringsmith, Morenci, Ariz.

Tire tool. M. H. Stewart, Detroit, Mich.

Tire valve. J. A. Bowden, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor
Sctrader's Son. Inc.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Toy mustache with rubber part. F. H. Hainert, Jr., Minneapolis.
Minn.

Rubber pad for the soles and heels of boots and shoes. W. W.
Phillips, London, England.

Fountain drawing pen. T. J. M. Reynders, Rotterdam. Nether-
lands.

Self-filling fountain pen. M. Shemin. Bayonne. assignor to

J. L. Valentine. Jersey City—both in New Jersey.

Resilient tire. L. E. Clawson. San Francisco. Calif.

Tire. C. W. Guttzeit. New York City.

Resilient tire. L. H. Klocksiem, Paton, Iowa.

Air bag for mending pneumatic tires. J, W. Blodgett, Chi-
cago, III.

Tire protector. J. R. Cabanne. Seattle, Wash.
Cushion tire. F, Fitzharris, assignor of one-half to E. J, Nixon

—

both of Texarkana, Tex.

Fountain pen. S. Josselyn, Atlantic, assignor of one-halt to

S. C. Crocker, Boston—both in Massackusetts.

Pneumatic tire. W. E'. King. Topeka, Kans.

Life saving suit. G. W. Magrnus and J. O'Banion. Seattle, Wash.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 6, 1917.

Gesellschaft

Dan-

te A.

Metal-studded tire. J. R. Gammeter, Akron. Ohio, assignor to
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. New York City.

Elastic webbing hose supporting garters. M. B. Hammond.
assignor to The Thomas B. Taylor Co.—both of Bridgeport,
Conn.

Resilient tire. G. F. Mallaby, East Cleveland, Ohio, assignor
to Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

Composition sole for boots and skoes. J. A, Ford, Jamaica
Plain, assignor to Plymouth Rubber Co.. Canton—both in
Massachusetts.

Pneumatic tire comprising a breaker strip of soft rubber mixed
with shredded fiber. W. C. Geer. Akron, Ohio, assignor to
The B. F. Goodrich Co., New York City.

Anti-skid device for wheels. C. G. Greenleaf, West? Rich-
field. Ohio.

Pneumatic tire pressure gage. C. Harrison and K. Lamond.
assignors to Vancouver Motors Supply, Limited—all of Van-
couver. British Columbia, Canada.

Rim tool for automobile rims. G. E. Lundberg. Kewanee, 111.

Pneumatic vehicle wheel. L. Mayolino, assignor to Ruedas y
Neumaticos Mayolino—both of Habana, Cuba.

Moisture-proof switchboard cord. W. L. Runzel, assignor to
Runzel-Lenz Electric Manufacturing Co.—both of Ckicago,

Sole for rubber shoes. S. W. Bourn. Providence, R. I.

Illuminated fountain pen. E. O. Schaffer. Derby, Conn.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 327.

1,215,050. Hose coupling. F. X. Muller, assignor to Republic Hose Coupler
Corporation—both of Buffalo, N. Y.

1,215,064, Semi-metallic sheet comprising asbestos fiber, rubber, shredded
metal and a filler. L. L, Ryan, assignor to The Royal Equif^
ment Co.—both of Bridgeport. Conn,

1,215,111. Cascade fountain for internal baths. E. Carlsen. Chicago, 111.

1.215,179. Anti-skidding attachment. A. Montanari. Pensacola. Fla.

1,215,216. Non-skid tire. J. L. Swartz, Akron, Ohio.

1.215,301. Portable track and tire protector. J. B. Munson and P. F.
Hagerty, Phillipsburg, N. J,

1.215,311. Bathing cap, embodying a flexible water proof body and a band
of sponge rubber. Thomas W. Miller, assignor to The Fault-
less Rubber Co.—both of Ashland. Ohio.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 13. 1917,

1.215.349. Tool for repairing tires, C. Dierig, Lawrence, Mass.

1.215,382. Art of making mottled rubber flooring. A. B. Kempel, Akroia.
Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co., New York City.

1.215.449. Rubber soled shoe. M. W. White, Cliftondale, Mass., assignor
to United Shoe Machinery Co., Paterson, N. J.

1.215.450. Rubber sole shoe. M. W. White. Cliftondale, Mass., assignor
to United Shoe Machinery Co., Paterson, N. J.

1.215,475. Apparatus for nasal douches, injections and other like purposes.
W. G. Brokaw, Paris, France.

1.215,486. Vehicle wheel tire. M. Clark, Chicago, III.

1,215,538. Eraser for fountain pen caps. W. W, Ihne, Chicago, 111.

1.215,577. Cushion tire. L. R. Reeder. assignor of one-half to W. J.
Quillen—both of Akron, Ohio.

1,215,582. Tire repair plug. R. W. Sampson, Melba, Whitestone, N. Y.,
assignor of one-half to L. Schwab. East Orange, N. J.

1,215,717. Pneumatic tire. A. F. Ruthven. Kansas City, Mo.
1,215,719. Tire plug. R. W^. Sampson, Melba, Whitestone, N. Y.. assignor

of one-half to L. Schwab, East Orange, N. J.

1.215,782. Tire signal pressure-gage. G. F. Diamond and E. T. Richards,
Kingston, N. Y.

1,215,861. A composition of matter composed of cameta, caucho ball, and
accra flake, for sealing pneumatic tubes. A. J. Rheubottom,
New Albany, Ind.

1 ,216,077. Automobile mat of rubber. E. A. Cohen and C. C. Colyer,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

1,216,240. Demountable rim. F. Lowe, Cambridge, Mass.

1,216,244. Polishing roll comprising a body portion of rubber. A. Mc-
Dowell ; I. McDowell, administratrix of A. McDowell, de-
ceased, assignor to V. H. McDowell—all of Lynn, Mass.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-
fications up to date while retaining their numerical seguence, applications
for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers when their
complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all
proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.
[.Abstkacted in The Illustrated Official Journal, December 30, 1916.]

12,957 (1915). Gutta percha and rubber in armor construction for ships'
fenders, etc. E. Sherring, 6 Birch Lane, Longsight,
Manchester.

Pneumatic tire. J. Donkin, 58 Porchester Road, Bourne-
mouth, Hampshire.

Cushion tire with sponge rubber filler. J. Guerrero, 6
Square de Messine, Paris.

Respiratory appliances. R. H. Davis, 187 Westminister
Bridge Road, London.

Artificial foot with two rubber buffers at the ankle joint.
E. Ernst, 80 Charlotte streetj Fitzroy Square, London.

[Abstracted in The Illustrated Official Journal, January 10, 1917.]

13,240 (1915). Overboot, New Liverpool Rubber Co.. 292 Vauxhall Road,
Liverpool, and I. W. Davies, 38 Whitham avenue. Great
Crosby. Lancashire.

Divers' dress. F. W. Walters, Manukau Road, Auckland.
New Zealand.

12.998 (1915).

13,041 (1915).

102,025.

102,040.

13,257 (1915).

13,290 (1915).

13.371 (1915).

13.397 (1915).

13,464 (1915).

Tire inflating valves. M. S. Stevenson. 119 Vict^oria street,
Westminister.

Seat cushions containing inflated rubber balls for increas-
ing the buoyancy of boats, rafts, etc. .\. F. Emeric de
St. Dalmas. '"Tacotena" Lansdown Road, Sidcup, Kent.

Device for supporting weak or damaged parts of tires.

G. H. Broughton, 176 Montrose avenue, Toronto, On-
tario, Canada.

Tire comprising -in inner tube, wood casing and rubber
tread. C. H, Sou t hall, 7 Vicker's avenue. Kirkstall.
Leeds.

\'ulcanized in<lia rubber ball. J, I-iddle, 1 54 St. Vincent
street, Glasgow.

Massage and exercising apparatus. .'\. J. Bcrgonie, 6 bis

Rue du TeiUple, Bordeaux. France.

13.470 (1915)

13.490 ('1915)

Machinery and Process Patents on pages 331-333
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13,543 (191S).

102.075.

102,088.

102,108.

102,123.

Inflatable mattresses. G. Caselli. 1^9 St. George's Road,
Southwark, London.

Hot water bag of special shape. G. E. Skliros, 289 Regent
street, London.

Pencil sharpener and point protecting rubber eraser. \V.

St. A. F. Hubbard, 29 Surges Road, East Ham, London.

Continuous inflatable life belt of rubber.* H. B. Rogers,
6 College Gardens, Carleton Road, Tufnell Park, London.

Life saving suir. S. D. Wills, Fort Payne, Alabama,
U. S. A.

13,722
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TRADE-MARKS.
THE XTNITED STATES.

95,422. The word Silvareign—waterproof fabrics used in the manufacture
of waterproofed garments. C. Kenyon & Co., Brooklyn, N, Y.

95,787. A design comprising the monogram M. A. M. Co., and the word
Marvel—tire vulcanizers and tire vulcanizing patches. The Mar-
vel Accessories Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

98,122. An illustration of a horse shoe and on either side of it a wing

—

inner tuber for tires, tires, and tire casings composed in whole
or in part of rubber or its equivalent or of rubber or its equiva-
lent and fabric. Racine Auto Tire Co., Racine, Wis.

98,769. The word Ad-on-a-Tread—double tread tire repair patches and
repair boots. The Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

99,199. The words Sin Par— rubber and rubber-lined fabric hose. Peerless
Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York City.

97,604. The word Velvetread—rubber and fabric casings or shoes for
pneumatic tires. The Standard Tire & Rubber Manufacturing
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

V8,855. The words Maltese Cross and a representation of a Maltese cross—automobile and bicycle tires of rubber and fabric. Ajax Rub-
ber Co., Inc., Millbrook, N. Y.

85,548. The word RoAncRiP—rubber vehicle tires. The Portage Rubber
Co., Barberton, Ohio.

99,213. The words Wee-Nee Squawker—toy balloons. The Miller Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio.

99.701. The words The Tire Rate Book—a periodical issued three times
yearly. The Class Journal Co., New York City.

99.702. The words Tire Rate Book Standard Telegraphic Code—a sec-
tion of a periodical which is issued three times yearly. The Class
Journal Co., New York City.

100,104. The word Tutexkote— overcoats.
New York City.

Same.

Same.

Sa me.
,

Same.
Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.

Same.
-golf balls. The India-Rubber Gutta

Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Limited, London, England.

The word Perma-loc—non-adhesive patches for the inner tubes of
automobile tires. E. A. Conroy, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., assignor to
Permaloc Manufacturing Co.

The word Flexite—flexible rubber and composition disks for use
as a universal joint member, F. R. Blair & Co.. Inc.. New
York City.

A representation of an automobile wheel, with the word Everloc
thereon—non-adhesive patches for repairing inner tubes and tire

casings and other rubber goods. W. C. Wood, Minneapolis, Minn
The word Gryphon—rubber tires. Gryphon Rubber & Tire Corpo-

ration, New York City.

Malco—rubber pneumatic automobile tires. P. S.

United States Rubber Co.,

100,106.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market,
Copyright igjy.

NEW YORK.

EARLY in Fehruary the unfavorable shipping situation that

prevailed was followed by the announcement of Germany's

submarine blockade, causing grave uncertainty in the crude

rubber market. Spot stocks were undoubtedly low and the possi-

ble loss of rubber cargoes destined to America constituted a

formidable threat. Consequently when the diplomatic break with

Germany was reported, the market became very erratic and prices

fluctuated violently. On February 5, First latex and Ribbed

smoked sheet, spot, ranged from 86 to 88 cents, and April-June

positions for both grades were quoted from 81 to 83 cents. Amber
crepe, light, was 85 to 88 cents and Roll brown, spot, was 68 to 72

cents. Paras were also affected by the upward movement. Upriver

fine, spot, being quoted 82-84 cents ; Upriver coarse, S3 to 56

cents ; Caucho ball, 54-55 cents and Canieta, 38 to 40 cents.

The market steadily advanced, supported by keen interest on

the part of the manufacturers, who had evidently become appre-

hensive. The volume of dealers' business was noticeably large

and general trading active. On February IS, First latex, spot, and

Ribbed smoked sheet were 'i\V> cents, with April-June positions

at 83J^ cents. Paras were tirm and in good demand, Upriver fine,

spot, being quoted 86 cents. Islands line was very scarce.

As time passed with no overt act on the part of Germany, and

rubber continued to arrive in considerable volume, the market

became easier and prices gradually declined. On February 27

market conditions were very quiet and prices varied widely, First

latex and Ribbed smoked sheets being quoted 84 to 86 cents and

Upriver line, 80 cents.

According to statistics compiled by the Rubber Association of

America the United States imports for the year ending December

31, 1916, were 115,609 tons, divided as follows: Plantations,

85,531 tons ; Paras, 22,060 tons ; Africans, 3,591 tons ; Centrals,

1,768 tons; Guayule, 1,140 tons; Manicoba and the other sorts,

1,519 tons.

LONDON.

Early in the month there was a noticeable tendency on the part

of buyers to hold off, resulting in a generally quiet market tone.

First latex and Ribbed smoked sheet, spot, were quoted 75 cents

to buyers on February 5, with July-December positions at 72

cents. The, anxiety on the part of American buyers to provide

against submarine contingencies created an active market and
prices advanced. On February 15 the First latex and Ribbed
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smoked sheet spot price to buyers was 80 cents. Trading con-

tinued briskly until the American apprehension had subsided,

when easier conditions prevailed and prices declined. On Feb-

ruary 26, First latex and Ribbed smoked sheet were quoted 775^

cents.

SINGAPORE.

For the period from December 29, 1916, to January 4, 1917,

inclusive, the value of the highest grade of rubber is fixed at 74

cents per pound, and the 2J^ per cent ad valorem duty on culti-

vated rubber will be assessed on a price of 68 cents per pound

for all grades.

The average prices obtained at the auctions held February 12,

17 and 22, are as follows: First latex crepe, 66.1 cents; Ribbed

smoked sheet, 65.6 cents. The total amount sold was 1,356 tons.

BATAVIA.

The exports of plantation rubber from the Dutch East Indies

for 1915 were 20,100 tons. For the first six months of 1916 the

exports were 15,121 tons, forecasting a total of 30,000 tons for

1916.

COMPARATIVi; NEW YORK PRICES FOR FEBRUARY.

In regard to the financial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper. No. 68 William street,

New York) advises as follows

:

"The demand for commercial paper during February has been fairly

Sriod on the whole, the best rubber names moving at 4J^@5 per cent, and
those not so well known 5^@6 per cent, but during the early part of

the montk when the flurry was in the money market there was but little

demand."
1917.* 1916. 1915.

Upriver, fine cents 75@87 73@80 S7@61
Upriver, coarse 50(0)57 52@50 44@48
Islands, fine 67@80 67@74 50(354
Islands, coarse 31@35 35@38 28@32
Cameta 34@40 37@40 3l)(g36

^Figured only to February 24.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.
The following reports of the weekly auctions held at Singapore have been

cabled by The Waterhouse Co., Limited:
Crepe. Smoked Sheet.
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EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.
(From January 1 to December 18. 1915 and 1916. Compiled by the Ceylon

Chamber of Commerce.)
To— .1, ,'|. 1915. 1916.

United States pounds 18,193,395 25,667,293
Can.ida and Newfoundland 392,495 6,720

France 593,532 1,769,327
Russia 332,200 293,674
Italy 164,640
United Kingdom 23,161,446 21,903,181
Australia 844,977 783,651

India 1,530 1,408

Straits Settlements 119,933 43,680

Japan
' 262.661 335,689

Totals 43,902,169 50,969,263

fSame period 1914. 34,888,617 pounds; same period 1913, 25,482.799.)

The export figures of rubber, given in the above table for 1914, include the

imporis reexported. (These amount to 2,844,398 pounds from the Straits

Settlements and 819.574 pounds from India.) To arrive at the total quan-
tity of Ceylon rubber exported foi that year deduct these imports from
the total exports. The figures for 1915 and 1916 are for Ceylon rubber only.

December, 1916.

IHPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RAW RUBBER AT CEYLON.

IMPORTS.
From Nov. 28 to Dec. 31. 1916.
From

—

Pounds.
Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swettenham 166.371
Pen.ing 69.696
Port Dickson 60.125
Singapore 31.065

Total 327,257
India

—

Tulicorin 181,627
Cochin 106,920
Alleppy 29,180
Calcutta 572

Seattle
Rosroii

Pounds.
69,456
8,960

Total 1,007,897

Europe:
United Kingdom

—

England—
London 999,613
Liverpool 29,830
Manchester 1,819

Total 1,131,262

Total 318,299
Burma—

-

Rangoon 37,524

Grand Total 683.080
EXPORTS.

From December 1-31. 1916.

To-
North America:

United States

—

New York 929,481

Asia:

Japan

—

Yokohama . . .

Kobe
India (Bombay)

8,960
3,911
383

13,254

13.440

Grand Total 1.157.956

Total
Oceania

:

Australia

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

An official cablegram from Singapore gives the export of plantation rub-

ber from Straits Settlements ports for the month of December last as

3,219 tons, including transhipments amounting to 76S tons. The figures for

November were 5,247 tons and for December, 1915, 3,005 tons. The total

export for the past year was 48,650 tons, compared with 34,891 tons in

1915 and 19,727 tons in 1914. The following are the comparative figures:

1914. 1915. 1916.

Tanuary to„s 1,181 2,576 4,443

February 1,703 2,741 3,359

March 1,285 2,477 4.481

April ' 1,548 1,978 4,219

May .... 1,309 3,588 3,274

Tune 1.480 2,249 3,836

luly 1,584 2,324 5,106

AuBUSt .-..-... 1,325 2,295 3,246

September ....:.'.. 1,602 4.725 2,987

October 2,006 2.641 5.233

November 2,370 4,292 5,247

December 2,334 3,005 3,219

Totals 19,727 34,891 48,650

These figures include transhipments of rubber from various places in the

neighborhood of the Straits Settlements, such as Borneo, Java, Sumatra
and the non-Federated Malay States as well as rubber actually exported from

the Colony, but do not include rubber exports from the Federated Malay
States.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE.

December, 1916.

Froin-
Para

Rubber.Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swettenham. founds 2,410,266
Teluk Anson 1,341,733
Muar 1,068,266
Penang 717,200
Malacca 674,133
Port Dickson 171.866
Kelantan 134,400

Para Rubber
for

Treatment.
Borneo
Rubber.

Gutta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

Kuantan
Rengat ....
Mersing . . .

.

Pahang ....

S, Pandjang
Tringganu .

.

52,800
20,666
4,933
1,600
1,466
266

164,400
612,000
318,400

26,666
133

From—

Borneo

—
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Fine. Coarse. Medium. Caucho. Totals.

February 8.—By the steamer Ancon from Cristobal

:

Neuss, Hesslein & Co 6,800 700 = 7,500

February 10.—By the steamer Zulia from Curacao

:

G. Amsinck & Co = 232,650

February 13.—By the steamer Tennyson from Buenos Aires:

Various (London & Brazilian
Bank) = 170,100

February 13.—By the steamer Sergipc from Rio de Janeiro:

General R-bber Co 56,000
W. R. Grace & Co
Muller, Schall & Co 91,200
Arnold & Zeiss 640
Konig Bros. & Co 1,610
Baring Bros. £• Co^ Ltd 52,480
Goldman, Sacks & Co
Various 1 25,440

Total

February 13.—By the steamer Maranhao from Itacoatiara

:

Various 2,880 6,000 640 30,000= 39,520

February 13.—By the steamer Brazil from Manaos

:

Muller, Schall & Co = 90,000

Fine. Coarse. Medium. Caucho.

February 19.—By the steamer Francis from Manaos

:

Arnold & Zeiss =
Aldens* Successors, Ltd....
Various

Totals.

',000 97,000 58,000

22,200
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Pounds.
FEBRl'.Miy 9.—By the Jl/«oba=: London:

Michclin Tire Co 37,260
L. Litilejohn & Co., Inc 87,615
Raw Products Co 33,461
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 201,485
W. II. Stiles & Co 13,400
The Rubber Trading Co 40,230
HaRenicvcr Trading Co 102,676
General Rubber Co 235,845
Fred. .Sfcrn & Co 172,395
Robinson & Co 8,100
Various 117,855 1,050,322

Feiiru.^ry 8.—By the A/o«^o/ia= London;

L. Liitlejohn & Co 1 18,800
Rubber Trading Co 22,680
W. II. Stiles & Co 112,000
Michelin Tire Co 57,645
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 429,975
Fred." Stern & Co 32,400
.^^nold & Zeiss 68,850
Winte.- Sons & Co 16,065
G. R. Ilenke 14,985 873,400

Februahy 13.—By the New ForA=Liverpool:

Various 1,890

Fei-.ruary 13.—By the Fef(rio::rLondon;

\rnold Si Zeiss 95,175
Mdens' Successors, Ltd 686,000
X'arious 537,465 1,318,640

Febbuaky 13.—By the /froOH/aHrf=:LiverpooI:

Various 2,700

Feijru.^ky 13.—By the .4nrfaHia:=Liverpuol

:

United States Rubber Co 13,770
\'arious 12,285 26,055

February 13.— By the .-J^rania^ London :

1. T. Tohnstone Co 47.790
W. R. Grace & Co 47,1 1 5

Varioi'S 294.110 389,015

February 13.—By the I''<7/eria:=Liverpool

:

The B. F. Goodrich Co. 21.330
Philadelphia Rubber Works Co.. 25,380
Various 540 47,250

February 14.—By the Cor/Jaf/n'a= Liverpool:

.\ldens' Successors, Ltd 223,500
W. H. Stiles & Co 30,000
Various 307,155 560,655

February 14.—By the H'a£i/(/yfe= Sourabaya:

L. Littlejohn & Co 40,230
I '.eneral Rubber Co 209,250
( ;. .Am=inck & Co 63,990
Raw Products Co 47,854
Hagemever Trading Co 22,068
Fred. Stern & Co 2,240
Various 11 7,982 503,614

February 14,—By the n'aa/J.vfr= Batavia:

G. Amsinck & Co 12,960
L. Litflcjobn & Co 29,970
Gener.il Rubber Co 6.750
Ned Escorapte Co 1 ,485
Stein. Hirsch & Co 73,845
W. H. Stiles & Co 1 1 ,200
Various 923,675 1,059,885

February 15.—By the r'a/acia= London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 341,200
L. Littlejohn & Co 235,440
The B. F. Goodrich Co 235,035
Michelin Tire Co 88,830
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 65.610

J. W. Tohnstone & Co 115,155
W. R. Grace S: Co 372,600
Edward Maurer & Co 40,635
Meyer Si Brown 36.585
Hagemeyer Trading Co 17,771
Leo Ratner 6,615 1,555,476

Febritary 15.—By the Bassano'=T^u\\:

Robinson & Co 12,015
Robert Badenhop Co 21,600 61,020

February 17.—By the Buffalo='Hn\\:

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 28,890
The Hagemeyer Trading Co 12,989
Robinson & Co 41,715
Meyer & Brown 27,810
Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 70,200 258,525

February 19.—By the I.oncaj(rMi«:=London:

Hagemeyer Trading Co 39,690
Raw Products Co 121,365
United States Rubber Co 519,750
Michelin Tire Co 65,610
Robinson & Co 27,945
W. H. Stiles & Co 13,400
Various 29,800 817,560

Febri-ary 19.—By the Crewe Ha((=CoIombo:

W. H. Stiles & Co 33,600
Haf^emever Trading Co 6,720
Variou";' 359,685 400,005

FEi:RrARV 2!.—By the Orrfi(n<i= LiverpooI:

Varioi»s 55,080

Pounds.
February 21.— By the .'l«^o)i(a=London:

Aldcns' Successors, Ltd 336,500
L. Littlejohn & Co 219,240
Michelin Tire Co 111,240
Lee Ratner 7,020
Various 298,890 972,890

February 23.—By tlie P;ii7arfc//>/iia=:Liverpool:

Various 1,080

BAIATA.

Fehruary 2.- By the C'arri7/o= Cartagena

:

G. .\msinck & Co 4,600
American Trading Co 16,790 21,390

February 6.—By the Tf"arforri^Bocas Del
Turo:

Eggers & Ileinlein 920
H. Marquardt & Co 3.450
Gontard & Co 12.650 17,020

February 7.—By the Cf/on—Panama City:

Gontard & Co 9,200
Fidanque Bros. & Sons 25,070
I. Brandon & Bros 3,220
Piza Nephews Co 460 37,950

FEBitUARY 7.—By the Co/o«— Cristobal:

Carlos Carbone. Tr 11,040
Pottsbera, Ebeling & Co 7,360
M. A. de Leon & Co 3,220
Gontard & Co 7,820 29,440

February 7.—By the ,1/flraT'f/=Ciudad Bolivar:

--\Tnerican Trading Co 11,880
Vglesias Lob.i & Co 4,680
G. Williams & Wigmore 15.960 32,520

February 7.—By the ilfflrfit'c/^Demerara:

\^ai ions 16,720

Fedruauy 7.—By the .\/ar(iT'<?/^Paramaribo:

Middl'-ton & Co 16.720
R. Dan Walterbeck 5,720 22,440

February 7.—By the Jlfarai'e/z=Trinidad:

Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co 37,840

February 15.—By the Ffl/acia= London:
H. A. .^stlett & Co 2,760

FEHRtTARY 15.—Bv tlic .^ifT'iuif£•= Ctistobal

:

Gontard &Co 4,370
Mecke & Co 9,200 13,570

February 15.—By the .^/aya;t'= Ciudad Bolivar:

Gaston, Williams & Wigmore 8,280

February 15.—By the Mayaro= Paramaribo:

R. Dan Walterbeck 460

February 16,—By the .4/"M>j»(c=Cartagena:

American Trading Co 15.410
G. .\nisinck & Co 27,830 43,240

February 21.—By the P(lji(3»i(j=:Cristoba!

:

Pablo Calvet & Co 1 1 .730
G. Amsirck & Co 7,130
T. Brandon & Bros 5,980
Gontard & C. 5,060
Fidanque Bros. & .Sons 14,490
Pottberg, F.beling & Co 12,880
Pan-.American Hide Co 1,150
M. A, de Leon & Co 1 1 ,500 69,920

PONTIANAK.

February 6.—By the f/nai/cyr^ Singapore:

L. Littlejohn & Co 108,750
Robinson & Co 107.250
W. Brandt's Sons 85,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 112,000
Various 341,750 754.750

February 14.—By the iroa/(/yt= Batavia:

E. Everett Carleton 33.600
Various 57,600 91,200

GUTTA PERCHA.

February 6 — By the P/^'iiTJi'.f^.Singapore:

W. Brandt's Sons 7,250

February 13. --By the Tsushima A/(irn= Manila:

Busk S; Daniels 5,100

RUBBER SCRAP.

.Tanuary 30,—By the Co/;inj/io»i= Havre:

H. Muehlstein & Co 7,040

February 2.—By the Penmorvah='HavTe:

H, Muehlstein & Co 9,840
Maison, Lazarus 6,600 16,440

Pounds.
February 2,- By the Bo;'ic=Manchebtcr

:

J*equanoc Rubber Co 8,160
fiutta Percha Rubber Mfg. Co.. 4.480
Rubber Regenerating Co 6.720
Manhattan Rubber Co 160
H. Muehlstein Si Co 2,400
United Slates Rubber Reclaiming
Co 29,600

Various 2,400 53.920

February 7.—By tlie Co/on=Panama City:

I. Brandon & Bros 320

February 7,—By the Saratoga=1iavar\a:

H. Muehlsfein Sr Co 5,440
Vglesias, Lobo & Co 17,720 20,160

Febhuary 7.—By the C7flrf=Buenos Aires:

II. Muehlstein S: Co ^ 220,000

Febritary 7.—By the AfOMfo/io=London

:

IL Muehlstein & Co 72,200

February 9.—By the .1/fJflba= London:
II. .Muehlstein S: Co 26.720
Various 29,600 56,320

February 13.—By the Fi'/tria=: London:
Various 148,800

February 13.—By the .-ljco«i'a= London:
Rubber Regenerating Co 32,000
Various 34,400 66,400

February 14.— By the Ha;'a«ff=Havana:

Yglesias, Lobo & Co , 5,400

February 15.—By the r-'fl/flc-ia= Londi.in:

Ignited States Rubber Reclaiming
Co 3,84(1

IL Muehlstein & Co 61,280
Joseph Cbalfin 38,400
\'arioiis 16,640 120,160

February 15 —By the .^/ayflro= Paramaribo:

.American Trading Co 3,200
Bees & Co 160 3,360

February 17.—By the //o«i/Hroj= Havre:

Muehlstein S: Co 1 0,080
Leopold Lazarus Co 21,920 32,000

February 19.—By the 7o/''a= -Avonmouth :

H. Muehlstein it Co 37,920
Joseph Chalfin 116,320 154.240

February 19.—By the LnHt-oj/ri'an=rLondon:

H Muehlstein S: Co 31,520
Various 14,240 45.760

February 19.—By the Frd iiccj^Ceara:

Various, 5.600

February 19.—By the ,l/ori(<?rc.v= Vera Cruz:

Graham, Hinkley Si Co 1,600

February 20,—By the Tagiis=Co\on:

Various 7,840

February 21.—By the Saratoga=liavAn^:

Gontard S: Co 9.440
Yglesias, Lobo Si Co 6.400 15,840

February 21.^-By the Ansotua=Lontion:

Trenton Scrap Si Rubber Supply
Co 19,040

H. Muehlstein S: Co 29,120
Various 12,480 60,640

February 21.— By the PaMania^Cristobal:

E. Bers S: Co 4,800

J. A. del Solar 15.360 20,160

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

\Consif;nee is given ^rst. F\gured 135 pannds net
to the case]

PLANTATION.
TO SEATTLE,

Tanuary 29.—By tlic Proffii/oHj^^Hongkong:
W. R. Grace S: Co 37,800
Goodvear Tire Si Rubber Co.... 122.445
Arnold S: Zeiss 10.395 170,640

February 6.—By the Shidcuoka Mar»^^Yoko-
hama:
W. R. Grace Si Co 1.08O

February 6.—By -the Princess .4 de/aide=: Van-
couver, B. C:
Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co 9,720

February 19.—By the Kamakitra Mant~Yoko-
hama:

Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co 2,025
W. R. Grace & Co 1.890 3,915

February 20.—By the Chicago MarH= Yoko.
hama:

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha 47.925
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TO NEW YORK.
January 29.—By the Protesi!aus=Uonikong.

Pounds.
Arnold & Zeiss 40,500

United States Rubber Co 388,665

East Asiatic Co 10,395

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 8.10O

W. R. Grace & Co 35,775

J. T. Johnstone Co 7,695

Arthur Meyer & Co , 3,240 494,370

Februakv 2.— By the Me.iiro MarM= Yokohama:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 16,335
Henderson & Korn 87,750 104,085

February g.—By the Hawaii Mar«= Yokohama:
Henderson & Korn 270
February 20.—By the Chicago .Wnn<= Yoko-

haina:
Henderson & Korn 82,890

TO AKRON.
January 29.—By fhe Protesilaus=liongkong:

Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co 322,245
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 49,815
J. T. Johnstone & Co 155,250 527.310

February 2.—By the Mexico itforit=Yokohama:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 10.530

February 8.—By the Hawaii Mam=Yokohama:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 11,070

Fei:ruary 19.—By the Kamakura ilfaru= Yoko-
hama

:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 112,860

February 20.—By the Chicago Jl/ar»= Yoko-
hama:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 481,005

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Port of Ne\v York—December. 1916.

Imports: Pounds. Value.
India rubber 21,707,623 $11,652,201
Ealata 328,784 168,675
Gutta iiercha 132,596 14,836

Gutta ielutong (Pontianak) . 457,032 22,259
Manufactures of india rubber 22,163

Totals 22,626,035 $11,880,134
Exports:

India rubber 11,096 $7,989
Balata 99,385 54,099
Rubber scrap 199,225 24,208
Reclaimed rubber 22,521 3,600
India rubber boots pairs 43,947 122,734

India rubber shoes pairs 82,495 41,301

Automobile tires 829,179

Other rubber tires 103,115

Belting, hose, etc 204,157

.Ml other rubber manufactures 363,507

Total ; $1,753,889

Port of New York—January, 1917.

Imports:

India rubber 28,740,291 $15,434,943

Balata 310,677 150,864

Gutta percha 240,241 21,071

Gutt.T ielutong (Pontianak).. 2,921,461 127,475

Manufactures of india rubber 28,734

Totals 32,212,670 $15,763,087

Exports:

India rubber

Balata

Rubber scrap

Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other rubber manufactures

Total ~

Pounds.

169,619

118,547

89,958

9,273

11,241

137,391

Value.

$88,684

67,767

7,553

1,726

28.886

63,051

834,295

686,762

209,280

505,238

$2,493,242

Port of .Sa.n' Francisco—December, 1916.

Imports:

India rubber 497.775 $280,052
Rubber scrap 3,005 190
Manufactures of india rubber 266

Totals 500.780

Exports:

India rubber boot? pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires ; . .

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

AH other rubber manufactures

Total

672

12,799

$280,508

$2,142

10,080

$70,468

9,540

22,266

13,110

$127,606

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
IMFOBTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.

Unmanufactured—free

:

India rubber:
From

—

France
Germany
Portugal
United Kingdom ....

Central America and
British Honduras...

Mexico
Brazil
Other South America

.

East Indies
Other countries

lyl.s. 191b.

nds. Value.

$134,073
843

1,539,939
47,566,344

549,101
660,648

21,422,230
2,519,091

33.712,497
2,926,378

$111,031,144

864,694
1,445,453
979,786
258,948

Pounds

652,206

Value.

$362,372

1,273,530
58,157,721

1,249,656
2,545,095

49,281,838
5,515.102

140,832,273
582,784

563.833
39,414,267

573,046
1,053,054

24,589,208
2,616,518

90,155,040
418,137

Totals 221,481,921

Balata 2,302,684
Guayule i^um 4,966,464
•Gutta jelutong 21,230,028
Gutta percha 2,231,246

Totals 252,212,343 $1 14,580,025

Rubber scrap 12,342,117 877,026

Totals, unmanufactured

Chicle dutiable
Manufactured—dutiable

:

270,090,205 $159,745,475

2,748.207 1,265,896
2,537,167 693,251

24,792,820 1,236,502
3,176,010 349.727

303,344,409 $163,290,851

16,084,653 1,226,157

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHAUmSE.

Unmanufactured— 1915. 1916.

Pounds. Value.
Balata 784.360 $307,479
Guayule gum 47,391 16,701
Gutta jelutong 2,773 305
Gutta percha 63,637 12,466
India rubber 4,664,095 2,357,350
Rubber scrap and refuse 12,687 1,107

Totals, unmanufactured

Chicle

Pounds.

922,301

Value.

$389,288

56,000
2,383

9,179,017

2,520
2,095

5,330,100

10,159,701 $5,724,003

489,029 $168,356

!64,554,460 $115,457,051

7,916,893 $2,903,018

319,429,062 $164,517,008

7,250,336 $3,198,153

Gutta percha
India rubber .

Totals, manufactured
Substitutes—elasticon, etc.

$6,266
445,255

$451,521
19,334

$180,006
486,333

$666,339
18,662

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MIRCHANDISE.

Manufactured—
Automobile tires:

To—
fRussia in Europe
England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands . . .

.

Other countries

1915.

Pounds. Valu

1916.

Pounds. Value.

Totals
-\I1 other tires.

Belting ho.se and packing
Rubber boots pairs
Rubber shoes pairs
Scrap and old rubber...
Reclaimed rubber
Other rubber manufac-

factures

Totals, manufactured

Fountain pens. . .number

$6,698,584
1,185,930
152,578
356.903
563,639

548,706
2,098,327
3,123.395
6,196,424

292,735
2,168,283

$11,418,652
1.993,262
2,002,847
1,229.155
1.478,513
356,820
830,917

5,102,726

$24,412,892

$944,261
5,682,305
897,212
227.981
805,471

1,675.343
982,154
434.551

3,562,665

$1

660,169
3,002,842
3.418,884
5,390,695

200,637 $205,225 251,662

5,211,943
2,517,065
3,530.219
1,593,046
1,486,705
392,977
807,777

8,394,616

$33,934,348

$147,587

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NONCONTIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF
THE UNITED STATES.

Manufactured—
To—

.-\laska

:

Belting, hose and pack-
ing

Boots and shoes, .pairs
' Other rubber goods...

1915. 1916.

Quantity. Value. Quantity.

Totals

65,013

65,013 $333,469

$123,745
183,347
26,377

94,952

94,952

To—
Hawaii:

Belting, hose and pack-
ing

.Vutomobile fires
' )ther tires

Other rubber goods...

$78,087
447,469
58,368
70,096

Totals

To-
Philippine Islands:

Belting, hose and pack-
ing

Boots and shoes.. pairs
Tires
Other rubber goods...

37,412

Totals 37.412

To—
Porto Rico:

Belting, hose anfj

ing
.\utomobile tires . .

.

Other tires

Otiier rubber goods.

Totals

pack-

$654,020

$50,765
34.489

363,657
151,799

S600.710

$34,676
313,429
27,326
66.097

$441,528

172,202

Value.

$120,719
227,059
47,556

$395,334

$81,998
593,777
92,686
130,939

$899,400

$65,170
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

Week Ending

—

January 19, 1917.

January 26, 1917.

Februar>- 2, 1917.

February 9, 1917.

February 16, 1917.

* Manufactures of India Rubber.
In addition to the above, 2,280 pounds of chicle was inipoited.

India Ri
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EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING JANUARY, 1917.

EXPORTERS. Fine.
General Rubber Co. of Brazil. H/w 221,917
Tancredo Porto & Co 111,640
Stowell & Co 115,252
Ohiiger & Co
J. G. Araujo 33,380
Adelbert H. Alden, Limited 95,650
G. Fradelizi 21,120
S. A. Armazens Andresen
Mesquita Si Co 320
Levy, Camille & Co

599,279
In transit, Iqiiitos 27,547

Totals 626,826
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

November, 1916.
L'SMANUFACTUBED -ffCC : r "^

^
Pounds. Value.

Rubber and Rutla percha.
crude caoutchouc or india
rubber:

From—

•

Great Britain 727,344 $401,230
United States 611,833 346,360

Totals 1,339,177 $747,590

Rubber, recovered:

From

—

United Sttitcs 406,015 $64,511

Hard rubber in sheets and
rods:

From

—

Great Britain 540 $301

United Slates 1,185 1.058

Totals 1,725 $1,359

Rubber substitute:

From

—

United States 34.807 $3,231

Rubber, powdered, and rub-

ber or Kutta percha waste:

From

—

Great Britain 2,340 $122

United States 33,025 2,896

Other countries 730 ^1

Totals 36.095 $3,065

Rubber thread, not covered:

From

—

United States 5.218 $7,457

Chicle, crude:

From

—

United Strates 124,903 $42,618

British Honduras 243,623 85.766

Mexico 91,739 30.973

Totals 460,265 $159,357
Prefer-

General ential

Manufactured—durable

:

Tariff. Tariff.

Value. Value.

Boots and shoes:

From

—

Great Britain $1,193

United States $26,428

Totals $26,428 $1,193

November, 1916.

Mani'i ACTL'RED

—

dutiable:

Belting:

From

—

United StatTes

Waterproof clothing:

From

—

Great Britain
United States
Other countries

Totals

TIosc, lined with rubber:

From

—

United States

Mats and matting:

I'rom

—

United States

Packing:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

General
Tariff.
Value.

$3,968

$11,511
148

$11,659

$6,099

$454

Prefer-
ential
Tariff".

Value.

$20,368

$20,368

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC AND
GOODS.

Manufactured—
Belting:

To -

United States .

.

Newfoundland, . .

FOREIGN BUBBEE

November, 1916.
A

^
Produce Reexports

of of Foreign
Canada. Goods.
Value. Value.

Total
Hose:

To-
Great Britain .

.

Newfoun<lland
Other countries

$6,739
$399
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UNITED KINGDOM RUBBER STATISTICS FOR 1916.

Ukmanufactured—
Crude rubber:

From

—

Dutch East Indies
French West Africa
Gold Coast _

Other countries in Africa. .

Peru
Brazil
British India
Straits Settlements, includ-

ing Lahuan
Federated Malay States. .

.

Ceylon and dependencies ...

Other countries

IMPORTS
1915
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be said to be bigber tban a monfli ago. E.xperinients in the sub-

stitution of ronibed Peelers for Sea~IslaiKl and Egyptian tire

fabrics are being made as a relief measure should the long staple

supply be curtailed.

Mechanical Duck. The government has come into the market

for supplies in large quantities, thereby strengthening the position

of all mechanical duck. As a result prices on hose and belting

duck are firmer and contracts are being written further ahead.

Sheetings, Drills and Osnaburgs. The demand has been

good as many buyers have anticipated their requirements.

The market has been visibly strengthened by the prospective

government business. However, prices have remained unchanged.

Raincoat Cloth, llie imported fabrics have apparently not

been affected by the blockade as contract deliveries are being

promptly made. The domestic mills are reported to be slow in

making deliveries in view of the uncertain market conditions

that appear to indicate higher prices:

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

FERRIJARY 24, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. L L. No. 1, 40inch yard
No. 4, 38><-inch

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:
A—14-ounce yard
B—14-ounce
C—14-ounce

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:
D—14-ounce yard
E—11^-ounce
F—14-ounce
G— 8-ounce
H— 1 1-ounce
I — 9-ounce

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette lb.

Tire Fabrics:
1754-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard
1 7 54 -ounce Egyptian, combed
17J4-ounce Egyptian, carded
17J^ -ounce Peelers, carded

Sheeting:
40-inch 2.35-yard yard
40-inch 2.50-yard
40-inch 2.70-yard
40-inch 2.85-yard
40-inch 3.15-yard

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.25-yard yard
40-inch 2.48-yard
i7yi-'m. 2.42-yard

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound
Belting

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard
38-inch 1.74-yard
72-inch 16.66-ounce
72-inch 17.21-ounce

Drills:
38-inch 2.C0-yard yard
40-inch 2.47-yard
52-inch 1.90-yard
52-inch 1.95-yard
60-inch 1.52-yard

Imported Woolen Fabric« Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-i_n, 3J4 to 754 ounces yard
36-inch, 2^ to 5 ounces

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard
36-incb, 2 to 4 ounces ,

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, 4^ to 8 ounces yard

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

;

36-inch, 3H to 5 ounces yard

Raincoat Goth (Cotton)

:

Bombazine yard
TwiUs
Tweed
Tweed, printed
Plaid
Repp

Burlaps:
32—7K-ounce iCO yardt
40—754-ounce
40—8-ounce
40—lO-ounce
40—1054-ounce
45—75i-ounce
45—8-ounce ^

48— 10-ounce

$0.35
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the market on this material, which has been in good demand.
Aniline Oil. Prices have advanced about 5 cents since our

report a month ago.

Carbon Black. The demand appears to be fully up to the

supply. Prices are firm at figures ruling a month ago.

China Clay. The domestic material continues at high levels,

being quoted at $16 to $25 the ton in carload lots. The nominal

price is $8 to $10.

N.\PHTHA. Solvent naphtha has advanced about 1 cent a

gallon since our last report.

T.\LC. AH imported grades are strong, due to foreign ship-

ping difficulties. The domestic demand is good at unchanged

prices.

Vermilion. English vermilion has advanced sharply owing

to the embargo on English mercurj'. California suppHes are

handicapped by the car shortage and high freight rates.

Whiting. There seems to be no relief from foreign supplies

of the raw material and the situation grows more acute. Domes-
tic grinding is making good progress and deliveries from a

southern mill were made during the month. The consuming

trade is paying $1.10 to $1.15 a hundredweight for gilder's whiting.

Zinc Oxide. The New York market has been quite firm, the

XX brand going at 13 to 14 cents in second hands. Prices were

easier in the middle west, due to local supplies. However, later

in the month heavy demands were made on New York stocks,

resulting in firmer prices on the American grades in second

hands.

NEW TOEK aUOTATIONS.

FEBRUARY 26, 1917.

Subject to change without notice.
Accelerene lb $2.62 @
Acetone (drams) lb. .23 @
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .03'/i@ M'A

cresylic (crude) gal. .75 @ .80
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .25 @ .26
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01}4@ 02
nitric, 36 degrees . . j lb. .OAl/z @
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01^2®

Alumina, To-six-o (carloads) ton 19.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 32.00 (dj

Ammonium carbonate lb. .10 @ .lOJ^
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 ^ .60

crimson, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .48 (3'

golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .25 @ .30
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, *'Mephisto" lb. .27 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent./h. .28 @
red sulphuret. States brand lb. .25 @

Asbestine ton I.';. 00 ml".00
Asbestos ton 20.00 @40.00
Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .03!4(ai

Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .05 @
Barytes, pure white ton 30.50 (Si32.00

off color ton 15.00 (S22.00
Basofor (on 105.00 &
Benzol, pure gal. .55 @ .60
Beta-Naphthol (f. o. b. New York) lb. .92 (S .95
Brown, sienna, raw powdered lb. .04 @ .06

umber, raw powdered lb. .03 @* .03 J4
Bone ash lb. None

black lb. .04 @ .08
Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb Nominal

sulphide, yellow lb. 2.25 (2)

Cantella gum lb. .33 @
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05 (a)

black (cases) lb, .27 ®
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .18 (S

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .04"/^ @
Chalk, precipitated, extra light lb. .04K@ -OSii

precipitated, heavy lb. .03^ @ .05
(Thina clay, domestic (powdered) ton 25.00 fa)

imported (powdered) ton 65.00 (S>

Chrome, green lb. .40 @
yellow lb. .24 rt?

Cotton Hnters lb. Nominal
Excellerex 85 @ .90
Fossil flour lb. .04 (a> .10
Gas black lb. .14 (Bi .20
(Jilsonite ton 40.00 (3
Glue, high grade lb. .50 (3) .60

medium lb. .22 @ .23
low grade lb. .17 & .27

Glycerine. C. P. (drums) lb. .54K# .55
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .25 O

powdered (^400 pound bbl.) lb. .08 @
(jreen oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @ .85
Ground glass (fine) lb. .02Ji@
H•cxametl^ylen-^mine lb. .60 ^> .65
Indian red, reduced grades tb. .06 rsi .07

pure lb. .08 6i .09
Infucorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 (3

bolted ton 70.00 (S

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb, ,02^@ .03>i
red, pure, bright Ifr. .11 @ .13

Ivory, black lb. .18 @ .30
Lampblack , lb, .12 @ .13
Lead, red oxide of ,,.lb. .10^@

sublimed blue lb, .08J4@
sublimed white lb, .08^@
white, basic carbonate lb. .08J4@ .09}i
white, basic sulphate , . , , .lb. .08J4@
black hyposulphite ( Black Hypo) lb, .45 @ .75

Lime, flour lb. .01Ji@ .Olyi
Litharge lb. .09J4@

English ;i>. .12 @
sublimed lb, .09ii@

Litbopone, imported lb. Nominal
domestic lb. .06 @ .06yi
Beckton white (carloads) lb. Nominal

Magnesia, carbonate lb, .12 @ .15
calcined, heavy lb, .09 (g) H

heavy. Thistle Brand lb, .12 @
light lb. .50 @

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 35.00 @39.00
Mica, powdered lb. .03^ is .05
Mineral rubber lb. .01 @ 02

"M. R. X." »on 100.00 ©
"Genasco" (carloads) ton 37.00 @
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 (3
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 (ffi

"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 ^
"Rubrax" ton 32.50 @

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gal. .23 @
66@68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .27 @
68(5>70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .28 @
V. M. & !>. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 m

Oil, aniline /i. .26 ® .28
corn, refined (Argo) cwt. 12.76 <S

linseed (bbl.) gal .93 @
palm gal. .12 (a .W/i
parafiin gal. .17 (»
pine (cases) gal. .65 (<?

rapeseed, blown gal. 1.15 @ 1,17
rosin, heavy body gal. 6.75 @
tar (cases) gal. .22 ®
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, green lb. 5.00 @15.0e
Orange mineral, domestic lb. .12y^@
Paragol (carloads) ctot. 10.54 @
Petrolatum /ft. .C6'4@
Petroleum grease lb. .04 @
Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 8.50 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .03};t@ .04

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar bbl. 9.35 @

Plaster of pans lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb, .80 '<?

Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) lb. .03 @ .04
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. None'

granulated lb. None
„ .

fused ^ lb. None
Rosin (500 pound bills.). @ 280 lbs bbl. 6.50 @ 8.50
Rotten stone, powdered lb. 0254(3 04
Rubber black lb. Nominal
Rubber substitute, black lb. .09 (at .1214

white i,.,.,,,,lb, '.U'/im .18

„ .,..,
brown lb. .12^0 .18

Rubhide 35 @ .40
Shellac, fine orange lb. 48 ffi 55
Silex (silica) ton 25.00 &35'.00
Soapstone, powdered ton 14.00 i»20 00
Starch, corn, powdered lb, .04 (3 04J4
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb, .09.V4(a '

Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) ctirt. 2.20 (9
Bergenport, pure soft brand cwt. 2.20 (S

Talc, American ton 14.00 (S18.0O
French ton 24.00 .,728.00

Toluol, pure gal, 1.75 fffl 2.00
Tripolite earth, powdered . . .• ton 60.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 (3
Turpentine, pure gum spirits ^0/. .52 (^

wood gal. .50 (ffi

Venice gal. .11 ra .12
Ultramarine blue lb. .20 i^ .40
Vermilion, brilliant lb. .20 (3 25

Chinese lb. '.95 (3 1.00
English lb. 1.50 @ 1.60

Wax, beeswax, white lb, .55 ra 60
ceresin, white lb, AS @ 22
carnauba lb, .35 (3 55
ozokerite, black (6. .53 (3 .60

green /*. .70 O .75
montan /;,. .30 tsi

paraffin, refined 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb, .07 @ ,07'/i
123/125 ra. p. (cases) lb, .07.14(3 08 .

128/130 m. p. (cases) lb, ,OS'igl> .09
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb, .09'A(a 10

crude, white, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) lb, .06'A& 06M
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) lb, .06.>4@ .07

Whiting, Alba cwt, 1.00 (3 1.25
commercial cwt. l.OO (3
eilders cwt, 1. 10 (g
Paris, white. American cwt, 1.25 (3
Enelisb cliflFstone cwt, 1.50 @

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) tan Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) /ft. .02iii(i7'

India rubber /ft.

Zinc oxide, American process, horsehead brand Nominal
"special" f. o. b. factory /ft. .10 (Tii

"XX red" f. o. b. factory /(>. .10 (3
French process, green seal . . f. o. b. factory lb, .10 (6*

red seal. .. .f. o. b. factory lb, .10 (3

white seal. .f. o. b. factory /ft. .I85<@
iinc suhstitutes ton 25.00 @
Zinc sulphide, pure lb, ,07 @
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AMERICA ON THE SEAS.

ALTHOUGH crude rubber prices in the United

States have risen somewhat, the submarine menace

has as yet affected the supply scarcely at all. Neverthe-

less, the importance of a larger merchant marine grows

daily in the minds of rubber, cotton and other importers

and exporters of raw materials and manufactured goods.

American commerce of every sort is carried on to a great

extent in foreign bottoms, principally British, and as

more and more ships have been requisitioned for war

transport, and the toll of sinkings has increased, both

importers and exporters have oftener experienced an-

noying delays and higher cargo rates because of the lack

of adequate tonnage. Henceforth we shall have the full

benefit of our armed merchantmen, but if, as now seems

likely, the United States is destined to suffer greater

losses through ruthless submarine activities the need of

ships is likely to become more pronounced.

London and Berlin figures are widely at variance, but

submarine warfare, measured by either, has thus far

fallen considerably short of its aim. Yet the campaign
can hardly be said to be altogether a failure, although
the list of submarines captured and destroyed is also

believed to be a large and growing one. British em- *-i

bargoes and greatly restricted imports will minimize the ^^/^l-

effect of ship losses and conserve cargo space to the ut- ^^

most, but, of course, British exigency will have first con-
'''''

sideration in determining to what British cargo space

shall be devoted.

The question whether America can have a merchant
marine of its own worthy of the name is already

answered. Bureau of Navigation statistics show that we
can and do have one of more than 4,000,000 gross tons,

exclusive of lake and river trade, that ranks second in

the world's list, although only one- fourth England's

tonnage at the outbreak of the war. Better still, last year

was the third best in our shipbuilding annals. There
were constructed in American shipyards 1,163 vessels of

520,847 gross tons to sail under the American flag, 886
vessels of 405,744 gross tons being for foreign trade.

The figures for 1917 promise to be much more encourag-

ing, for on February 1, American private yards were
building, or under contract to build, 415 steel ships of

1,529,854 gross tons and 161 wooden vessels of 207,623

gross tons, most of them for ocean trade. Inadequate

as is our new merchant marine, it provides the founda-

tion upon which standardized construction and bulk pro-

duction, as in the automobile industry, will build a great

overseas carrier system of the future if properly safe-

guarded.

As a result of the war, high freight rates and scarcity

of tonnage have rendered shipping under American
registry very profitable, but this will not long continue

with the coming of peace. The certain prompt replace-

ment of British and European tonnage will in a few years

reverse the situation unkss preventive measures to pro-

mote our own reawakened shipping industry are taken

in time. It is a national duty to protect the capital so

courageously invested under only temporarily favorable

circumstances in this potential American asset. Our
shipping laws must be such that we can meet our own
cargo requirements and compete successfully with other

nations for a rightful share of the world's commerce.

RAILWAY SERVICE MUST BE MAINTAINED.

THE epochal decision of the United States Supreme
Court upholding the constitutionality and enforce-

ability of the Adamson law, establishing an 8-hour day in

computing railway wage schedules, appears permanently

to have eliminated the probability of future transporta-

tion paralysis such as twice threatened to imperil the

nation during a gravely momentous i)eriod in its history

and to bring American industry virtually to a standstill.

The majority opinion is of far-reaching importance in

declaring that both carriers and employes engaged in in-

terstate' commerce charged with public interest are sub-
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ject to compulsory arbitration by Congress of differences

affecting operation.

The agreement reached between the railway managers

and the four brotherhoods to avert a nation-wide strike

should by no means be overlooked, however. As a result

of their public-spirited concession, previous to the court

decision, the railway managers emerge with great credit

from the controversy. It now remains for organized

labor to make good its own recent pledge of patriotism,

supporting the President in any measures he may deem

it necessary to take as the international situation de-

velops. -Of course, in increasing operating expenses ap-

proximately $50,000,000 a year in trainmen's wages, the

railwa}- managers have paved the way for a ruling by

the Interstate Commerce Commission granting higher

freight rates. The public will later hear of this through

local storekeepers of every sort, hut the public has an

extraordinary liking for indirect taxation such as this

in contrast with higher passenger rates which all can see.

THE EGYPTIAN COTTON EMBARGO.

THE embargo on shipments of Egyptian cotton from

Alexandria and Liverpool, recently declared by the

British Government, has the appearance of an unneces-

sary precaution. While the Indian cotton tariff is likely

to be of direct benefit to Great Britain in the conduct

of the war, this embargo is not of equally certain intent.

Possibly she desires to place the importation of cotton

b\- the United States under control similar to that of

rubber, yet it is doubtful that much, if any, Egyptian

cotton reaches British enemies through American re-

exports. Shipments to the United States have shown a

steady increase, it is true, but the manufacture of auto-

mobile tires has made a corresponding growth. A con-

servative estimate places the 1917 output at 25,000,000.

and it is for tire fabrics that most of the imported

Egyptian cotton is used.

A significant sidelight on the present situation is seen

in the keen interest now being manifested by tire manu-

facturers in long-staple cotton planting, to the details

of which an article on another page is devoted.

PENALIZING CARELESSNESS.

ACCIDENT compensation laws are highly commend-

able, and it is an indication of progress that 33

states have enacted such legislation with numerous

amendments. Unfortunately, however, these acts are so

widely at variance, both in safeguards required and dam-

ages prescribed, as to render it a considerable task for

firms engaged in interstate business to keep tabs on all

of them and avoid violating the laws of one state while

abiding by those of another. Real need of uniformity

exists, and with the coming of standardization several

reforms should be inaugurated. .V national bureau on

uniform safety devices for each industry is needed, and

deformed persons should be insured a fair chance to

secure employment.

The most important reform, however, lies in the direc-

tion of penalizing carelessness. Statistics show that year

after year accidents due to carelessness of the injured

greatly exceed those due to lack of safeguards, yet not

one of the states having accident compensation laws takes

this cause into consideration, ^lany accidents attributed

to carelessness are in reality the result of employes mis-

representing their ability when being hired, and therefore

being assigned to work for which they are unqualified.

Obviously, the employe as well as the em])loyer should

shoulder his just portion of the liability. Uniform laws

in justice to all will l>e admittedly difficult to frame, luit

the matter deserves earnest, imoartial study and early

action.

F. M. S. RUBBER EXPORT TAX.

THE disposition of American rtibber manufacturers

to extend their Far East plantations has led to pro-

tective measures on the part of British rubber interests.

Tlie initial step was taken by the Federated Malay States

when a so-called "War Taxation Enactment," effective

for one year from January 1, 1917, was passed, imposing

export taxes .on ruljber and tin in addition to the regular

customs duties. When the price of cultivated rubber

does not exceed 2s. 6d. per pound, the tax is 2}^ per

cent ad valorem, otherwise 5 per cent. British property

owners liable to pay an income tax on the profits from^

exported rubber are exempt from this export tax. Simi-

lar preferential enactments are likely to result elsewhere

under British suzerainty. While obviously detrimental

to American interests this is deemed an act of justice to

the pioneers who risked their capital in building up the

plantation industry of Malaya.

THE MOTORIZATION OF THE CIRCUS.

THE noble horse has made his last stand as a transpor-

tation necessity, and lost. For many years the

motor vehicle has been usurping his place for pleasure

driving, heavy hauling, light deliveries and fire service.

In the world war, too, much of his former work is being

done by motors. And last month came the announcement

that even the circus manager is forsaking him, except

for show purposes. The world's first motor truck circus,

to be launched in May by the United States Circus Cor-

poration, promises to revolutionize the outdoor amuse-

ment business, if not several lines of purely commercial

transportation. The experiment will be watched in sev-

eral quarters with the utmost interest because the se-

verity of the test may bring about a distinct change in

the type of solid tires for heavy trucks. At the outset

both trucks and trailers will be equipped with large, sin-

gle-tread solid tires designed to supply what the dual

tread lacks in traction, even wear and extraordinary

strength neccssarv to resist the strains of heavv service.
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The Nature and Uses of Rubber Solvents— II.

By Lolhar E. JVebcr, Ph. D.

[In the first iiislaliiii-nt of this article Dr. U'cbcr discussed gasoline, including casing-head and cracked gasoline, its characteristics,

more desirable methods of designation, uses in dipped goods and cements, and sokent recovery.]

BENZOL.

NEXT to gasoline the most important solvent which finds

commercial utilization in tlie rubber industr_v is benzcl.

While there is a definite chemical compound of this name,

the term benzol is used in a generic sense to denote certain

liquid hydrocarbons which are found in coal-tar.

When bituminous coal is subjected to destructive distillation,*

there is obtained (1) illuminating gas, (2) an aqueous liquid,

the most important constituent of which is ammonia, (3) coal-

tar, and (4) a residue of col<e. The coal-tar is a viscous liquid

of characteristic odor. It is intense black in color, due to the

presence of suspended particles of carbon. This is the same
coal-tar which, as the basis of many dyestul¥s and medicinal

preparations, has been so widely discussed during recent years.

It is a highly complex mixture, containing as it does, substances

of widely difi^erent characteristics and properties. Amongst
them is ben.^ol, which is present to the e.xtent of only about 1.5

per cent.

By suljjccting the coal-tar to distillation, the benzol is separated

irom the remaining substances. As has already been stated, the

term benzol is used to designate a group of generic hydrocar-

bons, which latter bear very much the same relationship to

each other that the paraffin hydrocarbons do. Fortunately the

gravity nomenclature is not used in designating these hydro-

carbons, they being referred to technically on a boiling point

basis. By "Benzol Pure" one infers a solvent consisting essen-

tially of the chemical substance known as benzol. This material

has a constant boiling point of 80.4 degrees C. (177 degrees F.)

Under "100 per cent Benzol" one designates the material which

is 100 per cent distillable at 100 degrees C. The material which

is 90 per cent distillable at 100 degrees C. is referred to as "90

per cent Benzol." This nomenclature is a logical and desirable

one, in that it enables a purchaser at a glance to know the com-

parative boiling points, and hence the volatility of the solvent.

In the United States it is the 90 per cent benzol which prob-

ably finds the largest application in rubber manufacture. This

product consists of about 70 per cent pure benzol, the residue

being for the most part toluol. The 90 per cent benzol is seldom

used for spreading purposes, but it finds considerable applica-

tion in the manufacture of cements and dipped goods, and to a

certain extent in the cold cure.

Benzol—meaning thereby 90 per cent benzol—is much to be

desired over gasoline as a rubber solvent. It is in the first place

a more uniform product, has a much narrower range of boiling

points, and largely increased solvent power. Whereas a gaso-

line solution is always opaque in appearance, a benzol solution

of rubber is clear and transparent. There is no indication of

any suspended matter being in the rubber solution, which is

always the case when gasoline is used as a solvent. Probably

on account of this homogeneity the film resulting from a benzol

solution of rubber is stronger in its physical properties, and at

the same time more transparent in appearance, than is the film

produced from a gasoline solution. The range of boiling points

being narrower, there is less chance for the formation of blisters

in the case of dipped goods and blowing in the case of cement

when benzol is the solvent employed. Under present conditions

the price of benzol is more than double that of gasoline, but

after cessation of hostilities the discrepancy in their prices will

*By destructive distillation is meant the heating of a s\ih.stance, in the

absence of air, to a temperature at which decomposition results.

probably be slight, owing to the vastly increased benzol produc-
tion in this country. When such is the case, it will be very
luuch to the advantage of the rubber manufacturer to substitute

the utilization of benzol for gasoline in dipped goods and
cements.

SOLVEXT iVAl'IITIIA.

This material is also obtained from coal-tar and has no rela-

tion v.-hatsocver to any petroleum product. Its boiling points

range from about 140 degrees C. to 170 degrees C. It consists

essentially of two hydrocarbons known as xylene and cumene.

Solvent naphtha has never found wide application on the part

of the rubber manufacturer in the United States, though it is

used very extensively in Europe. Gasoline is used to a mod-
erate degree by the European rubber manufacturer, and scarcely

ever in the spreading operation, except in limited admixture with

solvent naphtha. The claim is authoritatively made that gaso-

line itself cannot be used with any degree of safety in England

for the spreading operation, the peculiar atmospheric conditions

which obtain creating an excessively precarious fire risk. It Js>

indeed, a fact that iu the days prior to the development of the

internal combustion engine when gasoline was a drug on the-

iTiarket, European manufacturers used solvent naphtha almost

exclusively as the spreading solvent, and this in spite of the fact

that the latter, as produced abroad at that time, had serious

objections in that it imparted an odor to the spread compound,
The odor is due to the very disagreeably smelling substance

known as pyridine, which even when present in the solvent to

the extent of less than 0.1 per cent, makes itself exceedingly

ofifensive. The solvent naphtha produced in America is almost

invariably free from even these minute traces of pyridine, as

also is tlie European product as usually marketed within recent

years.

SH.\LE OIL.

In Scotland, and to a certain extent in Germany, the destruc-

tive distillation of certain bituminous shales is carried on quite

e.xtensively. Shale is a rock formation, usually of a brownish

or gray color, which is permeated with bitumen. The shale is

heated in retorts, whereby the bitumen suffers destructive dis-

tillation. From the tar resulting on distillation there is ob-

tained shale naphtha, which has physical propertiss analogous to

the solvent naphtha obtained from coal-tar. While shale

naphtha has found very little application in America, it is used

quite extensively in Europe for purposes where the odor does

not militate against its use.

CARBON BISULPHIDE.

This solvent is made by the interaction of carbon and sulphur.

The older method of passing sulphur vapor over coke or char-

coal, heated to a red heat, has been practically superseded by

the electrical method, whereby the two components are heated

in an electric furnace. Carbon bisulphide, when strictly pure,

has a sweetish, pungent odor, although the article of commerce

is mo're or less evil smelling, owing to the presence of certain

sulphur impurities. Carbon bisulphide boils at 46 degrees C,

and even at ordinary temperatures is extremely volatile. Great

care has to be e.xercised in tlie handling of it, for the' reason

that its vapors are inflammalile when heated only to the rela-

tively low temperature of ISO degrees C. When carbon bisul-

phide burns, there is produced sulphur dioxide and carbon di-

oxide, both extremely suffocating and irritating gases.
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Carbon bisulphide finds practically only one application in

the rubber industry and that is as a diluent for sulphur chloride

in vulcanization. Owing to the disagreeable properties of car-

bon bisulphide just enumerated, many attempts have been made

to find a substitute for it. While combinations of solvents have

been obtained which give passable results, it is, indeed, a fact

that nothing has lieen found which can replace carbon bisulphide

wilh complete satisfaction.

The sulphur chloride cure is essentially a surface vulcaniza-

tion, both in the case of the vapor cure and the wet cure. It is

the surface of the rubber article which is primarily subjected

to the action of the subhur chloride. To be sure, the rubber

below the surface is also acted upon, but, broadly speaking,

except in the thinnest of articles, the sulphur chloride cure is

not a thoroughly uniform one in the direction of the thickness

of the article 'Obviously the greater the penetration of the

sulphur chloride and the quicker this penetration, the more

uniformly will the rubber be cured. It is an observed fact that

carbon bisulphide has the property of penetrating crude rubber

to a remarkal)le degree. In fact, it stands preeminent among

the commonly employed solvents in this respect, and it is on

account of its pi. lurt) of penetration that carbon bisulphide

gives such satisfactory results in the sulphur chloride cure.

CARBON TETR.'\CHI.ORIDE.

Carbon tetrachloride is made by the action of chlorine on

carbon bisulphide, sulphur chloride (the curing agent) being

produced simultaneously. Carbon tetrachloride is a heavy liquid

of sweetish odor, boiling at 78 degrees C, and is not in the

least inflammable. In fact, its vapors form a protective curtain

around any burning article upon which the liquid is cast, a

proiJerty of carbon tetrachloride which finds extensive applica-

tion in the utilization of this substance as a fire extinguisher.

Carbon tetrachloride is employed to a certain extent as a sub-

stitute for car1)on bisulphide in the cold cure. Owing to its non-

inflammability, and more agreeable odor, it has an advantage

over carbon bisulphide, but from the standpoint of vulcanization,

carbon bisulphide is the more preferable diluent. Somewhat
more satisfactory results are obtained by using a mixture of

carbon tetrachloride and benzol. This mixture is the closest

approach in its properties to carbon bisulphide that has yet been

found. Iiut as a diluent for sulphur chloride could scarcely be

said to be the full equal of it.

Egyptian Cotton in Arizona by Irrigation.

COTTO.X came into its own again in 1916 as a result of the

war demand and Federal financial aid, yet the increased

production of long-staple varieties was relatively small.

Yarn spinners and fabric manufacturers have for several years

past deplored the limited and uncertain supplies of American

long-staple cotton, and last season was no exception. It now

remains to be seen how long it will be before they take matters

into their own hands and remedy the situation.

NEW UPLAND V'ARIETIES.

The production of long-staple cotton constitutes one of the

great undeveUiped agricultural resources of the United States

and one that is capable of enormous expansion. For several

years the industry declined because the boll weevil invaded the

former long-staple districts of the lower Mississippi valley, but

the introduction of early-maturing long-staple varieties by the

United States Department of Agriculture and the tested fact

that cotton can be grown by irrigation in undeveloped localities

of the Southwest have injected new factors of far-reaching im-

portance.

Such varieties as Columbia, Foster, Express and Durango, the

latter grown extensively in Imperial Valley, California, can, by

observation of the necessary precautions, be grown over a large

part of the cotton belt, and are less sXibject to insect ravages than

the older late-maturing varieties. Under improved cultural

methods, with the aid of uniform conditions assured by irriga-

tion, and by adoption of early-maturing varieties long-staple can

now be grown more cheaply than in former years. While long-

staple cotton for a period of several years past has averaged 60

per cent higher in price than corresponding grades of short

staples, it can now be grown profitably at an average premium

of 30 per cent. Undoubtedly the resulting tendency will be to-

ward the substitution of higher-grade cotton in many classes of

manufactured goods for which short staples, although now used,

are but poorly adapted.

The earliness of these new varieties is represented not so much

by the date when the bolls begin to open as by the setting of the

crop in a shorter period of time after flowering begins. Contrary

to the belief of many conservative planters, these varieties are

nearly if not quite as productive as short-staple varieties with

similar habits of growth; indeed, have outyielded them in many

experiments. These advantages, coupled with the greater in-

trinsic value of the product, are tremendous arguments in favor

of its culture, and with the steadily increasing demand for long

staples the discouragingly wide price fluctuations of the past from

season ro season will surely be lessened, so that the long-staple

planter need not fear finding himself at a disadvantage with

growers of short staples.

PRECAUTIONS IN GROWING LONG STAPLES.

This is as it should be, for long-staple cotton growing re-

quires not only more favorable natural conditions, but greater

skill and care on the part of the producer, who is justly entitled

to a greater reward. Successful long-staple cotton culture can-

not be maintained by ordinary cotton-farming methods. Partic-

ular attention must constantly be given to maintaining stocks of

pure seed by continued selection, avoidance of crossing varieties

in the field, and admixture of seed at public gins, else the crop

in two or three years will surely decline in quality as well as in

quantity. Obviously degeneration will manifest itself more

quickly than in short staples, because the requirements of uni-

form quality are higher.

COMMUNITY PRODUCTION ESSENTIAL.

Tlius it becomes apparent that scattered individual efforts are

precarious, and that success lies in community production of a

single superior variety. Indeed, community organization is as

essential to the maintenance of quality as to the marketing of

the crop, and manufacturing interests entering the planting field

do well to cooperate with such organized communities where a

single long-staple variety is grown rather than to risk failure

elsewhere. Egyptian cotton is therefore indicated in Salt River

Valley, Arizona, and Durango, a long-staple Upland variety, in

Imperial Valley, California.

EGYPTIAN COTTON IN SALT RIVER VALLEY.

It was to compete with Sakellarides, imported in great quan-

tities, that experiments were begun in Egyptian cotton culture

in Arizona in 1902. Ten years later the industry was inau-

gurated commercially, and proved successful. While it has not

assumed large proportions, it promises to do so during the next

few years because of virtually ideal conditions. Last year about

7,000 acres were under cotton and a well-balanced agriculture

in Salt River Valley would permit 20 per cent of the total project,

or 50.000 acres, producing as many bales annually. Similar con-
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ditions exist in the Yuma Reclamation Project on the lower
Colorado River, which includes a total of 100,000 acres, or

20,000 available for cotton. For the assistance of farmers a

well-equipped experiment farm is maintained in each irrigated

district by the Department of Agriculture.

In Egypt, cotton is grown entirely on irrigated land and in a

climate practically rainless throughout the period of develop-

ment of the cotton plant. This absence of rain, especially during

the picking season, favors the production of clean cotton. Con-
ditions in Salt River V'alley, therefore, are substantially the

same, except for the advantages of freedom from the boll weevil,

pink boll worm and most other insect pests, and but slight

occurrence of Hindi, or '"weed" cotton contamination which

renders difficult the maintenance of pure seed. Probably

the higher valuation of land and cost of irrigation water in

Egypt, together with less efficient hand methods of tillage,

nearly if not quite offsets the higher cost of labor in America,

which is felt chiefly in picking. .\s the crop-producing capa-

bilities of the land in the two regions are much the same, and

in staple and quality of fiber the commercial value of the Ari-

zona crop compares favorably with the best of the Egyptian

varieties, such as Jannovitch and Sakellarides, the difference to

the American m.anufacturer lies chiefly in the freights, that by

rail to New luigland from Arizona being normally about three

times as much as frum Egypt to America by water. There are

several methods of

surmounting this

handicap, but a con-

sideration of them is

beyond the scope of

the present article.

Suffice it to say that

comparatively little

difficulty has been ex-

perienced thus far in

disposing of the crop

at satisfactory prices,

due no doubt to the

realization on the part

of progressive manu-

facturers that new
American sources of

long-staple cotton
should be developed

and encouraged while

in an experimental

stage.

YUMA COTTON.

Two varieties of uniformly high quality long-staple cotton

known as Yuma and Pima are available for Arizona planting.

Both were bred up by the Bureau of Plant Industry of the De-

partment of Agriculture by selection from the Mit Atifi variety

of Egypt, and are of a sort not available anywhere in Egypt.

As segregated in 1908, the Yuma variety is distinct in the char-

acter of the plant and of the fiber. The lint ranges from 1 7/16

to 1 9/16 inches in length, according to soil and cultural condi-

tions, and has the pale, pinkish buff color of Jannovitch cotton

rather than the deeper buff color of the original Mit Afifi. The

lint averages about 28 per cent. Yield and spinning tests during

the past eight years have demonstrated that a stable variety,

uniform in character and of good spinning quality, has been

developed.

PIMA COTTON.

In I'UO another distinct type was segregated from llic Yuma
and given the name of Pima. This superlatively excellent new

strain surpasses the parent variety in productiveness, size of the

bolls, length and quality of the fiber, greater freedom from limbs,

and general uniformity. The Pima fiber staples from 1% to 1-J4

.^N Arizona Irrig.\tion Can.\i.

inches and is finer and lighter colored than Yuma. The upward
vegetative branches are fewer and shorter, the fruiting branches,

especially the lower ones, longer and better furnished with bolls.

Because of these facts more light reaches the lower part of the
plant, the crop matures earlier, the early bottom crop is heavier,

and picking is easier. In lint percentage it differs but slightly

from Yuma, the tendency being in favor of the latter. Spinning
tests encouraged the substitution of this variety for Yuma, and
during the season of 1916 it was grown for the first time com-
mercially in the Salt River Valley. Seed enough to plant about
,5,000 acres of this variety was produced, and by the spring of

1918 there will be seed enough to plant 100,000 acres or more.

SEED .SUPPLY.

A Yuma seed supply of uniform quality is maintained by the

Salt River Valley Egyptian Cotton Growers' Association under
the supervision of Department of Agriculture experts. This
cotton is grown in isolated places to prevent crossing, and under
as nearly ideal conditions as possible. Early in July, soon after

blossoming begins, every plant is examined and those of inferior

quality are rogued to prevent contamination of others with their

pollen. Thus the seed for general planting this year was de-

rived from the fields rogued in 1915. and can probably be sold

at only a slight advance above current oil mill prices. It is

sufficient for 100.000 acres or more.
COTTON ].\ ROTATION

WITH ALFALFA.

To be profitable,

Egyptian cotton farm-

ing must be not a

single crop culture,

but part of a system

of crop rotation in

which alfalfa, for in-

stance, is alternated

occasionally with cot-

ton. In past years,

profit in alfafa has de-

pended upon growing
livestock to consume
it and involved heavy
I iverhead expenses
which cotton spinning

and weaving compa-
nies have hesitated to

assume. But the live-

stock industry of Salt

River Valley is assuming such proportions as to provide a ready

market near at hand. Indeed, alfalfa occupies over half the ir-

rigated land and is the basis of agricultural operations in that

locality.

Cotton and alfalfa culture greatly benefit each other. Alfalfa

lirings a good cash return, puts humus into the soil and pro-

vides an ideal enrichment for subsequent cotton growing, while

cotton renovates the soil of weeds. As a result of conliiuied

planting, alfalfa fields become badly infested with Bermuda and

Johnson grass. One or two well-tilled crops of cotton, however,

will leave the land in excellent condition again for alfalfa or

for any crop, as the cultivation between the plants when young

and the complete shading of the ground later in the summer
kills weeds of every sort. Little, if any, more than half as

much irrigation water per season is required for cotton as al-

falfa, so that expansion of cotton culture in Salt Kiver Valley

may uhiniatcly lead to extension of the irrigated area.

COST OF PROnrCTION.

Estimates of the cost of production liave been prepared for

the Department of .\griculturc liy W. S. Dorman, who has had

over four years' growing experience in Salt River Valley, and
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as prosidont of one of the growers' associations has had access

to all tlie farts. His figures, including interest on the land in-

vestment and deducting the value of seed produced, are as

follows

:

Cost per acre of

Two-thirds

,ni,, ,.,, i.-L of a bale. One bale.

Plowing, preparing soil, cultivating, and seed. $15.00 $15.00

Irrigation water 1 '^0 1.50

Picking seed cotton 24,00 36,00

Transportation to gin 2.50 3.00

Ginning lint, at 2 cents per pound 6.72 1000

Interest on S150 at 8 per cent. . 12.00 12.00

Total cost .. fC>'i-72 S77.50

\'alue of cottonseed at 75 cents per 100 pounds 6.15 9.26

Xet cost of lint i-
.--.-<. .v $68.24

This shows the net cost of production per pound of lint as

16.66 cents when the yield is two-thirds of a bale per acre, and

13.65 cents when the yield is one bale per acre. On a 40-acre

tract which yielded nearly a bale and a half to the acre in 1914,

the cost was reduced to 12.37 cents. The detailed table which

follows indicates the importance of securing large yields per

acre if the industry is to be made profitable.

Cost

Item of cost. per acre.

Seed and tillage $1510

Irrigation water 2,00

Picking 2.552 pounds of seed cotton, at 2 cents 51.04

Ginning, insurance, yardage, and association of ex-

; iS.98

17.25

penses

Interest and ta.xes...

Total cost

Receipts for cottonseed

Net cost pci- ''•'-•'

$101.37

10.32

S91.05

Yield of cotton lini iir atic. /oi> [I'luntl^ ; ncl cost m
lint per pound coits 12.37

TILLAGE METHODS.

The best methods of preparing the land for Egyptian cotton

and of irrigating and cultivating the crop have been described

in detail liy E. W Hudson, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, in

Farmer's Bulletin 577. for free distribution by the United States

Department of .Agriculture. Briefly, they consist in early and

thorough preparation of the land; careful leveling, so that the

entire field can be irrigated uniformly and with less water ;
early

planting; getting the seed into moist soil; late thinning,; leaving

the plants close together in the row ; the sparing use of irriga-

tion w^ater until the plants blossom ; thorough cultivation as long

as the size of the plants permits; and frequent light irrigation

after blossoming begins until the crop is fully matured.

As Egyptian cotton requires a growing season of about nine

months, or several weeks longer than Upland, and as cotton

ripened in October and November is always superior to that

ripened later, planting should occur as early in March as possi-

ble after the danger of frost is over.

PREPARATION OF THE LAND.

This implies early preparation of the land, which should be

begun in the previous autumn and continued through the winter.

Although some raw desert land will grow good cotton, land

previously in alfalfa will produce better cotton more economically

and with less irrigation, as the soil holds the water better and

requires no separate irrigation of lighter spots. Such land

should be plowed 2 inches deep in October or No\ ember, turned

up to the sun until thoroughly dry, and then plowed again in

January 4 to 6 inches deep. Land to be planted a second time

in cotton should be gone over with a stalk cutter and then

plowed, disked and harrowed thoroughly. Preparation of new
land infested with Bermuda and Johnson grass should be begun

as early as August, followed in October or November, and again

in January or February by deeper plowing, disking, harrowing

and cultivating to bring as many roots as possible to the surface.

These should be raked up and burned. It may cost $6 to $10

an acre to clear new land.

PREPARATION OF THE SEED BED.

Land previously in cotton or grain, if irrigated before plowing,

can be put in condition by one plowing. Land previously in

alfalfa should be plowed twice. Late in February borders should

be thrown up about 2 rods apart, and just before planting the

land should be flooded and then disked and harrowed.

PLANTING.

Use a two-horse planter while the ground is still moist enough

to insure seed germination and plant in rows 3 feet apart on

new land or 4 feet apart on alfalfa land. Plant to an average

depth of 1'4 incites wMth 40 to 50 pounds of seed per acre.

EARLY CULTIVATION.

Begin cultivation as soon as the plants are visible, in order

to break any crusts that may have formed, to check evaporation,

and to kill the weeds.

EARLY IRRIGATION.

New land may ^require water sooner, and three or four times

before July 1, but' alfalfa land after 6 to 8 weeks will require

light furrow irrigation followed by cultivation as soon as the

ground is dry enough to work, and again in 10 to 14 days.

Repetition of this treatment after three or four weeks w-ill be

all the water required before July 1. Cultivation should follow

any rains that occur.

THINNING.

.-\fter the second irrigation, when the plants are 8 to 10 inches

high and have 10 to 12 norrrial leaves, they should be thinned

to 4 to 6 inches apart in the row^ on new land and 6 to 16 inches

on alfalfa land, depending on the richness of the soil. The idea

is to obtain a uniform stand and consequent larger total yield.

Thinning in two operations has the advantage of insuring enough

plants to replace any that may be killed during later cultivation,

and the comparative closeness of the plants until the final thin-

ning favors the fruiting branches at the expense of the larger

unproductive vegetable branches. Thinning can usually be con-

tracted out at $1 per acre.

LATE CULTIVATION.

Cultivation should continue every 10 or IS days, as long as a

horse can be driven between the rows without damage to the

plants. After the plants have 8 to 10 leaves this should be so

done as gradually to draw earth toward them until the plants

are on a ridge 3 to 4 inches high and 12 to 14 inches wide. This

insures more even distribution of water during the late irriga-

tions and conserves moisture around the plants. After cessation

of horse cultivation, the middle of the rows may be gone over

once or twice with a single-row 7-shovel or spike-tooth cultivator.

LATE IRRIGATION.

From July 1 until after October 1, most soils require irrigating,

not exceeding a 6-hour run, every 10 or 15 days to prevent

wilting of the flowering plants during the middle of the day.

The water should be drained off in each instance and not al-

lowed to stand in the lower part of the field to damage both

crop and land. At least two irrigations should be given after

the first picking.
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PICKING.

At least three pickings are necessary, and these should begin

between September IS and October 1, but not until 600 to 1,000

pounds of seed cotton per acre can be obtained. This is desirable

in order to bring the second picking rather late in the season.

Each picking, and any frosted cotton, should be kept separate

in ginning and baling, as there is often a marked difference in

grade.' Picking Egyptian cotton requires greater care and is

more expensive than picking Upland cotton because of the

smaller size of the bolis and the necessity to keep the seed cotton

clean so that the quality of the lint will not be impaired nor its

selling value reduced. Then, too, no dependable cleaning device

has been found which can be attached to the roller gin. Hand
labor is neither abundant nor cheap in the Southwest, but Salt

River Valley is better provided for than some other sections,

because of the Pima and Papago Indians, two capable, industrious

tribes which are taking up this work with satisfaction to them-

selves and their white employers. A force of 5,000 to 7.U00 is

available. Two cents per pound is the price paid, and pickers

vary from 100 to 20O pounds a day according to aptitude and

experience.

GINNING.

Four ginning establishments, each equipped with 10 roller

gins, and devoted exclusively to ginning Egyptian cotton, are

located at Phoenix,

Tempe. Mesa and

Chandler, while the

cottonseed products

are taken care of by

two oil mills in

Phoenix. The cost of

ginning is usually

somewhat less than

$10 a bale, although

more than twice that

of Upland cotton in

the South. This is

due to the fact that

the roller gin used

for the Egyptian cot-

ton cannot be oper-

ated as rapidly as

the customary saw-

gin, but improve-

ments in the mechan-

ism promise a consid-

erable measure of relief in this particular stage of handling.

[In the preparation of the foregoing article we are indebted to

Farmer's Bulletins and miscellaneous other circulars and papers

prepared for the Department of Agriculture by C. S. Scoiield,

T. H. Kearney, C. J. Brand, O. F. Cook and W. T. Swingle,

constituting the Committee on Southwestern Cotton Culture.]

SEA ISLAND COTTON.

H. Muehlstein it Co., scrap ruliber dealers, \ew York City,

celebrating their recent removal to new quarters, are sending

out a neat souvenir in the form of a pocketbook which, while

small enough to fit in the ordinary vest pocket, has a quite gen-

erous capacity. A bill fold with protective flap occupies the en-

tire length of the three folds. The inside has a celluloid-covered

card for filling out identification information of the owner, a

section devoted to loose leaves for memoranda, with accompany-

ing pencil, a small pocket containing a book for postage stamps

and an enclosure for a year's monthly calendars. On the out-

side are four separate and distinct pockets for cards, tickets,

memoranda, etc., one of these having a flap with ball and socket

fastener. The advertisement of the firm is stamped in gold,

thus forming a permanent reminder of the giver.

pARMER'S BULLETIN 787, by W. A. Orton, pathologist in

' charge of cotton and truck disease investigations of the

Bureau of Plant Industry, L^nited States Department of Agri-

culture, provides a comprehensive manual for the cotton planter,

covering geographical distribution of Sea Island fotton in the

United States; ideal crop requirements; possible -extension of

the .Sea Island cotton producing area; markets; factors govern-

ing prices ; defects in economic conditions ; cultivation ; fertilizers
;

preparation of the land ; seed selection ; handling the crop ; dis-

eases.

.\s to the possible extension of the Sea Island cotton-producing

area the author writes :

There is little encouragement to offer to those who would
attempt to introduce the culture of Sea Island cotton into

other parts of the country than where it is now grown
(South Carolina, Georgia, Florida). Many such trials have
been made during the past hundred years, and all have
failed. Even in the present area the crop is losing rather

than gaining ground .in competition with Upland cotton, al-

though the production of Sea Island cotton might be in-

creased if market conditions warranted.
In addition to the effect of high prices in stimulating the

industry and of low prices in depressing it, a factor which
must be considered in connection with the production of

cotton in either old
or new sections is the
supply of available

labor. Until present
methods are revolu-
tionized a relatively

large amount of fair-

ly cheap labor is re-

quired, and it is a
,L;reat advantage if

the laborers have had
long experience with
tlie crop. Through-
out the Sea Island
cotton belt there is

now a growing scarc-
ity of labor, which is

likely to restrict the
acreage planted. The
farmers must meet
the new conditions
by the adoption of

labor-saving machin-

I

ery in planting and in
' cultivation, but there
- will continue to be
,*" difficulty in getting
» the cotton picked.

The development of trucking and lumbering industries
restricts the less profitable cotton crop, and there is a steady
exodus of laborers to engage in railroad building, etc., mak-
nig the labor problem still more serious.

Serious obstacles are met with in introducing Sea Island
cotton into a new section. There is difficulty in securing the
proper care in cultivation and in picking and handling the
staple. Pickers accustomed to Upland varieties object so
much to the small and partly closed Sea Island bolls that it

is difficult to get the cotton picked even at the prices now
paid—$1 to $1.25 a hundred pounds. The ginning must be
done on a roller gin, as the saw gin injures the staple too
much, and a specially equipped ginnery is therefore neces-
sary. Furtlier difficulties are met with in marketing the
product, which at first can rarely be sold to advantage in a
local market where the buyers are unaccustomed to the
Sea Island staple. Shipment to a recognized market for
Sea Island cotton is necessary in such cases. (Charleston,
South Carolina; Savannah, Blackshear, and Valdosta,
Georgia; Alachua and Madison, Florida).

EGyi'Ti.\.\ Cotton Growx ix Salt River \'allev.

In a recent campaign in Montreal, Canada, for the Pa-

triotic and Red Cross funds, in charge of the One Day's Pay
Committee, the total amount collected was over $4,000,000,

and of this $12,089 was contributed by employes of ' the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited.
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The Manufacture of Jar Rings.

THE production of jar rings has assumed such proportions

as to make it a most important branch of the rubber in-

dustry. The compounded stock from which the rings are

made is generally run through a tubing machine, the outside

diameter of the resultant tube being slightly larger than is re-

quired to offset the reduction in size when the tube is wrapped

for curing. As the stock is run from the tubing machine it is

cut off in lengths of about 30 inches. These are placed on steel

mandrels and wrapped tightly with strips of wet cloth, after

which the tubes are vulcanized in open steam for 30 minutes at

SO pounds pressure.

After curing, the tubes are removed from the mandrels by

compressed air and at the same time each tube is forced by the

same means over a special mandrel upon which the rings are

cut. Tliis mandrel, upon which the tube is mounted, is revolved

in the lathe at a high rate of speed and the cutting is done by

sharp steel blades mounted on a traveling carriage provided

with a longitudinal feeding mechanism, the cutting blades being

pressed against the revolving tube by a cam or other mechanism.

The cut rings are stripped from the mandrel by compressed air

and then inspected, counted and packed.

An important item in the successful cutting of jar rings is

the cover for the cutting mandrels. This is usually made of

brass that will not injure the cutter when it passes through the

Fig. 1.

—

McGeouch Lathe.

rubber. This covering was formerly a cheap grade of rubber

compound, rolled on the mandrel by hand and cured in the usual

manner, after which it was dressed down to size on a speed

lathe. Such, a covering, however, becomes so badly cut after a

short time as to be rendered useless, A substitute for this cover-

ing is one of tough stock, sheeted very thin on a calender and

built up to 'the exact diameter on the mandrel. The uncured

stock will stand more cutting than when cured, and when worn
out it may be stripped from the mandrel, sent to the mill room
and sheeted for further use. Paper tubes are also used.

There are several types of jar ring lathes and the principle

is about the same in all. However, the more recent machines

show marked improvement in design and construction that

makes for greater production. Descriptions of the most impor-

tant machines follow

:

THE McGEOUCH LATUR.

The machine shown in Fig. 1 is designed lor cutting two rings

simultaneously. A represents the mandrel upon which is placed

the rubber tube B, and C and D are circular knives mounted on

shafts which are journaled in the swinging arms E and f. The
knives are moved into engagement with the tube B by a cam on
the shaft G. After the two rings are cut, the cutters are held

in operative position while the knife carriage is moved longi-

tudinally a distance equal to the thickness of the rings. Pro-

vision is made for stopping the feed shaft to prevent over-feed-

ing of the cutter carriage, and for shutting off the power when
the carriage has reached the end of its forward travel.

COFFEY'S LATHE.

In Fig. 2 are shown the front and end elevations of this

Fig. 2.

—

Coffey's Lathe.

machine. A is the lathe bed and B the cam shaft that moves

the knife carriage to and from the work. Mounted on the bed

A is the carriage F, which is moved longitudinally by a lead

screw G driven from the spindle by change gears H. The rotary

knife / is mounted on a short belt-driven shaft, that is journaled

in the cross slide L, which is attached to the auxiliary slide /

and the carriage F.

After the knife has been set in proper relation to the surface

of the rubber tube to be cut, and the lathe started, one half a

revolution of the cam will feed the knife to the required depth,

while during the other half revolution the knife is withdrawn

by the cam. The moment the knife has cleared the surface

Pianarosa's Original Lathe.

of the rubber, the carriage is moved longitudinally the required

distance to bring the knife in position for the next cut.

THE ORIGIN-\I. PTWAROS.V JAR RING LATHE.

The jar ring cutting lathe, shown in Fig. 3, differs in design

from the usual type. The feature of this lathe is an elliptical

rotary cutter by means of which the rings are cut with very

smooth surfaces. The drawing shows a front elevation of the

machine. Secured to the bed A are the stands B and C. In
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the stand C is journaled the driving shaft D and in the stand

B is an adjustable center E which supports one end of the

mandrel F, the other end of which is centered in the chuck G
on the end of the driving shaft D. H is an eccentric rotary

knife journaled in an adjustable bearing attached to the knife

carriage /. This carriage slides on the shaft / and is moved

Fig. 4.

—

Automatic Trimmixg .\Nn Wr.\ppi.vg M.\chine.

longitudinally by the screw shaft A.'. The shaft / is driven

from the driving shaft D by spur gears L and the cutting

knife is revolved by means of the gears M. An intermittent

feeding movement is given the threaded shaft K by means of

the ratchet wheel A^. This ratchet is turned a short distance

each time one of the rollers O strikes a roller P on the pawl

carrier. The strikers O are mounted on a disk Q on the end

of the shaft /. The operation of the machine is as follows

:

The mandrel with the rubber tube upon it is placed in posi-

tion, the knife support is adjusted and power is applied to

the driving pulley, which revolves the mandrel and also the

elliptical knife. When that part of the knife of the least radius

comes opposite the tube on the mandrel, the feed shaft K

Fig. 5.

—

"Push" M.\ndrel M.\chixe.

moves the knife carriage / lengthwise a distance equal to the

thickness of the ring required. In this way tlic tube is cut

into rings while the knife is in constant rotation.

Further development of the principle embodied in the above
original invention has resulted in the following complete line

of highly specialized machines for the manufacture of jar rings.

THE IMPROVED PI.\N.\ROS.\ J.^K RING M.\CHINES.

These machines show the progress that has been made in

specialized machinery used in modern rubber mills for the

manufacture of jar rings. They include an automatic machine
for trimming and cloth wrapping the unvulcanized tube on the

curing mandrel ; a machine operated by compressed air that

removes the cut rings and at the same time forces another un-
cut tube upon the same mandrel; a duplex jar ring lathe that

automatically cuts the rings ; and a special alternating grinding

machine for grinding the elliptical cutters.

The uncured tube on its mandrel is placed in the right-hand

end of the machine shown in Fig. 4, and the ends of the tube

are accurately squared and at the same time the length deter-

mined by automatic cutters. The tube is then placed on the wet
wrapper and the end brought over the tube when it is released

and rolls down the incline by gravity—thereby loosely wrapping
itself—to the two parallel gear driven rollers on which it rests.

The upper presser roller, being automatically raised to permit
the entry of the wrapped tube, is now brought down in contact

with it, the power applied and after 16 revolutions the cloth is

smoothly and evenly wrapped around the tube. The upper
presser roller is then released and the wrapped tube rolls down
the inclined plane to the end of the machine and is ready for

curing.

After the tube has been vulcanized, it is blown off the mandrel
by compressed air and placed on the cutting mandrel by tlie

Fig. 6.

—

Automatic Jar Ring Lathe.

machine shown in Fig. 5. This machine serves a double pur-

pose bj' removing the cut jar rings from the mandrel and at

the same time applying another tube to the same mandrel.

This "push" mandrel machine consists of a horizontal cylin-

der containing a piston that is operated by compressed air. A
mandrel and tube that has been cut on the jar ring lathe is

placed on the concave bed of the machine and the end ad-

justed to the outer end of the piston. One end of an uncut
cured tube is slipped over the free end of the mandrel, the

other tube end being attached to the automatic compressed air

valve shown at the extreme left of the illustration. Compressed
air is automatically released by this valve and rigidly distends

the tube while the piston is operated, forcing the mandrel into

the uncut tube and at the same time removing the cut rings.

The jar rings are cut on the automatic lathe shown in Fig.

6, the mandrel being placed between the centers and revolved

at a lixed speed. The cutting is performed by two rotary,

elliptical knives or cutters mounted on separate carriages that

arc driven in the same direction by a lead screw. The knife

on the right starts on the right end of the tube and cuts to

the left, while the other knife starts at the center and cuts in

the same direction. There is no reciprocatory motion, which
is the most important feature, as it permits running the machine
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at a very higi. i<>u >.i speed. The cutting is done by the edge

of the part of the elliptical cutter with the greatest radius re-

volving against the work. As it revolves, the cut is finished

and when the part of the cutter with the least radius arrives

opposite the revolving mandrel, clearance is thereby provided

and the carriages are moved longitudinally for a fresh cut.

The movement of the carriages that determines the thickness

of the jar rings is automatically controlled by an intermittent

worm gearing and star wheel mechanism together with change

gears. When the cutting is completed, the machine is stopped

automatically. It is claimed that this machine will pro-

duce approximately si.x hundred jar rings per minute.

A very nec-

essary machine

i n connection

with the jar

ring lathe is

the alternating

knife grinder

shown in Fig.

7, specially de-

signed for ac-

curately grind-

ing the ellipti-

cal knives. It

consists of two.

o p p ositelyFig. 7.—E;.i,iPTic.\L Knife Grlxuer.

placed, belt-driven emery wheels that travel toward each other.

At right angles to the emery wheel shafts are the rocking centers

between which the cutter arbor and cutter to be ground is placed.

The arbor is revolved by belt-driven gearing and at the same

time being rocked by a cam movement so that the elliptical edge

of the knife is presented to the rapidly revolving emery wheels

and accurately ground.

WASTE MATERIAL DEALERS MEET.

THE fourth annual meeting and dinner of the National As-

sociation of Waste Material Dealers was held at the Hotel

Astor, New York City, March 20 and 21. Louis Birkenstein, of

S. Birkenstein & Sons. Chicago, Illinois, and New York City,

officiated at the meeting, and in his address gave an enthusiastic

account of the four years' history of the association. The elec-

tion resulted in the choice- of the follow'ing officers : Louis

Birkenstein, president; H. H. Cummings, James Rosenberg, E. A.

Stone, Henry Lissberger, Ivan Reiter and James J. Ryan, vice-

presidents; Mark Sherwin, treasurer; Charles M. Haskins, secre-

tary.

.At a meeting of the Scrap Rubber Division held March 20,

with Paul Loewenthal, of Brooklyn, New York, chairman, it was

voted that The Rubber Association of America, Inc., be requested

to have a committee meet the Classification Committee of this

division for the purpose of drawing up specifications of scrap

rubber which would be adopted by both organizations and should

be standard for the trade ; and that the secretary address a letter

to the Rubber Association along the lines of the above motion.

There was considerable discussion as to the buying of mixed

tires, the consensus of opinion being that this was a matter which

would have to remedy itself and that there was no way for this

association to control the buying of its members.

President Birkenstein also presided at the banquet held on the

evening of the twenty-first, and made a ringing address which

was enthusiastically applauded. Joseph F. McLean, of the Pe-

quanoc Rubber Co., Butler, New Jersey, spoke of the valuable

services which the waste material industry is rendering the coun-

try's manufacturing interests, alluding to the friendly relations

existing between the rubber reclaimers and the scrap rubber

trade. Hon. E. C. Stokes, former Governor of New Jersey, gave

a very 'interesting and witty address and a fine eulogy of the

waste material industry.

.'\ pleasant feature of the occasion was the presentation of a

handsome silver loving cup to President Louis Birkenstein by
the members of the executive committee.

A. S. T. M. RUBBER NOMENCLATURE.

""PHE American Society for Testing Materials will liold its

* annual meeting in Atlantic City, New Jersey, during the

week beginning June 25, 1917. In accordance with a resolution

passed two years ago, there has been appointed a sub-committee

on "Definitions for Rubber Products and Nomenclature of Crude
Rubber Varieties,"' with Dr. Frederic Dannerth as chairman.

This committee will present a preliminary report of its work at

tlie Juno meeting.

The committee has prepared the following list of terms, and

it is desirous of securing criticisms from the technical men of

the ruiibcr industry, with special regard to' any additions or

omissions which should be made.

GROUP I.

Fine Fara rubber
Medium Para rubber
Coarse Para rubber
Para rubber
hicvca rubber (wild^
Plantation smulved sheets
Machine smoked sheets
]'irst latex crepe
Brown crepe
Crude rubber
V^'ashed and dried rubber
Kcliiied or broken-down rubber
Deresinated ridiber

GROUP II.

Scrap rubber
Reclaimed rub])er
.Mkali reclaimed rubber
riigl}-grade reclaimed rubber
Floating reclaimed rubber
White substitute
Brown substitute
Rubber resins
Pitch hydrocarbon

GROUP III.

Green stock
Rubber cement
\ulcanized rubber
Backing
Friction compound
Skim ply
Cushion
Bead
Tread

GROUP IV.

Rubher
Rubber hydrocarbon
Synthetic rubber

GROUP V.
P.alata

Chicle
Gutta percha
Guayule
Pontianak
Assam rubber
Caucho ball

C"sf'Hca rubber
Manicoba rubber
Mangabeira rubber
.African rubber

GROUP VI.

( i-O' t-i.eu teims not reconunended for -\merican usage.)
Plantation Para rubber Irdia rubber
l"ine hard cure Para Caoutchouc

The object of the committee in preparing this list of standard

terms used in the American rubber industry is to place on record

approved definitions for these terms as they are recognized in

the American rubber trade, at this time.

The definitions should represent trade usage ; should contain

no historical matter ; should be so clear and concise that they

can be used in case of dispute between buyer and seller; should

be adopted for use in expert testimony for the courts.

As an example of the value of such standard definitions the

committee mentions the case of balata, which is at present im-

ported as rubber (free of duty), while chicle pays a duty of IS

cents and 20 cents. The tendency in such cases is to enter chicle

under the name of balata.

NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.'S ANNOUNCEMENT.

The New Jersey Zinc Co., New York City, announces the

following prices on Florence brand, French process, zinc oxide,

for shipment on contract, during the second three months of

1917:
Carloads. Less Carloads.

White Seal cents 16 16'/s

Green Seal liVi 15^
Red Seal 15 15!4

The above prices are based upon shipments in barrels f
.
o. b.

shipping point with freight allowance as heretofore on carload

lots only. The above prices are effective .April 1, 1917, and are

subject to change without notice.
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The Composition of Klingerit Steam Packing,

IN
connection with the article descriptive of the manufacture

of high-pressure steam packing on page 322 of the March 1,

1917, issue of The India Rubber World, the following an-

alysis of the composition of Klingerit by Andre Dubosc in "Le

Caoutchouc & !a Gutta-Percha" is of interest.

Klingerit is a pasteboard of amiantlius (flexible asbestos),
formed of a series of thin leaves spread on both sides with an
agglutinant having a basis of rubber and balata. These leaves
are assembled and when subjected to very powerful pressure
in a special calender, give an exceedingly homogeneous paste-
board.
By subjecting the Klingerit, cold, to the action of a suitable

inflator, the rubber and balata with which the sides of each
leaflet are coated, can be transformed into a non-adhesive jelly

wfhich will easily permit the separation, the numbering and the

examination of the loose leaves after desiccation in the drying
oven at 100 degrees.

A portion was allowed to swell in a mi.xture of equal parts of
sulphuret of carbon and of tetrachloride of carbon. After re-

maining in this mixture for four hours, the rubber serving as an
agglutinant was completely swollen and it was then easy to

separate the sheets which composed the pasteboard.

In a sheet of Klin.gerit board having a thickness of 3.75 milli-

meters, IS leaflets, each of a thickness of 25/100 of a millimeter,

were then separated.

The cardboard being 3.7S millimeters tliick, the composition
2S

( X 15 ^ 3.75 mm.) was found to be correct.

100

The leaves thus separated were subjected to a microscopic ex-
amination ; they consist of a felting of long amianthus fibers

mixed with about 2 per cent of (cellulose) organic fibers, very
much elongated, hollow and imperceptibly attenuated at both
ends, colorable after washing with methylene blue and ruthenium
red—these do not color the amianthus—with thick walls limiting

a fairly large cavity and of a generally uniform diameter.

These arc flax fibers mixed with amianthus with a view to giv-

ing the thin paper of which the leaflet is constituted, a resistance

sufficient to endure the process of coating.

Each leaflet is covered on both sides with a reddish solution

applied with a spreader and composed of a mixture of rubber
and balata to which is added a very small quantity of sulphur, and
dissolved in a suitable solvent, benzine or gasoline.

This varnish represents the agglutinant element in the Klin-
gerit joint and owing to the way in which it is applied, it is easily

understood that its distribution in the mass is perfect and that

it insures complete cohesion of the various thin leaflets which
compose the pasteboard. This is in the main composed of an
alternating series of very thin leaves of amianthus and flax,

25/100 millimeter thick, held togethei^ by very thin layers of a

mi.xture of rulilier and balata to the number of 30; each layer

is about 5/100 millimeter thick.

Klingerit. as it is put on the market, is not vulcanized, but con-
tains a sufficient amount of sulphur to allow the rubber and
balata to vulcanize when the joint is exposed to heat while in

place. Thus a perfect resistance and tightness of the system is

insured for the leaflets of amianthus cannot then be reached by
the liquids that would induce physical decomposition in them.
The most important element of this cardboard is the amianthus.

.•\ sample subjected to incineration leaves 80.463 per cent of

ash. which cannot be corroded by acids and is composed of large

amianthus fibers which preserve their morphological structure

entirely. The ash when chemically analyzed, was found to be
composed exclusively of the finest commercial quality of long-

fiber amianthus.
In order to estimate the quantity of flax cellulose mixed with

the . amianthus fiber we converted this cellulose into acetate of

cellulose, subjecting it to the action of acetic anhydride and of

glacial acetic acid together with some drops of sulphuric acid,

used as a catalyst. The reaction took four hours, the liquid be-

ing maintained at 60 degrees. After filtration on glass-silk, the

solution of acetate of cellulose formed was precipitated by a

great afflux of water. The acetate was separated by filtration

on a tared filter, washed until perfect neutralization w'as attained,

dried in a sulphuric vacuum and weighed ; from the weight of

the acetate of cellulose considered as a triacetate, the cellulose

content was deduced as 2.237 per cent.

The analysis of the agglutinant is more delicate I)ecause it is

composed of a mixture of rubber and balata which is rather
difiicult to separate.

We have observed that if in such mixtures a solvent composed
of freshly distilled sulphuret of carbon and 5 per cent of abso-
lute alcohol be used, the rubber dissolves rapidly while the balata
remains insoluble ; the reaction must take place in a cold state.
By evaporating the solvent in a tared vessel, it is possible, for
a given weight, to ascertain the amount of rubber contained.
This content has, been found to equal 5.185 per cent.

Tlie pasteboard resulting from the preceding exhaustion was
then treated with chloroform in a warm state in a Soxhlet ap-
paratus until the solvent passed without any coloration.
This exhaustion took 8 hours, tlie first passages being strongly

colored violet.

The chloroform, transferred to a tared vessel, was distilled
and the residue of balata which was determined by the usual
methods, was weighed after desiccation to constant weight in
the sulphuric vacuum.
The balata content was 11.975 per cent.
The agglutinant is therefore composed of

:

Balata ... 11.975 percent) 17 i-;n

Rubber .. 5.185 per cmt]^^-^^^ P^' «"'

The quantity of sulphur was found, according to the Hen-
riquez method, by disintegrating the board with smoking nitric
acid saturated with bromine. A sulphur content of 0.127 per
cent was found.
This figure is low, but because of the inflation of the amian-

thus caused by the nitric acid, it is very difficult to obtain a per-
fect disintegration, even if large quantities of nitric acid are em-
ployed. Another test made with peroxide of sodium, yielded the
higher figure of 0.257 for sulphur, which seems more probable.

In constructing Klingerit we advise the use of 5 per cent
of sulphur in proportion to the quantity of rubber and balata.
According to these tests the composition of Klingerit resolves

itself into

:

Amianthus 80.463 per cent
Cellulose (flax) 2.237 per cent

Agglutinant 17.160 per cent
| ^"'''f , f'^

P" ""*
'^ (Balata 11.97o percent

Sulphur 0.127 per cent
Water 0.033 per cent

100 per cent.

RUBBER IN PLASTIC CEMENTS.

A RECENT review of plastic cements, in "Metallurgical

and Chemical Engineering," collects and classifies several

of the more valuable formulas and suggestions, gained both from
experience and current literature, regarding this class of adhes-

ives. The general methods of plastic cement application, as

varied to suit special cases, are stated by the author, J. B.

Barnitt, who devotes the following section to rubber

:

Because of its toughness, ela.sticity and resistance to alterative

influences, rubber is a very useful cement.
As a leather cement

:

(a) Asphalt, 1 part; rosin, 1 part; gutta percha, 4 parts;
carbon disulfide, 20 parts.

As a resistant to acid vapors

:

(b) Rubber, 1 part; linseed oil, 2 parts; fireclay, 3 parts.

A plain rubber cement

:

(c) Cut crude rubber in small pieces and then add carbon
disulfide or benzol, allowing the rubber to dissolve.

Corks and wood are made impervious to water by soaking
them in the above solution.

The use of rubber in calking cements in conjunction with

pitch is also noted

:

Plastic cements for calking must be both tough and elastic

and have the added property of expanding and contracting with

the joint to which they arc applied:

(d) Pitch, 3 parts; shellac, 2 parts; pure crude rubber, 1 part.

(e) Pitch, 1 part; shellac, 1 part; rubber substitute, 1 part,

(d) and (e) arc mixed by melting over a burner.
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Port Sunlight, a Model Industrial Village.
By John Barnard, Architect.

THE movement tor the better housing of employes, which is

occupying the serious attention of leading minds in the

rubber, cotton weaving and other great .American indus-

tries, had its inception in England several years ago. Such

garden villages as Port Sunlight, Bourneville, Hampstead and

the like are not without their philanthropic aspects, usually pro-

viding home comforts and advantages which the operatives had

never known before. But they have proved to be a paying in-

vestment to the employer, a factor which several .\mcrican manu-

facturers were quick to make the most of.

Many firms that must house their employes have discovered

that the cost of doing so well is only a little more than being

niggardly in the matter, and that the accruing benefits more than

offset the additional investment. Rut the mere housing, how-

ever well it may be done, does not provide the only essential to

a full measure of success in such a venture. Community spirit,

recreation facilities, educational and other welfare features are

also important, particularly in locations somewhat removed from

any long-established town or city. Therein lies the principal ad-

vantage of tl>e English model industrial village over most of the

merely real estate developments for American operatives. The

h'nglish tavern. olTers good rooms and meals at moderate prices

for travoling moii and other visitors. The museum contains

Two-F.\MiLY Semi-Detached Houses, One of Brick .ano

Timber, the Other with Slate Wails.

inhabitant of such a town enjoys many interests and benefits in

common with his neighbors, and in every sense becomes a citizen

with the opportunity to take part in the management of village

affairs.

Take Port Sunlight, near Liverpool. England, for instance.

There, in a setting of delightfully shaded, curving streets, well-

kept lawns, ample shrubbery and beautiful flowers, nestle many
attractive houses picturesquely grouped and overgrown with ivy.

Scattered here and there among them are the community build-

ings, including a church, inn, school, hospital, museum, social

hall, library, swimming pool, playground, gymnasium, stores, etc.

The Sunlight Soap Co. also has a bank and cooperative associa-

tion giving employes an opportunity to save money and buy

stock in the company. Flower gardens here and there beautify

the picture and provide the outdoor exercise so essential to the

health of factory workers, while vegetable gardens, often in tracts

01 land by themselves divided in squares for the use of separate

families, are important factors in reducing the cost of living.

Rivalry as to the best gardens is often very keen. Here as

elsewhere hedges are usually employed for division lines.

Of tlio ciimmunity buildings, the inn, modeled af^er an old

Five-Family Type of Brick.

many fine paintings, pieces of sculpture and furniture which have

been donated and is a relining influence in the community.

Modern in every respect, the hospital takes care of factory acci-

dents and any sickness in the village. Adjacent to the Gothic

church of stone lies the cemetery, after the old English manner.

The dwellings, set well back from the street, are mostly of

the semi-detached type, from two to ten in a block, four to six

being the usual number. Cheaper labor and materials in Eng-

land, together with the omission of cellars, have made perma-

nent fireproof construction possible. Coal and wood are stored

in a small scullery oft" the kitchen, and there the laundry work

is done.

A Six-Family Type of Brick and Stucco.

Most of the houses have lower stories of brick with brick

p?ity walls, and upper stories of oak framing filled in with

brick or terra cotta and plastered with cement. Some, however,

have slate-covered walls over a wood frame, while others have

stucco e.xteriors with no timber-work showing. All roofs are of

slute.

]Tliis is the second of a scries of articles devoted to the better

housing of employes.—Editor.]
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.
JOINT RUBBEE INSULATION COMMITTEE'S SPECIFICATION FOR 30 PER results. Used in Connection with the analytic procedure the

CENT HEVEA RtlBBER COMPOUND (CHEMICAL CLAUSES). .„•(;„.,.•„, ll ,„U} u ^ j j jspecincation will enable purchasers to order a good compound

THE following specilications and explanations are from the and to ascertain, with a greater certainty than heretofore, whether

report of the Joint Rubber Insulation Committee, pub- the material received represents the compound specified.

lished in full in "llie Journal of Industrial and Chemical The term Hevea applied to rubber means rubber from the

Engineering" (March, 1917). The analytic procedure was out- Hevea BrasiUeusis tree, whether wild or cultivated and regard-

lined in The India Rubber World (November 1, 1916). less of the locality in which it has been grown. Para rubber is

Hevea rubber of the kind originally shipped from the port of
SPECIFICATION .

Para, Brazil, and comes in several grades. The rubber required
1. A 30 per cent fine Para or best quality plantation Hevea ^y this specification should be Hevea rubber of good quality,

rubber compound with mmeral fillers shall be furnished. It ^^^h ^^ fi„(. p^^a or best quality plantation rubber.
shall contain only the following ingredients: (1) rubber; (2) carbon is excluded, not only because it is considered, by some
sulphur; (3) inorganic mineral matter; (4) refined sohd paraf- purchasers, to be deleterious, but because it interferes with the
fin or ceresin. determination of rubber hydrocarbons.

2. The vulcanized compound shall conform to the following r^^ jg^j -^ excluded because of the possibilities of its dele-
requirements, when tested by the procedure of the Joint Rubber terious effects on rubber
Insulation Committee, results being expressed as percentages by Ozokerite is prohibited because the acetone extract obtainable
weight of the whole sample. from it interferes with the separation of the acetone extract ob-

REQUIREMENTS INDEPENDENT OF THE AMOUNT OF RUBBER tainable from the rubber, thereby vitiating the assay of the rub-

FOUND. ber extract. This prohibition is unimportant to the manufactur-
Maximum. Minimum. .

i i • -i. j • ,t • i f
„ ,

j^ J.
,, ,. ers, as ceresin, which is permitted, is the essential constituent of

Waxy hydrocarbons 4 Ozokerite.
reesiipiur

.. j^^^ Upper limit is placed upon the rubber in order to prevent
Red lead, carbon, or organic fillers shall not be present.

j^e attainment of electrical and mechanical strength by the use

REQUIREMENTS DEPENDENT UPON AMOUNT OF RUBBER "[ ^" ^'^""^ quantity of inferior rubber whose lasting qualities

FOUND. might not be satisfactory.

(Requirements for intermediate percentages shall be in proportion to the The hydrocarbons are limited, owing to their tendency tO sepa-
percen ge o^ n^^

Cent"" 33 Per Cent. ^^^^ from the compound and thus cause porosity.
Rubber Compoumd . Rubber Compoumd. The free sulphur is limited because an excessive amount may

Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum. be deleterious.-

Saponifiableacetoiie extract.. 1.35 0.55 1.50 0.60 xhe maximum limit on the saponifiable acetone extract is to
Unsaponifiable resins 0.45 .... 0.50 ....

, . , ,,
Chloroform extract 0.90 1.00 .... prevent the usc of raw or reclaimed rubber with high saponifiable

Ti'ta^silphunNou'")"::::: 2:" :;:: 2:30 ::::
extract. The medium limit assists in forcing the use of //ez^^o

Specific gravity 1.75 — 1.67 rubber, since it is characteristic of the acetone extract from

3. The acetone solution shall not fluoresce. Hex'ca to be largely saponifiable.

4. The acetone extract (60 cc.) shall be not darker than a The unsaponifiable resins are limited because a low proportion

light straw color. °f unsaponifiable resins is characteristic of Hevea rubber. A
5. Hydrocarbons shall be solid, waxy and not darker than a high result might be due to the presence of reclaimed rubber,

light brown. The chloroform extract is limited, first to prevent the use of

6. Chloroform extract (60 cc.) shall be not darker than a bituminous substances, and, second, to limit depolymerized and

straw color. under-cured rubber.

7. Failure to meet any requirement of this specification will be The alcoholic potash extract is limited to prevent the use of

considered sufficient cause for rejection. saponifiable rubber substitutes.

8. Contamination of the compound, such as by the use of The specific gravity is limited to reconcile the specification of

impregnated tapes, will not excuse the manufacturer from con- ingredients by weight with the practice of purchasing material by

forming to this specification. volume.

Note 1. This specification shall be supplemented by appropriate Fluorescence of the acetone solution is prohibited, as it indi-

clauses relating to tensile strength, elasticity, electric insulation cates the presence of bituminous substances, rosin oil or mineral

resistance and dielectric strength. (See the Wire and Cable oils.

Specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials, the The color of the acetone extracts is specified to conform with

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers, etc., for examples the normal color of the extract of Hevea rubber, A darker

of such clauses.) color indicates adulteration or an inferior grade of rubber.

Note 2. The limit on total sulphur may be omitted at the The hydrocarbons are required to be solid in order to prevent

option of the purchaser. the use of oils and paraffin of low melting point. The shade re-

quired is that obtained from paraffin wax or ceresin. Liquid
EXPLANATION OF SPECIFICATION. hydrocarbons indicate reclaimed rubber softened with mineral

Experience has shown that compounds of the grade which con- oil, or paraffin of low melting point,

tains only good Hevea rubber, may be relied upon to be more The color of the chloroform extract is specified to conform

permanent than those made of rubber of other grades. It is not with the color of dissolved gum in small quantities. The pres-

affirmed by the committee that a compound which conforms with ence of bituminous substances would be indicated by a brown or

this specification is necessarily permanent, or that a better com- black color.

pound cannot be made, but it is believed that enforcement of the It would be desirable that the sulphur of vulcanization be

specification will limit the use of inferior materials and that it limited to exclude reclaimed rubber, which contains the sulphur

will put the manufacturers more nearly upon equality of en- of its previous vulcanization, but the committee has not yet de-

deavor, where they can use their experience to obtain the best veloped an acceptable method for determining this quantit>. It
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is, therefore, confronted with the choice of either placing a limit

on the total sulphur or giving up the attempt to exclude shoddy

by sulphur limitation. Option is, therefore, given to the pur-

chaser to insert or omit the limit on total sulphur. Such inser-

tion will at times exclude reclaimed rubber and the committee

believes it possible to make a suitable compound witli this limita-

tion. The committee thinks that a sulphur Hmit positively ex-

cluding reclaimed rubber, would place too great a hardship, in

other ways, on the manufacturers. Where the specification is

used with no total sulphur limit, the use of many kinds of, or

much reclaimed rubber, will be guarded against by the limits of

the various components of the acetone extract. When the limita-

tion on total sulphur is omitted, sulphur-bearing fillers, which

possess certain advantages, may be used.

This specification should be supplemented by appropriate elas-

ticity anci tensile strength tests, in order to add to the assurance

that good rubber has been used and that the vulcanization process

has been properly carried out; also by appropriate electric stress

and resistance tests, to assure proper insulating qualities and

homogeneity of structure. The exact vahie of the limits for

these tests will depend upon the use to whicii the material is to

be put.

IMPORTANT SPECIFIC.VTIONS CONTAINING THE JOINT RUBBER
INSULATION COMMITTEE'S CHEMICAL CLAUSES OR

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE.

American Electric Railway (Engineering) Association:

Standard Specification for Rubber Insulated Wire and Cable.

American Societv for Testing Materials: Proposed specifi-

cations for Insulated Wire and Cable; 30 per cent Hcvca Rubber.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers: Standard

Specifications for Wire and Cable.

Interborough Rapid Transit Co., Motive Power Department,

New York : Specification No. 2.

New York Central Railroad Co., Electrical Deiartment:

Specification No. 300.

Panama Canal : Office of General Purchasing Agent. Circu-

lar No. 1,038.

Signal Corps, U. S. Army: General Specification No. 581-.-\,

etc.

ALUMINUM NAPHTHENATES.

The properties and method of obtaining aluminum naphthe-

nate is described by G. Nothe in "Le Caoutchouc & La Gutta

Percha" (November, 1916). Pure naphthenic acid from Baku

petroleum, when treated with alumina, yields aluminum

naphthenate, which, according to the method employed, may be

a powder or a colloidal mass, very elastic and plastic, not

unlike factis. The materia! is used in rubber mixings and

vulcanizes readily. German pneumatic tire manufacturers

largely use such a naphthenate manufactured by the E. de

Haen Co. Aluminum naphthenate is nearly insoluble in

acetone, and gives with chlorides of hydrocarbons very viscous

colloidal solutions forming transparent films of great strength.

By using a sufficient quantity of solvent the gel which first

forms, gives, on gentle heating, faintly yellowish fluid solu-

tions, miscible in all proportions with cellulose acetate produc-

ing strong films. The Germans have utilized this material in

large quantities as a substitute for rubber, mixed with reclaimed

rubber in the manufacture of pneumatic tires during the war.

CEARA RUBBER FROM NIGERIA.

Two samples of Ceara rubber are reported by the Bulletin

of the Imperial Institute (1916, volume 14, pages 382-384>.

These samples were rough sheets prepared from latex tapped

by the Lewa system from trees growing in the government

plantation at Ankpa, Bassa, Northern Provinces, Nigeria. The

physical properties of the samples were satisfactory and the

analytical results showed loss on washing: 5.3 and 8.0 per

cent on original sample ; and caoutchouc, 83.1 and 84.7 ; resins,

5.3 and 6.3; protein, 9.9 and 7.7; ash, 1.7 and 1.3 on the dry-

washed rubber. A comparison of the second sample with
plantation Para sheet, with regard to their behavior on vul-

canization gave the following results: Time of cure at 50 pounds
steam pressure, Ceara 50 minutes, Para sheet 70 minutes; ten-

sile strength 2,330, 2,300-2,400 pounds per square inch; elonga-
tion 847-875 per cent. The ages of the trees from which the

two samples were obtained were, respectively, three years and
three to four years, their average girth being 15 inches and
18 to 20 inches at three feet from the ground. [Journal Society
of Chemical Industry, January 31, 1916.]

FREE AND COMBINED SULPHUR IN VULCANIZED RUBBER.

B. J. ]':aton and F. W. F. Day in "The Journal of the Society
of Chemical Industry" (January IS, 1917), recount their research

on a "Preliminary Investigation on the Estimation of Free and
Combined Sulphur in Vulcanized Rubber, and the Rate of Com-
bination of Sulphur with Different Types of Plantation Para
Rubber." They found it necessary to devise a special method
for sulphur determination in vulcanized rubber. After pro-

tracted acetone extraction, combustion of the extracted rubber
is effected in oxygen under special conditions. The authors

state that the combustion method described would be inadmissible

for estimating sulphur in vulcanized mineral mixings, although

it enables them to balance the free sulphur and the combined
sulphur against the total sulphur and against the original

sulphur put into the mixing investigated. This mixing was 90

per cent rubber and 10 per cent sulphur. Three types of rub-

ber were investigated, namely slab, sheet and crepe. All

of these samples were prepared from similar latex and under
identical conditions except as to machining. It was concluded

that "the percentage of combined sulphur at the optimum time

of cure is practically the same for all three types, and this per-

ccnta.ee of sulphur at the optimum time of cure is always about

4 to 4.5 per cent, calculated on the mixing. Whether this will

be so for all samples remains to be seen."

CHEMICAL PATENTS.

Insulating Composition. Phenol condensation compound
and solvent. Leo H. Bakeland, Yonkers, New York, assignor

to General Bakelite Co., New York City. [United States patents

Nos. 1,216,265 and 1.216,266.]

Rubber Composition and Process. The process of making

rubber compositions which comprises working together rubber,

a dry sulphite waste liquor preparation, a composition of blown

petroleum and asphalt, and other body-giving components.

[Michael F. Coughlin,' Boston, Massachusetts, assignor to Ameri-

can Gum Products Co., Covington, Virginia. United States

patent No. 1,217,157.]

Shoe Filler Composition, h filling material for shoes com-

prising a solution of rubber in a solvent, comminuted cork, car-

bon tetrachloride, and sulphur, the proportions being such that

the resulting mixture is plastic and adapted to vulcanize quickly

when spread on the bottom of the insole of a shoe. [.-Vdam H.

Prenzel, Halifax, Pennsjdvania, assignor to United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co., Paterson, New Jersey. United States patent No.

1,217,214.]

Caoutchouc-Like Material. A caoutchouc-like body result-

ing from the reaction caused by adding dichloride of sulphur to a

mixture containing a ketone capable of yielding isoprene and

caoutchouc. [Herman Stern, Munich, Germany, United States

patent No. 1,218,713.]

Method of Impregn.\ting Fabrics. Fabrics are treated with a

preparation made by mixing rubber, sulplionated castor oil and

sulphur. The treated fabric is dried and finally vulcanized.

[Lauritz Peterson-Hviid, Copenhagen, Denmark. United States

patent No. 1,219,349.]
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LABORATORY APPARATUS.
MEASURING STRETCH OF RUBBER. TEST SAMPLES.

nPHE ordinary testing machine is provided with a pair of hand-

adjustable pointers, movable on a measuring scale for determin-

ing stretch. The operator, with or without assistance, endeav-

ors with these pointers to follow the movement of the reference

marks on the rubber sample under test. This method leaves

much to be desired as to convenience and accuracy. The fol-

lowing substitute has been found entirely satisfactory. The in-

strument required consists of a pair of hard wood dividers, made
by fastening together, with a quarter-inch screw bolt and thumb
nut, two strips of wood ^ inch thick, 1 inch wide and 18 inches

long. The bolt should be located about 4 inches from one end.

The opposite arms are tapered together to a chisel edge. To
use the instrument the operator holds it by one short arm, with

the right hand, placing the thin edge of the corresponding long

arms on the upper reference mark of sample. Witliout further

attention the instrument moves downward with the upper line

as the sample is stretched. The operator follows the progress

of the lower reference mark,

opening the dividers with the left

hand, keeping contact with the line

until the sample breaks. Having

to follow but one mark, the oper-

ator can do it easily and accu-

rately. The final spread of the

dividers, less the original distance

apart of the reference marks, gives

the actual stretch, which should

be recorded in terms of percentage

Mil length of the marked interval.

ALUNDUM FLAME COLLAR.

This piece of apparatus is de-

signed to produce uniform condi-

tions of intense heat for igniting

in alundum or platinum crucibles. These collars are made to

withstand wide variations of temperature. [Norton

Worcester, Massachusetts.]

Co.,

METHODS OF TEST.

THE physical testing of rubber materials as specified by the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment, of New York City,

reported in the Marcli number of The Indi.\ Rubber World, is

continued as follows

;

DETEKMIXATION OF FRICTION OR ADHESION STRENGTH.

The determination of friction or adhesion strength between the

rubber and the fabric, or between the layers of fabric, shall be

made as follows :

Apparatus. All friction or adhesion strength tests shall be

made on the tensile testing machine.

RrDP.ER HOSE AND CIRCUL.AR TEST PIECES.

All rubber hose and other wrapped circular test pieces shall be

slipped on a mandrel one-eighth inch wider than the test piece

and of the same diameter as the inside of the hose.

The mandrel with the test piece in place shall be slipped on tlie

pin attached to the povrer head.

The free end of the test piece shall be clamped to the lower

head of the testing machine without twisting and centered over

the mandrel.

The weight clutches shall be raised and the macliine started at

the uniform rate of one inch per minute.

After separation commences the load shall be constantly

watched to see that it does not at any time fall below the speci-

fication requirement.

On the Schopper machine this load shall be recorded on the

automatic recording device.

The entire friction layer or layers shall be separated.

COTTON RUBBER-LINED FIRE HOSE.

Cotton rubber-lined fire hose test pieces and test pieces of a

similar character shall be tested exactly as prescribed in the

foregoing under "Rubber Hose and Circular Test Pieces," ex-

cept that the fabric shall be fastened to the power head with a

clamp instead of a mandrel.

PACKING AND OTHER FLAT TEST PIECES.

Packing and other flat test pieces shall be tested exactly as

prescribed for rubber hose, except that a clamp instead of a

mandrel shall be used, and either the fabric or the rubber shall

be fastened to the lever head according to the thickness of the

rubber.

If the rubber is not thicker than one-eighth inch the fabric

shall be fastened to the lever head.

If the rubber is thicker than one-eighth inch the rubber shall

be fastened to the lever head.

When fabric and fabric are to be separated, the heavier shall

always be fastened to the lower head.

When heavy materials like belting are to be tested, the test

pieces shall consist of not more than two plies of the fabric for

any one test.

DRY HEAT TEST.

The test pieces prepared and measured beforehand are placed

in a hot-air oven at the specified temperature for the specified

time, cooled to room temperature, the tensile strength and

elongation tests made, compared w'ith the untreated specimen,

and the reduction calculated to the nearest tenth per cent.

GASOLENE TEST.

Tube and cover test pieces for the gasolene test shall be cut,

prepared and measured as specified under preparation of tensile

strength. Test pieces shall be completely immersed in 57- to 63-

degree Baume gasolene for a period of 48 hours at a temperature

between 60 and 80 degrees F. They shall then be removed,

allowed to rest and freely evaporate in air at the same tempera-

ture for 24 hours. The tensiie strength and elongation tests

shall then be made, compared with the untreated specimens and

the reductions calculated to the nearest tenth per cent.

Friction strength test pieces shall be made on a one-inch

specimen cut for the mandrel test. After treatment with gaso-

lene, as outlined above, the friction strength shall be determined,

compared with the untreated specimen, and the reduction calcu-

lated to the nearest tenth per cent.

STEAM TEST.

The determination of steam resistance of hose shall be made
by connecting three-foot lengths to a steam supply pipe and

maintaining the pressure required in the specification for the

period called for. The tensile strength elongation and friction

strength tests shall be made on the specimens cut, prepared and

measured after the steam test, compared with the untreated

specimens and the reduction calculated to the nearest tenth per

cent.

DETERMINATION OF POROSITY IN AIR HOSE.

The length selected for test shall be subjected to 140 pounds

air pressure. The cover shall then be cut lengthwise with the

hose for at least two feet. The pressure shall be maintained for

five minutes. At the end of this period the length, still under

pressure, shall be submerged in water. If there is a distinct

escape of air which is not due to the air confined in the struc-

ture of the walls, the hose shall be considered porous.

DETERMINATION OF BURSTING OR PROOF PRESSURE.

The determination of bursting or proof pressure shall be made

in the following manner

:

The hose shall be stretched out on a plane surface in a

straight line, connected to the water line or pump and filled with
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water, leaving the air-cock open to allow the air to escape. The
air-cock shall then be closed and a pressure of ten pounds per

square inch applied.

The test shall then begin by taking original measurements with

the pressure at 10 pounds.

Pressure tests shall be measured with a standardized gage.

The increase in pressure shall be made at the rate of 100 pounds

per minute and the hose under test shall be held for measure-

ment not more than two minutes.

The unit specification may sometimes modify the foregoing

procedure in regard to the pressure at which measurements are

to be taken and the period of time to hold pressure wliile meas-

urements are being made, in which case the procedure as stated

in tlie unit specification shall be followed.

When called for in the specifications hose shall be subjected

to bursting pressure when laid out straight, when curved in a

circle of 21 inches radius and when kinked short ofif.

When the hose is bent flat on itself with a sharp kink and

securely fastened in that position for the kink test, the distance

from the tail piece of the coupling to the kink shall be accord-

ing to size and kind as follows

:

Kind nnd Size. Distance to Kink.
IJ^-inch fabric and rubber hose 15 inches.
lYi- and 3-inch fabric hose 18 inches.
lYi- and 3-inch rubber hose. 24 inches.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE REMOVAL OF COMBINED
SULPHUR FROM REGENERATED RUBBER.

By D. Repony.

/'CONSIDERING the numerous patents issued for processes of
^^ reclaiming rubber scrap, there are a large number of rubber

chemists, and m.any others, who are trying to regenerate vulcan-

ized rubber with the object of removing the combined sulphur.

,.It is not my intention to criticise the value or worthlessness

pf the average patented process, yet it is not unjust to maintain

, that the above problem is yet unsolved.

Moreover, it is not my object to describe how this can be ac-

complished. My intention is merely to give to the readers of

The India Rubber World my experimenting experience on this

problem, with the hope that it may be of value.

Regarding the solubility of vulcanized rubber, when it is passed

in solution by boiling with kerosene, etherical camphor oil, oils,

liquid tars, nitrobenzol, turpentine, salol, etc., the solubility is

more affected by the heat employed than by the solvent.

Under the temperature 130 degrees C. the solution is very

slowly obtained, and above 190 degrees C. it is readily obtained,

while heating above 200 degrees C. partially decomposes the

rubber.

Vulcanized rubber in such solution is not affected in its chemi-

cal composition, nor with reference to its combined sulphur.

EXPERIMENTS.

1. Common reclaimed rubber intermi.\ed with powdered

caustic soda and subjected to steam heat in the autoclave from

140 to 170 degrees C. for a period of 5 to 12 hours.

2. Just as above, but intermixed with lead filings.

3. Intermixed with lead acetate.

4. Intermixed with iron filings.

5. Vulcanized rubber (auto tires) broken down in smaller

pieces and brought in solution with linseed oil at a temperature

of 180 degrees C. is poured in boiling 30 per cent caustic soda.

The linseed oil becomes saponified and the rubber completely

reprecipitated.

None of the above treatments has removed any of tlic com-

bined sulphur nor improved the product in any way. Of course,

the two treatments with caustic soda have removed all the free

sulphur, but this I do not consider as an advantage. Liquid tar

has great affinity to combine with sulphur, evolving it as HjS.

6. Vulcanized rubber pieces immersed in liquid tar and ex-

posed in an autoclave to a temperature of 150 degrees C, after

8 hours, will assume the form of heavy cement. This product

was afterwards treated with a mixture of benzol and alcohol to

effect the separation of the rubber. This resultant product, after

analysis, proved to contain all the combined sulphur previously

present.

7. Repeated above experiment, with the exception that it was
boiled on a hot iron plate so that the product was not exposed

to any external pressure that would hinder the formation of HjS
gas. No better result was obtained, however.

EXPERIMENTS WITH NASCENT HYDROGEN.

8. \'ulcanized rubber was brought in solution with kerosene,

mixed with zinc dust, to which was added dilute hydrochloric

acid. Upon stirring and boiling this mixture a large amount
of hydrogen sulphide was evolved. Repeated this experiment on
rubber free of free sulphur and sulphides, but the same reaction

took place. After the treatment the kerosene was extracted with

alcohol and refined by means of alcohol and finally washed with

water. The obtained product analyzed, showed that some com-
bined sulphur was removed, but in its place was substituted

chlorine, and the rubber was badly influenced by the acid. More-
over, this product gave a very poor physical test for reclaimed

rubber.

9. Repeating above experiment by substituting dilute sulphuric

acid in the place of hydrochloric acid, no hydrogen sulphide was
evolved, but the rubber was not in any manner changed.

10. Repeating the same experiment with a solution of oxalic

acid, the result was the same as with sulphuric acid.

11. Repeating again the same experiment using dilute acetic

acid, and in another case highly diluted nitric acid; in both

cases the rubber was oxidized to a powdery substance.

12. Other experiments with nascent hydrogen, the latter being

produced by bases replacing H:.. by metals.

Na OH] fO Na
Al + Na OH I = 2 AL J O Na -f 3 H,

Na OHj [O Na
-Aluminum dust admixed to high grade reclaimed rubber, and

rolled out to thin sheets, the latter being immersed in strong,

boiling Na OH solution, the reaction takes place vigorously. Of
course, in this case the evolution of H;S cannot be expected.

Analysis of this pro,duct proves that no part of the combined sul-

phur has been removed.

13. Repeated the same procedure as above, but instead of

aluminum dust, zinc dust was used.

14. Again employed the same reaction with nascent hydrogen

by using sodium oxalate instead of metals.

Na 2 Q O. -t- 2 Na OH = H; + Na, C O3

In the two last experiments the reaction was accomplished

vigorously, but in no case was the combined sulphur removed,

and the obtained product has shown all the same properties that

it possessed originally as common reclaimed rubber.

15. One pound of metallic sodium thoroughly mixed with 8

pounds of high grade reclaimed rubber became hot within a

half minute after being removed from the mixing rollers. This

is partly due to the moisture present in the reclaimed rubber, and

partly to the rapid absorption of moisture from the atmosphere.

The reaction was so rapid that before I was able to plunge it

in boiling water a part of it had ignited. Yet I was able to

obtain a large enough sample, which had been subjected to the

proper reaction and not burned. Examination proved that by

this treatment nothing had been gained; however, nothing had

been spoiled.

-Among all these experiments doubtless the reaction of nascent

hydrogen developed from zinc dust and dilute hydrochloric acid,

substituting chlorine for the combined sulphur, is the only in-

teresting one, and may serve as basis for further research work

on this difficult problem.
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New Machines and Appliances.

THE CHAPMAN NEUTEALIZER.

IT
is claimed that the elimination of fire risk in rubber mills

due to static sparks, imminent in the operation of spreaders,

cement churns and other machines where naphtha is used,

may be accomplished by the apparatus shown in the accompany-

ing illustration. It comprises an electric transformer located on

some convenient wall and connected by heavily insulated wires

to the inductor bars that are attached to the machines to be

protected. Briefly stated, the principle is as follows: A di-

rect static charge spontaneously selects from a neighboring

alternating charge the exact quantity and kind to neutralize it.

The charge in the material may be positive, or it may be

negative, it makes no difference, for the alternating charge has

both kinds to select from. The choice is unwavering as Na-
ture's law, and the result is perfect neutralization.

The alternating charge is distributed to the charged material

by means of a bar called the inductor placed near the material.

The air around the inductor for a distance of a few inches

becomes filled with positive and negative charges which are

entirely imperceptible to the senses, but which are extremely

forceful in killing any other charges that come within the field

of their influence.

In the application of this device to a spreading machine, two

inductors, extending across- the machine and over the fabric,

are usually recommended. One is placed just back of the

spreading knife and the other is located near the point where

the proofed fabric is wound up.

These inductors are placed so that the fabric passes them

at a distance of from two to four inches. The influence of

the inductors extends through the air for several inches around

them, and every portion of the fabric as fast as it comes within

this region of influence is imperceptibly but instantly deprived

of any electric charge. The result of this action is that the

inductor at the head end of the spreader instantly and com-

pletely neutralizes every part of the fabric as fast as it leaves

the spreading knife, before any charge imparted to the fabric

or pipes in the form of a spark. The object of the other in-

ductor, treating the fabric just before it is rolled up, is to re-

move any slight charge redeveloped by the other rolls over

which the fabric passes before winding up.

When successive coatings are being applied, it is often

necessary to place an inductor near the unwinding roll and
on the under side of the web as it is unrolling. This inductor

is mounted on a hinged frame having a roller resting on the

roll of cloth, thus keeping the inductor always in the most
effective position whether the roll of cloth is large or small.

After the cloth has received two or three coatings it is quite

likely to generate considerable electricity at the point of separa-

tion of the web from the unwinding roll, the web assuming

a negative charge and the roll a positive charge, and an in-

ductor so placed will instantly and completely neutralize both

charges at the same time. Recent installations have proved

that this is the most effective position for an inductor on a

spreading machine. [The Chapman Electric Neutralizer Co.,

Portland, Maine.]

THE T. & W. TIRE WRAPPING MACHINE.

A tire packa,ging machine that is guaranteed by the makers

to wrap at least 50 bundles per hour and make a tight, compact,

evenly wrapped bundle, is here shown. It will wrap bundles 36

inches high, if desired, with paper or burlap, the tires being all

of the same size or of different sizes as the case may be.

The machine is operated as follows : A roll 20 inches in

diameter and 6 inches wide is placed between two endless chains,

of the noiseless type, and is carried down through the inside of

the bale and upward around the outside of the bale, thus wrap-

ping the strip of burlap or paper around the bale as it is ro-

tated by the revolving cones upon which it rests. Two other

accumulate sufficiently to discharge to the roll, knife, frame revolving cones over the bale are so arranged that by tu.rning
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a hand wheel they are made to bear down on tlic bale to any

degree of pressure required, insuring an even rotation and tight

wrapping. The overlapping is evenly done, the width of the

overlap can be easily regulated, and changing from the wrapped

bale to the ne.Nt one to be wrapped is instantaneous.

The macliinc occupies a space 6 feet by 6 feet, by 7 feet high,

and require.'! 2^4 horse power to drive it. Motor drive is fur-

nished if desired. [Terkelsen & Wennberg, Boston, Massa-

chusetts.]

THE WILLS CARTON ERECTING AND FILLING MACHINE.

An extremely light-running, accurate, and rapid machine for

cartoning good.s in what are called tucked cartons such as are

used for boxing rubber heels, fruit jar rings, etc., is tlie subject

of the following illustrated description.

The equipment consists of two units, a carton erecting ma-

chine, and a carton filling machine, coupled together and syn-

chronised ; all being operated by a 54 horse-power motor. It will

handle articles in multiples as well as units. For instance, it

can be built to count fruit jar rings into dozens, or will put two

heels and a package of nails into each box.

The cartons are placed in a stack, flat or collapsed as they

come from the maker, and the articles to be packed are placed

on a carrier belt. The machinery erects the carton, closes the

bottom, inserts the contents, closes the top, counts the carton,

and sends it off on another carrier belt, a complete, symmetrical

five. The efficiency of the rectifier increases and recharging costs

per battery are lowered as the number of batteries on charge is
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Wlien the trap is empty it returns to its normal position, at

the same time operating the switch that stops the motor and
pump. \Vhen the trap again tills, the operation of discharg-

ing as previously described is automatically repeated. [The
American Blower Co., Detroit, Michigan.]

THE FISHER REDUCING VALVE OR PRESSURE REGULATOR.

_ iBYgji Steam pressure regulators are of such

importance in the modern rubber mill

^^aBBIp-^™*l&>-^ that the following description of a stand-

ard type of reducing valve will be of

interest

:

The diaphragm-actuated type of valve,

controlled by lever and weiglit, has for

years been accepted by engineers due to

its simplicity and positive action. The
ilhistration is that of a valve particularly

adapted to low-pressure service, but the

type of construction permits the use of

different sizes of diaphragms, making it

suitable lor various pressures.

The valve bodies are iron, except

smaller sizes, which are bronze, and the

inner valve is a semi-balanced, double-seated type with beveled

seats and seat rings ground in and tested under practically the

same pressure and temperature that the valve would be sub-

jected to while in operation. This valve will operate with a

comparatively small weight and does not require a dash pot

as would be the case with a single-seated valve. .-Vll valves and

seat jings are cast from hard phosphor bronze and the stems

are all made from Tobin bronze rods.

In operation the inner valve is normally held by lever and

weight. The volume of pressure passing through the valve

builds up within the low pressure main and enters the diaphragm

chamber through the controlling pipe line. When the low pres-

sure reaches the desired point, a balance is formed with lever

and weight, and thus the valve opening is regulated according

'o the steam consumption and the determined amount of low

pressure maintained. [The Fisher Governor Co., Marshalltown,

Iowa.]

FABRIC INSPECTION MACHINE.

All fabrics used in the manufacture of rubber goods are care-

fully insi^ecied. It is, in fact, the first step in their preparation

finish of the goods. The fabric inspection machine here illus-

trated is one of the newest types, and therefore of interest.

The roll of fabric comes to the machine on a truck and the

end is threaded from the back of the machine between the

weight roller and top draft roller above the desk, down to the

winding roller in the wind-up attachment. The operator sits in

front with foot on the treadle which automatically assumes a

neutral position by means of springs. The pressure of the foot

forward starts the cloth down the table, and removal of pressure

stops the cloth, wdiile pressure on the heel of the treadle re-

verses the cloth, feeding it up the table.

The horizontal lever shown at the left of the table shifts tne

belt on the tight and loose pulleys. The power drive shown on

the left side of the machine may be mounted on the right hand

side so that the machine can be put on either the right or left

side of the room and the drive come next to the wall.

The rolling attachment back of the table holds the winding

rollers in position with latched levers that can be readily thrown

back and the roll of fabric quickly removed. [Parks & Woolson
Machine Co., Springfield. Vermont.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.

THE HUNTER DRY KILN.

ACCORDING to this process, the rubber is exposed in humid
air that is kept in circulation and provided with a continuous

supply of fresh air. The temperature in the dry room is raised as

high as 160 to 170 degrees

F. and the rubber dried

in 12 to 14 hours. It is

c 1 a im e d that rubber

treated by this process,

whether it has been pre-

viously dried or not, is

of a better quality than

dried in the usual way.

A cross-section of the dryer is here shown. Tlie air enters at

A and rises, passing over the steam coils B supplied from pipe C.

The heated air then passes through the upper chamber D and

downward into the compartment E where the air is deflected

downward by the partition F and passes over the humidifier G,

into the rubber treating chamber H. From here the air passes

out of the dryer through pipe / and header / to the atmosphere,

thus creating a constant circulation.

As the air passes over the surface of the water in the humidi-

fier a certain amount of evaporation takes place, depending on

the temperature of the water and the humidity of the air. Tlie

quantity and temperature of the water supply is automatically

controlled so that the air entering the treating chamber is of

uniform humidity. The best results are produced most quickly

with an air temperature of 140 to 160 degrees F. and a relative

humidity of 30 to 3S per cent.

The long trays containing the rubber to be dried are placed

on special trucks and are rolled into the dry room, and it is

claimed the relatively moist air and the relatively high tempera-

ture produces dried rubber of superior quality in a comparatively

short time. [Harry Hunter, assignor to The Hunter Dry Kiln

Co.—both of Indianapolis, Indiana. United States patent No.

1,218.261.]

for calendering or spreading. Every inch of fabric is closely

scanned to detect defects in the weave and imperfections in the

FOOTWEAR ROLLING MACHINE.

The object of this invention is a machine for making rubber-

soled footwear irrespective of the construction of the uppers. The
illustration is a broken side elevation of the machine and A is an

endless motor drawn chain conveyor to which are attached the last

holders B. The lining, the inner sole, and a toe-strip are applied

to the last, the latter overlapping the lining and inner sole. A rag

sole is then applied lengthwise of the bottom of the last, overlap-
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p,ng the inturned edge of the toe-strip. The last is then placed on

the conveyor and the rag sole, the inner sole and the inturned edge

of the toe-strip are rolled down together by the mechanism C. The

last is then removed from the conveyor and the counter, heel-

piece vamp, quarter and outer filler or sole piece are applied, the

last replaced on the conveyor and the parts rolled down by a

mechanism not shown. The toe and heel fo.xing are then applied

tion from the coil in the upper part of the evaporating chamber.

Thus a smaller volume of circul::ted air effects the same amount

of evaporation and a higher concentration of evaporated solvent

is reached, as well as more uniform and rapid drying, without

risk of overheating. The current of air carrying a large per-

centage of evaporated solvent, is now cooled to the saturation

point by contact with the cooHng coils. The mixed air and sol-

vent vapors thereupon acquire their greatest density, and fall

and rolled bv a mechanism similar to C, when the outer sole is

applied and the edges rolled into close contact with the foxings, by

a mechanism not shown, the final set or rollers D completing

the operation. [Myron H. Clark, Maiden, Massachusetts, assignor

to The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co., Naugatuck, Con-

necticut. United States patent No. 1,218,983.]

m
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KEEMERS TIRE BTJILDING MACHINE.

The principal object of this invention is to provide a tire

shoe making machine that will shape or stretch the longitudinal,

median portions of the fabric without stretching the edges in a

corresponding manner.

The following briefly

describes the operation

of the machine shown

herewith in side eleva-

tion.

The rolls of frictioned

fabric are placed upon

^

the four fabric holders,

A. and the strips drawn off by feeding them over the liner reels

Bin such manner that the liners are rolled up on the reels.

From the fabric holders, the frictioned fabric passes to a

tension mechanism C, which serves to place it under suitable

tension or stretching action. The rubberized fabric then passes

over shaping rollers D that stretch the longitudinal median por-

tions of the fabric, without correspondingly stretching the edges.

The shaping or stretching rollers are yieldingly mounted in

any suitable manner, and a registering dial £ indicates or

registers the tension under which the fabric is placed by the

stretching devices.
. . ..i.

The fabric then passes to the rotary core F, upon which the

carcass is built up. The reference letter G indicates the tread

forming and spinning mechanism by means of which the tread

is formed and the sheets of fabric are stretched into position,

and H indicates the bead setting mechanism.

The machine is provided with a change-speed mechanism, and

is driven by an electric motor shown at /. [Franklin W.

Kremer, Carlstadt, New Jersey. United States patent No.

1,216,329.]

THE BAKER SOLVENT RECOVERY APPARATUS.

The illustration is a vertical transverse section of this invention

applicable to the recovery of solvents from rubber-coated fabrics.

In operation the coated fabric is constantly moved through the

apparatus ; the air contained therein is first heated by the reheat-

ing coils thereby decreasing its density, and increasing tts

evaporating capacity. The heated air is then conducted over

the coated surface which is subjected to the heat radiated from

the heating coils. The heat lost by the coated fabric and the air

in contact with it, due to the latent heat, is made good by radia-

downwardly through the vertical passageway until the condenser

is reached. The available part of the solvent is then condensed

and removed through the discharge pipe. A portion of the solvent

having been separated from the current of air, the latter is again

conducted upwardly into contact with the heating coils, thereby

decreasing the specific gravity and causing it to again circulate in

contact with the coating to be dried. [Theodore Baker, assignor

to E. I. du Pont de Nemours—both of Wilmington, Delaware.

United States patent No. 1,218,616.]

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,216,315. Trimming device for rubber cloth and the like. O. E. Hecknian,
Akron, Ohio.

1,216,497. Machine for trimming the canvas of reinforced insoles. T.
Ringenhach, Rosedale. Ky.

1,216,539. Machine for cementing boots and shoes. W. D. Baker, Abing-
ton, assignor to Reece Machinery Co., Boston—both in
Massachusetts.

1,217,879. Making cord tire fabric. E. A. Pye^ Newark, N. J., assignor
to Musselman Cord Fabric Co., Chicago, III.

1.218.100. Steam-repair vulcanizer. J. Mathey, Omaha, Nebr,

1.218.101. Steam repair vulcanizer. J. Mathey, Omaha. Nebr.

1,218,155. Machine for painting tire-casings. T. F. Zimmerman, .Akron.
Ohio.

1,218,245. Vulcanizing repair tool. E. R. Draver, Richmond, Ind.

1,218,441. Repair vulcanizer. J. Michel, Philadelphia, Pa.

1,218,641. Mold for rubber articles. H. E. Fry, New York City.

1,218,763. Tensinninij device for tire making machines. F. H. Grove,
Columbiana, Ohio.

1,218,881. Tire rim setter. V. C. McLain, assignor to E. J. Bronson

—

both of East Moline, 111.

1,219,026. Stretching-machine. H. L. Morris, assignor to The Savage
Tire Co.—both of San Diego, Calif.

1,219,351. .\pparatus for making hollow rubber articles. F. T. Roberts.
Cleveland, Ohio.

1,219,414. Vulcanizing-tongs. F. C), Lake, Washington, D. C.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

14,582 (1915). Apparatus for gaging the thickness of sheet india rubber,
etc., as the sheets issue from the calendering machine.
C. J. Beaver, Rangemoor, Crescent

_
Road, Hale and

E. A. Claremont, Broom Cottage, High Legh—both in

Cheshire.
102,495 (1915). K tool for tapping india rubber trees. J. Bosch, Koheri-

pan, near Manondjaja, Java, Dutch East Indies.

102,754. Making rubbe' shock absorbers. A. Turner, and H. J.
Turner (trading as L. Turner & Co.), Deacon street,

Leicester; F. Sage & Co., 60 Gray's Inn Road, London,
and N. A. T. K. ,Feary, 17 Paston Lane, Peterborough.

102,802. Footwear vulcanizer. A. E. Alexander, 306 High Holborn,
London. (Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.,
Naugatuck, Connecticut, U. S. A.)

15,133 (1915). Apparatus for use in the manufacture of rubber shoes.
W. J. Jackson-Mellersh, 28 Southampton Buildings, Lon-
don. (Boston Rubber Shoe Zq., Maiden, Massachusetts,
U. S. A.)

15,438 (1915). Rubber testing machine. H. H. Grundy, 393A, City
Road, and P. Schidrowitz, 57 Chancery Lane—both in
London.

15,508 (1915). Repair vulcanizer. G. Guattieri, and L. Cavalletti, V'ia

Nazionale, Rome,
THE DOMINION OF CANADA,

173,025. Hose vulcanizer. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,
Montreal, Quebec, assignee to H. G. Blanchards, New York
City, and F. Duesler, Cleveland, Ohio—both in U. S. A.

173,079. Tube machine. .\. Bleecker, .'\kron. Ohio. U. S. A.

173,333. Tire mold. The United States Rubber Co., New York City, as-

signee of C. F. .Adamson. East Palestine. Ohio, U. S. A.
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173,343. Tire building machine. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Lim-
ited, Montreal, Quebec, assignee of G. F. Fisher, Roselle, New
Jersey, U. S. A

173,425. Wrapping machine for hose. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,
Limited, Montreal, Quebec, assignee of H. Z. Cobb, Win-
chester, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
481,607 (April 27, 1916). Improvements in a machine for the manufacture

of tires. The Hartford Rubber Works Co.
481,795 (May 16, 1916). Mold for the manufacture of rubber heels. J. G.

Eufford.

PROCESS PATENTS.
MAKING CORD TIRE FABRIC.

DY this method cord fabric may be made in lengths greater
'-' than can be obtained by cutting standard cord fabrics on
the bias. Referring to the drawing, A is a cylindrical drum on

which a single layer of

cord B, B is wound in

close contact. The drum
can be of any reason-

able diameter so that

fabric of great length

may 1)e produced. When
a layer of cord has been

wound on the drum, a

coating of rubber solu-

tion is applied that serves to hold the threads together. The
drum is then revolved at high speed and the layer of fabric cut

into spiral bands of the required width, as shown at C, C.

After cutting, the cotnpleted bands, in which the strands lie

at an angle of 45 degrees, are removed from the drum and em-

ployed in building cord tire casings in the usual way. While

only one layer is shown, it is obvious that two or more layers

may be applied to the drum, rubber solutioned and cut in the

above described manner. [Ernest A. Pye, Newark, New Jersey,

assignor to Musselman Cord Fabric Co.. Chicago, Illinois. United

States patent No. 1,217.879.1

Semi-Metallic Packing. Fifty to 75 parts, by w-eight, of fiber,

10 to 30 parts of rubber or other gum, 10 to 30 parts of shredded

metal, and 5 to IS parts of filler are thoroughly mixed together

at the required temperature, and the mass rolled into sheets.

Thick sheets are built up from a plurality of thin sheets secured

together by rubber cement, the sheets being laid, with the shreds

of metal lying in different directions. [Louis J. Ryan, assignor to

the Royal Equipitient Co.—both of Bridgeport, Connecticut.

United States patent No. 1.215,064.]

Cushion Tire. The body and tread are formed of granu-

lated rawhide impregnated with rubber and the inner tube is made
of mercerized rubber-treated fabric of special weave. [Albert H.

Henderson, assignor to the Henderson Rubber Co.—both of Bal-

timore. Maryland. United States patent No. 1,215,275.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,216,654. Method of vulcanizing rubber. W. B. Burke, assignor to The
Burke Process Co.—both in Cleveland. Ohio.

1,218,350. Method of impregnating woven belts and conveying-bands with
balata. H. W. Anderson, Odense, Denmark.

1,218.949. Process of treating rubber. E. E. .'\. G. Meyer, assignor to
Morgan & Wright—both of Detroit. Midi.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
173.169. Process of m.iking hard rubber articles. Canadian Consolidated

Co.. Limited. Montreal, Quebec, assignee of H. Weida. High-
land Park. New Jersey, V. S. A.

173,026. Process of making hollow rubber articles. Canadian Consoli-
dated Rubber Co.. Limited. Montreal. Quebec, assignee of N.
D. Crawford, Elizabeth, New Jersey, U. S. A.

173,344. The process of manufacturing hose. Canadian Consolidated Rub-
ber Co.. Limited. Montreal. Ouebec, assignee of A. E. Hop-
kins, Cleveland, Ohio. V. S. A.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
481.851 (.\ugust 23. 1915). Process for the recovery of casings especially

^ non-skid tires. L. B. Becker.

481,544 (.\pril 19. 1916). Process for impregnating fabric with gutta
percha. balata. or other similar substances, .\ktieselfcabel
Roulunds Fabriker.

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
THE THROPP PNEUMATIC CUSHION TIRE.

IT is claimed that the qualities of the pneumatic tire are com-
* bined with the well-known advantages of the cushion tire in

this invention. Moreover, the tire is permanently attached to

the rim with a hard rubber com-
pound, and is vulcanized by the

open cure, wrapped tread process.

Referring to the illustration, a
transverse section of the tire in

its mold. A, is the rim on which
is first placed a layer of a hard
rubber compound, and a strip of
frictioned fabric B being circum-
ferentially laid thereon. Another
layer of rim compound is then
applied and a second fabric strip

C superposed, followed by still

another layer of rim coinpound,
over which is placed a third fabric strip D. The rim is then
filled to the level of its edges with rim compound, on which is

laid a layer of softer 'compound followed by fabric strips £ and i?.

The air valve G of the inner tube H is then forced through
the opening in the rim and inflated sufificiently to hold its cir-
cular form. After a layer of soft compound is laid around
the inflated tube, the fabric strips E and F are formed around
It. and a second layer of similar compound superposed and
covered by the outer edges of the fabric strip D. Then a third
layer of compound is applied and covered by the fabric strip C,
followed by a fourth layer covered by fabric strip B.
More compound is then laid on, including a breaker strip and

tread portion when the tire is placed in the mold, wrapped and
vulcanized. [Peter D. Thropp, assignor to the De Laski &
Thropp Circular Woven Tire Co.—Trenton, New Jersey. United
States patent No. 1,217,665.]

^^^^
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New Goods and Specialties.

FIBER SOLE WITH MOLDED LIFT.

IN
the present condition of the leatlier market, tlie demand for

fiber-sole shoes, in which rubber is used, can scarcely be over-

estimated. Improvements in composition and adaptation for the

intended purpose are constantly being made, and the fiber sole

shown lierewith contains an entirely new feature for which special

merit is claimed. This improvement is in the form of a lift of

the same materal, molded on the sole and obviating the necessity

for the usual cork filler in the space between the outsole and the

insole of the shoe. The solid fiber supports the insole, maintains

the welt in position, and increases the wearing capacity. The

raised part, when on the shoe, gives the edges a pulling power

in the opposite direction, offsetting the pull of the welt and pre-

venting it from returning to its original position when stitched to

the upper and thereby causing the edges of the sole to turn up

—

a common fault in fiber-sole shoes. The construction of the sole

also prevents air pockets under the outsole which are very dis-

agreeable when stepping on a small stone.

It is possible, with this sole, to add one-half of tlic thickness at

the point of wear and yet maintain as thin an edge as required for

good appearance on women's shoes. [Donnelly Machine Co.,

Brockton, Massachusetts.]

KOSSUTH DATER WITH SOLID RUBBER BAND.

The usual device for date stamping lias

a number of rubber bands covering a

metal revolving apparatus, but in the

self-inking dater, here illustrated, rubber

projections with the imprint of the nec-

essary dating type are molded in a solid

rubber band. The action of a new style

date slot prevents corrosion from contact

v/ith the rubber date band, insuring the

free entry of dates at all times. The
movement is roller bearing and is

claimed to eliminate practically all fric-

tion to the wearing parts. The frame is

of heavy steel throughout, with no extra

swinging plates or attachments. A sup-

jjlemental die plate takes the printing die

and holds the type in perfect alinement.

The Kossuth dater is made in two sizes.

In the one shown the die plate measures

2,4 by V-A inches. [R. A. Stewart & Co.,

New York City.]

PUBLIC NOTICE ON A RUBBER MAT.

A neat combination of utility and comfort is seen in front of

a hotel doorway on Broadway, New York City. A large rub-

ber mat, perhaps 20 feet long and covering half the width of

the sidewalk is of the usual perforated pattern, but has in let-

ters a foot long the words "Keep This Space Clear," a standing

notice to chaufifeurs and coachmen not to occupy the street in

front of the doorway except when taking on or delivering pas-

sengers.

TYRIAN FIRST-AID lOURNiaUET.

A tourni(|uct that can l)c quickly applied and that holds fast

at the desired tension is a valuable adjunct to first-aid equip-

ment, and the "Tyrian" tourniquet, here shown, is specially de-

^
signed to meet iiii>c n.quii luihiU. It i^ made entirely of rubber,

3 feet long, J^ inch wide and '-^ inch thick, with a nickel-plated

clasp and spring attachment which afi^ords' a firm fastening, easily

secured. To apply this tourniquet the lever at the spring is de-

pressed, the loose end of rubber inserted, the pressure relaxed

in the spring and tlic ruljbcr drawn to the desired tension. [Tyer

Rubber Co.. Andovcr, Massachusetts.]

PNEUMATIC CUSHION HEEL.

In the rubber heel here shown, a mechanical cushioning de-

vice which operates automatically supplements the beneficial

eft'ect of the usual rubber heel. When a heel built on this prin-

ciple is attached to a shoe, the central portion, indicated in the

illustration, strikes the ground first at every step taken. Owing
to the construction of this central tread portion, with its recess

and cooperating pneumatic chamber, it will be forced inward.

compressing the air therein and absorbing the first shock, thus

bearing the heaviest part of the impact while the wearer is

walking or standing. After being forced inward, the centrally

projecting tread portion will be flush with the peripheral tread

liortion, the latter acting in turn as a cushion, in the same man-
ner as any ordinary solid cushion rubber heel. \ cupping or

suction is thus produced between the peripheral tread portion

and the street pavement or ground surface, insuring a firm grip

and anti-skid quality, which is claimed to maintain its efficiency

during the entire life of the heel.

This principle may be carried out for the sole of a shoe and

is particularly applicable to the requirements of athletic foot-

wear. The special advantages claimed for this heel are reduced

weight and consequent saving in cost of manufacture
; greater

resiliency, and sure grip. [Oscar Mussinan, New York City.]
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ALL-WEATHER SLEEPING BAG.

The sleeping bag shown in the accompanying illustration is

designed for maximum comfort and protection while sleeping

outdoors. The light weight, rubberized material used is suit-

able for all kinds of weather, a woolen blanket wrapped around

the various shapes and thicknesses required by the trade and is

also supplied in rolls. [Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited,

Toronto, Canada.]

the body aft'ording extra warmth if ncedeJ. A hood protects

the head, and a netting is attached by special fasteners to keep

out the mosquitoes. Plenty of room is afiforded, the dimensions

being 7 feet 6 inches in length and 4 feet 3 inches wide. The
bag is fitted with an inside pad and bolster, pockets for valu-

ables, and a rattan bow which is adjusted when in use, to hold

the hood in i)lace. fC. W. Sirch, Los Angeles, California.]

LACED MILITARY RUBBER BOOT AND "TENAX" SOLE.

An e.xceptionally neat appearing ruliber boot favored by army

officers is shown in the accompanying illustration. It is made

on the straight lines of the army leather boot, drawing on with

more difificulty than the old-style, loose-

top rubber boot, but appearing to much
better advantage when on the foot. The

noxelty in this model is contained in the

6-inch lacing up the side, this innovation

meeting tlie demand of those requiring

slightly fuller dimensions around the leg.

This boot is made in tan color, tlius more

closely resembling the regulation leather

military boots and more in keeping with

the uniforms now i:i vogue at the front.

To meet the insistent demand for satis-

factory substitutes for sole leather, a new
composition material called, "Tenax" has

been evolved by the same manufacturer

through painstaking ex-

perimentation and thor-

ough testing of results in

actual wearing practice.

It contains sufficient rub-

. Iier to impart proper fiex-

iliility and to protect the

feet against wet pavements ana waiks, and it is claimed that,

this material possesses remarkable non-slip qualities, cuts to ad-

PaODIUM TRUCK TIRES.

A new feature in the tire equipment of 1917 commercial cars

is the Prodium truck tire. This is a new pressed-on type of the

clianncl-liase tire with a wide tread that is designed to carry

heavy loads. It is made
from special compound that

produces a soft, flexible and

resilient tread of unusual

tensile strength and dura-

bility. This tire is made in

all sizes and ni order to facilitate prompt service to customers,

all branches of the company are equipped with tire applying

presses. Tests have been made under severe road conditions in

which tires of this make are said to have averaged better than

12,000 to 14.000 miles. JThe Republic Rulilier Co., Youngs-

town, Ohio.]

ALL-RUBBER HYDRO" SUIT.

The adaptation of rubber and rubberized materials in clothing

for various purposes is constantly increasing, with added im-

provements and devices for

the comfort and protection

of the wearer. The all-rub-

ber one-piece costume shown
herewith is now in use on

many of the United States

submarines. It is made of

the best rubber sheeting, all

seams being steam vulca-

nized. The belt at the

waist and removable straps

at the Irouser knees prevent

the suit from drooping when
in use and afford adequate

knee room. The elastic

wrists fit tightly and the

neck has tie-straps for close

lifting.

The rubber cap worn with

this "Hydro" suit has snap

fastenings and an adjustable

cape which reefs close with

extra sttfds. The wearer is

thus completely covered with

rubber from head to foot.

[Abercrombie & Fitch Co.,

New York City.]

vantage and holds stitches well, lieing similar to leather in

strength and toughness, lightness and long wear. It is inade in

RUBBER PORK BAIT.

The use of strips of pork rind as a bait in fishing has long been
recognized by those "in the know" as a first-class fish-catcher. It

is white in color, flexible, and possessed of a tantalizing wiggle.

Pork bait is now success-

i fully imitated and also

improved upon by using
specially prepared, pure, white rubber with white, red or black
heads, in the form shown in the accompanying illustration. This
rubber bait is, of course, extremely flexible, responding to the
slightest movement, and it is claimed to imitate perfectly the
action of a live minnow. An evident advantage over the actual
pork rind is its lasting quality, one rubber pork bait being used
many times. It is made in two sizes : 3l4 inches long for bait

casting, and 2 inches long for fly fishing. [S. .'Vrnold, Kansas
City, Missouri.]
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aUBBER EYE CITF.

An eye bath made entirely of rubber

is formed with a bulb portion by

which the liquid is forced upwards

against the eye. The neck, which

may be stiffened by thickening or cor-

rugating its wall or by means of a rigid

collar, is provided with a soft ringed

edge. A perforated check-plate may be

fitted in the base of the neck. [H. St. C.

Mason, Hcndon, Middlesex. England. 1

870,)

1914-1916 RUBBER PRICE ADVANCES SMALL.

ritish patent No. 102,-

RUBBEE TUBING FOR WOUND IRRIGATION.

A new and remarkably successful treatment for infected
wounds, which was mentioned in the January, 1917, issue of The
India Rubber World, embodies the use of various rubber tubes

for continuous irrigation with a special antiseptic solu-

tion. The apparatus for this method of treatment, de-

signed by Dr. Alexis Carrel, consists of sterilized rubber
tubes, the ends of which are perforated with many holes,

covered with sponge tissue and introduced into the

wound, as many of them as may be needed to reach its

every part. The tubes lead up to a glass tube with sev-

eral lateral orifices to each of which a rubber tube is at-

tached. The solution flows from a glass receptacle

through a rubber pipe into the glass tube and thence
through the rubber tubes to the wound, its flow being
regulated either by a drop-counting apparatus or by
clamps upon the tubes.

When the wound becomes thoroughly
sterile it is sewn up, and a favorite sewing
of Dr. Carrel's for large, deep wounds closes

like a laced shoe ; two broad strips of ad-
hesive plaster, each bearing a row of hooks,

are stuck to the skin along the edges of the wound and a pair of

rubber laces is twisted back and forth and drawn tight, thus obvi-

ating the necessity of sewing through the skin.

AVIATOR'S HOOD.

The aviator's hood here illustrated is

made of rubberized material shaped to

fit the head closely, yet comfortably, with

a single strap fastening that is easily at-

tached. These hoods are exceptionally

neat in appearance, and are claimed to

be lighter in weight and less mechanical

than many others, while preserving all

the necessary protective qualities. They

are equally suitable for professional au-

tomobilists to wear while competing in

road races. [Sanders Co., Indianapolis.

Indiana.]

•PNEUMASTIC" TIRE FILLER.

A new tire filler, consisting almost entirely of rubber, the

slight proportion of other ingredients adding to its toughness

and long wearing qualities, is now on the market. The sub-

stance thus formed is very light and resilient, and it is claimed

that "Pneumastic" possesses extreme flexibility, uniformity

of power and greater momentum, with entire absence of heat

and friction, giving increased mileage from tires without sacri-

fice of riding comfort. The claims of the manufacturer are

substantiated by a written guarantee for a period of two years,

free replacement being made should the filler prove defective

in any way during that time. [The Altenburg Tire & Rubber

Co., Davenport, Iowa.]

HPHAT the rubber industry has fared exceptionally well in

•^ respect to its most important raw material since the out-

break of the European war is gleaned from a report just issued

by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Miscellaneous

Series No. 52. Wholesale prices of leading articles in United

States markets at frequent intervals from January, 1914, to

December, 1916, New York, Boston and Chicago quotations, are

tabulated, and indicate that whereas crude rubber (Upriver fine)

had increased only 27.6 per cent at the end of the period, leather,

hides, wool, manila, lead and zinc had nearly doubled ; iron, steel

and sisal hemp had more than doubled; while Bessemer and open-

hearth steel had trebled. Cotton had increased 39 per cent in

price; jute butts, 36 per cent; raw silk, 26.S to 42.8 per cent, ac-

cording to grade ; and mohair 48.6 to 71.4 per cent. The only

important raw materials mentioned which had undergone less

increase than rubber were tin. 12 per cent; jute, 13.8 per cent;

crude petroleum, 14 per cent; and silver (London quotations 0.92S

fine) 26.7 per cent.

THE MARKS RECLAIMING PATENT.

It may be remembered that in The India Rubber World of

January 1, 1916, a full report was published of a decision of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals affirming the decision

of the District Court in Buffalo, New York, sustaining the

validity of the Marks or ".\lkali" patent for rubber reclaiming.

Tlie latest phase of the case is the decision handed down March
12, 1917, which affirms the decision of the District Court in

Ohio, thus holding that the patent is invalid. It will, therefore,

be seen that these two decisions, diametrically opposite, have
both been affirmed by higher courts and the questions of the

validity of the patent and of infringement are still undetermined.

RECOVERY OF RUBBER AND FABRIC FROM TIRES.

In practically all processes for reclaiming rubber from
tires the fabric is destroyed. In these days of conservation, how-
ever, the recovery of the fabric as well as the rubber is well

worth consideration. In the lists of chemical patents printed in

the May and November, 1916, issues of The India Rubber
VVoRLn, brief mentions were made of a process having the above
economy for its 'object, as worked out by C. de Villers, of

Neuilly, France.

In the preparation of rubber cements it has already been pro-

posed to employ tetrachlorethane as a rubber solvent. De Villers

uses this substance, heated to a boiling point, for the purpose of

dissolving the rubber and also a second time, for freeing the

rubber from sulphur.

The tires are placed in a closed receptacle containing tetra-

chlorethane, enough of the latter being used to completely cover

them. The vessel is heated, directly or by means of steam, to

the boiling point, and the vapors produced are passed into a

condenser. .A.t first the rubber swells and then dissolves into a

liquid, and at the end of an hour the fabric is completely freed

of rubber. This mass is next sent to the filter press to separate

the fabric from the rubber in solution, and since the supply of

tire fabric is so much smaller than the actual demands after

further cleansing, this fabric can be utilized to advantage.

The rubber is then precipitated from the solution by the ad-

dition of water. To free this rubber from sulphur it is sub-

jected to a first treatment with tetrachlorethane, which is pro-

longed until the rubber begins to swell, indicating that the free

sulphur is then dissolved. This tetrachlorethane charged with

sulphur is allowed to run off and is replaced by a second quan-

tity of fresh tetrachlorethane which, after having been brought

to boiling point, dissolves the desulphurized rubber. It will be

seen that this treatment passes through two phases, tetrachlore-

thane only being employed.
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JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

FAuNLOP Rubber Co., Limited, v. Michelin Tyre Co., Limited.
'-^ This was a claim by the plaintiffs, who sought to recover

damages for alleged libel; also an injunction to restrain from
publication of the matter complained of. The defendants de-

nied pubHcation of libel, or that the publications referred to

plaintiffs and bore defamatory meaning or were capable of

malice. They plead privilege of the occasion and counter-

claimed for damages and alleged libel
;
plaintiffs in reply denied

libelling the defendants.

Plaintiffs complained that the Michelin company had attacked

their honesty and integrity in their advertisements which ap-

peared in the same newspapers and were designed to have a

greater effort upon readers by repetition.

In their counterclaim the defendants stated that the plaintiffs

had advertised against them, attacking them as foreigners re-

sponsible for the sale of rubbish.

After due deliberation the jury found for tlie plaintiffs on

the claim, with il.OOO damages, and for the defendants on the

counterclaim with i750 damages. ["The India-Ruhber Journal,"

London, February 17 and 24, 1917.

J

Adamson v. Gilliland. This is a suit brought by the peti-

tioner for the infringement of a patent for a vulcanizing device.

This device consists of two sheets of metal, between which,

when heated, the material is to be vulcanized. The upper side

of the upper of these sheets is shaped like a cap in which gaso-

Hne can be placed to heat it.

Defendant admitted making and selling devices like the plain-

tiff's, but testified that he made them first. The plaintiff put his

invention on the market in November, 1911, and the defendant

did not put out his vulcanizer until February or March of the

following year ; but the defendant declared that on August 7,

1911, 12 days before the plaintiff made the drawing of his inven-

tion, he had had castings made that are identical with plaintiff's

device. The plaintiff's cup had pins projecting from the bottom

arranged in circles around a central one, which he declared

served to conduct the heat of the flame downward into the vul-

canizing plate and the combustible fluid. Defendant's original

castings showed a similar arrangement ; he explained that the

similarity was accidental ; that the pins were of no use and

that they were merely there to be used as a talking-point to

deceive the public.

It was held that since plaintiff had made public his device,

while defendant had not, and there was no other channel of

information between the two, plaintiff must be regarded as the

originator of the device. In a previous suit by the plaintiff,

District Judge Geiger decreed for the plaintiff. The district

judge, after hearing and criticizing additional evidence, said

that the new testimony would not have changed Judge Geiger's

opinion. The circuit court of appeals, regarding the action of

the district judge as a yielding to the authority of the former

decision, reversed the decree upon the evidence as it stood in

jirint. [United States Supreme Court.]

Leonard Hartung v. Ten Broeck Tyre Co., Inc., Louisville,

Kentucky. This w-as an appeal from the Circuit Court, Jefferson

County, Common Pleas Branch, Fourth Division, which decided

in favor of the defendant in the action for injuries by Leonard

Hartung against the Ten Broeck Tyre Co. Hartung declared

that a large counter weight on a lever which he operated be-

came detached, the lever flew up and struck him in the breast,

injuring him. It was held that there was not sufficient evidence

of negligence on the part of the defendant. Judgment was af-

firmed. [Southwestern Reporter, Vol. 190, page 677.]

Eureka Fire Hose Co. v. Furry, City Treasurer, Van

Buren, Arkansas. This was an appeal from the Circuit Court,

Crawford County; James Cochran, judge, which decreed for

defendant in the cancellation of warrant's action. After pur-

chasing hose from the appellant and issuing a warrant therefor,

the city. Van Buren, called in its warrants.

Counsel for appellant contended that the special act attempt-

ing to raise Van Buren from a city of the second to a city of

the first class is void, and all proceedings by oflficers of Van
Buren as a city of the first class are void, including the call of

the city's warrants for cancellation and reissuance.

It was judged that the officers were de facto officers acting

under color of an election and at a time when the special act

liad not been declared unconstitutional,, and their proceedings

were therefore valid.

Judgment was affirmed. [Southwestern Reporter, Vol. 190,

page 1427.]

Frey v. Marvel Auto Supply Co. Aspects of P.\tents.

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, decided

that, even though every element of a patented combination cov-

ering a mechanical device be old, there may still be patentable

invention if, by the combination, a new and useful result be pro-

duced, or an old result in a new and materially better way.

[The Federal Reporter, Vol. 236, page 916.]

TRADE-MAHK DECISIONS.

.\mong recent trade-mark decisions of interest to the rubber

trade might be mentioned the following:

It has been decided that the name "Horseshoe" as a trade-

mark for automobile tires, casings and tubes is not descriptive,

even if, as supposed, the tread of the tire bears projections in

the shape of a horseshoe. This decision further states that there

is no mechanical advantage arising from this feature of the tire

and the name is no more descriptive than the figures 4-11-44

would be if the projections were made in the form of these

figures. As to the tubes, the mark is certainly not descriptive

since the objection does not apply to them.

The trade-mark is allowed of a design showing the picture of

a pneumatic tire within which is the head of a chauffeur, and

above it the head of a bulldog grasping in its mouth the letters

.'VLWASHOLD, in a peculiar form of lettering. It has been

decided that this word is not descriptive as applied to a material

for repairing tires. The other features overshadow the word

in any event, but this is more than a case of misspelling of a

descriptive word as the words themselves can only exist in con-

nection with the bulldog's head.

In this connection it will he interesting to note that, according

to the "San Francisco Chronicle," the Secretary of State of

California has denied registration of a trade-mark to the Dam
Sine Puncture Proof Co. because the rnark for which applica-

tion for registration was made was considered profane and its

use, therefore, contrary to public policy. Not only this, but it

was pointed out to the applicant company that the words were

in any event descriptive of. the goods and hence not registrable.

RUBBER INSPECTORS POSITION OPEN.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces an

open competitive examination for inspector of rubber to fill a

vacancy in the Quartermaster's Corps, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

at $1,200 to $1,500 a year, and future vacancies requiring similar

qualifications. Examinations may be held at cities near the resi-

dence of applicants, certain cities in each State being named.

The date of examinations is April 18, and any men who desire

to apply should write at once for form 304 to the Civil Service

Commission, Washington, District of Columbia, stating that the

examination desired is for "Inspector of Rubber (male)."
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The Editor's Book Table.

YEAR BOOK OF THE CEYl.OX AClKICri.TURAL SOCIETY, 1<)17.

191S. Compiled by C. Drieberg. B.A., IMI.A.S.. Colombo, Ceylon.
ISmall 16 mo., cloth, 144 pages.

J

SECRETARY DRIEBERG has collected in tlii.s small volume

a real compendium of agricultural and horticultural informa-

tion of this important tropical island. It seems as if no prac-

tical hint which could be helpful to the vegetable or fruit planter

is omitted. There arc crop notes on cotton, tobacco, kapok, cas-

tor bean and dhall ; veterinary notes, pests and diseases, and many
rules, useful hints, etc., but practically no mention of rubber in

any form. The list of officers and members is given ; there is a

clear, readable map, which shows in colors the annual rainfall.

Not the least interesting feature of the book is the advertising

department, consisting of a number of pages following the te.Kt.

used upon tl'.e properties of vulcanized rubber; observations

on cold vulcanizing; the insolubles in rubber; the absorption

of moisture by raw rubber in various atmospheres; paraffin

as a lillcr lor rubber; resin and impurities in balata and gutta

pcrcba.

MEDEDEELIXGEX VAX DEN RYKSVOOKI.ICHTIXGSDIEXST TEX
behoeve van den Rubberhandel in de Rubbernijverheid te Delft.
Second series, 1916. .Afdeeling Handel, Lange Houtstraat 36, 'sGrav-
enhage. [Paper cover, 544 pages. Manv illustrations, diagrams and
statistics. Price 2.50 florins.]

This publication of the Department of Commerce of the

Netherlands Government contains numerous interesting reports

of experiments and investigations in various departments

of rubber chemistry and manufacture. .\ very elaborate

introduction, besides expressing general ideas on inquiries

pertaining" to rubber, classifies the contents of the widely

differing articles. This classification has six main divi-

sions: (1) Inquiries in latex and judgment of crude rub-

ber b}' its appearance; (2) chemical examinations of crude

rubber; (3) the viscosity of crude rubber solutions; (4) de-

polymerization and oxidation of crude rubber; (5) experi-

ments in vulcanization and examination of the vulcanized

product as a basis for the inspection of crude rubber; (6) in-

quiries into the process of vulcanization.

-An interesting article under the first heading is that by
Professor G. V. Iterson, Jr., in which is explained and de-

scribed an apparatus for determining the rubber content of

latex. .A report of the results of a scientific test of empiric

judgment of crude rubber lays stress on the advantages and
improvements that would arise from a general use of scien-

tific methods in examination.

Attention must also be called to a review of the chief meth-
ods employed by the Voorlichtingsdicnst, a series of mechano-
technical investigations and an essay on the great importance
of chemical investigation for the future of plantation rubber.

Among the papers concerning rubber inspection is one de-

scribing simplified methods for inspecting crude rubber, and
another on the desirability of international inspection of

crude rubber. The latter cites several methods as employed
by foreign investigators and deplores the fact that fixing an

international standard of inspection i)resents so many diffi-

culties, owing to the lack of agreement of authorities on
several important scientific points.

A report of the analysis of several products from lactiferous

trees of Surinam and a comparison of gutta percha mechanically

extracted from leaves and from stems of trees on the government
gutta percha plantation of Tjipetir ought to interest many.

Valuable are the great number of clearly described experi-

ments which concern problems, such as the effect of treat-

ment with the washing mill; determination of resin content

and its influence upon vulcanization; miscellaneous physical

tests of vulcanized rubber ; viscosity of rubber solutions ; un-

saponifiable resins ; the influence of solvents on viscosity and
porosity; improvement of rubber by heating in carbonic acid

atmosphere; maximum of sulphur with which rubber unites;

influence of time and temperature and the quantity of sulphur

MANUFACTURIXG COSTS AND ACCOUXTS. BY A. HAMILTON
Church. McGraw-IIill Book Co.. Inc., New Y''ork City. [8vo, 447
pages, illustrated. Price, $5.]

The importance of an accurate system of cost accounting is

one \'Iii-h is appreciated by every up-to-date industrial and com-

mercial establishment. The author of this work -has written a

very exhaustive treatise as to the proper methods of keeping

cost accounts in so simple a manner as to be readily under-

stood. A number of methods are explained fully and their

merits compared. There are chapters devoted to sales and sell-

ing expenses and to summarizing results. A large number of

forms are shown, these being copies of cards, loose leaves, etc.,

in actual use in manufacturing establishments. At the end of

the work is a department devoted to factory reports and re-

turns, those of the foreman, the superintendent, and the exec-

utives. These reports are analyzed in order to show the effi-

ciency of the workmen, the expenses of idle machinery, and the

general department efficiency. With these reports brought. into

practical use the proprietors or management can tell the progress

of the business and its exact standing at the time these reports

are made.

While tins latter department is. devoted practically to machine

shops, there is much in it which is adaptable to any factory

using machinery, and the book contains a greater amount of

theoretical and practical matter regarding costs, and cost ac-

coiuiting than one would imagine could be packed in a single

PHYSICAF- AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF GASOLENES SOLD
Throughout the United States During the Calendar Year 1915. By
W. F. Rittman, W. .\. lacobs and K. W. Dean. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. (.'. [45 pages. Price, 10 cents.]

This is the report of the investigation of government experts.

It is mainly devoted to the study of values for combustion en-

gines. Care has been taken to submit facts impartially, leaving

to the reader the determination as to the superiority or inferiority

of one kind over another for his individual purpose. Many tests

were made—specific gravity, evaporation losses, calorific value,

sulphur determinations, engine tests and content of unsaturated

carbons. Eastern, Mid-Continent and California gasolenes were

tested, as were also cracked gasolene, blended casinghead gaso-

lene, and "straight" refinery product. The results are tabulated,

and suiTiiTiarized, and luake valuable reading. A fact that de-

serves mention is the undesirability of attempting to use motor

gasolene as a solvent. This is shown by the high boiling points

of some of the constituents in manv gasolenes tested.

n.\XDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AXD PHYSICS. FIFTH EDITION.
Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio. [Cloth, 414 pages, 4 by dYi
inches. Price, $.?. ]

This handbook is already known to many chemists in the

United States, it being a favorite ready reference book of

chemical and physical data. The fifth edition is a revision of

the previous one, under the direction of Professors Charles B.

Hodgman and M. F. Coolbaugh of the Departiuent of Chemis-

try at Case School of Applied Science. Although small enough

to fit easily in the pocket, it is packed full of chemical and

physical facts and tables, so arranged as to be readily found.

The present edition is about 60 pages larger than the previous

one. Among the new features added is a new and more com-
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plete table of gravimetric factors, and other important addi-

tions are a table of physical constants of the more common
organic compounds and a five-place logarithm tabic. The book

will be found very useful by every chemist and in every

chemical laboratory.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

J
P. DEV'IXE CO., manufacturer of \'acmnn dryers, solvent

• recovery apparatus, and other lines for similar purposes,

has just published its "Miniature Bulletin No. 105," descriptive of

apparatus required mainly by the chemical and allied industries.

But containing some notice of apparatus used in rubber goods

manufacture, chiefly autoclaves, kettles, and vaciuim dryers. The
bulletin is a small one, measuring about four by six inches, con-

taining 32 pages, of which most of the left hand ones are blank.

Each right hand page has a strikingly effective cut of one

specialty, with a terse description, well displayed. A view of the

experimental laboratory is interesting, and the pictures of the

exterior and the interiors of the plant show the extent of the

establishment.
* * *

The Southwark Foundrj' & Machine Co.. Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, issues its catalog of valves and presses in a self-

binder which enables its customers to keep it constantly up
to date. Each page, S'/i by 11 inches, is devoted to one or

more cuts and description of a single machine, the cuts being

wonderfully well-executed half-tones from retouched photo-

graphs, and the descriptions comprehensive and accurate.

The steam platen presses, tire-forcing presses, bead presses,

hydraulic heater presses, quick opening vulcanizer doors and
other specialties for the rubber manufacturing industry are

fully presented in the latest issue.

* * *

The Akr'^iii Rnbbe\ Mold & Machine Co., Akron, Ohio, is

sending to the trade a very complete catalog of its specialties

for tire building anxl tire manufacturing. This contains in its

48 pages practically every mechanical requirement for these

important lines of industry. The machines and other items of

equipment are well illustrated, the cuts showing finely all the

details, and each is fully described. To give a list of these

would demand more space than is available, but the catalog

is one well worth securing and filing.

* * *

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, Canada, sends out

its catalog of Maltese Cross Rubbers, season of 1917-1918, in a

finely printed book of 64 pages, with covers handsomely illu-

minated with the trade-mark of the company. The styles and

shapes are pictured in excellent half-tones, and tlie descriptive

text is given in both English and French. With this is sent a

smaller booklet, containing net prices, particulars regarding

packing, and other information of the line.

* * *

"War Loans and the United States" is the title of an absorbing

pamphlet, issued by the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, which

reviews the loans made by our own country in its wars, from

the outbreak of the Revolution to the end of the Spanish war;

deals with the general subject of loans in connection with the

present war in Europe; and discusses our lessons of the past

and economic opportunities of the future. Our phenomenal gain

in export trade and resulting increase in financial strength is de-

tailed, and the plain obligation imposed upon us in holding 30

per cent of the world's total supply of gold is pointed out. It is

conclusively shown that "a lending policy on our part would not

only prove a species of protective insurance, but in effect would

remove us from the debtor nation class to which we have here-

tofore belonged and might raise us to the very pinnacle among
creditor nations—a class whose commercial prosperity is assured

and whose foreign trade relations are most permanently e.stab-

lished."

* * *

The American .\siatic Association is sending out its monthly
magazine under a new title, "Asia," and in a new and very at-

tractive shape. The number for March consists of 80 quarto

pages, finely illustrated, containing articles of value to those in-

terested in the Far Eastern trade. The present number is de-

voted almost entirely to China and Japan, though there is also

an able article on the Philippines by Manuel L. Quezon, former

resident commissioner of the Philippine Islands and now presi-

dent of the senate of the first Philippine Congress.
* * *

The Diamond Power Specialty Co., Detroit, Michigan, sends

us a finely printed pamphlet entitled "Increasing Today's

Profits," exploiting the soot blower manufactured by that com-
pany. It contains some interesting matter as regards the saving

of heat and power by elimination of soot deposit, and explains

how this deposit acts as a heat insulator. Illustrations of fac-

tories where this system is in use, diagrams, recording charts,

and ledger sheets are reproduced to prove the claims set forth

in the booklet.

* * *

John Burnham it Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, have

compiled for free distribution a statistical card which will be of

interest to holders of motor and rubber stocks. It includes

capitalization, par value, present l)id and asked markets, dividend

rate and date of payment, percentage earned, high and low

prices for 1916 and the production of the year in number of

cars or gross sales of the leading automobile, automobile ac-

cessory and rubber companies.
* * *

According to the latest census of motor vehicles in Great
Britain, the total number of automobiles and trucks in actual

service is 171,607, about 5 per cent of the number registered in

the United States on January 1, 1917, which was 3,541,738. In

each of the seven states of New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illi-

nois, California, Texas and Iowa, there are more automobiles and
trucks than in all of Great Britain. In the United States the,

production of cars for 1916 was well over 1,600,000,

A recent number of "Class," a journal devoted to trade and
'class-journal advertising, has an interesting article by Julius S.

Holl, advertising manager of the Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois,

which might well be read and even re-read by all who have
charge of the advertising and sales departments of large or

small industries. It is a sort of confidential talk based on the

writer's experience over a wide field, and a profitable expenditure

of hundreds of thousands of dollars in trade journals.
^ * 4:

The "Charlotte (North Carolina) News" has published an is-

sue of 88 pages, devoted almost entirely to descriptions of the

many textile mills in that state. Each plant is treated individ-

ually, pictures and text giving a very complete and compre-

hensive review of the cotton mill industry. The work was done
by an independent investigator, a trained newspaper man, and
one of the main objects, evidently, is to rectify some of the im-

pressions caused by sensational reports of the conditions of the

mill-workers of the South. The paper is a credit to the enter-

prise of this daily publication, and is one which shows the pros-

perity and extent of the cotton weaving industry of the "Old

North State."

* * *

The Underwriters' Laboratories "Electrical Data" gives a

brief review of the institution, and the work carried on in 1916.

Following this are described in detail fires and accidents reported

due to electrical causes, with results of investigations. Illus-

trations of some of these accidents, also views of the laboratories

are shown.
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THE RUBBER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

AT a spicial meeting of firm members of the Association

held March 7, 1917, the following amendments to the con-

stitution and by-laws were adopted

:

Amend Article VI, Section 2, by adding to the first para-

graph the words "on which all persons connected with firm

members in an official or executive capacity are eligible for

appointment, unless otherwise provided."

.^nicnd Article VI, Section 2, sub-division (a) by striking

out the words "firm representatives," and substituting therefor

the word "members."

Amend Article VI, Section 2, sub-division (b) by striking

out the words "firm representatives," and substituting there-

for the word "members."

Amend Article VI, Section 2. sub-division (c) by striking

out the words "firm representatives," and substituting there-

for the word "members."

Amend Article VI, Section 2, sub-division (d) (see our cir-

cular letter of December 22. 1916) by striking out the words

"by them selected, or" in the fourth line of the third para-

graph; by striking out the word "their" in the seventh line of

the third paragraph and substituting therefor the words "the

disputants"; by inserting the words "named in the said List of

Official Arbitrators" after the words "Any two persons" in

the fifth paragraph; by striking out the words "said List of

Official Arbitrators" in the second line of the fifth paragraph

and substituting therefor the words "the same source"; by

striking out the word "arbitrators" in the same paragraph

and substituting therefor the word "umpire."

Amend Article VI, Section. 2, sub-division (d) by striking

out the sixth paragraph entirely.

.\niend Article VI, Section 2, sub-division (e) by striking

out the words "either firm representatives or."

,\mend Article VI, Section 2, sub-division (f) by striking

out the words "either firm representatives or."

These amendments cause the entire Section 2 of Article VI
to read as follows:

Section 2. Standing Committees. The Board of Directors

or the Executive Committee shall annually appoint the fol-

lowing Standing Committees on which all persons connected

with firm members in an official or executive capacity are

eligible for appointment, unless otherwise provided:

(a) .-K Committee on Nominations, to consist of five mem-
bers, who shall prepare and send to each "Firm Member" at

least 30 days before the annual meeting a list of persons

nominated by them for directors to be voted upon at the

annual meeting; but any other members eligible to hold of-

fice, as provided in Article III hereof, may be nominated for

election at the annual meeting, provided a written request

therefor is received from 20 members and is in the hands of

the Secretary in time to be sent to each "Firm Member" at

least 15 days before the date of the annual meeting.

(b) Auditing Committee to consist of two members, who
shall annually audit the accounts of the Treasurer.

(c) Committee on Legislation to consist of three members,

who shall keep in touch with local. State and Federal legis-

lation affecting the rubber industry; to secure copies of bills

and report thereon to the Executive Committee or the Board
of Directors whenever in its opinion it may deem necessary.

(d) A committee on arbitration to consist of seven mem-
bers, four of whom shall be manufacturers and three crude

rubber importers or brokers. The chairman of such commit-

tee shall be chosen by the members from their own nurnber

for a term of three years, and the term of each of the additional

members shall be three years, except that at the time when
this Committee shall be originally appointed the six members
then appointed, other than the chairman, shall decide by lot

which of their number shall serve for periods of one, two and

three years, respectively, two members of the Committee
being assigned to each class, and that thereafter two members
shall be appointed by the Board of Directors or by the Execu-

tive Committee in each year. If any vacancies should occur

in this Committee, such vacancies may be fulfilled by the

Board of Directors or by the Executive Committee at any

regular or special meeting.
DEITIES. — This Committee shall have complete super-

vision in respect to all matters for arbitration referred to The
Rubber Association of America. Inc., and shall make rules

and regulations for the conduct and disposition of all matters

submitted to arbitration subject to the approval of the Board
of Directors or of the Executive Committee. It shall provide
a form of agreement not inconsistent with existing provisions
of law, which, so far as practicable, the decisions iif the arbi-
trator or arbitrators shall be as effective as judgments of the
Supreme Court of the State of New York. It shall compile
and from time to time revise and keep a list of qualified per-
sons, not less than 25. willing to act as arbitrators under these
rules, and who shall be members of The Rubber Association
of America, Inc. This list shall be known as "The List of
Official Arbitrators of The Rubber .\ssociation of America,
Inc."
Any matter in controversy may be referred to arbitration

by the disputants signing the form of agreement provided by
the Committee, together with a stipulation to the effect that
they will abide by the decision of the arbitrator or arbitrators,
selected by the Arbitration Committee, and waiving any and
all rights to withdraw from such submission after the accept-
ance of their appointment by the arbitrator or arbitrators
selected, and designating at the disputants' selection of either
of the two following options:

tl) One of the persons named in said List of Official Arbi-
trators, who shall act as sole arbitrator ; or

(2) Any two persons named in the said List of Official
-Arbitrators to act as arbitrators, who in turn shall designate
from the same source a third person to be associated with
them as umpire.
The Committee on .Arbitration shall, from time to time,

establish a schedule of moderate fees to be paid in all matters
submitted, which fee shall be chargeable as decided by the
arbitrators.

The Secretary of The Rubber Association of .America, Inc.,

shall be the Clerk of the Committee on Arbitration.

(e) A Banquet Committee, to consist of three members,
who may be Associate Members.

(f) An Outing Committee, to consist of three members,
who may be Associate Members.

CH.^^GE IN THE BRITISH RUBPER GUARANTEE.

The British Government has slightly altered the rubber im-

porters' guarantee by substituting the words "sell or deliver" for

the word "sell," in the seventh line of the second paragraph.

This change has been made necessary because of rubber having

been consigned to New York firms as "bailees," without their

knowledge or consent.

DIVISION MEETINGS.

The Rubber & Fibre Sole Division met at the .Association

rooms, March 9; W. H. Yule of The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron,

Ohio, presided. .A good attendance and a very satisfactory meet-

ing was reported.

The Rubber Reclaimers Division held a meeting in the Asso-

ciation rooms March 13. In the absence of Francis H. Appleton,

Clark W. Harrison, Bloomingdale Rubber Co., New York City,

presided. Matters pertaining to extension of the division's activi-

ties were discussed and committees appointed.

EXPORT TRADE DIVISION FORMED.

-\t a recent meeting of the Board of Directors it was voted

to extend to the member manufacturers the opportunity of or-

ganizing an Export or Foreign Trade Division similar in scope

and intent to the other trade divisions of the .Association al-

ready in existence. Pursuant to this vote a meeting was held

in the Association rooms March 21. There were 25 export

managefs present and W. V. Logan, of the McGraw Tire &
Rubber Co., was elected chairman. The following Committee on

Nominations was appointed : John Macfadyean, chairman, Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co., New York City ; C. O. Brandes, Fire-

stone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; Henry G. Tyer, Tyer
Rubber Co., Andover, Massachusetts. The Committee on By-

Laws follows : D. H. Broadwell, chairman, The Fisk Rubber
Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts ; C. E. Wagner, Miller Rub-
ber Co., Akron, Ohio ; E. H. Huxley, United States Rubber
Export Co., Limited, New York City; G. C. Chalmers, Hodg-
man Rubber Co., Tuckahoe, New York; A. S. Hardy, Manhat-
tan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York City.
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The Obituary Record.

HEAD OF A GREAT WIRE CONCERN.

'ERDINAND W. ROEBLIXG, treasurer and general man-

ager of the John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton and Roeb-

ling, New Jersey, died at his home in the former city March

16, aged 75 years.

Mr. Roeblina; was

born February 27,

1842, at Saxonburgh,

Pennsylvania, where

his father. John A.

Roebling, established

tlie tirst wire rope

mill in tlic United

States. Six years la-

ter, this business was

removed to Trenton,

and the family has

resided there ever

since. Ferdinand W.
Roebling graduated

from the Polytechnic

College and imme-
diately became asso-

ciated with his

father, becoming la-

ter treasurer and

general manager ofF. W. Roebling.

the company, which under his direction he saw grow from small

beginnings to one of the important industries of this country,

employing 7,000 hands.

Foreseeing the importance of electrical progress, he developed

the insulated wire and cable branch of the business to its present

proportions, and cables made by this concern carry messages

under every ocean on the globe.

But Mr. Roebling was also actively identified with a number

of other industries. He was treasurer of the New Jersey Wire
Cloth Co., president of the Union Mills Paper Manufactur-

ing Co., vice-president of the Syracuse, Rochester and East-

ern Railway Co., director of the Mechanics National Bank of

Trenton, of the National Copper Bank of New York, of the Mer-

chants and Metals National Bank of New York, of the Mercer

Automobile Co., of the Otis Elevator Co., of the Trenton Street

Railway Co., of the Interstate Railways Co., of the Trenton Brass

and Machine Co., of the Standard Fire Insurance Co., of Tren-

ton.' Mr. Roebling's influence in the world of finance was nation-

ally recognized. Several years ago he was selected as a director

of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

Mr. Roebling, though politically influential, never sought pub-

lic office. He was a delegate to several Republican National

Conventions, but he held no important office except as president

of the Trenton Free Public Library, and as a member of the

commission which built the Trenton City Hall. It was through

Mr. Roebling's influence that the Free Public Library was insti-

tuted and built, and his interest in that institution continued up

to the time of his death.

He had many hobbies. He was an enthusiastic hunter and

fisherman. He won many prizes as a marksman. He was fond

of automobiling. He conducted a chicken farm, and later inter-

ested himself in raising blooded cattle. He was one of tlie

moving spirits in organizing the Trenton Country Club.

He was a man of strong likes and dislikes. His predon'inat-

ing characteristics were reserve and energy. He was a deep

thinker and a man of few words. He loved companionship of

those in whom he was interested. He had decidedly individual-

istic ideas about all things, and he applied this trait in many
striking ways. He used his wealth freely for the advancement
of causes which appealed to him, but while some of his charities

are known, he helped many causes, while enjoining secrecy.

Mr. Roebling was a member of the Union League of Philadel-

phia, the Engineers' Club of New York, the Lotus Club, the

Trenton Country Club and of the Carteret Club of Trenton.

He is survived by two sons and two daughters, also by his

mother, three brothers and one sister. His wife died several

years ago.

KNOWN IN THE RUBBER STAMP TRADE.

Mrs. Margery S. Stewart, president and treasurer of R. A.

Stewart & Co., Inc., New York City, dealers in hand stamp sup-

plies, and president of the Hill-Independent Manufacturing Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, died in the latter city, after a long

illness, March 6. She was born in New York City in 1863, was
a graduate of Hunter College, and had been connected with the

stp.mp trade as far back as 1881, and actively engaged in the

business since 1900. She was an able business woman, personally

directing the concerns with which she was connected, and be-

sides this, was actively engaged in practical philanthropic work,

in which she made many friends who deplore her loss.

FORMERLY IN THE RUBBER TRADE.

William Dwight Shattuck died at Boston, Massachusetts,

March 19, aged 55 years. He was born in Roxbury, now a

part of Boston, and for a number of years was connected with

the boot and shoe business there and in Newburyport. Later,

for a number of years, he was with Parker, Stearns & Co., manu-
facturers of druggists' and surgical sundries, Brooklyn, New
York, leaving their employ about four years ago to locate at

Spoff'ord, New Hampshire, to superintend the interests of E.

Ward Stearns, of the above named firm, who owns a hotel at

that place. Mr. Shattuck was a member of several Masonic

bodies. He is survived by a sister. Interment was at SpofFord,

New Hampshire.

FORMERLY A RUBBER STAMP MANUFACTURER.

George Moss, for several years a rubber stamp manufacturer

in New York City, died at his residence in Brooklyn, New York,

March 21, aged 58 years. He was a member of several Masonic

bodies, and had attained to the thirty-second degree. He left

a widow, three sons and a daughter.

RED OXIDE OF IRON COMING FROM SPAIN.

Notwithstanding the great production of red oxide of iron in

the Marquette region of Lake Superior, so heavy has been the

demand that a steady increase is noted in imports of this mineral

pigment from Spain. The beginning of this movement was a

single shipment, in 1901, to the value of $52.50. In 1905 the figures

had grown to $870, and in 1910 had increased to $5,186. Since

then, shipments have rapidly increased, and in the first nine

months of 1916 shipments of this substance to the value of

$55,588 had been made, and a far greater record would have been

shown for the year had there been normal shipping accommo-

dation.

This enormously increased demand is caused by its being sub-

stituted for red oxide of lead, not only for paint manufacture

but also in many industries. Red lead is quoted at about $350 a

metric ton, while Spanish red oxide of iron is sold around $27

per metric ton. Malaga is the principal port of export.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

RUBBER PACKING SUGGESTIONS FROM AN
EXPERT.

To THE Editor of The Ixdi.x Rubber World:

DE.AR SIR—I read with great interest in your issue of Jan-

uary 1, 1917, the advice given by The Rubber Club of

America, Inc.. about plantation rubber packing, and 1 am quite

sure that the suggestions will be useful. Of course it stands

to reason that the suggestions made by the manufacturers deal

only with the manufacturing side of the question, and it will

be impossible for many growers to deal with some of tbem in a

practical way.

Allow me to give you my views on the subject.

No. 1. Experience has proved that in the tropics neither paper,

cloth, straw nor dry leaves should be placed inside a package

to contain crude rubber, either wild or plantation. Therefore, I

cannot agree with suggestion' No. 2, viz., tliat rubber should be

packed in muslin. It is suggested in Xo. 3 that bo-xes sliould

be made to hold 200 to 300 pounds. It is quite impossible to

ask rubber growers to make a general rule of this ; it is a

question of transport. The best weight to adopt is what the

average adult coolie can handle somewhat by himself. On the

other hand, too much rubber in a parcel brings a pressure' on

the stufT, which for some grades is not at all benelicial. The

size adopted by the Venesta chest is practical, and meets most

of the requirements. It is both light and very strong.

In Xo. 17 1 notice that some species of tropical woods are

suggested. 1 am of the opinion that some of our tropical woods

are of a too hard and breakable character.

No. 21 is very good advice indeed, viz., "store away from the

boiler." Init 1 should add "and the su)i."

Talc or soapstone should be freely used in chests when plac-

ing the rubber inside.

The great enemies of crude rubber, either plantation or wild,

are : The tropical sun, a bad warehouse, defective packing and

bad curing. G. V.-\n den Kerckhove.

London, February IS, 1917.

AMERICAN CAPITAL IN EASTERN PLANTATIONS.

To THE EniTOR OF The India Rubber World;

DE.VR SIR—Like the United States, as recounted in The
adverse views expressed through the columns of newspapers

here on the so-called "American invasion" in the field of rubber

production in the Malay Peninsula. But few, if any, editorials or

written opinions I have seen so far have apparently considered

what such a vast and permanent improvement as the conversion

of thousands of acres of waste jungle lands would be, not to

mention the great expenditure of foreign gold this conversion

would require. It w'ould be outside foreign capital not earned

nor coined in the Far East, but voluntarily expended here in

wages and materials ; also the extra capital it would take to

operate the plantations for all future time, which would mean a

large and continual expenditure in payrolls for the employment

of labor and upkeep, wliich, in a measure, would mean continued

prosperity.

The sale of the product of the present plantations w-ould not be

disturbed, as the demand of factory consumers of the world,

and especially in America, keeps apace, indeed, if not in advance

of the production. In the interim between planting and matur-

ing the trees to bearing, this locality would have the use of the

large sums so expended in the project, which in itself would

mean a degree of prosperity.

Do the inhabitants of this most (rubber) favored spot on earth

realize how much America has contributed to their prosperity?

Do they realize what is the cause of the .Xmerican demand for

rubber? Are they expressive of appreciation for the unbroken

stream of gold flowing from America into their exchequer and

thus making many millionaires liere?

Let me direct attention to the year 1910. The most accurate

figures obtainable at this time show there was probably an excess

of 160,000 tons of plantation rubber produced in the Far East,

most of it on this peninsula. Seventy per cent, or 112,000 tons,

was consumed by America. This is 250.880,000 pounds. It was

marketed (conservative estimate) at 60 cents gold "all in" per

pound, for which America paid $1,50,528,000 gold—over £30,000,-

000. Is there any thinking citizen opi)osed to her further contri-

bution and building up in permanent improvement portions of

this peninsula, where man-eating tigers and crocodiles now reign

supreme?

The cause of the demand for rubber by America is the auto-

mobile, where 83 per cent of the world's supply is manufactured.

Yet the British Government has passed recently laws so levying

taxes against American automobiles as to hamper if not dis-

courage their importation into portions of its dominions and
dependencies, and gives as a reason the discouragement of

luxurious extravagance of its citizens during war times. I am
informed in the dependency of India further importation of

American automobiles is prohibited. The result cannot but be a

discouragement of America's rubber purchases which the tabooed

automobile encourages. Is it not. indeed, an indirect expression

of uuappreciation of what .'\merica has done and is doing for the

rubber industrj- and the Malay Peninsula?

Singapore. January 7. 1917. Jesse E. L.\ Dow.

KLINGERIT SUBSTITUTES IN ENGLAND.
To the Editor of The India Rubber World:

r\E.AR SIR—Like the United States, as recounted in The
'--' India Rubber* World of March 1, 1917, England and France
felt the need of Klingerit high-temperature steam packing soon
after the beginning of hostilities in Europe which cut off the

source of supply in Austria and Germany. Our asbestos firms

had undertaken its production many years ago with considerable

success, but none of the rubber works had been able to compete
with the imported article. Exactly what success those rubber
firms who took up its manufacture two years ago have attained

does not yet seem to have become common knowledge. A great

difficulty was the analysis, which was difticult and, indeed, by

many chemists considered impossible.

A few months ago, however, I was interested to note that

M. Dubosc in "Le Caoutchouc & la Gutta-Percha" gave the re-

sults of an analysis of Klingerit as follows : Asbestos, 80.46 per

cent; flax. 2.24 per cent; rubber, 5.19 per cent; balata, 11.97 per

cent; sulphur, 0.13 per cent. The rubber and balata form the

agglutinant whereby the compound layers of asbestos mixed with

flax fibers are held together. The interesting point about this

analysis is that rubber and balata figure separately with the

meticulous accuracy of the second place of decimals. I do not

wisli in my ignorance to throw any doubt on the analyst, but I

always understood that no method was available by which the

balata content of a rubber compound could be accurately de-

termined. When it is known that they occur together—and that

they do so in Klingerit is generally understood— it has been pos-

sible to give a rough approximation of the amount of each, but

Weber's statement that our knowledge does not permit us to

separate them is generally accepted, though of course rubber

analytical methods have made great advances since Weber's book
was written. A Rubber Student.

London, March 15, 1917.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.
SIXTEEN DIRIGIBLES FOR THE NAVY.

THE Navy Department of the United States Government has

ordered 16 dirigible airships lor coast and iiarbor patrol

work, at a cost of $649,250. These are to be of the non-

rigid type, 160 feet long, 3154 feet in diameter, or 50 feet high

over all, and will be equipped with 100-horsepower motors.

capable of making a continuous flight of 16 hours at 35 miles per

hour and a maximum speed of 45 miles for 10 hours.

The awards were as follows : Curtis Aeroplane Co., Buffalo.

.Vew York, three for a total of $122,250: Connecticut Aircraft Co.,

New Haven, Connecticut, two for $84,000; The B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Oliio, two for $83,000, and The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., .A.kron. Oliio, nine for $122,250.

HOOD RUBBER CO. REPORT.

Following is the condensed balance slieet of the Hood f.

Co., Watertown, Massachusetts, dated December 31. 1916:

ASSET.S.
Plant (real estate, machinery, etc.) $2,900
Mercliandise 1,846
Accounts receivable 3,381
Cash 318
Investments in other corporations 159
Patents 1,

$8,606,
I.I.Vr.H.ITIF.S.

Capital stock—Common $2,500,000,000
Preferred 2,750,000.00

$5,250,
Notes payable 2,280
Surplus 1,076

$8,606,
Merchandise in [irocess of importation and letters of credit and

discounted in connection therewith are not included in the foregoing
ment.

ubl)er

000.00
,308.71
,810.80
,180.68
,400.00
,000.00

700.19

,000.00
.000.00
,700.19

,700.19
drafts
state*

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY MEETING.

The general tneeting of the .Ainerican Chemical Society, to be

Iield in Kansas City, Missouri, April 10 to 14. promises to be one

of the most interesting in the history of that organization. It

will be the first for many years held in that section, wliere are

situated inany of the nation's chemical industries, especially those

relating to natural gas, petroleum and zinc. There are to be

symposiums on these subjects, and important excursions are

planned for personal visits and investigations in the fields above

mentioned, as well as visits to industrial plants witli vvliich chem-

istry is more or less closely allied. The local committee is headed

by W. A. Whitaker, of the University of Kansas. Lawrence, Kan-

sas, chairman of tlie executive committee.

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM CHANGES.

A recent announcement of the Canadian Consolidated Rublier

Co., Limited. Montreal, Canada, reports the following appoint-

tnents. effective Fe1)ruary 12:

R. E. Jamieson, director in charge of sales of Uoininion Kublier

System; J. M. S. Carroll, sales manager. Dominion Kubber Sys-

tem ; F. .A. Todd, general credit manager, Doininion Rubber

System ; Hugo Wellein, division manager, Quebec division ; Geo:

Bergeron. a,ssistant division manager, Queliec division ; H. R.

Nixon (St. John branch) becomes chief clerk to director in

charge of sales at head office ; and A. R. Hannah, office manager,

St. John branch.

The rapid expansion of business in western Canada has made

necessary a rearrangement of the Middle West division. Two

new divisions have been created, with a result that each prairie

province has become a distinct unit

:

Alberta Division—Division office, Calgary, Alberta; division

manager, A. C. McGiverin ; office manager, J. C. Jones.

Saskatchewan Division— Division office, Regina. Saskatchewan
;

division manager, L. T. McGi\erin ; office manager, Frank

Garnett.

Manitoba Division—Division office, Winnipeg, Manitoba; in

charge of Cliarlcs Holden, western sale's manager ; office manager,

J. H. Rice.

ASSOCIATION SPONSORS BRAKE LINING TESTS.

The Asbestos Brake Lining Manufacturers' Association, Am-
bler, Pennsylvania, organized July 28, 1916, endeavors to aid

manufacturers' interests by bettering the service to the trade in

general, and is now preparing the way for disinterested testing

of all brake band linings. This work will be done by recognized

experts, and is expected to demonstrate that brake lining of a

certain stipulated construction, quality, etc., is best suited for

given requirements. The Society of Automobile Engineers has

been invite^ to cooperate and it is hoped to render a real service

to the motoring public at large.

The president of this association is A. H. Burdick, treasurer

of the Standard Woven Fabric Co., Walpole, Massachusetts, and
the secretary-treasurer is C. J. Stover, vice-president of Keasbey

& Mattison Co., Ambler. Pennsylvania.

RUBBER COMPANY'S DIVIDENDS.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. paid its usual quarterly divi-

dend of 3 per cent on the common stock on March 1.

The New Jersey Zinc Co. paid an extra 4 per cent dividend on

March 10.

The Fisk Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend of l^i per cent

on second preferred stock on March 15 to stockholders of record

January 31.

The Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., paid a quarterly dividend of $1.25

on March IS to stockholders of record February 28.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co. has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of \yi per cent on common and \H per cent on preferred

stock, payable March 31 to stockholders of record March 15.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of $l.S0'per share on preferred stock, payable April 2

to stockholders of record March 17.

The Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co. paid a quarterly divi-

dend of 1^ per cent on preferred stock on March 15 to stock-

holders of record March 10.

The board of directors of the Keystone Tire & Rubber Co.

has declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent with an addi-

tional '/} per cent upon preferred stock and a regular quar-

terly dividend of 3 per cent on common stock, payable April

2 to stockholders of record March 23.

The Federal Rubber Co. has declared a quarterly dividend

of 1^ per cent on first preferred stock, payable -\pril 1 to

stockholder.-^ of record March 17.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on March 26 are furnished by John Burn-
ham & Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois

:

gjj Asked.
.\ja.v Rubber Co. (new) 67!^ 69
l-'ircstonc Tire & Rubber Co., common 141 143J^
'ircstone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 107 109
The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 55^ 56
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. preferred lOSJli 112
(ioodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 250 255
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. preferred 106 107
Kellv-Springficld Tire Co., common 63 63J^
KellySprinefield Tire Co.. preferred 93 94
Miller Rubber Co., common '230 240

Miller Rubber Co., preferred 105 106

l^ortage Rubbei Co ^loi/ o^
Swineliart Tire & Rubber "Co 'Syi 83

I'niled Stales Rubber Co., common 59 bvyi

United States Rubber Co., preferred 108 108^4
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TRADE NOTES.

Tlie capital stock of tlic Ohio Rubber Co., Cleveland. Ohio,

has been increased from $300,000 to $4<^)0,000, to care for a grow-

ing volume of business. This company also operates branches

at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Detroit, Michigan.

Tlie Brighton Mills, manufacturer of cotton and special fabrics,

Passaic. Xew Jersey, has increased its capital stock from $3,000,-

000 to $4,500,000, $1,500,000 of this increase being in preferred

and $3,000,000 in. common stock. The company states that owing

to the enhanced value of raw- material and linished products, this

additional capital is needed to tinance the luisiness properly.

The Oryden Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois, has just completed

a large two-story addition of reinforced concrete construction

to care for the marked increase in its fiber sole and rubber heel

business.
|

At the recent annual meeting of the I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.,

New York City, officers were elected as follows : Victor Guinz-

burg, president: H. A. Guinzburg. vice-president and treasurer,

and A. B. Salinger, secretary.

Alterations and improvements now in progress at the plant of

the Chicago Insulated Wire & Manufacturing Co., Sycamore,

Illinois, will cost approximately $75,000, and include many new

machines of special designs.

The Dupont Fabrikoid Co., wdiich recently purcliased the plant

of the Fairfield Rubber Co., Fairfield, Connecticut, is erecting a

large addition to that plant. The enlargement is an extensive

one, and it is expected that it will not be completed for several

months.

The New Jersey Zinc Co., Xew York City, has elected the

following directors: Charles \V. Cox, William P. Hardcnbergh,

August Hecksher, Thomas D. Jones, Edward S. Marston, Edgar

Palmer, John J. Riker, Edwin M. Squier and A. B. Schultz.

The United States Rubber Co., New York City, will open two

new branches shortly. One, in Manila, Philippine Islands, will

be in charge of Charles E. Guest, formerly with the Mexican

branch of the business. This new office will handle a portion of

the Oriental trade of the company, hitherto under the direction

of the San Francisco, California, branch. The other branch, in

Australia, will be under the management of J. A. McKenzie.

The Winnsboro Mills. Wmnsboro, South Carolina, formed last

summer under South Carolina laws to take over the Fairhaven

Mill of the Hampden Cotton Mills Co., has changed to a Massa-

chusetts corporation, increasing the capital stock to $900,000. On
February 1 work began on a large addition to the plant, and

when this is completed, probably about July 1, the product will

be changed from print cloths to novelty tire fabrics. Ten thous-

and new spindles will be installed, bringing the total up to 35.000.

Five hundred looms are now operated, and this number will be

increased, although to what extent is not known at this time.

J. Pennington Gardiner, 60 Federal street, Boston. Massachusetts

is the purchasing agent for the company, which is under the man-

agement of Lockwood, Greene & Co.

The board of directors of The Barrett Co., New York City,

has voted to increase the capital stock of the company from

$20,000,000 to $37,500,000. such stock when increased to con-

sist of $25.0f)O,000 of common stock divided into 250,000 shares

and $12,500,000 of preferred stock divided into 125.000 shares

of the par value of $100 each.

J. Early Wood, Inc.. manufacturer and exporter of chemicals,

New York City, has taken over the exclusive sales control of

the L. & R. Organic Products Co., Inc., of Elizabeth, New
Jersey, which manufactures nigrosine. The Wood company's

own line includes several shades of spirit, oil and water soluble

material in powder and crystals.

The Ravenna Rubber Co., Ravenna. Ohio, has increased its

capital stock from $100,000 to $250,000. This additional capital

is needed to finarice the increased volume of business resulting

from the company's purchase of the entire druggists' sundries

equipment of The Star Rubber Co. The officers and directors

of the Ravenna company are as follows: S. K. Elliott, presi-

dent and treasurer; R. W. Beebe, secretary; L. A. Ritzman, E.

H. Sniffin. K. M. Elliott and M. H. Beebe. .\n existing vacancy

in the directorate will be filled at tlie next meeting of the

company.

The New York City sample room of the Davol Rubber Co.,

Providence, Rhode Island, has been removed from 299 Broad-

vvay to 302 Broadway, where more commodious quarters and
better facilities for display are afforded.

The Rubber Waste Co., New York City, will be located tem-

porarily at 247 East One Hundred and Thirty-seventh street,

peiuting the completion of its new office and warehouse at Lin-

coln avenue and One Hundred and Thirty-fifth street.

The Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Connecticut, has been

placed in the hands of a receiver, Vernal W. Bates, on an applica-

tion in which 97 per cent of the creditors joined.

Lockwood, Greene & Co., Boston, Massachusetts, announce the

resignation of P. T. Jackson, Jr., as an officer of the Bay State

Cotton Corp., Lowell, Massachusetts, and Boston Yarn Co.,

Boston, Massachusetts, to associate himself with other interests,

and the appointment of Allan B. Grccnough as treasurer of the

Bay State Cotton Corp. and president of the Boston Yam Co.

The Passaic Cotton Mills, Passaic, New Jersey, has acquired

the remaining cotton mills of the New England Cotton Yarn
Co., at New Bedford, Massachusetts. They are equipped with

36,000 spindles for the manufacture of tire fabrics. The plant

will be operated under the name of the New Bedford Spinning

Co.. recently incorporated under Massachusetts laws with a

capital of $200,000.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

'T'lIE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-
theless they arc of interest, not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional infor-

mation may be furnished by those zvho read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[286.] A correspondent wishes to be placed in touch with

manufacturers of a magnetic separating machine for separating

rubber from wire.

[287.] A complete estimate is desired of machinery needed for

the manufacturing of rubber heels, soles and similar goods, based

on using guayule rubber.

[288.] A Japanese company desires to import reclaimed rub-

ber, substitutes, and chemicals for rubber manufacturing ; and is

also in the market for tire machinery and machinery for proofing

fabrics.

[289.] A consumer desires to place an order for red atomizer

bulbs.

[290.] Names of makers of golf-ball machinery are requested.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A firm in Switzerland is in the market for india rubber cloth

for printers. Report No. 23,870.

A shoe dealer in Spain wishes to purchase rubber soles and

heels. Report No. 23,878.

Representation of .American manufacturers and exporters of

druggists' sundries is sought by a firm in Colombia. Report No.

23.971.

Catalogs and full information from American manufacturers of

rubber raincoats are desired by a firm in Java. Report No. 2-1.003

An agency is desired in Spain for boxes of rubber type, rub-

ber stamps, etc. Report No. 24,040.

.\n applicant in the West Indies desires to be placed in com-

munication with American manufacturers of elastic webbing. Re-

port No. 24.043.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

Charles R. Sargent, formerly connected with Innis, Speiden

& Co., has severed his connections with that concern an'd en-

tered the tirm of Stresen-Reuter & Hancock, Inc. The latter

company has opened offices and a warehouse at Cleveland, Ohio,

where Mr. Sargent will maintain headquarters.

R. J. Parkell, formerly connected with the Hoffman-La Roche

Chemical Works, is now associated with the St. George Chem-

ical Co., Inc., 99 John street. New York City, as manager of the

chemical department.

Frank A. Mayo, for 18 years manager of the rubber shoe

department of Clark-Hutchinson Co., wholesale shoe merchants.

Boston, Massachusetts, has tendered his resignation, to become

vice-president and treasurer of H. B. Hanford & Co., leather

and rubber footwear wholesalers, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

W. F. Enright, manager of the Minneapolis branch of the

United States Rubber Co., New York City, was a speaker at the

first annual convention of the Minnesota Retail Shoe Merchants'

Association at Minneapolis last month. J. J. Hawkins, president

of the Standard Shoe & Rubber Co., another speaker, gave an

interesting talk on the rubber trade and explained the process of

manufacture of rubber footwear, exemplifying this process by

making a rubber boot before his audience.

Earle Brothers. New York City, announce that Russell W.
Earle has become a member of the firm.

F. Y. Horn has been appointed district manager for the

.\mazon Rpbber Co., .'Vkron, Ohio, in the Central West, with

headquarters at Chicago, Illinois.

Harry T. Dunn, president of Tlie Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee

Falls, Massachusetts, has resigned his position of vice-president

of the Willys-Overland Co., of Toledo, Ohio, to give his attention

solelj- to the tire business of the Fisk company, and of the

Federal Rubber Co., of Cudahy, \^'i5consin, of which he is also

president.

John W. Majiuire. for several years Chicago branch manager

for the Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has resigned

that position to become general sales manager of the Brunswick-

Balke-CoUender Co., Chicago, Illinois.

A. W. Senz, manager of the Chicago, Illinois, branch of The

Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., has been transferred to the main

office of the company at Canton, Ohio, as manager of sales of

the tire and tube department, and is succeeded by C. H. Kenyon,

late with the Ajax Rubber Co.'s Chicago branch.

A. I. Butler, formerly with the Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia,

New York, succeeds W.- A. Young, former manager of the New
York City branch of The Gordon Tire & Rubber Co. Canton,

Ohio.

W. H. Batcheller, president of the Akron Tire Co., Inc., of

New York City, has been touring through the South by motor

car, spending most of the winter in Florida. He speaks highly

of the excellent roads now t^.nished and o'hers being built and

resurfaced in that State.

Percy W. Rairden has been appointed sales manager for the

Savage Tire Corp., of San Diego. California. Mr. Rairden

brings to the Savage company a broad business experience, in-

cluding first-hand knowledge of conditions in the foreign rubber-

producing centers.

McGRAW COMPANY APPOINTMENTS.

Changes in the personnel of the McGraw Tire & Rubber Co.,

East Palestine, Ohio, are as follows : R. G. Nelson has been

made assistant sales manager, with headquarters at East Palestine.

W. V. Logan, former district manager at St. Louis, Missouri,

is now district manager of the New York territory, being suc-

ceeded in St. Louis by C. E. Pumphrey, former district manager

of the Atlanta, Georgia, territory. Former representative, T. J.

Harris, succeeds Mr. Pumphrey.

CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED BOKD ISSUE.

At a special general meeting (jf shareholders of Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited, held at tlie head office,

Montreal, on February 14. the directors were authorized to

issue first and refunding mortgage gold bonds to the amount

of $8,000,000. This issue is to retire debentures amounting

to $2,500,000, which fall due in 1918. to liquidate bank ad-

vances and to provide funds for further expansion of business.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.'s business has ex-

panded far beyond the ideas entertained when the first finan-

cing was carried out in 1906. This expansion necessitated

temporary financing measures from time to time. The present

issue of bonds consolidates this financing and permits con-

tinued growth. _,:

ADDITION 10 STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO'S PLANT.

The Standard Underground Cable Co. of Canada, Limited,

is making an addition to its factory at Hamilton, Ontario, which,

when completed and equipped with the i;iecessary macliinery. will

represent an investment of $50,000.

The new structure will be devoted exclusively to the uses of

the wire drawing department and consists of one story Witii

basement huilt of brick and concrete and is 125 oy 120 feet in

dimensions, which gives a total increase in floor space of 30,000

square feet. It is most modern in type and equipped to secure

the lighting, heating and ventilation necessary to tlie '..est working

conditions. Ample fire protection apparatus is also provided for,

whicli includes a complete automatic sprinkler system.

CROMPTON & KNOWLES ELECTIONS.

At the recent annual meeting of the Crompton & Ivnowles

Loom Works. Worcester, Massachiisetts, Charles H. Hutchins

retired as president of the concern and Lucius J. Knowles was

elected to succeed him.

Other officers and directors elected are: Vice-presidents, Earl

E. Howard, Irving H. Verry and Frederic W. Howe; treasurer,

Edward F. Green ; assistant treasurer, Fred J. Bowen ; clerk, Earl

E. Howard; general manager, John F. Tinsley
;
general counsel,

Charles M. Thayer.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City, has purchased

the Northland Rubber Co. plant at Bufifalo, New York. The

Kelly-Springfield company is to build at Cumberland, Maryland,

liut the purchase of the Buffalo plant will enable an immediate

increase in production for the present season, pending the com-

pletion of the Cumberland plant.

.'Kt the annual meeting of the company held on March 13, at

15 Exchange place, Jersey City, New Jersey, directors were re-

elected as follows: Van H. Cartmell, Stephen Peabody, Arnold

L. Scheur, Jacob Oppenheim. Gustavus Maas, .'Austin M. Poole,

Frederick A. Seaman, and Otis R. Cook.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

American Tire Filler Co., January 11 (Washington), $300,000.

VV. J. Michelet (president), Portland, Oregon; Fred Watson

(vice-president), Tacoma; R. S. Wicks (secretary and treas-

urer), Mt. \'ernon—both in Washington. Principal office, Mt.

Vernon, Washington. To manufacture tire fillers, tires and

accessories.

.Vppleton, F. II.. & Son, Inc.. March 3 (Massachusetts!, $400.-

000. Francis li. .\ppleton, Francis H. Appleton, Jr., and Frank

Tent—all of 1S5 Summer street, Boston, Massachusetts. Rub-

ber reclaiming, and to manufacture and deal in rubber and rub-

ber compounds, substitutes and products, including boots, shoes

and rubber goods.

Automatic Eraser Co., Inc., March 20 (New York), $10,000.

Edward Lewcrs, Edward N. Walter and Dewitt C. Moore—all

of 29 Broadway, New York City. To deal in office supplies.

Blackstone Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., March 13 (New York),

$3,000. Walter I.oewenthal, 35 Nassau street, New York City,

and C. A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and H. H. Tacobson, 555

Grand street—both in Brooklyn, New York.

C. A. Breitenstein Tire Corporation, March 1 (New York),

$55,000. C. A. Breitenstein, M. R. Breitenstein, F. H. Robbins—

all of 528 Greene avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Cleveland Standard Tire & Rubber Supply Co., February 14

(Pennsylvania), $10,000. John C. Sinn, Pittsburgh, and George

R. Mailey and Myles McConnon, Homestead—both in Pennsyl-

vania. Principal office, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. To manufac-

ture and deal in automobiles, accessories, etc.

The Colonial Rubber Co., February 20 (Massachusetts), $25,000.

John J. Conway. 503 Huron avenue, Cambridge, and Charles B.

Hamilton and Elsie O. Hamilton, 56 East Walnut street,

Taunton—both in Massachusetts. To manufacture rubber heels

and soles, chemicals and footwear, and to do and deal in rubber

reclaiming.

Commonwealth Tire Corporation of America, March 14 ( Dela-

ware). $2,500,000. Martin E. Smith, T. Morley Smith and .A.r-

temas Smith—all of Wilmington, Delaware. Principal office

Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture master aluminum auto-

mobile tires.

Curtis Tire Co., Inc., March 21 (New York), $10,000. Harry
E. Loveless, Harry Whittaker and Syd Elin—all of 354 Amster-

dam avenue, New York City.

Errickson-Priddy Tire Co., February 12 (Oklahoma), $12,000.

C. A. Errickson, S. E. Priddy, J. S. Twombly and J. E. Errick-

son—all of Ardmore, Oklahoma. Principal office, Ardmore,
Oklahoma. To deal in automobile accessories and to conduct

an automobile repair shop, etc.

Insulation Development Corporation, March 14 (New York),

$5,000. Edward Rose, Eugene Lawler and Martin Dillon—all

of 2 Broadway, New York City. Wire insulating, etc.

Kipp Inner Tube Repair, Inc., February 27 (New York), $25,-

000. B. F. Klass. 523 West One Hundred and Fifty-second street

;

G. J. Heyson. 227 West One Hundred and Eighteenth street, and

N. J. Jewel, 250 Manhattan avenue—all in New York City.

A. H. Langford, Inc., March 9 (New York), $10,000. A. H.

Langford, 8 Centre avenue, New Rochelle, New York. F. J.

Farnell, Providence, Rhode Island, and B. C. Elliott, 1400 Broad-

way, New York City. Principal office. New Rochelle. New York.

To manufacture rubber tires, etc.

Leader Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., February 27 (New York),

$5,000. Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street, New York City

;

C. A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and H. H. Jacobson, 555 Grand
street—both in Brooklyn, New York. Repairs, etc.

Life Preserver Suit Co., Inc., March 5 (New York), $1,000,000.

Louis S. Bruenn, 254 West Seventy-sixth street; Ladislaus \'on

Keviczky, 256 West Ninety-seventh street, and A. E. Puckrin.

175 Claremont avenue—all in New York City. To manufacture
life-saving suits and apparatus.

Pacific Rubber Co., January 22 (California), $50,000. John

Hauerwaas, E. C. Austin, W. H. Preston, L. S. Rounsavelle and

Roy R. Meads—all of Los Angeles, California. Principal office,

433-5 West Pico street, Los Angeles, California. To deal in

automobile tires and accessories.

Para Rubber Products Co., February 27 (New Jersey), $30,-

000. Frederic W. Rogers and Edward C. Goldfarb, 40 Exchange

Place, and H. H. Waller, 140 Nassau street—both in Manhattan

Borough, New York City. Principal office, 70 Washington

street, Bloomfield, New Jersey. To manufacture and deal in

rubber goods.

Paraloid Works, Inc., March 22 (New York), $80,000. Hugo
L. Schneider. Hastings-on-Hudson, New York ; l'>e<leric C.

Pitcher and Samuel L. Jackson—both of 111 Broadway,, New
York City. To manufacture rubber, etc.

Paramount Puncture- Proof Tire Co., Inc., March 6 (New
York), $100,000. H. Levy and M. P. Hartman, 37 Liberty street,

and S. Kraft, 30 Church street, both in 1Vew York City.

Powhatan Metal, Iron and Rubber Co., Inc., March 8 (New
York), $1,000. Louis Milansky, Samuel Milansky and Philip

Milansky—all of 199 East Third street. New York City. To
deal in junk.

Quick Tire Service, Inc., March 19 (New York), $10,000.

Russell Goldman, 1190 Madison avenue: A. G. Thaanum, 112

Ha,ven avenue—both in New York City, and A. Foshay, 49 Pulaski

street. Brooklyn, New York. Tire repair and sales station.

Reliable Tire and Repair Co., The, March 1 (Ohio),- $15,000.

F. A. Kline, G. F. Kline, Charles Selby, I. L. Holderman and

Lester Selby—all of Dayton, Ohio. Principal office, 305 West
Third street, Dayton, Ohio. Tires, tubes and accessories.

Ronback, Walter A., Co., Inc., March 15 (New York), $5,000.

P. W. Smith, 2103 Ocean avenue; Walter A. Ronback, 1657 East

Eighth street—both of Brooklyn, New York, and Harry S. Jaeger,

Patchogue, New York. To manufacture tires, autos, supplies, etc.

Rubber City Clearing House Co., The, February 7 (Ohio).

$100,000. A. H. Noah (president), C. E. Wilcox (vice-president).

R. H. Noah (secretary and treasurer), and C. E. Williams (gen-

era! manager). Principal office, 1033-1035 South High street,

Akron, Ohio. To deal in tires.

Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co., February 10 (Illinois), $50.-

000,000. E. S. Williams (president), 524 Fifth avenue; Samuel
Norris (secretary), 45 East Si.xty-first street, New York City.

Principal office, 112 West Adams street, Chicago, Illinois. To deal

in rubber products of all kinds.

Security Tube Co., of New Jersey, The, March 14 (New
Jersey), $50,(X)0. James F. Lynch, Joseph Immerman and Eliot

Norton—all of 2 Rector street. New York City. Principal

office, 14 Chestnut street. Rutherford, New Jersey. To deal

ui automobile accessories, including tires and tubes of all kinds

and description.

Smith, Howard B., Inc., March 19 (New York), $50,000. J. A.

Van Arsdale, 22 Soldiers Place ; W. F. Hofheins, 585 Breckinridge

street, and Allen Keeney, 33 Franklin street—all of Buffalo, New
York. To deal in tires and rubber goods.

Temple Tire & Supply Co.. Inc., February 14 (Pennsylvania),

$50,000. John H. Risbeck (president). Tames D. Pasho (vice-

president), John H. Giles (secretary), C. L. Barnett (treasurer)

—all of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Principal office, 628 Penn ave-

nue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. To manufacture and deal in

automobile tires, accessories, etc.

Vernon Tire & Rubber Co.. Inc.. The, March 12 (New York),

$25,000. Arthur M. Gross (secretary), 22 Wilson Place; Louis

Silverstein, 18 Wilson Place, and Edward A. Partch, 515 South

Seventh avenue—all of Mount Vernon, New York. Principal

office, Ninth avenue and Sixth street. Mount Vernon, New York.

To manufacture tires, rubber soles and heels, etc.
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TKADE NOTES.

The Manstield Tire & Ruhlier Co., Mansfield, Ohio, ha.s raised

its capital stock from $200,000 common and $100,000 preferred

(o $800,000 common and $450,000 preferred, of which all the

common stock and $200,000 of the preferred has been subscribed

for and paid in, this additional capital providing for the in-

creased demands for Mansfield tires.

A new concern in Fort Worth, Texas, is the Texas Tire &
Rubber Co., formed for the purpose of doing a general automo-

bile tire business. This company also operates a Goodyear

service station. John Edward Gill is the manager.

The Cupples Co., formerly Samuel Cupples Woodenware Co.,

St. Louis, Missouri, is manufacturing a rubber tire with a rough

safety tread of reversed and staggered C's ; also the Rhinos pat-

ented inner tube which is made in fairly heavy thickness with

fabric insert and is molded and cured in the exact size and exact

form of the inside of the casing for which it is intended. This

company produces a))out -lOO tires and tubes a day and plans are

now under way for doubling this production.

The Lee Tire & Rubber Corp., Conshohocken, Peiinsylvania,

is now making double the number of tires it turned out last year

at this time. January's output was reported as 18,000 tires,

February, 26,000, and in March the production was estimated to

aggregate 30,000 tires.

The Triple -Airless Tire Co., Butler, Pennsylvania, has in-

creased its capital stock from $50,000 to $150,000, this increase

to include the United States, France, Germany, Cireat Britain

and Canada patents.

The Boone Tire & Rubber Co. is establishing a plant at Chiji-

pewa Falls, Wisconsin, for the manufacture of approximately

200 casings and 200 tubes per day. F'ive 7-platen presses will

also be installed for the manufacture of rubber soles and heels,

together with a 5-ton capacity reclaiming plant. .\ portion of

this equipment has already been ordered.

Attorney H. C. Koehler has been appointed receiver for tlie

Alliance Rubber Co. and the .Mliance Tire & Ruljber Co., of

Alliance, Ohio. The property will not be operated under the

receivership, but will be appraised with the assets of the com-

pany, and as soon as an order of the court can be obtained the

property and plant as a whole will be sold. The Alliance Rub-

ber Co. was organized in March, 1913, and" in 1916 a reincorpo-

ration was effected, with an increase in capital from $58,000 to

$2,500,000, and the name changed to that of the Alliance Tire &
Rubber Co.

The Peerless Tire & Rubber Co., Portland, Oregon, has been

formed as a tire distributer and also maintains a well-equipped

tire repair shop. Albert Courts is sole owner of the company.

The Marathon Tire Co. is owned by Clark C. Wortl^y, who
is opening up a jobbing business in "Marathon" tires for the

State of Iowa, with headquarters at Des Moines. Mr. Wort-
ley expects shortly to open up branch retail stores in all the

large cities in Iowa and will also sell to dealers.

The Reliable Tire & Repair Co., Dayton, Ohio, notice of

whose incorporation appears elsewhere in this issue, will erect

a new building in the automobile district of Dayton, 125 feet

long, 39 feet wide and two stories high, v.-ith every facility for

carrying on its business along the most modern lines. Fred

A. Kline is secretary and general manager of the company.

The -newly reorganized Dreadnaught Tire & Rubber Co., of

Baltimore, Maryland, is making arrangements for a largely in-

creased output of its tires and inner tubes, and has appointed

Charles F. U. Kelly to take charge of the sale and distribution.

FI. Lawton Pettingell will be one of the heads of the sales or-

ganization, continuing his association with Mr. Kelly. The new
organization is starting out on an aggressive policy. New ma-

chinery and equipment have been provided, capable of doubling

the former capacity of the plant, and plans have been formu-

lated for the erection of new buildings to take care of the antic-

ipated increase of business. The headquarters of the sales de-

partment are 1834 Broadway, New York City.

The Racine Auto Tire Co., Racine, Wiscoitsin, which has a

present output of 300 tires and 350 tubes per day, is now break-

ing ground for a new factory, the first unit of which will give a

capacity of approximately 1,500 tires per day. The site of the

new plant is the old Wisconsin-Illinois baseball park, consisting

of approximately four acres, which will allow for expansion in

output to S.OOO or 6,000 tires a day. The officers of this company

are: L. J. Elliott, president; J. H. Wright, vice-president; C. H.

Wright, secretary and treasurer.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has

opened a new branch and service station at 154 Rayen avenue,

Voungstown, Ohio, in charge of A. J. Sharpe.

The .Ardmore-Akron Tire & Rubber Co. will be the name of a

new ruliber manufacturing enterprise to be located at Ardmore,

CJklahoma. John C. Harmony will be president and Charles Be-

Saw, vice-president and general manager. It is reported that

.Ardmore has guaranteed a bonus of $75,000 cash and donated

a S-acre tract of land for the erection of the plant. Mr. BeSaw
is the president of the BeSaw Rubber Co., of Hartville, Ohio.

A company has been organized at Bangor, Michigan, for the

manufacture of a variety of articles from marl, a substitute for

hard ruliber. The officers of the new company are L. P. Walker,

president, and Edwin Hickey, secretary.

The Palmer Rubber Tire Co., St. Joseph, Michigan, is located

in the remodeled quarters of the old Truscott Boot Co. The

company is said to be backed by Chicago capital.

R. B. Pierce is the new Cleveland, Ohio, manager for the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co. He was formerly connected with the com-

pany's Cleveland branch, but has spent the past year at tlie plant

in Akron.

J. E. Lemmon, who has been connected with the Falls Rubber

Co.. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has recently been appointed manager

of the company's branch at Cleveland, Ohio.

The capitalization of the Gordon Tire & Rubber Co., Canton,

Ohio, has been increased from $600,000 to $1,600,000. The in-

crease was authorized by the stockholders to take care of future

expansion.

The Keystone Tire & Rubber Co., New York City, is moving

into new quarters in the "Keystone Building," at Broadway

and Sixty-second street.

The National Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, re-

cently purchased by a syndicate of local capitalists prominently

identified with the local rubber industry, will be operated with-

out change of name. Rapid expansion of the business is antici-

pated. The officers of the new corporation are : C. L. Merwin,

president ; S. L. Warner, vice-president and general manager

;

R. B. Taggart, treasurer, and E. N. Herrick, secretary.

THE GREAT REPUBLIC TIRE COMPANY.

The Great Republic Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., Wil-

mington, Delaware, notice of whose incorporation appeared in

the February issue of The Indi.\ Rubber World, will presently

increase its capital to $2,500,000, $1,000,000 of 7 per cent preferred

stock and an issue of common stock to be offered for sale. The
factory location has not been definitely decided upon but will be

in Oklahoma or Texas. J. M. Owens, president of the company,

owns large rubber interests in Me.xico ; \^^ H. Owens, vice-

president and general manager, is a thoroughly experienced tire

man. and J. L. Walker, secretary and treasurer, is well known as

a wholesale dealer in hardware, automobiles, tires and accessories.
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H. L. McCLAREN.

HL. McCl.AKEX, ulio has recently been elected vice-

• presideiil and sales manager of the Ajax Rubber Co.,

Inc., Xew York City, is a veteran in tlie tire business, his record

dating back to the

days of Morgan &
Wright, with whom
he advanced to the

position of sales
manager for the

Middle West, con-

tinning in the same

capacity with the

United States Tire

Co.. which absorbed

the business of that

concern. In 1912 he

became vice - presi-

dent and general

manager of the Ra-

cine Rubber Co.,

Racine, Wisconsin,

and later, its presi-

dent. His achieve-

ments with that
firm induced the

financial i n t e rests

back of the Mitchell-

Lewis Motor Co.. Racine. Wisconsin, to elect him president, and

in this dual capacity he put the motor company on its feet and

se.xtupled the business of the tire company.

The Aja.x Rubber Co., Inc., recently purchased the business of

the Racine Rubber Co., and now the products of both companies

will be marketed separately under Mr. McClaren's direction.

He has resigned his position with the Mitchell-Lewis Motor
Co. and will devote his entire energies to the tire business, in

which line his record has been a continuous and striking success.

THE FISK RUBBER CO. REPORT.

L. McCl.vren.

A T the recent annual meeting of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee
^ ^ I'alls, Massachusetts, the following officers and directors were

elected, all being reelected except J. D. Anderson, who is a new-

addition to the board of directors: H. T. Dunn, president; H.

G. Fisk. treasurer and clerk; E. H. Broadwell, G. \. Ludington,

vice-presidents; R. B. McGaw, assistant treasurer; E. M. Bo-

gardus, coni|)troller. Directors: H. T. l)unn. Toledo, Ohio; E.

IT lirnadwell, Longmeadow, Massachusetts; Stedman Buttrick,

Boston. Massachusetts; J. D. Anderson, H. G. Fisk, G. A.

Ludington, Fred T. Lev—all of Springfield, Massachusetts.

Following is the company's profit and loss report and statement

of assets and lialnlities for the fiscal year ending December 31,

1916. The total sales for the fiscal year were given as

$19,457,788.77.

.\SSETS.

Capit.\l Assets-

T.an.d, buiUlinss, furniture and
fixtures. Chicopee Falls, at
deorecintecl value $4,779,447.70

Factory ennip'i'er-t, branch fur-

niture and fixtures at depre-
ciated valnes 1,089,967.49

Leasehold property 6,892.59

Total capital assets $5,876,307.78
Good will S.OOO.OOO.OO $13,876,307.78

Investments

—

Fremier Really' Co $112,040.04
Company's first preferred stock .

held for retirement Tanu-
.-.ry, 1917 1 292,302.22 404,342.26

CuKRENT Assets:
Inventories, raw materials and

supplies, work in process and
finished jiroduct $7,476,203.58

Tires in n^c under mileage con-
tracts 38,201.87

Notes and accounts receivable, •

less reserve for doubtful debts
and cash disconnts 3,893.695.64

Collateral notes from employes
for subscrintions to capital

stock 99,835.36
Notes receivable for special de-

posits . 1,380,600.00
Cash in banks, on hand an<l in

transit 367,088.20 13.255,624.65

Deferred charges

—

Prci)aid rents, royalties, taxes,
interest and insurance 170,023.10

Stationery and office supplies.. 88,618.25
Other prepaid expenses 21.837.48 266,478.83

$27,796,753.52

LIAF.ILITIES.
Capit.m. Stock Outstanding:

First preferred non-convertible 34,400,000.00
First preferred convertible 5,000,000.00
Second preferred convertible 4,500,000.00
Common 8.000,000.00 $21,900,000.00

Current I.iabit.ities:

Foans payable 2,150,000.00
Accounts payable 682,293.58'
Accrued income tax and wages 37,764.2.3
Dividends due, not paid 4,485.25 2,874,543.06

Reserve Accoi-nts 171,768.09
Surplus ajjpropriated for retirement first preferred stock.... 975,000.00
Surplus per attached statement 1,875,442.37

$27,796,753.52

PROFIT AND LOSS AND SURPLUS.
Surplus, balance December 31, 1915 $1,246,394.28
Add:
Net profits for the year ending December

31, 1916. after deducting manufacturing
costs, dejireciation and interest on bor-
rowed money $1,836,829.86

Less unusual expenses absorbed 95,125.08 1,741,704.78

$2,988,099.06
Deduct—

Dividends paid, on first pre-
ferred stock $308,000.00

On second preferred 140.000.00 $448,000.00

Surplus appropriated for re.

tirement of first preferred
stock $375,000.00

Premium paid on 3,750 shares
first preferred stock retired. 7,940.58

Fees and expenses in connec-
tion with increase of capital
stock 16.,S66.11

Commissions pai^l on sale of
50,000 shares first preferred
convertible stock and 5.000
shares cf second preferred
stock 273,000.00 $1,112,806.69

Less miscellaneous slock profits lO.ISO.OO $1,112,656.69

,
Surplus. Iialance Dccemher 31, 1916 $1,875,442,37

J. & D. TIRE & RUBBER CO.

-\t the annual meeting of the J. & D. Tire & Rubber Co.,

Charlotte, North Carolina, held March 1, the following officers

were reelected : H. O. Smith, president ; Thos. J. Northway,
vice-president ; C. C. Coddington, treasurer, and Lee A. Folger,

secretary. These, together with H. S. Leyman, W. G. Welbon,

John L. Dabbs, and E. Thomason, constitute the board of direc-

tors.

The company's new plant just completed consists of three

buildings of concrete and glass construction, two main buildings,

with the mill room in a one-story structure in the center. The
arrangeinent is such that additional buildings and equipment may
be developed up to a capacity of 2,000 tires per day without any

rearrangement of the present plant. Tlie machinery is electrically

driven, the vast hydro-electric power sources of that section

making electric power inexpensive. Boilers of 250-horse-power

are used for heating and vulcanizing. The machinery is new
and modern in every particular, and the company e.xpects to

develop a very large business under the management of the

officers and superintendent, several of whom have had long

practical experience in the tire business.
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Annual Report of the United States Rubber Co.

THE annual report of President Samuel P. Colt, of the

United States Rubber Co., which was sent to the stock-

holders early last month, is even better than the pre-

liminary report furnished earlier, at the time of the $60,000,000

bond financing.

The net sales of $126,759,129 are $1,759,000 larger than the

prelimiHary estimates, and the balance of net profits for in-

terest on funded debt of $13,495,155 is practically $1,000,000

better than the preliminary estimate of a balance of at least

$12,500,000.

As a matter of fact, net sales for 1916 gained $33,898,113,

or 36.5 per cent, over the previous year. The balance for

interest (including floating debt) and dividends of $14,743,774

was $3,257,070, or 28 per cent, in excess of the corresponding

figures for 1915.

It will be noted that while the sales and profits were both

greater than in any previous year the percentage of profits

to sales was less than in the previous year, and, therefore,

the changes in prices inaugurated early this year were justified.

With the sim.plification of organization will come economies
in administration, and the funding of indebtedness will further

reduce actual running expenses. Already the company has

begun the liquidation of subsidiary companies through ab-

sorption by the parent organization.

The increase in the tire business is worthy of special men-

tion, being nearly 60 per cent larger than that of 1915.

Evidently the Sumatra plantations are proving a valuable

asset of the company. The expert business shows a gain,

but only a small one.

The reports of the president and tlie treasurer follow:

THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

To the Stockholders of the United States Rubber Co.

:

The by-laws of the company provide that the president "shall

make a report in writing to the stockholders at their annual
meeting, reviewing the general business and condition of the
company." In compliance therewith, your president submits the

following report fur the fiscal year ending December 31, 1916.

The treasurer's report, which is hereto appended and made
part hereof, gives the consolidated general balance sheet as of

December 31, 1916, and the consolidated income statement for

the year ended December 31, 1916, of the United States Rubber
Co. and all its subsidiary companies.

Ft'NlUN'G OF COMPANY'S INDEBTEDNESS.

The most important event of the year has been the funding
of the indebtedness of the company and its subsidiaries through
the banking house of Messrs. Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Negotiations

to this end were begun some months ago and but recently con-

summated. Through the sale of $60,000,000 first and refunding

mortgage 5 per cent bonds, the company is now provided with

funds wherewith to pay its entire debt and the debts of its

subsidiary companies, with the exception of $9,000,000 General

Rubber Co, debentures due December 1, 1918, and $2,600,000

Canadian company bonds due October 1, 1946. In addition to

the payment of the indebtedness, further working capital is also

provided. The bonds of the Canadian company are not being

retired at present through the refunding, inasmuch as they do
not mature for nearly 30 years; and the debentures of the

General Rubber Co. are also left undisturbed for the present, as

the company has under consideration fither plans for dealing

with its important crude rubber interests. Provision, however,

is made for the issue of additional bonds up to the amount of

the capital stock of the company at any time outstanding fat

the time of tire authorization $97,252,900") to take care of the

above named bonded obligations, should it hereafter be found

desiralile to do so; and, under conservative restrictions, to pro-

vide also for tho future growth of the company.
This funding has been carried out in a most thorough man-

ner: and. while the bankers have been exacting in their require-

riients where the security of the bond was involved, they have

at the same time shown a breadth and a spirit of fairness in the

whole transaction and a desire to have the company unhampered
in the economic administration of its business, which cannot be
too strongly commended.
To authorize the transaction, our stockholders responded to

the call for proxies with a unanimity most gratifying to your
directors and president, and which I wish to take this oppor-
tunity to acknowledge. More than three-quarters of each class
of stock (the percentage of the wliole being over 82 per cent)
voted in favor of the transaction and no shares voted against it.

SIMPLIFYING OUR ORGANIZATION.

With the funding of our debt, we will be able to simplify our
organization and thereby bring about economies in adminis-
tration in several ways, among which will be the liquidation of
companies whose separate organization is now unnecessary.
Steps to this end will be promptly taken.

VOLUME OF BUSINESS.

The net sales of the company for the year 1916 were $126,-

759,000, as against $92,861,000 the previous year, an increase of
$33,898,000 or about 36 per cent.

PROFITS AND DIVIDENDS.

The net profits of the business for the year 1916, before de-
ducting interest charges, amounted to $14,743,000; after deduct-
ing interest charges the profits were $11,226,000. These profits

cover the dividends upon the preferred stocks, and enhance the

intrinsic value of the common stock.

MAIXTENAN'CE.

The custom of maintaining the fixed properties of the com-
pany in the highest state of efficiency and charging the cost of
such maintenance to expense account has been again followed
during the past year. Our plants are all in first-class, up-to-
date condition and are now being run to full capacity.

BASIS OF INVENTORIES.

Following our usual practice, inventories of manufactured goods
and materials have been taken at cost where cost was below
market, and at market where market was below cost. Market
to-day is generally above cost.

UNITED ST \TES RUBBER EXPORT CO., LIMITED.

Our export business, now consolidated under one organiza-
tion, the United States Rubber Export Co., Limited, is being
successfully pushed forward, although it is still relatively small,

being only about 6'/2 per cent of our total business in 1916 as

against 5 per cent in 1915.

UNITED STATES TIRE CO.

Our new "Royal Cord" tire and the new non-skid "Usco"
tire have given us the most complete line of tires manufactured
by any company. There is still a wide and increasing demand
for the "Nobby Tread" and "Chain Tread," which are acknowl-
edged to be the best non-skid tires in the market. Our tire

sales for 1916 show an increase of 57.9 per cent over those of

1915.

OUR SLIM.\TRA Rl RBER PLANTATIONS.

The development of our rubber plantations ih Sumatra has

steadily continued during the past year. The amount of crude

rubber received therefrom in 1916 was substantial and was
largely in excess of previously estimated production. The
future" increase in production will be rapid, as the great number
of young trees are more and more coming into bearing. Our
most sanguine expectations from these estates are being realized

and it is believed that they will prove to be one of the most
valuable assets of the company.

AnVANTE IN PRICES AND OUTLOOK.

While the profits of the company for 1916 were the largest in

its history, the percentage of profits to sales was less than in

the previous year, owing chiefly to the advance in materials and

labor during the year. With the view of meeting the.se condi-

tions an advance in jirices of manufactured goods, varying from

10 to 20 per cent was made early this year.

The increase in net sales of the company for the first two
months of the present year over the corresponding months of

last year exceeds 20 per cent.
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CONCLUSION.

It is now just a quarter of a century since the United Slates

Rulilier Co. commenced business. In that time it has steadily

Krown. In the last 15 years its business has increased hve fold-

thanks to the devotion of its working force.

It. therefore, gives mc special pleasure to again refer to the

continued lidelitv and ability shown by the ofiiccrs, heads of de-

partments, those in charge of our Far Kastern plantations and

the other employes of the company and its subsidiaries.

THE TREASUKER'S REPORT.

VNITED STATES Rl-I!r:F.R COMP.VNY AND
SUHSiniARY COMPANIES.

Consolidated General I'.alance Sheet, Dcecmhcr 31, 1916.

ASSETS.
Proiicrlv. plant and investments, including rubber planlations. $130,187,628.57

Inventories, inanuf.actured good» and material. .$4S,530,397.M

^-3sJ, 10. 123, /05. 23

Notes aiid ioans reccivaule ^l'l^l-2?2-ll
.Vccounls receivable •• 26,0o2,/07.43

Securities, ineludinug stock of United States

Rubber Co. held by subsdiary companies 3,4M.65yj/

SinkinR fund cash in hands of trustees 509,h51.y3

Miscellaneous 1.716,619.65

Total Assets

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock, first preferred
. ^''^'^^J'rnn'™

Capital stock, second preferred i?,AonZ
Capital stock, common 36.000 ,000.00

Capital stock. Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co.

Preferred issued .... .$10,351,-400.00

Owned by United States Rubber Co., de-

posited with trustees 9,402,800.00

Common issued 4 ..$16,941

Owned bv United States Rubber Co., de

posited with trustees '°'''^°

,700.00

,100.00

Minoritv Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited,

prcfei'red $,;«3,625; common $101,455 ...........•
Tcn-vear 6 per cent collateral trust sinking fund gold

United States Rubber Co • • ^WAAA
General Rubber Co. 5 Per cent debentures..... $9,000

Ten-year 5 per cent debentures. Eureka Fire

Hose Manuficturins Co ,'
i.'

'

"T
'

Fortv-vear 6 l^er cent collateral trust gold bonds,

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited.

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited.

5 per cent debentures
Morgan & Wrisht 5 per cent debentures 5,000

Mechanical Rubber Co., and New York Belting

970

2,600

stock,

bonds,

,000.66

,000.00

,000.00

,000.00
,000.00

92,178,940.88

.$222,366,569.45

$97,177,200.00

948,600.00

43,300.00

385,080.00

16,000,000.00

anti Packing Co., bonds 737,000.00

Notes and loans payable , • • V \_ i'l'ooi' nn'i' i-
Acceptances for importations of crude rubber.. $l.°9l,uyj.43

Merchandise accounts payable
'oni =o2'5o

.Accrued interest, taxes, etc . 80 1,52t).«0

Reserved for dividends - •••••

Insurance reserve fund *,5S'^< i on
Employe's accident fund • •

368,04 i.uy

Reserve for depreciation
Fixed surpluses (subsidiary companies)

.

Surplus

Total Liabili!
Re«neetfullv submitted.

W. G. Pabsons

2n.RO7.0O0.O0
26.703,866.40

9,218,788.49
1,223,040.00

1,300,329.14
5,000,000.00

15,080,230.78
28,479,134.64

222,366,569.45

. Treasurer.

ANNUAL ELECTION.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR 1917.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the company was

held at \ew Brunswick, New Jersey, March 20, and the fol-

lowing directors were elected :

Tames S. Alexander, New York City.

Walter S. Ballon, Providence, Rhode Island.

Tames C. Brady, New York City.

Nicholas F. Brady. New Y'ork City.

Middleton S. Burrill, New Y'ork City.

Samuel P. Colt, Providence, Rhode Island.

Harry E. Converse, Boston, Massachusetts.

Edgar B. Davis, Brockton, Massachusetts.

James Deshler. New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Tames B. Ford, New Y'ork City.

Francis L. Hine, New York City.

Henry L. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Connecticut.

William S. Kies, New York City.

Tx-ster Leland, Boston, Mass.

Samuel M. Nicholson. Providence, Rhode Island.

Raymond B. Price, New York City.

Homer E. Sawyer, New York City

Charles B. Seger, New Y'ork City.

William H. Truesdale, Greenwich, Connecticut.

Tlieodore N. Vail, Boston, Massachusetts.
Klislia S. Williams. New York City.

This list consists of the old board with three additions,

namely, James S. .'\lexander, president of tlie National Bank

of Commerce, New York City; William S. Kies, vice-president

of the American International Corporation, New Y'ork City;

and Charles B. Seger, vice-president and comptroller of the

Union Pacific system, New York City. These gentlemen are

practically those interested in the Kuhn-Locb banking group

whidi has purchased the recent new $60.(XK).000 bond issue.

These three men bring a new element into the board of directors

and will emphasize the undoubtedly valuable banking connec-

tion wliich the corporation has recently effected.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The hoard of directors of the United States Rubber Co., elected

at the annual meeting of stockholders, rnet at the office of the

company. 1790 Broadway, New York City, March 22, and

organized by the election of the following officers for the

ensuing" year

:

Samuel P. Colt, president
; James B. Ford and Lester Leland,

vice-presidents; Raymond B. Price, vice-president in charge

of development department ; Homer E. Sawyer, vice-president

in charge of footwear department ; Elisha S. Williams, vice-

president in charge of mechanical departments ; Samuel Norris,

secretary ; John D. Carberry, assistant secretary ; W. G. Par-

sons, treasurer ; E. J. Hathorne. assistant treasurer.

PRESIDENT COLT ENTERTAINS.

On Wednesday evening. March 21. Colonel Samuel P. Colt,

president of the United States Rubber Co.. tendered a dinner

at the Metropolitan Club, New York City, to the directors

and operating staff
, of the company and several New York

liankers and personal friends, the main object being to intro-

duce to the heads of departments and operating staff the three

newly elected directors, Messrs. ."Xlexander, Kies and Seger.

The dining room was handsomely decorated, and a novelty

was that all these decorations were of rubber in its various

forms and colors, and the boutonnieres. which were artificial

flowers in natural colors, were also made of rubber. There

were about 60 guests. Speephes were made by Otto H. Kahn,

Homer E. Sawyer, William S. Kies, Senator Le Baron B. Colt,

Edgar B. Davis, Francis Lynde Stetson, Mortimer L. Schiff,

Victor E. Mitchell, K. C. and Dr. Ernest M. Stires. The
menus were decorated with photographs of the company's plan-

tations in Sumatra, each menu having a different picture. Dur-

ing the banquet Nahan Franko's orchestra furnished a very

artistic musical program.

DIRECTORS OF LUMBER COMPANIES TO INSPECT PROPERTIES.

.•\ party consisting of directors and guests of the Atlantic

Coast Lumber Corporation and United Timber Corporation, in-

cluding Colonel Samuel P. Colt, United States Senator Le Baron

B. Colt, of Rhode Island ; James B. Ford, John D. Carberry, W. G.

Parsons, J. N. Gunn, J. Cunliffe Bullock, Walter S. Ballou, Na-

thaniel Myers, Charles A. Emerson, Henry L. Hotchkiss and H. E.

Robinson, left New York City March 23 for Georgetown, South

Carolina, on a five-day tour of inspection of the various properties

in South Carolina in which they are interested.

RUTHERFORD RUBBER CO. CHANGES.

Recent changes in tlie Rutherford Rulilier Co., Rutherford,

New Jersey, forces include the appointment of J. J. White,

former manager of the New Haven, Connecticut, branch, as

manager of the branch at Cleveland, Ohio ; Charles Schoneman,

former manager, first of the Hackensack, New Jersey, and then

of the Baltimore, Maryland, branch, as division manager ; C. A.

Reynolds, in charge of all New England branches, and James
O'Hea, manager of the new Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, branch.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.

By Our Rc'^uliir Corrcsl^oiidcnt.

A KROX is having a struggle to keep pace with its own
'^ growth. Last year our 27 rubber companies manufac-

tured rublier 'products valued at $188,000,000, the tire output

being 40,000 tires daily. It is reported that not less than 6,500

additional etnployes are required by the four largest companies

alone, to enable the planned expansion in the tire industry to

be carried out. .\n estimate of the present number employed

in the Goodrich, Firestone and Goodyear plants is given as

about 46,000.

In presenting the annual report of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

and subsidiary companies to the stockholders, Bertram G. Work,

president of the company, summed up the past year's transac-

tions as follows :

After making full provision for all maintenance charges, de-
preciation, bad and doubtful debts, and other items which it

was deemed wise to take out of the year's earnings, the net

profits for the period amounted to $9,568,764.87 as compared
with $12,265,679.79 for 1915.

The net sales for the year 1916 amounted to $70,990,781.66

as compared with $55,416,866.55 for 1915, representing a gain
of 28 per cent. This gain was due to increases in all depart-
ments of the business.

The decrease in net earnings was largely due to the fact

that advances in selling prices did not keep pace with rapidly

increasing costs. Not only materials and labor, but also prac-
tically all expenses incident to the conduct of the business
were upon a higlier scale of costs than during the previous
year.

The directors have voted, subject to the approval of the

stockholders, to retire 9,000 shares of the preferred stock. This
is in accordance with the provision of the company's charter

which provides for the retirement of a minimum of 9,000 shares

of the preferred stock each year, beginning with July, 1914.

After this vear's retirement there will remain outstanding $26,-

400,000 of preferred stock.

The increase in bills payable shown on the balance sheet, is

due to a large increase in inventories which was made necessary
on account of increased volume of business, congested condi-
tion of markets and delays in transportation.

The company has added to its plant account during the year
1916, e.xtensions and equipment costing $3,519,549.93. Beyond
completing the work under construction, no further ini])ortant

plant extensions are planned at present.

From the surplus at December 31, 1916, the directors voted
to set aside $700,000 for the redemption of preferred stock to-

gether with $121,465.50, representing the reduction of preferred
stock purchased, from cost to par, and a further amount of
$100,000 appropriated for addition to the pension fund.

The detailed report follows

;

CoX.SOI.inATED n.\L,'\NCE SHEET.

December 31, 1916

.Assets.
Capital -Xv^et^

—

Real estate, buiKUnp=. jjlant. machinery ;incl

sundry equipment less reserve for de-
preciation of «-'.5Jl,168.95 $16,225,846.27

Patents 376.036.38
Goodwill .S7,798,000.0O $74,399,882.65

Investments in other con^panies, etc 1,192,124.26
Societe Franchise H. F. Goodrich—represent-

ing the net investir.ent at December 31,
1916 '. 3,183.742.92

9,057 shares of 7 per cent cumulative pre-

ferred stock in treasury, at par 905,700.00

Current Assets—
Inventory of raw materials, partly manu- '

factured snd finished stock $26,247,006.66
Tiade accounts reci^ivable. after deducting

reserve to cover doubtful accounts, dis-

counts and allowatices 7,131.025.29
Otlier accounts receivable 426,779.52
r.ills receivable 20g,406.77

Cash in banks and .on liand J ... 1,514,241.63 35,527,459.87

Deferred charges to future operations

—

^
Prepaid insurance, interest, taxes, etc 427,9/0.26

$115,636,879.96

I.I ARII.n lES.

Capital Stock

—

600.Ono shales of coninion
stock of the par value of
$100 each $60,000,000.00

300.000 shares of 7 per cent
cumulative preferred stock
of the par value of $100
each $30.000.1100,0(1
Deduct:

27.000 shares of preferred
stock redeemed and cait-

celled 2. 700. 000.00 27,300.000.00

(The preferred stock is re-

(ieemable in case of dissolu-
tion, liquidation, merger or
consolidation at $125 per
share.)

Current Liabilities

—

.\ccounts payable
Sundry accrued liabilities.

$87,309,000.00

$1,297,387.85
716,088.32

Ellis payable 6,503,515.00

Reserves for

—

Contingencies $2,000,000.00
Pensions 200,000.00

Appropriation from surplus for,re<lemption of
preferred stock as above

Surplus (per annexed account)

8,516,991,17

2.200.000,00

SuRPi.t's Account.
December 31, 1916.

Balance. January 1, 1916
Net profit for the year ending December 31,

1916, per annexed account

Deduct:
7,000 sliares of 7 per cent cumulative pre-

ferred stock at par redeemed and can-
celled during year

Additional appropriation for pension fund..
Reduction of treasury stock, purchased,

from cost to par
7 per cent dividend on preferred stock for

the year endin? December 31, 1916 1,911,000.00
4 per cent dividend on comnmn stock...... 2,400.000.00

2.700,000.00
14,919,888.79

$115,636,879.96

$10,583,589.42

9,568,764.87

$20,152,354.29

$700,000.00
100,000.00

121,465.50

Profit and Loss .Account.

For the Year Ending December 31,

Net sales
Deduct—manufacturing, selling and general
administration expenses j. . .

Profit from operations.
.\dd—Miscellaneous income

1916.

Deduct

:

Provision for depreciation...
Interest on bills payable, etc.

$890,163.62
155.981.99

5.232.465.50

$14,919,888.79

$70,990,781.66

60,611,332.55

$10,379,449.11
235,461.37

$10,614,910,48

1,046,145.61

$9,568,764.87Net profit carried to surplus account. . .

At the regular annual meeting of the stockholders held on

March 14, at the office of the Goodrich company, 1780 Broad-

way, New York City, directors were reelected as follows : D. M.

Goodrich, F. A. Hardy, C. B. Raymond, H. E. Raymond, E. C.

Shaw, and H. E. Joy.

In accordance with a resolution of the directors at their last

meeting, the stockholders ratified the reduction of the capital

stock of the company by the retirement and cancellation of

9,000 shares of the preferred stock mentioned above.

At a meeting" of the directors held immediately after the meet-

ings of the stockholders, the following executive officers were

elected : B. G. Work, president ; A. H. Marks, vice-president

;

H. E. Rayinond, vice-president ; E. C. Shaw, vice-president

;

C. B. Raymond, second vice-president ; W. A. Means, second

vice-president ; Guy E. Norwood, secretary and assistant treas-

urer ; L. D. Brown, treasurer, and J. C. Lawence, assistant

treasurer.

The following were appointed as an executive committee : B. G.

Work, A. H. Marks, 11. E. Rayinond, E. C. Shaw, C. B. Ray-

mond, W. R. Means and .'\. B. Jones. L. D. Brown and F. C.

Van Cleef were added to the operating committee.

In an address recently delivered before the Cleveland En-

gineering Society, Dr. W. C. Gecr, director of processes of the

Goodrich Company, predicted that within two years rubber

would re])lace leather to a large extent in shoe manufacture.

Only 16 years ago the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. was estab-

lislied for the manufacture of carria,ge tires on a small scale, and
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now this company has become one of the largest manufacturers

of all types and kinds of pneumatic and solid rubber tires, tire

accessories and rims. From a plant covering less than an acre,

the Firestone factories have grown until the floor space is more

than 40 acres, with promise of continued expansion during the

present year. The consolidated balance sheet of the last fiscal

vear. dated October 31, 1916, follows:
I

.•\SSETS.

L.nndr. buildings, machinery and eqiiipnicnl • ..$10,687,963.35

.Sound value as appraised by .Vmciicaii .\iipraisal Co.

as of Scptc.Mnl)cr 30. 1916, plus expenditures in October,

1916, for additions lo properly.

Investments in securities •

^'iin^nif:
Finished .ind inproccfs goods, materials and supplies 9./ J.5.94y.8U

Inventoried at co-t.
. , , ,

, ... __, „
Suli«cribers to preferred, 6 per cent., cumulative capital .slock 3.UUK.//5.Zj!

($4,000,000.00 realized in cash on November 6, 1916, and

the remainder subsequenMv realized.)

fash .?2;.490.30

Notes ami accounts receivable— trade debtors 6,829,632.13

Due from .mployes ,•••;
j

1,10/,OK3.11

.Account of capital stock purchases and sundry advances.
,(,n?5ii;

expenditures applicable to future operations 3MJ3-.15

$34,360,848.56

I.I.ABIUTIKS.

Preferred. 6 per cent., cumulative capital stock subscriptions.. ^5.000.000.00

Common Ta'piVal stock :

^?S?'gS?-22
Notes payable 5.245,843./6

r.oirowed money. it-, ^ni; ^Q
Accounts payable to trade creditors ,,

lii'oci oJ
Accounts payable, miscellaneous jbd,b31.5(d

Sundry creditors, accrued salaries, wa.t!es, ta.xes, interest,

Welfare^and pension reserve
^•?-n'2^7g8

wiSs". "'*"*.:::::: :::;:::::::;:;^:: ::::;•••••• •••• i8,306;42M8

S34.360.S48.56

The stock distribution plan of the Firestone Tire & Rub-

ber Co., previously mentioned, has received remarkable sup-

port, 90 per cent of the total force, or over 11,000 Firestone

employes, taking advantage of the company's offer to make

them shareholders. Rarely, if ever, have employes had the

same occasion for feeling their responsibility in so large a

business because of their own personal interest and the future

interest of their families. They have acquired stock which at

time of purchase is quoted at nearly half again what they

will pay for it. They have this stock in a company capitalized

at $15,000,000, the certified assets of which run over $34,000,-

000, the surplus already listed being $18,000,000. All, of which

means that they will profit not only through their work in the

future and the company's further growth, but that they profit

through their good work in the past.

While the step taken by this important company is of no

small significance to the business world in general, it is only

the latest achievement in a long program of cooperative

measures which form a part of the broad-minded and far-

sighted plans of the president, H. S. Firestone, including the

$350,000 Firestone Club House opened last year; also "Fire-

stone" Park, with its beautifully situated home building plat

;

the establishment of the Rubber City Savings Bank near the

Firestone factories, and the setting aside of a $1,000,000 fund

for lienefits to employes, such as insurance, pensions and the

like.

* * *

Hast .Akron, the home of the American Hard Rubber Co.'s

factory and that of the Mohawk Rubber Co., the General Tire

&• Rubber Co. and the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. is several

miles from the banking center of the city. In order to en-

courage habits of saving among the factory employes and as

a convenience to the manufacturers in this section. The Ohio

Savings & Trust Co. has been formed, with officers as follows:

President, F. .A. Seiberling, president of the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co. ; vice-president, C. \V. McLaughlin, vice-president

of the Mohawk Rubber Co. ; treasurer, W. E. Palmer, assistant

treasurer of the Goodyear company ; secretary, C. F. .\yers.

* * *

In order to secure cash to take care of increased business.

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. will issue a total of $9,370,-

000 in stock, of which $6,000,000 will be preferred and $3,370,-

000 common. The preferred stock has been disposed of to

bankers, and the common will be offered to stockholders in

the ratio of 20 i)er cent of their holdings. The company is

capitalized at $50,000,000, half preferred and half common, of

which only $17,500,000 of each has been issued. Tlie new

financing will bring the total issues to $23,500,000 preferred and

$20,870,000 common.
* * *

.At the last annual- meeting of the stockholders of the Miller

Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, the officers of the company were

authorized to turn over to the United States Government the

benefit of its organization and equipment in any needed capacity,

and hearty cooperation and support were pledged in any emer-

gency that may arise. ,

* * *

The Amazon Rubber Co. is offering to the public, at par,

$100 per share, a new issue of stock consisting of $400,000 of

common and $100,000 of 7 per cent preferred. This company is

rapidly securing national distribution for its product—a standard

tire with extra breaker strips on the sides and an extra heavy

brow-n tube.

F. C. Burt, an Akron tire man, has recently joined the sales

force of the .Amazon company.

* * *

D. A. Murray' is now connected with the sales department of

The American Rubber & Tire Co. as district agent, with super-

vision of sales in the Central district.

Fred Kemple, formerly manager of the pneumatic tire depart-

ment of the above company, has been promoted to the position

of factory superintendent. <

* * *

Harry E. Boyd, assistant superintendent of The Adamson
Machine Co., died on March 12 of pneumonia, after a few days'

illness. Mr. Boyd had been connected with the .Adamson com-

pany for five years and was considered one of its most capable

and promismg men. His loss is deeply regretted by the firm

as well as by his personal friends.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Rcg.ular Corrcsjyondcnt.

THE automobile show in Boston, last month, was in many
respects the best attended and most productive of busi-

ness of any ever held here. Not only were more automobiles

sold, but these sales individually averaged higher prices than

those of former years. This, in itself, is an indication of the

general prosperity of New England and its leading city.

Not only in pleasure cars but in those intended solely for

transporting goods, the demand was unprecedented. To-day

there are a hupdred business houses interested in motor trucks

where there was one five years ago. Much of the suburban

haulage of heavy as well as light merchandise is by these

vehicles, while there is a steadily increasing amount of stock

and manufactured goods being transported over the road, which

formerly was carried by freight over the railroads. Every year

this motor-truck business- is extending further and further in

point of distance, and naturally has had its effect in bringing

business to the motor-truck exhibitors at this auto show.

Over 500 cars and trucks were shown, together with 170

accessory exhibits. The Mechanics Building did not provide

enough space, although the basement. Grand Hall, and its gallery,

the Exhibition Hall (two floors) and Paul Revere Hall were

brou.ght into requisition, and so Horticultural Hall, four blocks

west, and the ballroom of the Copley-Plaza Hotel, two blocks

north, were used for the overflow. The rubber trade was only

meagerly represented, and, as in previous years, there were but
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few tire exhibits. Perhaps the best of these was that of the

United States Rubber Co., of New York City.

* * *

The B. F. Goodrich Co. chose auto-show week to place in its

big Boylston street window two of its Silvertown cord tire

machines, perhaps as intricate and ingenious pieces of mechan-
ism as any used in the tire industry. As a consequence, the

sidewalk in front was one of the most crowded areas of its

size in the city, and many of the spectators, of a more mechan-
ical turn of mind, invaded the window itself for a closer inspec-

tion of the working of these $20,000 machines, which lay the

flattened cords smoothly and evenly over the surface of the

carcass, these to be imbedded with rubber and vulcanized.

Expert mechanicians from Akron were in charge of these auto-

matic machines, which place two layers of- cord about the tire

in such manner that every inch of cord is under uniform ten-

sion. Although the double operation takes about 20 minutes,

there were many spectators who watched the entire operation

from beginning to end.

The writer wishes to rectify an error which appeared in the

March letter relative to the Plymouth Rubber Co. factory. It

was spoken of as being located in Stoughton, Massachusetts,

instead of Canton, this state, the concern having removed from

Stoughton six years ago. Because, for years before, the viriter

had always connected this company's name with the town of

Stoughton, the error inadvertently sHpped in. The new factory

building, recently completed, puts Canton the more prominently

on the map, and locates it definitely in the minds of all pas-

sengers between Boston and New York by way of Providence.

* * *

The Revere Rubber Co. plant of the United States Rub-

ber Co., at ,
Chelsea, has decided to discontinue its electric

plant and will rely for lighting and motive power on the Edi-

son company's service, a long-term contract for such service

having been entered into within the last month. It is estimated

that this will amount to about 5,000 horse power. The steam

service, of course, will be continued for heating and vulcanizing

purposes. The company's'hee! and sole business, which is only

a portion of its output, is growing by leaps and bounds, and its

specialties in several other lines are in heavy demand at present.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin \\'. Pitcher celebrated the fiftieth an-

niversary of their marriage at their home in Easthampton, Mas-

sachusetts, on Tuesday, March 13. More than 200 guests at-

tended, among them many intimate friends connected with the

rubber and textile industries.

Mr. Pitcher, who is treasurer and general manager of the

Easthampton Rubber Thread Co., became interested in the elastic

fabric business many years ago, and this led him to join in the

organizing of the Revere Rubber Co., Chelsea, Massachusetts.

He was the first treasurer of that company and afterwards its

president. In 1885 he moved to Easthampton to be in close

touch with the Easthampton Rubber Thread Co., and with the

exception of a few years has ever since resided there, where he

has become identified with several of the financial and manu-

facturing interests of that town. Both Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher

are natives of Maine and were married at Pittston, that state,

March 13, 1867. They have two sons and a daughter. One son,

William L. Pitcher, is superintendent of the Eastliampton Rub-

ber Thread Co:'s factory, and the other, Walter F. Pitcher, is

treasurer and genera! manager of the Franklin Steel Works.
* * *

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. did a very jirosperous

business last year, its sales exceeding $6,000,000, and it is ex-

pected that for the present year it will reach the $7,000,000 mark

in output. Last year its net earnings are reported to have been

nearly 40 per cent on its $2,000,000 common stock after paying
the preferred dividends. The sum of $322,710 was spent out of

earnings on new buildings and equipment and $750,000 trans-

ferred from the surplus to capital account. Extra cash divi-

dends have been paid in 1912, 1914 and 1915, to a total of 110

per cent, besides the annual dividends, and the rights to pur-

chase the new issue of $1,000,0(X) common stock are held at a
substantial premium.

* * *

President George B. Dryden and Vice-President George C.

Reeves, of the Dryden Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois, were in

Boston several days the middle of the month, making their

headquarters at the Boston office, which is in charge of J. A.
Ford. This company, which makes a large variety of molded
goods, is finding a heavy increase in the demand for its fiber

soles and rubber heels, which are being used extensively by
shoe manufacturers.

* * *

The award of contracts for 16 dirigibles by the United States

Government will doubtless result in at least a share of the busi-

ness coming indirectly to the American Rubber Co. factory of

the United States Rubber Co. at Cambridge. Thjs factory has

made a special study of balloon fabrics, its line of this material

having been used for the United States Navy balloons ordered

of the Connecticut Aircraft Co., one of the concerns which has

secured a share of the new contract.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our RcgiiUir Corrcsf'intdcut.

I
'HE demand for rubber goods of every description continues

^ on the same record breaking plane that has characterized the

industry for more than two years, and it is uncertain when there

will be any appreciable diminution. While the European War
with its enormous demands, unquestionably has a most sub-

stantial effect on the unprecedented activity of the rubber

factories, tliere is no denial of the fact that the normal demand
for ordinary production is increasing at a rate seldom, if ever,

equaled in any other industry. This is especially true as regards

the manufacture of automobile tires and other accessories.

All the factories in Rhode Island are still being driven to

capacity, notwithstanding which the accession of orders exceeds

the output and has done so for months. From every plant comes

a similar complaint that more operatives could be utilized to good

advantage, but that it is impossible to obtain additional help.

The scarcity of help is all that deters, in several in.stances, the

extension of plants by the erection of new buildings or the con-

struction of material additions to the present buildings.

* * *

Deeds and mortgages involving all the rubber manufacturing

plants in Rhode Island that are subsidiaries of the United States

Rubber Co., were placed on file in this city, Woonsocket and

Bristol, on March 7, transferring to the parent corporation all

the holdings in this State and elsewhere. The mortgage, which

covered over 230 typewritten pages and is for $97,252,900. covers

not only the properties in Rhode Island, but in six other States

—

New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Indiana

and Michigan—and is given to the Central Trust Co. of New
York, to secure the principal and interest on the recent issue.

The Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co.. a corporation controlled

by the United States Rubber Co., also placed on record a mort-

gage to the Central Trust Co. of New York, as trustees,

covering properties in several States, to secure gold bonds a.g-

gregating $27,293,100.

Previous to the filing of the mortgages here and elsewhere,

deeds were placed on record conveying all the property in Provi-

dence. Woonsocket and Bristol, as w-ell as in Millvillc. .As a
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part of tlic general plan, deeds were also filed conveying to the

United States Rublier Co. the plants of the Revere Rubber Co.,

the Joseph Banigan Rubber Co., the Woonsocket Rublicr Co., the

National India Rubber Co., the Lawrence Felling Co., all subsidi-

aries of the parent company, and the plant of the Mechanical

Fabric Co. was conveyed to the Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co.

* * *

.\ lu-w motor ambulance has been purchased by a committee of

overseers and others at the factory of the National India Rubber

Co., at Bristol, as a memorial to the late Le Baron C. Colt,

former vice-president and manager of that corporation and a

nephew of Col. Samuel P. Colt, president of the United States

Rubber Co.

The ambulance is to be used in conveying the sick and injured

to hospitals or to their homes. It will be housed at the garage

of the factory of the National Co., on Wood street, and will be

free of charge to all who desire its services. It was purchased

from a fund raised by the foremen, office help and others at the

National Rubber Co., and by relatives and friends of the late

Mr. Colt, outside of the factory.

* * *

The late Robert J. Bowes, of Millville, Massachusetts, for many

years manager of the Lawrence Felting Co., and son of the late

William J. Bowes, who founded the concern, left an estate of

$108,019.25 in personal property and $5,450 in real estate.

* * *

Some of the departments of the Lawrence Felting Co.'s plant,

at Millville, were unable to operate for several days the early

part of the past month owing to the high water in the Blackstone

river, which was caused by the bursting of a dam at Uxbridge.

The river, on March 1, reached a point more than 20 inches above

its ordinary level.

* * *

The Fisk Rubber Co., of New York, has given up its branch

store at 17 Dorrance street and concentrated its local business

at 134 Fountain street, Providence.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Corrcs/'ondciil.

TTHF. death of Ferdinand W. Kocbling, Sr., secretary-treasurer

•^ and general manager of the great wire mills of the John

.\. Rocbling's Sons Co., occurred March 16. Business through-

out Trenton was practically at a standstill wliilc the funeral

services were being conducted.
» * *

John A. Lambert, treasurer and general manager of the Acme
Rubber Co.. gave an interesting talk on the subject of rubber to

the members of the Trenton Rotary Club at a recent meeting

of the organization.
* * *

Joseph B. Linerd has been made a member of the board of

directors and appointed general manager of the Globe Rubber

Tire Manufacturing Co., Trenton, New Jersey, with an execu-

tive office at 1853 Broadway, New York

LUy.

J^^

Mr. Linerd is a man of ripe experi-

^ ence in the tire industry. After four

^ I years with the Goodyear Tire & Rub-
' her Co., Akron, Ohio, he became as-

[_ sociated with the Ajax Rubber Co., Inc.,

' . New York City, of which company he

^^^^^ was shortly afterwards appointed sales

^H^^l It is stated that the appointiuent of

^I^^P Mr. Linerd is the first step in an inten-

^^^^U sive, nation-wide sales campaign which

will be conducted from the new execu-

tive office at the above mentioned loca-

tion. The Globe company has been manufacturing hand-made

automobile tires for four years, and last year it was found

necessary to double its capacity. These increased facilities give

it a capacity of 1,000 tires per day, with a present demand suffi-

cient to market this output.

J. B. Linerd.

The Central .\utoninbilc Tire Co., of 111-119 Stanford street,

Boston, has opened a l)rancli at 15-17 Dorrance street. Providence.

* * *

H. T. Mason, of Boston, manager of the sole and heel depart-

ment for New England of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

was the principal speaker at the annual meeting of the Rhode

Island Shoe Retailers Association on March 6. He spoke at

considerable length in a description of "Neolin" soles.

* * *

The Anchor \\'ebbing Co. has had plans drawn for a one-story

office building, 50 l)y 60 feet, and a one-story and baseiuent weave

shed, 40 by 120 feet, in addition to its plant on Brook street,

Pawtucket. The company has recently increased its capital

stock from $60,000 to $150,000, according to its statement filed

at the office of the Secretary of State.

* * *

By an act of the Rliode Island General -\ssenibly, the cor-

porate name of the Phillips Insulated Wire Co. has been changed

to Phillips W'ire Co., without any change in capitalization.

Terrencc McCarthy, jiresident of the Narragansett Rubber Co.,

Bristol, was removed to St. Joseph's Hospital, Providence, on

March 13, to undergo medical treatment. He has been ill since

about the first of last December and after a .series of X-Ray
pictures had been taken it was decided to remove him to the

hosiiital He is reported as improving.
* * *

I. Victor Stone, chief chemist of the Revere Rublier Co.'s plant,

Valley- street. Providence, gave an interesting address on the

manufacture of rubber, illustrated by stereopticon views, before

the Brotherhood id" the Ehnwood Christian Church recentU.

The private mark of an automobile tire dealer in this city

enabled the police of Bridgeport, Connecticut, to trace the ownei^

of an automobile which had been stolen here. The car was

found abandoned in Bridgeport, with every mark which might

lead to identification apparently removed. The police in their

efforts to trace ownership took off the tires and discovered a

marking by wdiich a Trenton tire dealer was able to tell to

W'hom he had sold the tires.

* * *

The Court of Errors has rendered an opinion upholding a

decree of Chancellor Backes in which he ruled that Isaac Fine-

berg must pay to Harry Freedman the sum of $12,197 in settling

up a partnership in a rubber reclaiming business in which they

were engaged in this city.

* * *

The Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. has filed with the

Secretary of State, a certificate increasing its capital stock from

$250,000 to $1,000,000. General C. Edward Murray is president.

RUBBER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA MEETINGS.

.\t the meeting of the .Arbitration Committee held in the Asso-

ciation rooms, March IS, W. F. Bass and M. L. Cramer were

elected to serve for one vear ; Horace De Lisser and A. H.

Brown, two years ; W. E. Bruyn and R. B. Wo^idbury, three

years, and W. G. Ryckman, chairman, three years.

The Executive Coirimittee of the Rubber Reclaiiucrs' Division

met on March 29 and prepared a circular on "Standards of

Rubber Scrap Specifications and Packing," to be submitted to

the ineeting of the entire division on April 11.

The Rubber Sundries Manufacturers' Division met March 30

to decide on the "Open Price Exchange" matter.
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The Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By Our Rcguhir Correspondent.

Dl'RJNG last November a prominent waterproofer told me
lie could book orders for 100,000 waterproof garments,

but tbat it would be utterly impossible to turn out tbe

goods as the whole capacity of his factory was required for

government work. Since that time we have had an almost un-

interrupted spell of wintry weather, our coldest time for 35

\ears. It is not surprising, therefore, that the home demand
for w^aterproof goods has slackened off considerably. On one
or two occasions there has been a run on goloshes, which are

by no means superabundant, and it is noticeable that two or

three tirms are now repairing old and leaky ones, a thing one was
told a few years ago could not be done, ft is remarkable how
the official pronouncement to save money by wearing your old

things has been carried into practice, all sorts of commodities

being either utilized in their worn state or made presentable by

some process of renovation. Mention ma5' be made of the use

of old bicycle tires bj- the cobbler for patching boots. This men-
tion of tires leads me to remark that the decrease in the output

of tires for private motor cars, owing to the available hands

being wanted for government work, has now been followed by

severe restrictions on private motoring, so that the lack of tires

will hardly be felt.

RlT.r.ER BUSINESS SL.\CK.

Although raw rubber remains at about pre-war prices in con-

iradistinction to most other coinmodities, the immediate future

r,t the time of writing is full of imcertainty, owing to' prospective

developments in the international situation. As regards the

rubber business generally, there is a decided slackness, owing to

many large government orders having been worked off and

home demand for private consumers bei-ng decidedly small. The
high price of cotton has proved a setback to the staple Lan-

cashire industry, which is in a very imsettled state. It is an-

nounced that the imports of many classes of goods, especially of

the luxury type, are to be strictly curtailed. Whether American

rubber sponges sold at 6rf. each, and Japanese air-cushions at

\s. 6d.. will lie considered as luxuries I do not know, but it is

certain that their classification as such would not be objected to

by home manufacturers, who have watched their advent and sus-

tained popularity with some concern.

EMBARGO LIST ADDITIONS.

The extension of the embargo list of May 10. 1916, affects

among other exports those of goods made wholly or partly

of rubber, gutta percha or balata, which can now be exported

only to British possessions and protectorates, all other des-

tinations being prohibited. This, of course, takes them out

of a previous class, where they were prohibited being exported

to any and all destinations.

ACCELER.\TORS.

Before the Manchester Section of the Society of Chemical

Industry on February 2. S. J. Peachy, of the local school of

technology, read a paper on this subject, dealing mainly with

para-nitrosodiniethyl aniline, patented bj' the author, and now
on the market under the name of accelerine. The facts pre-

sented regarding accelerine were much the same as in the

review of the organic accelerators in the January 1, 1917, issue

of The Indi,\ Rubber World. It was emphasized that the

accelerating effect of aniline is extremely small, though

methyl aniline is decidedly better. In order to produce a

non-blooming rubber with accelerine there can be no saving

of time, the ordinary length of cure, as with sulphur alone

being necessary. Accelerine is sold in bulk with .30 per cent of

water, which must be removed before use. The substance
shows a tendency to cake m\ the back roll of the mixer, and
it is desirable to mix 20 per cent of Kisselgahr with it to over-

come this.

An interesting discussion followed the reading of the paper.

In reply to some remarks by Mr. Terry, the author said that

he had experimented only with low-grade reclaimed rubber
and that, therefore, the statement that accelerine was of no
use with reclaimed rubber might have to be modified in the

case of high-class alkali reclaims. With regard to detection

of accelerine it was usually noticed that tli« acetone extract

l.ad a dark color. Mr, Smith, as one who had used a good
deal of accelerine, commented on the fact that all the samples
shown were in sheet form press-cured, and suggested that

difficulties had arisen from blowing in the case of solid rubber,

steam-cured. On this matter, and also as to whether accel-

-erine was useful in eliminating the effect of the variability in

plantation rubbers, the author said that the present extent
of his experience did not allow him to express a decided
opinion. It was agreed that accelerine had a decided though
faint darkening effect on rubber and that its use was not de-
sirable in the case of very white rubbers.

BAYER ACCELERATORS TO BE MADE IN ENGLAND.
An interesting matter in connection with the use of ac-

celerators came before the patent authorities a little time ago.
This was an application by the North British Rubber Co., Lim-
ited, to manufacture for its own use accelerators patented in this

country by the Bayer Co. This application was opposed by
Alfred Smith & Co, a Manchester firm of rubber chemical
manufacturers, which had obtained the sole agency for the
manufacture and sale under royalty. At a later date an appli-

cation was made by the Hooley Hill Rubber & Chemical Co.,

located a few miles from Manchester, for a license to manu-
facture for its own use and to sell to others the piperidene
accelerators patented by the Bayer Co. These licenses have
been granted. It is noticeable that though either time or
sulphur may be saved by the use of accelerators in practice the
saving in time is always aimed at, despite the phenomenal rise

in the price of sulphur in the last two years. Of course, it may

'

yet turn out that the rapidity of vulcanization is not altogether
to the benefit of the rubber goods as regards lasting capacity.

BUSINESS PRINCIP.\LS REQUIRED TO REGISTER.

The Registration of Business Names Bill having now come
into operation it is imperative for the ABC and X Y Z Rub-
ber companies which may be doing a retail business in towns
to register the names of their principals. Although the act

is essentially a piece of war legislation aimed at alien traders
it may be remembered that the idea is by no means new, as
previous bills have been brought before Parliament by private
members to achieve the same object. These bills, however,
failed to pass into law, owing to non-alien obstruction.

THE LABOR PROBLEM AFTER THE WAR.
The period of demobilization is seen to be one in which

troubles, if not actually chaos, may well be expected if the
matter is not taken in hand by experts removed from official-

dom. It is interesting, therefore, to note that a strong execu-
tive committee has been formed by the I'edcration of Em-
ployers and Employeesto tackle the problem of the reabsorp-
tion into industry of labor released from military duties. On
this committee the name of James Tinto, head of the Irwell

& Eastern Rubber Co., Limited, appears as representative of
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the r'.ihbcr trade. I may mention ' that H. L. Rothband, of

Mandleberg & Co., Manchester, has issued a book explaining

liis scheme for promoting the employment of disabled soldiers

and sailors, .^n objection to what is at present being done

by the labor exchanges is that the latter ask the manufac-

turers what wages they are prepared to pay a man before

they have had an opportunity, by interview, of forming an

estimate of the man's probable worth.

TR.M)E NOTES.

The establishment of the Pirelli General Cable Works,

Limited, at Southampton, has been in operation two years.

It is probably the most modern in equipment of all such

works. Situated on a private pier, with a great electrical

crane and with monorail system, its materials and its finished

product can be quickly received, moved to any portion of

the plant or shipped with facility. Only a third of the avail-

able area is covered with two-story buildings. All the ma-

chinery is propelled by electricity, secured from the city

mains. .A boiler house supplies steam for rubber working,

cable heating and drying, and the lead furnaces are heated

by gas produced on the grounds. Both rubber and paper

insulated wire are manufactured, as well as tape and insulating

material.

This corporation is a joint enterprise of two world-known

concerns, the General Electric Co., Limited, one of the largest

firms of electrical manufacturers in Great Britain, and Pirelli

& Co., of Milan and Spezia, Italy, tlie largest producers of

rubber goods and cables in Italy. Its work is largely on

government orders.

The Parent Tyre Co. has virtually, all its capital of over

£2,000,000 invested in the Dunlop Rubber Co., and it has an

agreement for a royalty of 6 per cent on the Dunlop net profits.

This year the royalty amounts to i24,000, compared with

£23,410 a year ago. The maximum dividends of 5 per cent

and 8 per cent have been paid on the preferred and common

shares, the deferred shares getting 7 per cent.

In a recent High Court trial, judgment was given for the

Alpcrton Rubber Co. in an action to prevent Mr. Manning,

its late manager, from utilizing his formula book for the

benefit of the Beldan Tyre Co., by whom he is now employed.

There were special circumstances in this case, and I am not

criticizing the judgment. The defendant's counsel, howevei,

asked leave to appeal, saying that the decision affected works

managers generally, as they had always considered that they

had a right to utilize formulas acquired by them in the course

of their employment. The leave to appeal was not granted,

though there are many in the trade who would like to have

heard tlie decision of the Appeal Court.

THE SITUATION IN RUSSIA.

531 a Special Correspondent.

THE remarkable overthrow of the monarchy and probable

estal)Iishment of a republic has opened Russian doors to

America and promises to become a milestone in Russian-Ameri-

can trade relations. With one-si.xth of the land area of the globe

and a population of nearly 200,000,000, our country has long pre-

sented one of America's largest possible foreign markets, and

one that has been growing rapidly with a rising civilization and

quickening development. .Although the circle of the Imperial

family had other preferences, the Russian people, if they can

maintain the new government, as now seems likely, will wel-

come American goods for immediate needs, and after the war,

private capital for the development of vast natural resources.

There is every indication that no contracts or debts will be

abrogated as a result of the revolution, as the government's

finances are in excellent condition, and the policy of the people

contemplates a more energetic prosecution of the war.

BANKING FACILITIES.

The lianking machinery of Russia consists of The Imperial

Hank, the Land Banks and the Government Savings Banks, all

operated by the banking department of the government ; the

commercial or joint stock banks, which are private institutions;

municipal banks, and mutual credit societies. The Imperial

Bank is the largest bank in the world, its statement for October,

1916, sliowing total assets $5,150,000,000 at the par value of the

ruble*, and the total gold resources of $1,854,000,000. It is the bank

of issue for the entire empire, and although it may do a com-

mercial banking business, its principal activities are with other

banks, for which it receives deposits, makes loans and redis-

counts bills. The Land Banks are of two classes, known as the

Land Bank of the Nobility and the Land Bank of the Peasants,

the latter having been created to facilitate the distribution of

land to the peasant classes. The government operates a State

Savings Bank with over 10,000 branches scattered through the

Empire, which are the depositories of the savings of the peo-

ple. On October 1, 1914, their total deposits amounted to about

$875,500,000 at the par value of the ruble, but these savings have

increased greatly during the war. On August 14, 1916, they ap-

proximated $1,64S,000,000. While this is attributable in some

measure to .the abnormal prosperity incidental to the war, it is

more directly attributable to the abolition of vodka, which has

encouraged expenditures chiefly for better living facilities, cloth-

mg and food, and greatly increased average savings. The total

increase in approximately two years, at the par value of the

ruble, amounts to $772,500,000, and at the
,
present exchange

value, about $450,000,000.

Joint-stock banks, established in Russia in 1864, numbered 45

with 732 branches in 1913, with a total capital and surplus of

$381,615,000 and with deposits aggregating $1,184,500,000 at the

par value of the ruble. Not only do these banks exercise the

usual functions uf commercial banking, but they participate in

the industrial activities o' the country, financing, and in some
cases owning outright, va.i ns industrial and commercial enter-

prises. .'\lthoiigh not organized under a general banking law,

"^arh has 1 special government charter and operates under the

- nervisio' "1 the banking department of the government. This

t .•ne:".,i'jus banking capital .seems to be fully employed. For

•laiiy years rates have averaged high, as is natural in a partially

aeveloped country. Bank failures involving a loss by depositors

are practically unknown. The business is operated according to

banking principles obtaining throughout the world. The com-
mercial laws of the country are well established and adequately

interpreted by the courts, so that apparently the banking opera-

tions of the country are as stable as those of any other nation.

MOVING THE '•PEOVVODNIK" CO. TO MOSCOW.

The removal of the entire industry of the "Prowodnik" Co.,

the pioneer rubber manufacturing concern in Russia, from

Riga to Moscow is worthy of more than a passing notice. Here
was a practically unpredecented task. An industry with a capital

of 50,000.000 rubles,* possessing a plant covering 3,000,000 square

meters, machinery requiring 20.000 horse-power engines, and

employing 18,000 persons being transferred bodily some 600 or

700 miles, rebuilt and reestablished in the short space of a few

months, is a feat well worth recording.

This great industry was situated at Riga, on the gulf of the

same name, an arm of the Baltic Sea. It was manufacturing

many lines of rubber goods for trade and for the Russian Gov-

ernment. As a measure of precaution the factory was closed,

but its importance to the government was such that the removal

was advised from the coast to the heart of the nation.

It was a stupendous task, but with an energy worthy of the

cause, it was accomplished by the aid of a force of engineers and

workmen. Over 5,000 carloads of machinery and material were

•Ruble equals $0,515.
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transported, new buildings erected, and to-day over 7,000 em-
ployes are at work, turning out goods exclusively for the use of

the government.

PRODUCTS AND VOLUME OF BUSINESS.

The principal products to-day are tires, solid and pneumatic,

for motor cars, trucks, motorcycles, aeroplanes and army field

ambulances. Besides these arc manufactured pontoon bags, life

preservers, protective masks (for use against asphyxiating gases),

balloon fabric, carriage cloth, insulated wire, a variety of accou-

trements for use in the army and navy, and hard rubber articles

for efectrical and medical use.

At the time of the closing down of the Riga establishment the

output of 'pneumatic tires was 1,000 per day, but the principal

business was the production of rubber footwear. In 1914 the

daily production \yas nearly 100.000 pairs, and the total business

of th^ company was upwards of 65,000,000 rubles. Its main out-

let consisted of the 300 stores or branch establishments through-

in;t Russia, though its export trade was widespread and steadily

e.xtending. Indeed, so important was this department of the busi-

ness deemed by the Czar that he conferred on the director gen-

eral of the works the honorary title of "Councillor of Manufac-

tures," and later, because of services to the government, "Coun-

cillor of State."

WELFARE WORK.

In this connection it may be well tQ show how thoroughly this

great corporation is following modern methods in welfare work.

At the time of closing the works at Riga there were in operation,

for the benefit of the employes and maintained by the company,

scliool^. libraries, canteens, parks, hospitals with clinics, free med-

ical aid, lying-in hospitals, nurseries, lecture halls, and a casino.

The company built comfortable dwelling houses for its workers,

establi-.hed free savings banks, insured the lives of all workers

after ten years' service and provided accident insurance and sick

benefits. Not all these have yet been reestablished at the new

wxjrks at Moscow, but plans are being completed for doing so as

soon as the times will allow. Meanwhile, since the commence-

ment of the war. this corporation has maintained a hospital at

Petrcgrad, with 100 beds, for soldiers wounded in the defense of

Russia.

Despite the heavy expenditures engendered by this removal,

the companv paid 10 per cent dividends in 1914 and 1915.

"TREUGOLNIK" PROSPERINn.

The Russian-.\merican India Rubber Co. "Triiugolnik" is in

receipt of numerous testimonials from the different ministries

and departments of the government testifying to the satisfactory

manner in which it is serving the cause in the interest of national

defense. The plant at Petrograd is being worked to its utmost

capacity, and almost exclusively on government work, supplying

all kinds of rubber articles used by the different departments for

war purposes.

It is reported that this company contemplates increasing its

capital. Starting over SO years ago with a capital of 500,000

rubles, this has been increased at various times. Only last year

it was raised 9,000,000 rubles, and this latest report is that the

contemplat..'d increase will bring the capital stock up to 30,000,-

000 rubles, new shares being issued at the rate of 200 rubles for

each 100 ruble (nominal) share. The company manufactures

practically everything in rubber goods, and has been wnndcrfully

profitable to its shareholders.

NEW RAINCOAT FACTORY IN AMSTERDAM.

Despite the scarcity of building supplies, raw materials and

other difficulties incident to the war, a new establishment for

the manufacture of waterproof clothing, to be known as the

HoIIandia Factories, has been erected by Kattenburg & Co.,

Amsterdam, Netherlands. The building is 262 by .58 feet, five

stories high, and about 1,000 persons will be employed, .^side

from raincoats of rubber and waterproof cloth, for men and
women, certain other classes of garments for women will be
manufactured. Operations were recently begun with a large

stock of materials, and the rapid growth of the plantation in-

dustry in the Dutch East Indies gives reasonable assurance that

rubber for the principal product of the firm will not be wanting,

CRUDE RUBBER SWINDLE IN HOLLAND.

.'\ ratlier ingenious scheme of some enterprising rascals has
been discovered by the Amsterdam police. Letters have' been
sent broadcast telling of the existence in Amsterdam of a lot

of crude rubber, not controlled by the Nederlandsche Overzee
Trust, which had been smuggled into the country. The persons
addressed are solicited to take shares in this rubber, and to for-

ward proportionate sums for expenses, commissions, etc. The
fact that some time ago a lot of 150,000 kilograms of crude rub-
ber was smuggled into Holland in shipments of tobacco gave
.some semblance of possibility to this story but this rubber
is now under control of the N. O. T., and under no circum-
stances will it be released. The police have sent out warnings,
l)ut as far as can be learned no arrests have vet been made.

RUBBER COMPANY'S CONTRIBUTION.

A press dispatch from Berlin of March 9, makes the announce-
ment that the first subscription to the sixth German war loan
was made by the Continental Caoutchouc & Gutta Percha Co.,

of Hanover, and amounted to $2,500,000.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN JAPAN.
Bv Our Regular CoircspO)idcnt.

A CCORDIXG to the official statistics, 1916 imports of crude
^*^ rubber into Japan showed an increase of 2,727,Si2 pounds,
and $1,897,209 in value over 1915. This was due to double the
lircvious home demand and a greatly developed export market.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE RUBBER.
19^15. 1916.

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value,r rom

—

British India 1,114.441 $470,329 1,334,337 $743,582
Straits bettlements ; 2,017,176 863,593 4,648.894 2,484 147
Dutch East Indies .

. , 299.774 113,083 174,600 82 609
Great Lntam 352.164 196,865 351.150 240,188
United States 98,430 58,819 92,248 67 415
Other countries 21,565 13,109 30,153 5i064

Totals 3,903.550 $1,715,798 6,631,382 $3,613,005

IMPORTS OF RUBBER MANUFACTURES.
19,15. 1916.

„,.,,, . ,
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

Keclaimed rubber and unvul-
canized rubber 168.060 $26,822 267,596 $42 256

Denial rubber 15,527 29.003 21,570 49,975
Soft:
Rods and cords 55.910 22.941 111,399 47 792
Plates and .sheets 72,641 18,656 81,609 27'390
Tubes 49,004 15.120 140,694 43,662
Belts and beltings for ma-

chines 28,490 10,3*6 45,670 21,170
Threads, strips, - bands,

rings and washers 36.S78 45,660 63,128 86.584
Other soft goods 5,878 4,386 11,058 7,988

Hard:
Lumps, bars or rods, plates
and sheets '. . . 7.777 7,868 12,560 11,776

Other hard goods 1 1 ,,104 2,512 7,361 4,375
Bicycle tires 37,348 40,735 7,779 10,460
Insulated electric \\ire;

(1) Armored with metals:
Submarine telegraphic

or telephonic cables 154,637 647,330
Other armored cables 531.390 53,936 4,494 796

f2) Other:
Flexible cords 40 31 72 32
Other cords 4,693 2,440 26,264 10,723

Rubber boots pairs 4,434 7,270 9,797 21,736
Rubber overshoes pairs 21.500 11.454 31.240 19,307
Woven beltings for machines
and hose .: 173.984 94,984 202,607 144.891

Waterproof tissues 24,740 16,637 15,808 13,212
Elastic webbings, coids and
braids... 26,592 55,074

Insulating tapes 48,118 18,524 37.751 14,008

Totals $610,584 $1,270,494
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In addition to the above imports of riiblier jroods for 1915 and

1916, autoMiolpilcs and parts t including tires) were imported to

the value of $356,743 in 1916 against $82,633 in 1915 and liicycles

and parts (exclusive of tires) to the value of $238,807 in 1916

against $156,501 in 1915.

These, including increased imports of submarine telegrapliic

and telephonic cables, rubber boots, and overshoes, have not

been made in sufficient quantity, nor as well, in Japan. The de-

mands for reclaimed rubber have been gradually increasing. Waste

rubber produced in Japan in 1916 amounted to about 50,000.000

pounds [$175,000). 60 per cent being used for 300,000 pairs of

bicycle pedals IS.50.000], 2.000.000 pairs of "Zori" soles [$120,0001

and 1.000,000 pairs of "Tabi" soles [$150,000), and the remaining

40 per cent for other goods.

KXPORTS OF MANUF.\CTI;RED KLIiliKR GOOD.S.

1915. 1916.

Pollrds. X'alue. Pounds. \'alne.

Insulated -wire 1.930,654 $449,776 2.070.491 $562,816
Rubber tires 2.512,969 1,706,315 2,789.632 2,038.139

Druggists* sundries unknown • 333,985

Totals $2,156,091 $2,934,940

Jinrikishas were also exported to the number of 9,465 [$170,-

7-13] in 1916 against 7,931 [$129,564] in 1915. and bicycles and

parts f exclusive of tires) to the value of $806,815 in 1916 against

$277,.326 in 1915. Moreover, in 1916, there were exported rubber

dolls, balls and balloons to the value of about $500,000 and 1,-

200,000 valves for bicycle and automobile tires to England, United

States and .'Australia. A new line of exports to Singapore con-

sisted of 6,145,796 [$110,247] porcelain latex cups and 1.565,621

[$32,492] glass latex cups.

Japanese manufacturers were hampered by double the normal

price of coal and four or fivefold increases in the prices of

ingredients, but their troubles were lessened by large production

and some firms were able to declare dividends of 10 to 40 per

cent. Makers of druggists' sundries, toys and balloon fabrics

exported their goods to England, British India, Canada and the

United Stales mostly through Japanese traders in Yokohoniu or

Kobe. Rub1)er tire makers consumed about 1,800,000 valvet, 80

per cent of this number of tires being exported. Home demands

increased 30 per cent above the 1915 consumption. Mechanical

rubber goods production was about double that of the preceding

year, consisting for the most part of hose and packing.

Several small companies were organized during 1916 and most

of the well-established firms enlarged their factories to increase

capacity. The Kono Rubber cloth works at Tokio, which was

burned last summer, has been rebuilt during the winter and

The l'"ujikura Electric Wire Co., Limited, also in Tokio, and

one of the largest electric wire works in Japan, which was de-

stroyed by fire in the winter at a loss of about $150,000, will also

probably be relniilt under the new factory law which went into

effect September 1, 1916.

DUNLOr FAR E.\ST CO. REORG.WIZES.

The Dunlop Rubber Co. (Far East), Limited, of Japan,

held a meeting of creditors at the company's offices, Waki-
nohania, Kobe, on February 16. The company was placed in

voluntary liquidation for the purpose of transferring the liusi-

ness to a new corporation to be organized under the laws of

the Empire of Japan. The new corporation, which will have

the title of The Dunlop Gomu Kabushaki Kaisha Corporation,

will take over all the assets and liabilities of the old company
and continue the business under the same management.

J.\P.\NESE POT.ASSIUM CHLOR.\TE INDUSTRY CROWS.

Since the outbreak of the European war the number of firms

manufacturing potassium chlorate in Japan has increased from
one to at least eight, and production has increased from 300 to

over 3.500 tons a year, much of it being exported to China, Rus-

sia and the South Sea Islands. Firms manufacturing this product

must have the permission of tl>e government in order to export it.

BRAZILIAN NOTES.

THE competition of Eastern rubber is one of the gravest ques-

tions which Brazil is to-day called upon to face. The tre-

mendous increase in the production of plantation gum, and it.^

steadily diminishing cost of production places this country in the

position which necessitates a similar decrease in the expense of

gathering and forwarding this country's product. The Para ani
the .\mazonas state governments recognize this necessity, and
arc encouraging agricultural expansion, w'ith the object of pro-

ducing at home the various food materials which are now im-

ported at high cost.

The financial crisis, whicli commenced prior to the European

ontlict. liut which was undoubtedly heightened by that conflict,

appears to have diminished in effect and steadily improved condi-

tions are confidently predicted.

lELKCR.M'Il CO.\IP.\.\V PROSFKKS.

The Amazon Telegraph Co., whose lines extend more than a

thousand miles up the Amazon, has had a successful year, its net

profits showing a gain of £6,886 over that of 1915. The line is

now double the entire distance from Para to Manaos, each being

on a separate route, thus lessening the liability of failure of com-

munication through freshets, w'indfalls. or interference by the

natives. It is now very seldom that both lines are simultaneously

out of commission.

Mr. Keith's position as chairman and managing director has

been filled by the appointment of F. E. Nosworthy, who was in

complete control of the company's .\mazon business, and who
made the survey for the second line in 1907 to 1909 and superin-

tended the completion of that project in the two following years.

He predicts a brilliant outlook for the company's business the

present year, largely based on the prosperity of the rubber and

cocoa production of the .Vmazon basin.

A GROVVIM; BKAZILIA.X Kfl'.nER FACTORY.

.\ well-equipped rubber factory employing 30 workmen and

pioducing a variety of mechanical goods is one of the industries

of Sao Paulo, Brazil. It was founded four years ago, is owned

by Theodoro Putz & Cia., and represents a capital investment

of $35,000.

The factory, located at 179 .Abilio street, is equipped mainly

with British and German machinery consisting of the usual

washers, mixers, calenders, vulcanizers, etc., all driven by electric

power.

The principal manufacture consists of solid tires of several

kinds for auto trucks and heavy vehicles. A large variety of

mechanical goods is manufactured. Car springs, electrical arti-

cles, hose, tubing packings, cylinders for coffee and rice ma-

chines, heels, etc., in fact, almost ever}' kind of rubber goods

except tire casings, inner tubes and fabrics. The crude material

is mainly mangabeira rubber, produced in the State of Sao

Paulo, and Amazon grades, shipped direct from Para.

TRINIDAD RUBBER SHIPMENTS INCREASING.

For the month of Januarj-, 1917, shipments of crude rubber

from Trinidad totaled 1.164 pounds, all of which was sent to

the United Kingdom. During the same month in the years

1912, 1913. 1915 and 1916 no shipments are recorded, and in

January. 1914. only 105 pounds were exported.

RUBBER EOOTWEAR DUTIES IN COLOMBIA.

Duties on merchandise imported into Colombia are levied on

the gross weight (so much per kilo = 2.2 pounds), which in-

cludes paper, cartons, and the case, bo-x or crate in which the

goods are packed. Shoes wdiolly of rubber are dutiable at $1

per kilo ; cotton duck upi)ers, with rubber soles. $1.50 per kilo,

and linen uppers with rubber soles, $1.70 per kilo.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

INSURING THE PURCHASE OF HEALTHY RUBBER SEED.

A PRACTICAL means of ascertaining the proportion of

healthy seed in a large quantity is suggested by C. M.
Hamaker in the "Netherlands-India Rubber News."

Out of a shipment ready for transportation, 100 healthy

and 100 sickly seeds are taken, opened and weighed. The
latter are easily found by their much lighter weight, usually

about 2 grams.

The seed for shipment is then placed in boxes or bags by

means of a measure containing 100 seeds. The number of the

measures thus packed into each box or bag being counted, it is

'an easy matter to ascertain the total.

As the average weight of a healthy seed can be com-
puted, it is simple to determine what proportion of the total

contents is composed of healthy seeds. The difference be-

tween the calculated and the actual weight, divided by the

difference in weight of a healthy and a sickly seed, gives

approximately the number of the latter which must be in

the box.

FIRE LOSS AND RESPONSIBILITY.

.\ vcr\ considerable loss of young ruljber trees is reported on

the United Temiang ( F. M.S.) Rubber Estates, nearly a hundred

acres of four-year-old trees being damaged by a fire which

spread from a neighboring estate owned bj' Japanese. \ judicial

decision has been obtained finding the Japanese owner liable for

the damage done, the amount to be paid liy Iiim being referred

by the Court to an arbitrator.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO PRODUCTION INCREASES.

While the exact figures for 1916 are not yet available, it is

estimated that the rubber production of Britisli North Borneo

increased 1,140,000 pounds over that of the calendar year 1915.

There are now 24 rubber producing companies, a gain of five

over the previous year.

PROGRESS OF HEVEA PLANTING IN BRITISH GUIANA.

-According to the government report for 1915 the planting

of Hcvca in British Guiana is increasing slowly. It is esti-

mated that at the end of that year nearly 5,000 acres had been

planted with Hrvca. The Department of Agriculture sold

23,000 young trees to planters that year.

The report goes on to say that it has been conclusively

proven that this Para rubber tree grows well on suitable

lands in the colony and that tapping is just beginning, as the

majority of the trees in the planted area are young. These

initial tappings of five and six year old trees have shown
that the yields of dry rubber per tree compare very favorably

with those obtained in the Straits Settlements, Malaya and

Ceylon, and that the quality of the product is excellent. Tap-

ping operations will be on a far larger scale hereafter.

The balata industry, which had suffered adversely at the

commencement of the war, had practically quite recovered

by the beginning of April, 1915, and bleeding operations were

pursued as hitherto during the period. The quantity of

balata exported during the year was 1,557,213 pounds. Four-

teen companies and individuals controlled this output.

PERU'S RUBBER EXPORTS.

The Peruvian Government recently published statistics of for-

eign trade for the calendar year 1915, which show that crude

rubber exports from that country during that period amounted

to $2,937,891, compared with $2,169,445 in 1914,

LIMA BEAN AS A COVER CROP IN RUBBER PLANTING.
In Java extensive use is made of the lima bean (Phasrolus

linuitiis) as a cover crop on rubber plantations. This legume,
locally called Kratok, is sown and allowed to run on the ground
between the rows of rubber trees, leaving a clean, cultivated

strip of land in which the trees are growing. The vines are
cut back from time to time so as not to interfere with the tap-

ping and collection of latex, and of course are not allowed to

climb the rubber trees.

In addition to its value as a nitrogen gatherer, the lima bean
is valuable in preventing soil evaporation in the dry season,

and in impeding soil erosion during the wet season. It is also

of exceptional value for smothering weeds. The usual pro-

cedure is to plow and harrow, plant three seeds in each hill,

the hills being from 20 to 40 inches apart, and give one or two
hoeings to clear away weeds until the plants are well establislied.

EUTCH EAST IKDIA PROSPEROUS.

The Dutch East Indies are producing a steadily increasing

quantity of rubber. In 1916 this amounted to about 12 per cent

of the world's total production. Experts declare that rubber will

eventually head the list of agricultural exports from these islands.

Plantation rubber has gained so greatly over forest production

that even if prices drop con.siderably after the war, the planta-

tions can still sell at a profit, whereas work in the South Ameri-

can forests will have to be curtailed.

The chances of competing successfully with the British East

Indies are held to be favorable. The plantations in Ceylon and

the Straits Settlements cover an area twice that of those in the

Dutch East Indies. The climates and soil correspond, and the

average yield per tree imder similar conditions is practically

equal. But labor is cheaper and more easily obtained in the

Dutch East Indies and the taxes and duties are lower than in

Ceylon and' the Malay States. Dutch planters are therefore able

to produce rubl er at a lower cost than their competitors. The
fact that British planters are highly taxed for war expenses

gives the Dutch planters an added advantage.

The prospects for 1917 are very fatisfactory. The United

States was a lar,ge buyer in 1916, the total exports to that coun-

try being 9,500 tons. The figures for 1917 are expected to be

still more favorable. Numerous coinpanies have already sold a

great part of their 1917 crop to United States buyers at very

profitable prices.

FUNTUMIA RUBBER IN THE CAMEROONS.

Rubber luis become an increasingly important product of the

Cameroons. Until just previous to the European war the ex-

ports of this product formed nearly 50 per cent of the total ex-

ports, amounting, in 1913, to a value of $2,804,220. The first

attempts at rubber exploitation were made in the northern part

of the colony, where the Landolphia florida, which was then re-

garded as the greatest rubber-producing plant, was found. About

1901 the vast forests of Southern Cameroon were discovered to

contain great numbers of kick.ria trees, and the natives were

soon set to gathering the "silk rubber" therefrom ; but their

methods were crude, and resulted in the destruction of so many

trees that the movement soon fell off. The rubber crisis of

1912 also caused a decrease in the wild-rublier trade, but at the

same time it gave considerable impetus to the establishment of

rubber plantations.

Realizing that the Piinliimia (Kickxia) Eldstica was indig-

enous to the Cameroons, the German planters commenced to

cultivate it about four of five years ago, and now there are

many plantations containing thousands of trees that will soon
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begin to proiliicc large quantities of first-qiialily plantation

rul;bcr. "The Journal of the Royal Society of Arts," referring

4o the cost and method of production, says the cost of the up-

keep of planted areas is calculated at about 30.?. per acre for the

rst year, 22s. for the second, ISj. for the third, and 10.r. for

Uie fourth. The trees begin to bear during the fifth year, and

it is said that over lyi pounds of dry rubber may be obtained

fronj a si.\-year-old fiiiiluiiiiii tree. The cost of tapping the trees

and shipping the product to Europe should not exceed Is. id. per

pound, and, if properly prepared, it is the belief of that journal

that tile Cameroon plantation rubber will fetch about the same

rice as tlie best Para rubber in European markets. Native labor

- fairly plentiful in the rubber-growing districts and costs, in-

huling board, about il per month. It is likely, therefore, that

rubber will continue to prove the most important product of the

I. ameroons lor manv years.

THE SITUATION IN MALAYA AND JAVA.
By a Sl>t'cial Correspondent.

WILL Singapore become the world's market for rubber? The

question is one which is being considered throughout the

n-.bber-producing sections of the East. The general feeling here

is that the war has not so far affected very severely the pros-

i-rity of the Malay peninsula. On the contrary, in many ways

a has been distinctly favorable. Still, there are some changes

noticeable, .socially and commercially, which create comment and

on which opinions differ. Principal among tliem is the so-called

'.American invasion." Americans are settling here. They are

'ii'.ying land and cultivating rubber. They are here attending

ne auctions, and buying rubber to ship direct to America. The

closing of rubber auctions in Europe has cau.sed this, and with

this has come the question which heads this paragraph.

THE .XMKRILAN IXVASION.

Vet there are many who are inclined to resent the increasing

umlier of Americans, and their persistence and steady progress

m the trade. Some of this is rightly attributable to loyalty to

tlie mother-country, whence most of the capital came to establish

and nurture the plantation industry. Yet there is no doubt that

the presence of these busy, bustling Yankees is distinctly ad-

vantageous to Singapore as a market, and the whole ot Malaysia

as a rubber-producing country.

A CASE OF AMEUICANOPHOBIA.
However, there are persons here who think otherwise. In a

recent number of the "Malay Mail" a correspondent who signs

himself ".\nti-Yank," after expressing a certain amount of grati-

tude lor the .winding-up of the affairs of a "too numerous alien

enemy competition," has quite a little to say about the success

CI the American encroachment upon the rubber tire industry in

the Straits, and further expresses surprise in noting the way in

which goods of American manufacture are being patronized to

the detriment of the British manufacturers "who wore the

originators of the rubber tire industry."

The only apparent reason for this, according to the writer, is

a lack of patriotism on the part of his countrymen.

MOVEV PI.EXTY AND PLANTERS PROSPEROUS.

Notwithstanding the decline in the price of rubber, there seems

;o be about the normal amount of money in circulation, and

retail traders reported a very good Christmas and New Year's

trade, though, since then, general business has shown a tendency

towards conservatism in some quarters. Rubber dealers are

adopting a cautious policy, because of present price conditions.

It is reported that at certain outstations some sizable parcels of

Smoked sheet, which might be considered No. 1 in quality, have

sold as low as $100 a picul (42.6 cents per pounds. Even at this

price, however, it leaves a good margin of profit to the native

producer.
TOO MANY TIGERS.

Planters in the Sepang district are having some difticulty in

maintaining tlieir native labor forces, owing to a repetition of

the assaults by tigers. Some native laborers have been killed,

and tliis has caused desertions from the working forces. The
planters are now demanding that the M. S. V. R. be called to

exterminate these dangerous creatures.

TIUEVERY AND INCREASED LICENSE FEES.

The increasing number of rubber thefts during the past year,

and the dissatisfaction caused by the seeming inability of the

police to prevent this practice, or to detect and punish the offend-

ers, led to a proposed, amendment, by which the fee for licenses

granted to dealers who purchase rubber should be raised from

$25 to $250 and the deposit from $200 to $2,000. This would
have two effects, a lessened number of licensees, or a greatly

enlarged sum available for better police protection, or both. The
dealers protested, claiming that the proposed increase would
interfere greatly with the entire rublier trade, but finally a bill

'

has been rushed through, at a meeting of the Federal Council

at Kuala Lumpur, by which tlie license fee is raised to $100 and

in place of a deposit of $200 in cash, the licensee is required to

enter into a bond with sureties for the due performance of the

obligations imposed.

r.ATAVlAX STOCK TRADE LIST ADVISED.

The Rubber Trade Association of Batavia has sent a circular

to its mcml)ers, suggesting that meetings be held semi-weekly

and that all free rubber on hand be listed so that no time may
be lost, nor orders remain unfilled through difficulty in locating

the required stock. It often happens that when an exporter re-

ceives an order from some foreign customer he frequently has

to scour the entire market. Not infrequently a lot of rubber

v.hich has been offered subject to acceptance of the foreign cus-

tomer has been sold before such acceptance has been forwarded.

Then the exporter may be obliged to spend a considerable amount
of time, and some money, to locate available rubber to fill such

liclated order. The semi-weekly listing of all rubber on hand, its

quality and price, would be beneficial to both buyer and seller,

and the circular mentioned asks for cooperation in the move-

ment for the simplification and consequent improvement in busi-

ness.

PALE CREPE S.\MPLE ST.\NnARDS.

.\11 sales contracts made under the rules of the Rubber Trade

.\ssociation of Batavia, as decided at a general meeting held

last Tune, stipulated that any certain quantity of rubber pur-

chased must be delivered with a minimum of 75 per cent Pale

crepe according to the standard samples of the society. .\ cir-

cular sent out by the society emphasizes that in no single instance

of the established rules a word was spoken of a "color-shade,"

in this connection. The reason why the term "color-shade" was
avoided was because the various conceptions of certain colors

are so divergent. Many disputes have arisen between buyer and

seller, which are not always easily adjusted, because a single

standard Pale crepe sample does not exist, and cannot be pre-

pared.

There are three established standard samples : First quality

crepe numbers 1, 2 and 3; and tliese terms, and no others, are

advised in selling contracts.

INTERPLANTIXG COCONUT GRO\-ES WITH Rl-p.in:R.

.•\ report comes from the Lunas Rubber Estate that owing to

the continued unsatisfactory conditions of its coconut harvest

the management has decided to interplant its coconut area with

rubber. The estimated crop for the next financial year is 175,000

pounds of rubber and 60,000 coconuts.

A NEW DUTCH TRADING CORPORATION.

.\ new company, with the support of. and in conjunction with,

the Netherlands Trading Co.. has been formed under the name
of the Holland-Ceylon Handels Maatschappij with a capital of

200 million, guilders ($80,000,000] and will conduct important

trading operations in the Far East.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N";
1,216.288.

1.216,425.

1,216,457.

:,216,464.

•.216.648.

216,666.

;.216.679.

1,216,732.

:.216.823

:, 216,826.

:.216.85!.

1,216.870.

;. 216,893.

THE UNITED STATES.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

,216,278. Rim for vehicle wheels. R. S. T' • /nor to The
Standard Weldinj; Co.—both ' Ohio.

,216,279. Rim for vehicle wheels. R. S. ; ?nor to Tke
Standard Welding Co.—both of a<:v!;Ur.d. Ohio.

Suction cups for the ends of tock-supjwrter. H. A. Davie,
Chicago, lU.

InSauble toy M. H. Eiseman, Chicago, lU.

Swimming device. M, .Telalian, Cranston, R. I.

Dual-tire grip. W. B. I.aehar, assignor to American Chain Co.

—

both of Bridgeport, Conn.

Era-'er device. J. Auld, Chicago, HI.

Bottle brush. O. H. iJorwh, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Device for pre-.-enting snoring. G. A. Foster, '.i.:':j=;^o, iii.

Fountain pen. J. M. Reed. Brooklyn, K, Y., assignor to Eagle
Pencil Co., New York Cit>'.

Demountable rim. R. McClure, Gilman, Mont.
Pr«?Tra»:- tire. J. A. McTaggart, Philadelphia, Pa.
•• -e. O. Schultz, Kew York Gty,

L' de%"ice for pneumatic tires. J. J, Snigo, Pitts-

Vebicle tire. M, VicrcngeU Brooklyn, X. Y.

VA.r.f. DefjcHable tire. P. W. Anderson and J. T. Ker.r.eliv. Raw-
lins. Wyo.

Ios*«upporter. C. J. Haucen, Kew York City

.l\fj.'-''j'.
- Tire tool. L. H. ifoiiges, Silveiton, Tex.

.237.009. Tire removinz and applying device. G- L. Kavanagfa, itontrcsl
Ouebec, Canada.

•'. 14. Sanitary bandage. E. A. Knieriem, Xew York City; G. P.
Hotaling, exec-jtor of E. KnierieOT. deceased-

;.jir.l24, PunctJare-proof spring-tire. \V. McCall, M- O'Sullivan, and
K. C. ifcCall, San Francisco- Calif.

1,216.285. Regulator for an'-^*-" - aratus. A. "' ''- - assignor to
H. Mueller M-.- Co.—both ' !1I.

1.216.853. Tire valve- M. f -t, We<it 11 i J. Volck-
r--!i!=en. Weeh3vl-:'r. '.o'.h in Nc*' Jer-*:,.

-

ISSUED FEBRU.^RY 27, 1917.

1,217,144. Demountable rim, H. J. Eradt, Royal Oak, Mich.

1.217,167. Galosh. J. V '" t>.. ..._.... jiaugawdca. New Zealamd.

'.,217,232. Tire, N'. ? issignor of one-half to J. N.
Mead. I- .:.

3,217,270. Xon-.>lipping ccnrer ior puiieys. -T. J, Cahill, San Francisco,
Calif.

-.217.277. T C. H. Cohn, Chicago, IlL

:. 217.407. - C. S. Burton, Oak Park, IIL

1,?1* -- V. Guinzburg, a^ignor to X. B J'". •-•--' ^-^-/-.^.r

of .Vew York City.
- ._ '^--.^^ --,.- -,,..,, .«»i,:..i,-c r; n~-

ii:...r. L •
-

•
' - 1,1-1:,^.

1,217,458. Wheel-rim. assignor to Jor-
dan Detr.

-

1,217,486. Wire ttibe tire, k, 3iosJcowiiz. assignor of one-half to J-
Gewirtz—both^f New York City.

1,217,499. " -. - „ .

v-on, Ohio, assignor to The B, F,
ity,

1.2ir,;</j -5. J. H, Brown, West Hobokcn,
-«'. J-, ^«^i£i^<,: u, C i-. Bonner, Cbampaig;n, lil.

1 iir :!-, C^ishion-tire. E, P. Conway. Walerbtjry. Conn.

,2;7,619. '•' • -Ire, A. E. " ' ' • " '

.217,665. P. D. ','
•, De LaskJ and

:-cular Wo-. 7- Trenton, N. J.

.217.754. Inner lire. J H, Gnabe, Lot -Angdes, Calif.

217."f 6 =-^: =-z device or Hie-preserver. F. Gaetthoff, Three R3v-

-
' ''.

-A^ Kinsolviag, Washington, D. C.

1,218,431.

1,218,478.

1,21*!,486.

1,218,568.

1,2:«,396.

1,218,764.

1,218,852.

i 18,865.

I,2!«,882.

1,218,909.

1,218,938.

1,218,945.

1,218,948.

1,218,982.

Pneumatic tire armor embodying outer and inner plies of rub-
ber, and an interposed layer of quills. A. V. McCrimmon,
Beatrice, Nebr.

Rectal applicator. C. T. Sappington, Frederick, Md.
Pneumatic tire. E. .Sterns. .St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Effici-

ency Oil Corporation, Wilmington, DeL
Insulating article r'"i" i-..i "^s-rtly of rubber. W. O. Kenning-

ton,' assignor to ' ric Co.—»joth of Anderson, Ind,

Insulating article artly of rubber, O. F. Conklin.
assignor to Remy t,i';'-t::' ' o.—*oth of Anderson, Ind,

LSSUED MARCH 13, 1917.

ing foreign substances from pipes. I. G.

:r:iii is'.ie balloon. B. R. Gilpin, Tygee

IJ.

Vajicy, J<3ai.o,

Tire retainin^-rin-.-

CI

L
0.'riai,a. XtJyi,

Demo»int3ble rim.

-g, Devine, Tex.
:Sing a circular deftatable
d,

.^ - - ;-;ated float, N. Sinkovicb,

J. K. Hemenway, River Falls, Wis,
^

C. S. Johnson, Glendive, Mont., assignor
C, H, Crockard and one.fourtb to S, H.
,V, D.

Eraser atL^^tjfment for fountain pens. D. R. Markley, Lao-
caster, Pa.

K:''" '.'k and leather substitute. A, L. Clapp, Brain-

:.2;5."3i;, i-

1,219,065. V

1.219,084. E

layer for tires. L, S. OdeJI, Forestville, X, Y.
P, Weber, Xew York City,

irr, K, W, .\febley, Xew York City, a5*igr'.- '-

F. Oberkirch, St, Marys, Pa.

rim. R, W. Ashley ao4 F.

' 'ed tires.

, Jr., Lar
.. . - V, - vrced Cra-.«^

OI.«r^

l.l29Mi. T, Ij. C, Davis, Cambridge, Ohio,

1.219,163, Leatitr i,;-camatic tires, J, B, Salmon, Donedin, X'ew Zea-
land.

1,219,232. Waterproof bag for bathers, J, J, Blicnberg, New York City.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
FATEXT SFECmCATIOSS PUBLIgHZD.

.4,535 0915^.
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14.859 (1915).

14.948 (1915).

102,648.

102,702.

102.716.

102.731.

102,799.

15,001 (1915).

15,080 (1915).

15,195 (1915>.

15,269 (1915).

15,341

15,380 (1915).

15,386 (1915).

15,397 (1915).

15,411 (1915).

15,674 (1915).

ISSUED FEr.RUAUY 14, 1917.

Top boot with waterproof extension. R. C. Margetson,

38 Dover street, Piccadilly.

Bead protector. 11. L. Swain, 237 Dcansgatc, Manchester.

llottle stopper comprising a rubber ring. E. A. Matthias,

6 Stanley street, Liverpool.

Non-sl<id chain. F. Naee, South liroad street, Trenton,

New Jersey, U. S. A.

Inner tube comprising gas inflated sections. P. Harder,

13 Nordre Frihavnsgade, ColK-nliaKin.

Stiffenors for corsets made of wire twisted, woven, or

plaited and covered with rubber and vulcanized, t. Law-

rence, National liank, Melbourne, .\ustralia.

Puncture proof band. A. Haigne, 439A Beaudry street,

Montreal, Canada.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 21, 1917.

Rubber covered pneumatic roller. J. Muskctt, 42 Dela-

mere avenue, Swinton Park Road, Pendleton, -Man-

chester.

Life-saving suits. I._ GUbcrt, 6814 South Ilalsted street,

Chicago, Illinois. U. S. -A.

Rubber or gutta-percha used in making artificial stone.

M. I. Poznanski, Hotel National, Uiiai du Leman,

Geneva.

Leather substitute with rubber layer. .\. L. N'iilsen, 47

Mariendalsvej, Copenhagen.

Tire tool. T. Clark, 20 Krazer street, and T. Watson,

Douglas Road—both in Workington, Cumberland.

ISSUED FEBRl^ARV 28, 1917.

R. Bailev 78 Rose avenue,Rubber heel tread. I.

Akron, Ohio, U. S. .\.

Tire valves and method of attachment to tires. A. E.

Henderson, 503 Kent Building, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada.

Printers- blanket. J. F. Haskins, 159 West 103rd street,

New York City.

Lite-saving garment. J. K. Lomas, Post Office bo-K

559, Smuggler, Col.

Solid tire with rubber band and rubber tread studs. T,

Stewart, "The Knowe," Erngath Ro.id, Bo ness, Lin-

lithgowshire.

172.967.

173,003.

173,024.

173.046.

173,068.

173,085.

173.111.

173.123.

173,184.

173,214.

173,217.

173,229.

173,240.

173,279.

173.361.

173,416.

173,488.

173,491.

173,494.

173,499.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED NOVE.MCER 30, I9l0.

Tire armor. J. W. Hayes, Trenton, Out.

Rubber and fiber sole. T., C. Redfern, Hyde, Chester, England.

Mold for hot water bottles. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co..
'
Limited, Montreal,, Quebec, assignee of E. Stahl and W. Klein

— both of Xaugatuck, Connecticut, U. S. -X.

Tire tool T. M. Barrie, Stockton, and E. F. FuchS, Livermore,

assignee o'f a half interest—both in Cahfornia, U. S. A.

Sectional pneumatic tire. J. Girard, Montreal, Quebec.

Combination raincoat and petticoat. D. Dandurand, Montreal.

Quebec.

Recoil pad for guns. W. R. Jorgenson, Chicago, Illinois. U. S. .\.

Syringe. C. L. Loffler, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U. S. A.

Rubber bottle cleaning brush. The Sanitary Bottle Washing Co.,

Limited assignee of E. Schwarz—both of Chicago, Illinois,

U. S. .\.

Rubber horse-shoe pad. R. Welling, assignee of J. J. McMulleu

—

both of Buffalo, New York, U. S. A.

Metal plug for rubber heels, etc. F. Eerenstein, Chelsea, and

W. Eerenstein, Boston—both in Massachusetts. U. S. A.

Combined tire valve and rubber patch. C. E. Baker, Carmar-

then, Carmarthenshire, Wales.

Tire valve cap. R. .-\. Campbell, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U. S. A.

Medicine dropper. F. C. La Grange, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

U. S. A.

Teat cup. The Empire Cream Separator Co., assignee of A. C.

Macartney—both of Bloomfield, New Jersey, U. S. .\.

Suction cup massage instrument. J. W. Bond, Providence.

Rhode Island, U. S. .\.

Belt for machinery. W. J. Sadler, Montreal, (Juebec.

Tirq. D. H. Shapiro. Montreal, Quebec.

Fabric glove with rubber impregnated palm and fingers. T. P.

St. John, New Haven, Connecticut, U. .S. .\.

Tubular fabric for tires, hose, etc. L. .\. Subers. Cleveland,

Ohio, U. S. A.

481.796 (May 19, 1916).
Anderson

Cellular tires for automobile wheels. J. C.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC
P.\TENTS ISSUED (With Dates of .Application).

481,850 (.-Kugust 21, 1915). Perfection in pneumatic automobile tire auto-

matic air discharge. A. Broussois.

481,393 (.\pril 4, 1916). Elastic wheels. A. J. Anderson.

481,585 (.\pril 25, 1916). Elastic wheel. J. E. Strietelmeier.

481,616 (.April 28, 1916). Improvements in pneumatic tires. E. H. Rer-

rick.

481,673 (May 6, 1916. Elastic cushion saddle for bicycles, motorcycles,
and other similar vehicles. E. Mariani and S. Radaelle.

481,680 (May 8, 1916). Hot water bottle with protecting cover; other
analogous articles of -rubber and the process of their manu-
facture. E. Rowe.

NEW ZEALAND.
ISSUED JANUARY 18, 1917.

Milking machine teat cup. The Wolseley Sheep Shearing Machine
Co.. Limited, Siclney Work.>, .\Ima street, Aston, Birniinghani,

"*'
ISSUED FEBRUARY 8, 1917.

37,051. Rubber sole and heel pad. W.
Old street, London, England.

38,280. Pneumatic tires. J. C. Barker,
I^ngland.

W. Phillips, 142, 144, and 146

14.20 St. Mary Axe, London,'

50,389.

50.352.

50,360.

50.361

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

14 years. Patented February 27,Jar-ring. 'IV-rni 14 years. Patented February 27, 1917. C.

Joslin, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Mechanical Rubber
Passaic, N. J.

W.
Co.,

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
THE UNITED STATES.

.Xutoniobile tire. Term 14 years. Patented February 20, 1917.

K. 11. Keaton, San Francisco, Calif.

.Xutomobile tire. Term 314 vears. Patented February 20, 1917.

C. B. Reynolds, Sawtelle, Calif.

.\utomobile lire. .Term 14 vears. Patented February 20. 1917.

W. A. Robbins, Glen Ridge, N. J.

30,352 50,360 50,361 50,380

Patented February

50,431

1917. W. D.50,3S0. Tire-tread. Term 14 years.
Frcese. .-\kron, Ohio

50.431. Tire-tread. Term 14 years. Paten\ed March 6, 1917. D. Spcncc,
assignor to The Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co.—Ijoth of Norwalk,
Conn.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
4.156. Tire tread— a trtad which is provided with ribs of herring bone

form flattened at their central portions, at each side of the
median plane being an oval-shaped depression formed in each
rib. Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited, Toronto,
Ontario.

4.157. Tire tread—a tread provided w-ith ribs of herring bone form flat-

ened at their central portions, at each side of the median plane
lieing two round-sliaped depressions formed in each rib. Dun-
lop Tire &' Rublier Goods Co.. Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

98.686. Tlie words RiE Nic— rul)ber filler and cement, patching cement,
vulcanizing cement, soldering paste, and auto-patch. Durkee-
Atwood Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

99,839. The word Brigadier—rubber pneumatic tires. Continental Rubber
Works, Erie, Pa.

100.007. The word Roadeeater—rubber tires. The Gordon Tire & Rubber
Co.. Canton, Ohio.

100.096. The representation of a heel, with six circles and the words
Xatio.nal Safety Heel thereon—rubber heels. Hanover Rub-
ber Co., Hanover, Mass.

100.150. A circular design—elastic vehicle tires. The .-\merican Rubber &
Tire Co., -Xkron, Ohio.

100.323. The word Siiebico—rubber tire=. Southern Hardware & Bicycle
Co.. Jacksonville, Fla.

96,844. The words Pic. Skin—machinery packing made partly of rubber
and partly of asbestos. The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing
Co., New York City.

97,227. The words "Tinker" Delivery System—rubber-stamp outfit and
inking pad combined. M. Tinker, Baltimore, Md.

98.839. The word Phybur—a rubber composition in sheet form. The
Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., New- York City.

100.073. The word Stanwai.—rubber matting. Standard Woven Fabric
Co., Walpole, Mass.

92,753. .\ representation of an oval frgure—rubber bumpers for closet-
seats, rubber stoppers for lavatories,- sinks, and bath, rubber
screw and tack bumpers, and closet-seats. L. R. Lenieh, Union
City, Ind. '
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright 1917.

NEW VOKK.

MARCH has been a comparatively quiet iiiuiith in the crude

rubber market, with trading devoted to routine business

and the supplying of small manufacturers' requirements.

The uncertainty regarding the effect of war with Germany has

produced what appears to be a policy of watchful waiting on

the part of the heavy buying interests. Moreover, trade has

been seriously obstructed by local freight embargoes and the

railroad disturbance that for a time threatened the country has

affected business adversely. While the volume of rubber ar-

rivals has been about normal during the montli, the recent heavy

requisitions of British bottoms together with the fact that our

government has notified certain shipping companies that their

ships may be required, will undoubtedly have an ultimate effect

on future arrivals. The shipping situation it would seem is

beset with difficulties that are apparently growing worse

instead of better.

Generally speaking, the ileniand for crude rubber has been

spasmodic, resulting in minor price fluctuations that show a

decline since March 1 of about 5 cents in plantations and 2 to 4

cents on Para sorts. On March 1. First late.K and Smoked

sheet ribbed, spot were, quoted 87 cents in a strong market,

with July-December at 75 cents. Upriver line, spot was quoted

80 cents. The market softened early in the month and prices

became easier until the middle of the month when a strong

undertone developed, resulting in a slight price advance. The

heavy buying interests, how-ever, failed to support the prevailing

prices and the market became easier later. On March 29

First late.K and -Smoked sheet ribbed, spot were quoted SZyi

to 83 cents and July-December arrivals 73 cents ; Upriver fine

was quoted 77 cents. There appears to be very little spot rub-

ber available, and interest in futures has been confined to

inquiries that were quite active during the last week of the

month. The general market conditions were strong and prices

firm.

r.OX] ION.

l-'.arly ni ihe month there was a marked tendency to buy and

much rubber changed hands despite the fact that spot supplies

were not plentiful. The bullish interest, however, was arrested

by the reports of considerable rubber afloat and prices became

easier. On March 5 First latex and Smoked sheet ribbed, spot

were quoted 77'/2. cents, the market being generally firm until

later in the month when values became easier and prices de-

clined. On March 27 First latex and Smoked sheet ribbed,

spot were quoted 77yz cents. An unusual feature of the month

has been the variation of prices in the three principal world

markets. New York's highest figure was 87 cents, that of

London was 80 cents and Singapore, 74 cents. This abnormal

situation is undoubtedly due to the weak financial position and

shipping difticulties surrounding the Eastern markets.

London imports for January were 6364 tons; Liverpool im-

ports for the same period were 1215 tons. For December Lon-

don imports were 5150 tons and for Liverpool 1771 tons. Reex-

ports for January were as follows: London, 4473 tons; Liverpool

976 tons against London 2421 tons, and Liverpool 368 tons for

December.

si-NC.M'ORi-:.

.M the auctions held March 2, 10, 16 and 22 the average

prices obtained were as follows : First latex crepe, 70.44 cents
;

Smoked sheet, ribbed, 70.23 cents. The total amount sold was
1840 tons.

NEW YORK SPOT QUOTATIONS.

gristly.

I'l.AXTATION PakaS—
rirst-iate.\ crcpc . .

.Amber erepe, liglu

.Anibur crepe, .dark

Hrowii crt-pe, tliick clean

lirown crepe, thin clean, light mottled

.

I*rown crepe, thin clean

Brown crepe, thin s])ecky :

i'.rown crepe, thin barkcy
lirown crepe, rolled

Smoked sheet, ribbetl standard quality.

Smoked sheet, plain standard quality. . .

I'nsmoked sheet, standard quality

Singapore scrap. No. 1

Singapore scrap. No. 2. .

Colombo scrai). No. 1

Colombo scrap, No. 2

Brazilian Pabas—
L'privcr tine

Upriver medium
l-'priver coarse

Knapsack Madeira

Upriver weak tine

Upriver cauclio ball

Islands hnc

Islands medium
I sla nds co,;rse

Islands weak hne

Cameta
1 .ower caucho ball

Peruvian hne ,

Tapajos hne

.\pril I,

1916.

Si'A

83 !S

28%.

.\fricans

.\ccra flake

-Niger -tiake

I-'cuguela, extra seconds,

Benguela, No. 2, 32'/i%

Bengueia, No. 3, 40%..-
C'ongo pr.me. black u])per ....

Congo prime, red upiier

Kio iN iinez ball

kio -\nnez sheets and strings.

Conakry niggers

Massai sheets ai.d strings

Cen rRAL#—

-

lisnieralda sausage

Central scrap >.

Cenlial scrap and strip

t'entral wet :-heet

Guayule

iManicobas—
Ceara scrap

Ceara negro head.s

Manicoba special ,• ' • •

Manicuba extra

-Manicclia regular

Mangabeira thin sheet

Mangabeira thick sheet ......

Balata—
Balata block

Surinam sheet

East Indi.\n—
Assam crepe

.\ssam onjons

I'enang block scrap

Pontianak pressed

Bandjermassin

Gutta percha, red Macassar.

57

5SK
69

39

.March 1.

1917.

Si'A

83

82

80

82
80

'

76

73

69

86 "4

8.=i

84

63

60

64

62

i<0

74

54

88

68

54;-,

c-

38

64

40

49

78

05

60

66

67

51

50

4S

35

50

a
48

37

35

33

38

36

6S

87

17

12

85

Marck 29,
1917.

82

7S'A

78

77

78

77

75

72

65

82

noyi

78/2

63

61

64

62

76J4

71H
52!^

82

65

53

72

66

36

54

38

48

74

74

33

34

41K
39

33/3

65

60

67

64

67

63

SO

49

48

35

50

35

49

3t>

35

32

68

95

/:>

73

35

25

20

225
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AFRICANS.
Pounds.

FnBKi'AKV JS.— r.y the Hoitorcz'a^lA-shoni
\ arious 365,300
March ^.—Ry the Rocliambfau=:}iordca\Jx:

Various 51,000
March '.>. — Hv ilie Cogsjo^Lishon:

Various . 128,000
March 10.

—

V.y the .-^./rifldV^Liverpool.

Rubber Trading Co 6.720
Various 200 6,920
March 16.—Uv ibe Mtircueo=^^ oin]on:

.Mdeiis' Successors, I-td 112,500
I lagcmcyer Trading Co 22,418 13-t,9I8

^IARclI 19.—Uy tbe .V«roiii(i= I-oiuiDu:

Aldens" Successors. Ltd 32,000

UANICOBAS.

Febriarv 28.—Hv the Ho/i)ciii=: Hahia :

Rossback Uros 1 37,200
Various 126,900 264,100

March 12.—By the .9/>cii«r=Rio dc Janeiro:
Various 400
March 12.—Bv tbe ,S>ir?i«' =Bahia:

Various 51,000
March 12.—Ry the Minjs G^rai'i= Babia:

Various 28,100
March 12.— By the Minas Gcraci= Pernambucot

Various 21,500

PLANTATIONS.

Ffbrcarv 24.—Ev llie /:M)v"ir(/tfJi = Penang:
L. Kiltlejohn & Co 472,300
Hood Rubber Co 8,100
Henderson & Korn 171,800

J. T. Tobnstone & Co 316,000
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 124.700

.Aldens' Successors. Ltd 1 1 .200

Rubber Trading Co 17,680

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 7,900
Hagemeyer Trading Co 8.960

Arnold & Zeiss 80,400

Wni. H. Stiles 33.600

Fred Stern & Co 56,400

Robinson & Co 137,500

W. R. Grace & Co 41,000

Edward Maurer & Co 31,900

East .\siatic Co 157.500

Arthur Meyer & Co. 84,700
Mexican Crude Oil & Asphalt

Products Co 23.700

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 14,000

F. B. Ross & Co 1 6.200

Goldman. Sachs & Co 21,600 1,837,140

Febrvarv 24.—By the £iir.viMcJoii= Port Dick-

L. I.'ittlejchn & Cn 27,000
Henderson & Korn 1 3.000

T. T. Tobnstone & Co 27,100
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc... 4,000
Robinson & Co 13.200
Fred Stern & Co 1.400
Ean Asiatic Co 11,700
Arthur Meyer & Co 1,300 98,700

FEBRtiARY 26.—By the Frani'isi'o^^XlwW:

Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 15,100

February 2.?.—Bv the fi"/(iHt/= Liverpool:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 8,900

March 2.—By tbe Rarf/a= Batavia:
_

Hageinever Trading Co 32,955
RublK-r Trading Co 96.320
The B. F. Goodrich Co 106,300
T. T. Tolmstoue & Co 192,900
Raw Products Co 88,496
Mever & Brown 1 39.800
General Rubber Co 419.700
G. .Vmsinck & Co 165.700 '

Robinson & Co 1,200
W. R. Grace & Co 1,700

F.. Naumburg }!: Co 19.400
R. v.. Meltenburg & Co 4.300
Rutger Bleecker 23,300
Eucen Bois?evain & Co., Itic. . . . 5.9O0
Toosten & Tanssen 27,000
N'arions ...'. ,.... 526,400 1,851,371

March 5.—By the r//onia=London:

Aldens' Successors. Ltd 227,000
J. T. Tobnstone & Co 900
Mever S: Brown 99.300
Arnold & Zeiss 115.600
R. F. Downing & Co 1.600

Booth & Co., Inc 116.100

Various 24,300 584,800

March 5.—By the Michigan^honAon:

The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 578,400
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 91.300
1.. l.iitleiohn & Co .

.

211,900
Rublicr Trading Co 44.800
Hagemeyer Trading Co 8,691

W. II. Stiles & Co 32.800

Fred Stern & Co 157.400
Various 27,900 1,153,191

March 7.— Tiy the rannrt»ia=Liverpool:

Various . . 45,300

March > ' ://ir~^T.!verl>nol;

N'nri.,-. 1.600

March 9.—By the jT/i"»iic/io/irt3: London:
Pounds.

Rubber Trading Co 71,680
Hagemeyer Trading Co 22,366
L. I.ittlejohn «; Co 85.100
United Slates Rubber Co 57,200
The floodvear Tire S: Rubbt'r Co. 182, .TOO

Robinson Ji Co 32,400
Winter. Son & Co 42,200 493,246

March 12.—By the Koan Mani = Calcutta:

Alders' Successors, Ltd 44,800
\'arious 204.900 249,700

March 12.—By the Port A'fl^icr= London:
.Mdens" Successors, Ltd 801,500
1.. I.ittlejohn & Co 153,200
United Stales Rubber Co 110.400
Raw Products Co 11.162 1,076,262

March 12.— By the jl/i.Mi.!ji/'/ii = I,ondon :

Raw Products Co 18,062
United States Rubber Co 89,300
L. Littlejobn & Co 121.500
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 39,900
Mever & Brown 34.500
Fred Stern & Co 56.100
Robinson & Co 10,.100

Various 18,700 388,362

March 12.—By the St. 6'ra'(;e= London;
Michelln Tire Co 37,100
Hagemever Trading Co 51,359
Rubber Trading Co 33,600
L. I.ittlejohn & Co 116,500
Raw Products Co 22,279
I'nited States Rubber Co 120.200
I. T. Tobnstone «: Co 141,700
Edward Maurer & Co 77.000
Arnold & Zeiss 143.200
Mever & Brown 92.800
Tohnston & Co 4.500
Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 14.900
Various 215,400 1,070,538

March 19.—By the 5o.voJii(i — I^ondon:

.\Idens' Successors, Ltd 1 92,500

March 19.—By the f(7M»io»na= London:
.\Idens' Successors. Ltd 33,500

BALATA.

February 28.—By tbe .l//in)irn= Ci istobal

:

.r. S. Sembrada & Co 2,900

February 28.—By the .4//i<ini-a= Panania:

Piza, Nephews S: Co 400

February 28.—By the .4//i(inca=Colon:

Gontard & Co 4.800
Pottberg, Ebeling & Co 2,900
Franklin Baker & Co 2.900
C. Carboni 3.200 1 3,800

March 1.—Bv tbe Cns(o6n/=CristobaI:

G. Amsinck & Co 900
Gaston, Williams & Wigmore.. 7,300
Mecke S: Co 800 8,000

March 2.— By the Coi r;//o=Cartagera:

G. Amsinck & Co 9,000

March 5.—By the Jl/(j7'acai7'o:=CuracaG:

G. Amsinck & Co 118,910

March 7.—By the Co/o«= Panama:
Fidanque Eros. & Co 15,600

March 9.—By the .l/i7riira= Ciudad Bolivar:

.American Trading Co 13.200

March 9.—By the .1/a(i(ra= Demerara:
.T. P. Watson 1,800
Various 7,300 9,100

March 9.—By the Ma(i(ra= Paramaribo :

G. .\msinck & Co l.SOO
Middleton & Co 9.800
Various I. .TOO 12.900

PONTIANAK.

February 24.—By the Eilr.viitcifon^Penang:

1.. Littlejohn S- Co 328,200
.Askell & Douglas ; 1,500 329,700

March 2.^By the Rt!rfya=Batavia:

F.ugen Boissevain & Co., Inc.... 500
Rowe. White & Co 52,700
Various 35,000 88,200

GTJTTA SIAK,

Pounds.
FE£;iiL.\Ki j.^,— By the /;wry»Mr(/o"= Penang;

I.. Littlejohn & Co 55,000

RTTBBER SCRAP,
February 26.— By tltc 7')T'i:'c.s'= Santiago de

Cuba:
Neuss, Hesslein & Co 3,.SO0

February 27.—By tbe HflT'rtna — Havana:
l.obo. Vglesias & Co 5.20O

March 5.— IJv the ti/'crotirfl^Havana:
Various 400

March 5.—By the Mclford f/aWi:: Manchester:
H. Muehlstein & Co 13,400
T. Mason 4,000
W. H. Webb 23,200
Various 26,400 67,000

Marci[ 6.— By the .Vigre(ia= Havre:
The I.oewcntbal Co 103,200
II. Muehlstein & Co 28,600
Leoiiold lazarus Co 6,400 138,200

March 7.— By the 5"«rfl/oga= Havana:
Yglesias & Co 8,200
Gontard & Co 2,400 10,600

March 7.— By the C(?/o«=Cristobal:
G. Amsinck & Co 200

M^RCH 9.— By the Ma(i(ra=Paramaribo:
Boos & Co 100

March 9.—Bv the Mi"Mc/io/io=:London:
H. Muehlstein & Co 45,700
Various 18,800 64,500

March 12.— Hy the Port Nafier=Loniion:
H. Muehlstein S Co 73,900
\arious 252,600 326,500

March 12.—By tbe St. George= hondon:

IT. Muehlstein & Co 22.800
\arious 12,300 35,100

March 13.—By tbe Metapan^HBvzna:
United States Rubber Export Co 1,400

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

[Figureii 1.^5 potnids ticl to the case.]

PLANTATION.
TO SEATTLE.

March 1.—By the Sado Man)= Yokohama:
Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co.... 3.645
J. T. Tobnstone & Co 1,620
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 10,395
W. R. Grace & Co 2,295 18,955

March 1.—Bv the /.rion= Hongkong:
The Goodyear Tire S: Rubber Co. 32,535
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 75,600
Arnold & Zeiss 1,755
W. R. Grace & Co 8,910 118,800

March 17.—By the I'oio/mma .A/ani= Yokohama:
L. Littlejohn & Co 199,530

TO NEW YORK.
March 1.—Ev the Sado Mo>-M= Yokohama:

L. Littlejohn & Co. and Wm.
Brandt's Sons & Co 23,220

Robinson & Co.. . 1 11.610 34,830
March L—By the /.rion=Hongkong:

L. Littlejohn & Co 434,835
Rubber Trading Co 22,005
United States Rubber Co 270
Henderson & Korn .50,490
Meyer & Brown 11,340
Frank B. Ross & Co 9,315
W. R. Gr.ice & Co 13,365
Robinson & Co 10,125
East Asiatic Co 17,820
Arnold & Zeiss 176,040
W. IL Stiles 164.160
Edward .Maurer & Co 262,035 1,171,800
March 4.—By tbe Canada il/arir= Hongkong:

L. 1 ittlejohn & Co 6,885
Henderson & Korn 78,030
Fred Stern & Co 3,645
Robinson & Co 6,615 95,175

TO AKRON.
March 1.—By the Sado Manf=: Yokohama:

Goodyear Tire Jv Rtdjber Co.... 20.250
.1. T. Johnstone & Co 43,200 63,450
M.^RCH I.—By the /.rioii=Hongkong:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.... 74,250
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 71,820
J. T. Johnstone S: Co 369,225 515,295

March 4.—By the Canada jlfiin( = \'okoham,a:
The B. F. Goodrich Co 585,495
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co.... 9,720 595,215
March 10.—By tbe .4-u'a iT/an<rrYokohama:

Good>car Tire & Rubber Co 5,670
March 17 —By the Fote/iama .T/.7ri(= Yokobama:

(Toodyear Tire & Rubber Co 3,780

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
I'-jRI 1.1 1- t'n IC.MJU

—

T.\N1.'.\R^', ]'->]?.

Tmpokts: Pounds. Value.
Manufacture!^ of ir.di^ rubber $2

Fort of Ci^kveland—January, 1917.

Imports:

India rubber 1,088,852 $578,471
Rubber scrap 174 13

Totals 1,089.026 $578,484
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Pounds. V.\lue.

Port ui Clevel.\nd—Febru.\ry, 1917.

Imports;
India rubber
Rubber scrap

84,965
399

$44,656
27

Totals 85.364 $44,683

Port ot Boston—.T.\nuarv. 1917.

1 M ports ;

India rubjier 146,297

Gutta jelutong (Pontianak) . 498.374

Rubber scrap .^
1 64.684

Manul'actures of india rubber

$57,623
21,693
6,708
778

Totals 809,355 $86,802

Exports:
Ir.dia rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

.\utomobile tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures of

india rubber

48,565
103,252

-1*"ebru.\rv. 1917.

Total

Port of Boston

Imports:

India rubber 31,276

Gutta jelutong (Pontianak)..
'"f'!^°'

Rubber scrap 151,381

Manufactures of india rubber

Totals 365,724

Exports:

Rubber scrap ../......

India rubber boots pans
India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Bcltins. hose, etc

All other manufactures of

india rubber

$101
60

1

9

$173

$15
8
4
1

,002

,453
729
,172

,963

,319

,970
,958

,768

,556

$31,25;

20,837
31,285,
123,659

Total -

District ok Michigan—January, 1

Imports: ^ ,

Rubber scrap ......• 31.615

Manufactures of india rubber

Totals

Exports:

Rubber «crap
India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures
india rubber

31.615

10S.421
6.392

14

$142

91".

$3,

$3,

,188

,593

688
,076
80

158

,876

,659

of

Total

$9,006
15.984

18
5,255

28
1.406

$36,479

District of Michigan—February, 1917.

Imports:

Manufactures
Exports:

India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc.

All other manufactures
india rubber

nf india rubl)er

of

1.205
32

Total
$36

,821

.830
56

,689
25

679

,524

.803

Fort of New YoRK—FEBRrARY, 1917.

I M ports ;

India rubber ^H^oUll
Ealata 223,484

Gutta percha .............
, ,f»'J°=

Gutta ielutong (Pontianak).. l,33b,5,)3

Manufactures of india rubber

$8,293,212
103,307

3,489
57,373
44,579

Totals

Exports:

Balata • .
'35,238

Rubber scrap, imported
Rubber scrap, exported. ..lbs.

Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc

Al! other manufactures of

india rubber

Total

Port of New Ori.kans—January,

Imports;
India rubber 50.008

Port of New Orleans—February,

Imports; - ^-^
India rubber 8d,650

17,051,243
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
llu- l.jil

records.
.»nn h.-l of rulibtr .iirivals at the Port of New York is not coini)lete, due 10 orders from the Treasury Department proliibiting access to

IMPORTS.

Wccl. Ending

—

February 23, 1917

March 2, 1917

India Rubber.
/

Pounds. V^aluc.
$2,959*

5,009,897 2,988,658
4,349*

9,284,818* 5,647,620

Scrap for
Re-manufacture. Balata.

i'ounds. Value.

'3'8,242 $15,843

60.566 '26,361

^ Manufactures of India Rubber.

Pounds. Value.

577,680 $4'l',3i4

S62,i39 40.278

EXPORTS.

Figures Issued from Febru.^bv 24 to March 12, 1917.'

Ueltiug,

Exported Ti- Hose and
North America: Packing.

Bermuda $38
P.ritish Honduras
Canada ^.

Central American Slates

—

Costa Rica 1.217

Guatemala 136

Honduras 249
Nicaragua
Panama 2,882
Salvador 265

ilexico 4.447
Mituielon 12

l^'ewfoundland
West Indies

—

British 107

P.arbados 36

Jamaica 135

Trinidad ind Tobago 88
Other British

Cuba S.-fl^

Danish
Dutch 24

Haiti 60

Santo Dominfeo 273

Total.s, Nor'.h America $15,382

Europe:
Denmark • • •

France ' ' $-,500

Iceland
Italy ;•
Norway ^'^^

Portugal
Russia in Euroi>e
S pai n
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

—

England 1 6,3 1

3

Scotland 8,342

Totals. Europe $28,047

South .Vmerica:
Arcrntina $5,084
Bolivia U373
Brazil 7.-t89

Chile 2,981

Colombia 543

Ecuador 256
Guiana— Briti^h 28

Dutch
French

Peru 2,743
Uruguay 1.456

A'enezuela 1,267

Totals. South America $23,220

.\sia:

China ••
British East Indies $114
British India 673

Straits Settlements
Hong Kong
.lapdu
i^ussia in Asia

Totals, Asia

Oceania:
British

—

.\ustralia and "i

.

New Zealand . .

Philippine Islands
Persia

$787

$5,379
298
342

1.875

Totals, Oce.inia : $7,894

.\frica:
British Africa

—

West
South

French Africa . . . .

Portuguese Africa
Liberia

$204
5.620

2,685
19

Totals, Africa $8,528

Footwear. Tires.

Boots.

$71

$71

$996
242

$1,238

$30

2,624
151

$2,805

$228

$1,685

$1,685

"$274

$274

Shoes.

'"$967

134'

""lis

""476
235

8,124

19

600
892

1,477

3

$13,065

$379
11,793

1,226

5,857
2,039

$21,294

$138

1,213
1,016
174

$2,541

$4,416
867

$5,283

Auto.
$15

1,356
744
223

"4,539

2,959
3,682

'"r,44i

554
15

2,397
4,054

'

i'4,978
214
85

323
5,004

$42,683

$10,281
61

2,635
43,680
16,860

54,272

$1,104

$446
11,095

169
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MONTHLY IMPORTATIONS OF RUBBER TO THE UNITED STATES FOR THE LAST SIX YEARS (In Tons).
Plantalioii Ceylon

—

1911
1912.
1913.
1914.
1915.

Jan.
339
866

1.611
2,165
410

1916 6.825
Fine Para— v

1911 896
1912 1,728
J913 1,334
1914 907
1915 1.521
1916.

Coarse Para

—

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

Caticho

—

19U
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

Other Grades

—

1911
1912.
1913
1914
1915
1916

313

459
657
606
492
432
428

52
85

226
188
137
302

642
1,390
1.116
242
776

Feb.
417
976

1.558
2,782
3,865
6,272

701
1,657
1,380
623
638

1,252

469
641
665
341
452
555

241
Hi
250
107
223
411

615
1,373
823
675
254

1.018

March.
616
986

1,978
3,329
5,205
?,287

638
1,304
899

1.282
1,799
1,206

384
756
456
754

1,047
446

120
15

185
625

l.lll
363

1,398
1,786
342
515
506
630

April.
518

1,286
1,783
4,407
7,166
6,625

382
1,240
749
784
418

1.274

326
516
428
432
320
761

183
391
280
858
246
687

. S89
1,864
558
603
780
596

Mav.
688

1,750
1,801
4,105
4,443

June.
489
676

1,700
2,493
6,319

8,421 9,103

498
676
499
862
807
870

413
438
406
599
59.*!

558

259
359
383
744
356
732

S9S
900
635
644
44;
451

1,105
767
665
525
393

1,230

436
537
403
304
340
438

143
306
491
29')

306
555

682
697
428
281
642
690

July.
460
849

1,728
2,204
5.260
5,418

795
701
452
469
624
667

370
375
437
420
488
334

236
130
398
365
463
272

750
645
454
211
671
225

August.
470
923

1,979
2,032
5,311

Sept.
614

1,153
2,534
3,989
5.330

5,326 6,150

754
844
566
610
45S
293

421
469
404
182
203
7?

193
213
231
185
449
281

.S43

921
371
215
597
290

925
866
757
963

1,243
1,465

432
427
Mi
364
430
465

91
183
258
337
275
221

1,!76
1,019
328
415
633
57-1

Oct.
697

1,568
2,214
3,360
6,665
6,948

1,498
1,056
877

1,146
781
448

42L
• 356
270
362
421
84

115
213
140
148
227
20

1.238
803
397
336
585
343

Nov.
551

1,735
2,373
2,327
3,750
7,341

1,376
1,105
1,120
1,100
1,372
1,853

499
469
468
418
725
649

104
221
223
188
329
276

608
645
292
366
451
683

Dec.
697
,235
708
133
,361
571

250
,241

774
836

1,604
,227

444
415
413
485
562
553

327
87
169
219
323

1,079

988
532
581
731
594

Total.
6,556

15,003
23,967
35,326
61,085
85,287

10,818
13,185
10.072
10,107
11,658
12,598

5.074
6.056
5.257
5.153
6.018
5,349

1,825
2,776
3.152
4.206
4,341
4,443

10.815
13.031
6,276
5,084
7.068
6.831

HIGHEST AND LOWEST RATES PER POUND IN UNITED STATES CURRENCY.
Jan.First T.atex Crepe

—

1911
1912 118@130

Feb. INtarcIi. April. May. June.

1913,
1914
1915
1916

Upriver Fine-
1911.

103P111
55® 61
59® 64
70@103

112@128
1912 103@112
1913.
1914
1915
1916

Upriver Coarse
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

102(;?110
73m> 77
610 75
77 @ 99

87® 94
90(3 94
76fa 84
44 fn! 47
45® 58
60@ 76

126® 128
96®103
58® 64
57® 63
72@ 90

125(9166
I08(|llO
96® 102
73@ 78
57@ 61
73® 80

93®117
92(5) 94
72(a 78
44® 47
44(21 48
52 (S 60

128(3137
88(3 96
58@ 65
59@ 60
83(8 88

136®167
110(il22
88® 96
73 @ 74
58® 60
74(® 78

108®I1S
94(ffi 99
63® 72
43® 46
45(31 47
56® 59

120@132
76(3 88
64® 72
59® 60
74@ 82

115®141
110(a>118
77 (g 88
73@ 74
57(3 60
72® 74

85@105
92@ 96
52(3 66
43® 47
46(3 48
55@ 57

116@12I
78@ 84
57@ 65
59® 61
61 @ 74

95@129
108@111
82(g 91
69(3 74
59® 61

67@ 72

79® 93
87 @ 92
55® 61
41® 46
45(3 46
50@ 54

TOTAl, EXPORTS
FROM PARA.

Para Weights-
1911 35,936
1912 43,467
1913 39.223
1914 37,215
1915 37,703
1916 39,200

{ConipiU'd hy M''yt^>-

TOTAL I.MPORTS INTO THF. UNITED STATES,

fin Tons).

Para Grades.

Rubber.
15.892
19.241
15,329
15.260
17.676
17,947

Brown,

Caucho.
1,825
2,776
3,152
4,206
4.341
4.443

.\'cw Yorh.)

Plant.
Ceylon.
6,556

15,003
23,967
35.326
61.085
85.287

Other
Grades.
10,815
13.031
6,276
5.084
7.068
6.831

Guayule.
8,091
6,105
2,756
850

2,654
435

1I6®121
70(3 77
54® 57
60® 63
56(5-. 62

95(3104
107® 112
86 (Si 89
68(3 69
61(3 63
62® 68

79® 84
84® 91
54(3 62
38m 42
45® 47
42® 50

Tulv.
112®!23
117(3123
66(3 70
54@ 57
62® 63
52(H, 57

99® 116
112® 1 19
83® 92
68(3 73
59® 63
65 @ 68

81 @ 96
85® 91
50® 56
38(3 42
44® 47
41(3 42

Aug.
129® 135
117@120
66® 70
60(3105
59® 61

53(3 56

109®116
116®121
83(3. 93
75@1I5
56® 59
65® 68

94® 98
89® 96
50® 53
43® 89
42® 44
39@ 40

Sept.
125W13S
109(3120
52(3 64
52® 56
57® 58
54(3 60

111®119
111®. 121
77 (n. 88
64 ®i 7S
55® 57
69® 74

95® 98
87® 95
48® 52
43® 55
41(3. 43
41® 44

Oct.
112®123
100@108
50® 52
54(3 62
61® 63
56(3 60

100®111
103@111
72® 78
64(3 66
55® 57
71@ 80

88® 95
80(3 86
46® 49
43(3 47
42(3 45
42(3 46

Nov.
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EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.

(From liiimary 1 to December 31, 1915 anil 1916. Compiled by the

Ceylon Ch,nniber of Commerce.)

™£'^'"«"<'- V :•;'•""":'! ^i&l 'f!^^l
!(,„,:, .".'.":....'. '. .132,200 293,674

Victoria
.'

.' 908,697 571,236

New South Wr,lcs 56,000 225,799

bni\ed sUs 18'607.691 27,249,589

Canada and Newfoundland ^^ht^A ^-l

,

India 1-530 1,/41

Straits 119,933 43,680

japa,;
."....".....•.'.

.

.'.

_Jit!!! _i!l:!!°
Totals 46.566.187 54.698.729

The figures for 1915 and 1916 arc for Ceylon rubber cnly.

Total Export from .lanuary I to December 31. 1916 I^ouuds 54.698,729

Total l-Nport from .January I to December .31, 19
ifnglfg

Total Kxport from January I to December 31, 1914 35,318.269

Total Kxport from January 1 to December 31, 1913 25,433,551

Total Export from lanuary 1 to December 31, 1912.

Total Export from "lanuarv 1 to December 31, 1911...

r„t,Tl Export from lanuary 1 to December 31. 1910...

lutal Export from Jar-uary 1 to December 31. J^'W...
lotal Export from January 1 to December 3 . 1908...

l"otal Exiwrt from January 1 to December 31. 1907...

(From January 1 to Febru.iry 5. 1916 and 1917.)

founds
I'nited Kingdom . . . .

1'" ranee
Italv . —
Russia
\'ictoria

New South Wales
Cnited States
Canada and Xewfou-'

Japan

1916.
1,559,410

18,695
22.416

3,290,537

15,001,075
7,154,658
3,586,854
1,492.580
912,125
556.080

1917.
2.740.437
559.020
33,600

Hand.

Totals

1915, 2,612,596 pounds; same

4,891,058

period 1914,

able foi

pounds

44,821
5,600

1,584,802
40.320
2,240

5,010,840

2,510.543.)

Tl4^exporrfi1vis"o'£-'rubbe;rgiven''in -ire' above' table for 1914, include the

h,,Lrt. reexported (These amount to 308,284 pounds from the Straits

Se tlements ana 1 9,3 3 pounds from India.) To arrive at the total quan-

,itv of Cevlon rubber exported fo. that year deduct these imports from

he total expoas. The figures for 1916 and 1917 are for Ceylon rubber only.

EXPORTS OF RAW RUBBER

To-
North .\merica;

United Stales—
New York !'ou,iJs

Akron
Seattle

Canada (Vancouver^

Total :
".-"1

l-lmope:
United Kingdom

—

England-
London
Liverpool

FROM
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

IMPORTS OF CRUEE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

December, 1916.

L'n MANUr.\tTl'RED /'Vf ;

Kubhei and gutta percha,
crui.ie caoutchouc or inrlin

riibbei":

From—
Great Britain
I^'nited Statt's

Other countries

Totals . . .

Rubber, recovered:

From

—

Pounds.

247.538
38J,768
15.862

\'alue

$146,220
224.808

9,174

December, 1916

Pounds \'alue

646.168 $380,202

"ireat Britain
,'nited Stales
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Ten Months EndinR
October, 1916.

,
. ^ ^

Pounds. Lira.

M.\.\l-FACTl-RED

—

India rulilxr and gutta pcrcha
—threads:

To—
France 9.460
Great Britain 9.900
Spain 11.880
.Switzerland 9.460
Argentine 3,740
Utlier countries 3,960

Totals 48.400 440,000

India rubber and gutta pcrcha
—sheets:

Cut sheets 5,060 39,100
Elastic fabric 2.640 5,400
Insulated wire 880 1.200

Hard rubber 44.660 162,400
India rubber and gutta perclia

—tubes

:

Cut sheets 11.220 91,800

Elastic fabric 113.960 310,800

Other forms 105,160 334.600
Ilelting 1.540 4,900

Rubber coated fabrics not
specified pieces 129,360 499,800

Boots and shoes pairs 2 10

Elastic fabrics:

To—
France r,4S0

(Greece 107.360

Spain 13.860

Switzerland 77,440

Esrv-pt 23,540

Argentine 100,980

Brazil 101,640

Chili ..••• 18,480

Cuba 30.580

Other countries 55.660

Totals 537.020 3.661,500

Clothing and articles for travel 3,740 39,100

Articles not specified, from
cut sheets:

To—
r.vc.-it Britain 11,220

Spain 440
Argentine 22,660
Brazil 220
Uruguay 3.300

Other countries 2.420

Totals 40,260 366.000

Fabrics 76,340 312,300

Ten Months Ending
October, 1916.

Pounds. Lira.

Tires and tubes:

To—
France
Great Britain
Switzerland
British India and Ceylon.
Australia
Argentine
Brazil
Other count', ies

January, 1917.

Pounds. £ Sterling.

364,980
1,530,560

67,320
391,380
81,180

869,440
464.640
554.400

Totals 6,323,900 57,490,000

()thci rubber ni;inufactures

:

To—
Alb.'nia 10.340
France 53,460
Great Britain 53.900
Spain 10,780
Switzerland 52.360
Eg>'pt 13,640

Argentine 93,720
Brazil 49,280
Urueuay 23,760
Other countries 40,700

Totals 401.940 1,461,600

Total E.NPorts
^

66.842.910

Tlie nominal value of a lira is $0,193.

UNITED KINGDOM RUBBER
STATISTICS.

IMPORTS.

Unmanl'F.^ctured— January, 1917.

Crude rubber: r ^

From

—

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Dutch East Indies 1,735,800 233,335
French West Africa 31,400 2,037

Gold Coast 1,400 152
Other countries in Africa 1,128,900 121,163
Peru 128.400 13,093

Brazil 2,028.500 291,168
British India 485,400 67,368

Straits settlements' and de-
pendencies, i n cl u di n g
Labuan 3,075,800 424,600

Federated Malay States... 6,562,600 858,877
Ceylon and dependencies. 2,295,800 312,972
(Jther countries 388.700 53.566

Totals 17,862,700 2,378,331

Waste and reclaimed rub-
ber 647,100 15,581

Guttapercha 762,160 95,114
M.\NL FACT URED

—

.'\pparel, waterproofed 865
ilo.its and shoe-, doc. pairs 12,393 24,498
Insulated wire 10,582
Automobile tires and tubes 147,828
Motorcycle tires and tubes 6,260
Cycle tires and tubes 6,428
Tires not specified 407

EXPORTS.

January. 1917.

f s
L'NMANt-'KACTURED— Pouuds. £ Sterling.

Rubber, waste and re-

reclaimed 1,846,300 34,44J

-MaNI'I ACTUKED

—

.Apparel waterproofed:

To—
France . .

.'
10,12+

British South Africa 1,382
British East Indies 1,735

,
Australia 5,097
New Zealand 5,848
Canada 6,636
Other countries 35,414

Total 66,236

Boots and shoes, doz. pairs 8.589 9,834
Insulated wire 50,066
Submarine cables 28,825
Automobile tires and tubes 51,023
Motorcycle tires and tubes 11,552
Cycle tires and tubes 32,907
Tires not specified 1 1,681
Manufactures not specified 147,632

EXPORTS—FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Unmanufactured— January, 1917.

Crude rubber : . ^
.^

To— Pounds. £ Sterling.
Russia 323,800 41,203
France 2,877,400 406.898
United Stales of .\merica. 7.972,800 1.065,405
Other countries 1.647.000 219,791

Totals 12,821,000 1,733,298
Waste and reclaimed 223,900 8,056
Guttapercha 25,872 2,315

Manufactured—
Apparel, waterproofed 103
Roots and shoes. do=. pairs 2,217 2.636
Insulated wire 22,782
Automobile tires and tubes 81,855
Motorcycle tires and tubes 2,955
Cycle tires and tubes 1,789
Tires not specified 430

The value of £ Sterling is $4.76..

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUBBER STATISTICS.
IMPORTS.

January, 1917.

L'n MANUFACTURED-

—

Crude rubber:
From—

German West Africa....
French West Africa ...
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RE-EXPORTS.
January. 1917.

Unmanuf.\ctured-
London. Liverpool.

PountU. £ Sterling.

Norway
Switzerland t!,700 1,349
Spam 4.500 548
Italy 455,000 61,470
japan
United States 7,019,800 976,720
Victoria 1,300 163
New South Wales 2.500 130
Canada 534,000 75,032

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Totals

Waste and reclaitned riibhei

To—
France .-^

.

Russia
Italy
I'nited States of America.

.10,021.200

77.700

1,396.924

2.S35

Totals 77,700

The value of £ Sterling is $4.76.

2.835

12,600

"4V,966
172.300
89,500

394,400
53.900

163.666

2.186,200

4,500
11,600
78,100
47,5011

141,700

1,540

V.goi
24,535
15,200
35,270
7.150

'

'lV.936

276,159

140
427

2,794
1,680

5,041

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.
Copyri^^ht. 1917.

NEW YORK.

'"THE demand for rubber scrap has been of a rcuitine nature
* for the past month, with buying confined to supplies needed

for immediate requirements. The volume, of business has been

only fair, due to the restrictions placed on trading by the local

embargoes and the congested conditions of the railroads. Dur-

ing the second week of the month the transportation situation

at several important shipping points became easier and supplies

moved quite freely. Considerable material was disposed of, but

the consumers were soon satisfied and withdrew from the mar-

ket. Then later in the month the threatened railroad strike pre-

vented, for a time at least, the purchase of future requirements.

That the rubber mills are well provided with abundant business

is a well known fact, moreover heavy government orders have

been recently booked so tliat the forecast is favorable for the

rubber- scrap market.

Boots and Shoes. The consumers undoubtedly covered their

requirements earlj' in the month at prices around 9^ delivered.

Later the market softened, due to the arrivals of delayed ship-

ments, and prices declined. Dealers were active during the last

week, and sales at 9J^ cents delivered to the mills were reported.

Trimmed and untrimmed arctics have declined 'A cent since our

last report.

Auto Tires. All grades have been dull and uninteresting,

particularly the white G. & G. tires. Sales have been few and

the volume of business small.

Inner Tubes. The lack of interest in this material is easily

explained by the quiet position of the crude rubber market. Very

little movement was noticed and prices firm but unchanged froin

a month ago.

Mechanicals. While there was evidence of usual routine

business from the rubber mills last month the situation has been

quiet and prices unchanged.

London and Liverpool imports of waste and reclaimed rubber

for January, 1917, were 538,400 pounds against 257,500 pounds

for December, 1916. Exports for January were 1,417,800 pounds

against 1,462,100 pounds for December.

new YORK aUOTATIONS FOR CAHLOAD LOTS DELIVERtD,
\I.\l;i H JS. 11117,

Prices subject to change without n»tice.
Per Pound.

Boots and shoes $0.09!.iw
Trimmed arctics ,<I7 ' .. "/

Untrimmed arctics .06!^ @
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear 07^ @ .08

Auto tires, standard white .07^® .07 ;4
standard mixed .06}^ @ .06 Ji
stripped, unguaranteed .04^ @ .05

Auto peelings. No. 1 .10 &
No. 2 OSH& .09

Inner tubes. No. I .26 @ .27

No. 2 12 @ .13

red 12 ® .13

Irony tires .02 -^@
Bicycle tires .04^@
Solid tires .u5^i</i
White scrap, No. 1 .13^ @

No. 2 10 ®
Red scrap. No. I .10 ca>

No. 2 08 @
Mixed blaci< scrap, No. 1 .04i^(a

No. 2 04 @
Rubber car springs .04 Va (a

Horse shoe pads .04^ @
-Matting and packings .01 @
Garden hose .01H@
Air brake hose .05 J^ @
Cotton fire hose .02J^@
Large hose 01 ^ @
Hard rubber scrap. No. 1, bright fracture .26 cot

Battery jars (black compound) .02;/^@
Insulated wire stripping .03J4@
Rubber heels ^ .03 -H i«

.05!S

.06

.14

.01 's

.OlM
05M

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyiiiihl 1917.

NEW YORK.

nPHE American cotton market has been well supported during
• the past month and prices show gradual advances since

our last report. February 26, middling spot cotton was 16.55

cents, and on March 18, it had reached the 18-cent mark. Later

in the month the demand became more active due to various

rumors of a bullish nature that on March 26, sent the price up
to 19.20 cents. The grades of cotton used in the manufacture of

tire fabrics costs about 1 cent a pound more than the regular

sorts.

From the census report it is estimated that the available supply

of American cotton for distribution during the season will approx-

imate 14,000,000 bales, including linters. At the present rate of doT

mestic consumption the season's requirements will be 7,000,000

bales, leaving about 7,000,000 bales for export and carry over. As
a result of the unfavorable position of Sea Island and the uncer-

tainty of the supply of Egyptian, there has been heavy buying of

American peelers as a protective measure against failure of the

regular supply.

Egyptian Cotton. The British embargo on Egyptian cotton

that went into effect early in March, applies to shipments from
Egypt and England to neutral countries in British bottoms.

Should the present stocks fail to carry the mills until January when
the new crop arrives, there rnay be a serious shortage of Egyptian

cotton in this market. London stocks are said to be exhausted.

The situation, in case of war with Germany, would apparently

be relieved by shipments being made in American bottoms. The
acuteness of the market, due wholly to transportation difficulties,

has resulted in higher prices for all grades of Egyptian cotton.

Sea Island Cotton. The southern markets have exhibited

much activity and advancing prices, due to the British embargo
on 'Egyptian cotton. The volume of business has been large, the

equivalent of 65 cents being offered for round lots. There was
evidently little cotton remaining unsold by the end of the month
and prices were unquotable on account of the unsettled market

conditions.

Tire Fabrics. While the general demand was more quiet than

a month ago and fewer buyers were in evidence, there was much
interest exhibited by the consuming trade in the present market.

The doulit that now threatens supplies of Egyptian and Sea
Island cotton has created an active interest in Peelers and combed
peeler fabric is in demand. This is a precautionary measure on
the part of the consuming trade and to just what extent American
cotton fabric may be substituted for Sea Island and Egyptian

remains to be seen. Seventeen, J^-ounce, carded peeler fabric is

>Iuotcd 85 to 90 cents a square yard. The other grades of stand-

ard fabrics have advanced 15 to 20 cents a pound since our last

report.

Ducks, Sheetings, Drill.s, etc. The market for all these fa-

brics- has been very active, being stimulated by government re-

quirements that have taken precedence over all orders. Tlie in-

creased government business that has fallen to the rubber mills
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is shown by tlic many calls for deliveries ahead of contract dat-

ing. A feature of the month was the heavy buying from the Cana-

dian mills, also for government requirements, with delivery as the

principal condition of sale. Spot stocks are very .scarce and the

mills are sold up to the end of the year. Prices have remained

unchanged and very firm.

R.MNCO.\T F.MiRUS. The reported withdrawal of certain rain-

coat cloths cannot be verified. The demand has been steady and

all fall lines are well sold up. Government business is responsible

for heavy buying of certain lines and spot stocks are consequently

low. Prices are steady, with few changes worth recording.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

M.MU'II .'9. l>Mr.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40inch yard $0.35 @
No. 4, 38V5-inch 35 @

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:

A—14-ounce yard 1.38 @
B—14ounce 1.65 @
C—14-ounce 1.92 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:

D—14-ounce yard .55 @ .60

E— llj^-ounce 46 @ .55

F— 14-ounce 60 @ .65

G— 8-ounce 52 @ .55

H— 11-ounce 55 @ .60

I — 9-ounce 46 @ .50

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.

Knitabac Stockinette tb. l.OO @ 1.05

Tire Fabrics;

17J4-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.45 fa 1.55

17i^-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.25 (a 1.35

1714-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.07 @ 1.12

17'^.ounce Peelers, combed .85 (a: .90

1 7 5^ -ounce Peelers, carded 70 @
Sheeting;

40-inch 2.35-yard i yard .15)i@
40-inch 2.50-yard 14Ji@
40-inch 2.70-yard 14 @
40-inch 2.85yard 13 @
40-inch 3.15-yard 12)4@

Osnaburgs:

40-inch 2.25-yard yard .16}i@
40-inch 2.48-yard 15 @
3754-in. 2.42-yard 15'/i@

Mechanical Ducks;
Hose pound .37 (gp .38
Belting 36 @ .37

Carriage Cloth Duck;
38-inch 2-00-yard enameling duck yard .20 @
38-inch 1.74-yard 22'A@
72-inch 16.66-.-iunce 44J^@
72-inch 17.21-ounce 46 @

Drills:
38-1' ch 2,C0-vard yard .19 @
40-inch 2.47-yard 15Ji@ .

52-inch 1.90-yard 20'A@
S3-inch 1.95 yard 20 @
60inch, 1.52-yard 26'A@

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies;

63-in, 2'A to 7Vj ounces yard .38 @ 1.55
36-inch, 2)i to 5 ounces .35 @ .85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inc!i, 2 to 4 ounces yard .35 @ .75
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces .25 @ .50

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, 4?/< to 8 ounces yard .35 @ .65

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

;

36-inch, 3)4 to 5 ounces yard .10 @ .18

Raincoat Clotii (Cotton) :

Bombazine yard .08 (9 .095/J
Twills 12 @ .18
Tweed 25 © .35
Tweed, printed 07K@ .IS
Plaid OS'A0 .10
Repp 24 @ .27

Burlaps;
32— 7'/4-ounce 100 yards 6.75 (3)

40—7 54-ounce 7.50 @
40—8-ounce 7.60 (a

40—10-ounce 8.50 @
40— 10!.4-ounce 8.65 <Si

45—7V^-ounce 8.65 &
45—8-oi:nce 8.75 0)

48—lOounce 11.25 @

EGYPTIAN COTTON CROP MOVEMENT.

1'"K(>M .\UGl-ST 1. 1916. l"l-:inu',\KV 14

To— 1916-17.

Liverpool hales 146,575

Manchester 106,190

Total shipments to Great Britain 252.765

To—
France '. 15,1341
Spain 7,531 1

Italy 20701 1

Switzerland 13,206 f

Russia

(ireece

Total shipments to Continent

22,665

1917.

1915-16.

163,791

95,604

259,395

33,945

1914-15.

124,995

105,391

230,386

25,114

To-
United States

India
Tapan

Total shipments to all parts.

100 )

7,955 i

'f"otaI crop (interior gross weights) .cantars

{Compiled by Davu's. Beriachi & Co.. Liverpool.)

SEA ISLAND CROP MOVEMENT.

From .\ugust 1, 1916. to March 2,

33,907

21,238

65
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comparatively few producers. The supply is hardly keeping up

with the demand, and prices are from 32 to 35 cents.

Carbon Black. The demand against contracts has been active

and stocks are small. Spot prices are nominal and controlled

by second-hand interests. The market has advanced 12 to IS

cents since a month ago.

Iron O.xide. Tlie bright grades are very scarce, and prices

have advanced 2 cents since our last quotations. There is an

active demand for all grades.

Lead Pigments. The strong position of the raw material is re-

flected in the lead pigments. Red oxide, sublimed blue, sublimed

white, basic carbonate, litharge and orange mineral have ad-

vanced in price during the mouth.

Sulphur Flour. The firm position of the crude material and

the aggravated condition of transportation has resulted in an

advance in price. Sulphur flour is now selling for $2.45 per

hundredweight in carload lots.

Vermilion. Both English and Chinese grades are scarce and

high in price, due to the demand and difficulty in obtaining the

raw material. English vermilion is now quoted $1.85 to $2 a

pound.

Zinc O.xide. A new price schedule for French process zinc

oxide in carload lots will take effect April 1, covering contract

sales during the second quarter of this year. The prices are

lower than those of the previous schedule. There is no change

in the American brands of zinc oxide.

NEW YOEK aUOTATIONS.
M.ARCH 26, 1917.

Subject to change without notice.

Accelerene lb $2.62 @
Aceionr (drums) lb. .23 @
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .03^ @ .04}^

cresylic (crude) gal. .75 @ l.oo
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) ib. .25 @ .26
muriatic, 20 degrees tb. .01i4@
nitric, 36 degrees . . j lb. .04H @
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01 ^@

Aldchvde amniniiia Ib. 1.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 21. (X) @25.0O
Ammonium carbonate Ib. .09J^@ .12^
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @

crimson, "Magmetco" Ib. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) tb. .45 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) tb. .27 @ .40
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, "Mephisto" lb. .26 <m

golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent./fr. .28 (31

red sulphuret. States brand lb. .23 @
veiniilion sulphuret lb. .60 @

Asbestine ton 17.00 @20.00
Asbestos ton 20.00 @4O.00
Asphaltum "G" Brilliant lb. .03H@
Barium sulphate, precipitated tb. .OA'A® .05

Barytes, pure white ton 30.50 @ 32.00
off color ton 15.00 @22.00

Basofor , ton SO.OO @
Benzol, 100 per cent gal. .70 @

90 per cent gal. .65 @
BetaNaphthol (f. o. b. New York) tb. .90 @ .95

Brown, sienna, raw powdered Ib. .05 @ .12
umber, raw powdered lb. .04H@ .05

Bone ash lb. .10 @
black lb. .15 @

Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) tb Nominal
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.25 @

Cantella gum lb. .33 Q
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05 @

black (cases) tb. .27 @ .35
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .15 @ .18

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .04'A@
Chalk, precipitated, extra light Ib. .04yi@ .OSH

precipitated, heavy lb. .04 (2)

CThina clay, domestic (powdered) ton 17.50 tsls.OO
imported (powdered) ton 40.00 @

Ckrome, green lb. .15 (a) .20
yellow Ib. .23 (S) .25

Cotton linters lb. .07Ji®
Excellerex 85 @ .90
Fossil flour lb. .03 & .03'A
Gas black (*. 27 @ .35

Gilsonite ton 40.00 (3

Glue, high grade '*. SO (3 .60
medium lb. .22 @ .23
low grade lb. .17 @ .27

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) Ib. .54 !4 @ .55

Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .25 @
powdered (^400 pound bbl.) lb. .08 @
amorphous Ib. .07 @

Green oxide ot chromium (casks) lb. .80 @ .85

Ground glass (fine) lb. .025^ @ .02}^
Hexamethvlene Tetramine Ib. .65 (3 .75

Indian red, reduced grades lb. .04H@ .0714
pure lb. 09 (3 .10

Infusorial earth, powdered ton 65.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 (&.70.00
Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .02^@ .OJH

red, pure, bright lb. .13 @ .15
Ivory, black lb. .18 @ .30
Lampblack /ft. .06 @ .13
Lead, red oxide of /fr. .10->4@ .11

sublimed blue lb, .08M@ .09
sublimed white ik .08W@ .09
white, basic carbonate ^..,./fr. .09 ^i@ .09)i
white, basic sulphate lb. .08J/4@
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. .48 m

Lime, flour lb. .Ol'A@ .02
Litharge lb. .10 @ .1054

English lb. .12'A@ .13
sublimed lb. .10'A@ .10)i

Lithopone, imported lb. .10 @ .10'^
domestic tb, .06J/j@ .06)^
Beckton white (carloads) lb. Nominal

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .11 @ .13
calcined, heavy lb. .65 (3> .70

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .12 @
light lb. .75 (a. .80

Magncsite, calcined, powdered ton 35.00 @ 39.00
Mica, powdered lb, .03^ @ .05
Mineral rubber lb. .01 @ .02

"M. R. X." (on 100.00 @
"Gcnasco" (carloads) ton 37.00 Q
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 @
"Rubrax" ton 32.50 (3

Naphtha, stove gasolene (steel bbls.) gat. .24 @
66@68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .29 @
68@70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .30 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 9

Oil, aniline lb, .32 @ .35
corn, refined (Argo) cwt. 14.01 @
linseed (bbl.) gal. .93 @
palm lb. .l4'/2@
paraflin gal. .17 @
pine (cases) gal. .58 (3
rapeseed, blown gal. 1.15 @ 1.17
rosin, heavy body gat. 6.75 @
tar (cases) gal. .22 @
^nl'.itjle atnline colors, yellow, orange lb. 2.50 @

Orange mineral, domestic tb. .12J^@ .13J4
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 10.89 @
Petrolatum lb. .06}i@
Petroleum grease lb. .04 @
Pine solvent None
Pine tar bbl. 9.25 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .03^^(3 .04

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar lb. .01 ?8'*

Plaster of paris lb. 1.50 @ 1.70
Prussian blue lb. .65 (3 .90
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) lb. .03 @ .04
Kesin, Pontianak, refilled lb. None

granulated Ib, None
fused lb. None

Rosin ( 500 pound bbls.), (3 280 lbs bbl. 5.95 m 8.50
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02J^@ .04
Rubber black lb. .06 (3
Rubber substitute, black lb. .09 (3 .I2J4

white
, lb. .13'A@ .18

brown lb. .13 @ .18 ,

Rubhide 35 (3
Shellac, fine orange Ib. .58 f3
Silex (silica) ton 30.00 @ 50.00
Soapstone, powdered ton 14.00 @20.00
Starch, corn, poufiered ctft. 3.69 @
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .08 @
Sulphhr, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) cwt. 2.45 f3

Bergenport, pure soft brand cwt. 2.20 <^
Talc, American ton 14.00 @18.00

French ton 24.00 @28.00
Toluol, pure gal. 1.75 @ 2.00
TripoHte earth, powdered 1 ton 65.00 @

bolted ton 65.00 @70.00
Turpentine, pure gum spirits..... gal. .46'A@

wood 1 gal. .41 ^@
Venice gal. .11 @ .12

Ultramarine blue lb. .18 @ ,45
Vermilion, brilliant lb. Nominal

Chinese tb, .95 @1.00
English lb. 1.85 @2.00

Wax, beeswax, white Ib. .55 @ .60
ceresin, white Ib. .18 @ .22
carnauba lb. .35 @ ,55
ozokerite, black tb. .55 @ .60

green Ib. .70 @ .75
montan Ib. .32 O .33
paraffin, refined 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .08 @

123/125 m. p. (cases) Ib. .QS'A@
128/130m.j). (cases) Ib. .09^@
133/136 m. p. (cases) tb. .11 (3

crude, white, 117/119 m. p. (bbls.) tb. .0654(? .06J<
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) tb. .07'4@

Whiting, Alba cwt. 1.00 (3 1.25
commercial cwt. l.OO @
gilders ,..cwt. 1.10 @
Paris, white, American cwt. 1.25 @
English cliffstone cwt. 1.50 @

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) ton Nominal
Yellow ochre (Satin) /*. 03 (3

India rubber tb. 1.50 (3

Zinc oxide, American process, horsehead brand
"XX red" f. o. b. factory /ft. .10 @
"special" f . o. b. factory 1ft. . 1 !^ f^

French process, red seal. ... f. o. b. factory tb. .175^@
green seal .. f. o. b. factory lb. .18!^<a .

white seal.. f. o. b. factory Ift. .18H@
tine suDstitutes ton 30.00 (3

Zinc sulphide, pure lb. Nominal
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RUBBER IN NATIONAL DEFENSE.

THE United States has at last been constrained ir-

revocably to take her place in the battle line of

democracy. Freedom of the seas, a principle of vital

import to the rubber industry, is the immediate

cause that rendered the policy of armed neutrality in-

adequate ; but the great decision has a far broader

significance. America realizes at last that the fight

is one in which she must not fail to participate.

In his epochal war message President Wilson made
it plain that this nation has no quarrel with the Ger-

man people ; that it has no territorial, monetary or

other selfish ambitions, but as a great champion of

human liberty, individual rights and the brotherhood

of man, has drawn the sword—to paraphrase the

words of the immortal Lincoln
—

"that the world shall,

under God, have a new birth of freedom, and that gov-

ernment of the people, by the people, for the people

shall not perish from the earth."

Since we must fight in defense of a cause worthy
of our best traditions, indeed the greatest that ever

engaged human endeavor, let the war be prosecuted
with all vigor and thoroughness, that there may
the sooner be a conclusive peace. Our first contribu-
tion to the cause of world freedom will be economic.
America's great wealth and vast mineral, agricultural

and manufacturing resources can be drawn upon im-
mediately, while her navy has already assumed its

share in keeping open the world's shipping lanes.

Meanwhile, great armies must be trained and equip-

ped, and through the more elastic medium of wooden
ships the steel tonnage that has been destroyed must
be hastily replaced.

Most of the larger industrial plants, rubber mills

among the first, have been placed at the command of

the government; organized labor has pledged its

hearty support, and operatives of all sorts have taken
up military training. Such industrial preparedness
is of prime importance and, profiting by the early ex-

perience of our allies, America must not sacrifice her
chemists, engineers, skilled mechanics or other trained

executives and workmen in the industries vital to na-
tional defense. No one can read the summary of the

manifold and indispensable uses of rubber in warfare
on another page and fail to realize that many rubber
experts must be numbered among those exempted
from enhstment. Fortunately this is recognized by
the Council of National Defense, and the policy of se-

lective conscription on the principle of universal li-

ability to service, advocated by the War Department,
is an expression of it.

Let skilled rubber men organize for home guard
duty, but not in their loyalty respond too hastily to

the call for volunteers and forsake the equally import-

ant mission of military equipment to which their ex-

perience better fits them. The government will call

individually for those whose plain duty lies at the

front, while all who remain to supply the enormous
demand for many varied rubber manufactures, with-

out which untold troops would be of no avail, will have
served their country well and taken an honorable
and necessary part in the world's fight for liberty and
enduring peace.

MAKING AMERICAN CITIZENS IN RUBBER FAC-
TORIES.

THE Rubber Association of America is cooperating

with the Immigration Committee of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the U. S. A. to encourage Ameri-

canization of our foreign-born population. The move-
ment is patriotic as well as commercial and deserves

the hearty support of the rubber and allied industries.

A certain result of the war will be an enormous shift-

ing of workmen who must be replaced. Therefore,

to raise the efficiency of each and every one to the ut-

most becomes at once a safeguard in national defense

and industrially a precautionary benefit alike to em-

ployer and employe.
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Happily, rubber manufacturers have long been among
the leaders in welfare work, which has in recent j'ears

expanded tremendously, offering congenial occu])ation

for the spare moments of those who had few advan-

tages in youth. Partly an expression of the desire for

maximum efficiency through advancement of men from

the ranks to responsible positions, it is also in large

measure an embodiment of the American spirit which

welcomes the alien to our shores and encourages him

to enjoy American institutions with us. The feeling

grows that we owe more than a day's wage to those

men and women who have chosen yVmerica as the place

in which to work out their destiny and who have

crossed the ocean to make it their home.

This social obligation is recognized and being met in

the principal factories and many others of lesser im-

portance. Club rooms and even club houses are being

provided with restaurants, rest, reading and music

rooms; auditoriums for lectures, entertainments and

motion pictures ; libraries of rubber and educational

books and magazines
;
game rooms, swimming pools

and sanitary conveniences ; hospitals and free dental

service. Outdoors there is often a field and grand-

stand for baseball, football and other athletic games.

These benefits conserve health, promote a high moral

standard, and, together with periodicals published in

the interests of the employes, broaden acquaintance,

keep all in touch with the news of the plant, and en-

courage firm spirit and team work.

Every man is urged to improve his education, and

aliens are encouraged to become American citizens.

Free evening instruction is provided in several in-

stances, and foremen have instructions to tell aliens

of the free evening classes of the public schools and,

wherever available, of the correspondence courses of

the state university extension service. Both the Y. M.

C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. are active in social, religious

and educational benefits, and the Boy Scout movement

is claiming many of the more youthful operatives.

Every man is made to understand that education means

advancement and that long service is rewarded by an-

nuity. The increase in capital stock of several com-

panies and the reduction in par value to $10 a share

is enabling some of the workmen to invest their sav-

ings profitably, while others are embracing oppor-

tunities afforded them by their employers to buy home

sites and houses on easy, advantageous terms.

The manner in which our foreign cousins are re-

sponding to these influences for betterment is very

gratifying. It is to be expected, however, that en-

thusiasm will sometimes lag in the schoolroom after

eight hours' labor in the factory. This is particularly

true in English language classes, for the alien finds

ours a difficult tongue to learn. Various means of

stimulating renewed interest have been tried, but prob-

ably the most unique and successful is that of devot-

ing several minutes of the class time every day to

singing American patriotic songs to piano accompani-

ment. To see 200 aliens representing 18 nationalities

joining heartily in singing "America" is indeed an in-

spiring sight that augurs well for the future.

AN ASSOCIATION FOR BETTER LEGISLATION.

IN the Associated Industries of Massachusetts the Bay
State has an efficient and much-needed orgatiization.

Its membership comprises most leading manufacturers

of the state, including several rubber, textile, machinery

and footwear firms familiar to readers of this paper, who
are cooperating in bringing the influence of intimate

knowledge and expert experience to bear upon all pro-

posed industrial legislation.

The active work of the association is divided between

the Central Legislative and Technical Advisory Commit-

tees. The former reads the bills, decides upon the desir-

able action, and refers its reconmiendations to the Exec-

utive Committee for approval. It maps out the line of

action at hearings, and assists and directs the work until

the measure is finally disposed of.

The Technical Advisory Committee organizes technical

boards representing every industry and composed of men
well informed about manufacturing operations, whose

duty it is to supply state boards, commissions and legis-

lative committees with facts and expert information as

to the probable workings of proposed rules or codes reg-

ulating factories, to assist in drafting new and perfect-

ing existing codes, and report on their actual workings.

That the scope may be made broader and more liberal,

a Council of Associations is being organized which will

eventually be composed of one representative each, from

the various business organizations, such as the National

Metal Trades Association, the Boot and Shoe Associa-

tion, etc. By such council and concerted action it will

be possible to express very nearly the thought and senti-

ment of the entire business community of the common-

wealth for constructive and defensive purposes.

GUMSHOE MARMALADE IN GERMANY.

THE daily press of late has been favoring us with

several more or less accurate pictures of the food

situation in beleaguered Germany. Some of the state-

ments appeal to reason : others do not. Certain it is that

substitutes of many sorts are in daily use. Nevertheless,

we can hardly credit the recent assertion that wornout

gumshoes treated with nitric acid, to which are added

wood pulp, artificial seeds and a little chemical flavoring,

now pass there as marmalade. We agree with the writer

that this vague recipe suggests neither a savory nor a

toothsome delicacy, hut in Germany military needs ever

take first place and rubber is far too scarce to feed to

the populace. Rubber scrap and fatty waste are as pre-

cious as diamonds and gold nuggets in Germany today,

and it is a safe bet that every available ounce of the

former is reclaimed and utilized in the manufacture of

armv and navy equipment.
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The Indispensability of Rubber In Warfare.

THE c.ill to arms has come. Army and navy are preparing

for action. Men are of little avail without munitions and
equipment, among which rubber in one form or another

has become indispensable. Never until the present international

conflict has this substance played such an important part. Its

manifold applications in modern warfare were described in detail

by many papers in volumes 51 and 52 of The India Rubber
World, but the vital importance of the rubber industry in equip-

ping the army, navy, air service and Red Cross, second only to

arming and feeding the nation's fighting forces, warrants a sum-
mary of its many ramifications at this critical time in American

affairs.

TRANSPORT.

First, we may consider the requirements of an army, prepared

for conflict upon land. To-day is the day of the automobile, the

motor-cycle and the motor truck ; the first two for quick travel

of individuals or small parties from point to point, and the

last to replace mules to draw munition and commissary wagons
and artillery. All these require tires of rubber, a fact in itself

by which is proven the almost absolute indispensability of

rubber in the progress of armies. In this one f.se, the manu-
facture of tires, rubber is to-day almost as important as food

and ammunition, for on rubber tires every other necessity is

borne to the front.

ARMY EQUIPMENT.

Rubberized fabrics are in urgent demand. Waterproof covers

for wagons, guns and gun carriages are needed in great quan-

tities, while ground sheets, tent coverings, ponchos, and even

accoutrements are made of coated fabrics. The manufacturer

of sheeted cloth will find there are many uses in the army for

his product, while new demands must constantly present them-

selves for this class of materials. The soldier must be provided

with haversack, and fastenings for the same, and here rubber

and fabric are taking the place of leather. This latter material,

advancing in cost as it is diminishing in supply, is fast being

replaced by rubber for the soling of boots and shoes, and the

claim is made that the new fiber and rubber soles have ad-

vantages not only of longer wear, but of more flexibility, and a

waterproof quality not possessed by leather. Trench warfare

has made rubber boots necessary to prevent the serious illness

that soldiers contract in these muddy ditches.

THE AIR FLEET.

To-day fighting is done not only on the land, but in the air, on

the water, and even beneath it, and aircraft, warships and sub-

marines all require rubber in so many and varied forms that it

would be but slight exaggeration to say that none of these could

exist without the precious gum.

No substance has been found which can replace rubber in the

manufacture of balloon fabrics. While the double fabric which

forms the bags for dirigibles and "blimps" has not yet been made
absolutely impervious to the passage of gases, no other material

which has otherwise been considered practicable, has approached

it in this particular. The wheels are rubber tired. The aviators

wear rubber clothing, that they ftiay conserve their bodily heat

when in the colder and more rarefied atmosphere of high alti-

tudes, and many of these suits are capable of acting as life pre-

servers, if the aviator falls in the water.

Much rubber is also employed in the making of respirating

apparatus, enabling the airman to breathe while at these great

heights. That new invention, the stabilizer, requires rubber for

insulation, packing and tubing, while every airplane uses tubing

or solid rubber for cushioning the operator's body from shock,

and for protecting exposed parts liable to damage in alighting.

THE NAVY.

The battleship has so many rubber requirements that only a

general mention can be made. It is a habitation for many hun-
dred men, and as such needs all the appointments of a modern
hotel or dwelling, with its plumbing, its electric wiring, etc.; all

the accessories of a machine shop, with its gaskets, its washers,

its tubing ; all the requisites of a fortress, its shock absorbers,

its rubber carpeting; all the fittings of a hospital, of which more
hereafter, and besides these all the essentials of a metal body
floating in water, which must be watertight in all its joints, while

its bulkheads must be packed as strongly as steam boilers to

withstand pressure in emergencies, and, of course, large amounts
of hose are necessary.

THE UNDERSEA FLEET.

Many, indeed, are the rubber requirements of ships that sail

the seas, and even more numerous those of the fleet which sails

below the ocean's surface. There, surrounded on all sides by
water, with pressure increasing with every foot of submersion,

the most exacting necessity is the packing of all joints, the use

of gaskets on all hatches, around the inlets and outlets of the

torpedo tubes, and the joints of the torpedoes themselves. There
are many buffers for the doors, and packings to make them water-

proof. There must be packing around the periscope tubes, and
around the lenses in them, and cushions to protect the observer's

face from jars and bruises when using these necessary tubes.

These submarines are usually propelled by electricity when sub-

merged, and much rubber is used for insulation, to prevent leak-

age and short circuiting. Hundreds of hard-rubber battery jars

must each have its tightly fitted rubber-sealed cover, and its en-

closed rubber separators, while much sponge rubber is used in

the elimination of gas and acid fumes from these batteries. The
crews of some submarines are provided with life-saving suits of

rubber to be used in the event of disability of the vessel to rise

to the surface.

THE RED CROSS.

War consists primarily in the destruction of life, but a merci-

ful adjunct to all branches of service is the hospital, be it in the

field or on shipboard. The readers of this page are acquainted

with the many surgical sundries and appliances used in every

hospital, which are made wholly or partly of hard or soft rubber.

There is no need of their enumeration here. With our forces

in action all such supplies will be needed in great quantities.

MUNITIONS MANUFACTURE.
Rubber also plays an important part in the manufacture of

modern high explosives. The chemicals used in their production

require careful handling, the health, and often the lives of

the operatives depend upon the rubber gloves, aprons and boots

they wear. And if the materials are full of danger, how much
more so the explosives, when manufactured, and here the require-

ments regarding metal-less footwear are compulsory.

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION.

In all these branches of service there are vicissitudes when
resuscitation may be necessary. The airman may lose his breath

because of rarefied atmosphere or swift descent ; the soldier may
be subjected to gas attacks, the sailor to drowning, the submarine
sailor to noxious fumes, and all of them to sudden severe nervous

shock, which may be fatal unless artificial respiration is quickly

available. The many kinds of apparatus for such purposes are all

more or less dependent on rubber for tubing, gas bags and in-

halers. And here might also be mentioned the gas helmets and
oxygen breathing apparatus furnished soldiers likely to be as-

saulted by gas attacks of the enemy.
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This is far from being a complete list of the various forms

in which rubber is required in modern warfare. Few, if any,

industries are more important than our own in the present emer-

gency. That the rubber manufacturers of this country are pre-

pared to fill all these requirements is a source of satisfaction in

this critical period of the nation's history.

THE PRESIDENT'S CALL TO INDUSTRY.

IN that signilicant proclamation to his fellow-countrymen issued

April 15, President Wilson emphasized the vital importance

of industrial America in bringing the war to a successful con-

clusion. In the performance of this great task calling for large

service, great efficiency and much self-sacrifice, the industrial

forces of the country will become, he asserts, "a notable and

honored host engaged in the service of the nation and the world,

the efficient friends and saviors of free men everywhere."

It is in this spirit that the Council of National Defense has

sought the active cooperation of producers of raw materials and

manufacturers in meeting wartime needs promptly, adequately

and well. Agreements have already been made with steel and

copper producers, under which the Government is guaranteed all

of these materials required for war purposes at prices far below

the prevailing market. Negotiations are now in progress witli oil

and other producers, while an agreement with the rubber industry

is foreshadowed in the appointment of a committee of rubber men

to act in conjunction with the Committee on Raw Materials of

the Council of National Defense. The new body, all good men
and practical, consists of A. H. Marks, vice-president of The

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio; Frederic C. Hood, vice-

president and general manager Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,

Massachusetts ; H. Stuart Hotchkiss, vice-president General Rub-

ber Co., New York City. Its announced purpose is to secure a

speedy and adequate supply of rubber at prices which will permit

no excess profits on government orders during this period of

national emergency.

Agreements, such as those already negotiated, to furnish mili-

tary equipment at prices which investigation shows to be reason-

able, will not only insure maximum results from the nation's great

war appropriations, and make purchases possible without compe-

tition, but will render it unnecessary to take over any plants for

government operation. The large output of rubber manufactures

already at Government disposal, indicates that the rubber indus-

try as a whole places the national defense above profit or material

advantage and will welcome any reasonable scheme for govern-

ment cooperation.

PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES IN THE TRADE.

THE Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, in re-

sponse to the appeal of President Wilson for an increased

production of foodstuffs, has turned over to its employes the ex-

tensive acreage surrounding its large plant. The company will

do the ploughing and cultivating and each employe will look after

the crop on his section during the season, and receive the profit

when it is marketed.

Van Cleef Bros., Chicago, manufacturers of rubber cement, are

utilizing a vacant space about their plant to interest their em-

ployes in raising foodstuffs. The company will lend every sup-

port possible and encourage their help, the employes to have all

the crops.

Reports of the commandeering of manufacturing plants by the

Government have appeared in local papers owing to activities of

the five engineering associations in connection with the Naval

Consulting Board, the object being to list the industrial resources

of the country and insure the services of skilled men in manu-
facturing material for the use of the Government. Among the

establishments erroneously reported to be commandeered was the

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, of

which General Manager A. W. Berresford is a member of the

Naval Consulting Board. He states that of the 2,000 employes,

400 shop men and 40 in the testing room engineering and office

forces are enlisted in the Reserve, and may be called upon to do

Government work in this factory, but this will not interfere

with the regular business, and normal shop conditions.

Reports of like nature regarding several Akron, Ohio, concerns

were found on investigation to be of a similar nature, the stories

of commandeering the plants resulting from the taking of in-

ventory and stock by Federal agents. The B. F. (Goodrich

Co. employes to the number of 1,000 have joined this Reserve,

thus pledging themselves to work on Government contracts when

needed. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. reports that it has ar-

ranged for classes in military training, giving all employes an op-

portunity to learn under the auspices of ex-army officers.

C. P. Mader, secretary, Bucyrus Rubber Co., Bucyrus, Ohio,

is captain in the Quartermaster Ofiicers Reserve Corps, and for

several years has been chairman of the military committee of the

Bucyrus Chamber of Commerce. A number of the employes

have signified their intention of entering some branch of military

service.

George E. Hall, vice-president and general manager, and J. W.
Fellows, factory manager, of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber

Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts, are prominently connected with

the Public Safety Committee, and James H. O'Brien, superinten-

dent, has joined the Home Guards. Over 160 employes of the

company intend to enlist and 30 have already done so. A uni-

formed Home Guard is being organized, which will be a unit of

the Cambridge Defense League.

Superintendent E. W. Dunbar, of the Apsley Rubber Co., Hud-
son, Massachusetts, is chairman of the Public Safety Committee

of that town. President L. D. Apsley states that if the Govern-

ment requires any Apsley goods these needs will have first atten-

tion, the regular customer and the profit having only secondary

consideration.

The women in the making room of the Tyer Rubber Co.,

.\ndover, Massachusetts, started contributing weekly to the Red
Cross and every department adopted the idea, and the result is

that a large sum is sent weekly to the society. It has the finan-

cial support and cooperation of the officials of the rubber com-

pany.

The Cupples Co., St. Louis, Missouri, report that several em-

ployes have already enlisted, and that 150 young men are being

instructed in military drill, the time being taken from the com-

pany's working hours.

COTTON GOODS MANUFACTURERS COOPERATING.

The committee on cotton goods industries appointed by the

Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense com-
prises Lincoln Grant, of Wellington, Sears & Co., chairman ; W.
D. Judson, of Parker, Wilder & Co., secretary; Fred. S. Ben-
nett, of the William L. Barrell Co. ; Spencer Turner and John
E. Rousmaniere, of the J. Spencer Turner Co. ; Fuller E. Call-

away, cotton manufacturer, Lagrange, Georgia ; Harry L. Baily,

with Wellington, Sears & Co.., and A. F. Bemis, of the Bemis
Bros. Bag Co., and president of the National Association of

Cotton Manufacturers. This committee has sent a letter to the

cotton mills of the country asking for information about the

kind of goods turned out, number of looms, etc. It is said

that the replies received have not been altogether satisfactory

to the committee. Chairman Grant reports that many of the

mills had expressed their willingness to cooperate, but that the

majority of these were not equipped to turn out the kinds of

goods most needed. It is understood that about 25 mills which

can make these goods have yet to express their willingness to

devote their looms to making goods required by the Govern-

ment.
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Kelp Might Provide a Rubber Plastic.

OFF the coast of southern California, a business new to the

United States, and by no means devoid of interest to the

rubber industry, has sprung up, and since last July

achieved national importance. It is the extraction of potassium

chloride for munition manufacture and the separation of various

other by-products from certain large Algae or seaweeds, par-

ticularly Macrocystis pyriferd, known as kelp.

Those who have followed the interesting developments in the

rubber trade for the past decade will perhaps recall that six

or eight years ago companies were formed both in England and

America for the manufacture of rubber from kelp. Nothing

came of either venture. "The India Rubber Journal" manifested

no faith in the British invention, and as stated in The India

Rubber World, the stock-selling circular issued by the promoters

of the American company indicated so conclusively their ig-

norance of rubber technology that the matter was never taken

seriously by the trade. The sample sent for inspection looked

very much like the compounded sheet and from a physical exami-

nation seemed to be the kelp product mixed with rubber dough.

Kelp, however, abounds in a thick, gluey liquid, known as

algin, which possesses many useful properties. It slightly re-

sembles gelatin, but differs from

it in not coagulating to a jelly nor

being precipitated by tannin ; from

albumin in not coagulating by

heat, and from gum arabic in being precipitated by

mineral and several organic acids. Algin gum is a

leathery, nitrogenous substance, alginic acid, insoluble

in water, alcohol, ether and glycerin, although combin-

ing readily with the lighter alkaline metallic bases to

form substances many of which are soluble. Does this

not suggest the possibility that in kelp there may be a

plastic which the rubber trade can use? Solutions of algin have

14 times the viscidity of starch and 37 times that of gum arabic,

rendering it excellent as a glue. As it combines easily with

rubber, shellac and other gums, it can be made an important in-

gredient of waterproofing compounds for cloth. It can also be

utilized as a thickener and for fixing iron and aluminum mordants

in calico printing, and for emulsifying oils and clarifying wines

and spirits.

With the heavier alkaline metallic bases, algin forms insoluble

compounds as pliable as gutta percha or as tough as horn, in

which latter state it may be turned and polished like ivory or

the ivory nut. In thin, transparent sheets it offers a substitute

for parchment paper, gutta percha. gelatin, celluloid, isinglass or

artificial leather. Like celluloid, too, it may be used for the manu-
facture of buttons, combs, knife handles, etc. Indeed, of the

four small kelp concerns at San Pedro, one at present makes such

articles, while another turns out pails and similar utensils from

the pulp, which is also excellent for the manufacture of paper.

In coast regions the world over, wherever kelp occurs, it has

long been employed as a fertilizer, and until the close of the

eighteenth century, formed the chief source of the supply of

potash in western Europe. Kelp salt, the residual ashes of the

seaweed after separation of the potash, contains sodium sulphate,

carbonate and chloride, together with small quantities of po-

tassium sulphate, and was formerly much used in the manufacture

of glass and soap, but of recent years has been valuable almost

solely as a source of iodine, which is an important constituent.

Some bromine is also obtainable. Thus this industry is but a

reversion with improved methods to a business of bygone days.

Wlien the European war cut the United States off from the

world's supply of potash, the mines near Stassfurt, Prussia,

where carmallite and csenite are found in abundance, American

scientists at once began to develop other sources. These min-
erals contain potassium and magnesium sulphate as well as

magnesium chloride, and among the products obtained from them
are saltpeter (potassium nitrate), the principal ingredient in the

manufacture of gunpowder, and potassium chlorate, used in the

arts as an oxidizing agent and essential to the manufacture of

several high explosives. Both have been in such tremendous

demand as to warrant the expenditure of millions of dollars in

the development of the kelp industry and extensive experimental

work for utilization of the by-products of potash manufacture.

Potash, or potassium carbonate, the so-called vegetable alkali,

plays an important part in vegetable life, existing in all plants

in varying proportions, and in various combinations with both

inorganic and organic acids. When plants are burned, the in-

organic constituents remain behind in the ashes, and it was

by bleaching these ashes that potash was first obtained, the name
being derived from the fact that the solutions from wood
or other vegetable ashes were boiled down or concentrated in

great iron pots.

Were potash the only consideration, this infant -American in-

Kelp H.xrvester Showing Endless Drag Conveyors.

dustry would be but temporary, for in peace times it can be

procured from the German mines more cheaply than in any other

way ; but so many useful by-products are made available through

its manufacture from kelp by chemical extraction rather than

burning that there is good prospect that the business will con-

tinue to be profitable after the war. Another vital factor in the

choice of kelp rather than other potash-yielding plants is espe-

cially favorable. No vast acreage of valuable land must be de-

voted to its culture ; there is no expense of planting, cultivation

or combating insect pests. It grows wild in the sea along rocky

shores and requires only to be cut and carried ashore for refining.

The harvesting and manufacturing are the only costs, and the

supply is seemingly inexhaustible. Being one of those flowerless

plants never having true stamens and pistils, it propagates rapidly

by spores or simple cell division.

Kelp is found all along our Pacific Coast from Cedros Island,

Lower California, to Alaska. The report of the Department of
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Agriculture survey of these kelp beds in 1914 showed that there

are available about 59,300,000 tons of kelp, if it were harvested

semi-annuallj', or equivalent to 2,266,000 tons of potassium chlo-

ride. Our total imports of potash salts are about 1,000,000 tons,

equivalent to 400,000 tons of potassium chloride.

The kelp groves are densest off Point Loma, San Nicholas

Island, and San Clemente Island, due west from San Diego.

The government report gives 16,000,000 tons of kelp on an area

of 91 square miles from Cedros Island to San Diego, and 18,-

000,000 tons on an area of 97 square miles from San Diego to

Point Concepcion. Thus the kelp industry has sprung up about

San Diego, and the $175,000 government kelp plant and

laboratory, under the direction of Dr. J. W. Turrentine, will be

built there or at San Pedro.

There are three principal firms at San Diego working in as

many different ways. The Swift Packing Co. has a $250,000

wharf and plant employing about 75 men, which is merely a

temporary project for the duration of the war. The kelp is

dried in nine large revolving drums by direct heat, then ground

like feed, sacked and shipped for fertilizer. As 90 per cent of

the kelp is water, the fertilizer yield by drying is 10 per cent.

The San Diego Kelp Ash Co. buys and sells the ash of

burned kelp for fertilizer. The kelp is gathered and prepared

by small independent companies or individuals, who sell the

ash to the distributing company as a farmer sells his grain. The
crude improvised implements with which the harvest of the sea

is gathered, dried and burned, render this the most picturesque

aspect of the industry, though of scant significance. Altogether

about 100 of these independent workers prepare about 200 tons

of ash a month, about IJ^ tons of ash being produced from 20

tons of kelp.

Not these two concerns, but the activities of the Hercules

Powder Co. have brought the kelp industry to the attention of

the nation. This firm has expended $2,000,000 on a great plant

to extract potash from kelp for the manufacture of munitions

by means of chemical solutions. It covers 30 acres, includes a

2,300-foot wharf, and employs over 1,100 men in three shifts,

SO of them being expert chemists, engineers and superintendents.

The payroll is said to be $70,000 to $80,000 a month. There are

several buildings, such as a large still house, centrifugal drier

house, huge filter press house, 2,700-horsepower steam plant,

and numerous great storage tanks aggregating 12,000,000 gallons,

including 156 wooden tanks of 50,000 gallons capacity each, used

as digesters of the pulp.

For cutting the kelp and transporting it to the plant, three

curious kelp harvesters, three tugs and nine barges are em-

ployed. Because of their unique character a peculiar interest

attaches to these great sea-going mowing machines for cutting

at a depth of six feet under water this giant seaweed, which often

grows to a length of 100 to 200 feet, or considerably more. Re-

sembling the familiar dredge, they are' twin-screw barges with

great cycle knives that work on a bar like a mower in front of

the vessel. As the barge moves forward the kelp is gathered

up on a screen and conveyed by an endless drag to the pits

of the boat, where it is ground finely and transferred to the

barges to be taken to the plant. A crew of 12 men operates

and lives on each harvester.

The $20,000 harvester of the Swift Packing Co., 38 by 150

feet, differs in that the kelp, after being cut into pieces about

six inches in length, is dropped into six large bins in the hold

until taken to shore by the harvester itself. The mower con-

sists of knives attached to an endless chain, and cuts a swath

of 40 feet. This harvester has a capacity of 50O tons a day,

although on account of unfavorable weather conditions and rough

seas, which reduce the working day to four or five hours, does

not average over 20O tons.

Numerous secret processes effect the change of kelp into

potash, although most of the details are well known. First the

macerated seaweed is allowed to ferment in great wooden tanks

for 10 days. The coarse leaves are then screened off, and the

liquor is pumped into vats, where a chemical solution is added.

It is then boiled to kill the bacteria and run into large sediment

vats to settle. From there the liquid goes through filter presses

and the mud is left on the cloth of the press, while the liquor

filters through. By means of multiple effect evaporators the

water is removed from the liquor without precipitating the salts.

Then by means of evaporation again, in large vertical tanks with

conical bottoms, the salts are precipitated from the liquor into

the chambers below and scraped out with a hoe. The potassium

chloride, which is the starting point for the manufacture of other

potash salts, is separated from the sodium chloride, or common
salt, by crystallizing first at one temperature and then at another.

As the potassium chloride is more soluble in hot than in cold

water, whereas the sodium chloride is about equally soluble, the

potassium salt accumulates in the cool vat and the sodium salt

in the hot one. After several refining processes the chemically

pure potassium chloride is scraped out from the chambers below

the evaporating tanks, when the usual processes of converting

this into other potash salts may be begun.

Besides potash and saltpeter for the manufacture of matches

Pumping Ground Kelp from the H.\rvester into a Barge.

and various explosives, acetone, for the making of smokeless

powder, and also iodine, are taken from the mother liquors,

while the trailings or mud from the filter presses, which retains

a small percentage of potash, is sold for fertilizer. No part of

the three barge loads of kelp that pass through the plant daily

go to waste, for science and inventive genius have found ways
to utilize everything in the composition of kelp, and the experi-

ments now in progress by the government, the Hercules and

other companies, promise to develop still further uses, some of

which may be closely allied with the rubber industry.

When the war is over and munition manufacture languishes,

potash salts will not be in such great demand, and a greater

percentage of the output of the kelp industry will be available

for other uses. Why not a rubber plastic? Meantime nearly all

of the immediate and later products of this new American in-

dustry are employed by rubber manufacturers as coagulants,

solvents, compounding or vulcanizing ingredients with rubber,

gutta percha or their substitutes ; also in waterproofing and in-

sulating mixtures, rubber reclaiming and the manufacture of

artificial leathers. Therefore, a new source tending to insure an

ample supply at moderate prices is of interest in itself, aside

from future possibilities.
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Making Seamless and Transparent Rubber Goods.

THE manufacture of seamless and transparent rubber goods

in the United States has not experienced the unusual

growth that has characterized other branches of the rubber

industry. In the past this has been almost wholly due to the

competition of German manufacturers, who were able to under-

sell the American producer, and thereby control the market.

Now that this depressing competition has been removed, the

'tfaioi;"! If

Fig. 1. M.-^CHiNEs for Making Dipped Goods in Quantities

manufacture of dipped goods will, doubtless, be developed to a

much greater e.xtent than ever before, and when American in-

genuity is applied to this branch of the rubber business there will

be small reason to fear competition from abroad. The demand

for transparent and seamless rubber articles made by the dipping

process has been greatly augmented

during the past few years, and the

production is not equal to the de-

mand.

In this country we are accustomed

to view the art of dipping as an un-

avoidable hand process and, there-

fore, there has been little advance-

ment made in specialized dipping

machines. That Germany has taken

precedence in dipped goods manu-

facture is a well-known fact, due,

without question, to" the labor-saving

machinery of special design used in

making goods of this type. In de-

sign and construction these machines

are built for both large and small

production, and with every pos-

sible operation being automatic-

ally controlled in order to conserve

labor and reduce the cost of manu-

facture.

GERMAN METHODS.

In the manufacture of nipples, according to the German

practice. Upper Congo, Mozambique, Para and Ceylon rubbers

are used. In order to cheapen the article, rubber substitute is

often employed, but the resultant product is dull in finish and

requires varnishing or enameling. Red nipples are made from

Ceylon rubber, colored with sulphurct of antimony, and for black

nipples Para rubber is generally used without coloring matter

of any sort. Ceylon rubber is unsuited to this type of nipple, as

it produces a gray-blue color in the goods.

Benzene of high volatility is recommended, as the lower grades

have a tendency to produce blisters. The solution is made in the

ordinary vertical type of power-driven churn, although recently

the Universal solution churn has come into more general use.

In the preparation of crude rubber for the manufacture of

transparent goods the procedure is radically different from that

of ordinary seamless goods. Para, Ceylon and Ceara mixed with

African rubber of good qirality may be used. Pale Ceylons are

very satisfactory and the Brazilian

sorts . when used alone, produce

slightly opaque goods, but quite

nervy, while with African rubber

they are both softer and clearer. In-

ferior rubbers are not used in the

making of transparent rubber goods.

As heat makes the rubber opaque,

the washing process is precluded and

the rubber is cut in small pieces and

dissolved in benzene in a solution

mixer. The heavy impurities may be

strained out, but the fine particles are

removed by a settling process ; the

time required to produce a perfectly

pure solution depending on the qual-

ity of the gum and the required thick-

ness of the solution. The dipping

forms may be of wood, porcelain or

glass and the frames to which they are attached are all of stand-

ard size to fit the dipping machine carriers.

SCHIRM'S DIPPING MACHINES.
.Seamless goods, such as toy balloons, nipples and gloves, trans-

parent, nipples, finger cots and tubes are all made on the machines

m 7

Fig Machines for Making Dipped Goods with Movable Solution Car.

here described; however, the preparation of the solution, and the

drying and final vulcanization is quite different in the production

of transparent articles. The machines for dipping and drying

nipples and similar articles up to 180 millimeters [7.086

inches] in length are illustrated in Fig. 1 and consist of a battery

of 5 machines. The detailed description that follows applies to

each machine, as they are all alike in construction and operation.

Moreover, the process of dipping and drying is progressively

carried on, the machines being semi-automatic and under the con-

trol of one operator.

The upper cylindrical casing encloses a horizontal shaft on
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which arc mounted four carriers that hold the four dipping

frames. This shaft is revolved at variable speed by gearing lo-

cated at the back of tlie machine, not shown in the illustration,

and is started and stopped by a hand rod shown at the front on

the left side of the casing. Tlie lever in the center of the casing

is used for turning the carrier shaft by hand when loading the

carriers with the mold frames. Glass observation doors are

provided in the upper part of the casing for introducing and re-

moving the mold forms and there is also a glass window in the

lower part, through which the dipping operation may be observed.

Two additional glass-covered slits are located just above the

lower window for observation purposes, and electric lights illum-

inate the interior of the casing.

The lower part of the casing is provided with doors and en-

closes a platform that is raised and lowered by a hydraulic ram.

Two hinged covers are attached to the sides of the casing and

are opened and closed automatically, covering the solution when

not in use, thereby keeping it clean and preventing evaporation.

A car containing the rubber solution is wheeled on the platform

and the door closed. A frame holding- the molds is then placed

in the machine

through the up-

per doors and

attached to the

carrier. The

carrier shaft is

turned by hand,

bringing in po-

sition the sec-

ond carrier to

which the sec-

ond dipping
frame is attach-

ed, and when
all four frames

are in place,

the doors are

closed and the

m a c h in e is

ready for the

actual dipping

operation.

The speed of

the hydra ulic

ram is con-

trolled by a

valve shown on the left of the machine, and when this is operated

the ram slowly lifts the solution car and the hinged covers at the

same time. After the first dipping the car is lowered and the car-

rier shaft turned until the wet molds occupy a vertical position.

After remaining in this position for a short period to prevent the

freshly-dipped molds from running, the carrier shaft is set in mo-
tion and revolved until the forms are surface dried. Then the

second mold frame is dipped, raised to a vertical position and

revolved until surface dried, followed by the third and fourth

frames in a similar manner. When all the molds are sufficiently

dried, the second dipping operation and, in fact, as many suc-

cessive coatings as may be necessary, are commenced and finished

in the above prescribed manner.

During the period in which this solution car is being auto-

matically lowered and the forms revolved, the next machine may
be operated, thus a skilled operator can manipulate several

machines.

The drying is assisted by air heated to the proper temperature

and passed through a dust removing apparatus, the circulation

being regulated by suitable valves and induced by a ventilator.

It is customary to devote certain machines to dipping only, and

the molds, after being dipped, are removed to the machines that

are used exclusively for drying purposes.

I-iG. 3. Dii'i'ixG .xxn Drying Machixes for Luxg .Seatiiles-s Cjoods

MACHINE WITH .MOVABLE SOLUTION CAR.

To avoid making quantities of solution in smaller factories,

where the desired output is not so great as that of the preceding

machines, the apparatus shown in Fig. 2 is used. In this con-

struction only one solution car is used that serves six machines

by traveling on a track, being moved from one machine to the

other by chain gearing. The hydraulic ram for lifting the solu-

tion car is operated by a hand pump and controlled by a valve

shown at the front of the car. These machines possess the same
mechanical features described in the machines shown in Fig. 1,

and are capable of producing rubber articles 180 millimeters

[7.08 inches] long. It is claimed that a skillful operator can

prf)duce 21.600 small and 10,500 large nipples on these six ma-
chines in one day.

MAKING LONG SEAMLESS GOODS.
In the manufacture of long seamless rubber articles, such as

gloves, 350 millimeters [13.7 inches] long and even 450 milli-

meters [17.71 inches] long, the machines illustrated in Fig. 3

are used. The output of 5 machines of this type is claimed to be

3 360 pieces in one day, one man being able to attend to 10 ma-
chine; with a

daily product of

33,600 pieces.

After the dip-

ping process
comes the edg-

ing, or bead
forming opera-

tion, which, in

the majority of

factories, is

done by hand.

The beaded
goods are then

placed in a mod-
erately warm
chamber and

the foil owing

day they are

vulcanized. The
articles are

cured on the

molds in chlo-

ride of sulphur

vapors, but

thicker goods,

such as nijtples, etc., are lirst subjected to the vapor cure

while on the molds, after which they are removed, turned inside

out and cold cured.

.\s previously stated, the process of dipping and drying trans-

parent goods is the same as in other seamless goods, but without

heat, as the drying temperature should not exceed 20 degrees C.

The goods are cold cured in the usual manner and afterwards

dried in a cool, well-ventilated chamber.

THE EXCESS PROFITS DUTY.

Some fear exists among British rubber companies in the East

that the excess profits tax may be increased and this uneasiness

is not without effect on the rubber market. Companies likely

to be taxed have made provision to cover excess liability,

stating that part of it might be considered as a reserve to be

available for distribution when the tax was withdrawn.

JAPANESE PLANTERS INVESTIGATING SUMATRA.

From the "Sumatra Post" it is learned that a r-.-presentative

of a Japanese association arrived on the east coast early this

year, with the object of purchasing land in Atjeh and begin-

ning rubber cultivation there.
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Power Losses In Pneumatic Tires.

THE following abstract is from a paper by E. M. Lockwood,
assistant professor of mechanical engineering, Sheffield

Scientific School, Yale University. The tests were made
on an apparatus for power measurement at the rear tires of an

automobile, and for the purpose of measuring the internal fric-

tion losses of tires and transmission system when driven by

an external source, a calibrated motor was attached to the

drums. The experiments have the limitation of being made on

one size of tire only, and no claim is made that the entire ques-

tion of tire resistance has been solved.

The method of obtaining the rolling resistance was to anchor

the car with either pair of wheels on the center of the test

drums, and then rotate the latter by means of the calibrated

motor. Two readings were needed, one with the car on the

drums and one with the car removed, when the difference in

power measures the rolling resistance of a pair of wheels. The
available range of speed of the motor is from 20 to 40 miles

per hour at the circumference of the drums, and its maximum
power is IS horse power. The diameter of the drums is such

that 300 revolutions are equal to one mile.

ROLLING RESISTANCE AT VARIOUS SPEEDS.

One surprising result of all measurements of rolling resistance

at speeds from 20 to 40 miles per hour has been the very slight

increase of resistance at the higher speed.

.A.S an example of the amount of variation of resistance with

speed, the followin.g tests are reported with readings exactly as

recorded

:

ROLLING RESISTANCE OF FRONT WHEELS.
Roiling Resistance.

Infla- Miles per Hour. Aver-
tion. Load. .-

^
^ age.

Front Tires. Pounds. Pounds. 30 to 40 Pounds.

32 X 4 Goodyear Cord.... 60 1,120 11.7 11.7 13.8 .... 12.4
32 X 4 Fabric 55 1,145 24.1 25.0 23.5 24.4 24.25
35 X 5 Goodyear Cord 60 2,100 33.0 33.6 34.2 33.8 33.65

These cars differed considerably in rolling resistance, but in

every case the speed of the car had little or no effect on the

result. Rear wheel tests were made confirming the results ob-

tained with the front wheels, hence the conclusion from these

tests that the .internal rolling resistance of an automobile is

practically constant at all speeds up to 40 miles per hour.

DISTRIIiUTION OF POWER LOSSES.

The internal j ower losses of the six-cylinder Chalmers chassis

have been determined in this way. The tires are 32 by 4, load on

front wheels, 1,145 pounds, load on rear 1,545 pounds, tire infla-

tion 75.

POWER LOSSES IN 6-CYLINDER CHASSIS (2.700 POUNDS).
Pounds. Per Cent.

Front tires only 18.2 31.2
Rear tires only 17.7 30.3
Front bearings 4.7 8.

Rear bearings and transmission 17.9 30.5

Totals 58.5 100.

Dividing the above four items nito groups we find that the

tires cause 61 per cent of the total resistance, while the axle

bearings and transmission up to neutral consume only 39 per

cent. The conclusion is that the tires are responsible for nearly

two-thirds of the power lost in the car itself.

The above values are averages for speeds from 20 to 40 miles

per hour, and, as before stated, the resistance chan,ged little

with the speed.

TIRE RESISTANCE AND PRODUCTION OF HEAT.

The discovery that 61 per cent of the internal power loss of

this car is expended in the tires leads naturally to what becomes

of this power.

It is probable that friction of the material within the tire

structure is continually taking place, due to flexure at the con-

tact with the road. This absorption of work and production

of heat is similar to the friction brake, except that the friction

is produced by bending the fabric, not by sliding it.

- -Assuming the truth of these assumptions, it ought to be possi-

ble to calculate from the work absorbed the amount of heat

generated; also the temperature of the tire surface when it

reaches thermal equilibrium. The solution of this problem is

worked out like a hot water radiator ; or, rather, as the wheel
is revolving, like a hot blast heater.

These tires have 5.83 square feet of surface, and the force of

resistance at the circumference is 8.85 pounds. At a speed of

30 miles per hour there will be generated 1,810 British thermal
units i.er hour, and to dissipate this heat to the air will require

a rise of temperature of 39 degrees F. above room temperature,

based on a heat transfer coefficient of 8 Britisli thermal units

per degree per hour.

This calculation was made in advance of any experiments, but
was later verified by running one of the 32 by 4 tires for half

an hour at 30 miles per hour, after which the car was stopped
and the surface temperature taken with a mercurial thermometer.
The room temperature was 70 degrees P., and the tire tempera-
ture was 107.5 degrees, or a rise of 37.5 degrees as compared
with the calculated rise of 39 degrees F.

This experiment confirms the theory that tire resistance is

caused by flexure of the material, and leads logically to the con-

clusion that resistance will be increased by under inflation and
by overloading.

INFLATION PRESSURE AND LOAD.

Of the factors affecting rolling resistance, inflation pressure

is perhaps the most important. Very considerable changes of

resistance may be caused by moderate changes of pressure.

The load carried by the Ijre is also an important factor, which
must be considered along with the inflation. It seems probable

that for a given load there is a region of inflation below which
the resistance increases very fast.

This relationship can best be shown by a series of character-

istic curves, where rolling resistance is plotted against inflation

DiAGR.\.M Showing Relation Between Rolling Resistance
AND Inflation Pressure.
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for a number of loads. A diagram showing an incomplete series

of such characteristic curves for 32 by 4 tires, is shown herewith.
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The influence of inflation pressure is clearly shown in curve A,

which represents the rolling resistance of the rear wheels under

normal load with fabric tires. With reduction of inflation pres-

sure from 80 to 30 pounds the rolling resistance increases from

30 to 45 pounds.

When the load on the wheel was reduced, the rolling resistance

decreased from 30 to 25 pounds under high inflation pressure.

Reduction of pressure caused an increase of resistance in this

case, but not quite as pronounced as in the first curve. Curve B
shows the rear wheel resistance under light load.

Curve C shows the resistance of the front wheels under load

equal to that on the rear, and displays the same characteristics

as curve B. The uniformly greater resistance of curve B is due

to the transmission system connected with the rear wheels.

An approximate calculation of the increase of power caused

by under inflation can be made from the above experiments.

From the diagram the total rolling resistance at 80 pounds pres-

sure, front and rear wheels combined, is 51.9 pounds, while the

corresponding value at 30 pounds inflation is 72.5 pounds. Add-

ing to these values the wind resistance calculated for 25 miles

per hour (30 pounds), the total car resistance for the two cases

is found to be 81.9 and 102.5 pounds. The conclusion is that an

increase of power amounting to 25 per cent may be caused by

very much under-inflated tires.

CORD VERSUS FABRIC TIRES.

Only a limited number of tests of cord tires have been made

under conditions permitting accurate comparison with fabric tires.

One such comparison is shown on the diagram, curve D,

where a cord lire, 32 by 4, was tested under exactly the same

conditions on the front wheels for the whole range of pressures.

The characteristics of this cord tire are, greatly reduced re-

sistance loss and ability to run at low inflation without much

increase of resistance.

While these experiments point to the value of cord tires for

reducing tire losses, more numerous and exhaustive tests are

required covering a wider scope.

S. A. E. HAS A KEW MEANING.

On April 19 the Society of Automobile Engineers became the

Society of Automotive Engineers, as a result of the amalgamation

of the membership of the American Society of Aeronautic

Engineers, the Society of Tractor Engineers and engineers ot

company members of the National Association of Engine and

Boat Manufacturers. "Automotive" is, in a sense, a new word

made necessary to describe comprehensively the various forms

of self-propelled mechanical apparatus, such as aircraft, water-

craft, passenger and freight motor cars and tractors of various

types. This word, which is sound etymologically, has been under-

stood and accepted by the public with surprising rapidity in view

of its novelty. Both the words "automotive" and "engineer" are

very emblematical of modern progress and of the most advanced

types of transportation in peace or war.

A Washington office of the society will be opened in the

Munsey Building in connection with the Council of National

Defense as soon as arrangements can be made. This action was
brought about by the closer co-operation of the society with the

various Government departments, which work is increasing

every day.

The society has been active in classifying its membership as to

capability for Government service industrially or with the troops.

Over two thousand of the members have filled out blanks indi-

cating their experience in designing and producing engines and

other parts for airplanes, motor trucks, watercraft of various

types, tractors and munitions. Three or more grades of men
have been classified according to the following callings : Chief

engineers, assistant engineers, draftsmen, electrical engineers,

superintendents, metallurgists, inspectors, apparatus testers.

laboratory engineers, truckmasters, purchasing agents, service

men, tool designers, executives, chemists and fuel and lubricant

engineers. Trained in the highest speed industry the world has

ever known, to get results without precedent as to equipment,

material or time available and to assume large responsibilities,

the members of the S. A. E. are well qualified to solve any auto-

motive problems on which the Government may desire assist-

ance. They are quite ready and willing to do anything that will

assist the United States, serving in any capacity in which their

country may see fit to use them at any time.

Because of war conditions, the summer meeting of the society,

scheduled to be held the last week in June at Ottawa Beach, Lake
Michigan, has been called oflf by the Council of the society, it

having been found that each day finds the engineers more and

more engrossed in war activities, and correspondingly fewer of

the members with spare time for such a meeting. Instead of

four days at Ottawa Beach it has been decided to hold a one-

day meeting in Washington, D. C, on June 25. Washington was
selected because many Government departments are closely as-

sociated with the work of the society.

The United States War Department, as a result of collaboration

with the Society of Automotive Engineers, has revised its speci-

fications for military motors, on a more practical basis, and less

severe in several unimportant details. For the lj4-ton trucks

the specifications call for 36 by 4 inch demountable tires.

TIEE PRICES ADVANCED.

The expected advance in tire prices has arrived. For the

second time since January 1, the manufacturers have felt the

necessity of marking up their price schedules, on account of

the extra cost of materials and labor. In January, tire prices

were increased, about 10 per cent on casings and 5 per cent on

tubes. The difficulty of securing raw cotton of proper quality

and consequent high cost of tire fabrics, is given as the principal

cause of present increase. Crude rubber prices have been high,

but not enough to greatly increase manufacturing cost.

The various companies have acted independently in this ad-

vance, but in nearly every case the increase is around, or exactly

10 per cent, and this rate applies to both tubes and casings and

to all kinds, including Ford sizes, pneumatic, motorcycle and

solid or truck tires. The variations from this 10 per cent include

Firestone tires, some of which have advanced 1234 per cent, and

Goodrich Q. D. ajid Silvertown tires, 15 per cent. Meahanical

goods have also advanced 10 per cent.

AMERICAN TIRES IN BRAZIL.

.\merican tire manufacturers lead in the exports to Sao Paulo,

according to the commerce reports. Before the war, France

supplied most of the tires used in this market, while United

States exports were less than 5 per cent. In 1915 Italy led, but

had to cede her place to .America in 1916.

The imports of pneumatic tires for the three years preceding

1916 and the first nine months of 1916 were:

Jan. 1 to
Sept. 30,

Country of origin. 1913. 1914. 1915. 1916.
Belgium $62,157
France $1S8.330 167,363 $38,957 $46,156
Germany 34,649 23,330
Great Britain 777 21,510 2.702 111

Ttalv '46.188 8,559 186.899 166.007
United States 11,240 .9,015 165,536 221,257
.MI others 376 2,416

Totals $281,560 $294,350 $394,094 $433,531

It is understood that by a recent agreement between the rep-

resentatives of certain American manufacturers and European

factory agents, tire prices in Sao Paulo, as in Rio de Janeiro,

will be maintained on a fixed non-competitive basis. There is

a small local production of solid tires, but as the work is done

chiefly by hand the industry cannot yet compete with the imported

article.
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Trade Acceptances for the Rubber Goods Dealer.
By R. R. Voorhees.

truAyC-

TRADE acceptances are being used more and more by business

houses on account of their value to both the buyer and

the seller of goods. And the future will see an increasing

use of these handy instruments of business. Only the larger

concerns now use trade acceptances, but as their value becomes

more generally known the smaller concerns will adopt them un-

til finally they will be as familiar in the business world as are

checks to-day. And for this reason it would be well for every

rubber goods dealer to know just what they are, how they oper-

ate and the advantages they offer.

But before their operation is explained, it might be well to

quote the definition of a trade acceptance as given by the Federal

Reserve Board in one of its recent circulars, as follows : "A
bill of exchange .... drawn to order, having a definite maturity

and payable in dollars in the United States, the obligation to

pay which has

been accepted by

an acknowledg-

ment, written or

stamped, and
signed across the

face of the in-

strument by the

company, firm,

corporation o r

person upon

whom it is

drawn; such
agreement to be

to the effect that

the acceptor will

pay at maturity, \ Tr.^de Accept.^nce
according to its

tenor, such draft or bill without qualifying conditions." And it

might also be well to state that trade acceptances were created

by the Federal Reserve Act.

The operation of trade acceptances is very simple. When a

purchaser buys goods on time ; that is, does not pay cash for the

merchandise, the seller of the goods includes with the invoice

a blank acceptance form, upon which has been written the num-
ber and amount of the invoice and also the date of maturity.

In other words, if the purchaser buys on 30, 60 or 90 days'

credit, the date of maturity will be 30, 60 or 90 days, as the case

may be. If the buyer of the goods wishes to give an accept-

ance covering his purchase he fills in the date, signs it and

designates the bank through which the amount is to be paid at

maturity. This is then sent back to the seller of the goods, and

if the seller so desires, he can sign this acceptance and take it

to his bank, discount it and in that way obtain the money at

once for goods that have been sold on time. The discount rate

is smaller than it is on one name paper, since this is two name
paper, both the buyer and the seller having signed it.

Of course, the advantages to the seller of the goods are most
apparent. But there are real reasons why the buyer of goods

should do credit buying on a trade acceptance basis instead of

on the old style open account system that is now in general use.

At present, cash customers are given all the advantages in

business. When they make a purchase and pay cash for it,

they receive what is termed a cash discount and in the course

of a year this amounts to considerable. But with the credit

customer it is different. He pays the full amount of the bill

because the seller of the goods is forced to wait 30, 60 or 90

days for his money and on that account cannot afford to give

New York, N. Y., <^i<^ 2 IQI 7 $ //O -M-

ler^4*^^?pay to the order of &<lA4X-'^lA£d^
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e acceptor hereof kritc* out of the purchaaa of good* from Uie druwer.
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any discount. But as trade acceptances come into more gen-

eral use there will be a marked tendency to allow a small dis-

count to buyers of goods who give trade acceptances for their

purchases. The sellers of the goods will be able to realize on

the sale at once, minus a small discount, and on this account can

afford to give a discount if the buyer will give a trade acceptance.

In addition to the possibility of obtaining a discount there will

be a tendency to lower the net prices of the goods purchased.

As the seller of goods gets more of his customers to give trade

acceptances, covering their purchases he will be able to lower

the net price of the goods he sells and in that way the buyer

will be given an advantage that he did not have before the use

of trade acceptances was possible.

Overstocking is one of the chief reasons for failure. Quite

unintentional, to be sure, but still a fact, the average dealer is

too apt to take

on stock with the

hope that he will

be able to sell it

instead of being

confident that he
can dispose of it.

He has it in his

place for a while

and then, per-

haps, finds that

it does not sell.

Much of this

sort of buying

soon puts him
out of business.

Properly Filled Out. But if he gave a

trade acceptance

for everything that he bought on credit he would use more judg-

ment in making purchases.

Giving a trade acceptance would not curtail the amount of

goods that a seller would allow a purchaser to buy because by
so doing the purchaser would indicate himself to be a man of

business judgment who fully realized his obligations. The seller

would feel that any purchases made under the new method of

doing credit business were purchases of merchandise that the

buyer really needed and on this account would be willing to

allow the buyer to have it.

In case the buyer of the goods could not meet the trade ac-

ceptance when it was due, the seller would, in most cases, be

lenient with him, since when the purchase was made, the buyer

gave to the seller what he so much desired.

Some buyers feel that a trade acceptance is a note, but such

is not the case. Trade acceptances can be given only for obliga-

tions arising out of the purchase of merchandise, and for old

accounts or for money loaned. On the face of the acceptance

is written the number and amount of the invoice, which proves

that it is for merchandise that has been bought. Instead of a

trade acceptance harming the giver, it really helps him by
placing him in a preferred credit class and making him appear

as one who wants to do business on the highest business plane.

Trade acceptances are new and many do not realize their

advantages. Every rubber goods dealer will do well to. ask his

bank about them and to ascertain if the firms of which he buys

goods use them in their business. Trade acceptances are the

coming method on which credit business will be done in this

country, and it is only a matter of a short time when they will

be in almost as common use as checks are to-day.
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Financing an Industrial Village.

WHENEVER the better housing of employes comes up for

discussion, the financing of such a project so as to enable

them to purchase their homes on a partial payment plan

is seen to be a problem of considerable importance. How this

may be done on a cooperative basis is well illustrated by Good-

year Heights.

This development con-

near the plant of the

Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

and a 28-acre park and

athletic field affording

land and water recreation

facilities both summer
and winter. The tract is

being handsomely laid out

with streets, sidewalks,

small parks and play-

grounds, trees and shrubs,

and will eventually pro-

vide pleasant modern

homes for 10,000 persons.

On the 100 acres now de-

veloped 300 houses have

already been built and ar-

rangements have been

made for the erection of

500 more this year. Like

those previously con-

structed, about half of this

number will be built by

By John Barnard, Architect.

provide homes within the range of every purse. Every street,

however, is restricted as to minimum cost of all houses upon it.

The original cost of the land to the company and the various

items of development are shown by the accompanying table

:

Cost of propel ty $30,000.00
Excavating 100,000 yards 27,175.00
Curb for brick pavement, 11,796. feet 3,538.00

Gravel roads, .'6,078 ,sc|uare yards 16,235.00
Sanitary sewer system 21,000.00
Storm water system 8,000.00

sists of 400 acres

Goodyear Tire &
including Blue Pond

Main drain
Bridge (concrete)
Planting trees and shrubs
Office .ind engineering expense, architects.

Blue Pond drain
Instruments

A Picturesque Single House.

8,510.74
9,729.66
2,500.00

21.000.00
2,932.00

; 445. OT)

Sidewalks, 265,531 feet 23,153.00
Grading about houses, top soil and seeding 13.000.00
Miscellaneous (.ditches, surveyors' monuments, etc.) 1,882.60

Curbs and gutters for gravel roads, 35,958 feet 21,574.00

Total cost $210,675.00

Total number of lots averaging 50 x 110— 125 feet 430

Thus the total cost of each lot is nearly $500, but prices have

been set at $240 to $760, according to desirability of location.

The idea is to sell the property to employes at cost in so far

as that can be estimated, and the actual payments are according

to the accotnpanying tabulation.

Two mortgages are placed upon the property. The first, for

about one-half the value, is carried by a large hfe insurance com-

pany, while the second, covering the balance of the purchase price,

is carried by the Goodyear company. The seini-monthly pay-

ments specified are sufficient to pay off the second mortgage in

12 years and the first mortgage in 3 years more, the rate of in-

terest being fixed at 6 per cent. Larger payments may be made
or the full cash price paid if desired to save the interest. A semi-

monthly assessment is made to provide for taxes as they come

Cost $1,984.00

Real Kstate ^'alue.
Semi-Monthly Payments

First 5 years
Next 7 years
Last 3 years

!,480.00

11.27
7.31

3.86

$2,682.00
3,352.50

15.25
9.86
5.19

$2,288.00
2,860.00

13.01

8.45
4.44

$2,699.00
3,373.75

15.34
9.88
5.22

$2,801.00
3,501.25

15.92
10.24
5.43

$2,808.00
3,510.00

15.97
10.26
5.43

$2,845.00
3,556.25

16.16
10.47
5.53

$2,896.00
3,620.00

16.54
10.67
5.22

$2,998.00
3,747.50

17.06
11.03
5.75

1 5 years

contract for the company and sold to employes, and the remainder

at the request of employes according to their own plans, subject

to the approval of an architectural board, general architectural

harmony being desirable and certain restrictions necessary to the

common good of the community. Both plans have their advan-

tages, but the former is obviously cheaper because of distinct ad-

vantages in quantity buying and distribution of materials. The

architects, Mann & McNeille, have developed English cottage

types of harmony and individuality, yet varying considerably in

size, arrangement and constructive materials, the idea being to

due, but for its own protection the companj' carries all. fire and
tornado insurance until the full purchase price has been paid.

In addition, arrangements have been inade for groups of 100 em-
ployes who so desire to take out life insurance on a diminishing

scale which will assure the home to dependent families in the

event of the employe's death. This increases the semi-monthly

mortgage payments very little, the amounts ranging from 30 cents

at the age of 21 for each $1,000 to 95 cents at the age of 55.

To prevent speculation, the payments for the first five years

are based not upon the cost, but upon the real estate value, which

is 25 per cent higher. At

^-^^--fe^j^'-i

the end of five vears, how-

Two-F.\MiLY Semi-det.\ched ..\nd Single House Types at Goodye-\r Heights.

ever, if the worker is still

with the company and has

kept up his payments, the

difference between the two
values, together with the in-

terest thereon, is canceled

and credited to him, his

payments thereafter being

on the basis of the cost

price.

[This is the third of a

series of articles devoted to

the better housing of em-

ployes.—Editor.]
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.
COEFFICIENT OF VULCANIZATION AND THE STATE OF CURE.

DR. Henry P. Stevens discusses in ;'The India Rubber Jour-
nal" (February 10, 1917) the paper of Dr. O. de Vries on
the above topic, The India Rubber World (]VI{irch 1, 1917).

Doctor Stevens remarks that if physical tests on vulcanized

rubber are to be of practical value in order that a decision may
be made regarding the manufacturing value of any particular

specimen, these tests must be carried out either on a rubber
cured suitably to manufacturing conditions, or if cured beyond
this stage (over-cured) there must be available some method
by which the tests on the over-cured rubber may be corre-

lated to tests on correctly cured rubber. No such method of

calculation is at present available, as the necessary relation-

ship has not been worked out between stress-strain curves
and coefficient of vulcanization. A correctly cured rubber is

one fully cured from the manufacturer's standpoint, not be-

yond that, point at which aging is satisfactory. Otherwise
the specimen is over-cured.

Rubber is a colloid, and shows the phenomena of hysteresis.

Its physical properties at any moment depend partly on its

previous history. It is therefore obvious that no conclusions

should be drawn from any stress-strain curve without taking

into consideration the previous history of the specimen.

Dr. Stevens agrees with the stat;ement of Dr. de Vries that

"the percentage of combined sulphur is quite independent of

the state of cure as expressed by the position of the stress-

strain curve," but adds that the "state of cure" cannot be ade-

quately expressed under present conditions by the stress-

strain curve. It may, however, be possible when the "standard

curve" or other methods are correlated to manufacturing con-

ditions and the tests carried out on rigidly standardized line.;.

Vulcanization is essentially a chemical process; so also is

the subsequent decomposition of rubber which has been over-

cured, and hence the proportional relationship of rubber and

sulphur in combination is the best guide for a stable product,

the first essential in the manufacture of rubber goods.

Messrs. Schidrowitz and Goldsborough have evidently cor-

related their stress-strain curve method to manufacturing

conditions, as shown by their remarks on the subject in "The
India Rubber Journal" (March 3, 1917).

Discussing the case, in which the "coefficient" (according

to Stevens) may be wrong, but the mechanical properties

correct, Schidrowitz and Goldsborough note that the question

at issue is whether state of cure or correct cure is to be

judged by the chemical or the mechanical properties of the

vulcanized article—by sulphur combined with the rubber or

by the stress-strain curve. Their answer is that ultimately

the attributes or quality of vulcanized rubber must be judged

by the physical or mechanical properties.

Certain low-curing rubbers require, in order to acquire the

necessary mechanical properties, a protracted cure, and in the

course of such cure will combine with more than three per

cent of sulphur, and in general slow curing rubbers deteriorate

more rapidly than rapid curing goods, and will not age well

because of the excess of combined sulphur, and possibly also

by reason of the long heating necessary.

The physical and mechanical effects which vulcanization

has upon rubber are shown in the clearest manner by the

stress-strain curve method, and there is no other known
method whereby the mechanical aspect of vulcanization can

be systematically and accurately followed and measured.

Schidrowitz and Goldsborough remark in conclusion:

In view of the apparent lack of comprehension concerning

stress-strain curves, we take this opportunity of briefly re-stating

some of the more important pointsi

1. The "type" of the curve is independent of the state of cure.
It therefore connotes inherent properties.

2. As the "type" varies for different rubbers, its determination
affords a valuable method of comparison in regard to important
mechanical properties.

3. We obtain a graphic representation of tlie progress of vul-
canization.

4. We are able to cure to a definite mechanical condition, and
to estimate the rate of cure necessary to attain that condition.

5. Having settled the position of the curve for a given rubber
mi.xing we are able to control the vulcanization of the factory
product.
Much else may be done with and deducted from the stress-

strain curve method. In more propitious times the authors pro-
pose to recur to the subject at length.

While agreeing that stress-strain curves are of great value,

intelligently applied. Dr. Stevens holds that the coefficient of

vulcanization is the safest guide as to the state of cure.

VULCANIZATION BY AGENTS OTHER THAN SULPHUR.
Reviewing the recently published work of Ostromyslenski,

Dr. H. P. Stevens presents some of his results in the "Journal
o"f the Society of Chemical Industry" (February IS, 1917).

VULCANI^ATION WITH NITROBENZENE.
Ostromyslenski's results (published in The India Rubber

World, November 1, 1916) have not been duplicated and his

claim cannot at present be accepted.

The effect of vulcanization has been obtained with mixes
of rubber with di- or trinitrobenzene in the presence of bases

such as litharge or magnesia without the least difficulty.

Trinitrobenzene is far more efficient than dinitrobenzene. Mono-
nitrobenzene, so far, has not given satisfactory results.

Figures are given obtained with 100 parts pale sheet rubber,
eight parts litharge and varying proportions of );i-dinitro-

benzene and sym-trinitrobenzene. The specimens were cured
in a steam vulcanizer at 135 degrees C. for times varying
from 5 to 120 minutes.

The results of the physical tests show that the products
so far obtained possess relatively poor physical qualities.

The best results were obtained with the larger proportion
(four parts) of trinitrobenzene, but even in this case the

strength as measured by the tensile product is not much more
than half that obtained with a properly vulcanized rubber and
sulphur compound.

The color of rubber vulcanized with nitrobenzenes is

brown to black. Viewed by transmitted light in a thin

stretched sheet it is yellow-brown and translucent or almost
transparent.- Litharge can be replaced by magnesia and prob-
ably by other basic oxides with similar results.

VULCANIZ.\TION WITH BENZ0\T:. PEROXIDE.
The discovery of peroxides as vulcanizing agents to re-

place sulphur was announced by Ostromyslenski. Of the

peroxides employed, most of the experiments were made
with benzoyl peroxide.

As is well known, benzoyl peroxide, like other peroxides, is

very explosive, and consequently cannot be handled in the

dry state. For these experiments it was used in the form of a

paste with about its own weight of water. In this connection
it presents no difficulty when added to the rubber on the mix-
ing rolls, and the small amount of water added is lost by the

time the mi.xing is complete.

In the first series of experiments three mixes were made
of the same plantation crepe rubber with the following per-

centages of benzoyl peroxide (reckoned dry): A, 0.33 per
cent; B, 1.33 per cent; C, 6.67 per cent.

Mixings A and B gave very weak rubbers. Nevertheless
the influence of even 0.33 per cent of benzoyl peroxide is

clearly marked. Mix C gave the best results, the vulcanized
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samples having approximately one-third the strength of a

similar rubber vulcanized with sulphur in the same heat.

Samples from mix B occupy an intermediate position. All the

vulcanized samples are very pale in color, quite as pale as the

original raw rubber. Those of mix C have a very attractive

appearance. They are quite transparent and resemble some
of the palest cold-cured sheet prepared from plantation crepe.

In benzene the vulcanized mix A dissolves in a few hours

in similar manner to raw crepe. Mix B swells enormously,

but does not dissolve. It remains a soft gelatinous lump in

the solvent. Mix C behaves the same as an ordinary vulcan-

ized rubber, swelling considerably, but retaining its original

form. It may therefore be said that the change brought

about by heating with benzoyl peroxide is exactly similar to

that produced by sulphur and that the products formed have

similar properties. The proportion of benzoyl peroxide re-

quired to give a fairly complete vulcanizing effect is similar to

the proportion of sulphur which would be required for the

same purpose, but the vulcanization with benzoyl pero.xide is

brought about in a much shorter time. Thus, in the above

experiments and also in those published by Ostromyslenski,

vulcanization is fairly complete in 10 or 15 minutes at 130 to

135 degrees C. with 4 to 6 per cent of benzoyl peroxide, whereas

vulcanization would hardly have begun with a mix containing

S to 6 per cent of sulphur and would require two to three

hours for completion. Attempts to obtain satisfactory vulcani-

zation with smaller proportions of benzoyl peroxide, but vul-

canizing for longer periods, have not been successful. Thus,

with 1.33 per cent of benzoyl peroxide better results were

obtained when vulcanizing for 30 minutes than for 60 minutes.

Further experiments are in progress.

ORGANIC VTTLCANIZING ACCELERATORS.

In a communication in the "Journal of the Society of

Qiemical Industry" (February 15, 1917), Dr. Spence says, re-

garding organic vulcanization accelerators, that, according to

Ditmar, Gottlob and King, the discovery of the principle of

vulcanization, whether of natural or of synthetic rubber, by
means of organic catalysts dates from tlie disclosures of the

Elberfeld Farbenfabrik in November, 1912. This is probably

true so far as Europe is concerned, but not so with regard

to America. Dr. Spence states that substantial proof of this

assertion is to be had from an analysis of his own previously

published work on the subject of vulcanization.

In the '•Kolloid Zeitschrift" (volume 10, page 303-305. 1912),

more than six months before the Eberfeld Farbenfabrik made
application for their first patent on this subject. Dr. Spence

described certain experiments, the significance of which
passed apparently unobserved. The reference follows:

"More than a year ago we prepared samples of two care-

fully chosen mixings. Both mixings were made from par-

tially purified rubber with about 9 per cent of sulphur. In

order to make the investigation as comprehensive and com-
plete as possible, the two mixings were purposely chosen so

that two quite distinct types of compound as different as

possible in their properties were obtained. The first was a

slow-curing compound deteriorating rapidly; the second, on the

other hand, was a guick-curiitg mixing which we knew from ex-

perience would resist deterioration indefinitely .... Two com-

pounds of the same ^cncnil character as No. 2 were prepared,;

both these compounds contained about 9 per cent of sulphur and

were free from mineral compounds."

Dr. Spence then stales:

As a matter of fact, the first of these two compounds actu-
ally contained 1 per cent of piperidine, the very substance
referred to in the German patent of November 16, 1912. The
formula for the mixing was as follows: Plantation Para, 100
parts; sulphur, 10 parts; piperidine, 1 part. Without the use
of piperidine in this mixing the results given in the com-
munication referred to would have been utterly impossible.

In regard to the discovery of vulcanization of synthetic

rubber by means of organic accelerators, also credited to
Elberfeld Farbenfabrik, the vulcanization of these products
by this means was actually carried out and successfully ac-
complished by me both for isoprcne-caoutchouc and for the
dimethyl caoutchouc from pinacone at a time when the large
industrial concerns in Germany engaged in the study of the
synthesis of india rubber were in the dark as to their lack
of success in the vulcanization of their products. The proof
of this assertion and the complete vindication of my position
with reference to the subject in general I am content to leave
over until a later date. At that time I will also bring evidence
to show that even the reagents claimed by Peachey (English
patent 4,263 of 1914) were known to me and had been used
by me both scientifically and industrially several years before
his application was applied for.

VTrLCANIZATlON.

The following remarks on the chemistry of vulcanization are

condensed from a study of the subject by Andre Dubosc ("Le

Caoutchouc & la Gutta-Percha," January, 1917). In discussing

the work of Stevens, the author amplifies his views on vul-

canization, published two years ago.

The early inventors and rubber workers practiced vulcaniz-

ation purely as an art, and were interested solely in the industrial

results. Parkes seems to have seen a little more clearly than

others the problem of vulcanization as a science. The first not-

able advance in the study of vulcanization was the theory of Dr.

Carl Otto Weber, who held that sulphur in saturating the double

bonds either of one molecule, in the case of ebonite, or of a more

or less extended polymer, in the case of different qualities of soft

rubber, determined and stabilized the physical properties of the

crude rubber complex. Although of the greatest interest, Weber's

theory was incomplete, because it did not take into account the

state of polymerization of sulphur used in vulcanization, nor did

it explain the function of litharge and magnesia in this connec-

tion.

Subsequently, Oswald put forward this theory that vulcaniz-

ation is an absorption and not a chemical phenomenon. His

views have found many adherents, somewhat displacing the well-

founded chemical theory of Weber, although the latter gains con-

firmation by the latest work of Bysow, and of Stevens on the

influence of nitrogenous products and resinous substances in vul-

canization, indicating that the proteins contained in rubber are

very important factors in considering the properties that rubber

acquires when vulcanized. The work also of Baritt supports the

new ideas of beneficial influence exercised on rubber by the

proteins, hitherto erroneously considered as impurities. In fact,

the proteins are now known to play the part of a catalyst in the

process of vulcanization.

The eflfect of the addition of foreign nitrogenous substances

to rubber has been studied, with positive results.

The function of rubber resins in vulcanization is important, the

most striking result being the deterioration of the rubber after

vulcanization, when all the resinous elements have first been elim-

inated. This fact is explained as follows

:

It has only been possible to get the colloidal sulphur neces-

sary for vulcanization, in the absence of resins, by a partial de-

composition of the rubber which has been altered and depoly-

merized.

The formation of water accompanying the production of col-

loidal sulphur explains the need for an absorbent, like whiting,

in mixtures, to prevent porous rubber.

It has been demonstrated experimentally that when rubber

resins and the proteins, previously separated from the rubber, are

heated at temperatures approaching those of vulcanization (120

to 150 degrees C), it is possible completely to convert the sul-

phur added into sulphydric acid.

When a mixture of litharge, magnesia, oxide of zinc and sul-

phur is heated either in air or under oxidizing influence, metallic

sulphur and sulphurous acid are constantly produced. When the

latter is made to react on sulphydric acid resulting from the pre-

ceding reaction, colloidal sulphur and water are formed.
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Without establishing the theory just explained, Stevens sum-

marizes the following results of his experiments

:

1. Chemically pure rubber vulcanizes badly.

2. The presence in rubber of foreign albuminoids, like caseine,

facilitates vulcanization.

3. Vulcanization was facilitated by the presence of non-nitro-

genous hydrocarbons, like starch.

In explanation of the phenomena discussed by Stevens, Dubosc

says, that the proteins and resins acting on the sulphur generate

sulphydric acid, while the oxidized rubber generates sulphurous

acid. These acids react on each other and produce colloidal

sulphur, which alone is susceptible of combination with rubber.

In proportion to the quantity of insolubles, proteins and oxi-

dized rubber, a larger or smaller quantity of polymerized sulphur

is converted into colloidal sulphur. The rest of the polymerized

sulphur remains as free sulphur.

The whole secret of the action of the impurities of rubber and

of materials like litharge consists in the transformation resulting

in colloidal sulphur.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
DETEBMINATIOU OF COPPEH BY ACETYLENE.

1\ yiETHOD by C. B. Clark, Somerset Rubber Reclaiming
iVl Works. The salt to be analyzed is dissolved in water with

the addition of ammonium hydrate, and heated a short time on a

water bath. Precipitation of copper acetylide is effected complete-

ly, even in the cold, by the addition to the solution of acetylene in

excess. The precipitate is collected, washed and decomposed by

digestion in hot dilute nitric acid. The carbonaceous residue is

removed by filtration. The filtrate is evaporated to dryness, ig-

nited and the ash weighed as copper oxide (Cu O).

This method is particularly useful for separation of zinc from

copper, as the salts of zinc are not decomposed by acetylene.

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
UNITED STATES.

pLASTIC RUBBER COMPOSITION. A substitute for seal-

^ ing wax comprising resin, caoutchouc, sulphur, white lead and

petroleum spirit as a solvent for the resin and caoutchouc. [Ramon
Castells, Barcelona, Spain. United States patent No. 1,219,536.]

Solid Tire. A solid elastic tire made of a composition of rub-

ber, 34 parts ; Hthopone, 50 parts ; sulphur, 6 parts ; litharge, 2

parts; and iron oxide, 2 parts. [Arthur Nixon, Rusholme, Man-
chester, England. United States patent No. 1,221,083.]

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Rubber Substitute. Fish oil, sulphur, five to one, and a me-

tallic oxide, combined by heating from 175 to 220 degrees C,

and subsequent heating of mass under relatively high pressure at

155 degrees C. [Morton Gregory, Tacoma, Washington. Can-

adian patent No. 173,601.

Filler Composition for Tires. A composition comprising

crude rubber, 34 parts ; infusorial earth, 14 parts ; rosin oil, 1

part; flour of sulphur, 4 parts; air slaked lime, one-quarter part;

carbonate of ammonia, 2 parts, and baking soda, 1 part. [Edward

L. Sherbondy, assignor to The Aero-Cushion Tire Co.—both of

San Jose, California. Canadian patent No. 173,866.]

CALIFORNIA MAGNESITE.

Magnesite is being mined near Rutherford, California. In

quality it compares with the Austrian magnesite. The calcined

product contains over 86 per cent of magnesia, not over 3 per

cent of lime and from 4 to 7 per cent of iron and alumina.

After the war calcined magnesia from this California source

will probably appear in the market as a compounding ingredient.

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
AUTOMATIC PIPETTE.

'

I
'HE Lowy automatic pipette presents several advantages.

•^ Tliere is no necessity of adjusting, maintaining or manipulat-

ing the volume of liquid. This is controlled by the automatic

stop cock.

The exact measured volume
of liquid is automatically de-

livered.

Inaccuracies due to paral-

la.x and personal equation are

eliminated.

There is no possibility of

fingers bringing contamina-

tion to the mouth.

The pipette is exceedingly

easy to manipulate. The
liquid is drawn up until it just

passes the graduation mark. The stopper is turned 90 degrees.

The exact measured volume of liquid is thus shut oflf from the

excess drawn into the pipette. By again turning the stopper 90

degrees, air pressure expels the correctly measured volume of

liquid out of the pipette. [Palo Co., 90 Maiden Lane, New York
City.]

CHEMICALS FROM JAPAN.

According to information from the British Commercial At-
tache at Yokohama, the Japanese Minister for the Interior has

issued an order permitting the exportation of certain chemicals

from Japan. Among these are sulphur, wax, ammonium car-

bonate, oil of turpentine and castor oil.

CHINESE VrNEGAa AS A COAGULANT.

Chinese vinegar has been suggested as a coagulant, but Pro-

fessor B. J. Eaton, of the Department of Agriculture, Federated

Malay States, gives it as his opinion that there is no especial

advantage, as far as results are concerned, in using it in place

of acetic acid. This vinegar, he states, is probably prepared by
acetic fermentation from rice. It dififers from English and other

vinegars only in being colorless. He finds that the cost, based

on the acetic acid content, is far greater than ruling prices of

glacial acetic acid.

A NEW METHOD OF COAGULATING RUBBER.

.A.n interesting discovery was recently made at the Lowmont
factory in the Kalatura district of Ceylon. Ordinary rubber is

prepared there with the aid of acetic acid only, or with acid and
sodium bisulphate. On the Lowmont plantation 5 ounces of

sodium bisulphate are put into every 25 gallons of late.^ and
water, more or less equally mixed. The liquid is allowed to settle

for 12 hours when 20 per cent of dark coagulated lumps is

formed. The remaining purified latex is then strained and 5

ounces of acetic acid added to every 25 gallons, when coagulation

promptly takes place. It is said that the rubber treated in this

manner has, so far, almost always brought top market o'ices,

while the dark rubber made of the lumps has brought only a few

cents less than the other, if properly made.

Secretary Olsen, of the .American Institute of Chemical En-

gineers, is sending out a notice that the ninth semi-annual meet-

ing of that body will be held in Buffalo, New York, June 20-22.

ACETONE FROM THE MAHWA-TREE.
Although acetone is chiefly employed in the manufacture of

munitions, yet its use as a solvent in the rubber industry makes
it interestmg to learn that a new source of this chemical has

been found. In the past, acetone was extracted chiefly from

wood, maize and starch, but two English scientists in Hyderabad,

India, have discovered that the flowers of the mahwa tree con-

tain a larger quantity of acetone than is present in any other

vegetable substance—ten times more than in wood. The Director-

General of Ordnance in India reports it to be the best source of

acetone vet found.
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New Machines and Appliances.

BUBBER SOLUTION MACHINE AND ASBESTOS COMPOSITION MIXEE

Till-: ailaptatiuii of the principlo of tlic "Universal" type of

mixing machines to the construction of rubber solution and

asbestos composition machines has proved to be very

successful. By specially designed blades tlie materials to be mixed

are thoroughly kneaded and kept in constant motion in the

trough, resulting in a homogeneous product within a compara-

tively short time.

The solution mixer shown in the illustration is built in two

different types, one with gears on one side that is used for

medium and soft grades of rubber, and the other with gears on

both sides of the trough and adapted for hard grades of ruliber.

The trough is made of sheet iron and the machine is provided

with a hinged wrought iron cover to prevent the escape of

solvent and with corners or internal lips that the material may

be discharged into an ordinary sized vessel.

If desired the machine may be provided with an arrange-

ment to drive it at a slow speed or a high speed. The slow

starts at once and is maintained by a patented system of cir-

culation which continues without attention until the cakes are

completely dissolved.

speed is generally used at the beginning of the operation when

the material is of a stiffer consistency, and the fast speed for

the end of th.e operation, when the material is more of a syrup-

like consistency. Furthermore, tlie trough may be jacketed for

heating or cooling purposes.

For compositions containing asbestos tliat are used in making

Klingerit type packings a special machine is constructed. The

trough of this type is made of cast iron, has a toothed saddle

and the blades are protected with serrated shoes. This ar-

rangement is of great advantage as it separates the fiber of the

asbestos without breaking it. [Werner & Pfleiderer Co., Sagi-

naw, Michigan.!

AUTOMATIC CAUSTIC SODA DISSOLVER.

In The India Rubber World of January 1, 1917, it was sug-

gested that a process used in the textile industry could be used

to advantage in rubber reclaiming plants. The pertinence of the

suggestion is here shown in the illustration of an apparatus that

has been designed for the use of rubber reclaimers.

The operation is entirely automatic and extremely simple. The

iron drums are stripped from the cakes of caustic soda, which

are placed on the grid in the hopper. The tank and dissolver

is then filled with clear cold water so that the cakes are sub-

merged to a depth of about 6 inches. Solution of the caustic

Solutions of any required strength may be made without the

use of steam or compressed air and there are no moving parts

requiring power for their operation. No attention is necessary

other than the initial charging of the apparatus which will auto-

matically eft'ect complete solution of the caustic in' about five

hours. The dissolver can also be charged at night with the as-

surance that the solution will be ready for use in the morning.

For hot solutions a thermo syphon attachment is provided.

[The Walter E. Lummus Co., Boston, Massachusetts.]

MACHINE FOE CUTTING BEADS, BELTING AND PACKING.

The development of new machinery of special design continues

to mark the steady progress being made as the rubber industry

expands.

The accompanying ilkistration is that of a recently developed

machine which may be used for cutting belting and other heavy
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fabrics, and it is particularly adapted to cutting off the beads of

worn-out tires.

The construction is extremely simple, and its operation may be

clearly understood by referring to the illustration and the fol-

lowing brief description:

In removing the beads from clincher tires, the casing is placed

upon the horizontal guides and the vertical rollers are adjusted

to the inner circumference of the tire. When the treadle is de-

pressed the revolving cutter penetrates the wall of the casing

and the pressure of the collars on the cutter arbor revolves the

tire and the bead is quickly removed. The tire is then reversed

and the other bead cut off in the same manner. [Reichel &
Drews, Chicago, Illinois.]

SEVEN-PLATEN BEAD PHESS.

A seven-platen bead press with large capacity

THE MOMENT ADJUSTABLE COMPOSITION SOLE CRAMP.

The shortage of sole leather has greatly developed the sale of

composition soles that are now being manufactured both here and

abroad in large quantities. The device here shown for attaching

soles to boots and shoes is a timely suggestion from England,

where it is used with success.

A layer of special cement with strong adhesive properties is

first applied around the edges of the sole about one inch wide

and allowed to dry. It is then heated, placed on the shoe and

hammered down tightly on the last. The welt grips being opened

widely, the cramp is placed on the shoe and the grips fitted over

the welt or middle sole. The thumb screws are then tightened

and the welt pressed down against the sole with nippers or the

handle of a wedge-shaped knife, making a close joint all around,

and the shoe is left in the cramp for ten minutes or until the heel

is benched.

The device is adjustable to the right or left shoe by moving

the sole plates up or down and better results are obtained by

using a last in applying soles with this appliance. [The Revolite

Co., Limited, Manchester, England.]

A NEW ALLOY FOH RUBBER MOLDS.

Rubber molds cast from ABCilium metal alloy are said to be

so smooth that their surfaces do not require machining, polish-

ing only being necessary, and in some cases even this may be dis-

pensed with.

They are, moreover, impervious to all acids used in the manu-
facture of rubber goods and unaffected by excessive heat or soap-

stone blasting.

The thermal conductivity of this metal is even greater than

that of copper, consequently an instant heating or cooling is

possible. A mold made of this alloy is 70 per cent lighter than

an iron mold made off the same pattern, and may be constructed

lighter than iron molds now in vogue. It is claimed that cast

iron tire molds weighing 1,000 pounds will weigh less than 200

pounds when made of this alloy, all factors of safety being con-

sidered. The specific gravity of ABCilium is 2.S1. which is

lighter than 99 per cent pure aluminum. [The A. B. C. Castings

Co., Cleveland. Ohio.]
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equipped with carriers to take a 5-inch, 2-ounce bobbin, which

reduces the changes of bobbins necessary and consequent stop-

page of the machine.

It will be noted in the illustration that two small uprights take

the place of the usual three uprights, which reduces the shadows

cast and improves the light on the work. The starting shaft is

enclosed in one of the uprights, and the finished braid passes

through the other, thereby protecting it from spots and stains.

The former, cross-bar and take-up are all of new design. The

former consists of but one piece, giving all adjustments from

one point. The cross-bar is thin, and is carried in a vertical

position, throwing the least possible shadow. The take-up rolls

are so situated that they provide 'for a longer space after the

braid leaves the former in which the operator can trim up

the work, pull out loose ends and attend to imperfections.

Take-up gears are quickly changed by the removal of a split

pin, the change taking less time than is required to describe it.

A feature of the new braider is the capacity of each machine

to make three numbers of braid; for instance, a 16-spindle ma-

chine will make a 16-round braid, a 13-flat braid and a 17-flat

braid. This is due to the design of the carrier race and gear

layout, and the change over from one number to another is

made very simply by merely changing two gears and inserting

the filler bar.

This braider is particularly well adapted to make elastic

braids, as its freedom from superfluous oil protects the rubber.

An extra fitting is supplied to regular machines for the purpose

of guiding the rubber from the tension rolls. [The Era Manu-

facturing Co., Providence. Rhode Island.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.

MACHINE FOE. REMOVING DIPPED GOODS FROM FOB.MS.

THE removal of toy balloons, nipples and finger cots from the

dipping forms is accomplished automatically by this machine.

A side elevation, partly in section, is shown in the drawing, in

which A is one-half of

the circular table carry-

ing the radial spring rods

B that support a plurality

of vertical form holders

C on their outer ends.

The forms are locked

against upward move-
ment when the revolution

of the table brings them

in operative position by a

cam plate D. An inter-

mittent, or step by step,

motion is given to the

table by bevel gearing

and a ratchet wheel oper-

ated by the bell-crank

lever E. Thus each form
is successively brought in position to be operated upon by the

stripping arms F F. The reciprocating motion of these arms,

necessary in removing the articles from the forms, is obtained by

cam G, that raises and lowers the carriage H, to which the arms

are attached. The arms are opened and closed by spring-con-

trolled cams /, and when the machine is in operation the forms

are stripped by the revolving concave co.Tiposition rollers, located

at the ends of the reciprocating arms. [William A. Brubacker.

assignor to the Miller Rubber Co.—both of Akron, Ohio. United

States patent No. 1,220,177.]

sent a front elevation, partly in section, of a two-roll mixer
equipped with the automatic cutting and feeding device. This
comprises a feed hopper A, an endless apron feed not shown,

and two cutting and

turning blades B, C that

are operated vertically by

screws D, E and laterally

by lead screw F, driven

by chain gearing from

the front roll. The in-

termittent action of the

blades is controlled by

electrically - driven

clutches mounted on the

vertical and horizontal

screws. A rotating disk

controller not shown, is

provided with contact pins that make and break the electric

circuit for actuating the clutches. By arrangement of the contact

pins in the disk perforations the blades are operated at proper in-

tervals, when the rubber sleeve is cut and fed back to the rolls

automatically. [Robert M. Graham, Akron, Ohio. United States

patent No. 1,220,221.]

1,220,28

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES,

Fabric and ho?e making machine. L. A. Subers, East Cleve-
land, Ohio.

1,221,089. Paper carrier for wrapping machines. F. M. Pierce, assignor to
Pierce Wrapping Machine Co.—both of Chicago, III.

1.221,349. Collapsible core. R. M. Merriman. Akron. Ohio.

1,222,259. Device for repairing pneumatic tires. G. W. Boynton. Bostoq,
Mass.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
173,781. Tire cementing machine. J. N, Hibner, Detroit, Michigan,

U. S. A.

'73,871. Mold for hollow rubber articles. Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited. Montreal, Quebec, assignee of E. L. Stirason,
Cleveland. Ohio, U. S. A.

174,089. Tire clasp. G. H. Broughton, Toronto, Ontario.

174,209. Footwear vulcanizer. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited.
Montreal, Quebec, assignee cf C. J. Randall, Naugatuck, Con-
necticut, U. S. A.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
16,328 (1915). Tire core. R. Bridge, Castleton Ironworks, Castleton,

Lancashire.

16,330 (1915). \'ulcani2er head. R. Bridge, Castleton Ironworks, Castle-
ton, Lancashire.

Rubber mill. , S. C. Davidson, Sirocco Engineering Works,
Belfast.

Repair vulcanizer. A. B. Low, 108 South Broadway, and
I. C. Osborn, 833 Meade street—both in Denver, Col-
orado.

A mandrel tor use in joining the ends of air tubes and
other rubber tubes. F. H. Hall, 6 Livery street, Bir-
mingham.

17,072 (1915). Hand operated rubber grater. J. Burns, 26 Waveley Road,
Coventry.

17,181 (1915). Tire vulcanizing mold. J. H. Coffey and J. H. Coffey,
73 Jameson avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

103,422. Device for preserving pressure in tennis balls. F. W.
Stockton, 5450 Ridgewood Court. Chicago, Illinois.

U. S. A.

16,400 (1915).

16,549 (1915).

16,890 (1915).

AtlTOMATIC MIXING MILL.

The manual labor of cutting and rolling back the rubber jacket

that forms around the front roll of mixing and warming mills is

mechanically performed by this machine. The drawings repre-

PROCESS PATENTS.
RECLAIMING RUBBER FROM LEATHER TREADS.

BY this process the rubber that serves to attach leather non-skid

tire treads to the casing is recovered. The metal studded

leather bands are removed from the casing and a certain number

of these are suspended in a steam jacketed digester, into which

a mixture of 3 parts of tetrachloruret of ethane and 1 part of

benzine is poured. The digester is closed and heated by intro-

ducing steam into the jacket for some minutes. Tetrachloruret

of ethane has the property of dissolving a considerable quantity

of sulphur when warm. The liquid containing the dissolved

sulphur is drawn off into a suitable apparatus, where it is re-'

covered for further use.

The same quantity of solvent is poured into the dige.ster and
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heated for half an hour at a temperature not exceeding 120

degrees C. By the action of the solvent the rubber is separated

from the leather and sinks to the bottom of the digester in the

form of a pasty mass on which a jet of steam is directed, caus-

ing evaporation of the solvent. This evaporated liquid is con-

densed and collected to serve anew. The mass of rubber is re-

moved through the manhole in the lower part of the digester,

washed and rolled into sheets. [L. B. Becker. French patent

No. 481,851.]

W.\SHiNG AND Sheeting Different Qu.^lities of Crude

Rubber. Plantation rubber and fine Para or wild rubber are

mixed together, passed through the washing machine in the usual

way and sheeted, water being allowed to flow over the rubber

during its passage between the rolls. [Erwin E. A. G. Meyer,

assignor to Morgan & Wright—both of Detroit, Michigan.

United States patent No. 1,218,949.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE TINITED STATES.

1,219,833. Method of building cord tires. R. M. Merrinan, Akron, Ohio.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

174,208. Method of making footwear. Improvement in the art of m.inii-

factiiring rubber shoes. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co..

Limited, Montreal. Quebec, assignee of W. E. Piper, Melrose,
Massachusetts, U. S. A.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

16,226 (1915). Preparation of rubber for vulcanization. W. J. Mellersh-
Jackson, 28 Southampton Buildings, London. [Boston
Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden, Massachusetts.]

COLOMBIA.

1,279. Process for waterproofing cloths and skins for rubber ponchos, coats,
legginps, shoes, etc. Ramon A. Velez, Urrao, Antioquia, Republic
of Colombi?, South America.

FRENCH PNEUMATIC CUSHION SADDLE FOR BICYCLES AND MOTOR-
CYCLES.

The saddle is composed of a leather-covered cushion, in which

is enclosed one or more rubber air chambers of suitable form

and provided with air valves. The envelope A is attached to the

metal support B by

screws C. A stout lea-

ther plate, strengthened

with a sheet of ebonite,

fiber or other stifif mate-

rial, is inserted between

the envelope and the

metal support, to pre-

vent their contact.

The air chambers are

introduced into the en-

velope through a slit D
and inflated through

valve E.

When only one / air

chamber is used, the concave form shown in the illustration may

be obtained by a compartment F, or by small stays placed be-

tween the upper and lower walls of the air chamber. [Mariani

and Radaelli. French patent No. 481,673 (May 6, 1916.)]

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
APPLYING TREAD COVERS TO TIRE CARCASSES.

IN this invention the outer layers forming the tread and side por-

tions of the tire casing are assembled one upon the other,

forming a slab that is applied to the casing by a special rolling

device.

The carcass is built up

with successive fabric

plies and the beads ap-

plied in the usual man-
ner with the exception,

however, of the tread

and fabric strips form-

ing the outer covering.

These parts are mounted
one upon the other as

they come from the cal-

ender, in the following

order. First comes the

cushion strip A, that

covers the tread portion

and extends part way
down the sides of the

carcass ; then the breaker

strip B and the filler

strips C that abut

against the edges of the

breaker strip, and finally

the tread strip D. A pair

of rolling devices, comprising two spherical bodies mounted in

ball bearings at the ends of two co-acting arms, exert a circum-

ferential as well as radial action in rolling the slab on the car-

cass. [Ferdinand F. Brucker, assignor to The Miller Rubber Co.

—both of Akron. Ohio, llnited States patent No. 1,220,178.]

Narrow Elastic Webbing. The essential feature of this in-

vention consists in sewing one or more rows of longitudinal

stitches through the web, after it has been woven with uniform

tension on the loom. [Archibald Turner, Leicester, England.

United States patent No. 1,221,489.]

MOTOR AND ACCESSORY- MANUFACTURERS.

At a meeting of the executive committee, board of directors

and credit committee of the Motor and Accessory Manufac-

turers last month, a committee consisting of C. W. Stiger, Chris-

tian Girl and W. O. Rutherford was appointed to mobilize the

resources, both materials and men, of the association for the

purpose of cooperating with the National Government in its

needs, mainly in supplying component parts of motor cars and

trucks, airplanes, motor boats and tractors.

The idea of grouping the members according to the products

they manufacture, having received an approving vote from 95

per cent of all the members, a committee was appointed to

present a plan for such purpose, consisting of C. W. Stiger, W.
O. Rutherford and L. M. Bradley.

A midseason meeting, an innovation for this association, will

be held at Atlantic City, September 12, 13 and 14. Committees

were appointed to perfect plans for this meeting.

PROVIDING FOR WAR DEPENDENTS.

Tlie desirability of some uniform method of providing for the

dependent families of men enlisting in the military and naval

forces has resulted in considerable agitation of the matter. Some

firms are paying full wages in addition to the army compensation,

others are paying the difference between the army wage and that

previously received by the employe, while many desire to do the

proper tiling but have not decided what that really is.

Secretary of War Baker has asked the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States to ascertain the sentiment of the business

men of the country regarding voluntary assistance, and a special

committee has been appointed to take care of the matter, of which

F. A. Seiberling, president of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

is chairman.

The National Fire Protection Association will hold its annual

meeting in Washington, May 8, 9 and 10. A large attendance is

expected. Over 100 new associate members were added in March,

and the list was largely added to last month.
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New Goods and Specialties.

T
BATHING CAP NOVELTIES.

HE season for the beach parade is drawing near and this

year's coterie of feminine bathers bids fair tu outrival last

summer's in piquancy of

headgear. As beautiful colors may
now be obtained in rubber as in

any otlier material, and its pliancy

and velvety texture are highly at-

tractive. A few of the novelties of

this season in bathing caps which

are likely to be popular are here

shown. In the top illustration the

body of the cap is yailirrcil at thr

sides and caught

by two rosettes, a

band and stream- _ -,^ -^'

ers of a contrast-

ing color in rub-

ber hanging loose

except when the

wearer goes in thr

water, when thu

streamers may be

securely tied about

tlie head, thus ade-

quately protecting

the hair. A jock-

ey cap of mot-

tled rubber with a

striped visor is a

saucily appeaHng

innovation, and
the lower illustra-

tion displays a square-cornered

ca[) with a tight-fitting band and

trimmings of striped rubber in

contrasting shades. [United

States Rubber Co.. 1790 Broadway,

New York City.]

ROLLER SKATE WITH RUBBER
CUSHIONS.

A sidewalk roller skate, claimed

to possess all the advantages of

the higher priced rink skate, has

two large rubber bumper:, or cushions which give great resiliency,

relieve the jar from the wearer when roller-skating on hard

pavements or sidewalks, and materially assist in permitting a

free turning axle. This skate has self-contained ball bearing

wheels, two sets of bearings to each wheel, and is strongly con-

structed yet lighter in weight than the average roller skate. It

is adjustable and will fit shoes from ^Vz to II inches in length.

[Conron-McNeal Co., Kokomo, Indiana.]

RUBBER CUSHION HEEL AS AN ARCH SUPPORT.

This arch-supporter, in the form of an extra heel, is claimed

to combine the advantages of those that are built in the shoe

and those that are detachable, since it cannot move about under

the arch of the foot, yet

can lie adjusted to meet

the individual require-

ments of the wearer. A
solid cushion of rubber

is permanently fastened

in a steel sleeve, thread-

ed at one end so that it

may be screwed to the

metal base-plate that is

placed in front of the ordinary heel. A metal plate underneath

the rubber cushion adds to its wearing qualitie's, and when the

proper height of supporter is selected this resiliant supplemental

heel should add considerably to the wearer's comfort in stand-

ing or walking. [Peter Broadbrooks, Batavia, New York.]

THE KANGAROO REVERSIBLE HEEL.

Tile novelty in this heel consists in the means and method
of attaching the rubber part to the leather or compositiou

leather lift that is nailed to the shoe in the ordinary manner.
Xo cement is necessary, thus greatly reducing the time re-

quired for attaching the heel to the shoe. The heel comprises

two parts that are dovetailed together. The leather or com-
position part that is nailed to the heel of the shoe is provided

with a central opening and beveled edges. The rubber heel,

or tread, is also molded with a projecting portion, the edges of

which dovetail into those of the leather lift, holding both

parts firmly together. After the leather portion is nailed to

the shoe the rubber heel may be easily slipped in place by

hand, no further fastening being required. When worn

out a new pair may be readily applied by the wearer.

Should the heels wear unevenly they can be quicJcIy ex-

changed. They are also non-slipping and have no nail holes

to become clogged with dirt. [David William _Jameson, New-
ark, New Jersey.]

SHAMPOO CHAIR AND BASIN WITH RUBBER PAD.

Having the hair shampooed is generally regarded by women
as an uncomfortable necessity, the neck being held in a strained

position long enough to cause considerable discomfort. Various

methods of al-

leviating the
i n c o nvenience

of this opera-

tion have been

devised and a

recently invent-

ed chair and

basin arrange-

ment appeiars

to offer an

agreeable solu-

tion of the dif-

ficulty. This new
chair to be

placed about six

inches in front of the basin, has a hinged back which is lowered

until the head rests comfortably on a rubber neck-piece forming

liart of the basin. With the head in position the hair can be

washed thoroughly, soap lotion being applied through a small

faucet and hose at the left. A gas heater in a water compart-

ment makes it possible to obtain hot water instantly at any de-

sired temperature. [The Excelsior Shampoo Outfit Co., Chicago,

Illinois.]

RUBBER FABRIC WATER BAGS FOR THE ARMY.

During the recent Mexican campaign a new application of rub-

ber in army equipment was developed which may prove advan-

tageous again. It consisted in the use of rubber fabric bags
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for carrying and purifying drinking water for the troops. These

bags, which were designed by the quartermaster's department,

are of double texture material, the outside of heavy khaki duck,

similar to army cloth, and the lining of a thinner material. This

is made up into cylindrical bags about the size of a barrel and

of a capacity of about 50 gallons. There is a metal hoop at the

top hinged to close like a traveling bag, and, at the bottom, four

taps where the contents can be drawn off into canteens. These

bags are filled with water from any available source, and by

means of chemicals are purified and rendered fit for drinking

within a few minutes, and this water is transported in these

heavy bags with other stores of supplies needed by the army.

"CORALINE" ERASERS.

A new series of rulibcr erasers of an attractive coral hue.

doubtless suggesting the above trade name, has recently been

put upon the mar-

ket. These eras-

ers appeal espe-

cially to drafts-

men, since their

rhomboid shape

makes erasure

easy without dis-

turbing the adja-

cent lines or let-

ters. The texture is soft and velvety and they are claimed to

possess excellent erasive qualities. They are supplied in two

sizes. No. 310, small and No. 315, large. [Weldon Roberts

Rubber Co., Newark, New Jersey.]

RUBBER HEEL WITH REPLACEABLE PLUGS.

A rubber heel employing an entirely new principle as well as a

new design, is here shown. Replaceable plugs of white rubber

are fitted at three points into the ordinary cushion heel, as seen

in the illustration, and these

plugs keep the heel absolutely

level, doing away
with the tendency

of the usual rub-

ber heel to wear

down at the
edges. The plugs

also prevent slip-

p i n g, and al-

though they never pull out un-

less intentionally removed, their

movement, in and out, as the

wearer walks, gives added resili-

ence. When worn down they are easily replaced, without the use

of cement, by moistening the base with vaseline or any heavy
lubricant and pressing straight down into the heel with any blunt

instrument. [Emery Heel Sales Co., Boston, Massachusetts.)

ELASTIC AUTO-BODY SUPPORTER.

Long rides in automobiles, while beneficial to tlie health in

many ways, are apt to have an injurious effect if the body is

not well supported, owing to the continuous jarring of the

machine. Women's corsets afford

such support, and for men a

liractical appliance is no\v on the mar-
ket which adequately sustains the

back and abdomen against this jar-

ring motion, yet affords the absolute

.'\uto-Body Supporter" is in the form
of a well-shaped elastic band of pink silk-finish thread inter-

woven with rubber thread. It is made 6 indies deep, in all

sizes. [Sharp & Smith, Chicago, Illinois.]

freedom n-iiuire( This

TOY BALLOON WITH WIRE HOLDER AND HOOKED-DOWN VALVE.

An attractive novelty is shown in the

"Perfection" toy balloon. It remains in-

variably upright, waving gracefully on

the end of a wire holder, and is held in

perfect alinement with the wire by being

I

firmly hooked down to the valve. The
advantage of this holder over the old

reed and string variety is self-

evident. Also, it is a simple

matter to inflate or deflate the

balloon by means of the valve.

To inflate, ascertain that the valve is

open by pushing in gently on the wire
ring or hook ; these balloons inflate to

7y2 inches in diameter. After inflating,

pulling outward gently on the wire ring

or hook will tightly close the valve.

Then the hook is put through the ring in

the holder and hooked into the U bend in

the wire under the ring. [The Globe

Rubber Co.. Cuvahoea Falls, Ohio.]

HARD RUBBER PENCIL HOLDER.

A pencil holder that is practical and convenient for

short lengths of pencils is made entirely of hard rubber.

The holder consists of a barrel four inches long
for regular pocket size, or three inches long for

vest pocket and shopping bag size. A tapered,

reversible pencil clutch is fitted to one end of the

^j holder and this holds securely either hexagon orI round-shaped pencils of varying diameter.

En XlJ.
'^ removable eraser clutch inserted in the

11 opposite end of the holder takes a standard

IF
I

KM size erasive tip which is easily renewable.

i I
-B-J These holders are supplied completely

equipped with pencil and eraser and in

various styles, with fancy mountings, if desired. [Vaughn-Upton
Co., Inc.. 249-251 Causeway street. Boston. Massachusetts.)

THE WEILAPHONE.

A telephone booth shuts out all disturbing sounds but cannot
increase the power of the voice coming from the receiver. Both
these desirable objects are accomplished, it is claimed, by a simple

attachment called the

"Wcilaphone," shown in

the accompanying illus-

tration, in which the

base, ear tips and Y-
shaped holders are made
of hard rubber composi-

tion, connected by soft

rubber tubing. The con-

tour of the ear pieces in

relation to the face is

formed and maintained

by a copper wire pro-

ceeding from the Y
piece upward, extend-

ing a .-.hL.ri distance in the ear pieces. By means of this

wire the instrument is held in place in the ears, rendering un-
necessary the use of the hands to support it. When the instru-

ment is in use, the terephone receiver is set on a soft rubber cap
on the base piece that not only supports the receiver but serves
to modify the harsh sounds sometimes incidental to the use of
the telephone receiver and to shut out all outside noises and vi-

brations, thus bringing the voice at the other end of the wire
clearly and distinctly to the user of the 'Weilaphonc." [The
Wcilaphone. Inc., New York City.)
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LIFE PRESERVER FLASHLIGHT ATTACHMENT,

The difficulty of rescuing people from the water

at night or in a fog is readily apparent, and many

lives have been lost at sea owing to the inability

of would-be rescuers to see the victims or hear

their cries for assistance. A newly invented life-

saving apparatus, shown herewith, is specially

designed to overcome this disadvantage. This

device consists of a rubber bag in

which is contained an electric flash-

light, tlie whole being attached by

straps or other suitable fastening

means to the ordinary form of life-

preserver or life-belt. The rubber fits

tightly around the lens, so as to exclude water,

but the body of the bag is sufficiently loose to

permit operation of the contact button of the

flashlight. [A. M. McGiff, 2i7 West Twentieth street, New
York City.]

EXPLOSION OF A HORIZONTAL VULCANIZER.

NON-SKID RUBBER HEEL AND FIBER-SOLE.

A rubber heel embodying the same non-skid angle design as

the well-known tire tread of its manufacturer has recently been

placed upon the market. This heel is tough

wearing and springy, and the angle tread,

shown in the accompanying illustration, af-

fords a firm foothold.

Coincident with the manufacture of this

heel, the company began making a fiber sole

ihich is claimed to be an exceptionally high-

grade product that can be stitched, trimmed

and finished the same as leather. The same

material is also made in sheets of any de-

sired thickness for soling. Both heels and

soles are supplied in black, tan or \vhite. [The Marathon Tire &
Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.]

IMPROVED FIRE HOSE CABINET.

An interesting invention for fire equipment comprises a metal

hose cabinet 18 inches high, 13 inches wide and 4 inches deep,

inside measurements, so constructed that as soon as the hose

is drawn out of the cabinet, water

begins to flow through it. Fifty feet

of j4-inch fire hose, provided with

a nozzle and so arranged that it

takes up but 8 inches of the cabinet's

entire width, is held in place by two

steel coil springs which are covered

with rubber, thus preventing all dam-

age to the hose should it be replaced

after use before it is thoroughly dry.

One end of the hose is connected to

an automatic, double-seated valve,

locked when not in use, and seated

against the pressure. When in use,

this valve is seated with the pressure

and the more pressure is applied the

tighter it becomes.

This cabinet can be placed in any house or public building

and is supplied by a water pipe connected with the house sup-

ply, atifording the same facilities as a fire department. [John

Egleston, Westfield, Massachusetts.]

The National Insulate Co., Inc., with offices at 1239 Broadway,

New York City, is now equipped to manufacture articles made
of composition materials, such as phonograph records, molded
electrical parts, buttons and novelties.

SEVERAL months ago a horizontal vulcauizer used for open

steam curing in an English rubber mill exploded violently,

blowing off the head, but, fortunately, no one was injured.

The investigation that followed revealed the following facts

which proved beyond all doubt that with ordinary care the

accident would not have happened.

The vulcauizer was of the ordinary horizontal type, with a

^-inch iron shell, 4 feet 6 inches in diameter by 6 feet long. The
back end iron plate was % inch in tliickness, flanged and single

riveted to the shell with rivets lYt, inches apart. The door was

the full diameter of the pan and of 5^-inch iron plate, dished

Vui.c.wizER Door Blown Uff bv Explosion.

about 6 inches. It was hinged to the shell and held in place by
21 hinged bolts, 1J4 inches in diameter, fitting into slots in the

angle bar and door. Steam was supplied through a reducing

valve set to 45 pounds, and the usual fittings were provided,

including a relief valve set to 45 pounds.

The cause of the explosion was the forcing out of the 12

lower bolts from their slots, due to the door flange being angled

or sprung, the door being then forced away from the remaining

9 bolts.

The explosion was of a violent nature, the door being blown

bodily off, breaking the hinge at the pan, and tearing the door

flange in way of the hinge, as shown in the illustration. The
reaction lifted the pan bodily and forced it back, breaking the

front standard, the pan finally being held up by two of the

lower bolts resting on the top of the front standard. Practically

all the contents of the pan were discharged and the pan itself

suffered no damage except the broken hinge.

BRICTSON COMPAUY TO BUILD IN OMAHA.

The Brictson Manufacturing Co., Brookings, South Dakota,

has decided to locate in Omaha, Nebraska, although the date

when building operations on its new plant will be begun has

not yet been decided upon. This company manufactures a metal-

studded tire with a 10,000 mile guarantee. The Omaha factory

will be equipped for the manufacture of a complete line of rubber

•tires, in both plain tread and non-skid types, also inner tubes,

and later on the company contemplates adding to its present line

other rubber articles which can be manufactured to advantage.

The directors are as follows : A. O. Brictson. president and
general manager; George W. Cobel, H. F. Haroldson, G. J.

Flittie and W. L. Montgomery.
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The Editor's Book Table.

A GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY FOR CHEMISTS. BY AUSTIN
M. Patterson, Ph.D. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York City.
[5 by 7 inches, 332 pages, ilexible binding. Price, $2, net.]

THE need of a book of this kind has been keenly felt by all

scientific men, whether well versed in the German language

or otherwise. Germany is headquarters for technical, sci-

entific work, and German scientific publications contain a great

amount of valuable matter, some of which is difficult to under-

stand and which the average German-English dictionary trans-

lates very inadequately. Dr. Patterson was formerly editor of

"Chemical Abstracts," as well as editor of chemical terms for

Webster's New International Dictionary, and thus is peculiarly

fitted for preparing a work of this kind. While special attention

is given to this particular need, a fairly voluminous general vo-

cabulary is also included, in which, however, occur many words

having a technical as well as a popular meaning, and this mean-
ing is given first, although in ordinary dictionaries it may be

omitted or at least not given the prominence it deserves. The
book is small enough to go in the pocket, is well bound in flex-

ible covers, and cannot fail to be of everyday use to those who
read the German scientific papers, and especially the chemical

ones, to keep abreast of the times.

UNIFIED ACCOUNTING METHODS FOR INDUSTRIALS. BY
Clinton E. Woods. The Ronald Press Co., New York City. [Large
8vo, 466 pages, half leather. Price $5, post-paid.]

Industrial accounting is as diversified as are industrial con-

cerns. The need of a unified system is acknowledged by ac-

countants themselves. Many institutions have adopted and

adapted, have added to their systems item by item, until the

result is complexity rather than simplicity and clarity. The
author, who has been connected with prominent concerns, among
them at least one large rubber company, has for 20 years been

handling industrial problems of large and small industries, and

this book, which is in the form of a detailed accounting system,

is intended to fit into every element of an industrial or manu-
facturing business, of whatever size or nature. It is written for

the executive, the engineer and the accountant, and presents a

system which would seem exceedingly efficient. Supplementing

the body of the work are nearly 100 forms for statements, cards,

charts, labor accounts, analysis, sheets, inventory, etc.

THE DANISH WEST INDIES, THEIR RESOURCES AND COMMER-
cial Importance. By H. G. I5rock, Philip S. Smith and W. A. Tucker.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. [68 pages, illustrated.

Price, 15 cents.]

Now that the Danish West Indies are no longer Danish, but

are possessions of the United States, this description of them is

one which will interest all classes of readers. The book gives a

large amount of information condensed into a comparatively

small space and treats of the geographical characteristics, gov-

ernment resources, business conditions, agricultural and allied

industries. Several interesting illustrations, a map showing the

position of these islands, and enlarged maps of the four principal

ones are included.

In the chapter devoted to agriculture and allied industries no

mention is made of the cultivation of rubber, but it is interesting

to note that cotton is second only to sugar as a product of these

islands. In 1913 some 2,000 acres were devoted to Sea Island

cotton, but owing to the appearance of insect pests in the fields,

and to the various difficulties experienced as a result of the

European war, financial loss was threatened, and since that ypar

cotton raising has been temporarily abandoned. Several varieties

of cotton were considered by the agricultural experiment station,

including "Sterling S," "Cameron 106," "Sakcllarides"' and
"Southern Cross," and from these, many crosses and hybrids

have been evolved with the object of securing a variety which

will resist the ravages of insects and which will produce a good
quantity and quality of lint. It is claimed that the yield from a

4j/2-acre plat where careful records were kept was 5,299 pounds
of seed cotton yielding 25 per cent lint, worth in Manchester,

England, 34 cents a pound. This shows that cotton is a profitable

crop when cultivated in commercial acreages. It is estimated

that there are about 5,000 acres on th^ south side of the island

of. St. Croix that might be profitably cultivated.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS IN LATIN AMERICA. BY L. DOM-
eratzky. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. [42 pages.
Price, 10 cents.]

This pamphlet, which is No. 35 of the Tariff Series, published

by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department
of Commerce, is certainly a valuable compilation of facts which
are absolutely necessary to be known by all business houses that

contemplate extending their trade to Latin America by personal

representatives. It gives the regulations in each country which
apply to the commercial traveler—the documents he should take
with him ; the customs treatment of his samples ; the duties on
advertising matter and such miscellaneous information as pass-

ports, buying seasons, expenses, and the like. Each country is

treated separately. All countries in Central and South America
are included, as well as Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican Republic.

STANDARD METHODS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. EDITED BY
Wilfred W. Scott. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York City. [6 by 9
inches, 894 pages, illustrated, cloth. Price, postpaid, $6.]

This is a compilation of carefully selected methods of technical

analysis that have proven of practical value to the professional

chemist. Mr. Scott, who is research chemist of the General
Chemical Co. and was formerly chief chemist of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, is the author of many chapters and has been
assisted in the preparation of the book by a large number of
eminent chemists, each somewhat of a specialist in his own par-
ticular line of analysis. Each chapter is devoted to one element,

and is arranged according to the physical properties, detection,

estimation, preparation and solution of the samples, separations

and methods. The chapter on "Sulphur" contains 28 pages and
6 illustrations. Among articles of interest is one on the deter-

mination of antimony in rubber goods. The book is one which
may well find a place in the library of the analytical chemist,

where it is likely to be of frequent use.

PURCHASING. ITS ECONOMIC ASPECTS AND PROPER METHODS.
By H. B. Twyford. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York Citv. [6 by 9
inches, 252 pages, 112 charts, diagrams and forms. Price. $3, net.]

Equal to if not greater than any other department of modern
industry is that of the purchasing agent. All other branches of

a mercantile or manufacturing plant may be efficient but if the

goods and materials are not of the right kind and quality or not

bought at right prices, that establishment cannot succeed. The
author of this work has a wide experience in manufacturing, en-

gineering and electrical railway industries, and the book shows
most effectively the results of this experience. The work is

divided into several sections, starting with purchasing in its

widest phase, the art and ethics of buying being considered. The
personnel of the purchasing department is explained, showing
the organization and the duties of each of the workers in that

department. Following this is a description of the operation of

the purchasing department, the method of handling invoices,

the operation of stores, all of these being fully described and
forms shown for use in each division of the department. Dia-

grams through the book show the progress of an order from the

time the requirement is reported to the purchasing agent, imtil

the purchase is completed. Tlicse diagrams run fnim a simple
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routine in the small business to the complex and more highly

perfected systems of great industries. .Many points brought out

in each chapter are of sufficient value to render the book highly

useful to the man who buys, whether he be in a large organiza-

tion or simply running a small business.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

CHE.MICAL ENGINEERING C.AT.ALOG. THE CHEMICAL CATALOG
Co., Inc., 1 Madison avcnne, New York City, t 9 by 12 inches, 288
pages, cloth.]

This book is in the nature of a compilation of catalogs of

concerns which supply chemical engineering equipment, ma-

chinery, chemicals and supplies. It is intended to supersede a

large mass of printed matter issued by individual manufac-

turers and is classified and indexed so that it furnishes in a small

compass a large amount of information of value to chemical en-

gineers, cliemists and manufacturers in any way connected with

chemical industries. The classified index is confined to 75 or

80 pages, the rest of the book being in the nature of condensed

catalogs of a large number of concerns identified with the trade.

This catalog is not sold but is loaned to those interested in the

chemical and allied industries and is approved by a committee

representing the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, the

American Chemical Society and the New York Section of the

Society of Chemical Industry.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 191,S. NEW
York State Department of Labor. [Octavo, cloth, 417 pages.]

Every large employer of labor in New York State will find

much of interest in the annual report of the Industrial Com-
iTiission published by the Department of Labor. Its ten parts

are devoted to the general report of the Commission and the

more detailed reports of the several bureaus, including that of

Inspection, Workmen's Compensation, Mediation and Arbitra-

tion, Statistics and Information, Employment, Industries and

Immigration, Industrial Code and Fire Hazards, Boilers and

Explosives. Many opinions of the attorney-general construing

the labor laws constitute the final part.

New York is among the 24 states which, like most European

countries, maintain public employment offices. The records of

this bureau for the year ending September 30, 1915, show 22,856

persons applied for by employers, 49,554 situations wanted, 26,-

641 persons referred, and 13,391 positions reported filled. There

are 26 occupational groups under males and 8 under females.

Factory workers, both male and female, include rubber and

allied products workers, while male general laborers include

rubber and allied products laborers.

() ACRE DE IIOJE E DE AMANH.\. .\ COM.MUNICATKJN ,\D-
dressed to the "Soctedade Nacional de Agricultura" diirine the session
of November 19. 1916, by J. \'irgolino de .Alencar. Pulilished by
**Jornal do P.rasil." Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

In this communication the author strongly urges the encour-

agement of earnest and scientific cultivation of the Het-ea in

.'Xcre, and to this end requests the above society to aid by spread-

ing the necessary information and by interesting the right kind

of men to undertake such planting. He points out that superior

qualities of the true Hcvea Brasilicnsis, found in Acre and

vicinity, deteriorate more or less when it is transplanted to other

localities. In connection w'ith this species especially he calls at-

tention to the unscrupulous methods of tapping by which these

trees, in a very short time, are either killed or rendered un-

productive. He pleads for such supervision and regulation as

will suppress this evil and gives warning that such practices,

due to greed or general ignoratice, are factors which make it

possible for the Orient to compete successfully with Brazil.

.\ report of the author's plantation in Rio Yaco by the agri-

cultural authorities of Alto Purus, and an estimate of the gains

to be derived from a plantation similar to that of Dr. .Alencar

are final arguments for planting rubber in this natural habitat

of the Hevea.

"T^HE tire repair man can get many valuable ideas and sug-
* gestions from the 1917 catalog of the Williams Foundry
& Machine Co., Akron, Ohio, which has just been issued. It

not only describes and pictures the full line of tire making
and tire repairing machines, tools and appliances manufac-
tured by this house, but also contains a great amount of in-

furniation of practical value to tliose engaged in this line of

business.
* * «

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has issued an attrac-

tive 40-page pamphlet describing its rubber goods for the

lumber industry, which is carefully compiled, handsomely

printed and profusely illustrated. It is not a mere catalog,

but to a certain extent a handbook of interesting information

on this subject.
* * *

Health insurance is one of the proposed factors of modern
efficiency. Facts in respect to compulsory health insurance,

as presented at legislative hearings in New York and Massa-

chusetts, are succinctly given in a pamphlet sent by Magnus
W. Alexander, Lynn, Massachusetts.

* * *

Werner & Pfleiderer Co., Saginaw, Michigan, manufacturer

of mixing and kneading machinery, is sending out one of the

handsomest and best arranged catalogs of this class of goods

which we have seen. The book contains 84 pages, each printed

in two colors, the cover, in fttll colors and handsomely em-
l)ossed, appropriately showing a brawny workman holding one

of the peculiar shaped mixing blades from the company's ma-
chines. Each digester, dissolver, washer, kneader or mixer is

shown in half-tone from carefully retouched photographs. Much
information regarding dimensions, capacity and special adapta-

tion is given, also guarantees and conditions under which these

machines are sold, and other matter of interest to rubber cement

and rubber goods manufacturers.

* * *

\ neat desk or wall calendar has been received from the Xylos

Rubber Co., Limited, reclaimer, Manchester, England. In an ap-

propriate setting are cards for days, months and dates, promi-

nent and distinct, while the background contains advertising

information of the concern's specialties.

* * =p

The United States Rubber Co.. New York City, has adopted

the name "Keds" for its lines of canvas shoes with rubber soles,

and is sending out some excellent window display matter for

advertising these goods. A cut-out of paper represents a young
man and a young woman, each wearing these shoes, between

and beyond them a view of a tennis court ; these to be placed

across the front of the window. The cut-outs are so gummed
that by moistening they can be made to adhere to the window.

There are attractive and odd-shaped window cards for display

with shoes of this character and a diagram explains the proper

arrangement of all these in the window. The advertising matter

is in brilliant natural colors, and the whole display is likely to

be of advertising value to the storekeepers who may utilize it.

* * *

"Mobilizing Money for War" is the title of a 12-page pamphlet

being distributed by the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, in-

tended to show the reason for and the necessity of investing in

the great government loan for national defense to which the pub-

lic will soon be given an opportunity to subscribe. It points out

that the United States is the richest country in the world to-day,

its national assets equaling the combined wealth of Great Britain,

Russia, France and Italy, and that the whole nation inust enlist

its wealth as well as its manhood to win the war.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

OUR GROWING RUBBER TRADE WITH THE DUTCH
EAST INDIES.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:

DEAR SIR—According to the present trend of the trade the

Dutch East Indies promise to become a greater source of

rubber for American manufacturers than ever before. The

demand for smoked sheet from Java and Sumatra plantations, al-

ways good, has increased considerably of late because of ob-

stacles placed in the way of American buyers in the British

colonies. The increasing war export duty, which has no counter-

part in the Dutch colonies, is perhaps the principal reason, al-

though tlie permit, which must be procured of the Tire and Rub-

ber Committee in London, is an important factor because it

delays and renders shipments so uncertain. It is to be hoped that

with the United States in arms shoulder to shoulder with

England, the American rubber trade may be relieved of some, at

least, of the many formalities which have attended all rubber im-

ports during the war.

England cannot well afford to lose her largest rubber customer,

which consumed about 80,000 tons of plantation rubber in 1916,

for which an average price of 70 cents a pound or $1,568 a ton

was paid. The year's total business, therefore, aggregated $125,-

440,000, and as the profits averaged 45 cents a pound, Malayan

planters are $80,640,000 the richer thereby. The Dutch rubber

production is increasing steadily, however, and the acreage and

bearing figures of the Growers' Association of Batavia indicate

that it will reach 120,000 tons annually in 1919, which is 5,000

tons more than the total consumption of the United States in

1916. A more considerate arrangement with America is the only

thing that will prevent a still further transfer of trade to the

Dutch colonies. This is shown conclusively by the fact that al-

though prices have risen several cents above those in Malaya

for similar grades, American buying still continues good.

Observer.

Boston, April 23, 1917.

A PACIFIC MERCHANT FLEET.
To THE Editor of The India Rubber World :

r^E.'VR SIR—Every American of spirit welcomes the plan to

*-^ build 3,000 wooden cargo ships of 3,000 tons each, 1,000 of

them to be in service within 18 months. It does the heart good to

see activities about the old New England shipyards again, and to

know that many others are to be opened elsewhere. By such

means the "Stars and Stripes" will once more become a familiar

flag in the principal ports of the world, and this is quite as it

should be. These wooden makeshifts can later be replaced by

steel ships and, as The India Rubber World has repeatedly

asserted, the commerce of our great nation must never again be

allowed to depend upon foreign bottoms.

A ship flying the American flag every three miles, and later

every mile, between America and England or France is indeed a

phophecy to stir the imagination, but are we not forgetting the

Pacific in our efforts virtually to bridge the Atlantic? Our duty

to provision, munition and otherwise supply neutrals and the

nations engaged in our common cause is plain, but to do so en-

tails the importation of great quantities of raw material, much
of which comes or might come to our Pacific coast.

No thinking person doubts but that ruthless submarine warfare

will presently be extended to our Atlantic coast, so that unavoid-

able ship losses in the export of manufactures will make it essen-

tial to conserve tonnage in imports to the very maximum. The
increasing dependence of the United States upon the tropics for

raw materials and foodstuflts not produced in this country is

shown by the enormous imports of tropical products during the

fiscal year 1916, amounting to $1,060,850,416, of which $304,000,000

was rubber. Much of this vast total comes from the East or

foreign Pacific ports, and during the war can be brought to San

Francisco or Seattle more safely than to Atlantic coast cities.

Moreover, high cargo and insurance rates and the losses by sub-

marine attack, certain to come, will render transcontinental

freights relatively less formidable.

During 1916 about 80,000 tons of rubber, or 27 cargoes of 3,000

tons each, came from the East and had it become necessary might

have been entered at Pacific coast ports. Our exports to Middle

and Far East countries are constantly increasing, and Russian

events promise to render Vladivostock one of our great foreign

markets, so that there will be cargoes to go both ways. Amer-
ican consumers to-day are dependent upon British and Japanese

ships to bring rubber from Singapore. Colombo and Penang, via

Hong Kong, where it is transferred at a considerable loss of time

and labor. Submarine losses have reduced the British service,

and although a new service has been inaugurated by two Dutch

ships between Batavia and America, the situation is not greatly

relieved. Because of the lack of ships the cargo rate to America
from Hong Kong had early this year been increased from $24 to

$30 a ton.

Let a goodly number of our proposed fleet of wooden merchant-

men be built in Pacific coast yards and put into service to the

Far East, that the American flag may become as familiar there

ais in the days when ships from New England seaport towns were
known the world around.

A Rubber Importer.

San Francisco, April 16. I917-.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

/CONSOLIDATED RUBBER TIRE CO. vs. The B. F. Good-
^^ rich Co.; Consolidated Rubber Tire Co. vs. Republic Rub-
ber Co. These were suits in equity on exceptions to the report of

the master, brought before the District Court, N. D. Illinois,

E. D. It was held that the master's recommendation of five

cents a pound as a reasonable royalty should be approved

;

furthermore, according to precedent, the law read that a licensee

of part of the patent rights in a certain territory, or even in the

whole country, cannot sue in his own name. The decision was
that the reports of the master in each case should be approved,

and all objections and exceptions thereto overruled. [Federal

Reporter, Vol. 237, page 893.]

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS DECISIONS.

The United States Court of Customs Appeals, March 26, 1917,

rendered the following decision relating to raincoats in the case

of True Fit Waterproof Co. v. United States. Goods made by
cementing with rubber a cotton cloth to a cotton and wool cloth,

and goods made by cementing with rubber a cotton and silk cloth

to a cotton and wool cloth, the rubber in each case being neg-

ligible in value, are composed in chief value of cotton, wool, or
silk, according to which represents the greatest value as yarn,

plus its proportion, on the basis of quantity, of the cost of weav-
ing and other expenses incurred in making the cloth and bringing

it to the condition it had immediately prior to its combination

with the other materials in order to form the goods in question.

For this purpose that cloth which is composed in chief value of

one of these fibers should not be regarded as made entirely of it.

Raincoats made from such goods are dutiable under paragraphs

256, 266, or 291, given below, according to the material of chief
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value as found by tlii> ruK, and not as wearing apparel not

specially provided for (par. 261).

Paragraph 256. Clothing, ready-made, and articles of wearing

apparel of every description, composed of cotton or other vege-

table fiber, or of which cotton or other vegetable fiber is the

component material of chief value, or of cotton or other vege-

table fiber and india rubber, made up or manufactured, wholly

or in part, * * * and not otherwise specially provided for

in this section, 30 per centum ad valorem ; * * *.

Paragraph 266. All articles made from cotton cloth, whether

finished or unfinished, and all manufactures of cotton or of which

cotton is tlie component material of chief value, not specially

provided for in this section, 30 per centum ad valorem.

Paragraph 291. Clothing, ready-made, and articles of wearing

-apparel of every description * * * made up or nianufacturea

wholly or in part, and not specially provided for in this section,

composed wlioUy or in chief value of wool, 35 per centum ad

valorem.
* * *

Rubber-faced card cloth, reported by the appraiser to be in

chief value of cotton and classified at 30 per cent ad valorem,

was protested by Ashworth Bros., Boston, Massachusetts.

It was found that rubber is the component material of chief

value in the card cloth here in question and therefore dutiable

as manufactures of rubber at 10 per cent. [No. 40,712. Be-

fore Board 2, March 23, 1917.]

* * *

Sheldon & Co. v. The United States. The chicle late.x hav-

ing been drawn from the tree and coagulated by artificial heat

into hard chunks in Mexico, shipped to Canada and there ground
and dried, the grinding and drying bearing no relation to trans-,

portation and being a process in the manufacture of chewing gum
known commercially as desiccated chicle, is dutiable at 20 cents

per pound. [United States Court of Customs Appeals, April 2,

1917.]

TKADE-MAEK DECISIONS.

President Suspender Co. v. Macwilliam. The facts in the

"President" suspender case are as follows : The defendant reg-

istered a trade-mark for suspenders and shortly thereafter

patented certain features of the particular article to which this

mark was applied. After the grant of the patent the plaintiff

was given an exclusive license to manufacture and sell the sus-

penders during the life of the patent. Upon the expiration of the

patent the defendant commenced to use the mark and the plaintiff

brought suit in the district court. The decision was in favor

of the plaintiff and the defendant appealed to the circuit court

which, affirmed the decision of the lower court.

From this decision it follows that a patentee who gives an

exclusive license to another to manufacture and sell a patented

article for the life . of the patent, and who at the same time

transfers the good-will of the business to the licensee, does not

retain any trade-mark rights of which he can avail himself either

during the life of the patent or on its expiration. [U. S. Trade-

Mark Bulletin, March, 1917.]

* * *

The Miller Rubber Co. v. Behrend & Rothschild. .\ manu-
facturer of toy balloons, who owned a design patent on a toy

balloon made in imitation of a watermelon, has failed in an

attempt to restrain -a manufacturer from marketing a similar

balloon. The court held that the design patent was void, and
that no one was entitled to the monopoly of a toy balloon made in

imitation of a watermelon. [U. S. Trade-Mark Bulletin, March,
1917.]

A Canadian manufacturer of rubber heels having reduced the

terms of discounts, the Toronto Shoe Repairers' .Association is

asking for a reconsideration and requests IS per cent discount on
all orders of a half gross or more.

THE EHMAN RUBBER CO.

A mom; the progressive rubber manufacturing plants of the
^* middle west is the Ehman Rubber Co., of Twenty-seventh
and La Salle Streets, Chicago, Illinois. This company, which is

being operated along up-to-date lines, is turning out tires and

Plant of the Ehman Tire & Rubber Co.

mechanical goods of standard quality. The plant, under its

present management, has been appreciably extended and plans

have already been made for large additions. The new equipment
includes up-to-date machinery and devices which contribute so

largely to the successful operation of the factory.

A. E. Ehman, president and general' manager, has demon-
strated by tlic prompt introduction nf available men and methods

EiiMAX Exhibit .\i tiie Rothschild Accessory Show.

that he is an efficiency man in the best acceptance of the term.

The Ehman tire, it is claimed, has already achieved an excellent

reputation and is being extensively popularized through an

aggressive campaign now in operation by its makers.

.'\t the Rothschild Accessory Show held in Chicago, the Ehman
exhibit attracted many visitors. The actual operations necessary

in the construction of a pneumatic tire were here shown by an

experienced demonstrator, who built up a complete tire on the

core, ready for vulcanization.

"Rubber Machinery," Mr. Pearson's newest book, filled with

valuable information for rubber manufacturers, is now ready for

mailing. Price, $6.
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The Obituary Record.

MANY TEAHS IN HECIAIMING BUSINESS.

EDWARD MORTIMER MUNDY, treasurer of the Philadel-

phia Rubber Works Co., died on March 6 of pneumonia,

at the advanced age of 81 years.

Mr. Mundy became associated with the late Colonel Nathaniel

Chapman Mitchell, founder of the Philadelphia Rubber Works
Co., in 1881, and for 30 years held the office of treasurer of the

company.

The following resolution was adopted at the last board meet-

ing of the company

:

Resolved : That in the death of our treasurer, Mr. Edward
Mortimer Mundy, this company has lost a highly valued and faith-

ful officer of unswerving integrity, whose line qualities of loyalty

and kindliness greatly endeared him to all those who had the

privilege of being associated witli him. The' board of directors

extend to*Mrs. Mundy and to his family the most profound ex-
pression of sympathy.

Mr. Mundy was interred at Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn,

New York. He is survived by his widow and a daughter, Mrs.

WiHiam G. Davies.

AU EXPERT IN TIRE MANUFACTURE.

James E. Tourtellotte, who died in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

March 5, was for 21 years connected with the rubber tire business.

For 15 years he was superintendent of the Hartford Rubber

Works Co., Hartford, Connecticut, and later became general

factory manager. At the time of his death he was connected

with the Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., at Trenton, New Jersey. He was

born at Thompson, Connecticut, September S, 1857, and was a

graduate of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester,

Massachusetts. A widow and one son survive him.

MANY YEARS WITH ONE COMPANY.

William Volz, assistant secretary of the Eureka Fire Hose
Manufacturing Co., New York City, died on April 2, after a

brief illness. He entered the employ of the company as office

boy 22 years ago, and steadily advanced in usefulness and
efficiency, finally reaching the position he held at the time of

his death. He is survived by a widow, two children and his

motlier.

A PIONEER TIRE MAN.

Alexander O. Holroyd, formerly manager of the Prince George

Hotel, Daytona, Florida, died in that city the middle of last

month. Mr. Holroyd came to this country from England, being

identified with the American Dunlop Tire Co. from its begin-

ning, later joining the forces of the Hartford Rubber Works Co.,

in charge of the automobile tire department, and in 1907 going

to Columbus, Ohio, as vice-president of the Midgley Manufac-

turing Co. In 1909 he left the latter concern to enter the hotel

business.

He was a man of pleasing personality and left many friends

in the automobile business, and was also popular with tourists

wintering in Florida.

FORMERLY A RUBBER SALESMAN.

Elias E. Cox, a veteran of the Civil War, and for more than

thirty years identified with the manufacturing rubber industry,

died at his home in East Providence, Rhode Island, March 24.

He was in his 72nd year and was born at Mount Tabor, Vermont.
During the Civil War he served four years in' the Seventh Ver-
mont Regiment. He was associated with several rubber con-

cerns in Connecticut and Massachusetts and finally entered the

sales department of the National India Rubber Co. at Bristol,

about AS years ago. At the time of tlie Exposition at Philadel-

phia, in 1876, Mr. Cox was in charge of the National Rubber Co.'s

working exhibit. In recent years Mr. Cox had carried on a

laundry business in Providence, but his health had been very

poor since last September. He leaves a widow, a son and a

daughter.

WELL KNOWN IN THE WEST.

Leland E. English,' for 16 years special representative of the

\'oorhees Rubber Manufacturing Co., of Jers^- City, New Jer-

sey, died suddenly of apoplexy at Joplin, Missouri, on April 2.

Mr. English was

born at Sacramento,

California, October

17, 1860. He began

his career in the

trade with the wes-

tern branch of the

Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Massachu-
setts, first as trav-

eling salesman, and
then, successively as-

sistant manager and
manager of the Chi-

cago branch estab-

lishment of that

company. He joined

the force of Voor-
hees Rubber Manu-
facturing Co. 16

years ago, becoming
its special repre-

sentative in the

West. He made his

headquarters in Joplin, Missouri, but he was one of the best-

known men in the trade in every city of the West and Middle
West. He was a man of striking appearance, had a broad tech-

nical knowledge of the trade, was an indomitable worker, and
his wonderful capacity of remembering names and faces was
combined with a happy faculty of making friends wherever he
traveled. He leaves one son, Drummond English, of Chicago,

Illinois.

L. E. English.

AN OLD AND VALUED EMPLOYE.
Samuel Gould, for many years in tlie employ of the Ameri-

can Hard Rubber Co., at its Butler, New Jersey, plant, died at

his home in that town recently, aged 63 years.

OZOKERITE IN UTAH.

Ozokerite, which is largely used in insulating compounds and
in the manufacture of hard rubber articles, until the> present

European war, came mainly from Galicia, Austria. Some domes-
tic ozokerite was found in Utah, but not until recently has the

American product assumed importance. A deposit in Wasatch
County, Utah, which approximates two miles wide and 12 miles

long, has been developed within the last year or so. The refining

plant at Soldier Summit has a capacity of treating 10 tons of raw
material per day, yielding 400 pounds of ozokerite. Changes are

contemplated in the process of extraction which it is estimated

will enable the plant to handle 1,000 tons of crude material, and
proportionately enlarge the output. It is expected that this in-

dustry will result in preventing the profitable importation of the

Galician product should an attempt be made to do so after the

war is over.
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RUBBER MANUFACTURING PROCESSES IN SHOW
WINDOWS.

ly/I.^.W enterprising merchants have found that the most cf-

IVl festive show window advertising has been that which has

some "live" element in it, and wax models have given way in

many cases to real people, whose actions or labors in tlic win-

dows have resulted in attracting more closely the attention of

the passersby. Rubber manufacturers have not been backward

in this respect. Last month in The India Rubbizr World

mcntiiin was made of the manufacture of rubber footwear in

Making Footwear in a Show Window.

the window of the .United States Rubber Co. in its Broadway

building in New York City, where two men and two women
employes were busily engaged in putting together rubber boots

and shoes. There was also shown a machine employed to sub-

SILVBRTOWI

Cord- Laving ALvchinls in a Show Winduu.

mit the women's rubbers to heavy atmospheric pressure, thus

exploiting the pressure process goods manufactured by that

company. On the week of March 19 this company had an-

other exhibit of like character—two j'ouug women busily en-

gaged in making bathing caps, while a frame-like orifice at

the rear disclosed a third young woman arrayed in bathing

cap and costume, whose principal vocation seemed to be to try

on one bathing cap after another. Behind her was a back-

ground of a seashore scene. These exhibits were viewed by

thousands who stopped for a longer or shorter time in order

to see and study the processes, or, perhaps, admire the bather.

.\notlier live exhibit by a rubber company was shown in the

Boston, Massachusetts, store of The B. F. Goodrich Co., where

two patented cord-laying machines were shown in operation

under the supervision of experts sent from the Akron, Ohio,

factory. These machines, which seemed almost human in their

manipulation in laying the cord for the "Silvertown" tires,

created much interest during the entire term of their exhibit

and must have been of real practical value in familiarizing

automobilists with the construction of these tires. This ex-

hibit is being shown in the various cities where the Goodrich

company has large retail stores.

It might be well in this connection to mention the patriotic

display shown in the window of the United States Rubber Co.'s

store in New York City last month. The window was lined with

velvet, and the background was a large United States flag above

which were several smaller draped flags interspersed \v^th laurel

branches, which were also liberally used as embellishments in

other parts of the window. In the center of the window on a

marble column was a handsome specimen of the .American eagle,

mounted on a branch, with wings and beak extended, a fine

sample of the taxidermist's art. In front of this was a marble

bust of Washington and in the immediate foreground a card

H.MHINli Ca1'> in IHh .\L\KI.\li AND \Vi-..\RINo

reading, "For particulars as to location of army and navy recruit-

ing stations in New York and vicinity please apply in store." At

the sides of the window were grouped flags of many friendly

nations, among them those of Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy,

Belgium, Portugal, Serbia. Roumania, Panama, Cuba and Japan.

These flags were grouped around .standards which were trimmed

with a broad blue ribbon, over which was a narrower white rib-

l)on, thus forming the ribbon trade-mark which has been adopted

by the company in its advertising. Not only was the window an

artistic and attractive one, but it served its mission by calling

attention to the need of recruiting at the time.

There is a proposition before the Milwaukee city council to

pass an ordinance, having for its object the elimination of un-

necessary noise. Among the provisions are that no whistles

shall be blown to start or end the day's work, or at noon or

other time, except fire boats, fire engines or steamboats seeking

to pass through a drawbridge. Persons making deliveries of any

kind between 11 p. m. and 7 a. m. shall wear rubber heels; and
milkmen must pad their trays to eliminate noise.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

BESAW TO BUILD IN AEDMORE, OKLAHOMA.

THE BeSaw Tire & Rubber Co., Hartville, Ohio, is obliged

greatly to enlarge its capacity and will shortly build a plant

in Ardmore, Oklahoma, this site being selected as offering

ample housing for employes, natural resources such as oil and gas

fuel, and territory now requiring a large consumption of automo-

bile tires. The new factory will have a capacity of at least 5tX)

tires a day and to finance the project properly the capital stock

will be increased from $220,000 to $1,000,000. Charles A. Be-

Saw is president of the company and P. P. Parker, general sales

manager.

the mill building which will

EXPANSION OF THE FISK RUBBER CO.

This illustration of The Fisk Rubber Co.'s plant at Chicopee

Falls, Massachusetts,

afford greatly
increased tire

production, the

floor space now
devoted to tire

manufacture to-

taling over 29

acres. The new
addition is one

of the largest

single mill build-

ings in New
England, having

six floors meas-

uring 600 feet

long by 105 feet

wide. It is now
fully equipped with the mostapproved machinery

unit electric power plants.

Plant of the Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, .Massaliiusetts.

operated b>

UNITED STATES RUBBER CO. PENSION PLAN.

The United States Rubber Co. has announced a comprehensive

pension plan for its employes, whereby every man and woman
who has been continuously in the employ of the company for

20 or more years, either with the parent company or any of its

subsidiary companies, and has reached a certain age (namely,

men 65 and women 60 years), may be retired on a pension,

the amount of which will depend upon the wages or salary re-

ceived and the number of years the employe has served the com-

pany. Retirement from service on pension is optional with the

employe under certain conditions, and under other conditions

lies in the discretion of the Pension Committee. The smallest

amount payable will be $20 per month. Under certain conditions

men may be pensioned at the age of 60 and women at 55.

It is expected that the appropriation for the first year will

benefit many of

the older em-

ployes, while the

great army of

men and women
younger in point

of service will

have the assur-

ance of protection

when their effici-

ency becomes im-

paired through

a fl V a n c e d age.

The company will

assume such ex-

penditures as may
be necessary in

be required from

APSLEY RUBBER CO.

The financial statement of the Apslcy Rubber Co., Hudson,

Massachusetts, as of January 31 > compares with the previous year

as follows

:

Assets: l^)!/. 1916.
Cash, notes and accounts receivable $609,927 $461,560
Inventory 612,061 627.0J5
Stock investments 57,680
Real estate, machinerv. etc 623.296 580,103
Patent rights and trade-marks 300.000 300,000

Total $2,145,284 $2,026,378
Liabilities:

Common stock $500,000 $500,000
Preferred stock 643.300 615.600
Notes payable 380.000 399.573
Accounts payable 218,608 174,199
Surplus 403,376 337,006

Total ..; $2,145,284 $2,026,378

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE aUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on April 25 are furnished by John Burn-
ham & Co.. 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle street, Chicago, Illinois:

Bid. Asked.
Ajix Rubber Co. 'new) 67K 70
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common 129 135
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. preferred 106'A 108
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. common 50^ 51
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. preferred 108'/^ 109
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. common 208 213
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. preferred lOS'A 108K
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.. common 51 ^-^ 53
KellvSl.rinKfield Tire Co.. preferred 85 94
Miller Rubber Co.. common 200 210
Miller Rubber Co.. preferred 104^i 106
Portage Rubber Co 141 147
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 70 78
United States Rubber Co.. common 58'i 59
United States Rubber Co.. preferred I06J< 1075<i

administering the plan and no contributions

any employes.

Employes absent on military service for the country will not

have such absence deducted from the computation of their years

of service, nor constitute a break in the continuity of employ-

ment for purposes of the pension benefits. Service for the coun-

try will thus be counted equivalent to service for the company.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The American Tire Fabric Co. paid a quarterly dividend of

1^ per cent on first preferred stock on April 2 to stockholders of

record March 20.

The United States Rubber Co. has declared a regular quar-

terly dividend of 2 per cent on first preferred stock, payable

April 30 to stockholders of record April 16.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. paid a quar-

terly dividend of 1^ per cent on preferred stock on April 16.

Also, a dividend of % per cent on common stock has been de-

clared, payable April 30 to stockholders of record April 5.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has declared the regular quar-

terly dividend of $1 a share on common stock, payable May 1 to

stockholders of record April 16.

The Hood Rubber Co. has declared a quarterly dividend of IM
per cent on preferred stock, payable May 1 to stockholders of

record April 26.

The Marathon Tire & Rubber Co. has increased its dividend

payable May 1 from the rate of 6 to 7 per cent per annum.
At a meeting held on April 25, directors of The B. F. Good-

rich Co. declared a regular quarterly dividend of $1 per share on
common stock, payable August 15 to stockholders of record

August 3.
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TRADE NOTES.

At tlie annual meeting of The Gutta Percha & Rubber Manu-

facturing Co., New York City, held on April 4, the old officers

were reelected as follows : Henry Spadone, president ; Walter

W. Spadone, vice-president; Alfred A. Spadone, secretary;

George B. Dickerson, treasurer.

The Raw Products Co., New York City, will move on May 1

to 78-80 Wall street, the new quarters comprising a suite of

four rooms on the ninth floor.

The general offices of the Republic Rubber Co. of New York,

including the mechanical sales department, railroad sales, export

sales, and accounting departments, are now located on the fourth

floor of tlie Singer Building, 149 Broadway, New York City,

the pneumatic tire sales department and storage rooms remain-

ing at 229 West Fifty-eighth street.

I. J. Cohen & Co., wholesale dealer in rulibcr, scrap iron and

metals, Kansas City, Missouri, has recently moved into a new

building at 1,406 West Ninth street.

Work has begun on a new office building for the Republic

Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, which will be a duplicate of the

present office building, with a connecting link comprising the

new entrance, elevator and stairway. The construction will be

of reinforced concrete, designed to carry another story when

further expansion becomes necessary. It is planned to have this

new structure the center unit of a series of three buildings, all

to be used for general offices, accounting, etc., including a well-

equipped hospital.

The selling corporation, Mullpr & Phipps (Asia), Limited,

^hose headquarters are at Englewood, New Jersey, with branch

offices in a large number of Asiatic cities, has incorporated its

Singapore branch as Muller, Phipps & Sellers, Limited. H. A.

Sellers, who was for several years associated with United En-

gineers, Limited, is managing director.

Byron C. Dowse, former president of the Federal Rubber

Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, and Cudahy, Wisconsin, and for-

merly one of the chief owners of the G. & J. Tire Co., Indian-

apolis, Indiana, has formed a new tire manufacturing concern

under the name of the Dowse Rubber Co., a certificate of whose

incorporation was filed at the office of Secretary of State at

Dover, Delaware, with an authorized capital stock of $2,500,000.

The general offices and one factory will be in Chicago, Illinois,

with another factory in prospect.

The Eagle-Picher Lead Co. announces the removal of its

offices to the Architect's. Building, 101 Park avenue, New York

City.

The Turner. Vaughn & Taylor Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, is

extending its factory to meet the requirements of a remarkably

increased trade in the rubber business, and when the additions

to the machine and foundry departments are completed this

summer the company will have practically a new foundry, with

the floor space about doubled. A new office building is also

being erected.

After May 1 the offices of Yglesias & Co., Inc., will be located

at 29 Broadway, New York City.

The Red Cross Rubber Co., to be located at Norwalk, Ohio,

is the name of a new rubber manufacturing concern which pro-

poses to make rubber novelties. The men interested are Claude

Martin and G. M. Switzer, both of Ashland, Ohio.

The Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Lawrenceville, Illinois,

and the Petroleum Products Co., Independence, Kansas, have re-

cently merged, and the combination will be known as the Sarco

Petroleum Products Co. There will be no change in the man-
agement or interests identified with the new name.

The Electric Hose & Rubber Co., Wilmington, Delaware, has

taken out a $300,000 blanket policy covering the lives of its

several hundred employes.

JOHN W. MAGUIRE.

DRIEF mention was made last month of the appointment of
*-' John W. Maguire as general sales manager of tires and me-
chanical rubber goods of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,

of Chicago, Illinois

and Muskegon,
Michigan. Mr. Ma-
guire is well known
in the rubber busi-

ness, having been

associated with it

since 1894, when he

entered the business

as salesman for the

Trenton Rubber Co.

Six years later he

became sales man-
ager for the Lake
Shore Rubber Co.,

Erie, Pennsylvania.

In 1906 he associ-

ated himself with

The Republic Rub-
ber Co., Youngs-
town, Ohio, as gen-

eral salesman, and
since 1911 has been

sales manager of

the Chicago branch

establishment of that company, resigning recently to assume his

new position.

Mr. Maguire is a "live wire," as is shown in his work for the

rehabilitation of the Chicago Automobile Club, of which he was

recently elected vice-president. He is also a director in the

Chicago Automobile Trade Association, and is president of the

Gym Knights, an active organization in the gymnasium life of

the Chicago Athletic Association.

It will thus be seen that Mr. Maguire brings to the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co. not only a ripe experience peculiarly fitting

him for his new position, but a wide acquaintance and popularity

which must conduce to still greater distribution of the lines for

which he assumes the sales management.

Maguire.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Harry E. Dennie, formerly connected with the Salt Lake City

branch of the Imperial Belting Co.. of Chicago, Illinois, has been'

appointed Western manager, with headquarters at 525 Market
street, San Francisco, California.

Alfred Smith, Manchester, England, dealer in rubber chemi-

cals and compounding ingredients, has opened offices at 98

Maiden Lane, New York City, under the management of

E. H. Watson.
Herman Gossen, formerly affiliated with the Bothamley Chem-

ical & Extract Co. and the Casella Color Co., is now associated'

with J. Early Wood, Inc., New York City, having been appointed

manager of the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, office of that well-

known chemical house.

Ralph M. Loewenthal, for the past six years sales manager for

The Loewenthal Co., at the Brookljm, New York, office, has re-

cently resigned. Mr. Loewenthal's future plans are as yet un-

formed, but he will undoubtedly continue in some branch of

the rubber industry. His activities when with The Loewenthal

Co. included charge of warehousing operations, facilities, system,

and supervision of special gradings, manipulations, etc.

A. F. Peterson has been appointed manager of the San Fran-

cisco, California, branch of The Fisk Rubber Co., of Chicopee

Falls, Massachusetts, succeeding M. H. Whipple.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE RUBBER ASSOCIATION.

THE following cable correspondence between British rubber
associations and The Rubber Association of America, Inc.,

will be read with interest

:

London, April 17, 1917.
President Firestone, Rubber Association of America, New York City:
The committee of the Rubber Trade Association of London, on behalf

of all members, extend to you, your executive and memljers, cordial and
sincere greetings on the active participation of the United States in the
defense of the free peoples. William Hendrev, Chairman.

New York, .\pril 23, 1917.
William Hendrey, Chairman, Rubber Trade Association of London, Lon-

don, England.

:

Olticers, directors and members of Rubber .Association of .America unite
in reciprocating your greetings. The United States stands ready to make
every sacrifice, and we welcome and are proud of the opportunity to figlit

for our common ideals of humanity and civilization.
Firestone, President, Rubber .Association of America.

London, April 20, 1917.
Firestone, President, Rubber Association .-Xinerica, New \ ork City:

Council of Rubber Cirowers' Association tenders, on -America Day, fra-

ternal greetings Rubber Association of America on entry of United States
into struggle for preservation of civilization.

RosLiNG, Chairman.

New York, -April 23, 1917.
Rosling, Chairman, Rubber Growers' Association, London, England:

Officers, directors and members of Rubber Association of America imited
in reciprocating your fraternal greetings. England and -America have com-
mon ideals, and the LJnited States stands ready to make every sacrifice

for the preservation of our civilization.

Firestone, President, Rubber -Association of -America.

New MEMBERS.---At the E.xecutive Committee meeting held

April 5, one associate and eight firm members were elected.

FIRM MEMBERS.
Corona Rubber Reclaiming Co., Gerraantown, Pennsylvania. Represen-

tative, R. B, Caverly.
Stockton Rubber Co., Stockton, New Jersey. Representative, D. G.

Price or E. K. Price.
Gillette Safety Tire Co., Eail Claire, Wisconsin, Representative, S. P.

Woodard.
The Barrett Co., New York City. Representative, F. J. Barber.
Industrial Chemical Co., New Y'ork City. Representative, J. Wrench.
Gaston, Williams & Wigraore, New York City. Representative, D.

Gonzales.
Hawkeye Tire & Rubber Co., Des Moines, Iowa. Representative, Tohn

T. Christie.
-Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., New Y'ork City. Representative, C, -A.

Dann.
ASSOCIATE MEMBER.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New Y'ork City. Representative Frederick
A. Seaman or Otis R. Cook.

Legislative Co.mmittee.—George B. Hodgman, Hodgman Rub-

ber Co., Tuckahoe, New York, volunteered to act as the third

member of the Legislative Committee. This committee, the other

members of which are Frederic C. Hood, chairman, and H.

Stuart Hotchkiss, is actively opposing the proposed tax on crude

rubber. As a result of its efforts there is every reason to lielieve

that the war revenue bill will not include crude rubber in the

list of materials proposed for taxation.

Rubber Reclaimers Division.—At the meeting held --^pril 11,

the circular, "Standards of Scrap Rubber Specifications and

Packing" was approved and will be presented for adoption at

a conference of the Classification and Conference Committee of

the Scrap Rubber Division of the National Association of Waste
Material Dealers, and the Reclaimers' Division of the Rubber

Association, to be held on May 2.

Rubber Sundries Division.—The Rubber Sundries Manufac-

turers' Division met March 30 and voted to establish an "Open
Price Exchange Bureau" for the purpose of distributing price

information to the members. It is reported that the Bureau will

be in operation May 1. A meeting will be held May 4, and in the

future such meetings will be held on the first Friday of each

month.

Exporters Division.—This division will meet May 4, when the

Committee on By-Laws and the Committee on Nominations will

present their respective reports.

Proposed Proofers Division.—A meeting was held on March
26 and preliminary action taken to effect a permanent organi-

zation at the meeting held on April 25.

Special Meeting.—.A. special meeting of the firm members was
held -April 26 and changes in the certain amendments to the

constitution and by-laws were made to facilitate the work of the

Committee on .Arbitration.

National Defense.—-At a joint meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee and Rubber Advisory Committee, April S, a committee
consisting of H. Stuart Hotchkiss, Arthur H. Marks and Frederic
C. Hood was appointed to represent The Rubber Association of
-America, Inc., and to offer to the United States Government,
through the Advisory Commission of the Council of National De-
fense, the services of The Rubber Association of America, Inc.

TRADE NOTES.

The Tow^ar Cotton Mills, Inc., Niles, Michigan, is contem-
plating the enlargement of its mill for the purpose of manufac-
turing tire fabrics. The mill is now running to capacity on
heavy duck, and the company is considering the installation of
40 automatic' wide looms, designed especially for weaving tire

duck. Scott Towar, of Chicago, Illinois, is president.

The Ellert Rubber Co., F. I. Ellert proprietor and manager, is

now located at 1307 Sutter street, San Francisco, California,

where a complete stock of automobile tires, tubes and accessories
is carried.

The Saginaw Tire Co., Saginaw, Michigan, is equipped for

retreading old tires and also carries new tires and tubes. F. C.
Louden is general manager.

The Para Auto Tire Co., Chicago, Illinois, distributer for the
Vacuum Cup automobile tires of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,
has been awarded a contract by the City of Chicago, Depart-
ment of Police, for their entire requirements in pneumatic tires

for the year 1917; also for the Frank Parmelee Co., and, in

addition, the Para company is furnishing these tires as regular
equipment to the Marshall Field Co., Mandel Brothers, and
other large corporations and commercial houses in that city.

The capital stock of the Dunlop Tire Sales Co., Inc., New York
City, has been increased to $250,000.

The C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wisconsin, maker of vul-
canizing apparatus, tire tools and accessories, will add two stories,

SO by SO feet, to its present one-story nickel-plating shop.
The Turner Tire Co., St. Louis, Missouri, incorporated with

a capital stock of $13,000 by F. E. Turner, Muskogee, Oklahoma;
Charles Neimeyer, Little Rock, -Arkansas, and N. W. McLeod,
H. V. Stevens and S. T. G. Smith, to manufacture vehicle tires,

has been dissolved.

The property of the Alliance Rubber Co., -Alliance, Ohio, was
sold at public auction by H. C. Koehler, receiver, on April 14.

The purchaser was the Sioux City Tire & Rubber Co., and the
price paid was $45,000, a figure in excess of the appraised value.
The Sioux City company expects to remove the machinery and
equipment to its new plant in Sioux City, Missouri. The real
estate will be sold.

Fire recently damaged the plant and stock of the McFall Rub-
ber Co.. Kansas City. Missouri, to the extent of $40,000, about
$35,000 worth of tires and accessories being consumed.
The Colorado Tire & Leather Co., Denver, Colorado, is com-

pletmg two additional units to its plant, with complete calender,
mill and tire equipment. This company is now manufacturing
a full line of tires and various rubber accessories for the auto-
mobile trade, including fan belts, emergency boots, cement, repair
materials, etc., and the new units will enlarge the capacity of the
plant approximately SO per cent.

The Sterns Tire & Tube Co., St. Louis, Missouri, has taken
over the $1,000,000 company of the Efficiency Oil Corp., the name
of the latter concern being changed to Sterns Tire & Tube Co.
on December 6, 1916.

-\. D. Pliillips, formerly general eastern agent of the Western
Maryland Railw^ay, is now traffic manager of The Fisk Rubber
Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, with entire charge of the
company's shipping and rating.

E. C. Merkel, formerly branch manager for the Knight Tire
& Rubber Co., in Chicago, Illinois, recently resigned to take
charge of sales for the Chicago branch of the Federal Rubber
Co.
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TALMON HENRY RIEDER.

TAI.MON HENRY RIEDER, who was recently elected presi-

•^ dent of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Montreal, Canada, has had a somewhat phenomenal career. Com-
paratively few men
less than 40 years

of age have risen

to such high and

important position,

and fewer still can

point to a more

steady and rapid ad-

vancement, once

their proper voca-

tion is found. Born

in the little town of

New Hamburg, On-

tario, Canada, after

graduation from the

higli school at Ber-

lin (now Kitch-

ener), Ontario, he

entered the general

'

store of his father

at the age of 14 as

clerk. Five or six

years afterward he

became stenogra-
T. H. RiEDER.

pher and also meter reader for the Berlin Gas Company.

In 1900 he entered the rubber business as bookkeeper and di-

rector of the Berlin Rubber Manufacturing Co., Limited. Three

years later he organized the Merchants Rubber Co., Limited, built

the plant at Berlin and became managing director. Ten years ago

the Berlin and the Merchants companies were absorbed by the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, at which time he

was made vice-president and manager of the two companies at

Berlin. In 1908 he was elected vice-president of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, and in 1915 was made general

manager, still retaining the vice-presidency. Last month he was

elected president.

From a minor position in a small rubber company, to the head

of one of the si.x greatest industries in Canada in the short

space of 17 years is an achievement of which he may well be

proud. To have done this is an earnest proof of his indomitable

energv. his untiring zeal and his executive ability.

W. D. ALLEN MANUFACTURING CO. MOVES.

The new building into which the \V. D. Allen Manufacturing

Co., Chicago, Illinois, will move about May 1 is shown herewith.

The business

of this concern

in mechanical

rubber and

brass goods has

for some time

been beyond
the capacity of

its former
quarters at 133-

135 West Lake
street, neces-

sitating the
rental of ware-

house space in

three different

locations. The
new plant is

located at Lake and Jefferson streets and has seven stories and
basement, with a 61-foot frontage.

W. D. Allen Manufacturing Co.'s

New Building.

CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL REPORT.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, of Montreal,

Canada, according to its annual report for the calendar year 1916,

did the largest volume of business in its history. The condensed

statement of the Consolidated and constituent companies gives

the following figures

:

ASSETS.
Property and plants $6,256,95 1 .87
Inventories, manufactured goods and materials. .$5,372,588.25
Cash 89,043.19
Accounts and bills receivable 2,319,130.43
Investments, including good will 4,511,094.79
Miscellaneous 447,097.71 12,738,954.37

$18,995,906.24
LIABILITIES.

Preferred capital stock $3,000,000.00
Common capital stock 2,805,500.00 $5,805,500.00

6 per cent bonds due October 1, 1946 2,596,500.00
5 per cent debentures due December 1, 1918 2,500,000.00
Bills payable 2,771,244.73
Accounts payable and sundry accruals 1,168,536,57
Reserve for bad debts, depreciation, etc 846,224.89
Surplus 3,307,900.05

$18,995,906.24
INCOME.

Net sales, footwear, tires, mechanical and miscellaneous $12,094,695.51
Cost of goods sold, selling and general expenses, taxes, inter-

est on borrowed money, repairs, depreciations, provisions
for bad debts and tire replacements net 11,189,490.42

Xet profit from operations 905,205.09
War tax on profits 77,624.80

Net profits remaining with company 827,580.29
Dividends paid on preferred stock 209,979.00

Net addition to surplus 617,601.29
Surplus January 1 2,690,298.76

$3,307,900.05

All the factories were operated as near full capacity as avail-

able and suitable help would allow. Some minor extensions were

inade at several factories, and there is ample factory capacity for

a further increased business, provided a sufficient number of

workers can be obtained. Factories have been kept in thorough

repair and up-to-date in all respects.

W. G. RYCKMAN INCOHPORATES.

The business of W. G. Rytkman, the well-known crude rubber

broker, 77 Broad street. New York City, will be conducted here-

after under the name of W. G. Ryckman, Inc. Mr. Ryckman is

president, and C. B. Kaufmann, who has been associated with the

business for a number of years, is secretary and treasurer of the

newly formed corporation. There will be no change in the man-
ner in which the business will be operated, the concern continuing

to act as broker, as well as representative in the New York
market of various foreign shippers at primary points.

HOOD RUBBER CO. EXTENSION.

The new tire plant of the Hood Rubber Co., East Water-
town, will be one of the most thoroughly modern, and fully

equipped factories in the country for the manufacture of tires.

It is expected to be ready for operation some time this year.

As soon as it is equipped and manned, the present output of

tires will be trebled. The footwear department is running to

full capacity. The line of rubber-soled canvas shoes is so

attractive and popular that this branch of the business will be

steadily employed well into the summer, while the rubber boot

and shoe departments have orders on hand sufficient to keep

them going to full capacity through the entire year.

Goodyear Cotton Mills, Inc., paid a regular quarterly dividend

of 1J4 per cent on preferred stock on April 2 to stockholders of

record of that date.

The name of the Rubber & Celluloid Harness Trimming Co.

of Newark, New Jersey, has been changed to the Rubber &
Celluloid Products Co., as per certificate filed with the Secretary

of the State of New Jersey.
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KEW INCORPORATIONS.

Acme Tire & Supply Co., The, March 3 (Ohio), $50,000. H.

J. Alperin (president and general manager), Cleveland, Ohio;

Morris Levine (secretary and treasurer), Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania. Principal office at 2009 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

with branches in Detroit and Kansas City. To establish a chain

of stores and garages and expand on a jobbing basis.

Ardmore-Akron Tire & Rubber Co., The, February 17 (Okla-

homa), $1,000,000. John C. Harmony and Charles A. BeSaw—both
of Canton, Ohio ; Elmer S. Wood, Ft. Smith, Arkansas. Location

of plant, Ardmore, Oklahoma. Oklahoma City office is 112 Her-

skovvfitz Building, Oklahoma City. To manufacture rubber tires

and other rubber products.

Atlas Auto Accessories, Inc., March 31 (New York), $50,000.

F. X. Carmody, 1114 Ocean avenue, Brooklyn, Nevki York; G. A.

McLaughlin, 61 Broadway, and J. T. Condon, 174 West Ninety-

seventh street—both in New York City.

Bare Wire Co., Inc., The, April 11 (New York), $500,000. Ed-
win W. Moore and G. F. Waterbury—both of 10 East Forty-third

street; John S. Keith, 40 Wall street—all in New York City.

Principal office. New York City. To manufacture water-proof

and insulated wire.

Burdick Tire & Rubber Co., March 22 (Delaware), $1,000,000.

Herbert E. Latter; Norman P. Coffin—both of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, and Clement M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. Principal office

with the Corporation Trust Co., Dupont Building, Wilmington,

Delaware. To manufacture and deal in rubber and gutta percha

and all goods of which rubber and gutta percha are component
parts.

Commercial Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.. March 26 (New York),

$1,000. Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City,

and C. A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street ; H. H. Jacobson, 555 Grand
street—both in Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture automobile

tires, etc.

Cossey Tire & Supply Co., February 20, (Oklahoma), $5,000.

Wallace Cossey, Cora B. Cossey and J. Frank Davis^all of

Muskogee, Oklahoma. Principal office, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Couchois Tire Corp., April 17 (New York), $50,000. Garrett

J. Couchois, Rutherford, New Jersey ; Rudolph Tiktin, and Joseph
Klingenstein—both of 5 Nassau street, New York City.

Defender Tire & Rubber Co., March 22 (Delaware), $2,000,000.

F. R. Hansell, Geo. H. B. Martin—both of Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, and S. C. Seymour, Camden, New Jersey. Principal

office with the Corporation Guarantee & Trust Co., Ford Build-

ing, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture and generally deal

in solid and inflated tires and tubes.

Delta Auto Supply Co., Inc., April 4 (New York), $10,000.

Alfred V. Hines and Walter E. Ufer—both of 1074 Lexington

avenue, and Bailey C. Elliott, 1400 Broadway—all in New York
City. To deal in tires and auto supplies.

Dowse Rubber Co., March 14 (Delaware), $2,500,000. John H.
Redmond, 10 East Forty-third street; Walter S. Logan, 1142

Madison avenue, and Arthur Nikoloric, 55 Liberty street—all in

New York City. To buy, sell, exchange and deal in any and all

kinds of property, and to conduct a general trading, manufactur-
ing, mercantile or mechanical business.

Erickson Tire Corp., April 6 (Delaware), $300,000. Wra.
Howard Hoople, 277 Brooklyn avenue; Walter Anderson, 1450

New York avenue, and Geo. M. Brooks, 109 West Forty-fifth

street—all in Brooklyn, New York. Office with the United
States Corporation Co., Dover, Delaware. To buy, sell, manu-
facture and deal in automobile tires, wheels, and accessories.

Exhausted Heated Vulcanizer Co., March 10 (Delaware), $50,-

000. John Niason, Chas. W. Griffith and Ed. T. McGowan—all

of Altoona, Pennsylvania. Principal office with the Capital Trust

Co., Dover, Delaware. To manufacture and retail exhaust heated

vulcanizers, automobile accessories and novelties.

Federal Vulcanizing Works, March 2, (Illinois), $2,500. Henry
B. Stulik, Otto Horacek, and J. M. Laventhal, 1103 Harris Trust

Building, Chicago, Illinois.

Flexible Armored Hose Corporation, April 16 (New York),

$50,000. Lester F. Gilbert, 724 Lafayette avenue; Edw. G. Kinkel,

117 Russell avenue, and C. Arthur Dutcher, 257 Elmwood
avenue—all in Buffalo, New York.

Forbes Auto Supply Co., Inc., March 15 (New York), $10,000.

W. J. Brannen, F. E. Dunbar and R. N. Forbes—all of Olean,

New York. To deal in auto supplies, tires, etc.

Frontier Auto Supply Co., Inc., March 12 (New York), $1,000.

Samuel W. Caplen, Harold Greenstein and Gerald Landau

—

all

of Buffalo, New York. To deal in tires and other auto supplies.

Giant Tire & Sales Co., Inc., April 12 (New York), $10,000.

Jos. M. Johnson, Lenora Z. Johnson, and Arthur L. Dunton

—

all

of Rochester, New York.

Indian Tire Sales Co., Inc., March 31 (New York), $10,000.

David B. Parker (president), 2657 Bainbridge avenue; Joseph

M. Hetzer (vice-president and general manager), 152 West Sixty-

fourth street—both in New York City, and John Barnett (secre-

tary and treasurer), 1559 East Twelfth street, Brooklyn, Nev7

York. Factory at New Brunswick, New Jersey, and New York
branch and service station, 246 West Sixty-fifth street. New York
City. Distributer for the Indian Tire & Rubber Co., New Bruns-

wick, New Jersey, manufacturer of solid rubber tires.

India Rubber Co., The, December 1, 1916 (Ohio), $250,000. J.

M. Alderfer (president)
; J. K. Williams (vice-president)—both

of Akron; D. A. Grubb (secretary), Cleveland, and Paul C.

Searles (treasurer). East Cleveland—all in Ohio. To manufac-

ture automobile tires and inner tubes.

Illinois Tire & Supply House, February 26 (Illinois), $5,000.

James W. Bell, Paul E. Sheehan and Willis Melville. Principal

office, Hilgrove and Fifth avenue. La Grange, Illinois.

Manufacturers' Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., The, January 9 (New
Jersey), $100,000. Eric Windmiller, 43 High street, Passaic;

Herman Feder, 335 Belmont avenue, Newark—both in New
Jersey, and Justin S. Galland, 25 Broad street. New York City.

Principal office, 218 Halsey street, Newark, New Jersey. To
manufacture and deal in automobile tires and tubes, etc.

Meyer Rubber Co., The, October 18, 1916 (Ohio), $100,000.

A. W. Ellenberger, C. A. Walter, Fred W. Hachel, O. M. Roder-
ick, and E. L. Mallory. Principal office, Massillon, Ohio.

National Rubber Co. of New York, March 22 (Delaware),-

$5,000,000. F. R. Hansell, Geo. H. B. Martin—both of Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, and S. C. Seymour, Camden, New Jersey.

To buy, sell and deal in crude, refined and manufactured rubber.

The New Idea Double Tire Co., Inc., March 30 (New York),
$2,500. Ella A. Rosenbloom and Samuel Rosenbloom—both of

10 Suter Terrace, and Henry Johnson, 801 Dewey avenue—all in

Rochester, New York.

Nesbit Sales Corporation, F. T., March 15, (New York),
$10,000. Frank T. Nesbit and Thorpe D. Nesbit, 468 Riverside

Drive, and William N. C. March, 42 Broadway—both in New
York City. To manufacture motors, engines, supplies, etc.

Niagara Vulcanizing Works, Inc., April 17 (New York), $2,000.

John Dietz, 357 Fifth street, Glenn A. Stockwell, 463 Eighth
street—both of Niagara Falls, and Enoch Layer, 277 Prospect
street, Lockport—all in New York. To repair tires, etc.

North Star Rubber Co., October 20, 1916 (Minnesota), $250,000.

J. C. Spillane, S. H. Greeley, and J. W. Laramy—all of St. Paul,

Minnesota. Principal office, St. Paul, Minnesota. To manufac-
ture all kinds of merchandise of rubber and gutta percha.

Pacific Tire & Rubber Co., March 16 (Washington), $10,000.

-Ardo M. Peterson, Roy Peterson, and Leon E. Peterson—all of
Seattle, Washington. To deal in automobile tires and accessories.

Pacific Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., April 3 (New York), $2,000.

Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City; C. A.
Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and H. H. Jacobson, 555 Grand
street—both in Brooklyn, New York.

Pacific Tire & Rubber Co., January 11 (California), $500,000.

H. C. Wharfield, Otto Hasencamp, E. C. McDowfll, Hugh K.
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Walker, Jr., and H. C. Natter—all of Los Angeles, California.

Principal ofiice, Los Angeles, California.

Phoenix Rubber Co.. The, March 19 (Ohio), $123,000. Theo-

dore Krumeich (president), F. R. Ormsby (vice-president), C. C.

West (treasurer), and S. G. Ridgon (secretary and general man-

ager). To reclaim rubber.

Plastic Inlay Rubber Co., March 26 (Delaware), $500,000. F.

D. Buck, Geo. W. Dillman and M. L. Horty—all of Wilmington,

Delaware. To manufacture and sell automobile tires and tire

tubes and rubber goods of all kinds.

Ple.xas Tire & Rubber Co., February 13 (Pennsylvania), $50,-

000. William W. Moore (treasurer), 1338 Sixty-fifth avenue;

Frederick Doriety, 4718 N. Twelfth street, and Walter Hess, 4914

Cedar avenue—all in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Principal office,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. To manufacture, buy and sell rub-

ber goods, automobile tires, tubes, accessories and any other arti-

cles of similar character.

Pneumatic Wheel Co., March 9 (South Dakota), $2,000,000.

Kay Todd, Walter Fosness, Arthur E. Nelson, and A. M. Joyce-

all of St. Paul, Minnesota. Principal office, 510-512 Endicott

Building, St. Paul, Minnesota. To manufacture the J. A. Bor-

land wheel with solid rubber tire invented by Mr. Borland.

Porter Tire Sales Co., Inc., March 28 (New York), $500.

Daniel B. Nally, 125 Wall avenue, Mt. Vernon, New York.

Thos. F. MacMahon and Bailey C. Elliott—both of 1400 Broad-

way, New York City.

Quality Tire Co., Inc., April 17 (New York), $1,000. Sydney

Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City; Catherine A.

Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555 Grand

street—both in Brooklyn, New York.

Resilient Fibre Co., March 5 (Delaware), $500,000. Geo. B.

McLeod, Lumberton, North Carolina ; Edwin D. Chadwick, W. E.

Brockman, J. L. Alverson, J. P. Price, and W. F. Eller— all of

Washington, D. C. Principal office with the Corporation Co., of

Delaware, 901 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manu-

facture and sell a certain resilient fibre made of cotton or other

material.

Republic Rubber Sales Co., February 21 (Ohio), $10,000. John

T. Harrington, Union C. Deford, Fred J. Hein, Clyde W. Os-

born and J. W. Blackburn. Principal office will be located at

Youngstown, Ohio. This company is formed to handle the sales

of The Republic Rubber Co., of Youngstown, Ohio.

Saniton Specialty Co., Inc., April 7 (New York), $5,000. Her-

man Stang, 1051 Boston Road, Joseph I. Wiesner, 706 East Sixth

street—both in New York City, and Nicholas Lawner, 1626 Forty-

fifth street, Brooklyn, New York.

Smoth Rubber Sheeting Co., Inc., March 28 (New York),

$S,(X)0. Louis B. Silver, 864 Fojc street; Louis Rosenbloom, 937

East 172d street, and John J. Hanley, 65 Fourth avenue, all in-

New York City.

Stylux Manufacturing Co., Inc., March 29 (New York), $10,000.

E. A. Falk, 150 East Sixty-first street; Harry E. Herman, 170

Broadway—both in New York City, and Jeanette A. Bravy, 254a

Saratoga avenue, Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture rubber,

cement, paints, etc.

United Vulcanizing Co., Inc., April 10 (New York), $500.

Anthony Fenninger, 565 Amsterdam avenue; Hermann Wurm, 246

West 106th street, and Jos. A. Fenninger, 1328 Edwards avenue-

all in New York City. Tire repairing, etc.

Valley Tire Co., March 13 (Tennessee), $5,000. .-Mbert Woold-

ridge, Latham Wooldridge, O. N. Wilkins, R. F. Katz, and E. G.

Riddick. Principal office, Nashville, Tennessee, to buy and sell

autos, tires, etc.

Western Tire Brokerage Co., March 23 (Missouri), $4,000.

John C. Shaffner, Mabel L. Bartling, and Josephine C. Turner

—

all of St. Louis, Missouri. Principal office, St. Louis, Missouri.

THOMAS L. ROBINSON.

A rHOLGH perhaps having a wider experience in financial

and legal circles than in rubber manufacture, the subject

if this sketch occupies the important position of president of

the Republic Rubber

Co., Youngstown,

Ohio, and during

the seven or eight

years that he has

lueii connected with

it, the company has

shown steady and

material progress.

Tlionias L. Robin-

son was born in

Ravenna, Ohio, June

28. 1880. His father

was a prominent

jurist. Among his

ancestors he can
count those who
vv ere officers or

soldiers in the three

principal American

wars, the Revolu-

tion, the War of

1812, and the Civil

War.

After completing his education at Western Reserve Academy
and the University of Michigan, Mr. Robinson entered the prac-

tice of law at Youngstown, Ohio. In 1907-8 he organized the Wick
Brothers Trust Co. and became its president. This was later

consolidated with the Dollar Savings & Trust Co., of which he

was made vice-president. He became a director of the Republic

Rubber Co. in 1910, and the next year was elected its president,

an office he has held ever since.

Mr. Robinson is a public-spirited man, prominently connected

with other institutions in Youngstown. He is a director in the

First National Bank, the Realty Trust Co., the Union Safe

Deposit Co., and is interested in other local institutions. He is

a member of the Youngstown Club, the Youngstown Country

Club, Poland Country Club, Zeta Psi, Phi Delta Phi and Phi

Beta Kappa fraternities. Military Order of Loyal Legion, Sons

of American Revolution, Ohio Society of New York, the Bankers'

Club of New York, and The Rubber Association of America,

Inc.

RoRINSON.

COTTON FABRIC TRADE NOTES

'

I
'HE Bibb Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Reynolds and Macon,

^ Georgia, has just completed a mill at Porterdale, Georgia,

with 20,000 spindles and 100 looms for manufacturing cotton

duck.

O, A. Barnard announces that he has severed his connection

with the firm of J. H. Lane & Co., New York City.

* * *

The Cannon Manufacturing Co., Concord, North Carolina, is

enlarging its plant to add to its product the manufacture of tire

fabrics, which, like the present output, will be sold through

Cannon Mills, New York and Philadelphia.

* * *

Clarence F. Holmes, formerly secretary of R. J. Caldwell Co.,

Inc., New York City, is now associated with the Butterick Pub-
lishing Co., New York City.
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THE DECLINE OF RUBBER IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

JUST as the march of progress is ever creating new uses for

india rubber, so it occasionally eliminates a few of the earlier

applications, for the history of scientific development is also a

record of the survival of the fittest. However well rubber, or

any other substance, may perform the function required of it,

a new process or substitute device may at any time revolutionize

the art to which that substance had been applied and so relegate

it to the limbo of the past. In photography, for instance, the

applications of rubber are gradually but surely diminishing in

number. While in a sense regrettable, this side of the rubber

industry in any field presents beneficial lessons deserving more

than passing thought, and it is in this spirit that the following

instances are cited.

Only two or three years ago most cameras had a rubber bulb

and tube to operate the shutter. This equipment had to be re-

placed frequently and for the most part has now been replaced

by the antinous or flexible cable release which conveys no vibra-

tion to the camera yet will last as long as the camera itself.

While hard rubber still supplies the leaves and iris diaphragm

of many shutters and lenses, as many more now on the market

and made of very thin sheet steel are giving satisfaction and

have the advantage that they never crack where pivoted. Hard
rubber plate-holder slides have for the most part given way to

leatherboard and other specially prepared cardboards of smooth,

hard surface. These are cheaper and do not become electrified

by friction in handling nor attract dust to the plate like hard

rubber. Developing trays and tanks of hard rubber are still

stocked by most photo-supply dealers, but seem to render no

better service than the cheaper receptacles of glass, fiber, agate

and artificial stoneware.

India rubber cloth, by which is meant cotton fabric coated on

both sides with a thin film of rubber, still has its photographic

uses, although not to the former e.xtent. India rubber focusing-

cloths are opaque, as such cloths should be, and are of additional

value in protecting the camera during bad weather. Cut pieces of

rubber fabric or sheet rubber have long been employed in the

printing-frame, back of platinum paper, as a protection from

dampness. Once finished, however, a platinum print is a thing of

rare beauty and as near absolute permanence as anything known
to photography, but the scarcity and high cost of platinum have

restricted the use of this medium, and like all sun-printing papers

it is gradually giving way to the more easily worked gaslight

papers.

Another printing accessory now rarely seen is the squeegee-pad

for glazing prints to a high gloss surface. It consists of a sheet

of celluloid placed between two covers of india rubber cloth, the

wet prints being applied face down to both sides of the celluloid,

the rubber covers brought over them and a roller squeegee be-

ing applied over the fabric to bring print and celluloid into close

contact for drying. Photographers gradually came to the con-

clusion, however, that the rubber sheeting was superfluous, and

that the ferrotype tin of today lasts longer, gives a better gloss

and is less likely to stick to the print. And here again low first

cost also became a contributing influence.

In photographic processes rubber is holding its own better than

in apparatus and accessories, although the amount consumed in

the former is inconsiderable. It found favor for a time as a

mountant of glazed and dry prints without cockling, a solution

being prepared- with carbon disulphide and 5 per cent absolute

alcohol. It was discovered, however, that the rubber perishes in

time and leaves the mount.

Pure washed and masticated, unvulcanized rubber was for-

merly employed as an edging for wet-plates to prevent the col-

lodion coating from leaving the glass, but the faster gelatine dry-

plate has superseded its predecessor for all work e.xcept photo-

engraving, and is making inroads upon that field as well.

In the collotype process of ink printing from a specially pre-

pared photographic glass positive, india rubber solution is used

for attaching to the negative the tinfoil used for masking, but the

collotype process has fallen into disfavor to a considerable ex-

tent, with the development of half-tone, photogravure and other

etching methods.

In photo-engraving, a solution of india rubber in benzol of 2

per cent strength is used for stripping wet collodion films. The
collodion negative is flowed with the rubber solution, and when
this is dry it is again flowed with stripping-collodion. The rub-

ber solution prevents the solvents of the stripping-collodion reach-

ing the original collodion film, and at the same time increases

the flexibility and toughness of the film.

India rubber solution continues to be used in aerograph or air-

brush retouching because it possesses a distinct advantage over

other stopping-out mediums applied to shield certain portions of

the print on which the aerograph spray is not wanted. Whereas
most other mediums require the application of a solvent for their

removal after the spraying has been completed, the rubber film

peels off easily upon rubbing with the finger-tip and carries with

it any spray that may have spread beyond the desired boundaries.

Thus the instances cited make it plain, were this necessary,

that no primary use of rubber will persist unless rubber in its

particular application has important, desirable qualities and dis-

tinct advantages peculiar to itself; also that as an accessory its

continuance is dependent upon the fate of the device or process in

connection with which it is employed. It cannot long compete
with substitutes of lower cost which answer the purpose equally

well. The big rubber markets will ever be associated with those

articles greatly in demand which cannot be manufactured of any
other substance.

DAYTON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. BUILDS MODEL PLANT.

Building operations have begun on the new plant of The Day-
ton Rubber Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio. The site com-
prises 21 >2 acres of ground, with a frontage on the Pennsylvania

Railroad of about 1,500 feet, affording ideal shipping facilities.

The main building will be about 500 feet in length and ISO feet

in width, part of which will be one story 20 feet high and part

three stories, and is so planned that plenty of light will be pro-

vided in all parts of the plant, w-hich will be constructed of

structural steel, concrete and brick.

The second story will be used for offices and the third story

will be arranged for a large hall for the employes and their

friends. The ground not occupied by buildings will be set aside

for a ball field, tennis courts, etc., for the benefit of employes.

The power plant will occupy a separate building, 70 by 90 feet,

and the boilers will all be equipped with stokers to eliminate

smoke.

The Dayton company manufactures both airless and pneumatic

tires, and the new plant will have a capacity of 1,000 tires per

day. nearly 1.000 men being employed. John A. MacMillan is

president and general manager.

DU PONT COMPANY ACQUIRES HARRISON BROTHERS PROPERTY.

Through the purchase of Harrison Brothers & Co., Inc.. Phila-

delphia, Penn.sylvania, by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wil-

mington, Delaware, two of the oldest manufacturing concerns

in this country have united, the Harrison business dating from

1793 and that of the du Pont from 1802. The new corporation

conducting the business of Harrison Brothers in chemicals and

pigments will be known as Harrisons, Inc., but the or!?anization

remains practically the same.

The Mantua Chemical Co., Camden and Paulsboro, Xew Jer-

sey, a part of Harrison Brothers, is also included in the transfer

to the du Pont company, the business being continued under the

name, Mantua Chemical Co.
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LEE RUBBER AND TIRE CORPORATION REPORT.

In presenting the first annual report of the Lee Rubber & Tire

Corp., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, A. A. Garthwaite, president,

stated that the discontinuance of dividends at the January meet-

ing was due to the high cost of materials and additions to the

plant and equipment, which will result in benefit to the stock-

holders.

The treasurer's report follows

:

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET.

December 31, 1916.

Asset."!.

Cash $258,560.45
Accounts receivable 349,777.42
Notes receivable 8,414.85

Lee Tire Sales Co., Inc., N. Y., current account. 112,312.83
Inventories 1,601,442.70 $2,330,508.25

Charges deferred to future operations 28,540.90

Investment—stock of Lee Tire Sales Co., Inc., N. Y 500.00

Plant and equipment 1,206,229.11

Patents, trademarks, etc 400,300.00

$3,966,078.26

Liabilities.
Accounts payable and accruals $75,814.37
Notes payable 1,000,000.00 $1,075,814.37

Reserves:
Depreciation of plant and eqviipment $191,661.35
Adjustment of lire claims 38,633.19

Income tax 9,982.87 240,277.41

Declared capital, in accordance with the Stock
Corporation Law of the State of New York... $750,000.00

Stock—Authorized 150,000 shares
Unissued 50,000 "

Outstanding 100,000 "
Working capital, being cash and actual book

value of securities owned in excess of required
declared capital 1,883,591.09 2,633,591.09

Surplus 16,395.39

$3,966,078.26
CONSOHDATED PROFIT AND LOSS AND SURPLUS ACCOUNT.

For the Year ended December 31, 1916.

Net sales $3,587,761.29
Cost of goods sold, including freight, selling, administrative
and general expenses 3,340,860.29

Gross operating profit $246,901.00
Income from rentals, etc 4,16246

$251,063.16
Deduct:
Reserve for income tax $9,982.87
Interest and discount—net 3,743.29 13,726.16

Net profit for year $237,337.00
Less dividends paid 225,000.00

Surplus for year $12,337.00
Add adjusted surplus January 1, 1916 4,058.39

Surplus December 31, 1916 S16.395.39
Horace C. Coleman, Treasurer.

The recently elected officers and directors of this company are

as follows: John J. Watson, Jr., president; A. A. Garthwaite,

vice-president and treasurer; D. W. Pinney, assistant treasurer

and assistant secretary; Henry Hopkins, Jr., secretary. Di-

rectors : John J. Watson, Jr., J. W. Prentiss, G. M. P. Murphy,

Stephen B. Fleming, Samuel H. Miller, all of New York City;

Jos. Wayne, Jr., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; J. W. Johnson,

New Brunswick, New Jersey; Horace C. Coleinan, Norristown,

Pennsylvania; A. A. Garthwaite, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania.

PROGRESS OF CROWU TIRE & RUBBER CO.

The Crown Tire & Rubber Co., now located in temporary

quarters in Ralston, Nebraska, a manufacturing suburb of

Omaha, expects to occupy its new plant by July 1. The new
building will be 130 by 60 feet, three stories high, with a separate

boiler house about 30 feet square. This will afford a daily

capacity of 500 automobile tires and tubes, and the company
will also manufacture motor cycle tires, tire accessories, and.

eventually, mechanical rubber goods. H. A. Reichenbach is

president and general manager, and E. A. Miller, formerly of

Akron, Ohio, superintendent.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A VALUABLE contribution to the industrial progress is em-
^^^ bodied in the recent establishment by several Akron rubber

factories of 30 scholarships in the engineering college of the

Municipal University of Akron. The candidates will be chosen

from high school graduates and the scholarships will cover all

tuition, incidental and laboratory fees. The course will be on a

cooperative basis, including alternate two-week periods in factory

and college, thus bringing the student into practical relation with

the various problems in every department of the industrial or-

ganization. Each student will receive from the company employ-

ing him, $37.50 for each two-week period of work, and at the end

of the four-year course will have the opportunity of a permanent

position ill the organization in which he has been trained.

* * *

The proposed trebling of capacity in the plant of the Mason
Tire & Rubber Co., at Kent, to 1,500 tires per day necessitates

additional working capital and an increase from $1,000,000 to

$3,000,000 was ratified at the stockholders' meeting on the fifth

P*^*¥^

fjSf

M.-vsoN Tire & Rubber Co. Pl.\nt with Proposed Enl.'Vrgement.

of last month. The company started manufacturing tires in

October, 1916, and its growth has been remarkably rapid. Over
200 distributers and dealers in the United States now handle
Mason tires and tubes, and three direct factory branches are
maintained in New York City, Cleveland, Ohio, and Kansas City,

Missouri. A large warehouse is now under construction at the
home plant, a modern office building will be erected this summer,
and the main plant extensions will begin in the early fall. The
architects' drawing of the completed factory is shown in the
accompanying illustration.

* * *

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co. has recently been organized as
the selling organization of The B. F. Goodrich Co. The Good-
rich products will henceforth be identified with the new name,
the original company, however, remaining as the owning and
operating concern.

Several officials of the Goodrich company, acting as individ-
nals, have solved the high cost of living problem by fitting up a
club house with accommodations for 50 men. The name of the
new club is the "Chelsea" and its present members, numbering
20, find the cooperative plan of living more economical and also
more enjoyable. The club house is three stories high, with ten
large rooms and a dormitory occupying the entire third floor.

It is reported that the Chelsea Club is the pioneer in a series of
similar experiments for single men employes.

* * *

The metric system for determining weights and measures,
standard in all European countries, has now been adopted by The
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Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., and classes in the Goodyear factory

school have been organized among the foremen and inspectors of

the plant, that they may become thoroughly familiar with the

system before applying it to the activities of the factory. Our

United States monetary system, with its decimal denominations,

is really a division of the metric system, which has the same

advantage over our old method of weights and measures with

their units of inches, pounds, quarts, etc., that our system of coin-

age has over the pounds and shillings of Great Britain or the

francs and sous of France.

Building operations may soon begin on Goodyear Hall, a

$450,000 building for the exclusive benefit of Goodyear employes.

The size of the building will be 170 by 400 feet over all, the front

four stories high and the rear two stories. An immense gym-

nasium, with a seating capacity of 5,000 and swimming pool ad-

joining, will provide opportunity for all kinds of indoor athletics,

and there are to be school rooms, lounging, smoking and reading

rooms, and complete equipment to supply the entire recreational

needs of the large Goodyear working force.

The Goodyear company also has a fine atliletic field of 40 acres,

and Coach I. Ray Martin, for the past three years director of

athletics at Heidelberg University, Tiffin, Ohio, has recently been

appointed athletic director of the company.

* * »

At a stockholders' meeting on the tenth of last month, the

capital of the Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co. was increased from

$800,000 to $1,500,000, $200,000 in common stock and $500,000 pre-

ferred. The regular quarterly dividend was declared.

* * *

The Miller Rubber Co. has installed a new fire alarm system

comprising the modern equipment of signaling apparatus with

ten alarm boxes operated by breaking the glass and pulling the

lever. These new call boxes and the factory whistle will auto-

matically sound the number of the box four times in quick suc-

cession.
* * *

M. D. Tenney, for many years connected with the factory

organization of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., has been ap-

pointed manager of the adjusting and salvage department, suc-

ceeding R. B. Pierce, now manager of the Cleveland branch.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

XJEVER before has the National Guard in this vicinity been

* supplied with rubber overshoes. Last month, simultaneously

with the declaration of war. New England was visited by a

heavy snowstorm—one of the left-overs of last winter. It was

deemed necessary to guard a number of points in or near Boston,

and the inclemency of the weather, the soft, slushy condition of

the ground where these men were picketed, and the fact that

many of them were not supplied with shoes calculated to with-

stand such service, was quickly recognized, and at once orders

were given to supply these soldiers with rubbers. The kind de-

cided upon were heavy storm overs, and it was at once found

that few such rubbers were in stock in the various wholesale

houses. After considerable scurrying around, the Hood Rubber
Co. and the United States Rubber Co. filled the order, and the

sentinels were enabled to patrol their beats in greater comfort.

* * *

A proof of the growing interest in the history and methods of

rubber manufacture is the steady demand by schools, colleges,

clubs and debating societies for samples of rubber and compound-
ing ingredients. Probably every rubber manufacturer has re-

quests for such samples every week in the year. While an in-

dividual fulfilment of such a request would not be very great,

even at present rubber prices, the aggregate cost of the large

number would involve a considerable amount, both for material

and time. So great has been this demand that the Hood Rubber

Co., Watertown, has seized the opportunity to popularize its

products and make friends with the many persons or institutions

asking for such favors and has had prepared an "Educational

Exhibit." This consists of a neatly boxed card, to which are

attached samples of various kinds of rubber, vials of the most

prominent compounding ingredients and miniature aluminum

boot and shoe lasts. These exhibits, which fill the wants of

school teachers, are sold at a dollar each, and as they contain an

advertisement of the company are, at the same time, of real

publicity value.
* * *

The United States Rubber Co., having completed its pension

plan, decided that the details should be given to the employes of

its subsidiary companies by the officers of those companies. There

are many employes in these companies who are of foreign birth,

and some who might not fully understand that they were included

among the prospective pensioners of the United States Rubber

Co. An interesting feature of this announcement was the address

given by Vice-President Ira F. Burnham at the Stoughton factory

of the American Rubber Co. As several nationalities are repre-

sented among the workers there, Mr. Burnham called all the

employes together and asked them to group themselves according

to the language with which they were most familiar. An inter-

preter was stationed with each group and Mr. Burnham then ex-

plained in English, a paragraph at a time, the new pension plan.

After each point was explained, the interpreters addressed their

groups. Questions were propounded, which were answered by

Mr. Burnham, and when all the groups fully understood this

point, another was explained in like manner. The workers felt

free to ask questions, as they would not be inclined to do, were
the meeting formal, with only one speaker and he talking English

on a platform. The plan was admirably conceived and excellently

worked out, with the result that Mr. Burnham has been invited

to explain the plan in other plants of the United States Rubber
Co.

* * *

The Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree, departed

from its regular custom of celebrating its birthday, because of

war conditions. In order that its employes might participate in

the public celebration of Patriot's Day the factory was closed

down. In posting notices in the various departments, notifying

of the shut-down, announcement was made of a ten per cent in-

crease to all who had been employed more than three months.

The dedication of mill building No. 4, which had been arranged

to be held April 19, was postponed, and if present plans are

carried out, will take the form of an old-fashioned party given

to the employes and their families.

* * *

Ten simultaneous flag raisings, one each on the ten principal

buildings of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge,

on April 11, were accompanied by a procession of 1,750 employes,

headed by a fife and drum corps, led by Vice-president and Man-
ager George E. Hall, Treasurer Henry B. Sprague, Mayor Rock-
wood and the heads of the fire, police and building departments

of the city of Cambridge. At the close of the parade the entire

company assembled in the large factory yard, where, to the

accompaniment of the fife and drum corps, and the factory

bugler, the "Star Spangled Banner" was sung by all present.

* * *

The importance of air-brake hose was exemplified at the South
Terminal .Station in this city one day last month, when a large

number of trains arriving in Boston were held from 15 to 30
minutes, causing a serious track congestion. A train was back-

ing out of the station wfien the air-brake hose collapsed. This

set the brakes on all the cars, and the only way to release the

brakes was to do so with each individual car, a process which
took half an hour to accomplish. This happened in that part of
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the yard where many tracks converge or cross each other, thus

holding up trains entering or leaving the station.

« * *

F. H. Appleton & Son, Inc., rubber reclaimer, has become a

Massachusetts corporation, though originally incorporated under

Maine laws. No change has been made, either in the list of offi-

cers and directors, or in the capitalization, which is $400,000.

* * *

The trustees of the Forsyth Dental Infirmary on .^pril 10 ten-

dered the use of this establishment to the National Government,

through Senator Lodge. The condition of soldiers' teeth is of

prime importance in time of war, and this great infirmary, given

to the City of Boston by a rubber manufacturer, is probably the

finest of its kind in the world.
* * *

The Lynn Rublicr Manufacturing Co. is now making an arch

support ftir wearing in the shoe for the relief and correction of

fallen arch, which is composed partly of sponge rubber, thus

forming an elastic cushion, exerting a gentle pressure at the point

needed.
* * *

Dan C. Swander, manager of the Boston store of the Firestone

Tire & Rubber Co., resigned that position last month to become

sales director of the Standard Parts Co., Cleveland, Ohio, a com-

bination of several companies, including the Western Spring &

.A.xle Co., the Perfection Spring Co., the Standard Welding Co.,

Cleveland, and the Bock Bearing Co., Toledo, Ohio. It is re-

ported that the company will employ 8,000 to 9.000 men in the

various plants and consume 175,000 tons of steel annually. Mr.

Swander has been connected with the automobile and tire in-

dustry for a number of years, and has been very successful as a

sales organizer and builder.
* * *

Jack T. Clinton succeeds Mr. Swander as manager of the

Boston branch of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. For several

months last year he was acting manager of this store, and later

was appointed manager of the Buffalo branch of the company.

His friends in the trade, and especially those in Boston, are

congratulating him on his advancement and his return to this

city.

* *

Forty students of Harvard University, who are specializing in

chemistry under the guidance of Professor Jones, made a tour

of inspection of the Hood Rubber Co. factory at Watertown re-

cently. Every office employe of the company is now wearing an

American flag as an emblem of patriotism in this critical time,

while every office is decorated with the Stars and Stripes.

* * *

The bowling league of the Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,

celebrated the closing of the season by holding its si.xth annua)

banquet at Convention Hall in this city, April 12, more than 300

being present. Prizes were awarded and the minstrel troupe fur-

nished entertainment. This troupe also gave a special perform-

ance at Nutting's boathouse, on the Charles river, raising a

goodly sum for the .American Red Cross Society.

* * *

The Fisk Social and Athletic .\ssociation of The Fisk Rubber

Co., Chicopee Falls, has oflfered to the United States Govern-

ment, for mobilization purposes, its athletic field in Springfield.

This park contains 45 acres, has stable accommodation for 150

horses, water from the city mains, is on a line of trolley cars

and not far from two main line railroads from which a spur track

could easily be laid. The Fisk Rubber Co. stands behind this

offer to the Government, and if it is accepted, will provide an

athletic field for its employes in some other location.

* * *

The Boston Chamber of Commerce has under consideration the

creation of a Foreign Trade Bureau or a Foreign Trade Council.

A committee of five has been appointed to consider its feasibility

and, if possible, to formulate a plan for such an organization.

* * *

The Converse Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden, which manufactures

tires as well as footwear, has increased its authorized amount of

common stock from $75,000 to $375,000, and will use $285,000

of the increase to pay a 380 per cent stock dividend. The re-

maining $15,000 wmII be left in the treasury. The company now
has $1,375,000 preferred and $375,000 common stock authorized.

* » *

The Para Rubber Co., dealer in tiros and mechanicals, for-

merly at 112 Hi.gh street, has moved to a larger store at 43 High

street.

* * *

Francis H. -Appleton has just returned from a vacation at Vir-

ginia Hot Springs, where he spent much time on the golf links,

with the result that he weighs no more to-day than he did prior

to his departure from Boston.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

r^ EORGE GRAHAM, JR., assistant treasurer of the Delion Tire
^-^ & Rubber Co.

; John Carter, plant superintendent, and Harry

A. Pfitzinger, head bookkeeper, are at St. Francis Hospital in a

serious condition as a result of an explosion and fire at the Delion

plant. Thomas Curtis, employed as an e-xpert machinist by the

Thropp company, who happened to be at the tire factory when

the explosion occurred, is also at the hospital. The men were

terribly burned about the face and arms and it is feared some

of them may not recover their sight.

These men, together with several mechanics, were assisting in

or watching the frictioning of some stock, in the process of which

a new coiupound was being used. They were watching the action

of this compound when a spark from the machine caused an ex-

plosion. The compound was plastered into the faces of those

nearest the machine. In another instant flames were shooting

through the room and it was with difficulty the men were saved

from being burned to death. A dozen workmen employed about

the room were painfully burned. A large amount of stock in

the room was ruined, but the flames did not disable the plant.

This is the second fire to visit the Delion factory. The plant is

unusually busy and a new addition is now under way. When this

is completed it will enable the factory to double its output.
* * *

The .Ajax Rubber Co. has taken possession of its extensive

new factory addition, which relieves a badly congested condition

at the main factory adjoining. The new plant enables this com-

pany to produce several thousand more tires and tubes annually.

A flag raising was held last week at the Ajax plant. The
Second Regiment band provided music for the occasion. A
company of militia was present, and several thousand people

assembled to witness the ceremony.
^ * *

The Z. Z. Tire & Rubber Co. will shortly begin to do its own
compounding. The company has hitherto had this done at one of

the Trenton rubber mills.

* * *

The Globe Tire Co. has removed its executive offices from
Trenton to 1851 Broadway, New York City. The billing and

a large part of the correspondence will be done in the future

from the New York headquarters. This concern recently com-
pleted a three-story addition. 50 by 200 feet, for making tires.

^ * *

The James E. Thropp Sons' Co., maker of rubber machinery,

has given contracts for the erection of an office building to cost

$22,000. The building will be of tapestry brick and Indiana lime-

stone. Fireproof vaults will be provided on each of the floors.

* * *

.\s a result of ''Wire Your Home" campaign conducted by the
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Trenton Electric Club, scores of Trenton homes are being wired

for electricity. The campaign was successful far beyond the

hopes of the club.

* * *

Work is progressing rapidly on the new plant of the West-

inghouse Lamp Co. in North Trenton. The plant will cover

several acres.
^; * *

John A. Lambert, of the Acme Rubber Co., presided at a

meeting held for the purpose of planning for the mobilization of

Trenton's industrial establishments in view of war time needs.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.

Br Our Regular Correspondent.

rOR many years the manufacture of rubber goods has been

* prominently identilied with the industrial history of the

State, but the past two years has materially increased its stand-

ing and it is now one of the six leading industries. Present in-

dications point to still further expansion. Every plant is flooded

with orders, many of them for immediate delivery ; but the handi-

cap of shortage of labor and the high cost of material are de-

terrent factors in necessary enlargements that would, under ordi-

nary conditions, be made at once.

But the help proposition is not merely a local one, as the fre-

quent advertisements in the want columns of the daily news-

papers attest. These offer very alluring terms and conditions,

which, however, have not proved sufficiently tempting to call any

great number of operatives f roin the Rhode Island factories. One
of the most recent calls has been from the Rubber Insulated

Metals Corp., of Plainfield, N. J., for experienced tire makers,

offering permanent employment at $4.50 to $5 a day. But local

rubber concerns are also calling for additional operatives through

the same mediums and there is no necessity for even an ordinary

worker leaving Providence and vicinity for steady employment

at good wages.
* * *

Maurice C. Smith, for several years assistant treasurer at the

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, has been promoted to treas-

urer to succeed A. H. Emerson, who has become sales manager
of the company's insulated wire department.

Alviu M. Bullock, who has been employed at the factory of the

National India Rubber Co. for the past 20 years, during 18 of

which he has worked in the outsole cutting department, has

severed his connection with the company. During the latter

period Mr. Bullock estimates that he has cut out more than six

million pairs of outsoles. His associates presented to him a hand-

some gold monogram ring.

* * *

The employes of the Crocker System Rubber stores, of which

the Hope Rubber Co., of Providence, and the Newport Rubber
Co., of Newport, are a part, tendered a reception and dinner to

Isaac Crocker, of Providence, at the Narragansett Hotel, that city,

in honor of his sixtieth birthday on Easter Sunday. The occa-

sion was devoid of all formality, although everyone present was
called upon by the toastmaster, Henry J. Callahan, manager of the

Salem store. To Mr. Crocker was presented a handsome silver

loving cup by his employes, and during the festivities Charles P.

Lanning ("Lan"), the famous cartoonist, drew character sketches.

The Crocker System Stores represented on this occasion included

Hope Rubber Co., Providence, Rhode Island ; Worcester Rubber
Co., Worcester, Massachusetts ; Lawrence Rubber Co., Lawrence,
Massachusetts ; The Crocker Rubber Co., Brockton, Massachu-
setts ; Granite State Rubber Co., Manchester, New Hampshire

;

Salem Rubber Co., Salem, Massachusetts; Haverhill Rubber Co.,

Haverhill, Massachusetts; Newport Rubber Co., Newport, Rhode
Island, and Fitchburg Rubber Co., Fitchburg, Massachusetts.

* * *

Patriotism is manifesting itself throughout this State as never

before, and the employes of manufacturing plants of all kinds

are vying with each other in the display of flags and the holding

of patriotic exercises at the ceremonial raising. The various

plants representing the rubber industry are among the establish-

ments that have placed themselves on record. At the National

India Rubber Co., Bristol, not only have large flags been placed

in the several departments, but several hundred of the operatives

have joined the Red Cross. On one day, recently, eight large

flags were unfurled at the factory, six in the stitching room and

two in the shoe room. Officers of the company were present and

appropriate exercises were held in each room. Addresses were

made and all joined in singing patriotic songs.

The employes of the Revere Rubber Co. held their flag raising

on Patriot's Day, April ' 19, more than 1,000 of the employes

being present at the celebration, each being presented with an

American flag pin. The program included a medley of patriotic

selections by an orchestra composed of employes and a very in-

teresting address by W. T. Mead, dressed in Colonial costume,

on the history of the American flag. At the conclusion of Mr.

Mead's address bugle calls were sounded and "The Star Spangled

Banner" was sung as the flag was unfurled. A salute was then

given the flag together with a pledge of allegiance and the singing

of "America."
* * +

Terence McCarthy, owner of the Narragansett Rubber Co.,

Bristol, who has been at St. Josepli's Hospital, Providence, for

several weeks, returned to his home in Bristol about the middle

of the month. He has been suffering from a complication of

nervous troubles.

A new smoke-stack, 65 feet in height, has been erected at the

main boiler room of the Narragansett Rubber Co.'s factory to

replace the one blown down during a gale a few weeks previously.

* * *

A dozen or more young women fainted from excitement and

fear early on the afternoon of April 5, as they were making their

escape from the glove room of the Revere Rubber Co.'s plant

on Valley street, after a bottle of strong acid had fallen to the

floor in the chemists' rootn adjoining. They were taken to the

factory hospital where they were treated. A lire was caused

when the acid from the broken bottle mixed with other acids,

and the flames spread rapidly, although they were soon extin-

guished. The damage did not exceed $500.
* * *

The Empire Auto Supply Co., 86 Empire street, Providence,

is owned and conducted by Maurice Green wald, 611 West 127th

street. New York City, and Edgar E. Cohn, Winchester Hotel,

Syracuse, New York, according to their statement filed at the

local city clerk's office.

Charles H. Frucht has filed a statement with the city clerk of

Providence that he is the owner of the O. K. Cycle Shop, 371

South Main street.

* * +

The 'trade certificate of the Smith Webbing Co., doing busi-

ness in West avenue, Pawtucket, was filed recently with the city

clerk's office in that city. The name signed as sole owner is

Everlastik, Inc., 52 Chauncey street, Boston.
* * *

Fourteen concerns submitted bids for 3,000 feet of fire hose, and
contracts have been awarded by the Woonsocket City Council
committee on fire department as follows: C. H. Darling Co.,

Woonsocket, 500 feet of Grey King brand, 90 cents a foot; Com-
bination Ladder Co., Providence, 500 feet safety fire department
wax and para gum-treated hose, 90 cents ; Eureka Fire Hose Co.,

Boston, 1,000 feet at 67K' cents,

* * *

The New England Tire Co., 144 Fountain street. Providence,
is being conducted by Victor P. Hendrick, 181 Magnolia street,

•Auburn, according to statement filed at the city clerk's office.
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The Rubber Trade in Great Britain.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE somewhat panicky buying of rubber during the latter

half of February did not go far in raising prices, which

remain at much the pre-war level in contradistinction to

most other raw materials of industry. Of course, if the largely

increased output promised from the Eastern plantations for 1916

had not matured, no doubt we should have seen much higher

prices owing to the war demand. As it is, this had neutralized

the loss of the Central Empire's market and prevented what many

predicted for 1917, viz., a slump in prices owing to over-produc-

tion.

Outside government work it cannot be said that trade is very

brisk and among exporters especially there is a feeling that a

very quiet time is ahead. With the practical cessation of pleasure

motoring the tire branch is, of course, greatly affected. A good

deal of export trade, especially with Scandinavia, is much

hampered by the lack of shipping facilities.

"RUB.\STIC" .^^"D RUBBER.

The legal case in which the late manager of the "Rubastic"

works sought damages for dismissal, resulted in a verdict for

the defendants, the directors of the concern. It was given in evi-

dence for the defense that "Rubastic," which was supposed to be

a non-rubber substance of substantial merit, really owed its .Tierits

to an admixture of rubber. This may or may not have been a

fact, as the plaintiff denied this, but whether or no, the case calls

to mind more than one proprietary non-rubber article which has

made a fleeting appearance on the market in the past and, in

which, when a legal case was the sequel to a dispute, it was

shown that what merit the material possessed was due to a ju-

dicious admixture of the old established body, rubber. It is quite

possible that "Rubastic" does not contain rubber as ordinarily

made, but that its properties can be so improved by an addition

of rubber tliat a super "Rubastic" has been made containing a

proportion of rubber. The rather delicate question then arises

as to how it ought to be designated. Goods which contain no

more than ten per cent of rubber and a lot of substitute are reg-

ularly sold as rubber goods without any outcry being heard,

though one of these days it may be enacted that the title shall be

that of the .najor and not the minor constituent.

A FORERUNNER OF FtTTURE LABOR PROBLEMS.

There have been many prophecies to the effect that most if not

all of the belligerent countries are in for labor troubles after the

war, mainly because of the disinclination of workers to take more

normal wages than those which have been paid in the rush and

stress of war goods production. The rubber trade has already

had its beginning without waiting for the termination of hos-

tilities. In a Northern police court a waterproofing firm claimed

damages from some men who left without giving due notice upon

being put on ordinary work because the government work at

which they could earn more money had come to an end. It was

stated, incidentally, that boys were earning up to $8 per week.

The case was decided in the manufacturer's favor.

WATERPROOFING INDUSTRY SCHEDULED BY THE GOVERN-
MENT.

The rubber manufacture, as also the waterproofing of material

with non-rubber substances, have been scheduled by the Govern-

ment as businesses of primary importance. This means that man
power may not be compulsorily withdrawn so as vitally to affect

the carrying on of any works, and also that new hands may be

engaged as and when required. In the case of non-essential in-

dustries this cannot be done. Naturally there are many differing

opinions among individuals as to whether particular trades are

or are not essential. Even in rubber manufacture it would be

difficult to prove that all the output is essential.

EAST AFRICA PLANTATIONS.

At a recent meeting of the East Africa Rubber Plan-

tation, Inc., with the Tewa Rubber Estates, Limited, the Kamna
Rubber Estates, Limited, and the Muhesa Rubber Plantation,

Inc., for the purpose of considering the policy to be pursued in

the immediate future in what was formerly German East Africa,

it was decided to amalgamate at the first opportunity. There is

to be an independent valuation of the assets of each company

and in the meanwhile the companies are to work together so as

to effect the greatest economies in administration. The fact that

in the last year the East Africa Rubber Plantation, Inc., ex-

pended only iSO shows that there is not much prodigality to

subjugate.

THE RUBBERINE COMPANY, LIMITED.

At the annual meeting of this company it was announced that

Edward Taffen had been appointed chairman in place of the

Hon. A. R. S. Douglas, who is on active service. A. T. Marks,

the manager, has been appointed managing director. A ten per

cent dividend was declared. This progressive company, which

has been located at Hornsey, London, has now practically com-

pleted a new works at Market Road, London, N.

MOTOR TRUCK RIDES FOR SOLDIER CONVALESCENTS.

A frequent sight in many of the large cities is a truck load

of sick and wounded soldiers out for an airing. It has come

Wounded British Soldiers Taking an Outing.

to be a common practice for many business houses to loan their

trucks or automobiles for such purposes. A happy party of this

kind is shown in the motor-lorry loaned by the London Good-
year company.

THE INDIA RUBBER MANUFACTLIRERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.

Among the many changes which the war has brought about
is a disposition on the part of manufacturers in various branches
of industry to form combinations of individuals and firms so as

to act collectively and to greater effect in matters affecting trade

interests generally. This movement has embraced the chemical,

iron and steel, pottery trades, etc., and now the rubber trade has

come more or less into line by the incorporation of the above-
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named association. It is limited by guarantee without any share

capital and the membership is limited to 100, each liable for il

in the event of winding up. Membership is confined to bona

fide rubber manufacturers having their chief works in the United

Kingdom. The first members of the Committee of Management

are mainly those last elected to the committee of the late associa-

tion, viz. : J. T. Goudie, Leyland & Birmingham Rubber Co., Ley-

land; Peter Bate, general manager, Castle Rubber Co., Warring-

ton ; P. A. Birley, Chas. Macintosh & Co., Inc., Manchester ; F. H.

C. Brooking, general manager, St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co.,

Warrington ; Richard Eccles, general manager, F. Reddaway &
Co., Manchester

;
James Henderson, Ancoats Vale Rubber Co.,

Inc., Manchester ; David Moseley. David Mosely & Son, Inc.,

Manchester
; James Tinto, Truell & Eastern Rubber Co., Inc.,

Manchester ; F. Webster, Avon Rubber Co., Manchester.

A considerable accession of membership is reported during the

last year or two and arrangements are being made to establish

sectional committees in London and Glasgow. Among the many
objects which the association has in view are the consideration

of the terms and clauses in specifications issued by government

departments and various public bodies ; the encouragement of

inventions likely to be of general utility to the trade ; the en-

couragment of fresh sources of supply, of other necessary raw-

materials and the obtaining of adequate representation of the

industry on trade boards.

WILKS BROTHERS WORKS ENLARGED.

Messrs. Wilks Brothers have almost completed the large ex-

tension to their premises at Booth street. Blackfriars, Manchester.

Since the disastrous fire of 1913 the original premises were rebuilt

with an additional story, but further extensions were subse-

quently necessitated. The firm manufactures waterproofs, rain-

proofs and oilskins, for the last of which the late S. Carter Bell

had an agency in America where goods of this class do not seem

to be so well known and popular as they are in Great Britain.

Messrs. Wilks do a large business in motorcycle suits. In

weatherproof cloth they have a specialty in their Aquarepel.

PERSOX.NL MENTION'.

I record with regret the death of Colonel Herbert Hughes, of

Sheffield, early in the year. The deceased, who was well known
to a good many business people in America, was primarily con-

nected with the steel trade but on the formation of the Xyler

Rubber Co., Inc., of Manchester, four years ago he became one

of the directors.

G. W. Leeson, who has been connected with the rubber heel

manufacture in Manchester for some years, has now gone to Lon-
don in connection with the Leeson Sponge & Rubber Co., Limited,

of New Enterprise Works, Chiswick Road, London, W. Apropos
of the rubber sponge I may say that retail prices of the Ameri-
can article have shown a sagging tendency, as general dealers

are now competing with druggists in sales to the public.

William Somerville's Sons Rubber Co., Limited, is now the title

of the Liverpool firm so long known in the reclaimed rubber

trade as WilHam Somerville's Sons. F. R. Burrows is the man-
ager of the new company, having been associated with the busi-

ness for many years. One does not hear anything of Mitchell's

rubber nowadays, but those whose memory goes back 30 years

or so when brands of reclaimed rubber were not so numerous in

this country as they are to-day, will remember the time when
Mitchell's rubber, as sold by Somerville's Sons, was a synonym
for reclaimed rubber. Mr. Mitchell, of course, was an Ameri-
can who afterwards acquired an interest in Somerville's Sons.

A. Staines Manders, manager of the International Rubber and
Allied Trades Exhibition, Limited, and Miss D. Fulton, secre-

tary of the same corporation, are sending out a notice of the

removal of their offices to Brownlow House, 51 High Holburn,
London, W. C, which is also the headquarters of the Fulton-
Manders Publishing Co., and the International Press Publicity

Bureau.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN HOLLAND.
By a Special Correspondent.

THE Netherlands Ovearseas Trust has entered upon an agree-

ment with rubber importers, which has caused great indig-

nation among rubber manufacturers. By this agreement, the im-

porters are to place at disposal for sale 300 tons of rubber, at

2.50 florins per half kilo [$1.00 per 1.1 pounds], consisting of

75 per cent of prime and 25 per cent inferior qualities. The
new regulation, ostensibly in the interests of manufacturers,

further provides that the Trust shall decide whether applications

are to be granted at all, the quantity to be allowed each appli-

cant and the importer from whom rubber can be obtained. The
whole quantity of rubber that has been allotted a certain manu-
facturer must be taken by February 1, 1918, and should delivery

take place later, he will be charged interest at the rate of 5 per

cent per annum and 50 cents per case per month warehouse fees

and fire insurance premium.

The chief objections to this arrangement are that manufacturers

are obliged to accept rubber which may or may not meet their

requirements, the charges for storage and interest, and the high

price of the rubber itself. To add to all this, the feeling exists

that the measure was absolutely unnecessary, as manufacturers

have never complained of any unwillingness on the part of the

importers to release rubber for consumption.

A COURSE IN INDOLOGY.
What is expected to be of great benefit to the Dutch East

Indies is the inauguration of a course in Indology by the board
of directors of the Colonial Institute at Amsterdam. The object

is to give suitable training for work, agricultural and otherwise,

to those contemplating emigrating to the Dutch East Indies. The
course will be held twice a year in Amsterdam, and the follow-

ing subjects will be treated

:

1. Essentials of the ethnology of the Indian Archipelago.

2. Introduction to the geography of the Dutch East Indies,

with special regard to agriculture, mining, commerce and traffic

3. Elements of the Malayan language.

4. Essentials of social conditions in the colonies.

5. The public institutions in the Dutch East Indies, with
special regard to agrarian and labor laws.

In addition to these, quarterly courses will be given in:

a. Tropical hygiene, diseases, personal hygiene and sanitation

(especially on big plantations).

b. Colonial products.

c. If necessary, lectures on other colonial topics will be held.

It is expected that this course, which commenced March 2, will

not only promote the actual knowledge of economic conditions

in the colonies, but also a proper understanding, and thus better

cooperation between the European and the Oriental in the

Dutch Indies.

EMBARGO ON AUTOMOBILES.
The Netherlands Government has declared an embargo on

automobiles. All shipping space has been requisitioned for food-

stuffs and automobiles and other luxuries will not be accepted for

shipment for some time.

DR. ITERSON RETIRES.
A royal decree to go into action November 1, has honorably

discharged Dr. G. van Iterson, Jr., of the Technische Hooge-
school (Technical Academy), Delft, Holland, from his duties

as director and supervisor of the Ryksvoorlichtingsdienst (Gov-
ernment's Information Service), in behalf of the rubber indus-

try, and nominated him advisor to the same institution. Dr. A.
van Rassun, now assistant, has been nominated director in his

stead.

FIRST NETHERLANDS ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL FAIR.
On February 24, 1917, the official opening of the First Nether-

lands .A.nnual Industrial Fair at Utrecht, took place, the Queen
being the patroness. Of the 668 participants, 35 represented the

leather and rubber industries. Owing to the war, there were no
foreign visitors. Nevertheless, the enterprise has been declared
a success and will be held in the spring of 1918.
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INFANTS' NIPPLES IN FBANCE.

The French law of April 6, 1910, prohibiting the sale and im-

portation into France of certain tube feeding bottles has been

extended so that it now also covers infants' "comforters" and

nipples made of materials other than pure rubber, vulcanized

by a process other than hot vulcanization, and not bearing, be-

sides the manufacturers' or traders' mark, the special indication

"caoutdiouc pur."

RUBBER TRADE IN HANKOW, CHINA.

AN EXCHANGE TO FBOUOTE RUSSIAN-AMERICAN TRADE.

Tlic newly established Russo-American Merchants and Manu-
facturers E.xchange, Inc., with headquarters at 120 Broadway,

New York City, aims to bring American producers and Russian

consumers together, to familiarize each with the business methods

of the other, and to establish a common ground for trade ex-

changes. The campaign among Russian consumers will take the

form of a comprehensive directory of American industries in the

Russian language, and which will be distributed throughout

Russia to the number of 40,000 copies

DENMARK PROHIBITS AUTOMOBILING.

The effect of tlie strict British censorship on all shipments of

cars, gasoline and tires is being keenly felt in Denmark. Prices

for gasoline are four to six times as high as in the United States,

while few tires reach there. Under these circumstances, the

Danish Government has thought it advisable to prohibit tem-

porarily the use of passenger cars on the streets.

GERMANY WANTS BRAZILIAN RUBBER.

It would appear that Germany's difficulties in obtaining rubber

will not be greatly diminished after the war. True, she intends

to establish a rubber market for Central Europe at Hamburg
when peace is restored. But, for a time, at least, she will hardly

be able to import rubber from the British colonies, and Brazilian

exporters are of opinion that a rubber market must be created

in France. They think it absolutely necessary to establish in

France a free port and a banking organization capable of freeing

the Brazilian exporter and the French consumer from the

monopoly exercised by the port of Hamburg until 1914.

CORKS FOR BICYCLE TIRES IN GERMANY.
Meanwhile, German ingenuity is being taxed to the utmost to

find means by which the deficiency in rubber articles can be

supplied, and experiments are being made with all kinds of sub-

stitutes.

According to the German paper, bicycles have become almost

extinct in Germany since the seizure of rubber tires. Corks
from wine bottles provide a substitute, however, about 100 being

needed for both wheels at a cost of 2 to 3 marks. The corks

should be of equal breadth, not tapering sharply, four to five

centimeters long and about 23 thick. They are pressed tightly

together and cemented to the rims of the wheels. Cork is very

elastic, and although it has not the resilience of rubber, especi-

ally on rough pavements, when traveling on good roads it is quite

satisfactorv.

RUBBER MACHINERY DUTY FREE IN CEYLON.
A recent change in the tariff laws of Ceylon exempts froTi

duty machinery intended for use in the manufacture of articles

from crude rubber.

BRITISH INDIA.

The new tariff ("No. 121) on rubber tires for motors and mo-
torcycles, and rubber tubes for tires and other manufactures of

rubber, not otherwise specified, is now 7J,4 per cent ad valorem.

Welfare work is on the increase in the Far East. The Bandar
Rubber Co., of Sumatra, has appropriated a goodly sum for a

vacation beach resort on Toba Lake for the benefit of its em-
ployes.

IIANKOW is an important city in nortlieast China, from which
are exported hides, skins, silk, tea, cotton, nuts and other

products of the soil. There are about 70 firms which do an ex-

port and import business. The following information, of interest

to rubber manufacturers, is furnished The India Rubber World
by Edwin S. Cunningham, Consul General, at that city:

At the present time rubber belting in 1 inch to 6 inch widths,
rubber hose in 1 inch to 2V2 inches diameters for steam and
water fittings, and rubber packing in sheet form are the chief
rubber articles imported into this district. The various jinrikisha
firms also handle rubber tires, and some small amounts of rub-
ber goods are carried in stock by the local motor car and acces-
sory dealers and by the drug and druggists' supply houses.
According to statistics issued by tlie Chinese Maritime Cus-

toms, rubber and rubber goods were imported into Hankow to
the value of $7,918 (gold) during 1914; $19,263 during 1915,
and $11,276 during 1916. Japan furnishes the bulk of these goods,
with Russia second. Great Britain third, France fourth, Hong-
kong fifth, and the United States sixth. Tientsin acts as the
chief market in China for rubber goods, with Manchouli second,
Slianghai third, Dairen fourth, and Hankow fifth.

Rubber belting is not included in the above figures, as it is

classed with the other varieties of belting. According to the
Custom House statistics there was 93,460 taels [$77,412 U. S.
currency] worth of machine belting imported into Hankow dur-
ing 1916, of which, according to the commissioner, 80 per cent
is of leather. The bulk of the remaining 20 per cent is made up
of rubber and vvoven belting, but in what proportions I am un-
able to say.

Local dealers report that due to the climate of Hankow, which
has a very deleterious effect on rubber articles, they prefer to

buy their goods from Shanghai distributers and thus avoid the
risk of keeping large stocks on hand which might be spoiled by
the weather.

In consequence it would appear that the greatest opportunity
for supplying the rubber market of this district lies in forming
connections with some of the large importing houses of Shanghai,
as that port acts as the chief distributing point for practically

all of central China.

It might be advantageous for manufacturers of rubber goods
desirous of entering this market to coiumunicate directly with
the various Hankow firms handling rubber goods, in which case
the following list of local dealers will be found valuable for

reference. To avoid repetition, American addresses are given
in the numbered footnotes below;

llELTiNG. Anderson, Meyer &• Co., Limited^: Burlenshaw & Co.; A.
Brandt & Co.; Carlowitz & Co.^; H. Deiderichsen & Co.^; Robert
Dollar Co.*; Lothar, Marcks & Bush*: New Engine & Iron Works;
F. Schwartzkopf & Co.; Westphal, King & Ramsay, Limited^; Chi-
nese .American Co.": Neilsen & Winter China Engineering Co.

TIosE AND Fittings. .Anderson. Mever & Co., Limited^; Burtenshaw & Co.:
A. Brandt. & Co.; Carlowitz & Co.=; H. Deiderichsen & Co.»: F.
Schwarzkopf & Co.; Telge & Schroeter"; Neilsen & Winter China
Engineering Co.

Tires and Accessories. (See also Jinrikislms, below). Arnhold, Karberg
& Co.^; A. Brandt & Co.; H. Deiderichsen & Co. 3; New Engine & Iron
Works; F. Schwartzkopf J; Co.; Weeks S: Co.»; L. S. Wureh & Co.;
Central Garage Co., Limited.

Jinrikisha De/*t.ers. Star Rickshaw Co.; F. Ramello: Hankow Rickshaw
Syndicate; Fook Kee & Co.; Tong Chong Bicycle Co.

General Rubper Goods and Sundries. Arnhold, Karberg & Co.^; Hankow
Dispensary, Limited"; New Engine & Iron Works; Pharmacie Centrale;
F. Schwarzkopf & Co.; L. S. Wureh & Co.; Chinese American Co.'.

.-\merican representatives or agents of these firms are:
1— Pacific Commercial Co., .^0 Broad street. New York City.
2—Carlowitz S: Co.. ?2 Beaver street. New York City.
3—Grossman &• Sielcke, 90 Wall street. New York Gity.
4—Robert Dollar Co., 230 California street, San Francisco. California.
5—Irwin, Harrison S: Crossfield, 90 Wall street, and G. Amsinck & Co.,

Hanover street. New York City.
6—Chinese American Co., 200 Devonshire street, Boston. Massachusetts.
7—H. Marquardt & Co.. 35 South William street. New York City.
S—F.. H. Erlin^er, 60 Wall street. New York City.
9—Muller, McLean & Co., 11 Broadw.av, New York City.

* Tlii= firm im|iorts only for its own needs in the sawmill business.

While these firms are all of good repute, the writer can accept
no responsibility for them in any way. They can, do doubt, fur-
nish references, and information as to their credit standinc can
be obtained froin the local banks upon application by vour bank-
ers. Corresnondence with then; may be in Englisli irrespective
of their nationality
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THE SITUATION IN JAPAN.

By a Sl'ccial Correspondent.

THE demand for rubber goods in Japan and Far East locali-

ties supplied by Japan is increasing rapidly. Such repre-

sentative men as Chugo Moriya, a large dealer in general rubber

goods, and Yoshio Kavvashima, manager of the Oriental Rubber

Cloth Co., agree that the demand in 1915 was fully double that

in 1914. This was particularly true of electrical goods, jar rings,

packing, air-cushions and raincoats. The latter were more of

cotton costing about $7.50 and less of silk than formerly, due

perhaps to economies on account of the war. Exports to China

and the South Sea islands showed a big increase.

RESTRICTIONS ON RUBBER EXPORTS.

Crude rubber and manufactured rubber goods imported from

England and her colonies or elsewhere may not be exported from

Japan except upon agreement with the British authorities. How-
ever, German agents in China, desiring to export such materials

to neutral countries, found it convenient to ship them to our

ports and place them in a bonded warehouse .until a sailing to

the desired port occurred. On January 27, however, a ruling of

the Department of Agriculture and Commerce brought such goods

into the prohibited list and presumably stopped this traffic. Un-
less the principle dictating the change be rigidly enforced, how-

ever, to prevent transfers in the offing or even on the pier but

outside bonded warehouses, the efficacy of the new ruling is

doubtful.

Although the Russian Government has purchased large quan-

tities of rubber tires of Japanese manufacturers, the larger busi-

ness in rubber toys and druggists' sundries has been lost through

the Russian prohibition of all imports of luxury during the war.

RUBBER TOYS.

Japan has long been a great producer of toys, and it is not

surprising that some of our rubber manufacturers should seek

an outlet for their goods through similar channels. In the manu-

facture and sale of colored toy balloons Sadakichi Okuda, of

Asakusa, takes the lead under the firm name of Sawadaya. Much
of his product is sold abroad, the exports for March alone total-

ing 34,000 balloons valued at over $7,500. In Tokyo his wares

are sold by street venders, toward whom he has shown great

benevolence. As he is said to be worth $1,000,000, it has been

possible for him to supply balloons to these poor men on extended

credit which has enabled many of them to make a substantial

start in mercantile life.

One of our leading manufacturers of rubber toys has recently

placed on the market a novel globe bouncing ball with the vari-

ous countries molded upon its surface. This, it is thought, will

be pleasing as a plaything and instructive in geography as well.

J.\PAXESE PLANTATIONS IN MALAYA.

A noticeably better feeling is being manifested toward the Jap-

anese in Malaya than hitherto. Those who first settled there, un-

fortunately, uneducated and without means, were held in con-

tempt by both natives and white men, and it is not surprising

that a like antipathy was felt toward the better classes of their

countrymen who followed later. Government officials were re-

garded with suspicion, but when it was realized that legitimate

business and not territorial ambition was the Japanese aim, and

when our enterprise and progressiveness were observed, a friend-

ly feeling began to develop which will make it possible for Jap-

anese and British planters to cooperate for the good of the in-

dustry.

Since Mr. Akuzawa bought 300 acres on the Malay Peninsula

in Johore in 1905, at a cost of $100,000, Japanese planting interests

have grown until now the invested capital aggregates $7,000,000.

Of the leased area, amounting to 110,000 acres, 50.000 acres are

now planted and the 1916 production of rubber reached 2,230,000

pounds. The planted area is constantly increasing and will soon

become 60,000 to 70,000 acres. Several plantations located on the

west side of the Nafu River, about 80 miles from Singapore, are

just reaching the tapping age. About 400 Japanese and 5,000

Chinese coolies are employed in this region.

An association of Japanese planters has been organized with

a governing committee of 40 members representing each estate.

Aside from activities directed toward expansion and general

development, particular attention is being devoted to sanitary

conditions and a well-equipped hospital on every estate. Co-

operation, wherever possible, with British, Dutch and Chinese

interests is one of the chief aims.

Our advantages as a people in rubber planting seem to out-

weigh our disadvantages. Of the former may be mentioned our

ready adaptability to agricultural organization; the low cost of

administration ; our dependence upon rice as a principal food,

which grows well, in the East Indies ; the fact that we endure

the tropical climate with ease, and that our Chinese and other

laborers, being of similar race, trust us, despite slight differences

in religion, manners and customs, so that superintendents and

laborers work harmoniously together.

Our disadvantages lie in high interest charges on capital ; the

desire for quick successes and a tendency to be satisfied with

small earnings ; the absence of well-organized experimental and

research work looking toward improved methods and product,

and the lack of business combination and cooperative effort. Thus
there is still much opportunity for constructive work for the

common good of the industry.

RUBBER COMPANIES PROSPEROU.S.

Toyojino Miyake, of the Nippon Rubber Co., reports a greatly

increased business during 1915 in belts, balls and particularly

automobile tires from the factory which was enlarged in Sep-

tember, 1915. The gross proceeds were over $146,500 and the

profits $28,750, which were somewhat affected by the rising cost

of raw materials. Medium quality tires of 26- and 28-inch size

were in great demand. Balls were chiefly exported to China and

Argentina. Some dolls were made, but only to special order.

The Settsu Rubber Co. earned profits of $5,181 for the past

year.

The profits of the Chiyada Rubber Co., of Tokyo, were $11,347.

For the last six months of last year the Takasago Rubber Co.

reported profits of $2,538.

TRADE NOTES.

On the 43,200 square feet of land recently purchased, the

Kakuichi Rubber Co. is now erecting an extension to its former

factory which will cover 25,200 square feet. Machinery and gen-

eral equipment will be modern in every respect.

The Teikoku Rubber Co. has been reorganized as a joint stock

company with a capital stock of $75,000 and will erect a new
factory.

The Miyagawa Rubber Store has opened a foreign trade de-

partment at 34 Nichome, Yamatedon, Kobe, which will continue

the export business of the firm and also engage in the importa-

tion of crude rubber, chemicals and other raw materials.

The Alenken Rubber Factory has purchased 14,400 feet of land

adjoining its present site for immediate extension of the plant.

The building of the Kanae Packing Manufacturing Co. is

nearly ready for occupancy at 601 Kitsu, Jomammamura, a sub-

urb of Osaka. Tlie output will consist of asbestos material,

packing and rubber goods. Of the $250,000 capital stock, $62,500

has been paid in.

One of the leading spirits in the development of the Japanese
rubber industry is Kenjiro Tsuji, managing director of the Chi-

yoda Rubber Co., who is bending his energies not only to his

own firm's welfare, but to the rubber interests of the whole coun-
try as well.

The rubber industry of Osaka now comprises 58 factories em-
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ploying 416 men and 355 women. Both the Hirando Rubber

Manufacturing Co. and the Ogata Rubber Store, of Osaka, have

recently completed additions to their factories. The latter in-

cludes the best modern equipment for the manufacture of over-

shoes and rubber heels.

Several new stockholders have increased the working capital

of the Taiheigo Rubber Co. to $6,000.

At the general meeting of the Asaki Rubber Co., a $150,000

plantation firm, it was announced that its trees, valued at about

$116,000, are about to come into bearing.

A rubber horseslioe said to have three times the durabiliy of

an iron horseshoe has been patented by Gentaro Yameguchi.

The Taigo Rubber Co., 17 Kayabadio, Honjoku, has been re-

organized with a capital of $50,000 for manufacturing and selling

rubber goods.

NOVEL TAPPING KNIFE AND LATEX SPOUT.

TAPPING METHODS.

A N interesting article, contributed by F. M. Riley to the
*» "Planters' Chronicle," explains the various tapping methods
employed by planters in Malaysia. He enumerates the four now
employed on European-managed estates as follows

:

A. Basal V
h. One cut one quarter
C. Two cuts one quarter (same quarter)
D. One third

The first mentioned (A) Basal V, is mostly employed on

newly opening up, where a fairly large return per acre is desired.

(B). The one cut one quarter is chiefly employed on old

trees, say 10 or 12 years old, where the preservation of the bark

Jias become of vital importance.

DAILY TAPPING RECOMMENDED FOR ONE QUARTER CUTS.

•iC). Two cuts one quarter (same quarter) are used when

the tapping in the past has not been so drastic and the conser-

vation of the bark not of such vital importance. Generally on

old trees, the cuts can be 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches apart, accord-

ing to size of the trees. Alternate day tapping is strongly ad-

vised for this system.

THE ONE-THIRD METHOD CONSIDERED BEST.

(D). This, the one-third method, is the last referred to, and

is considered the most important of all. It is a comparatively

new practice and has stood all tests well. Under this system

the amount of bark consumed is 17 per cent less than the Basal

V, while the amount of latex differs only slightly, on some

estates practically not at all, and on others not more than 10

per cent less. The exception is on young trees, and this is an

advantage, as the Basal V for young trees is considered too

severe a treatment, removing too much latex. It is possible that

the one-third method may be adopted on the system of daily tap-

ping, and come into general use both for old and young trees.

Great differences in estates are noted, especially in respect to

soil, moisture, etc., and those exposed to the sea air are reported

as not giving such good results as those located inland.

TAPPING KNIVES.

Regarding tapping knives it appears several kinds are in use

and recommended, but the great art of good tapping is a sharp

knife, and most coolies take two knives with them to the field,

cutting half the job with one, and half with the other, the knives

being resharpened at night by a professional, who gets about

50 cents per man per month, this being paid by the coolies.

This applies only to the Chinese, however, who are better

paid than the Tamils. The latter sharpen their own knives.

One of the duties of the assistant should be to test the coolies'

knives at least 2 or 3 times weekly.

^
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Rubber Planting Notes.

KUBBER PEODTTCTION IN SOUTH INDIA.

ACCORDING to Lucien Memminger, American Consul at

Madras, India, the ten principal rubber plantations of South

India produced over 3}4 million pounds of rubber last year.

A study of the detailed report showing the crops harvested in

1915 and 1916, and the estimates for 1916, indicates that in each

case the 1916 yield was considerably above that of 1915 ; that on

most estates the estimate has been considerably exceeded ; that the

Rani Travancore Co., which up to the end of 1915 was the largest

rubber producing company in Southern India has now been dis-

placed by the Malayalam Rubber Produce Co. With prices nearly

approaching the average of 1915 and lower costs of production in

most cases, some very substantial dividends may be expected. In

this respect so far the Pudukad and Cochin companies are lead-

ing with interim dividends aggregating 40 per cent and 30 per

cent, respectively.

RUBBER PLANTING IN SIAM.

Up to the present the rubber exports from Siam have not

been very significant. On the only rubber plantation of import-

ance in southern Siam 25,000 trees were planted about 6 years

ago. Of these 20,000 are now ready for tapping. Considerable

quantities of rubber are said to come from northern Siam, how-

ever. In the districts of Trang and Setul, Siamese Malay States,

some attention is being given to rubber planting, but as far as can

be ascertained, the production has, until now, been of little im-

portance.

WEEKLY AUCTIONS AT MEDAN.

The Medan Produce Trade Association has decided to arrange

to hold rubber auction sales weekly, instead of fortnightly, as is

now tlie case. These sales may be private or public, according

to the wishes of the sellers. Only members of the association

will be permitted to take part In these sales, whether public or

private.

A DEFECT COMMON IN SHEET RUBBER.

Sheet rubber frequently shows a dark line near and parallel

to the edges. The cause of this has been investigated by Dr.

P. Arens, who explains the cause as follows

:

The cause of this line is a very simple one. The strength of

the rubber, coagulated in the pans, is not the same in every part.

The surface, which is exposed to the air, especially near the

edges, is somewhat stronger than the rest.

When the sheet is rolled and insufficient precautions taken, this

surface is less stretched than the other parts of the coagulum,
with the result that the latter protrudes beyond the original mar-
gin of the sheet. This original margin retains its position a

certain distance inside the newly formed edge and, since it was
the hardest part of the coagulated mass, it is not so compressible
as the rest and therefore forms a distinct ridge.

To avoid this, certain measures have to be taken, when putting
the sheet through the rollers. The sheet must pass through the
rollers in the same position it had in the coagulating pan, j. e.,

the upper surface in the latter kept uppermost when put in the
rollers. The sheet should be gripped by the rollers in the middle
of the small side first, so that the edges pass through the rollers

somewhat later than the middle. The edges must be turned
down a little, whilst the sheet is passing through the rollers.

If this is done, the margin of the sheet, hardened in the coagu-
lating pan, will also form the margin of the sheet after rolling,

and therefore no prominent line will be visible.

It is advisable not to fill the pans too full, as the prominent
line will be more easily formed on a thick sheet than on a thin
one.
A good material on which to train the coolies for this work

is sheets the surface of which is darkened by oxidation in the
coagulating pans. If these sheets are rolled in the proper man-
ner, no white margin should be visible after rolling.

BELGIAN CONGO PROSPEROUS.

Despite the conditions imposed by the war, Belgian Congo
prospers. The Governor General of the colony is reported to

have said that the revenue is expected to show a surplus of
' 8.000,000 francs over the estimates in the current budget.

The figures for the rubber exports show a slight decline,

4,428,945 pounds in 1915 as against 4,892,166 pounds in 1914,

but the increase in the price of rubber is again drawing the atten-

tion of buyers to the Congo product, the value of which had
depreciated in 1914.

INCREASES IN THE GOLD COAST TRADE.

Figures for the trade of the Gold Coast show a decided in-

crease, not so much in the quantities imported and exported, as

in the values. The imports for the year 1915 amounted to

£3,116,686, that is, 1 per cent less than in 1914, while the ex-

ports for 1915 were £5,814,810, or 30 per cent more than in 1914.

The increased prices in all goods are largely responsible for these

high figures and the profits are said to have been enormous.
The exports of rubber for 1915 were 647,982 pounds, valued

at £25,167, as against 654,133 pounds valued at £21,631 in 1914,

furnish a very fair illustration of the truth of the above.

GERMAN EAST AFRICA REOPENED FOR FOREIGN COMMERCE.

Communication with German East Africa is being gradually

reestablished. The British Postmaster General has also an-
nounced the establishment of a parcel post service to the south-

ern portion of German East Africa. All ships engaged in for-

eign commerce must clear at either Tanga or Dar-es-Salaam,

on license of the British customs authorities.

PLANTATION RUBBER IN BRITISH GUIANA.

The Department of Science and Agriculture reports the area

of rubber under cultivation for the year 1915 as being 4,687

acres, a decrease of 275 acres as compared with returns for 1914.

This is due to the throwing out of areas planted with sapium
rubber, as well as the abandonment of some small areas of Para
rubber, the soils having proved unsuited for its cultivation.

Experimental tapping was continued at the Issorora and Onder-
neeming stations and for part of the year at Christianburg.

At Issorora the crop for the 12 months ending January, 1916,

was 1,000 pounds of dry rubber (854 pounds biscuit and 146

pounds of other grades), obtained from 428 trees of from 5 to 7
years old, an average of over 2'4 pounds of dry rubber per tree.

In one experiment 300 trees, tapped by a man and a boy, yielded

873 pounds of dry rubber, which cost $58.40 to collect, or less

than 7 cents per pound. Most of the produce was sold in Lon-
don in February, 1916, at a price of 81 cents per pound for bis-

cuit and 68 cents per pound for scrap and other lower grades.

The latex of the other 128 trees was mainly used for the prep-

aration of "ball" rubber by smoked coagulation, similar to the

Brazilian method.

At Onderneeming the crop was 310 pounds of dry rubber (257
pounds biscuit and 53 pounds scrap, etc.). Part of this was sold

in February, 1916, at 81 cents for biscuit and 68 cents for scrap.

At Christianburg 128 trees were tapped. One year's tapping

yielded 201 pounds of dry rubber (161 pounds biscuit and 40
pounds scrap, etc.). A part sold in September, 1915, brought
56 cents per pound ; the remainder realized in February, 1916,

81 cents for biscuit and 58 cents for scrap.

The results obtained at the experiment stations were, there-

fore, highly satisfactory. The same is said of the returns for

1916; the yields from tlie trees are very good and brought the

highest prices.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N° i

1,219,65.1.

1,219,675.

1,219,729.

1,219,798.

1,219.865.

1,219,925.

1,219,948'.

1,219.991.

1,220,004.

1,220,006.

1,220,107.

1,220,172.

1,220,272.

1,223,282.

1,220,321.

1.220,372.

1,220,471.

1,220,516.

1,220,541.

1.220,568.

1.220,603.

1,220,625.

1,220,653.

1,220,659.

1.220,660.

1,220,661.

1,220,724.

1,220,750.

1,220.809.

1,220,819.

1,220,867.

1,220,874.

1,220,875.

1,220,914.

1,220,925.

1,220.934.

1,220,956.

1,221.060.

1,221,084.

1,221,100.

1,221,181.

1,221,246.

1,221,335.

1,221,387.

1,221,446.

1,221,473.

1,221,479.

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED M.\KC1I 20, 1917.

219,420. Cord tire. C. L. Archer, MiuncaiioHs. Minn.
,219,502. Water bag. E. J. Straus, St. Louis, Mo.
219,577. Rubber patch for pneumatic tires. J. G. Moomy, Erie.

Pa.

Cushion lire. Ida I. Mcl-eod, Lakeland, Fla.

Fountain pen. O. Shackelford, Fairmont. VV. Va.

Valve stem gage with rubber tube. G. T. Hackley, Los -Angeles,

Calif. S. C. Hackley, administratrix of said G. T. Hackley,
deceased.

Wheel rim. O. H. Bartholomew, assignor of one-half to J.

llalbrohr—both of Peoria, 111.

Tire gage. A. E. Pollock, Chicago, 111.

Automatic tire valve. F. A. Dean and W. H. Little, Alta Vista,

Kans.

Kim tool. G. A. E. Kaebler, Fresno, Calif.

Rubber heel. F. A. Nolan, St. Paul, Minn.

Collapsible rim. F. Rogers, Galveston, Tex.

Closure for rubber receptacles. T. Rowe, Leytonstone. England.

Tiie tool. A. C. Hartman, Dillsburg, Pa.

ISSUED MARCH 27, 1917.

Teat cup. A. L. Berthelsen, Chicago, 111.

Tire gage. A. E. Pollock, assignor to Firex Manufacturing
Co.—both of Chicago, 111.

Eraser. J. C. Smith, Kansas City, Mo.

Device for expanding and contracting demountable rims. C. F.

Corbett, Clear Springs, Md.
Waterproof elastic fabric. A. C. Squires, assignor of one-half

to .John E. Wainwright—both of College Point, N. Y.

Demountable rim. F. Spranger and N. M. Spranger, assignors

tc Spranger Rim and Wheel Co., a corporation of Detroit

—

all of Detroit, Mich.

Segmental vehicle-tire. ^ P. E. King and G. J. Wittmann—both

of Newburgh. N. Y.

Demountable rim. A. J. Park, Madison, Wis.

Inner tube protector for pneumatic tires. G. Starke, New
York City.

Storage battery construction comprising a hard rubber part.

D. J. Cartwright, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Life-saving suit. J. Grudzienski, Toledo, Ohio.

Auto tire. G. Loflfi, assignor of forty-five one-hundredths to

F. E. Fluke—both of Garrett, Ind.

Tire tool. C. B. Mansbach, assignor of one-third to F. L. Price,

and one-third to F. A. Carlson—all of Brockton, Mass.

Composite heel. C. B. Mansbach, assignor of one-half to F. L.

Price—both of Brockton, Mass.

Fire hose. R. Many, Oak Park, 111.

Vulcanite arch support. A. A. S. Burns, Montreal, Quebec.
Canada.

Sunshade for pneumatic tires. R. C. Jeboult, Edmonds, British

Columbia, Canada.

Dust cap for valve stems. E. L, Aitken, Springfield, Mass.

Tire patch clamp. H. Eretthauer, New York City.

Pressure indicator for tires. Lauchlin Mclnnis and David
B. Semon—both of St. Paul. N. C.

Toy balloon. T. W. Miller, assignor to The Faultless Rubber
Co.—both of Ashland, Ohio.

Fountain pen. M. W. Moore, Somerville, assignor to Samuel
Ward Manufacturing Co., Boston—both in Massachusetts.

Puncture oroof pneumatic tire. R. Wapshare, Westward Ho.
Bangalur, British India.

Hose supporter. Ann E. Zabriskie, New York City.

Pneumatic or elastic wheel tire. G. W. Beldam, Ealing, and
A. U. B. Ryall, Brentford—both in England.

Tire tool. P. W. Coffman, New Salem, Pa.

ISSUED APRIL 3, 1917.

Closet seat comprising a veneer of hard vulcanized rubber.

E. C. B. Judd, assignor to The Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co.—both of Chicago, III.

Syringe. W. T. Norris, McLoud. Okla.

Envelope for inner tubes. C. F. Smith, Brighton, and C. A.
White, Somerville, Mass.

Game table with elastic cover. R. G. Hooperr Delaware. Ohio.

Respirator. C. Travers, Frankenholz. near Mittelbexbach, Ger-

many.

Vacuum nursing bottle and nipple therefor. J. N. Kline, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Respirator. J. A. Ste. Marie, Laprairie, Quebec, Canada.

Physician's mask. H. A. Hecht. Paterson, N. J.

Bathing cap. J. Riley, Jordon, Minn., assignor of forty-nine

one-hundredths to Sarah Abrams. San Francisco, Calif.

Tire plug. R. W. Sampson. Whitestone. N. Y., assignor of

one-half to L. Schwab, East Orange, N. J.

1.221,489.

1,221,518.

1,221,721.

1,221,759.

1,221,852.

1,221,887.

1.221,888.

1,221,912.

1,221,978.

1,222,070.

1,222,114.

1.222,190.

1,222,211.

1,222,283.

1,222,291.

1,222,467.

1,224,494.

1,222,508.

1,22.^542.

1.222.555.

1,222,563.

Elastic webbing. A. Turner, Leicester, England.

Flexible rubber surgical appliance. II. A. Dygert, Philadelphia,
Pa,

Pneumatic tire carrying vehicle wheel. E. Gasper, Grass X'alley,
Calif.

Pneumatic tire. J. B. Lynch, Syracuse, N. Y.

ISSUED APRIL 10, 1917.

Convertible and inflatable life belt. A. Gerley, Buenos Aires.
-Argentina.

Making four-ply ?ock cord tires. R. M. Mcrriman, .-\kron, Ohio.

Four-ply lock cord tire. R. M. Merriman, Akron, Ohio.

Tire plug. R. W. Sampson, Whitestone, N. Y., assignor of
one-half to L. .Schwab. East Orange, N. J.

Tire protector. H. R. Decker, Houston, Tex.

Shoe for tires. W. L. Christian and P. Barker—both of Los
-Angeles, Calif.

Surf diving and skimming device. J. P. McCarty and F.
Falck; said Falck assignor to R. G. Matzene—all of
Angeles. Calif.

Recoil pad for fire arms. W. F. Dimelow, New York City.

Tire fastening device. F. P. Johnson, Danville, Pa.

Vehicle tire. M. Gray and B. Harris—both of New York City.

Recoil rubber pads for firearms. S. A. Huntley, assignor to
The Huntley Manufacturing Co.—both of Omaha, Nebr.

Garter. L. L. Rogers, Boston, Mass-, assignor to E- C- Moore,
New York City.

Bust developer. J. T- Thomas, Clarinda, Iowa.

Life saving vest. M. Zawada, Cleveland, Ohio.

Demountable rim. J. W. Drummnnd, Chillicothe,

Fountain pen. A, P. McArthur, Chicago, HI.

Ground mat. N. Rosenberg, assignor of one-half to C. Schaefer—both of Chicago. III.

W.
Los

Ohio.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECinCATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-
fications up to date while retaining tlieir numerical sequence, applications
for patents made subsequent to 1915 are §iven new numbers when their
complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all

proceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

ISSUED MARCH 7, 1917.

Corsets and abdominal belts having elastic sections. F. G.
Baugatz, 37 Boulevard des Capucines, Paris.

Inner tube. C. H. May, 37 Prospect Road, Moseley.
Birmingham.

Safetv harness for aviators consisting of a belt of elastic
webbing. II. L. Short, A. E. Short, and H. O. Short

—

all of 56 Prince of Wales Mansions, Queens Road.
Battersea Park, London.

Protected pneumatic tire. J. A. Andrews. St. Margaret's
Hotel, Osborn Rdad, Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Sleeve for insertion between tire tube and cover. W, C.
Sneyd, 144 Broad street. Pendleton, and H. E. Young.
32 i5road\vay, Withington—both in Manchester.

Demountable rim. Standard Welding Co., West 76th
street, assignees of R. S. Bryant. The New -Amsterdam,
cor. of Euclid avenue and East 22nd street—both of
Cleveland, Ohio, U S. A.

Wading boot. R. D. Carson, 1 V^ictoria street, Newton
Stewart—both of Wigtownshire.

Pneumatic tire tread. R. G. Wooten, 141 Walmer Road,
Toronto. Canada.

Sock-suspenders. R. K. Guinzburg. 725 Broadway. New
York City, U. S. -A.

Detachable rim. W. E. Copithorn, 49 North Main street.

Nalick. Massachusetts, \J, S. A.

Solid rubber tire. G. -A. Mortier, 5 Hall Road, Fulwood.
Prestcn, Lancashire.

Life-saving device C. Thomas, 33 Tynycoed Terrace.
Thomastown, Tonyrefail, Glamorganshire.

ISSUED MARCH 14, 1917.

Legeings made of waterproof material. G. G. Smith, 89
Kensington avenue. Manor Park, London.

Nipples for nursing bottles. F. C. Jones. 24 Belvedere
Road. Upper Norwood, London.

Tire valves. R. S. Burn, The Poplars, Wylde Green,
Birmingham.

Club or cane having a core of wire and a body part of
rubber. E. E. Weflen, 5 Gruners Gate, Christiania.

Rubber or balata driving belts. A. Carlsen, 1 Badstue-
straede. Copenhagen-

Rubber tip for crutches. C. Douglas, 303 Waterloo street.

Oldham.

15,770 (1915).

15,844 (1915).

15,866 ( 1915).

15,881 (1915).

15,904 (1915).

15,959 (1915).

15,962 (1915).

16.(102 (1915).

16.046 (1915).

103,077.

103,081.

103,100.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 453.

16,126 (1915).

16,193 (1915).

16.219 (1915).

16,264 (1915).

16,282 (1915).

16,326 (1915).

Machinery and Process Patents on pages 456-457
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103,171.

103,187.

103,256.

16,426 (1915).

16.517 (1915).

16,503 (1915).

16.539 (1915).

16.579 (1915).

16.589 (1915).

16,612 (1915).

16.665 (1915).

16.676 (1915).

16.750 (1915).

103,304.

103,335.

103.348.

16.841 (1915).

16.849 (1915).

16,851 (1915).

16.900 (1915).

103,412.

103.434.

103,452.

103.471.

103,478.

103,485.

103.491.

103,522.

Tubeless pneumatic tire.

Westminster.
C. V. Boys, 66 Victoria street,

Pot for disinfecting dental and surgical instruments, pro-
vided with a rubber pad. F. G. Mordaunt, 49 Clark-
grove Road, Sheffield.

Detachable rim. C. L. Kennedy, 1305 Ingraham street,
Los Angeles, California, U. S. A.

ISSUED MARCH 21, 1917.

Wheel tires. J. Taylor, 15 Lord Byron street. Eccles New
Road. Salford, Lancashire.

Rubber fly swatter. G. W. Gomber. Conyngham, Penn-
sylvania. U. S. A.

Rubber or gutta percha combined with leather in shoe
soles. H. E. G. Bateman. 18 The Western Broadway,
King street. Hammersmith, and J. T. Barkwith. 10
Bramber Road, West Kensington—both in London.

Wheel in which annular rubber cushions are secured be-
tween and to the sides of the spoke ring and flanges
on the axle box. A. E. Russell. 77 Henry street. Wind-
sor, and W. G. Charley, 454 Collins street—both in
Victoria, Australia.

Combination cushion and pneumatic tire. R. Elakoe, 62A
Queen's Road, Bayswater, London.

Fountain pens. L. E. Waterman & Co.. 173 Broadway.
New York City, assignees of E. F. Britten, 21 Van
Reipen avenue, Jersev City, New Jersey. U. S. A.

Convertible waterproof covers. W. B. Robeson, Port
Huron, Michigan, U. S. A.

Reservoir- pens. C. Bristow, The Chestnuts, Brockley View,
Forest Hill. London,

A trench hoot or wader. J, S. Kruse, Regent Palace
Hotel, Piccadilly Circus, London.

,

Rubber-Covered artificial feet. G. Hardman, "Belmont,"
Audenshaw Road, Audenshaw, Manchester.

Pneumatic tire casing. P. Nivet and J. B. Haegy, Luxe
(Charente), France.

Diaphragms with vulcanite attachments for telephones.
T. Chalmers, 81 Underwood Lane, West street, Crewe,
Cheshire.

Tire formed of alternate lavers of plain and spongy rubber
enclosed within a plain rubber cover. A. A.
3 Woodquest avenue. Heme Hill, London.

ISSUED MARCH 28. 1917.

Crozier.

wearer s

Lytham.
Respirator with rubber bands for attaching to
head. F. Morris, "Lea Hurst." Willows avenue
Lancashire.

Diving suit. Neufeldt &• Kuhnke, Werk Ravensberg am
Habsburper Ring, Kiel. Germany.

Crutches having inflated tubes in arm pads and foot.

J. C. Roberts. Mercantile Bank of India, 15 Gracechurch
street, London.

Multi-core cable. J. H. Bowden, 101 Eltham Road, and
H. F. J. Thompson, 65 Cambridge Mansions, Battersea
Park—both in London.

Crutch with inflatable rubber bag upon the top of the
crutch head. A. R. Hunter, Pine Lodge, Welbeck, near
Worksop, Nottinghamshire.

Life-saving attachment. S. Goldreich, C. A. McKerrow,
T. G, Jacobs and Life Saving Device Syndicate, Basildon
House. Moorgate street, London,

Spring wheel with rubber block tire. W. E. Supernaw,
380 Alexander avenue, Elgin. Illinois, L^. S. A.

Double-ended inner tube. Miller Rubber Co., assignees of
F. Felton—both of Akron, Ohio, LT. S. A.

Tire inflating valves. M. C Schweinert, 226 Palisade
avenue. West Hoboken. New Jersey, LT. S. A.

Hand tools for artificial arms comprising a rubber-faced
arm section. Siemens-Schuckertwerke, Seimensstadt,
near Berlin.

A safety pocket closing device comprising an endless elastic

band. J. W. Hawkins, Munsfordville, Kentucky, U. S. A.

Tire inflating valve. T. Sloper, Southgate. Devizes, Wilt-
shire.

173.613.

173.619.

173,663.

173,736.

173,748.

173.761.

173,771.

173.795.

173.818.

173,821.

173,838.

173,852.

173,853.

173,854.

173,860.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED DECEMBER 30, 1916.

Hoof pad. E. Kempshall, Atlantic City. New Jersey. LT. S. A.

Pneumatic tire. A, M. Kobiolke, Kew. near Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.

Pneumatic fire.

Pneumatic tire.

bia. TT. S. A.

Rim for pneumatic tires
Columbia.

Demountable
U. S. A.

Flexible rim.

Resilient tire.

R. G. Wooten, Toronto, Ontario.

J. C. Anderson, Washington. District of Colum-

nm. H.

G, Cassady, New W'e=.t minster, British

E. Doebler, Cannon Falls, Minnesota,

O. Gingras, Laurierville, Quebec.

J. La Plant, Malone, New York, U. S. A.

Metal filler for pneumatic tires. C. M. Nevins. Hillsdale,
igan, U. S. A.

Cushion tire. W. H. Overmoyer, Roselawn, Indiana, LT. S.

Clincher tire rim. D. H. Shapiro, Montreal, Quebec.

Iniqer tube. E. W. Wilson, Springfield. Illinois, XJ. S. A.

Tire rim. E. W. Wilson. Springfield. Illinois, U, S. A.

Pneumatic tire. E. W. Wilson, Springfield, Illinois. U. S.

Tire rim. P, S. Whiting, Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Mich-

A.

A,

173.861.

173,913.

173,960.

I73.96J.

174,062.

174.080.

174,137.

174.143.

174.232.

174,247.

Tire rim. P. S. Whiting. Detroit. Michigan, L". S. A.

Spring and rubber cushion tire. H. L. McNeill, Truro, Nova
Scotia.

Garter. M. B. Hammond, Bridgeport, Conn.
Rim tool. M. M. Herman, Danville, Virginia, U. S. A.

Carter. G. Abraham. New V'ork City, assignee of H. E. Grabau,
Long Island City—both in New York, U. S. A.

Tire tread. R. Aue, Leon Springs, Texas, U. S. A.

Spring and rubber cushion tire. B. A. Lange, St. Louis, Mis-
souri, U. S. A.

Cushion tire. J. Milne, New York City, U. S. A.

Pneumatic tire. E. Knechtel, Toronto, and A. Snelgrove, assignee
of a third interest, Fort William, Thunder Bay District—both
in Ontario.

Demountable rim. I. D. Walter, assignor; J. G. Gant and T.
Flournoy, each one-twentieth of the interest; J. W. Gant and
S. A. Latimer, each one-fiftieth; and B. F. Cole, one-tenth,
and to J. Brunkerhoff. fiftv-three one-hundred and fiftieths of
the interest—all of Harrisburg, Arkansas, U. S. A.

481.922
481,929

481,937

481,954
481,955
481,966

482,032
482.058
483,073

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates of Application).

(May 31, 1916). Metal tire. C. Montanari.
(June 2, 1916). Improvement in tools for removing tires. A. A.

Friestedt.
(June 3, 1916). Pneumatic tire with envelope composed of a number

of removable elements. P. E. Van Eerendonck.
(June 5. 1916). Improvements in pneumatic tires. G. Ishihara.
(June 5, 1916.) Insulators for storage batteries. India Rubber Co.
(June 7. 1916). Valve for pneumatic tires with device for indicating

the air pressure. Ashelman and Johnson.
(Tiine 14. 1916). Elastic wheel for vehicles. J. Duran-Pinana.
(June 16. 1916). Improvements in hollow tires. W. Humphrys.
(June 19. 1916). Apparatus for removing the insulating sheath

from electric wires.

AUSTRALIA.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates of Application).

305 (February 14, 1916). Contrivance to prevent capillary attraction of
waterproof garments. W. H. Poppleston for R. H. Popplestone,
England.

950 (May 6. 1916). Improvements in tire valve caps and analogous de-
vices. Schrar'er's Son, Inc., for H. P. Kraft, Xew Jersey, U S. A.

951 (May 6, 19I6I. Improvements relating to washers for tire valve caps!
Schrader's Son, Inc., fof H. P. Kraft, New Jersey, U. S. A.

I08I (May 25. 1916). Improvements in pneumatic tires. C. Phillips and
V. Sndakcff, Xew South Wales.

1735 (August 8. 1916). Pneumatic tire cover to prevent cavities between
the inner and outer casings when they are combined. S. R. V.
CliflFord, Victoria.

100,143.

n.059.

98.240.

100,191.

100,593.

100,696.

100,836.

101,153.

101,160.

101,413,

101.414.

101,416.

101,611.

101,612.

101,614.

101,615.

99,833.

100,736.

101.324.

101.490.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

The words Sweet Bap.ee—nursers. nursing bottles, and rubber
nipples, n. W. B. Smith, Utica, N, Y.

The word Unika—rubber boots and shoes. L. Candee & Co.,
New Haven, Conn.

The words Easv Rite—men's and ladies' leather, rubber and cloth
shoes, raincoats, etc. John P. Davis, Chicago, HI,

The word Maderite—tennis balls. The Seamless Rubber Co.,
New Haven. Conn.

The word Semco—belting. Iinse. machinery packing, and non-
metallic tires. Semple Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.

The words Fruits & Flowers—chewing gum.
Co.. New York City.

American Chicle

The words Limp In and Walk Out—rubber and leather footwear.
E. Wigely. Chillicothe, Mo.

The words Ben Hi'r—rubber tires, hose and belting. The Mid-
land Tire & Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The word I'sco—rubberized aii.craft fabrics. United States Rub-
ber Co., New York City.

The word Magnet—rubber boots and shoes and fabric shoes
having rubber soles attached thereto by vulcanization. United
States Rubber Co., New York City.

The word Paramount—rubber boots and shoes and fabric shoes
having rubber soles attached thereto by vulcanization. United
States Rubber Co.. New York City.

The word T ovaltv—ruliber boots and shoes and fabric shoes
having rubber soles attached thereto by vulcanization. I'nited
States Rubber Co., New York City,

The word Arlen—lightweight rubbers.
facturing Co., Mishawaka, Ind.

The word Rondo—lightweight rubbers.
facturing Co.. Mishawaka. Ind.

The word Zola—lightw-eight rubbers.
facturing Co.. Mishawaka. Ind.

The word Mishko—composition soles used on rubber and woolen
footwear. Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Co., Mishawaka,
Inri.

The word Mephisto and a representation of Mejihistopheles

—

compressed fiber sheet packing. Asbestos Fibre S: Rubber (^o.,
Trenton. N. J,

The word Universal and the representation of a globe showing
tlie western hemisphere including North and South .'\merica

—

rubber heels. J. H. Brown. Marseilles, III.

The word Colonial—rubber tires for automobiles and other
vehicles. The Colonial Tyre & Rubber Co., New York City.

The word Emergency— rain-coats. F. W. Howard, New York
City.

Mishawaka Woolen Manu-

Mishawaka Woolen Manu-

Mishawaka Woolen Manu-
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100,652. The words Hudson-Universal—canvas, leather, and combination
canvas and rubber boiling. Hudson Mechanical Rubber Co.,

New Yorl; City,

TEE UNIIEO KINGDOM.

376.918. The word TaliyHo—hair combs. Tlie North British Rubber
Co., Limited, EdinburRh, Scotland.

376.919. The word Eclipse—hair combs. The North British Rubber Co.,

Limited, EdinburRh, Scotland.

376,988. The word Talisman—hair combs. The North British Rubber Co.,

Limited, EdinburRh, Scotland.

THE LOMINION OF CANADA.

22,191. The word Rub-Steel—valves, tools, machine parts and hardware.
\'oorhees Rubber Manufacturing Co., Jersey City. New Jersey,

U. S. A.
22,216. The word Listerated—chewing gum. Common Sense Gum Co.,

Inc., New York City, U. S. A.
22.224. The word Enchantress—vulcanite combs. The North British

Rubber Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

22.225. The words Black Beauty—vulcaniie combs. The North British

Rubber Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

22.226. The words ISull Doc and the repre\jrntation of a bull dog

—

vulcanite combs. The North British Rubber Co., Limited, To-
ronto, Ontario.

22,235. The -.vord Arcoc—tires and other goods used on or with motor
vehicles, and manufactured in whole or in part of rubber. E. P.

Stephenson, Toronto, Ontario.

ITALY.

16,156. The word Viking—tires. Taliner Tyre, Limited, London.

AUSTRALIA.

21,112. Representation of a beaver crouching in front of hollowed-out
branch—goods manufactured from rubber and gutta percha.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

50,512. Golf ball with a specially designed corrugated surface. Term 14
years. Patented March 27. 1917. A. Johnston, assignor to

The North British Rubber Co., Limited—both of Edinburgh,
Scotland.

50.553. Golf ball. Term 7 years. Patented April 3, 1917. J. P. Cochrane.
Edinburgh, Scotland.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

4,170. Non-skid tread for the tires of automobiles
and similar wheels. The F. E. Partridge
Rubber Co., Limited, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada.

STATEMENT OF THE INDIA RUBBER WORLD.

Statement of the ownership, management, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of The India Rubber World, published
monthly at New York, N. Y., for April 1, 1917.
State of New York 1 .

County of New York ) '^'

Before me, a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared E. M. MacPhee, who having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that she is the Business Manager of The
India Rubber World, and that the following is, to the best of her knowl-
edge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing edi-
tor, and business managers are:

Publisher, The India Rubber Publishing Co., 25 West Forty-fifth street.

New York City.
Editor, Henry C. Pearson, 83 Agawam Road, Waban, Massachusetts.
Managing Editor, None.
Business Manager, E. M. MacPhee, 25 West Forty-fifth street, New

York City.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of individual owners,
or, if a corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stock-
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of the total amount of stock.)
Henry C. Pearson, 83 Agawam Road, Waban, Massachusetts.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company
but also in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect

in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by her.
E. M. MacPhee, Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 31st day of March, 1917.

[seal] Fredk. Sprengeb.
Notary Public. Westchester County.

Certificate filed in New York County.
New York County Clerk No. 188. Register's No. 8226.

(My commission expires March 30. 1918.)

'T'lIE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-
theless they (ire of interest not only in shoming the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional in-

formation may be furnished by those ivho read them. The editor
is therefore glad to have those interested communicate with him.

[291.] An inquirer seeks a manufacturer able to make a

special type of automobile tire.

[292.] An inquiry has been received for Holland cloth.

[293.] Names and addresses of manufacturers of spreading

and doubling machines are requested.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A merchant in Nicaragua desires to purchase garters and

sleeve supporters. Report No. 24,056.

Samples and quotations from American manufacturers and

exporters of suitings for rainproof capes are desired by a firm

in the Dutch East Indies. Report No. 24,112.

A manufacturer in Spain is in the market for machinery for

making rubber balls and other rubber articles. Report No.

24,125.

A firm in Chile wishes to buy elastic goods, garters and other

accessories used in making corsets. Report No. 24,139.

A firm in Spain is in the market for tire presses. Report No.

24,166.

An agency for the sale of vulcanized rubber goods is desired

by an applicant in Peru. Report No. 24,1(58.

A company in China wishes to receive catalogs, prices, etc.,

from American manufacturers of druggists' sundries. Report

No. 24,180.

An applicant in Denmark desires to purchase or secure the

agency for the sale of rubber goods, such as automobile and

bicycle tires, inner tubes, boots and shoes, air and water cushions,

gloves, tennis balls, football bladders, combs, sponges and sponge

bags. Report No. 24,201.

A firm in the United States, representing firms in Mexico,

Porto Rico, Spain, Australia and Switzerland, is in the market

for electrical supplies and hard rubber razor handles. Re-

port No. 24,215.

Representation of American manufacturers and exporters of

automobile tires and accessories is desired by an applicant in

Spain. Report No. 24,252.

An agency is desired by a man in Switzerland for the sale of

rubber and rubber goods. Report No. 24,270.

A COMMERCIAL ATTACHE AT TOKIO.

The recent appointment of Frank R. Rutter as commercial

attache at Tokio directs attention once more to our increasing

staff of so-called "trade diplomats" through which the United

States hopes to improve its commercial relations abroad. Our
broadening trade opportunities were recognized by the Govern-

ment soon after the outbreak of the European war and attaches

have since been stationed at London, Paris, Petrograd, Peking,

Melbourne, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Lima and Santiago,

Chili. The growing importance of American trade with Japan

has led to another similarly happy appointment by Secretary

Redfield. Mr. Rutter is well fitted for the post, having been

assistant chief of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-

merce, in charge of the statistical, editorial, foreign tariff and

cost of production work of the Bureau. He has an intimate

knowledge of the tarifT laws of foreign countries and the methods

of administering them, and for several years has been a lecturer

on commerce in several universities, including Johns Hopkins, of

which he is a graduate.

The United States Post Office authorities have declared the

Double Service Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, fraudulent and

are returning to the writers all mail directed to this concern.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market
Copyright IQ17.

NEW YORK.

CRUDE rubber business during the past month has been

considered fair in some quarters, while in others trading

lias been reported as dull and featureless. While consider-

able turn-over business has been freely indulged in by the dealers

forming the bulk of the month's transactions, the manufac-

turers have covered their immediate requirements by quietly

picking up small lots. The war declaration was followed by

a very firm undertone and stiffer prices that seemed to pre-

sage the advance forecasted by the bull element. However,
the movement lacked support and the market eased off with-

out recording price changes worthy of mention. Even the

report of a government tax on crude rubber failed to stimu-

late the dormant buying interests; however, later it was
reported that the war revenue measure would not include

crude rubber.

The scarcity of bottoms and the unfavorable financial con-

ditions in the Far East are delaying direct shipments, four

months being required for cargoes via Pacific Coast ports.

Moreover, the preference given by the railroads to necessi-

ties, such as foodstuffs, military supplies, etc., has resulted

in holding rubber arrivals at Seattle and San Francisco. Spot

stocks appear to be cleaned up and nearby is getting very

scarce. Arrivals are slow and the shipping situation con-

tinues to grow steadily worse. DuVing the month several

direct New York shipments from the East were diverted to

Liverpool and Lofidon, a fact that still further shows the lack

of bottoms. Freight rates from Colombo have advanced, and

the insurance on London shipments is now 5 guineas the ton,

equivalent to $25 United States money.
Plantation prices have shown very little change during the

month. April 1 first latex and smoked sheet ribbed, spot,

were quoted 81 cents; April-May, 79 cents, and July-Decem-

ber, 73 cents. Upriver fine spot was 76j^ cents. Steady

conditions prevailed during the month, with minor price

changes and on April 27 first latex and smoked sheet

ribbed, spot, were 82 cents ; May-June, 80 cents, and

July-December, 75 cents. Market conditions very firm. The
knowledge that there is plenty of rubber at producing centers

is having a steadying effect on the market that would other-

wise be adversely influenced by the shipping situation. Afri-

cans have received but little attention, while Centrals, par-

ticularly during the last week of the month, were in active

demand.
LONDON.

Quiet conditions have ruled the London market during

April; however, the undertone has been generally steady.

Conservative buying has characterized the trading that lacked

in volume, due to the absence of real interest. The effect of

America's entry in the war was watched with interest in Lon-
don, and when the active buying that was expected did not

occur the trade settled down to watchful waiting. Prices

,

show very little change for the first three weeks of the month,

holding around 75 cents for first late.>: and smoked sheet ribbed.

On April 27 the standard plantation grades were quoted 36d., or

about 72 cents in a very firm market.

The following estimate of the world's production and con-

sumption of rubber during the next four years is by C. A.

Lampard, the well-known rubber prophet, now deceased:

Year. Production. Consumption.
1917 tons 235.000

"

230,000
1918 26S.000 260.000
1919 295.000 290,000
1920 314,000 312,000

No allowance has been made in these estimates for the German
and Austrian post-war demand, which is not expected to be less

than 26,000 tons per annum. Apart from this it will be seen that

during the four years in question it is thought that supply and
demand will remain very nearly balanced.

London imports for February were 4,748 tons, compared
to 6,364 tons for January. Re-exports were 5,043 tons, com-
pared to 4,473 tons for January. Liverpool imports for

February were 2,410 tons, compared to 1,215 tons for January.
Re-exports were 1,331 tons, compared to 976 tons for January.

SING.APORE.

The cables from Singapore indicate a good demand for all

grades. At the auctions, held March 30, April 6, 14 and 21,

the average prices obtained were as follows: First latex,

crepe, 68.6 cents; smoked sheet ribbed, 68.9 cents. The total

amount sold was 2,105 tons.

NEW YORK SPOT aUOTATIONS.
May 1, April 1, April 27,

Plantation Paras— 1916. 1917. 1917.
First-latex crepe 78}4 81 82
Amber crepe, light gristly 76 79 78 J4
.\mber crepe, dark . . 77 78
Brown crepe, thick clean .. 75 77
Brown crepe, thin clean, light mottled. . . 78 78
Brown crepe, thin clean 75 77 77
Brown crepe, thin specky .

.

72 72
Brown crepe, thin barkey .. 69 68
Brown crepe, rolled .

.

65 65
Smoked sheet, ribbed standard quality. 77J^ 81 82
Smoked sheet, plain standard quality. ... 79 8054
Unsmoked sheet, standard quality.... .. 78 78 J4
Singapore scrap, No. 1 .. 63 63
Singapore scrap. No. 2 .. 61 61
Colombo scrap. No. 1 . . 64 64
Colombo scrap. No. 2 .. 62 62

Brazilian Paras—
Upriver fine 70'/2 76^5 75
Upriver medium 65 70 70
Upriver coarse 541^ Slyi 51
Knapsack Madeira .

.

82 82
Peruvian fine .. 74 73
Upriver weak fine .. 65 65
Upriver caucho ball 55 51J^ 51
Tapajos fine .. 74 73
Islands fine .

.

72 72
Islands medium . . 66 66
Islands coarse 34 36 2iyi
Islands weak fine .

.

54 54
Cameta 38J4 38 36>4
Lower caucho ball .

.

48 48

.Africans—
Accra flake .

.

33 31
Niger flake .. 34 31
Eenguela, extra seconds, 28% .. 41J4 411.^
Eenguela, No. 2 iZViVo 39 39
Benguela, No. 3, 40% 33^ 33}4
Congo prime, black upper .

.

65 63
Congo prime, red upper .. 60 59
Rio Nunez ball 66 66
Rio Nunez sheets and strings .

.

66 66
Conakry niggers .

.

65 66
Massai sheets and strings .. 65 65

Centrals—
Esmeralda sausage 50 50 50
Central scrap 49 49 49
Central scrap and strip 48 48 48
Central wet sheet . . . ; 35 35 35
Guayule t .

.

44 50

Manicobas—
Ceara scrap .. 35 35
Ceara negro heads .

.

49 49
Manicoba special . . 38 38
Manicoba extra .

.

35 35
Manicoba regular .

.

32 32
Mangabeira thin sheet .

.

38 38
Mangabeira thick sheet .

.

33 33

Balata—
Balata block 68 65
Surinam sheet .

.

95 95

East Indian—
Assam crepe .

.

75 75
Assam onions .

.

73 73
Penang block scrap .. 35 35
Pontianak pressed .

.

25 25
Bandjermassin .. 20 20
Gutta percha, red Macassar 210 225
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES FOR APRIL.

In regard to the financial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker
in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street,

New York) advises as follows:

"During llic early part of April the demand for commercial paper contin-
ued fairly good, the best riihljer names selling at 4K'<"'5 per cent, and those
not so well known 5w5f/- per cent, but since the middle of the month the
demand has fallen oA considerably and rates arc rather hiRher."

„ , , 1917.* 1916. 1915.
Uprivcr, fine 75@77 72@74 57@60
Upriver, coarse .SIM 52 55@57 'I6(!S48
Islands, fine "2@>74 65(i?69 52®55
Islands, coarse 35(a'36 36<a'40 30@33
Camcta 37@39 38@40 33@37

•Figured only to .\pril 27.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The followinK market report has been cabled from Aldens
Limited, London.

Standard Ribbed
Crepe. Smoked Sheets.

March 26 l/'Ad. }7yid.
April 2 37'Ad. Sy'AJ.
April to }7Hd. 37Hd.
April 16 i7'Ad. ZT/id.
April 23 ib'/id. 36 d.

Successors,

Market.

Quiet.
Steady.
Buyers.
Buyers.
Very Firm.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.

The following reports of the weekly auctions held at Singajiore have been
cabled by The W'aterhouse Co., Limited:

Crepe Smoked
price sheet price Tons

Date. per lb. per lb. sold. Market.
March 30 cents 68.00 68.42 575 There is more demand.
.•\pril 6 68.85 69.70 562 Firm with an upward

tendency.
April 14 69.70 69.70 530 Good demand for all de-

scriptions.
April 21 68.00 68.00 438 ' Dull with a downward

tendency.

WEEKLY RUBBER REPORT.

Guthrie & Co., Limited, Singapore reriort, March 8, 1917.
At the weekly rubber auction held yesterday and today a further advance

in the prices of standard grades was registered. Fine ribbed smoked sheet
fetched up to $175 per picul for one lot. being $3 above last week's best.
The highest paid for fine pale crepe was $174, an advance of $4. Of un-
smoked sheet only the better quality lots were in demand, and a consider-
able quantity was bought in. Erovvn crepes sold well, at about last week's
prices, but dark and barky crepes were neglected, and suffered a decline
in values. Demand throughout was somewhat erratic, and eased off towards
the end of the sale. The quantity sold was 580 tons, out of a total of 864
tons catalogued.

The following was the course of values:

Sterling equivalent Equivalent
In Singapore per pound per pound
per picul.* in London. in cents.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $168@175 3/ 254@3/ 4;i 71.40074.37
Sheet, sood ribbed smoked 140@167 2/ 8M@3/ 2-5^ 59.50@70.97
Sheet, plain smoked 132wl46 2/ 7 !4 ©2/10^8 56.10(562 05
Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 133@135 2/7Ji(a2/7J^ 56.52@57.37
Sheet, plain unsmoked 105@135 2/ 1H@2/ 7% 44.62@57.37
Crepe, fine pale 170@174 3/3K@3/4 72.25@73.95
Crepe, good pale 154@170 2/llH@3/3>4 65.45@72.25
Crepe, fine brown 140(3153 2/8?i@2/llH 59.50(365.02
Crepe, good brown 122(3141 2/ S'A@2/ 9'A 51.85(359.92
Crepe, dark 101(3126 2/0)4@2/6 42.92(353.55
Crepe, bark 77(3114 1/ 7U@2/ 3'A 32.72(g>4S.45
Scrap, virgin and pressed 86(3 1/ 9^(3 36.55(3
Scrap, loose 65(3 93 1/ 5'A@l/llii 27.62(339.52

* Picul ^3 133'/i pounds.
Quoted in S. S. dollars = 2/4 [56.7 cents].

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1,

ments.
1916, to dates named, excluding all foreign tranship-
Reported by Barlow iS; Co., Singapore.)

From

To-
United Kingdom ..lbs.

The Continent
Japan
Ceylon

Singapore. Malacca.
January January
31, 1917.

3,251,880
108.121
427,535
131,009

United States 6,110,552

31, 1917.

659,475

Penang.
January
31, 1917.

2,591,600
47,067

Port Swet-
tenham.
January

2'7, 1917.

2,966,128

109,867
1,456,533

87,368
523,024

Totals.

9,469,083
155,188
427,535
328,244

8,090,109

Totals 10,029,097 659,475 4,205,067 3,676,520 18,460.159

Same period, 1915
Same period, 1914
Same periad, 1913

11,494,667 408.800 5,946,267
4.408.928 537,281 4,135,865
2,771,704 3,717,200

2,529.553 20,379,287
3,188,608 11,265,682
2,594,807 9,083,711

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE.*

IMPORTS.

February, 1917.

I'vom

—

Para Rubber
Para for Borneo

Rubber. Treatment. Rubber.

Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swcttenham 1,295,200
Teluk .-Vnson 905,999
Muar 649,999
Malacca 611,733
Penang 504,332
Port Dickson 161,999
Kelantan 101,870
Kuantan 2o'l23
Kengat 15*600
Mersing 6,533
S. Pandjang i,066

Gutta
Percha.

Gutta
Jelutong.

592,798
38,533

i 7,606

'i6,799

Totals 4,274.454 665,730

Borneo

—

Sarawak
Pontianak . . .

.

Jesselton
Bandjennassin
Labuan
Sibu
Snndakan . . .

.

Sambas
Passir
Kudat
Singkawang . .

Samarinda . . .

72,133
59,866
47.332
42,266
37.866
31.866
12,532
10.533
9.066
S.5.^3

533
400

30,000
2,000

187,430
46,400

25.066

10,133

800
2,800

4,000

133

10,133
1,999
400

102,933
1.866

16,533

1,733

218,666
14,800

'24.666

62,933
84,400
1,066

400

Totals 332,966

Sumatra

—

Djambi 219,600
Deli 39,866
Palembang 17,733
Indragiri 5,866
Bengkalis 2,666
Muntok 1,200
-•\sahan
Belawan

301,029

626,266

67,199
86,399

9,466 134,264 405.865

Totals 286,931

Java

—

Eatavia 188,666
Sourabaya 152,800
Samarang 7,966

Totals 348,432
Burma

—

Mergiii 12,933
Rangoon 6,266

779,864

Total
iam

—

Bangkok
Patani , ,

,

19,199

1,199
133

Total 1,33

45,999

45.999

1.466

1,466

Other ports 117,066 205,600

Grand Totals 5.380,380 1.952,223

7,733

'Not complete; 6 days missing.

EXPORTS,

February, 1917

Para Rubber
Para Trans- Borneo Gutta Gutta

Rubber, shipped. Rubber. Peicha. Jelutong.To-
North America:

United States

—

New York pounds 3,912,S00 482.933 114.533 629,466
-^kron 1,422,399 18,000
Seattle 772,666 99.866
Boston 122.333
San Francisco 82,933 ,'

!

Denver 33,600 '.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Canada

—

Vancouver 522,266 53,733

Totals 6,869,997 654,532 114,533
Europe:

United Kingdom

—

England

—

London 980,531 1,876,999 22,800
Liverpool 587,733 260,999

Scotland

—

Glasgow
France (Marseilles) 176.933
Russia (Vladivostok) 4,266

Totals 1,749,463 2,137,998

Grand Totals , .

11,466

629,466

56,53.3

34,266 56,533

8,619,460 2,792,530 .148,799 685,999
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STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

An official cablegram from Singapore gives the export of plantation rubber
from tiie Straits Settlements for the month of February as 6.495 tons (of

which 1,079 tons represent transhipments) compared with 3,562 tons in

January and 3,359 tons in the corresponding month last year. The follow-

ing are the comparative figures:
1915. 1916. 1917.

Tanuarv tons 2,576 4,443 3.562
FebruiVy 2,741 3,359 6,495

Total 5,317 7,802

RUBBER EXPORTS FROM JAVA.

10,057

January.

Plantations to—
Great Britain Ficus ...

Hevea .

.

Ceara . ,

.

Castilloa

.pounds 1.364
463,680

5,685

Totals 470,729

1917.

515
250,880

2.158
2,638

256,191

2.578United States Ficus 3,439
Hevea 884,800 2,260,160
Ceara 4,554

Totals

Singapore Ficus
Hevea
Ceara
Castilloa

892,793 2,262,733

2,053
210,560

1,168

2,398
486,080

1,784

Totals 216,036 490,262

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RAW RUBBER AT CEYLON.

Imports.

Port of Shipment.
Port Swettenbam pouwis
Port Dickson
Penang
Tuticorin
Cochin
AUeppy

February 12 to M,arch 12. 1917

Totals

Exports.

Port of Destination.

United States

—

New York 1

,

Seattle
Boston
Akron

Canada

—

Vaftcouver
Toronto

Straits
Settle-
ments.
40.119
21,325
7.837

69,281

North
America.

340,203
44,740
13,440
4,480

44,814
31,360

Indi;

Burma
and other
countries.

33,335
19,161
1.540

Europe. Oceania. .\^ia.

England

—

London
Liverpool .

.

Manchester

Russia (Vladivostok)
France (Marseilles) .

Australia

—

Melbourne
Sydney

Japan (Yokohama) . .

2,993.777
184,816
10,467

123,180
80,557

18,340
2.240

'4,448

Totals 1 ,479,037 3,292,797

EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.

(From January i to March 12, 1916 and 1917. Compiled by the Ceylon
Chamber of Commerce.)

To— 1916. 1917.

United Kingdom pounds 4,360.745 7,157,797
France 398.050 639,577
Italy 33,600
Russia 18,695 123,180
Victoria 145,616 63,161
New South W.nles 16,428 7,840
United States _. 6,020,090 3,523,662
Canada and Newfoundland 212 814
India 550 ....'...
Japan 36,436 11,168

Totals 10,996,610 11,772,799

(Same period 1915, 7,853,033 pounds; same period 1914, 7,317.507.)
The export figures of rubber, given in the above table for 1914, include the
imports reexported. (These amount to 246,549 pounds from the Straits
Settlements and 633,848 pounds from India.) To arrive at the total quan-
tity of Ceylon rubber exported for that year deduct these imports from
the total exports. The figures for 1916 and 1917 are for Ceylon rubber only.

Japan Hevea 33.600

Other Countries ..Hevea 6,720

Grand Totals 1.613,158 3,015.911

EXPORTS OF RAW RUBBER FROM PENANG,
February, 1917.

Para
To— Rubber.

North America;

United States

—

Seattle pounds 639,733
New York 179,200
Akron 22,266

Canada—
Vancouver 20,133

Total 861,332

Europe:
United Kingdom

—

England (London) . 4.293,200

India Borneo
Rubber. Rubber.

MOVEMENTS OF ALL KINDS OF RUBBER IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM.

IMPORTS.
Two months

Februarv. ending February
'

''

^ '

'

V

From— 1917. 1916. 1915. 1917. 1916. 1915.

Dutch East Indies tons 666 197 140 1,440 453 423
French West Africa 79 22 29 93 84 38
Gold Coast 33 45 8 33 80 22
Other Countries in .\frica 355 382 35 859 617 431
Peru 61 122 4 118 248 36
Brazil 1,690 1,064 1.035 2,596 1,864 1,309
British India 208 56 155 424 292 372
Straits Settlements 1,337 1,457 2,342 2,710 3,717 5,792
Federated Malay States 1,976 489 753 4,908 1,888 1,844
Ceylon and Dependencies 647 702 1,558 1,672 1,791 3,444
Other Countries 255 56 132 428 156 227

Total imports. 7.307 4,592 6,191 15,281 11,190 13,938

EXPORTS.
From— 1917. 1916. 1915. 1917. 1916. 1915.

United Kingdom 6,492 4,429 4,966 12,216 8,267 6,855
Compiled by Gow. Wilson & Stanton. Ltd.

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF
NEW YORK.

The following statistics are not complete, due to Government
orders prohibiting access to the records.

[The Figures Indicate U'eigttt in Pounds.]

PARAS.

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho. Cameta. Totals.

March 27.—Bv the Allianca=L\ma.

:

Muller, Schall & C. 128 2.330 2,458
2,100Henderson & Korn 2,100

March 31.—By the Cuthbcrt—Para and Manaos

:

Meyer & Brown . 118,000 15,000 77,000 125,000 39,000= 374,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co, .. 22,400 44,800
H. A. .\stlett & Co 66.080 10,640 51.520 20,160
Raw Products Co 15.255 1,238 4,452
Raw Products Co 23,100 23,310

April 3.—By the Co/o)iz=Bolivia

:

Muller, Schall & Co 13,758 4,471

April 4.—By the Ma)idcville='Porto Colombia:
Muller. Schall & Co 915

April 4.—By the Sao Patdo— Para.

17,482
22.000
33,800
22,400

1,680 105,280 154,560 106,960=

Muller, Schall & Co 41,255 15,313 55,582
Meyer & Brown 29,000 5.000 29,000
Hender.ion & Korn 55,200 3,200 52.400
Hagemeyer & Brunn 44,800 11,200
H. A. .\stlett & Co 8,400
Raw Products Co 8,836

April 13.—By the Guapira--

Muller. Schall & Co 158.625
Meyer & Brown 200
Henderson & Korn 2,200
Ifagemever & Brunn 10,080
H. A. .\stlett & Co 162,960
Raw Products Co 14,222

April 6.—By the Zulia=Ck Bolivar:

Yglesias & Co.. Inc 2,871

April 25.—By the rf/a=Para:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd... 2,000 12,000 42,600 27,600

67,200
148,400
20,945
46,410

18,229

14,800=

915

129,632
99,800
144,600
79,400

376.880
8,836

=Manoas and Para

:

11,968 57,622 82.902
46,000 187,000

14,500 61,200 26.200
5,200 4,500

10,080 69,440 94,080
1.005 6.019

.= 311,117

. = 233,000

.= 104.100

.= 19,780

.= 337,560

.= 21,246

.= 2.871

84,200
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PARA VIA EUROPE.
Pounds.

Apkil 10.—By the CormaMifl=London:
Henderson & Korn (Coarse) 26,600
Fred Stern & Co 2,800

PLANTATIONS.

The following statistics are not complete due to
Government orders prohibiting access to the
records:

March 30.—By the M^jofra=London:
Rubber Trading Co 56,000
Meyer & Brown 66,000

March 27.—By the Philadelphia— London:

Rubber Trading Co 15,680
Meyer & Brown 34,000
Fred .Stern & Co 24,640

April 1.—By the il/i;iafca=London:

Rubber Trading Co 44,800
Raw Products Co 5,818

April 2.—By the Cor/>ot/iio=London:

Meyer & Brown 15,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 112,000

March 27.—By the £ur:yfco*«= Penang:

Rubber Trading Co 107,520
Meyer & Brown 78,000
Henderson & Korn 275,200
Raw Products Co 15,680
Fred Stern & Co 49,280

March 27.—Bv the Baro(o«=Colombo

:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 310,000
Rubber Trading Co 11,200
Meyer & Brown 437,000
Henderson & Korn 35,600
Raw Products Co 11,200

Fred Stern & Co 112,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 135,000

April 4.—By the Af«raMtc=Batavia:

Meyer .'4 Brown 70,000

Rubber Trading Co 22,400
Raw Products Co 37,630
Hagemeyer Trading Co 72,196

Fred Stern & Co 6,720

J. T. Johnstone & Co 280,000

April 8.—By the Manhattan=London:

Meyer & Brown 142,000

Rubber Trading Co 44,800
Henderson ,5: Korn 66,200
Raw Products Co 11,144
Hagemeyer Trading Co 38,371

Fred Stern & Co 31,822

April 9.—By the City of Edinburgh^Colombo:

Meyer & Brown 62,000
Rubber Trading Co 13,400

Fred Stern & Co 100.488

J. T. Johnstone & Co 72,000

April 10.—By the Ansonia=:'London:

Meyer & Brown 1 19,000
Rubber Trading Co 33,600
Henderson & Korn 62,800

April 16.—By the Lancastrian^zhondoni

Meyer & Brown 11,000
Rubber Trading Co 11,200
Henderson & Korn 85,600
Hagemeyer Trading Co 22,400

April 12.—By the Molwfac^London:
Raw Products Co 44,800
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 628,000
Fred Stern & Co 55,466

April 8.—By the Malta:

Hagemeyer Trading Co 10,220
Fred Stern & Co 6,720
Bv the Paii7totiia=:London:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 255,000
Ev the Nevisian^London:

Fred Stern & Co 11,200
By the P(iM/ia=I-ondon

:

Fred Stern & Co 1 1,200

Sy the Mississippi:='London:
Fred Stern & Co 80,640
Bv the MiV/fi^an=London:

Fred Stern & Co 181,449

AFHICANS.
April.—By the B(i/£:c= Liverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 22,240
Fred Stern & Co 11,200

April.—By the C/!ic<i.j'o=Bordeaux'.

Rubber Trading Co 1 1,200

March 16.—By the Marcngo='HuU:
Meyer & Brown 78,000

Bv the Co»i/'ctr'Mr=Africa:
Fred Stern & Co 291,200

MANICOBAS.

PoUNi>s.

Makch 10.—By the Minas Geraes=Ba.hlz:

Adolph Hirsch & Co 15,830

March II.—By the Spenser— Bahia:
Adolph Hirsch & Co 73.433

March 27.—By the 5/rafro= Bahia:

Adolph Hirsch & Co 86,509

March 31.—By the C«</rber(=Ceara:

Adolph Hirsch & Co 33,151

.^PRiL 3.—By the Sao PaH/o=Bahia:
Adolph Hirsch & Co 27,644

GUAYTTLE.

March 28.—By the El Sol— Laredo:
Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 85,319

April 10.^—By all rfl:7=from Laredo:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 50,739

April 11.—By the El Alba=Eagle Pass:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York . . . 25,362

April II.—By the El Dai=Eagle Pass:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 22,500

April 19.—By the El Reo—Eagle Pass:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 31,000

BAIATA.

March 26.—By the Mayaro—Ca Bolivar:

Yglcsias & Co., Inc 10,570

March 30.—By the Pliiladelphia=Ca Bolivar:

Yglesias & Co., Inc 5,454

April 3.—By the Maraval=:Ca BoHvar:
Yglesias & Co., Inc 13,351

.^PR'L 6.—By the Ziilia— Ck Bolivar:

Yglesias & Co., Inc 28,544

RUBBER SCRAP.

March 8.—By the .-isiama— London:
Herman Weber 35,723

March 15.—By the Bofic=Manchester:
Herman Weber 78,947

March 15.—By the /^jca(iia=London:

Herman Weber 32,939

J. T. Johnstone & Co 170,000

March 24.—By the Wn{onia=London:
Herman Weber 67,523

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

• PLANTATIONS.

TO SEATTLE.

Pounds.
March 22.—By the 5a;/;iy6ini= Yokohama:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 392,040

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 7,965

W. R. Grace & Co 2,295

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 63,585 465,885

March 23.—By the Hokkai Maru=Kohe:
Mitsui & Co., Ltd 100,980

April 16.—By the Caidigoushire^Fenang:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 2,025

April 18.—By the Saikai Marw= Singapore:
The B. F. Goodrich Co 390,690

Hagemeyer Trading Co 34,155

Rubber Trading Co 4,860

East Asiatic Co 6,480

J. T. Johnstone & Co 3,240 439,425

March 21.—By the Mitsuki Mar«= Kobe:
Mitsui Bassan Kaisha 163,350

TO AKRON. OHIO.

March 22.—By the Talthybius^^Yo\iohama:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 229,095

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 93,420 322,515

I'uUNDS
March 28.—By the Manila A/ar«=;; Yokohama:

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 1 12,050

April 12.—By the Bankokii Maru= Singapore:
The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co 415,800

April 16.—By the /igopenar= Hongkong:
The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co 384,210

The B. F. Goodrich Co 557,685
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 270 557,955

TO NEW YORK.
March 22.—By the ra/f/iy&iuj^:Yokohama:

Henderson & Korn
United States Rubber Co..
Hagemeyer Trading Co. . . .

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc.
L. Littlejohn & Co
J. T. Johnstone & Co
Edward Maurer & Co
Robinson & Co
Arnold & Zeiss
Fred Stern & Co
W. R. Grace & Co
East Asiatic Co
Meyer & Brown
Arthur Mever & Co
W. H. Stiles & Co
E. G. Currv
L. M. Bvle's

Frank B. Ross & Co

Pounds.
26,000

365,985
33,615
96,930

114,345
29,970
75,330
7,560

94,230
15,120
44,450
11,610
81,000
28,890
80,325
25,245
11,205
26,730 1,168,540

March 28.—By the Manila JV/arM= Hongkong:
Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 97,200

April 12.—By the Bankoku MaruzzSingapore:
Rubber Tarding Co 1,755
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 29,295
Fred Stern & Co 14,580
Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 61,830
L. Littlejohn & Co 207,360
W. R. Grace & Co 3,240
Arthur Meyer & Co 3,510 321,570

April 16.—By the Burma AfarM=Yokohama:
Henderson & Korn 5,130
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 37,260
Robert Badenhop Co., Inc 170,235
W. H. Stiles & Co 27,945
Winter Son & Co 50,895
Raw Products Co 10,800
East Asiatic Co., Ltd 9, 180
Robinson & Co 5,670
L. Littlejohn & Co 3,240
W. R. Grace & Co 2,025 322,380

March 21.—By the Panama AfBri<= Yokohama:
L. Littlejohn S: Co 21,330
Robinson & Co 5,670
-Arnold & Zeiss 4,725
Fred Stern & Co 270
W. H. Stiles & Co 7,155
Edward Maurer & Co 27,945 67,095
By the Kippon Maru= FaT East:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 255,000
By the Siberia Maru= 'Far East:

J. T. Johnnone & Co 293,000
By the Tenyo Maru= Far East:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 140,000
By the Darien Maru:=Far East:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 14,000
By the Canada Mani=Fai East:

Fred Stern & Co 4,482
By the Arakan—Tat East:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 44,800
By the B<iitemorg=FaT East:

J. T. Johnstone ,'*! Co 305,000

TO WATERTOWX. MASS.

March 22.—By the ra//;o'fcii(i=Yokohama:
Various 55,080'
April 16.—Bv the

Hood Rubber Co 64.800

TO DENVER. COLORADO.
March 22.—By the Tai(/;,vfciM.J=Yokohama:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 22.220

TO TORONTO. CANADA.
March 22.—By the ra/t/iybi'«j=Yokohama:

Various 84,240

GUTTA PERCHA.

TO SEATTLE.

April 9.—By the Tamba .1/ar»= Yokohama:
Brandts Sons & Co 28,755
L. Littlejohn & Co 14,715 43,470-

Afru 18.—By the Saikai Mar«= Singapore:

L. Littlejohn & Co 112,320
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CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SAN FRANCISCO.

Pounds.

March 1.—By the Persia il/arit= Manila:

Mitsui & Co 260

March 6.—By the China Maru='iiong Kong;

United States Rubber Co 75,920

L. Littlejohn & Co 10,400

Various_._. .^^. . .....:^ 40.950 127,270

March 12.—By the Korea MarM= Hong Kong:

Henderson & Korn 291,900

L. Littlejohn & Co 316,670

Meyer & Brown 37,780

Fred .Stern & Co 9.607

Arnold & Zeiss 151,070

W. H. Stiles & Co 67.010

E. G. Curry 27,480 901,517

March 12.—By the T;iJ0Krfari=Bat3via:

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co. 281.320

United States Rubber Co 25.220

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 111,150

L. Littlejohn & Co 68.510

John Edgar & Co 28.340 514,540

March 24.—By the Siberia il/arM= Hong Kong;
Henderson & Korn 122.100

Rubber Trading Co 21,840

The Goodyear Tire i- Rubber Co. 264.680

Arnold & Zeiss 237,380

L. Littlejohn & Co 80.860

Winter Son & Co 56.810

W. H. Stiles & Co 51.610

East Asiatic Co 43.680

E.G.Curry 21,840 900.800

March 30.—By the Venezuela Ex. Ettryalus^^
Singapore;

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 51,740

Henderson & Korn 23.270

Hood Rubber Co 44.460

L. Littlejohn & Co 118.690

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 143.650

Fred Stern & Co 121.940

Fast Asiatic Co 42.250

Robinson & Co 36,660

Meyer & Brown 31.850 614.310

April 2.—By the Tenyo Mam Ex Salamis=
Singapore:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 88,530

April 6.—By the Bankoku il/arit — Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 49.000

April 7.—By the Saikai Mar»=: Singapore:

Meyer & Brown 11 2.000

April 13.—By the Kwanto Mani=Kobe:
Henderson & Korn 129.200

April 22.—By the 7'a/(Ay6tHj= Singapore;

Meyer & Brown 108.000
T. T. Johnstone & Co 350,000

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
March, 1917.

Pounds

Port of Boston
Imports:

India rubber
Rubber scrap
Manufactures of india rubber

33,358
11,442

Value.
$9,983
1,062
735

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
UNITED STATES.

MANUFACT0EED

February, 1917.

Totals 44,800 $11,780

Exports:
Rubber scrap 160,951
India rubber boots pairs 8.038
India rubber shoes pairs 28.002
Automobile tires

Other tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

Totals $56,948

Port of Cleveland—March. 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.
India rubber 430^934 $268,700

223

$17,479
19,047
12,629

442
10

780

6,561

Manufactures of india rubber

Totals 430,934 $268,923

Port of Phii-adelphia—March, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.
Manufactures of india rubber $603

Exports:
All other manufactures of

india rubber $6,615

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND
aUBBEB.

Unmanufactured—free: t

India rubber:

From

—

France
Portugal
United Kingdom
Central American States
and British Honduras...

Mexico
Brazil
Other South America
East Indies
Other countries

Pounds. Valu

85,759 $46,773
586,575 225,813

4,024,038 2,565,716

203,143
111.778

3,983,966
332,591

9,948,445
48,312

92,174
54,227

1,771,253
152,374

5,672,606
33,659

Totals 19,324,607 $10,614,595

Balata 223,484 103,307
Guayule gum 157,539 42,118
•Gutta jelutong 1,519,602 66,331
Gutta pcrcha 28,365 3,489

Totals 21,253,597 $10,829,840

Rubber scrap 1,645,826 120,489

Totals unmanufactured 22,899,423 $10,950,329

Chicle dntiable 772,733 384,679

February, 1917.
Manufactured—dutiaMe:

Gutta percha
India rubber

Pounds. Value.
$27

54,023

Total, manufactured....

Substitutes—elpsticon, etc.,

dutiable

$54,050

$975

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE,
February, 1917.

Manufactured—

Automobile tires:

To—
France
Russia in Europe
England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands . .

.

Other countries

1L
Pounds.

Total

Value.

$60,455
43,680
186,436
101,437
15,851
72,331
62,653
5.734

20.340
261.785

.Ml other tires

Belting, hose and packing
Rubber boots pairs 40,297
Rubber shoes pairs 226,395
Scrap and old rubber 261,092
Reclaimed rubber 428,286
Other rubber manufactures

Total, manufactured.

$830,702

140,586
245,719
96,500
123,736
33,193
71,614

622,575

$2,164,265

Fountain pens ntimber 12,371 $7,258

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE.
February, 1917.

LTn manufactured—

Balata
India rubber
Rubber scrap and refuse..

Totals, unmanufactured.

Chicle ^

Manufactured—
India rubber

Pounds.

135.238
737,736

Value.

$74,309
404,887

872.974

7,755

$479,196

2,714

$1,128

Total, manufactured $1,128

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CON-
TIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES.
Manufactured—
To—

Alaska:
Belting, hose and packing $5,931

Boots and shoes pairs 6.508 11,535

Other rubber goods 2,001

Total

To—
Hawaii

;

Belting, hose and packing.
.Automobile tires

Other tires

Other rubber goods

$19,467

$6,304
27,875
5.650
10,716

Manufactured— /-

To-
Philippine Islands:

Belting, hose and packing.
Boots and shoes pairs
Tires
Other rubber goods

Total

To—
Porto Rico:

Belting, hose and packing.
Automobile tires
Other tires
Other rubber goods

February, 1917.

Pounds.

3,533

Value.

$1,159
2,151

27,116
17,830

$48,256

$1,646
41,656

230
9,179

Total $52,711

'Dutiable beginning July 1. 1916.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANU-
FACTURED RUBBER AT THE

PORT OF NEW YORK.
March. 1917.

Unmanufactured—free : Pounds.
Crude Rubber

—

France
Portugal
England 1

Costa Rica
Guatemala

Total $50,545

Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Salvador
Mexico
Trinidad
British West Indies.
Brazil
Colombia
Ecuador
British Guiana
Peru
Venezuela
Aden
British India
Straits Settlements
British Ea^t Indies.
Dutch East Indies..
Philippine Islands .

88,050
908,116

3,868.981
14.289
17.409
6.341

42,935
22,282
9,841

301,959
879

11,221
9.235,209
134,943
86,765
3,590

49,837
4,314
958

42,466
2,560,620
952,110

2,027,911
1,667

Value.

$46,491
388,620

10,074,269
8,052
8,826
2,956

21,685
7,130
4,919

114,053
371

8,786
4,414,468

55,356
37,539
1,486

25,577
2,616
479

26,276
1,441,598
579,335

1,126,636
804

Totals 30,392,693 $18,398,328

Gutta Jelutong

—

dutiable:
Straits Settlements 204,769 $10,324
Dutch East Indies 143,394 4,791

Totals

Bal.Tta

—

free:
Panama . .

Trinidad
Colombia
British Guiana
Dutch Guiana
Venezuela

348,163
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Official India Rubber Statistics for the United States.
I'isial i'car Ended June 30, 1916.

INDIA RUBBER.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE INDIA RUBBER
COUNTRIES (FREE).

IMPORTS OF MANUFACTURES OF INDIA RUB-
BER, BY COUNTRIES (DUTIABLE).

^„ ' t-f indicates increase; — indicates decrease, com-" pared \x-illi the preceding year.J

Pounds.Trom

—

Europe—
France 509,675
Netherlands . 479,382
Portugal 2,773,656
United Kingdom

—

England 72,459,408

Totals. Europe 76,222,121

North .Americ.x—
Canada 9,040

Central .\nierican States

—

Costa Rica
Ciuateniala
Honduras .

Nicaragua
Panama . .

.

Salvado

156,158
122,061
87,347

647,434
234,336
66,118

Mexico 3,261,507

West Indies

—

British

—

Trin. an<i Tobago
Haiti

5,311
730

Totals, .North America 4,590,042

South .\meric.x—
Argentina 190,990
Brazil 54,968,227
Chile 221,593
Colombia 750,126
Ecuador 661,443

Guiana

—

British
Dutch

Peru
I'rnguay
^'enezuela

16,392
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IMPORTS OF MANUFACTURES OF GUTTA
PERCHA, BY COUNTRIES (DUTIABLE).

Value.From—
Europe:

United Kingdom-
EngJand
Scotland

$47,900
8,797

Total, Europe

North America:
Canada
Mexico

Totals, North .America.

Asia;

Japan

Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

$56,697

$128
35

$163

$1,015

$57,875
$10,841
-42,023
77,300
41,098
61,283
80,567
71,819
93.545

IMPORTS OF MANUFACTURED GUTTA PERCHA
BY CUSTOMS DISTRICTS (DUTIABLE).

1915-16.
1914-15.
1913-14.
1912-13.
1911-12.
1910-11.
1909-10.
1908-09.
1907-08.

At—
Connecticut
Georgia
New York
Arizona
Hawaii
San Francisco
Southern California . .

Washington
Buffalo
Chicago
Duluth and Superior.
Rochester
St. Lawrence
\'ermont
Kentucky

\'alue.

$69
6

55,853
35
75

739
130
318
70

276
10
18
54
34

188

Total $37,875

RE-EXPORTS OF CRUDE GUTTA PERCHA.
To—

Italy

United Kingdom-
England
Canada
Argentina ....

Totals, 1915
Totals, 1914-15.
Totals, 1913-14.
Totals, 1912-13.
Totals
Totals,
Totals,
Totals,
Totals.
Totals.

1911-12.
1910-11.
1909-10.
1908-09.
1907-08.
11O6-07.

Pounds.

13.645
45,431

133

60,023
9,457

14,649
92 3S''

"I'.bn
62,391
74,137
9,370

Value.
$569

1,600
9,207

70

5,000

RE-EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES
PERCHA.

To—
Canada
Newfoundland and Lahrador
West Indies

—

British, Jamaica
Cuba

British Oceania

—

New Zealand

$11,446
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Ai— Pounds.

El Paso 1,991
Laredo 1,543
Alaska 300
San Francisco 85,046
Washington 224,608
Buffalo 2,437,123
Chicago 556,512
Dakota 200,797
Michigan 356,731
Ohio 60,464
St. Lawrence 719,922
Vermont 1,978,883
St. Louis 110,784

Value.

131
42
15

4,403
12,273

157,292
32,160
9,864

29,272
418

38,363
138,450

6,344

Totals, 191516 16,371,573 $1,271,903

EXPORTS OF SCKAP AND REFUSE RUBBER BY
COUNTRIES.

To— Pounds. Value.

Europe:
France 83,119 $12,494
Sweden 45,079 10.204

United Kingdom

—

England 1,362,622 181,522
ScotLind 835,524 105,914

Totals, Europe 2,326.344

North America;
Canada 1,393,550
Central American States

—

Panama 190
Salvador 279

Mexico 600

West Indies

—

Cuba 25,024
Dutch 60

$310,134

$69,502

22
42
58

Totals, North .\merica.. 1,419,703

South .\merica:

Ecuador 4,000

Asia:

East Indies—British

—

British India 33,600

Japan 121.068

Totals, Asia 154,668

Totals, 1915-16 3,904.715
Totals, 1914-15 2,422,091
Totals, 1913-14 6,207,672
Totals, 1912-13 7,269,465
Totals, 1911-12 7,336,984
Totals, 1910-11 7,049,729
Totals, 1909-10 6,143,610
Totals, 1908-09 4,071.795
Totals, 1907-08 4,255,789
Totals, 1906-07 4,756,621
Totals, 1905-06 a
Totals, 1904-03 a

(fl> Not officially reported.

$1,344
14,981

$16,325

$400,148
291,421
598.287
880,442
780,188
723.664
578,944
402.897
449,727
548,695
339,507
204,945

EXPORTS OF SCRAP AND REFUSE RUBBER BY
CUSTOMS DISTRICTS.

From

—

Pounds. Value.
Maine and New Hampshire 7,145 $4,905
Maryland 40,965 3,300
Massachusetts 62,065 7,943
N'e-.v Vorlc 2,303.630 305,682
Philadelphia 12,031 1,950
New (Jrlcans 600 58
San Francisco 92,030 11,743
Buffalo 450,922 28,908
Michigan 292,493 18,150
St. Lawrence 23.935 556
Vermont 618,899 16,953

Totals, 1915-16... 3,904,715 $400,148

RE-EXPORTS OF SCRAP RUBBER.

To

—

Pounds. V'alue.

Canada 9,204 $734

Totals, 1915-16 9,204 $734
Totals, 1914-15 3,483 373
Totals, 1913-14 24,295 2,450
Totals, 1912-13 87,930 10,723
Totals, 1911-12 302,105 28,196
Totals, 1910-11 401,231 43,338
Totals, 190910 61,395 5,373
Totals, 1908-09 38,506 2,093
Totals, 1907-08 21,713 2,943
Totals, 1906-07 105,463 9,444

RECLAIMED RUBBER.
EXPORTS OF RECLAIMED RUBBER BY

COUNTRIES.

To

—

Pounds. Value.

Europe:
Denmark 3,000 $317
Frnnce 343,466 42,965
Italy 524 83
United Kingdom

—

England 852,091 127,757
Scotland 126,065 19,788

Totals, Europe 1,325,146 $190,910

North America:
Canada 4,921,584 $659,589
Mexico 1,224 152
West Indies

—

British—Barbados 20O 54
Cuba 723 159

Totals, North America.

South America:

•Argentina

To—
Asia:

Japan

4.923,731 $659,954

28.147 4.642

84,719 $10,659

Oceania: Pounds. Value.

Australia 45,203 $5,097

Totals, 1915-16 6,406,946 $871,262
Totals, 1914-15 5,970,380 822,561
Totals, 1913-14 5,583,860 834,440
Totals, 1912-13 5,413,247 932,904
Totals, 1911-12 5,397,806 875,501
Totals, 1910-11 4,994,527 781,650
Totals, 1909-10 3,622,556 535,795
Totals, 1908-09 3,196,551 414,861
Totals, 1907-08 2,947,974 418,738
Totals, 1906-07 4,550,788 665,109
Totals, 1905-06 4,084,696 511,843
Totals, 190405 a 522,902

ia) Not officially reported.

EXPORTS OF RECLAIMED RUBBER BY CUSTOMS
DISTRICTS.

From

—

Pounds. Value.
Massachusetts 123,125 $19,200
New York 1,317,034 187,376
San Francisco 45,203 5,097
Buffalo 1,645,343 223,624
Michigan 308,829 38,111
Ohio 85,425 6,012
St. Lawrence 443,499 63,097
Vermont 2,438,488 328,745

Totals 6.406,946 $871,262

SUBSTITUTES, ELASTICON, ETC.
IMPORTS OF ELASTICON AND SIMILAR SUBSTI-
TUTES FOR INDIA RUBBER BY COUNTRIES

(DUTIABLE).
From

—

Value.

Europe:

France $92
Germany 38
England 15,860

Total,

Asia:

Japan ,

Europe $15,990

$189

Total, 1915-16 $16,179
Total, 1914-15 30,349
Total, 1913-14 87,642
Total, 1912-13 97,452
Total, 1911-12 87,328
Total. 1910-11 115,601
Total, 1909-10 114,516
Total, 1908-09 60.625
Total, 1907-08 27,000

IMPORTS OF ELASTICON AND SIMILAR SUBSTI-
TUTES FOR INDIA RUBBER BY CUSTOMS

DISTRICTS (DUTIABLE).
At— Value.

Massachusetts $3,153
New York 13,026

Total. 1915-16 $16,179

EXPORTS OF AMERICAN RUBBER GOODS, FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1916. (BY CUSTOMS
DISTRICTS.)

EXPORTED FROM-

Belting.
Ho^^e and
Packing.
Value.

Georgia $295
Maine and New Hampshire 5.997
Maryland 14.444
Massachusetts 205,256
New York 1,967.531
Philadelphia 52,699
Porto Rico 11

Rhode Island
Virginia 1 2.273

Florida 2.506
Galveston 1.259
Jlobile
New Orleans 19,174
Sabine 1,388
Arizona 33,590
Eagle Pass 2,417
El Paso 18,476
Laredo 21,380
Alaska 15.582
Hawaii
Oregon
San Francisco 300.709
Southern California 1.682
Washington . . .' 54.431
Buffalo 113,116
Dakota 38.280
Duluth and Superior 9.240
Michigan 20,961
Montana and Idaho 690
Ohio 15
Kochester 130
St. Lawrence 43.362
Vermont 30,059

Totals $2,986,953

Boots.

Pairs.

3,470

276,274
392,836

43
1

73

'26

3.033

142
7,108

Value

$8,904

587,046
890,194

331
4

53

'137

11,429

3,393
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EXPORTS OF AMERICAN RUBBER GOODS, FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1916. (BY COUNTRIES.)

Belting,
Hose and

EXPORTED TO— Packing.
Value.

Austria-Hungary
Azores and Madeira Islands $29
Denmark 2,807
Finland 976
France 35,746
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece 6,278
Iceland and Faroe Islands
Italy 11,555
Netherlands 4,5'33

Norway 10,250
Portugal 2,207
Roumania ^
Russia in Europe 4,845
Spain 113
Sweden 4,164
Switzerland

United Kingdom

—

England 814.900
Scotland 37.757
Ireland

Totals, Europe $936,220

NoBTii America:
Ueruuida $682
British Honduras 468
Canada 279,342

Central American States

—

Costa Rica 5.605
Guatemala 4,544
Honduras 7,612
NicnraRua 9.338
Panama 116,083
Salvador 12,754

Mexico 193,470
Miqnplon, Langley. etc 40
Newfoundland and Labrador 5.121

West Indies—r.ritish

—

Barbados 331
Tamnira 8,849
Trinidad and Tobago 7.192

Other British 2,600
Cuba 6 171,456
Danish 362
Dominican Kepublic 7.189
Dutch 2,400
French 134
Haiti 1,575

Totals, North America $837,147

South America:
Argentine $74,666
Bolivia 4,568
Brazil 67.339
Chile 175.879
Colombia 10.612
Ecuador J.214

Guiana

—

British 2,574
Dutch 1.155
French 143

Paraguay
Pern 38,871
Uruguav 11.995
Venezuela 8.716

Totals, South America $402,732

Asia :

Aden
China $16,670

China, leased territories

—

French
.Japanese 96

Chosen S.161

East Indies— British

—

British India 4.818
Straits Settlements 2,739
Other British 660

East Indies—Dutch 8.320
Hongkong; 5.032
Japan 99.734
Russia in Asia 20.351
Siam

Totals, Asia $163,581

Oceania:
British Oceania—

-

Australia $140,715
Nev; Zealand ' 39,447
Other British

French Oceania 1,941
German Oceania 143
Philippine Islands 57,686

Totals, Oceania .......'..' $239,932

Tires.

Boots.
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EXPORTED TO-

Eutori:

Aprica;

Belgian Congo . . . .

British Africa

—

West
South
East

Canary Islands . .

.

Egypt
French .Africa . . .

.

Liberia
Madagascar
Morocco
Portuguese .-Africa

Spanish Africa . .

.

Belting,
Hose and
Packing.
Value.

$1,132
376,885

1,143
23

219

27,939

Totals, Africa $407,341

Crand
Grand
Grand
Grand

totals,

totals,

totals,

totals,

Grand
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR
For Quarter Ending Septe.mber 30, 1916.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER,
July I to Sept. 30, 1916.

UNMANur.^cTURED—Z'rfc; Pounds. Value.

Balata, crude 582,273 $271,531
•Guavule gum 599,229 160,310
Gutta percha, crude 1,027,055 144,376
India rubber, crude 51.612,637 28,387,499
Scrap rubber 2,571,212 174,091
Reclaimed rubber 255,889 37,932

Totals 56,648,295 $29,175,739

THE UNITED STATES.
Unmanufactured—dutiable

:

Jutta jelutong 12 per cent 6,901,834

Totals,

Manufacture!

unmanufactured 63,550,129

dutiable

:

Gutta percha 10 per cent
India rubber 10 per cent
nru<?gisls' sundries 15 per cent
Hard rubber 25 per cent
Substitutes, elasticon, etc 15 per cent

Totals manufactured

302,532

$29,478,271

$105,218
105,380

8,947
3,837

$232,170

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING FEBRUARY,
NEW YORK. EUROPE,

1917.

EXPORTERS. Fine.

General Rubber Co. of V.ra^zW. kilos 223.385
Tancredo Porto & Co 153,475
Adelbert H. Alden. Limited 2,438
Stovvell & Co 93,306

J. G. Arauio 184,569
Ohliger & Co 21,027
H. Balding 20.985

J. L. Traqueia 7,284
\V. Peters 3,020
B. Levy & Co
Tho. Levy Camille & Co
Mesquita & Co

711,489
transit. Iquitos 127,750

Medium.
35,761
67,095
37,277
8,095

14,874
1,120

Coarse. Caucho.

622
3U0

76,454
78,311
63,208
49,979
71,352
4,989

'

"i.xkl
5.340

187,400
31,019

91
56,282
10,632
23,009

TOT.\LS.

523,000
329,900
103,014
209,662
281,427
50,145
20,985
10,087
10,030

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho.

In

Totals, February, 19 !7 . .

Totals. January, 1917 ...

Compiled by Sto-well & d

839,239
626,826

80,205
151,269
275,080
78.479
46,240

7,626
4,923

8,640
10,258

119
6,730
160

932
466

100
1,477
167

1,438
11,320

610
2,165
665

41,055
40,738
68,755
47,614

1 ,200

300
550
80

Totals.

130,000
203.742
344,121
134,261
58,920

9.468
8,104
1,030

Grand
Totals.

653.000
533.642
447,135
343,923
340.347
50,145
20,985
10,087
10,030
9,468
8,104
1,030

165, I4J

10,657
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Crude Rubber Statistics for Brazil 1910-1914.
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER,

Unmanufactured—free:

Rubber and gutta percha,
crude caoutcbouc or India
rubber;

From

—

Great Britain
United States
Straits Settlements
Otber countries

January, 1917.

Pounds.

318,825
674,408
91,699

95

Totals 1,085,027

Rubber, recovered:

From

—

Great Britain .

United States

Totals

29,484
620,874

650,358

Hard rubber, in sheets and
rods:

From

—

United States

Rubber substitute:

From

—

United States

Rubber, powdered, and rub-
ber or gutta percha waste:

From

—

Great Britain
United States
Other countries

Totals

Rubber thread, not covered:

From

—

United States

1,209

71,165

4,928
108,119

767

113,814

3,080

Chicle, crude:

From

—

United States 540,480
British Honduras
Mexico

Totals

Manufactured—dutiable:

Boots and shoes:

394.635
52,380

987,495

General
Tariff.

Value.

From

—

United States $24,371

lielting:

From

—

United States

Waterproof clothing:

Fiom

—

Great Britain ....
United States ....

$6,352

$24,636

Totals $24,636

Hose, lined with rubber:

From—

-

Great Britain
United States $7,308

Totals . .

.

Mats and matting:

From

—

United States .

.

Packing:

From

—

Great Britain .

.

United States .

.

$7,308

$85

$10,352

Totals $10,352

Tires of rubber for all vehicles:

From

—

Great Britain
United States $93,099
France 216

Totals $93,315

Rubber cement and all other
manufactures of india rub-

ber and gutta percha, N.O.P.

:

From

—

Great Britain $27

United Stales 68,315

Other countries 3

Value.

$197,245
429,737
54,861

38

$681,881

$1,548
80,734

$82,282

$1,427

$7,236

$729
10,198

46

$10,973

$4,58;

$178,773
141.539
16,071

$336,383

Prefer-
ential
Tariff.

Value.

$31,961

$31,961

$41

$41

$2,182

U'ebbing—over one inch wide:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

January, 1917.

Pounds.

$24,197

Value.
$954

Totals

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC AND
GOODS.

Manufactured—
Belting:

To-
United States
Newfoundland

$24,197 $954

FOREIGN RUBBER

Januarv, 1917.

Produce Reexports
of of Foreign

Canada. Goods.
Value. Value.

$517
1,130

Total

Hose

:

To-
Great Britain .

.

Wnited States ..

Newfoundland .

Other countries

$1,647

$2,000
20

648
8,637

$18

Totals .

.

Boots and shoes:

To-
Great Britain .

United States .

Newfoundland .

Australia
New Zealand .

.

Other countries

$11,305

$25,108
27

15.423
2,115

17,330
1,448

$18

$9

Totals $61,451 $9

Tir

To-
Great Britain .

United States .

Newfoundland .

Other countries

$296
3,125

40
1,998

$821

Totals

Waterproof clothing:

To-
Great Britain
I'nited States
Other countries . .

.

Totals

Waste:

To-
United .Slates . .

.

All other, N. O. P.i

To-
Great Britain ...

United States ...

Newfoundland . .

.

Other countries .

$5,439

$190

i2

$202

$792

$626
144
91

603

$821

$46

$46

$8,483

$500
1,505

Totals $1,464

Gum chicle:

United States $169,710

$2,005

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR ITALY.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER,

Eleven Months Ending
November, 1916.

Lira.

Eleven Months Ending
November, 1916.

$2,182

$7,323

Totals $7,323

Unmanufactured—
Pounds.

India rubber and gutta percha
—raw and reclaimed;

From

—

Great Britain 3.813,920
Straits Settlements 1,186,460
African French Colony... 27.500
Belgian Congo 219.120
Brazil 4,226.200
Other countries 1,712.920

India rubber and gutta percha—sheets

:

Cut sheets
Elastic fabric
Insulated wire
Hard rubber

India rubber and gutta percha—tubes;

Cut sheets
Elastic fabrics
Other forms

Belting
Rubber coated fabrics. ./jiVc^^

Manufactured—
From

—

Great Britain
Other countries

Pounds.

Totals

Boots and shoes

—

flairs:

United States
France
Other countries

Totals ...

Elastic webbing:

France
Great Britain . .

Other countries

Totals
Clothing and articles for

travel
Articles not specified from

cut sheets

Fabrics:

From

—

Great Britain
France
Other countries

Totals ...

Tires and tubes;

From—

-

France
Great Britain .

Other countries

3.740
1,760
440

79.860

1,100
13,200
6,600

127,820
114,620

42,020
1,760

43,780

39.266
10,299

179

49,744

26,180
13,640
13,860

53.680

3.080

13,640

219,340
115,060

9,020

343,420

Lira.

28,900
3,600
600

290,400

9,000
36.000
21,000

406,700
729,400

199,000

248.720

366,000

32.200

124.000

1,404,900

1,508.540
488,840
31,240

Totals 2,028,620 18,442,000

Other rubber manufactures:

From

—

United States
France
Great Britain
Other countries

Totals

Total Imports

1,372,140
942,700
819.720

1,320

3,135,880 11,403,200

77,861,110

EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER,

Totals 11.186,120 40.676,800

Rubber scrap 6,279,020 2,568,690

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha

—threads:

From

—

United States 61,600

Great Britain 27,720
Other countries 6,380

Totals 95.700 870,000

Eleven Months Ending
November, 1916.

Unmanufactured— f

India rubber and gutta percha— raw and reclaimed:

To-
United States
Great Britain
Spain
Other countries

Pounds.

496,980
40,040

419.980
14,080

Lira.

Totals 971,080 1,765,600

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha

—threads:

To—
France
Great Britain
Spain
Switzerland
Argentine
Otiier countries

11,880
10,120
12,540
7,040
3.740
3,960

Totals

India ubber and gutta percha
— sheets;

Cut sheets
Elastic fabric
Insulated wire
Hard rubber

49,280

4,620
3.520

45.540

448,000

35,700
7,200
1,200

165,600
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India rii1)ber and gutta percha
—tubes:

Cut sheets

Elastic fabric

Other forms

Eleven Months Ending
November, 1916.

Pounds.

11,-440

153.780

112,860

Elastic wcbbinR:

BeltinR

Kubber coated fabrics, .pieces

Boots and shoes /'oiVj

To—
France

Greece

Spain

Switzerland

Eg>pt
Argentina 108,020

Brazil 117.700

Chili 22.440

1,S4D

131,120

8,360

119,680

13.860

80.520

25.740

Lira.

93,600

419,400

359,100

10

Cuba
Other countries

33,440

64,460

Tot.ils 594,220

3.740
Clothing and articles for

travel

4.051.500

39.100

Articles not specified from
cut sheets:

To-
Great Britain 1 1,220

Spain .• • 140

Argentina 24,860

Brazil 220

UruRuay 3,300

Other countries 2.420

Totals

Fabrics

42,460

78.760

386,000

322.200

Eleven Months Ending
November, 1916.

M.\NrFACTL-RED— ,-
*

^

Pounds. Lira.

Tires and tubes;

To-
Francc 493.020

Great Britain 3.859.900

Switzerland 67.320

India and Ceylon 419.100

Australia 81,620

Argentin.i 906,400

Brazil 529,320

Other countries 643,280

Tot:.ls

Other rubber manufactures:

To—
Albania

France

Great Brit.Tin

Spain

Switzerland

Egypt
Argentina

Brazil

Uruguay
Other countries

6,999,960 63,636,000

Totals

7,260

60,060

60.060

12,980

52,800

13,640

99,880

58,520

25.080

42.240

432,520 1,572.800

Total Exports 73,814.510

Ihe nominal value of a lira is $0,193.

SWITZERLAND STATISTICS FOR
INSULATED CABLES.

1914.
Francs.

1915.
Francs.

Electric cable, insulated
with rubber or paper:

From

—

Germany 90,000 5,000

Inc.
or Dec.
Francs.

85.000

1914. 1915.
Francs. Francs.

Great Britain 1,000

France 20,000 4,000
Other countries 3,000 142,0OC

Totals 113,000 152,000

Cable, insulated with
rtibhcr or paper and
covered with textiles:

From

—

Germany 171,000 6,000

Italy 9,000 184,000

Great Britain 16,000 27,000

Other countries 5,000 1.000

Totals 201,000 218,000

EXPORTS.

1914. 1915.
Francs. Francs.

Electric cable, insulated
with rubber or paper:
To—

Germany 28,000 1 35,000

France 89,000 4,000

Italy 7,000

Other countries 153,000 20,000"

Totals 277,000 159,000

Inc.
or Dec.
Francs.

4- 1,000

— 16.000
+ 139,000

+ 39,000

— 165,000

+ 175,000

+ 11,000

— 4,000

+ 17,000

Inc.
or Dec.
Francs.

+ 107,000

— 85.000

— 7.000

—133.000

—118.000

Cable insulated with
rubber or paper and
covered with textiles:

To—
Germany 69.000 +69.000
France 9.000 — 9,000

Italy 56,000 —56,000
Great Britain 124,000 8,000 —116,000
Other countries 106,000 10,000 —96.000

Totals . , 295,000 87,000 —208.000

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUBBER STATISTICS.
IMPORTS.

February. 191".

London. Liverpool.

25,300

10,000

635.400

855.400

27,000

UXMAXUFACTI.'KEI)

Crude rubber:
From

—

German West Africa

German Possessions in Pacific

France

French West Africa

Madagascar

Java

Other Dutch Possessions in

Indian Seas

Portugal

Portuguese East Africa

T-iberia
' United States
Peru
Brazil
Uruguay
Egypt
Gold Coast
Nigeria
Cape of Good Hope
British East Afiica
Anglo Egyptian Soudan....
Seychelles
Zanzibar .

British India
Straits Settlements
Federated Malay States....
Ceylon
British North Borneo
Victoria
New South Wales
Biitish West Indian Islands

British Guiana

Totals 10,636,600

Waste and reclaimed rubber:
From

—

United States 22.300

Brazil •••

Cape of Good Hope 6,600

New Zealand

Pounds. £ Sterling. Pounds. £ Sterling.

3,795

1,400

84,336

130.3SS

3.003

21,300

13.000

500

1,890

50

'62,942

358,482
590.642
210,458
42,331
4,000
465
258
161

1,494,601

1,440

18.200

85,300

1,800

20,200

172,500
137,400

1,786.500
23,200
1,100

74,400
260,200

i',766

200

1,617

1,726

8,900

50

1,000

18,610
18,708

556,370
2,559

90
5,243

19,265

200
30

500 40

560,500
7.700

26,800

5,199,500

3,300
3,400

86,706
1,489
5,793

728,396

90

Totals

2.400

31,300

320
32

1.792 6,700

Februarv, 1917.

L'nmanufactuked-
London. Liverpool.

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Waste and reclaimed rubber
manufactures of the United
Kingdom:
To-

United .States 717.500 5,660

Russia

France 51,700 1,925

Italy 36,000 450

Canada 17,900 172

Japan 22,400 319

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Totals 845,500

REEXPORTS.
8,526

Crude rubber:
To-

United States
Russia
France 2.207,200
Italy 673,800
Spain
Norway
Victoria 4,000
Canada 543,600
Japan (including Formosa

and leased territories in
China)

New South Wales

7,868,600 1,154,444

314,082
95,108

524
84,542

380,800

126,300

45,200

40,200

592,500

394,400
1,139,900
898,800
405,400
13.000
53,900
4,000

68,200

2,000
5,600

10,016

4,998

2,046

900

17,960

41,416
150,880
137,109
62,110
1,510
7,873
435

8,623

385
575

Totals 11,297,200 1,648,700 2,985,200 410,916

Waste and reclaimed rubber:
To-

United States
France
Italy
Japan (including Fornio*^a
and leased territories in
China)

Canada
Denmark (including Faroe

Islands) 2,200

Totals 2.200

The value of a £ Sterling is $4.76.

110

110

22,300
9,700

17,500

800
11. 100

61.400

822
140
525

39
560

2.086
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RUBBER IMPORTS AT BORDEAUX, FRANCE.

During 1916 French rubber imports were more than double those of 1915.

The total for the port of Bordeau.N reached 4,021,133 pounds against

1,704.282 pounds in 1915, as follows:

1916. 1915.
From—

Congo pounds 2,107,971 443,996

Conakry, Rio Xunez and Bissao 882,235 752,349

Soudan 235,553 26,744

Casamance 123,523 37,289

Ivory Coast 254,015 75,770

Madagascar 16.947 48.106

Manicob,-,
'. '. 139.582 188,870

IndoChina 1,737 202

Balata 259,570 130,956

Totals 4,021,133 1,704,282

These figures include only direct importations from i)rodiicers. Stocks

on hand, December 31. 1916, totaled 130 tons.

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.
Copyright 1917.

XEW YORK.

THE active demand that was anticipated after hostilies with

Germany were definitely announced has failed to materialize.

In fact, the past month was very quiet in the rubber scrap market

and prices have not undergone any material change. The usual

spring arrivals have been held up by shipping difficulties that

continued to interfere w'ith the movement of supplies. The con-

suming trade has shown small interest in the inarket and buying

has been confined to small lots for immediate requirements. The

tendency in all quarters is to await the outcome of the unusual

conditions prevailing at this time.

Boots and Shoes. There was very little attention paid to this

material during the month, and while the delivered price was

nominally held at 9 cents, dealers were asking %% cents,

Trimmed arctics received moderate attention early in the month

but later became dull and the prices recorded show no change

from last month's report.

Tires. The lack of demand for white (j. & G. tires has re-

sulted in easier prices and quotations for this grade are around

lYz cents delivered. Mixed tires .have been fairly steady at un-

changed prices. Solid tires have been in moderate demand at

prices ranging from 6 to 6}^ cents.

Inner Tubes. This material has become easier, due, no doubt,

to the steady position of crude rubber. No. 1 tubes are now
25^ cents delivered as compared tu 26 and 27 cents quoted a

month ago.

Mechanicals. There has been a fairly good call for garden

hose and prices show an advance of about V^ cent a pound since

last month. The other grades have received no attention, and

prices have remained unchanged.

London and Liverpool imports of waste and reclainieil rubber

for February were 38,000 pounds against 538,400 pounds for

January. Reexports for February were 63,600 pounds against

1,417,800 pounds for January.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS FOR CARLOAD LOTS DELIVERED.

.\PKIL 26, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Per Pou;

Boots and shoes SO. "9 itf

Trimmed arctics .07 V^ fii

Untrimmed arctics .06J4@
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear .07'/S#

.^uto tires, standard white .07 'A @
standard mixed .06J4@
stripped, unguaranteed .05 '/2 @

Auto peelings. No. 1 .10 @
No. 2 08K@

Inner tubes. No. 1 .25 ^4@
No. 2 12!4@
red .I2j/i@

Irony tires 02'A@
Bicycle tires 04^@

nd.

09 'i

07H
.07 'A

.06 Ji

.06

.09

,26

.13

.13

.05 H

Per Pound.

Solid tires .06 (a .06^-2

White" scrap. No. 1 13Vj@ .!•

No. 2 10 ®
Red" scrap. No. 1 10 @ .11

No. 2 08 @
Mixed black scrap, No. 1 .04 ^^((i} .05

No. 2 04 @
Rubber car springs .04J^@ .05

Horse shoe pads ,04,>^@ ,05

Matting and packings .01 '4 <^' ,01;/$

Garden hose ,02 iw .02^4

Air brake hose 05}4@ 05)4

Cotton fire hose -. .02'A@
Large hose 01'/s@ -Ol'A

Hard rubber scrap, No. 1, bright fracture .26 @
Battery jars (black compound) .Oi'-SftTr .Oi

Insulated wire stripping .03y2@
Rubber heels .03 M @

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
NEW YORK,

Copyright 1917.

npHE entry of this country in the war materially increased

* the buying movement that was in evidence early in .^pril

when middling cotton was quoted 19.35 cents for spot. War stimu-

lation soon carried the market over the 20-cent mark, and on

.\pril 9, middling spot cotton was seUing at 20.15 cents with

July futures at 21.40 cents. Since then the market has been

nervous and unsettled, traders showing a pronounced tendency

to await developments. As the month progressed there was

less demand for spot cotton and prices softened, 20.05 cents

being the quotations on April 26.

Egyptian Cotton, An extraordinary demand for Egyptian

has characterized the April market. The extremely small spot

stocks available and the British embargo have complicated the

situation. Direct shipment in American bottoms appears to

be the only relief and is hopefully looked forward to by the

consuming trade. Prices are extremely high, the best grades

of Sakellarides have sold as high as 70 cents during the month.

For the period, August 1 to March 14, 1917, 105,215 bales were

exported from Alexandria to the United States, against 173,033

hales for the same period a year ago. Mail advices froin

.Alexandria, dated March 23. state that all business with America

has stopped and no arrangements for direct shipments have been

made.

Se.'v Island Cotton. There has been a steady demand during

the month, but business has been restricted by the scarcity of

stocks. Prices have advanced steadily and quotations are diffi-

cult to obtain ; however, sales at 75 cents have been reported.

For the period, August 1 to March 30, 1917, 86.178 bales were

sliipped from southern ports, as compared to 63,225 bales for the

same period last year.

Tire F.-kBRics. Business has lieen brisk, the matter of delivery

being the paramount question. The mills are all sold up to the

end of the year and some contracts with consumers cover part

of next year's requirements. The scarcity of Sea Island and

Egyptian staples has created an active demand for Peeler fabrics.

The cord fabrics made of cabled yarn are particularly in favor

at this time. Standard 17}4-ouncc Sea Island and Egyptian

building fabrics have advanced about S cents a square yard and

all indications are for higher prices.

Sheetings, Drills and Osnaburgs. All grades have been in

heavy demand with the question of delivery being the controlling

factor. Prices have advanced in the entire list from 1 to 3

cents a yard.

Hose and Belting Duck. Government requirements have

greatly stimulated this material by the call for large quantities

of army duck. Prices on mechanical duck have advanced about

5 cents a pound during .'\pril and higher levels are predicted

for the future.
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NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

Al'RIL 27. I'U/.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airl'laiie and linlloon Fabrics;

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1. 40 inch yard $0.47 @
No. 4. 38>i-inch 42'/2f?

Wool Stockinettes—52inch:

A—14-ounce yard l.^U ("

B—Mounce .^00 (a'

C—Mounce 2.J5 <2

Cotton Stockinettes—S2-inch:

D— Mounce yard .O.S f'l .70

E— Ui^oi-nce 5U (" -^O

F— Mounce "0 C" .75

G— 8-ounce f>0 (" .65

H— llounce f>5 (o .75

I — 9ounce 55 (" .60

Colors—^white, black, blue, brown

Knitabac Stockinette lb. l.vi (' 1.50

Tire Fabrics:

17J4-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.50 <" 1.60

l7!^.ounce Egyptian, combed I.-^O (" 1.40

17^-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.20 ^ 1.30

17'i uuiuc l\-elers. combed. 85 @ .90

17^-ounce Peelers, carded 70 @ .75

Sheeting:

40-inch 2.35yard yard .16 (S

40-inch 2.50-yard 15 @
40-inch 2.70yard M'/ife .14ii

40-inch 2.85 yard 13-?^^ .14

40-inch 3.15-yard '-' <" l-'"!

Osf.aburgs:

40 inch 2.25-yard yard .i7H<S'

40-inch 2.48-yard iSlit'J

37!4-in. 2.42-yard 16>4(n

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .41 (" .42

Belting 40 (w .42

Carriage Cloth Duck:

38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .22 C?

38-inch 1.74-yard 24/^f.;

72 inch 16.66-nunce 47^@
72-inch 17.21.ounce 49 w

Drills:

38-inch 2.C0-yard yard .-'ii;-;'i

40-inch 2.47-yard Ib^iu,

S2-inch 1.90-yard -'-' "'

S2-inch 1.9Syard 'M^'"

60-inch l.S2-yard 27^Sw

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-

berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in, 3'A to 7'/2 ounces yard .38 @ 1.55

36-inch, 2 }i to 5 ounces 35 @ .85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):

63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yari( .35 @ .75

36.inch, 2 to 4 ounces 25 @ .50

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:

36-inch, 4J'i to 8 ounces yard .35 (ffi .65

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

36-inch, 3il4-to 5 ounces yard .10 @ .18

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine yard OS @ .091-^

Twills 12 @ .18

Tweed 25 @ .35

Tweed, primed 07!4@ .15

Plaid 08H@ .10

Repp 24 @ .27

Burlaps:

32—7i/S-ounce 100 yards 7Ml («

40—7K-ounce 8.00 f",

40—8-ounce S.IO @
40—10-ounce 9.115 („

A0—\6'A -ounce 9-111 („

45—7Kounce 8.85 fi

45—8-oi:nce 9.10 (i?

48— 10-ounce l'.-'5 C"

EGYPTIAN COTTON CROP MOVEMENT.

1-"K0M -\l'GL'ST 1 TO .M.\RC1I 14. 1917.

To— 1916-17. 1915-16. 1914-15.

Liverpool bales 155.783 177,727 153,380
.Maiicliester 109,836 117,380 125.420

Total shipinenl^ tn C.reat I'.ritain... 265,619' 295,107 278,800
l"o—

slli,r .:;::::;:;::::::::::::::lo:o5f I 26.474 44.609 30.379

Italy 25,023]
.Switzerland 14,899 1 ,„„,, ,,.,x loysasNorway ViVI 39.922 33./ 18 127,848

k""k''
^'"

22,261 34,609 32.3iO

(!;;^e :::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::: « so _i^
Tot.ll sl,ip,ne„ls to Continent J8£ff ^i.!?^ -'—

1 ni,".M .statrs "05.215 173.033 107,081

./^k!;; /.•.•../.•.•.•.•.•..;.-.-.-.:;:;;;::9,lo5l j^:^ _^^ ^^
Total shipments to all parts ^68,761 599.136 589,200

Total cro]> (Interior gross weight) .cantars 4,726,518 6,473.726

(Comf^ili'd hy Davics, Benachi & Co., Liverpool.)

RUBBER IN AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION.

IN a lecture recently delivered before the Aeronautical Society.

" London, Captain G. S. Walpole remarked that materials, other

llian metal, used in aeronautics were less satisfactory, owing to

the fact that they are more easily influenced by time, temperature

and humidity, and that the best results cannot be obtained with

the same directness and precision of forecast.

He showed that in such rubber parts as shock-absorbing devices

and tires in airplanes, not only shape, size and arrangement were

to be considered, but also the coinposition and properties of the

material. In this connection, he complained of the lack of co-

operation between rubber manufacturers and aircraft designers,

instancing the ignorance of manufacturers as to the work re-

(piired of .shock-absorbers. The ideal shock-absorber, he asserted,

should be like a "pudding," which gives to a load and slowly re-

sumes its shape. Steel springs are unsuitable, because when
loaded, they "hit" back at once. He also considered the possi-

liility of obtaining increased shock-absorbing power from shock-

absorber rings by employing different rubber mixtures, discussed

the use of rublier for conveying petrol, oil, and hot water, and

described the rubber-proofing of fabric for balloons. Tests of

airplane tires were shown on slides, one wheel having been

loaded to .S tons, which caused the spokes to collapse, but

did not affect the tire.

In dealing with other materials, he discussed the development

of the waterproof form of "fiber," and remarked that the ordi-

nary form is not isotropic, but has markedly different properties

towards humidity in two directions at right angles to each other

—a quality to be carefully watched in magneto work.

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

NEW YORK.

Copyright iQiy.

YY/ ITH the declaration of war came the uncertainty as to what
*' the Government will require in base metals. Pig lead has

been in great demand and sellers have adopted a waiting policy.

Tile inactivity in copper is due to buyers holding off for future

developments. Spelter continues to be weak and prices have

declined. Tlie antimony market has been dull and prices steady.

The shipping difficulties that have beset the foreign and do-

mestic rubber chemical trade for some time have continued dur-

ing tlie past month. There has been a good demand, the many
inquiries received by the dealers during April showing that buy-

ers are wisely anticipating future requirements.

China Clay. The steady call, limited supplies and freight

diflScuIties have resulted in advanced prices for this material.

Glue. All the various grades are in demand and higher prices

have l)een recorded (hiring the montli.
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Hexamethylene Tetramine. This organic vulcanizing ac-

celerator has advanced 5 cents a pound since our last report.

Lead Pigments. Red oxide, sublimed blue and white lead,

basic carbonate, basic sulphate litharge and orange mineral have

all advanced, due to the strong position of pig lead.

LiTHOPONEi The market for this material has been firm with

small supplies available, and producers are well sold ahead. Spot

stocks of both domestic and foreign grades are limited.

Talc. The strong position of both domestic and foreign grades

and the steady demand is reflected in advanced prices.

Sulphur. The strong position of brimstone has resulted in a

sharp advance in all grades of sulphur. Flour is now quoted

$2.90 per hundredweight.

Vermilions. All grades are in demand and supplies limited.

English vermilion is now quoted $2 a pound.

Zinc Oxide. There has been a good demand during the month

and many inquiries for future positions have been noted. The

new schedule for French process grades that went into effect

April 1, shows a decline of about 2% cents a pound in prices

quoted last month. There has been no change in the American

grades.

NEW YORK atrOTATlONS.

.\PRIL 2b. 1917.

Subject to change without notice..

Accelerenc lb $2.62 @
Acetone (drtuns) lb. Nominal

Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .04!^ @ .05

creaylic (crude) gal. 1.00 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .28 @ .30

muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01 ?4 @
nitric, 36 degrees . .j lb. .05J4@
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01^@

Aldehyde ammonia (crystals) lb. 1.00 @
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 24.00 @
Ammonium carbonate lb. Nominal

Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) /fr, .50 @
crimson, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal

crimson, **Mephisto" (casks) lb, ,51 (a<

golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb, .28 @
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal

golden, "Mephisto" lb, .30 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent./fr. .28 (g

red sulphuret. States brand lb. .25 @
vermilion sulphuret ib. .60 @

Asbestine (baes) ton 17.00 @20.00
Asbestos (hags) . . , ton 35.00 @50.00
Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04 (3

Barytes, pure white ton 30.00 @35.00
oS color ton 17.50 024.00

Basofor ton 80.00 @
Benzol, pure gal. .55 @ .60

90 per cent eol. .55 @ .60

Beta-Naphthol (f. o. b. New York) lb. .95 @
Brown oxide of iron lb. .01^2@ .03

sienna, raw and burnt lb. .06 @ .12

umber, raw and burnt lb. .05 @ .06

ochre, domestic lb. .02 (ffi .02'/^

imported lb. .03i,<@ .04

Bone ash lb. .10 @
black /*. .06 @ .15

Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb 2.49 @
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.15 (3 2.25

Cantclla gum lb. .33 @
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .05 @ .06J^

black (cases) lb. .25 @ .35

tetrachloride (drums) lb. .15 @ .18

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .04 ?^ (<i> .05

Chalk, precipitated, extra light Ib. Nominal
precipitated, heavy lb. .05 @

China clay, domestic (powdered) ton 20.00 @25.00
imported (powdered) ton 40.00 @ 50.00

Cfcrome, green lb. .14 © .45

yellow lb. .23 @ .25

Cotton linters lb. .07J<(a

Eicellerex 85 @
Fossil flour lb- .03 (ai .05

Gas black (cases) lb. .25 (S, .35

(^Isonite <<"• -tO.OO @
Glue, high grade lb. .40 & .70

medium '*. 30 (3 .40

low grade lb. .18 (a .28

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .56 (a .58

Graphite, flake (40O pound bbl.) lb. Nominal
amorphous lb. Nominal

Green oxide ot chromium (casks) Ib. .80 @ .85

Ground glass (fine) lb. Nominal
Hexametlivlcne Tetramine (powdered) lb. .75 ® .80

Indian red, reduced grades lb. .04^ @ .075^

pure lb. 09 @ .10

Infusorial earth, powdered Ion 60.00

bolted ton 65.00 @70.00

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades Ib, .02'/i@ .05

red, pure, bright Ib. .12 @ .14

red, excelsior lb. .18 @
Ivory, black lb. .06 @ .10

Lampblack lb. .05 @ .12

Lead, red oxide of Ib. .11 @ .115^
sublimed blue lb. .09^@
sublimed white i*. .09!4@
white, basic carbonate , Ib. .09^® .10}4

white, basic sulphate Ib. .09^@
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) Ib. Nominal

Lime, flour '6. .01^® .02

Litharge, domestic lb. .10J4@ -H
English Ib, .12 @ .13

sublimed lb. .10J4@
Litbopone, imported Ib, .10 @ .14

domestic lb. .06'^@ .07

Beckton white (carloads) ib. Nominal
Magnesia, carbonate lb. .11 @ .13

calcined, heavy Ib. .10"^@ .11

heavy. Thistle Brand Ib. .12 @
light lb, .45 @ .50

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 60.00 @70.00
Mica, powdered lb. .QiVi® .05

Mineral rubber lb. .02 @ .05

"M. R. X." »oii 100.00 @
"Genasco" (carloads) ton Nominal
"I'ioneer" ton Nominal
"Richmond Brand" Ib. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 @
"Rubrax" ton Nominal

Naphtha, stove easoline (steel bbls.) gal. .24 @
66@ 68" degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .29 @
68@70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .30 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .21 9

Oil, aniline Ib. .32 @
corn, refined (Argo) cti*. 16.51 @
linseed (bbl.) gal, 1.21 @
palm lb. .UVi® .15

paraffin gal. Nominal
pine (cases) gal. .58 @
rapeseed, blown gal. 1.35 @ 1.40

rosin gal. .37 @ .67

tar (cases) gal. .22 @
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange lb. 2.50 @

Orange mineral, domestic lb, .13 @ .15

Paragol (carloads) cat. .11 @ .14

Petrolatum lb. .05!/2(a

Petroleum grease lb. .03J^@
Pine solvent ,.t"°.°'.
Pine tar bbl. Nominal
Pitch, burgundy lb. Nominal

coal tar bbl. 4.50 @
pine tar lb. Nominal

Plaster of Paris lb. 1.50 (3 1.70

Prussian blue lb. .75 @ .90

Pumice stone, powdered (bbls) lb. .03 @ .04

Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. None
granulated Ib. None
fused i ,..../b. None

Rosin (500 pound bbls.), @ 280 lbs bbl. 5.95 @8.50
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02J4@ .04

Rubber black lb. .06 (3

Rubber substitute, black lb. .09'Afa! .135^

white lb. .14 (g) .18

brown lb. .13'A@ .18

Rubhide •• -35 @ ^^
Shellac, fine orange ">. .63 @ .65

Silex (silica) ton 24.00 (335.00

Soaostone, powdered ton .12 @ .15

Starch, corn, powdered cwt. 4.97 (3

bulphur chloride (drums) lb. .08 (3 .0954

Sulphur, flour, velvet, brand (carloads) cwt. 2.90 (3 2.95

Bergenpoit flour cwt. 2.85 @ 3.25

Talc, American ton 12.00 (320.00

French ">" 24.00 (335.00

ToluoL pure gal. 1.75 @ 2.00

Tripolite earth, powdered i ton 60.00 (3

bolted ton 60.00 <S>

Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal. .51 (3 .51^^

wood gal. .48 @
Venice gal. .18 (3 .20

Ultramarine blue lb. .25 (3 .45

Vermilion [b. .70 @ .80

Chinese lb, .95 @ 1.00

English lb. 2.00 (3

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .58 @ .62

ceresin, white lb. .12 (3 .20

carnauba '?• -36 § .55

ozokerite, black lb. .55 @ .60

green lb. .75 (3 .78

montan '? -33 @ .35

paraffin, refined 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .09 @
123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .09^4(3

128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .lO'A®
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .12 @
yellow, 124/126 m. p. (bbls.) lb. .07 'A@

Whiting, Alba <^«*- JOO @ 125
commercial cwt. 1.00 e
gilders ..cvrt. 1.00 (S> 1.25

Paris, white, American cwt. 1.25 @
Enelisli cliffstone lb- .015^2(3 02

Wocd pulp XXX (carloads) 'o" „N°""°*'
,

Yellow ochre '*• ,-2^'^2 °'*

india rubber • lb- 1.50 ®
Zinc oxide, American process, horsehead brand ._ .,»

"XX red" f. o. b. factory Ib. .10 (8

"special" f. o. b. factory /(>. .lO'/i®

French process, red «al f. o. b. factory Ib. .15^(3
reen seal . . f. o. b. factory Ib. .15 s s (3

white aeal .. f. o. b. factory lb. .16' 3(3

Zinc substitutes '"« 30.00 @
Zinc sulphide, pure '*• Nominal
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THE RUBBER INDUSTRY BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR
AND NOW.

TN entering the European war the United States has

1 reached another great turning point in her na-

tional career. The part she is about to take in \.h>:

struggle for world democracy surpasses even her stand

against slavery and secession, far reaching as were

the effects of our Civil war. But America is in-

finitely better prepared to do its bit today indus-

trially, if not at once in a military wa}', and. happily,

that meets the first needs of our allies.

Because of the necessity for rubber in warfare a

comparison of the facts then and now. is of the great-

est interest.

In 1860 the value of rubber goods manufactured
' in the United States was $5,642,700. The capital in-

vested in 27 companies totaled $3,534,000; the cost of "^

raw material $3,056,360; the number of factory hands

employed was 2,768, and their annual wages amounted

to $794,570. The industry was then centered in the

eastern states'' and 40 per cent of the entire product

was made in Connecticut. New ' Jersey, New York.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island ranked next in or-

der.

Factories have since sprung up in half the States

of the Union. New England still continues to be the

rubber footwear center, but the development of the

motor car has built up a still greater center in the

Middle West devoted to tires and miscellaneous rub-

ber goods. In 1914, after 54 years, the rubber industry

has increased approximately 100 times. The value of

manufactured rubber goods for that year was $300,-

994,000. The capital invested in 342 establishments

totaled $267,671,000; the cost of raw material $163,-

035,000; the number of factory hands emj)loyed was
74,022 and their annual wages amounted to $44,168.-

000. To this should be added 14,712 salaried officers

of corporations and employes who receive $16,278,000

annually, making a total of 88,734 persons receiving

$60,446,000.

As the population of the United States at the out-

break of the European war had about trebled since

1860 and our exports of manufactured rubber goods

had increased approximately ten times, while the total

value of our rubber products had multiplied nearly

one hundred fold, it is evident that not far from 70

per cent of the increased business has been due to

new applications of rublier, notably tires, and more
general use of rubber articles of many sorts.

Of course, the figures given represent only the

manufacture of rubber goods and do not show its re-

markable growth vmder the stimulus of the war. They
do not include the many importers of crude rubber,

or of foreign manufactured goods which amounted

to $1,415,362, the scrap dealers and reclaimers, who
did a $12,500,000 business, the fabric, chemical, ma-

chinery and other firms entirely dependent upon the

rubber industry for an outlet for their product, nor the

armv of retailers engaged in the distribution and sale

of rubber goods. The statement has been made that

1.000.000 persons depend upon the rubber industry

for a livelihood, and while the number is startling -the

infinite ramifications of the industry make it seem

plausible.

Statistics show that exports of domestic rubber

manufactures for the fiscal year 1916 amounted to

$35,180,096, or nearly three times those of 1914.

Crude rubber imports during the fiscal year 1916 were

slightly over 70 per cent in quantity and 100 per cent

in value greater than in 1914, so that if the value of

American rubber products for 1914 was $300,994,000

it might be conservatively estimated at $600,000,000 for

1916 with every indication of a substantial increase diu--

ing the present year.
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THE PROPOSED RUBBER WAR TAXES.

IT is dif'ticult to understand why llic proposed war tax

liill singles out automobile tires and tubes for a 5 per

cent levy not imposed upon other rulibel" manufactures.

This means that for war revenue purposes one-third of

the rubber product has been classed with liquors, tobacco,

amusement tickets and other luxuries. Jt means further

that as crude rubber, like all other imports, will be sub-

ject to a flat impost of 10 per cent, tires and tui)es must

pay double taxes.

The rubber trade as represented by the Legislative

Committee of the Rubber Association is advocating a

continuance of free rubber and a 5 per cent war tax on

all rubber manufactures as being more equitable and rais-

ing more revenue than the bill as it now stands. This

arrangement, based on 1916 figures, would yield $30,000,-

000 as against $26,517,000, which would result from a 10

per cent duty on the $164,517,000 crude rubber imports

and a 5 per cent tax on the $200,000,000 tire product.

INDIA RUBBER NOT OBSOLETE.

A RECENT pronunciamento from a committee

that is working upon a "Glossary of terms

used in the Rubber Industry" will hardly appeal to the

scholarly members of the trade. It reads "India-Rub-

ber: An obsolete term for rubber.'" That the term is

not obsolete as far as the best literature of the trade

is concerned is :iot even open to argument.

In "Lectures on India Rubber," edited by David

Spence, Ph.D., F.I.C., 1909, occurs the following which

is certainly authoritative : The" word india rubber,

which is still almost exclusively used in English, was

first applied, etc.

Furthermore, it can hardly become obsolete because of

its value as a term that admits of no confusion or miscon-

ception. Leading lexicographers defining india rubber,

sometimes giving preference to the word caoutchouc,

cite but one substance, the elastic gum that is the

basis of the great industry that bears its name.

We append a few definitions of india rubber

:

Webster's International Dictionary : A tough elas-

tic substance obtained from the milky juice of various

tropical plants.

Standard Dictionary : A soft, flexible and very elas-

tic substance derived from the milky sap of various

tropical plants.

Century Dictionary : An elastic gummy substance,

the coagulated milky juice of various plants.

Encyclopaedia Britannica : The chief constituent of

the milky juice or latex furnished by a number of dif-

ferent trees, shrubs and vines.

Appleton's Encyclopaedia : The inspissated juice or

sap of several species of plants of the families Euphor-

biaceae, Moraccae, Artocarpaceae, and Apocynaccac.

Carl Otto Weber, Ph. D. : The product of the

coagulation of the milky juices (emulsion) of a large

number of trees, creepers and shrubs, comparable in

this respect to the oils and more particularly the ter-

penes.

heligmann, Torrhilon and Falconnct : A hydrocar-

bide of vegetable origin extracted from the juice se-

creted by the protoplasm of so-called primordial

cellular tissue of a great number of trees, shrubs and

vines, climbers or vine weeds of hot countries.

Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry : The
hydrocarbon which occurs in the form of minute globules

in the milky juice or latex of many tropical plants.

India Rubber World : A tough elastic substance, the

product of coagulation of the milky juice or latex of

various tropical trees, shrubs and vines.

These refer and will always refer to one substance only.

On the other hand the word rubber, as defined by
the same lexicographers, has the following meanings all

in common use

:

(1) One who or that which rubs.

(a) An instrument or thing used in rubbing, polish-
ing or cleaning.

(b) A coarse file or the rough part of a file.

(c) A whetstone : a rubstone.
(d) An eraser usually made of caoutchouc.
(e) The cushion of an electrical machine.
(f) One who performs massage.
(g) Something that chafes or annoys.

(2) The odd game when there is a tie as a rubber of whisi.

(3) Stretching or craning in inquisitive observation, also
rubber neck (common slang).

(4) An overshoe made of india rubber.

(5) India Rubber: caoutchouc.

Thus, it would seem that india rubber for exact usage

is bound to persist. The word rubber with eleven mean-

ings as an equivalent, a secondary term for the sake of

brevity, will also continue in use, but as a supplanter,

despite its common use, it is not specific nor exact.

Radical changes without good reason are always to

be avoided. If, however, the best term is sought, why
not call it gum elastic? This was Goodyear's choice

and is completely descriptive, and likely to be applied

to no other substance.

i

GERMAN PATENTS AND THE WAR.

IN the event of prolonged hostilities, it is probable that

the United States will do much as England has done.

For example, it is perfectly possible that German
patents in the United States will be cancelled. This

would interest the dye people greatly. It would also in-

terest the chemical concerns and the rubber laboratories,

for it would release for manufacture many accelerators on

which we now pay royalty to German owners.

A THRILL RUNS THROUGH US WHEN WE RE.-\D THAT

Hoover as food dictator will serve without compensa-

tion. And we should be thrilled at such patriotism. In-

cidentally we might well utilize a thrill or two in appre-

ciating what men in our own trade are doing without pay.

Thomas Robins, H. Stuart Hotchkiss, George B. Hodg-

man, F. A. Seiberling, A. H. Marks, F. C. Hood, David

Spence and others are doing important and exhaustive

work for Uncle S v i with no thought of compensation of

anv sort.
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The Rubber Industry Is "Doing Its Bit."

MANUFACTURERS of rubber goods were among the first

to place their entire facilities at the disposal of the Gov-

ernment for war preparation. Because of the importance

of rubber products in national defense the leading factories in

several lines are already turning out large quantities of many

materials with which to equip the great armies soon to be raised

by selective conscription. Companies so engaged have placed the

national welfare above profit or material advantage and are

giving first attention to Government requirements at nominal

profits. Several companies are now at work on dirigibles for

use by the aviation corps.

Quite aside from this wholehearted and important work of

equipment, many firms and their employes have engaged in addi-

tional patriotic enterprises of many sorts. So varied are these

wholesome activities that the disposition of the rubber industry

as a whole "to do its bit" becomes evident.

SECURING ADEQUATE RAW MATERIALS.

A notable committee, of which Bernard M. Baruch is chairman,

has been chosen to work in cooperation with the Council of

National Defense in superintending the production of raw ma-

terials for the war at fair prices. Each material will be in charge

of a sub-committee, its chairman being a member of the central

committee. H. Stuart Hotchkiss, president of the General Rub-

ber Co., and first vice-president of Th« Rubber Association of

America, Inc., is chairman of the rubber committee, which also

includes A. H. Marks, Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

;

Frederick C. Hood, Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachu-

setts.

Further, it is reported that Dr. D. Spence, vice-president and

general superintendent of the Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co.,

Norwalk, Connecticut, has been appointed chairman of the Com-
mittee on Rubber of the National Research Council of Washing-

ton ; this council formed by authority of the President of the

United States for safeguarding and developing all scientific

knowledge of the country for war purposes.

PROVIDING FOR WAR DEPENDENTS.

Most firms are disposed to provide in some fair manner for the

dependent families of enlisted men, and the desirability of some

uniform system has resulted in a committee of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States to study the matter and make
recommendations. F. A. Seiberling, president of the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, is chairman.

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENTS.

Several rubber companies have recently adopted a pension plan

of retirement as a reward for long, continuous and faithful

service. The United States Rubber Co. now takes the lead in

announcing that absence for military service will not constitute

a break in the continuity of employment on the pension records.

The pension committee, appointed by the Board of Directors

May 3, consists of the following : Homer E. Sawyer, chairman,

James Newton Gunn, Ernest Hopkinson, H. Stuart Hotchkiss,

Theodore Whittelsey, F.lisha S. Williams, and Kennedy M.
Thompson, secretary.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co: has announced that all

employes enlisting for military duty in either arm of the Govern-
ment service will have tlieir positions kept open for them until

their return.

The Dryden Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois, will pay to any em-
ploye who may enlist for active service the difference between
the army wage and the average earnings while in the factory.

The United States Rubber Co. has turned over to the Gov-
ernment a portion of its ground floor salesroom at Broadway and

Fifty-eighth street, New York City, for a recruiting office, and
its location is a most advantageous one for the purpose.

ENLISTMENTS FOR ACTIVE SERVICE.

Military drill in many establishments has resulted in thousands

of patriotic enlistments in the regular army or navy, the National

Guard, Reserve, and Home Guard.

Over 160 employes of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, intend to enlist and 30 have already

done so. A uniformed Home Guard is also being organized.

George E. Hall, vice-president, and J. W. Fellows, factory man-
ager, are members of the Public Safety Committee, and James H.

O'Brien, superintendent, has joined the Home Guard.

Several employes of the Bucyrus Rubber Co., Bucyrus, Ohio,

will enter some branch of military service. C. P. Mader, secre-

tary, is a captain in the Quartermaster Officers Reserve Corps,

and chairman of the military committee of the Bucyrus Chamber
of Commerce.

Military drill during working hours has been established for

150 young men in the employ of The Cupples Co.. St. Louis,

Missouri.

Arthur H. Leavitt, assistant sales manager of the motor truck

tire department of The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has

resigned that office, having been appointed captain in the Quarter-
master's Reserve Corps, and has already reported for duty at

Fort Sam Houston, Te.xas.

Drew McKenna, for IS years with The B. F. Goodrich Co.,

Akron, and later with Charles E. Wood, rubber broker, New
York City, has received his commission as lieutenant of the Of-
ficers Reserve Corps, and is now on duty at Plattsburg.

Two sons of H. A. Astlett, the New York rubber importer,
are serving in France with the Harjes-Norton section of the

American Ambulance Corps. Hugh S. Astlett has been there
since January and Eric A. Astlett sailed in .^pril.

E. W. Dunbar, superintendent of the Apsley Ruljber Co., Hud-
son, Massachusetts, is chairman of the local Public Safety Com-
mittee. The Apsley factory has been placed at the disposal of

the Government.

Classes in military training have been arranged by The Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, giving all employes an
opportunity to drill under the direction of ex-army officers.

P. J. Kennedy and R. T. Riddington, of The Fisk Rubber Co.,

Des Moines, Iowa, are giving lessons in tire repair to members of
the National League for Women's Service. These classes are
being well attended.

THE RESERVE OF SKILLF.D MEN.

In order to insure the services of skilled men in manufactur-
ing material for military use, a nation-wide canvass of the in-

dustrial resources of the country has been conducted by the

Naval Consulting Board. Thousands of m6n have enlisted in the

Reserve and pledged themselves to work at their respective

trades for the Government whenever called upon to do so.

Among those so listed may be mentioned 2,000 employes, 400
shop men and 40 in the testing room, engineering and office forces

of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
A. W. Berresford, general manager, is a member of the Naval
Consulting Board.

Fully 1,000 employes of The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio,
have also joined the Reserve.

M0BILI7.\TION FACILITIES.

The employes of the h'isk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massa-
chusetts, have offered their 45-acre athletic field for mobilization

purposes, and the company will provide another field for their

use elsewhere.
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The touring bureau of The B. F. Goodrich Co. has carefully

mapped, logged and guide-posted every important road in the

United States and this is considered an important factor in case

of need of rapid transportation of troops and supplies.

RED CROSS SCPI'ORT.

With tlie financial support and cooperation of the otficials of

the Tyer Rubber Co., Andover, Massachusetts, every department

of the factory is now sending a substantial contribution to the

Red Cross. Mention is made elsewhere in this number of the

enthusiastic meeting at Akron, Ohio, at which Captain E. E.

Buckleton told of his experience at the front. It is reported that

over 1,500 persons joined this society in .Akron within the last

two months.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has given

to the Medical Corps a fully equipped ambulance, to be kept at

the Corps headquarters in Springfield, Massachusetts.

I-XGREASIXG FOOD PRODUCTION.

Realizing that the production of an adequate supply of food

for America and the nations allied with us in the war against

Germany is one of the most serious problems with which we have

to deal at the present time, a problem upon the successful solu-

tion of which largely depends the result of the war, many firms

are heartily responding to President Wilson's appeal. .A potato

census conducted by a well-known traveling man shows that 90

per cent of the factories in the rubber and allied trades are

adding big garden plots for their help.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, has

ploughed and cultivated 60 acres surrounding the plant and turned

it over to employes for vegetable gardens. Each employe will

plant and care for his own section and receive the produce or

profit therefrom.

The Dupont Rubber Co., Fairfield, Connecticut, is having five

acres of land plowed where corn and potatoes are to be cultivated.

The crops will be sold to the factory employes at cost.

The Van Cleef Brothers, Chicago, Illinois, are offering vacant

laud adjacent to the factory to their employes for individual

gardens.

The Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree, Massa-

chusetts, has plowed and harrowed a portion of its vacant land

for allotment to employes for cultivation. Much seed has been

distributed free and still more furnished at reduced cost.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. is furnishing plots for its em-

ployes to cultivate.

The BeSaw Tire & Rubber Co., Hartville, Ohio, has given the

use of SO building lots to its employes for gardening.

Several hundred acres of ground owned by The Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, not immediately needed for build-

ing purposes, have been placed under intensive cultivation, the

principal crops being potatoes, navy beans, wheat, corn, peas, etc.

Employes preferring this sort of outdoor work for the growing

season will be housed in temporary bunk structures. The com-

pany is also encouraging home gardens wherever possible. At

the Goodyear Cotton Mills, Goodyear, Connecticut, the company

offers to plow all gardens worked by employes, free of charge.'

Employes of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, will raise potatoes this spring on

75 garden plots 50 feet square. The company has plowed the

land and the shop gardeners are buying their fertilizer and

potatoes on a cooperative plan.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls. Massachusetts, will plant

6 acres to raise garden truck for use in the company's cafeteria.

USEFUL VACATIONS IN AGRICULTUKAU DEFENSE SERVICE.

Under the slogan of "Practical Patriotism" the Food Problem

Committee of The Merchants' Association of New York is con-

ducting a highly commendable campaign of enlistment for agri-

cultural defense service in which both laborers and employers are

being encouraged to cooperate.

To prevent the possibility of famine next year the world is

depending upon American farmers to grow the greatest staple

food crops in the history of the nation. Farmers have the land,

but lack the necessary labor for planting and harvesting. In

most factories, however, are many able-bodied men who lived

upon farms in their youth and so are experienced in farm work.

Employers are being encouraged to release such men for periods

of two or four weeks during the crop season with whole or part

pay, transportation and a guarantee of their former positions on
their return. Not only is this a much needed and patriotic serv-

ice to the nation, but self-interest of employers and employes

alike should make it clear that abundant crops are essential to

prevent excessive food prices and consequent abnormal labor

costs which will eventually be felt by everybody in the higher

cost of commodities of all sorts. Another aspect of the scheme

is also worthy of consideration. Such a period of service, though

it means laborious work, provides a change of environment,

healthful country air and outdoor activity which cannot fail to

benefit any factory worker. It is, indeed, a useful vacation, and

one which undoubtedly many rubber workers are well qualified

to enjoy.

F.\nRIC. WE.WERS IN LINE.

.''it its annual meeting held at the Copley-Plaza, Boston, Massa-

chusetts, the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers re-

solved through a special committee to cooperate in all practicable

ways with the food board of the Council of National Defense

and the Committee of Public Safety of Massachusetts and other

states in the work already undertaken or to be undertaken by

these bodies, and to impress upon its members the desirability

and importance of their encouraging and helping their employes

to cultivate garden plots to supply their own needs at least in

part.

TRITE THRIFT.

S. W. Straus, president of the .American Society for Thrift,

points out that misguided thrift, better descriljed as indiscriminate

tight-fistedness, is no less a menace at this critical juncture than

wastefulness and extravagance. Thrift must be constructive, not

destructive, and to stop the wheels of industry through too great

deflection from the usual modes of living would be a calamity.

Every, individual should do his part to keep money in normal

circulation, as it furnishes uses for capital and employment for

labor. Economic hardships will be minimized if each person is

governed by common sense, prudence and foresight, making

legitimate expenditures as usual, avoiding extravagance, and

particularly eliminating w'astefulness in foodstuffs, because on

us rests the responsibility of feeding our allies.

Employes of labor should be courageous and confident in the

knowledge that the greater share of our participation in the war

must be economic and that the billions being raised for war pur-

poses will eventually revert to the pockets of the people, most

of our foreign loans also being immediately spent in this country.

America continues to enjoy the greatest period of material pros-

perity it has ever known.

FLOATING THE "LUiERTY LOAN."

The Indl\ Rubber World is numbered among the leading

trade journals of the country, covering nearly every line of busi-

ness, which are cooperating with the Government by devoting

free editorial and advertising publicity to the promotion of

projects for the public good, and particularly in floating the

"Liberty Loan."

The time has come for all to serve, and every person whose

plain duty lies in continuing his ordinary labors can best "do his

bit" financially. Every man, woman and child who can do so

should buy at least one Government bond. Not only will it be

of assistance in furthering the cause of human rights, but it is a

good, safe investment as well and paying a fair rate of interest.

Rubber and allied houses are already performing a patriotic

service by calling meetings of their employes, explaining the de-
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tails of the loan and securing subscriptions. In some cases

the firm negotiates the number of bonds required and gives

each person the privilege of paying in ten monthly instalments

of $10 each, interest on the necessary money being covered in

part by the interest^borne by the bond. This encourages savings

for the future .and stimulates individual thrift.

The Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts, is doing still

better, and has taken active leadership in encouraging other

similar firms to take up the matter. At the request of Alfred L.

-viken, governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,

Frederic C. Hood is representing the rubber industry on a

committee composed of representative New England manufac-
turers which is promoting the sale of Liberty Loan bonds as a

public duty. Mr. Hood has worked out a plan of campaign for

his own factor\' with printed subscription forms, advertising mat-

ter descriptive of the bond issue and the desirability of participat-

ing, and a plan enabling every employe to invest on easy payments.

Under this plan the company negotiates the total number of

bonds required and operatives pay $2 down and $2 a week for 24

weeks for each $50 bond, the firm assuming the interest on the

necessary money and the investor having the entire interest ac-

cruing on the bond. Financial experts have addressed the Hood
operatives on the importance and benefits of investing weekly

savings in this manner.

About 275 letters have been sent to rubber and allied firms in

the first Federal district of New England, enclosing samples of

the printed matter and urging them to adopt the same or a

similar plan, organizing the sale under the direction of one man
in each factory, who will devote his time to this work until the

closing date, June IS. Each firm will, of course, deal directly

with the Federal Reserve Bank, the only interest of the Hood
Rubber Co. being patriotic cooperation with the government and

a desire to tabulate the results accomplished. Many favorable

replies are being received and the project promises to be suc-

cessful.

A list passed around the general ofiices of The B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio, received over 100 signatures of persons obli-

gating themselves to buy Liberty bonds, and since then many
employes in all departments have added their names to the list.

The Fisk Rubber Co. has notified all employes who wish to pur-

chase these bonds, that it will loan 80 per cent of such sub-

scriptions, allowing payment to be made at 2 per cent per week.

Two Years in England in War Time.
By Arthur E. Friswell.

WHEN war broke out I was living in Bermuda, taking a

semi-rest from over 20 years of strenuous work in rub-

ber manufacturing. Only a 'semi-rest because amongst

other light occupations I was the agent for David Moseley &
Sons, Limited, of Manchester, England, over whose tire de-

partment at their factory in Manchester I had been manager

some years previously. The war stopped practically everything

in Bermuda except the climate, which, I am informed, still con-

tinues "almost ideal. and undisturbed. Wishing to re-engage in

rubber work after my rest, and thinking that there would be

plenty of openings in England, I went there. Theoretically,

there should have been any amount of scope. Actually, there

was. and is not. Almost every rubber factory came under gov-

ernment control early in the war, the government taking the

bulk of the output for military and naval needs. It was useless

for tnanufacturing firms to pay traveling expenses to secure

orders which they could not execute, yet most firms have valued

representatives whom they do not wish to lose, and they have

been given temporary office, staiT or departmental positions for

the duration of the war ; hence a surplus of staff. Many of the

actual operatives, the actual producers, enlisted ; many rushed

into better paid government munition work. Hence a shortage

of labor and an altogether anomalous condition of affairs.

Firms which had started to build, were compelled to leave

foundations and walls as they were, for want of builders and

of building materials. Meanwhile. x\merican manufacturers with

well-stocked warehouses in Great Britain reaped a temporary

harvest, as they were permitted to secure and execute orders

denied to the British manufacturer. Government work pays

well. and. while it lasts, the British manufacturer has no cause

for grumbling ; but, it cannot last indefinitely, and British firms

soon realized the danger of their home market slipping away

from them. Restrictions of importations, particularly of motor-

cars and their accessories, quickly hit the foreign competitor.

It is safe to say that the war has opened the eyes of British

manufacturers tn the weaknesses of their one-sided free trade

theory more than the previous 20 years or so of tariff reform

propaganda, and more than another 20 years of such propa-

ganda by itself would have done.

The Imperial Conference recently held in London between

members of the British Cabinet and British Colonial Premiers

is hailed as welding the hitlierto loose links of Empire, yet only

a few years prior to the war, when such a conference was sug-

gested, Winston Churchill, speaking for the government as a

responsible cabinet minister, said that "The door was locked,

bolted and barred" against what was regarded by the govern-

ment as a purely fantastic suggestion. So has the sledge-hammer

fact of war changed opinions and theories. When the Chamber
of Commerce of Manchester, the very home of free trade, passed

a resolution by an overwhelming majority throwing free trade

overboard, that policy of buy cheap, regardless of real cost, went
into the limbo of things lost.

This is not an academic discussion. It directly affects Ameri-
can manufacturers who desire to secure or retain a share in

the markets of Great Britain, and I am firmly convinced that

they can do so hereafter only by actually manufacturing in

Great Britain. This I think they can do successfully. With
their alert methods, their greater willingness to change and im-

prove processes, their more generous conception of wage paying

and their more elastic idea of interchange of ideas than the

very good, but very conservative Britisher holds. Great Britain

should be a very profitable field for the American manufacturer,

and the British manufacturer would not resent such competition

waged on his own ground, employing British labor and paying

British taxes fairly and squarely with himself. All this is, of

course, for the war after the war.

For some months I represented an English rubber firm in

their Sheffield branch, and a few months ago cutlery manufac-

turers there were almost begging for what they term razor scales,

which are the coverings for razor handles and for knife and

fork handles, these coverings being made of ebonite, or hard

rubber. The supply was then extremely limited, the demand
practically unlimited. Materials previously used for the purpose

—bone, ivory, fiber, etc.—were almost unobtainable. I cannot

say to what extent the recent restrictions of cargoes might af-

fect the export from this country, but I know that such ebonite

articles were (and probably still are) urgently wanted. Some
of the largest makers of cutlery were eager to place contracts

for three years to cope with government orders alone.

Pending consultations with some of the leading rubber firms

in Great Britain, I engaged in war work in various parts of the

country, and came into direct contact witli the quiet, but very
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(letcrniined war spirit and its actual productive activities. 1 he

deadly, thorough earnestness, the utter carelessness of cost, is

remarkable. The output is staggering, literally prodigious.

Great Britain is one vast arsenal. Scarcely a village, town or

city possessing a workshop or *any half-way suitable machinery

is not working day and night to feed the insatiable mouth of

war. And all, under a deceptively superficially calm exterior.

The British have tackled the job as though it were to last for-

ever, and that is their temperament. The ingenuity and efficiency

of American machinery is everywhere in striking evidence. For

years prior to the war, there was conflict between capital and

labor. The one paying as little, the other doing as little as

possible. The war has given labor the upper hand. It is de-

cidedly the "top dog." As Minister of Munitions, Lloyd George

gave to the trades unions practically all they demanded, includ-

ing rates for work which may be increased, but cannot be re-

duced, and members of trades unions are reveling in such pros-

perity as they never expected. In many directions wages paid

now are as much in excess of actual value received as prior to

the war they were inadequate.

Female labor has come into its own at a bound, women are doing

men's work and doing it well in every imaginable direction, in

workshops, on the farms, as postmen, railway workers, van

drivers, window cleaners, clerks—at almost everything, in fact.

I am not sufficiently conversant with industrial and political

economy to forecast the results after the war, but anyone with

half an eye can see that the suffragettes have won by sheer

merit, and that woman will never again be relegated to the

cramped industrial conditions of pre-war times.

When Tommy exchanges his rifle and bayonet for the tools

of his proper trade, there will be trouble to tax statesmanship

before a modus z-izcndi is found, and the hide-bound conservatism

of British capital and the "ca-canny" silliness of British labor

will both have to yield to some sort of mutual understanding

more nearly approaching national common sense.

I have seen Zeppelins plying their devilish trade and the after-

results, which were reported quite truthfully, ofiicially, as of "no

military importance," but the damage, aside from military im-

portance, was very real. I saw one brought down in two parts

in flames. It was a good display of fire works and produced

just about the same effect on the very unemotional crowd which

witnessed it. I do not think any more of them will visit the

British Isles. Their visits and their reception are rather too

costly. The English are an extremely patient, dogged people,

and after two years with them one is compelled to feel that they

possess the quality to win. They feel very grateful to the

United States, and I do not think they could have sent to the

people and to the government of this country a finer exponent

of themselves than Mr. Balfour. I have had the pleasure of

meeting him \Yhile I was working in Northeast Manchester, for

which constituency he was then member of Parliament. A ripe

scholar, a preeminent statesman, a sincere polished gentleman.

My return crossing on the "St. Paul" was without incident,

except that there were aboard the survivors of officers and

crews of four American vessels that had been either torpedoed

or shelled in South .^merican waters, in the Mediterranean and

off the coast of Scotland. Their experiences had not perceptibly

affected their spirits, although some had spent 30 hours in open

boats. They are going to sea again as usual Some of them

perhaps once too often. Neither they nor the British sailors

I have met attempt to minimize the U-boat, but all feel that

invention will beat invention and very soon, and there are rather

more than official hints to that effect.

the Allies in the Caucasus. After discussing the general con-

struction of the cars used, he describes the special tires. These

were band tires with cylindrical air chambers and were of special

breadth and thickness, which, besides permitting quick running,

prevented skidding in case of punctures. The tires also had the

added advantage, that they could stand overloading of the

trucks.

CAPTAIN BUCKLETON TALKS.

SPECIAL TIRES TOR MILITARY TRANSPORT.

In a recent contribution to a German motor paper, an authority

on motor vehicles expresses his admiration of the transport

ors-anizatinns which contributed so much towards the success of

pAPTAIN ERNEST E. BUCKLETON, known to the rubber

^^ trade of two continents, at the urgent solicitation of the Red

Cross has been induced to talk of his experiences at the front.

-\t a great and enthusiastic

niceting in Akron he said in part

:

It was one of those "quiet days
on the western front" you read
~(i much about in the dispatches.
I lutside of a continuous cannon-
ading, and uninterrupted rifle fir-

ing, interspersed with a few
trench bombs and minor trifles

if that sort, it was a beautifully

ptaceful end of a perfect day.

I hen something happened— it

u asn't until some time after that

1 discovered just what it was
that did happen. I do know
that the universe seemed to he
filled with an overwhelming,
crushing sound. Chaos describes

it as nearly as any mortal word.
I felt myself soaring aloft

ann'd a volcano of rocks and dirt

and things that had once been
men. Then I came down and a

Captain Ernest E. Buckleton. continent seemed to be shower-
ing on top of me.

I suppose they must have dug. me out. The next I knew I

was in a hospital bed with one of those angels of mercy caring
for me. There were deep dark rings about her eyes—^I after-

ward found that she had hardly sat down in 48 hours—but there

was a smile on her lips and a cheery, bucking word for me.
And I must have been a pretty horrible looking specimen, too,

what with my heart and stomach all distended out of human
shape, and my face that rotten green from the poisoned gas
fumes.

Bless those Red Cross nurses, with their brave hearts and
their souls too big for their bodies! In all the time I was in the

hospital I never heard a murmur of complaint. They were always
ready with a smile, a little joke, a cheery greeting, or some
tender ministration ; and this in spite of the fact that they were
working, many of thein. 24 hours a day, amid scenes of horror
that beggar description—laboring over men so frightfully muti-
lated that seasoned army surgeons turned sick.

Your American Red Cross nurses and workers have done
wonders. Without them we would have had a tough bit of a

time getting along. Your American hospital in Paris is the most
efficient of all the war hospitals and your surgeons are marvels.

Not the least of the .\merican Red Cross work has been done in

the prison camps of the various countries. They have seen to

it that the prisoners got better food and better housing, and they
have practically eliminated those scourges of prison camps typhus,

typhoid, scurvy and cholera. Every soldier is looking forward
eagerly to the time when tens of thousands more of your plucky

American women will be wearing the familiar habit.

Boost for the Red Cross! Wouldn't you?

Captain Buckleton was enthusiastic over the sending to France

of nine regiments of -\merican railroad engineers. He declared

:

They will be of inestimable service. No one realizes how badly

we need more railroads to transport materials and food to the

front. It will be a fine thing for your new army, too, for these

men will have an opportunity to get hardened to the nerve-rack-

ing task of working under fire, and so be able to help train new
contingents as they arrive.

The moral effect of the Stars and Stripes can't be overesti-

mated. I would like to be present if they decide to send a part

of the contingent through Paris. Talk about an ovation

!

Copy of Index to "Rubber Machinery" will be sent free upon

request.
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Italian Aircraft in the War.

AIRCRAFT activities in warfare are now numerous and
varied. Airplanes examine the battlefields minutely to

discover the enemy's defenses and traps, which are recorded

and mapped photographically. By
means of these records and in conjunc-

tion with kite and captive balloons, ar-

tillery fire is directed and infantry

columns led to victory, while both air-

planes and dirigibles, like cavalry raid-

ing parties in open warfare, often travel

far over enemy territory and find tar-

gets for bombs along communication

lines and in supply depots.

Balloons of every sort have been of

inestimable value in the unique moun-

tain warfare being waged by Italy,

while airplanes are employed in great

numbers as on every European battle

front. Several dififerent types of air-

planes are in use, each to perform its

special task. There are Farman and

Voisin machines for reconnoissance,

Caproni machines for bombardment.

Farman and Caudron types for artillery

squadrons, and light, active Nieuport

machines for fighting and pursuing hos-

tile aircraft, while hydroplanes are used

at sea.

The well-known firm of Pirelli & Co.,

Milan, Italy, enjoys a practical mono-
poly of all rubber manufactures for the

Italian Government, has turned out large numbers of captive

balloons for the army, and also supplied considerable quantities

of balloon and airplane fabrics to the allied countries. In this

great establishment, one of the largest in Europe and employing

several thousand persons, the directors of the business are known
for their progres-

sive tendencies in

experiment-
ing with new rub-

bers, machinery

and processes.

There is probably

no article of ruli-

ber, gutta percha,

asbestos or bala-

ta which is not

made to-day by

Pirelli & Co.

Tires, footwear,

soles, waterproof

fabrics, surgical,

sporting and hard

rubber goods are

all important
lines, and thi.s

firm was the first

in Europe to

compete with

England in rub-

ber thread and

the making and

laying of s u b-

marine cables.

It.^lian Captive Balloon Ascending

WoRKixc FnRrp. of Pirli.i.i & Co.. Milan

Thousands of miles of cables have been laid for the Italian and
Spanish Governments and the maintenance of many laid by

England has been assumed. Power cables over the Andes in

South America, and for distributing

the enormous power at Niagara Falls,

are considered among their most spec-

tacular achievements. To facilitate this

work large branch factories are in

operation at Spezia, Italy, Southamp-
ton, England, and near Barcelona,

Spain. All of this experience fitted

them notably to assist their govern-

ment whA war was declared.

.-\t present the firm's output is chiefly

of a military character and the family

^ which owns and directs it is placing

9 its services unreservedly at the com-
mand of the nation. While Dr. Alberto

Pirelli is under government orders in

charge of Italian army construction

work in his factory, several depart-

ments of which have been militarized,

his three brothers have all joined the

colors. Piero Pirelli, also a managing
partner of the firm, is attached to the

stafif of the commander-in-chief, an-

other brother is in a cavalry regiment

and the third has joined the aviation

corps.

Cooperation and coordination in war
manufacture are now in order as never

before, and as Italy has become an ally of the United States

equally with England, France and Russia, it is likely that the big

rubber companies of America might obtain practical informa-

tion from Pirelli & Co. that would be of great service in the

manufacture of balloons, "blimps" and other dirigibles of larger

size. Dr. Pirelli

visited the United

States for sev-

eral w^ e e k s in

1908, when he

met many of our

leading rubber
men.

It will be re-

membered that
George A. Pirel-

li, one of the

firm, spent sev-

eral months in

the United
States about a

a year ago and

called on the

various supply
and m a c h inery

houses and also

visited the prin-

cipal rubber mills

of the United
States and Cana-

da, returning to

Italy late in the

fall.
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Trapping Dollars.

VALVE SEAT-

VALVE CASING

VALVE

f-COPPEB GASKET

COAL costs money. Its value is based on the big round

American dollar. The ordinary manufacturer runs much

steam into the open air and it is wasted. Every unit of

heat which can be returned to the boiler after the steam has done

its duty is just so much money saved.

Steam traps collect and discharge the hot water of condensa-

tion from any system where steam is used, without allowing

steam to escape, and are cheap and efficient money savers.

Where the hot water of condensation is free from grease or

any other impurities, it is generally returned to the boiler either

directly or indirectly, depending upon 'the system, thus saving

the contained heat. This amounts to the equivalent of approxi-

mately five to ten per cent of the coal butned.

In rubber mill work there is exceptional opportunity for re-

claiming the hot water of condensation, where so much steam

is used for manufacturing purposes, such as in heaters, viil-

canizers, presses, in heating buildings in the winter season, etc.

When a vulcanizer, for example, is located "at a distance from

the boiler more or less trouble will be experienced from con-

densation which comes over with the steam. If this heat-reduc-

ing water is promptly removed by an efficient steam trap there

will be no delay in heating up and the desired pressure will be

maintained with certainty. Thus time is saved and the danger

of flooding the heater eliminated.- Many tires have been under-

cured due to an in-

efficient steam trap

and the consequent

submersion of the

molds in the heater

by water of conden-

sation. 6^1 tS»

This difficulty may J

be overcome by the /r

use of a reliable

steam trap piped to

the main steam suppl\

line at a point where

the accumulated water

will flow to the trap

by gravity and the

trap will, with the aid

of steam pressure,
force the water of

condensation out of

the trap into a receiver or back into the boiler, thus saving the

hot water which otherwise would be allowed to go to waste.

A very common trouble with steam traps is caused by low

places or pockets in the piping system. Water accumulates in

the low spots and is forced through into the trap at intervals,

causing an uneven discharge. Where the quantity of accumulated

water is sufficient and the steam valve in the line is opened

suddenly this water is forced through the pipes at such a high

velocity as to cause a water hammer which is very destructive

to the whole piping system.

The principal traps in use are siphon traps, float traps, bucket

traps and expansion traps. These in turn are sub-divided into

special traps, such as return traps, vacuum traps and others

designed for special purposes.

SIPHOX TR..\PS.

Siphon traps, the simplest, are constructed according to the

well-known siphon loop principle, consisting of two lengths of

PATENTED

Squires Bucket Tr.\p.

Fjc. 2. Strong Tr.\p.

pipe with a return bend. These are used for low-pressure work

and more for controlling pressures within the system than for

discharging under atmospheric pressure. When the pressure

does not rise above 2 or 3 pounds, a trap is used which acts on

the siphon principle, but is constructed on different lines that

permit sinking it in the ground.

It is considered good rubber mill practice to use separate traps

on each unit, particularly the larger machines ; however, a line

of presses operating at the same steam pressure may be satis-

factorily served by a trap on the main steam supply line. Any
well-made trap of proven capacity of cither the float or bucket

type may be used in connection with high-pressure steam. The
former depends

on a float for

operating the

discharge valve,

while in the

latter the buoy-

ancy of a float-

ing bucket is

overcome by the

inflowing water

which opens the

valve within the

bucket when-
ever it is discharged. The following are typical bucket traps.

BUCKET TR.APS.

In conjunction with vulcanizing presses for mold work, the

bucket-type steam trap is generally recommended. If the steam

pressure is the same for each press, it will be possible to operate

several presses on one trap of suitable size, but five presses

operating at 80 pounds and five at 60 pounds, for instance, would

require a separate trap for each group. Sometimes the trap valve

is opened or closed to increase or decrease the circulation speed,

and in" this instance an individual trap is preferable.

In Fig. 1 is shown a sectional view of the well-known Squires

bucket steam trap. It has one inlet, two outlets and tw'o blow-ofif

connections. The pipe connections can be made on either side,

whichever may be most convenient, leaving the other side

plugged, .-^fter installing the trap there should be enough water

in it to float the bucket, as the valve does not seat until the

bucket is up. .^s soon as sufiicient water enters the trap, the

bucket, being buoyant, rises and closes the valve, which is at-

tached to it by the valve

stem. When condensation in

the trap body has reached the

high-water line the bucket

fills and sinks, opening the

valve" W'hich discharges the

water in thg bucket, leaving

enough to insure a perfect

water seal, together with the

condensation in the trap body

through the valve port to the

outlet until it has reached the

low-water line.

-\nother bucket trap, known

as the Strong trap, is shown

in Fig. 2 and, briefly, consists

of an open bucket hinged at one side. When it becomes partly

filled by the water overflow from the trap, it tilts to the right,,

opening the valve located at the top, and the water is discharged

Fig. 3. Stickles Tr.\p.
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Fig 4. Anderson Trap.

from the bucket into a tank from which it is pumped back to the

boiler. This trap will discharge the water twice as many feet

higher than the trap as there are pounds of steam pressure at the

trap.

In the Stickles bucket

trap, shown in Fig. 3, the

water enters the inlet A
through the chamber B,

which contains four ports C
leading into the trap proper.

As the four ports are at the

top of the chamber even

with the top of the bucket,

it is possible to maintain the

water surrounding it at the

full height of the bucket.

The discharge of water into

the trap when it is in operation, or open, is across the top of the

bucket line. This action prevents water that floats in the bucket

from being blown out.

Water and steam upon entering the trap come in contact

with a baffle or separating ring D which throws the water down-

ward and the steam upward, the steam entering the upper port

F. Thus the steam and water are separated as they enter the

trap while the discharge is taking place and water is discharged

instead of steam and water.

The water passes out through the large pipe G in the direc-

tion of the arrows, but sufficient water is left in the bucket when

the valve closes to form a water seal, and steam will not blow

out at the end of the discharge. The force of the water on the

wings of the valve when it is discharging assists in closing the

valve quickly.

The valve rod,

made with a flexible

joint, connects the

valve with the bucket,

the flexible joint al-

lowing the valve to

seat squarely. When
large volumes of

water are to be

handled the trap i<

fitted with doubh-

-ported valves.

FLOAT TRAPS.

Vacuum chamber

dryers, vacuum rotary dryers and fabric dryers used by rubber

manufacturers and reclaimers for drying rubber and fabrics

are generally equipped with float traps. It is necessary to have

an individual trap on the steam line from each separate dryer

;

otherwise there will be back-presssure and the condensation will

not drain properly : moreover, a float trap which has a greater

capacity than is actually needed in order to take care of any

variation, is usually specified.

The Anderson trap shown in Fig. 4 is a typical float trap, and

its operation, briefly described, is as follows :

The condensed water enters the trap at the jioint marked

"Inlet" and when sufficient has accumulated to seal the valve

with at least three or more inches of water, the float then rises

and opens the valve, allowing the condensed water to escape at

just the right rate to take care of the amount entering the trap,

thus maintaining a water seal at all times.

The trap may he connected to several dryers with good re-

sults, provided a uniform steam pressure is maintained at all

times. It is always advisable when making up a connection of

this kind to run the several drips into a large header and attach
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The water is then discharged past the valves and out through

an outlet at the side of the trap, not shown.

The Detroit separating trap illustrated in Fig. 7 differs from the

others in that the working parts are all on the outside and

therefore easy of access and observation. It is not dependent

upon the buoyancy of some hollow float, or the contracting or

expanding of certain parts, but simply upon the weight of the

water in the tank acting against the counter balance weight, to

open and close the outlet valve. There is absolutely nothing

inside the tank. These traps have large capacities and are quick

to act.

EXPANSION TR.APS.

The Sarco, shown in Fig. 8, is a good example of this type

of trap and is recommended for its extreme simplicity, being

operated by an expansiljle fluid that controls the valves.

It consists of a steam pjpe body which can be screwed on

anywhere in a steam main or pipe, occupying very little space

and taking the place of an elbow or bend. In this liody a Sarco

Fig. 8. S-\rco E.xpansion Tr.\p.

cartridge is inserted, containing an easily expansilde fluid op-

erating a corrugated, hermetically sealed, tombac tube, to the

lower end of which is attached a piston, which carries the vahe

head.

The trap is placed in position and the cartridge unscrewed a

few turns. When the steam has heated up the cartridge, ex-

panding the fluid and forcing out the piston, the cartridge is to

be gently screwed forward until the valve head meets the seat,

closing off the steam. The adjustment can then be locked and

the trap works automatically. As soon as water collects, the liquid

contracts a-nd the Valve opens. The condensation is then ejected

by the pressure behind it, and immediately the steam comes into

contact with the cartridge, there is an expansion and the trap

closes.

All of the above traps are separating traps, designed primarily

for draining high or low pressure steam mains, vulcanizers, re-

ceivers, and steam separators. Their office is to hold the steam

in check and at the same time return condensation to the feed

water heater or hot well, but not to the boiler.

RETURN TRAPS.

Direct return systems are used to automatically return the

condensation directly to the boiler without loss of heat, also to

remove the air. The Detroit systems comprise the single system

when high pressures are dealt with, the double system for low

pressures, and the combination system when exhaust steam is

used for heating in the day time and live steam at night. These

systems require different installations, and tilting traps with

outside working parts are designed to meet special requirements

of the engineering problems.

The following brief description of the Detroit return trap will

explain the operating principle of this device.

Referring to the illustration in Fig. 9, the water enters the

right hand bearing through the inlet check valve, passing up

into the tank through the hollow trunnion and discharging, then

leaving by the same path, only through the outlet check

valve. The tank becoming two-thirds filled, its weight offsets
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The discharge water passes from the right trunnion in the direc-

tion of the short arrows to the discharge valve B ; the same trun-

nion is used for the inlet and discharge water. In operation the

water to be handled is returned to a receiver and flows by

gravity to the bowl of the trap through a check valve. When

the bowl is full of water it tilts to its lowest position, which ac-

tion opens the steam and discharge valves. Live steam, there-

fore, rushes into the bowl and the water, being under steam

pressure, is forced out through the inlet passage, but, being pre-

vented from returning to the receiver by the check valve, passes

through the upper part of the yoke, the discharge valve and the

discharge pipe.

As soon as the water has been discharged from the bowl the

weight brings it back to the tilling position, which action closes

the steam and discharge

valves, when the cycle of fill-

ing and discharging is re-

peated.

The Morehead design of

tilting return traps is shown

in Fig. 13. This trap receives

water of condensation and

automatically delivers it to

the boiler at practically the

temperature due to the pres-

sure at which the steam is

condensed. The steam pres-

sure is admitted to the sur-

face of the water in the trap

and is automatically shut off

before the trap tank is empty.

Fig. 11. Tilting Tr.\p.

The steam used is only such as

is condensed by the latent heat passing from it to the water in

the tank and all is returned to the boiler.

Referring to Fig. 13, the water enters the trap through the

inlet pipe in the direction of the arrows pointed toward the

center through the w-ater end of the trunnion A. The opposite

trunnion holds the steam admission valve which regulates the

steam supply. The tank is counterbalanced by a cast-iron

counterpoise weight on the end of a wrought-iron lever. At the

point of application of this

valve lever to the tank, an

extension rod engages with a

lever controlling the steam

valve.

Just under the ends of the

tank are two upright buffers

which limit the swing of and

provide resting points for the

trap in its filling and dis-

charge position, thus remov-

ing all weight from the trun-

nion packing.

The trap tank is maintained

in a horizontal position by

the weight lever, and when

sufficient water has entered

the trap to overcome the ac-

tion of the lever, the tank

will tilt downward, automat-

ically opening the live-steam

valve, admitting steam at

boiler pressure above the water. The pressure in the tank

then forces the water out of the rear connection through the

water trunnion and discharge pipe to the boiler. When the

tank is relieved of water the weight tilts it back to its original

position, and the filling and tilting action is repeated.

VACUUM TR.\r.S.

Vacuum traiis are used for drying vacuum lines or any ap-

FiG. 12. .\rr.\ngement of

Trunnions .\nd V.-\lves.

BUNDY Tr.\p.

Fig. 13. Morehe.jvd Tiltixg Tr.\p.

paratus working under a vacuum. The Detroit vacuum trap,

shown in Fig. 14, is always placed at the low point of the heat-

ing system and receives the condensation by its vacuum, lifting

it to the return trap on top of the boiler. In operation, when

the vacuum trap fills it

tilts downward, the live

steam valve is opened,

which allows a pressure

on the trap above the

water. This pressure

forces the condensation

up to the return trap on

top of the boiler. This

upper trap receiving the

water, fills and tilts for-

ward, opening the live

steam valve. Thus the

trap pressure being equal

to the boiler pressure,

the water by the law of

gravity flows into the

boiler, due to its posi-

tion several feet above

the water line. When the traps have emptied they automatically

return to a filling position, closing the live steam valve and

opening the air vent valve on the upper trap and the cold water

valve on the vacuum trap.

Another vacuum trap, known as Winter's, is illustrated in Fig.

IS. One end of the trap body is fitted with a removable head

and secured by bolts, as shown. Connected to the top of the

trap is a swing check-valve C, opening toward the trap, h dis-

charge pipe carrying an outlet check-valve D, which swings away

from the trap, is connected to the bottom. In the chamber below

the pipe A'' is a bronze bushing L, containing a piston valve A.

Internal ports ape so placed in the valve chamber that they

communicate with two sets of radial ports B and G. in the bush-

ing, the port M being in communication with the pipes N and O.

The pipe N
connects with

the pipe to be

drained, and O
with the atmos-

phere.

The piston

valve is at-

tached to one

end of a valve-

stem, the move-

ment of the
valve being lim-

ited in one di-

rection by the

liead of the

hushing, and in

the other direction by a socket nut screwed on the valve-stem and

working in a socket, as shown, at the right of the adjustable disk

F : the valve stem also carries the adjustable disk /.

There are two inward projecting brackets, P and Q, the first

supporting a shaft R, upon which is loosely mounted a rocker

with which is connected one end of the link S. the other end

being connected, by means of a pin at T, on the lever carrying

the ball-float K, which imparts a rocking movement to the lever

when the water level in the trap varies. On the shaft R a

hammer or lever of unstable equilibrium is mounted, the upper

end of the hammer having two arms which straddle the valve-

stem. The rocker is provided with two toes E and H, which

engage the hammer, thus giving the necessary valve movement.

14. Detroit \'.\cuum Tr.\p.
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The operation of the trap is as follows: With the parts in

the position shown, which will be the case when the trap con-

tains the maximum volume of water to be discharged, the action

of the float will shift the valve A to the position shown; the

port B communicating to the air or steam pipe is open and the

air rushes in and destroys the vacuum in the trap and holds the

inlet valve C to its seat, while the outlet valve D opens by gravity

and permits the accumulated water to escape. When the float

begins to lower, due to the falling water level, the toe E of the

rocker will move to the right and, by contact with the yoke of the

hammer, will shift it in the same direction. When the hammer
passes the dead center it falls to the right and strikes the disk F
with suflkient force to move the sliaft and valve stem to the

right, thus closing the

port B and opening

the port G. This op-

eration once more es-

tablishes and maintains a

vacuum until the water of

condensation reaches such a

level as to cause the toe to

move to the left and again

shift the hammer, causing

it to fall to its first position.

Contact with the disk /

shifts the valve stem and
valve, closing the port G
and opening the port B.

when the vacuum is again destroyed and the trap again emptied
of water.

No live steam is required to operate the trap, unless the dis-

charge is to be elevated above the trap. There are no stufling-

boxes nor trunnions and but one valve.

As a final word it is necessary to call attention to the im-
portance of proper pipe connections in the installation of steam
traps. No matter how well made or desigtied they may be,

successful operation depends on the two general principles,

equalization of pressure and gravity flow being carefully consid-

ered in making steam trap installations.

\\ ixtfr's \'.ACi;uM Tr.vp.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

/^ u.\R.vxTEE Tire & Rubber Co. v. Vehicle Apron & Hood
^^ Co. This was an appeal from the Superior Court of

Marion County, which judged for the plaintiff.

Defendant objected to the instructions of the court to the

jury concerning the question of the authority of plaintiff's agent

to make an agreement for the return of goods, claiming that

these instructions did not tell the jury that plaintiflf should have
accepted or repudiated the contract as a whole.

It was found that the case had been given a fair trial on
proper instructions and judgment of the trial court was affirmed.

[Northeastern Reporter. Vol. 115, page 89.]

MARKS RECLAIMING PATENT EECISION.

In our issue of April 1 we stated that the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for the si.xth circuit, by affirming the decision of the Dis-

trict Court, had created a situation which left the question of

the validity and infringement of the Marks Reclaiming Patent

still undetermined. An examination of the decision shows that

that is not the case, as the Circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio
based its decision solely on the question of infringement. The
following is quoted from the opinion : "In the view we take of

the claim allowed and the question of infringement, it is not

necessary to pass on the validity of the patent."

.\s to infringement, the Ohio Court had before it a different

question from that before the New York Court. In Ohio, the

defendant was first destroying the fabric in the rubber with acid

and then treating the rubber for about seven hours with caustic

soda. The Court held that this process did not infringe the

Marks claim for a treatment of "twenty hours more or less" with

caustic soda. The Ohio decision in no way affects the earlier

decision of the Court sitting in New York.

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS DECISION.

The United States Court of Customs .Appeals, May 14, ren-

dered the following decision relating to syringes and other

articles in chief value of hard rubber, in the case of Knauth,

Nachod & Kuhne v. United Stales. These goods were assessed

at 25 per cent as manufactures of hard rubber. The importers

protested that they were properly dutiable at 15 per cent as

druggists' sundries, but the Board of General Appraisers over-

ruled the protest and their decision was affirmed by the Court.

'•HORSESHOE," ADMITTED TO REGISTRY.

In The Ixdi.\ Rubber World, April 1, 1917, a brief refer-

ence was made to the trade-mark "Horseshoe." In order to

prevent any misunderstanding, the complete decision follows

:

Ex parte, Racine .\uto Tire Co. Application for registration

of trade-mark for tires, outer casings and inner tubes, filed

March 31, 1915. No. 85.589. Appeal.

The applicant appeals from the ruling of the examiner of

trade-marks in refusing registry cf the word "Horseshoe"
as a mark for inner tubes for tires, and tires and tire casings

of rubber or rubber and fabric, on the ground that the term is

merely descriptive- of the goods.

If it be supposed that the word is merely descriptive of the

outer tires because the tread of tlft tires may have projections

in the form of minute horseshoe figures (of which I find no
evidence in the file), I think nevertheless this is not merely
descriptive, since no mechanical function or peculiarity of con-

struction in a mechanical sense arises out of the raised studs

being U-shape ratlier than T-shape or O-shape. .\ny projec-

tion having parts running in variant direction would be func-

tionally the same; the particular shape is a mere matter of

suggestive appearance. \\'ould a -t-11-44 mark be descriptive

because repeated over and over around the tread?

The case is distinguishable from that i>i re United States Tire

Co. 225 O. G., 1107. because a chain tire is a tire having a chain-

like series of projections, that is. projections with elements both
longitudinal and lateral, by which the mechanical function of

preventing slipping in either direction is attained. Tlie chain

tire was in wide use and patented as such, and the word de-

scribed a useful unclaimed construction which anybody had the

right to describe by that term. But if one thereafter should
put a chain of figures of a duck on the tire and call it the "Duck"
tire, this would not describe the tire, but the particular design
of the projections thereon, used in that form, not for mechan-
ical purposes, but for ornament and identification.

.\ more serious question raised is whether the applicant is

barred by the fact that the expired Ives patent. No. 541.091 of
June 18, 1895. shows incidentally a series of projections ui .the

form of horseshoes on the tire in one of the figures. I do not,

however, feel justified in assuming, because Ives published a
picture which showed conventionally some projections of dia-

monds, horseshoes, etc.. that therefore if one made a tire ac-

cordingly it would of course be described as a diamond tire

or a horseshoe tire.

Certainly, a? to inner tubes, on which of course the applicant

would never put horseshoe projections, the trade-mark cannot
be refused registry. The horseshoe has a prominent significance

as the sign of good luck: it is fanciful, and a good identifying

mark. It appears of record that no other tires known by this

name have ever been made or known, though the applicant in-

quired of Ives and the owner of his patent. The mark will

therefore be passed for registry, and the examiner's rejection is

overruled. F. W. H. Cl.\y,

-\ssistant Commissioner
October 30, 1916. United States Patent Office.

Orders for submarine batteries have been placed by the gov-

ernment of the United States with several rubber mills. This

is said to be seriously affecting the supply for battery dealers.

These batteries are very large, and battery equipments for sub-

marines are said to cost $50,000 apiece.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

NATURAL COAGULATION OF THE LATEX OF HEVEA BRASILIENSIS.

THE phenomena of natural coagulation of the latex of Hevea
BrasilicHsis is under investigation by L. E. Campbell, who
presents a preliminary account of his research in the "Journal

of the Society of Chemical Industry" (March IS, 1917), condensed

as follows

:

Reference is made to the hypothesis of Whitby that four

agencies are responsible for the changes that take place in

the latex of cultivated Hevea Brasiliensis, namely a coagulating

enzyme, an oxidase, anasrobic putrefaction, and aerobic putrefac-

tion. The present paper concerns only the coagulating enzyme,

the nature of which has been determined to some extent. The
natural coagulation of latex bears a superficial resemblance to

the clotting of blood. It is known that blood contains a coagu-

lating enzyme and that lime salts (calcium chloride) exert a

particularly favorable influence on the rapidity with which the

clotting of blood takes place. On the other hand, if blood be

collected in a solution of alkali oxalate it does not clot, owing
to the precipitation of the calcium oxalate. Again, the presence

of calcium salts plays some part in the coagulation of milk by

rennin.

Coagulating enzymes are known to occur in certain plants,

and some of these are known to require the presence of calcium

salts for their action.

Two sets of e.xperiments were carried out, one on the influ-

ence of the addition of calcium chloride and the other on the

influence of the addition of precipitants of calcium.

Latex, when rendered alkaline with the hydroxides of sodium,

potassium or barium, did not coagulate at all. It is, therefore,

probable that the coagulating enzyme of Hevea late.x requires an

acid medium for its action.

The author states in conclusion as follows

:

The natural clotting of Hevea latex is aided by the addition of

calcium chloride.

So far, salts of other metals have not been found to produce

an equal effect. This natural clotting is retarded or inhibited by

(1) heating; (2) addition of neutral or faintly acid solutions of

precipitants of calcium, namely, potassium oxalate and sodium

fluoride; (3) rendering the latex alkaline in reaction; (4) for-

malin.

In the case of formalin, the phenomena are somewhat com-

plicated by the fact that by the prolonged action of formalin on

latex, a peculiar condition of the latex is produced. It retains

its superficial appearance but is in reality a suspension of flakes

of coagulated rubber in a clear serum, the Brownian movement

of the particles having ceased. The factors concerned in the

"natural" coagulation of latex are, like those concerned in the

coagulation of blood, somewhat complex. In the latter case it is

not yet clear how the coagulation is effected.

In view of the uncertainty as to the mechanism of the coagula-

tion of blood it is not proposed to offer explanations as to the

mechanism of the coagulation of latex. From the evidence

obtained, however, it is fair to assume that

:

(1) The natural coagulation of latex depends upon the action

of an enzyme.

(2) The action of this enzyme is encouraged by the presence

of calcium ions.

(3 ) The enzyme does not act in an alkaline medium.

(4) According to Whitby the coagulation can take place in

the absence of air.

It has frequently been stated by various investigators that

latex as it emerges from the latex vessels is alkaline in reaction,

afterwards becoming acid on exposure to air. It is possible

that the coagulating enzyme is enabled to act only on the devel-

opment of this acidity.

In the experiments the addition of a given amount of calcium

chloride to a given amount of latex on one day did not produce

the same effect as an equal amount of calcium chloride on the

same amount of latex on another day. The same applies also'

to the action of potassium oxalate and of sodium fluoride.

This difference is probably due not to the fact that the latices

on the two days contained different amounts of enzymes, but

ratlier to the fact that the latices had been examined at different

times after collection. The action of the enzyme had already'

proceeded to a greater extent in one case than in the other.

It is to be noted that the latex contains a carbohydrate,

/-methylinosite.

Many enzymes appear to be combinations of protein and car-

bohydrate, and it is possible that /-methylinosite may prove to be

part of the enzyme of Hevea late.x.

Serum from pure latex contains up to four per cent of solid

matter.

The author is continuing his investigations on coagulation.

THE NATURAL ACCELERATION OF PARA RUBBER.

Dr. Henry P. Stevens has investigated the natural accelerator

of Para rubber for the Rubber Growers' Association and pre-

sents an extended account of his work in the "Journal of the

Society of Chemical Industry" (April 16, 1917), of which the

following is a condensation

:

In various papers Dr. Stevens has shown that certain con-

stituents normally present in raw rubber are necessary for its

satisfactory vulcanization. These constituents are (1) the nitro-

genous complex or "insoluble" constituent which is almost

wholly insoluble in benzene, chloroform, and similar solvents

;

( 2) matters which can be extracted with acetone—mainly resins.

Also the insoluble constituent can be replaced by other nitro-

genous matter, such as peptone, to a lesser extent by casein,

and to a sli.ght extent by non-nitrogenous substances, such as

starch. The acetone-soluble constituents (mostly natural resin-

ous matter) have not been satisfactorily replaced by other resins,

such as colophony. From this it may be inferred that the active

constituent contained in the acetone extract consists of matter

other than resin, although the latter bulks largely. The removal

of the nitrogenous matter has the effect of retarding vulcaniza-

tion, but does not affect the stability of the caoutchouc or the

vulcanized rubber. The removal of the acetone-soluble matters

not only tends to retard vulcanization, particularly when the

rubber is compounded with litharge, but also reduces the stabil-

ity of the caoutchouc and renders it more readily oxidizable.

Numerous analyses failed to reveal any direct relationship be-

tween the percentage of nitrogen and the vulcanizing properties

of raw rubber.

Dr. Stevens confirms Eaton and Grantham's observations that

a more rapidly vulcanizing crepe rubber is produced by allowing

wet coagulated latex to stand for a few days before washing

and drying; but he does not find any marked change in the

percentage of nitrogen, either in air-dried or smoke-dried rub-

ber from the same latex when subjected to the same detail of

preparation and lapse of time before vulcanization.

Peptone, in its power to promote vulcanization, is roughly

equivalent to the natural protein matter, and consequently the

addition of peptone to a rubber already containing sufficient

nitrogenous matter for complete vulcanization will have a very

slight effect. Eaton and Grantham have show-n that heat-co-

agulable proteins, which separate on concentration of latex serum

have, when added to ordinary crepe rubber, no influence on the

rate of vulcanization. The natural insoluble nitrogenous mat-

ter, peptone and other complex proteins, must be sharply dif-
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fereiiliated from the simpler amino compounds produced by

their putrefaction or from the synthetical accelerators. These

simpler bodies are far more effective in promoting vulcanization.

Hence they accelerate vulcanization in a rubber such as ordinary

washed crepe already containing sufficient protein matter for

normal vulcanization. A complex substance, such as peptone,

is not so active and consequently does not produce appreciable

acceleration. We require to distinguish clearly between the

complex nitrogenous substance (protein) which is necessary for

normal vulcanization but which can hardly be termed an ac-

celerator, and simpler nitrogenous derivatives which are more
effective than proteins and are true accelerators. The latter are

able to produce appreciable acceleration in an ordinary raw rub-

ber, while the former cannot. To gage the effect of the former

substances as catalysts or promoters of vulcanization, it is neces-

sary to start with a rubber from which the natural insoluble

nitrogenous constituent has been removed. A series of experi-

ments has now been made with rubber from which practically

the whole of the nitrogenous material has been removed by

standing for a period of one to two years in the dark with cold

benzene. The clear supernatant solution of rubber was then

poured off and the rubber recovered from this by spontaneous

evaporation without arti.'icial heat. The original raw material

was an unsmoked sheet rubber containing 0.48 per cent of ni-

trogen. After removal of the insoluble matter the "protein-free"

rubber contained only 0.07 per cent of nitrogen. Separation of

the insoluble matter was very complete, and it is possible that

this small residue of nitrogen was present in some soluble form.

The following ''mixes" were made up, on the simple formula

of rubber 100 parts, sulphur 10 parts.

1. Untreated sheet.

2. "Protein free" sheet.

3. ''Protein free" rubber plus tliree per cent of the lieat co-

agulable proteins which separated out as a flocculent precipitate

on concentrating the serum expressed in sheet making.

4. ''Protein free" rubber plus one and one-half per cent of

the evaporated liquors after removal of the flocculent precipitate

referred to above.

5. "Protein free" rubber pkis three per cent of /-methyl

—

inositol extracted from the residual liquors. This represents

about the maximum amount of this crystalline substance ordi-

narily found in sheet rubber.

6. Rubber rich in protein, being the residue of rubber and
solvent after pouring off the clear benzene solution.

The following results were obtained, all samples being cured

under the same conditions (three hours at 135 degrees C.) so as

to illustrate the effect of the different constituents:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Breaking load, grams per square
millimeter 1,360 590 70O 940 280 810

Final length (original length =
100) 1,010 1,160 1,040 860 1,110 630

Tensile product 136 68 73 81 32 51
Coefficient of vulcanization 3.66 1.60 3.08 5.28 1.32 6.44
Nitrogen calculated on raw rub-

ber, per cent..^. 0.48 0.05 0.57 0.35 0.05 1.81

In experiments of this type particular attention should be paid

to the figures for the coefficient of vulcanization. Tensile figures

are more difficult of interpretation, as a low breaking load may
be caused not only by under or over-vulcanization, but by the

adulteration of the rubber itself.

The results clearly show the effect of the different nitrogenous

constituents on the vulcanizing properties of the rubber.

(2) Shows that the removal of the insoluble nitrogenous mat-

ter causes a greatly reduced rate of cure. The breaking load has

fallen to less than one-half. The elongation is gfeater and the

coefficient of vulcanization is much lower.

(3) Shows that the addition of the insoluble matter which
separates from the mother liquor or serum on evaporation causes

an increased rate of vulcanization. This insoluble matter behaves

like the natural protein matter retained in ordinary crepe rubber.
'1 he coefficient of vulcanization is almost equal to that of the

original untreated rubber. Although tlic effect of adding the in-

soluble matter to sample (2) is so marked, it is quite possible that

the effect of adding it to sample (1) would have been in-

appreciable.

(4j The effect of the addition of soluble nitrogenous matter
is similar to that of the insoluble nitrogenous matter in sample

(3), but is much more pronounced. The coefficient of vulcaniza-

tion much exceeds that of the original rubber, sample (1). The
efficiency of this soluble matter is no doubt due to its containing

protein decomposition products. In the main it will consist of

/-mcthylinositol.

(5) Shows that the effect of the addition of the mcthylinositol

is to retard vulcanization. '

(6) This sample contains a large excess of the insoluble nitro-

genous matter ( protein ) naturally present in rubber. Its effect

has been to increase the rate of cure. Both samples (4) and (6)

are much over-vulcanized. The percentage of nitrogen in sample

(6) is 1.81, in sample (4) it is only 0.35. Yet the effect of the

larger proportion of nitrogenous matter on the coefficient of vul-

canization and physical properties in sample (6) has not been

very much greater than that of the small proportion of soluble

nitrogenous matter in sample (4). This clearly illustrates the

difference between the action of the insoluble and soluble nitro-

genous matters.

The conclusions to be drawn from these results are that com-
plex nitrogenous matter (protein) promotes vulcanization, and
that naturally present in the rubber is necessary to secure vul-

canization within reasonable limits of time and temperature.

There are, however, simpler nitrogenous substances, probably

formed by the decomposition or gradual breaking up of the com-
plex proteins by the action of micro-organisms which are far more
active as vulcanizing agents than the proteins themselves.

Some measure of the efficiency of the organic bases produced

during putrefaction of latex serum was worked out experiment-

alh, resulting in this conclusion, namely: The organic bases

separated and used in these experiments are not volatile or not

readily volatile. The putrefaction of latex serum might well

give rise to volatile bases and such are indeed formed. Their

presence can be shown by cutting up inatured slab into small

pieces and distilling in steam.

In general the experimental results show that the rapid curing

property of matured coagulum is due to organic nitrogenous

bases formed during putrefaction, as small quantities of these

bases can be extracted from the rapidly curing rubber which has

undergone putrefaction, while only a trace can be extracted from

the ordinary pale crepe. Further, that similar bases can be ex-

tracted from the residual liquors and very small quantities of

these bases have been shown to have very marked effect in pro-

moting vulcanization.

COAGULATION OF LATEX IN PRESENCE OF SUGARS.

The work of Gorter and Swart on the coagulation of latex

in the presence of sugars is presented in Bulletin No. 6 of the

West Java Rubber Testing Station and given here as condensed

by "Chemical Abstracts."

Gorter and Swart confirm the observations of Eaton and

Grantham that coagulation results from the action of micro-

organisms and is favored by the presence of sugars. They also

further find that the sugar undergoes a complicated fermentation,

producing lactic acid (mainly) with some acetic and succinic

acids. The resultant acidity is the real cause of the coagulation.

The amount of acid formed is dependent on the amount of

sugar present, but excess sugar inhibits fermentation and con-

sequent acidity. Lactic acid plays an important part in the slow

coagulation with acetic acid in minimum quantities. Latex con-

tains 2.3 grams of sugar per liter, which is too little to help
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the lactic fermentation in competition with other organisms;

hence the addition of sugar is necessary. For large quantities,

Gorter and Swart recommend 400-450 grams of sugar in SO

liters of water for each 175 liters of latex. The disadvantages

of the process due to discoloration of the rubber, and the fact

that only crepe can be prepared, are discussed. It is pointed

out that sugar is cheaper than acetic acid.

B. J. Eaton ["Agricultural Bulletin Federated Malay States,"

Vol. 5, 52 (1916), through "Chemical .\bstracts"] has demon-

strated that rubber prepared by coagulation in the presence of

sugar is in every respect equal to acetic acid coagulated samples,

and has a tendency to vulcanize faster. Crepe of e.xcellent color

can be prepared by coagulation in the presence of sugar in a

closed vessel, and subsequently soaking the coagulum for 24

hours in a five per cent solution of bisulphite of soda, as is done

in the case of "lump" rubber or cup coagulation. The e.Kclusion

of the air during coagulation prevents any preHminary darken-

ing due to oxidation.

COAGULATING AGENTS FOR SHEET RUBBER,

Coagulating agents for sheet rubber are discussed by Gorter

and Swart in Bulletin No. 6, West Java Rubber Testing Station

(through "Chemical .Abstracts" ). The work relates to the use

of various acids and salts for coagulating and the possibility of

their ultimate effect on the rubber. Hydrofluoric acid, sulphuric

acid and alum are not recommended, especially in the manu-

facture of sheet, where a portion of the acid or salt is retained

in the rubber. Experiments with the milk of young coconuts

show a content of five per cent sugar and an acid content of

only 0.4 per cent after seven days and of 0.46 per cent after 15

days. About half of the acid content was lactic acid, which

probably inhibited the development of the acetic acid fermen-

tation, and explains the low acetic acid content.

should be nii.xed before filtration with alcohol or acetone. The
method is sufficiently accurate for technical purposes.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
DETERMINATION OF MINERAL MATTER IN VULCANIZED RUBBER.

J
P. PERHGRIX in "-Xnnales de Chimie -\nalytique" (Febru-

• ary 15, 1917), refers to the inaccurate results obtained b}'

direct incineration of rubber, due to losses of zinc, antimony and

lead in the process, stating his method as follows :

One or two grams of finely rasped vulcanized rubber is heated

with 50 to 100 grams of anisol for six hours at 100 degrees C.

with frequent agitation until the rubber ceases to swell. Pure

benzene is then added in large excess and after standing several

days the mineral matters in the mixture are separated by cen-

trifugal force.

The author prefers anisol to salol because the latter is too

expensive. Cresol is not favored because it affords unsatisfac-

tory results.

CELLULOSE IN ETTBBER.

A method for the determination of cellulose in rubber by

G. H. Hillen ["Gummi Zeitung," 670-1 (1916)] is given as fol-

lows, through "Chemical .\bstracts" (May 10, 1917) :

Regenerated rubber and rubber freed of fabric by the me-
chanical process may contain cellulosic residues. For their deter-

mination Hillen recommends treating 0.2 grams of the finely di-

vided material with 30 cc. of Schweitzer's reagent, allowing the

mixture to stand six to ten hours without stirring ; filter through

a gooch and wash with ammoniacal water until the wash water

shows no color; acidify the united cellulose solution and wash

waters with dilute sulphuric, filter the precipitated cellulose on

a gooch, dry and weigh. The following points are of special im-

portance: (1) The sample must be carefully selected and pre-

pared by rasping with a file or similar means
; (2) the Schweitzer

reagent must be carefully prepared ; (3) the beaker containing

the sample and reagent must be well covered to avoid loss of

ammonia; (4) the precipitated cellulose must not be left long

in contact with the dilute acid, lest inversion occur; (5) since the

voluminous cellulose easily clogs the filter, the moist precipitate

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
the united states,

Process of Tke.\tinc Automobile Tires and Inner Tubes.

Thickened neats' foot oil is applied to the inner wall of the tire

shoe for impregnation of the shoe and surface coating the inner

tube. [Frank S. Walton. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. United

States patent No. 1,223,302.]

Rubber Substitute. A composition of matter for use in the

manufacture of vehicle tires and like purposes, including Para

rubber, 8 parts; Kieselguhr, 2 parts; fuller's earth, 2 parts; as-

bestos, 3 parts ; oxide of lead, 5 parts ; sulphur, 1 part ; aluminum
wool. 2 parts ; cotton, 2 parts, and wood pulp, 4 parts. [Francis

A. Halsey, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania^ assignor of one-fourth to

Charles Hamilton, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. United States

patent No. 1,223,692.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

P.VCKTNG. A composition of about equal parts of rubber and
mineral oxides, siKh as zinc oxide or silica, is used as a pack-

ing for steam, air or hot water. [E. T. Williams, 11 The Drive,

Golder's Green, London. British patent No. 103,776 (1917).]

Recl.\imed Rubber. A plastic mass made by heating such

salts as aluminum, calcium or magnesium stearate, or iron, cal-

cium or magnesium palmitate with an oxidizing oil. In an ex-

ample, 1 part of aluminum stearate, dissolved in the same or a

smaller quantity of ozokerite or the like,: is' mixed witlj"4 to 10

parts of oxidized linseed oil at 20O to, :2S0 degrees €,^ The
product rnay be vulcanized, with addrfion of rubber, asphalt,

magnesia. Kieselguhr, chalk, red lead; etc. [E. S. Ali-Cohen,

43 Stadhoudersplein, The Hague. British patent No. 103,824

(1917).]

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

Co.^GULATioN. Process and apparatus to determine the volume
of acid needed to coagulate a given volume of rubber late.x. [T.

Cockerill. French patent No. 482.020.]

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
RUBBER EXTRACTOR.

A PIECE of apparatus known as the New York Testing Labo-
^*- ratory Extractor, wliile originally designed for the extrac-

tion of asphaltic materials, is a valuable acquisition to the rubber

laboratory, particularly for the chemist whose work requires the

The Various Parts and the Assembled Extractor.

extraction of large samples of rubber with volatile and inflam-

mable organic solvents. It can be used with any solvent com-

monly used in rubber analysis. The extractor combines safety,

capacity, efficiency, durability and economy of solvent. It is made
entirely of metal and is electrically heated, and was designed by

Charles P. Fox. [Howard & Morse, 1197 DeKalb avenue, Brook-

lyn. \ew York,]
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YOUNG'S GRAVITOMETER FOE LIOUIDS.

Voung"s Gravitometer for liquids is a new instrument de-

signed for accurate and rapid determination of the specific

gravities of liquids. The regular range of tlic instrument is 0.60()

to 2.000. From 0.600 to 0.700 no weight is required, but a dif-

ferent weight is furnished for each 0.100 of gravity. For the

range 0.600 to 2.000 there arc required 14 weights. The second

and third decimal places are shown on the scale.

In making a determination the plummet is immersed in the

liquid to be tested. If the pumtcr swings between and 100

on the scale, the specific gravity is 0.600 plus the reading of the

pointer on the scale. If the pointer swings beyond the 100 mark,
it is necessary to place on the hanger of the plummet the one
weight which will bring the pointer between and 100. This
weight gives the first decimal place, and the remaining two places

are read at once from the position of the pointer on the scale.

Higher ranges and special weights are provided for specific quan-
tities above 2. [Eimer & Amend, 211 Third avenue, New York
Cit>-.]

RUBBER HOSE FOR USE ON AIRPLANES.

A PAPER on the construction and tests of gasoline and other
^^ hose for use on airplanes may be found in "The Journal

of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry' (April, 1917), by

Percy A. Houseman, formerly chief examiner. Aeronautical

Inspection Department Laboratories, London, England. Previous

to initiating a system of inspection in England the quality of

rubber used for gasoline on airplanes was quite unsatisfactory.

The following specifications and tests for gasoline hose were

found suitable for controlling the quality.

Flexibility. The hose is bent to a circle having a diameter D
which varies according to the inside diameter of the hose d as

follows: Up to one-half inch, 8d.- nine-sixteenths to one inch,

10 d; one and one-sixteenth to one and one-half inch, 12 d; over

one and one-half inch, 14 d. The diameter of the tube so bent

should not change at any point by more than ten per cent from

its original diameter.

Immersion in Gasoline. A three-inch sample of the hose is

boiled in gasoline for one hour under a reflu.x condenser, fol-

lowed by 24 hours' standing in gasoline at room temperature.

The approximate increase in weight and volume of the sample

is recorded. The decrease in bore at narrowest part should not

exceed 25 per cent.

The adhesion of rubber to canvas must remain good, and the

"nerve" of the rubber must not be seriously impaired when
examined immediately after the gasoline treatment

Permeability to Gasoline. A sample of the hose 14 inches-

long is held vertically and plugged with a glass stopper at the

bottom. A glass tube is fitted in the top, and is filled with gaso-

line to a head of 12 inches above the top of the hose sample.

The length of the hose exposed to the action of the gasoline ii

12 inches. The level of the gasoline in the glass tube should not

be allowed to fall more than three inches, additions of gasoline

from a known volume being made as necessary. The amount of

gasoline which permeates through the walls of the hose is noted

during the first and second days, as a guide to the behavior of

the sample. During the third 24 hours, by which time the rate

of permeation has become approximately, constant, the gasoline

passing through the walls should not exceed 100 cc. per square

foot of original internal surface.

Dry Heat. A piece of the tube is heated for two hours at

132 degrees C. The rubber should remain clastic and show no
signs of stickiness or brittleness, nor should any surface cracks

show on stretching the sample.

Acetone Extr.-\ct. Free sulphur, mineral sulphides and sulphur

of vulcanization are determined. The free sulphur should not

exceed one per cent.

Ash. The amount and composition of the ash are determined.

Quality of Canvas. This is left to the judgment of the

manufacturer.

Rubber hose for use with gasoline on French airplanes is

required to contain 45 per cent mineral matter with a margin

of 5 per cent ; 50 per cent rubber with the same margin, and

to have a density of 1.6 (0.1).

The preferred construction of gasoline hose consists in pre-

paring the fabric with a layer of rubber on one side double the

thickness of the fabric, so that in cross section of the finished

hose the fabric is embedded as a spiral in the rubber. Such a

hose shows improved flexibility, better behavior under the im-

mersion test and "less tendency to separation between rubber

and fabric, and a smaller constriction of the bore. Two plies of

fabric are used in five-eighths-inch hose ; three plies between

five-eighths and one and one-quarter-inch hose, and four plies

for larger sizes. The larger sizes are used for oil and water.

TURPENTINE AND ROSIN IN RUBBER MANU-
FACTURE.

A LTHOLTGH classed as "naval stores," turpentine and rosin

^* are used to-day for a wide variety of purposes having noth-

ing whatever to do with shipping. A list recently prepared by

the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, gives

44 industrial uses of turpentine, 67 uses of rosin, 20 uses of

rosin oil and rosin oil products, and 13 uses of pitch. Those ap-

plicable to rubber manufacture follow :

TfRPENTIXE.
Solvent for gums in varnishes.

Ingredient of waterproof cements for leather, rubber, glass,

metals, etc.

Solvent for waterproofing compositions.
Raw material for producing isoprene used in making sjm-

thetic rubber.
In rubber substitutes.

Solvent for rubber, caoutchouc and similar substances.

RO.SIN.
Rubber substitutes.

Adulteration of ceresin and paraffin waxes.
Adulteration of shellac and certain resins.

In waterproofing compositions for paper, cardboard and fabrics.

In the manufacture of condensation products.

ROSIN* OTL .^ND ROSIN OU. PRODUCTS.
Rubber substitutes.

PITCH.
Rubber compounding.
To which might be added the use of rosin oil, pitch and rosin

in frictions, tapes, etc.

Of value for daily reference in every rubber office
—"The

Polyglot Rubber Trade Directory, 1916."
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New Machines and Appliances.

MACHINE FOR MAKING ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING.

THAT the manufacture of Klingerit packing has progressed

in England since the war is shown by the following illus-

trations of a novel machine specially designed for making
high pressure packing. The mechanical operation is in general

the same as the German mill, illustrated and described in the

article on the manufacture of Klingerit steam packing that ap-

peared m The 1ndi.\ Rubber World, March 1, 1917. Tliere are,

however, special features in this new machine that are of suffi-

cient interest to warrant a brief description.

A front and side view is shown in the first illustration, the

small roll being adjusted to the large roll by worm and pinion

gearing operated by two hand disks. Both rolls are chambered
for heating and cooling purposes and are revolved by worm
wheel and pinion gearing driven by belt power. The machine
is started and stopped by independent levers, one being located

at the front and the other at the back of the machine, that

control a friction clutch mounted on the pinion shaft.

The prepared dough is fed to the rolls in sufficient quantity

to build up a thin sheet on the large roll. A solution of rub-

ber and balata is then applied and another sheet is built up on

the first one in the same manner and solutioned. When the

packing has been built up to the desired thickness, the machine
is stopped and the sheet is cut transversely by the hand-oper-

ated cutting device attached to the side frames at the- back of

the machine and shown in the second illustration. Just above

the transverse cutting device are located the cutting rollers

that trim the edges of the sheet.

The upper end of the cut sheet is then passed over the top

roller of the winding frame, shown in the second illustration,

and wound up on the lower or windup roller that is belt driven

from the upper roller. This roller is driven from a counter-

shaft that is attached to the opposite side of the machine and
is driven from the front roll. The rolls are of chilled cast

iron, the small roll measuring 18 by 41 inches and the large

roll 51^4 by 41 inches. Compressed asbestos sheets in vary-

ing widths up to 40 inches and 161 inches long may be made
on this machine. [Hampson Bros., Limited, Manchester, Eng-
land.]

KOSTEEN PACKLESS SWING JOINT.

The manufacturers of rubber goods are so well aware of the

difficulties experienced with leakage in packed joints and hbse

connections that the following description of a new type of

fle.xible joint

is of inter-

est. Being

made en-

t i r e 1 y of

metal it re-

sists high
pressure
steam, the
action of

volatile oils

and the con-

stant effort

of air to escape at the joints. Moreover, it is said to be unaffect-

ed by heat and cold, having been tested with steam at 3S0 degrees
F., alternating with cold water at 64 degrees F. The construc-

tion will be readily understood by referring to the illustration in

which .-; is a hollow cylinder having a ball-shaped shoulder B
that revolves on an anti-friction metal bearing ring C. kept in

close contact by a spring D, also by the pressure of steam
or liquid passing through the joint. The cylinder A is kept in

alinement by revolving in a socket E. F is the body and H its

cap. These enclose all the other parts.

The spring D. is made of a cast metal which is not affected

by changes of temperature and is guaranteed to keep a con-
stant pressure during the life of the joint.

For vulcanizing presses, two styles are recommended, the

Flexible and the Standard; two of the former and one of the
latter are usually sufficient for a connection between two platens.

These joints are used in connection with ordinary iron pipe

on elbows and carry the guarantee of the manufacturer.
[Rostern Co., Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, Illinois.]

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR.

The reclaiming of rubber scrap for reuse includes various
processes among which that of metal separation by means of
magnets is of importance. Such equipment is used to
prevent damage to crushing and grinding machinery due to

"tramp" iron frequently found in rubber scrap. Magnetic pul-
leys are recommended where large quantities of coarse material
are to be handled and the iron to be extracted is limited in

quantity.

In operation the material is fed upon a horizontally inclined
belt conveyor passing over a magnetized pulley. The non-
magnetic material falls by gravity from the brow of the pulley
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into a suitable receptacle or to a conveyor leading to final de-

livery, while the iron and magnetic material is attracted and

held firmly against the belt until it is carried to the point w^here

^^^S^H.

pounds of ice that under ordinary circumstances will last lyi

days. There is a waste pipe connection and an overflow con-

nected to the bubbler. [Ebinger Sanitary Manufacturing Co.,

Columbus, Ohio.]

MACHINERY FOR EXPELLING OIL FROM HEVEA SEEDS.

It will not be many years hence when the 1,500,000 acres of

Hci'ea planted in the Far East will produce enormous quantities

of rubber seed that should be turned into useful products and

at a profit to the estate owners. Experiments in the extraction

of the oil contained in rubber seed have shown its practical

utility in several ways, but particularly in the manufacture of

soap. As a forward suggestion an illustrated description of a

typical plant for this purpose follows : The illustration shows

the front elevation of a complete one expeller oil plant that is

continuous in operation. The seed is spouted into the roller

mill and after being ground is elevated into the tempering ap-

paratus. In passing the entire length of this apparatus it is

slightly w^armed and then drops into the hopper of the expeller.

Here the pressing of the seed is performed in a perforated hard-

ened steel cylinder, in which revolves a shaft, carrying a series

the belt leaves the pulley on the under side and is there dis-

charged back of a partition set a few inches beneath the pulley

in line with its axis.

The conveyor is usually a rubber belt of the best grade, heavy,'

and mechanically strong enouglj for the materidi' to" be handled.

It should be made, endless, so that no dust or fine material can

work through at the splicfe.- The belts are usually run at a

speed of about 100 feet per minute and' should be supported

by rollers placed at suitable intervals. [Dings Magnetic Separa-

tor Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.]

A SANITARY WATER COOLER,

Sanitary drinking fountains that supply pure cool water to the

operatives are now considered necessary in the equipment of mod-
ern rubber mills. As a rule the fountains are placed at conveni-

ent points in the factory

to which the cold water
'

is piped from a central

refrigerating station, a

system that requires con-

siderable outlay in equip-

ment and piping while

if the mill is a large one,

pumping will be neces-

sary.

The cooler fountain

here illustrated is self

contained and simple in

construction. The foun-

tain is connected to the

water supply system and

the drinking water passes

through the cooling coil

that is immersed in iced

water and flows up to

the porcelain enameled

bubbler. This sanitary

drinking device is of special construction and is controlled by

a valve that closes automatically when the bubbler is not in use.

The ice chamber is insulated and occupies the central part of

the fountain. It is surrounded by the cooling coil through which

the drinking water circulates. The ice chamber holds about 100

of hardened steel screws that produce a gradually increasing

pressure that is regulated by a hardened steel cone. The oil is

expelled through the perforations of the cylinder, drops in the

oil strainer, and from thence into a pan. The foots accumulating

in the strainer are fed automatically into the elevator which re-

turns them into the feed hopper. The pressed cake is discharged

at the opposite end of the cylinder. This makes an entirely auto-

matic and continuous operation, from the moment the seed enters

the mill until the oil is pumped into the filter press, and from

thence into the barrel or storage tank, and the cake sacked or

fed into the grinding mill.

All seeds may be pressed cold, and without grinding, but the

best results are obtained by flattening and coarse grinding the

seeds and then slightly warming the ground stock in the tem-

pering apparatus, before introducing it into the expeller. By
this method is obtained a maximum yield, without injuring the

quality of the oil. Moreover, the oil from the machine can be

at once pumped through the filter press and at the end of the

day's run, or at any time during the run, the operator can tell

exactly the yield of filtered oil that is being obtained from the

material under treatment. No settling tanks are required when

using this process, thus saving much valuable space.

The oil is practically cold pressed, the meal being warmed to
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1-10 degrees F. in the tempering apparatus, which is not sufficient

to harden the albumen, and consequently this remains in the

cake. It is for this reason that the oil, containing no albumen,

is of vastly superior quality. In the case of linseed oil it will

not break, i. c, it remains perfectly clear at a temperature of

800 degrees F., which makes it much more valuable for paint and

varnish purposes than the old process oil. In the case of cotton-

seed oil and all other edible oils, it will make much sweeter oil,

which refines more readily, and with smaller loss. As to the

cake, the larger percentage of albumen makes it more valuable,

inasmuch as the albumen is more easily digested in its raw state

than when cooked. Cooked seed may be also pressed, obtaining

the same yield as by the hydraulic process, and at a considerably

lower cost. Less horse power is required for pressing cooked

seed, and a larger quantity of seed can be pressed hourly, but

while the products from the cooked seed are equal in quality to

the best results obtained from the most improved hydraulic

presses, they are not equal to the oil and cake obtained from the

cold or tempered seed, as described above.

The plant working automatically effects almost a complete

saving of labor. The machinery once started, one man can run

a plant of at least six expellers, while by the hydraulic process

four men are required to obtain the same results. It also

eliminates the cost of expensive press cloths. [The \'. D. Ander-

son Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.]

PFXTFER'S RESILIENT WHEEL WITH PNEUMATIC HUB.

This is a resilient wheel that embodies the pneumatic principle

without the wear and tear, punctures and blow-outs common to

the average pneumatic tire. With slight variation in structure

it is adaptable to heavy trucks, pleasure cars, bicycles and motor-

cycles.

Contrary to ordinary practice, the drive is transmitted directly

to the rim section, thereby relieving the pneumatic part of the

wheel from driving strains. The hub consists of two normally

concentric main parts, one being revolvably secured to the axle,

while the other is rigidly secured to the rim of the wheel. In-

terposed between these parts is a ring-shaped cushioning member,

A, preferably a pneumatic tire, with a conve.x-shaped outer cir-

cumference. This modified pneumatic tire is mounted upon a

cylindrical steel sleeve, B, which is secured to the axle, revolving

around it in the usual way on ball or roller bearings, according

to the weight of the vehicle. The tire is held between two cir-

cular steel -disks, C, which are secured to the sleeve, B, and sup-

port the tire on two sides, leaving the convex-shaped outer cir-

cumference free.

The principal feature of the invention comprises a ring-

shaped steel casing, D, convex in cross-section, that encir-

cles the tire and comes in contact with it, providing a nar-

row steel track upon which the tire rolls when revolving.under

pressure. Thus the cushioning quality of the ordinary pneumatic

tire is retained and punctures and blow-outs are eliminated.

Two circular-shaped steel plates, E, with an open center to

allow play in a radial direction, are secured to the sides of the

casing. Between the inner disks, C, and these outer disks, E,

are anti-friction ball bearings, F, that take up the lateral forces

while allowing radial play of the two concentric parts of the hub

without friction between them. The wheel travels on a solid

or block tire and is driven by chain drive, the sprocket wheel, G,

being secured to the outer disk, E.

The illustrations show three variations of construction, the

one on the left being the smallest type and the one on the right

giving the greatest cushioning effect, while a circular-shaped tire

occupying a place between these extremes is outlined in the same

illustration. An additional factor of safety is provided by two

ring-shaped cushions, H, of solid rubber that receive the weight

on the wheel should the tire become deflated. [Paul de Pfyffer,

302 West Twenty-second street. New York City.]

CARLL STEEL TIRE RACKS.

When pneumatic tires have been finished, inspected and paper

wrapped, they are sent to the storeroom, where they are segre-

gated according to size and type. The racks on which they are

placed are often built of wood and according to the individual

ideas of the executive or superintendent. It is claimed that

n
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wooden racks absorb moisture and dry out the tires to the det-

riment of the aging qualities of the stock in storage. However

serious this may be, the substitution of all-metal tire racks for

storage purposes has many advantages. For example, the system

here shown permits the use of standard three-tier units, S feet

long and 10 feet high, with a capacity of 40 4-inch tires. The

angle iron supporting the tires is adjustable to accommodate

tires of large and small diameter in such a manner that they

rest on the flat surface of the angle irons. The construction

is obviously strong, light and fireproof, while economy of factory

space and the easy addition of units for storage extension are

interesting features.

The first cost is said to be about equal to that of wood con-

struction; moreover, the metal racks may be easily taken down

and reassembled if so desired. A low insurance rate and mini-

mum depreciation in value are the final advantages claimed by

the manufacturers. [Chas. W. Carll's Sons, Trenton, New
Jersey.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
MOLDING ELECTRICIANS' GLOVES.

THE entrapping of air and the formation of bubbles are dif-

ficulties that are incidental to making electricians' rubber

gloves by the dipping process.
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The present invention enables the production of a seamless,

molded glove, the thumb being positioned opposite the forefinger

with a space intervening, and one that is reinforced where
strength and thickness are desired.

The mold, consisting of four parts. A, B, C and D, is shown
in the illustration. A and B are the lower and upper mold

p Jt,

I
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pair rotating slightly faster than the latter pair. A ball retained

between these disks will be rotated slowly about an axis which

passes through the axes of the two shafts, then winding the

elastic thread in different circles around the core.

The ball is lield in position by rollers / and A', mounted on the

ends of two pivoted arms provided with spring tension. For re-

moving the ball, the upper bearing, being pivoted to the main

shaft, is raised jnd lowered by the handle provided for that pur-

pose. [Martin McDaid, Leith, Scotland, assignor by mesne as-

signments to Revere Rubber Co., a corporation of Rhode Island.

United States patent No. 1,224,397.]

103,690.

103.819.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

1,223,636. .Automatically acting device for costing tlie yarn elements from
which a laminated coliesive interwound fabric band is con-
stiucted, 1-. A. Subers, Eaj^t Cleveland, Ohio.

1,223,726. Mold for solid tires. M. C. Overman, New York City.

1,225,584. Tire vulcanizing mold. H. Cooney, Marion, Ind.

1,225,593. Pneumatic tire building apparatus. P. and B. De Mattia—both
of Clifton, N. J.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Ho?e-mal;in8 machine. G. Warwick, 80 Cobham Road. Seven

Kings, Essex, and A. P. Crouch, 106 Cannon street, London.
Repair vulccn'?er. Marvel .Accessories Manufacturing Co., 1220

West Si,\th street, Cleveland. Ohio. U. S. A.

104,210. Plantation washer for treating and extracting india rubber. A.
A. Thornton, 8 Quality Court, Chancery Lane, London.

104,323. Apparatus for coagulating india rubber. G. M. Thomas and
M. D. Maude, Cicely Estate, Teluk Anson, Perak. Federated
Malay States.

17,911 (1915). Mechanically operated tire mold. J. H. and J. 11. Coffey,
7i Jameson avenue, Toronto, Canada.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
.\pparatus for cittine and recbng tire fabric. The Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co.. Limited, Montreal, Quebec, assignee of
D. Neil, Detroit, Michigan. U. S. A.

Vulcanizer door. The Williams Foundry & Machine Co., assignee
of H. L. Williams—both of Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

Apparatus for manipulating fabric rolls. E. B. Cederstrom, De-
troit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Pneumatic tire mold. J. Girard, Montreal, Quebec.

Tire building machine. R. L. Taft, Hartford, Connecticut. U. S. A.

Apparatus for exhausting the interiors of rubber articles. The
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal. Quebec,
assignee of C. J. Randall, Naugatuck, Connecticut, L'. S. A.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

482,214 (March 17. 1916). Improvements in accumulator tanks. W. L.
Walker.

174.533.

174.549.

174,579.

174,596.

174,646.

174,532.

PROCESS PATENTS.
PKEPAHING AND APPLYING ADHESIVE COATINGS WITHOUT

SOLVENTS.

A CCORDIXG to this invention the fabric used for making
^^ "Gem" insoles is coated with adhesive without the use of

solvents. Gutta percha, pontianak, balata or other gums that be-

come plastic and adhesive when heated are mixed with wax on

the mill A, shown in the illustration. The dough is then trans-

ferred to the tank B, containing water heated to a temperature of

about 200 degrees F. From here the softened material is fed to

the mixing and straining machine C, where it is teinpered and

tav-ikj ^r^
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the coating to the fabric. The spreading knife is attached to a

hollow support heated by steam that maintains the coating mate-

rial in a plastic condition during the spreading operation. [James

Meade, Stoughton, Massachusetts. . United States patent No.

1,222.967.]

METHOD OF MAKING TIRE FABRIC.

I
"IRE building fabric is made by braiding the fabric upon a

series of annular cores of the size and shape of the tire

casing. The bands thus formed are cut circumferentially and

used for building the casings of pneumatic tires.

The illustration shows a series

of collapsible cores placed one

upon the other and around which

the fabric is formed by any pre-

ferred form of braiding mechan-

ism. The forms may be either

moved upward or downward dur-

ing the braiding operation. When
they are moved upward those on

w-hich the fabric has been braided

are removed from the top and

others added at the bottom,

thereby permittiBg a continuous

operation of the machine. Tlie

yarn may be impregnated with or

laid in rubber during the braid-

ing process. [George F. Fisher,

Plainfield, X'ew Jersey, assignor to The Hartford Rubber Works,

Hartford, Connecticut. United States patent No. 1,224,878.]

Method of M.\kixg Electrici.xns' Gloves. A glove with the

thumb positioned opposite to the fingers and reinforced on the in-

side of the thumb, fingers and palm, is made in a mold from sheet

stock and press cured. [Richard T. Griffiths, assignor to The

Miller Rubber Co., both of Akron, Ohio. United States patent

No. 1,225,027.]

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
A FRENCH CUSHION TIRE.

IN this tire, the inner tube that is usually employed in ordinary
* pneumatic tires is replaced by a thick tube of flexible rubber,

the central opening of which is ovoid shaped. The walls are

softened to the right consistency for sjireading. The strained ma-
terial is then directed to the spreading machine D, which applies

tliinnest at the tread part and thicker at the base. A valve is

provided that permits the air to escape or enter the tire auto-

matically.

The improvements are as follows and consist in corrugating

the walls of the tire, shown at A; in providing the exterior of

the tire W'ith fabric plies B to prevent wear when it is covered

with a casing, as shown at C, and in securing the tire to the rim

l>y bolts, D.

This tire may also be used directly on the rim without a casing.

In this case it is provided with beads E that lit into corresponding

channels in the rim. The tire may be divided along its annular

circumference as at V , and provided with expansible sleeves G
and tapering bolts H , the action of which expands the beads

and holds the tire firmly in place on the rim. [A. Broussois.

I'rcncli patent No. 481,850.]
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New Goods and Specialties.

JAPANESE RUBBER TOY.

AREM.\RKABLV realistic conception is this modest little

toy from Japan. Nestling between leaves of green paper is

a small bnd or blossom made entirely of rubber, in yellow,

tipped with red, the whole being securely fastened to a

bamboo stem. Blowing into this stem at its opposite end

causes the blossom to gradually expand until it becomes, a

life-like representation of a luscious, full-grown apple.

COMBINATION BALL.

With this new toy for children

many tricks may be performed. Its

construction is exceedingly simple.

A small white rubber ball with a

ribbed surface is threaded with a

long string of red rubber upon which

it slides and whirls at the pleasure

of the owner. [Robert J. Mulvey.

Chicago, mine lis.]

PNEUMATIC HORSE COLLAR.

Padding is essential in a horse col-

lar for protection, but it adds con-

siderably to the w-eight of the collar

and consequent burdening of the

animal. -\ solution of the problem is ofifered in the form of a

horse collar embodying a pneumatic pad built up similar to an

automobile tire. Each side of the collar is a chamber of suitable

shape to receive an inner air tube, which is blown up with a tire

pump; and it is claimed that this collar is not only extraordinarily

light in weight but fits better than most on the neck of the horse.

NO-GLARE AUTO SHADE WITH RUBBER WASHERS.

A convenient protection against motoring accidents caused by

reflecting sun or strong headlights is afforded in the accessory

shown herewith, it takes the form of a blind, or window shade,

with a transparent section, fastened to a spring roller and operat-

ing like an ordinary spring blind. A heavy rod along the bottom

serves to maintain the curtain in position, and rubber rings at

the ends of the rod and the spring roller keep these parts from

injuring the glass in the wind-shield. The vision opening is of

transparent pyralin, measuring 8 by 8 inches, the entire shade

being over 12 inches long and enclosed in a nickel-plated or

black enamel cylinder. [No-Glare Auto Shade Co., 3301 North

Main street, Los Angeles, California.]

HOME HELPS DISH WASHER.

A device to facilitate the inevitable duty of dish washing and

obviate its disagreeable features is shown herewith. One end

of a rubber hose, specially compounded for hot water conduction

and measuring two feet in length and one-quarter inch in

diameter, is attached to the hot water faucet by a special con-

nector with a rubber gasket which insures a perfectly tight fit.

.A.t the other end of the hose is a scouring brush with a rubber

ring around its edge which serves as a buffer and protects the

china. Between this brush and the hose is an ingenious spraying

arrangement by means of which hot soapsuds or clear hot rins-

ing water flows upon the

soiled dishes, the user simply

holding the device by its

handle and manipulating a

button. A wire drying bas-

ket is also furnished with

the outfit and no dish pan

nor towels are required in

the operation. [Home Helps

Manufacturing Corp., 39 West
Thirty-eighth street, New
York' City.]

BATHING COSTUME NOVELTY.

The latest accessory to the

feminine bathing costume

now being shown in depart-

ment stores is the water-

proof bag for carrying the

bathhouse key and valuables. This attractive and convenient

novelty is made of rubberized material, with a rustproof clasp

which fastens securely, and is attached to the wearer by a belt

strap.
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INFANT'S DRESSING TABLE WITH RUBBEE-TIRED WHEELS.

To hold a lively infant in the lap during the operation of cloth-

ing its kicking, wriggling limbs presents difficulties possibly

unrealized by the lay mind, but well known to mothers and

nurses through difficult experi-

ence. A mechanical aid which

should find ready sale as an

accessory to the nursery furnish-

ings is the portable dressing table

shown herewith. Solid rubber-

tired wheels allow it to be moved

about easily and noiselessly. The

substantial steel frame, finished

with baked white enamel, rigidly

locks when in use but folds and

stands alone when not required,

occupying very little space. 1 lie

32- by 19-inch top is made of a

special kind of leatherette which

can be easily washed, thus af-

fording the perfect sanitation so

essential to the baby's welfare.

[The Kolb Specialty Co., 4909 N.

Eleventh street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

WARMED, TILTING STEERING WHEEL.

A Steering wheel that warms the hands of the dri\er in the

bitterest weather is a valuable addition to any car. Tlie wliccl

sliown herewith contains

heating units cast within

the molded rim, which

is made of Condensite,

and the heating current

required is claimed to be

less than that used for

a headlight. A press but-

ton switch turns the

current on and off. The
wheel. which is 18

inches in diameter, tilts

on heavy trunnions and

locks firmly in driving

position, giving all the

security of a solid wheel.

The Condensite rim has a corrugated edge and is molded on the

aluminum spider. [Pouvailsmith Corp., Poughkeepsie. New-

York.]

"GKIPTITE" FLAG HOLDER WITH RUBBER CUSHIONS.

Patriotic emblems arc naturally prevalent in these times,

and few automobiles are without their insignia of unhyphen-

ated Americanism. A holder which

will maintain a flag in an upriglit

position on the front of the ra-

diator of any car has corrugated,

heat-proof rubber cushions which

rest against the front and back

of the radiator and can be easily

and quickly attached without the

use of tools or clamps. The

"Griptite" flag holder is made of

polished brass, finished in nickel or

black, as preferred, and is fastened

in position by a small thumb nut.

[Bon Tour Manufacturing Co.,

Cobleskill, New York.]

HIPRESS RIBBER.

Every year there is an increase in the number of people who

are (li^icarding rubljer boots and wearing, instead, perfections

with laced leather
tops. A sample of re-

cent design in this

line is the Hipress

R i b b e r for moun-

taineers, lumbermen,

and for heavy work

in rough countries.

Ibis is a heavy rub-

ber in perfection

style with ribs ex-

tending the full length

of the vamp. The top

is of waterproof grain

leather with a bellows

tongue, large eyelets

and hooks
and a leather

•, . lacing. [The

'|^§ B. F. Good-

,> rich Co.,

Akron,
Ohio.]

"DICKBALATA" SOLES.

The first successful substitute for leather soles was the Dick

gutta percha sole used in England for many years. It is there-

fore very natural tliat its makers should bring out a balata sole.

The new "Dickbalata"

soles have been test-

ed by a council of

medical men and I

pronounced perfectly

hygienic; in fact, be-

ing entirely unaffected

by rain, snow or damp, they act as safeguards in lie.dth, and

retain their shape and smart appearance to the finish. The
material is light, yet durable, and it is claimed that one pair

of these soles will outlast three pairs of leather soles of the

same thickness. Also, being machine-made articles, they are uni-

form in texture and free from the pain-producing ridges fre-

quently found in the ordinary leather sole. [R. & T. Dick,

Limited, Glasgow, Scotland.]

ELLIS 4 IN 1 RUBBER STAMP.

The Ellis 4 in 1 stamp, as its name
indicates, comprises four distinct uses

within the one article. It has a re-

volving bar which will take a die

3/16 by 1 inch, suitable for any de-

sired word, the words regularly sup-

plied by the manufacturer being

"Paid," "Received," "Answered," and

"Entered," in molded rubber let-

tering. The bar can be revolved

by pressing the spring inward and

turning the small knob on the out-

side of the frame. The customary

revolving dating device with raised

lettering on rubber strips, imprints

the date just below the word de-

sired. The body of this con-

venient office accessory is made of

nickel-plated steel with a black

enameled handle. [Ellis Time
Stamp Co., 229-231 West Illinois

street, Chicago, Illinois.]

1^1
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LUNG MOTOR WITH OXYGEN GENERATOR.

This complete respiratory

outfit, consisting of a lung

motor and o.vygen gener-

ator, is claimed to be sim-

ple in operation and excep-

tionally valuable for use in

cases of poisoning from

gases and fumes, mining ac-

cidents, electric shock, ap-

parent drowning, smoke

strangulation, collapse after

anesthesia, asphyxia

, suciioM of the new-born, etc.

The hose and pneu-

matic face pad of the

metal lung motor are

provided with rubber

tips, and a rubber

esophagus tube is used to prevent air from entering the stomach.

The metal face mask attached to the tubing has a soft rubber

covering to go Over the face and nose. [Life Saving Devices Co.,

180 North Market street, Chicago, Illinois.]

HOWARDS IDEAL BATHING CAP.

The primary purpose of bathing caps, namely, to keep the hair

dry, is claimed to be achieved in an unusually successful manner
in the cap shown herewith, by means of a peculiar form of

construction. This cap is made of pure gum, with tapered in-

stead of the customary square-cut sides. It is meeting with

approval among professional swimmers and divers, as well as

those frequenting swimming pools and the seashore for pleasure

only, since it affords complete protection for the hair and may
be worn under any form of fancy silk cap, if desired. [The Ohio

Rubber Co., 228-230 W. Seventh street, Cincinnati, Ohio.]

THE HANDY RUBBER BAND.

Advice to anglers is given by "All 'Outdoors" to the fol-

lowing effect:

A half dozen rubber bands are handy things to have with
you when you start out to whip a stream and leave your rod
case behind. The bands are easily carried and serve nicely

to hold your rod joints together when your day's sport is

over and the rod is taken apart. String does not answer the

purpose as well, and a case is in the way. You certainly

need something to hold the joints together if you have any
walking to do. unless you wish to have them spreading out
and calling for your constant attention.

THE "J. T." WIND-SHIELD CLEANER.

In the wMnd-shield cleaner shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion the familiar "squeegee" principle is utilized. .A strip of rub-

ber is mounted on an arm which is connected through a pivotal

joint with a similar arm, or handle, on the driver's side of the

shield. To clean the wind-shield the ruljber is moved about in a

circular direction by means of the handle. This handy accessory

is supplied in three styles, show^n herewith, two having removable

rear arms, so that attachment can be made through the glass or

the wind-shield frame, respectively, and the third being provided

with a spring clip at the pivot joint to be sprung over the frame.

These cleaners are easy to apply and present a good appearance

on the car. [The J. T. Auto Devices Co., 3535 Euclid avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio.]

THE "LEGAL" DATER.

The new dater here illustrated is designed to combine a variety

of uses w'ith compactness of form, it is a self-contained type

dating device that can be car-

ried in the pocket, and in-

cludes all the elements of

self-inking and type chang-

ing, thus facilitating its ap-

plication at all places and un-

der any conditions.

The die is mounted on a

round, molded rubber air

cushion arranged with mor-

tise for the standard size

date. The dates themselves

are arranged in a grooved

cylindrical block wdiich forms

the core of the case, the other

side of the block being re-

cessed to carry a tub-e of ink and a pair of tweezers. The inking

pad. which is in constant contact with the printing die when the

stamp is closed, is contained in

the cover or cap ; simply remov-

ing this makes the stamp ready

to print.

A special modern feature is the

provision for cancellation of rev-

iNFLATABLt/ „T/ euuc stamps. [The R. H. Smith
NOZZLE / -sj Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Massachusetts.]

physicians in surgical use, etc,

Angeles, California.]

SELF DRAINING SOFT RUBBER SYRINGE.

This self-draining syringe is complete, sani-

tary and simple in operation. It is hand-made,

of thick, soft red rubber with a highly polished

finish. There are no water valves nor other

metal parts to corrode, and no hard rubber

attachments. The inflatable envelope surround-

ing the nozzle acts as an adjustable guard, pre-

venting injected fluid from es-

caping. By means of a small

inflating bulb, provided with

the syringe, the envelope is

easily inflated to the required

size, and this inflatable feature

conforms the nozzle into a

vaginal dilator of value to

[The Ideal Rubber Co., Los
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The Editor's Book Table.

ANNUAL CHEJIICAL DIRECTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Edited by B. F. Lovelace. Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, Maryland.
[Octavo, cloth, 305 pages. Price $5, postpaid.]

THIS, the first issue of the Annual Chemical Director}- of the

United States, inakes its appearance at a peculiarly opportune

time, when the importance of the chemical industry is real-

ized as never before, and when this industry in .America is mani-

festing a progressive spirit of accomplishment which it has never

known before. The scope of the volume is comprehensive, the

--.ontents accurate, and the arrangement such as to render the de-

sired address almost instantly available. It may well find a place

in the office of every business in which chemistry in any form

plays a part, for its twelve sections contain a great fund of helpful

information. To the purchasing agent of a rubber factory it is

invaluable. Whether it be desired to buy chemicals or laboratory

equipment, to employ a professional chemist, to consult labora-

tories, colleges, experiment stations, Federal or State officials, to

cooperate with chemical societies, or refer to cheipical publica-

tions, the necessary individual or firm name will be found under

the proper heading. All listings have been made gratis and

without regard to the advertising. Each section is alphabetically

arranged throughout; first by subheads, then by states and finally

by names.

Chemists are classified as consulting, analytical, and chemical

engineers ; laboratories, as Federal and State, municipal, indus-

trial and professional. There are lists of American and foreign

colleges offering courses in chemistry, experiiuent stations, tech-

nical and scientific societies, chemical journals and important

books of 1916-1917. The survey of 1916 devotes some space to

the development of synthetic rubber in Germany, which can now
be produced at $1 per pound, estimated on the basis of the prices

of raw materials in August, 1914. Among the newer devices and

methods are mentioned a new double-bladed rubber masticator,

a new non-corrosive insulating material, and the use of Bakelite

in the making of pulleys and noiseless gears.

LES CHOLESTEROLS AU POINT DE VUE SCIENTIFIQUE ET
Indiictriel. By Andre Dubosc, 49 Rue des Vinaigriers, Paris, France.
[Octavo, 103 pages, paper. Price. 26 francs.]

This booklet consists of a collection of articles and experiments

concerning cholesterols, which originally appeared in our

esteemed French contemporary, "Le Caoutchouc & la Gutta-

percha.'' The author has treated, with liis usual regard for

detail and completeness in experiments, observations and tables,

such subjects as: Presence of cholesterols in greases and resins

of rubber
;
proportion of cholesterol in the acetone extracts of

rubber ; analysis ; chemical, physical and physiological properties
;

physical and chemical structure, and ethers of cholesterols.

RUBBER COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS. FOR PRODUCING AND NON-
Producing Companies. By R. S. Stewart, C. A., and F. C. Ebbels.
with a preface by Herbert Wright. A.R.C.S., F.L.S. Gee & Co..
London, England. [8vo, 128 ]>ages. cloth. Price, 7s. Gd., postpaid.]

Plantation accounting is a comprehensive and intricate matter

because of the great amount of detail required for monthly re-

ports from the manager on the estate to the directors of the com-

pany in England, America or elsewhere, and this is the first book

yet published on the subject. The authors have made an ex-

haustive study of the systems of leading companies and in the

light of their own extensive experience have combined the best

ideas into a seemingly adfequate and nearly ideal system which

will tend toward more sound financial methods in the manage-

ment both on estates and in company offices. An industry involv-

ing a capital of nearly $500,000,000 and 1,500,000 planted acres

certainly offers opportunities for standardized accounting, and

with that in view suggestions are solicited with the idea of ex-

tending the scope of the book at soine later date.

OFFICIAL BULLETIN. E. S. ROCHESTER, EDITOR. 10 JACKSON
Place, Washington, D. C. fS pages. Price, $5 a year.]

For the purpose of circulating authoritative news pertaining to

government activities and the conduct of the war, "The Official

Bulletin'' has made its appearance and henceforth will be pub-

lished daily under order of the President by the Committee on

Public Information. This committee is composed of the Secre-

tary of State, the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy
and George Creel as civilian chairman. E. S. Rochester is editor.

The early issues consist chieHy of proclamations and executive

orders of the President and stimulating publicity relative to the

"Liberty Loan" and army and navy enlistments. Copies of this

8-page, 3-column newspaper will be furnished without charge to

newspapers, all post offices in the United States, public officials

and agencies of a public or semi-public character equipped for

the dissemination of official news of the United States Govern-

ment. To others the subscription rates by mail are $5 a year.

NEW RUBBER JOURNALS.

XTOTWITHSTANDING the high cost of living and the high-

^ ' er cost of paper, inks and printing throughout the world,

not to mention the threat of almost prohibitive American postal

rates proposed in the new war tariff bill, there seems to be no
lack of courage on the part of those eager to enlighten the rub-

ber trade, as shown by the following announcements.

ARCHIEF VOOR DE Rl'BBERCULTUUR IN NEDERLANDSCH-IXDIE.

Under the above title (Archives of the Rubber Plantation In-

dustry in the Netherlands Indies), and in the form of a monthly

magazine 7J-^ by lO'A inches, will be published the reports of the

Java rubber experimental stations at Buitenzorg, Salatiga, Malang
and Djember, and the Sumatra station at Medan, which have

formerly appeared as various bulletins and jiamphlets. These

will be issued in Dutch as before, but accompanied by extensive

summaries and complete tabular matter in English. Book re-

views and abstracts from the rubber journals of the world will be

in Dutch only. This important innovation commends itself to

British and American readers because the committee of editors,

composed of the directors and officers of the experimental sta-

tions, consists of such well-known scientists as K. Gorter, J. G.

Fol, F. C. van Heurn, H. C. Pratt, W. Roepke, A. A. L. Rutgers,

A. J. Ultee, O. E. de Vries, Th. Wurth and H. J. Hellendoorn,

Buitenzord, Java, as Editor-Secretary. The features of the

first issue, dated February, 1917, consist of four articles by Dr.

O. de Vries, as follows : "Sugar as a Coagulant for Crepe Rub-

ber," "Influence of Rolling on Crepe Rubber,'' "The Influence

of the Rubber Content of Latex on the Inner Qualities of the

Rubber," and the "Influence of the .Amount of .Acetic .Acid on the

Inner Qualities of the Rubber."

"THE RUBBER AGE."

LTnder this comprehensive title a new American rubber trade

journal, edited by Herbert M. \\'illiams, is being published by

the Gardner, Moffat Co., Inc., New York City. It appears

semi-monthly at a subscription price of $1 a year, its announced

main purpose being "to assist in spreading such known technical

information as can be obtained from the laboratories and fac-

tories, as well as from the technical and engineering press," in the

belief "that a better and broader knowledge of the business and

commercial problems and market conditions, will be of service to

both the manufacturers and those to whom they sell, and will

bring about better understandings and more mutual cooper-

ation." The first issue, dated March 26, consists of 48 pages

about equally divided between reading matter and advertising,

and includes four feature articles, news of interest to the .Amer-
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ican rubber industry, and several market departments, that de-

voted to manufactured rubber goods being an original conception.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS SURVEY.

Busy men will welcome the "Industrial News Survey," now

being published weekly by the National Industrial Conference

Board, 15 Beacon street, Boston, Massachusetts, an organization

consisting of 16 trade associations of employers, including Tlie

Rubber Association of America, Inc. The news which every

executive in the industrial world wants to know is presented in

crisp, concise form and printed on several single leaflets, 514 by

8H inches, wire-stitched together. The regular subscription

price is $2 a year, but it may be procured by members through

The Rubber Association of America for $1 a year postpaid, which

barelv covers the cost of production and mailing.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

clearly but briefly, and at the end are views of the various fac-

tories of Pirelli & Co. in Italy and Spain, and on another page

some of the plants of the General Electric Co., Limited, in Eng-

land, both of which companies combine to form the Pirelli Gen-

eral Cable Works of Southampton and London,

* * *

The Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited, of Toronto,

is sending out an excellent catalog of its automobile tires and

sundries. This is generously illustrated with half-tones of the

tires, treads, tubes and sundries which have made the name of

Dunlop famous. Each article is pictured and described, and th*.

40-page booklet is a fine specimen of trade catalog printing.

THE Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois, is noted for the beauty

and usefulness of its various catalogs and trade publications.

Several attractive pamphlets recently received are: "Traveling

Water Screen for Condenser Intakes," "Increasing Profits by

Saving Expense in the Handling and Storing of Coal and

Ashes." "Some Modern Coal Tipples," "Blue Diamond Coal

Company's Tipple." Link-Belt and Sprocket Wheels for Saw-

mills," "Link-Belt Wagon and Truck Loaders," and "Cement

Mill Equipment." Each of these booklets carries a message of

interest to manufacturers and we understand that the company

will send copies of any or all of them to those who may write

to the concern requesting them. An elaborate work and a book

well worthy of being in every engineer's library is the "Link-Belt

Silent Chain Data Book No. 125." numbering 128 pages and

handsomely bound in imitation leather. It is profusely illustrated

and gives figures and tables of matters pertaining to the various

behs manufactured by this company, their requirements, horse

power, etc. The belts are fully described and pictured, directions

given for selecting, determining length of chain and for in-

stalling and starting. The tables of transmission of horse power

are particularly valuable. Tliis company has also published as a

hanger in the national colors, a portion of President Wilson's

proclamation in such large type that "he who runs may read." It

is a handsome and appropriate hanger for a business office. We
are informed that the company will send a copy of this to anyone

who may address a request to the Chicago plant.

* * *

The \\>stinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., of East

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has had printed in an attractive 16-

page pamphlet, under the title "A Plea for Defense of Human
Rights and Liberty," the memorable address of President Wilson

before Congress on April 2, 1917, in which he advised a dec-

laration of war against Germany.

* * *

A very highly colored and striking hanger issued by the Kansas

City Tire & Rubber Corp., Kansas City, Missouri, to advertise its

Bull tires, represents a formidable and ferocious bull charging

one of these tires which, however, shows no damage from the

onslaught. The hanger is one which would certainly attract

attention when placed in any garage or store which may be

favored with this brilliant advertisement.

* * *

The Pirelli General Cable Works, Limited, London, England,

has sent out a handsome booklet describing and picturing the

new Southampton works of that company. The 28 pages of fine

coated paper contain many excellent half-tones of the works, one

showing the main buildings in a group on the waterfront, while

other pictures show details of the several buildings and interior

views of the various departments. All of these are described

A TRAVELING EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Kitchener, Ontario, is now
maintaining a unique window display service. Trunks are

fitted with all of the equipment for dressing a window, in-

cluding crude rubber and rubbers in the different stages of

manufacture. This trunk is sent out to the retailer for his

use and when through he repacks and returns it to the

nearest branch. The trunks contain besides crude rubber,

strips of soling, the various pieces, and all materials used in

the process of making tennis shoes and rubbers. The com-
pany has found that merchants appreciate this service and

use it to good advantage.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

'I 'HE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-
* thelcss they are of interest not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional in-

formation may be fiirnislied by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have those interested communicate unth him.

[294.] A correspondent is in the market for a 6 by 12-inch

experimental mixing mill.

[295.] An inquiry has been received for names of concerns

manufacturing hard-rubber-lined iron pipe and fittings.

[296.] Names of manufacturers of machines for cutting eye-

lets in outside blow-out patches are requested.

[297.] Information is sought concerning the sort of wire

cloth used in straining latex in the Far East.

[298,] The address of the selling agents of Ocotillo gum is

desired,

[299.] Names and addresses of manufacturers of rotary

rubber scrap cutters have been requested.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS,

.\ merchant in France is in the market for gold stylographic

and fountain pens. Report No. 24,298.

\n agency for the sale of rubber is desired by a company in

Sumatra. Report No. 24,388.

A firm in India wishes to secure an agency for the sale of rub-

ber goods and rubber tires for carriages and motor cars. Report

No. 24,408.

An applicant in the Straits Settlements desires to purchase

bare fabric automobile tires, without the rubber tread. Report

No, 24.427.

A firm in England is in the market for india rubber buttons

for use in making garters. Report No. 24,504.

A man in Brazil wishes to purchase three or four 12-screw

rubber diving suits. Report No. 24,530.

Rubber wheels and other rubber goods are desired by an ap-

plicant in France. Report No. 24,535.

Tlie Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co., Norwalk, Connecticut, adver-

tises its tires in Los Angeles, California, by a unique method.

A trained goose parades the streets of the city, garbed in suit-

ablv labeled attire.
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The Obituary Record.

A PROMINENT PLANTATION ADVOCATE,

SIR ALEXANDER SHARP BETHUXE, who died in Eng-
land recently, was a pioneer of the rubber planting industry

j
in Ceylon. Starting in the tea planting business at the early

age of 2(1 years, he was connected with some of the large tea plan-

tations and was
prominent as a plan-

ter from 1880 until

about the first of

the present cen-

tury, wlien he left

Ceylon to become a

partner with Messrs.

Charles Hope & Co.,

of L o n d o n. He
i d e n tified himself

with a large number
of planting enter-

prises and when

later. In 1905 he formed tlie Consumers' Rubber Co. to manu-

facture insulated wire. Financial troubles overtook this concern

in 1911. In 1914 he organized the Narragansett Rubber Co.,

which is in successful operation, manufacturing rubber footwear

and tennis shoes, and of which he was president and treasurer

at the time of his death. As an inventor he secured a patent for

an ingenious and practical buckle for overshoes.

Mr. McCarty was described by his friends as a "rough dia-

mond." Tliat is, his education did not go far beyond that of

rubber manufacture, which he knew from the wash-room up.

He was warm-hearted, enthusiastic, a great worker, and a loyal,

dependable friend. His wife died several years, ago, but he is

survived by two daughters and nine grandchildren, a brother and

two sisters.

Sir Ale.\.\xder Sh.\rp Bethune

rubber became prominent he became pro-

moter for several leading planting com-
panies. He was a member of the Rubber
Growers' Association and, for a period, its

chairman, in which capacity he was largely

instrumental in the dispatch of chemists to

study scientific questions on the spot. He
was an earnest advocate for the standard-

ization of rubber. For many years he was
London correspondent for the "Times of

Ceylon" and a few years ago he took an

extended business trip which not only in-

cluded Ceylon but East Africa, investigating the extraction of

latex of the Funtiunia elastica and later writing interestingly of

his trip from the rubber man's standpoint, for the above men-

tioned journal. The story of his claim to the baronetcy is a

romantic one, Mr. Alexander Bethune, by authority of the Lyon

King of .Arms, becoming Sir Alexander Sharp Bethune, Bart.,

in Decen:ber, 1916. .\t the iime of h!s death he was a director

in a large number of tea and rubber plantation companies. He
had a large circle of friends, in both England and Ceylon, who
mnurn his loss.

A GRANDSON OF CHARLES GOODYEAR.

Xelson Goodyear, grandson of Charles Goodyear, the discov-

erer of vulcanization, died at his home in New York City, after

a very short illness, aged 44 years.

He was born in Brooklyn, New York,

but his early boyhood was spent in the

vicinity of Boston, Massachusetts, and his

education received at Hill School, Potts-

town. Pennsylvania. the Metropolitan

School of Fine -\rts, New York City, and

in Paris. Like his ancestors, he was an in-

^., i^^^^^H vestigator and inventor. His father created

Tp^ ^^^^^^H the welt sewing machine, which revolution-

ized slioe manufacturing. Nelson Good-

Terkence MlC.^rtv

A LIFE LONG RUBBER SPECIALIST.

Terrence McCarty, for nearly 5U years connected with the

rubber footwear industry, died in Providence, Rhode Island, on

May 4, following a surgical operation.

He was born in Bristol, Rhode Island, March 19, 1856. His

education was limited principally to the evening schools of that

town, for he went to work in a cotton factory when eleven years

old. He entered the employ of the National India Rubber Co. as

errand boy in 1868, and worked his way up, becoming superin-

tendent in 1893. Always ambitious, he resigned that position two

years later, and, with Fred L. Smith, started the Byheld Rubber

Co., which was sold to the United States Rubber Co. some years

year's studies were

in the l;nes of archi-

tecture, engineering

and the development

of a c e t yle n e for

lighting and me-
chanical work. His

automatic buoys are

used by the LInited

States Government,

among them a 13- Pciul Foumici

ton lighting and

whistling b u o y at

the Panama Canal. He perfected acetylene and oxygen welding

and cutting equipment, also apparatus for lighting and projec-

tion by acetylene. In architecture his most notable work is the

wonderful dome of Columbia University, the only self-sustain-

ing masonry dome in .America. His last work was on a trench

gun on original lines, a patent for which is now pending in

Washington.

He traveled extensively, visiting Egypt, .\thens and Rome with

his uncle. Prof. W. H. Goodyear, Curator of Fine .Arts at

Brooklyn Institute. In Italy and France he studied architecture,

Nelson GocnvE.^R
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and later in Germany he investigated gas and oxygen welding.

Mr. Goodyear was an ardent lover of the sea and an ocean

voyage or one in a 30-foot yawl was equally fascinating to

him. He was also a splendid horseman. In 1903 he married

Katharine Goodyear who is also a grandchild of Charles Good-

year. She survives him, as do also a daughter and a son.

In many respects, Mr. Goodyear inherited the character of

his grandfather; the same invincible determination, the same

spirit of buoyancy and optimism, aljove all the genius for in-

vestigation and invention which liave made tile name famous

for all time.

PRESIDENT OF SEVERAL CORPORATIONS.

Francis C. Van Dyk, for several years president of tlie Ster-

ling Tire Corporation, Rutherford, New Jersey, died at his

residence, at . Paterson. New Jersey, Monday, May 21.

He was born in

San Juan, Porto

Kico, 80 years ago,

and was brought to

iliis country at an

early age. When
13 years old he en,-

tered the dry goods

store owned by his

uncle at New
Ijrnnswick. N e w
Jersey, nine years

later forming a

partnership w i t h

liis employer, and

establishing a dry

goods store in Pat-

erson. Five years

later, he acquired

the entire owner-

ship of the busi-

ness, which event-

ually developed into

one of the largest

and most popular

department stores in the State of New Jersey.

Mr. Van Dyk was interested in a number of outside enter-

prises, and in 1894 retired from the dry goods business.. For

several years he had been interested in the Sterling Tire Cor-

poration, and for the last four years its president. He was also

president of James Simpson & Co., silk manufacturers ; president

of the Laurel Grove Cemetery Co., president of the Cedar Clifif

Land Co., the Broadway Land Co., and the Van Dyk Land Co.

For 45 years he was vice-president and director of the Second

National Bank of Paterson, and for 25 years was president of

tbe Board of Directors of the Paterson Orphan Asylum.

He was active in religious and church work as in his business

affairs and was ruling elder of the First Presbyterian Church,

member of the Board of Trustees, and at the time of his death,

elder of the Church of the Redeemer.

Francis C. V.\n Dvk.

TWO SCORE YEARS A FOOTWEAR DISTRIBUTER.

Peter Gauthier, manager of the Ottawa branch of the Miner

Rubber Co., Granby, Canada, died at his home in Ottawa, April

19. For 40 years he was identified with the rubber footwear

trade in Canada, and for the last 16 years at Ottawa. He was

well known in the Ottawa Valley and Eastern Ontario, where

he had many friends in the retail footwear trade.

ACTIVELY IDENTIFIED WITH RUBBER CEMENT MANUFACTURE.

James A. Law, president of The Eureka Cement Co., Newark,

New^ Jersey, died April 28. at Maplewood, New Jersey, in his

sixty-tifth year, of a complication of diseases.

Until the last few years he had been actively identified with the

manufacture of rubber cements for the shoe, hat and leather in-

dustries, having started the business nearly 30 years ago.

He is survived by a widow and son. the latter being actively

identified with the present business and its branches.

INTERESTING LETTERS FROM OUR READERS.
A PHILIPPINE RUBBER PLANTING ADVISER.

To THE Editor of The Indi.^ Rubiikr World:

r\E.-\R SIR—I am in a position to be of practical assistance
^"^ to prospccfive rubber planters in the Philippines, as I have

had considerable plantation experience and am leaving for Min-

danao soon. An Englishman, I was born in Ceylon, where my
father and grandfather were planters, and my mother still has

valuable tea and Para estates. My father interplanted coffee with

tea and got returns from the tea in 18 months, and later my
brother interplanted the tea with Para rubber, Ixith products

growing well together.

I began life as a planter, and have (jpened up three estates.

More recently as a traveling dentist riding through the planting

districts, I have established several large nurseries. I can select

land and plant it with rubber and other products, which will

give a quick return. As proof of my ability^ I enclose a testi-

monial from the late John Ferguson, C.M.G., a member of the

legislative council in Ceylon, editor and proprietor of the "Ob-
server," and owner of a tea estate. T. H. Stephens.

Cosmopolitan Building, Manila, March 16, 1917.

THE TALK IN SINGAPORE.

To THE Editor of The Indi.\ Rubber World:

r^EAR SIR—There is much local discussion at Singapore and
'-^ in this section about American companies obtaining title to

land for rubber plantations. Planters here reason that in a

measure it will reduce the number of their customers when
some of their former customers are producing for themselves.

To further explain, it appears that the General Rubber Co. may
desire to own a plantation on the peninsula in addition to its

plantations in Sumatra, and it is blamed for the entire project, as

it is established here better than others. Three of the big Amer-

ican manufacturers, it is rumored, are looking for land to light

on, and one took an option on 20,000 acres, which has expired

without exercising it. All this gives foundation for much dis-

cussion on the subject of the "American invasion,'' re,garding

which not an .American has raised his voice nor written a line

for print so far.

The actual average price the planters obtained for their 1916

rubber was three shillings per pound—a fraction more, perhaps,

but I placed it at 60 cents to be sure to be conservative. This

difference of some 12 cents per pound would make the aggregate

of millions yet higher which .Americans paid in 1916 to this

part of the world.

And yet more, the most reliable information I have obtained

here on the total product of rubber, was a little over 164.000'

tons of plantation, which figure I think will be found later on

about correct, and this would still add to the total amount in

gold dollars paid by America. If the balance of the world

(South America, Africa, Central America and Mexico) pro-

duced 50,000 tons in 1916. we have a grand total of 214,000 tons

as the world's production for 1916.

Great Britain has passed a law, and this dependency has

adopted it, taxing automobiles for every purpose and sold at

any price—whether a Ford or a Pierce-Arrow—the round sum

of 299 cents (Straits Settlements currency) each as a means of

revenue.

The council of the government contemplates raising the tax

on exported rubber from here and it will be based upon pounds,

weight, quality having nothing to do with it.

Singapore, April 10, 1917., L. E. J.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.
PRESIDENT HOTCHKISS TO SUPERINTEND RUBBER PRODUCTION.

H STUART HOTCHKISS, president of the General Rubber

, Co., vice-president, secretary and treasurer of The L.

Candee & Co., director and member of the executive com-

mittee of the U.

S. Rubber Co., and

first vice-president

of The Rubber As-

sociation of Amer-
ica, Inc., is one of

a notable committee

chosen by the
United States Gov-

ernment to superin-

tend the production

of raw materials for

the war. It will

serve under Ber-

nard M. Baruch,

chairman of that

division of the Na-

tional Council of

Defensf. Mr.
Hotchkiss is chair-

man of the Rubber

Committee.

Other chairmen

are Judge Elbert H.

Gary, head of the

United States Steel Corporation ; A. C. Bedford, head of the

Standard Oil Co.; Horatio S. Rubens, director of the United

States Industrial Alcohol Co., alcohol ; Arthur V. Davis, alum-

inum ; Thomas F. Manville, asbestos ; Charles F. Brooker, brass

;

W. H. Childs, coal tar by-products ; Robert H. Downman, lum-

ber ; Clinton H. Crane, lead ; L. W. Kingsley, mica ; Ambrose

Monell, nickel; Henry Whiton, sulphur, and Jacob F. Brown,

wool.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-

facturing companies on May 25 ace furnished by John Burn-

ham & Co., lis Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La
Salle street, Chicago, Illinois:

Bid. Asked.
Ajax Rubber Co. (new) 68 11
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common 128 133
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 106 108
The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 52 5254
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 106".,^ 107!4
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 200 203
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 106 108
Kelly-Springficid Tire Co., common 53 i^ 55
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co, , preferred 87 94
Miller Rubber Co.. common 196 200
Miller Rubber Co.. preferred 104 106
Portage Rubber Co 150 155
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 65 70
United States Rubber Co., common 57>^ 58
United States Rubber Co ,

preferred 105 106

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Republic Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend of 2

?er cent on common stock on May 1 to stockholders of record

.•\pril 25. A dividend of 1^ per cent has been declared on

preferred stock, payable June 1 to stockholders of record

May 20.

The Ajax Rubber Co. has increased its dividend rate from

$1.25 per share to $1.50 per share, the declared dividend at the

new rate payable June IS to stockholders of record May 31.

RUBBER SCRAP DIVISION MEETING.

The Rubber Scrap Division of the National Association of

Waste Material Dealers held a very satisfactory meeting. May
15, at the Hotel Astor, New York City. The recommendations
relating to packing and shipping specifications made by the

Rubber Reclaimers' Division of The Rubber Association of

America, Inc., were adopted with a few minor changes. The
next meeting will be held June 19-20. A new circular on
packing and a pamphlet on trade customs between dealers and
consumers will be issued under date of July 1. 1917.

CAITADIAN CONSOLIDATED ELECTIONS.

At the recent annual meeting of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada, directors were elected

for the current year, as follows : Walter Binmore, R. C. Colt,

Col. S. P. Colt, W. A. Eden, R. E. Jamieson, V. E. Mitchell. K. C,
E. W. Nesbitt. M. P., W. G. Parsons, R. B. Price, T. H. Rieder,

W. H. Robinson, Homer E. Sawyer, A. D. Thornton, Elisha S.

Williams.

At a subsequent meeting of the directors, the following officers

were elected : T. H. Rieder, president ; V. E. Mitchell, K. C,
vice-president ; W. A. Eden, secretary ; Walter Binmore, treasur-

er ; R. C. Colt, assistant secretary, and J. P. B. Daigneau, assist-

ant treasurer.

UNITED STATES RUBBER CO. ESTABLISHES NEW FOOTWEAR PLANT.

The United States Rubber Co. has acquired the plant orig-

inally established as the Banner Rubber Co., at Kenrick and

Bittner streets, Baden, St. Louis, Missouri, and will operate it

exclusively for the manufacture of rubber footwear. Charles

R. Haynes, superintendent of The Goodyear Metallic Rubber

Shoe Co., at Nau.catuck, Connecticut, will be in general charge

of this St. Louis plant, the preliminary work being in charge

of J. M. Rice, superintendent of The L. Candee & Co. plant,

located at New Haven, Connecticut. It is hoped within the next

si.x months to develop a production of at least 10,000 pairs a

day of rubber shoes and arctics.

CONDENSITE PATENTS RECOGNIZED BY GENERAL BAKELITE CO.

Litigation between the Condensite Co. of America and the

General Bakelite Co. has been terminated, and the General

Bakelite Co. agrees to recognize the validity of the Condensite

(Aylsworth) patents Nos. 1,065,495, dated June 24, 1913, and

1,137,374, dated April 27, 1915, and to pay substantial royalties

thereunder.

The patents in question cover broadly all varnishes, lacquers,

enamels and cements with which a phenolic condensation prod-

uct (such as condensite or bakelite) is combined with a double

solvent of either of the following types : first, a readily volatile

organic liquid and another organic liquid immiscible with, and

of a higher boiling point than water, or second, a liquid oxygen

compound of the aliphatic series and a compound of the ben-

zene series soluble therein, or a cyclic hydro-carbon.

WAGE INCREASES IN NEW YORK.

In the rubber and gutta percha establishments of New York
State the number of employes was 7.9 per cent greater than in

March, 1916, and their total wages were 28.7 per cent greater.

The gains over February, 1917, were 1 and 7.4 per cent, re-

spectively.

The chemical industries also reported increases in wages

greater than in number of employes, the excess over March, 1916,

being 11.4 per cent in number and 28.6 per cent in wages.
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RUBBER SHIP CRIPPLES A U-BOAT.

BECAUSE the rubber industrj' is so dependent upon freedom

o£ the seas it seems a singular coincidence that a ship in

the direct London-New York service, well known for its frequent

rubber cargoes, should have been the first American arnitil

pierchantman to cripple a German submarine. This distinction

goes to the "Mongolia" of the Atlantic Transport Co., a ves-

sel of 13,638 tons under the command of Captain Emery Rice.

On April 19, the 142nd anniversary of the Battle of Lexington,

the gun crew under Lieutenant Bruce R. Ware fired America's

first shot in the war and scored a clean hit at 1,000 yards, shat-

tering the periscope, thereby repelling the U-boat attack. On her

return trip to Xew York the "Mongolia" w^as twice attacked by

submarines without damage. A sister ship, tlie "Manchuria," is

in the same service.

TEADE NOTES.

The Omaha. Nebraska, branch of the United States Rubber

Co. has leased the ground at the corner of Ninth and Douglas

streets, and will build there a reinforced concrete, brick-faced,

fireproof building of five stories. The American Hand Sewed

Shoe Co.. w^hich is a branch of the United States Rubber Co.,

will occupy a portion of the building.

Hagemeyer & Brunn, dealers in crude rubber, announce the

removal of their offices to 82 Beaver street. New York City.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, of To-

ronto, sent out last month a new footwear price list, which

shows an average advance of 2 to 3 cents on low rubliers,

and 10 to 15 cents on boots. Lumbermen's gum and duck

goods are advanced 10 cents a pair.

The Third National Exposition of Chemical Industries will

be held at Grand Central Palace. New York City, the week

of September 24. A large number of leading bouses have

already signified their intention to exhibit.

0. .A. Barnard Co., dealer in fabrics for the rubber trade, has

opened an office at 50 East Forty-second street, New York City.

The first of a series of suits aggregating several millions of

dollars has been instituted by Ferdinand Ephraim. of San Fran-

cisco, against Salvador Madero, of Mexico, on the ground that

the latter, representing large interests in Mexico, has infringed

liis patents for extracting rubber from the guayule plant, thereby

causing Mr. Ephraim losses to the extent of $8,000,000.

The well-known chemical and color house of J. Early Wood,

New York City, is now represented on the Pacific Coast by

L. T. Kirch, 461 Market street, San Francisco, California, who

has been appointed sales manager for that territory.

E. M. & F. Waldo, manufacturers of compounding ingredients

extensively used in rubber manufacture, have recently increased

their facilities and office space, having taken a commodious suite

of offices occupying the entire center section of the fourth floor

of the BowUng Green Building. 11 Broadway, New York Cit\'.

The Habirshaw Electric Cable Co., New York City, has pur-

chased property on the Saw Mill River Road, Yonkers, New
York, on which it will erect a one-story brick factory building,

60 by 242 feet, to be used as a wire-drawing department, the cost

being estimated at $60,000.

The office of Ralph Croft, crude ruliber liroker, is now located

at 72 Trinity Place, New York City.

J. A. McKenzie recently sailed for the Antipodes, as local

Australasian manager for the United States Rubber Export Co..

whose business there will be conducted under the name of the

India Rubber Products Co., Limited. Mr. McKenzie was for-

merly branch manager of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., Limited, at Victoria, B. C. D. F. Moncur, formerly of the

Montreal office of the Canadian Consolidated company, will act

as Mr. McKenzie's assistant.

JOHN J. CHANDLER.

JOHN J. CHANDLER, vice-president of the Hoggson & Pettis

Manufacturing Co., New Haven, Connecticut, is a man
widely known in the rubber trade, his entire business life having

been devoted to the

engraving of rolls

for rubber manufac-

turers. When S. J.

Hoggson started as

a die sinker and en-

graver in 1849 he

had little idea of

the great growtli of

the business he

founded. Thirty
years after, he took

a partner, George C.

Pettis, and as the

business grew it was

incorporated. The
success of this con-

cern in no small

degree is due to

John J. Chandler,

who became an ap-

prentice in June,

1880. In the fol-

JOHN J. Ch.\xdler. lowing years he be-

came one of the

most expert roll engravers in the country. He rose to the

position of foreman, then superintendent, and later vice-president.

In this latter capacity he has traveled extensively throughout the

United States and Canada, and his face is familiar, he having

attended practically all the conventions and exhibitions of the

rubber trade which have been held in the past ten or fifteen

years, while his work is held as a standard in leading mills both

in this coniitrv and abroad.

PERSONAL MENTION.

A. Staines Manders, alert, indefatigable and far-seeing, is

planning a monster rubber exhibition in London in 1919. It is

sure to be a success, else he will not hold it, and in the event

that the submarine is by that time eliminated, American interest,

personal and present, is sure to be great.

Richard Weil, who has become the guide, coimselor and friend

of many visiting the great rubber plantations in the Far East,

has returned from his winter's trip to Java, the Federated Malay

States and Ceylon. Although but just landed, he is alr«ady

making plans for a trip to the same countries next winter.

E. J. Carlin. formerly with the Pioneer Asphalt Co., Law-
renceville. Illinois, has accepted a position in the sales depart-

ment of the Barber Aspiialt & Paving Co., Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania.

G. G. Schrieke, representative of the Java-Sumatra Syndicate,

Bandoeng, Java, is in the United States with the object of in-

teresting American capital in planting in the Far East. He will

pail for Holland shortly and return to this country in September.

CORRECTION.

The May issue of The Indi.\ RriiBER World contained a notice

to the effect that the Pioneer Asphalt Co., of Lawrenceville,

Illinois, had become affiliated with another company in the same

line. This was erroneous, as the Pioneer Asphalt Co. has not

made any change since its incorporation, nor does it contemplate

any. "Pioneer" M. R. Hydrocarbon, manufactured for the rub-

ber trade, is a well known product of this company.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
FACTURERS.

COTTON MANU-

AT the annual meeting of this organization held at the Copley-

Plaza, Boston, Massachusetts, April 25 and 26, practically

the whole board of government was reelected : Albert Farwell

Bemis for president, Russell B. Lowe and W. Frank Shove, vice-

presidents ; Philip Dana and John E. Rousmaniere for full terms

on the board of directors, Thomas H. Rennie for two years to

succeed R. M. Miller, resigned, and William B. MacCoU for one

year, to succeed William N. Kimball, resigned.

All of the many important addresses, including a stereopticon

lecture on "The New Cotton Fields of the Southwest," by

Walter E. Packard of the University of California Agricultural

Experiment Station, El Centro, California, gave indication that

the leading men of this industry realize its importance during

the present critical period and the imperative need of increased

production of factories and farms to help sustain our burden in

the European conflict. National policies affecting the war were

discussed, and the association expressed itself in favor of select-

ive conscription, daylight saving, and cultivating garden plots,

outlined a plan for a fair tax levy to furnish the Government

with all the money needed, and called for a firm hand on the

limitation of the ultimate destination of exported American

cotton. An international cotton conference was advocated to be

held immediately upon the conclusion of the present war at some

convenient point in the United States, and to be composed of

representatives of all branches of the cotton industry in the

countries with which we shall at that time enjoy reciprocal trade

relations.

R. M. LOEWENTHAL & CO.

R. M. Loewenthal & Co. is the name of a recently organized

waste rubber concern which will confine its operations exclu-

sively to auto tire scrap. The head of the new company is Ralph

M. Loewenthal, formerly of The Loewenthal Co. and well

known in the waste rubber industry. The new company, with

offices at 51 East Forty-second street and warehouse in Buffalo,

New York, has a highly developed buying and sales organization.

CANADIAN DRAWBACK ON RUBBER FABRICS.

Canadian custom regulations issued under an order in coun-

cil of February 6, 1917, authorize a drawback of 99 per cent of

the customs duties on imported cotton fabrics which are used

in the manufacture in Canada of rubber belting, rubber tires,

and rubber tubes'. Drawback will be allowed only when the

duty has been paid not more than three years before the manu-

facture of the goods and cannot be claimed for a quantity of

cotton fabric in excess of the quantity of similar cotton fabric

used in the manufacture of rubber belting, tires, and tubes made

by the claimant for drawback and exported during the period

covered by the claim subsequent to January 1, 1917. Satis-

factory proof must be furnished as to the manufacture and ex-

portation of the goods on which drawback is claimed.

CUTLER-HAMMER ADDS TO PLANT.

Extensive additions to the plant of The Cutler-Hammer Manu-

facturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, maker of electric con-

FLAG RAISINGS IN RHODE ISLAND.

The employes of the several rubber manufacturing plants

in Rhode Island continue to show their patriotism by

flag raisings and appropriate exercises, so that "Old Glory"

waves triumphantly from numerous staffs and out of many win-

dows at every rubber factory in the State. Flags are now
installed in nearly every department at the Davol Rubber Co.

plant. There was an elaborate flag raising on May 1 at the

boiler room and box factory of the National India Rubber Co.'s

plant at Bristol, and a similar flag raising at the office of the

factory of the International Rubber Co., at West Barrington,

earlv in the month.

First of the New Units being added to the Milwaukee

Works of The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.

trolling devices, are in progress and one of the new buildings is

shown in the accompanying iUustration. It is of reinforced con-

crete construction, fireproof throughout, six stories high and

extending the length of a city block. Arrangements for daylight

and artificial lighting are exceptionally well provided for and a

complete air washing system will be installed.

NEW OFFICERS OF THE NARRAGANSETT RUBBER CO.

At a meeting of the stockholders and directors of the Narra-

gansett Rubber Co., Bristol, Rhode Island, held May 17, to fill

the vacancies caused by the death of the president and treasurer,

Terrence McCarty, Mrs. James P. Murphy and Mrs. Florence F.

Sullivan were added to the board of directors. Robert S. Emer-

son, of Pawtucket, was then elected president and Miss Nora

Leahy, treasurer.

Robert S. Emerson, the newly elected president, is well known
in the legal profession. He is a member of the law firm of Mum-
ford, Huddy & Emerson, of Providence, Rhode Island. He grad-

uated from Brown University in 1897, and for several years was

connected with the selling department of the National India

Rubber Co. In 1903 he graduated from the New York Law
School, beginning the practice of law the next year. For

nine years he was Clerk and Associate Justice of the Tenth

District Court of Rhode Island. In 1915 he was elected

Judge of the Probate Court at Pawtucket, Rhode Island,

which office he now holds. He is also president of the Tilden

& Thurber Corporation, of Providence. Mr. Emerson has

been associated with Mr. McCarty's business since 1912, when
he was appointed receiver for the Consumers' Rubber Co.,

of whicli the Narragansett Rubber Co. is the successor, and

is thus well qualified to fill the office to which he has just

been elected.

Miss Leahy, the new treasurer of the company, was elected

secretary of the Consumers' Rubber Co. in 1906, to fill the

vacancy caused by the death of Mr. McCarty's son. She is

secretary of the Narragansett company and since Mr. Mc-

Carty's illness had been assistant treasurer.
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TSADE NOTES.

The Twin Tube & Rubber Co., Chicago, Illinois, is preparing

to manufacture a general line of rubber goods, specializing in a

new type of inner tube for which many advantages are claimed.

Joseph F. Davis is president of the company, A. S. Johnson, vice-

president, and F. I. Chichester, secretary-treasurer.

The Consumers Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has acquired the

interests and resources of The Cleveland Tire & Rubber Co., and

Thomas J. Jones, who has been the directing head of the latter

company, is now secretary and treasurer of The Consumers Rub-

ber Co. B. E. Frazier is president, and J. N. Kirby, vice-presi-

dent and general manager.

At the annual stockholders' meeting of the BeSaw Tire &

Rubber Co., Hartville, Ohio, held May 7, the following direc-

tors were elected for the coming year: C. A. BeSaw, I. M.

Putnam, D. W. BeSaw, G. F. Kline, P. P. Parker, Chas. Von

Weise, Mark Kirkpatrick. The following officers were also

elected: C. A. BeSaw, president; I. M. Putnam, vice-president;

D. W. BeSaw, secretary and treasurer.

Three former employes of the Federal Rubber Co., Milwaukee.

Wisconsin, two Austrians and an Italian, met under peculiar

circumstances not long ago in Europe. Upon the outbreak of

the war each returned to his native land and joined the army.

The two Austrians were recently captured in battle, and among

the Italian soldiers parceled off to guard them was their co-

worker in America. Although nominally enemies, the meeting

was a happy one, and the incident served to show how fate

separates and brings people together again in real life.

The Standard Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, has increased its capital stock to $750,000 by an issue of

$350,000 7-per cent cumulative preferred stock. The growth of

the company's business requires the installation of additional

equipment to operate the increased volume of production ef-

ficiently, and the proceeds of this issue will be used for this

purpose at the factory at Willoughby, Ohio. The previous

capitalization was $400,000 m common stock.

At the last stockholders' meeting of the Gryphon Rubber &
Tire Corp., New York City, the following officers and directors

were elected : Xorman W. Peters, president ; A. E. Gordon,

vice-president and general manager; S. A. Cunningham, treas-

urer; A. G. Vellek, secretary. Norman W. Peters. A. E. Gor-

don, S. A. Cunningham, Robert W. Schuette, R. M. Owen, Hicks

A. Weatherbee, Dr. D. \V. Whipple, Chas. W. Hunt, and Geo.

Van Keuren, directors.

The Luck Tire & Manufacturing Co., Joncsville. Michigan,

has increased its capital stock from $500,000 to $1,500,000.

The Fabricord Tire Co., which recently took over the plant

of the American Case & Register Co., of Salem, Ohio, is equip-

ping "for the production of 50O tires a day. It is estimated that

the factory will be in full operation by the latter part of the

year.

.\ new rubber mill to employ between 300 and 500 men and

to be located at Tarentum, Pennsylvania, is said to be projected.

The promoter of the prospective plant is Milton Bejach. The

new company will be capitalized at from $500,000 to $600,000,

which will be distributed between local and eastern investors.

The product will be tires and tubes.

Construction of several factory buildings is in contemplation

by the new Columbus Climax Rubber Co., recently incorporated

with a capital stock of $200,000. Temporary headquarters are

located in the Citizens' Bank Building, Columbus, Ohio.

The Giant Tire & Rubber Co. has outgrown its Akron plant

and in order to accomplish a much needed expansion has pur-

chased the plant of the Toledo-Findlay Tire & Rubber Co., at

Findlay, Ohio. The machinery in the Akron plant will be taken

to Findlay and utilized as well as that purchased with the new
plant. Twenty skilled workmen and foremen will be sent from

.'\kron to Findlay, approximately 50 men in all being employed

at first, with a gradual increase. The company will enter upon

the manufacture of automobile tires at once, and a little later

on will manufacture inner tubes and a general line of rubber

goods. The capital stock has been increased to $150,000. The
purchase price of the Findlay plant was $25,000.

The Meyer Rubber Co., Massillon, Ohio, is turning out a line

of automobile tires in all standard sizes. Frank Ridge, formerly

of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., and more recently of the

Marathon Rubber Co., is superintendent of the new plant. The
officers are, Fred W. Hatchel, president; A. A. Walter, vice-

president ; W. E. Evans, treasurer ; W. S. Lynch, assistant treas-

urer, and R. J. Hatchel, secretary.

The Anderson Steam Vulcanizer Co., maker of the Anderson
steam vulcanizer, has recently qualified to do business in Indiana,

its agent being Newton M. Anderson, Worthington, Indiana,

also president, treasurer and director of the company. W. D.

Schwarting, of Dayton, Ohio, is secretary. This firm was
incorporated under the laws of the State of Ohio, September 19,

1916, with a capital stock of $100,000 and an office at Cincinnati,

Ohio. The factory is located at Worthington, Indiana, and all

business is transacted from that point.

The Good-\\'ear Rubber Co., Elyria, Ohio, manufacturer of

automobile tires and tubes, has changed its name to The Long-

Wear Rubber Co.

The A. J. Stephens Rubber Co., successor to the McFall

Rubber & Manufacturing Co., Kansas City, Missouri, whose
plant was destroyed by fire on April 12, has opened up at

1318-26 Chestnut avenue, having purchased 150 feet fronting

on Chestnut avenue. The new company manufactures tire

accessories—inside blow-out patches, outside boots, reliners, patch-

ing material, cements and fan belts. Eighty persons are now
employed and the number will soon be increased to over 100. A.

J. Stephens is sole owner and manager.

The Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Co., manufacturer of air-

less and pneumatic automobile tires, will display its products in

the permanent Dayton Manufacturers' Exhibit being established

by The Greater Dayton Association at Dayton, Ohio.

KILLINGLY IS NOW GOODYEAR.

It is particularly appropriate that Connecticut, the state where

Charles Goodyear was born, and where many of his experiments

were performed, should have a post office bearing his name, and

such has now become the official designation of the manufacturing

town formerly known as Williamsville and later as Killingly.

The cotton mills of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. are in this

village, and undoubtedly it was because of this fact that the name
has been changed to Goodyear. The company has in successful

operation there a large plant for the manufacture of tire fabrics,

' and this plant is to be enlarged by the erection of several new
buildings, among them a storehouse with a capacity of 10.000

bales of cotton, and upon completion of the present building oper-

ations the mills will have a capacity of more than 150,000 pounds

of tire fabrics weekly.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES IN NEW QUARTERS.

On May 1 the New York office and testing station of Under-

writers' Laboratories was removed to the twelfth floor of the

Evening Mail Building, 25 City Hal! Place, in order to provide

increased space and better facilities for the conduct of their

work.

The new building of the Plymouth Rubber Co., at Canton,

Massachusetts, is nearly completed, and it is expected that it

will lie in condition to commence manufacturing early next

month.
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A. E. Friswell.

ARTHUR E. FRISWELL.

A RTHUR E. FRISWELL, tire expert, was born in Coventry,
** England, in 1870. He was brought to this country at the

age of 14 by his father, the late E. D. Friswell, who became a

partner in the

Bridgeport Elastic

Web Co., Bridge-

jiort. Connecticut.

-After a term of

school in Bridgeport

he went to the Re-

\fre Rubber Co.,

Boston, Massachu-

setts, working under

the late James

Leigh. He worked

there for eight years

during which period

the pneumatic tire

came into existence.

.\ f t e r becoming

foreman of the Re-

\ ere Rubber Co.'s

Inst tire department

lie assumed charge

of the tire depart-

ment of the Me-
chanical Fabric Co.,

Providence, Rhode Island, wdiich was then an offshoot of the

firm of David Moseley & Sons, Limited, Manchester, England,

making thread for the Bridgeport Elastic Web Co., and tires for

the Dunlop company in America. Mr. Friswell spent a further

eight years building up the tire department of the Mechanical

Fabric Co. Then that department became merged in the Rubber

Goods Manufacturing Co. and was shifted to Hartford, Con-
necticut, where he went as assistant superintendent of the Hart-

ford Rubber Works Co. During four years there Mr. Friswell

saw the pneumatic bicycle tire begin to expand into the motor
tire, and contributed towards its success.

Deciding that a bit of the world not bounded by rubber and

w'ith latitude and longitude not defined by the pneumatic tire

might enlarge his horizon, he started for a world tour with let-

ters of introduction to all the leading tire makers in Europe, and
some of the then infant plantations ; but he did not get very far.

His technical knowledge was wanted by Messrs. Moseley, in

Manchester, England, and they got it. For almost four years he,

as man.-iger of the tire department, fought an up-hill battle in

a country of free imports against all comers, foreign and do-

mestic.

His father's death compelled his return to America where,

for a time, he was soon engaged by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co., Akron, Ohio. Feeling entitled to a rest, Mr. Friswell then

took it on his bungalow estate in- Bermuda, where his wife was
born. But, as he says, a man's work is part of the fabric of his

life He has. therefore, been back to England for two years,

doing special work in rubber, and now, that work being finished,

he is again in America with an important tire connection.

BRIGHT PROSPECTS FOR SEBRING TIRE COMPAUY.

At a special meeting of stockliolders of the Sebring Tire &
Rubber Co.. Sebring. Ohio, held May 10. it was voted to increase

the capital stock from $200,000 to $500,000, and a stock dividend

of 25 per cent, to present stockholders was declared. Bright

prospects were reported and the production is to be immediately

increased to 200 tires per day. E. H. Trump, maker of the orig-

inal "Quality Tire" at Hartville. Ohio, is the practical man in

the concern and J. S. Hotchkiss is general manager.

PERSONAL MENTIOK.

J. Wilbur Hobbs has been placed in charge of the New York
City branch of the Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Penn-

sylvania, which has been moved from 1966 Broadway to 236

West Fifty-fourth street.

L. W. Kennedy has been appointed special truck tire repre-

sentative for the United States Rubber Co., in the Southern

district, with headquarters at Atlanta, Georgia.

Fred L. Gayton, formerly with the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co.. has now joined the New York City forces of the United

States Rubber Co.

Theodore F. MacManus, of Detroit, Michigan, has been
retained by the Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, as

advertising and business counsel for the extensive advertising

campaign of the company's Prodium Process tires.

Herman Ditt, formerly of Detroit, Michigan, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Lion Tire & Rubber Co., Lafayette,

Indiana.

T. R. Cheshire succeeds R. T. Murphy as manager of the At-
lanta, Georgia, branch of The B. F. Goodrich Co., Mr. Murphy
liaving entered the automobile business as distributer for Oak-
land motor cars.

George A. Richards has been appointed special representative

for the manufacturers' sales department of the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. in the Detroit, Michigan, territory. Mr. Richards
has been connected with the sales department of the company for

several years, during the past three years occupying positions

as branch manager at Columbus, Ohio, and Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania.

S. A. E. SUMMER" MEETING.

Plans lor the summer meeting of the Society of Automotive
Engineers to be held at the Bureau of Standards in Washington,
D. C, June 25-26, are now fully completed. On Tuesday war
airplanes will be considered. Wing Commander I. W. Sadden,
R. N. .A. S., and Major Reese, of the British Commission in this

country, will read papers and answer questions on this subject.

Motor trucks, farm tractors and motor boats will be considered

by men prominent in these branches. A professional session will

be held at the Bureau of Standards and the various departments

of the Bureau will be open to inspection of the members on Mon-
day, the 25th, when special demonstrations of testing materials,

etc., will be shown. An informal dinner will be held at the New
Willard Hotel Tuesday evening, June 26, at which Secretary of

^^'ar Newton Baker will make the principal address, and there

will be other speakers. Over 30 guests representing the Army
and Na\'y will be present, in addition to the Council of National

Defense and other organizations now cooperating with the

Government. It is expected that more than 800 members will

attend this meeting and dinner, .^t the last meeting of the

council 227 new members were admitted.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. PROMOTIONS.

C. M. McCreery, formerly assistant manager of the Chicago,

Illinois, district, has been made special manufacturers' represen-

tative for the same district, G. H. Barmore being transferred from

Milwaukee, \\'isconsin, to fill the vacancy. A. J. Sears, formerly

branch manager at Sioux City, Iowa, succeeds Mr. Barmore as

branch manager at Milwaukee, and W. A. Ziegler, formerly city

salesman at Milwaukee, has been made branch manager at Sioux

City.

W. 5 Boone, formerly supervisor of city sales in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, is now special manufacturers' representative for the

New York district.
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NEW INCOBFORATIONS.

Akron Equipment Co., The, March 28 (Ohio), $125,000. The

oflieers ot tlie company with the exception of C. D. Quine, gen-

eral manager, are only temporary. Temporary location, 923-27

South High street, Akron, Ohio. To manufacture tire molds

and tire repair equipment.

American Detachable Rubber Heel Corp., May 16 (Delaware),

$1,000,000. Herbert E. Latter, C. L. Rimlinger—both of Wilming-

ton, Delaware, and Clement M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. The

office of the corporation within the State of Delaware is with

the Corporation Trust Co. of America, 4<S6 Dupont Building,

Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture, buy, sell and deal in

leather and leather goods, rubber and rubber goods of every

kind.

American Xipple Co., May 16 (New Jersey), $100,000. Charles

B. Hermans, Aloysius McMahon, and James J. McCabe, all of

No. 1 Montgomery street, Jersey City, New Jersey. Principal

office at the above address. To manufacture, purchase and sell

rubber nipples, rubber sundries and all goods of which rubber is

a component part, etc.

Auto Vulcanizer & Specialty Co., April 26 (Delaware), $50,000.

AVilber A, McCoy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; W. I. N. Lofland,

and Charles H. Jones—both of Dover, Delaware. The office of

the corporation within the State of Delaware is with the Capital

Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manufacture and

sell the .-Vutomatic Steam Vulcanizer for vulcanizing rubber tires,

and to deal in automobile accessories of all kinds.

Bachem-Robinson Co., Inc., The, March IS (Michigan),

$30,000. Maxmillian Bachem (president and general manager),

1117 Woodw-ard avenue; Weldon Robinson (secretary and treas-

urer), 54 Edison avenue—both in Detroit, Michigan. Principal

office in Detroit. Michigan. To manufacture and deal in equip-

ment for automobiles, airplanes, motor-cycles, etc.

Barnett S., Inc., April 5 (New Jersey), $3,000. Samuel

Barnett, 407 Bloomfield street, Hoboken, New Jersey; Louis

Barnett, 1355 Sixtieth street, Brooklyn, New York; Jacob

Barnett, of the same address. Principal office at 407 Bloomfield

street, Hoboken, New Jersey. To sell, purchase and deal in all

kinds of old and new metals, rubber of every description and

kind, etc.

Carlisle Cord Tire Co., Inc., May 7 (New York), $550,000.

Frank R. Series, East Orange, George F. Hadel, Montclair—both

in New Jersey; Henry G. Wenzel, Jr., Woodhaven, New York.

To manufacture automobile tires, etc.

Chinnock Tire & Rubber Corp., The, May 5 (Delaware).

$250,000. Cornelius A. Cole, Hackensack, New Jersey; Arthur

R. Oakley, Pearl River, Paul E. Britsch, 1528 Bedford avenue,

Brooklyn—both in New York. The office of the corporation

within the State of Delaware is with the Registrar & Transfer

Co., 900 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture

and generally deal in tires for automobiles, bicycles, carriages

and vehicles of all kinds.

Constable Tire & Rubber Co., May 17 (New York), $100,000.

George J. Constable, 1805 Avenue J., Robert S. Hoffman, 2023

Caton avenue, and Henri Pressprich, 256 Seventy-ninth street

—

all in Brooklyn, New York. Dealers in auto tires, tubes and

accessories.

Diamond Rubber Co., Inc., The, April 25 (New York), $200,000.

H. E. Raymond and NormaTi E. Oliver—both of 1780 Broadway,

New York City, and Frank C. Van Cleef, Main street, Akron,

Ohio. Principal office at 1780 Broadway, New York City. To
sell rubber goods for the most part consisting of "Diamond

Brands," manufactured by The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.

Dominion Asbestos & Rubber Corp., May 10 (New York),

$20,000. Allen E. Moore, 20 Arden street. George F. Jebbett,

120 Sherman avenue—both in New York City ; F. H. Butehorn,

764 St. Johns Place, Brooklyn, New York. Packing, rubber,

asbestos, and insulating materials.

D£)ulilc Action Tire Pump Co., April 13 (Virginia), $50,000.

J. B. I'ord (president), R. G. Leftwich (vice-president), A. T.

Henderson (secretary and treasurer), J. B. Ford, J. B. Bowles,

R. D. Hughes, R. G. Leftwich, A. T. Henderson (directors)—
all of Lynchburg, Virginia. To manufacture pumps, machinery,

etc.

Dunlop Rubber Co., Inc., May 22 (New York), $1,000. Otto
Braunwarth, L. A. Braunwarth and Albert Braunwarth—all

of 1808 Broadway, New York City. To manufacture tires, etc.

Dunn, John H., Tire Co., March 30 (Texas), $10,000. John H.
Dunn, A. M. Rhodes, and Will E. Looney— all of Dallas, Texas.
To sell goods, wares and merchandise, particularly automobile
tires and accessories.

Flexenham Insulating Co., Inc., May 19 (New York), $250,000.

Judson Lawrence, Geo. E. Packard and Edgar T. Chapman—all

of Albany, New York.

Hoover Tire Carrier Corp., April 24 (Delaware), $200,000.

M. L. Gatchell, L. A. Irwin, and Harry W. Davis—all of

Wilmington, Delaware. The office of the corporation within the

State of Delaware is with the Delaware Registration Trust Co.,

500 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture any

and all kinds of generators, motors, engines and other machinery.

Hoover Tire Carrier Corp. of New York, May 2 (New York),

$10,000. Arthur D. Hayden, 121 East Twenty-first street, Hiram
Barney, 55 West Forty-fourth street, and Don C. Bartholomew,

895 West End avenue, all of New York City. General manufac-

turing business.

Ideal Tire & Rubber Co., The, April 25 (Ohio), $1,000,000. Eli

Cannell (president), I. R. Davies (treasurer), A. S. Davies (sec-

retary), B. E. Frantz (superintendent), Geo. H. Burrows, E.

Scott Cannell, A. Klohs and C. B. Hurd (directors). Principal

office, 326 Guardian Building, Cleveland, Ohio. To manufacture

tires and tubes.

Loughman, Thomas, Inc., May 4 (New York), $10,000.

Thomas Loughman (president and treasurer), 530 West End
avenue, A. E. Beckert (secretary), 468 Riverside Drive—both in

New York City. Principal office 1791 Broadway, New York

City. Distributers of Dreadnaught automobile tires and tubes.

Loewenthal & Co., R. M., May 14 (New York), $200,000. R. M.

Loewenthal, 260 Riverside Drive; J. M. Detjen, 61 Broadway

—

both in New York City, and R. D. Ottignon, 261 Greene avenue,

Brooklyn, New York, Principal office is at 51 East Forty-

second street. New York City. Dealers in rubber, metals, etc.

Manufacturers Surplus Tire Co., Inc., May 5 (New York),

$500. Adolph Bangser, Joseph T. Mulligan and Louise Stern

—

all at 55 Liberty street. New City. To manufacture auto ac-

cessories, etc.

Michigan Tire & Accessories Co., March 27 (Michigan), $100,-

000. F. W. Kehlet (president and manager), E. F. Roberts

(vice-president), and F. J. Coders (secretary and treasurer).

Principal office is at 218 Michigan street, N. W., Grand Rapids,

Michigan. Jobbers of automobile accessories and tires.

Miller, Robert E., Inc., May 17 (New York), $200,000. Harry

Taffer, Harry A. Rosenberg and Florence R. Nordenschild

—

all of 19 Cedar street. New York City. To manufacture rubber

heels, rubber boots and shoes.

Montford Rubber Co., Inc., April 20 (New York), $50,000.

H. T. Auerbach, Statler Building, H. A. Forbes, 241 Maryland

street, and L. B. Dietz, 40 Laurel street—all in Buffalo, New
York. To manufacture rubber products.

National Conduit & Cable Co., Inc., April 25 (New York),

$750,000. J. W. Rhoades, 530 West One Hundred and Thirteenth

street, New York City; Percy S. Williams, 539 Seventy-third

street, and Thomas M. Malone, 404^ Henry street—both in

Brooklyn, New York. Principal office, Hastings-on-Hudson, New-

York. To manufacture wires, cables, insulating materials, etc.
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O'Sullivan Rubber Co., Inc., April 30 (Xew York), $200,000.

Charles A. Corliss, Robert H. Cory—both of Englewood, New
Jersey, and William P. Tuttle, 420 Riverside Drive, New Yofk
City. Principal otfice 131 Hudson street, New York City. To
manufacture rubber heels, belting and rubber goods, etc.

Overland Tire Co., Inc., April 9 (New Jersey), $100,000.

James A. Whitman, 86 Crescent avenue, Grantwood, New Jersey,

John D. Olwell, 236 West Forty-sixth street, and Robert L. Noah,

200 West Ninety-fourth street—both in New York City. Prin-

cipal office, 15-25 River street, Newark, New Jersey. To manu-
facture, purchase or otherwise acquire, deal in and sell rubber

automobile tires of every kind and description, and other rubber

goods used for any other purposes of trade and commerce; to

manufacture any and all kinds of machinery as well as appliances

and accessories used in the manufacture of rubber automobile

tires and rubber goods of every kind, nature and description.

Palmer Tire & Rubber Co., November 28 (Michigan), $500,000.

-John F. Palmer (president), Riverside, Illinois; George W.
Bulley (vice-president), Marshall D. Wilber (treasurer), W. E.

Bryan (secretary)— all of Chicago, Illinois. Principal office, 7

West Tenth street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture rub-

ber, particularly pneumatic tires and tubes and solid rubber tires

for any and all kinds of wheeled vehicles, and the sale thereof.

Peters Brothers Rubber Co., Inc., May 2 (New York), $100,000.

William F. Peters and Geo. L. Peters, both of 431 Riverside

Drive, and William F. Peters, Jr., 644 Riverside Drive—both in

New York City. Principal office, 461-479 Eighth avenue, New
York City. To manufacture rubber and gutta percha products

and adhesive products generally.

Rex-Hide Rubber Mfg. Co., April 20 (Pennsylvania), $650,000.

N. E. Graham (president), George E. Henry (vice-president),

F. L. Ludwick (treasurer), C. A. Russ (secretary), Arthur B.

Kempel (general manager), M. N. Davis (sales manager)—all

of East Brady, Pennsylvania. Principal office. East Brady,

Pennsylvania. To manufacture and specialize in fiber soles.

Ross Vulcanizing & Battery Co., Inc., May 24 (New York),

$10,(XX). Harry M. Swartz, 1015 Lake Street, Leslie W. Jennison

and Thomas M. Losie, both 1240 West W'ater street, all of EI-

mira, New York. Tire and battery service station.

Safety Sub-Cushion Automobile Tire Co., April 28 (Missouri),

$5,000. C. E. Robinson, G. W. Young, G. H. Sanford, W. B.

Sanford and J. B. F. Showlter. Principal office, Springfield,

Missouri. To manufacture and sell certain patent sub-cushion

automobile tires and to deal in automobile supplies.

Service Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., May 4 (New York), $1,000.

Sydney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street. New York City; C. A.

Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and H. H. Jacobson, 555 Grand

street—both in Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture tires for

autos, etc.

Sherman-Stiveson Tire & Rubber Co., April 27 (Delaware),

$500,000. Wilber A. McCoy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; W. I.

N. Lofland, and Charles H. Jones—both of Dover, Delaware.

The office of the corporation within the State of Delaware is

with the Capital Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To
manufacture, buy, sell and deal in rubber tires for automobiles,

motor trucks and other motor driven vehicles, and automobile

accessories of every kind and description.

Star Distributing Corp., May 1 (New York), $1,000. George

Norris, George H. Massey and K. Healy—all of 115 Broadway,

New York City. To manufacture tires, rubber goods, etc.

Star Tire Co., Inc., The, May 5 (New York), $1,000. George

Norris, George H. Massey and K. Healy—all of 115 Broadway,

New York City. To manufacture tires and rubber goods.

Sterling Mills, Inc., April 16 (Rhode Island), $75,000. Richard

B. Chace. Leonard S. Chace—both of Fall River, Massachusetts,

and J. Richard Fales, Pawtucket. Rhode Island. To buy, sell,

manufacture, dye, bleach, mercerize, etc., yarns, cloths, etc., of

all kinds. Principal office. Central Falls, Rhode Island.

Tacoma Tire Service Co., March 2 (Washington), $7,500. F.

T. Carleton (president and manager), Tacoma, Washington;
W. M. Maloney (vice-president and treasurer), and F. C. Shera-
ton (secretary)—bofh of Everett, Washington. Principal office,

Tacoma, Washington. To handle Firestone solid and pneumatic
tires, with vulcanizing shop in connection.

United Guarantee Tire Co., May 15 (New Jersey), $100,000.

Samuel H. Levy, Louis Herman, and Mayer Krasner—all of

Newark, New Jersey. Principal office, 800 Broad street, Newark,
New Jersey. To buy and sell automobile tires, tubes, rims and
like articles ; to manufacture, prepare, deal in and deal with,

purchase and sell, all kinds of tires, tire rims, tire tubes and
like articles, and automobile accessories of every kind and de-

scription, etc.

Wearwell Rubber Co., May 5 (New Jersey), $60,500. Isidore

L. Broadwain, 736 Riverside Drive, New York City; Cassiel A.
Kavner, 274 High street, Passaic, New Jersey, and Herman
Mendes, 460 Linwood avenue, Brooklyn, New' York. Principal

office, Schley, Cherry, Dewey and Walnut streets, Garfield, Ber-

gen County, New Jersey. To manufacture, produce, buy, sell,

export, import and generally deal in rubber and gutta percha

and all goods of which rubber and gutta percha are component
parts and the various materials entering into the manufacture

of any and all such goods.
^

FARREL FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO. EXTENDS FACILITIES.

The new erecting slinp ..f the I'^arrel Foundry & Machine Co.,

.Ansoiiia, Connecticut, sliown in the accompanying illustration,

will lie used to set up machinery to advantage before shipment.

The building is of steel-brick construction, 120 by 400 feet, with
a concrete floor throughout. The roof has a sawtooth skylight

F.^RREL Foundry & Machine Co., Ansonia, Conn.

top of monolithic construction, and all equipment is of the most
modern design. .\ bridge of 40 tons' capacity, equipped with

an electric transfer car, connects the new building with the

machine shop, the material being unloaded by an electric crane

directly from the bridge car to the erecting floor, by means of

a 25-ton transfer crane, and the erecting floor being served by

four 15-ton electric cranes so placed as to give a head room of

21 feet. A side track of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad enters one end of the building and four cars can be

loaded at a time from the loading platform.

The Farrel company is now working on a new extension of

its roll shop, which is a building of lirick-steel construction, 108

by 103 feet, to be devoted to the machining and finishing of rolls.

This building is of modern construction, with steel sash, flat

roof, and a skylight of suitable proportions to insure proper

light and ventilation. The machine tools designed for this work
will be installed in the building and they will be served by one

5-ton and two 30-ton electric cranes.
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The Rubber Association of America.

THE Rubber Association of America, Inc., has been particu-

larly active the past month, and a gratifying increase in

membership is noted. Perhaps the most important work

was that of the Legislative Committee at a hearing before the

Senate Finance Committee at Wasliington, when an amendment

was proposed to the war tax legislation now pending. The sug-

gested amendment and the argument are given below in full.

A verdict in favor of the Association has been rendered in the

Blitz case. The Foreign Trade Division has elected officers and

chosen committees. A Tire Manufacturers' Division has been

organized. The Arbitration Committee is planning for practical

work. A war clause has been adopted to apply to orders and con-

tracts, and the Enlistment Committee is actively engaged in the

work for which it is appointed. The details of these proceed-

ings and activities are given below.

THK LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE AND THE WAR TAX.

On May 5 the Legislative Committee of The Rubber Associa-

tion of America, Inc., together with Martin W. Littleton, special

counsel, appeared before the Senate Finance Committee at Wash-

ington. D. C, in opposition to the proposed tax on crude rubber.

The suggested amendment and the memorandum brief that were

filed with the Committee to supplement the oral arguments are

as follows

:

Suggested amendment by which the rubber industry will be

made" to yield $30,000,000 in taxes annually.

TITLE VI. WAR TAX ON MANUFACTURES.

Section 600. That there shall be levied, assessed, collected

and paid

:

(a) Upon all manufactured rubber articles containing in whole

or in part crude rubber or reclaimed rubber sold by the manu-

facturer, producer or importer, a tax of 5 per centum of the

price for which so sold; provided, that in cases where there

are contracts in existence for the delivery of such manufactured

articles at the time this act becomes a law, the manufacturer,

producer or importer shall add to the price for which such arti-

cle is contracted to be sold, 5 per centum of such contract price,

and shall collect and make monthly returns of the same as pro-

vided for in Section 601 of this Act; provided further, that no

such tax shall be levied, assessed or collected upon manufac-

tured rubber articles destined for exportation.

MEMORANDUM BRIEF.

In the matter of the consideration of House Bill 4,280, with

particular reference to title 6, section 600, and also with refer-

ence to title 10, section 1,000. „ . . ,

PoiXT I.—By the provisions of Section 1,000 it is proposed

that a tax of I'O per cent ad valorem shall be collected upon all

articles not now dutiable by law.

By the provisions of Section 600 of tlie bill, it is proposed to

levy and collect a tax upon all automobiles, motorcycle or bi-

cycle tires sold by the manufacturer, producer or importer

equivalent to 5 per cent of the price for which so sold. Crude

rubber not now being dutiable by law, will be subjected to a 10

per cent ad valorem tax, when imported, and as 60 per cent of

the crude rubber imported goes into automobile, motorcycle or

bicycle tires, that per cent will be again subjected to a tax upon

the' manufactured article of 5 per cent when sold by the manu-

facturer. |)roducer or importer. This emphasizes a classical ex-

ample of double taxation upon 60 per cent of the rubber used

in the rubber industry.

Point II.—Bv the provisions of Section 1,000 of the House

Bill which makes dutiable every imported article now upon the

free list, the comprehensive and well balanced scheme for the

raising of war revenue is totallv deranged. The scheme of the

bill, manifest from its text and revealed in the debates, was the

imposition of a consumption tax and the imposition of income

and excess profit taxes as a sure and equitable method of rais-

ing the desired revenue. By this method $1,600,000,000 was pro-

vided for without interfering with existing tariff rates and with-

out disturbing the well considered free list. In order to raise

an additionaf $200,000,000 of revenue the entire group of tariff

schedules, along with the multiplied items of the free list, are

incorporated into the bill in Section 1,000. and a 10 per cent

additional ad valorem tax fixed upon articles now dutiable by
law and a like 10 per cent upon articles not now dutiable by
law. Tlie unwisdom, inequality and unscientific character of this

levy of customs duty is frankly and forcibly recognized in the

report of Mr. Kitchin from the Committee on Ways and Means,
in which it is said : "Your committee realizes that this tax is

neither scientifically nor equitably adjusted, and recommends the
same only as a war tax." It has long been the liope of eminent
economists and public men that the time would arrive in this

country when the revenues of the Government could be increased
or diminished, as occasion required, witliout disturbing or up-
setting the industries of the country, and if the scheme of this

bill, which was designed to impose a tax at the point of con-
sumption, a tax at the point of the collection of income, and
at the point of the gathering in of tlie excess profits, had been
adhered to, while there would have been an additional burden •

to have been borne, it would not have precipitated a disturbance
at the very roots of all industry in the country by laying an
initial tax upon all non-dutiable importations and an additional

tax upon all dutiable importations. The committee has only to

consider a few items now made dutiable by Section 1,000 to as-

certain the far reaching effect of this proposed levy. The bag-
ging for cotton, copper ore, the fertilizer material, the hides of
cattle, the lumber and the wool, and the silk and the rubber.

These indicate the extent to which the tariff question is involved
in this legislation. Surely if the Ways and Means Committee
were able to provide for $1,600,000,000 of revenue without dis-

turbing the tariff schedules and without burdening the free list,

it ought not to be difficult, by a further extension of the excise

and excess profit tax, to provide this additional $200,000,000

and avoid the recognized inequalities of the customs levy pro-
vided by Section 1,000.

Point III.—A tax of 10 per cent upon importations- of crude
rubber is the one tax which is most hurtful to the industry and
least fruitful of revenue, hurtful to tlie industry because of the

tendency it would have in curtailing importations. The market
price of first grade plantation rubber in London to-day is 37d.

or figured with exchange at $4.76;-2. equals .7346 per pound.
Charges to New York are to-day approximately 7 cents per

pound, which makes the rubber purchased in London cost 80
cents when landed here. Adding 10 per cent, the rubber would
cost, with the proposed duty, 88 cents, which is a high figure

when it is considered that the average for this grade of rubber
in 1915 was 6S!/> cents, and in 1916. 73 cents. In normal times

manufacturers, on an average, carried about three months' sup-
ply of rubber at the mills. To-dav .this reserve is cut to about
one month. The natural fear which arises from the proposal

to tax crude rubber is that at 88 cents per pound, manufactur-
ers will be inclined to take chances and will decline to increase

their stocks to a three months' basis, which it is believed in the

industry is essential to safety. Most of the rubber produced in

the world comes from the Federated Malay States and from
Brazil. The former country imposes an export tax of 714 per

cent, the latter of about 23 per cent. The policy of the British

Government, for economic reasons, is to divert as much of the

British-grown rubber as possible to London to be re-distributed

from that point. No export tax has as yet been placed by Great
Britain on shipments from the British Isles, but if, as a revenue
measure, the British Government should impose an export tax,

which is a strong probability, the economic position of America
would be possibly untenable. The rubber stock in the United
States at present presented in the day's supply is as follows

:

Stocks on hand at mills March 31, 1917 30 days
Stocks in transit actually in L^nited States 17 days
Stocks for which permits have been issued but
which have not yet arrived in the L^. S 29 days

Total in U.S. and permitted 76 days

Another advantage of decided importance in having an ex-

cise upon the manufactured article as against a customs levy

on the imported crude article is that such excise tax would not

be imposed upon manufactured rubber articles destined for ex-

portation, and hence the industry would be able to contend in

the markets of the world with its competitors, without the bur-

den of this tax, whereas a tax upon importations of crude rub-

ber would fix an initial burden and create a continuing dis-

advantage which would accompany the article through all of

its forms of manufacturing and into the channels of exporta-

tion.
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Summarizing the matter as briefly as possible, it is submitted

:

First. That the tarit¥ duties imposed by Section 1,000 of the
House bill have no logic or just place in the scheme of taxa-
tion proposed, and should be entirely eliminated from the bill.

Second. That tariff duties upon raw material are wholly in-

imical to the welfare of American industry and impose a bur-
den upon the manufacturing agencies of this country at a time
wlien the whole nation stands in need of their greatest strength
and support.

Third. The levy of a tariff duty upon crude rubber, an article

of such vital necessity wholly produced outside of the United
States, will have a strong tendency to curtail importations, and
thus produce a shortage of crude rubber in the United States.

Fourth. The excise tax imposed by Section 600 of the House
bill upon automobile, motorcycle and bicycle tires of 5 per
centum of the price at which these tires are sold by the pro-
ducer, manufacturer or importer, while just in itself and the

subject of no complaint standing alone, is as the bill is drawn
tantamount to double taxation.

Fifth. The Ways and Means Committee, having provided
successfully for $1,600,000,000 of revenue by means of income,
e.xcess profits and consumption taxes, the Congress is not war-
ranted in taking up and dealing with the tariff upon importa-
tions of all kinds in order to raise the balance of $200,000,000

of revenue, especially when this revenue could in large measure
be provided for by a further extension of the excise and excess
profits taxes.

Respectfully submitted,

Legisl.\tive Committee.
Frederic C. Hood. Chairman ;

H. STU.A.RT Hotchkiss,
George B. Hodgman,
Frank A. Seiberling,
Harvey S. Firestone. Ex-officio

;

Harry S. Vorhis, Secretary-.

.\SS0CI.4TTOX WINS FLITZ CONSPIRACY SUIT.

The decision in the case of Ludwig Blitz v. The Rubber Con-

trol Committee, by which a verdict w-as returned for the de-

fendant, is a most important victory for the American rubber

trade, as it has resulted in a complete vindication of the acts

of The Rubber Association of America.

This suit was brought in the fall of 1915, the plaintiff' alleg-

ing his crude rubber business was ruined by the defendant to

the extent of $100,000. The testimony of Sir Francis Hapwood,
Lord of the British .A.dmiralt}', and Sir Nathaniel Highmore,

Secretary of the \\'ar Trade Department, being taken last win-

ter in London. The testimony of Sir Richard Crawford,

K.C.M.G.. Commercial Advisor of the British Embassy, was

taken in Washington. D. C. Tlie jury trial was heard by Su-

preme Court Justice Cropsey, in Brooklyn, May 14-19. In sum-

ming up his charge to the jury, tlie Judge said: "That the

only point for you to decide is the exceedingly simple one

of whether or not these men (the defendants) have wrong-
fully, unlawfully or wilfully- conspired together to injure the

plaintiff." After being out about a half hour, the jury re-

turned a verdict for the defendants.

Attorneys for the defendants were Cliarles Keave. Llerbert

Smyth and Sidney S. Meyer. For the plaintiff, Francis L
Tierney.

XEW MEMIiERS.

At tlie meeting of the Executive Committee, May 14, the fol-

lowing firm and associate members were elected:

Firm Members.

C. n. ^^'right, Racine Auto Tire Co., Racine, Wisconsin.
Vuji Nagashima, Mitsui & Co.. Limited, San Francisco, California.
James Meade. Meade Rubber Co., Stoughton, Massachusetts.
H. M. Dannebaum, The .Schwarzwaelder Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Lester D. Gardner. The Cardner. Moffat Co.. Inc., New York City.
A. E. Gordon, Gryj>hon Rubber Tire Corp., New York City.
William A. Sweet. Hardmnn Tire & Rubber Co.. New York City.
Robert D. Landrum, The Harshaw, Fuller & Goodwin Co., Columbus, Ohio.
H. L. Green, The G. Mathes Co.. New York City.

L. PI. Firey, The Star Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
LeRoy Clark. The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New Y'ork City.
B. C. Tunison, The East Palestine Rubber Co.. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Clias. G. Gates or John G. Gates, Colorado Tire & Lcatlier Co., Denver,

Colorado.
Joseph Chalfire or A. Boardman, Joseph Chalfire, New Y'ork City.

Ed. C. Griffith, H. A. Demarest or K. G. Johnston, Beacon Tire Co., New
Y'ork City.

B. Reysnider, .Aluminum Flake Co., Akron, Ohio.

W. O'Neil, The General Tire Sc Rubber Co.. Akron. Ohio.
L. F. Smith, The .'\mazon Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Henry L. Houk. The American Rubber & Tire Co., Akron, Ohio.

Tk\nsferred from Associ.^te to Firm Membership.

Warren MacPherson, Cambridge Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Paul Loewenthal, The Loewenthal Co.. Brooklyn, New York.
R. M. Loewenthal. R. M. Loewenthal Co., New York City.
Calvert B. Archer, Archer-Strauss Rubber Co., Framingham, Massachusetts.

Associ.\te Member.

William 0. Cutter, United States Rubber Co., New York City.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE.

\'an H. Cartmell, president of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.,

New York City, was delegated to represent the Rubber As-
sociation at the meetings of the National Lidustrial Conference

to be held at Boston, Massachusetts. Frederic C. Hood, Hood
Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts, was delegated to serve

as the other member.

.\NNUAL OUTING MAY NOT BE HELD.

Due to the war and the consequent activities of the rubber

trade in more serious matters, the Outing Committee has recom-

mended that tlie Annual Outin.g should be abandoned this year

and the money, usually subscribed for that purpose, be contrib-

uted to the Red Cross or some equally worthy cause.

W \R CLAUSE FOR ORDERS AND CONTRACTS.

The Rubber Sundries Manufacturers' Division and the

Mechanical Rubber Goods Manufacturers' Division have adopted

the following war clause to apply on orders and contracts

:

Due to present extraordinary conditions in this country it is

understood and agreed that if, during any period of this con-
tract or order, the seller makes a general reduction in his
prices for the merchandise described herein, it will give the
purchaser the benefit of such reduction of prices on any un-
filled portion of said contract or order. Likewise, if the cost
of manufacture of said merchandise increases, it is further
understood and agreed that the seller shall have the right
to notify the purchaser of advances in prices on- all unfilled por-
tions of the contract or order, whereupon the purchaser shall
promptly notify the seller either of the acceptance of said ad-
vance in prices or the balance of the contract or order shall
thereupon be cancelled.

It is agreed that the order is accepted on the understanding
that delivery be made at or as near the time specified as manu-
facturing conditions will permit.

All prices are subject to any import duties or revenue taxes
which may be imposed and which shall be for the account of
the buyer.

CRUDE RUBBER SALES CONDITIONS.

The rules and regulations adopted by The Rubber Association

of America, Inc., to govern transactions between buyers and
sellers of crude rubber have been published in pamphlet form and
distributed to the members. These rules and regulations follow

very closely the draft published in The India Rubber World
(.February 1, 1917, page 256). one or two unimportant changes

being made in several sections. Rule 3, however, is materially

changed and now reads as follows

:

3. Where a parcel of rubber is sold with a description of

quality inferior to that specified in Rule 1. Section A, and upon
delivery is found inferior to the description in whole or in part,

then the buyer must accept the same with allowance, provided
such allowance in the opinion of the arbitrators, be not more
than two cents per pound on the inferior portion ; but should the

allowance be more than two cents per pound the parcel in whole
or in part may be rejected and the seller may substitute proper
quality to fulfil his contract at the original point of delivery in

the United State.s of America or Canada or at the Port of New
York within ten days from the time of rejection or within the

time for delivery as the case may be. In case the seller does not
replace, the buyer at his option may cancel the contract, or buy
and charge the difference, if any, to the seller.

ENLISTMENT COMMITTEE FOR NEW YORK.

One of the most practical and important committees of the

Rubber Association is that on Enlistments in the National

Guard of the State of New York, consisting of W. G. Ryckman,

W. G. Ryckman Co., Inc., New York City, chairman ; Amedce
Spadone, Gutta Percha & Rubber Manufacturing Co., New
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York City; R. C. Fisher, United States Rubber Co., New York

City.

The clay of their appointment they began an energetic canvass

right at home in New York State to help secure the New York

quota of 10,000 men requested by Governor Whitman for the

New York National Guard. As we go to press they are ex-

tending their work to all sections where the rubber trade is

represented.

FOREIGN TR.^DE DIVISION ELECTION.

.\t the meeting of the Foreign Trade Division held May 1,

1917. the following officers were elected: E. H. Huxley, United

States Rubber Export Co., Limited, New York City, chairman;

C. O. Brandes, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, vice-

chairman; H. S. Vorhis, The Rubber Association of America,

Inc., secretary and treasurer. The following were elected mem-

bers of the Executive Committee:

Henry G. Tycr, Tyer Rubber Co., Andover, Massachusetts.
William B. Laighton, Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts.
R. J. Owens, Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridgeport, Massa-

chusetts.

A. S. Hardy, Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., Passaic, New Jersey.

P. G. Smith, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

The following is a list of the members of the Foreign Trade

Division and the companies they represent.

D. Bardin, Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, New Jersey.
H. D. Benner, Federal Rubber Co., 38 West Sixty-second street. New

York City.
W. P. Berrien. Batavia Rubber Co.. Batavia, New York.
Herbert \V. Bixler. Republic Rubber Co., 149 Broadway, New York City.

E. E. Bloom, Endurance Tire & Rubber Co., 17 Battery Place, New York
Citv.

/Harry Braender. Braender Rubber & Tire Co., 250 West Fifty-fourth street.

New York City.

C. O. Brandes. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio.

II. H. F.urlis, Lovell Manufacturing Co.. 86 Warren street, New York City.

G. C. Chalmers, Hodgman Rubber Co., Tuckahoe, New York,
H. H. Coleman, Delion Tire & Rubber Co., Trenton, New Jersey.

E. A. Craver. A. J. Bates & Co., 176 Duane street. New York City.

F. E. Davton, Ajsx. Rubber Co., Inc., 1708 Broadway, New York City.

H. W. Dupuy, Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania.

P. L. Fellinger, Gordon Tire & Rubber Co.. 50 Broad street. New York
Citv.

.•\. A. Garthwaite, Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania.

T. M. Gibbs, Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.. Beacon Kails. Connecticut.

\V. E. Greene. Boston Belting Co., 102 Reade street, New York City:

Standard Tire S: Rubber Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

.\. S. Hardy. Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co., 1^0 Broadway, New
York Citv.

Hugo Hoffsta'edter, Polack Tyre & Rubber Co., 1876 Broadway, New York
' Citv.

E. H. Huxley. United States Rubber Export Co., Limited, 1790 Broadway,
New York City.

E. K. Tohnson, American Hard Rubber Co., 11 Mercer street. New York
City.

Wm. B. Laighton, Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts.

Frank Le F. Lawrence, A. G. Spalding & Bros., 128 Nassau street. New

W. ^". Logan.' McGraw Tire & Rubber Co., 515 West Fifty-sixth street.

New York Citv.

H. L. McClaren, Racine Rubber Co.. Racine, Wisconsin.

Jno. Macfadyean, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., .^kron, Ohio.

Tno. B. Maus. The Fisk Rubber Co., II Broadway, New York City.

"I. L. Miller. Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio.

Geo. H. Moss, Electric Cable Co., 10 East Forty-third street. New York
City.

William Niedner, Chas. Niedner's Sons Co., Maiden, Mass.

R. J. Owens. Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., 30 Church street. New
York Citv. _ , _,,„,.

H. H. Replogle. Marathon Tire & Rubber Co.. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

E .\. Sattler, Howe Rubber Co.. New Brunswick. N. J.

G. S. Towne. Bowers Rubber Works, San Francisco, California.

H. G. Tver, Tver Rubber Co., .\ndover, Massachusetts.

C. E. Wagner. 'Miller Rubber Co., .^kron. Ohio.

Thomas F. Walsh, Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

The Executive Committee of the Foreign Trade Division

appointed the following committees at the meetings of May 14,

1917:

Tires.—C. O. Brandes, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., chair-

man: F. E. Dayton. Ajax Rubber Co.: John Macfadyean, Good-

year Tire & Rubber Co.; John B. Maus. Fisk Rubber Co.;

H. W. Bixler, Republic Rubber Co.

Druggists' Sundries.—H. G. Tyer, Tyer Rubber Co., chair-

man: Charles J. Davol, Davol Rubber Co.; G. C. Chalmers,

Hodgman Rubber Co.: C. E. 'Wagner, Miller Rubber Co.

Footwear.—J. M. Gibbs, Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.,

chairman ; William B. Leighton, Hood Rubber Co.

E. H. Huxley, TJnited States Rubber Export Co., New Y^ork

City, chairman of the Division, is a member ex-ofUcio of all sub-

committees.

SHIPMENTS ALLOWED TO SCANDINAVIA. HOLLAND AND
DENMARK.

Manufactured and partly manufactured rubber goods may
henceforth be shipped by way of Halifa-x to Scandinavia, Den-
mark and Holland, notwithstanding the provisions of the Agree-
ments and (luarantees, which call for their movement to those
destinations by way of th« United Kingdom. Shippers must
make applications through their agents in England to the War
Trade Department for a license authorizing the export of goods
from the United Kingdom.
As soon as the export license has been issued, the Foreign

Office will notify the Embassy at Washington by telegraph, and
the Embassy will issue a special certificate known as a "License
Navicert," which the shipper will have to deliver to the shipping
company for attachment to the ship's manifest. The Embassy
will at the same time inform the authorities at Halifax of the
issue of the License Navicert, advising them of the name of
the vessel on which the goods will go forward. The vessel will
be met at Halifax by the export license issued by the War
Trade Department in London, and this will be handed by the
naval authorities to the master of the ship.

A cablegram has been received, which gives details of arrange-

ments decided upon by the British Government, regarding re-

strictions of importation of rubber manufactures into England,

and also regarding direct shipments to Spain and Northern Euro-

pean countries. The message reads

:

Interview with Board of Trade confirms that shipments des-
tined for Scandinavian countries will go via Halifa.K avoiding
England. Shipments for Spain by direct steamer will be permit-
ted the exact method of control to be shortly determined on.
All goods intended for England leaving factories or ports on
through bills of lading prior to May 10 will be admitted without
license. Any shipments which may be near but not prior to that

date will be admitted by license. Administrative interpretation

with the respect to these cases will be reasonable. .\\\ products
needed for war will be licensed for admission. Government
considering rationing tires on proportion last year's imports.

Mail all inland railroad bills of lading prior to May 10. Also
any shipments between May 10 and June 1. Expect to get all

of these passed.

RLTBBER GOODS IMPORTS INTO GREAT BRITAIN REQUIRE
LICENSE.

The importation of all manufactured rubber goods into Great

Britain has been prohibited from May 10. 1917, except under

license from the Board of Trade. Exports of these goods from

Great Britain, except to British possessions, has also been pro-

hibited.

BRITISH BLACK LIST WITHDR.\WN.

The Association has been officially advised by the British

Consul General, New York City, under date of May 7, 1917,

that the statutory list of firms, commonly known as the "British

Black List." in the United States of America, has been with-

drawn. The statutory list as published, however, remains in

full force and effect in all neutral countries.

PROOFERS DIVISION ELECTS OFFICERS.

The following officers of the Proofers Division were elected

at the last meeting

:

L. C. Himebaugh. Britisb-.Vmerican Manufacturing Co.. Springdale, Con-
necticut, chairm.an: H. M. Dannebauni. the^ Schwarzwaelder Co.. Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, vice-chairman: H. S. \*orhis, secretary and treasurer.

Executive Committee: L. C. Himebaugh. chairman: H. M. Dannebaum. J.

Sydeman, Plymouth Rubber Co.. Canton, Massachusetts: C. B. Archer,
.^rcher-Strauss Rubber Co., Framingham, Massachusetts.; T. J. Callahan,
Archer Rubber Co.. Milford. Massachusetts.

TIRE MANUFACTURERS' DIVISION ORGANIZED.

At the meeting of tire manufacturers held May 18, it was

voted that a Tire Manufacturers' Division of The Rubber As-

sociation of America, Inc., should be organized. The object

of this division will be to bring the tire manufacturers of the

United States together and to perfect an organization that will

promote the interests of the members.

THE ARBITR.\TION COMMITTEE TO PREPARE OFFICIAL LIST.

The Committee on Arbitration is now ready to establish the

official list of arbitrators to be composed of men reasonably

expert in the following branches of the rubber industn,'.

Crude rubber importers, dealers, brokers and factory experts

;

manufacturers of tires—pneumatic and solid; mechanical goods;
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boots and shoes ; insulated wire and cables ; druggists' sundries,

surgical goods and specialties ; hard rubber goods ; clothing and

proofers ; dental and stamp rubber, stationers' and artists' sun-

dries ; sporting goods, golf balls, etc. ; dress shields and notions

;

rubber cement ; reclaimed rubber. Manufacturers and dealers

in : Rubber substitutes ; chemicals ; rubber machinery ; fabrics

;

scrap.

Firm members are requested to send to the Secretary names
of one or more men, either officials or employes, indicating the

particular branch in which they are qualified to act.

Tlie Committee on Arbitration follows

:

W. G, Ryckman, \V. G. Ryckman Co., Inc., New York City, chairman.
A. H. Brown, Mever & Brown, New York City.
W. E. Bruyn, L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc., New York City.
W. F, Bass, General Rubber Co., New York City.
Horace De Lisser. Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., Ne^ York City.
R. B. Woodbury, Hood Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts.
M. L. Cramer, Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, New Jersey.
H. S. \'orhis. New York City, Secretary.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A KRON never lags behind the times in any question affecting

*^ industrial activity, and the recent adoption of Eastern time

in this city is in accordance with her progressive policies. This

change, setting the clocks one hour ahead, allows the working

hours to confonn most satisfactorily with daylight conditions.

Women workers here are being swept into the emancipating

spirit of the war and have adopted a working garb of khaki

blouses and bloomers, a sensible and attractive uniform that al-

lows perfect freedom and timely economy.
* * *

At a meeting of The General Tire & Rubber Co. on May IS,

the capital stock was increased from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The
company is working its plant day and night and producing an

average of over 380 tires per day. An addition half the size of

the original plant has lately been erected, in which a full equip-

ment of machinery is now being installed.

Ten acres of land east of the factory has been donated by the

company to its employes for garden plots.

* * *

The Adamson Machine Co. has recently installed equipment

for cutting cast iron or steel spur gears up to 6 feet in diameter

by 20-inch face.

* * *

The enormous factory of The B. F. Goodrich Co. now has a

subway system of its own by means of which rubber-tired elec-

tric tractor trains are enabled to transport materials underground
from one building to another.

The main line of this traffic tunnel is about 110 feet long and
its laterals, or communicating tunnels, measure an additional

600 feet. The tube is of reinforced concrete and brick construc-

tion, rectangular in shape, 14 feet wide and 9>^ feet high.

Tlie cars employed are so constructed that they may be handled

by men in the workrooms as well as by the tractor in the tunnels,

and they may be switched off in any factory building. Each
building is a receiving and shipping depot on the subway line.

In order to successfully handle the 18,000 calls received at the
Goodrich factory, a special telephone system is being installed,

which includes a private telephone directory giving the name and
'phone number of most of the employes and the attachment of
electric bells which ring in each department when a man is

wanted.

The 20.000 employes of the Goodrich company have begun
working on eight-hour shifts for the summer months, allowing

the workmen opportunity to cultivate the flower and vegetable

gardens which they are encouraged to plant in their home yards.

The value of this in social economy is self-evident.

Upon the departure of Arthur H. Leavitt, assistant sales man-

ager of the motor truck tire department of the Goodrich com-

pany for Fort Sam Houston, Texas, to serve as Captain in the

E. W. BeSaw.

Quartermaster's Reserve Corps of the United States Army, a

handsome sword was presented to him as a token of the regard

of his associates. W. O. Rutherford, on behalf of the Operating

Committee, made the presentation speech.

* *

E. W. BeSaw has been selected to fill the newly created posi-

tion of assistant general sales manager for the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co., H. A. Grubb, Texas man-

ager, succeeding him as western district

manager. Mr. BeSaw became connected

with the company in 1912, as salesman at

the Chicago, Illinois, branch, a year later

becoming manager of the branch at Des

Moines, Iowa, and on January 1, 1916, re-

ceiving the appointment of western dis-

trict manager, from which he comes to his

new position.

C. H. Sorrick is the newly appointed

manufacturers' sales manager, J. D. Hess,

Jr., Cleveland branch manager succeeding

him as manager of the pneumatic sales

department. Mr. Sorrick joined the Fire-

stone forces in 1911, in the carriage tire

department, and in 1914 became manager

of the pneumatic sales department. His

latest appointment is to fill the vacancy

created by the death of Frank C. Blanch-

ard last February.

The Firestone fellowship in Akron Uni-

versity has been won by H. A. Smith,

who will specialize in rubber chemistry.

* * *

The Amazon Tire & Rubber Co. will

hereafter be known as the Amazon Rub-

ber Co. It has been recapitalized at

$500,000. It manufactures anti-blow-out

pneumatic auto tires, and a line of heavy

brown inner tubes. The officers remain

the same as under the old organization,

namely: L. J. Schott, president and sec-

retary; L. F. Smith, vice-president and purchasing agent, and

C. E, Bettler, treasurer.

The American Rubber & Tire Co. has increased its capital

stock to $1,000,000. Of this amount only $100,000 is issued at

present and it has all been taken by the stockholders. A new
addition to the company's plant is under course of construction.

C. H. Sorrick.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

A T the annual election of the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
** May 15, Everett Morss, president of the Simplex Wire &
Cable Co., was one of the seven prominent business men elected

to serve three years as directors of the Chamber, and at a meet-

ing of the directors was elected a member of the executive com-
mittee. Mr. Morss is a man of large business interests. Besides

being president of the above-named company he is a director

in the Boston Belting Co., and the Chemical Products Co., vice-

president of the Simplex Electric Heating Co., president and

director of the Morss & Whyte Co., trustee of the Morss Real

Estate Trust, and director of the First National Bank. He is

also a member of the corporation, and of the executive com-

mittee of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a Fel-

low of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the

.American Society of Mechanical Engineers. There is an old

saying that if you want a thing well done, ask a busy man to

do it. Mr. Morss should certainly be able to qualify as a busy

man.
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It might seem somewhat invidious to describe the many flag

raisings and patriotic doings at the various rul)ber factories in

and around Boston, but the two affairs at the plants of the Bos-

ton Rubber Shoe Co. present some variations from the usual

program, and aie therefore worthy of comment. At the Edge-

worth plant a beautiful 20 by 30-foot flag was purchased by the

employes. Major Ballard, the assistant treasurer, presided.

There was an address by the Mayor of Maiden, two women

cornetists accompanied, and another woman employe led the

singing. They were attired in patriotic costumes. The flag was

broken out by the oldest employe, Sherman Lynde, a Civil War
veteran, who had just passed his seventy-ninth birthday. When

the flag was unfurled confetti and miniature flags dropped upon

the company, the latter being eagerly seized as souvenirs of the

occasion.
* * *

.\ similar celebration was held at the "Fells" factory of the

company, which was in charge of .Assistant Superintendent Law-

rence. Here, also, the flag was bought by voluntary contributions

of the workers, who also shared with the company in purchasing

and erecting the 80-foot flagpole. Mayor Adams, of Melrose,

delivered an eloquent patriotic address, and Principal A.lexander,

of the High School, also addressed the assemblage. When the

flag was unfurled, 300 miniature flags fluttered down, and then,

led by Mr. Lawrence, all present pledged allegiance to the flag.

Singing of the national hymns was under tlie leadership of Miss

Johnson, accompanied by cornetist Miss De Mont, both e.Ti-

ployes of the company.
* * *

The bowling league of the Converse Rubber Shoe Co. held

its annual banquet at the Quincy House, in this city. May 12.

Addresses were made by Superintendent Bullock and President

Marquis M. Converse. Chester Emerson^ assistant superintend-

ent, awarded the trophies to the members of the winning team

and also individual prizes for high string and high three strings.

The "Triple Tread Quartet" (workers in the factory) furnished

music for the occasion.
* * *

Irving B. Wells, formerly with the Converse Rubber Shoe Co.,

of Maiden, has been appointed manager of footw-ear sales for

New England and the Maritime Provinces for The B. F. Good-

rich Co., with offices at the Eoylston street headquarters of the

company in this city.

^. * *

The Apsley Rubber Co., Hudson, this state, is extremely busy,

with orders for clothing and footw-ear sufficient to employ all

available help. The company is also working on a large con-

tract for ponchos, or similar goods, for the Government.

J. G. Budd, of the export department of the Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has just returned from a- busi-

ness trip to the Far East. He reports a most encouraging out-

look for still further- increased business for the company in all

sections visited.

* * *

The Consolidated Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts, has

been appointed distributing agent for the Star Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio. The Consolidated company, whose salesrooms

are at 167 Massachusetts avenue, will distribute Star tires

throughout New England.
* * *

Sales Manager Turner, of the Monatiquot Rubber Works Co.,

states that his company has fallen into line to enable its em-

ployes to escape the high cost of living. The company has

plowed, harrowed, and otherwise developed a portion of its

property at South Braintree which has been allotted to its em-

ployes for cultivation. In some instances the seed for such cul-

tivation has been distributed free and in other instances fur-

nished the employes at reduced cost.

* * *

The Boston Rubber Shoe Co. is preparing plans for a four-

story brick addition to its Edgeworth plant.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.

/)'_v Our Kciiular Corrcsf<on(iciit.

""pilE rubber mills of Rhode Island continue to be operated
* at their utmost capacity, with sufficient orders ahead to

maintain the present conditions for an indefinite number of

mouths. Evidence that the Rhode Island rubber factories are

engaged upon Government contracts is shown in the list of

manufacturing concerns in the State wherein Government work
is being done, that the United States Marshall for this district

has recently made public under instructions from the Attorney-

General at Washington, and within a half-mile of which un-

naturalized Germans are forbidden to go after June 1 without a

special permit from the Marshal's office. Included in this list

are the following:

Xarragansett Rubber Co., Wood street, Bristol ; National India

Rubber Co., Bristol; Alice Mill of the Woonsocket Rubber Co.,

Fairmont street, Woonsocket ; Collyer Insulated Wire Co.,

North Main street, Pawtucket ; Tubular Woven Fabric Co., Main
street, Pawtucket ; Washburn Wire Co., East Providence ; Davol

Rubber Co., Providence ; Revere Rubber Co., Providence

;

Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence ; New- England Butt Co.,

Providence, and the O'Bannon Co., West Barrington.

:|s * *

At the plant of the Revere Rubber Co., Providence, a large

sand-blast mechanism is being installed.

* -i= *

The Joseph Banigan Rubber Co. and the Woonsocket Rubber

Co.. subsidiaries of the United States Rubber Co., have filed

certificates giving notice of substantial reductions in their cap-

ital stock. The Woonsocket Rubber Co.'s capital stock is re-

duced one-half, from $3,000,000 to $1,500,000. and The Joseph

Banigan Rubber Co. reduces its capitalization from $1,500,000 to

$1,250,000.
* * *

The National India Rubber Co. at Bristol reports an un-

usually busy period, the operatives turning out an average of

47.000 pairs of rubber shoes a day. Increased freight and rail-

road facilities are being added to the local station to handle the

additional product.
* * *

The International Rubber Co., at West Barrington, went on

day schedule the past month and expects to so continue in-

definitely. The concern is manufacturing carriage cloth, and

has been in operation on day and night shifts for several months.

The demand for carriage cloth, how-ever, is not so brisk at the

present time as it has been for more than a year, so that the

night shift has been discontinued.

* * *

The first outing and chicken dinner of the season under the

auspices of the F. O. B. Club of the Revere Rubber Co. was

held at Emery Park the early part of the past month, upwards

of 75 members and guests being in attendance. A baseball game
between the married and single men w-as a feature of the ath-

letic program, the former w-inning by a score of 7 to 3. Prizes

were aw-arded to the w-inners in the several sporting events and

vocal and instrumental music followed.

* * *

Tosephus Farron, Jr., for several years assistant in the labora-

tory of the Woonsocket Rubber Co.'s Alice Mill, has accepted a

position as assistant to State Chemist and Sanitary Engineer

Stephen De M. Gage, connected with the State Board of Health
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The Rubber Trade In Great Britain,

By Our Regular Correspondent.

THE long winter, with snowstorms and frost up to the mid-

dle of April, has decreased the demand for water-proofs

and oilskins and incidentally for bicycle tires. Of course

the weather is not the sole cause of the slackness in the proofing

industry, outside Government orders, because the conditions

regarding freight and export, referred to on former occasions,

have become more accentuated. Moreover, buyers who were

frantic to get their orders placed six months ago are now show-

ing great reluctance to accept delivery in bulk. A consequence of

this is that goods are being closely scrutinized to see whether

they come up to the standard ordered so as to give plausible

grounds for rejection if such a course recommends itself under

the circumstances of the moment. A year or so ago foreign

orders were only accepted by one prominent manufacturer on

the proviso that the goods as dispatched must be accepted and

that no complaints would receive attention.

CHEMICAr.S AND COMPOUNDING INGREDIENTS.

In the important domain of rubber chemicals, x\merica has a

pull over Great Britain at the moment with regard to sulphur,

as she can supply her own requirements. This is reflected in

the current prices in Britain and New York. Not only is the

price now very high here, but the material has now been placed

under official control. This may probably lead to the utilization

of certain sulphurs obtained as by-products in chemical manu-

facture which have hitherto been rejected by the rubber works

on account of their odor or some impurity which might not

really preclude their use to advantage if given a proper trial.

Lamp black in the form of high-grade carbon black, now being

so extensively used in the rubber trade, is another article in

which America scores by . a large home output. As regards

barytes, the embargo put on the export from America is of

no concern to us, because our own output is being increased

largely and whatever the users may think about it the stoppage

of American exports has been received w-ith satisfaction by

mine owners.

RUBBER ST.ATISTICS SUPPRESSED.

For certain reasons, statistics of various trade details of ex-

ports and imports have now been suppressed and the rubber trade

is among those affected. Statistics, of course, are not widely

read but there is always a certain number who find them illumi-

nating and useful, if not absolutely essential, and who will deplore

their absence.

PLANT.\TION RUBBER.

With regard to plantation rubber the figures for the past

twelve months or so show such a large increase as to indicate

either that the yield per acre has greatly exceeded the estimates

or that the acreage under rubber cultivation has been understated.

This increased yield seemed to cause some concern at the meeting

of the Rubber Growers' Association, and it was urged that a

census should be taken with regard to the probable output of

rubber in forthcoming years. A more effective control of this

output has been advocated in more than one quarter, more par-

ticularly in connection with the important position held by

America as the purchaser of the total British output. The idea

is held that although things may be all right when trade con-

ditions in .'\merica are good, the British planters would be in

an awkward position if the American demand fell off owing to

a depression of trade.

C.\BLE M.MCERS' ASSOCIATION.

On the death of A. H. Howard, who had for many years been

secretary of the association, the post has recently been taken

over by L. B. .^tkinson. a director of \V. T. Glover & Co., Limited,

of Trafford Park, Manchester. The association, the headquarters

of which are at Sardinia House, Aldwych, London, has been in

existence over 20 years and the cables that bear its distinctive

mark are of a recognized standard quality.

THE EYES OF THE SUBMARINE PATROL.

One of the most effective means of dealing with submarines yet

devised by the British navy is the small scouting dirigible, shown

in flight by the accompanying illustration. The car is a slight

modification of that of a monoplane with rubber-tired wheels

beneath for landing. The head of the pilot can be seen near

the front and that of the observer behind him, but the whirring

blades of the propeller have been lost to view because of their

rapid motion. Hundreds of these small airships are constantly

tracking commerce destroyers in the English channel. In clear,

calm weather submarines can be seen when under water, and

bombs dropped upon them. The dirigibles are also equipped

with wireless apparatus for summoning patrol boats.

TRADE NOTES.

The Gee Cross Rubber Co., of Hyde, near Manchester, has

established a new branch works for the manufacture of tubes

and accessories for the cycle trade at Burton-on-Trent, a town

hitherto better known in connection with the manufacture of beer

than of rubber. Mr. Saunders, who is the manager and moving

spirit, was formerly manager of the Garton Rubber Company's

works.

The De Luxe truck tires of The B. F. Goodrich Co., now well

known in America, have just been introduced to the British

market through the London and provincial depots, though it is

too soon to say anything definite with regard to their reception.

For the benefit of English readers I may say that the term

"truck" in America is synonymous with the term heavy com-

mercial vehicle in England. Lip to now the company's principal

tire business has been in pneumatics for pleasure cars and light

lorries, and these have established for themselves a favorable

reputation. A prominent part of the business done is with the

Ford Motor Co., all the cars turned out of the Manchester works

being fitted with them.
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The Macintosh pncuiiiatic tire is this season being sent out

with a new tread which I hear highly spoken of. This tire is

marketed locally by the Astra Rubber Co., 231 Deansgate, Man-

chester.

The bicycle is e.xperiencing a revival, owing to the petrel

restrictions, and special attention to bicycle tires is being paid

this season by several makers. In this connection the heavy

high-grade tandem mottled tire, made by W. A. Bates, Limited,

St. Mary's Mills, Leicester, and bearing the legend "All-Weather,"

may be mentioned. The new prices are, wired-on cover lis.,

tube Si'.

The Moseley motor tire is put before the public this season

without any advertised improvement on its established merits.

The new prices are

:

Grooved Cover. Tube.
Size. £ s. d. £ s. d.

760 X 90 millimeters 3 6 16 3

815 .\ 105 millimeters 4 18 6 12 3

880 X 120 millimeters 6 7 9 110

The Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co., Limited, of Kingsway,

London, has been busy establishing provincial depots at Bir-

mingham, Glasgow, Belfast, Manchester, Bristol and Dublin,

while a more recent American competitor for the British trade

is the Firestone tire, which has already aroused considerable

interest.

P. D. Saylor, managing director of the Goodyear Tyre &
Rubber Co., (Great Britain) Limited, is now a captain with the

Canadian forces in France, in the medical division. Mr. Saylor,

who formerly was a physician, proffered his services early in

the war, but they were not needed at that time. When the offer

was repeated recently, the authorities accepted it and gave him

a commission as captain.

THE RUBBER GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

AT the annual meeting of The Rubber Growers' .Association,

at the Cannon Street Hotel, London, England, March 30,

Sir Edward Rosling was elected chairman for the ensuing year,

and Sir John .\nflcrson, vice-chairman. Nineteen ordinary

members of the

council of the As-

sociation were then

elected as follows

:

Charles Emerson, .'\.

A. Allen, M.P., Sir

A. Sharp Bethune,

Bart., L. T. Bou-

stead, A. Bryans, A.

O. Devitt, W. For-

sythe, Norman W.
G r i e V e , H. Eric

Miller. T. C. Owen,

The Rt. Hon. Sir

West Ridgeway,

G. C. B., G. C. M. G.,

K. C. S. I., T h o s .

Ritchie, F. A. Rob-

erts, J. Alec Rob-

erts, W. Shakspeare,

E. B. Skinner, The
Hon. C. H. Strutt,

Sir Frank A. Swet-

tenham, G.C.M.G.,

C. E. Welldon.

The Association will be represented on the general committee

of the Rubber Trades Association of London by the following

members : J. M. AUinson, F. W. Barker, Charles Emerson, Sir

Edward Rosling; and on the Panel of Arbitrators of the Rub-

ber Trade Association of London by the following : Sir A.

Sir Edward Rosling.

Sharp Bethune, Bart., Charles Emerson, Norman W. Grieve,

H. K. Rutherford and Noel Trotter.

According to the eighth report of the Council the membership

of the Association has increased 105 since the issue of the last

report and now totals 767, consisting of 489 companies and 278

individuals as follows

:

Acreage
planted
or inter-

Authorized Issued planted
Companies capital. capital. Acreage with

No. operating in £ Sterling. £ Sterling. owned. rubber.

273 Malaya 25,697,792 22,531,828 896,012 502,766
87 Ceylon 14,977,428 12,345,159 357,074 131,725
34 Sumatra 6,493,250 4,980,767 320,834 89,480
30 Java 5,373,850 4.469,602 668,587 75,127
22 S. India and Burma. 2,211,316 1,862,182 103,372 37,739
21 Borneo 2,730,000 2,094,297 176,974 31,248
2 Other countries 84,000 84,000 5,000 2,060

469 57,567,636 48.367.835 2,527,853 870,145
9 Trust companies 4,452,260 2.631,067

62,019,896 50,998,902

Note.—Tliere are also 11 company members not owning rubber estates.

In his address the chairman, Charles Emerson, made the

following interesting statements regarding the 1916 rubber pro-

duction, the 1917 estimate and future prospects generally

:

The world's output increased in 1916 by some 27 to 28 per cent,

an increase due mainlj' to the additional production of planta-
tion rubber ; which rose by nearly 42 per cent as compared
with 1915. The approximate production of the world for 1916
was 201,598 tons, of which plantation claims no less than 152,-

650, Brazil 36,500 and other kinds a modest 12,448. Of this

amount the United States took 115,609 tons. Great Britain
consumed 26.812 tons, but we imported 75,240 tons, of which,
therefore, 48,428 were exported again. Of the plantation pro-
duction the United States took 85,531 tons and Great Britain
imported 57,095 tons, a great deal of which was, of course, re-

exported, but there appear to be no figures to show what the
actual consumption of plantation in this country was. It is

estimated that the value of the plantation rubber which went
into the United States during the year was no less a sum
than i25,000,000. At the present time when large exports to
America are of first importance, this figure is significant. Our
commodity is an extremelj' valuable national asset, and when
one remembers that as recently as the year 1910 the total plan-
tation production was but a paltry 8,000 tons, one may, I think,

describe the rapid development of the industry as one of the
romances of commerce. We owe a great debt of gratitude to

the men in the East, who, despite all difficulties and a somewhat
alarming shortage of assistants, have supplied the world with so
largely increased a crop. The estimated world's production for
1917 is 242,000 tons, say, 192.000 plantation, 37,000 Brazil and
13,000 other sorts.

I shall say but little as to the future. My predecessor, like

the cautious Irishman he is, declined the role of prophet, and
I do the same. Suffice it to say that, so far, demand has kept
pace with supply, and one hopes that it may continue to do so.

But of the immediate future it is, I am afraid, safe to say that
our difficulties must increase progressively till the end of trie

war. The problem of transport is a serious one ; the problem
of arranging for leave for men in the tropics must before very
long become acute ; and there are other elements of embar-
rassment which it would serve no useful purpose to detail. That
the difficulties and perplexities which confront us may be met
and surmounted is our earnest hope, and we may perhaps take
heart of grace from the fact that, up to the present, we have
come through far better than in the fatal month of August,
1914, the most optimistic of us could have dared to anticipate.

NIPPLES AND TRANSPARENT GOODS.

The Peerless Seamless Rubber Co., Limited, of Richmond,

London, claims to have been the first British firm to establish

a nipple and valve department after the war broke out. For

over two years the company has also turned out large quantities

of the finest high grade transparent goods, which have found a

market both here and abroad. It is hoped to establish this in-

dustry so firmly as to make it impossible for German producers

e\er to rule the British market again.

The Russian rubber factory, "Prowodnik," will issue 180,000

shares of a par value of 100 rubles, which are offered at the

rate of 163j^ rubles each.
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AN ENTERPRISING SPANISH INDUSTRY.

A N important concern m the Spanish rubber industry is that
** of Blasi, Sague & Pallas, of Barcelona, whose factory,

pictured here, gives employment to 300 hands in the manufacture

of a large variety of goods of hard and soft rubber. In fact,

this firm claims to be the first to manufacture hard rubber tubes

and syringes in Spain, all such goods having previously been

imported.

This firm manufactures an extensive line of hard and soft

rubber surgical goods and druggists' sundries, making a widely

diversified line of molded goods, packing, hose, mats, tire treads,

Factory of Blasi, Sague & Pai.las, Barcelona, Spain.

solid tires and rubber heels, as well as specialties for sugar re-

fineries, breweries and hat factories, and hard rubber parts for

telephones and general electric use.

The members of the firm are all practical men, well versed in

the manufacture of rubber goods. Mr. Blasi, who has charge of

the factory, was superintendent of a leading concern for 30

years, previous to his resigning to form this firm. Mr. Pallas

was a traveling salesman for the same house for 10 years. Mr.

Sague has charge of the finances of the concern.

GERMAN RUBBER NOTES.
RUBBER PROSPECTS AFTER THE WAR.

D EPRESENTATIVE rubber men of Germany are of the

* ^ opinion that England intends to make them pay the high-

est price for rubber and colonial products and are already trying

to advance prices. This is to be opposed by resuming the rubber

industries as far as is possible, combining for purchases and

buying elsewhere until British prices are reduced.

They maintain that artificial raising of prices cannot be main-

tained in the rubber market, even when the demand is heavy,

because of the increasing output. By the time the war is over,

all plantations opened up before 1909 will put their full produc-

tion on the market. -Again, when rubber is high, manufac-

turers will cease using it for many purposes that were profitable

when rubber was cheaper, whereas cheap rubber increases the

number of modes of its application. If rubber sold at a price

between 36 and 42 cents per pound, many new industries now
unprofitable would come into existence.

Synthetic rubber is not to be overlooked ; although little is

heard about it. Chemists are hard at work, and it may be said

that wonderful progress has been made in the chemical industry

in general. This industry, built up during 60 years of incessant

and systematic labor, cannot be wrecked through mere abrogation

of German patents.

Many chemical ingredients can be prepared synthetically,

though there are some for which substitutes have not yet been

found, but other countries than England and her colonies pro-

duce them. It is felt, however, that whatever British feeling

may be, the colonies will be unwilling to lose German custom
and will not refuse to deal on the same conditions as with other

nations.

GERMAN RUBBER INDUSTRY PROFITS.

From German sources it is learned that in spite of the war,

German rubber companies have made large profits during the

past year. The net profits of 19 representative firms for 1915-16

were 12,000,000 marks, against 10,000,000 marks the year before,

but how much of this resulted from the manufacture of goods
other than rubber is not stated.

The Continental-Caoutchouc & Gutta Percha Co., Hanover,
reports gross profits of 9,451,397 marks for 1916, against 9,729,-

988 marks the year before ; net profits were 7,759,471 marks,

against 6,733,135 marks in 1915. .A. dividend of 30 per cent will

again be declared. The value of goods on hand is 6,153,000

marks (year before, 5,253,596 marks), and advance payments for

bought rubber amount to 816,021 marks, against 549,002 marks
for the previous year.

The following figures for certain insulated wire and cable com-
panies may prove interesting

:

The Deutsche Kabelwerke A. G., Berlin-Lichtenberg, records

gross profits of 1,340,000 marks for 1916 as against 1,480,000

marks for 1915. Net profits are 620,000 marks as compared with

700,000 marks, and a dividend of 8 per cent will be paid.

The Kabelwerke Duisberg, A. G., booked gross profits of 2,380,-

000 marks in 1916 and net profits of 1,480,000 marks. The year

before, gross and net profits amounted to 2,280.000 marks and
1,620,000 marks, respectively. The dividend is 25 per cent as

against 30 per cent the year before.

Norddeutsche Kabelwerke, A. G., of Neu-Koln, Berlin, show
net profits of 220,000 marks as compared with 130,000 marks in

1915. This company intends to increase the share capital with

1,000,000 marks, in order to be able to execute larger government
orders.

The feeling in Germany prevails that the German rubber in-

dustry has acquitted itself creditably of its difiicult task in the

past year and has seen to it that there was no shortage of
articles needed for the war. This year, too, it is expected that

military demands will be fully satisfied.

REGULATIONS CONCERNING NIPPLES.

When the government found that dealers were importing large

quantities of nipples from Holland and other neutral countries

and selling them at exorbitant prices, the stock was requistioned
and stored at a central depot in Berlin and made obtainable only
through chemists at the low price of 0.35 mark each.

Whoever wants to buy one, must present the birth certificate

of the child for whom it is intended; if the child is under a year
old, the applicant is entitled to two nipples. When one is worn
out, a second may be bought on returning the old one. No nip-
ples are allowed for children over 12 months old.

A GROUP TO ARRANGE RUBBER SUPPLY.

The Association of Import Trade in Berlin has formed a
rubber group to handle the question of the supply of rubber.
Several of the largest rubber firms are represented on the com-
mittee.

NON-ELASTIC TIRES NOW PERMISSIBLE.

It is understood that the Chancellor of the Exchequer has, after
long consideration, cancelled the introduction of the emplo3Tnent
of non-elastic tires for motor trucks and trailers. Consequently
there is an increased demand for second-hand trucks. But prac-
tically the only ones to be had are those with cardan drive, and
they, running on rubber tires, are considered a very poor in-

vestment in these days of German rubber famine. The cancel-
lation, therefore, does not appear to have greatly diminished the
difBcuIties of transportation, due largely to the lack of rubber.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

RUBBER IN BORNEO,

EIGHTEEN leading companies, with a total anthorized capi-

tal of i2,250,000 and subscribed capital and loans amounting

to i2, 11 1,000, are at present operating in the British North

Borneo Co.'s territory. Two large tobacco companies have also

planted 1,000 acres of rubber while several Chinese and Japanese

own considerable properties.

The Mycologist and Director of Agriculture reports that the

area under rubber in British North Borneo is 29.827 acres, not

including estates of less than 100 acres. The area in full

tapping is 9,806 acres, but 570,000 trees are being tapped over

areas not yet in full tapping, equivalent to 4,400 acres at the

rate of 130 trees per acre. The total area under tapping is,

therefore, appro.ximately 14,000 acres. At the end of 1915, 9,636

laborers were employed on the estates, as follows : 4,065 Chi-

nese, 3.521 Javanese and 2.050 other races, chiefly natives of

Borneo. The export of plantation rubber in 1915 amounted to

1,050 tons, against 613 tons in 1914.

The land concessions of the principal companies are prac-

tically freehold—999 years' lease, free of quit rent or cultivation

clause of any kind. The government has undertaken not to

impose an export duty on plantation rubber for the ne.xt 40 years.

Three rubber companies are operating in the British protector-

ate of Brunai, while in the Sarawak territory the Sarawak Rub-

ber Estates, Limited, has issued capital of £200,000 and a planted

area of 3,545 acres, which yielded 420,212 pounds of rubber in

1915. The estimate for 1916 is 565,339 pounds. Besides these

companies, there is also one in Lawas.

In Dutch Borneo the four principal companies have a com-
bined issued capital of £359,615, and a planted area of 4,593

acres under Hcvca. and 1,865 acres under Ficus. In the south-

east of the island, the Hayoep Rubber Estates' production in

1915 was 346,681 pounds of rubber, at a cost of \s. Ayid. per

pound, and a dividend of 10 per cent was paid. The estimated

crop for 1916 is 451,000 pounds.

COSTS AND YIELDS OF PARA IN UGANDA.

G. Brown, F. L. S., of the Kivuvu estate, Uganda, submits

some interesting details concerning the yields and costs of Para

rubber on his and several other plantations.

Tapping at Kivuvu commenced in 1914 with 6,000 trees and

was conducted over a period of 7 months. The following year

the number of trees was increased by 4.000, and in 1916 by 2,000

more, bringing the total to 12.000. The methods followed were

the basal V and alternate day tapping on one-quarter section of

the tree only. For the last two years, operations extended over

9 to 10 months. The average yields per tree of dry rubber were

:

Ounces.
1914 S

1915 11'/
1916 22!4

The total yields of dry rubber in 1915 and 1916 were 7,125 pounds

and 16,700 pounds, respectively.

Reports in 1915 from the Government Farm at Kakumiro and

at Entebbe Botanic Gardens show that on the former the yield

per tapping on the half-herring-bone system was 0.13 ounce

and 0.1 ounce on the basal V method.

At Entebbe Gardens 535 trees yielded 1,132 pounds, or an

average of 2,13 pounds per tree. Tapping here was very irregu-

lar, only 60 trees being tapped in some months.

The cost of production at Kivuvu has diminished year by year,

just as the crop has increased, so that the comparative costs per

pound of rubber over the three years work out as follows

(values being stated in United States currency) :

1914. 1915. 1916.

^

«
^

Upkeep of area cciils 8,6 3.9 2.7
Tapping 6.3 5,1 3.7
Curing and packing 1.5 1.3 1.4
Upkeep of tools 0.3 0,3 0.3
Treight Kla to London 3.5 4.5 4.5
Management 2.0 2.0 2.0

Landed in London 22.2 17,1 14.6
Market and selling charges 3.0 3.0 3,0

Cost to place in hands of puichaser. , , , 25,2 20.1 17.6

It is interesting to compare the 1915 cost and sale prices of

rubber from Kivuvu with those for Malayan rubber of the same
year.

Production Cost per pound Sold in
Estate, (in pounds) in cents. London.

Kivuvu, Uganda..., 7,125 17.1 (to London) 52.6
Kamuning, Perak 668,227 21.5 (on plantation) 53.5
Singapore, Para 359.725 30,0 (f. o. b.) 52.9
Tremelbye, Selangor 543.356 25.0 (f. o. b,) 52.7

From these figures, it will be seen that the cost of production

at Kivuvu was less than on any of the three Malayan estates, a

fact ail the more striking since the crop from the former was
so very small in comparison with that from the latter, while the

prices obtained do not differ greatly for the four estates.

It is estimated that an acre, planted with 108 trees, may be

safely capitalized at £20. The time it takes a rubber estate to

become remunerative may be judged by the Magigye estate. In

1911 a certain area was planted, with one-year-old seedlings. In

1916, 50 per cent of these were ready for tapping and gave an

average yield of 6J4 ounces per tree, w-hich put that area on a

remunerative basis.

On the whole, it would appear that the prospects for rubber

cultivation in Uganda are very favorable. Kivuvu, for instance,

gave profits of 16 per cent in 1914; 25 per cent in 1915, and 54

per cent in 1916.

CEYLON RUBBER EXPORTS. 1916,

The report of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce for the half

year ended December 31, 1916, gives the total exports (5f rubber

from Ceylon for the year 1916 as 54,698,729 pounds at an average

price of 1.79 rupees, against 46,566,187 pounds at an average of

1.65 rupees in 1915.

The distribution for 1915 and 1916 was as follows:

1916, 1915.
L'nited Kingdom pounds 23,812,305 25,183,748
United Stales 27,249.589 18,607,691
Canada and Newfoundland 6,720 392,495
Australia 797,091 964,697
France 1,802,217 698,992
Russia 293,674 332,200
Italy 347.632
Other countries 389,501 386,364

Totals 54,698,729 46,566,187

It will be noticed that during 1916 the United States became

Ceylon's biggest customer, and that French and Italian pur-

chases were greatly increased. Canadian consumption almost

ceased. Average prices fluctuated from 2,78 rupees per pound

early in January to 1.34 in August and up to 1.79 late in

December.

PLANTATION RUBBER IN CEYLON.

According to the latest reports from Ceylon, the area devoted

to the cultivation of rubber is 251,000 acres, an increase of

10,500 acres over 1915. The rubber industry in Ceylon has

advanced by leaps and bounds. In 1905 the area under Hevea

was 40,000 acres ; one short year later this had expanded to

104,000 acres ; now, within ten years, these figures have more

than doubled, and show that over one-third of the total culti-
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vated land of the island is under rubber. Kelani Valley and
Kalutara are the most important rubber districts, the areas being

53,235 and 50,193 acres, respectively. Few new plantations have

been opened and it is hardly expected that any considerable

enterprises in this direction will be undertaken in the immediate
future.

The exports of rubber for 1916 again showed an increase,

being S4-/2 million pounds, which is 8 million more than for

1915. America again headed the list of buyers with 27 million

pounds, or half of the total shipinents. The United Kingdom
came second, having bought about 23; 4 million pounds.

Whereas Ceylon pale crepe rubber compared very favorably

with that from other sources, Ceylon ribbed smoked sheets are

often over-smoked and not too well graded.

NODULES IN THE CORTEX OF HEVEA TREES.

This is the subject of an investigation by G. Bryce, B.Sc, as-

sistant botanist and mycologist, the results of which are reported

in Bulletin No. 28 of 'the_ Ceylon Department of Agriculture.

These swellings on Hevea stems, not the result of tapping wounds,

and often termed "burrs," take the form of small woody bodies

of varying shape and size. Although comparatively rare in

young trees, they appear more frequently in trees which have

been tapped for some time. In their younger stage nodules may
cause only a slight external swelling, but after several years'

growth they give a characteristic gnarled, knotted appearance to

the stem and may interfere with tapping or even render it im-

possible in trees badly aflfected.

Of their development, and ideas regarding causes Mr. Bryce

writes

:

.A.bout the cause of the production of nodules much difference

of opinion prevails ; several explanations have been advanced,
but none so far has found general acceptance. A nodule at first

is a little isolated body of woody tissue lying in the cortex usually

about the size of a "pea" when first observed, and easily "shelled

out" with a penknife. There is little to indicate its presence at

this stage, occasionally a small protuberance or a slight cracking
of the bark externally. In later stages these "peas" increase to

the size of a "hen's egg" ; or many "peas" fuse together and form
an irregular mass ; or, again, large sheets of woody tissue are

produced. At the same time growing points originate, which grow
inwards and unite with the stem wood, and thus ultimately the

nodular. masses become connected with the stem at many points.

As the nodules grow larger the stem becomes gnarled ; the cortex

cracks and latex oozes out; finally, the entire stem to a height

of 5 or 6 feet from the ground is affected. In this condition it

is impossible to carry on tapping, and the tree is useless.

Mr. Bryce finally summarizes the results of his investigations

as follows

:

(1) Nodules are produced in the cortex of Hcvca BrasUiensis

as the result of an alteration in the latex vessel content.

(2) This alteration has not been connected with the attack of

any parasitic organism, but appears rather to be due to physiologi-

cal changes in the latex.

(3) The tendency to suffer alteration in the latex vessel con-

tent appears to be confined to certain individual trees which have
a predisposition to develop this condition.

(4) Four types of nodule have been distinguished

:

(a) Nodules formed round altered latex vessels.

(b) Nodules formed round lesions in the cortex into

which latex has oozed and coagulated. May occur in

Hevca tree.

(c) Nodules formed round areas into which latex has

oozed and coagulated; the coagulated latex occupies

the intercellular spaces without lesion of tissue. May
occur in any Hevea tree.

(d) Nodules formed under unknown conditions round
areas of cortex from which latex may be entirely

absent. Rare.
(5) Globular shoots formed by the subsequent growth of

latent buds after these have lost their connection with the stem

occur in both tapped and untapped trees. They arc distinguished

from nodules by the absence of a core, and they never form large

masses of woody tissue as nodules do.

{6^ Nodules of (a) type do not occur on untapped trees.

(7) Nodules occur on Hevea in its native habitat in Brazil

:

and in tropical America and the Eastern tropics where it has been

grown in plantations.

(3) The percentage of trees which develop nodules is very
small.

(9) Tapping appears to induce nodule formation in predis-
posed trees.

(10) This abnormal condition is apparently not infectious.

MODE OF OCCURHENCE OF HEVEA LATEX VESSELS,

The distribution and mode of occurrence of latex vessels in the

cortex are obviously of great importance as factors influencing

the amount of latex obtainable by tapping. Since Scott's investi-

gations in 1885 many other rubber experts have made important

researches, but up to the present no record exists of any investi-

gations into the number of cylinders at different heights of the

stem in mature trees, or of any seasonal variation in these num-
bers. In order to elucidate this and several other obscure points

in connection with the subject a more detailed investigation than

any hitherto was undertaken by G. Bryce, B.Sc, and L. E. Camp-
bell, B.Sc, F.I.C., respectively assistant botanist and and mycol-

ogist, and rubber research chemist of the Ceylon Department of

Agriculture. Several untapped trees planted in 1905 at the Ex-

periment Station, at Peradeniya, were chosen, and the results

were confirmed by examination of trees growing on plantations

in several districts of Ceylon.

The findings, as stated in Bulletin No. 30, follow

:

(1) Considerable variation occurs in the number of stone

cells in the cortex of different trees. There is consequently
variation in the degree of disintegration of the latex vessels.

(2) There was evidence of the diminished production of latex

vessels in Februarv and March, when the trees were changing
leaf.

(3) The number of rows of latex vessels in the cortex de-

creases with the height above ground level.

(4) The distance between the rows of latex vessels did not
usually increase in proportion to the distance from the cambium.
The average of the distances between the rows was approximately
0.2 millimeters.

(5) Well-defined cases of connections between neighboring
rows of latex vessels were not observed. Several examples of

bifurcation of rows were, however, noted.

(6) The course of the rows may not be invariably regular and
parallel. Sometimes the rows undulate, and the same neighboring
rows vary in distance apart at different points.

(7) In general the thicker the cortex the more rows of latex

vessels did it contain, though the increase was not great.

(8) The distance from the cambium of the first interrupted

row was approximately 1.5 millimeters; this represents the inner
cortex or food-conducting tissue of the tree, and should be left

untapped.

THE SITUATION IN MALAYA.
By a Special Correspondent.

A RATHER warm discussion of the question of granting
^""^ land to aliens took place at a recent meeting of the

Planters' Association of Malaya, held at Kuala Lumpur, Fed-

erated Malay States.

It was maintained that although from the point of view of the

local government it would be unbusinesslike to refuse capital

of any sort directed to the opening up of land, planters, as

such, and as Britishers, objected to a "lot of aliens, be they

Americans, Danes or what not," coming into the country at a

time when circumstances demanded British money and control

elsewhere. Past experience had taught what difficulties were

to be expected from allowing aliens to monopolize business, and

it was especially undesirable that German capital should enter,

which would undoubtedly result from the admission of American

capital. Meanwhile, 25,000 acres of land had already been

granted to an American concern.

The quesUon was then raised whether, if .'\mericans were

allowed ^ to open large plantations and to develop them at

express speed the government would order that they import

their own labor.

It was finally agreed to forward to the Chief Secretary of

the Federal Council an expression of the .Association's objec-

tion to the "alienation of land at a time when British capital

and superintendence is unavailable for opening up such land."
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DEATH OF A CHINESE RUBBER PLANTER.

The death of a prominent Chinese, Towkay Loke Yew, of

Kuala Lumpur, is announced. The deceased, who was 72

years old, came to Malaya about 60 years ago, and began his

prosperous career as shop assistant. He possessed extensive

properties, three rubber estates, coconut groves, cement works,

oil mills, etc., and held large interests in several enterprises, such

as the Malayan collieries, the Straits Trading Co., the Straits

Steamship Co., Perak and Selangor, all of which owed much of

their development to his activities, and his services were duly

recognized in both China and Great Britain. The University

of Hongkong bestowed on him the honorary degree of LL.D.,

and England created him a Companion of the Order of St.

Michael and St. George. Kuala Lumpur honored him by turn-

ing out in large numbers to attend the funeral.

IMPORTS OF RUBBER MANUFACTURES.
The importation of manufactures of rubber forms a significant

part of the trade of the Malay Peninsula. The total imports

into Straits Settlements for four years were: 1913. £201,821;

1914, il94,913; 1915, £276,924; 1916 (nine months), £212,025.

Tires, which were not specially mentioned before 1915, have

since been given a special heading as they now form the most

important part of the manufactured rubber imports, the value

for nine montKs in 1916 being £192,620. It is interesting to note

that whereas the amount supplied by Japan before the war was

about one-half of that from the United Kingdom, it is now
double.

THE SITUATION IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES.

By a Special Correspondent.

INTER.\.^TION.^L EXHIBITION AT SOURABAYA.

IT is proposed to hold an international exhibition at Sourabaya,

Java, from May 1 to November 1, •1919, or as soon as possible

after the conclusion of peace. This exhibition, which will be

known as the Algenieene Nederlandsch-Indische Tentoonstelling

Soerahaia (called in brief the A.N.I.T.A.), will be a general

exhibition of agriculture, cattle-breeding, fisheries, commerce and

industries, in the Netherlands East Indies.

Although the exhibition is a private one promoted by promi-

nent residents of Java, the government has officially recognized

its aims and objects by appointing a commissioner, who is also

one of the committee of promoters, and by authorizing the

acting director of the Department of Agriculture, Industry and

Commerce to hold a seat on the Advisory Board. A money
grant is also being given by the Municipality of Sourabaya in

aid of the expenses.

The exhibition will be held during the dry season and coinci-

dent with the completion of the new harbor works at Sourabaya

—

the largest and most modern in the Dutch East Indies. A special

section will be devoted to agricultural implements and electricity

in the widest possible sense of the terms, and special buildings

will be set apart to meet the requirements. The exhibition

grounds will occupy about 75 acres. This opportunity will doubt-

less be utilized to the full by American and Japanese exhibitors.

INTERNATIONAL RUBBER CONGRESS AWARDS.
The jury of the International Rubber Congress and Exhibition

at Batavia, 1914, has made the following awards

:

I. Planters' Association of Malaya Cup—for the best commercial

sample of Hcvca rubber : Highlands and Lowlands Estates,

Klang.

II. Grenier's Rubber News Trophy, presented by the owner of

"Grenier's Rubber News," Kuala Lumpur<| for the best

commercial sample of Hevea-ruhhtr produced in the Dutch

East Indies: Tjilentab, Tjibadak Estates.

III. Van Laer Cup, presented by H. van Laer, superintendent

of estates at Pematang Siantas, for the best commercial

sample of Hevea-ruhh^r produced in the Federated Malay

States : F. M. S. Rubber Co., Kuala Lumpur.

IV. Medals, presented by the Rubber Growers' Association,

London, for the three best commercial samples of smoked
sheet:

Gold Medal : Highlands and Lowlands Estates, Klang,

F. M. S.

Silver Medal : Federated Malay States Rubber Co.,

Kuala Lumpur, F. M. S.

Bronze Medal : Yamseng Estates, Perak, F. M. S.

Commercial rubber means rubber produced from rubber trees

grown on any one estate, out of which at least 5,(K)0 kilos of

rubber have been forwarded for sale in one of the rubber mar-
kets during the first half of the year 1914.

TRANSPORTATION OF COOLIES.

The contract between the Deli planters of Sumatra and the

Kon. Paketvaartmaatschappij concerning the transportation of

coolies from Java to Deli and znce versa, has expired. By the

new contract, this shipping company can no longer be held re-

sponsible for the coolies, and in case of desertion, indemnifica-

tion cannot be claimed. On the other hand, free passage, second

class, is given to a European supervisor, as well as fourth class

to one overseer over every 100 coolies.

THE CENTRAL RUBBER STATION OF JAVA.

This comparatively new institution, opened at Buitenzorg in

September, 1915, was founded to help planters to find new and

improved methods of preparation and to turn out a product of

excellence and uniformity.

The chief problem that the director. Dr. O. de Vries, and his

assistants are trying to solve is the difficult one of fixing a stand-

ard method for inspecting and judging rubber that can be applied

to all institutions.

The establishment began with a capital of about 41,000 florins

[$16,400], and is well supported by members and others inter-

ested in its prosperity. It is well' equipped with the necessary

instruments and machinery, including hydraulic and autoclave

presses, Schopper, punch, mixing and creping machines, calender

and vulcanizing-pan.

In a recent report covering his work in an advisory capacity

on the East Coast of Sumatra in 1915 and 1916 Dr. Vriens takes

up preparation of crude rubber, water supply, oxidation pre-

vention, coagulants and anti-coagulants, marking to prevent theft,

and diseases and pests.

He emphasizes the fact that stains in both sheet and crepe are

often the result of bad water supply, particularly when contain-

ing iron oxide. Filtering through alum or fiber of the areng

palm works an immediate improvement.

Oxidation with consequent graying of the latex and purpling

of the surface of the coagulum can be avoided by the use of

sodium sulphate or bisulphate in the preparation of crepe and

unsmoked sheet, but this is superfluous for smoked sheet. These

are the principal anti-coagulants now used in latex cups and cans.

In coagulation it is desirable to employ a minimum of acetic

acid, 0.5 to 1 grain per liter of latex usually being sufRcient.

Coconut water or coconut milk may be used as a coagulant if

obtainable at a low transportation cost.

To prevent theft, block and sheet rubber are now marked in

ways which do not impair the value. This is also desirable in

the case of thin crepe, but no satisfactory method has yet been

found. Possibly a harmless color mark may be devised.

The usual measures for disease prevention are encouraged,

particularly removal of creepers and moss from the trunks of

trees and clearing away as far as possible all wood and roots

on or in the ground so that insects will be deprived of all op-

portunity to lodge and breed.

Contrary to the opinion of T. Petch, carbolineum is re-

garded an excellent remedy in case of disease, provided the mix-

ture with water be not too strong and thoroughly emulsified by
shaking at the time of use.
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THE SITUATION IN BRAZIL.
By a Special Correspondent.

f~\ N March 6 the one hundredth anniversary of the first

^^ Brazilian republic was celebrated throughout the country.

In the year 1817, several prominent men of Pernambuco, tired

of the royal Portuguese yoke, conspired to overthrow the exist-

ing form of government. Twice their intentions were betrayed

to the colonial governor, who, the first time, treated the matter

as a joke. The second time, however, he gave orders to arrest

the conspirators. This was the sign for revolt. The prisons

were opened and the governor fled. A federal republic was

formed which lasted exactly 74 days. Then the royalists routed

the republicans, shot their leaders and reestablished the mon-
archical government. This revolution was the first step leading

to the final estabHshment of the present republican form of gov-

ernment, and the event was naturally commemorated with great

enthusiasm. In Belem, the celebration by the Associa^ao da Im-

prensa do Para took place in the Tlieatro da Paz and was pre-

sided over by Dr. Lauro Sodre, governor of the state of Para.

ATTACKS ON GERMAN PROPERTY.

Demonstrations of enthusiasm for the Allies and of hatred

towards Germans were not lacking once Brazil had broken re-

lations with Germany. Not always have the people been satis-

fied to give vent to their feelings in shouts. At Porte Alegre, a

mob, infuriated by the German proprietor of a hotel who lost

his head and fired at a passing car, wounding one or two of the

occupants, sacked and burned the hotel and many German build-

ings, and broke the windows of all houses suspected to harbor

Germans. Pelotas and Rio Grande do Sul were only saved

from similar proceedings by the timely arrival of soldiers.

Naturally, Germans are beginning to feel uneasy, and quite a

number have gone to Santa Catherine where they no doubt feel

safer, as they represent the majority of the population there.

SHIPMENTS AND THE RUBBER BLACKLIST.

Judging from the latest reports, the blacklist on the Amazon
has been a great success. It came into effect here on March 29,

1916, from which date to March 30, 1917, crude rubber was

exported to the amount of 34,424 tons. Of this, 19,631 tons, or

57 per cent, went to allied and American firms, 12,741 tons, or

37 per cent, to Brazilian and Portuguese firms, and only 2,052

tons, or 6 per cent, to enemy and blacklisted firms.

The distribution by shipments was as follows

:

Tons. Percentage.
In British vessels to Europe 12,919 37.5
To New York 12,797 37.2
In Brazilian vessels to New York 8.708 25.3

34.424 100.0

Enemy shipments were shipped by the "Lloyd Brasileiro" and

have increased lately, 480 tons having been shipped between

February 6 and March 30, as against 597 tons by British and

American firms and 680 tons by Brazilian and Portuguese. In

this connection it is significant that the Lloyd apportions space

to shippers as follows : 39 per cent to Brazilian and Portuguese

firms, 34 per cent to allied and American and 27 per cent to

German firms.

Nevertheless, a comparison of exports for 1913-14 and for the

12 months, March, 1916-April, 1917, demonstrates very satis-

factorily the decrease for German firms and the increase for

allied and neutral firms.

Tons.
A_

12 months ending April,
1913-14. 1917.

German firms 18,264 2,052
Allied and American 11,702 19,631
Brazilian and Portuguese 7,194 12,741

Totals 37,160 34,424

The most striking fact indicated by the above table is the re-

markable growth of Portuguese and Brazilian exports since the

war.

STORAGE CHARGES ON RUBBER IN TRANSIT.

The Associa^ao Commercial is endeavoring to reduce the high

storage charges assessed at the port of Para for rubber in

transit.

An arrangement has already been made with the port of Para
by which 1 per cent of the dues covered in the second month
and 3 per cent of those in the third month will be restored.

This arrangement will hold while the actual difficulty of

transportation lasts and depends on the orders of the Minister

for Traffic to the Inspector of the port of Para.

The Associacao has already informed the Minister of the

terms of the agreement and is now awaiting developments.

Fl.OtlDS IX BRAZIL.

Within the la.st fnur years the state of Ceara has suffered from
three grave catastrophes. The year 1913 saw the country torn

by political strife. Hardly had this disturbance ceased, when
drought set in, forcing thousands of the inhabitants to leave

A Br.\zlian Scringuciro Collecting L.^tex

their homes and seek relief in the neighboring states. Towards
the winter, many returned, only to experience the heaviest flood

that visited the land for years. The sufferings of the people

are said to be severe in the extreme and everything possible is

being done to help them.

The neighboring state of Maranhao has also suffered from
floods, the Itapicuru and Mearini rivers having overflowed.

INADEQUATE TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

So many complaints are made about the radio-telegraph serv-

ice of the .Amazon, that those in authority seem at last to be
awakening to the fact that something must be done. Indeed,

it has been suggested to abolish this system altogether and make
use of the facilities offered by the .Amazon Telegraph Company
instead. Naturally, this is anything but pleasing to the Asso-
cia(ao Ccmmercial do Amasonas, which, in conjunction with the

Federal Government, undertook to maintain the radio-telegraph
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service They claim that this service should be maintained and

supported, and point out that though delays occur, it is a con-

venience where speedy delivery is not essential. When, how-

ever, papers publish letters signed by a number of merchants of

the Acre region, in which it is declared that radiograms intended

to advise the dates on which vessels from Belem or Manaos are

due at certain ports, arrive later than the boats, one is inclined

to question the practical value of this vaunted convenience.

PLANTATION RUBBER IN BRITISH GUIANA.

THE rubber-planting industry of British Guiana is progressing

slowly but steadily, despite the many disappointments

usually experienced in new ventures in tropical agriculture. Re-

ports from inspectors at various rubber-producing centers show

that farmers and planters have extended their areas under

Heiea and are continuing to do so. In some cases, however,

small areas had to be abandoned owing to the unfitness of the

soil for its cultivation; also certain areas planted with Sapium

rubber were discontinued. This accounts for the fact that the

final totals of the 1915 report show a small decrease in acreage.

PLANTED .ACREAGE.

The following figures are interesting as illustrating the general

growth of the industry for the period 1910-15.

Areas Under Rubber.
aJ ^

1910. 1913. 1914. 1915.

Demerara acres 579 1,859 2,196 2.229

E=sequibo 1,129 2,142 2,206 1,854

Berbice 30 501 560 603

Totats 1,738 4.502 4,962 4,686

• The report from the Botanic Gardens, Georgetown, stated that

' no foreign seeds had been imported in 1915, as there had been

sufficient local seed to meet the demand for plants. Altogether,

21.846 plants were sold during that year.

RAINFALL.

The total rainfall lor 1915 was satisfactory, having been 9.53

inches more than m 1914.

The following table, taken from the 1915 Report of the De-

partment of Science and Agriculture, gives the rainfall over S3

years

:

Rainfall at Georgetown and

Period. Tanuarv. February. March. .\pril. May.
1846-1856 " 6.84 5.82 7.25 7.41 14 05

1874-1879 6.55 3.58 5.59 6.39 12.58

lSSO-1889 6.48 6.67 4.57 6.52 11.44

1890 1899 11.52 8.0S 8.19 7.31 11.08

1900-1909 7.61 5.87 9.43 7.8.> 12 30

1910 8.09 7.95 lO.OO 7.86 10 81

1911 10.17 9.13 14.04 8.43 11.13

1912 1.23 .46 1.28 6.26 9.0S

1913 18,18 2.41 7.64 2.09 5.00

1914 : 1.79 2.46 2.34 4.22 18.37

1915 6.41 13.38 .95 5.73 17.65

Means (53 ye.nrs) 7.63 5.99 6.94 7.00 i:.27

DISEASES AND PESTS.

The plantations suffered to a certain extent from diseases,

the South .-Vmerican leaf disease (Fusicladium macrosporum)

having been the most prevalent.. Brown root disease (Hymeno-

chaete noxia) and die-bark (Thyridaria tarda) also attacked

the trees. Root disease {Fames sanitostus) , well known in the

East, was observed here for the first time.

Fortunately no new serious insect pests were remarked at

the Government Rubber Station, Issorora, N. W. D., a species

of Coushi ant [Atta (Acromyrmex) octospina, Reich] was seen

removing and carrying away material from the layer of tissue

immediately overlying the cambium of recently tapped trees,

causing considerable damage to some trees. This ant has not

been met with in other parts of the colony.

Disease has kept away from the Government Farm, Onder-

neeming, in quite a remarkable manner, consequently the Heveas

there are in good condition. The accompanying table shows

the yields of experimental tapping of 200 trees averaging seven

years of age.

Number of Dry Rubber. Rainfall.
1915. Tappings, Ounces. Inches.

August 21 AZOyi 2.64
September 30 744H 2.95
October 31 864 1.82
November 27 873 7.68
December 27 975 5i 8.32

Taking the four completed months September to December the yield has
been 3,457 ounces, equal to, say, 216 pounds, or 648 pounds for 12 months,
showing a yield of 3J4 pounds per tree per annum.

BALATA.

Several bullet tree seedings of balata, found growing in the

forest behind this station, were dug up and planted in the culti-

vation in 1511. These trees reached a height of 18 feet during

the four years from 1911-1915 and are in good condition.

In connection with balata, it is interesting to learn that ex-

periments to determine the composition of Guiana balata, about

wliich little appears to have been reported, were conducted at

the Government Laboratory. Samples from British and Dutch

Guiana were submitted to analysis, determinations being made
of moisture, resin, crude proteids, other vegetable impurities,

tnineral matters and gutta. It was found that in the British

Guiana samples water varied from 2.5 to 7.1 per cent, resin

from 36.4 to 39.6 per cent, crude proteids from 2.6 to 6.3 per

cent and other vegetable impurities from 4.2 to 11.7 per cent,

mineral matters from .5 to 1.1 per cent, whilst the valuable con-

stituent, the gutta, varied from 40.1 to 52.1 per cent. From the

results of the examinations coupled with the history of the sam-

ples it was deduced that normal British Guiana balata should

contain 45 per cent of gutta and 38 per cent of resin, any pro-

portion of the latter above 38 per cent being regarded as an

impurity. It was assumed that on the water-free basis less than

44 per cent of gutta, or resin in excess of 42 per cent, or

total impurities in excess of 15 per cent, indicates, as the case

may be, either low-grade balata, such as dabray bottoms, or

admixture with latex other than- that of true balata.

A FRENCH COLONIAL CONGRESS,

.\ colonial congress, organized by tlie Union Coloniale Fran-

caise and aiming to bring the home manufacturer in closer

touch with the colonial producer, is being held at Paris this

month.

THE Botanic Gardens. 1846-1915.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

K ':

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED APRIL 17, 1917.

222,614. Solid rubber tire. F. H. Field, Passaic. N. J.

222,639. Resilient shoe heel lift. G. H. Lewis. Elyria. Ohio.

223.683. Respirator. D. K. H. Schumann, Hamburg, Germany.
1,222,703. Elastic fabric spool protector. J. White, Pasadena. Calif.

1,235,729. Reirforcement for pneumatic tires. F. S. Bryant, Reading,
Mass.

1,222,735. U'alerproof pockel for wearing apparel. \V, C. Coleman, Port-
land, Oreg.

1,222,825. Pessary. H. W. Walter, Peoria. 111.

1,222,906. Tire tread. A. W. Torkinston, London, England.

1,223.0^9. Cushion tire. O. .T. Hicks, Centerburg, Ohio.

1.323,179. Tire valve. W. A. Kelly. Xew York City.

1,223,204. Airless tire core. C. B. Reynolds, Sawtelle, Calif.

1,223.312. Demountable rim, L. M. Cooper, Detroit. Mich.

1.223.344. Tire valve. A. B. Norwalk, New York City.

1.223.345. Tiie valve. A. B. N'orwalk. New York City.

ISSUED APRIL 24, 1917.

1,223.368. Pneumatic arch support. R. S. Carling, Los Angeles, Calif.

I,223.4.'i0. Soft rubber denture. G. L. Van Allen, Prince Bay. N. Y.

1,223,501. Means for holding demountable rims on wheels. S. R. McKay,
Cleveland, Ohio.

1,223,537. Rubber-faced mat or rug. F. W. Tully, Brookline, Mass.

1.233,635. Tire rim. H. Stinemetts, The Dalles, Oreg.

1,223.703. Inkstand with a collapsible air bag. F. La Chapelle, Erie. Pa.

1,223.716. Tire valve cap. W. Miller, Los Angeles, Calif.

1,223,724. Pneumatic non-skid tire. F. C. Otto, Worcester, Mass.

1,223,727. Solid tire. M. C. Overman. New York City.

1,223,776. Armored pneumatic tire. T. Duysens, Maastricht, Netherlands.

1,223,788. Combined cushioning and fastening device for solid tires. A.
Hauschild, Akron, Ohio.

1,223,837. Inner tube. E. M. Pearson, Chicago, 111.

1,223,863. Ventilated raincoat. S. and F. Freedman, Chelsea, Mass.

1,223,900. Detachable rim. C. D. Paxson. Cleveland. Ohio.

1,223,963. Vaginal douche. H. Gollomb, New York City.

1,224,012. Demountable rim. G. H. Parks. Lomax, 111.

1,224,039. Protective mask having elastic strips for attaching. S. Syno-
bubyk, Myrnam, Alberta, Canada.

1,234,103. Blow-out protector for tires. T. W. Carter, Silver City, N. Mex.

ISSUED MAY 1. 1917.

1,224,141. Typewriter device comprising a piece of stretchable material to
receive the blows from the keys. J. J. Cohen, New York
City.

1,224,154. Garter with an elastic section. H, J. Esser, New Orleans. La.

1,224,248. Tiie patch. W. L. Wayrynen, Lake Norden, S. D.

1,224,511. Demountable rim and fellv band. C. D. Stephens, assignor of
one-half to J. A. Bachman—both of Austin, Tex.

1.224.637. Demountable rim. E. Henry, Albert Lea. Minn.

1.234.638. Hose coupling. H. H. Hewitt and C. H. Paeplow. Jr.—both
of Buffalo, N, Y.

1,224.666. Demountable rim. C. R. Ragsdale. St. Louis, Mo.
1,224,706. Rim for vehicle wheels. R. S. Bryant, assignor to The Stand-

ard Wielding Co.—both of C'eveland, Ohio.

1,224,758. Metallic spring-actuated mechanism for rubber tires. E. G.
T-oeser, Roxbury township. Dane county, assignor to Canti-
lever Airless Tire Co., Milwaukee—both in Wisconsin.

1,224,803. Tire protector. E. S. Stalker, Hallstead. Pa.

1,224,830. Vehicle wheel rim. R. W. Ashley, New York City, assignor of
one-half to F. Oberkirch, St. Marys. Pa.

ISSUED MAY 8, 1917

1,224,920. Vehicle tire. I. M., N. R. Hass and B. V. Myers, assignor of
one-fourth to G. Hass—all of Dayton, Ohio.

1,224,992. Eraser for attachment to pencils. F. Ziemer, Freeport, N. Y.

1,225,023. Annular article comprising an inflatable open collar. H. M.
Foote, assignor to The Mechanical Rubber Co.—both of Cleve-
land, Ohio.

1,225,042. Cushion tire for vehicle wheels. H. M. Lambert, Portland,
Oregon, assignor to Lambert Multiplus Co., Phoenix, Ariz.

1^25,126. Retaining clamp for demountable rims. L. B. Harvey, W.
Hornbeck, and B. Bisinger—all of Sacramento, Calif.

1,225,181. Pneumatic tired vehicle wheel. J. C. Schleicher, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.

1,225,183. Solid resilient tire and wheel. W. D. Seal, Piedmont, Mo.
1,225,286. Packing comprising a woven metallic fabric embedded in rub-

ber. E. J. Sweetland, Montclair, N. J.

1,225,341. Surgical device. O. Lederer, Vienna, Austria.

1,225,344. Pneumatic tire and method of making same. X. S. McGiehan,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

1,225,455. Pneumatic shoe sole. R. Marabini, New York City.

1,225,459. Wheel tire. A. S. Mauk, Orangeville, Md.
1,225,557. Demountable rim. A. Allgrunn, Dover, N. J.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
PATENT SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

In order to give the public the advantage of having abridgments of speci-
fications up to date while retaining their numerical sequence, applications
for patents made subsequent to 1915 are given new numbers nhen their
complete specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers start with No. 100,001 (without any
indication of date), and supersede the original application numbers in all
I'roceedings after acceptance of the complete specifications.

ISSUED APRIL 4. 1917.

17.306 (1915). Emulsifving apparatus comprising an inflatable ring. May-
pole Margarine Works, Soutliall, Middlesex.

17,357 (1915). Rubber in apparatus for playing a game. F. Uffelmann
"Brooklyn," Tavistock Road, South Woodford, Essex.

17.449 (1515). Tread hand for tires. J. C. Barker, 14 St. Mary Axe
London. '

17,520 (1915). Method of securing rubber soles and heels to boots. J.
Walton. lOl.A Great Western street. Moss Side, Man-
chester.

103,570. Tire attachment to rims. Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co., Elswick
Works. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and G. Beveridge, Greenhow Ter-
race. Scotswood Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

103,605. Non-skid ti.e chains. L. P. Reeder. 257 Bay street, Hamilton.
Ontario, Canada.

103,625. Gas cartridge for inflating 'life belts, pneumatic tires, footballs,
indja lubber toys, etc. W. G. Brokaw, 41 Boulevard Hauss-
mann. Paris.

103,642. Patch for tires consisting of a disk of rubber. Marvel Accessories
M.inufacturing Co., 1220 West Sixth street. Cleveland, Ohio
U. S. A.

103,660.

103,692.

103.694.

Pneumatic tire.

Holland.
M. E. J. A. Cuypers, Cuyperstraat, Roermond.

T. S. Sloper,Aircraft device comprising rubber-coated fabric
Devizes, Wiltshire.

Pneumatic tire. A. A. Crozier, 3 Woodquest avenue. Heme Hill,
London.

ISSUED APRIL 12. 1917.

17,675 (1915). Soft rubber nipple shield. H. L. Thomas, 2637 Balaclava
street, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

17,779 (1915). Rubber heel with wooden lifts. V. Buckland, British
Wood Heel Co., Windmill Road, West Croydon, Surrey.

17,795 (1915). Non-skid tread for twin tires. Schneider et Cie. 42 Rue
d'Anjou, Paris.

17,826 (1915). Inflatable life saving apparatus. T. Ingaramo, 31 Via XX
Settembre, Genoa, Italy.

103,715. Dies for marking shells supported by rubber rings. J. R. Han-
cock, 4 Fairview avenue, Cleethorpes, Grimsby, Lincolnshire.

103,727. Pneumatic tire with sectional inner tubes. H. F. Norman. 5
Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin.

103,755. Toys or game apparatus with vulcanite projectile. C. E. Evans,
37 Wynne Road, St. Helens, Lancashire.

103,762. Rubber tooth brush cover. T. R. Plank. 220 North Rampart
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, U. S. A.

103,811. Golf balls. St. Mungo Manufacturing Co., 121 Sylvan avenue,
Newark, New Jersey. U. S. A.

ISSUED APRIL 18, 1917.

7,932 (1915). Respiratory appliance. R. Donald. 39 Parliament Hill
Mansions, Highgate Road, London.

10,398 (1915). Wheel tire and rim attachment. F. A. James. 29 Cop-
thorne Road, and P. A. James, Coton Road—both in
Wolverhampton.

17,908 (1915). Compound fabric for containers. J. Peterson, 50 Union
Square North, New York City, U. S. A.

17,976 (1915). Clock case in which the glass is held against the rim by a
toothed rubber annulus. A. Mond. 19 Southampton
Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

18,101 (1915). Wire tread band for tires. L. R. Poschadel, 193 'Garfield
avenue. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

18,170 (1915). Spring wheel with rubber tread. C. A. James. Prescott
Terrace. Rose Park, .-nd F. F. Milford, Portrush Road,
Toorak—both in South Australia.

103,864. Soft rubber ear plugs. S. N. Pinkus, 42 Marszalkowska, War-
saw, Russia, and R. Lake, 6z Bickenhall Mansions, London.

103,868. Wheel rim. particularly for use on aircraft. T. Sloper. South-
gate. Devizes, Wiltshire.

Rubber valve head. T. Sloper, Southgate, Devizes. Wiltshire.

Polishing disk consisting of a solution of rubber mixed with
emery powder. J. R. Cooper, 46 Hatfield Road, Birchfield,
Birmingham.

Rubber insets for billiard pocket plates. C. Kirton, "Curlew-
cronk=." East Boldon. and J. Barton. Roniilly street. South
Shields.

103.869

103,883,

103,895.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 519. Machinery and Process Patents on pages 521-525.
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103,901. Gas mask comprising sheet rubber and rubber attaching bands.
R. L. Gravercaux and C. Martin, 17 Rue des Jeuneurs, Paris,
France.

ISSUED APRIL 25, 1917.

103,966. Fountain pen cap. W. A. Wilkinson, 130 Court street, Blaencly-
dach, Rhondda, Glamorganshire.

104,076. Rubber-faced motorcycle driving belt. G. Warwick, 80 Cobham
Koad, Seven Kings, Essex, and A. P. Crouch, 106 Cannon street,

London.

104,110. Divers' glove and means of attachment. R. H. Davis, 187 West-
minster Bridge Road, London.

104,126. Douche apparatus. W. G. Brokaw, 41 Boulevard Ilaussmann,
Paris, France.

ISSUED MAY 2, 1917.

104,175. Anti-skid device for wheel tires. A. J. Heinsius, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

104,192. Rubber roller and cushions for hat polishing machine. F. Webb,
Lancret's Path, Alma street, and M. White, 22 Belmont Road—
both in Luton, Bedfordshire.

104,205. Vehicle wheel carrying a rubber tire. W. J. P. Moore, 629 West
One Hundred and Fifteenth street. New York City, U. S. A.

104,227. Rubber crutch tip and method of attachment, H. Crudgington,
Blenheim House, Alccster Koad, King's Heath, Birmingham.

104,273. Rubber life-saving belt. F. P. Ingram, Fairlight, Chigwcll Row,
Essex.

104,283. Leather tread band and chain for rubber tires. W. H. Gahan,
General Delivery, Los Angeles, California, U. S. A.

104,287. Divers' collar and attaching means. R. H. Davis, 187 West-
minster Bridge Road, London.

104,300. Rubber strip for aperture, closing plugs for ship, etc. G. Fergu-
son, care General Post Office, London, and J. R. Campbell, 175

West George street, Glasgow.

104,309. Apparatus for detecting punctures in air tubes. T. Dunnery,
the Workhouse, Cavan, Ireland.

104,314. Rubber-tired vehicle. W. ]. P. Moore, 629 West 115th street.

New York City, U. S. A.

104,323. India rubber. G. M. Thomas, and M. D. Maude, Cicely Estate,
Teluk Anson, Perak, F. M. S.

104,325. Stopper for hot-water bottles. F. C. Jones, 24 Belvedere Road,
Upper Norwood, London.

104,360. Suctions for the dentures of artificial teeth. H. M. Parsons,
46 Follywell street, Blackburn.

104,373. Elastic wheel tire. S. Johnstone, Corunna, Ontario, Canada.

104,401. Rubber covered flexible electric cables. British Insulated &
Helsby Cables, Helsby, and E. A. Bayles, The Oaks, Helsby—
both in Cheshire.

104,452. Life-saving suit. O. A. Youngren, 730 North Main street, Sheri-
dan, Wyoming, U. S. A.

104,473. Inflatable bags contained in pockets of life-saving suits. W. G.
Brokaw, 41 Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, France.

104.476. Fountain pen. A. E. White, 88 Chancery Lane, London.

104.477. Dress shields. W. J. Taylor, Wimraera Lodge, Salisbury Road,
Walthamstow, Essex.

174,804. Shoe sole consisline of a rubber binder and wool fibers. The
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited, assignee of T, U«
Rieder, and W. B. Wicgand—all of Montreal, Quebec.

174,276.

174,291.

174,300.

174,323.

174,330.

174,334.

174.335

174,347.

174,362.

174,367.

174,407.

174,411.

174,438.

174,562.

174,624.

174,631.

174.707.

174,738.

174,740.

174,794.

174,795.

174,796.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED JANUARY 31, 1917.

Cushion tire. E. B. Killen, London, E. C, England.

Cushion tire. E. J. Mitchell, New York City. U. S. A.

Wheel rim. D. H. Shapiro, Montreal, Quebec.

.^ir hose couplings. L. C. Bonnelle and J. F. Lazano & Co..

assignee of sixty-five one hundredths of the interest—both of
San Antonio, Texas, V. S. A.

Packing washers for caps or the like. A. Schrader's Son, Inc.,

New York City, assignee of H. P. Kraft, Ridgewood, New
Jersey—both in U. S. A.

Golf ball. The St. Mungo Manufacturing Co. of America. New-
ark, assignee of W. R. Knight, Belleville—both in New Jersey,
U. S. A.

Golf ball. The St. Mungo Manufacturing Co. of America, New-
ark, assignee of W. R. Knight. Belleville—both in New Jersey,
U. S. A.

Fountain pen. J. Familet and A. Brochetti, co-inventors—both
of Dunkirk, New York. U. S. A.

Rubber heel. K. J. Emery, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, U. S. A.

Sectional cushion tire. J. T. Fitch, Helper, Utah, U. S. A.

Fountain pen. J. I.. Schnell, Arlington, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Fountain pen. T. Tanamura, Rock Springs, Wyoming, U. S. A.

Feed bar for fountain pens. The L. E. Waterman Co., Ltd.,
Montreal, Quebec, assignee of W. I. Ferris, Westlield, New
Jersey, U. S. A.

Tire armor. H. M. Hillman and J. Schwab—both of Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

Breast pump. J. F. McCIeary, Findlay, Ohio, U. S. A.

Pneumatic tire. J. B. Salmon, Dunedin. New Zealand.

Tire valve stem. G. Hughes and D. F. Givens—both of Syracuse,
New York, U. S. A.

Cane handle comprising an air forcing bulb. S. E. Holdzkom,
Longport, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Combination spring and solid tire. I. James, Scranton, Pennsyl-
vania, U. S. A.

Closet seat comprising a solid core of hard rubber compound.
'The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto,
Ontario, assignee of M, J. Whelan, Muskegon, Michigan, U. S. A.

Closet seat comprising a wooden core and a veneer of rubber.
'The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Canada. Limited, Toronto,
Ontario, assignee of M. J. Whelan. Muskegon, Michigan, U. S. A.

Closet seat having a wood core and a covering of hard rubber
vulcanized thereto. The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Can-
ada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario, assignee of M. J. Whelan,
Muskegon, Michigan, U. S. A.

482,024

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED OVith Dates of Application).

1916). Improvements in composition soles. T. C.(June 14,

fern.
Red-

482,137 (June 26, 1916).
E. L. Andre.

Elastic wheel for all vehicles and airplanes.

482,162

482,183

482,216

482,253

482,259

482,306

Improvements in pipe-stems. Traun Rubber Co.

Improvements in tires for wheels and vehicles.

(June 29, 1916).

(July 3, 1916).
W. F. Stewart.

(June 10, 1916). Special pneumatic mattress. L. Malinge.

(July 12, 1916). Joint for water and steam conduits. J. M. Bigot.

(July 10, 1916). Solid rubber tire with fixed tread. N. N. Munoi.
(July 21, 1916). Improvements in tire protectors. W. H. Gahan.

AUSTRALIA.
SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED (With Dates op Application).

2,795 December 13, 1916). Pneumatic tire. J. C. Barker, England.

2.998 (January 15, 1917). Resilient tire. A. A. Crozier, England.

2.999 (January 15, 1917). Resilient tire. A. A. Crozier, England.

38,384.

NEW ZEALAND.
Conveyer-belt having rubber layers. W.

cific avenue, San Francisco, California,
F. Bowers, 3196
U. S. A.

Pa-

98,228.

9,387.

100,317.

100.544.

100.527.

10!, 116.

101,261.

92,087.

94,848.

102,270

102,913.

375.057.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

The woid Metric—machinery packing made of rubber and other
materials. Metric Packing Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

The word Vulpa—adhesive vulcanizing patches and adhesive vul-
canizing fabrics. VV. E, Spencer, New York City.

Representation of a man's face on two styles of shoe soles, one
showing him in tears, the other smiling—rubber and other
boots, shoet), etc. C. Schevitz, Jacksonville, Fla.

Representation of several tires across which appear the words
Lox-It-Tite—tire repairing cement. G. K. Cogswell, Hutchin-
son, Kans.

Representation of frog in rainstorm wearing a waterproof coat

—

waterprooi coats, slicker.^ jackets, pants, hats, aprons and pon-
chos. H. M. Sav;yer & Son, East Cambridge, Mass.

The word Chase—artificial 'leather with rubber surface coatinff.

L. C, Chase & Co., Boston, Mass,

The word Nuggets—chewing gum. Common Sense Gum Co.i
New York City.

The words Red Square within a red square—rubber roofing.

C. T. Overton, Towanda, Pa.

The words Goldek King—golf balls. The Worthington Ball Co.,
Elyria, Ohio.

The word Ideal—rubber brushes for bottle-washing machines.
The S. S. Wenzell Machine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa,

The word Stork—rubber nipples, baby comforters or pacifiers,

and babies* nursing-bottles. The Stork Co.. Boston, Mass.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The word BEAVER^engine and machine packings, jointings and
hose. The Beldam Packing & Rubber Co., Limited. 1 and 2
Gracechurch street, London, E. C.

376,969 The word Kryslex—all goods included in Class 40. Peerless
Seamless Rubber Co., Limited, Richmond, Suney.

376,751. The word Express—rubber teats for feeding bottles. J. G. Frank-
lin & Sons, Limited, 17 Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London,
E. 8.

377,244. The word Gem—machines for treating crude and partly prepared
india rubber. Summerscales, Limited, Phoenix Foundry, Royal
Lane, Beechcliffe, and Coney Lane Works, Coney Lane—both
in Keighley, Yorkshire.

377.190. The word Express—hair combs. The North British Rubber Co.,
Limited, Castle Mills, Fountainbridge, Edinburgh. Scotland.

376,476. Representation of a seal in an arctic scene, surrounded by a
design bearing the words Seal Brand and a shield with the
letters H S intertwined— elastic suspenders. H. Seal, 3 Red
Cross strieet, Leicester,

376.342. The word Tuffite—substance in sheet form composed of indIa
rubber and textile and other materials, the india rubber pre-
dominating. G. MacLellan & Co., Glasgow Rubber Works, 125
Shuna street, Maryhill, Glasgow.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

22.245. The word Raynster—rubber coats, Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec.

22.246. The word Keds—rubber-soled footwear. Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, Quebec.

22,255. The words Gopher Brand and the representation of a gopher sit-

ting erect on the prairie—inner tubes for automobiles. The
Motor Supply Co., Limited, Calgary. Alberta.

22,262. The words British Proofed Aquaproof Raincoat across the face
of a rectangle—raincoats and clothing. Alfred B. Rosenblatt &
Co., Toronto, Ontario.

22,277. The word Rainbow enclosed in a diamond-shaped figure—machinery
packing composed of rubber. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,
Limited, Montreal, Quebec.

22,292. The word Colonel^—india rubber and eraser materials, all beinc
articles of stationery. St. Mungo Manufacturing Co., Limited,
Glasgow, Scotland.
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AUSTRALIA,
21,149. The Word Colonel—All kinds of stationery, erasers included. St.

Mungo Manufacturing Co., Limited, Glasgow, Scotland.

NEW ZEALANB.

13,442. A design comprising the name and address of the manufacturer
and the date 1891—goloshes, cloth shoes having rubber soles,
and snow boots. Helsingborgs Gummifabriks Aktiebolag, of
Furntorpsgatan, Block Xos. 1-2-14-15-16-17 Helsingborg, Sweden.

13,522. A continuous red band constituting the tread portion of a gray
rubber tire—rubber tires. The Fisk Rubber Co., New York,
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

13,740. The word Colonel—erasers. St. Mungo Manufacturing Co.,
Limited, 185-191 Broomloan Road. Glasgow, Scotland.

DESIGNSTOR TIRES.
THE UNITED STATES.

50,567. Non-skid tread. Term 14 years. J. D. Kline, assignor of one-half
to C. .\. Barnholth—both of Akron, Ohio.

50,644. Tread for an automobile tire. Term 14 years. H. S. Blynt, Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

50,655. Tread for rubber tires. Term 314 years. G. P. Herrick, New
York City.

LA BELLE MINERAL RUBBER.

'V^

50,567 50.644 50.655 50,673 50,681 50,769

50,673. Tire tread. Term 7 years. S. S. Adams, Lafayette, Tenn.

50,681. Tire tread. Teim 14 years. J. S. Broughton, assignor to United
& Globe Rubber Manufacturing Cos.—both of Trenton, N. J.

50,769. Tread for automobile tires. Term 14 years. E. Von Vargyas,
Washington, D. C, assignor of sixty one-hundredths to J. J.
Vavora, Binghamton, N. Y.

DESIGNS.
THE UNITED STATES.

50,652. Rubber ball. Term 14 years. R. C. Eddy, Milwaukee, Wis.

50,702. Reducing brassieres. M. Perillat, assignor to Ovida Co.. Inc.

—

both of New York City.

RUBBER REPLACING LEATHER IN BELTING.

'

I
'HE present high cost of leather suitable for belting is prov-

•* ing most advantageous for manufacturers of rubber belting.

A comparison of net cost per foot in Canada, given by J. M. S.

Carroll, sales manager of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., Limited, is quoted here

:

Net Cost Per Foot.
,

•
,

Leather. Rubber.
12-inch Double $3.44 $1.92
12-inch Single 1.72 1.45
8-inch Double 2.28 1.14
8-inch Single 1.14 .65

4-inch Double 1.14 .51

4-inch Single 57 .34

Mr. Carroll predicts tliat leather prices will not drop to ante-
bellum quotations for a long time and meanwhile a golden oppor-
tunity is presented for greatly increasing the sales of rubber
belting.

WHY NOT NAME THE COMPANY?

«I E CAOUTCHOUC & LA GUTTA-PERCHA" claims that
•—

' Germans have established in the United States a big fac-

tory for those rubber specialties so largely supplied by Germany
before the war. It seems that these goods are sent to Paris, where

agents, generally naturalized French or British subjects, but of

Austrian and German birth, distribute them throughout France

and the neutral countries, whence they usually find their way
into Gerinany.

The journal declares that these proceedings should be stopped

by prohibiting the importation of rubber manufactures, adding

that the home industry is fully capable of supplying not only

France but also the neighboring neutral countries.

After having encouraged Frenchmen to take up the new in-

dustry, it would be a piece of bitter irony on the part of the

Government to allow Germans, acting as American or Swiss

firins, to oust them through successful competition.

IT will be recalled by some in the rubber trade that some years
^ ago a gentleman in the Middle West named La Belle an-

nounced that by means of certain treatment he was able to com-
pound and vulcanize mineral rubber ("Elaterite," "Tabbyite,"

"Gilsonite," etc.) so that it showed a high degree of resilience,

and this without the addition of any vegetable rubber. Mr. La
Belle, who was an educated man of high standing, died without

making arrangements with anyone to utilize his discovery. He,

however, left all of his formulas in the hands of his widow who
has lately made up some pounds of his compounds.

Of course, if "Elaterite" could be given resilience it would be

of great value to the whole trade. That Mr. La Belle succeeded

in adding this desirable quality, and that he did not add a par-

ticle of vegetable rubber, nor indeed have any in his laboratory,

Mrs. La Belle is absolutely convinced. Mrs. La Belle has handed
The Indi.\ Rubber World samples compounded for vulcanization,

and in the event that the results coincide with those attained by
the inventor, the rubber trade will be duly notified.

THE WEBB BILL TO PROMOTE EXPORT TRADE.

A matter of but little less importance as a commercial pre-

paredness measure than securing an immediate and adequate

supply of raw materials, including rubber, at fair prices is that

of solving the problems which will beset export trade from this

country following the war. This can be accomplished by pass-

age of the Webb bill at the present extraordinary session of

Congress. As reintroduced in the House of Representatives and

favorably reported from the judiciary committee, this bill would

bring unfair methods of competition in export trade within the

jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission with power to

investigate the existence of agreements, understandings or con-

spiracies to enhance prices artificially or intentionally and unduly,

and to make recommendations for readjustment to the firms in-

volved or to the Attorney General of the United States for

action should the undesirable practices continue. All export

firms would be required to file an annual statement of organiza-

tion, business, conduct, practices, management, and relation to

other associations, corporations, partnerships and individuals.

THE LYONS FAIR, 1917.

The Lyons Fair, held from March 18 to April 1 under the

patronage of the French Government and with the support of

40 chambers of commerce, was a great success. This year 2,526

exhibitors were accommodated in 2,320 stands, as compared with

1,342 exhibitors in 912 stands at the fair of 1916. The nations

represented in their numerical order were France, Switzerland,

Italy, England, America, Portugal, Spain, Holland, Russia, Bel-

gium, Japan, China and Sweden. There was a total of 99

exhibitors of automobiles, cycles, carriages and tires, 36 exhibi-

tors of engineering sundries, belting, solder, gearing, fire ex-

tinguishing apparatus and the like, and 48 exhibitors of foot-

wear. Whereas only two American firms were represented in

1916, 25 exhibited this year, and in the stand rented by the

United States Consulate numerous catalogs of American manu-
facturers were on view with satisfactory results.

AMERICAN RUBBER GOODS IN AUSTRALIA.

Imports of American rubber goods in Australia show a great

increase. For 1915-16 the total imports of rubber articles

amounted to £940,000, of which more than half—i48O,O0O—

came from the United States.

Rubber exports from the Congo Free State amounted to

2,311,300 pounds in the first six months of 1916.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright I^iy.

NEW YORK. SINGAPORE.

THE feature of the market for the past month has been the Tlic inability to secure adequate cargo space threatens this

demand for spot and nearby rubber of all grades and source of America's greatest rubber supply. Shipping permits

sorts. The volume of business transacted has been large are curtailed or canceled for preferred cargo allotments. The

in some quarters, while in others very little has been doing. difficulties in negotiating drafts are becoming more apparent

Sellers who were able to make prompt deliveries have had no and this constitutes a serious menace to this market. Exporters

trouble in disposing of their holdings. Inquiries for futures are looking hopefully for relief of some sort from .American

have been noticeably frequent but actual buying was negligible, consumers.

due to the tendency on the part of consumers to await lower The Singapore cables indicate a dull market with small de-

prices. The shipping situation is becoming more complicated, mand. At the auctions held April 28, May 5, 11, 18 and 25, the

and freight rates have again advanced. Ocean charges are in- following average prices were obtained: First latex crepe and

creasing to such an extent that 15 cents a pound for Far East- Smoked sheet ribbed 65.36 cents, compared to 68.9 cents last

crn shipments is not at all improbable. month. Tlie total quantity sold wa> 2.618 tons compared to

Plantation prices have been generally steady with slight 2,105 tons last month,

changes during the month, the tendency being upward. On May new yohk spot quotations.

1 First latex and Smoked sheet ribbed spot were 81H cents;
i.,,,.„i,on p.^«.^s- •"'I'pTe!' ^ilV: ^%f:

Tulv-December for both grades was quoted 77 cents. Tlie Fir^t-latex cre-e ) ,.,,^,. „, „, ,

prospect of a war tax stimulated the market somewhat and on A^r crTpei/ght-gVi.Vly
!

'.:::.\ 64;/.® 81 @81H 80 @
May 15 First latex and Smoked sheet ribbed spot wxre 85 cents Amber crepe, dark -. isi 78 @ 79 @

,,,,_, , , , , J ^r.,/ i T-, • i-u
Brown crepe, thick cle.ln @ 77H@ 77 @

and July-December for both grades was 79J6 cents. Durmg the Brown crepe, thin dean, light

last two weeks the market eased off as the buyitig interest re-
Bro^!''c''repe: Vhin- clean .: i ! i :::: 63 I 77Vj78..i 78 S

laxed and on Mav 26 First latex and Smoked sheet ribbed Brown crepe, thin specky @ 72 @ 73 @
"

, T 1 T^ L r ii J 7o Brown crepe, thin barkey (n 68 @69 - 70 @
spot were 83 cents and July-Deceinber for these grades was /S Brown crepe, rolled m 65 @66 65 @

. Smoked sheet, ribbed standard 1
'^'^'"^-

. _ quality 1 6iyi@ 84 @84V$ 83 @
Spot Paras have been in demand. Upriver fine selling at /6 'Hevea ribbed smoked sheets. J

, , „, . r . 1 J .,1 xi TT • Smoked sheet, plain standard]
cents on May 26, a gain of 2 cents durmg the month. Upnver quality l

coarse has been especially strong, the price of 54 cents on
*"hee?s

"'".'". .°.''.

fT."!'.
.™°'!?J

"^

Mav 26 being considered unusually high. This grade has ad- Unsmoked sheet, standard quality

)

-o,/,a, -oi/«a
"

, , „, , , . ^1 ,1 /- ^ 1 1 1,
*Hevea unsmoked sheets J .'5 /o/2® l^y2<g>

vanced about 2>< cents during the montli. Centrals have been Singapore scrap, .\o. i •. 'S 60 @ 60 @
going w^ell at higher prices and spot stocks are very small. Cen- ?Srscrap,''Na''"i. ':;:::::;:: | 62 | 62 f
trals are now higher in price than Caucho ball. The call for Colombo scrap. No. 2 n 58 @ 58 @
Africans, particularly spot and near by. has been no exception

'''""upHver^'fi'neT 65 w 75 @ 76 @
to the demand for all grades of nearby rubber. Upriver medium ep 69 @ 69 @
_ . 1 /• 1 J- T -jn im/; c/i {\i\r\ ^ ! Upriver coarse 49 @ 51!4@ 54 @
During the fiscal year ending June 3U, 1916, 56,000 tons ot • Kr.apsack Madeira s 82 @ 83 @

plantation rubber were imported into the United States from ^t?^!;^? ""L'^bali i ! ! ! ! ! ! i ! : ! ! ; « I 51 K

I

51 I
the Far East, the average being 4,676 tons a month and we Islands fine 59 @60 72 @ 73 @
, , 1 -vT ^1 ^ 1

• -^ Islands medium (S 65 @ 65 @
have consumed every pound. Now the eastern shipping situa- Islands coarse 30 <? 34 @ 35 @
tion threatens to curtail this important source of supply, and.

ci^e^l ^^'^.^!^.'.'.'.V.'.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'. 35 I 37 | 38 I
moreover, Singapore shippers are beset with new difficulties in Lower caucho ball 45 <i' 45 @ 46 @

. , ., , , ,. ^ Peruvian fine d^ 71 @ 72 @
securing permits, while the exchange question continues to Tapajo<- fine @ 72 @ 73 @
grow more serious. That the able committees of The Rubber Africans—
, . . r , • , • . 11 ^ • Accra flake 37 @ 30 @ 31 @
Association of America, now working energetically to insure Niger flake 37 (g 29 @30 31 @
a constant supply of crude rubber will be successful is confidently

ienSell: No.'V'j"" %.^*!'!:::: | 38 S 38 S
expected. Eenguela! No! 5' 40%. .1.'!!'. .. @ 33 @ 33 @

T rivnnx^ Congo prime, black upper (^ 64 @ 64 @i,u.\uui\. Coneo prime, red upper (S 59 @ 57 @
Early in the month trading was brisk on all grades and for- §'" v """

^^'V
'

' •;( V •;;; I «^ f «! I-* ° ,° Rio Nunez sheets and strings @ 66 @ 64 @
ward sales were freelv reported. Standard crepe spot was go- Conakry niggers 6i ®62 66 (» 66 @

,, ,T.,, T,r' , , tr 1J1 1. i iji-?^.,/j Massai sheets and string? @ 66 @ 64 @mg well at 37d. on May 1 and Smoked sheet spot sold at 3o%cf. ^

Forward sales of the standard grades were made at 363Ad. The Esmeralda sausage 44 @ 52 (353 52 @53
, , , . r •

1 .• -.,1, i- 1 *i *• Central scrap 42 @44 51 @52 51 @52
market continued fairly active with particular attention cen- Central scrap and strip 40 ®42 48 @49 50 (351

tered on May-June arrivals that were quoted at relatively higher
Gulv'ul'e

'"' ^'"''''
::'::'39 | 30 §45 30 !«

prices than spot rubber. Prices remained fairly steady during ifAMcoBAs

the balance of the month that was characterized bv quiet con- Ceara scrap -ff

^| f H -®
- ^

.
Ceara negio heads ^ 48 @ 49 @

ditions almost approaching dullness. The spot quotations on Manicoba special 45 ffl 425^

@

42 @
,, -,, c-i J J - i^T/j J c 1 J u i -uu J Manicoba extra 41 @ 38 @ 37;/4@38
May 26 were: Standard crepe, ioyid.. and Smoked sheet ribbed, Manicoba reoular 36 (s 33 @ 32 @
-!,(:,%/,

A

St.Tngabeira Ihin sheet 42'/'@ 41 @ 40'/S@41
-"'^"-

Mangabeira thick sheet 34 @ 22 @ 33 @
The report that British ships have been taken off the Far i,\lat\

Eastern run, leaving rubber cargoes to Japanese and Norwegian
s.f-fnan^'ThVt

'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
ICi |70!5 90 faS 95 i*^

carriers, has caused considerable comment. jr,5.j Ixdun
London imports for March were 6.562 tons, compared to ^^^"^^ V^.V:.V..V.^::.V.^/'^ % 70 S 70 %n

4.748 for February. Reexports were 2,827 tons, compared to Penang Mock scrap /s 52 ® 50 @52
-f,,, ^ X f I T- 1 • ^ i -KJ- I Pontianak pressed 7 M (? 20 @ 20 ®
5.043 tons tor rebruary. Liverpool imports tor March were Eandjermassin @ '6 <^ 16 WIS

2.218 tons, compared to 2,410 tons for February. Reexports inma percha. red Macassar l.50ffi2.O0 2.20& 2.2003.00

were 1.232 tons, compared to 1,331 tons for February. * Rubber Association of America nomenclature.
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES FOR MAY.

In regard to the financial situation, .\lbert B. Beers (broker

in crude rubber and commercial paper, No. 6S \\'illiam street,

New York) advises as follows:

"As reported at the end of April, a considerable change came over the
general money marl<el, and the demand for paper fell off materially with
an advance in rates, and these conditions have continued through May, the
general demand for paper being light, with 5 to 5'/2 per cent quoted for
the best rubber names and 6 per cent frr tho«e not so well known."

1917.* 1916. 1915.
Upriver, fine 75^77 67@72 59@61
Upriver, coarse Sl(fi'o4 50@54 45@46
Island, fine 72^73 61@67 52@54
Island, coarse 34(.735 30(537 29@31
Cameta 36@37 33(B3S 32@34

* Figured only to May 25.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.

Crepe Smoked
price sheet price Tons

Date. per lb. per lb. sold.

April 28 cents 66.72 67.15 536
May 5 66.72 66.30 462
Mav 11 65.45 65.45 483
Mav 18 63.32 63.32 454
Ma'v J.i 64,60 64.60 683

Market.

Dull market.
Very dull.

Market continues dull.
Weaker; less demand.
Tlicre is more demand.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The following market report has been cabled from .Mdens' Successors,
Limited, London.

Standard Ribbed
Crepe. Smoked Sheets,

April 24 3SHd- 353irf.
April 30 37 d. 37 d.

Mav 7 36'Ad. 36'/2d.

May 14 36"/<d. ie'Ad.
Mav 21 36^^rf. 36'/iJ.

Market.

Buyers.
Buyers.
Buyers.
Buyers.
Buyers.

WEEKLY RUBBER REPORT.

GCTHRIE & CO., LIMITED, Singapore, report [April 3, 1917]:
At the weekly rubber auction which commenced yesterday, there was a

good demand for all grades, at about last week's prices for first latex rubber
and slightly improved prices for lower grades. At the continuation of the
sale today, prices for the leading grades advanced by $4 per picul in the
case of ribbed smoked sheet and $1 in the case of fine pale crepe, and the
prices of lower grades also shared an improvement- The top price of the
sale for ribbed smoked sheet was $164 per picul. p.Tid for one lot only,
this being $3 above last week's best. Fine pale crene fetched up to $162,
an advance of $2. Unsmoked sheet received more attention than usual,
and brown and good dark crepes w-ere a strong market. Of 762 tons cata-
logued, 567 tons were sold.

The following was the course of values:

Sterling equivalent Equivalent
In Singapore per pound per pound
per picul.* in London. in cents.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $155f«a64 3/ 05^03/ 2M 65.87@69.70
Sheet, good ribbed smoked !40(S15S 2/ 94^@3 /IVs 59.50(367.15
Sheet, plain smoked 125(ii 139 2/6'4@2/9^ 53.12(5)59.07

Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 130(5144 2./ 7^1(3)2/10!^ 55.25@61.20
Sheet, plain unsmoked 108(?B134 2/ 2H&2/ Sli 45.90(856.95
Crepe, fine pale 158(ai62 i/i'i®3/2 67.15(368.85
Crepe, good pale i53(ffil60 3/ '4 (5)3/ 15^ 65.02(2:68.00
Crepe, fine brown 136(5152 2/ 8!^(S'2/11?| 57.80(5)64.60

Crepe, good brown 120(.T135 2/ 5'4cg'2/ 8H 51.00(3)57.37

Crepe, dark 90(3123 \/\aH@2/ SH 38.25(352.27
Crepe, bark 68(5)103 1/ 6Vi(5>2/ 1-5^ 28.90(»43.77
Scrap, virgin and pressed 70(5)89 1/ 6.14 (5: 1 /lOH 29.75(337.82
Scrap, loose 70(3 80 1 / 6.'4 (2 1/ 844 29.75(i 34.00

* Picul =^ 133''i pounds.
Quoted in ?. S. dollars — 2/4 [56.7 certsl.

COMPARATIVE SINGAPORE RUBBER PRICES.
Prices ijer .Found.

United States Currency.

1916.

Plantation. 1913.

Sheet smoked fine ribbed $1.06
Sheet smoked good ribbed 1.06

Sheet smoked fine plain 1.06

Sheet smoked good plain 1.06

Sheet unsmoked fine ribbed 1.01

Sheet unsmoked good ribbed 1.01

Sheet unsmoked fine plain 1.01

Sheet unsmoked good plain 1.01

Crepe fine pale thin 1.04
Crepe good pale thin 1.04
Crepe good pale blanket
Crepe good brown blanket
Crepe fine brown 0.94
Crepe good bro\\n 0.94
Crepe good dark 0.81
Crepe barky 0.765
Scrap, virgin and pressed D.8S
Scrap, loose 0.79

^Compiled by the Sin^at^ore Chamber of

1914. 1915.
First
Half.

Second
Half.

$0.60 $0.87 $0.86 $0.70
0.57
0.56
0.54

oiss

0.55
0.54
0.62
0.59

0.56
0.53
0.52
0.47
0.46
0.41

0.80
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.765
0.72
0.89
0.84
0.83
0.78
0.81
0.76
0.73
0.67
0.51
0.54

0.82
0.82
O.SO
0.81
0.71
0.81
0.79
0.89
0.87
0.84
0.82
0.84
0.80
0.76
0.73
0.47
0.47

0.67
0.62
0.59
0.62
0.58
0.59
0.56
0.70
0.55
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.59
0.55
0.52
0.53
0.48

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE.

IMPORTS.

March, 1917.

Fio'.n

—

y Peninsula

—
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PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.

TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From J.inuary 1, 1916, to dates named. cxcliidiiiR all foreisn tranship-

ments. Reported by Barlow & Co.. Singapore.)

From

To—

lbs.

Singapore.
Febrnary
2S. 1917.
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128,800
11.600

April 23.—Hv the Foj'/c=: London:
Pounds.

Mever & Brown 191.500

General Rubber Co 113.700

L. Littlejohn & Co S3,760

April 30.—By the Mexico MarH=:Yokohama:

Fred. Stern & Co 62.720

W. R. Grace & Co 6,720

April 30.—By the MiKne'io(ia=London:

Rubber Trading Co 60.480

Fred. Stern & Co 49.280

Hagemeyer Trading Co 15,680

April 30.—By the Empress of ^iio=HonKkonE;

General Rubber Co 416,600

April 30.—By the Ecuador=Zasi:

Henderson & Korn 221,200

i May 1.—By the Manchuria^hondon:

L. Littleiohn & Co 56,000

' May 1.—By the St. George=LoDdon:

Rubber Trading Co ,??-n2S
L. Littlejohn & Co 215.04O

General Rubber Co 334,600

Mever & Brown
Hagemeyer Trading Co

May 2.—By the Sliinyo AfarM=SinKapore:

Henderson & Korn 181.000

Mever S: Brown. 2 .400

Rubber Trading Co 31.360

May 4.— By the OriiMKa=London:

General Rubber Co. 16-300

Hagemeyer Trading Co 1 1 ,^U«

May 4.—By the 5Mt'mc=CoIombo:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd HaJ?.
Rubber Trading Co 13.440

L. Littleiohn & Co '?<'nnn
Meyer & Brown 56,000

Fred. Stern & Co 22.400

W. R. Grace & Co 63.019

May 5.—Ev the Cfrfn<:=Liverpool: ,, ,.„
Fred. Stern & Co 13.440

May 5.—By the GocHfosr^ Singapore:

Henderson & Korn '?1'^5S
Mever & Brown 67.200

General Rubber Co 1 29.900

May 5.—By the Sado JVfarK=Yokohama:
W. R. Grace & Co 13.440

May 7.—By the City of Naples=Co\ombo:
Henderson & Korn ??-5SS
Aldens' Successors. Ltd W'lon
Rubber Trading Co ,^^'2?S
L. Littlejohn & Co ^il-li.^
Mever & Brown 33,600

Fred. Stern & Co 44.800

W. R. Grace & Co 28.853

May 7.—By the Mic/itgiJH= London:
Mever & Brown ^^l-i^'l
General Rubber Co ?l^'i^^
L. Littlejohn & Co 360.640

May S.— Bv the y4.rcanta=London;
L. LittlejohnS: Co 11.061

May ^.—By the PanMO"ta=London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 88,S,200

L. Littlejohn & Co H?'S^4
General Rubber Co 237.000

Meyer & Brown 44.800

May 11.—By the Hawaii Maru=Yokohama :

W. R. Grace & Co 29,356

M\y U.—By the /^MrfaHia=:London:

General Rubber Co 13,200

May 11.—By the B»ifi?nso'-s=Batavia:
Henderson & Korn 9.500

Rubber Trading Co ,JAo2
L. Littlejohn & Co 384.286

General Rubber Co 248.400

Mever & Brown ^6.000

Fred. Stern & Co 6,720

Hagemever Trading Co 34,015

W. R. Grace & Co 1/.676

May 12.—By the U/io«io= London
Henderson & Korn ,,„.,„„
Aldens" Successors, Ltd 630.200

L. Littlejohn & Co .,'0.560

General Rubber Co ^27,000

Meyer & Brown 56.000

May 14.— By the Persia Maru= East:

Rubber Trading Co 44,800

May 14.—By the Crf"«an«a=London:
General Rubber Co

May 15.—By the ProlesilaHs=Ezst:
Henderson & Korn
W. R. Grace & Co
Aldens' Successors. Ltd

May 16.—By the Port Kemb/a= London
Rubber Trading Co
L. Littlejohn & Co

007 ..no
General Rubber Co ^?A^
Meyer &• Brown . .

.

ZAl
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 762,000

May 17.—By the Saigon Afor«= SinKapore:

Henderson & Korn ^tA?.?.
Meyer & Brown A^'lnn
General Rubber Co 638.400

May 17.—By the Plii!aiiclfhion = \-ondor^:
Pounds.

Mever & Brown 78,400
L. 'Littlejohn & Co 22.400

General Rubber Co 214.000
Hagemever Trading Co 22.400

W. R. Grace & Co 42,913

May 18.—By the Moii«o/io= London:

Rubber Trading Co 24.640

L. Littlejohn & Co 239.680
Fred. Stern & Co 22,400

May 18.—By the F(?eB(ii;t= Sourabaya:

Meyer & Brown 76,200

General Rubber Co 283,000

L. Littlejohn & Co 268.289

Hagemeyer Trading Co 21 ,450

W. R. Grace & Co 44,130

May 19.—By the M«a6a=London:
Rubber Trading Co 11.200

L. Littlejohn & Co 44,800

General Rubber Co 210,400

Meyer & Brown 204,400

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 140,000

May 23.—By the Ba;(ic=LiverpooI:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 559,300

May 24.—By the FtnoJ'io=London:
.Xldens' Successors, Ltd 698,000

May 24.—Bv the Co(omfcia=Colombo:
General Rubber Co 232,900

May 24.—By the Korea MarM= East:

Rubber Trading Co 11,200

May 25.—Bv the Rondo: , „„„
Henderson &'Korn 27,000

MANICOBAS.

April 3.—Bv the Sao P(i«;o=Bahia:
Adolph Hirsch & Co 27,644

April 25.—By the 7'c/a=Ceara

.\pbil 30.
hama:

1917.—By the Me

Goldman. Sachs & Co 39,150
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 49,275

Adolph

JLav
Adolph
May

.^dolph

May
Adnlph

May
.\dolph

Hirsch & Co 34,897

2.—By the A'ec/i«=Bahia:
Hirsch & Co 23.882

10 —Bv the PMrHJ=Bahia:
Hirsch & Co 70,905

MANGABEIRA.
Bahia:

.Wa?'i(=Yoko-

POUNDS,

88,42S

May 4, 1917.—By the Sado Mani:= Yokohama:

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 1 39,995

May 10, 1917.—By the Hawaii A/arii= Yoko-
hama:

The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 83,565
The B. F. Goodrich Co 17,685 101,250-

May 15. 1917.—By the /')o««t/o»i= Yokohama:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 124,200-

May 18, 1917.—By the Saigon Maru— Kohe:
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 471.690
The Goodyear Tire S: Rubber Co. 8.100
The B. F. Goodrich Co 58,590 538,380-

TO SEATTLE, WASHLNGTON.

Aprii 30, 1917.—By the Me\ico JV:farii=:Yoko-
hama;

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 22,545
W. R. Grace & Co 2,295 24,840

May 4, 1917.—By the Sado il/ani=Yokohama:
W. R. Grace & Co 11,610
L. Littlejohn & Co 112,050 123,660-

May 10, 1917.—By
hama:

W. R. Grace & Co
British Consulate General.

attle

the Hawaii Jl/ari(=Yoko-

20.925

5,400 26.325

2.—By the Neches-
Hirsch & Co
10.—By the Pi(rni= Bahi3:
Hirsch & Co

13,845

55,267

34,200

16,300

14.500
47,040
35,900

11,200
156,800

AFEICANS,

March 29.—Bv the Or(fu»ia= London:
General Rubber Co 8,100

.April 10.—By the Carma»iia=Liverpool;
General Rubber Co 8.000

.April 23.—Bv the Ca/di(ii= Liverpool:

Rubber Trading Co 12.300

Hagemeyer Trading Co 8,979

May 4.—Bv the F™noVco=Hull:
Aldens' Successors. Ltd ,f'5S2
Rubber Trading Co.. 33,600

Hagemeyer Trading Co 10,//2

M\y 9.—By the FaHnoni'fl= London:
.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 10,500

May 14.—By the Lame:
^„- n„,

Hagemeyer Trading Co 29D,UbJ

By the PMmHis=EBSt:
Fred. Stern & Co 22,400

Bv the 5'a/amis=East:
Rubber Trading Co J.36U

By the C«rga/M= East:
<n ^50

Fred. Stern & Co 60,480

By the Tenyo Mani= East:

Henderson & Korn

By the Burma Mar« = East:

Henderson & Korn
GUAYULE.

April 28.-.\11 rail.

Continental Rubber Co. of New \ork..

May 21.—Bv the El Norte:
Continental Rubber Co. of New York...

M^y 23.—.Ml rail.

Continental Rubber Co. of New York...

SCRAP.

April 9.—By the .-JH.ro"ia=London :

Hermann Weber

.^PI!1L 16.—Bv the BoriV=Manchester:
Hermann Weber 125,846

May 1.—Bv the St. George= London:
Hermann Weber 34,964

May 9.—By the Pan«o>iiii= London:
Hermann Weber
May 12.—By the Uttonia:

Hermann Weber 31.454

May 15, 1917.—By the Pi-o««>7mii= Yokohama:
W. R. Grace & Co 34,290
-Aldens' Successors, Ltd 14,175
Rotinson & Co 27,945 76,410-

May 18, 1917.—By the Saigon Maru= Kobe:
Arnold & Zeiss 140.400
Rubber Trading Co 32.400
Mitsui & Co.. Ltd 58,860 231,660-

May 23.—By the Tcnsho A/(irH = Singapore:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 570,780
Henderson & Korn 31,995
Robinson & Co 61,020
Arnold & Zeiss 33,073
East .Asiatic Co 46,305
L. Littlejohn & Co 154,170
Rubber Trading Co 11,880
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 4,455 913,680-

TO WATERTOWX, MASS.

By the Mexico .^/ari(= Yoko-Aprh. 30. 1917.-

hama:

Hood Rubber Co 63,720

May 18, 1917.—By the Saigon il/ii;-ii= Kobe:
The Hood Rubber Co 73.440-

,100

6,000

113,000

103.000

51,000

66,471

2,194

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS
AT SEATTLE.
TO AKRON', OHIO.

April 27, 1917 —By the Shidziioka .1-/ai-ii= Yoko-

TO NEW YORK. N. Y.

April 30, 1917.—By the Me.xico .i;ani= Yoko-
hama:

Fred Stern S: Co 62,640
T. T. Johnstone & Co 37,935
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 68,850
Rubber Trading Co 22,815
L. Littlejohn & Co 21.330
.Arthur Mever & Co 22.545
Robinson & Co 34.425
East .Asiatic Co 7.155

Edward Maurer & Co., Inc 8,100

Robt. Badenhop Co 84,240 370,035

May 10, 1917.—By the Ilazmii A/iini= Yoko-
hama:

Henderson & Korn 122.580
Arthur Meyer & Co 270
Fred Stern & Co 135

Robinson & Co 135

General Rubber Trading Co.... 405
L. Littlejohn & Co 135 123.660

May 15, 1917.—By the Pro(«t7aiii=Yokohama:

L. Littlejohn & Co 37,933

.Aldens' Successors 62,910

East Asiatic Co 15.525

Henderson & Korn 9,585

J. T. Johnstone & Co 118.935

Robinson & Co 16,335

Edward Maurer & Co.. Inc 2.430

Mever & Brown 135

Rubber Trading Co 23.085

Fred Stern & Co 65.745

Arthur Mever & Co 20.925

H. R. lefferd & Co 23,625 ^„,,^^
Frank D. Ross & Co 100,5/5 497,745

May 18, 1917.—By the Saigon .A/aru=Kobe:

.Alexander & Baldwin 19,575

I'nitcd States Rubber Co 604,530

Mever & Brown 55.890

Robinsons Co 16.740 696.735-

Singapore.

hama:

B. M. Consul General, San Francisco.
Pounds.
114.885

May 23.—By the Tcnsho .Vani-

L. Littlejohn & Co
.Arthur Meyer & Co....

Fred. .Stern & Cu
Frank li. Ross & Co.

7,290
2,700
2,700

33,750 46,440
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CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Illinois-—Mak^. i

Pounds.
IV'kT Of CllKACO.

Imports:

Rubber scrap 272.694

Manufactures of iiidia rubber

Totals 272.694

Port of Chicago, Illinois—Ai-ril,

Imports: Pounds.

Rubber scrap 102,629

Maiuifact'.ire- .if india rubber

Tot:.

iyi7.

Value.

$16,823
8

$16,831

1917.

Value.

$6,860
822

102.629

Port or Clevel.snd. Ohio—.April.

Imports; Pounds.

India rubber 1,757,002

Rubber scrap 229

Manufacture^ of India rubber

$7,682

1917.

Value.

$1,097,139
18

760

Pout of San Francisco.

Imports;

India rubber
(ailta nerclia

Ciutla jelutong ( Pontianak) .

Cal.—April,

Pounds.

. 3,734,016
11,293
53,820

1917.

Value.

$2,331,553
1,704
2,884

Totals 3.799.129 $2,336,141

Port of Seattle and Tacoma—March. 1917.

Imports: Pounds.

India rubber 3.434,318

r.XPORTS*

India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes Irnirs

Automobile tires

Otber rubber tires

Heltinc. bo?e, etc •

.•Ml other manufactures of

india rubber

199
688

Value.

$1,964,756

$732
673

7.277
191

3.573

,316

Unmanupactubed-

-dntiable:

free

:

April, 1917.

Elasticon-
Spain
England
Straits Settlements

Pounds.

Total

Manufactured-
India rubber

—

France
England
Scotland
Canada
Japan

dutiable:

Total

Tot:.: 1.757.231 Sl.097.917
Totals $19,762

Port OF the 1>:str;ct of Michigan—March, 1917.

Imports: Pounds.

India rubber ^'M'^
Rubber scrap 16,800

of india rubberManufacture:*

Totals ...

Exports;

Rubber scrap .

India rubber boots pairs

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other tires

Belting, hose, etc

.Ml other manufactures of

india rubber

Value.

$239,069
1.850
9.616

411.312

32,903
4,212

29

$250,535

$2,633
12,203

44
96,736

154
7,633

6.647

Gutfa pcrcba^
Germany . . .

.

Scotland . . .

.

Total
Total manufactured.

Value.

$85
2.168

15,391

$17,644

$243
38,821
5,599
1,781
2.315

$48,759

$208.
9,417

$9,625
$58,384

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANU- RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE

Total $126,050

Port of Galveston. Texas—Maecii. 1917.

No transactions.

Port of Galveston, Texas—.April. ,1917.

No transactions.

Port of New- Orleans. I-a.—March, 1917.

Imports' Pounds. Value.

India rubber 35.302 $15,502

Port of Xew Orleans, La.—April. 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 48,515 $21,228

Poet or New York—March, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India luhlier 30.392,693 $18,398,328

Balat,! ^H-^,i,
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak).. 348,163

FACTURED RUBBER AT THE
PORT OF NEW YORK.

April, 1917.

UNITED
IMPORTS or

Manufactures of india rubber

Total . .

Exports:

Rubber scrap (imported) 1.599,794

Rubber scrap (exported).... 175,804

Reclaimed rubber \li,260

138,389
15,115
56.175

Rubber boots Pa'rs

Rubber shoes pans
Automobile tires

Other tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures of

rubber

1,589
107,694

$18,608,007

$98,221
28,462
26,600
5.926

50,538
567,325
115,559
208,383

Unmanuf.\ctueed—free:
Pounds.

Crude rubber—
France 33,026
Portugal 474,637
England 7,950,380
Canada 500
Costa Rica 6,375

Guatemala -3,125

Honduras -7,869

Nicaragua 14,603

Panama 24,908
Salvador 1,952

Mexico 116,127
Trinidad 110
Brazil -. 5,590,783
Chile 738,071
Colombia 75,593
Ecuador 72,442
Dutch Guiana 917
Peru 260.425
Venezuela 21,756
British India 57,049
Straits Settlements 4.272,857
British East Indies 1,828,159
Dutch East Indies 2,257,162
Hongkong .412
Philippine Lslands 10,621
British West Africa 100,480

Value.

$19,195
203,657

5,771,599
435

4.523
2,025
4,427
7,608

10,535
822

53,131
54

2,663,719
387,292
36,095
31,745

504
84,088
10,970
36,245

2,411,198
1,122,326
1,244,612

145
5,141

25.120

CRUDE AND
RUBBER.

Unmanufactured—free : r

STATES.
MANUFACTURED

March, 1917

Pounds.
India rubber:

From

—

France 88.050
Portugal 908.116
United Kingdom 13,902,339
Central .'\merican States
and British Honduras... 148,899

Mexico 301,959
P.razil 9,235,209
Other South .-Xmerica 278,849
Fast Indies 13,480,965
Other coinitries 14,825

Totals .23,920,339 $14,137,211

Gutta percha

—

free:

England 126,911

Totals 38.359,211

Balata 305,628
(iuavule gum 213,961
•Gutta jelutong 348,163

Value.

$46,491
388,620

10,084,252

69,070
114.053

4,414,468
122,574

7.922.023
10.440

$23,171,991

138,389
62,641
15,115

Totals 39,226.963

Rubber scrap'- 2,497,784

Totals,

Chicle . . .

$23,388,136

187,461

\wnnanufactured.41,724,747

dutiable 724,348

*Dutiable beginning July 1, 1916.

MANUFACTt:RED

—

dutiable:

Gutta percha
India rubber

$23,575,597

$330,628

$18,860
69,545

Peru
Straits
British

Settlements .

West .Africa.

Totals

1,881
2,000

186,650

317,442 $143,289

$88,858
1,275
2,760

50,396

Total

Poet of Philadelphia,

Imports:

Rubber scrap
Manufactures of india rubber

441.782

$1,542,796

Pa.—-April. 1917.

Pounds,

Total

Exports;

Rubber scrap
Belting, hose, etc

All other manufactures
india rubber

15,865

23.415

Gutta jelutong

—

dutiable:

Straits Settlements 719,733
Dutch East Indies 78,710
Japan 670

Totals 809.113

Total

Port of San Fe^ncisco

Imports:

India "-ubber

Cal.—March
Pounds.

. . 3,576,324

Manufactures of india rubber 1,373

Totals 3.576,324 $2,238,269

Exports;

India rubber shoes pairs

Automobile tires

Other tires

Belting, hose, etc

All other m,-inufactures

india rubber .

."

Total

6,025

of

$5,113
71,781
12.759
34.542

12.026

$136,221

$32,189
3.258
101

$8,545
34,946
12.060
1,546
6,389

41,746
6,953

99,074

Totals 412,467 $211,259

Rubber scrap

—

free:

Franc- 132.303 . $9,055

Italy IPA'^.
England
Scotland
Panama
Cuba
San Domingo
Australia

Total, m:inufactured.

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.
March, 1917.

MANUr\CTURED—

urope.

Ea'ata

—

free:

Scotland
Panama
British West Indies.
Haiti
Bolivia
Colombia
British Guiana . . .

.

X'enezucla

4.394
16.909
4,577

40,593
756

38,699

\utomobile tires:

To—
France
Russia iti

England .

Canada
Mexico
Cuba
.Australia

New Zealand ....
Philippine Islands
Other countries .

Pounds.

Totals 1,171,031

Totals unmanufactured. .26,630,392

Chicle

—

dutiable:

British Honduras 75,750

Canada -. 9,032

Honduras ,„, ^°?
Mexico 1 01,448

Totals 186,538

75,386
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EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CON-
TIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES.

March. 1917.
Ma 'n t'RED-

To—
Alaska:

Belting, bo'^e and packing
Boots and 5hoes pairs
Other rubber goods

Total

To—
Hawaii

:

Belting, hose and packing
Automobile tires'
Otlier tires

Other rubber goods

Pounds.

\088

Value.

$12,174
19.796
3,682

$35,652

Total

To-
Philippine Islands:

P.elting, hose and packing
Boots and shoes . . . .pairs
Tires
Other rubber goods

Total

To—
Porto Eico:

Belting, hose and packing
Automobile tires

Oth-^r tires

Other rubber goods

16,100

$11,559
93.339
17.134
18,422
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR ITALY.
IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED RUBBER.

Twelve Months Ending December.

Unmanufactured—
1916, 1915.

Pounds. Lire.

India rubber and gutta percha—raw and reclaimed:

Great Britain 4,121,040
Straits Settlements 1,186,460
African French Colony 61,380
Belgian Congo 219,120
Brazil 4,304,740
Other countries 1,810,820

Pounds.

440
2,767,600

32,120
294,580

7,904,600
808,720

Lire.

Totals 1 1,703,560 42,558,400 1 1,808,060 42,938,400
Rubber scrap 6,369,220 2,605,590 3,664,100 1,498.950

Man ufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha—threads:

United States
Great Britain
Other countries ,

Totals

67,540
29,040
6,600

103,180

48,400
54.780
3,520

938,000 106,700 970,000

India rubber and gutta percha
—sheets:

Cut sheets . . .

.

Elastic fabrics
Insulated wire
Hard rubber . .

India rubber and gutta percha
-—tube?:

Cut sheets
Elastic fabrics
Other forms

Belting
Rubber coated fabrics, ^pieces

Other fabrics:

Great Britain
Other countries

Totals

Boots and shoes

—

pairs:

United States ..

France
Other countries

Totals
Others ...

Elastic webbing:

France
Great Britain .

.

Other countries

Totals
Clothing and articles for travel

Articles not specified:

From cut sheets

Fabrics:

France
Great Britain
Other countries

3,740
1,980
440

84,260
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Boots and Shoes. This material has received fair attention

and while the actual business transacted has not been large,

the market tone has been firm and prices have advanced about

% cent per pound since our last report. This is doubtless due

to orders from the Government and the Allies for rubber foot-

wear that is now considered necessary in every soldier's equip-

ment.

Tires. The call for tires has been limited to small lots, the

business done being of a routine character, with the greater

interest centered in standard mixed grades. Prices have been

firm, ranging from 7 to 7j4 cents delivered. White G. & G.

tires have been featureless, sales being recorded at 7J4 cents

delivered. Bicycle tires have experienced a fair demand at firm

prices unchanged from last month's quotations.

Tlie scarcity of standard cotton fabrics has driven tire manu-

facturers to use Peeler fabrics with the result that the quan-

tity of unguaranteed tires now being manufactured will be

greatly increased in the future.

Inner Tubes. There has been limited call for this material

and prices are unchanged, 25J4 cents delivered being the quo-

tations on No. 1 tubes. Just what effect the greatly increased

use of unguaranteed tires will have on tubes remains to be seen.

That the supplies of tubes will be augmented thereby is un-

questioned.

Mechanicals. The general industrial activity has increased

the call for mechanical rubber goods and the mills are very

busy. The movement in mechanical scrap has been good dur-

ing the month, garden hose, air brake hose and cotton hose

being in particular demand and at about % cent advance over

last month's prices.

London and Liverpool imports of waste and reclaimed rub-

ber for March were 114,600 pounds, compared to 38,000 pounds

for February. Reexports for March were 55,900 pounds, com-
pared to 63,600 pounds for February. London and Liverpool

exports of waste and reclaimed rubber manufactures of the

United Kingdom for March were 815,300 pounds.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS FOR CARLOAD LOTS DELIVERED.

MAY 2S. 1917.

Prices subject to change without nstice.

Per Pound.
Boots and shoes $0.09 li«l

Trimmed arctics ; .07 ' '^ i5

Untrimmed arctics ,06 J4 @
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear .0754'^ .07^
Auto tires, standard white .07 'A @ .07H

standard mixed .07 @ .07 '/^

stripped, unguaranteed .05^^ @ .06

Auto peelings, No. 1 .10 @
No. 2 08Ji@ .09

Inner tubes. No. 1 .25!^(ffi .26

No. 2 1254@ .13

red 12^5@ .13

Irony tires .02',4@

Bicycle tires 04%@ .OS'A

Solid tires .06 @ .06 >^

White scrap, No. 1 ISyi® .14

No. 2 10 ®
Red scrap. No. 1 10 @ .11

No. 2 08 @
Mixed black scrap. No. 1 .ftA'/^m .05

No. 2 04 @
Rubber car springs .04^2 @ .OS

Horse shoe pads .04 34® .05

Matting and packings .01^@ .01?^

Garden hose 02 @ .0254

Air brake hose 05J4@ .06

Cotton fire hose .02 J/4 @
Large hose OlJ-Sca .0254

Hard rubber scrap, No. 1, bright fracture .26 @
Battery jars (black compound) .02'^ @ .03

lubulated wire stripping .03^4 @
Kubber heels 03}4@

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.

Copyright 1917.

NEW YORK.

AMERICAN COTTON. Early in the month the market was

decidedly unsettled and nervous, owing to the reports of re-

duced acreage and the uncertainty of domestic demand for cotton

manufactures. On May 1, spot middlings were selling at 20.70

cents but lacked support and the market declined with minor fluc-

tuations until May 11, when 20 cents, the lowest price of the

month, was recorded. Influenced by more reassuring reports, the

market sentiment changed and prices took an upward trend that

persisted until May 26 when spot middlings were quoted at 21.95

cents in one of the most active days the market has experienced

in months due to the belief that the coming Government report

will forecast a short crop.

Egyptian Cotton. The general market condition has not im-

proved during the month and stocks are very low and prices are

high, ranging from 60 to 66 cents. The shipping situation has

been relieved in a measure by the shipment of 15,000 bales direct

to America and which is still afloat. From recent reports it ap-

pears that the prospects for the new crop are good and that the

acreage is somewhat larger than last.

Sea Island Cotton. The crop of Islands has all been sold

and the new crop will not be marketed before October. The
market for Georgias and Floridas has been quiet with limited

offerings. The unsold portion of the crop is estimated at 2,000

bales that are firmly held at prices varying from 71 to 72 cents,

according to quality.

It is reported that the planters of the British West Indies,

influenced by the present attractive prices, have resumed the

planting of Sea Island cotton, 2,000 acres being recently planted

in Nevis. The planters of Montserrat, Anguilla, Antigua, St.

Croix, Barbados, St. Kitts, and St. Vincent will doubtless in-

crease their acreage of Sea Island cotton to meet the present

extraordinary demand.

Tire Fabrics. The demand for all grades has been quiet for

the past month with the interest centered on prompt deliveries.

Buyers have not been particularly interested in futures, pre-

ferring to await developments. The scarcity and high prices

of Sea Island and Egj-ptian tire fabrics have resulted in unprec-

edented offering of Peeler fabric. While the blending of long

staple Peeler with the standard yarns has been practiced and

17;4-ounce combed Peeler fabric tried out, the results of these

experiments are still indefinite. There is no doubt that staple

cotton under Ijg-inch will be more extensively used in fabrics

for unguaranteed tires to meet the increasing demand. Prices

on standard Sea Island and Egyptian building fabric have not

changed ; 17J4-ounce. combed Peeler fabric has advanced 10

cents a square yard and carded Peelers are S cents higher than

a month ago.

Mechanical Duck. The general industrial activity and the

speeding up of factories, mills and mines is requiring large

quantities of mechanical rubber goods and the demand for

mechanical, hose and belting duck has been very active. This
is primarily due to Government orders that will require, it is

estimated, 50 per cent of the duck produced in this country.

Hose and belting duck have advanced about 1 cent a pound
during the month.

Sheetngs, Osnaburgs, Enameling Duck. Tlie demand has

been unprecedented, spot stocks have been completely cleaned

up and seconds and odd lots are promptly taken when offered.

Government orders are so heavy for these fabrics that the sup-

ply may not be equal to the demand. Prices have all advanced
about 1 cent a yard. Drills are very active and scarce, but
prices have not yet advanced.

The mills are now complaining of scarcity of labor, high price

of coal, shipping difficulties and a general increase in operating
expenses that would indicate still higher producing costs and
further price advances to the consumer.
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NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

M.\V 2S, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

.•\irplane anil Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40inch yard
No. 4, 38!<-inch

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch;

A— 14-ounce yard
B—14-ounce
C— 14-ounce

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:

D— 1 4-ounce yard
E— 11 J/^ -ounce
V— 14-ounce
G— 8-ouncc
H—11-ounce
I— 9-ounce

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette pound

• Tire Fabrics:

I7/4-ounce Sea Island, combed squayc yard
17J^-ounce Egyptian, corobed
1 7 14 -ounce Egyptian, carded
l/Vj-ounce Peelers, combed
17J4-ounce Peelers, carded

Sheeting:
40-inch 2.35-yard vard
40-inch 2.50 yard
40-inch 2.70-yard
40-inch 2.85-yard
40 inch 3.15-yard

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.25-yard yard
40-inch 2.48-yard
37K--in. 2.42 yard

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound
Belting

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard
38-inch 1.74-yard
72-inch 16.66-ounce
72-inch 17.21-ounce

Drills:
38-inch 2.00-yard yard
40-inch 2.47-yard
52-inch 1 .90-yard
52-inch 1.95-yard
60-inch 1.52-yard

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in., 3li to 7>2 ounces yard
36-inch, 2^ to 5 ounces

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton)

:

63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36-inch, 4^ to 8 ounces yard

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

36-inch, 3>^ to 5 ounces yard
Raincoat Cloth (Cotton):

Bombazine yard
Twills
Tweed
Tweed, printed
Plaid
Rep

Burlaps:
32— 7'/^ ounce 100 yards
40—7 J^ -ounce
40—8-ounce
40—10-ounce
40—10}4-ounce
45— 7^-ounce
45—S-ounce
48— 1 0-ounce

$0.47 ®
A2'4@

1.75 @
2.25 @
2.50 @

.85

.60

.85

.75

.70

.60 @

.90

.65

.90

.80

.85

.65

1.60 ffi 1.65

1.50
1.30
1.25
.95

1.55
1.35
1.30
1.02

.80

.17 @

.16 (SI

.ISlSmi

. 1 5 '<'

.14 @

.17 @

.17!^@

.42 @ .43

.42 @ A3

@.23

.26

.48H@

.50 (Si

.20'A@
16H@
.22 @
.2i'A^
.27'Afa

.38 @ 1.55

.35 @ .85

.35 ftti

.25 @
.75

.50

.35 @ .65

.10 @ .18

@.08
.12

.25

.07^4 @
OS'A@
.24 @

Nomin

.09 "/a

.18

.35

.15

.10

.27

al

9.00
9.25 @

11.50^ @11."5
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal

EGYPTIAN COTTON CROP MOVEMENT.

From Auci'St 1, 1916, lo April 4, 1917.

To— 1916-17.
Liverpool bales 1 72,626
Manchester 115,258

Total shijinients to Great Britain.

To—
France 16,413 )

Spain 10,121 J

Italy 25,023 )

Switzerland 14,899 j
Russia
Greece

287.884

26,534

1915-16.

187,276
118,803

306,079

49,225

1914-15.

168.633
130,243

298,876

35,078

39,922
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LiTHOPONE. There has been a good demand for this material

and prices have been well maintained, due to the strong posi-

tion of the base metals.

Le.\d Pigments. White lead, basic carbonate and basic sulphate,

red lead, litharge and orange mineral have all advanced during

the month, due to the strong position of pig lead.

Oils. The oil market has developed a very firm tone recently

on account of shipping difficulties and scarcity of labor. Lin-

seed, corn and rapeseed oil have all advanced. This will affect

the price of rubber substitutes.

Sulphur Flour. The demand has been heavy and while

prices have not changed, the tendency is upward.

Waxes. These are generally higher in price, caused by the

uncertainty in the shipping situation, both foreign and domestic.

Zinc Oxide. The demand for spot zinc oxide has been very

active and the limited offerings available have been quickly ab-

sorbed. Speculative prices have advanced 254@3 cents during

the month. The producers are busy supplying contract deliv-

eries and are apparently not interested in the spot market. The
fear that there is not sufficient stock to meet the demand is

causing some concern in the consuming trade.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS

M.AY 2S. 1917.

Subject to change without notice.

Accelerene lb. $2.62 @
Acetone (drums) Ih. .29'A& .SO'A
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .05 &

cresylic (crude) ^iil. 1.00 @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .30 (3 .31

muriatic, 20 degrees II). .01 V2 @
nitric, 36 degrees ' lb. .06 1/2 @
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01 ^@

Aldehvde ammonia (crystals) lb. .85 (5' 1.00
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ton 24.00 @25.00
Amraoniura carbonate lb. , 1 1 J4 @
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @

crimson, *'Magmetco"' lb. Nominal
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) Ih. .51 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .27 (3 .30
golden, "Magmetco" lb. Nominal
golden, "Mephisto" lb. .30 (a-

golden, sulphuret, States brand, 16-17 per cent. /6. .28 @
red sulphuret, States brand lb. .25 @
vermilion sulphuret lb. .60 @

Asbestir.e (bags) ton 17.50 (325.00
Asbestos (bags) ton 35.00 @ 50.00
Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04 @ .05

Barytec, pure white ton 30.00 (335.00
off color ton 19.00 @25.00

Basofor ton 80.00 @
Benzol, pure sal. .55 @ .60

90 per cent eal. .55 <S .60
I'.eta-Naphthol lb. .95 @
Erown oxide of iron lb. .01 'A @ .02

sienna, raw and burnt lb. .05 (3j .10
umber, raw and burnt lb. .04^@ .06

ochre, domestic lb. .02 J.<
{3i

imported lb. .04 @
Bone ash lb. .06 (3> .08

black lb. .06 @ .10
oil lb. .25 @

Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb. Z.49 @ 2.69
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.15 @ 2.25

Cantella gum lb. .37 @
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .06 (3 .06^

black (cases) /(>. .28 @ .35
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .15 (ffi .18

Caustic soda, 76 per cent Ih. .06 (5 .06M
Chalk, precipitated, extra light lb. .04^4 @ .05'A

precipitated, heavy lb. .05 @
China clay, domestic (powdered) ton 25.00 @30.0O

imported (powdered) ton 50.00 (S'60.00

Chiorae, green lb. .14 @ .45
yellow lb. .23^ @ .25

Cotton linters lb. Nominal
Excellerex 85 @
Fossil flour ton 65.00 &
Gas black (cases) lb. .28 O .35
Gilsonite (011 40.00 ffi42.00
Glue, high grade lb. .40 (3i .60

medium lb. .30 @ .40
low grade lb. .20 (3 .25

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .59 @ .60
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .25 (3)

amorphous lb. .07 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .70 @ .80
Ground glass (fine) lb. .02.)i@
Hexamethylene Tetramine (powdered) lb. ,65 @ 1.00
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .04^f3i .08

pure lb. .09 @ .11

Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @
bolted ton 65.00 <3'70.00

Iron oxide, red. reduced grades lb, .02H@ .04
red, pure.

_
bright ^ lb. .12 r3 .14

red, excelsior lb. .18 ^'

Ivorv, black lb. .07 (3. .10

Lampblack lb. .05 @ .13

Lead, red oxide of lb. .12 @ .12'/i

sublimed lilue lb. .10 @ .lOJi
sublimed white ....lb. .10 @ .10%
white, basic carbonate lb. .105^ @
white, basic sulphate lb. .10 @
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. Nominal

Lime, flour lb. .01H@ .02

r,itharge, domestic lb. .12'/i@ .12^
English lb. .12 @ .13
sublimed lb. .llji(a .12

Lithopone, imported lb. .10 @> .14
domestic lb. .06J4@ .07

Beckton white (carloads) lb. Nominal
Magnesia, carbonate lb. .12 @ .13

calcined, heavy lb. .1054® .11!^
heavy, Thistle Brand lb. .14 @
light ;i>. .45 @ .50

Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 60.00 @70.00
Mica, powdered lb. .03 54 @ .05
Mineral rubber lb. .0354® .05

'•M. R. X." ton 100.00 (g

"Genasco" (carloads) ton Nominal
"Pioneer" ton 45.00 @48.0D
"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 @
"Refined Elaterite" lb. .05 @
"Rubrax" ton Nominal

Naphtha, stove gasoline (steel bbls.) sal. .24 @
66®68 degrees (steel bbls.) .' sol. .29 @
68(3-70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .30 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) sal. .23 @

Oil, aniline lb. .32 @ .33
corn, refined (Argo) cwt. 16.76 @
linseed (bbl.) gal. 1.35 @,1.38
palm lb. .16 @ .1754
paraffin sal. Nomina!
pine (cases) gal. .58 @
rapeseed, blown , gal. 1.50 @ 1.60
rosin gal. .37 @ .67
tar (cases) gal. .26 (3 .32
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange lb. 2.50 (?5

Orange mineral, domestic lb. .14 @
Paragol (carloads) cwt. 11.64 @
Petrolatum lb. .05'/^®
Petroleum grease lb. .03 54 @
Pine solvent None
Pine tar retort bbl. 10.50 @
Pitch, burgundy ;..lb. .04'A@ .06

coal tar lb. .01 @
pine tar lb. .02'A(S>

Plaster of paris bbl. 2.00 @ 3.00
Prussian blue lb. .75 @ .80
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls.) lb. .0354®
Reclaimed rubber, .Standard shoe reclaim lb. .1654® .165^

Standard tire reclaim lb. .20 @ .2054
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. None

granulated lb. None
fused lb. None

Rosin, K bbl. 6.75 ®
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .0254® .04
Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .095^® .135^

white lb. .IS @ .19
brown lb. .15 @ .19

Rubhide 35 ® .37
Shellac, fine orange lb. .68 ®
Silex Csilica) ton 21.00 (335.00
Soapstone. powdered , ton 8.50 @16.O0
Starch, corn, powdered cwt. 5.50 ®
Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .0854® .0954
Sulphur, flour, velvet brand (carloads) cwt. 2.90 @ 2.95

Bergenport flour cwt. 2.95 ® 3.35
Talc, .American : ton 8.50 @ 15.00

French ton 24.00 @28.00
Toluol, pure gal. 1.75 ® 2.00
Tripoli earth; powdered ton 60.00 (3

bolted ton 65.00 ® 70.00
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal. 4? ®

wood gal. .42 @
Venice lb. .08 @

Ultiamarine blue lb. ,25 @ .45
Vermilion lb. .70 ® .80

Chinese ; lb. .95 @ 1.00
English lb. 1.75 @

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .63 @ .65
ceresin, white lb. .12 @ .20
carnauba lb. .41 @ .55
ozokerite, black lb. .45 @ .60

green lb. .70 @ .75
montan lb. .33 ®
paraffin, refined 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .0954®

123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .10 ®
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .11 @
133/136 m. p. (cases) /*. .1254(3

Whiting, Alba cwt. 1.00 @ 1.25
commercial cwt. .95 @
gilders cwt. 1.00 ® 1.25
Paris, white, .'\merican cwt. 1.25 @ 1.50
English cliffstone cwt. 1.50 ® 1.75

Wood pulp XXX (carloads) . ton Nominal
Yellow ochre lb. .04 ®

India rubber //'. 1.5Q (3»

Zinc oxide, -American process, horsehead brand
"XX red" f. o. b. factory . ./h. .10 ®
"special" f. o. b. factory, ./b. .1054®
French process, red seal . . . .f. o. b. factory . ./i>. .15 5^®

green seal. .f. 0. b. factory. ./6. .15^(^
white seal. .f. 0. b. factory. ./)). .165^(3

Zinc substitutes (oil 30.00 @
Zinc sulphidf. T^rre lb. Nominal

Yellow lb. .78 ®
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SOME WAR DON'TS.

DOX'T fail to join and support the Red Cross.

Whether Pro-Ally or Pro-Turk, Protestant, Cath-

olic or Pagan, Democrat, Republican or Free Seller,

Patriot, Traitor or Common Coward, }-ou can do this

at least with a clear conscience.

Don't think your Liberty Bond lets you out. It lets

you in for greater effort.

Don't waste anything—food, clothing, time, effort,

money, words.

Don't let your neighbor's stinginess bother you—cure

your own.

Don't be peeved if the other fellow gets all the glory

—

you know what you did.

Don't fail to thank God daily that you can walk un-

afraid—that a wall of Allied steel makes this possible.

Thank offerings are the best of Thank-Cods.

IT IS THE LONG RUN THAT TELLS.

THE United States has rallied with characteristic

fervor to the defense of freedom and democracy.

Patriotism prevails
;

preparedness is going forward
speedil)' ; the Liberty Loan is a success, and men, women
and children in every walk of life are doing something
for the country they love. Such a generous response has

been easy of accomplishment because as yet it has en-

tailed no great sacrifices. But it must not be forgotten

that there will be other drafts, other bond issues, still

higher cost of living and perhaps more drastic taxes, for

the conviction grows that the war will not be a short

one. Training, munitioning, preparedness generally, is

a joyous business as compared with actual armed conflict,

and with the waning of the first enthusiasm and the in-

evitable toll of American youth our ardor must not be

permitted to languish nor our determination to falter.

This is the greatest undertaking the American people

have ever engaged upon and as time passes the "part we
are destined to play in forcing a triumphant decision ever

looms larger. It is not hasty, demonstrative action to-day

that will win the war, but constant, consistent, concerted

effort of the whole people. Every industry, every class

must do its share and persist until the end. The
rubber industry has begun nobly and we believe will so

continue ; indeed, it is already accomplishing much of

which the public, even the trade in general, knows
nothing. The India Rubber World, therefore, desires

to publish a permanent monthly record of what the rub-

ber firms of the country are doing to meet this great

national crisis and of every patriotic act of employers

and employes alike that will tend to maintain enthusiasm

for the national defense.

Practical patriotism in one factory, store or office stimu-

lates like acts elsewhere and by the dissemination of such

news we can perform a measure of service. Our readers

are therefore urged to send to us for publication particu-

lars and personnel of all patriotic movements and also

individual participation in the war in order that this

record of honor for the rubber industry may be complete.

THE STIMULUS OF WAR.

THOSE who fear that the war ma)' bring disaster to

the American rubber industry will do well to study

the present situation in England as forecasting what may
reasonably be expected here. For example, the annual

report of J. Mandleberg & Co.. IJmited. waterproofers,

Manchester, England, published early in May, shows

that the business was never more prosperous. Accord-

ing to a tabular record of this company for the past 19

years the net profits for 1914, 1915 and 1916 were re-

spectively £49,200, £71,000, £86,700; ordinary dividends.

1.^, 20, 20 per cent; depreciation allowance, £2,800,

£.\.=;00, £3,500; reserve allowance, nil, nil, £10,000; car-

ried forward, £31,000, £49,100, £72,900. Thus the 1916

profit increase over 1915, itself a remarkable y,ear in the
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company's history, was £15,700. For the third time

within seven years a share bonus of £60,000 has accord-

ingly been capitalized and distributed to the ordinary

shareholders, one new share for every four formerly held.

Sixty per cent of the existing ordinary capital now con-

sists of bonus shares.

It is logical to suppose that the American rubber in-

dustry, which plays such an imiXDrtant part in munition-

ing our armies, will feel the same stimulus of war. Labor

troubles may cause some hardship at first, ahhough as

in England certain lines of rubber manufacture will prob-

ably figure among the exempted occupations, but eventu-

ally, as in all the belligerent countries of Europe, women
will come to the rescue in a much wider field of employ-

ment than hitherto.

AMERICAN GROWN PARA RUBBER.

THERE has in the past been a decided doubt in

minds of many regarding the possibility of culti-

vating Hevea successfully in any American possession,

even in the Philippines. This doubt has often taken the

form of vigorous statement, but more frequently of a

quiet but eflfective lack of interest on the part of rubber

men, scientists and planters. There were those, how-

ever, that believed in such planting and were ready to

put in time and money to prove themselves right. And
they have succeeded. On one of the Southern islands,

Basilian, close to the great tropical land of Mindanao,

is a plantation of Para rubber that tree for tree is the

equal of any. There are 70,000 trees just beginning to

bear and this year they have already produced more than

50,000 pounds of crepe of the best quality, which sold

for the highest price in the market. The cost per pound

is incidentally said to be a trifle less than is the cost of

production in the Malay States.

If 70,000 trees, why not 700,000 or 70,000,000?

THE STABILITY OF THE TIRE BUSINESS.

CAPTAINS of the American rubber industry be-

lieve that the experience of Canada should dis-

pel any doubts concerning the stability of the motor
car and tire business of the United States as affected

by the war. Canada has gone through the same con-

ditions that now confront us, and after two and one-

half years of warfare general business is very good,

notwithstanding the constant crusade for economy and
the great drain of money and men, the latter equival-

ent to a United States force of 7,500,000. According
to a convass just completed by G. M. Stadelman, vice-

president of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

Canada, with a population of only 8,000,000, is buying

100,000 new cars, almost five times as many as were
purchased during 1914, and an increase of 85 per cent

over the normal growth of 38 and 36 per cent respec-

tively for 1913 and 1914. Her purchase with only

about one-fifteenth the population of the United

States is equivalent to our purchase of 1,500,000 auto-

mobiles, which is just about what motor car manu-
facturers estimate that this country will buy during
1917. This means 6,000,000 tires for this equipment
alone.

THE RUBBER CLUB OUTING ABANDONED.

ClNCI*; its inception in 1900 the Rubber Club, now
*^ The Rubber Association of America, has enjoyed
an unbroken series of midsummer outings. This year,

however, with commendable regard for the seriousness

of the times and the amount of human suffering every

dollar will alleviate, it has decided to forego this annual

event and contribute the money usually subscribed for

that purpose to the Red Cross or some equally worthy

cause. This is in line with the abandonment of the mid-

winter banquet of 1915, when the amount that would

otherwise have been spent in feasting was sent to starving

Belgians.

GOODYEAR, CONNECTICUT.

IT IS 1"ECULIARLY FITTING THAT CONNECTICUT SHOULD

have a town named Goodyear, for it was in that state

that Charles Goodyear w-as born and lived most of his

ambitious life in poverty. His process of vulcanization

ranks among the greatest discoveries of all ages, yet

like many another inventor, he profited little by it,

although it has accumulated fortunes for later genera-

tions and proved a boon to mankind generally. Gov-

ernment designation of the post office, formerly Kill-

ingly, as Goodyear, constitutes an official recognition

of genius and an enduring memorial to persistence

crowned by ultimate success. It will serve in a meas-

ure to keep his memory fresh in the minds of all whose

livelihood depends upon his early researches.

BICYCLE RIDING IS ON THE INCREASE.

"PRADE papers state that 600,000 bicycles were manu-

factured in 1916 against half that number the pre-

ceding year. More would have been made but for the

shortage of tubing and labor. Manufacturers expect to

produce 1,000,000 bicycles this year, a gross business of

$25,000,000, of which $5,000,000 represents 2,000,000

tires.

That the American rubber trade is thoroughly
abreast of the times is shown by the fact that four of

the foremost rubber companies, the United States Rub-

ber Co., the Goodrich, Goodyear and Hodgman compa-

nies, are fully equipped, mechanically and technically, to

produce coated fabrics for war balloons, of which our
Government will require very many.

Canadian imports of rubber, gutta percha, etc., for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1917, were $5,767,508

from the United States and $3,636,066 from Great

Britain. During the year, automobiles to the value of

nearly $9,000,000 were imported from the United

States.
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What I Saw In the Philippines— I.

By the Editor of The India Rubber World.

Primary Reasons for the Trip.—The Influence of Smith.—Mine Own and Others' Ignorance.—Honolulu in Passing.—The Venezuela.—History of

the Philippines.—A Day in Yokohama.—Smoking Room Wisdom.—Side Lights on the Filipinos.

IN
the month of December, 1916, a man threatened to cut my

throat and I fled to the Pacific Coast and there embarked on

the Pacific Mail steamship "Venezuela" for the Philippines.

I should perhaps explain that he was neither insane nor blood-

thirsty, but simply a surgeon who collected tonsils. Mine were

a bit bothersome, but as they were the only set I had I did not

feel like sparing them, particularly as he had plenty of others in

glass jars accumulated during years of predatory physicianing.

So I fled and before I got to Manila my throat was in such good

shape that I had to hire a Chinese steward to cough just to make

me feel that I was back enjoying a New England winter.

Of course, "it wasn't the cough that carried me off" entirely.

1 really had a

very definite ob-

ject, indeed a se-

ries of objects.

For a long time

1 had been gath-

ering in the opin-

ions of long
distance experts

upon conditions

in the Philip-

pines, and it was

slowly dawning

upon me that it

was possible that

they did not

wholly know
what they were

talking about.

The statements

that no white

man could live

there, that no la-

bor was avail-

able, that Para

rubber could not

be successfully cultivated, and so on, struck me as not being

backed up by facts. Besides there was Smith. He always has

definite ideas, and is always wrong. For example, he predicted

in 1904 that plantation rubber would never reach 1,000 tons a year;

that it would never really pay any rubber company to employ a

chemist ; that the double tube tire would never be adopted by

American motorists; and in 1911 that rubber would never again

go above 60 cents a pound. As a final test I had therefore gone

to him with

:

"I wonder if it would be possible to cultivate Para rubber in

any part of our Philippine possessions
!"

"Not a chance. I looked into that thor
"

I knew then that it was well worth my while to see the land

that would one day produce most of our plantation rubber.

There was also my belief that the psychological time had ar-

rived for such a trip. My visit to Ceylon and Singapore in 1904

bore some fruit in the United States, much more in Europe.

With the greatly increased knowledge of American rubber men

concerning foreign parts, would not an impartial view of pos-

sible rubber planting sections be at least readable and possibly

profitable?

Pondering my fellow countrymen and their knowledge of the

Island Empire of the Pacific, they group themselves about as

follows

:

Those who do not know whether the Philippines is one of

Paul's epistles, or the plural of philopena. and

—

Real observers, scientific and commercial, whose conclusions

are in the main sound and anyhow are always worthy of careful

attention.

Of course, between these extremes is to be found a host that

possess a weird and appalling variety of misconceptions concern-

ing the islands and the people.

Speaking of the ignorance of others I must fain confess that

my own was con-

siderable. It is

difficult for me
to get an idea of

size from a map.

As an extreme

example I know
that Australia is

vast. Its meas-

urements tell one

so. but until I

visit it and ex-

p e r i e n c e the

magnificent dis-

tances it will al-

ways remain sub-

conscious-
ly a small square

daub down in a

lower corner of

the map. So it

was with the

Philippines. Un-
til I visited them

they were big

islands accord-HONOLULU FROM THE GoLF ClUB.

ing to description, but my imagination relegated them to the little

things like the lesser Antilles or the Azores. Further than this

there was always the mental effort in locating Manila, as to

whether it was on Panay or Luzon ; whether it was Mindoro or

Mindapao that was the big southern land, and if Cebu were a

hump-backed ox and Zebu an island.

It is. of course, exceedingly difficult to get accurate informa-

tion concerning matters at a distance on any subject, but concern-

ing rubber it is almost hopeless. From what I knew of the

southern of the Philippine Islands I was convinced that there

were great plantation possibilities, but it was difficult to prove.

I had paid a goodly fee to a young man who was voyaging thither

to gain for me accurate information regarding conditions, but

his report, long delayed, was of no value. He began by believing

what someone in Manila told him, that rubber could not be

grown, and nothing else mattered. During his journey through

the Southern islands he found nothing, because that was what

he expected to find. He acknowledged that soil, climate, rain-

fall, everything pointed to a paradise for Hevea but "it wouldn't

grow !" .As to the "why" he had no adequate answer.

To my surprise I found that many business and scientific men
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returning from the Philippines were of the same opinion. But

they, too. couUI not say why; at least, if they did give a reason it

did not appear to be sound.

We paused at Honolulu a few hours only, just long enough for

one of my long-time friends, Fred Waterhouse. to take us

about the city in a motor, visit the Golf Club, and meet at lun-

cheon numbers of delightful

people. He and his family liave

large rubber plantations in tlic

Federated Malay States, so

there was much to talk about.

Just a word about our boat

:

Eastern transportation experts

had scofied at the idea of com-
fort on any Pacific boats other

than the big Enghsh or Japan-

ese liners. They evidently did

not know the "Venezuela." of

the Pacific Mail, and owned by

Americans. She was a new,

sturdy, perfectly equipped pas-

senger boat, a bit slow, thirteen

knots being her best. An oil

burner, she was unusually

clean, and with the American

and Scandinavian officers, her

tidy Chinese stewards. Filipimi

band, and passengers bound for

all parts of the Orient, the set-

ting was full of variety and in-

terest. English boats as a rule are noted for the spirit of cama-

raderie that exists and that shows in the deck sports in which

all take part, while .-Vmerican boats have in the past been sing-

ularly lacking in this. The "Venezuela," however, was an ex-

ception. Deck golf, shuffleboard, and dozens of sea sports were

in full blast all

day long, and old

and young partic-

ipated with the

greatest enthu-

siam. I wanted

to be absolutely

fit w hen I got

ashore, so I fair-

ly lived on deck.

If, as the Rom-
ans believed, the

seat of the intel-

lect is in the

stomach, a three-

weeks' voyage on

the heaving Pa-

cific is at least

conducive to an

open mind. I

felt after the

first week that I

was approaching my subject absolutely empty of prejudice.

As a preliminary to my investigation I posted up on the history

of the islands. It is this as far as we are concerned

:

Discovered by Magellan in 1521.

Recovered by Dewey in 1899.

Covered by the Republican Party in 1900.

Uncovered by the Democratic Party in 1912.

That there was a great war in progress we hardly realized.

That unusual precautions were being taken, the care with which

passports were issued proved. Then, too, when we visited Japan-

ese ports our few German passengers went ashore only in the

care of dapper Japanese detectives. Our wireless news was

scrappy and unsatisfactory. The majority of the passengers be-

lieved in the final and deserved triumph of the .\llies. and those

who did not kept it to themselves as far as they could.

At Yokohama another old friend, Kenzo Okada, who some 20

years a.yo worked in the .^psley factory in Hudson and the Home
factory in Trenton, and who is

now at the head of a large rub-

ber mill of his own, gave us a

luncheon ti la Japanese. It was
delightful. Okada had also

been interested in a rubber

planting scheme in Formosa
which he reported had not

been a success, the island lying

loo far north to grow Hevea
successfully.

Did 1 say our boat was a

rubber carrier loading big car-

goes at Hongkong and dis-

charging at San Francisco?

.Also that the smoking room
crowd contained men that knew
much of plantation companies

and affairs in Singapore, and

the Malay States? To talk

with some of them was almost

as good as a visit to the great

plantation countries.

Fhe Shufflebo.'^rd Fin.\ls. d^5 a rule the talk was the

shipping situation, and that there was not in sight a fleet of cargo

carriers big enough to take care of the rubber accumulating on

the plantations and in the rubber ports. Said one of them

:

"Xew York is bound to be out of it for a while at least. Ger-

man submarines in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic are get-

ting too many
ships. The result

is that all of the

nations w hose
boats ha v e been

sunk are steadily

w i t li d r a w i n g
freighters from
the Pacific and

using the m at

home. Japan is

of course increas-

ing her fleet, but

she will be called

upon to send car-

go carriers to

the danger zones

ere , long. Even
then the United

States cannot de-

pend upon Lon-

don for rubber.

Not only is this so, but it must be

The bT£.\.\isHip "Venezuel.v.

but must look to Singapore

boats that come to United States ports, for the Canadian rail-

roads are bound to be congested and unable to handle our rub-

ber. The godowns in the rubber ports are carrying more rubber

than ever before. Then there is the question of permits which

is hard to arrange so that they coincide with available cargo

space. And beyond all this is the difficulty in financing purchases.

What we need is an American line of direct boats, perhaps

touching at Manila, and we need them in a hurry."

Curiously enough it was ships, ships and more ships that all

were talking, and, getting ahead of my story, from December

to April in the Pacific, in the Sulu sea, in Manila and in San
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Francisco it was the same. Indeed tlie last words on the subject

spoken in Honolulu and later in San Francisco were by the

secretary of the Mansfield Rubber Co., who was just returning

from a visit to the rubber plantations in the Far East. His plan

was for the rubber and automobile companies to combine in own-

ing their own cargo carriers. They were to be wooden ships of

about 3,000 tons each, to carry any freight that seemed profitable

but to give preference to automobiles going out and rubber com-

ALL EXPORTS UNDER GOVERNMENT CONTROL.

The Famous Colem.\n Cartoon.

ing back. They were to be oil burning, costing some $400,000

each. The plan was to incorporate "The Rubber & Automobile

Freight Line," capitalized at $9,000,000. Of this $4,000,000 to be

6 per cent preferred stock, to be sold at par and to carry one

share of common as a bonus, leaving $1,000,000 in the treasury

for promotion purposes. A point was that each automobile or

rubber stockholder was to have a preference as to cargo space

proportioned to his stock holdings.

Side lights on the Filipinos also were constantly being thrown

by what the passengers returning to the islands said. For in-

stance :

"The Filipinos would be the worst scared bunch in the world

if Uncle Sam really let go," said one who knew. "They are as

independent to-day as are the natives of Massachusetts and they

know it. The leaders don't want it, and the mass of the people

would not have it. Only a few restless sore-heads wish it, so

that they could get a chance to graft and loot. Did you ever see

Coleman's cartoon of the war scare? That was what epitomized

the end of the independence movement. They woke up then, and

in a few years they will all be ardent Americans, indeed the mass

of them are to-day."

{To be continued)

""PHE Espionage Law with its embargo clause giving the

*• President power to control all exports, including crude

and manufactured rubber, effects the complete incorporation of.

the United States into the allied economic strength and gives

the alliance practical trade domination of the world. This law

prevents supplies from reaching the enemy through neutral

countries, conserves all American resources for .American and

allied use, and befriends neutrals agreeable to the alliance. It

also removes the necessity of the British blockade, as the

United States, with the aid of British machinery established

during the past three years, is in a position to see that neutrals

contiguous to Germany are supplied with just enough food and

materials for their own needs. The exercise of this new power

over exports will in turn force the release of much needed raw

materials controlled by the Allies which heretofore have been

permitted to come to America only in limited quantities.

Fair control over shipping will result. As administered, the

act will require licenses for export cargoes and under this ar-

rangement the government can force neutral ships from harbors

where they have sought safety from submarine attack into service

to transport cargoes wanted by their home countries. American

and Allies' shipping, too, can be requested to carry cargoes to

the destinations the government considers should be supplied

for a proper conduct of the war.

TRADE JOURNAL PUBLISHERS HELP ENLISTMENTS.

The New York Business Publishers Association, which includes

in its membership the leading trade journals published in New
York City has been maintaining 45 recruiting stations securing

enlistments at the rate of 300 daily. Governor Whitman at a

meeting at the Yale Club, June 15, personally thanked the mem-
bers for their patriotism and activity.

The trade press of New York City now has three members in

the War Economy Committee : Charles G. Phillips, of the Dry-

Goods Economist ; Louis Hahn, of IVomen's Wear, and Roger

W. Allen, of the American Hatter. These will report to the

Commerce Economy Board of the Council of National Defense.

INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE MANUFACTURERS
FACILITATE GOVERNMENT ORDERS.

RECENTLY when the Navy Department urgently required

1,000,000 feet of No. 14 Duplex leaded cable in 30 days'

time, the usual procedure of securing bids according to estab-

lished specifications was set aside, and the order was delivered

promptly. Representatives of the principal wire concerns were

called to Washington for a consultation, resulting in a unique

plan that fully provided for the exigencies of the occasion. A
Wire and Cable Committee of the Advisory Commission of the

National Council for Defense was appointed, consisting of

Le Roy Clark, Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New York

City, chairman; Wallace S. Clark, General Electric Co.. Schenec-

tady, New Y'ork; Edward Sawyer, Atlantic Insulated Wire &
Cable Co., New Y'ork City. Schedules of Government require-

ments are submitted and the committee nominates the manu-

facturer and suggests the price for the goods. Thus the usual

red tape is for the time being eliminated and insulated wire and

cable supplies are being delivered to the Government without

delay.

GOVERNMENT FOOTWEAR PROPOSALS.

The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, of the Navy Depart-

ment, has received proposals for the supply of gy-mnasium shoes

and rubber boots as follows : 273,400 pairs of gymnasium shoes,

in accordance with specifications, John Wanamaker, New Y^ork

City, $0.97 per pair, and United States Rubber Co., New York

City, $1.03 per pair. Additional bids of $0.93 and $0.80 per

pair, as per samples, were received; 81,296 pairs of rubber

boots, in accordance with specifications. Hood Rubber Co.,

Watertown, Massachusetts, sample No. 1, $178,451.52, sample

No. 2, $165,651.20, United States Rubber Co.. New York City,

$183,722.24 for amount as specified and additional bids in ac-

cordance with amended specifications $2.37 and $2.24 per pair,

and as per sample No. 1 $2.55, sample No. 2 $2.24, and sample

No. 3 $2.44 per pair. Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Co.,

Mishawaka, Indiana, 9,410 pairs only at $26,217 as per sam-

ple ; The Southern Sales Co., Akron, Ohio, 24.000 pairs only

at $56,400.
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War News of the Rubber Industry.

THROUGHOUT the country the rubber industry is an-

swering nobly to the nation's call in a great emergency.

Many of its young men, including heads of coinpanies,

have voluntarily enlisted in various branches of military

service, and thousands more will respond proudly to the

selective draft. Leaders of the rubber trade are devoting

their time, energy and expert knowledge without stint or

compensation to the grave problems concerning the main-

tenance of the industry, the immediate and constant supply

of government needs, and the care of war dependents. Con-

cerns, large and small, and individuals whose duty lies in

continuing their usual daily tasks with redoubled zest and

efficiency have, even to the humblest worker, subscribed to

the Liberty Loan and contributed to the Red Cross with

eagerness and generosity. Thriving Akron, Ohio, with its

large and growing foreign population has gone on record

for a higher honor than that of merely being the rubber

city of the United States.

Would that press dispatches made possible a complete state-

ment of what has already been accomplished, but it is hoped

that the editorial request for facts on another page of this

issue will meet with wide response in order that this per-

manent monthly record of honor may leave unmentioned no

act of loyalty and patriotism, corporate or individual, that

will tend to maintain the present enthusiasm for the ultimate

victory of the democratic peoples of the world, whatever

sacrifices and hardships may intervene.

THE LIRERTY LOAN.

The rubber concerns of the country looked upon the float-

ing of the Liberty Loan as at once a duty and a privilege.

Several of them invested heavily and practically all did some-

thing. Many also negotiated bonds for their employes on a

deferred payment plan to enable them to participate in the

loan as a form of weekly savings. The appended list records

only such instances as have come to our attention through

letters and the daily press. It is far from complete and it

would be a pleasure to list the total subscription for every

firm in the industry.

The United States Rubber Co., New York City, heads the

list with a total subscription of $2,400,000, of which $1,000,000

was taken by the firm and the balance by employes in the

various factories and sales offices in different parts of the

country.

Akron, Ohio, raised approximately $4,000,000, or $300,000

more than her quota, and outranks Cleveland and all other

Ohio cities in per capita subscriptions. There are 40.000 sub-

scribers, which means that one in every three persons con-

tributed to the purchase of the bonds and that virtually every

family of this cosmopolitan city is represented. It is esti-

mated that close to 1,500 foreigners have contributed to the

Liberty Loan Bonds.

Reports show that 7.000 employes of The B. F. Goodrich

Co. took about $750,000 worth of bonds.

Not less than 11,000 persons in the employ of The Good-

year Tire & Rubber Co. became bond buyers, the total sub-

scription being about $675,000.

Only five men of the 300 employes of the Mohawk Tire

& Rubber Co. had not subscribed on June 14, and it is prob-

able that they did so the last day, making a 100 per cent

record for this firm.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. encouraged every em-

ploye to subscribe to the extent of his ability and arranged

lor payment at the rate of $1 per week for those not able

to comply with the government's terms.

F. VV. Plant, president of the Plant Rubber Co., Min-

neapolis, Minnesota, served on a special committee to pro-

mote the sale of Liberty Bonds. Among the rubber jobbers

who subscribed were the Plant Rubber Co., $10,000; W. S.

Nott Co., $10,000, and the Minnesota Rubber Co., $500. The
employes of the Plant Rubber Co. subscribed $3,000 on a

deferred payment plan.

The Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin, took a large

block of bonds and worked out a plan whereby even the

humblest worker might become the possessor of at least

one bond.

The Simple.x Wire & Cable Co., Boston, Massachusetts,

bought $50,000 worth of bonds and enabled their employes

to subscribe at the rate of $1 a week without charging any

extra interest.

The Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., New York City, subscribed

$100,000 on its own account in addition to between $300,000

and $400,000 bought by employes.

The Republic Rubber Co. employes, Youngstown, Ohio,

took advantage of the firm's deferred payment plan and sub-

scribed generously.

Nearly 500 employes of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee

Falls, Massachusetts, bought over $85,000 worth of bonds on

a deferred payment plan of $1 per week for each $50.

On June 7 the employes of the Tyer Rubber Co., Andover,

Massachusetts, liad subscribed over $16,000, some depart-

ments making records of 100 per cent.

The Davol Rubber Co., Providence, Rhode Island, sub-

scribed for $25,000 of the bonds, which have been sold to its

employes on the weekly payment plan.

The Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree, Mas-

sachusetts, oiTered its employes an opportunity to buy bonds

on convenient terms, and the result was a subscription of $60

per capita.

The staff of The I.xni.k Rubber World subscribed $11,560.

ALLIED INDUSTRIES .\CTIVE.

Forty thousand employes of the General Electric Co. sub-

scribed $2,955,550. This total includes the subscriptions of

general offices, district offices, the works at Schenectady,

Lynn, Pittsfield, Erie and Fort Wayne, the Edison lamp

works, Sprague works and National lamp works.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. also nego-

tiated bonds for all employes wishing to subscribe on monthly

and semi-monthly instalments.

RUBBER MEN IN MILITARY SERVICE.

H. Wilfred du Puy, president and treasurer, and Charles

M. du Puy, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Jeannette, Pennsylvania, are in active service and now sta-

tioned at Fort Niagara.

One hundred and twenty-five men have left The Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, to enter Federal service; a

part of them are members of the Guard of West Virginia.

.\n even larger number will leave in July, when the Ohio

National Guard will be called to the colors.

Fifteen men in the employ of F. H. Appleton & Son, Bos-

ton, Massachusetts, have enlisted, ten of them in Captain

/\ppleton's own company.

Harold H. Everett, Mansfield, Massachusetts, for some time

connected with the Boston office of The B. F. Goodrich Co.,
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Akron, Ohio, has enlisted in the infantry and is now in train-

ing at Fort Slocum, New York.

Albert E. Plumb, B. C, has resigned from the laboratory

staff of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

Montreal, Canada, to enlist in the United States Army.
P. D. Jamieson, who was in charge of the footwear depart-

ment at the Halifax branch of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Limited, is in training for overseas service at

St. John's, P. Q.

INCRE.\SING THE FOOD SUPPLY.

H. S. Firestone, president of the Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio, is personally superintending the care of

350 war gardens, 50 by 100 feet, which have been established

by employes on 70 acres of land furnished by the company.
The company provides the seed, and in order to insure maxi-

mum production an expert gardener has been employed to

instruct the men in intensive farming.

President Rieder of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,

Limited, Montreal. Canada, has announced that, notwith-

standing the fact that the company has orders on hand which

would keep all the factories busy throughout the summer, all

the factories would close one full week during the busy
harvest season, so that farmers can be provided with help

at that time.

THE RED CROSS.
The rubber industry is already responding generously to

the appeal of, this humanitarian cause. The customary Rubber
Club Outing has been abandoned, the money usually sub-

scribed for the purpose probably to be contributed to the

Red Cross. Leaders in the rubber industry in the several

centers have taken the initiative, encouraging participation

for employer and employe alike and conducting spirited, well-

organized campaigns, as did New England for the Liberty

Loan under the able leadership of Frederic C. Hood.
As a result of a four days' campaign early in June 98 per

cent of the force of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, became members of the Red Cross. In all 17,865 new
members were enrolled and a like number of dollars were

contributed to the cause. This brings the total membership

of Akron up to 40,000, or about 35 per cent of the city's

population.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, was
among the early subscribers during Red Cross Week, having

contributed $10,000.

By an overwhelming majority the employes of the Penn-

sylvania Rubber Co.. Jeannette, Pennsylvania, voted to aban-

don the annual outing provided by the company and to devote

the appropriation of $1,200 to the Red Cross. The company
regards this not as its own gift, but as a contribution from

its employes, whose generous and patriotic sentiment made
possible the offering to a deserving cause.

A number of industrial corporations have declared special

dividends, which they recommended be turned over to the

Red Cross fund. Among these are the Ajax Rubber Co., Inc.,

New York City, $14,200, and the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., $375,000. The General Electric Co. divi-

dend for this purpose was $1,000,000.

AKRON H.\S A BIG PATRIOTIC DAY.

On May 28 the largest patriotic gathering ever held in

Akron, Ohio, occurred in connection with the raising of the

huge American flag which was purchased by popular sub-

scription among the employes of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

All of the officers of the company were present and Hon.

Myron T. Herrick, former Governor of Ohio and recently

Ambassador to France, was the speaker of the day. Homer
H. McKeehan, of Cleveland, Ohio, also delivered a stirring

address and a salute was fired by the firing squad of the

Eighth Ohio Regiment of the National Guard.

The entire city took active part in the ceremonies, which

were preceded by a parade three miles long. Every fraternal,

civic, military and foreign organization was represented. For
the first time in their history the Knights Templars took part

in a public parade, wearing their full regalia. The Knights

of Pythias, Knights of Columbus and the Odd Fellows ap-

peared with their full uniformed ranks. A hundred thousand

men, women and children of Akron and surrounding towns

Immense Fl.vg USED Bv Goodrich Workers.

lined the route of march and 25,000 more filled the Goodrich
Field to its capacity.

The most impressive scene during the parade was a division

of foreigners headed by a band. Twenty-four different na-

tionalities were represented in this division alone, and several

foreign societies had called out hundreds of their members,
who formed another division of their own. The impression

made by this great demonstration upon the foreign-born pop-
ulation of the city was particularly noteworthy.

The Boy Scouts of .Akron exhibited wonderful efficiency in

aiding the city's police department in controlling the large

crowds along the line of march and at the field.

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE.

AS time passes it becomes increasingly evident that the Coun-

cil of National Defense, not Congress, is putting the country

on a war basis. Xon-political business efficiency characterizes its

every act, for the men composing it represent the best paid brains

of America—manufacturers, captains of industry, railroad heads,

labor leaders, professional men, experts of every sort whose
ordinary incomes range anywhere from $5,000 to $100,000, who
have placed their specialized ability at government service with-

out compensation and in most instances are not even presenting

expense bills. Such free tender of highly specialized service en-

ables them to demand practical patriotism from others, and when

they award contracts the plea for war profits goes unheeded.

The advent through them of system, cooperation, standardization,

adaptation of method to circumstance and introduction of rea-

soned order and priority into war tasks have wrought a veritable

revolution in our national government which augurs well for the

efficient conduct of the war.

The Council of National Defense itself consists of only six

Cabinet members, while the Advisory Cor.mission includes seven

civilians, each a leader in his field. But so greatly have the Sec-
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lions and Boards of the Council and the Conmiittcos and Coopera-

tive Committees of the Commission developed that a pamphlet of

26 pages is required to list the members of this great organization.

This list reads like a "Who's Who of Big Ensiness,'' and many

of the names are well known to the rubber and allied trades.

Tlie Cooperative Committee on Rubber consists of H. Stuart

llotchkiss, president General Rubber Co., chairman ; Frederic C.

Hood, Hood Rubber Co., and .\rtliur H. Marks. The B. F. Good-

rich Co.

The Cooperative Committee on Chemicals consists of J3r.

William H. Nichols, General Chemical Co., chairman; \'an 11.

Manning, Bureau of Mines ; C. A. Richards, Department of Com-
merce.

.•\mong the eight subcommittees may be nienlioned tliat on

acids, consisting of H. R. Grassclli, GrasselH Chemical Co., and

Henry Howard, Merrimac Chemical Co.; that on alkalis with

J. D. Pennock, Solvay Process Co., chairman; that on coal tar

by-products with William H. Childs, president Barrett Co., chair-

man ; and that on sulphur with Henry Whiton, president L'nion

Sulphur Co., chairman.

Edgar Palmer, president New Jersey Zinc Co., heads the Co-

operative Committee on Zinc consisting of eight members.

The Cooperative Committee on Copper consists of seven mem-
bers, with J. D. Ryan, president Anaconda Copper Co., as chair-

man, while the Cooperative Committee oo Lead includes six mem-
bers headed by Clinton H. Clark, president St. Joseph Lead Co.

Lincoln Grant, of Wellington, Sears Co., heads the Cooperative

Committee on Cotton Goods of thirteen men, among whom may
be mentioned Harry L. Bailey, also of Wellington. Sears Co.. and

Spencer Turner, of Turner, Halsey Co.

Thomas F. Manville, president of H. W. Johns-Manville Co.,

is chairman of the Cooperative Committee on .Asbestos, Magnesia

and Roofing.

Theodore N. Vail, president of the .American Telephone & Tele-

graph Co., is chairman of a committee of five on telegraphs and

telephones.

F. C. Pratt, of the General Electric Co., lieads a subcommittee

of the General Munitions Board on gages, dies. etc.

L. .\. Osborne, vice-president of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., is chairman of the Cooperative Committee

from the National Industrial Conference Board.

THE CARE OF ARMY AND NAVY DEPENDENTS.

IN response to the request of Secretary of War Baker to in-

* vestigate the matter of voluntary civilian assistance in the

care of dependent families of enlisted men in the military and

naval forces, a committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States, of which F. A. Seiberling, president of The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., .Akron, Ohio, is chairman, has

made recommendations which must be regarded as good and

fair to all. It is suggested that the government enact legisla-

tion providing for reasonable separation allowances similar to

those adopted by England and Canada, and further, that the

government officially designate some national organization to

raise a general fund by voluntary public subscription and in co-

operation with representative local bodies to distribute it for the

alleviation of conditions not adequately met by national or state

allowances. The committee urges prompt action by the gov-

ernment and speedy publication of the general plan, pending

which employers should make only temporary commitments to

the dependents of their operatives who enlist, it being realized

that the smaller employers, who are in the majority throughout

the country, cannot follow the lead of large firms and assume

this burden generally or indefinitely without hardship and em-

barrassment.

In Great Britain there are two sources of revenue for de-

pendents :

I-'irst, the family receives from the government a separation

allowance (jf $2.25 a week for the wife or mother, $1.25 for the

first child. 84 cents for the second and 50 cents for each ad-

ditional cliild. Widowed mothers and dependent sisters of single

men are entitled to separation allowances where pre-enlistment

maintenance existed.

Second, the soldier or sailor may allot part of his military

l)ay, not exceeding three-fourths, for the support of dependents.

In addition, and within certain limits ($3 a week for a private

or corporal; $3.60 for a sergeant; $3.96 for a company quarter-

master sergeant
;
$5.28 for a warrant officer. Class 2, and $5.52

lor a warrant officer, Class 1), the government will assist an

unmarried soldier to continue the support he formerly gave de-

pendents, not including his own maintenance, provided he will

Contribute approximately one-third of the amount (84 cents a

week for private or corporal; $1.40 for a sergeant, etc.) by al-

lotment from his military pay, the government paying the bal-

ance. Xo person who is entitled to a separation allowance as

the wife or child of a soldier can draw an allowance as a

dependent in addition.

These allowances do not eliminate the necessity for relief ef-

forts on the part of public organizations, such as the Soldiers'

and Sailors' Relief Society, etc., whose voluntary workers and

local committees take care of cases seeming to demand special

assistance.

In Canada there are three sources of revenue for dependents:

First, a portion of the soldier's or sailor's pay, the percentage

determined by individual conditions, is deducted and sent to his

dependents.

Second, the government makes a separation allowance in-

tended to enable dependents to approximate the pre-enlistmeni

maintenance standard. This represents a flat sum of $20 each

lor the wife and each child regardless of the size of the family.

Third, there' is a National Patriotic Fund, raised hy voluntary

liublic subscription and distributed by a corporate organization

authorized by the government. This fund takes care of neces-

sitous cases where local investigation seems to establish the

need of it.

Schedules of P.^vments to Canadian Dependents.

Government
Separation Patriotic
Allowance. Assigned Pay. Fund.

Wife, having no children $20 $15 or more $5.00
Wife and one child

—

Child under 5 years 20 15 or more 13.00

Child under 10 years 20 IS or more 14.50

Child under 15 years 20 15 or more 17.50
Wife and two children

—

H both und;-r 5 years 20 15 or more 16.00
If one under 5 and one under 10.... 20 15 or more 17.50
If both under 10 years 20 15 or more 17.50
If both under 15 or one less pnd one
more than 10 20 15 or more 22.00

Wife and three children

—

If al! are under 5 years. 20 15 or more 19.00
If al! three are under 10 years 20 15 or more 20.50
If all three are under IS years 20 15 or more 25.00

This scale continues up to the case of a wife with seven or

more children. In such cases the maximum allowance from

the Patriotic Fund is $30 per month, regardless of the number

or the ages of the children.

Widowed Mother. If she depended entirely for support on

an unmarried son who has joined the Canadian Expeditionary

forces, she may, if in need, receive from the Canadian Patriotic

Fund a monthly allowance not to exceed $10.

P.^REXTs. If the parents of a soldier in the Canadian Expe-

ditionary forces are both old and incapable of work, and if

they were entirely dependent on the soldier, they may, if in

need, receive frofn the Canadian Patriotic Fund a monthly al-

lowance not to exceed $20.

Owing to the high cost of living the allowances in both

countries have been found inadequate, and readjustments are

now contemplated, their fundamental aim being to establish

equality in the basis of service in the ranks; to equalize the

burden upon industry and people ; to avoid duplication of
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patriotic organizations and funds, and to combine all the ma-
chinery of family maintenance with an eye to the psychological

effect upon the soldier at the front. The plan of the United

States when finally adopted will certainly not fall short of that

of either England or Canada in generosity.

SENATE REMOVES ALL RUBBER DUTIES AND
TAXES.

AS revised by the Senate Finance Committee, following a

hearing granted to the Legislative Committee of The Rub-
ber Association of America on May 5, the proposed 10 per cent

ad valorem tax has been struck out of the War Revenue Bill

now before Congress, and the Senate bill, as it now stands,

provides for no duty on crude rubber nor tax on tires or other

rubber manufactures. Instead, a tax will be imposed on auto-

mobile owners, the amount to be determined by the price of the

car and the number of years it has been in service. It is the

general belief tiiat these provisions will be concurred in by

the House and. enacted into the final law.

At the hearing representative rubber men expressed their

willingness to be taxed, but united in opposing the House pro-

posal of double taxation on tires and a ten per cent duty on

crude rubber, in addition to the general tax on corporations.

F. A. Seiberling, president of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co., Akron, Ohio, stated that the rubber industry is very glad

to be taxed its full share and, he thought, a little more. He
pointed out, however, the injustice of singling out tires, repre-

senting $250,000,000 out of a $600,000,000 annual business, for

double taxation ; made it clear that tires can no longer be re-

garded as a luxury, and advocated a S per cent war tax on all

rubber manufactures as being more equitable and raising more

revenue than a 10 per cent ad valorem import duty on crude

rubber. The latter provision, he stated, would curtail importa-

tion and greatly increase the difficulties in the way of replenish-

ing the present depleted American stocks, all of which have to

be brought from the other side of the world, notwithstanding

the submarine menace and the shortage of ships.

H. Stuart Hotchkiss, chairman of the Rubber Committee of

the Council of National Defense, emphasized the seriousness of

the present crude rubber situation in the United States, pointing

out that whereas in normal times there is three months' supply

of rubber at the mills, at present there is only 30 days' supply,

with 17 days' supply in transit and 29 days' supply permitted at

ports of origin. He also voiced the fear that an import tax

in the circumstances might tend to curtail importations at a

time when they are absolutely essential as a matter of national

insurance.

Former Congressman Martin W. Littleton, of New York City,

spoke for tlie retention of the original tariff free list, and sug-

gested various amendments to raise the desired revenue without

resorting to the crude rubber import duty, among them a 5

per cent tax on all rubber manufactures as well as tires.

GUTTA PERCHA USED IN OHDNANCE MAKING.

That rul)ber occupies a prominent position in the list of ma-

terials indispensable in modern warfare is a well-known fact.

While the peculiar properties of gutta percha have made it a

valuable material in the manufacture of various war supplies,

it is now found useful in the manufacture of ordnance.

Gutta percha is used for the purpose of making a critical

examination of any desired surface of the interior of the bore

of rifle cannons. In order to do this, a block of wood is pre-

pared so that one side approximately fits the bore at the part

to be examined. This surface of the block is then coated with

gutta percha and heated so that when it is inserted in the bore

and forced against the part to be examined, it make; a negative

reproduction of the surface of the bore. The block of wood is

allowed to remain until the gutta percha is cooled, when it is

removed and usually photographed for the purpose of detecting

defects in the gun.

AMERICAN "BLIMPS" A SUCCESS.

N.-VVY officials, enthusiastic over the successful builders' trial

of the first 16 non-rigid dirigible balloons ordered three

months ago. sa5' that tlie dirigible program is now assured of

completion much sooner than had been expected. The contract

called for delivery within four months, but the builders are turn-

iiv.j the first ship over for active (kity within less than 90 days

of the date of the contract, and henceforth one or more will

be delivered every week.

The trip of 16 hours from Chicago to Akron covered more
than 400 miles. It was made under direction of the builders,

the Goodyear Tire it Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, and did not

constitute an official test, but was so successful that navy offi-

BlIMP MANUF.\CTURtD BV THE CONNECTICUT AlRCR.VFT Co.

cials are confident a valuable type similar to the "Blimp" of the

British navy had been produced which will make the required

forty miles an hour at official trials.

The ship was designed by Naval Constructor J. C. Hunsaker,

of the Bureau of Construction and Repair, and the unofficial

test is regarded as having proved conclusively that the weight

problem has been solved.

Of the 16 dirigibles contracted for by the government the

Goodyear company is constructing nine and the others are being

built by The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, the Curtiss Air-

craft Co., Flammondsport, New York, and the Connecticut Air-

craft Co., New Haven, Connecticut.

The American "Blimps" will form a part of the coast patrol

as lookouts to watch for the approach of enemy vessels. Crews

are being trained at the naval aviation station at Pensacola,

where the first dirigible, DN-1, an older type craft, suitable only

for training purposes, is in daily operation.

The new airships have greater speed and greater weight-

carrying capacity, and are expected to be an effective element

of the coast defenses, particularly in the detection of submarines,

in which service the British "Blimps" have repeatedly proven

their value.

The Navy Department expects that the entire 16 will be in

service by the middle of .August, and that they will be distributed

to operate in pairs along the .\tlantic coast, working from special

bases ashore and supplementing the operations of submarine

chasers, reserve destroyers and other naval craft now on guard

duty.

DAMP PROOF UNIFORMS.

Because of the dampness of the trenches, single texture fabric

is, now advocated for soldiers' uniforms. The suggestion is that

tlie garments be made in sucli manner as to render them moisture

proof, yet not air proof.
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3,500 AIRPLANES FOR 1917.

AIRCRAFT production and the training of aviators is to be

one of America's chief early contributions to the war.

Announcement has been made that the Aircraft Production

Board, under the direction of Howard E. Coffin, is to construct

3,500 war airplanes and train 6,000 aviators this year, and that

the output will be at least doubled next year.

British and French authorities regard .\mcrican aero service

as the greatest assistance that can be rendered quickly, and the

recent success at Messines, indicating indisputably the decisive

part played by airplanes in modern warfare, seems to forecast

the passage, in part, at least, of the Shepard-Hulburt bill creating

a separate aviation department of the government and calling

for $500,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 for a great air fleet.

The unjustifiable German air raids over London recently are

regarded as a trap to draw British machines from the western

front and to break Field Marshal Haig's present aerial supremacy.

The Aircraft Production Board is working in conjunction

with the Aero Club of America in advocating that the United

States must strike Germany through the air. Military authorities

agree that, in addition to airplane reconnaissance and mapping by

photography, air raids on a large scale will blind German bat-

teries, destroy supplies and prevent German airplane operations

over the Allies' lines. The task of the ."Kero Club, therefore,

according to present plans, is to recruit and train 10,000 or more
aviators to fly the tens of thousands of airplanes which the Air-

craft Production Board contemplates constructing. These air-

planes will be of several different types for training, bomb
dropping, artillery spotting, sighting and submarine destroying.

This first instalment alone represents a considerable quan-

tity of rubber manufactures. Rubberized fabrics of flax or

linen and sometimes of cotton or ramie are used for covering

the sustaining surfaces ; the supporting wheels are pneumatic

tired; springs or shock absorbers of molded rubber, sometimes

in the form of rings, protect machine and aviator from too

violent shocks when leaving and returning to earth ; the deli-

cate mechanism of navigating instruments is protected from
excessive vibration and sudden shock by soft, elastic rubber

attachments which hold them in place ; and the upholstering

of the aviator's seat is often of rubberized fabric inflated with

men are not agreed as to design and requirements. The Ameri-

can Rubber Co., Boston, Massachusetts, which not only manu-
factures balloon fabrics, but also an extensive line of coated

Courtesy of Titc Aerial Age

The New Curtiss Tripl.\ne. L.\TEST Development of the Army Airplane,

air. Repairs and replacements, particularly tires, must be pro-

vided for as well as the initial equipment. The outfitting of

6,000 aviators is in itself no> small matter, including elastic safety

belts, hard rubber helmets, rubberized suits and gloves as a pro-

tection from cold and rain.

There is at present no standard uniform for aviators. Air-

Aviator's Uniform, Designed by the .'\merican Rubber Co.

fabrics and rubberized clothing, has been working out the air-

man's problem. The requirements for flying over water are dif-

ferent from those over land. The outfit designed for the former
comprises three uniforms. The first is a two-piece suit of drab

wool khaki, much like the regulation army uniform, but double-

breasted to give greater warmth. The second is a one-piece

garment—really an overgarment covering the other suit, and
lacing below the knee. This is made of double texture fabric,

making a windproof and waterproof covering. Over this may
be worn the safety jacket, the outside of

which is also of double texture fabric.

There is an inner collar with draw string,

and outside collar of corduroy, and the

sleeves are provided with wind cufifs. This

is fastened to an inner jacket, lined or

filled with kapok, which, because of its

buoyancy, will act as a life preserver if the

airman falls into the water. The illustra-

tion shows an aviator thus appareled. Al-

though the outfit is bulky, it gives the wear-

er full use of his arms and legs without

restraint.

A new suit for overland flying is made
of single texture cravenette. It is of the

one-piece model, with a lined underwaist.

The suit has slashed pockets at breast and
sides, and is belted. A novel feature is the

fastening, which does away with all but-

tons, buckles or lacings. It is a patented

fastening, a lattice of little wires on either

edge of the opening. When a sliding key
is pulled up, the lattice interlocks ; when pulled down it is un-

locked. The operation is practically instantaneous, a point of

value when time is precious.

These suits are the result of careful study of all the peculiar

requirements, and have received the approval of a large number
of veteran airmen.
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CABLES TO THE FORCES IN rsANCE.

The Western Union Telegraph Co. has made special arrange-

ments under which week-end letter cablegrams of a social char-

acter may be sent to soldiers, sailors and nurses of the American
expeditionary forces in England and France, such cablegrams

to be charged on a word basis within the minimum charges

applicable in the case of ordinary week-end cablegrams. These

messages will bear the indication "EFM," which will be counted

and charged for, and must be addressed "Amexforce, London,"

and in addition must contain the addressee's name, the name of

the regiment, ship or number of the unit with which the addressee

is serving, all messages to be accepted at sender's risk, subject

to censorship and delay. Similar arrangements have been made
for the acceptance of messages from members of the expe-

ditionary forces in England and France to their friends and rela-

tives in the United States. These week-end letter cablegrams

to and from France will be handled by post between London and

France. The rate will be five cents per word from New York
City, including the indication "EFM," name, address and sig-

nature.

THE RUBBER TRADE ROLL OF HONOR.

/^NE of the greatest privileges that can come to a nation, an
^-^ industry, a family, is the despatch of its young manhood
to battle for its honor, perhaps for its existence. In this war,

which was not of our seeking, but from which there was no
righteous escape, many are offering that personal service that

means privation and peril certainly, and possibly wounds and
death. It is an honorable service in a cause that history will write

down as glorious.

In the columns below will appear from time to time the names
of the men who constitute the Roll of Honor of the American
Rubber Trade. We name them with pride, these willing, stal-

wart members of the great and potent Army of Freedom

:

KUBBER TRADE ENLISTMENTS.

Name.
Richard Bee
Clarence C. Davis
Robert B. Kerr, Jr.

E. N. Sponza
John A. Thayer, Jr.
Tohn W, Dowling
Thomas A. Fox
Nicholas Martin
Tohn Miller
Thomas E. Moore
James Olsen
Valentine Schumacher
James E. Tierney
Wm. E. Tierney
William Werner
F. H. .^ppleton, Jr.

Frank F. Nixon, Jr.

W. Russell Smith

J. A. Talbot
Chesley Whitten
Frederick H. Cone
Leonard Malone
Eben E. Sawyer
Lewis L, Enow
R. E. Ard
Chas. McGinnis
T. M. tjeary

K. Ketchum
W. W. Stake
Ralph Clark
Howard H. Williams

J. E. MacDonald, Jr.

b. L. Taylor
F. B. Williamson, Jr.

J. A. Dailey
Prescott M. Dean
William Henderson
Edward W. Hoercher

A. C. King
Norman D. Riker
.Mbert Beck
Frederick B.- Brewer

John Eichman
Chester C, Felton

Douglas Stanley
Warren E. Taylor

Lloyd Whiting
Frank L. Byrne
S. Leslie Smith

T. W. Bush
J. A. Faulkner
Allie Meyer
A. W. Barry
Geo. R. Weber
A. Baker
John Leffel

W, K. Negley

J P. Sherer
A. H. Snyder
Dan Williams
George M. Jenkins

E. L. Pittenger
Harry Wolfe
.'^lan D. Oppenheimer
John Lenz
Geo. Trubif!
Edw. Williams
Frank Tracey
Arthur Adams
Charles Bowman
John Perrine
Robert Cox
Frank Hutchinson
Arthur Miller
Reginald D. Smith
Harold R. Teller
Tohn F. Kenyon
Vincent A. Kenyon

Employer.
Ajax Rubber Co., Inc..
Ajax Rubber Co., Inc.
Ajax Rubber Co., Inc.
Ajax Rubber Co.. Inc.
Ajax Rubber Co.. Inc.
.American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
.American Hard Rubber Co.
American Hard Rubber Co.
.American Hard Rubber Co.
F. H, Appleton & Son, Inc.

.Arnold & Zeiss.
•Arnold & Zeiss
Bloomingdale Rubber Co.
Cambridge Rubber Co.
Frederick H. Cone
Frederick H. Cone
Continental Rubber Works
Duane Rubber Co.
The Federal Rubber Co.
The Federal Rubber Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Frazar & Co.
Frazar ^: Co.
Goodall Rubber Co.. Inc.

Goodall Rubber Co., Inc.
Gocdall Rubber Co.. Inc.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
Gove & French. Inc.
W. R. Grace & Co.
W. Hammesfahr & Co.
Henderson & Korn
Henderson & Korn
Kelly-Springlield Tire Co.
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

Knight Tire & Rubber Co.

Knight Tire S: Rubber Co.

Knight Tire Sc Rubber Co.
Knight Tire & Rubber Co.
Knight Tire & Rubber Co.

Knight Tire & Rubber Co.

McLean Tire & Rubber Co.

McLean Tire & Rubber Co.

, McLean Tire & Rubber Co.
Oppenheimer & Co
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Parker. Stearns & Co.
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Pell & Dumont
Rubber Insulated Metals Corp.
Rubber Insulated Metals Corp.

Rubber Insulated Metals Corp.

The Simplex Rubber Co. of America. Inc.

Smith & Schipncr
Smith & Schipper
Smith .S: Schipper
Smith & Schipper

J. Spencer Turner Co.

j. Spencer Turner Co.

Branch of Service.

Naval Coast Reserve
U. S. Armv, Governors Island
Plattsburg, N. Y.
U. S. Army
Plattsburg, N. Y.
U. S. -Army, Cavalry
Troop G, 2nd U. S. Cavaliy
Depot Battalior.. 69th N. Y. Infantry
Base Hospital No. 6, N. Y. Post-Graduatc Hospital
Company M." 23rd N. Y. Infantry
U. S. Navy
y. S. Naval Reserve, Qass No. 4, District No. 3
Company M," 23rd N. Y. Infantry
12th Co. N. Y. C. A., 13th C. D. C.
1st Battalion, N. Y. Naval Militia.
Captain, Sixty-Seventh Co., M. S. G.
Cavalry, Regular .Army
U. S. Coast Artillery
Second Battery, Field Artillery

Reserve Officers Corps (Plattsburg, N. Y.)
Reserve Officers Corps (Madison (iamp)
Reserve Corps, U. S. Army
Medical Reserve Corps. New York Hospital, Base No 9Navy, 1st class yeoman
Navy, 2nd yeoman
Troop K, 14th Regiment, U. S. Cavalry
U. S. Army
Quartermaster's Department, U. S. -Army
Commissioned Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Reserve
First Reserve Engineers, New York
Naval Coast Defense Reserve
Reserve Officers Corps (Plattsburg. N. Y.)
Reserve Officers Corps (Fort Mever, Va.)
2nd Marine Co., 3rd Battalion, Marine Barracks, N Y
Mosquito Fleet, Marblehcad Training Station, Marblehead MassNavy Service ' •

2nd Marine Co.. 3rd Battalion, Marine Barracks, N Y
Officers Reserve Corps. Co. 8, Madison Barracks
3rd District, Coast Defense Reserve
Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. Army
U. S. Naval Militia
Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. -Army
Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. -Army
Medical Reserve C^orps, U. S. .Array-

American Field .Ambulance Corps
.American Field Ambulance Corps
Naval Reserve Force, U. S. N.
Ordnance Department, U. S. Government
National Coast Defense Reserve

Motor Truck Division
U. S. Navy
.Ambulance Corps
Ohio National Guard
Ambulance Corps
Ambulance Corps
Ambulance Corps
Ambulance Corps
Engineers Division
Engineers Division
Infantry, Regular Armv
R. O. T. C, Madison Barracks
Regular .Army
U. S. Army
Regular Army
V. S. Armv .Sanitarv Coros, Ambulance No. 32

Co. K, 2nd' Regiment, N. G. N. T.

Co. K, 2nd Regiment, N. G. N. J.

Co. K, 2nd Regiment, N. G. N. J.
Naval Militia

1st Engineers, U. S. .-V.

Coast Defense
American \'olunteer Ambulance
1st Lieutenant, Regular Army
1st U. S. Reserve Engineers
Coast Guard
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Naue
R. II. B. Fuller
\V, F. Gillespie

r. M. Brown
Herbert Lord
O. P. Friend
E. H. Wells
John Hcnkle
Irwin Hirst
E. Sheridan
Gustave BlattTier

Jos. A. Claiis
Wallace Lcakc
Frank loppin^
Sylvan K. Weil
William G. M.iyer
Francis V. Fcalcy
W.
W.
A.
R.
W.

Anderson
Barwi*?
Busch
Chapman
t;rimth

H. Hnrtsough
T. Isinan
F. Kramer
Stewart Lord.
E. McCartv

Morrcl!
Mountford
Rickey
Van Hernuin

M.
E.
R.
1.

Drew McKenna

Frederick C. Brcal<spear
William J. Jackson
Herbert Charles Kallander
Charles R. Lynch
William Rost
Charles Wm. Hoblitzell
H. V. Mclnerny
John Lynch
Frank McGoverr.
J. Fay
E. H. Hall
P. De Milhau Vosburgh
Jas. A. Weston
Edward Fritz.

W. W. King.
Wm. H. Beebc
Charles D. Mnlvey
Harry Forbes
Frank Lowe
Chas. Prudham
Theo. Shirmuhly
Thomas Barrett
Deane Dana
Tohn H. Ketcham
Wm. T. Hawkins
Ray Macconach
Chas. Reimenschneider
Jos. Jamcki
Chas. Metzler
Jos. Schase
A. W'. Dixson
W. S. S. Gilbert

JU BBER TRADE ENLISTMENTS-Continucd.
Employer

Stamford Rubber Supply Co.
Stamford Rubber Supply Co.
United States Rubber Co., New York
United States Rubber Co., New York
United States Rubber Co.. New York
United States Rubber Co.. New York
United States Rubber Co.. New York
United States Rubber Co., New York
I'niied States Rubber Co., New York
United States Rubber Co.
L'nited States Rubber Co.
L'nited States Rubber Co.
L^nited States Rubber Co.
United States Rubber Reclaiming Co.,

The Vulcanized Rubber Co.
The V'ulcanized Rubber Co.
The Vulcanized Rubber Co.
The \'ulcanized Rubber Co.
The N'ulcnnizcd Rubber Co.
The \'ulcanizcd Rubber Co.
The \'ulcanized Rubber Co.
'ITie Vulcanized Rubber Co.
The \'ulcanized Rubber Co.

branch
branch
branch
branch
branch
branch
branch

Inc.

Branch of Service
First Sergeant, Second Stamford Co.. Connecticut Home Guards
Second Stamford Co., Connecticut Home Guards
Harvard Regiment
Naval Coast Reserve
Naval Coast Reserve
Plattsburg, N. Y.
Quartermasters Department
U. S. Army
U. S. Navy
Sij^nal Corps
Marine Corps
Infantry
Infantry
2nd Lieutenant, Georgia Coast Artillery
Naval Reserve
V. S. Xaval J^eserve Force, 3rd Nnval District

Tlie X'ulcanizcd
Tb
Th.
The Vulcanized

Vulcanized
A'ulcaiiized
\'ulranizetl

The
The
The

Rubber Co.
Vulcanized Rubber Co.
Vulcanized Rubber Co.

Rubber Co.

Charles E. Wood

Rubber
Rubber
Rubber

Co.
Co.
Co.

RUBBER TRADE ENLISTMENTS IN THE
A»ax Rubber Co., Inc.
.Ajax Rubber ("c. Inc.
Ajax Rubber Co., Inc.

Ajax Rubber Co.. Inc.
.\j.ix Rubber Co.. Inc.
.\tlantic Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
Boston lleltina: Co.
Frederick II. Cone
Eugene Doherty Rubber Works. Inc.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Frazar & Co.
Frazar & Co.
Gladstone Tyre and Supply Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
Goodyear Rubber Co.
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.
Micbelin Tire Co.
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Parker, Stearns & Co.
Smith & Schipper
Smith & Schippei
Smith & Schipper
J. Spencer Turner Co.

J. Spencer Turner Co.

J. Spencer Turner Co.
L'nited States Rubber Reclaiming Co., Inc.

United States Rubber Reclaiming Co., Inc.
United States Rubber Reclaiming Co., Inc.

L'nited States Rubber Co., Nevv York branch
L'nited States Rubber Co., New York branch

U. S. Naval Reserve Force. 3rd Naval District

NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD.
1st Field Artillery, N. G. N. Y.
47th Regiment- Brooklyn, N. G^ N. Y.
22nd Regiment Engineers, N. G. N. Y.
22nd Regiment Engineers, N. G. N, Y.
22nd Regiment Engineers. N: G. N. Y.
7th Regiment. N. G. N. Y.
1st Cavalry, Troop E, N. G. N. Y.
7th Regiment, N. G. N. Y.
47th Reeiment. Brooklyn, N. G. N. Y.
69th Regiment, N. G. ^'. V.
7th Regiment, N. G. N. Y.
7th Regiment, N. G. N. V.
1st Field Hospital. N. G. N. V.
3rd Regiment, N. G. N. V.

^

32nd Engineers Regiment, N. G. N. V.
1st New York Field Artillery, N. G. N. Y.
Company C, 3rd Regiment, N. G. N. Y.
]4tb Infantry, N. G. N, Y.
Hth Infantry. N. G. N. Y.
13th Coast Artillery. N. G. N. Y.
14th Infantry. N. G. N. Y.
1st Cavalry, N. G. N. Y.
1st Cavalry, N. G. N. Y.
1st Cavalrv. N. G. N. Y.
12th N. Y'. Infantry, N. G. N. Y.
Hth N. V. Infantry, N. G. N. V.
14th N. Y. Infantry. N. G. N. Y.
74th Regiment, N. G. N. Y.
74th Regiment. N. G. N. V.
74th Regiment, N. G. N. Y.
1st Cavalrv, N. G. N. Y.
69th Infantry. N. G. N. Y.

TIRES FOR THE NEW MILITARY TRUCKS,

'

I
'HE new American army will l)c supplied with motor trucks

•* as rapidly as they are needed, through the development of

the government's present plans. Bids have already been asked

on order> of from 1,000 to 35,000 trucks of 3- and 5-ton types,

known officially as Class "A" and Class *'B," and present esti-

mates indicate that they can be secured from the existing manu-

facturing plants as fast as they. are required.

The specifications for these new trucks were formulated by

the War Department Motor Transport Board, of which Colonel

Chauncey B. Baker, Q. M. C, is the head, in conjunction with

several divisions of the Standards Committee of the Society of

Automotive Engineers. Standard tire specifications follow

:

CLASS A GASOLINE TRUCK TIRES.

253. On two-wheel drive trucks the tires shall be 36 by 7-inch

single tires on rear wheels, and 36 by 4-inch single tires on front

wheels, both front and rear tires demountable.

254. On four-wheel drive trucks the tires shall be 36 by 6-inch

single, demountable, both front and rear.

255. All tires shall be best quality solid rubber tires on hard

rubber base with S. A. E. steel rims. A sample section of the

rubber tires and rim must be submitted with each proposal. All

tires furnished must be in strict accordance with "Specifications

for the Furnishing of Solid Rubber Tires" issued by the Office of

the Quariertnaster General.

CLASS B GASOLINE TRUCK TIRES.

On two-wheel drive trucks the tires shall be 36 by 5-inch dual

tires, or 36 by 10-inch single tires on rear wheels, and 36 by

5-inch single tires on front wheels, both front and rear tires

demountable. The 36 by 10-inch single tires are preferred.

These tires must be interchangeable with 36 by 5-inch dual

equipment.

S. A. E. TIRE AND RIM DIVISION REPORT.

'"PRE following important report of the tire and rim division of

^ the Society of Automotive Engineers has been approved by

the Standards Committee, and will undoubtedly be adopted by

the society. The report recommends that the standard speci-

fications for demountable tire and rim equipment and fastenings

for the V/2- and 3-ton military trucks, designated as Class A
and Class B. respectively, shall be as follows

:

1. Felloe bands and nominal tire diameters are to conform

to S. A. E. standard specifications.

2. A type of tire channel shall be used that will permit of

one size of wedge ring being used for both single and dual

equipment, regardless of sectional size ; also one standard section

of center wedge ring for use between dual tires of all sectional

sizes.

3. Side flanges shall be used, having the S. A. E. standard

bolt circles. Flanges shall be provided with bolt-holes in ac-
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S. A. E. Demountable Rim Fastenings for Class A and B Military Trucks.

cordance with S. A, E. standards, the 36-inch with 12 holes and

the 40-inch with 15 holes. These flanges shall be provided with

bolt holes 9/16 inch square, with spherical counterboring that

will permit them to be used for either inside or outside flanges.

See Figs. A and B.

4. Side wedge rings shall be as per Fig. C, or equivalent.

5. Center wedge rings shall be as per Fig. D, or equivalent.

6. Ends of all side wedge rings shall be cut as per Fig. E, or

equivalent.

7. All nuts shall be as per Fig. F, or equivalent, preferably

case-hardened.

8. Referring to Fig. F, bolt heads shall be made to conform

to the square hole and the spherical counterboring in the side

flanges, Fig. A. The lengths shall be according to the following

table

:

Tire Section.
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What the Rubber Chemists x4re Doing.

CATALYTIC ACCELERATION OF VULCANIZATION.

IN
the "Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry," April 30,

1917, S. J. Peachey discusses organic accelerations with special

reference to para-nitrosodimethylaniline discovered and patent-

ed by him as an accelerator of the vulcanizing process. [English

patent N'o. 4,263 (1914).]

Extracts from the original paper and discussion follow

:

Generally speaking, the addition of 0.3 to 0.5 per cent of

nitroso-base to any mi.xing of good qualily is sufficient to reduce

the time of vulcanization from one-quarter to one-third of that

normally required. The nitroso-base is now being employed

successfully under the trade name of "Accelerenc."

/>-Kitrosodimethylaniline is a green crystalline powder of

melting point 85 degrees C. It is usually marketed in a moist

condition (about 30 per cent of water), this adding considerably

to its stability and rendering it safer to store in bulk. Before

use it may conveniently be dried by exposure to warm air, or

preferably in a vacuum dryer. It should be incorporated with

the rubber towards the end of the mixing operation, as there

is otherwise some danger of a partial vulcanization taking place

on the rolls.

The time required for curing the mixing may be roughly cal-

culated on the assumption that the use of 0.5 per cent (on the

weight of the mixing) of nitroso-base reduces the time of cure

to one third of the normal. In the case of red mixings con-

taining antimony sulphide as the vulcanizing agent without added

sulphur, the accelerator fails to develop its full effect. In such

cases it becomes necessary to introduce a certain quantity of

sulphur, mainly as pigment. The presence ot litharge in any

quantity tends to diminish the effectiveness of the organic ac-

celerator. The presence of a small quantity of magnesia aug-

ments very considerably the accelerating power of the nitroso-

base, and by using the two substances in suitable proportions

it is pos.sible to prepare high-class mixings which will vulcanize

perfectly in about one-eighth of the normal time, or about ten

minutes.

It is to be noted that the maximum accelerating power of p-

nitrosodimethylaniline is only fully manifested when new rub-

ber is used ; with reclaimed rubber or rubber waste the results

obtained are not very satisfactory.

One of the most valuable applications of the new accelerator

is in the manufacture of vulcanite. A pure vulcanite mixing of

100 parts rubber and 40 parts sulphur normally requires about

six hours to cure. Such a mixing, by the addition of 0.6 to 0.75

per cent of nitroso-base, can be perfectly cured in two hours.

The nitroso-base effectively obviates "blooming" or "sulphuring-

up." In such case there is little or no reduction in the time of

vulcanization owing to the diminished proportion of sulphur

present, the power of the catalyst being expended in bringing

about practically complete combination between the molecules of

the rubber and the sulphur.

It is fairly generally accepted that vulcanization by Good-

year's process involves the following changes:

1. Depolymerization by heat of the complex rubber molecule.

2. Adsorption of sulphur by the rubber colloid.

3. Combination of the depolymerized rubber with sulphur.

4. Repolymerization to complex molecules as a result of (3).

The final product—the vulcanized rubber—is regarded as being

a solid (or semi-solid) solution of the compound of rubber and

sulphur in unchanged rubber.

The newly discovered organic accelerators differ from the

so-called sulphur carriers in that an exceedingly small quantity

of material is effective in bringing about a very powerful ac-

celeration, evidently of a catalytic nature. The main character-

istics of catalytic actions are that the catalyst is usually present

in relatively small concentration and that it does not start a
reaction, but only accelerates a change which can proceed by

itself. Taking /i-nitrosodimethylaniline as an example, its pres-

ence in one two-hundredth of the mass of the reacting sub-

stances is sufficient to treble the speed of the reaction. The in-

ternal heat theory cannot possibly apply here. The accelerating

effect of these nitroso-bases is in some manner bound up with

the presence of a nitroso group directly linked up with the

nucleus.

It is important to note that the catalytic action of />-nitroso-

dimcthylaniline appears to differ entirely in mechanism from
that of piperidine and of the other bases covered by Bayer's

patents. The latter appear to act by virtue of their powerful
basic character. /i-Xitrosodimethylaniline is a very feeble base

with a dissociation constant far below that quoted in Bayer's

patent. The accelerators discovered by the author constitute a

new class and appear to owe their accelerating power to the

presence of the nitroso group.

The author in his experiments found that certain organic

compounds possess the property of retarding vulcanization, ap-

parently acting as anti-catalysts. Phenylhydrazine is an example.

Other substances behave similarly, notably glucose and methy-

lene blue.

In reply to discussion of his paper the author further ex-

plained his researches on accelerators in part as follows

:

Not much progress has been made as regards the possibility

of detecting the nitroso-base in the vulcanized rubber, but the

acetone extract of such a rubber is always so lightly colored

that in the absence of anything else which would yield a dark

color, that alone would suggest the use of the accelerator.

If rubber were heated with nitroso-base a tarry mass was
formed ; there was no evidence of vulcanization.

With regard to the prejudicial effect of /i-nitrosodimethylaniline

upon the health of workers using it, it was largely a question

of the impurities originally present in the nitroso-base and the

pure material is not so objectionable as the crude.

Regarding the stability of vulcanized rubber, samples have

been kept for two years or more. Except in the case of a few

which were not more than 0.1 millimeter thick there has been

no deterioration.

The strength tests carried out with material vulcanized in

conjunction with the accelerator gave better results than those

obtained with material normally vulcanized as nearly as pos-

sible in the correct time to give the same cure. There appeared

to be a uniform slight increase in strength as the result of using

the accelerator, but the experiments must be confirmed on a very

large number of samples.

PLANTATION FACTORY PRACTICE IN RELATION TO VITLCANIZATION
TESTS.

Bulletin No. 27 of the Ceylon Department of .Agriculture, en-

titled "Vulcanization Tests." details the results of investiga-

tions at the Imperial Institute on samples of plantation Hevea
rubber prepared by L. E. Campbell, B.Sc, the rubber research

chemist.

For comparison the experiments were conducted in duplicate

with latex from 7-year trees and also from trees 16 to 20 years

old. The 88 specimens dealt with were prepared with the object

of studying the effect of (1), the smoking of sheet rubber; (2),

the addition of alkaline creosote solution to the latex before

coagulation; (3), the Brazilian, Wickham and Byrne processes;

(4), the rolling up of plain sheet and smoked sheet rubber, both

dry and wet, with and without tension; (5), the conversion of

crepe rubber into wet and dry block, and (6), the separation of

the rubber from the latex in successive portions.
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The conclusions were summarized as follows: (IS) It is not possible at present to suggest a method of ob-

(1) Spontaneous coagulation of the latex usually yields rub- taining rubber with a uniform rate of cure, as samples made
ber of good quality, but the method is scarcely suitable for prac- under exactly similar conditions at different times vary con-

tical use. siderably in this respect. The bulking of the product obtained

(2) Scrap rubber from the trees has invariably given a low over a considerable period would appear to be the only practicable

tensile strength after vulcanization. way of approximating to this result, until further research has

(3) Acetic acid is quite satisfactory as a coagulant, and, so far thrown more light on the fundamental condition in rubber which
as the vulcanizing and mechanical properties of the rubber are influences rate ot cure.

concerned, there would appear to be no advantage in using any

°"?4''/pi'^'"^'^"?^i*-^ . KK • „ f „ . ,

COMMITTEE D-11 ON RUBBER PRODUCTS.
(4) Flam unsmoked sheet rubber is usually of excellent qual-

ity, the unvulcanized product having, as a rule, a tensile strength At the meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials
of 2,300 to 2,400 pounds per square inch. The rubber also cures held at Atlantic City, New Jersey, June 26-29, 1917, the various
fairly rap.dly the average time under the conditions of tlie pres- sub-committees of Committee D-11 on rubber products reported
ent series of tests being about 70 minutes.

, u • ,

(5) Crepe rubber invariably takes a much longer time to cure Progress only on their assignments, except sub-committee 1

(105 to 130 minutes) than the corresponding plain sheet from on air hose, which offered a tentative specification on air line

the same latex, and this effect is brought about even if the freshly hose for pneumatic tools. The rubber qualities recommended in
coagulated rubber is only passed through the rough rollers four

^^is specification include IS-pound friction separation at a rate
times. I he mechanical properties of crepe rubber alter vulcaniza- ,. . , .

tioh are very frequently inferior to those of the corresponding "°* exceeding one inch per minute.

plain sheet. Test pieces shall be cut longitudinally from the hose.

(6) The "over-working" of the freshly coagulated rubber in Tube and Cover. When stretched from two to nine inches the
the preparation of crepe (up to 70 times through the rough rol- ^t^ess upon the tube shall be at least 900 pounds per square inch,
lers) has very little effect on the mechanical properties of the

, , r,r^ , . ,

vulcanized rubber, and only slightly increases the time of cure, ^"^ t"^* "P°" *e cover 800 pounds per square inch,

compared with that of crepe made by passing through the rough The set, or permanent elongation, shall not exceed 25 per cent,

rollers only 5 or 7 times. The tensile strength shall not be less than 1,500 pounds per
(7) Thick crepe rubber made by rolling together several pieces i„,h for the tube, and 1,300 pounds per square inch for

of thin crepe, does not differ from the latter m time of cure, /* >
<

i- f h ^

and the differences in tensile strength are not very marked or "^^ cover.

constant. Thick crepe, made by rolling out the coagulum to the Both tube and cover shall have an elongation at the breaking
required thickness, usually cures in a shorter time than the cor- point of at least 2 to lOV^ inches.
responding thin crepe.

(8) Different methods of drying (air-drying at the ordinary
temperature, drying in hot air, and in vacuo) have very little rubber for new YORK fire department hose.
effect on the time of cure or the tensile strength of the rubber. _,, ,. , r uu -it.

(9) The smoking of sheet rubber increases the time of cure ^he quality and tests of rubber, required by the specifications

verv considerably, and in some cases appears to affect adversely °^ *« City of New York for fire and street-cleaning hose, are

the" mechanical properties of the vulcanized product. shown m the following tabulation:

A B f D E
Contents and Characteristics. ^

^
s ^

^'^

\ ^
^'

\ /
^

n ,.—

^

^^
v

Min. Ma.x. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
Vulcanized rubber gum by volume (per cent) 75 ... 75 ... /O ... 55 ... 55 ...
Organic acetone extract (per cent by weight of vulcanized

rubber gum present) ... 8 ... t ... 5 ... 15 ... IS
Total sulphur in all forms (per cent by weight of vulcanized

rubber gum present) ... 4 ... 4 ... 8 ... ... ... ...
Free sulphur (per cent by weight of vulcanized rubber gura

present) ... ... ... ... •-. 3 ... 5 ... 4
Dry inorganic mineral fillers (not to contain carbon except as

carbonates) Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance
Tensile strength (pounds per square inch) 1,400 ... 1,400 ... I. .^00 ... 500 ... 1,000
Reduction of tensile strength after being subjected to dry heat

at 220 degrees F. for two hours (per cent) 20 ... 20 ... '20 ... 20 ... 20
Tensile strength (pounds per linear inch in any seam) 90 (a) ... ... ... 75 (b) ... ... ... ... ...

Elongation at breaking point (percent) 500 ... 500 ... 50O ... 300 ... 250 350
Reduction in elongation at breaking point after being subjected

to dry heat at 220 degrees F. for two hours (per cent) 20 ... (c) ... 15 (d) ... 25 ... 30
Set (per cent of elongation at breaking point) 10 (e) . . . 6 ... 6 ... 10 ... 8

(10) The addition of an alkaline solution of creosote to the 7777 . , ,, >, , , ^ • •

1 . C c 1 * J i. cc i - *u.. 4.:„., Vulcanized lubber gum by volume equals specific gravity times per cent
latex before coagulation does not affect in any way the properties by weight of rubber.

° '

of the dry sheet rubber. (a) Air hose tube only.

/11 , ^1 -iir* 11 i_i » 1 ^L T-. t,t 1 J -.«J (b) Cotton rubber lined fire hose tube and rubber fire hose tube only.
(11) The Wickham block and the Byrne blocked worm and (,,, K^ugh i,ore suction. 30 per cent; general water hose. 20 per cent,

thin crepe did not show to any advantage, so far as the mechanical rd) .Street cleaning hose, 20 per cent.

properties of the vulcanized product are concerned. (^' Spray hose, six per cent.

(12) Pressing the dry rubber into block, or rolling it up with The stocks indicated above are specified as follows:

or without tension, has very little effect on the time of cure or A. Air hose tube and cover, and spray hose tube and cover,

on the mechanical properties. B. General water hose (one and one-quarter inch and up) tube

(13) There is no marked difference in time of cure or physical and cover, and rough bore suction cover.

properties between the rubbers obtained by coagulating latex in C. Cotton rubber-lined fire hose tube; rubber fire hose tube

two or three fractions. and cover, and street cleaning hose tube and cover.

(14) Rubber which' is allowed to remain in a wet condition D- General water hose (one inch and under) tube and cover,

after coagulation (creosote having been added as a preservative) ^' Coupling washers for fire hose.

appears to be invariably quick curing, and to give very good Specifications for gasoline and steam hose do not indicate per-

mechanical results after vulcanization. Such rubber loses some centages of rubber or chemical tests. The requirements of rub-

protein on washing. In these cases the rapidity of cure appears ber quality are limited to physical tests as follows

:

to be related in some way to the moist condition of the rubber. Gasoline Hose. Tube and Cover. Tensile strength per square

and in some specimens the time of cure varies with the per- inch, 1,000 pounds, minimum. Elongation at breaking point 30G

centage of protein, the sample containing the lowest amount of per cent, minimum. Reduction in tensile strength per square

protein curing in the shortest time. It is, however, impossible inch after submersion in 60-degree Baume naphtha for a period

at present to connect these facts definitely, as a sample of rubber of 48 hours and dried in air 24 hours, 20 per cent maximum. Re-

prepared by evaporating the latex in vacuo, which contained a duction in elongation at breaking point after submersion, 30 per

very large amount of protein, also had a very short time of cure. cent maximum. Non-volatile matter extractabje in 60-degrees

Further work on this important point will be required, but if Baume naphtha, one and one-half per cent maximum. Set (per

in the meantime a quick curing rubber with good mechanical prop- cent of elongation at breaking point) six per cent maximum,
erties is desired by manufacturers, it would appear that it could Steam Hose. Tube and Cover. Tensile strength per square
be obtained by pressing wet creosoted sheet into blocks of suit- inch before heating, 800 pounds minimum. Tensile strength per

able size. square inch after being subjected in the hose to 60 pounds steam
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pressure per square inch for live days during eight hours each day,

6(K) pounds minimum. Elongation at breaking point before heat-

ing, 300 per cent. Elongation at breaking point after heating as

above, 225 per cent minimum and 25 per cent maximum. Set

(.per cent of elongation at breaking point ) 6 per cent maximum.

Hose.

Cotton t u b b e r

lined fire
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A Method for the Valuation of Washed and Dried Rubber.
By Frederick Daiincrth, Ph.D., and Roscoc M. Gage.

[Dr. Dannerth and R. M. Gage submit this a,s a )iiethod upon H'hieh they have spent much time and which has given satisfac-

tory results. They do not claim that it is the only tnethod and im-itc comment and criticism.—The Editor.]

PAKT I.—GENERAL.

IN the preparation of specifications for rubber goods, an ex-

tensive discussion has taken place concerning the use of such

words as Para rubber, plantation rubber and Hevea rubber,

because of the fact that it is impossible to distinguish these rub-

bers in the finished, vulcanized rubber goods. Some contend

that it is more important that the product comply with certain

physical or chemical tests. With this in mind, one of the authors

has recommended the use of the phrase "pure fine Para rubber

or its equivalent," so that it will be possible to use plantation

rubber in those cases where experience shows that it is good.

This in turn makes it necessary to define the term "equivalent,"

and after a careful consideration of all the elements involved

the authors have adopted the following definition of this phrase

:

"In specifications, a rubber shall be considered the equivalent

of pure fine Para rubber, if, when tested in the following man-
ner, according to a standard recipe, it will show a tensile strength

at least equal to that of pure fine Para rubber."

(1) The standard recipe for compounding the Para rubber

and the rubber which is to be compared with it shall contain the

following ingredients

:

Washed and dried rubber 50 per cent

Zinc oxide 37 per cent

Lead monoxide (litliarge) 10 per cent

Sulphur 3 per cent

100 per cent

(2) The mineral powders shall not contain more than 0.5

per cent moisture and must be of such fineness that they can be

washed through a 200-mesh sieve, leaving not more than 0.5 per

cent of coarse particles. But all the particles must be fine enough

to pass through a 100-mesh sieve.

(3) The rubber is to be broken down on a mixing mill, the

mineral powders are to be added and the whole batch is to be

mixed as quickly as possible.

(4) Each rubber compound is to be vulcanized in such a

manner as to secure a maximum tensile strength, provided,

however, that the test piece shall stretch from 2 to 14 inches

without rupturing; tlie object being to provide a minimum
elongation, so that the operator is enabled to vulcanize the speci-

men to the greatest possible strength under that condition.

(5) Method of testing. The tensile strength test is to be

carried out on a Scott testing machine or a machine of similar

type, power driven. The vulcanized test specimen at least six

inches in length is scribed with bench marks two inches apart.

The jaws of the testing machine are adjusted so that the maxi-
mum distance between them is four inches. The test specimen

is placed in the jaws and the machine is operated so that the

jaws separate at the rate of 20 inches per minute. No test will

be considered unless the test specimen breaks between the bench
marks.

(6) The stretch is carried out simultaneously with the ten-

sile strength test. In order to fulfill the requirements of the

official test, the bench marks must be at least 14 inches apart

before the test specimen breaks.

(7) In order to obtain the record for the highest possible

tensile strength, at least three samples of the rubber compound
shall be vulcanized in each instance, and in case of dispute five

samples shall be tested.

(8) Tensile strength shall in all cases be calculated from the

cross sectional area of the original sample.

(9j Tlie rubber compound shall be vulcanized in a steam

press in the form of a sheet not greater than % inch in thick-

ness, and the test specimen shall be cut from this sheet by

means of a die.

(10) The mineral powders used in the recipe are preferably

dried in vacuum, at a temperature five degrees above the boil-

ing point of water in vacuo. They shall contain' not more than

0.5 per cent of moisture.

The authors are of the opinion that this method could be

adapted to advantage for the valuation of washed and dried rub-

ber for special conditions. For example, a compound might be

prepared containing 40 per cent rubber, 47 per cent zinc

oxide, and another might be prepared containing 30 per cent

rubber, 57 per cent zinc oxide, the percentage of the other in-

gredients being so adjusted as to total 100 per cent.

It will be noted that this method has been so devised as to

be of the most general applicability. Xo provision has there-

fore been made for determining such properties of the com-
pound as: (1) aging test; (2) resistance to abrasion; (3) re-

sistance to steam under pressure
; (4) resistance to oil or vola-

tile solvents
; (5) dielectric properties ; (6) resistance to dry

heat; (7) flexibility at low temperatures.

It is now generally recognized that these tests can be carried

out only on specific compounds which are prepared in the fac-

tory for certain rubber products. The}- are, in other words,
"specific tests."

THE MINER.^L POWDERS.
The fineness of the mineral powders used in the recipes is

preferably determined by the following method, adapted from
the standard cement test. Wire cloth for standard sieves for
rubber pigments shall be woven (not twilled), from brass,

bronze or other suitable wire, and mounted without distortion

on frames, not less than 1.5 inches below the top of the frame.
A circular sieve, 8 inches in diameter, is preferred. A standard
200-mesh sieve is one having nominally a 0.0029 inch opening
and 200 wires per inch, standardized by the United States Bureau
of Standards, and conforming to those requirements.
The test shall be made with 50 grams of the mineral pow-

der. The sieve shall first be thoroughly cleaned. The mineral
powder shall be placed on the 200-mesh sieve. The powder shall

be well distributed over the sieve and shall then be gently
spray^ed with a jet of water such as would emanate from the
water wash bottle commonly used by chemists. The sieve
should be turned frequently. The operation should continue
until not inore than O.OS gram passes through in one minute of
continuous sieving. The fineness shall be determined from the
weight of the residue on the sieve expressed as a percentage of
the weight of the original material.

The percentage of the residue shall not exceed 0.5 per cent,
but all particles must be fine enough to pass through a 100-
mesh sieve.

PAHT II.—EXPERIMENTAL.

.'Ml the tests enumerated in this paper are based on batches
of compound weighing 500 grams each. The time consumed for
the several preliminary operations was

;

Minutes.
1. Weighing out one batch 10
2. Milling or mixing one batch 20
3. Allowance for resting after milling 45
4. Placing in the press, vulcanizing for 30 minutes and

removing from the press : total 45
5. ."Mlowance for resting after vulcanizint' 210
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6. Cutting out the test piece, scribing, gaging, testing

for strength, calculating results: total for live test

pieces cut from one slab 30

Total time consumed for entire test and report 360

XoTE 1. The optimum cure for this particular compound

was found to be: 30 minutes at 50 pounds steam pressure

(= 297 degrees F. = 147 degrees C.)- All specimens were

allowed to rest 210 minutes after vulcanization, before testing

for strength, but it was found that specimens which had rested

24 hours after vulcanization showed a very slight increase in

strength.

XoTE 2. The tests were carried out on Fine Para rubber,

Hevea Ribbed Smoked Sheets, and Hez'ea First Latex Gristly

crepe.

Note 3. The rubber compound was vulcanized in a steam

press in the form of a sheet not greater than Ys inch in thick-

ness. The test specimen was cut from this sheet by means of a

die, not less than 0.25 inch wide at the constricted part. (See

"The Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry," 1912,

page 452).

Note 4. Batches weighing 500 grams each were prepared

according to the following recipe

:

Per Cent.

Rubber 50

Zinc oxide 37

Litharge 10

Sulphur 3

Total 100

(A) With Fine Para Rubber:

Experiment No. 1. Vulcanize for 30 minutes at 50 pounds.

Allow specimen to rest three hours after vulcanization. Ten-

sile strength, 3,053 pounds ; elongation, 2 to 14.4 inches.

Experiment No. 2. Vulcanize for 40 minutes at 50 pounds.

Tensile strength, 2,928 pounds ; elongation, 2 to 13.9 inches.

(B) With Hevea Ribbed Smoked Sheets:

Experiment No. 3. Vulcanize for 30 minutes at 50 pounds.

Tensile strength, 3,167 pounds; elongation, 2 to 14.1 inches.

Experiment No. 4. Vulcanize for 40 minutes at 50 pounds.

Tensile strength, 2,935 pounds; elongation, 2 to 13.6 inches.

(C) With Hevea First Latex Gristly Crepe:

Experiment No. 5. Vulcanize for 30 minutes at SO pounds.

Tensile strength, 2,827 pounds; elongation, 2 to 14.0 inches.

Experiment No. 6. Vulcanize for 40 minutes at 50 pounds.

Tensile strength, 2,533 pounds ; elongation, 2 to 13.4 inches.

The "Factor of Elongation" is the term applied to the quotient

obtained by dividing the original length into the ultimate

length. If a specimen stretches from 2 to 14.4 inches, the factor

of elongation is 7.2.

FALL MEETING OF THE RUBBER SECTION OF
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

GULF SULPHUR OUTPUT INCREASING.

In order to meet the increasing demand for sulphur and its

products, the output of the great mines in Te.xas and Louisiana is

being greatly increased. The Freeport Chemical Co., Freeport,

Texas, a subsidiary of the Stauffer Chemical Co., San Francisco,

California, has placed in operation the first unit of a new plant

for the manufacture of sulphuric acid and other products which,

when completed, will represent an investment of about $450,000.

The mines are situated near the mouth of the Brazos River and

it is proposed at a cost of $455,000 to deepen the present 18-foot

channel to 25 feet so as to accommodate larger vessels to meet

the shipping demand.

Last year the United States used approximately 900,000 tons

of sulphur, three times the annual consumption before the war.

It is estimated that the 1917 demand will be 1,200,000 tons and

that 1,600,000 tons will be the annual reipiirement if the war

continues.

[Dr. Tullle's appeal to make tlie chemical symposium and

program of papers at the forthcoming meeting even more prac-

tical and constructive than last year is so well stated and covers

the ground so thoroughly that his announcement is published in

full. During this great }tational crisis, when trade, commercial

atvd professional conventions for the exchange of ideas regarding

efficiency are far m,ore necessary than in times of peace, all

rubber chemists should make an e.rtra effort to tend a full meas-

ure of cooperation.—Editor.'\

THE Fall meeting of the American Chemical Society will be

held in Boston during the week of September 10 to 16, 1917.

The Rubber Section will hold its session at that time, and while

the date has not been decided upon, it will probably be on Wed-
nesday, Thursday, or Friday, September 12, 13 or 14.

I am particularly anxious to get the program arranged as

soon as possible, so as to permit its wide distribution in plenty

of time before the meeting so that members may easily arrange

to be present. I wish, therefore, that all those who expect to

present papers to the meeting will send me the titles at the earliest

moment. We are going to try a new stunt this year : we want

abstracts of all papers to be in the hands of the secretary at

least a week before the meeting. These will be mimeographed,

and placed in the hands of those present at the meeting. We
expect this to stimulate discussion and bring out valuable and

helpful criticisms. The success of the symposium of last year has

encouraged us to repeat the idea again this year. The following

subjects have been proposed:

1. Determination of total sulphur.

2. Determination of rubber.

3. Organic accelerators.

4. Crude rubber resources of the United States.

Those who care to prepare a short talk on one of these sub-

jects, preferably covering their own experience, should so notify

the secretary. This need not be a formal paper on the subject,

but of course should be the result of careful study. We are also

open to suggestions as to other topics which might be of interest.

At our meeting last year, there were present over one hun-

dred members and guests. A glance at the proceedings as re-

ported in The Indi.\ Rubber World in October, November and

December, 1916, will give you some idea of the value of the

meeting. Whether or not this year's meeting will prove equally

profitable will depend largely upon the support which the meet-

ing will receive from the rubber chemists. No better oppor-

tunity than this is offered to meet your fellow chemists from all

over the country and discuss such problems as do not involve

trade secrets, the solution of which would be of considerable

value in your laboratory. This phase of the Rubber Section's

activities would in itself justify- its existence.

Some time during the next two weeks I wish every member
of the Section would take time to write me a letter giving at

least one suggestion as to how to run this next meeting. I

know that if some of the suggestions given to me after the

meeting last year had been received a few weeks earlier, we
would have had a better meeting.

All those who were not present at tlie last meeting, and who
are interested in receiving advance notices of the program, etc.,

should send their names in at once, so that they may be placed

on the mailing list.

The following will be of interest as showing the geographical

distribution of those who registered at the 1916 meeting. In

addition, there were about 15 or 20 who failed to register. New
York City 22, New York State 9, Massachusetts 16, New Jer-

sey 15, Pennsylvania 12, Ohio 11, Rhode Island 3, Connecticut

4, Western Stales and Canada 10.

John B. Tuttle, Secretary.

Address : Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
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OAKITE. A NEW CLEANSER.

OAKITE is a non-explosive white powder soluble in water

and intended to replace naphtha, potash or soap in clean-

ingl-ubber goods and molds.

A solution consisting of one ounce to a gallon of water is a

good recipe for molded goods. Inner tubes may be cleaned by

soaking in a similar solution at a temperature of 100 degrees F.

A solution of two ounces to a gallon of warm water is recom-

mended for removing the bloom from sheet rubber. Power
brushes and rubber mats may be cleaned with a solution of this

strength. Grease and dirt are also removed from rubber soles

by applying it with a rag or sponge. In making footwear, the

lasts or trees are cleaned before being used and the finished

boot after being built up.

A solution of four ounces to the gallon of water and applied

with a wire brush is suitable for cleaning molds. Bicycle tires

may be soaked in it to remove the bloom, and casings may be

washed with it after using emery cloth on the bad spots, care

being taken not to wet the inside of the casing.

The bloom is removed from hot water bottles by putting them

in a washing machine containing si.x ounces to the gallon of

water, the water then being heated to the boiling point for 20

minutes.

A turning compound used in manufacturing round hard

rubber articles consists of one ounce of Oakite and one quart of

kerosene to a gallon of water.

Oakite does not blister nor discolor rubber goods or fabrics,

nor affect the cement in any way. It throws off no fumes, will

not injure the hands of operators and is inexpensive, costing

only 125/^ cents per pound.

THIRD NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.

The Third National Exposition of Chemical Industries is to be

held at the Grand Central Palace, New York City, during the

week of September 24, this year. Preparations are in active

progress, with an advisory committee composed of Chas. H.
Herty, chairman ; Raymond F. Bacon, L. H. Baekeland, Henry
B. Faber, Colin G. Fink, Bernhard C. Hesse, A. D. Little, R. P.

Perry, Wm. Cooper Procter, E. F. Roeber, G. W. Thompson, T.

B. Wagner, Utley Wedge and M. C. Whitaker. The managers,

Charles F. Roth, Adriaan Nagelvoort, and F. W. Payne, report

that the exposition will this year be larger and more interesting

than its predecessors, and that manufacturers of rubber goods,

te-xtiles and industrial chemicals will be well represented. At
the close of the last exposition much of the space available on

two floors then used was re-engaged by exhibitors for this

coming exposition. The present time sees these floors completely

taken and the greater part of the available space on the third

floor engaged.

A great section of exhibits showing the industrial opportuni-

ties our South presents in its raw materials will be known as

the "Southern Opportunity Section," and a "Paper and Pulp

Industry Section" has been provided. Many exhibits will be of

interest to men from the rubber and textile industries. Many
of the chemical and allied industry companies, notably dyestuffs

companies, have so expanded their operations in the past year,

and their products and interests have become so numerous that

they require much additional space to make adequate showings.

The Bureau of Commercial Economics at Washington is this

year again preparing many of the motion picture films that will

be shown, and many exhibitors have now in preparation pictures

showing phases in their work in the manufacture of their prod-

ucts. These will be of absorbing interest, having been photo-

graphed for the first time.

The program of speakers has not yet been announced, but

we are informed that it will be composed of many of the nation's

foremost men, and men who have come to the fore in the

nation's hour of need.

INCREASING DEMAND FOR ASBESTOS.

The United States is one of the largest manufacturers of

asbestos goods, but is not a large producer of crude asbestos.

The supply of all grades in Quebec, Canada, is so large, so con-

veniently obtained, and the quality is so excellent, as to delay

the development of asbestos deposits in the United States. The
demand for high-grade asbestos has always been active, but

recently, under the stimulus of war conditions, it has become
still greater, and the available supply, although larger than be-

fore, is frequently not equal to the demand. In 1916 the total

output of asbestos in the United States was 1,479 short tons.

The imports during the same time, almost wholly from Canada,

amounted to 116,162 short tons, making a total supply available

for manufacture in the United States of 117,641 tons.

The prices for asbestos produced in the United States during

1916 are said to have ranged, according to grade, from $15 to

$1,000 a ton. In 1915 normal prices ranged from $10 to $400 'a

ton. [United States Bulletin. 666-H.]

THE PRODUCTION OF TALC AND SOAPSTONE.

The total domestic production of talc is nearly 12 times the

total imports, over one-third of which came from Canada. The
talc of New York State is an especially good paper filler and is

largely used for that purpose, although much goes into paints.

The output of Vermont is used for the same purpose and also

for foundry facing, rubber goods, and coating walls. A small

amount is used for crayons. Talc for pencils, crayons, burners,

and insulators comes almost wholly from North Carolina and

Georgia and is cut in Chattanooga. The demand for talc of the

highest grade is greater than the supply. Much of the material

for toilet powders is imported. With the exception of compact

material for pencils, burners, and insulators and the best grade

for toilet powders the United States has a large reserve in nearly

all the producing States. It is believed that by more searching

field investigations the domestic output even of pencil and gas-

burner talc as well as the best toilet powder grades may be

greatly increased.

In 1916 there was a small production of soapstone in Cali-

fornia, but almost the entire output of the United States came
from Virginia, where there were four producing quarries. The
total yield, including that of California, was 19,652 short tons.

The United States has large reserves of soapstone and can, if

necessary, greatlv increase its output. [United States Bulletin

666-1.]

'

.

ANILINE CONCERNS CONSOLIDATED.

The National Aniline & Chemical Co., Inc., which was re-

cently chartered at Albany, New York, is an amalgamation of

several well-known concerns in the aniline industry, namely, of

the firms of the Schoellkopf Aniline and Chemical Works, Inc.,

the W. Beckers Aniline and Cliemical Works, Inc., the National

Aniline and Chemical Co., the Benzol Products Co., The Barrett

Co. and the Semet-Solvay Co.

The company is capitalized at $2,000,000, being 200,000 shares

at a par value of $100 and 350,000 shares in common stock with-

out par value. The stocks, however, have been taken by the

firms concerned, in exchange for their properties. The company
has plants at Buffalo, Brooklyn, and Wappingers Falls, New
York, and at Easton, Marcus Hook, and Frankford, Pennsyl-

vania. The organization proposes to cover the aniline industry

from the raw materials to the finished products. The New York
Citv office is at 244 Madison avenue.

~^ iRUBBER-LIKE PRODUCT.

This invention is a condensation product of acetone or

its homologues, formaldehyde or its isomers, and phenol or its

homologues. [W. A. Betchy. Japanese patent No. 30,049 (Sep-

tember 16, 1916).]
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New Machines and Appliances.

THE ALLISCHALKERS STEAM TURBINE AND ALTERNATOR UNIT.

THL widest applicaiion oi tlic steam tiirliiiie is witliout doubt

in turbo-gencrators for electric drive. The use of electric

power in rubber mills has increased proportionately with the

steady growth of the industry that ranks among the foremost con-

sumers of electric energy. In all sizes of units above 200 kilo-

watts, the first cost, reliability and ease of operation place the

steam turbine in the van of all prime movers. Tlic large sized

units that are now necessary in the principal rubber mills of

this country arc made possible by the steam turliine that is

establishing records of economical operation heretofore thought

impossible. Rubber manufacturers have been prompt in

recognizing the advantages of electrical power and all of the

larger plants and many of tlie smaller ones are equipped witli

electrical drives.

-A recent installation in the plant of the Federal Kubbcr Alanu-

facturing Co.. Cudahy, Wisconsin, is here shown. It consists

of a 3200-kilowatt high pressure condensing steam turbine and

alternator unit of the standard Parsons type and will be used

for generating alternating current for general use in the rubber

mill. The characteristics of the electrical end are CO cycle, 3

phase. 2300-volt. 80 per cent power factor. Tlie steam end takes

high pressure steam direct from boilers and exhausts into a high

vacuum condenser. [The AUis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co..

Milwaukee. \\'isconsin.]

LINEAL MEASURE PRODUCTIMETEH.

In the manufacture of rubber goods an accurate record of the

product of each machine is essential in computing the cost of

manufactured articles. A measuring device that is particularly

serviceable in

recording the
number of lin-

eal feet pro-

duced by tub-

ing machines is

shown in the

illustration. An
a d j u s t a b 1 e

bracket affords

easy attach-

m e n t to the

front of the

machine so that

the measuring

wheel rests
lightly on the

stock as it

emerges from

the head. The figures record actual feet, although the measur-

ing wheel is 16 inches in circumference, which has been found

the most practical size for all kinds of work. A leather-faced

brake prevents the wheel from spinning w-hen the end of the

stock is reached. IJirt-prool oil cups are provided and the work-

ing parts enclosed in a dust-proof case that may be locked to pre-

vent it being tampered with. The coinitcr weighs 15 pounds and

is made in three sizes, the smallest counting up to 999, the

medium size counting up to 9,999, and the largest will count

999,999. [Durant Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee. Wisconsin.]

STOCK CUTTING MACHINES.

Machines for cultin.a tubin.n machine stock arc used in every

mill where molded rubber goods arc made and are therefore not

liartirularly novel, IIhwcmt, the machine here shown, while

suitable for a

variety of

work, is-, spe-

cially designed

for cutting rub-

ber heel stock.

The machine is

bolted to a hol-

low pedestal of

substantial de-

sign that sup-

liorts the brack-

et in which is

journaled the

cutter shaft
driven by a

two-step cone

pulley. This
shaft is provid-

ed with a fly

wheel on the

uuter end, and

the cutting
knife is mounted on the inner end in shearing clearance with the

stock head. This head is adapted to hold the different bushings

necessary in cutting stocks of various shapes and diameters and

an adjustable stop is provided that regulates the length of stock

to be cut.

This machine precludes the usual method .of slabbing and die-

ing-out heel stock and, moreover, it may be used to Cut stock

for smaller articles, such as basin-plugs, fuller-balls, bumpers and

many other forms of molded rubber goods. [Holmes Brothers,

500 South Peoria street, Chicago, Illinois.]

THE AUTOCALL SIGNAL SYSTEM.

Electrically operated signals for locating and calling to the tele-

phone or the ofiice, heads of departments who are employed

somewhere in the factory have been in use for some time in

the larger rubber mills. The advantages of the system are obvious

and in the larger manufacturing establishments it is considered

indispensable, .-^s a natural result the system has been improved

and its scope enlarged so that the .Autocall system is now a rec-

ognized aid in modern rubber mills.

The Autocall central is a small, compact device that is placed

within reach of the telephone operator. Where space is limited

the central may be located in any convenient place and connected

by cable with a plug board placed so that it is accessible to one or

more operators.

The Autocall central and the remote call are both operated

by a plug board similar to a telephone switchboard, with which

all operators are familiar. To locate anyone, the operator inserts

the plug in the hole corresponding to that person's signal, and

by giving the motor a quarter tu^n the call is sounded at all
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signal stations simultaneously any desired number of times at

brief intervals. As the signals are being transmitted a colored

prism pilot light in the central station cabinet indicates to the

operator that the system is in operation.

Signal stations are located in the various departments of the

mill and the signals are adapted to be heard under the varying

noise conditions. Under ordinary conditions a gong is used.

while in offices and laboratories the autotone signal is pre-

ferred. . When extreme noise precludes a bell, steam or air

whistles are substituted, and when air or steam is not available

electric horns may be used.

One of the optional features of the service is the automatic

ringing of a special signal, distinctive from the call signals, for

starting and stopping work, while another feature provides

means for summoning the watchman to the gate wlien the factory

is closed. [The Autocall Co., Shelby, Ohio.]

CEMENT TUBE FILLING AND CLOSING MACHINE,

\\'hen it is considered that the tool box of almost every motor

car, motorcycle and bicycle contains a tube of rubber cement for

emergency purposes, it is not diflicult to estimate that millions of

tlicse little accessories are pro-

duced annually. The tubes are

tilled with cement at the large end

which must be closed and sealed

with a special metal clip to pre-

\ ent leakage. The filling and clos-

ing operation is automatically per-

formed on the machine here il-

histratcd, wiiicli is used by many
of the leading cement manufac-

turers. As will be seen, the ma-

liiine is mounted on a substantial

bed-plate supported by suitable

legs, and is driven by belt power

or motor drive, if desired, only I4

horse power being required.

The container is designed to

carry sufficient air pressure to

f^icilitate the flow of the rubber

( rment. This air pressure may be

1 ikcn from any source available,

but must not exceed 20 pounds

jK-r square inch at the receiver on

tlie machine. Any pressure less

than this may be used, depending

on the viscosity of the material which is being handled.

The machine will handle tubes ranging from yi to I'/i inches

in diameter and from 2 to 6 inches in length and has a capacity

of 25 to 30 tubes i)er minute. It occupies a floor space of 30 by 30

inches and weighs 405 pounds. [.Arthur CoUon Co., Detroit,

jVIichigan.)

STAMPED HETAI, RTIBBEa HOLDS.

The time-worn method of making cast iron or steel molds

adapted to the manufacture of hot-water bottles, bulbs and hol-

low toys is a matter of considerable expense, particularly when
large quantities of goods are produced. While the following

process is admittedly tentative and limited in application, the

idea is practical and of sufficient suggestive value to make it

interesting.

StaiTiping or drawing plates of soft steel forming a multiplicity

of forms by means of dies and hydraulic pressure is a highly

specialized branch of mechanical art. The steel maker is called

upon to provide special sheet material of different gages, pos-

sessing the proper strength and ductility for the cold stamping

process. All manner of forms with embossed and engraved sur-

faces are accurately reproduced in sheet metal by specially con-

structed dies in a hydraulic press.

For example, the first steps in making stamped hot-water

bottle molds would be to construct the dies. This operation

will, of course, be costly, but a thousand or more molds may
be formed in the press with these dies at a ridiculously small

cost when compared to

that of making the same
niimlier of cast iron or

steel molds. Two pairs

of dies, called a die and

force, are made, consist-

ing of a male and female

die for each half of the

mold. Soft steel blanks

are forged or otherwise

rough-shaped by machin-

ing, and by milling and
JKUid cutting, two pairs

of dies comprising a die

and force are made in

exact reproduction of

each half of the water-

liottle and provided with

dowel projections and de-

pressions for alining the

mold parts. The dies

arc then case-hardened and fitted to the die press.

The mold parts are stamped separately from sheets of steel

from 1-16 to ]/s inch thick, depending on the character of the

mold to be made. The outfit recommended for this work con-

sists of a 600-ton hydraulic press connected to a motor-driven

four-plunger pump. The press is of the four-column type.

working at a pressure of 6,000 tons per square inch. The ram

has a six-inch stroke and the platens measure 23 by 24 inches,

operation of the press being controlled by a hand lever.

After the stamping operation the up|)er and lower [larts of

each mold are assembled and require very little fitting, spring
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steel clamps being provided for liolding the two sections to-

gether. The part remaining to complete the mold is a solid

metal funnel core provided with an air valve for inflating the

water bottle during vulcanization.

In making bottles the blanks are cut from the s-hceted stock

and placed in the mold as usual. The clamps are sprung over

the edges, holding the mold sections firmly together. Molds by

the thousands may be then hung in a heater, inflated and cured

in open steam.

Should this method prove successful in the manufacture of

certain rubber goods the e.xpense of mold equipment and factory

costs would thereby be greatly reduced. [Schoder & Lombard

Stamp & Die Co., Inc., 251-253 Canal street, Xcw York City.]

THE LANGER TIRE FABRIC AND LOOM.

Inventive effort to eliminate friction between the plies ot fabric

used in ordinary pneumatic tire construction is now being direct-

ed toward reducing the number of fabric plies in the carcass;

moreover, it has been found im-

practical to wind heavy fabric on a

core:

A specially woven fabric that

may be used in one or two ply fab-

ric construction, and the loom on

which it is made, are shown in the

accompanying illustrations. The

fabric is woven in continuous tubu-

lar forms, each possessing the cor-

rect shape and diametrical measure-

ment of the intended tire carcass.

These sections are cut off, impreg-

nated or frictioned with the rubber

and made up on a collapsible core

in the usual way.

The loom is of regular construction with the exception of

the fan-shaped reed which is automatically raised and lowered

during the weaving operation. When the wide part of the reed

beats in the weft the fabric is correspondingly wide and when the

narrow part is in position to beat in the ^^eft the product is

narrow, thus forming the corrugated contour of the tubular fab-

ric. [Henry Langer, Middletown, Connecticut.]

THE MERCURY TRACTOR.

It is now quite common in a modern rubber mill to see elec-

trically-driven industrial trucks and trailers carrying iron molds

and cores, raw materials, finished and partly finished products

from one department to another with ease and rapidity'. The

industrial haulage problem has, of recent years, become more

important as factory additions are being made and floor space

multiplied. The surrounding conditions and requirements vary

greatly in different mills, so that a type of power unit that will

give satisfactory service under a variety of conditions is desir-

able.

The three-wheel tractor here illustrated has a small turning

radius and is generally adaptable to rubber mill requirements.

The power is obtained from storage batteries that are compactly

grouped within the covered body of the car. The heavy duty

motor is mounted directly on the axle and a mercury type con-

troller with automatic safety return is provided. Three speeds

are available, one forward and two reverse. No resistance is

used. The steering lever is directly connected to the front

wheel, which is only permitted to turn in the angle of the mini-

mum turning radius of the car. The foot pedal is connected to

the brake wheels on the rear axle for ordinary service. Mercury

safety and emergency brakes are attached to the driving shaft.

This brake is set at all times excepting when the driver is seated,

and instantly stops the car when he arises from the seat. In

the illustration the tractor is shown hauling a trailer loaded

with iron tire cores. [Mercury Manufacturing Co., 4118 S. Hal-

stead street, Chicago, Illinois.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE BANBURY AUTOMATIC ENCLOSED MIXER.

AMIXING machine of the enclosed type for automatically mix-

ing and dumping the charge of massed rubber is here de-

scribed. A front elevation and a vertical sectional view are shown
in the illustration, in

which A and B are cyl-

inders that open into

the chamber C. The
two rotors D and E are

provided with blades

w'hose peripheral edges

are adjacent to the

walls of the cylinders.

Supported by. the hous-

ing F is the cylinder

G in which operates a

piston head connected by means of a rod to the weight H, that

reciprocates in the chamber C.

The upper face of the discharging door / forms part of the

mixing chambers and is hinged on the shaft J and provided with

a counterweight. The door is locked in place by two rollers

mounted on yokes fixed to the shaft K that engage the door lugs.

The cylinders, bottom door and mixing blades are hollow so

that they may be water-cooled. In mixing rubber materials a

certain number of revolutions is required and as this varies with
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different materials a device is provided that rings a bell when
the predetermined number of revolutions has been completed.

In commencing operations, the door being closed and the

weight raised, the material is placed in the machine, the weight

lowered and the rotors started. After a predetermined number
of revolutions, air or water is automatically admitted to the upper

cylinder, the weight is raised and dry ingredients are fed into

the machine. At the end of this period the weight is automatic-

ally lowered and bears on the material during the mixing opera-

tion. When this is completed the mechanism controlling the

door-locking device is operated, the door released and, swinging

downward, discharges the contents of the cyhnders. [Fernley H.

Banbury, Ansonia, assignor to Birmingham Iron Foundry, Derby

—both in Connecticut. United States patent No. 1,227,522.]

ANCHORAGE FOR CORDS OF COKD TIRES.

This invention relates to the true cord tire in which the parallel

cords comprising the carcass are laid over the core at an angle

and anchored at the beads. In the illustration, A is the core

with an internal rib to

each side of which two

angle-shaped rings B,B,
are bolted. Screws C,C,

serve to hold in place

the two segmented rings

D,D, that are provided

with cord locating pins

E, E. Two helical, end-

less wire coils F, F, having one-half the number of convolutions

as there are pins on each side of the core, are located just within

the pins by any temporary means.

When the coils of wire have been fixed in position, one end

of the cord is anchored in any suitable way and the cord is first

doubled upon itself and the bight slipped over one of the con-

volutions of the wire. The cord is again looped or doubled upon

itself and the bight placed over a convolution of the opposite wire

coil. When the cord is pulled tightly about the core the bights

will be slightly separated and drawn upward on the inside of the

coils.

When the inner layer of cords has been placed in position on

the core, the last run will come into position near the first end

which was temporarily anchored in position. The two ends may
then be tied together, or the same cord continued without cutting

so that the second layer of cords is formed in a manner similar

to the first except that the angle of the cords is opposite to that

of the first layer. [Benjamin L. Stowe, Jersey City. New Jersey,

assignor to Morgan & ^^'right, Detroit, Michigan, United States

Patent No. 1,228,144.]

RUBBER FOOTWEAR ROLLING MACHINE.

This macliine is primarily designed to apply air pressure to

rubber footwear while on the lasts and prior to vulcanization.

The illustration is a side elevation of the machine that com-

prises two tandem air

cylinders ^i and B, the

inner ends being open

and spaced apart, while

the outer ends are closed.

A head C connected to

pistons operating in hy-

draulic cylinders D and
E, reciprocates between

the open ends of the tan-

dem cylinders. A hol-

low bar or last carrier F,
provided with nipples for supporting the lasts, projects from the
outer face of tlie head. Two arms loosely mounted on the last

carrier, support on their outer ends a shaft G, on which are ar-
ranged a number of presser arms H, that press the lasts on the

carrier bars, thereby insuring an air-tight joint. From the inner

face of the reciprocating head a last carrier identical to the one
just described projects in an opposite direction; however, this

is not shown in the illustration. The four-way hydraulic valve
controlling the reciprocal movement of the head and the three-

way valve controlling air pressure in the cylinders are operated
by a cam movement shown at /, that is, transmitted to the valve
stems by chain gearing.

The shoes on the perforated lasts are placed on the carrier

bar, being held in place by the presser arms and the clutch

mechanism started that operates the hydraulic valve. The head
then moves to the right, entering the shoe carrier in the right

hand air cylinder and hermetically closing it at the same time.

.A.ir is then automatically admitted to the cylinder, thereby ap-
plying pressure to the shoes on the lasts. Entrapped air escapes
through the lasts and the hollow carrier bar to the atmosphere.
When the machine is reversed the air is automatically released
from the right cylinder and the hydraulic pistons move the head
to the left, entering the left shoe carrier in the corresponding
air cylinder when pressure is applied to the shoes. [Alfred A.
Glidden, Watertown ; Edgar P. Dorman, Boston; George L.

Finch, Brighton, assignors to Hood Rubber Co., Watertown—all

in Massachusetts. United States patent No. 1,228.904.]

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE ITNITED STATES.

1,225,779. .Apparatus for treating rubber articles. J. T. Crowley assignor
to The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.—both of Beacon Falls,
Conn.

1,225,845. Tire repair vulcanizer. F. M. Naysmith. T. J. Gillaspy and
F. D Carl—all of Davenport. Iowa, assignors of one-half
to laid T. J. Gillaspy and one-half to A. D. Brownlie—both
of Davenport, Iowa.

1.226,289. Apparatus for making rubber stamps. R. Wilday, New York
City.

1,226,9-19. Machine for treating sheet rubber. M. H. Clark, Hastings-upon-
Hudson, N. Y., assisnor to The Goodyear Metallic Rubber
Shoe Co., Naugatuck, Conn.

1,227,509. Tire mandrel. H. B. Wallace, St. Louis, Mo.
1.228.196. Tire building machine. G. F. Fisher, Roselle, N. J., assignor

to The Hartfold Rubber Works Co.. Hartford, Conn.
1.228,225. Apparatus for recovering solvents. Tames Lynah. Newburg,

N. Y., assignor to E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.,
Wilniintrton, Del.

1.228,964. Heel-applying apparatus. J. E. Perrault, Belmont, and H. G.
Ellis, Watertown—both in Massachusetts.

1,229,417. Flexible couplinar. L. D.ift. Rutherford, N. J., assignor to
Electro-Chemical Rubber & Manufacturing Co., a corporation
of N. T.

THE ITNITED KINGDOM.
102,854.

104,712.

104,713.

104,914.

105,114.

174.903.

Solid rubber tire machine, T, H, Roberts, Faringdon House Ley-
land, and F. Cole, Ribbie Bank Mills, Preston—both in Lan-
cashire.

Bias cutter and winder. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson, 28 Southampton
Building, London. [Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio, U. S. A.l

Work bench or table for rolling tire tubes. W. T. Mellersh-
Jackson, 28 Southampton Building. London. [Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio, U, S, A.]

Rubber roll adjustment, J. Hodgins,
Wellington Road. Cork, Ireland.

Collaijsible core. Ajax Engineering Co
street, Birmingham.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Montpellier Terrace,

and J. Cox, Arthur

Tire building machine. T- T. Lister. Cleveland, Ohio, U. S, A.
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

482,304 (July 20, 1916). Improvements in mold presses. C. H. Cray.

1.226,236.

1,226,481.

1.227,427.

1,228,099.

1,228.458.

1,229.175.

104,661.

104,793.

174.864.

PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Method of manufacturing tires. E. E. A. G. Meyer and G. W.
Seiberling, assignors to Morgan & Wright—all of Detroit.
Mich.

Process for forming fabric-lined rubber articles. J. W. Don-
nenwirth, .Akron. Ohio.

Method of making tire casings. H. E, Grabau. Long Island
City, and A. C. Schwartz, New York City—both in New York.

Process of manufacturing pneumatic tire covers. J. W. H.
Dew, London, England.

Process of impregnating fabrics with rubber. I. S. McGiehan,
New York City.

Process of manufacturing inner tubes. W. G. Christopherson,
assignor to Morgan & Wright—both of Detroit. Mich.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Treating India rubber. A. E. Alexander, 306 High Holborn,

T-ondon. (Morgan & Wright, Bcllevue avenue, Detroit. Michi-
gan, U. S. A.)

Markirg electric cables. J. O. Callender, Calluna. Heathside Road.
Wnking, and Callendcr's Cable & Construction Co.. Hamilton-
House, Victoria Embankment. London,

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
Method of making rubber sole shoes. L. C. Colt. Bristol. Rhodt

Island, U. S. A.
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New Goods and Specialties.

RUBBER FUSE COVER.

SHELL 1U.-.C!. are loaded in rooms maintained at a tempera-

ture of approximately 80 degrees F., and it is of the utmost

importance that the exploding charge be kept "bone dry"

until the shell is placed in the gun. The covers ordinarily used

RUBBERIZED FLAGS.

for these fuses to keep moisture from affecting the exploding

charge while being carried from point to point have been made

of copper, but the recent adaptation of rubber as material for

the covers has proved thoroughly satisfactory, and large ship-

ments of these shells, kept in perfect condition by a rubber cover

such as is shown herewith, are now sent across the Atlantic

to the firing line. [Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited.

Montreal. Canada.

1

DIVING CAP WITH SPONGE RUBBER RING.

The newest idea in bathing caps intended for actual diving

and swimming, shown in the accompanying illustration, has a

patented waterproof

headband w i t h a

sponge rubber ring.

The roll edge con-

forms to the shape

of the head, fitting

tightly over the hair

and ears and keep-

ing them thorough-

ly dry and comfort-

able. This cap is

made of pure gum
in the natural color

only, and in three

head sizes. In order

to permit the sponge

rubber ring being

rolled or adjusted to

any desired position

on the head the cap

is made deeper than

Rubber Co., .Ashland.ordinary

Ohio.]

tiathiiig caps. |The Faultles

ROUND ELASTIC GARTER WITH CLASPS.

A novelty in women's round garters clasps around the leg, thus

avoiding the uncomfortable necessity of stooping over to put"

them on. A device is also afforded for making the garter larger

or smaller and the clasps contain no

metal or other corrosive material. The
elastic band is of silk cable web or

mercerized silk cable web, three-quarters

of an inch wide, in white, sky, lilac or

pink, ornamented with handsome ribbon bows. [Ivory Garter

Co., 601-611 Baronne street. New Orleans, Louisiana.]

The American llag

flanked by the French and

the British and attached to

the front of automobiles is

a popular expression of

patriotism and allied sym-

pathies which has recent-

ly been made more en-

during by the use of

rubberized silk in their

manufacture. This ren-

ders them impervious to

the effects of damp or

rainy weather. The three

flags are upheld by metal

rods, brass-tipped, and a

metal clamp secures them

to the radiator of the car.

New York City.]

[E. J. Willis Co., 85 Chambers street,

DRIDEK AUTOMOBILE TOPPING.

DrideKr Ruljber and DrideK Leather are the trade-names for

a new rubberized fabric for automobile tops. It is a three-ply

composition material, very soft, pliable and easy to work. It is

claimed to be absolutely waterproof and to afford unexcelled

service under all conditions. Samples of DrideK rubber and

leather are shown in the above illustration. [L. J. Mutty Co.,

175 Congress street, Boston, Massachusetts.]

SANITARY DENTAL CHIP BLOWER.

The old style chip blower used by dentists was a dangerous

instrument, since it made possible the transmission of bacteria

from one mouth to another by the entrance and ejection of air

NmzL£:TH/!EAna3EASiiY/reMoveamfsm!iur/Na

N
H£A.THCTAININS M£TAL

EXHAUST

through the nozzle. In the new tjpe of blower shown herewith,

the air does not enter through the nozzle, a special valve being

provided next to the rubber bulb and a double-acting valve in the

tube, so that germ-bearing matter cannot be drawn in. Red or

slate-colored rubber is used for the bulbs. [Yoder Manufactur-

ing Co., 528 Penn Square. Reading, Pennsylvania.]
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THE TWIN BED OUTING TRAILEH.

A complete camp on wheels affording weatherproof shelter for

six people is shown herewith. Considering its capacity, this

trailer is light and easy to haul, weighing only 571 pounds with

all equipment. It has two wheels equipped with pneumatic or

solid rubber tires, and the side curtains are made of heavy
rubberized drill, A patented canopy top-raising device operates

on the same principle as a car window, the tent, which is at-

tached to tlie inner edges of the top. automatically dropping

into place. Three shelves attached to the roof also drop into

place when the canopy is raised. The beds slide readily into

position and are easily adjusted to the corner poles. A patented

ice-box is carried at the rear, under the end, and an unusual

amount of storage room is afforded. The body of the trailer

when folded for transportation is less than 7 feet long. 4 feet

wide and 12 inches deep.

As all parts are made sufficiently strong for heavj- usage, it

is only necessary to remove the tent and beds to provide a

practical commercial trailer. [Sorlien Ceiling Bed Co.. 406-16

Si.xth avenue, South. Minneapolis, Minnesota.]

THE RED SPOT SEARCHLIGHT.

.\niong many advanta.geous features this lighting apparatus

contains a rubber gasket between the glass and the bezel of the

spotlight which effectually prevents the entrance of any particles

of dust or moisture. The "Red

Spot" is a powerful searchlight

for use on motor cars or on

boats, in making landings or

navigating dark and unfamiliar

channels. A very simple and

practical double swivel bracket

mounts the spotli.tjlit and six feet

of double conductor, flexible

cord, weatherproofed and having

copper terminals for attaching

to the battery or li,ghting system,

is supplied. A special feature is

the arrangement by which the

spotlight may be instantly

changed to a glaring red danger signal. An adjustable mirror

is mounted on the body of the light. [The F. W, Wakefield

Brass Co., Vermilion, Ohio.]

CANVAS SHOE CLEANING ERASER.

Rubber has for some time been recognized as a serviceable

cleaning agent for white canvas shoes. Now a manufacturer

of shoe dressings and rubber cements has placed on the market
an eraser of white rubber specially designed for this purpose,

of a compound to give high efficiency in erasing. It is about

three inches long by one inch wide and one inch thick, an ade-

quate size and also convenient to hold in the hand. [Boston

Blacking Co.. East Cambridge, Massachusetts.]

A SEASONABLE SANDAL.

.\ neat sandal for children's wear is of tan duck with red

rubber sole and foxing. The ankle strap passes through a loop

in the instep strap and but-

tons over the ankle bone. A
large opening over the toe

joints and a low cut at the

quarters insures coolness.

,
The insole and counter are

it leather. Further orna-

mentation is secured by

cross stitch finish all around the edges. The same shoe is made
of white duck, with white sole and foxing. [Canadian Consol-

idated Ruljber Co., Limited. Montreal. Canada.]

IMPROVED "ANTI-FLINCH RECOIL PAD.

The latest improvement in recoil pads, shown herewith, com-
prises a cushion of soft red molded rubber, vulcanized to a hard

rubber base plate. Through the soft cushion there are oblong

slanting holes, which slant at an

angle of 45 degrees in line with

the gunstock. When the gun is

discharged and pressure is brought
Ĝ -^^^^x^"^

to bear on the pad, the walls of rubber fold or lap on each other

and spring back in their normal position when the pressure is

relieved. This patented feature takes up the recoil and elim-

inates the upward whip of the muzzle of the gun, and is of

great assistance when shooting "doubles" at the traps and where

rapid firing is necessary. [Jostam Manufacturing Co., 1038

Montana street, Chicago, Illinois.]

.-^--gSSKBa:?"^^'!—-

•VERIBEST" FORCE PUMP AND SINK STOPPER.

A molded circular piece of red rubber about five and one-half

inches in diameter, with a small metal ring securely held in the

center, forms a handy accessory

that is claimed to be very el^cient

", not only as a stopper for the sink,

thus dispensing with the dishpan.

but as a force pump to clear clogged

drains. Suction power is obtained
by means of a groove one-half inch wide around the edge of the
under side. [Veribest Sales Co., 421 Pine street, San Francisco,

California.]

LEWIS DOUBLE BALL-BEARING INK WELL.

The double ball-bearing feature in this ink well consists of a
small corked float ball which rests upon a larger double-corked
float enclosed in a cylinder'of rubber with a removable top and
circular opening. Tlie

ball rolls within its rub-

ber casing, protecting the

entering pen point by its

lack of rigidity. The ink

is forced to the top

whenever the pen is

dipped, supplying suffi-

cient fluid so that no un-

necessary time and effort

are wasted in repeated

dipping, and the con-

struction is such that the

top ball will not recede

from the opening until the inkwell needs refilling. The square-

shaped substantial glass frame has a removable top with aii

elastic band which clings and holds it in place. [W. E. Lewis,

Corry, Pennsylvania.]
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The Editor's Book Table.

EVAPORATING, CONDENSING AND COOLING APPARATUS. BY
F Hausbrand. Translated from the second, revised German edition

by A. C. Wright, M.A.. B.Sc. Second English Edition. Revised.

Scott, Greenwood & Son, London, 1916. American distributers, D. Van
Nostrand Co., New York City. [8 vo, 401 pages, 21 illustrations, 76

tables. Price, cloth, $5 net.]

THIS authoritative work by the chief engineer of C. Heckmann,

Berlin, and author of "Drying by Means of Air and Steam,"

is of exceptional value to engineers because of its table of

coefficients giving positive answrers to all questions ordinarily

arising. Certain arithmetical and printer's errors of the former

edition have been corrected and conversion diagrams have been

appended by means of which the quantities in metric units may be

readily converted into British units.

The treatise takes up transmission of heat, apparatus for

heating with direct fire, injection of saturated steam, super-

heated steam, evaporation by hot liquids, transference of heat

in general, evaporation in vacuum, evaporators of different types,

diameter of pipes for steam, alcohol vapor, air and water, losses

of heat by radiation, condensers, heating and cooling of liquids,

air pumps, etc.

CHEMICAL DISCOVERY AND INVENTION IN THE TWENTIETH
century. By Sir William A. Tilden, F.R.S.. D.Sc, LL.D.. Sc.D.

George Routledge S: Sons, Limited, London. E. P. Dutton & Co.,

New York City. [Svo. 487 pages, 150 illustrations, 11 portraits.

Price, cloth, $3.50 net.]

In this volume one of the most distinguished chemists of

Great Britain and professor emeritus of chemistry in the Im-

perial College of Science and Technology, presents a thrilling

account of the momentous conquests of matter by human

knowledge during the past quarter century. The work is divided

into four parts, the first being devoted to laboratories and lab-

oratory apparatus for general teaching and special purposes.

The second part deals with modern discoveries and theories,

such as the disintegration and transmutation of elements, electrol-

ysis, catalysis, architecture of molecules, etc. The third part

treats modern applications of chemistry, including water and its

purification, petrol, coal tar, dyes, essential oils, vegetable fiber

and products from cellulose, explosives, fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen, and rubber. The fourth part takes up progress in

organic chemistry, particularly sugar, proteins, natural colors

and enzymes.

The chapter on rubber reviews the principal sorts and sources

with statistical production and trade data in quantity and value,

both wild and cultivated. Plantation practice is sketched briefly

;

also the composition and constitution of rubber, rubber sub-

stitutes, the process of vulcanization, reclaiming, and concludes

with a history of synthetic rubber. It is pointed out that the

by-product, acetone, may become so profitable as to reduce the

cost of butadiene rubber considerably, and so assist the synthetic

in competition with the natural rubber. However, it is stated

that the tnany difficulties yet to be overcome are such that

rubber planters need entertain no alarm, particularly in view

of the many new uses to which increased production might

be put. especially if obtainable at reduced cost.

THE WORLD'S COTTON CROPS. BY JOHN A. TODD, B.L. A. &
C. Black, Limited, London, England. The Macmillan Co., New York
City. [8vp, cloth, 460 pages. Price $4.25.]

.A.t the present time, when the cotton trade stands in a critical

condition as regards its raw material, and when so much pioneer

development work is being done in connection with cotton grow-

ing, this volume will be especially welcome. It gives an account

of the sources and varieties of raw cotton in non-technical lang-

uage for the average grower and consumer, telling the former of

the final destination and use of his crop and his rivals in other

countries, and informing the latter of the conditions under which

tiis raw material is produced and how to estimate future pros-

pects and determine the possibilities of new sources of supply.

The author spent five years in Egypt and visited practically the

whole of the American cotton belt and was born and brought

up in close touch with the west of Scotland cotton industry, so

that he has had exceptional opportunities to study his subject.

Aside from general chapters on the cotton plant, geographical

distribution of cotton, the uses of cotton and cottonseed, and

the effects of the war, special chapters are devoted to the dif-

ferent cotton producing countries, including India, China, Japan

and Indo-China ; United States, Mexico, etc. ; the price of Amer-

ican cotton ; British West Africa ; British East and Southeast

Africa; other African colonies; South America; hand-staple

.•\mcrican Upland; Egypt; Anglo-Egyptian Soudan; Sea Island

cotton ; Oceania, etc. Many excellent half-tones, maps, diagrams

and a statistical, appendix illustrate and supplement the text.

The disproportionate space allotted to Egypt is fully justified

on the ground that Egypt is the world's chief example of cotton

growing under irrigation, which, in the writer's opinion, is

showing a tendency to become the prevailing method of cotton

growing, which is now responsible for at least half of the world's

crops, other than American, in Egypt, India, Russia, many parts

of Africa, Peru, Arizona and California.

THE LAW APPLIED TO MOTOR VEHICLES. BY CHARLES J. BAB-
bitt; Second Edition by Arthur W. Blakemore, West Publishing Co.,

St. Paul, Minnesota. [Large Svo, 1,262 pages, buckram binding.
Price, $7.50.J

The universality of motor vehicles, for pleasure or business,

makes the questions of law regarding them, the rights and

privileges of their owners, their liability in cases of acci

dent, and the many knotty legal points which have been decided

upon matters of special interest. This volume, bound in the

modern law library style, contains, under nearly 1,800 heads, the

epitome of thousands of judicial decisions, so arranged that

the special circumstances of each case are set down as the rea-

sons for such decisions. An appendix gives the laws regarding

right of way, laws of the road, street-traffic regulations, head-

light laws, speed limitations, registration, fees, etc., of all the

states. The first edition was by the late C. J. Babbitt. This

second edition was prepared by Arthur W. Blakemore, of the

Massachusetts bar, who has added many decisions which have

been handed down in the interim. The work shows thorough,

careful and conscientious study in its preparation.

THE TIRE RATE BOOK. THE CLASS JOURNAL CO.. NEW YORK
City. Published in January, May and September of every year. [16vo,
paper. 196 pages. Price. 50 cents a year.]

This convenient handbook for tire manufacturers, dealers and
garage offices gives the sizes and prices of the different motor

car tires in all their models. It also contains the pneumatic and

solid tire schedules for the different cars and trucks; a standard

telegraphic code for ordering; motor world guide; commercial

and pleasure vehicle tire sizes and rim data ; comparisons of

average American cars for eight years ; dealers, garages, supply,

repair and charging stations in the United States ; metric sizes

and their equivalents ; types of rims and statistics showing that

there is a car for every 29 persons in the United States.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

MOTHER GOOSE has certainly been brought up to the

twentieth century in "The Kant Slip Mother Goose," pub-

lished by the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City. This

is gotten up in the usual child's story book style and contains

some modern adaptations of well-known nursery rhymes, all of

which result in encomiums for the tires manufactured by that

company. The book is printed in two colors, bound in boards,
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and is sent out by the advertising department of the company
to any address on receipt of the price, 20 cents.

* ^ *

The Davol Rubber Co., Providence, Rhode Island, has sent

us a copy of a large, handsome card containing a tri-colored

picture of the American flag and three striking sentences from
President Wilson's address to Congress on April 2. A copy
of this card was given to every employe of the company re-

cently and undoubtedly ornaments many homes in and around
Providence.

* * *

The Seneca Tripoli Co.. St. Louis, Missouri, is distributing a

neat little pamphlet entitled "Tripoli Products," which gives

many interesting general facts regarding the nature and uses of

tripoli earth, besides describing the many forms and varieties

of products manufactured by the company. The booklet is illus-

trated with half-tones of the qualTies, mills and warehouses, and

gives special attention to the filtration qualities of its stones, and

the uses of its various grades of flour, among which may be

mentioned its value as a filler in rubber compounding.

=!= * *

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin, is sending out "Booklet E," a well-arranged and finely

printed 32-page pamphlet describing the C-H control equipment

for electric elevators. It covers the various classes of con-

trol, hand rope, car switch and push button systems for freight

and passenger elevators. These various classes of equipment

are fully illustrated by excellent half-tones, and much infor-

mation is given regarding such accessories as limit switches,

brakes, door safety switches, over-load protection devices, rules

for motor rating, etc.

* * *

Two booklets, pocket size, of value to motorists, are "Rules

of the Road" and "'Common Causes of Tire Injury," which come
from The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio. Both are well

illustrated with cuts pertinent to the text, and much informa-

tion is compressed into small compass. Every driver of a

car will find these booklets practical and useful.

* * *

The customers of Pell & Dumont, 68 Broad street. New York

City, dealer in crude rubber and gums, have received a service-

able binder for the daily market report sent out by this firm.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

7 HE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-

theless they are of interest not only in showing the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional in-

formation may be furnished by those tvho read them. The editor

is therefore glad to have thosi interested communicate znth him.

[300.] Information is sought regarding the rubber trade in

the Fiji Islands.

[301.] Names of manufacturers of small mills for laboratory

use are requested.
,

[302.] A correspondent desires to purchase sponge rubber

and sponge rubber scrap in large quantities.

[303.] A list of factories manufacturing or handling tube

poles has been requested.

[304.] An inquiry has been received for rubber elastic cords

for airplanes.

[305.] Names are requested of concerns manufacturing rub-

ber bath mats with vacuum cups.

[306.] Information is sought concerning the preparation of

rubber varnisli.

[307.] A correspijndent desires to be ])ut in toucli with mak-
ers of dieing-out machines.

[308.] An inquiry has been received for stock cutters.

[309.] The name of a concern equipped for treating cotton
duck with black oil is requested.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A business man from Denmark, now in the United States,
desires to represent in Russia American manufacturers and ex-
porters of tires, druggists' sundries, and other articles. Report
No. 24,585.

Quotations on rubber are desired by an applicant in France.
Report No. 24,589.

A firm in Uruguay is in the market for rubber heels. Report
No. 24,603.

A company in India wishes to be placed in touch with Amer-
ican manufacturers and exporters of rubber goods. Report No
24,625.

An agency or representation is desired by a firm in Italy for
the sale of suspenders and rubber goods. Report No. 24,626.
A firm in France wishes to purchase one pump, adjustable

accumulator and press of 800 tons, with all tubes, manometer,
etc., and all necessary machinery for the manufacture of solid
rubber tires for automobile trucks. Report No. 24,634.
A business man in the Straits Settlements is in the market

for machinery for manufacturing rubber sheeting, tubes, heels,
soles, etc. Report No. 24,735.

An applicant in British East Africa is in the market for eras-
ers. Report No. 24,696.

A firm in France would like to be placed in communication
with American manufacturers and exporters of reclaimed rub-
ber. Report No. 24,712.

An applicant in Norway desires to purchase 20 tons of rub-
ber for fish tins. Report No. 24,721.

An agency for erasers, rubber bands, etc., is desired by a man
in Norway. Report No. 24,724.

THE OBITUARY RECORD.
VERSED IN RUBBER CHEMISTRY.

•T^HE IxDi.A, Rubber World is informed of the death of Ly.-nan
M. Bourne, subsequent to an operation for goiter. Mr.

Bourne was well known to rubber men, having been active in the

industry ever since his

graduation from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1903. His
first position was as re-

search assistant in the
laboratory of the late Carl
Otto Weber in Boston.
On the death of Dr. Web-
er he entered the employ
of the Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Massachusetts, as

chief chemist and re-

mained there until called

to Brooklyn, New York,
to assume the superin-

tendency of the Eastern
Reclaimed Rubber Co. In
1909 he went to The Good-
year Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio, where he
held the position of chief

chemist and department
manager for five years, re-

signing in 1914 to become general manager of the Double Fabric

Tire Co., of Auburn, Indiana, and leaving there to become vice-

president of the By-Products Realization Co., Chicago, Illinois.

,V.M.\X M. Ilul KNl
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THE JUDGE'S CHARGE IN THE BLITZ CONSPIRACY
SUIT.

AXXl'LXCiiMiCXT was made in The I.nuia IvimsER World.

Jiiiio 1, 1917, of tile decision in favor of the defendants in

the case of Ludwif; Blitz v. The Rubber Central Committee of

The Rubber Association of America. The charge of Supreme

Court Justice Cropsey is of such interest, liowever, because of

its clarity, that we publish it in full herewith.

After the customary explanatory remarks and congratulations

to the plaintiff and defendants. Judge Cropsey said

:

The claim of the plaintiff, in a general sense, is this :
That

these defendants conspired together unlawfully and wrongfully

to put the plaintiff out of business, either wholly or in part.

That is the claim stated in a few w'ords.

The law of conspiracy is this, so far as it is necessary to apply

it, particularly in this trial : A conspiracy necessarily means that

two or more people are involved in it, because no one person

can conspire with himself. The word itself indicates that there

is some gathering together of some interests, more than one. So

two or more people may conspire. If it is to be a conspiracy

which may be the basis of any action, for instance, such as

claimed in this case, the conspiracy would have to be to do some-
thing that was unlawful or to do something by unlawful means.

But 1 need not go any further. I think, in the definition of the

statement of the law. because of the very frank and fair conces-

sion of defendants' counsel, who said to you tliat if you found

that these defendants, or any of them, conspired together wrong-
fully and unlawfully to put this plaintiff out of business or to

injure him in liis business, that then the plaintiff would be en-

titled to a verdict. That is fairly and frankly said, and that is

the law anyhow. So I will not go any further into the discus-

sion of the law on that phase of it.

I will try to point out to you now wherein the plaintif? claims

the defendants did act wrongfully and unlawfully, and then leave

it to you to say whether or not that is so.

Before 1 do that, however, let me say this to you : It appears

in proof here that this plaintiff has not gotten, at least through
the channels that he usually got it, import rubber since some
time in May or June. 1915. But let me caution you, please, that

when you go out to deliberate you try not to arrive at a result

merely from that particular fact. Because that fact of itself

does not establish anything that is of real vitality to this case.

In otlier words, the mere fact that he has not gotten rubber does
not show, unless you know something more, whether these de-

fendants were wrongfidly and unlawfully responsible for his

failure to get it. So do not go out and just say, "Well, he did

not get it, and therefore he ought to have a verdict." That would
not be the law. That is the reason I am saying that to you.

I think it is conceded by the defendants, but whether it is or

not, I think there is very little dispute about it, if any, that he
has not been able to get any rubber : but the defendants very
strenuously and seriously and earnestly dispute that they were
in any way responsible for this failure. That is the reason I

have pointed out to you that the mere fact that he has not .got

it is not to serve any purpose at all e.Kcept just the one, namely,
that he did not get it. Vou are going to find out why he did

not get it, and see whether or not these defendants are respon-
sible for it.

The plaintilT claims these several things as the basis of his

action. You understand that I am only stating his claim. I am
not stating anvthing that I think is true or the fact, but I am
only going to state both claims, that is all. The plaintiff claims
that the defendants w'rongfully and unlawfully conspired together

to get control of the rubber trade ; that in pursuance of that

conspiracy they promulgated rules or regulations, and prescribed
that everybody would have to, comply with those rules and re.gu-

lations who wanted to get import rubber, import rubber at least

from the British domains ; that they also notified the trade that

those who did not comply with these rules and regulations would
not be permitted to get such import rubber, and could not do
business in that line of trade. The plaintiff also claims that the

defendants falsely accused the plaintiff of a non-compliance with
their rules and regulations, that they delayed him in getting some
of his shipments through, and that finally they refused to per-

mit or to release other shipments, or permit him to get other
shipments through.

I think, while that is stated rather summarily, that this state-

ment covers at least in the main the claims that the plaintiff

makes.
The defendants sav that they did not do any of these things

at all tliat the plaintiff claims against them. The defendants sav

that they did not conspire to control the rubber trade; but, on
the contrary, they were trying to foster the rubber trade, to

encourage it, to help it do business; and the only way the)' could

do that was to try to get everybody to live up to the reBulalii>ns

so as to minimize the possibility of the British Government abso-
lutely cutting off tlie supply of crude rubber in this country. Vou
understand that 1 am stating the defendants' claim. '1 he de-

fendants say that while they may liave adopted some minor rules

and regulations tliat the rules and regulations wUich were adopted
and of which the plaintiff complains in his complaint were pro-

mulgated and enforced by the British authorities and not bv
these defendants at all ; that they may have been merely the

vehicle, if you please, through whicli they were sent out or made
known to the trade; but that they were not the factors in pre-

scribing what they should be. The defendants say that they

did not falsely accuse this plaintiff of anything, that they never
accused him of anything, either falsely or otherwise; that tliey

did not delay any of his shipments ; and that they never did

anything that in any way prevented him from getting his ship-

ments through ; but that whatever delay there was in the last

orders, and whatever prevention there was finally, was due solely

to the acts of the British Consul, or his representatives, and not
through any acts of tliese defendants.

I have, I think, generally stated the claims of the defendants.

I do not mean, when I have tried to state briefly, as I have, the

claims of both sides, I do not mean to exclude anything else.

If there are other claims, I do not w-ant to exclude them. That
is not my purpose. My object is merely to try to simplify this

case if I can for your determination—not that you could not
handle it anyhow, but merely to make your labors easier, if I

can point out the real issues that are said to exist, so you may
give towards your verdict your thought and attention and ulti-

mately decide which side to give your verdict to.

These are the claims of the two sides. There is a little more
of amplification, I could perhaps say, about each of these. I will

try merely to amplify them a little, without intending to express
the slightest opinion one way or the other about the two sides of
each of these claims, except in so far as perhaps the evidence may
he uncontradicted concerning it. If it is. perhaps I will men-
tion it.

The first thing is whether the defendants conspired to control

the rubber trade, or whether they did not. The defendants have
told you what they were trying to do. and why they were trying

to do it.

It is a fact, apparently conceded, and even if it is not con-

ceded, I think it is a fact anyhow, that there were misstatements
made in some of these circular letters that these defendants sent

out. V'hether they were of importance or not, I am not saying.

But the plaintiff claims that there were misstatements of facts in

these circular letters. Perhaps the principal claim he makes is

the one which said that the Rubber Club of America was the

trustee of the British Government, in reference to this rubber
matter, and that they had carte blanche practically to carry the

whole thing through : and some other charges of that kind. I

think it is conceded that these statements were at least inac-

curate. They were not truthful. But does it matter? I do not
mean by that question to say I think it does not matter either.

I only want you to get the real purport of these things. Is it

important whether those were true or not? If it is important,

then you will have to find out whv it is important. If it is not
important, you will pay just as little attention to it as its lack of
importance justifies. Is it important w'ith j'ou, these false state-

ments? Their purpose and intent in doing that, of course, would
have a bearing in deciding whether or not it was an important
thing in this case.

As I understand the claim of tlie plaintiff it is that the de-

fendants is that while these statements were untrue, that they
to get control of the rubber trade, and get it into their own
hands, so that they could do as they liked about it.

On the other hand, as I understand it, the claim of the de-

fendants is that while these statements were untrue, that they

were made with the idea rather of not getting any advantage
over anybody, but trying to impress the trade with the belief

that they really had to do what these regulations prescribed in

order to protect everybody in the trade against the possibility

of a calamity almost, it might be said, of having this rubber sup-

ply entirely cut off by the British Government.
I think that is, in a word, the two claims on that point.

What do you think is the fact about it?

If course, if the latter claim is true, if that is the only reason

that they did it. then the false statements are not of anv real

moment. If they did it for the other purpose, it may be of some
moment. But. of course, if it is, even then it would not estab-

lish the plaintiff's main claim, but it would be a factor to be

considered in connection with the other proof.
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I think it is undisputed in the case that these defendants did

not prescribe the main rules, or what I call the main rules. I

mean the rules in regard to the necessity for the written guaran-
tees of both the importer and manufacturer. I think it is ad-
mitted, or even if it is not admitted, I think it is undisputed,

that these defendants did not prescribe those rules and regula-

tions. Those were prescribed by the British authorities in Lon-
don, as the uncontradicted proof in this case shows. So as to

that part of it, at least, there can be no criticism of these de-

fendants. As to how they may have attempted to enforce them,
we will come to a little later. But as to the whole formation or
creation and promulgation of these rules, I think the defendants
had no part under the undisputed proof.

With the promulgation of these rules, the plaintiff claims that

the defendants practically told the people that if they did not
comply with the rules, they could not get import rubber. They
did tell them that. I think the undisputed proof in the case bears
out that statement, because the British authorities said that

if they would not comply with these rules, you cannot get rubber,

and therefore anybody who did not comply with these rules,

would not get it,

Vou cannot predicate any charge against the defendants on
that statement, because the statement that they made to that

effect seems to have been required by the regulations of the Brit-

ish Government.
Then the plaintiff claims that these defendants falsely accused

the plaintiff of a non-compliance with some of the regulations.

I do not get clearly at all the point the plaintiff' bases that claim
on—that they falsely accused the plaintiff of non-compliance.
As I get it, the claim of the plaintiff is that when he went in

there, and there was some discussion about whetlier he had com-
plied with these regulations, that he made his claim tliat he had
complied with them as he understood them. That is how I un-
derstand the plaintiff's claim. 1 do not understand that he says
that the defendants in any way accused him of violating the

rules. I mean not at the time preliminary to this trial. But if

there is any such claim, of course, you can consider it, because
that is one of the charges tliat the plaintiff makes in his com-
plaint upon which this cause of action arises.

The plaintiff also says that the defendants delayed putting

through his shipments, and finally ultimately refused to pass any
more. About that, there is no dispute that he could not get any
more through. 1 say that perhaps rather unreservedly and un-
qualifiedly, notwithstanding Mr. 'V'orhis' testimony or demeanor,
rather, that may have been a little uncertain about it. But I

understand the defendants do not dispute really that they did

not put any more of these things through. If there is any dis-

pute about that, I will hear counsel, and he can take an excep-
tion. 1 do not intend to be unfair in the statement. I am only
trying to simplify it and get it down to what I think there is

really a dispute abont. I do not understand that tliere is anv
real substantial dispute about the fact that the plaintiff could
not get any more of his import rubber throu.gh. and that there

was some delay. How much, I do not know. Whether it is

important or not may not appear either ; Init that there was some
delay in gettin.g through his last three shipments, I think there
is no dispute about. Whether it is important or nr)t, I do not
say..

The question on these last two considerations is tliis : Was
the delay, whatever it amounted to, and was the final situation

which now prevents the plaintiff from getting any import rublier

from British domains, in any way due to the wron.gful and un-
lawful acts of these defendants? I w-ant to emphasize those two
adjectives, "wrongful" and "unlawful," because it has to be acts

of that kind and character, and you have got to find that there
were acts of that kind and character before under any possibility

this plaintiff is entitled to a verdict. To put it in another waj'

:

Tf these defendants in good faith, without any wrong motive,
without any harmful intent or purpose, if they did something or
said somethin.g or failed to do something which in anv way had
tlie effect of cutting off the plaintiff, even if they did that, there
would be no liability, because the liability in this case is charged
not unon an unintentional wron.g. not uuon something that hap-
pened wh'ch nobody sought to bring about ; but it is charged
upon a wilful, wrongful and unlawful attempt and undertaking
to 1>ring about the result that has been brought about. So vou
see that even it you find that these defendants had a ri=rt— •'nd

I do not assinne you will find that these defendants had a part
in liringing abnut the final result, that would not entitle the
plaintiff to a verdict unless you found that that part which the

defendants took was taken wilfullv. deliiierately. witli the inten-
tion of putting this plaintiff out of l)Usiness, or crippling him in

his business.

Just to illustrate what I mean by tliat let me say this. There
is some proof here, in fact, T think it is undisputed in the proof,
that the British representative, Mr. Broderick, who said he put

the final embargo on this—that is not the best word to use. be-
cause that is mi.xed with the Government embargo—but who put
the final veto on the right of this plaintiff to get any more crude
rubber—he said that he never knew of the plaintiff's connection
with this rubber on this "Atlantic" except as he got the informa-
tion of it from the defendants acting through Mr. Wilson. I

want you to, if you will, bear in mind what I have just stated
before, and see how that fact of itself should be applied. The
information upon wdiich Mr. Broderick acted, he said he got
through Mr. Wilson. But that does not show that this plaintiff

has any cause of action, because if Mr. Wilson went to Mr.
Broderick at the request of Mr. Blitz, and told him, Mr. Brod-
erick, what Mr. Blitz had asked him should be told, why, of
course, you would see in a moment without even my saying it

that then there could not be any basis for a liability against the
defendants predicated upon that fact. To go further. If Mr.
Wilson went to Mr. Broderick not merely to tell what Mr. Blitz
had asked him to tell ; l)Ut if he went there with no wrong
motive, if he went there without any unlawful purpo.se, without
any wrongful intention of hurting Mr. Blitz at all, and told
wdiat he knew about Blitz's connection with the rubber on the
".\tlantic" ; and even though tliat was the cause of Mr. Broderick
cutting off Mr. Blitz's supply, still that would be no basis of a
liability, because you will bear in mind that the acts of the
defendants for which they can be held liable are only those
which were done wrongfully and unlawfully. If they have acted
rightfully and if they have acted with a good motive, there is no
possible liability. On the other hand, if they have even acted
thoughtlessly or carelessly or even inconsiderately, there is no
liability so long as their lack of caution or lack of consideration
was not due to any wrongful, wilful, intentional desire to harm
this plaintiff.

I hope I have made that clear, because that is the gist of the
case. The decision in the case rests upon your determination of
whether or not there was anv wrongful or unlawful acts on the
part of these defendants that helped to bring about this result.
Any other act of the defendants that was not wrongful or unlaw-
ful is not an act upon which you can find a verdict for the plain-
tiff, even though it may have been the cause of producing the
very unfortunate situation that tlie plaintiff now finds himself in.

I have tried to clarify just what the real issues are in this
case. If I have done so, I am glad, because that ought to be and
is the object of the Court in charging the jury.

Just let me say to you a few other things, that you will not
misunderstand either. There lias been some talk in this case
about nationality. I observed, when there was the first men-
tion of that in this case, that that had nothing to do with the
case. I am only saying it to you, because I believe it is my duty
under the law to say it to you, that if any verdict should be
found in this, or any other case, either for or against a plaintiff
or for or against a defendant because of his nationality, why it

would be a disastrous situation and a result that would bring
discredit alike upon the jurors who found it and upon the county
that they represented. Nationality has no part in our courts of
justice. We are proud of the fact that people can come into
our courts and get justice, no matter who they are.
While I have said that, let me say this: That if you feel that

anybody in this case has attempted to import into the case any
question of nationality, and if you feel perhaps a not unnatural
resentment that that has been done, let me say to you very
earnestly to be very careful to see that if you have such resent-
ment that it does not operate against the party who you think
may have attempted to import that question into the case. You
see that is just as important to do as the other thing I have
suggested is to do. Both are important, in order that vou will
get the right result, a result that is not influenced by resentment,
or prejudice, or passion, or consideration, or sympathy, or any-
thing else : but a result which is determined simply and solely
by the truth of the case as you find it in the witnesses and in the
exhibits, and that wdiich rings true to your consciences.
The question of whether or not this plaintiff intended, in buy-

ing this nd)ber for Kulenkampff. that it should be exported or
th_at_ it might not be exported, that of itself may not be a deter-
mining factor in the case one way or the other. It may have a
bearing on the case, of course, depending upon how you view-
it. but it may not be a determining factor.

These defendants do not claim that they failed or refused to
do anything for this plaintiff because of his connection with the
Kulenkampff affair. They contend that they did al! they could
notvvitlistanding his connection witli it. no matter what it may
have been ; and that in all tliey did they tried f« keep him in

.good favor or get him back in good favor with the British Gov-
ernment, not as I understand it. because of any altruistic motive
altogether either, not because they were interested in Blitz, as T

understand it. but from a very practical and. in a sense, humanly
selfish motive, as I understand it. that they did not want to take
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the chance of their getting in trouble too, and that if one got in

trouble perhaps the British Government would begui to curtail

the supply. I am only stating what I undurstand is the de-

fendants' claim. So the defendants claim that anything they did

was not because of any action of the plaintiff in regard to the

KulcnkampfT affair. That is the reason why I say that the mere

fact whether the Kulenkampff affair was an honorable one or a

dubious one or a dishonorable one may not of itself help to

determine this controversy. It has a bearing in the case, because

everything must be considered that is in evidence on the intent

of the parties. It has a bearing certainly, or it may have, upon

what ullimatelv was the reason why Mr. Blitz did not get any

more rubber through the British Consul. In so far as it has

those bearings, it is important. But I do not think the case turns

one way or the other upon how you decide that question. But

that is the reason I am pointing it out to you.

In this case, like every case, the plaintiff has to prove jus case.

That me:ms just this. It means that now that the case is all in,

the evidence and the exhibits all before you. that you have to be

convinced, that you have to be satisfied, that the trutli of the case

establishes the fact that the plaintiff claims, namely, that these

defendants wrongfully and unlawfully conspired to do him this

grievous harm. If you are convinced of that, then the plaintiff

has proven his case. If you are not convinced of that, then the

plaintiff has not proven his case. If he has not proved his case,

under the law. the verdict must be for the defendants. In other

words, the defendants do not have to disprove the plaintiff's

claim. The plaintiff has to prove his claim. Failing to do that

to your satisfaction he loses. To put it in another way. If you

do not know whether or not these defendants wrongfully and

unlawfully conspired to do this injury to the plaintiff, if you

do not know whether it is so or not, then you must find for

the defendants, because the plaintiff has not convinced you

that it is so. He has to convince you that it is so before he can

succeed. If you are satisfied that the defendants did not con-

spire, then the verdict is for the defendants, because the plaintiff

has not shown you that they did conspire. It is only in the one

event that you are satisfied as a matter of truth and fact that the

plaintiff has proven and that the evidence shows that the de-

fendants have wrongfully and unlawfully conspired to do this

harm to this plaintiff, that you may find for the plaintiff.

There have been a number of interested witnesses in this case.

Under the law the plaintiff is an interested witness. Each de-

fendant is an interested witness. The plaintiff is interested be-

cause he is trying to get money. The defendants are interested

because they are trying to defeat a claim of money sought to be

obtained from them. So the law recognizes all of them as inter-

ested witnesses, and says merely this about them. The law does

not sav vou must not believe "them. A great many years ago

thev w'er'e not allowed to testify at all, because somebody ap-

parently had the idea that interested people never told the truth.

You are all business men, and you know that is not the fact

ahvavs. You know that interested people sometimes do tell the

truth, even though it hurts their interests. On the other hand,

you know perfectly well that somaimes interested people do

not tell the truth ; that when it serves their purpose to exaggerate

or color, or do even worse, they sometimes do it. The law

recognizes all that, and says just this about interested witnesses,

that vou should take their testimony with care and caution and

look at it carefully before you tie up to it. Before you are satis-

fied that you can relv on it, be sure that you believe it is true.

If you do believe it is true, believe it, notwithstanding they

have an interest. If you do not believe it is true, discard it.

That, of course, you would do anyhow with other witnesses as

well as those interested witnesses I have referred to.

The verdict in this case will be either for the plaintiff or for

the defendants. If it is for the defendants, there is nothing more
to the verdict and nothing more for you to deliberate upon. But

if you find, under the rules I have given you, that the verdict

should be for the plaintiff, then you will have to decide two other

things. One is against which of the defendants the verdict

should be ; and the second what the amount of it should be.

Gentlemen, I really feel almost embarrassed in stating some
things here to you, because you are so intelligent, but I feel it

is my duty to say this. You will understand the fact that I am
going to charge you about the question of damages does not in-

dicate that I think you will ever get to that question at all. I

have to charge you about it, because under the law I have to

cover every possible question in the case before you retire. I

cannot tell whether you are going to find for the plaintiff or

for the defendants. So do not be misled by the fact that I am
going to charge on the question of damages. You will not get

to the question of damages if you find for the defendants. But

if you find for the plaintiff, then you come to the question of

damages, and the determination of which of the defendants your
verdict should be against.

On the latter question this is the law: If there is a con-
spiracy, as 1 have already told you, there must be at least two
to take part in it, and there may be more. The plaintiff claims
that all these defendants who have been named here conspired
together, that they were all of this committee, and whatever was
done by one was done by all ; that the circulars that went out
bore the names of all—perhaps not every one. but most of them
did at any rate ; and tliat they were acting in concert and acting
through their chairman, and that their secretary, Vorhis, was act-
ing in behalf of them all and representing them all.

If you find that there was any conspiracy, and that they all

participated in it, and that it was a conspiracy of the kind I

have indicated to you, an unlawful, wrongful combination to

squeeze this plaintiff, then your verdict may be against all of
them. If you find any one or more of them did not enter into

that conspiracy, your vcr<lict could only be against those whom
you think did enter into it.

There docs not have to be direct proof of conspiracy. I sup-
pose it is almost impossible in any law suit to get the concrete
proof that two or more people got together and said, "We are
going to conspire to do this thing." It is not done that way, as a
rule, at least. The law recognizes that fact, and says that you
may (I do not say that you will or should) in proper cases find

that there was a conspiracy from the acts and from the things
that you might prove to have been done to you from the concert
if there be such between the parties. So if you find a verdict for
the plaintiff, and get to that question, just say whether or not
in your verdict it is against all the defendants, or if not name
those against whom you find.

Then on the question of damages the law is very simply stated.

If the plaintiff is entitled to recover, he is entitled to recover
whatever damages he sustained as the result of these wrongful
and unlaw-ful acts of the defendants, because you have got to

find that they were wrongful and unlawful before you find for

the plaintiff at all. If they did these wrongful and unlawful
things, they must pay the plaintiff for the damage that resulted.

That you will fix, using not necessarily as the mathematical basis
of your verdict the proof as to what his earnings have been
before and since, but using that proof together with any other
proof there may be in the case in determining what really has
been the damage occasioned to him by these acts of these de-
fendants.

PERLMAN-FIRESTONE SUIT DISMISSED.

A FTER five days of legal skirmishing before Judge Learned
'*• Hand in the United States District Court of New York
the infringement suit of the Perlman Rim Corporation, of Newr

York City, against the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron,

Ohio, was brought to a dramatic close through its sudden with-

drawal by the attorneys for the rim corporation, and its final

dismissal without prejudice to either side by the Court. This

was followed later by the announcement of L. H. Perlman's

removal from the presidency of the company bearing his name
because of his complete lapse of memory while on the stand

regarding his London business career of 1895, and his refusal

to answer questions or to affirm or deny allegations reflecting

upon his integrity.

Although this surprising denouement constituted a signal vic-

tory for the Firestone Company, the Perlman patent continues

technically a valid grant. However, the significance of the pres-

ent situation lies in the fact that the historic suit against the

Standard Welding Co., authenticating the Perlman patent, was

won principally because of the Court's belief in Mr. Perlman's

rectitude and veracity, and the acceptance of his testimony,

supported by witnesses, as to the manner and date of the mental

conception of his invention. Should the validity of the patent

again be tested at law it is an open question what weight his

testimony would carry.

According to "Automobile Topics," "it is believed that Perl-

man's unexpected elimination from the Perlman company will

render it possible for those in control of its affairs to- readjust

relations with the trade, thereby aiding in bringing to an end

the tense uncertainty that has remained ever since the rim in-

dustry was held up by the now historic decision by the old

Standard Welding Co."
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It was in February, 1916, that the Perlman patent was sus-

tained in a suit against the Standard Welding Co. Up to that

time anyone had made demountable rims without restrictions, the

Firestone company, for instance, having been making them since

1908. The Perlman patent, not issued until 1913, was made
operative by Perlman swearing that his invention dated back

to 1903.

Thus Perlman had a practical monopoly on all forms of de-

mountable rims. The factory of the Standard Welding Co. was
closed and all rim manufacturers notified to discontinue making

rims. Then the Perlman Rim Corporation was organized with a

capital of $10,000,000, and it was understood that Perlman re-

ceived between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 for his invention.

The entire automobile industry was disturbed and its output

seriously threatened. Automobile manufacturers who had been

receiving their rims from the Standard Welding Co. made
arrangements with the Perlman Rim Corporation to release a

suflficient number to maintain their deliveries, and most of the

other rim manufacturers submitted and turned their plants over

to the Perlman Rim Corporation.

Being firmly convinced that this patent was unjust and a ser-

ious menace to the entire motoring public, H. S. Firestone re-

fused to recognize the Perlman claims in any way. Braving an

injunction against his firm and the closing of his rim plant, he

decided to fight the matter out in the courts and took personal

charge of the case for his company. The injunction was first

argued in New York before Judge Mayer on April 13 last.

By that time the Firestone attorneys had gathered new evidence

showing the character of the testimony on which the decision

in the former suit had been obtained and asked that they be

given an opportunity to present the facts in open court. On this

showing, an injunction was denied and the present suit was set

for a hearing.

The Firestone company is still manufacturing rims untram-

meled by any patent claims, and Mr. Firestone believes every-

body is now put on an equal footing again where merit and

efficiency are the measures by which all will be judged.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.
ROUTES FOR RUBBER SHIPMENTS.

A N important decision was rendered in the Court of Ap-
•**• peals London, in a rubber contract case regarding routes

for rubber shipments.

L. Sutro & Co., London, England, bought a quantity of rubber

under a contract (c. i. f.) from Heilbut, Symons & Co., London,

England. The sellers had the goods shipped to Seattle, whence
they were to be reshipped by rail to their destination, New York
City. To this the buyers objected and demanded arbitration to

settle the matter. When their objection was overruled, they ap-

pealed to the Committee of the Rubber Trade Association and
by a second decision in a special case, it was held that the buy-

ers were not liable to accept delivery. From this decision the

sellers now appealed, claiming that the route by which they had

sent the rubber had become a usual one, that it could be read

into the contract and that they, therefore, had the right to use

it instead of the route wholly by sea.

It was held, however, that the terms of the contract, referring

constantly to "vessel or vessels" and to "the port of discharge,"

provided for carriage by sea only, and that consequently, al-

though it had become the custom to ship goods from the East

to Seattle and then transmit them by rail to New York City, the

terms of the contract could not be construed to include this cus-

tom. The appeal by the sellers was, therefore, dismissed with

costs.

DeLaski & Thropp Circular Woven Tire Co. v. Empire Rus-

her & Tire Co., in District Court, New Jersey, December 12-

16. In a suit for infringement by the manufacture and sale of

infringing machines, an interlocutory decree was entered in favor

of complainant, but limiting the accounting and extent of com-
plainant's recovery to the profit? which defendant had derived

from the infringement. On affirmance of such decree the parties

made a settlement and entered into a stipulation that the amount
paid by defendant was accepted by complainant in full payment

of all claims and demands which it may have against the de-

fendant by reason of the defendant's infringement.

Held, that the settlement covered only infringements of the

character charged in the bill and such damages and profits as

could have been recovered under the issues in the cause and that

it did not bar a subsequent suit by complainant against a user

of machines sold by defendant although bought before it was
made. [Federal Reporter, Vol. 239, page 139.]

Foley v. Home Rubber Co. New Jersey Supreme Court. A
sales representative of a manufacturing company who became one

of the Lusitania victims, while on his way to Europe on business

for his company, must be regarded as having lost his life in an

accident in the course of his employment, within the provisions of

the New Jersey workmen's compensation act, entitling his widow
to an award under that law. [Atlantic Reporter, Vol. 99, page

624.1

Wendell v. American Laundry Machinery Co., United States

District Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Public use of a

machine with permission of the inventor for two years before his

application for a patent conclusively establishes his abandonment

of any right to a patent, unless it appears that such use was for

experimental purposes only. [Federal Reporter, Vol. 239, page

555.1

INTERESTING LETTERS FROM OUR READERS.
SINGAPORE CELEBRATES AMERICAN WAR PARTICIPATION,

To the Editor of The India Rubber World :

r^EAR SIR—The weekly rubber auction was suspended for

'-^ an hour yesterday to enable those present to attend the

Anglo-American war participation services which were quite

impressive, the address being delivered by an American Epis-

copal archdeacon, as per enclosed clipping and two postcards,

showing St. Andrew's Cathedral and statue of Sir Stamford

Raffles, the founder of Singapore.

Singapore, April 27, 1917. Richard ^^'EIL.

DO RUBBER SOLES AND HEELS PROTECT ARTILLERYMEN?

To the Editor of The India Rubber World:

r^EAR SIR.—In the "Red Cross Magazine" for July, page
'-^ 249, G. F. Keogh, an ambulance man with the Red Cross

in France, describes how heavy artillery gunners use plugs of

cotton in their ears and rise on their toes during the firing to

prevent rupture of the ear drums.

Can you advise a reader of The India Rubber World to what

extent, if any, a good rubber heel and sole will prevent or ease

the concussion? Chas. P. Fox.

Cleveland, Ohio, June 20, 1917.

AKRON-BOSTON EXPRESS.

The present railroad congestion has greatly increased the trans-

portation of freight by motor trucks for distances up to 75 miles

or more. A route covering a distance of 1,540 miles, maintaining

regular schedules night and day, is therefore an interesting devel-

opment of motor truck possibilities. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co. has inaugurated this new service by the establishment of a

line operating between its factory at Akron, Ohio, and Boston,

Massachusetts, hauling tires to its eastern branches, and return-

ing laden with cotton fabric from the Goodyear Cotton Mills,

at Goodyear, Connecticut. Several round trips have already been

made, the last of which was accomplished in seven and one-half

days.
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The Rubber Association of America.

TI ! E Rubber Association continues to broaden in scope and

usefulness. The beneficial influence of this organization on

present trade conditions is noteworthy. New divisions are

being formed and the membership roll is constantly increasing.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee iieUl May 31 in the

Association rooms, the following tirm members were elected :

FIRM MHMP.ERS.

Albert E. Burr. .Albert E. Burr Co., New York City; J. i'ines,

Pines Rubber Co.. Inc.. Brooklyn, New York; S. I.. Warner,

The National Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio; J. A.

Duval, F. S. Carr Co., Framingham, Massachusetts.

TRANSFERS FROM ASSOCIATF TO FIRM MEMBERSHIP.

E. L. McGreen. Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania; O. A. Barnard, The O. .A. I'.arnard Co., Inc.,

New York City.

RUnrsER RECLAIMERS' DIVISION'.

The Rubber Reclaimers Division has succeeded the Rubber

Reclaimers Club, founded by William T. Rodenbach, March 2S,

1900, and promises to be one of the most active divisions of the

Association. A mid-summer meeting will be held July 24. at the

Copley Plaza, Boston, Massachusetts, followed by a shore din-

ner at the Point Shirley Club, Winthrop, Massachusetts.

An important meeting was held June 12 and resulted in the

adoption of the following standard specifications relating to rub-

ber scrap, effected July 1, 1917.

STANDARDS OF SCRAP RrUBER SPECIFICATIONS AND PACKING.

All goods bought or sold under the following specifications

are understood to consist only of Domestic or Canadian manu-

facture, unless otherwise stipulated. All grades of scrap rubber

>hall be bought and paid for net weight, mill weights to govern,

and no allowance for bagging or covering of any kind shall be

made, nor shall the same be returned to tlie seller.

All shipments of scrap rubber must be contained in bags, bales,

bundles, or other suitable containers, and if shipped loose a

charge of % cent per pound shall be made for extra handling,

except automobile tires and railroad hose which may be shipped

loose.

DELIVERY.
\ — \ lyii ^iiaii mean 2.000 pounds, iinleps otiierwibe specified. In rela-

tion to Foreign Scrap Rubber a ton shall mean 2,240 pounds. Shipments
i>i less than a tun shall be accepted at l^c per pound reduction.

E.—Should buyer claim that goods delivered on a contract are not up to

tlie proper standaid and the seller claim that they are a proper delivery

ilic matter shall be referred to the Arbitration Committee of The Rubber
Association of America, Inc.. who shall appoint sn equal number of

leclaimers and dealers who in turn shall select an umpire.

C.—All scrap rubber of foreign manufacture shall be bought C.l.F. port

of entry as per weight determined by sworn weigher's certificate, seller

to bear expense of weighing, and shall be subject to same conditions as

irovern purchases of domestic manufacture.

D.—REJECTIONS: Upon his request all rejections shall be returnable

to the seller within thirty days from the time notice of rejection is received

by him- and upon payment by him of jAc per pound to cover cost of sorting

riiid rebaling. If shipping instructions are not furnished within the above
mentioned thirty days the purchaser shall be at liberty to make such dis-

position of the material as he may see tit. The above does not apply if

rejected material is purchased by the mill.

E.—Each grade of scrap rubber must be pa'cked separately, and if not
^o packed a handling chirge of J-zC per pound will be made by the buyer.

F.-—All scrap rubber must be dry and free from dirt. All scrap received
wet may be dried by the buyer, such shipments to be paid for on the dry
\\ eight as ascertained at the mill.

G.—A purchase contract shall not be considered filled until the full

quantity within 2^4 per cent more or less net weight shall have been re-

ceived, any rejections to be replaced within thirty days of the da-te of
notice of rejection to the shipper.

H,—If through embargo a delivery cannot be made at the time specified

the contract shall remain valid and shall be completed innnediately on the

'ifting of the embargo, and terms of said contract shall not be changed.
Notice of embargo must be served by seller.

Code words appear in italics.

1. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES iAcre). The deliveries of rubber
boots and shoes must consist of rubber boots and shoes of domestic or

Canadian manufacture. Red, \\hite, tan. and fancy colored shoes are not
a good d'j'.ivery. They must be dry and free from dirt. AH cloth top
*-hoes. trimmed or untrimmed. and soles or heels of rubber boots and shoes
from which the uppers have been .emoved shall not be accepted as a good
delivery.

2. TRIMMElJ ARCTICS {Band). Must be closely trimmed and free
from leather nr any compoMte non-rubher bearing material such as fiber

inner soles, etc.

fa) UNTRIMMED ARCTICS. Must be free from leather or any com-
posite non-rubber bearing material sucli as fiber inner soles, etc.

3. TRIMMED TENNIS SHOES {Clam). Must be black; closely
trimmed ; free from molded soles and leather, or any composite non-rubber
bearin? material such as fibt-r inner -ioles, etc.

(a) UNTR)MMED TENNIS SHOES. Must be free from leather and
molded soles, or any conii.'o^ite non-rubber bearing material such as fiber

inner soles, etc.

4. STANDARD AT'TO TIRES (Dirk). Must be free from the follow-
ing: All unguaranteed tiies; heavy beatled tires; non-pneumatic or filled

tires. Must not coTitain any hard. o.\id!zed, burnt, single tube, motor
cycle, stripped or badly worn tires nor tires containing leather or metal,

5. UNGUARANTEED TIRES {Earl). Must be free from heavy beaded
lires, hard or oxidized, stripped, badly worn tires with leather and metal.

6. HEAVY HEADED TIRES (Farm). Must be free from hard or
o.xidized tires, stripped, badly worn and tires with leather and metal.

7. BADLY WORN TIRES (Came). Must be free from hard or oxi-
dized tires, heavy beaded and tires with leather and iron. A reasonable
proportion of the tread must be on the tires.

(a) STRIPPED TIRES. Must be free from hard or oxidized tires.

heavy beaded and tires with leatlier and iron.

8. NO. 1. Al'TG TIRE PEELINGS (Hawk). Must be free from cloth,
metal ."nd leather.

9. NO. 2. AX:T0 TIRE PEELINGS (Iced). Must consist of peelings
from auto tire treads only and must be free from metal, leather and stripped
auto tire fabric.

10. BICYCLE TIRES (Jade). Must be free from hard or oxidized
tires, wire and beaded tires.

11. SOLID WAGON AND CAB TIRES {Kite). Must be free from
meial and baby carriage tires.

12. SOLID MOTOR TRUCK TIRES (Lamp). Tires must be over
2'/2 inches in diameter. Must be free from metal and tires with hard bases,

fiber bases and cloth bases.

13. AIRBRAKE HOSE (Mask). Afust be free from metal, hard or
oxidized hose and steam hose.

14. GARDEN HOSE (Nail). Must be V^ inch, or over in diameter
and free from metal, rags, rope and cotton covered hose.

15. LARGE HOSE (Oven). Large hose must be one inch or over in

diameter. Must be free from metal, rags, rope, hard or oxidized hose and
all cotton covered hose.

16. COTTON COVERED FIRE HOSE (Park). Must be rubber lined,

and free from hard or oxidized hose, double jacketed and extra heavy
single jacketed hose, and metal.

17. NO. 1. AUTO INNER TUBES (Qiih). Must be strictly elastic

floating tubes, free from crusty tubes, cloth, metal, patches and valve seats.

18. NO. 2. AUTO INNER TUBES (Race). (Known as Compounded
Tubes.) Must be standard tubes, free from crusty tubes, cloth and metal.

19. NO. 1. BICYCLE INNER TUBES (Salt). Must be strictly elastic

floating tubes, free from crui-ty tubes, cloth, metal and valve seats.

20. NO. 2. BICYCLE INNER TUBES (Train). (Known as Com-
pounded Inner Tubes.) Must be standard tubes, free from crusty tubes,

cloth and metal.

21. RED AUTO INNER TUBES (I'tes). Must be standard tubes, free

from punchings, crusty tubes, cloth, metal and black patches.

(a) WHITE AUTO INNER TUBES. Must be standard tubes, free

from crusty tubes, cloth, hard metal, and patches other than white.

(b) WHITE BICYCLE INNER TUBES. Must be standard tubes, free

from crusty tubes, cloth, liard metal, and patches other than white.

22. NO. 1. WHITE RI'BBER (I'ase). Must consist of strictly clean

white soft druggists' sundries and must be free from cloth and metal.

23. NO. 2. WHITE RUBBER (IVard). Must consist of white horse
shoe pads, white toys, white mechanical goods, and to be free from cloth,

metal, ciusty. hard or oxidized material.

24. NO. 3. WHITE RUBBER (IVarc). Must consist of painted white
iubl>er balls or toys from which the paint has been removed, and to be
free from cloth, oainted wainsc^ting, metal and hard or o.xidized rubber.

NO. 4. WHITE RUBBER. Must consist of white jar rings and be
tree from cloth, metal and hard or oxidized rubber.

25. WHITE WRINGER RUBBER (Wren). Must be strictly white soft

rubber, free from yellow wringer rubber, hard or oxidized wringer rubber,
clotli and metal.

26. YELLOW WRINGER RUBBER (Xray). Must be f i ee from cloth,

metal and hard rubber.

27. MINED BLACK RL'BPER (Yoke). Must be free from cloth,

metal, crusty, hard or oxidized material, packing, stripped matting, tiling,

baby carriage tires and molded soles.

28. MATTING AND PACKING (Zero). Must be free from Garlock.
Cramiall, and piston packing. l>elting and similar material, metal and hard
or oxidized stock.

29. NO. 1. RED RUBBER (Venst). Must consist of soft red druggists'

sundries, free from maroon, chocolate, and other dark shades, also free

from cloth and metal.

30. NO. 3. RED RUBBER (Vazvl). Must consist of material such as

red toys, balls, mechanical red. Must be free from jar rings, soles, packing,

hard or v^xidizcd rubber, cloth and metal.

31. RED P.\CKING (Yarit). Must be free from hard or oxidized rub-

lier. cluth and metal, and fli^colored rubber.
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UNITED STATES RUBBER CO. JtAKES ARTIFICIAL LEATHER GOODS.

Artificial leather is a new development of the rubber busi-

ness and is being much used for high-grade automobile-
topping and in imitation of leather articles of all kinds, such
as traveling bags, furniture upholstery, and similar articles.

The United States Rubber Co. is now manufacturing and
placing traveling bags on the market, but has thus far been
unable to meet the demand and is planning to enlarge this

department.

At the Naugatuck, Connecticut, plant of the Goodyear's
Metallic Rubber Shoe Co. a new rubber fabrics department
has been started in the "Old Shop" on Rubber avenue. The
present capacity of the auto-topping department is 5,000

yards a day, but this will shortly be doubled and the output
will, eventually, be 20,000 yards per day.

In conjunction with tliis department, it is planned to have
the rubberized carriage cloth and artificial leather plant, which
is now operated in Maiden, Massachusetts, moved to Nau-
gatuck, where it will be developed until it has a capacity of

10,000 yards a day.

It is expected that the new rubber fabrics department will

require from ISO to 200 operatives in the near future. It will

be under the management of James W. Quirk, who has

had extensive experience at the National India Rubber Co.,

Bristol, Rhode Island; the Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited, Montreal, and the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.,

Boston, Massachusetts.

RUBBER MEN DISCUSS EXPORT TRADE.

IN connection with the industrial trade exposition held June

23 to 30, at Springfield, Massachusetts, an export conference

was instituted as a prominent feature, and this brought together

many men now exporting, and others who are considering the

broadening of their business, by securing foreign trade. On the

opening day, Edwin F. Sweet, assistant secretary of the Depart-

ment of Commerce, was the principal speaker. The conferences

from Monday to Saturday were confined to special subjects, or

lines of merchandise, and on each day a number of leading men
in the chosen industries addressed the meetings. Wednesday,

June 27, was denominated "Leather and Rubber Goods Day,"

and the rubber industry was represented by E. H. Huxley, presi-

dent of the United States Rubber Export Co.. Limited, New
York City, and J. B. Maus, export manager of The Fisk Rub-

ber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.

PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES OF AN EXPORT BUSINESS.

Mr. Huxley delivered a carefully prepared address, showing

the advantages of an export business to American manufacturers.

Such business, he declared, because of its stability, offers a bal-

ance which becomes invaluable in times

of domestic business depression. For-

eign business is permanent and secure.

Unlike the domestic buyer, the foreign

customer is largely dependent on the

seller, and if his goods are properly

made, shipped promptly and exactly as

specified, he will conceive a loyalty and

trust in the seller hard to overcome.

Contrary to general belief, Mr. Hux-
ley declared that records prove that the

ratio of selling expense is considerably

below that for a like amount of domestic

business, the reasons being that calls by

salesmen are less frequent and orders

average larger. Another advantage is that this business is for

cash, either before or coincident with the shipment of the goods.

To properly conduct an export business, one man at least

must know export, think export, sympathize with export and

Edward H. IIi'xlkv.

realize what it means. There are three ways for the smaller

concerns to build up an export business: (1) Utilize export
commission houses in this country; (2) send a representative to

make one trip and appoint local agents, or (3) cooperate with
other houses in non-competing lines and maintain a joint or-

ganization. Of these, he considered the last the least desirable

;

the second the most so. Mr. Huxley discussed the price ques-

tion, the matter of credits, and advised a careful and intelligent

handling of these subjects. He told those of his hearers who
have added an export business to consider it as a fixture, and
on no account let anything interfere with it, whatever may be

domestic trade conditions. He said

:

We are bound sooner or later to be forced into foreign trade
in spite of ourselves, and being so forced, it is the wise man who
recognizes the advantages to be obtained, who realizes the bene-
fits that must come to his domestic business, and who carefully,

slowly and intelligently develops part of his business in foreign
fields.

RUBBER GOODS IN OVERSEAS TRADE.

John B. Maus, export manager of The Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, told of the growing importance
of the rubber industry, gave some account of the production

and uses of this material, and to this

added some statistics. Touching upon
its rapidly increasing use on account of

the war, he spoke of the opportunities

of American rubber manufacturers to

place their products in foreign countries.

To properly do this, he told his hearers

they must know geography, the customs
of the people, the shipping facilities, the

railway, highway and other develop-

ments to determine the possible markets,

and he described some of the more im-
portant ones. The importance of prop-

erly protecting trade-marks, the neces-

sity of using the native tongue of the

country in all correspondence, catalogs and advertising matter,
and the probability of being obliged to give long term credit

were touched upon, and the great advance in banking facilities

described. Mr. Maus recommended a broad system of commer-
cial education of young men. In conclusion he said

:

The business world to-day is vitally interested in this problem,
for no organization can succeed in a material degree whose
workers are not efficient. The foundation of national prosperity
clearly rests upon that result accomplished by its people to serve
real purposes in sympathy with current industry, science and gov-
ernment. If we can encourage early, direct business training, the
usefulness of the populace of our country will assure both "trad-
ing power and wealth. Now is the time to make arrangements
for after-war business, by a high standard of quality, an intelli-
gent representation, and sufficient encouragement by the financial
interest to permit a worldwide business.

John B. Maus

A GERMAN CRUDE RUBBER RUSE THAT FAILED.

Some curious documents occasionally reach the British Prize

Court. One letter from a Hamburg firm to branches in Japan,

recently intercepted, discloses a subtle attempt to get much need-
ed rubber and copper through the British blockade into Ger-
many. The veiled instructions follow

:

"We request you to inform us if you will be able to supply
us with large quantities of very heavy copper and bronze vases,

also animals. You can send us the roughest and most faulty

examples. The animals must be massive, not hollow, and must
have the appearance of curiosities. If you can ship 10 to 20
tons per month direct to Sweden as curiosities * * * vi'e shall

be glad if you could arrange to pack the cases with raw rubber
so that the works of art should not sulTer."

This is another example of the importance of rubber in war
times and reflects the extreme measures adopted by the Germans
to secure even the smallest supplies of this necessary material.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

MEETING OF THE EAGLE-PICHER LEAD CO.

THE Eagle-Piclicr Lead Co. held the annual summer meet-

ing of its Eastern sales force in New York City, from

June 19 to 21. The business sessions were held at the

new New York offices at 101 Park avenue. Besides the sales

force, there were present O. S. Pichcr, president; R. W. Evans,

vice-president and general sales manager; John R. MacGregor,

assistant general sales manager, and John B. Livingston, all from

Chicago; Mr. Chatam, manager of the Pittsburgh branch; also

Dr. Schaeflfer, chief chemist of the company; W. E. Maston,

manager of the Philadelphia branch, and M. H. Riley, manager

of the Baltimore branch. The company's new plant at Newark,

New Jersey, was visited, and the social activities included a

banquet at the Cafe Des Beaux-.Arts, presided over by President

Picher.

This was one of the most successful meetings this organiza-

tion has held and those in attendance numbered about thirty.

SUBSIDIARIES ELECT PRACTICALLY IDENTICAL OFFICERS.

The two leading subsidiaries of the United States Rubber Co.,

at Naugatuck, Connecticut, have recently elected directors and

officers. The directors of Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.

are Walter S. Ballou, James B. Ford, Samuel Norris, W. T.

Rodenbach and F. F. Schaffer. The officers are F. F. Schalifer,

president; \V. T. Rodenbach, treasurer; Charles T. McCarthy,

secretary; Homer E. Sawyer, general manager; John D. Car-

berry, assistant secretary; and Charles S. Myers, assistant treas-

urer.

Tlie directors of Goodyear's India Rubber Glove Manufac-

turing Co. are Walter S. Ballou, John D. Carberry, Ernest Hop-

kinsou, W. T. Rodenbach and F. F. Schaffer. The officers of

the company are identical with those of the first mentioned com-

pany, with the exception of the assistant treasurer, which office

in the latter company is held by C. C. Schofield.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS

The Apsley Rubber Co. has declared its regular semi-annual

dividend of '2}^ per cent on preferred stock, payable July 1 to

stockholders of record June 30.

A quarterly dividend of $1.75 per share has been declared on

both the common and preferred stock of The Barrett Co., pay-

able July 2 to stockholders of record June 20.

The General Electric Co. has declared a stock dividend of

$2 per share, payable July 14 to stockholders of record June 16.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend

of 3 per cent on common stock on June 1.

The Kelly-Springfield Co. has declared a quarterly dividend

of $1.50 per share on 6 per cent preferred stock, payable July

2 to stockholders of record June 18.

The board of directors of the Keystone Tire & Rubber Co.

has declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent with an addi-

tional 1/3 per cent on preferred stock and a regular quarterly

dividend of 3 per cent on common stock, payable July 2 to

stockholders of record June 22.

Tlie Pennsylvania Rubber Co. has declared regular quarterly

dividends of 1^ per cent on preferred and V/, per cent on com-

mon stock, payable June 30 to stockholders of record June 15.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. has de-

clared a quarterly dividend of 154 per cent on preferred stock,

pavable July 16, and of 154 per cent on coinmon stock, payable

July 31, both dividends payable to stockholders of record June 30.

DE LISSER SUBMITS A WAR TAXATION PLAN.

Of the many forms of war taxation proposed during the past

few weeks, none is simpler than that submitted by Horace DeLis-

ser, chairman of the board of directors of the Ajax Rubber Co.,

to Chairman Simmons, of the finance committee of the Senate,

The plan is to impose a universal levy of one-half of one per

cent of the gross annual sales made by every business in the

country. Such a tax, it is claimed, would net the government

the required $1,000,000,000, at the same time proving equitable,

economical, easy to collect and in no wise disturbing to trade.

Distributed to every article of merchandise sold throughout the

United States, as well as covering lawyers' fees and other pro-

fessional emoluments, it would offer little incentive for" evasion.

BANftUET TO JESSE E. LA DOW.

Nearly one hundred persons attended the banquet tendered

Secretary Jesse E. LaDow, of the Mansfield Tire & Rubber

Co., Mansfield, Ohio, on his return from an extended tour to

the Far East. In the unavoidable absence of the president,

C. R. Grant, G. W. Henne, vice-president and general manager,

acted as toastmaster. Besides the officers of the company, the

directors, sales managers, heads of departments and their

assistants there were invited guests including the mayor of

Mansfield, and a number of leading local bankers and profes-

sional men. Several eloquent addresses were delivered, inter-

spersed were songs and recitations. Mr. LaDow concluded

the evening's entertainment with an interesting talk of great

educational value on his trip and the details of his research in

the plantations of the Far East. The affair was a most en-

joyable one and much credit for its success is due to the com-

mittee : R. H. Sotherland, purchasing agent ; P. H. Ober, gen-

eral superintendent ; H. W. Webster, sales manager, and A. C.

Moore, assistant secretary.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE ftUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-

facturing companies on June 25 are furnished by John Burnham
& Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La Salle

street, Chicago, Illinois,

Bid. Asked.
,\jax Rubber Co. (new) 68'A 71
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., coinmon 115 122
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 105 107
The E. F. Goodrich Co.. common 51J^ 52'A
The B. F. Goodrich Co.. preferred 105 !4 lOSJ-i
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 180 185
Goodyear Tire & Rui)i)er Co., preferred 105 107
Kelly-Springtield Tire Co., common 47^2 4854
Kel!y-.Springfield Tire Co., preferred 89 95
Miller Rubber Co., common , 180 190
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 102 105
Portage Rubber Co 145 155
Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co.. preferred
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 65 70
T/nited States Rubber Co., common 61 6lyi
United States Rubber Co., preferred 107 107^

CONSOLIDATION OF WESTINGHOUSE INTERESTS.

An important development in the affairs of the Westinghouse

organizations, here and abroad, is the consolidation of the British,

French and Italian Westinghouse companies. The powerful

financial group in control is reported to have further plans for

extension of interests, by which it will rival the great German
company, the Allcgeineine Electricitats Gcsellschaft. The Ameri-

can Westinghouse company not only retains a financial interest

in this combination, but an agreement of alliance has been made

with the London group under which the American ' company

trades in the Western Hemisphere and the Far East, including

.\siatic Russia, and the British company in Europe, Africa and

Australia, each company representing the other as sole agent

in its respective territory for business that naturally gravitates

toward the other.
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TKADE KOTES.

To meet the demands of constantly increasing business the

New York Rubber Co., New York City, has increased its capital

stock from $300,000 to $500,000.

Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, Inc., New Y'ork City, have re-

moved their offices from the Guaranty Trust Building to the

Equitable Building, 120 Broadway.

The recently issued annual report of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, shows

a surplus of nearly double that of the year before. During the

12 months ending last March the company did a gross business

of $89,539,442, on which it realized a net manufacturing profit

of $17,461,690. Over a million dollars of miscellaneous income,

including interest, dividends and royalties, brought the profit up

to the $18,000,000 mark.

The New Jersey Testing Laboratories, Montclair, New Jersey,

have recently completed e-xtensive additions to their offices and

laboratories, the latter now occupying three buildings and being

equipped to handle a large amount of research work, carrying

tests to the semi-commercial stage, if desired.

The New York City offices of the General Electric Co. have

been removed from 30 Church street to 120 Broadway, in the

Equitable Building.

The L. Candee & Co., New Haven, Connecticut, has purchased

the property of the Connecticut Pie Co. adjoining its plant and

also the property belonging to the Yale Brewing Co. No
definite plans have yet been formulated with reference to the

use of these real estate acquisitions.

After July 1 the Oak Rubber Co., formerly operating in

Akron, will be located in Ravenna, Ohio, this change being neces-

sary to secure satisfactory quarters for the increased produc-

tion of toy balloons, the company's exclusive product. Two and

one-half acres located on North Chestnut street on the Erie

Railroad, have been secured, and a factory will soon be built

on this property.

Formal transfer was made of the Adams & Ford Co. property

at Cleveland, Ohio, to the United States Rubber Co., New York

City, on June 1. The .\dams & Ford Co. is one of the oldest

and largest distributers of rubber footwear in the Middle West
and is the owner of the "Everstick" rubber.

The Kemp Rubber Co., Buffalo, New York, has moved to 246

Washington street. This concern, which has been operating for

20 years, carries a general line of rubber merchandise.

The Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin, has com-

menced operation.

It is reported that the Dowse Rubber Co., recently incor-

porated, plans to take over an already equipped plant in Chicago,

Illinois, and that the product of the company will be stamped

"Dowse-Durability."

POLACK TYRE & RUBBER CO, APPOINTMENTS.

G. H. Miller has been appointed manager of sales and ad-

vertising for the Polack company, with headquarters at the

New York City office.

William Domnich has been made representative of the com-

pany at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

H. J. Kenney is manager of the branch at New Haven,

Connecticut.

Carl Theodore Goldenberg acts as representative in the

Virginia territory, with headquarters at Lynchburg.

Earl H. Pellett has been appointed manager of the Boston.

Massachusetts, branch and will also supervise the Providence,

Rhode Island, territory.

C. W. Smith has been made manager of the Washington,

D. C, territory.

THE REPUBLIC COMPANY'S NEW PRESIDENT.

AT a recent meeting of the Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown,
Ohio, Guy S. Norwood was elected president. Mr. Nor-

wood is well fitted to assume this important position, having

been intimately
connected with the

rubber business
since the opening of

this century. He is

still a young man,

having been born in

Allegany, New
\ ork, in February,

1876. After com-
pleting his educa-

tion, which was ob-

tained at the local

schooLs, the Cook
.Academy at Mon-
tour Falls. New
^'ork, and Cornell

University, Ithaca,

.Xew York, Mr.

Norwood went to

the Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, New

Campbell Studio.
''°''^' '" 1^98 as in-

G. S. Norwood. dustrial engineer. In

1901 he entered the

engineering department uf The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron,
Ohio, five years later resigning to accept the management of the

cost department of the Diamond Rubber Co., Akron. In 1910

he became director and assistafit treasurer of that company and
wdien the corporation was consolidated with The B. F. Goodrich

Co. in 1912 he was elected to the directorship and given the

position of assistant treasurer of the Goodrich company. In

1913 he became assistant secretary and early this year was elected

secretary, the position which he resigned in order to accept the

presidency of the Republic Rubber Co.

Mr. Norwood is a man of pleasing personality and has a wide

circle of friends in the ruljljer business who will wish him
every success in his new position. He is a member of the Amer-
ican Society of Political and Social Science and of the Franklin

Institute. Fie is a thirty-second degree Mason, is treasurer of

the Young Men's Christian Association of Akron and a member
of the Akron University Club, of which he was president last

year.

Ill this connection it might be well to mention that Thomas
L. Robinson, former president of the Republic company, will

continue as chairman of the hoard and in charge of the financial

management of the corporation.

"Rubber Machinery," Mr. Pearson's newest book, filled with

valuable information for rubber manufacturers, is now ready for

mailing. Price, $6.

EXPAN.SI0N OF THE VULCAN RUBBER CO.

The Vulcan Rubber Co.. Erie, Pennsylvania, is liuilding a

railroad siding to its plant from the line of the Pennsylvania

Railroad. The new brick, fireproof factory buildings are also

under construction, one three stories high and the other a one-

story structure. An additional calender, mills and other equip-

ment have been ordered and it is hoped to have the new buildings

in operation by .August 1. The present plant is being operated

day and night on the company's products—inner tubes, solid

truck tires, cements and tire accessories—and the manufacture

of a hand-made fabric automobile tire is contemplated. The
officers of the Vulcan company are as follows : M. Liebel, Jr.,

president ; Edward Hcuer, vice-president and treasurer ; Bernard

Cochran, secretary.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

American Tire Distributing Co., T!ie, May 10 (Indiana),

$25,000. Otto E. Anthony, Solon B. Selleck, John L. McFar-

land—all of Indianapolis, Indiana. Principal office, Indianapolis,

Indiana. To buy and sell automobile tires, tubes and accessories.

Atlanta Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., June 25 (New Vorl:), ?5,000.

Sydney Bernheim, J5 Nassau street. New York City; Catherine

A. Weldon, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555

Grand street—both ot Brooklyn, New York.

Cleveland-Standard Tire & Rubber Co. of Los Angeles, May
17 (California). $20,000. H. M. Lieb, 524 West Fiftieth street;

E. B. Coulee, 245 South Hobard Boulevard, and E. L. Sprague,

1641 Seventh avenue— all of Los Angeles, California. Prin-

cipal office, Los Angeles, California.

Condex Tire Co., Inc., June 16 (New York), $75,000. Geo.

Rosendale. Solomon C. Whitbeck and B. L. Walter—all of 52

Broadway, New York City. Tire repairs, etc.

Crescent Rubber Corp., June 11 (Delaware), $1,500,000. E.

R. Kclley, Elgin, Illinois; Geo. H. Gilberd,s, and R. S. Hanford

—

both of Chicago, Illinois. The office within tlie State of Dela-

ware is with the Corporation Trust Co. of America, 486 duPont

building, Wilmington, Delaware. To carry on a general rubber

and rubber products manufacturing, buying and selling business.

Dodge, H. C, Inc., May 29 (New York), $1,000. Harold C.

Dodge, East Orange, Henry T. Randal. Maplewood—both in

New Jersey, and Frederick K. Nixon, 120 Riverside Drive, New
York City. To deal in insulating materials, etc.

Dural Rubber Corp., The, June 4 (New Jersey), $200,000.

J. E. Gill. Caleb S. Green and N. A. K. Bugbee—all of Trenton.

New Jersey. Principal office, Room 711, Broad street Bank

Building, Trenton, New Jersey. To manufacture, buy, sell,

import, export and generally deal in rubber tires and rubber

tubes for air craft, automobiles and other vehicles ; rubber goods

of every kind, character and description, all goods of which

rubber is a component part, and the various materials entering

into the manufacture of any and all such goods, etc.

Elm City Rubber Co., Inc., June 22 (New York), $1,500. Syd-

ney Bernheim, 35 Nassau street, New York City; C. A. Weldon,

591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 555 Grand street

—

both in Brooklyn, New Y'ork. Tires, etc.

Hilgert Shoe Corp.,' April 12 (Hornell), $107,500. George

W. Harper, L. J. Harper—both of 232 Sherman avenue. New
York City, and James Harper, 343 Enfield street, Brooklyn,

New York. Rubber and leather goods.

Hurd Tire Corp., May 26 (Delaware), $150,000. George L.

Hurd, Tenafly, New Jersey, George A. Wagner and Arthur G.

Hurd—both of 754 Oakland Place, New York City. The office in

the State of Delaware is with the Capital Trust Co. of Delaware,

Dover, Delaware. To manufacture, buy, sell and deal in tires,

motor engines, etc.

Kant Sink Swimming Harness Co., June 1 (Michigan), $5,000.

Milton D. Bryant, Robert W. Lyon. Principal office. Traverse

City, Michigan. To manufacture rubber goods specialities.

Keystone Resilient Wheel Co., May 21 (Delaware), $600,000.

Herbert E. Latter, C. L. Rimlinger—both of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, and Clement M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. The office in

the State of Delaware is with the Corporation Trust Co. of

America. 486 duPont Building, Wilmington, Delaware. To
manufacture and sell resilient wheels for automobiles and to

deal in all kinds of tires.

Lake City Tire & Supply Co., The, April 27 (Ohio), $10,000.

A. H. Massey (president), 1298 West One Hundred and Tenth

street; C. B. Bayly (vice-president). Leader News Building; L.

J. Brown (treasurer), 11431 Clifton Boulevard, and H. C.

Christy, Jr., (sales manager), 1301 West One Hundred and

Sixth street—all in Cleveland, Ohio. Principal office, 4205

Euclid avenue. Cleveland. Ohio. Jobbers of automobile tires

and supplies.

M. K. B. Rubber Co., May 18 (Delaware), $50,000. Herbert

E. Latter, C. L. Rimlinger—both of Wilmington, Delaware, and

Clement M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. The office of the corpo-

ration within the State of Delaware is with the Corporation

Trust Co. of America, duPont Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

To buy, sell and generally deal in rubber tires, tubes and ac-

cessories of all kinds for automobiles.

Manhattan Motor Supply Co., Inc., June 21 (New York),

$10,000. William Miller, 1074 Lexington avenue; Walter V.

Burke, 355 West Fifty-eighth street, and Bailey C. Elliot, 1400

Broadway—all in New York City. To deal in auto tires, sup-

plies, etc.

Moore & Ward, June 12 (New Jersey), $25,000. George C.

Moore. Harcourt S. Ward—both of 123 Washihgton street, and

Robert N. Shoemaker, 790 Broad street— all in Newark, New
Jersey. Principal office, 123 Washington street, Newark, New
Jersey. To make, purchase and sell rubber tires and all other

goods of which rubber is a component part, etc.

Moscow Airless Tire Co., Inc., June 1 (New York), $50,000.

Jonas Gerwitz, 1823 Prospect Place, Henry Gerwitz, 354 Sara-

toga Avenue,—both in Brooklyn, New York, and Rudolph

Moskowitz, 315 Fifth street, New York City. Principal office.

New Y'ork City. Auto tires and accessories.

New Era Double Tire Co., Inc., May 29 (New York), $5,000.

William W. Kupperman, 117 Oakland street; Harry P. Kupper-

man. 911 Grape street, and Gerson Rubenstein, 164 Renwick

Place,—all in Syracuse, New York. Principal office, Fabius,

New York. To deal in automobiles and tires.

Peavey Rubber Co., The, June 1 (Texas), $100,000. R. A.

Peavey, N. P. Deavours, and E. W. Ware—all of Dallas, Texas.

Principal office, 2036 Commerce street. Dallas, Texas. To sell

tires at wholesale and retail.

Radium Golf Ball Co., The, April 12 (New York), $5,000.

Leo L. Levenritt, (president), 128 Broadway, New York City;

Ellis Miller, (vice-president), London, England, and J. S.

Worthington, Midsunvey Golf Club, England. Principal office,

128 Broadway, New York City. To introduce and promote the

sale of a golf ball known as Radio.

Record Syringe Laboratory, Inc., May 28 (New York), $3,000.

Irvin Rosenfeld, Joseph L. Rosenfeld, both of 1538 Minford

Place, and Herman A. W'eis, 1687 Southern Boulevard—all in

New York City. Principal office, Bronx, New York. To manu-

facture syringes and surgical goods.

Serlin Tire Co., May 23 (Illinois), $10,000. Nathan Serlin.

Sam Serlin and Max Serlin. Principal office, 1300-2 South

Michigan avenue, Chicago, Illinois. To manufacture, buy and

sell, at wholesale and retail, tires and automobile accessories, of

every kind and nature, etc.

Southern Tire & Accessories Co., April 24 (Alabama), $2,500.

Solon Jacobs, J. F. Fenton, and Evans Dunn. Principal office,

Birmingham, Alabama. To buy and sell automobile tires and

tubes and some other rubber goods and to handle a line of

automobile accessories. This company succeeds the Solon

Jacobs Tire Co.

Texas Tire Co., April 18 (Texas), $25,000. Sam Hefley, H. W.
Hefley—both of Cameron, Texas, and E. M. Hampton, Dallas,

Texas. Principal office, Dallas, Texas. To manufacture and

sell automobile tires and accessories.

Tire Stores Co. of America, April 4 (West Virginia), $500.

Milton Reinsberg, 7023 Jeffrey street, and Simon Reinsberg,

722 East Fiftieth street—both in Chicago, Illinois. Principal

office, 906-6 North Clark street, Chicago, Illinois. To generally

deal in tires for automobiles, bicycles, carriages, etc.

Whinihan Brothers & Co., Inc., May 23 (New York), $5,000.

Sylvester M. Whinihan, Paul K. Whinihan and Charles B. Brittin

—all of Buffalo, New York. Principal office, Buffalo, New
York. Tires and tubes, etc.
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CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED NOTES.

The new building at 201 Inspector street, Montreal, Canada,
now occupied by the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited,

contains the executive offices, the sales department of the Mon-
treal branch, and the raincoat manufacturing department. The
location of this building is very central, and its nearness to the

railroad stations will be a decided convenience to out-of-town

customers.

At the Dominion Tire Factory of the Montreal company a first

aid department has been installed, one of the buildings having
been remodeled for

the purpose. It will

comprise an operat-

ing room, rest room
and ante-room and

will be equipped with

complete surgical

and nursing equip-

ment in charge of a
graduate nurse.

Contracts have
been let for the erec-

tion of a home
building at Port
Dalhousie for the

female workers of

the Maple Leaf fac-

tory of the company.

The Granby Rub-
ber Co., Granby,

Quebec, Canada, is

building new offices

and warehouses,

which are needed

for the growing business there. As soon as the new building can

be occupied the present office building will be demolished, and the

new warehouse will be extended over the ground thus vacated.

THERMOID RUBBER CO.

Through the addition of new hydraulic press equipment, the

Thermoid Rubber Co., of Trenton, New Jersey, has increased

its yearly output of Thermoid Hydraulic Compressed Brake

Lining nearly 30 per cent. This department is running over-

time at full capacity, averaging an output of over 37,000 feet

per day. The output for the year of 1916 totaled over 9,000,000

feel, which will be increased this year by the addition of the

new press equipment to nearly 12,000,000 feet.

Harold F. Blanchard, former district manager of Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania, office of the Thermoid company, has been

transferred to the factory as manager of sales and advertising.

He succeeds D. O. Pohlman, who has taken charge of the

Central Western District, with headquarters at the Chicago

branch office. J. H. Liston, formerly in charge of the Chicago

territory, has joined the sales organization of the Standard Parts

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

MACKINTOSH WITH MAPLE LEAF TIRES, LIMITED.

Maple Leaf Tires, Limited, Belleville, Ontario, Canada, has

elected as president W. AL Mackintosh, formerly with the

North British Rubber Co., Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland, and

several other European rubber concerns. It has also made a

contract for his services for three years. Mr. Mackintosh has

transferred to the company the Canadian rights for "Galbu-

lose," a chemical combination of fossil resin and cellulose for

proofing fabrics (described in The Indi.\ Rubber World,

November 1, 1914").

New E.kecutive Buildixg of C.-\n'adi.\n

M0NTRE.\L,

THE SEAMLESS RUBBER CO., INC.

The real estate, machinery, trade-marks and good will of the

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Connecticut, having been

purchased at public sale for $681,000, the business will

be continued by a corporation capitalized at $1,500,000, un-

der the name of the Seamless Rubber Co., Inc., wtih office

and factory at New Haven. The new company will not inanu-

facture tires and inner tubes, having disposed of the equipment
formerly used in this branch of the business, but will continue

on a larger scale the production of druggists', stationers' and
surgical sundries,

hospital supplies and
sporting goods. Y0ie
new company is fapr

idly taking backthe
700 employes of the

older company ; is

adding new machin-

ery and equipment;

is sending the sales-

men out on their

former territories,

and will continue

the branch offices in

New York City;

Chicago, Illinois

;

San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, and Toron-
to, Canada, but will

carry no stocks of

goods at these
branches, shipping

all goods from New
Haven.

The officers of the company are F. O. Williams, president and
general manager; F. W. Dodge, vice-president and assistant man-
ager; H. W. Gordon, secretary and sales manager, and W. C.

Hutton. treasurer.

RUBBER SCRAP DIVISION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION MEETS.

The meeting of the Rubber Scrap Division of the National
Association of Waste Material Dealers was held June 19 at the

Hotel Astor, New York City, with Paul Loewenthal in the chair.

The increased attendance and active interest of those present
were favorable indications of the progress of this division. The
most important business transacted w-as the discussion attending
tlie adoption of the new standards of rubber scrap specifications

and packing known as Circular C, that will be sent out to the
trade July 1. Full text of this circular is published on page 598
of this issue.

Consolidated Rubber Cc

Canada.
, Limited, at

Copy of Inde.x to ''Rubber Machinery" will be sent free upon

request.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE.

For some time past the National Association of Waste Mate-
rial Dealers has been endeavoring to secure lower rates for

workmen's compensation insurance. At present, rubber stock
dealers enjoy the lowest rate among waste material classifica-

tions, but it is expected that metal scrap and scrap iron dealers

will soon be granted much lower rates than hitherto, and that

the term "junk dealers" may be eliminated entirely, a new classifi-

cation being provided to cover dealers handling waste paper
exclusively. Present rates in various states for rubber stock

dealers receiving, handling, baling and shipping old rubber, not

available for division of payroll, are as follows : New York,

$2.01; Pennsylvania, $0.88: Massachusetts, $1.21; IlHnois, $1.64;

Michigan, $1.43; New Jersey, $1.06; Maryland, $1.15; Wisconsin,

$1.33; Indiana, $1.56; Connecticut, $1.23: Iowa, $1.09; Louisiana,

$1.22: Maine, $1.01; Nebraska, $1.22; Rhode Island, $1.10; Ver-
mont, $1.01: Kansas, $0.89; Minnesota, $1.17.
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EDWARD S. BABCOX.

E. S. Babcox.

THERE are few, if any, positions in the advertising world

which require so much ability, versatility, and solid hard

work a5 publicity managers in the automobile and allied in-

dustries. A man
wlio stands out

irominently in this

iicld is Edward S.

liabcox, advertising

manager of the

Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., of

Akron, Ohio, whose

work in this depart-

ment has made the

name of Firestone

almost a household

word throughout

tlie United States,

as well as famous

in far countries.

Although a young

man in years, he

has had a long and

successful experi-

ence in the publicity

field. Previous to

coming to the Fire-

stone company he had been in charge of the advertising of the

Burroughs .Adding Machine Co., of Detroit, Michigan, and

later of the Yawman & Erbe Manufacturing Co., Rochester, New
York. That he is up-to-date was proved at the recent conven-

tion of the Association of National Advertisers at Detroit, when

he brought home to his fellow publicity men the close relation-

ship of advertising and selling, by exhibiting a motion picture

film, which was produced for the sole purpose of impressing upon

the sales force of the Firestone company the immense value of

advertising as a selling argument.

At that convention Mr. Babcox was elected vice-president,

which was a tribute to his earnest efforts in carrying out the

aims of that organization, especially in eliminating fraudulent

advertising.

FIRESTONE PROMOTIONS.

J. E. Mayl, formerly brancli manager at Memphis, Tennessee,

for the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., has been appointed manager

of the company's Cleveland, Ohio, branch, E. C. Thomas taking

his place at Memphis.

J. H. Dutch has been made manager at Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania.

A. T. Smith, formerly manager of the Los .\ngeles branch, has

been placed in charge of the San Francisco, California, branch,

F. C. Flickinger succeeding him at Los Angeles.

Roscoe Homan, who joined the Firestone forces in 1914, as

Omaha salesman, has been appointed manager of the Oklahoma
City branch.

John Beakley, formerly Te.xas credit manager, is now Te.xas

manager.

TIRE REPAIR GOODS BUSINESS BRISK. ,

The rising cost of automobile tires is leading motorists gen-

erally to devote more attention to their tire equipment. Cars

are being driven more carefully, poor roads and highways under

repair are being avoided whenever possible, and wheel alinement

and brakes are being tested. It has been discovered, too, that "a

stitch in time saves nine," and sales in repair goods of every sort

are showing a big increase as a result of the call for greater

tire economy. Preparations for filling cuts and bruises in casings

are particularly in demand.

AJAX APPOINTS SALES SUPERVISORS.

H. L. McCIaren, vice-president and general manager of the

Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., New York City, has worked out a new
system of sales supervision in the various selling territories, and

in adopting this system of bringing about a closer relationship

between Ajax dealers and the home office, the following men
have been promoted to the position of supervisors in the terri-

tories named

:

S. L. Blood, upper New York ; Richard Cluman, Connecticut

;

R. T. Jollie, Jr., Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky; F. C.

Burnett, Texas ; W. J. Ryan, Minnesota, northern Wisconsin

and northern peninsula of Michigan ; P. V. Dowling, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania ; William M. Pattison, Maryland, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia and District of Columbia;

S. IL Pierce, Illinois and southern Wisconsin ; E. D. Winans,

Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and Massachusetts ; E. E. Pick-

ering, Nebraska, a part of Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota

and Colorado; A. G. De Vries, Indiana and Michigan; and G.

L. Severcool.

FISK TIRE SERVICE.

In order to aid motorists to get greater mileage from tlieir

tire equipment. The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachu-

setts, has established appro.ximately 130 branch houses in prin-

cipal cities throughout the United States with completely

equipped service stations where any work, aside from actual re-

pairs, will be done upon tires free of charge and without obliga-

tion of any kind whatsoever. This service is available to every

person who drives a car, regardless of the make of tires he uses,

and includes changing of tires, mounting spares on rims or

wheels, inflation, testing of air pressure, wheel alinement and i

brakes, regular and frequent expert inspection and advice. A
complete branch list will be sent to tourists on request.

Service is the maxim of the Fisk company and this unique

and practical application of it will greatly reduce the tire ex-

pense of those who avail themselves of it. Its value to tire user

and dealer alike cannot be overestimated.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Joseph M. Ward, for some time past connected with the
Indianapolis, Indiana, branch of the United States Tire Co.,

has been appointed district manager for that section. C. A.

Oldham, formerly identified with the same branch, has been

made district manager of the St. Louis, Missouri, branch.

C. J. Connors, formerly special representative of the

Marathon Tire & Rubber Co. in the Southwestern States,

has been appointed manager of the company's division office

and warehouse in St. Louis, Missouri.

Robert Graves, Jr., 1668 Broadway. New York City, is

distributer for the well-known tires and tubes of the Gryphon
Rubber & Tire Corp. A. C. Galbraith, formerly New York
representative of The Globe Rubber Co., Trenton, New
Jersey, is associated with Mr. Graves as New Y^ork sales

representative.

A. J. Pennington resigned his position as general superin-

tendent of the tire and tube mill of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co., Muskegon, Michigan, on June 1, to take effect August

1, having become associated as general manager with a large

Eastern company not affiliated with the rubber industry.

A H.\NDY Desk Appurten.\nce is being se.st out by the
Connecticut Mills Co., of Danielson, Connecticut, and Taunton,

Massachusetts. It is a paper-weight of glass and contains a draw-

ing representing the combined mills of the company .and the

houses erected for employes. Embedded in the bottom of the

paper-weight is a square mirror sufficiently large to be a con-

venient accessory to the office desk.
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COMMANDANT OSTERRIETH IN AMERICA.

1\/IAXV of the visitors to the International Rubber and Allied
^'* Trades Exhibitions of 1911 and 1914 will remember Com-
mandant Leon Osterrieth as the delegate for Belgium. With his

brother and other rel-

atives he was associat-

ed with Osterrieth &
Co., Antwerp, a firm

of merchants dealing

in rubber and allied

tropical products and

owning considerable

interests in the plan-

tation industry of

Java, and British

Malaya. When war
was declared in 1914

Commandant Oster-

rieth was on his way
to attend the Rubber

Congress in Java.
He heard the news

at Port Said, returned

hastily and until re-

cently has been fight-

ing with his country-

r- ,- I ,-> rnen in the trenches
C.i^PT.MN CoM,\l.\-ND.SXT LkoX UsTERRIETH. . „, ,

...
,

ot I'landers. His moth-

er, too, well known and beloved in .Antwerp for her many acts of

benevolence covering a period of many years, has continued to do

much to alleviate the suffering of those about her. Commander
Osterrieth's active cooperation has aided materially in the success

of the International Rubber E.xhibitions, and it will be recalled

that rubber from his own and his brother's estates was exhibited in

New York in 1912. The welcome of the American rubber trade

to such a distinguished visitor is the w'armer in that it is ex-

tended to an honored comrade in' arms.

PERSONAL MENTION.

George O. Simpson has been appointed manager of the Kan-

sas City branch of The B. F. Goodrich Co., succeeding F. A.

Oberheu. Mr. Simpson has been connected with the Goodrich

company for ten years, having been for three years a salesman

in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, territory and for the past

seven years manager of the Philadelphia branch.

The transfer of George O. Simpson, Philadelphia branch man-

ager of The B. F. Goodrich Co., and the welcome of his succes-

sor, Edward H. Fitch, was the occasion of a recent banquet given

at the headquarters of the Philadelphia Automobile Trade Asso-

ciation. Prior to the dinner, a solid silver service was presented

to Mr. Simpson as a demonstration of the loyalty and friendship

of his' associates, Among the speakers was C. B. Raymond,
second vice-president of the Goodrich company.

Alfred L. .\iken, governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Boston and a potent factor in the success of the New England
drive for Liberty Bond subscriptions, is a grandson of the late

Governor Buckingham of Connecticut, who was one of the found-

ers of the old Hayward Rubber Co., of Colchester.

O. R. L. J. Magnee, who has rubber planting interests in Suma-
tra, was in New York City last month on business.

C. E. Labelle, treasurer of the St. Jerome, Quebec, factory

of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, recently

married Miss Jeanne Belair, the couple taking a honeymoon trip

down the Saguenay River. The overseers and office staff pre-

sented to them a cabinet of table silver.

TRADE NOTES.

The Central Tire Co., distributer of Diamond tires, San
Antonio, Texas, has increased its capital stock from $12,000
to $25,000.

The Polack Tyre & Rubber Co., New York City, has moved
its general and sales offices to more commodious and pleasanter

quarters on the second floor of the Motor Mart, 1876 Broadway.
This change was made necessary by a rapidly expanding busi-

ness with truck users and truck manufacturers.

The Perfection Asbestos Tire Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has been
formed as Ohio distributor for The Perfection Tire & Rubber
Co. H. L. Oakley is president and Edward F. Carran, secretary
and treasurer.

The Perfection Tire & Rubber Co. is enlarging its plant at

Wabash, Indiana, and installing machinery that will triple its

capacity. This factory is utilized for the manufacture of asbestos
automobile tire fabric, asbestos yarns and fabrics, asbestos gaskets
and packing, and asbestos shoe soles.

Bids are being received for the'erection of a one and two-story
building, 125 by 60 feet, to be built for the Plexus Tire & Rubber
Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Tlie Newark Rubber Tire Co., Newark, New Jersey, dealer
in standard makes of tires and tubes, has increased its capital

stock from $10,000 to $100,000. The officers of the company are

:

William F. Rothlisberger, president ; Harry Martin, vice-presi-

dent and secretary ; E. B. Degenring, treasurer.

The plant of the Mid-Continent Tire Manufacturing Co.,

located at Wichita, Kansas, is rapidly nearing completion and
it is claimed that it will be the largest factory building in Kansas.
That the new plant will be turning out "Made in Wichita" tires

by midsummer is the hope of the management.

The Camel Tire Co.. jobber in standard brand tires, has
opened new quarters at 712 Madison avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

HANES RUBBER CO.

The Hanes Rubber Co., Winston-Salem, North Carolina, will

soon start manufacturing tires and inner tubes, the daily capacity
being 300 tires and 200 tubes. This is not a stock company, but

a private corporation having a capital of

$500,000. A. S. Hanes, the president,

and J. W. Hanes, Jr., secretary and
treasurer, are identified with the Hanes
Knitting Mills Co. of the same place,

and it is planned that this company will

make the tire faljrics. The plant is ad-
mirably situated, as regards railway

]]'^ -^^S;
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facilities, being closely connected with the Southern, the Norfolk

& Western and the South Bound railways. Being near a town of

35,000 inhabitants, in a cotton industrial center, the plant is very

favorably situated also, as regards labor supply.

It is reported that the North Star Rubber Co., of St. Paul,

Minnesota, will soon be in a position to operate. The company
has temporary headquarters in the National Exchange Bank
Building.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

ONE of the most dangerous fires this year in Boston occurred

June 4, when the rubber substitute plant of T. C. .Ashley &
Co., in the South Boston section, was destroyed. Situated as

the factory was in a neighborhood of inflammable structures,

the fire was peculiarly difficult to fight. About three acres were

burned over, including a large stable, and a building occupied

by the International Waste Co., where 1,300 bales of cotton

waste were burned. The Ashley factory was totally destroyed,

but with the enterprise characteristic of the concern a new

location has already been secured, and it is expected that the

firm will resume manufacturing within two or three weeks.

The new plant is in a substantial brick structure in the Brighton

section of this city. The business office will remain, as hereto-

fore, at 683 Atlantic avenue, opposite the South Terminal Station.

* * *

The Doughty Tire Co., whose factory is at Providence, Rhode

Island, has opened an ofiice in the new Little Building, corner

of Boylston and Tremont streets in this city, and is doing some

very effective advertising in the daily press. This company is

manufacturing the tire invented and patented by Henry J.

Doughty which was fully described in The Indi.\ Rubber World,

February 1, 1916. A special loom weaves a continuous fabric

strip molded to the exact width and shape of the tire. A
special friction calender impregnates this curve-shaped fabric

with rubber, and the carcass is made complete by winding the

fabric four times by machinery. Not more than five minutes

is necessary to make the carcass ready for the cushion, breaker

and outside rubber tread stock. The vulcanizing machine has

a collapsible core made in eight segments, in combination with

a three-part mold, to form the outside of the cover. All these

parts are supplied with means of heating. The casing is laid

in place and allowed to remain in the hot mold from ten to

20 minutes, according to size, to complete the vulcanization

under a hydraulic pressure of 25 tons. The result is a tire

which it is claimed is much stronger and which, because of the

quickness of production can be produced more economically

than the regulation tire. The company at present is manufac-

turing only one size, 30 by 354 inches, but will make other

sizes in the near future. It will enlarge its present equipment

in Providence and plans in the near future to take over a

large factory in Boston. ' The business office mentioned above

is in charge of Henry M. Whitney, well known in financial and

public service circles in Boston.
* * *

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., of Cambridge, gave

a unique entertainment to over four-score of its New York

City customers recently. A dinner was tendered them at the

Machinery Club, in that city, at which Geo. E. Hall, vice-presi-

dent and general manager presided. .Addresses were made by
'

^. J. Owens, manager of the New York office, and J. W.

: ..Fellows, factory manager. The feature of the evening w^as the

' presentation of a motion picture "The Story of Rubber, What

it is and What it Does," illustrating the industry from the

' gathering of crude rubber in Brazilian forests and East Indian

plantations, through the various processes of manufacture at

the company's works at Cambridge. This exhibition was ac-

companied by a descriptive lecture by R. E. Conder, the ad-

vertising manager of the company. The aiTair was highly

appreciated by the guests of the evening.

* * *

The B. F. Goodrich Co.'s salesroom window on Boylston

street has become noted for its original and attractive displays.

Last month the entire space was devoted to exploiting Textan

fiber soles. The setting consisted of very effective full-size

reproduction of the front porch of a suburban residence, the

front door windows, electric lanterns and portico columns being

true in detail.- Chairs and hammocks were provided for father

and mother and the little daughter. Both the latter were point-

ing to the soles of their shoes, on which the trade-marked word

was visible. The foreground represented a lawn, and on the

"grass" were samples of Textan soled shoes and Textan soles.

It was surprising to see how many pedestrians and motorists

stopped to admire the display.

* * *

Early last month the Hood Rubber Co. moved its tire depart-

ment into the new building built expressly for it, and has a far

larger tire capacity. It is hoped that it can now keep pace with

the increasing demand for tires. The new foundry building is

also finished and occupied. A new heater house is now in pro-

cess of erection. The footwear department is running to full

capacity, and the daily ticket is now 76,000 pairs of rubbers, boots

and tennis.

* * *

Frederick T. Ryder, Jr., manager of the mechanical depart-

ment of the Dexter Manufacturing Co., Boston and South

Braintree. Massachusetts, was married June 2 at Burlington,

Kansas, the bride being Garda Gertrude, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Samuel D. Reid of that city. The couple now tire on

their honeymoon trip, and will reside in the Allstoji -jlistrict of

Boston. Mr. Ryder is the son of Frederick T. Ryder, for some

years private secretary to the late E. S. Converse, and now promi-

nent in the Rinex sole department of the L'nited States Rubber

Co.
* * *

A curious accident at a Peabody tannery early last month

might be used as an argument in favor of rubber over leather

belting. When the engineer turned on steam at the factory,

a throttle valve blew out and steam under pressure of 50 pounds

escaped, filling the boiler- and engine-rooms. This so injured

the belts as to necessitate a shut-down of the works until belting

experts had repaired the damage.
* * *

The Summer Street Tire' Co. has opened a retail store for

the sale of tires and accessories at the junction of Summer
and Federal streets, very near the South Terminal Station.

It is in charge of E. V. Murphy.
* * *

The Cor-Nix Rubber Co., which has stores for the sale of

tires and rubber goods at Lynn and Beverly in this state, has

just opened a third store at 46 North Main street. Fall River,

in charge of John M. Corcoran, formerh- a traveling salesman

for the United States Rubber Co. The members of this concern

are James F. Corcoran, Joseph P. Nixon (from whose names

that of the company is derived) and William D. McCarthy, all

of whom have had practical experience in the employ of leading

rubber companies.
* * *

E. M. & F. Waldo, color manufacturers, New York City, will

open a branch office at 10 High street. Boston, in order to give

the New England trade the attention needed. T. H. Cushman,

who for over two years has been New York and New England

salesman for the Waldo concern, will be the manager.
* * *

Boston is getting to be more and more a convention city,

chiefly through the exertions of the Chamber of Commerce,

which is doing splendid work in many directions. It has a

Convention Bureau to induce associations to hold important

meetings here. Representatives of the .Aimerican Chemical So-

ciety have informed this bureau that between 1,000 and 1,500

would unquestionably be present at its annual convention the

week of September 10. The meetings of the society will be

held at the Technology Buildings, with headquarters at the Ho-

tel Lenox. The last convention held in Boston was in 1909,

which was the most successful and largest attended of any in

the history of the society.
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Readers of The India Rubber World doubtless remember
that the Forsyth Dental Infirmary in this city owes its estab-

lishment to the philanthropy of the Forsyth brothers of the

Boston Belting Co. It will therefore be of interest to state

that the trustees of this institution have established a course for

the instruction of dental surgeons for the Reserve Corps of the

United States Army. This course was given without charge by

highly qualified instructors, who patriotically volunteered their

services. Examinations for appointments are to be held later.

with The B. F. Goodrich Co., -has been identified with sales pro-"

motion work in sporting goods in New York for ten years, with

Abbey & Imbrie, Abercrombie & Fitch Co., and as sales manager
for A. F. Mersselbach & Bro., of Newark, New Jersey. Mr.
Brown is an enthusiastic and skilful fisherman, and is well

known among the sportsmen's organizations.

VV. O. Rutherford, general sales manager of the Goodrich com-
pany, delivered an address at the annual \\'orld's Salesmanship

Congress in Detroit, Michigan, last month.

Honors continue to come to President Thomas A. Forsyth.

The University of Pittsburgh conferred upon him last month
the degree of Doctor of Laws. With a number of the directors

of the Infirmary he attended the commencement exercises at

the University at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In an address there

he reported that the 82 men of the graduating class of 84 in the

department of dentistry have enlisted in the dental reserve corps.

The two other graduates, women, will enter Red Cross work.
* * *

Elisha E. Converse, son of Harry E. Converse, president of

the Boston Rubber Shoe Co., and grandson and namesake of

Deacon Converse, the founder of that company, has enlisted in

the Xaval Reserve, and has received his commission as ensign.

R. F. Foote, superintendent and general manager of the In-

dependent Rubber Co., Limited, Merritton, Ontario, Canada, was

in Boston early last month. During his sojourn here, he

visited the factories of the United States Rubber Co. in this

vicinity. Mr. Foote has many friends in the trade, not only

in Canada but in this country.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

'T'HF big athletic meet on Decoration Day, in which the

* employes of the Goodrich, Firestone and Goodyear facto-

ries participated in friendly rivalry,

was an even greater success than in

previous years, over 15,000 people

witnessing the different events.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. carried off

the highest honors, being awarded

the large cup shown in the illustra-

tion on the total number of points

scored in ^he meet, and also one of

the smaller cups for winning the

one-mile relay race. The other cup

was awarded to the Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co.

The following table indicates tlie

character of events and the points scored in the meet:

Events.
100-yard dash
Shot put
Mile run
210-yard dash
120-yard high hurd'.es.
Pole vault
4*J0-yard dash
880-yard run
Discus throw
Five-mile run
High jump
Broad jump
220-yard high hurdles.
.Tavelin throw
One-mile relay race . .

.

Goodrich.
3
3

6
4

Total points 56

Goodyear.
1

5
3
n
1

6
1

1

4
4
4
3

1

5
3

42

Firestone.
5
1

5

3

5

4
5
5

3
1

37

Some idea of the myriad tasks to which rubber is put may
be gathered from the knowledge that the molded goods depart-

ment of The B. F. Goodrich Co. employs approximately 50,000

molds in the manufacture of 25,000 different rubber articles. In

this department alone 1,000 rubber compounds are. iised.

George Lippincott Brown, who has recently become connected

The Portage Rubber Co. is now building two additions to its

plant in Barberton, each approximately 75 by 100 feet, three

stories high, of brick, steel and concrete construction. All of

the equipment is ordered, and it is expected that the new
additions will be in operation by next January, enabling an in-

crease in production of fully 800 more tires and 1.000 more
tubes per day.

The Portage company recently distributed $45,000 in payment
of its quarterly dividend of 2yi per cent.

* * «

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., up-to-date in all of its

methods, is insistent upon proper attention to the teeth of its

employes as an important factor in their health. No less than

20.000 cases are treated in the clinic annually, advice and service

being free to all employes.

Edward S. Babcox, advertising manager of the Firestone com-
pany, has been elected vice-president of the Association of Na-
tional Advertisers.

* * *

The production of the .Amazon Rubber Co. has increased five-

fold within the last ten months, and plans are now being con-

sidered for a new five-story brick factory building, to be equipped

with the latest rubber machinery.

L. J. Myers has been placed in charge of Amazon sales.

* * *

E. H. Barnhill has been appointed manager of the fabric de-

partment of the Gosidyear company, succeeding Theodore Wood.
* * *

The Loewenthal Co., of New York and Chicago, dealer in

rubber scrap, has opened a branch office in the Delaware Building,

Akron, Ohio, under the managership of H. C. Jones, formerly

in the salvage department of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

""PHE census of manufacturers for 1914 issued about the middle
* of the past month by the Bureau of Census of the United

States Department of Commerce contains information of more
than usual interest to the rubber industry. Rhode Island ranks

nineteenth among the States in value of products of its manu-
facturing industries, and fourteenth in average number of wage
earners.

During 1914 there was an average of 1,541 wage earners em-

ployed in the rubber industry, the total value of whose produc-

tion was $6,088,988, the value added by manufacture being

$2,026,579.

A comparative summary for 1904, 1909 and 1914 is very inter-

esting and instructive, showing the following : In 1904 there were

9 establishments in the Rhode Island rubber industry, employing

991 persons, receiving wages that amounted to $417,000; using

material costing $1,636,000, the value of productions being $2,-

582,000. In 1909 there were only 5 establishments, employing

774 wage earners, using 1,075 primary horse power, earning $320,-

000 in w-ages, using materials costing $2,075,000 and producing

$3,143,000. In 1914 six establishments employing 1,541 used 3,350

primary horse power. Wages amounted to $821,000, the cost of

materials was $4,062,000 and the value of the production was
$6,089,000.
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The L'niti-d States Rubber Co. has purchased outright the en-

tire business and chain of plants of the Rubber Goods Manufac-

turing Co., including the factory at Providence. Since 1905 the

United Slates Ruliber Co. has held a controlling interest in tlie

corporation that it has now taken over, and the transfer just re-

corded is in line with the announced policy of the parent com-

pany to centralize the administration of its many holdings.

The semi-annual convention of the sales force of the Davol

Rul)l)er Co. was held during the week of June 18 at the office

in Providence. P. R. Wesley, general sales manager, was in

charge of the meetings, which were full of interest and instruc-

tion to the salesmen. For entertainment the visitors were given

thi- Rhode Island johnny cake and chicken dinner one day, a

real Rhode Island clambake the ne.xt, and on the evening of

* * * tlie twenty-second. C. J. Davol, president and treasurer, gave a

Col. Samuel P. Colt, president of the United States Rubber complimentary banquet to the sales force and heads of depart-

Co., and a party of friends left early in the month for Col. Colt's ments During the informal talk following the banquet Mr.

camp in the Maine woods, where they enjoyed three weeks of Davol stated that the past six months had been the most suc-

fishing and camping. The camp is located on a chain of lakes at cessfnl in the history of the company, which is now in its forty-

the base of Mount Katahdin amid beautiful scenery about 35

miles up the Penol)scot river from Norcross, the trip to Norcross

being made in canoes. Trent and bass abound in the lakes and

streams of this territory.

The party consisted of the following: Mr. and Mrs. .\ndrew

Weeks .-Anthony, Col. and Mrs. Harold J. Gross, Dr. Calvin S.

May, Walter S. Ballou, Mr. and Mrs. E. .\. Barrows, Mrs.

Florence Beresford, Ernest Hopkinson, Countess Eleanor Mo-

roni, Mrs. Imogene S. Waldron, S. X. Constantinidi, Mrs. John

W. Bicknell, l\. Stuart Hotchkiss, Nathaniel Myers and .-V. W.

Bahr.
* * !>:

It may be remembered that the overseers and employes of

the Xational India Riiblier Co. decided to purchase a motor

ambulance as a memorial to the late LeBaron C. Colt, former

vice - president

and manager
if that corpor-

ation, the am-

;>ulance to lie

operated be-

tween Provi-

t nee. Paw-
tucket, Fall
River, Wallum
Lake, etc., and

to be housed

The LeB.\rox C. Colt Memori.^l Ambulance, in the garage

at the factory

of the Xational company. This was believed to be a memorial

which would serve a useful purpose and be far more highly

appreciated than a tablet or a monument. The ambulance has

just arrived and, as shown in the illustration, is of the latest

design, being built expressly for the committee having the mat-

ter in charge. This committee consisted of George Schlosser,

James W. Franklin, Frederick L. Dunbar, Wendell R. Davis,

and Edward E. Bunn. The ambulance has a silver tablet bear-

ing the following inscription : "In Memory of LeBaron Carleton

Colt. Given by the People of Bristol, Rhode Island."

* * *

Pui-.i^uant to an agreement made between Jesse P. Walsh, man-

ager of the American Wringer Co., and a committee of the em-

ployes who went out on strike about the middle of last month,

the 600 employes of the company have returned to work. The

agreement is for full time and a 20 per cent bonus, instead of a

10 per cent one under, which the operatives had been working

since the strike of a year ago.

Charles McGinley, of Woonsocket, who for the past six years

has been employed at the American Wringer Co.'s plant in that

city, has been appointed salesman of the mechanical roll depart-

ment. He will have for his territory the southern part of New
York State, all the States as far south as Georgia and as far west

as Ohio, and also Texas.

The .American Wringer Co. has had constructed a large

garage of brick and wood in connection with its plant on Social

street, Woonsocket.

third year, having been established in 1874 by Joseph Davol,

fa'.herof the present president and treasurer.

* * ^.'

The factory of th'; Xational India Rubber Co., at Bristol, in

its shoemaking departments, will be closed down early in .August,

probably the eleventh, for the period of two weeks, for the pur-

pose of taking -the annua! inventory of the stock on hand in raw

material and manufactured products, and also to make an over-

hauling of machinerj' and equipment.

* * *

Thomas S. Walker, for several years connected with the Woon-

socket Rubber Co., and later with the Lycoming Rubber Co,, at

Williamsport, Pennsylvania, has been transferred to St. Louis

for organization work at the new factory of the United States

Ru'iber Co. in that city.

J. H. Kelley.

HEWITT RUBBER CO. EXPANSION.

The Hewitt Rubber Co., Buffalo, New York, which has at-

tained a high reputation for its manufactures of belting, hose,

mechanicals and railway specialties, will add automobile tires

to its line of products, and plans are

well under way for the erection of a

lire factory adjacent to its present

plant, to have a capacity of 5,000 tires

a day. It will increase its capital stock

from' $500,000 to $1,000,000.

The general management of the busi-

ness is now intrusted to the newly

elected vice-president, John H. Kelley,

who retired from the Republic Rubber

Co., ^'oungstown, Ohio, after 14 years'

service, to assume this position. Mr.

Kelley is one of the best known tire

men in the Middle West. For nine years

he had charge of the Chicago branch of

the Republic Rubber Co., and in 1912, on the death of Vice-

President Lomasney, he became vice-president of the company.

.Another notable addition to the management is F. V. Springer,

j who has also been made a vice-president. Mr. Springer was

connected with the Republic Rubber

Co. for over ten years, and held the

important position of manager of sales

of the railway department of that com-

pany. He will act as assistant to Mr.

Kelley, and as special representative of

the company.

H. H. Hewitt continues as president,

and W. C. Mullett is secretary and

treasurer. The acquisition of this group

of experienced leaders naturally means

a still further expansion of the com-

pany's business, in its present lines of

„ ,. „ manufacture, and a similar enterprise
F. V. Springer. , . . . , ,. ,

and activity m the new line of manu-

facture upon which it is entering.
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The Rubber Trade In Great Britain.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

THERE is no particular change in the trade conditions which

have prevailed for some time past, although restrictions on

the imports of raw rubber have naturally lead to some anxie-

ty among manufacturers. The restrictions mentioned for reducing

the present tonnage shipped from the Far East will, of course,

leave more of the commodity available for direct shipment to

America, a situation which is viewed with more equanimity on

this side now than would have been the case had not America

abandoned her neutrality. Another matter which has come to a

head recently and none too soon in the opinion of a considerable

number of our rubber manufacturers, is the official prohibition of

the importation of rubber goods except under Board of Trade

license. Of course this is only a war measure, but it is very wel-

come to those who have strenuously advocated an import duty.

Whether it will have the same effect remains to be seen, as it all

depends on to what extent arfd for what goods the licenses to im-

port are issued. As people do not renew their rubber sponges

every week—if they use them at all—there will be no hardship to

the community in stopping the importation of sponges for some

time, especialy as a large firm of retail druggists with branches all

over the country announces that it has half a million to dispose

of at the popular price of 6d. each. Moreover, satisfactory

rubber sponges are now being made in large quantities at home.

Whether they will he sold at the low figure of 6d. when the com-

petitive article is disposed of is a matter for speculation.

Further extensions are about to be made to the buildings and

plants of the Leyland & Birmingham Rubber Co., Limited, at

Leyland, and in order to finance this the company is issuing to

shareholders 18,500 6 per cent cumulative preferred shares of

£1 each in the proportion of 6 for every 180 of ordinary or pre-

ferred shares held.

THE GOODRICH DE LUXE TRUCK TIRE.

By way of an addendum to a recent note on this subject, the

main object of this tire is to decrease road vibration, and this has

been successfully done by increasing the ordinary 2-inch thickness

of available tread to 3;-^ inches, the greater thickness of rubber

making the relative loss by wear less than in a 2-inch tread. The
percentage is but slightly higher, but it is claimed that the user

obtains more for his monetary outlay. Users of De Luxe tires

are said to have obtained in some cases double and treble their

former mileages. For example, on heavy dump trucks carrying

6'/i to 8 tons, where regular tires have repeatedly failed at 3,000

to 5,000 miles, De Luxe tires have gone 9,000 miles and more.

THE LATE I. FRANKENBURG.

By the death on May 5, at the age of 71, of Alderman L
Frankenburg, the Borough of Salford lias lost one of its fore-

most public men and the rubber trade of the Manchester district

one of its best known representatives. Mr. Frankenburg, who
was born in Russia, came to England when 12 years old and

after some years in London moved to Manchester in 1868 and

started the manufacture of leather bags, knapsacks, etc. He
made his first thousand pounds, as he told his workpeople in

after years, by getting through a contract very rapidly for the

French in connection with knapsacks for the Franco-Prussian

war of 1870. It was some years before the inisiness which now
included waterproof garment making was moved to the present

site in Greengate, Salford. These premises were added to from

time to time as the business progressed, new branches were

added and at the present time they occupy a considerable area

and give employment to over a thousand hands. The firm of I.

Frankenburg & Sons, Limited, is a private limited company so

there is no public quotation of the shares. Directorships in the

company are held by one or two heads of departments who have

thus an additional interest in the progress of the concern. It was

at these works where the late C. O. Weber commenced his work

and researches into the character of ruljber, his first modest

laboratory being a year or two before his departure from the

firm replaced by one of much greater dimensions and of corre-

spondingly improved facilities. Of Mr. Frankenburg's public

work much might be said, but space merely permits mention of

the fact that he was mayor of Salford for four years and a bene-

factor of numerous local philanthropic institutions.

THE PRODUCTION OF ACETONE.

I notice a i)aragraph in the May issue of The Indi.\ Rubber

World relating to the production of acetone from the mahwa
tree of Hyderabad. This paragraph, I may say, has in substance

already appeared in our daily press, and unless I am hopelessly

wrong it is assuredly very misleading. I do not believe that

acetone occurs anywhere in nature and therefore I am much sur-

prised to learn that it occurs in large quantities in the flowers of

the above tree. There is no alcohol in potatoes or starch, though

it can be obtained therefrom by fermentation or chemical reaction.

Acetone is obtained commercially by the dry distillation of ace-

tate of lime, a compound of lime and acetic acid obtained by

distilling wood, the yield being 1 ton of acetone from 100 tons

of wood. As the mahwa tree flowers are stated to contain ten

times as much acetone as wood does, I take it that 100 tons of

these flowers will yield in distillation acetic acid sufficient to

yield 10 tons of acetone. Whether the Canadian producers of

acetone are fearful of the forthcoming competition I cannot say,

but it would seem, on the face of it, to be a big job to collect

flowers by the hundred tons. As regards the use of acetone as a

solvent in the rubber industry—apart from the laboratory—

I

imagine that this has been mainly in deresinating plants, and as

it is now a common thing to read in rubber specifications that

deresinated rubber is not to be used, it would seem that acetone

will be in lessened request.

RUBBER PLASTIC FROM KELP'

The special article on the recently developed kelp industry of

southern California in the May issue of The India Rubber

World is of wide chemical interest at the present time and the

article is well worthy of being read by a wide number of chemical

technologists. As to the importance of the movement for obtain-

ing potash from kelp or seaweed, as was done on a small scale

for many years in Scotland, there is general agreement, though

as regards the use of kelp as a prospective rubber plastic I am not

alone in holding pessimistic views.

AUSTRALIA PROTESTS BRITISH AUTOMOBILE EMBARGO.

In connection with tlic proposed British order prohibiting the

importation of motor cars, the Motor Traders of .Australia has

brought to the home government's attention the disastrous

effect such prohibition would have in Australia. Without de-

siring to appear unpatriotic or to be of hindrance to the govern-

ment's national policy, the committee has set forth a plain state-

ment of facts showing that the interruption of transportation

afforded by motor cars would be serious. As to the tire busi-

ness, the report states that owing to the heavy fall in motor im-

ports in the latter half of 1916 (commencement of 1917 fiscal

year) and curtailment of miles run on the score of economy, the

addition of an embargo would have a serious effect on the entire

tire industry. L'nder normal conditions wages paid by tire

manufacturers amount to $120,000 per annum. The trade hopes

that the government will not take such drastic action as to

permanently damage the industry.
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RUBBER GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

W. O. Burt has been elected to fill the vacancy, as represen-

tative at Tlie Hague of this association on the E.xecutive Board

of the International Association for Rubber Cultivation in the

Netherlands Indies, caused by the death of C. A. Lampard.

The question of appointing official representatives of the

Netherlands Indies Committee in Java and Sumatra and the

interchange of ideas with such representatives is under consid-

eration bv the Rubber Growers' Association.

LIST OF BRITISH EMBARGOED RUBBER MATE-
RIALS.

A PROCLAMATION, dated May 10, consolidates, amends and

adds to. the list of goods which were prohibited to be

•exported from the United Kingdom to certain or all destinations

by the Proclamation of May 10, 1916, as amended and added to

by subsequent Orders of Council. The materials used in the rub-

ber industry that were included in the list of prohibited exports

are given below.

The prohibition of exports is as follows

:

Goods marked (A), to all destinations.
_ . ,

Goods marked (B), to all ports and destmations abroad other

than ports and destinations in British Possessions and Pro-

tectorates. ... . .

Goods marked (C), to all destinations m foreign countries in

Europe and on the Mediterranean and Black Seas, other than

France and French Possessions, Russia, Italy and Italian Pos-

sessions, Spain and Portugal, and to all ports in any such foreign

countries, and to all Russian Baltic ports.

(A") .\cetic acid.

Acetones and their compounds and preparations.

Antimonv, sulphides and oxides of.

Apparel, 'waterproof wearing, not otherwise specifically

prohibited.

Asbestos and articles wholly or partly of asbestos.

Asphalt.
Asphalt, coal tar.

Balsams.
Barium sulphate.

Beeswax.
Benzol and its compounds and preparations.

Bitumen, liquid or solid.

Bone black.

Boots and shoes not otherwise prohibited.

Cables, insulated.

Cadmium, alloys of cadmium and cadmium ore.

Carbon disulphide.

Carbon gas.

Carbon tetrachloride and its preparations.

Clay, China, potters' and ball.

Cotton, all manufactures, mixtures, and products of,

not otherwise specifically prohibited.

Cotton, Sea Island, yarn made from or containing.

Glycerin, and preparations containing glycerin not other-

wise specifically prohibited.

Gums containing caoutchouc.
Hexamethylene tetramine (utropin) and its compounds

and preparations.

Iron, oxides of.

Lead compounds, and mixtures containing lead com-
pounds.

Magnesite. caustic or lightly calcined, and dead burnt

magnesite.
Mica, mica splittings, mica powder, micanite, and articles

made from and insulating materials containing them.

Motor spirit (except benzol).

Paraffin oil.

Paraffin wax.
Petroleum spirit and articles containing petroleum spirit.

Plumbago.
Resinous substances containing caoutchouc.

Rubber (raw, waste and reclaimed), solutions contain-

ing rubber, jellies containing rubber, and any other

preparations containing rubber, and also balata,

gutta percha, and the following varieties of rubber,

viz. : Borneo, Guayule, Jelutong, Palembang, Ponti-

anac, and iM other substances containing caoutchouc.

Rubber, gutta percha or balata, goods made wholly or

partly of.

(A)
(B)
(C)

(B)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(B)
(B)
(A)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(B)
(B)
(A)
(A)
(B)
(C)
(C)

(A)
(A)

(B)
(B)

(C)
(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(B)
(B)
(A)

(B)

(B)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(C)
(A)
(B)
(B)
(B)

(A)
(B)

(C)
(B)

(A)
(A)
(B)

Shellac.

Soda caustic.

Sulphur and preparations containing suli)liur.

Sulphuric acid and mixtures containing sulphuric acid.

Talc, all forms, including French chalk.

Tar, coal.

Tar, vegetable.

Tar, wood.
Tires for motor vehicles and for cycles (whether at-

tached to a vehicle or cycle or not), together with
articles and materials especially adapted for use in

the manufacture or repair of tires.

Toluol and its compounds and preparations.

Turpentine (oil and spirit), and articles containing tur-

pentine.

Wa.x, carnauba.
Wa.xes. animal, mineral, vegetable, and composite waxes,

not otherwise prohibited.

Xylol and its compounds and preparations.

Zinc oxide.

Zinc sulphide.

AMERICAN FLAG ON THE FRENCH GOODRICH FACTORY.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. has an extensive factory at Colombes,

France, a picture of which is shown here. The workers at this

factory sent an enthusiastic cablegram to their American co-

workers recentlv. Translated it reads :

The B. F. Goodrich F.-vctory at Colombes, France.

With sincere and brotherly feeling, and from our heart, we
salute the unsullied stars which shine today alongside our Tri-
color Flag in the sky of Liberty, Justice and Right. Bravo,
comrades of Akron ! Hurrah for President Wilson

!

Goodrich St.\ff, Colombes, France.

A PERMANENT SAMPLES EXHIBITION AT LYONS. FRANCE.

The Lyons Fair Committee has decided to create a permanent

Samples Exhibition at Lyons, combined with a Commercial En-

quiry Office, in connection with the annual Fair. This permanent

exhibition will consist of samples shown at the annual Fair and

deposited by the exhibitor till the ne.xt Fair, when he can either

replace the samples by others or leave them on view. It is hoped

eventually to get together a large collection of samples, constitut-

ing a permanent industrial exhibition of great value. In order

that no time may be lost in putting this scheme into execution,

exhibitors at the 1917 Fair are being invited to support it at once.

THE BORDEAUX FAIR, 1917.

The second Bordeaux Commercial Fair will be held from

September 1 to IS, 1917. It will be mainly a French Colonial Fair,

but exhibits from allied and neutral countries will also be re-

ceived. Applications for space should be addressed to L'Admi-

nistration de la Foire dc Bordeaux, Hotel de Ville, Bordeaux,

France.

"Rubber Machinery," Mr. Pearson's newest book, filled with

valuable information for rubber manufacturers, is now ready for

mailing. Price. $6.
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Rubber Planting Notes.

JAPANESE RUBBER GROWERS IN MALAYA.

THE declaration of officials in the Federated Malay States that

no persons other than natives, British and naturalized citi-

zens will be allowed to lease State lands, is a severe blow to

Japanese rubber growers in those territories. Japanese planters

were exceedingly prosperous and owned rich plantations, the larg-

est of which is capitalized at $2,492,500 and has an area of 10.000

acres.

It is stated that the Kuhara Mining Co. intends to form a

rubber company. The two companies will be separate, but the

older one is to be the larger shareholder. Meanwhile, it seems

that 2,560 acres of land in Borneo, planted with rubber trees

of 1 to 5 years' growth, have already been acquired and that

this holding will be enlarged.

GERMAN NEW GUINEA UNDER AUSTRALIAN DOMINATION.

Several years before the war broke out, German New Guinea

was beginning to be a promising source of rubber and gutta

percha. Under the Germans Ficus and Castilloa were being

thrown out and Hevea and coconuts planted instead. Although

no new rubber has been planted by the Australians, that existing

is receiving attention so that the exports for August, 1915, were

valued at 2.000 marks, an amount which increased to 22,898

marks in September. At present, tapping has been suspended and

the trees allowed a period of rest.

The labor shortage, aggravated by inadequate shipping facili-

ties and the prohibition of recruiting in certain districts, is viewed

with considerable concern, but when it decreases the prospect for

Hevea cultivation is thought to be good.

In general it is stated that Australia has taken up her task in

a broad-minded manner and that the country is prospering.

Shipping to and from Australia is frequent and regular, a radio-

telegraph station has been installed at Rabaul, a sutilicient circu-

lation of money has been provided for and a branch of the Aus-

tralian Commonwealth Bank has been established.

RUBBER IN BRITISH NEW GUINEA.

The Galley Reach Rubber Estates, Limited, in Papua, owns

about 404 acres of cultivated land, half of which is covered with

rubber seven years old and over. For the year 1916 the yield

was 27,499 pounds, or 2.06 pounds per annum per tree in bear-

ing. The total cost per pound of rubber is at present 42 cents

(U. S. currency), but it is hoped to reduce this considerably

when all the trees are in bearing. In spite of the high cost

and the initial difficulties which young enterprises always ex-

perience, the company recorded a profit of il,104 for the year,

which is being carried forward. The crop for 1917 is estimated

at 33.00(J pounds, and the cost, f. o. b. Port Moresby, at 29

cents per pound.

RUBBER SAMPLES FROM NORTHERN NIGERIA.

The Imperial Institute, London, England, recently published

the results of experiments with a sample of rubber produced in

Northern Nigeria. The sample lost 26 per cent in weight after

washing, due to the large amount of impurities. Analysis of

the residue gave:

Caoutchouc 49.2 per cent
Resin 47.7 per cent
Proteins 2.4 per cent
Ash 0.7 per cent

The caoutchouc thus separated was almost black and its

physical properties were poor. From the analysis it was con-

cluded that the sample probably came from the Ficus vogelii.

Samples of this rubber from Gambia and the Gold Coast had

previously been tested at the Imperial Institute.

COCHIN CHINA RUBBER PRODUCTION IN 1916.

According to -the Annates dcs Planteurs de Caoutchouc de

I'lndo-Chine;'-^ 'the amount of plantation rubber exported from

this French colony during the first eleven months of 1916 was

489,000 kilos [1,075,800 pounds]. The exports for the whole

year may be assumed to have been 530,000 kilos [1,166,000

pounds]. The total for 1915 was 573,440 pounds.

INDO-CHINA TRADE BUREAU.

Before his departure from France, the new Governor of Indo-

China, Albert Sarant, discussed with Colonial Secretary Dou-
mergue plans for establishing an Indo-China trade bureau at

Paris. Trade experts will be at the head of this bureau and

their duty will consist in circulating throughout the French

commercial and industrial world a knowledge of the natural

resources and trade possibilities of Indo-China. Promotion of

the plantation rubber industry figures largely in the plan.

Large credits will be drawn for this purpose. The bureau

will work along practical lines and be absolutely independent of

the Colonial department.

THE NETHERLANDS RUBBER INDUSTRY.

The Amsterdam rubber market, normally important, suffered

in 1916, when both imports and exports were prohibited. The
prohibition on imports went into effect November 26, 1915, but

shipments leaving the Dutch East Indies (which supply prac-

tically the whole market) prior to that date were admitted.

Accurate figures of the stock on hand, imports and sales are not

available, but it is said that the supply met the domestic demand,

which is steadily increasing. Prices for Hez'ea Standard Crepe

No. 1, the principal grade, varied from $0.80 to $1.04 per one-

half kilo [1.1 pounds].

The regulation prohibiting the export of rubber from the

Netherlands became effective January 26, 1916. A few shipments

to the United States, amounting to $164,689, were permitted. The
exports to that country were valued at $98,960 in 1915, and at

$534,805 in 1914. It is claiined that 1916 shipments would have

been much larger but for the high quotations. American im-

porters preferred to place their orders at the London and Dutch

colonial markets, obtaining more favorable prices. Amsterdam
brokers say that after the war it will require strong and united

efforts to regain the trade of the American market, practically

lost through existing circumstances.

^arious new rubber factories that are likely to be permanent

have been established in Amsterdam and vicinity as a direct

result of reduced imports. Among them is a company producing

rubber raincoats, other waterproof garments and various kinds

of clothing.

NETHERLANDS PLANTATION COMPANIES MOVE.

The following plantation companies have recently moved their

offices at The Hague from Kneuterdijk 13 to Bezuidenhout 11,

'S-Gravenhage : Vereenigde Indische Cultuur-Ondernemingen

(United Indian Plantations) ; Nederlandsche Oliepalmen Cul-

tuur-Onderneming (Netherlands Oil Palm Plantations), and

Maatschappij Voor Koloniale Ondernemingen (Colonial Plan-

tations Co.)

NETHERLANDS STATISTICAL TAX ON IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

A statistical tax at the rate of one-tenth per cent ad valorem is

now leviable on all goods imported into, or exported from, the

Netherlands, in order to defray the expenses connected with a

bureau which has been established to compile customs and other

national statistics.
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BRADFOBS ESTABLISHES OFFICE IN PENANG.

R. F. Bradford has opened an office "in the F. M. S. Railway

building at Pcnang, as general representative in the East of

Aldens' Successors, Limited, of London. Liver|)Onl and New
York City. The business will be carried on under his own name.

Rubber will be the principal commodity dealt in, later other

lines of tropical production will probably be included.

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY OF BOLIVIA.

The June issue of the "I'an-.\merican Magazine'' is devoted

to several articles on Bolivia, a country whose alinement with

the L'nited States in the world war stimulates the interest which

her developing wealth has aroused during recent years. For

years the country has had a favorable trade balance which in

1915 amounted to almost $30,000,000, chiefly in minerals, al-

though rubber is the principal vegetable product, the 1915 exports

of which amounted to 5,081 tons, making Bolivia the second

rubber exporting country of South America. All came to the

United States except the 341 tons taken by Great Britain.

Bolivian producers in every line are shown to be very pros-

perous and this is true of the rubber industry, which has

benefited greatly as a result of the Madeira-Mamore railroad,

completed in 1912. and the improved facilities at Porto Velho

on the Madeira river. Interesting facts arc included regarding

the colonization and development of the 132,(KIO acres, owned

by the Bolivia-Brazil Rubber and Timber Corporation, of which

a group of New Jersey men and one Bolivian are officials. Dr.

Samuel T. Busey bein^ managing director.

PLANTATION RUBBER IN DUTCH GUIANA.
I'LTURE PROSPECTS E.\XOUK.\C,I.\(i.

T TP to the present, apart from the leaf disease which has been
*^ epidemic for some time but now seems to be abating,

everything points to the fact that rubber growing as a commer-
cial undertaking should be a success.

The rate of growth of the trees in this colony has been satis-

factory, and, so far as data can be obtained at this early period,

the yield per acre has been quite normal. In some instances

it has been above the average. The cost of collecting the latex

in some districts has been seven cents per pound of dry rubber.

This, possibly, may not be the case when tapping operations

have to be carried out on a large scale, and one has to utilize

what labor there may be available in the district. It is gen-

erally considered that an estate of 300 acres would require

about 100 tappers, or one laborer to three acres. This labor

force will be required for only about one-third of the day, the

remaining two-thirds being devoted to the usual routine of

estate w-ork. But it must not be forgotten that, as the trees

increase in size, so they increase in the spread of their branches

until they so shade the ground that little weeding is actually

required. The planter, therefore, will be face to face with the

difficulty of disposing of his labor force after tapping has been

finished. This is an important feature. If land is available

then there is the opportunity of giving out land for the laborers

to cultivate in ground provisions, bananas, etc., and, if suitable

areas are contiguous, rice planting can be included. The diffi-

culty is a very practical one, as the tapping gangs must be kept

on the spot.

If there should be no land adjacent for the laborers to take

up, the difficulty of employing a large force can hardly be over-

come. It must be borne in mind that in the East it is usual to

count the cost of collecting the latex as one-half the total cost

of production.

We have, therefore, cause for great hope of the rubber indus-

try, even if tile price of rubber should be only 48 cents per

pound. Mr. Bancroft, of British Guiana, suggested that the

cost of tapping and collecting might be IS cents per pound, and

the yield that might be expected from trees in full bearing be

estimated at 300 pounds per acre, i. .•., with rubber at 48 cents

per pound, $144 per acre per annum. .'\s against this, the cost

of tapping at 15 cents per pound of dry rubber would amount
to $45 per acre. Taking the experience of the East, that the

cost of tapping is half the total expense, we should Iiave an

expenditure of $90, leaving $54 per acre as a profit. These

figures wouM apply, of course, to an estate in full bearing where

very little expenditure for weeding would be necessary. It

would seem, therefore, that with rubber at only 48 cents per

pound the future may be regariled with some degree of con-

fidence.

MORE SPR.WING NEEDED,

Spr.iying is a much neglected art in this colony. Even those

growers who practice it generally do so in the belief that it may
be so much money thrown away. Others practice this method
of control merely because they have been compelled to do so by

their proprietors, whom, they believe, are all wrong, being guided

by scientific men who know really nothing practical about trop-

ical agriculture. The position taken is not unlike that of old

sugar planters. When such men as Professor Harrison and Mr.

Jcr;man, both of British Guiana, proclaimed the possibilities

of seedling canes, the practical planters in that colony at first

would have nothing to do with them ; it was the absentee pro-

prietor who forced these canes upon them and who first ac-

knowledged the importance of the work done at the seedling

station in Georgetown. The old planters cursed the seedling,

but with much grumbling, and still more reluctance, obeyed

tlie instructions of their proprietors. The wisdom of the pro-

prietors to-day speaks for itself in no uncertain voice.

So, too, with spraying. Strong prejudice exists against it,

and spraying outfit? are often entirely absent on even fairly

large estates. Because many planters know nothing about the

subject they get no results and jump to the conclusion that all

spraying is a fraud A case in point is the leaf disease of Hevea
BrcisHienjis. Mr. Bancroft has carefully worked out a treatment

for this disease and he tells, the planter how to spray, what to

spray with, and when and how often to apply the application.

The planter makes his mixture, possibly makes it incorrectly;

he applies it in the wrong way and at the wrong time, and he

gets no results, .^t once he concludes that spraying is useless,

that all these scientific instruments only cost money for no pur-

pose, and he condemns in no uncertain terms a system of which

he is really entirely ignorant.

It will be seen, therefore, that the whole question of spraying

is intimately wrapped up with not only the intelligence of the

grower, but his knowledge of certain plant life, and special

knowledge sometimes is more than desirable—it is a necessity.

In the hands of an ignorant grower spraying may degenerate

into a useless and expensive method ; in the hands of the man
who knows what he is doing it is a most valuable aid to success-

ful rubber growing.

RUBBER EXPORTS FROM ECUADOR.

The exports of rubber for the year 1915 showed a consid-

erable increase over those for 1914, due chiefly to the higher

prices paid.

The following figures give the amounts for both years and the

countries of destination

:

1914. 1915.

Great Rritain foidtds 211 708

Germany 40,311

United States 283,413 563,050

Totals 323,935 563.758

Semi-official reports state that 132,000 pounds of crude rubber

were exported from the port of Guayaquil during 1916.
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BRAZILIAN RUBBER NOTES.
By II Spccitil Correspondent.

'T'HE Socicdadc Nacional dc Agrkultura, Rio de Janeiro, lately

*• held a solemn reunion in celebration of the completion of the

twentieth year of its existence. Jose Bezerra, Minister of Agri-

culture, presided; Lauro Miiller, ex-Minister for Foreign Af-
fairs, and the Minister of Chile were among the prominent per-

sons who attended.

This oldest and most important of Brazilian institutions has

been untiring in its efforts towards improving and advancing

agriculture in Brazil, .^s a result of its activities, the First and

Second .Agricultural Congresses were organized and the seeds

sown on these occasions bore rich fruit—the creation of the

Department of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce. If exhi-

bitions were to be held, the Society was ever ready to take

up their management : besides this it constantly arranged for the

giving of a series of lectures concerning economic problems.

Through its organ, A Lavoura, it circulated propaganda for

agricultural matters, and published and distributed articles and

works containing much valuable information and advice.

Among its activities for the past year may be mentioned the

following points presented for consideration to the Governor

and National Congress :

1. Distribution of cotton seed on a large scale and encour-

agement of cotton culture.

2. Institution of free markets and assistance for those exist-

ing.

3. Protection of cotton and study of its diseases and pests,

particularly of the Pink Boll Worm.
The list of its members is constantly growing and at present

numbers about 6,000 persons.

A CONFERENCE TO PROMOTE RUBBER INTERESTS.

Recently a special commission from Amazonas visited Para

with the object of establishing measures for the improvement

of- commercial relations between the two states.

At the reception held by the Associai;ad Commercial do Para
and presided over by Dr. Lauro Sodre, Governor of the State

of Para, the representatives from .Amazonas discussed the

question of transport, which has been crippling Amazonian com-

merce, and pointed out the necessity of steamers putting in at

Manaos on their way from Belem to Acre, and vice versa. The
Associa(ad stated that the difficulty lay with the Captain of the

Port of Manaos, who persisted in a policy of molestation and

persecution toward "Para-Acre vessels, and, therefore, proposed

that the Silvero-Eneas law should be abolished, to which the

mission replied that the Government of Amazonas would do all

in its power to remove the difficulties. Concerning the abolition

of the law, however, they recommended that the Governor of

Para communicate with the Governor of Amazonas.

The Assoc'iaiao also submitted to the special consideration of

the heads of both states the following points:

(1). The organization of co-operative enterprises, one in

Para and another in Manaos, for undertaking intensive culti-

vation of Hcvea and other cultures in regions near these cap-

itals, the cost of production being thus consideral)ly reduced and

the returns proportionately increased.

(2). 01)taining preferential tariff for manufactures from

superior qualities of rubber and an increased duty on articles

made of reclaimed rubber or substitutes—a means of encourag-

ing the consumption of good rubber—advancing the valorization

and protecting factories where the better kind of rul)l)cr is used.

(3). Inducing the municipalities of the country to enact laws

to enforce in electric installations the use of insulated wires of

at least 2,500 megohms—thereby necessitating the employment of

good rubber.

("4). Organizing, on an equal basis, an enterprise, directed by

the commercial associations of Para and Manaos and under the

supervision of the two governments, to circulate propaganda for

rubber in the centers of consumption, representing to industrials

the advantages of utilizing the protection offered by Amazonian
tariff, the costs of this enterprise to be covered by the receipts

from a tax of 1 per cent on the valorization, to be levied by

the Congresses of Para, Amazonas, and, if possible, by Matto-

Grosso and Federal.

IS THIS NEUTR.XLITY?

As the Lloyd Brasilciro is controlled by the Treasury and,

therefore, practically a government department, the preference

shown to German shippers at this time is especially incongruous.

Of the 13,098 tons of rubber shipped from Manaos from Jan-

uary 1 to March 30 of the current year "to all destinations, 7,298

tons or 55.7 per cont were shipped by Allied and .American firms,

4,951 tons or 37.8 per cent by Brazilian and Portuguese firms and

only 849 tons or 6.5 per cent by German.

In spite, however, of the enormous disproportion Ijetween ship-

ments by Germany and those by Allied and Brazilian firms, out

of the total space available in Lloyd Brasilciro boats, 47.9 per

cent was allotted to Germans, 25 per cent to Brazilian, 17.7 per

cent to .American—the largest shippers of all—and only 9.4 per

cent to all Allied firms, British. French and Italian!

It is hoped that when the Ministry of Finance or of Foreign

Affairs is informed of this favoritism, the situation will promptly

be altered.

AN. E.XPERIMENT STATION FOR HEl'E.A CULTIV.^TION.

The Club da Scringncira has recently commenced operations at

the Campo de E.rpcricncias da Sociedade Amazonense dc Agri-

ciiltura. This station had been given over to the government

three years ago and all work there was suspended. Dr. Angelino

Bevilaqua is the new director, while Colonel Raymundo C. Mon-
teiro da Costa has been entrusted with the task of procuring

good seed. The undertaking is financially aided by the gov-

ernment of the State of Amazonas.

Work is now proceeding regularly; Hcveas have been planted

in certain parts of the estate and nursery beds laid out. From
.April 2 to 24 not less than 42.000 seeds were gratuitously dis-

tributed.

THE BALATA INDUSTRY IN SURINAM.

The balata indu^^try during 1916 seems to have been satis-

factory. Recent registrations for balata concessions in Para-

maribo also indicate a certain amount of activity.

The exports for the year amounted to 2,005,278 pounds, which

compares the more favorably with the British Guiana figures

of 1,450,702 pounds, because labor in Surinam is scarce, while

the neighboring colony can command sufficient men to meet its

needs. About 253 tons of balata, representing a value of about

$300,000, arrived in Nickerie during the past year.

The balata production for the last six years was: 1911. 1,146

tons; 1912, 727 tons; 1913. 1,086 tons; 1914, 1,086 tons; 1915,

209 tons; 1916, 769 tons.

The recovery of this industry during the last year has naturally

been greeted with much satisfaction, especially because of its

influence on the general business tone in the colony. However,

the labor situation, which is becoming acute, is causing consid-

erable anxiety, as does the shipping question, making it difficult

for merchants to send their products to the highest bidders.

EXPORT DUTY ON YAVARI RUBBER.

A Peruvian Presidential Decree of December 27, 1916, pro-

vides that the duties (2, 4 and 6 per cent) imposed by a decree

dated July 12, 1916. are to be levied on the market prices of

rubber from the Yavari. By this new decree the reduction of

30 per cent from the current prices allowed on rubber from the

Madre de Dios is not to be allowed for rubber from the Yavari.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N°-;

THE UNITED STATES.
ISSUED MAY 15. 1917.

,225,770. Pneumatic tire. J. F. Chauvin, assiRnor to C. P.
Tones—both of Houma, La.

,225.880. Tire filler. T. A. Sprague, PittsburRh. Pa.

1,225,910. Tire valve unseating device. W. A. Williams, Barton. Ohio.

1,225,973. Rubber tire and its attachment and detachment to and from
wheels. E. B. Killen, London, England.

1,226.110. Airless tire. L. H. Patterson, Portland, OrcK.

1,226,148. Diving dress. F. H. Walters. Auckland, New 7.ealand.

1,226.247. Rubber tread surface for boots. J. D. Prince, New York City.

1,226.254. Non-skid tire. A. Rich, Stamford, Conn.

1.226.270. Tire clamp. L. E. Snivley, Jr., Glenside, Pa.

1.226.271. Tab end for garters. H. T. Stuart, assignor to The Robert N.
Bassett Co.—both of Derby, Conn.

1,226.304. Water bag stopper. H. V. Brumley, Plandome, assignor to

Whitall Tatum Co.—both of New York City.

1,226,313. Rubber-soled canvas shoe. E. W Dunbar, assignor to Apsley
Rubber Co.—both of Hudson, Mass.

1,226,320. Tire chain. T. V. Elliot. New York—assignor to Elliot Rim
Chain & Tread Corp., Esopus—both in New York.

1,226,358. Tire tread. Mabelle Nace, Piedmont, Calif.

1,226.563. Tire valve. H. F. Miller, Rushville, Nebr.

1,226,580. Tire. E. J. Oetter, Denver, Colo.

1,226,596. Pri'ssure bag for vulcanizing purposes. H. E. Rasmussen, Fitch-

burg, Mass.

ISSUED MAY 22, 1917.

1,226,664. Tire valve. W. R. Hose, New Ulm, Minn.

1.226.702. Vacuum massage device. J. G. Schlenter, Toledo, Ohio.

1.226.703. Pneumatic tire. K. H. Schmidt, Chicago, 111.

1,226,862. Antislipping device for armored pneumatic tire. C. L. Crow,
Alexander City. .Ma.

1,226.899. Tire filler comprising a circumscribing strip and resilient disks

through which the strip passes. L. McKinnon, Salt Lake
City, "Utah.

1,226,909. Blowout patch. B. H. Pratt. Milwaukee, assignor to The Fed-
eral Rubber Co., Cudahy—both in Wisconsin.

1,226,984. Rubber covered roller. J. Muskett, Pendleton, Manchester,
England.

1 227.011. Tire rim detacher. T. R. Snyder, assignor of one-fourth to

W. H. Werley—both of Barberton, Ohio.

1,227,108. Inner tube for pneumatic tires. H. C. Boggs, Decatur, Ala.

1 227 239. Protecting lining for pneumatic tire. Bertha Mermelstein. New
York City.

1,227,422. Core for resilient wheel tires. G. E. Gilmore, Cleveland, and
V. F. Roesel, .^kron—both in Ohio.

1,227,426. Tire casing. H. E. Grabau, Long Island City, and A. C.

Schwartz, New York City—both in New York; said Grabau
assignor to said Schwartz.

1.227.493. Resilient heel for boots or shoes. A. L. Runyan. Waterloo, Iowa,
assignor to Runyan Cushion Wheel Co., Omaha, Nebr.

1.227.494. Resilient wheel. A. L. Runyan. Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to

Runyan Cushion Wheel Co., Omaha, Nebr.

1.227.495. Resilient tire. A. L. Runyan, Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to

Runyan Cushion Wheel Co., Omaha, Nebr.

1,230,075. Demountable rim. L. H. Perlman, New York City.

ISSUED MAY 29, 1917.

1,227,563. Prt-ssure gage attachment. W. A. Allen, Yonkers, assignor

to A. Schrader's Son, Inc., Brooklyn—both in New York.

1,227.673. Armored liner for pneumatic tires. S. A. Ruse, Chicago, 111.

1,227,690. Hose. L. A. Subers, Cleveland, Ohio.

1.227.791. Tire for vehicles and method of making the same. J. Huebner.
assignor to Pan-American Rubber Co.—both of Milwaukee,
Wis.

1,227,925. Demountable rim for pneumatic tire. E. Oliver, Dayton, Fla.

1,227,990. Demountable rim wheel. E. K. Baker, assignor to Universal

Rim Co.—both of Chicago, 111.

1,228,001. Rubber tire casing having corrugated metallic armor plate em-
bedded therein. D. J. Demar, Pittsburgh, Pa.

1,228,071. Inner tube comprising a plurality of inflatable sections, and an
.lir distributing tube extending through them. J. F. Sincage,
Florence, Mass.

1,228,140. Rubber bottle-washing brush. M. C. Rosenfeld. Boston, Mass.

1,228,246, Demountable rim. J. D. Reilly, Providence, R. I.

1 228,346. Removable resilient core for tires. J. W. Moakles, assignor of

one-half to N. S. Wright—both of East Worcester, N. Y.

1,228,355. Vehicle tire jacket. A. S. Anderson, assignor of one-half to

R. L. Smith—both of Oakland, Calif.

ISSUED JUNE 5, 1917.

1,228,397. Canvas hose coupling. N. B. Braly, Butte, Mont.

1,228,447. Tire shield. L. Koenig, New York City.

1.228,528.

1,228,532.

1,228,539.

1,228,630.

1,228,650.

1,228,783.

1,228,795.

1,228,796.

1,228,808.

1,228,884.

1,228,914.

1,228,941.

1,228,970.

;,229,OSO.

1,229,096.

1,229,104.

1,229,166.

1,229,245.

1,229,264.

1,229,270.

1,229,423.

1,229,581.

1,229,639.

1,229,734.

1,229,794.

1,229,801.

1,229,861.

1,229,947.

1,230,007.

1,230,019.

1,230,025.

1,230,071.
S

1.230,075.

Laminated power transmission belt. M. D. Campbell, assigncr

to The Perkins Campbell Co.—both of Cincinnati, Ohi».

Vocal flute constructed in a single piece from rubber. A. V.
Chevers, East Providence, R. 1.

Resilient tire. J. V. Dewald, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tire body construction. P. E. Wirt, Bloomsburg, Pa.

Protected tire. J, H. Christian, Detroit, Mich., assiRnor t*

Perfection Tire & Rubber Co., a corporation of South Dakota.

Air mattress. G. E. Kerivan, Newton, Mass.

Means for holding demountable rims on wheels. S. R. McKay,
assignor to The McKay Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Rim-clamping device. S. R. McKay, assignor to The McKay
Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Corset having elastic strips. M. G. Motz, Hillsdale, N. J.

Rubber boot with side-pocket pac. J. T. Crowley, assignor to

The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.—both of Beacon Falls,

Conn.

Inflatable apparatus for raising sunken ships. E. S. Hayford,
New Orleans. La.

Demountable rim. E. R. Maurer, Detroit, Mich.

Wheel rim. .Tames T. Donald, Seattle, Wash.

Respirator. R. Donald, London, England.

Reinforcing device for pneumatic tires. E. J. Kries, Mendota,
111.

Tire protector, L, H. Lloyd, Bloomington, 111.

Resilient tire. S. Suss, New York City.

Fire-hose valve. W. H. Eddy, Superior, Wis.

Pneumatic tire. V. Ilensley, Vallejo, Calif.

Waterproof cloak. F. W. Howard, New York City.

Drainage appliance. E. G. Eckenrode, Baltimore, Md.
Means for attaching a resilient cushion to a rigid base. R,

Butler, Boston, Mass.

Demountable and separable vehicle-wheel rim. H. Mote, Clere-
land, Ohio.

Means to deflate inner tubes. H. N. Eversole, H. R. Cawthon,
and H, I. Owen, Fulton, Mo., said Cawthon and said Owen
assignors to siid H. N. Eveisole and F. R. Eversole, St.
Louis, Mo.

Illuminated toy balloon and lighting effect. A. Salzer, New
York Citv-

Demountable rim for vehicle-wheels. A. H. Smith, New York
City.

Puncture-proof pneumatic tire. G. Aubcrlin, Vallejo, Calif.

Athlete's guard comprising elastic adjusting straps, F. Haggerty,
assignor of one-fourth to C. Izenstark—both of Chicago, III.

Rubber-lined combination valve and hose connection. F, Mill-
iken, Lawrence, N. Y.

Hose-band. O. W. Patton, Los Angeles, Calif.

Pneumatic belt and back and shoulder pads for use in carrying
personal equipment. J. A. Pugh, Cardiff, Wales.

Pneumatic tire alarm device. L. E. Hawk, assignor of one-third
to E. R. Kilpatrick—both of Chicago, 111.

Demountable rim. L. H. Perlman, New York City.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
ISSUED MAY, 9. 1917.

102,039. Spout for collecting rubber latex from trees. J. H. Beaufortt
British North Borneo.

104.484. A clip for securing a rubber tube to a metal pipe. A. G. Elliott
and Rolls-Royce, Limited, Nightingale Road, Derby.

104,529. Tire patch. C. L. Cuthbe and E. D. Burley (trading as C. U
Cuthbe & Co.), 37 Great Eastern street, London.

104.536. Soft india rubber slipper for insertion between a porcelain tooth
and the dental plate. E. R. Magnus, 175 Macquarie Street*
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.

104.615. Rubber corn shields. C. W. Doubleday, 141 Maple street, Ash-
land. Ohio, U. S. A.

104.616. Combination leather and rubber shoe sole. F. Marsh, 77 Cr«ss
Green Lane, Leeds.

104,820. Rubber-soled shoes. W. J. Jackson, Mellersh, 28 Southampton
Buildings. London. (National India Rubber Co., Wood street*

Bristol, Rhode Island. U. S. A.)

104,868. Diving apparatus. Dragerwerk, H. & B. Drager, 53 Motslinger
Allee, Lubeck, Germany,

ISSUED MAY 16. 1917.

104,891. Means for automatically distributing the load to motor car wheels.
W. T. Carling, Tangley. Sydney Road, Guildford.

104,903. Sewing machine presser foot comprising a rubber ring. L. R.
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

104,926. Pneumatic tire pressure gage. E, C. R. Marks, 57 Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London. ('Vancouver Motor Supplies, 827 Hastings
street west, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.)

104,980. Fountain pens. W. I. Ferris. 525 Lawrence avenue. Westfield,

New Jersey, U. S. A.

Chemical Patents -will be found on page &82. Machinery and Process Patents on pages 588-689.
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104,983.

104.992.

104,997.

105.03S.

105,126.

105,159.

105,169.

105,214.

105.215.

105.226.

105.229.

105,235.

105.260.

105.293.

174,865.

174,880.

174,926.

174,932.

174.993.

175.003.

175.027.

175,044.

175.144.

175,352.

Inflatable life-saviiig garment. H. Swinbourne, 8 Duke street,
Hoyley, near liarnsley, Yorkshire, and G. H. Welford. 64
Cumberland street. North Road, Darlington.

Soft rubber suction base for lower dentures. A. W. Fisher,
Bryn Estyn, Whitchurch, Salop.

Tire attachments to rims. G. S. Warin, Abbey Lane, Stratford,
Essex.

Surgical drainage appliance of rubber. J. A. Liddell. 358 High
Road, Lee, Kent.

ISSUED MAY 23. 1917.

Elastic tires. .T. F. van der Velde. 12d Bezuidenhout street.
Troyeville, Johannesburg.

Drain plug comprising a rubber ring. J. Heath. Manor avenue,
Urmston, near Manchester.

Soothing teats. W. T. Rae, 2 Royal Terrace, Springburn, Glasgow*

Sleeves of coats and waterproof garments. B. M. Chambers.
H. M. S. Imperieuse, care of General Post Office. London.

Couplings for rubber or like hose. J. J. Purdie. Dunavon, Lans-
down Road. .Sidcup, and Leyland & Birmingham Rubber Co.,
Golden Hill Works, Leyland, Lancashire.

Printing surfaces made by pressing plates of plastic material,
such as rubber, on to a matrix. H. Blucher, 1 Kanalstrasse,
Gohlis, Leipzig, and E. Krause, 6 Sedanstrasse, Steglitz, Ber-
lin, both in Germany.

Dust caps for tire valves. A. Schrader's Son. 783 Atlantic ave-
nue. Brooklyn, New York, assignee of M. C. Schweinert. 226
Palisade avenue. West Hoboken. and J. Volckhausen. 54 Fulton
street, Weehawken—both in New Jersey.

Protected pneuni^tic tire. R. de Prandieres. 2 Rue Duquesne,
Lyons. France.

Patcp. for repairing tire tubes. W. C. Sneyd, 144 Broad Street,
Pendleton, and H. E. Young, 32 Broadway, Withington—both
in Manchester.

Artificial foot having rubber cushion. C. Salmon, 55 Drayton
Park, Highbury, London.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED FEBRUARY 28. 1917.

Rubber soled shoe. L. C. Colt. Bristol. Rhode Island, U. S. A.

Inner tire. J. H. Grobe, Los Angeles. California. U. S. A.

Non-skid tjre. A. Rich, Stamford. Connecticut, U. S. A.

Protector for pneumatic tires. J. W. Smith, Nooksack, Wash-
ington, U. S. A.

Teat cup. H. W. Terry and J. W. Fowler—both of Toronto.
Ontario.

Canvas hose coupling. N. B. Braly, Butte. Montana, U. S. A.

Teat cup for milking machines. L. Dinesen, Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, U. S. A.

Inflatable life saving belt. T. Ingaramo, Genoa, Italy.

Nursing bottle .^nd nipple. H. H. Baker, assignee of R. R.
Baker—both of Buffalo. New York. U. S. A.

Automobile ti"e. I. Normandy. St. Catharines. Ontario.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates of Application.)

482,308 (July 21, 1916). Rubber cushion wheel. G. Costantin.
482,367 (July 26, 1916). Improvements in pneumatic tires. H. Brown.
482,373 (September 3, 1915). Pneumatic metallic wheel for automobile

and other vehicles. C. Longest (Sr. ).

482.519 (August 8, 1916). Double inner tube. N. C. Doss.
482.609 (August 21, 1916). Pneumatic tire. A. Baigne.
482,613 (August 21, 1916). Method of fitting solid tires to the rims of

wheels. C. Videcoq.
482,620 (August 21, 1916). Improvements in rims and tires for wheels.

H. Raflovich.
482,660 (August 26, 1916). Elastic wheel for vehicles. C. Weber and

M. W. Gerth.
482.682 (August 28, 1916). Improvements in tires for wheels of vehicles,

automobile? and others. A. A. Crozier.
482.683 (August 28, 1916). Tire for wheels of carriages, automobiles and

others. A. A. Crozier.

100,614.

101,259.

101,394.

101.470.

101,779.

102,074.

102,248.

102,455.

86,469.

99.858.

TRADE-MARKS
THE TTNITED STATES.

Representation of sticks forming the word Styx—rubber patch
for repairing inner tubes of automobile tires. H. E. Dickard.
Monroe, La.

The word Fabkum intertwining a curved dagger—men*s, women's
and children'^ shoes made of rubber and other materials.
Churchill & Alden Co., Brockton, Mass.

Representation of a section of belting with a blue stripe through
the center—rubber belting. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
.\kron, Ohio.

The word Yucatan—chewing gum. American Chicle Co., New
York City.

The word Cervantes—fountain pens. Celestino Fernandez &
Sons, New York City.

The word Scottie—golf-balls, golf-clubs and golf-bags. Wm.
Filene's Sons Co., Boston, Mass,

The word Square above the word Deal—rubber bands, Good-
year Rubber Co., St. Paul, Minn.

The compound word Bee-Gee-Boo—balloons. The Miller Rub-
ber Co., Akron, Ohio.

The word Chef and below it a representation of a French cook

—

chewing-gum. Berdan & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Representation of a man's foot in the act of walking, displaying
heel—rubber heels for boots and shoes. O'SuUivan Rubber
Co.,' Portland. Me., and New York City.

100,498.

101,216.

102,155.

102,191.

102,503.

102,983.

1 03.097.

103.098.

103,099.

103.182.

92,831.

97,449.

102,569.

102.676.

102,718.

103,069.

103,461.

84,473.

S4,474.

101,422.

102.518.

102,519.

102.520.

102.521.

102,687.

103,015.

The word Dridek—waterproofed textile fabrics for tops, curtains,
and upholstery for automobiles and other motor vehicles.
L. J. Mutty Co., Boston, Mass.

Design of four-leaved clover within a square frame—men's rain-
coats. Roger Bros., Chicago, 111.

The words Good .\s Wheat—rubber tires. Converse Rubber
Shoe Co., Maiden, Mass.

The word Cupid—chewir.g-gum. Love-Me-Gum Co., Baltimore,
Md.

The words The Booterv—boots, shoes, and slippers made of
leather, rubber or canvas. C. H. Wolfelt Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.

The compound word Ex-O-Dext—chewing-gum. Detroit Dental
Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Design of leaves and blossom with letter C in center—chewing-
gum. Independent Gum Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Horizontal design of leaves and blossom with letter C in center

—

chewing-gum. Independent Gum Co., Kansas (^ity, .Mo.

Perpendicular desiijn of leaves and blossom with letter C extend-
in?; above it—chewing gum. Independent Gum Co., Kansas
City, Mo-

The word Tuxedo—suspenders. Pioneer Suspender Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

The word Seaco—hot water bottles, syringes, ice caps, invalid
rings, surqical rubber gloves, breast pumps, and atomizers.
Geo. L. Claflin Co., Providence, R. I.

The word Wearever— household rubber gloves. The Faultless
Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio.

Six-pointed design within a circle—rubber tires. The Miller Rub-
ber Co., South Akron. Ohio.

The words Tricv Fruit within a design—chewing gum. Wm.
Wrigley. Jr., Co., Chicago, Til.

The words First Step—leather, rubber and canvas shoes. Mrs.
A. R. King, Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.

The word Superbar—rubber tires. Rubber Insulated Metals
Corp., Richmond, Va., and Plainfield, N. J.

The word Beacon—rubber heels and rubber soles. Beacon Rub-
ber Co., Lynn, Mass.

Representation of an athlete—boots and shoes made partly or
wh-^lly of rubber, namely, rubber-soled shoes with canvas uppers
vidcanized or cemented thereon. The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe
Co.. Beacon Falls, Conn., assignor to The Beacon Falls Rubber
Shoe Co., Boston, Mass.

The ivord Mailathon—boots and shoes made partly or wholly of
rubber, namely, rubber-soled shoes with canvas uppers vulcanized
or cemented thereon. The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.,
Be.icon Falls, Conn., assignor to The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe
Co.. Boston, Mass.

The word Zephyr—play-balls. The Gregory Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.

The words Silver King Black Line—golf-balls. The India Rub-
ber. Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Limited, London,
England.

The words Silver King Red Line—golf-balls.
her, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co.,
England.

The words Silver King Green Line—golf-balls,
her, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co.,
Enc;Iand.

The words Silver King Yellow Line—golf-balls. The India Rub-
ber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Limited, London,
England.

The letter M within a shield design—floor-gaskets, siphon-valve
washers, fuller balls, valve-disks, and glass-gage washers made of
rubber or rubber and fabric. The Mechanical Rubber Co.,
New York City.

The word Indestrdctene—rubber belting, rubber water-hose, gar-
den-hose, cotton rubber-lined milled hose, cotton rubber-lined
fire-hose, rubber fire-hose, steam-hose, brewers' hose, oil-hose,
air-hose, acid-hose, sand-blast hose, suction-hose, dredging-sleeves,
sheet-rubber packing, and rubber gaskets. The Combination
Rubber Manufacturing Co., Bloomfield, N. J.

376,925.

376.331.

377,518.

376.752.

376,926.

376,935.

377,110.

377,646.

The India Rub-
Limited, London,

The India Rub-
Limited, London,

THE UNITED ETKGDOH.

The word Beldam ite—compositions for preventing the radiation
of heat. The Beldam Packing & Rubber Co., Limited, 29
Gracechurch street, London, E.C.3.

The word Multibestos—all goods included in class 40. Standard
Woven Fabric Co.. South street, Walpole, Massachusetts,
U. S. A. United Kingdom address, care of Marks & Qerk,
57 and 58 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

The word Maximile—all goods included in class 40. Redfern's
Rubber Works. Limited, Dawson street and Spring Bank street,
Hyde, Cheshire: and 10 Gresham street, London, E.C.2.

The word Iris—india rubber teats for feeding bottles^ sold sep-
arately, t. e.. apart from the bottles themselves. J. G. Franklin
& Sons, Limited, 17 Colveston Crescent, Dalston, London, E.8.

The word Beldamite—raw or partly prepared vegetable, animal,
and mineral substances used in manufacture not included in
other classes. The Beldam Packing & Rubber Co., Limited, 39
Gracechurch street, London, E,C.3.

The word Beldamite—all goods included in class 40. The Beldam
Packing & Rubber Co., Limited, 29 Gracechurch street, London.
E.C.3.- - • ,

The word Sphinx^—electric jiisulators of jndia rubber and gutta
percha. H. G. Longford. W. W. Longford, and W. A. Clark,
trading in co-partnership, 240-242 Bradford street, Birmingham.

The word Condor—india rubber machine belting and belling made
partly of india rubber and partly of fabric included in class 40.
'The Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing Co.. 120 Broadway, New
York Citv. .\ddress for service in the United Kingdom is. care
of A. E. White. 88, 89 and 90 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
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377,487. The wort] Samson »li\i*lcd by a design enclosed in a circle bearing
ihe words North I^ritish Kl'bder Co.. Limited. Kdinbiki;!!—
liair combs. The Norlh Hritish Kiibhcr Co.. I.iinilcil. Castle
.\lilN, Foiintainbridse, KdinbnrRh, Scotland.

THE DOMIKION OF CANADA.

J-,J05. The word I'kita.vsia air. wuic-r and s^ttam hu^c of rubht-r or
other maleiial, rubber bor.'e 'hoe pads, rubber tiics. rubber mats
and mntting. ^tair tieads. clinir and crutch tips, nolf balls, IukIi
pressure >^team packing, rubber bytlraulic packing, piston rod
packing, sp.ral packins. gaskets and valves, rubber belting, rubber
cemti I and rubber heels. Dunlop Tire it Rubber Goods Co..
I iniit.-.l. 'r.Tnr 1... (Intario.

KEW ZEALAND.

12,992. The word Uunlup—covers and tubes for pneumatic tires. Dunlop
Rubber Co.. of Australia, Limited, 108 Flinders slieet. Mel-
hourne, Australia.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
THE UNITED STATES.

50,793. Tire tread. Term i'A years. Fatei ted .Mav 15. 1917. M. F.
Oliver. Herkeley, Calif.

50,8:8. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented May 29. 1917. W. P..

Huckley. New Yoik City.

50.840. Tire tread. Term 14 year?. Patented May 29, 1917. J. C.
Kocontes. River Forest. Ill
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50,871. Tread for tire. Term 14 year?. Patented April 16, 1917. F. T.
Faircloth, San Frsncisco, Calif.

50.873. Tire. Tern. 14 year.?. Patented April i8. 1917. E. A. Jones.
Los ApgelcF. Calif.

50.881. Tread for tire. Term 14 years. Patented January 9. 1917.
E. Von Vargyas, Washington, D. C.

50,915. Pneumatic tire. Term 14 years. Patented .-Vpril 12, 1917. Harry
King Raymond, .\kron, Ohio, assignor to The IJ. F. Goodrich
Co.. New \'ork City.

CHANGES IN ZINC OXIDE PRICES.

TIk- Nfvv Ji-r.scy Zinc Co., New York City, ;uinouiices the

following prices on .American process and French process zinc

oxide, which went into effect May 29 and are suljject to change
without notice

:

.\MI;KU .\.\ PROCESS. "HORSE IIE.\U" liRANDS.
50 To.i Less
Itaie. Carloads. Carloads.

SpeciEl 10-Kc. lOJ^e. He.
XX Red 10'4c. lO^c. lOVJc.

The above products arc also available in paper bags of 50

pounds net weight when shipped in carloads. In this container

the price will 1)e one-eighth cent per pound less than quoted al)ove.

Bags cannot be shipped in less than carload lots. Mixed carloads

of barrels and bags cannot be shipped.

FRENCH PROCESS. '•FLORENCE" liRANDS.
I.ess

Carloads. Carloads.
White Seal 16c. 16!^c.
Creen Seal 15^4c. 15Hc.
Red Seal 15e. 15 '4c.

The above prices for both "Horse Head" and "Florence" brands

are based upon shipment in barrels and are f. o. b. shipping point,

with actual freight (not exceeding 30 cents per KX) pounds)

allowed on carload shipments.

MADERO GUAYULE INDUSTRY RESUMED.

A 1'T1-;K three years' exile from Mexico. Alfonso, Gabriel and
*^ Julio Madero, brothers of former President Madero, have
liecn granted full amnesty by the Carranza Government and all

their properties have been returned, including the guayule plan-

tatii. ns. Two other Madero brothers, Raul and Emilo, who
commanded Villista forces, have not yet been granted amnesty.

Don Antonio left San .A.ntonio, Texas, for Mexico City early in

May and already the guayule factories are in operation and

witliin a few- months should be working to full capacity.

The Madero interests operate eight factories having a com-

bined output of 350 tons of ruliber monthly, the capucit\- of the

Parras factory, shown by the accompanying illustration, being

130 tons. The black smoke from the iron stacks is not produced

by soft coal, but by refuse guayule wood after the rubber has

been extracted, which provides the bulk of the necessary fuel.

Factory of the Compania Explotadora Coahuilense, S, A., Parras, Mexico.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright, 1917.

NEW YORK.

THE crude rubber market has been extremely dull during

the entire month of June, a condition that is usually ex-

pected at this time of the year when the mills, as a rule,

slow down for the summer. Arrivals for the past six weeks have

been extremely heavy particularly at the Pacitic ports. All of

these shipments that have arrived are for the most part overdue

rubber consignments to manufacturers who were thereliy well

supplied and not interested in nearby rubber. This left con-

siderable stocks in dealers' hands, resulting in heavy liquidation

that was the cause of the steady downward trend of values dur-

ing the month. Later, however, an active interest developed in

futures and substantial orders were placed by the manufacturers

when the quotation nf 64 cents was fairly well estalilished for all

positions covering the most part of 1918.

The price of plantation rubber has declined 15 cents and Up-
river fine 5 cents a pound since June 1 when First latex crepe

and Smoked sheet ribbed spot were selling at 80 cents, and

future positions of First latex crepe and Smoked sheet ribbed

were, July-September, 77 cents, October-Decemlier, 75 cents.

Upriver line was quoted 74 cents in an easy market, Upriver

coarse 53 cents. Upper caucho ball SOJ/2 cents, and Cameta 38

cents. Africans were dull and uninteresting with Prime black

Congo in fair demand at 64 cents, .\ccra and Niger flake were

both easy at 31 cents. Centrals had a limited demand with

Esmeralda sausage at 52 cents, and Central scrap at 51 cents.

As the month progressed with substantial arrivals of contract

rubber, thejiolders of spot and nearby were forced to sell and the

market continued to decline. On June 28 First latex crepe and

Smoked sheet ribbed, spot were 65' 2 cents, with 64 cents

quoted for all positions in 1918. Paras were 3 to 4 cents higher

in Para than in this market when Upriver fine was quoted 69

cents, Upriver coarse 49 cents. Upper caucho ball 44 cents, and

Cameta 34 cents. .Africans were dull and unchanged in price

while Centrals had developed nothing interesting and prices

had declined about 6 cents a pound.

Due to the efforts of the Legislative Committee of the Rub-

ber Association, the proposed war tax of 10 per cent on crude

rubber has been struck out of the War Revenue Piil! now before

Congress.

LONDON.

The report of a tax to be levied on .-\merican imports of

crude ruljber resulted in considerable buying on the part of

dealers and served to strengthen the market early in the month.

Later it was rumored that there was small possibility of this

duty being imposed and the market weakened. Quiet condi-

tions generally prevailed throughout the month and later devel-

oped positive dullness. The absence of all important buying

interests was pronounced, s>trongly reflecting the position of the

New York market. The situation here is generally accepted

as resulting from the heavy shipments that have gone to America

during the past six weeks and quiet times are looked for until

replacements are required. Plantation rubber prices have de-

clined about 7d. during the month just passed. On June 1

Standard crepe and Ribbed smoked sheets were both quoted a

farthing less than 26d. with July-December deliveries at 36d.

The spot market continued to steadily decline until June 28,

when prices stiffened somewhat and Standard crepe closed at

30]/id. and Ribs at 29j4(i., with futures holding very much higher

than spot, an ilnusual market condition.

London and Liverpool imports for .Vpril were 10,000 tons

compared to 8,780 tons for March. Re-exports for April were

8,200 tons against 4,059 tons for March.

SINGAPORE.

The shippingsituation and the difficulties in negotiating drafts

continue to harass the movement of shipments from this port.

The market for the past month has been quiet and for the

most part dull with principal attention centered on Ribs. At
the auctions held in Singapore. June 1, 9, 16 and 2i. the fol-

lowing average prices were realized : First latex crepe 59.7

cents, compared to 65.36 cents last month ; Smoked sheet ribbed,

60.19 cents, compared to 65.36 cents last month. The total

amount sold was 1,549 tons, compared to 2,618 tons sold a month
ago.

NEW YORK SPOT QUOTATIONS.

July 1, June 1,

Plantation Pab.^s— 1916. 1917.
Fir=t-latex CTepe )

*Hevea fTst crepe f
66 @ SO @

Amber crepe, liglit giistly @ 78 @
.\niber crepe, dark @ 77 (^
ProvMi crei e, thick clenn (ji 75 @76
r.ro\Mi crepe, thin clean, liqht

mottled ^...^. (S 77 (a

Rrown crepe, thin clean. .T (« 75 @75i^'
Brown crepe, thin '-pecky (ii 73 (gt

Hrr.wn crepe, thin harkey (ti 69 @69J^
Brown crepe, rolled @ 64 @
Smoked sheet, ribbed standard 1

quality 1-65 « 80 &
*Hevea rilibed smoked sheets. . . I

Smoked sheet, plain standard 1

quality I

*Hevea plain or smooth smoked
[

@ 81 (3

sheets 1

l.Insmoked sheet, standard quality ) to / ^
*Hevca unsmoked sheets j

@ VVViW
Singapore scr.^p. No. 1 (^ 60 @
SiTigajiore scrap, No. 2 & 55 @
Colo^^bo scrap. No. I @ 62 @
Colombo 5crap, No. 2 (ffi 58 @

RRAZiLrAN Paras—
Uni iver fine 65 (S 74 (a

Upriver medium (ft @
Upriver coarse 49 @ 53 (S

Knapsack Madeira @ @
Upriver weak fine (ffi @
Upriver ;aucho ball 49 @ BO'/idi.

Islands fine 59 (3 (t
Islands medium (S- (3

Islands coar=e 30 @ 34 (3 35
Islands weak fine (3 55 (3

Cameta 35 («' 38 @
1-ower caucho ball 45 (fl' 46 @
Peruvian fine fti' 72 (3
Tapajos fine (a' 73 @

Africans—
Accra flake 35 @ 31 @
Niger flake @ 31 @
Pengnela, e.xtra seconds, 28%.... @ 41 @
Eenguela, No. 2. 32!4% @ 38 @
Benguela, No 3. 40% @ 33 @
Congo prime, black upper @ 64 (3)

Congo prime, red upper & 57 @
Rio Nunc? hall @ 66 (Si

Kio Nunez sheets and strings.... (3' 64 @
Conakry niggers 61 (362 66 @
Massai sheets ard strings 59 (5) 64 ^

Centrals—
Esmeralda sausage 41 (3 42 52 @53
Centra! scrap (3 51 @52
Central scrap and striji C"- 50 @5l
Central wet sheet & 36 @
(iuayule 39 (3! 30 (3)

Makicoras—
Ceara sciap (^ @
Ceara negro heads (a (^
Man^coba special @ 42 @
Manicoba extra @ 375^ @38
Manicoba regular (® 32 @
Mangabeiia thin sh°et @ A0%@A2
Mangaheiia thick sheet @ 33 (3i

Bai.ata—
Balata block (ft 60 (3 66
Surinam sheet 70 @70;<; (a

East Indian—
Assam crei>e (3> 75 ^'76
.Assam onions (3> 70 r3'71

Penang block scr:ip (^' 50 @52
Pontianak pre.'^sed (3' 20 (S

Bandjermas'in (3 16 @18
Cutta percha, red Macassar 1.50(32.50 2.20(33.00

* Rubber .Association of America nomenclature.

Tune 2i
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PRICES FOB JUNE.

In rtgaril to ihc financial situation. .Mlicrt 1'.. Dct-rs (broker in crude

rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street, New York), advises

as follows;
. ... , t xt

"The demand for paper has continued very liRht through June, New
York City banks being almost entirely out of the market, and out-of-town

ones buying lightly. The best rubber names have been quoted at 5'A®6
per cent, and even higher for those not so well known."

1917.* 1916. 1915.

Upriver. fine 69@;6 62@68 61@63
Upriver, coarse 48@54 42@50 45@47
Islands, fine 68@73 57@62 52@55
Islands, coarse 29@34 27@31 29@31
Caroeta 33(2.37 33@35 31@33

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE

IMPORTS.
April 1-19, 1917.

•Figured only to June 26.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM

Crepe Smoked
price sheet price Tons

Date. per lb. per lb. sold.

June 1 cen/.f 63.75 64.17 477
June 9 61.39 61.39 320
June 16 58.02 58.87 309

June 23 55.67 56.34 443

SINGAPORE.

Market.

Quiet.
Little demand.
Weaker and

tendency.
Dull.

downward

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The following market report has been cabled from Aldens' Successors,

Limited, London.
Standard Ribbed
Crepe. Smoked Sheets. Market.

May 28 Holiday Holiday Holiday
lune 4 iS'/id. 35'Ad. Quiet.

June 11 34 d. 34 d. Quiet.

tune 19 33 d. 33 d. Quiet.

June 25 29i^d. 29 d. Dull.

WEEKLY RUBBER REPORT.

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED. Sinuaporr, report [May 10, 1917]:

The weekly rubber auction opened yesterday with a steady demand at

prices, for the leading grades, averaging about $2 per picul below last

week's. Ribbed smoked sheet and fine pale crepe both sold up to $154
per picul. Prices fell away a little during the day, but revived at the

continuation ot the sale this morning, when $155 was paid for two lots

of ribbed smoked sheet. The top prices were lower than those of last

week's auction by $1 in the case of sheet and $3 in the case of crepe.

Of unsmoked sheet there w-as only a small quantity on offer, and prices

were about $8 down. Brow-n and dark crepes met with a brisk demand at

good prices, but the demand fell away towards the end of the sale.

Oi 985 tons catalogued, 476 tons changed hands.
The following was the .course of values:

Sterling Equivalent Equivalent
In Singapore per Pound per Pound
per Picul.* in London, in Cents.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $150(ffil35 3/ @3/l 63.75@65.87
Sheet, good ribbed smoked 135(al49 2/8?^@2/1134 57.37@63.32
Sheet, plain smoked 115@139 2/ 4.^J@2/ 9H 48.87@S9.07
Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 127 (a 130 2/ 7}^@2/ 9 53.97@ 57.80
Sheet, plain unsmoked 110®132 2/ 35^@2/ 8!4 46.75@56.10
Crepe, fine pale 150(ii'154 3/0 @3/0~A 63.75@65.45
Crepe, good pale 142a-149 2/I0H@2/im 60.35@63.32
Crepe, fine brown 129@142 2/7W@2/10H 54.82@60.35
Crepe, good brown 119('i>129 2/5'/5@2/7H 50.57@54.82
Crepe, dark 90 (S 125 l/ll.H@2/6}i 38.2S@53.12
Crepe, bark 83(3101 1/9^(82/1^ 35.27@42.92
Scrap, virgin and pressed.... SO® 101 1/ 9'A(iii2/ 1 }4 34.00@42.92
Scrap, loose 90(S . .

.

l/llH@ 38.25@

• Picul z= 133^'j pounds.
Quoted in S. S. dollars = !'4 r56.7 cents]

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1, 1916, to dates named, excluding all foreign tranship-

ments. Reported by Barlow & Co., Singapore.)

From
A

Port-Swet-
Singapore. Malacca. Penang. tenham.

March March March .\pril

To— 31, 1917. 31, 1917. 31, 1917. 24, 1917. Totals.

United Kingdom.. ;fci. 14,259,890 1,345,342 8,494,267 13,699,063 37,798,562

The Continent 4,222,448 .... 47,067 .... 4,269,515

Japan 911.670 .... 911,670

Ceylon 152,334 .... 159,466 454,727 766,527

United States 29,504,756 4,851,200 553,264 34,909,220

Australia 56,000 .... 56,000

China (Hong Kong) «.052 47,052

Totals 49,107,098 1.345,342 13,552,000 14,754,106 78,758,546

Same period, 1916... 33,937.601 1,200,267
Same period, 1915... 15,518.077 2,100,150

Same period, 1914... 8,757,515 1,267,175

8,214,834
7,311,197
5,398,000

7.611,104 50,963,806
9.836,103 34,765,527
8,733,149 24,155,839

From

—

Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swctterham Ihs. 904,133
Muar 516,266
Teluk Anson 483,200
Penang 305,066
Malacca 205,466
Kelantan 78,800
Port Dickson 74,800
Kuantan 16,933
Rengat 12,366
-S. Pandjang 1,866
Tringganu 266

Para Rubber
Para for Borneo

Rubber. Treatment. Rubber.
Gutta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

692,690
7,466

6,800

400

Totals 2,599,162 706,956
Borneo

—

Sarawak 61,600
Pontianak 57,866
Labuan 55,733
Sambas 40,533
Tesselton 35,600
Sibu 31,066

10,133

Passir
Sandakan . . .

.

Bandjermassin
Singkawang . .

Kudat
Samarinda . .

.

18.400
13,066
9.866
4,266
3,600
2,666

Totals 334,262
Sumatra

—

Diambi 146,266
Palenibang 11,466
Deli -. 9,333
Siak 5,466
Munt.,k 3,466
Bengkalis 533
Asahan
Indragiri

Totals .

Java—
Sourabaya
Samarang

Total
Siam

—

Bangkok .

Patani . .

.

176.550

6,133
1,200

7,333

666
133

1S,000

156,933

19,200
20,933

'i3,333

238,532

24,666

24,666

400

4,000
2,266

133

6,532

5,066
4,400
8,933
1,066
4,133
1,733

666

2,400

205,466
3.733

43.600
14,000

110,800

28,397 377,599

400
88,800

6,266

400 95,066

Totals i . . . 799
Other [jorts 108,400 106,666

266

266
4,133 12,800

Grand Totals 3,226,486 1,076,820 11,331 41,597 472,665

April 1-19, 1917.

Para
To— Rubber.

North America:
United States

—

Akron 1.420.400
New York 1,159,066
San Francisco 314,800
Seattle 225,733
Boston 89,600

Canada

—

Vancouver 1,017,466

Para Rubber
Trans-
shipped.

? 1.733

Borneo
Rubber.

Gutta Gutta
Percha. Jelutong.

273,866

345,599Totals 4,227,065

El-rope:
I'nited Kingdom

—

England (London) 684,666 1,744,400
France (Marseilles) 92,133

79,333 63,333

79,333 63,333

Totals 776,799 1,744,400

64,400

64,400

Grand Totals 5,003,864 2.089,999 143,733 63,333

EXPORTS OF CEYLON GROWN RUBBER.
(From January 1 to April 23. 1916 and 1917. Compiled by

Chamber of Commerce.)
To-

I nited Kingdom pounds
France
Italy
Russia -. .

Western Australia
South Australia
Victoria
New South Wales :.

United States 9,662,784
Canada and Newfoundland
India 550
Japan 71,156

the Ceylon

1916.
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PLANTATION RUBBER EXPORTS FROM JAVA

February,

THE PORT OF
Two Months Ending

February.

To—
Holland:
HeveJ pountls

Great Britain:

Ficus
Hevea
Ceara
Castilloa

1916. 19ir.

Totals . .

.

United States:

Ficu

29,120

2 512
602;560
11,979
5.382

622,433

473

2,523
777,280

4,035
4,372

1916.

29,120

3,876
1,068,480

11,979
11,066

1917.

3,038
1,028,160

6,193
7,009

788,210 1,095,401 1,044,400

Hevea 1,155.840 2,726,080
Ceara

Totals

Singapore;

Ficus ....
Hevea . .

.

Ceara ....
Castilloa .

.

6.560

1,162,873

3.366
221.760

3,912
2.040,640

11,114

2.578
4,986,240

2,726,080 2,055,666 4,988.818

Totals

Japan:
Hevea

Other Countries:

Ficus
Hevea

Totals

225,126

6,720

1,672
17,920

19,592

268.800
4,840
796

274.436

5,419
430,080

1,168
2,255

438,922

40,320

1,672
17.920

19,592

2,398
754,880

6,624
797

764,699

6,720

6,720

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS.

An official cablegram from Kuala Lumpur pives the export of plantation

rubber from the Federated Malay States in May at 7,179 tons compared
with 5,955 tons in April and 3,956 tons in the corresponding month last

year. The total export for the year is 33,463 tons as against 21,977 tons

for the corresponding period last year. Appended are the comparative
statistics

:

1915.

January tons 3.473
February 3.41

1

March 3.41S
April 2.777
May 2.708

1916.
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Pounds.

M.w 31.— I^y the Port Kcmbla= hon<ion:

Raw Producis Co 22.743

Mav 31.—By the City of j\aplcs= E3H:
Ka« Products Co 2.240

^^.^Y 31.— Cy the A'lViii Maru— Esit:

Ran- Protlucts Cc . .
.' 8.960

May 31.— I'y the Mcsaba= Lon':\on:

Fred. Stern & Co
Raw Products Co

67,200
11.391

June 2.—By the Port Elliott— London:

AMiT.s' Successors. Limited ?o?'SSa
(lencral Rubber Co

.o. a^i,

L. Littlejohii & Co
Meyer & Brown

June 2.— By the iViaHii=Liverpool:

General Rubber Co

luNE 4.— By the i.oiicaj(ria«= London

185.000
33.864
2.400

4,500

Hagemeyer Trading Co. 15.183

L. Littlejohn & Co 21,840

June 4.—By the .l/oii/iof(a«= London
286,200
73,920
12,320
22,400

GeneiHl Kubber Co
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc

Rubber Trading Co
Hagemeyer Tradine Co 1195!
Raw Products Co ,i

,

'^i,
L. Littlejohn & Co 231.261

Ju.xF. 4.—By the Mam'i(Cf= London:

Aldens- Successors. Limited
^^n'nnn

General Kubber Co 1 10.M°

L. Littlejohn & Co 22,519

Meyer & Brown 1-.0"<J

Tune 6.—By the .l/ajir/furia— London:

Aldens' Successors. Limited 'Sf^nn
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 22,40U

L. Littlejohn & Co 89,499

Fred. Stern S Co 6/ ,200

June 8.— By the Orrfima= Liverpool:

Ge.".eral Rubber Co 48,400

June 10.—By the /?ocfo(= Singai)ore:

L. Littlejohn X Co ^?'™
Meyer & Bro.vn 22,400

June 11.—By the CW/i<:= Liver pool:

Aldens' Successors, Limited 211,500

June 11.—By the Xarema=East:

Aldens' Successors. Limited 6,600

Rubber Trading Co •^^529
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 4,480

Raw Products Co 0.720

L. Littlejohn & Co 94,080

June U.—By the .-J<iria(ir= Liverpool:

A'dens' Successors, Limited 67,400

Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 17.920

L. Littlejohn & Co n,937

June 11.— By the A'aii,!;cini = Batavia:

General Rubber Co 439.500
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 11.200

Meyer & Brown 43,000
Haeemeyer Trading Co 61,097
Raw Products Co 65.390

L. Littlejohn & Co 133.116

Tune 13.— By the Burma A/ari(= Singapore:

Charier T. Wilson Co.. Inc
Raw Products Co

June 14.—By the Ci7y of Durham—
L, Littlejohn & Co

June 16.—By the City of .4tliens=Ei5t

Fred. Stern & Co
Hapemeyer Trading ("o

June IS.— By the Bankoho ;i/<irii= East:

Raw Pioducts Co

June 18.— By the Protcsihus=East:
Raw Products Co

June 18.— !iy the C/ciio'i-=East:
Raw Products Co

Pounds.

4.480

6.732

13.440

Tune 21.— By the /'«HHOHifl= London:
.\Idens' Successors, Limited
Raw Products Co

245,000
44,800

Tune 23.— By the Mexico Afarii= East:
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc

June 23.— By the G/i7uci(i=East:

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc .-.

100,800

5,600

7.280

10,290

lAt Seattle).—By the Protesiloiis= S\ngaj,ore:
Rubber Trading Co 33.600
Meyei' & Brown 11,200

i^y the City of Cairo =

Hagemeyer Trading Co.

Xore and Orcrtatid-=

Hagemeyer Trading Co.

(.\t San Francisco),
onibo:

-By the Vet'canela^Col-

RuI)I)er Trading Co n ^00
Meyer & Brown ','_',

jei^Ioo

(.^t Montreal).—By the /oiimn= London :

Meyer .Vc
^
Brown . 1 3,700

Knbber 1 radnig Co 26,880

(At Pacific Coast).— By the Mexico Maru=
Singapore:

Kiibber Trading Co 13,440

Saikai Maru—(At Pacific Coast 1.—By
Singapore:

Rulilier 1'rarling Co 6,720

(.\t Pacific Coast).— By the Bankoko Maru =
Singapore:

Rublier Trading Co

CENTRALS.
JUNF 20.—By the Co/oM=Cristobal:

Meyer & Brown

By the Fin )nin= Puerto Mexico:
General Rubber Co

By the .-/n(///«= Puerto Mexico:
General Rubber Co

11,200
11,200

22,400

73,920
20,160

L. Littlejohn Si Co 107,520

June 18.—By the 5"(i.roina:=London:

General Rubber Co
L. Littlejohn & Co

June 18.—By the jl/liiiic/ia/(a= London :

General Rubber Co
Fred. Stern & Co
Raw Products Co

June 18.—By the Canada Mun( = East:

Raw Products Co

June IS.—By the CariimMia^ London:
Aldens' Successors, Limited

June IS.— By the Ceylon Maru= Ezsi:

Ra w Products Co

June 18.—By the /viH(a= East:

Raw Products Co

= East:

64,800
123,200

33,600
33,600
67,200

2.240

178,500

4.480

Tune 18.— By the Burvolee
Raw Products Co '.

2,240

2.249

AFRICANS.
May 23.— By the Bn.'/ii-= EngIand:

Fred. Stern 5; Co

May 28.—By the .Wiiroiso= London :

.Mdens' Successors, Limited

luNE 6.— I!y the Co/o/arfo= London:
.Mdens' Successors, Limited

By the St. Z.oiii>=England:
Fred. Stern & Co

By the Fiii;iJ)i,f= Enaland:
Fred. Ste' n & Cc

2.240

7,600

3.700

. 4.600

22,400

46.300

46.300

33.600

6.720

BALATA.
May 31.— By the Nickcric= P3ra.mho:

Muller. Schall & Co 19.678

June 15.—By the Prin: IVillicm = Paramhr,:
Mulier. Schall & Co. 65,524

GUAYULE.

ATay 22.— By El Ci(;= Galveston:

Continental Rubber Co 41,000

May 3\.—AII rail

:

Continental Rubber Co 108,700

June 4.—By El ,Ui(H<yo= Galveston:
Continental Rubber Co 52,500

June i.—AII rail:

Continental Rubber Co 28,800

June 6.— By El J'i^/o=Galveston:
Continental Rubber Co 40,000

June 11.—By El A'or<c=Galveston:
Continental Rubber Co 102,000

June 14.—By the .4/fta= Galveston:
Continental Rubber Co 34,000

June 19.—By the i^io= Galveston:

Continental Rubber Co 103,000

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.

[Figured 135 founds net lo the case]

PLANTATION.

TO SE.\TTLE, W.\SII.

May 23.— By the Inaba Marii=Yol<ohama:
L. Littlejohn & Co 137,970

May 28.—By the .Mo«(<.-a«;c=Hongkong:
Tlie Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 48,060
W. K. Grace & Co 11.610 59.670

May 30.—By the Canada .Wan(= Yokohama

:

.T. T. Johnstone & Co 6,210
East Asiatic Co 6*480
L. Littlejohn & Co '.

Ig'.jeSW. K. Grace & Co 2,430
Henderson \ Korn 12ioi5 45.900

May 30.—By the Awa .WaiH= Yokohama:
Mitsui & Co 8,370
H. B. M. Consul General 12!960 21,330

Tune 8.—By the Yokohama Morn = Yokohama:
W. R. Grace & Co 8.775
Mitsui & Co.. Limited 42.120 50,895

June 11.—By the Panama A/ar!i= Hongkong:

•V"?''' i^ '^"^? 63.450
y^ • '' ,"!"" *•<-<> 10,665
J. 1. Johnstone & Co 540 74,655

June 11.—By the /j-iiJn=Hongkong:
United States Rubber Co 20O
June 12.—By the Shimfio Mom= Yokohama:

W. R. Grace & Co 9,315
H. B. M. Consul General 61,020 70.335

June 17.— By the Luise Nielsott^Singavore:
The B. F. Goodrich Co 554,580
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 7,560
.xldens' Successors. Limited 103.680
Henderson & Korn 62 910
Hafemeycr Trading Co 12^960
Rooinson .S: Co 20^250
J. T. Johnvtore & Co 1 ^'960
I- Littlejohn it Co 63720
W. K. Grace & Co 4' '55
Fred. Stern iv Co 34',560
Last .\siatic Co.. Limited 8.370
Arthur Meyer & Co 6,480 930,285

June 21.—By the Manila .Wa/a^Hongkong-
W. R. Grace & Co 25,920
-\i nold & Zeiss 55620
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc....!! 22!680
L. Littlejohn & Co :... 18,090 122,310

To AKROX, OHIO.
May 23.—By the Inaha Ma™= Yokohama

:

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 40 095

k-\""''P J'-
W''fon Co.. Inc 6:480

Ihe L. F. (.oodnch Co 7,965 54,540

May 30.— By the Canada Ma™= Yokohama:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 1 15,290

June 8.—By the Yokohama Morn= Yokohama:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 28,890

June II.—By the Panama Afor«= Hongkong:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 28,215

June 12.— By the Shimfio Maru := Yokohama:
The B. F. Goodrich Co 348,030

June 17.—By the Luise Nielson = Singapore:
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 374,085
J. T. Johnstone & Co 62,775
Meyer & Brown 50 355
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 182,385 669,660

June 21.—By the Manila Mor«= Yokohama:
J. T. Johnstone & Co 48.060
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.... 43.065 91,125

TO NEW YORK, N. Y.

May 23.—By the Inaba iV/an(= Yokohama:
W. R, Grace & Co 38.475
Robinson & Co 5 130
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 13!905
East Asiatic Co., Limited 6.480 63.990

May 30.—By the Canada .Wan,= Yokohama:
Robinson S: Co 72.900
J. T. Johnstore & Co 16!335
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 3,240
L. Littlejohn & Co 38.745
Fred. Stern & Co 11,200
East Asiatic Co "! 1 55
.\rthur Meyer & Co 16.875 166.450

May 30.— By the Awa Maru= Yokohama:
Rubber Trading Co 17,010
.Arthur Meyer & Co 5.400 22.410
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Pounds.
June 8.—By the Yokohama JV/ari(=Yokohama;

The Goodvear Tire Rubber Co . . . 3.105

The East India Co., Limited 3.105.

W. K. Grace S: Co 35,910

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 1,620

L. Littlejohn & Co 7,830 51,570

June 1!.— By the Panama MarM= Hongkong:

Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 3,510
Fred. Stern & Co 44,800
Aldens' Successors, Limited 5,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 17,145

L. Littlejohn & Co 13,230
Rubber Trading Co 3,780 87,465

June 12.—By the Shimpo Mani=Yokohama:
W. R. Grace & Co 12,150
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 99,765

Robert Eadenhop Co 50,490 162,405

June 17.— By the Luise Niclso'i— Smgapore:

Aldens' Successors, Limited 60,750
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 34,425

Rubber Trading Co 30,780

Henderson & Korn 95.445

United States Rubber Co 434,835
Fred. Stern & Co 43,875
Mever & Brown 1,620
W.'R. Grace & Co 12,690

L. I.ittleiohn & Co 117,855

J. T. Johnstone Ji Co 146,340
East A.siatic Co 9.045

Arthur Meyer & Co 45,900

Robinson & Co 130.815 1,164,375

June 21.—By the Manila A/(iru=:Hongkong;

L. I.ittleiohn & Co., Inc 6,345
Arthur Meyer & Co 13,770

Fred. Stern & Co 18.765

Aldens' Successors, Limited 3.510
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 6.345
Rubber Tradinsr Co 3,375

J. T. Johnstone & Co 10.665 62,775

TO WATF.RTOWN, MASS.
June 12.—By the Shimpo Maru^Yokohama:

Hood Rubber Co 37,430

TO TORONTO. CANADA.

May 30.— By the Canada jl/iini= Yokohama:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 11,475

May 30.—By the A^ua iV/(zn(= Yokohama:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 11,475

TO MONTREAL, CANADA.

June 12.—By the Shimfio jVfarH= Yokohama:

United Ststes Rubber Co 381,645

PONTIANAK.
TO SEATTLE. WASH.

Pounds.

May 23.—By the Tensho -Won*= Singapore:

L. Littlejohn & Co 435,645
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta) 23.490 459.135

May 23.—By the Inaba MtfV»^Y'okohama :

L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta Siak) 44,280

June S.—By the Yokohama Marn^Yokohama:
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta Siak) 31,050

June 17.—By the Luise A^i>/.lOH= Singapore:

L. Littlejohn Sr Co. (Gutta—untreated).. 23,490

TO AKRON, OHIO.
L. Littlejohn & Co 140,940

June 17-—By the Luise Nielson^Singnpore:
The L^nited Malaysian Rubber

Co. (Gutta—untreated) 67.500 208,440

TO NEW YORK, N. Y.

Tune 17.—By the Luise A'tV/^oji^ Singapore:
The United Malaysian Rubber

Co. (Gutta—untreated) 203,310

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
CLEVELAND.
PLANTATION.

TO AKKOX. (JIIIO.
Pounds.

March 2.—Bv the Ceylon il/flr;(= Penang:
J. T. .lohnstone & Co 11,200

Makch U.—By thef.mpress ^iia=:SinEapore:
Tlic Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 163,679

March II.—By the A/oH(«7«;c=Singapore:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 672,557

March 14.—Bv the /(7|>aH= Singapore:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 386,134

March 27.— Bv the L3'i/raJ= Singapore:
J. T. Johnstone & Co 44,800

Aprii, .'—By the Empress ,4jia= PenanK:
The Goodyear Tire Si Rubber Co 91,273

ApRri, .— By the 7V/aHioM^Singapore:
J. T. Johnstone & Co 277,813

Aprij .—By the Ly<fcHi=Singapore:
J. T. .lohnstone & Co 44,800

Pounds.
April .—By the .•lii(i7ot-;n(j=Singapore:

British Consul General 140,200

May 11.—Bv the Saikai Ma>'ii= Singapore:
Meyer & Brown 74.349

May 16.—By the .4^a/'(?"cr=Singapore:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 58,573

May 18.—By the Bankoko AfarK=Singapore:
The Gooflyear Tire & Rubber Co. 66.066
British Consul General 31,502 97,568

Tune 6.—By 4he Tt'/fl»ioji= Singapore :

J. T. Johnstone & Co 81.763

SCRAP.

TO CLEVELAND, OHIO.
May 7.—By La Toi(r(7iMe= Bordeau.x :

Wells Fargo Express Co 148

May 7.—By the F.r/'af«^=Bordeaux:
Wells Fargo Express Co 84

May 26.—By the T^or/iam^^arf ^Bordeaux:
Wells Fargo Express Co 110

June 26.—By the /:j/'ag«c= Bordeaux :

Wells Fargo Express Co 118

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Port of Boston. Mass.—April, 1917.

Imports;

India rubber
Rubber scrap
Manufactures of india rubber

Pounds.

13.440
7.707

Value.

$6,331
742

2.312

Total

Exports;

Rubber scrap
India rubber boots pairs
India rubber shoes pairs
.'\utoinobile tires
Olher rubber tires
Brltine. hose, etc
.All other manufactures of

india rubber

110,944
23,679

100,187

$9,385

$11,604
47.371
46.914

77
419
426

5.838

Total

—May, 1917.

Pounds.

170.554
93.409

Port or Boston, Mass.
Imports:

India rubber
RlUiher scrap
M.Tnufactures of rubber

Total

Exports;

Rubber scrap -.

Ri'libei boots pairs
Rulibei shoes pairs
Aotnmobile tires
Belting, hose, etc
Other manufactures of rubber

Total 7T
Port of Cleveland. Ohio—May.

Imports; Pounds.
India rubber 336.509
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak) .

.

342

$112,649

Value.

$96,708
5.323
3.030

46.960
23.694
112.982

$105,061

$5,210
50.827
61.072

995
671

3.745

$122,520

1917.

\'alue.

$206,602

Total $206,630

Port or District of Michigan—.\pril. 1917.

Imports; Pounds. Value.
India rubber 857,204 $508,595

123.! 12,047
44

42.424
147.882

1,905
73

Ridiber scrap
Manufactures of india rubber

Total
"

Exports;-

Rubber scrap
Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs
In iia rubber shoes pairs
Automobile tires
Other tires

Belting, hose, etc
-Ml other manufactures of

india rubber

Total $83,574
Port of Chicago. Illinois—May. 1917.

Imports; Pounds. Value.
M-nnnfactures of ruliber $13()

Port of Galveston. Texas—May, 1917.

No transactions.

District of Michigan—May, 1917.
I.MPoRTs; Pounds. \'alue.

India rubber 857.204 $508,595
Rubber «crap 123,898 12,047
Manufactures of india rubber 79

$520,686

$3,995
11,041
5,525
156

31.614
37

5.784

25.422

Total

Exports;

Rubber scrap
Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs

107,732
1,250
2,950

$520,721

$8,050
160

8.759

Automobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belling, lio'^e, etc
All other manufactures

india rubber

Pounds.

of

\'alue.
$27,426

599
2,557

14,628

Total $62,179

Port of New York—April, 1917.

Lupurts: Pounds. Value.
India rubber 23,920,339 $14,137,211
I!al.-:ta 412.467 211,259
Guttapercha 317,442 143,289
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak) . . S09,113 35,548
Manufactures of india rubber 48,759

Total

Exports;

India rubber
I'.ahita

Rubber scrap, imported
Ridjber scrap, exported
Reclaimed rubber
India rubber boots pairs
India ruliber shoes pairs
-Vuloniobile tires

Other rubber tires

Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

irdia rubber

32.799

,171.031
97,067
135,893

6,898
32,194

$14,576,066

$19,865
44,779
125,695
10.707
28,500
16.6'51

16,600
968.919
81.948
157,545

441.899

$14,143,350

Total $1,913,108

Port of New York—May. 1917.

Imports; Pounds. Value.
India rubber 23.043,571 $13,932,283
Balata 176,509 85,574
Gutta percha 1 7,902 6,634
(iutta jelutong (Pontianak) . . 1.974,930 72,685
M;inufactures of india rubber 46,174

Total

Exports;
India rubber
lialata

Rubber scrap, im.ported
Rubber scrap, exported
Reclaimed rubber ....
Rubber boots
Rubber shoes
Automobile .ires
Other rubber tires
Inciting, rutiber hose, etc....
Other manufactures of rubber

Total

Port oi-

Exports;

Rubber scrap

pairs
pairs

0.073
47.120

807.537
84.519
10.100
1.198

106,658

$5
27,

61

11

2
3

65
759
111
161
504

,467

,077

,920
,562

,138
,535
,247
,938
,313
,030
,225

Ph iladelphia.

Manufactuies of rubber.

Total

Pa.—May
Pounds.

30.430

$1,713,453

1917.

\'alue.

$3,002
7,025

$10,027

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANU-
FACTURED RUBBER AT THE

PORT OF NEW YORK.

Unmanufactured— f

Pounds.
India rubber

—

free:

France 11.161
Netherlands 22.400
Portugal 1,074,426
England 11,838,203
Canada 124,112
Costa Rica 7.869
Guatemala 5.600
Honduras 5.086
Nicaragua 15.201
Panama 23,046
Salvador 897
Mexico 67,337
Cuba 103,075
.Argentina 48.837
Brazil 5,175,512
Chile 1,314
Colombia 278.318
Ecuador 16,332
British Guiana 10,733
Dutch (iuiana 906
Peru 85,489
Uruguay 5.032
Ventzuela 51.304
Straits Settlements 834.404
Other British East Indies .S73.281
Dutch Fast Indies 2.353.798
Philippine Islands 6,163
Portuguese .Africa 3,735

Totals 23,043,571

Gutta percha

—

free:

France 1.18S
England 6.760
.\rgentina 9.954

Totals 17.902

-May, 1917.

Value.

$7,813
13,440

397,724
8.419,389

83.168
4.354
2,800
1.647
7,782
8,671
448

23,516
72,766
33.171

2,136.604
720

101,928
6.154
6.466
828

46.832
1.997

22,539
511,016
496.595

1,519.387
2,870
1,658

$13,932,283

$2,393
1.938
2.303

$6,634
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March. 1917.
UNM\suFACrL'RED

—

frte: ,
*

\

Pounds. Value.
Gutta jelutong

—

dutiable:

Netlierlands 115,136 $9,584
Dutch East Indies 1,859.794 63,101

Totals .. .. 1,974,930 $72,685

Bal.ita

—

free:

Panama 39.070 $16,435
Colombia 77,577 35,223
Rritl.«h Guiana 7,400 6.320
Venezuela 52,562 27,596

Totals 176,609 $85,574

Rubber scrap

—

free:

France I82,9n0 $11,012
Italv 41.8nn 9.204
England 497.377 34.894

Panama 2,746 337
Tamaica 2,532 148
Other British West Indies 1,772 36
Cuba 47,635 2,919
San Domingo 100 5

Praiil 30,675 3,365

Totals 807,537 $61,920
Totals unmanufactured. 26.020.549 $14,159,096

Chicle

—

dutiable:

British Honduras 61.677 $19,869
Canada 33.263 21.249
Mexico 60.733 25.172
Newfoundland 8.501 3.873
Dutch West Indies 3.000 1.206
Venezuela 9.413 2,038

Totals 176,587 $73,407

Substitutes for rubber

—

dutiable:

England $2,187
Colombia 620

Total $2,807

^r.VNUFACTURED

India rubber

—

dutiable:

France $585
Gibraltar 31

Spain 191

England 35.956
Scotland 2,119
Colombia 630
Straits Settlements 4,847
Japan 1.815

Totals $46,174

Gutta percha

—

dutiable:

England $15
Scotland 7,336
Canada 2,126

Tot,iIs ^. $9,477

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

March. 1917.
I'sM.wuFACTURED

—

free: f
^

s

Pounds. Value.
Rubber and gutta percha.

cru<Ie caoutchouc or india
ruhlier

:

From

—

Great Britain 821.057 $631,761
United States 538.116 366,982
Straits Settlements 244.886 151.996

Totals 1.604,059 $1,150,739

Rubber, recovered:

From—
Great Britain 11,126 $2,707
United States 681.606 109,791
Other countries 11,436 2,783

Totals 704,168 $115,281

Hard rubber, in sheets and
rods:

From—

-

Great Britain 23 $36
United States 35,452 25,583

Totals 35,475 $25,619

Rubber substitute;

From

—

United States 37,099 $4,117

Rubber, powdered, and rub-
ber or giitta percha waste:

From

—

Great Britain 67,306 $3,301
United States 198,255 14,539

Totals 265,561 $17,840

1'n ^1 . s 1 r \,_ I 1 I. hi, -

Rubber thread, not covered:

From

—

United States

Chicle, crude:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

March, 1917.
»

Pounds.

5,829

497,441
273,051

British Honduras 363,241

Totals 1,133,733

Manl-facti'Red—dutiable:

Boots and shoes:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

Totals

Belting:

From

—

United States . . .

.

Waterproof clothing:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

General
Tariff.
Value.

$33,209

$33,209

$9,258

$14
34.213

Totals

Hose, lined with rubber:

From

—

T'nited States

?^I:its and matting:

Fronj

—

United States

Packing:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

$34.2

$14,247

$167

$11,890

''$11,890

$146
223.727

2,027

Totals $225,900

Rubber cement and all other
manufactures of india rub-
ber :ind gutta percha, N.O.P.

:

From

—

Great Britain
United States $86,847
Other countries 900

Totals

Tires of rubber for all vehicles:

From

—

Great Britain
United States
France

Totals

Hard rubber, unfinished in

tubes, for fountain pens:

From

—

United States

Webbing—over one inch wide:

From

—

Great Britain
United States

$87,747

$60

$31,967

$31,967

Value.

$8,609

$167,724
99,796
134,714

$402,234

Prefer-
ential
Tariff.
Value.

$909

$909

$29,654

$29,654

$66

$66

$3,764

$3,764

$34,881

$34,881

$152

Totals $31,967 $15:

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RUBBER
GOODS,
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3.675

10,500

8.0O0

India rubber and gutta percha—tubes: Pounds. Lire.
Elastic fabrics 4,620 12,600

Belting 2,860 9.100
Rubber coated fabrics . .Jiieces 5,060 32,200
Boots and shoes

—

pairs:
From—

.

United States 734
France 1

Totals 735

Elastic, webbing;

Front—

'

France 880
Great Britain 220
Other countries 440

Totals 1,540

Articles not specified;

From cut sheets 880

Fabrics:
From—

France 1,320
Great Britain 3,740
Other countries 880

Totals 5,940

Tires and tubes;

From

—

France 41,580
Great Britain 20,900
Other countries 220

Totals 62,700

Other rubber manufactures;

From—
France 4,620
Great Britain 16,720

Totals 21,340 77,600

Total imports 2,354,285

24,300

570,000

EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND
RUBBER,

Unmanufactured—
India lubber and gutta percha—raw and reclaimed;

To-
United States
Spain

MANUFACTURED

January, 1917.

Pounds.

51,040
72,600

Lire.

Totals 123,640 224,800

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha—threads;

To—
France
Great Britain
Spain
Argentina
Other countries

Totals

2,860
1,760
2.200
1,760
220

India rubber and gutta perciia—sheets:

Cut sheets
Hard rubber

India rubber and gutta percha—tubes;
Elastic faliric

Other forms
Rubber coated fabrics. . .^tVccf

Elast'c webbing;

To—
Greece

i.SOO

660
1.320

80.000

5,100
4,800

3,080 8,400
4,180 13,300
5.720 22,100

i^pain
Switzerlanrl
Egypt • . . .

Argentina .

22a
1,100
2,420
1,980
3,960

Brazil
Chili
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTOKED RUBBER.

fNMANL'FACTl'RED—/'«•

I K-lobcr 1

to Dcccinbtr 31, 1916.
,

A

Pounds. \'ai.I'e.

Bnla.a. cr.ulc 914.936 $494,733

GuavuU- S"m S ^'i,?? '^^-fl
Gulta pcrch.1. crude „ ^l^'fi? ,r ,^^',^5
Imiia ruhl>cr. crude 67.132.667 35,144.433

Scr.-,p rubber "'"H??
^90.928

Reclaimed rubber 486.815 59.064

Totals 73.700,448 $36,162,374

V.VMANl'FACTUBED—dn(ltli:^r;

Gulla jelutong 10 per cent 3,304,573 $173,664

Totals, unmanufactured 77,005,021 $36,336,038

Chi CLE

—

dittialte

:

Crude 15 cents per pound 1.049.415 $356,423

Crude (reciprocity treaty with Cuba) ,„,,„ -, r,i^
15 cents per pound, 20 per cent 10,130 2,044

Refined 20 cents per pound 908.963 548,580

Totals 1,968.508

Manufactured— rfii/mfc/r:

Gutla percha 10 Jier cent

India rubber 10 per cent

Drucsists" sundries 15 per cent

Hard rubber 25 per ce:U

.Substitutes, el^sticon, etc 15 per cent

Insulated wire 15 per cent

Totals, man"t:"tnr,,i

$907,047

$21,437
93.642
11.597

772
2,782

9

5130,239

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.

Coj>yriiihl 1917.

NEW YORK.

MOVEMF.XT in the rubber scrap market tor June has been

contined to comparatively small trading between large

and small dealers. Those who have held accumulations for

higher prices were disappointed through the lack of demand

that has characterized the market of the past month. This

was due to the entire absence of the consuming trade, as the

large buyers have persistently avoided creating any real buying

interest. Despite the fact that the crude rubber market has been

dull, rubber scrap has been firm and high for the greater part

of the month but during the last week a tendency to decline

was noticeable. The arrival of the dull season in rubber manu-

facture does not bespeak activity in the rubber scrap market

for the immediate future.

Boots .\?.'D Shoes. Transactions have been confined to dealers'

business, although sales have been reported at $9.60 a hundred

delivered to the mills. The ruling price, however, is generally

conceded to be 9J4 cents delivered, but this figure has failed to

attract the interest of consumers to any great extent. Trimmed
and untrimmed arctics are about Yi cent higher than a month

ago.

Tires. The strength of this material has been largely due

to replacement orders on the part of large and small dealers.

Mi.xed tires experienced considerable activity about the middle

of the month and solid tires were in fair demand at the same
time. Inner tubes have shown strength, a strange anomaly in

the face of a declining rubber market. Tlie volume of business

has been small and price changes negligible.

Mechanicals. There has been some business doing in this

material, garden hose being the feature of the list with air brakes

and cotton fire hose following. Prices have advanced about

K' cent on these grades since last month. The same easier con-

ditions prevailed with mechanicals that have characterized all the

other sorts of rubber scrap during the last week of the month.
London and Liverpool imports of waste and reclaimed rubber

for .'Kpril were 167,300 pounds, compared to 114,600 pounds for

March. Re-exports for April were 22,300 pounds, against 55.900

for March. London and Liverpool exports of waste and re-

claimed rubber manufactures of the United Kingdom for .April

were 1,062,300 pounds against 815,300 pounds for March.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS FOR CARLOAD LOTS DELIVERED,

JUNE 27, 1917.

Prices subject to change without nstice.

Per Pound.
Boots and shoes $0.09M@
Trimmed arctics .08 @
Untrimmed arctics 07 @
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear .07}4@ .07>4

Auto tires, standard white .07'A® .07!^

standard mixed .07 @ .07 '/4

stripped, unguaranteed .05 '/2@ .06

Auto peelings. No. 1 .10 @
No. 2 09 @

Inner tubes, .\'o. 1 26 @
No. 2 U'A®
red 13J^@

Irony tires 03J^@
Ricycle tires .05H@
Solid tires 07 @
Clean truck tires .08 @
White scrap, No. 1 14 @

No. 2 10 ®
Red scrap. No. 1 '.lu (If .\\

No. 2 •.0714®

Mixed black scrap, No. 1 .05^@
No. 2 04^i@

Rubber car springs .05^ @
Horse shoe pads .05J^@
Matting and packings .01^ @
Garden hose .02 14 @
Air brake hose 06 @
Cotton fire hose .02?^ @
Large hose .02J^@
Hard rubber scrap, No. I, bright fracture .28 @
Battery jars (black compound) .03J4@
I n^iilati?'] wile slrip|iint' .04J^@
Rubber heels .04'/i(ffi

' Nominal prices.

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

C:'p\rvjit 1917.

NEW YORK.

""PHE base metals are all higher than a month ago, with
* lead the leading feature, having steadily advanced until

later in the month, when hesitancy on the part of buyers and
the withdrawal of the leading producers halted the advancing

market. While the amount required by the government is un-

known, it is believed that the remaining supply will not be

sufficient to meet the regular consuming demand. The spelter

market has been dull with few sales reported, but the under-

tone is firm, due to the belief in a stronger market in the near

future. Metal antimony has recorded small price changes and

a generally dull market. .-Muminum has continued quiet, with

small demand at nominal prices. The steady inquiry during the

\)3^t month has resulted in a good volume of business in all

ruDlier chemicals. While the shipping situation has not im-

proved generally, the restrictions controlling certain materials

have been modified by the efforts of the producers with favor-

able results. The consuming interests have been in the market

for regular supplies, with a particular interest in future re-

quirements. .\11 lead products have been in demand, and prices

have advanced materially, due to the strong position of pig lead.

During the past month the speculative zinc oxide market reached

the highest levels since .\\>r\\ 1, 1916. That the production for

the 1,1st half of the year w'ill not equal the consuming require-

ments is believed in some quarters.

.Alli,\iini;m Flake. There has been only a fair call and

prices have declined about $2 a ton since a month ago.

-\mli.\e Ojl has been easier with prices about 2 cents lower

than a month ago. Supplies are apparently sufficient for present

requirements.

Hakvtes. This material has not been particularly active and
spot supplies have been freely offered at unchanged prices. For-

eign grades are limited with prices nominal.
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Carbon Bisulphide had considerable call and found the mar-

ket short in some quarters, resulting in marking up prices about

3 cents a pound.

Dry Colors. Business in rubber colors has been good, red

oxide going particularly well. The blacks show no change, and

the price undertone for the entire list is particularly firm.

LiTHOPONE. The producers are in a favorable position to

maintain sufficient supplies of this material for the time at

least. Delivery on contracts are being regularly made and prices

remain unchanged.

Le.^d Pigments. The strong position of the raw material has

advanced piices of all lead pigments since a month ago. The
market is firm and holders are not an.\ious to sell at present

levels on account of the prevailing uncertainty surrounding the

future supply.

Sulphur Fi.our. The market is very strong and another price

advance has been made. Velvet lirand, in carloads, is now
quoted J3.90 per hundredweight.

Whiting. The limited arrivals of chalk are not sufficient

to meet the continued demand for whiting. The market is strong

and prices have advanced, although quotations are considered

nominal and subject to agreement between the buyer and seller.

Zinc O.xide. New prices on American process zinc oxide for

future contracts covering delivery over the second half of the

year show an advance of 'A cent a pound over last month's

quotations. French proce.ss contracts for the third quarter of

the year are michanged. The speculative market for spot zinc

oxide in second hands is much higher than contract prices.

S?.les have been reported at 16 cents during the month.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS,

Jl^NE 27. U'17.

Subject to change without notice.

Accelerene lb. $2.62 @
Acetone (drums) /*. *.29!.5@ .iO'A
Acid, acetic, 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. None

cresvlic ('crude) gal. l.OO @
glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. None
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .02 (4'

nitric, 36 degrees lb. .061^ @
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .01 ^ (S

Aldehyde ammonia (crystals) lb. .85 (3) 1.00
Aluminum Flake (carloads) ..ton 22.00 @25.0O
Ammonium carbonate lb. *.ll ^ (®

Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .50 @ .55
crimson, "Magmetco" lb. *.50 @
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .50 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .27 (ffi .20
golden. "Magmetco" lb. *.28 (ffi

golden. "Mephisto" lb. .28 @
golden, sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent. /i). .28 (3>

red sidphuret. States brand lb. .25 @
vermilion sulphuret lb. .60 @

Asbestine (bags) ton 21.50 @30.00
Asbestos (hags) ton 35.00 @50.0O
Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04 (a) .04 '4
Baryter, pure white ton 30.00 @35.00

off color ton 19.00 (3)22.00
Dasofnr ton 80.00 (ffi

Benzol, pure gal. .55 @ .60
90 per cent sal. .55 (S) .60

_Beta-Naphthol lb. .75 @ .85
Brown ONide of iron lb. .01 ^@ .02

sienna, raw and burnt lb. .05 (a) .12
umber, raw and burnt lb. .05 (ii' .06
ochre, domestic lb. .02 (gi .03

imported lb. .04 (<? .04!^
Bone ash lb. .08 @

black lb. .07 (* .10
oil lb. .25 @

Cadmium tri-sulphate ( f . 0. b. London).. lb. 2.68 @
sulphide, yellow lb. 2.25 (ffi

Cantella gum lb. .38 @
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .06 @ .06^

black (cases) lb. .27 (ffi .35
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .17 @ .18

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .06^@ .06^
Chalk, precipitated. e.Ntra liglit lb. .05 (5) .OSK

precipitated, heavy lb. .04 @ .04J^
China clay, domestic (powdered) ton 20.00 @25.00

imported (powdered) ton 40.00 ca 50.00
Chi orae, green lb. .14 @ .20

yellow lb. .24 @ .26
Cotton linters /(;. .07j4(ffi
Excellcrex lb. .85 @
Fossil flour ton 60.00 @
Gas black (cases) lb. .27 @ .35
Cilsonite ton 40.00 @42.50
Glue, high grade lb. .40 O .60

medium lb. .30 (3 .40
low grade lb. .20 m .25

Glycerine, C. P. (drums) lb. .61 @

Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) /(,. *.23 @
amorphous lb. ".O? @

Green o.xide of chromium (casks) ..lb. .75 @ 85
Ground glass (fine)

/ft. .02J^@
Hexamethylene Tetramine (powdered) lb. .65 (3 l.CO
Indian red, reduced grades /ft o^ @ '^g

, , .
,

"""= .; lb. '.09 @ A\
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @

,
bolted .ton 70.00 @

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades /ft. .03J^CB 06
red, pure, bright /ft. .13 @ I15

,,
.red, excelsior /ft. .18 @

Ivory black
/ft. .10 @ .15

Lampblack
/ft. .06 @ .13

Lead, red oxide of ;ft. .13 ^ ^^y
sublimed blue /ft. .a @ ujx
sublimed white /ft. .11 @ 'iiiy
while, basic carbonate /ft. .llJ/^@ 12
white, basic sulphate /ft. .10 @
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) /ft '50 @

Lime, flour
/ft. .oi'A@ .02'ALitharge, domestic /ft 17 @ '

Englislij lb. .14 (ffi .15
sublimed /ft. .13 @ ^^y

Lithopone, imported /ft. .12 ® 13
domestic Ih. '.06'A(ie 'o?Heckton white (carloads) /ft.

* OG'Ami
Magnesia, carbonate ."

/ft. ]n |g, jj
calcined, heavy /ft. '.1C'A(S> 'll

heavy. Thistle Brand lb. • 14 ®
light /ft. 55 a, Tj

Magnetite, calcined, powdered ton 65.00 (ai7s'oo
Mica, powdered

;ft. .035/,^ '.•^^'

Mineral rubber ...... /ft. .02 Js OS
..M. K. X.' .... (oil 100.00 mdenasco (carloads) ton
;Pioneer" ton 45.00 (3.48.00
Richmond Brand /ft. (ii ^
No. 64 Brand ton 40.00 ®
Refined Elaterite" /ft. gS ®

Naphtha, stove gasoline (steel bbls.) gal. '24 rai

66® 68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal '29 ®
68(51 70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. '30 m

.
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .23 @

0.1, aniline .... /ft. j2 &
corn, refined ( Argo) cwt. *16.76 0>
linseed (bbl.) gal. 1.40 ® 1 45
n^l™ lb. .15 @ :i7P?"*" ••• ^ gal. .28 @
pine (cases) gal. 53 @
rapeseed, blown gal. l'sO (3 160"sm gal. .30 ® "

tar (cases) gal, 26 @ 32
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange lb. 2 50 @ '

Orange mineral, domestic /ft 14!/® i c;

Paragol (carloads) cwt. n'64 (S)
Petrolatum

/ft. .05!^@
Petroleum grease /ft. .04!4®
Pine tar retort bbl. 13.50 ®
Pitch, burgundy

/ft. .04J4®^031 tar /ft. .01 ^
p, ,

pine lar
/ft. .02J4®Plaster of pans ftft/. 2.OO @ 3 00Prussian blue
/ft. 75 k '';,

Pumice stone, powdered (bbls.) /ft. 03!^®
Reclaimed rubber. Standard shoe reclaim lb 1614(3 Ifii/p.p., Standard tire reclaim /ft. :20 @ -200
Resm, Pontianak, renned /ft. •.28 @ '*

granulated lb. 'iis ®
fused /ft • ?c ,^

Rosin. K (280 lbs).. ftft,; 67= I
S Lu l,°"f-

P°*'l«''ed lb. .Q2'Am 04Rubber black
/ft 06 (3Rubber substitute, black '. /ft' 'jp k ,<

,^^'"te lb. lis ^ ;j;brown , /ft ic ^ in
^"''I'i'ie

fft-. :ll I
-20

Shellac, fine orange
/ft. 57 @ 70Silex (silica) . ,„„ joog ^^^^^

Soapstone, powdered ,„„ 13.00 ®1800
Starch, corn, powdered cwt. 5.23 ® 5'36Sulphur chloride (drums) /ft. .07J.^® '09
Sulphur, flour, velvet brand (carloads) cwt. 3.90 @

Bergenport flour cwt. 2.95 ®3.35
Talc. American („„ i.s.oo ®20.00
_

,

.Irench ton 24.00 ®35.00
Toluo,., pure gal. 1.75 ® 2.00
Iripoli earth, powdered. ton 60.00 ®
_ .

bolted ton 75.00 @
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal, .43 ®

wood ^a/. .40 @
Venice /ft. .10 ®

Ultiamarine blue /ft. .25 @ 45
Vermilion /ft. .65 @ '80

Chinese lb. .95 @I.0O
,,. ,

F.nglish /ft. 1.65 @ 1.75
Wax, beeswax, while /ft. .68K@ 70

ceresin, white /ft. .17 @ '21

carnauha /ft. .41 ,3 .55
czokerite, black /ft. .45 @ .43

green /ft. .68 ® 70
montan /ft. .33 (3
paraflin, refined 11 8/1 20 m. p. (cases) lb. .09'A&

123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .10 ®
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .11 ®
133/136 m, p. (cases) /ft. .12i/5(3

Whitmg. Alba cwt. 1.00 @ 1.25
commercial fiyf. 1.25 ®
gilders cst>*. 1 .00 ®
Paris, white. American cwt. 1.25 @ 1.50
English cliffstone cwt. 1.50 ® 1.75

lellow ochre /ft. .02'A@ .04
India rubber ;ft. 1.50 @
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Zinc oxide. American process, horseliead brand
"XX red" f. o. b. factory. .Jb.

"special" f . 0. b. factory .. /fr. .10V^@
French process, red seal. . . .f. o. b. factory, ,1b. .11 @

green seal. .f. o. b. factory, .ifc. .15J^@
white seal. .f. 0. b. factory, ./i). .15H@

Zinc substitutes ton .16!^@
Zinc sulphide, pure lb. 30.00 @

yellow lb. .78 @
• Nominal prices.

TIRE
FABRICS

JENCKES
SPINNING
COMPANY

PA WTUCKET
RHODE ISLAND
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and in quality would doubtless prove a satisfactory substitute

for the standard grades, but the total production of only 50,000

bales is insufficient.

Both combed and carded Peelers have been in extraordinary

demand and as a result prices show an advance of 10 to 15

cents during the month. That the large consumers and pro-

ducers of tire fabrics are well balanced as to requirements un-

til the first of the year is generally conceded.

Duck, Sheetings, Drills, Osn.^burgs. The government's call

for 50,000,000 yards of 12-ounce army duck has greatly strength-

ened the market, resulting in a strong demand from the regular

consuming trade and a material price advance in the entire

list. The loom capacity of the mills has been strained to take

care of government orders that have precedence over all others.

Hose and belting duck have been active, with 52 cents quoted

on both grades, an advance of 10 cents a pound since a month

ago, and mills are sold up to April of next year. Sheetings are

scarce at purely nominal prices while drills and enameling duck

are well sold into next year. Prices have advanced about 5 cents

for drills and 3^4 cents for enameling duck since our last report.

NEW YOKE aUOTATIONS.

JUNE 27, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airplane and Balloon Fabrics;

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40-inch yard •$0.47 O
No. 4, 38H-inch 'A2'/2@

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch :

A— 14-ounce \ard 1.75 @
B—14-ounce '. - .

.

2.25 @
C—14-ounce 2.50 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch

:

D—14-ounce yard .85 @ .90
E—lIj4-ouncc 60 @ .65
F—14-ounce 85 @ .90
G— S-ounce 75 @ .80

H—ll-ounce 70 & .85

I — 9-ounce 60 @ .65

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette pound 1.60 @ 1.65

Tire Fabrics;

17J4-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.60 @ 1.65
17J4-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.30 @ 1.35
17^-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.25 @ 1.30
17K-ounce Peelers, combed 1.10 @ 1.15

17 Ji-ounce Peelers, carded 85 @ .90

Sheeting:
40-inch 2.35-yard yard ".17 @ .1754
40-inch 2.50-yard '.17 @ ATA
40-inch 2.70-yard *.17 @ .17'A
40-inch 2.85-yard *.17 @ .U'A
40-inch 3.15-yard *.17 @ .1754

Osnaburgs:
40-inch 2.25-yard yard .18 (a
40-inch 2.4S-yard ,17 (g,

37'A-'m. 2.42-yard !l7J^(a

Mechanical Ducks;

9°f pO'ind .52 @Beltmg 52 @
Carriage Cloth Duck;

38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard '6'/5®
^8-!"ch 1.74-yard -^O^^
72-mch 16.66-ounce i;ii/ffl
72-inch 17.2I-ounce ....'..'...;;;;

.5$ @
Drills;

38-inch 2.00-yard yard ^5 ®40inch 2.47-yard ^.. onuM
52-inch 1.90-yard [f^pj
60-inch 1.52-yard .3454@

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in. 3^ to 7'A ounces yard *.3R (iBI.55
Jo-incn, ^}% to 5 ounces *.35 O 85

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):
63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard '.35 (3 75
36-mch, 2 to 4 ounces #25 zq

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:
36dnch, A'A, to 8 ounces yard 35 ® g?

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton)

:

•'-•"-',.
36-inch, 334 to 5 ounces yard .10 @ .18

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton)

:

|°;n|"=^''"'= y'-d .11 & .13

T^^d :;:::;:;:;;;:;:;:::;;:::::; H | -i?

''^ff'
p""'-<» :.;::::::::::::::: ihA$ :?|

r'^„ 0&>A(!r .10
^'P .24 (3 .27

Burlaps:
32—7K-ounce 100 yards 8.60
40—7J.<-ounce 9.90
40—8-ounce 10.00
40—10-ounce 1 3.00
40—10J4-ounce 13.25
45— 7H-ounce "12.25
45— 8-ounce *I2.40
45— 9}4-ouncf '15.15
48—10-ounce *16.75

* Nominal prices.

fw
@ 12.50
@ 12.60
@15.25
@

TO STANDARDIZE COTTON TESTING METHODS.

"T^HE convention of the American Cotton Manufacturers Asso-
* ciation in Washington last May was considered an oppor-
tune time to call a special meeting of Committee D-13 of tlie

American Society for Testing Materials. This was held at Hotel

Powhatan, with William D. Hartshorn, chairman of that com-
mittee, presiding. The rubber trade was represented by A. E. Jury,

United States Rubber Co., New York City ; J. W. Cooper, Fire-

stone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio ; A. E. Warner and C. H.
T. Warner, Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; George W. Skirm,

United & Globe Rubber Manufacturing Cos., Trenton, New Jer-

sey; E. H. Barnwell, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, (r'hio;

Robert W. Boys, Goodyear Cotton Mills, Goodyear, Connecticut,

and the textile manufacturers included C. S. Cook, J. Spencer
Turner Co., New York City; William O. Jelleme, Brighton

Mills, Passaic, New Jersey; C. B. Finckel, J. H. Lane & Co.,

New York City; Kenneth Mollcr, William Whitman Co., Inc.,

Boston, Massachusetts ; George Fish, Jenckes Spinning Co.,

Pawtucket, Rhode Island; Henry L. Scott, H. L. Scott & Co.,

Providence, Rhode Island. Others present included Walter S.

Lewis and E. Dean Walen of the Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, District of Columbia; George B. Haven, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; and John
Lind of the United States Navy Department, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia.

Tentative methods for testing cotton fabrics were considered,
preparatory to discussion at the meeting held at Atlantic City
in June. .Two sub-committees were appointed, of one of Avhich
A. H. Clarke is chairman, to consider suggestions made at the
meeting, to report with recommendations later; and the other,
of which Dr. S. W. Stratton is chairman, to investigate ways and
means to harmonize methods of testing fabrics throughout the
cotton industry in this country and to consider ways for giving
these methods publicity.

COTTON TRADE NOTES.

"PHEODORE WOOD, a recognized authority on cotton goods,
and formerly fabric manager of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co., has become associated with the R. J. Caldwell Co., New-
York City, selling agent for the Connecticut Mills Co.
A new cotton mill, called the Penrod Mills, now being erected

at New Bedford, Massachusetts, to care for the spinning require-
ments of the Passaic Cotton Mills, will be in operation next Fall.

Charles S. Underwood, who recently went to Rotch Mills,
New Bedford. Massachusetts, as assistant to Manning Emery,
Jr., has been placed in charge of the New Bedford Spinning
Co. department of the Passaic Cotton Mills, which controls both
this and the Rotch plant.

It is reported that a three-story brick mill construction building
is being built as an addition to the plant of the Westerly Textile
Co., Westerly, Rhode Island, manufacturer of tire fabrics.
The Turner, Halsey Co., T. J. Hallyburton department, has

been appointed selling agent for the Conestee Mills, Green-
ville, South Carolina. The mills manufacture sheetings and
drills, with an equipment of approximately 20,300 spindles
and 413 looms.

They have also recently taken over the product of the
Panola Cotton Mills, Greenwood, South Carolina, with 17,500
spindles and 400 looms.
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I'on healthy Para rubber trees coming into bearing in our

own territory in and about Mindanao. (There is room
for hundreds of millions.) Such rubber would not bear

an English, Dutch or American tax, either export or im-

port. It would come to our factories at a market rate of

25 cents a pound less than British and Dutch, or indeed

Brazilian rubber.

Or why stop at 10,000,000 trees? $42,000,000 invested

in Hcvca trees would mean 42,000,000 trees just com-
ing into bearing with an increase that would in a very
few years make the Southern Islands of the Philippines

one of the great rubber plantation sections of the world.

TU CHUNG RUBBER IN AMERICA.

IT has been definitely established that the rubber-pro-
1 ducing Eucommia ulmoides, the tu chung tree of

China, can be readily acclimated in other temperate
countries and that it is perfectly hardy in Massachusetts.
\\'hether the product of its bark, leaves and fruit is to

be regarded as rubber or gutta percha still remains a
moot question. In either case, however, it is valuable,

gutta bringing 21^ to 3>^ times as much as Hevea first

crepe or ribbed smoked sheet in the present market. As
a feasible future supply, even though only partial, but
grown within the borders of the United States, it may
yet rank in importance with guayule, and deserves the

attention of practical investigators as to its character, ex-
traction and possible commercial uses. The tree being
hardy in Massachusetts, it is reasonable to expect that it

will also thrive elsewhere in America where suitable

soils occur and the mean annual temperature corre-
sponds to that of its Chinese habitat. Suitable regions
are therefore clearly indicated by an isometric map
showing the line of 59 degrees Fahrenheit across the
United States. Moderately high valleys of the Alle-
gheny, Blue Ridge, Rocky, Cascade and Sierrh Nevada
foothills suggest themselves as localities where alti-

tude, soil and rainfall are likely to be particularly
favorable.

FORTY MILLION HEVEAS IN THE PHILIPPINES. glXTY MILLION TIRES ANNUALLY AFTER 1920.

FORECASTING the future is a fascinating employ-

ment, and the crude rubber situation is a very

tempting field in which to let one's fancy wander. There-

fore not to prophesy but just to imagine, suppose Eng-

land were obliged to put an export duty of 20 cents a

pound on her plantation rubber, it would cost the rubber

trade of the United States say $25,000,000 a year. Sup-

pose that Plolland, having sufifered cruelly through the

war, also imposed a tariff of 20 cents a pound. It would
cost American manufacturers $4,000,000. Moreover.

suppose the powers that be at Washington put, say, 5

cents a pound import duty on crude rubber. That would
be an added tax of $13,400,000, making a total of $42,-

400,000.

All of the above are at least supposable. On the other

hand, suppose American capital had some five to ten mil-

I T is not surprising that automobile tire manufacturing
l has become the principal department of the American
rubber industry. Fully 4,000,000 cars are in operation
in the United States to-day, a number more than four
times the total for the rest of the world, and still the

demand for machines keeps well ahead of the 40 per
cent average yearly increase of past years. Time alone

can tell what effect, if any, the war may have upon this

demand, but once prices regain their normal level the

result is certain. The proportion of pleasure cars is

large, but motor trucks in ever greater numbers are re-

placing the shortage of horses caused by the war, both
in peaceful occupations and warfare itself. Leading
automobile men assert that the point of saturation will

not be reached until every family having an income over

$1,000 owns a car. This means not less than 10,000.000
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cars, or two and one-half times the present total. As-

suming an average life of five years per machine, a:i

annual replacement of 2,000,000 cars, our present pro"-

duction, will be necessary to maintain 10,000,000 in op-

eration.

Translating this prediction into tires, 10,000,000 cars

will average five tires annually, or 50.000,000 in all. The

2,000.000 cars constructed every year will require 8,-

000.000 tires for original equipment, and as each owner

soon buys a spare for quick change on the road 2,000,000

more may be added, making a colossal grand total of

60,000,000 tires and a business amounting to $1,250,000,-

000 annually.

THE IMPORTANCE OF COST ACCOUNTING.

THE value of the Federal Trade Commission's com-

prehensive campaign of education in cost ac-

counting can hardly be overestimated. If the expert

information, constructive suggestions and profifered

cooperation be heeded, the results promise to be

epoch-making in the upbuilding of American industry

on a more stable basis than hitherto.

Business success at all times depends upon a com-

plete and accurate knowledge of the cost of produc-

tion and of selling. This is more emphatically true

to-day than ever before because of keen competition

in our home markets, due to ever-rising prices, and

the certainty of even keener competition in the mar-

kets of the world after the war. We want a rightful

share of the world's trade, particularly that of the

western hemisphere ; but it must be secured at a

profit if it is to be worth the getting, and the manufac-

turer who does not know- his true costs may price his

goods foolishly and impair the business of his sound

competitcy-s while he ruins his own. The cost of sell-

ing, no less important than that of production, is too

often almost entirely lost sight of. Every manufac-

turer must expect to face the low prices due to effi-

ciency, but even the most efficient concern is not al-

ways able to meet cut-throat prices based on

ignorance.

It is a fact that hundreds of industries are at the

present time without adequate information regarding

their own affairs, indicating that a large number of

executives, however intimate their technical knowl-

edge of manufacturing processes, do not have an

intelligent grasp of general business methods. The

Federal Trade Commission recognizes that the only

basis for any industry is a solid foundation of

fact, and that the installation of adequate cost ac-

counting systems will not only insure fairer competi-

tion and better prices based on efficiency, but will re-

move many of the difficulties arising between com-

petitors in business as well as between the govern-

ment and business. To this end, the initiative has

been taken to cooperate with trade associations en-

deavoring to work out uniform and adequate cost

accounting systems for their entire industry. It is

n(Jt the intention to urge any particular method.

Each industry must work out its own plans- but the

Commission stands ready to act in an advisory

capacity and to approve as the standard system for

any particular industry that method of accounting

which is found to be adequate and uniformly satis-

factory to those concerned. In lending hearty sup-

port to this progressive movement the rubber trade

will be doing itself and the nation a service.

TRAINING YOUNG MEN FOR EXPORT TRADE.

PERHAPS the greatest need in building up a suc-

cessful foreign trade in rubber goods, or manu-
factured articles of any sort, is a staff of representa-

tives who speak the language of the nation to which

they are to go ; who understand the details of the

business they are to represent ; and who have had a

sound training in economics, finance and commerce,

with minds trained to grasp situations quickly and

schooled in what might be termed the diplomacy of

Inisiness. Young and aggressive, though tactful

men, are needed ; men who will not require so much
direction upon assuming their posts as to make them

cost more than they are worth.

To meet this need quickly and well, progressive

rubber manufacturers may well take a leaf from the

book of the National City Bank of New York. In

order to provide men for its many foreign branches,

this great institution has worked out a plan of co-

operation with universities and colleges whereby
promising juniors and seniors are taken into the bank

during their summer vacations and upon their gradua-

tion are. placed in a preparatory training class. Dur-

ing these periods of training every effort is made to

teach them not only the fundamentals of the busi-

ness they are to represent, but those tilings which are

so essential to foreign work, such as national charac-

teristics and customs, methods of doing business and

practical business conversation in the required

foreign tongue.

England and Germany have long been pursuing

similar methods in the promotion of foreign trade,

and such a course on the part of American industrial

as well as banking firms will do much to obtain and

secure our logical share of the world's commerce
after the war.

If the results of Germany's U-Boat activities

are measured by arrivals of crude rublier from Eng-
land, the campaign is a failure.

For the first six months of 1916. approximately 11,-

000 tons of crude rubber was imported to the United
States from London, Liverpool and Hull. For the first

six months of 1917, there were 24,000 tons, or more
than double that amount, from the same ports, and that

despite the German submarines.
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What I Saw In the Philippines— II.

By the Editor of The India Rubber World.

Kobe and Away-The Inland Sea and the Yellow Sea-Some Chinese Characteristics-Mr. Chang-Earlier Meetings with This Remarkable

Oriental-His Corona Corona Experiment-1 Meet Him Again in Shanghai-His Description of Tu Chung Rubber-He Elucidates H« Plan for Tu

Chung Plantations in the United States-An Astounding Scheme for Bring:ng About a Second "Rubber Boom."

IT
is a long journey from New York to Manila, but one broken

by several interesting way stations. In midwinter the stop

in the Hawaiian summer land is very grateful, but after that

it is distinctly cold. Indeed, sailing from Vancouver, and of

course taking the extreme Northern circle to save miles, it is

frigid at first, then cold,

and finally off Formosa

chilly and then warm.

Our stop in Kobe was

brief, cold and uninter-

esting. Incidentally, as

small pox was raging in

Osaka, all on board were

vaccinated. The voyage

through the Inland Sea

was dreary, snow squalls

and chilly winds being

the rule. And when we
ran out into the Yellow

Sea, it was not much bet-

ter, as everything was

blotted out by a bitterly

cold, dense fog. We had

a lot of Chinamen aboard, steerage passengers, and as first

in the richest of Chinese costumes, suave, observing and pos-

sessed of a serene dignity that was most impressive. Withal

he possessed the keenest sense of humor mingled with a toler-

ance that bespoke the thinker and philosopher. The brusque

Englishman, the egotistical German, and the thin-skinned, some-

what boastful American,

all interested and often

patently amused him.

I found him a veritable

encyclopedia of informa-

tion concerning affairs in

the Far East. He knew

rubber thoroughly ;
gutta

percha seemed an inherit-

ance : he confessed that

his family for years had

been financially interested

in trading for it in the

Philippines, in Borneo

and Java. He knew all

of the gutta grades in

Singapore and was the

The Chinese Bank, ."Shanghai. first to give me an ac-

curate description of the Dyera costulata that produces Pon-

class passengers many Americans, Standard Oil men, and others

resident in Shanghai. As we neared their home port they talked

China very informingly and quite enthusiastically.

I wonder why we look with such tolerant contempt upon the

Chinaman ? A few hundred years with Bryan as our Confucius

and our population grown to 600,000,000 would see the Ameri-

cans just the same type

of non-resistant, much-

enduring creatures, and

possibly wearing pig tails

by decree of some auto-

cratic boss. I doubt,

however, if we ever were

as universally honest as

they.

I have always liked the

Chinese, they are so

bland, cheerful and fatal-

istic. They also are past

masters in the art of

minding their own af-

fairs. A steamer friend

went with me down to

the steerage to see the

Fan-tan, Chuck-a-!uck,

and other games. He
was an adept at pigeon

English and he spoke thus to one husky Chinaman.

"Sposee Jap man come chop- chop makee fight?"

"No blong my pigeon, blong soldier pigeon. Him makee fight,"

was his contented reply.

I was eager to see Shanghai again, partly because the city

interested me and more because I wanted again to meet Mr.

Chang. I first met him on a P. & O. boat in 1904 voyaging

from Ceylon to Singapore. He was a big, fine-looking man clad

deposits of mi

tianak.

I shall never forget the clever way in which he turned the

tables on a young chap who guyed and patronized him by

turns. After winking to the rest of us, the American told o£

the discovery of a geological freak in Yellowstone Park—two

lineral rubber and sulphur: of their mixture by

volcanic action, and of

the product being forced

up through a geyser in

the form of tubing hun-

dreds of miles in length.

And this was but one of

many which he thought

Chang swallowed.

One day, however,

Chang handed him a ci-

gar, saying

:

"From the shape and

the box you will think

them Corona Coronas.

They are, however, more

costly. The Corona costs

one dollar, Mexican, each.

These cost me twenty

dollars each. Smoke up

and ?ive me vour opinion
Unu.ai.ixg at Shanghai.

^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^,.

The guyer settled down to full enjoyment of his priceless

cigar, apparently reveling in delicious aroma, praising the ex-

quisite texture of the wrapper, expounding upon the sensuous

sedative effect of—
"Some years ago," Chang broke in, "I brought home some

seeds of the common American weed known as Mullein and

propagated them. The leaves were rather coarse at first, but

by cultivation I have arrived at a very much finer texture.
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Your Corona is made of Mullein, not tobacco. I only make a

box a year and that is why, including the. years of experiment,

they cost me so much. How do you like them?"
"Pretty good imitation, as far as the

appearance goes," said the Guyer ju-

dicially, dropping the unconsumcd half

into a cuspidor, "but, of course, you can-

not really imitate tobacco to the con-

noisseur. You cannot get the fine fla-

vor, the delicious aroma, the pearly ash.

the sensuous sedative effect
—

"

"Man without imagination is a ma-

chine, a clod," said Chang. "You have

vision, imagination, great. I never even

saw a Mullein leaf. You were smoking

a Corona Corona of real tobacco. Have
another and don't be angry. Remember
the stories you have been telling to a

credulous Chinaman. Remember also

that lying was a fine art in China beffirc

America was discovered. Shall we cry

quits and say pax vcrbasctim?"

I met Chang again on the "China"

going from Hong Kong to Shanghai in

1905. Then I got better acquainted, and

dining with him in the last named city,

linally sized him up as one who would

be a big man in any country, and, fur-

ther, one who because of his unusual

persjiective would be a very sage and

sane analyst of world conditions in the

rubber or in any trade.

He was an omnivorous reader, and

as he was a graduate of a leading Eng-
lish university his outlook was exceed-

ingly broad. India rubber was his hobby.

He knew it wild and planted. Not only

that, but he

knew the big

factories the
world over, had

a good idea of

machinery and

processes, and

had formed
opinions of the

leaders of the

trade that were

surprisingly ac-

curate.

As I neared

Shanghai, I.

therefore, read

again a letter

received from

him in New
York the day

before I had

started for the

Philippines. It

read

:

Tu Chung Rubber Tree, 8 Ye.krs Old.

Arnold .Arboretum, Boston, M..\ssa-

chl'setts.

you would be most enjoyable, and I think interesting to you.

Your old friend,

Chang.

In time we hove to off the mouth of

the Vangtse Kiang, waited for a pilot,

and went up the great river, and the next

day were ashore with two days of shore

leave ahead of us.

I at once looked up Mr. Chang in his

modest but luxurious apartments.

Skipping over the preliminaries of

greeting and trade gossip, and getting

at once to the matter that was on his

mind, said he rather abruptly

:

"Why do not the .'Vmericans grow
rubber at home?"
"They are experimenting with guayule

in Texas," I replied. "Nothing else

seems to be in sight at present."

"I wonder why our Tu Chung rubber

would not be of interest to your people.

You know it?"

"Only in a very misty way," said I.

"You mean the product of the Chinese

tree Eucommia iilmoidesf"

"That is it. That is just it, and it has

a future, I am sure. The tree is about

the only rubber producer in the world

that thrives in the temperate zone. It

.stands winters such as you have in New
York state without any trouble at all.

The bark is full of rubber. I have many
times taken a piece of the dried bark of

tlie tree, broken it and found it full of

threads of rubber. It looked like the

product of the grass rubber vine of

Afric.1.
'

jijhin Im^^
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"Where can I see some of these trees?" said I eagerly.

"When you return home, go to the Arnold Arboretum in

one of Boston's suburbs, and you will see several. They
have been growing there for some years."

That was the gist of his chat and the primary reason for

his wish to see me. Of course we discussed Hevea planting

in the Philip-

peoples, but by none so brutally or so universally as by the

Germans. So, as I said, both of our countries will enter the

war on the side of the Allies. In time, say a year or two,

there will come a shortage of labor. So great will this be

that the huge reservoirs of willing, tractable laborers, particu-

larly in China, will be needed. Labor unions will see that

their members
pines, which he

favored. Just

back from Sin-

gapore, he also

entertained me
with planting

gossip and in-

formation.

As I was
leaving he

said:

"Suppose
plantation rub-

ber in time
reached a level

of 30 cents
gold a pound.

As it drops
there would be

all sorts of

efforts on the

part of plant-

ers' associations

to create artifi-

cial uses for

the surplus and to curtail production to bring prices up. Per-

sonally, I believe that new and great uses for rubber will render

such action unnecessary, but if one were a speculator there is a

better, surer way."

"And that is?"

"Secure the bulk of the world's vulcanized rubber scrap.

Distill it into caoutchoucin and other valuable by-products.

If the scrap was cheap

Isothermal Lines Between Which Tu Chung Rubber Will Grow.

enough, and one had

bought crude gum,
around, say, 30 cents,

when it went to a dol-

lar the profit would be

quite considerable."

The next morning,

just before we sailed,

Mr. Chang came aboard

to say good-bye. As
usual, he had something
unusual to say.

"It was not Tu Chung
rubber or a boom in

crude rubber that I

wanted to talk to you
about — to get you
thinking over," he said.

"It was this, and I hope
you will watch devel-

opments carefully.
The L^nited States and
China as well will get

into the world war. The Prussian, through teaching his peo-

ple that they and their desires are all important, has come
to possess a super-egotism that is akin to madness. His
sense of proportion is entirely atrophied. The outrages in

America will bear their fruit. As for China, she has been
oppressed by many nations, and by the individuals of many

are not men-
aced. First in

the tropics,
and later in the

temperate
zones, the Chi-

nese laborer
will be used
by the tens of

thousands. In

your own line,

on rubber
plantations, and

in .American
rubber fac-

tories, you will

see Chinese
help. America
is rich enough
to a fT o r d it,

and, mark my
words, before

the .A.merican

consents to put

his women folk

in trousers and force them into factories, she will scour the

world for masculine workers. And it should be so. It is

the beginning of the world federation that will utilize, guard
and profit by the producing capacities of every race under
the sun."

"Perhaps you are right. At any rate, the tropical need for

your labor is great and growing greater," said I. "There is,

however, a point you
seem to miss. You have

lots of labor. Why not

use it right where it is,

right at home?"
"How ?"

"Well, you believe rub-

ber growing to be a good
proposition. Start your
millions of coolies grow-
ing milkweed, rabbit-

weed or some other

minor rubber product-
something that will give

an annual crop. Put a

million or so at it and the

rubber product will be

considerable."

"Maybe some time. No
can do now." said Chang
with a smile.

\\'ith that he departed.
In the Inl.xnd Se.-^. and we proceeded down

the Yellow River, turned
south and pointed the boat's nose for Luzon.

It's a long way to Luzon—that is, from Xcw York ; it takes a
solid month to get there by railroad and steamer, two months
by magazine. Here I expected to find much that would be of
interest and my hopes were not disappointed.

{To be Continued)
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India Rubber in War.
By Robert G. Skerreti.

MLCH is heard of the part steel is playing in modern war-

fare, but has the world, or indeed the rubber trade

itself, half grasped the extent of india rubber's vital

contribution to this monster world-wide conflict? Hundreds

upon hundreds of our factories are working to capacity in order

to produce rubber products of one sort or another, and now that

we have joined hands with the Entente Allies these establish-

ments must expand and run well-nigh continuously to turn out

a still greater volume of these myriad commodities. Our rubber

industries may well look up and feel a sense of pride in the part

they have played and the greater part they are bound to play in

this Titanic struggle.

The past three years of war in Europe have brought to a focus

the inestimable value of rubber and, what is more, have clearly

emphasized the fact that chemistry's cunning has not yet evolved

a really all-round substitute. Germany's initial use of motor-

truck service gave a new complexion to the problem of shifting

quickly great bodies of fighting men, and probably Paris would

have fallen to the Teuton troops if General Maunoury had not

rushed to the battle-front a whole army by means of Parisian

taxicabs. All of the belligerents then suddenly awakened to

the need of self-propelled vehicles, and it was not long before

they grasped, as well, the

fundamental requirement of

an abundance of rubber tires.

THE IMPORTAN'CE OF TIRES.

In the earlier stages of the

war wastage in tires was

little short of appalling. This

was due to lack of organiza-

tion, the casting away of

damaged tires upon the

roadside, and the frequent

employment of misfit tires in

a service that covered rough

roads with the heaviest of

burdens. Among the Allies

a goodly measure of order

has been instituted in this

extremely important depart-

ment of supply and trans-

portation, and there are now
operating centers to which

all injured tires must be

sent. New ones are no

longer issued to a driver

without question as to his

disposition of the worn ones.

Even so, the wear and tear

are tremendous, and it is

said by those in a position to

know, that solid rubber tires in military service seldom average
more than 1.500 to 2,000 miles. This is less than one-tenth of the
mileage commonly expected in commercial use. Over-loading,
over-speeding, hard service in all sorts of weather upon all kinds
of roads exact their toll when necessarily combined with in-

different attention, while the exigencies of the moment preclude
careful driving, and hasten destruction.

TIRES FOR 150.000 MOTOR \-EHICLES.

It is safe to say that the Allies, in their various fields of
military activity, have in service for transport and staff work
rubber-tired automobiles and motor trucks to the number of

.\ .Soldier's Field Kit

300,000 or more. These machines are using up, at a conserva-

tive estimate, certainly five times as many pneumatic and solid

tires as would ordinarily be expected under normal conditions.

•And let it be remembered that this durability is secured in a

large degree by reason of rubber fillers of one sort or another

that make it possible to drive the pneumatic tire until it is

almost completely worn out. No wonder, then, that Germany
has made desperate efforts to obtain rubber, for, despite her net-

work of railroads, the ultimate mobility of her forces and the

maintenance of their supplies of all sorts depends basically upon

motor vehicles.

According to the estimates of the Council of National De-

fense and our military authorities, an army of a million men
will require anywhere from 30,000 to 40,000 motor trucks, and

bids for these have already been asked. Inasmuch as it is said

that we are to raise an available and thoroughly equipped force

of 2,000,000 to 2,500,000 men, we shall need at least 100.000

motor trucks for transport and supply service alone. This does

not take into account the ambulances for hospital service and

the thousands of automobiles that would be required for various

staff duties. It is probably safe to say that we shall have to

have a maintained organization of substantially 150,000 motor

vehicles of one kind or an-

other in order to keep the

service up to wartime de-

mands. With our knowledge
of tire consumption abroad,

and with the figures al-

ready cited, our manufac-

turers are clearly face to

face with a giant task in this

one department of the rubber

industry.

MOTORCYCLE TIRES.

Very recently our govern-

ment asked for bids for

10,000 motor-cycles. This
number will unquestionably

be greatly increased, because

it is a matter of record that

the British army alone has

in the neighborhood of 100,-

000 of these machines in

service to-day. So far as

carrying dispatch bearers

and mounted scouts is con-

cerned, the wear and tear

upon tires would be hard,

but not as disastrous as the

stresses of motor-truck serv-

ice. However, it is evident

that a large number of our
ultimate array of military motorcycles will be equipped with
side-cars and also provided with machine-guns. For work of this
sort the motor-cycle must be both powerful and rugged, and
the ultimate burden will rest upon the rubber tires. Here the
tax will be excessive and it is quite likely that tire deterioration
will equal that of the motor truck, because the machine-gun
squads must reach their destinations whenever it is humanly,
physically and mechanically possible to do so.

In connection with automobiles, motor trucks, tractors, am-
bulances and motor-cycles, it must be remembered that rubber
IS also used m a variety of subordinate ways. For instance
there is rubber in the construction of the batteries of self-'
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starters, the electric wiring calls for rubber insulation, and rub-

ber is employed in the handles of starting cranks, controller

levers, radiator caps, gasoline tank caps and steering wheels.

Some of the ambulances used by the British have permanent
features in the shape of rubber buffers and stops, and rubber

flooring has made it easier to keep these cars clean and like-

vise to provide a surer footing when handling the wounded.
THE AIR SERVICE AND RUBBER.

Nor should the vehicle wheels of the warplane be forgotten,

because it is upon these that the initial start and the safety

of landing fundamentally depend. Resiliency is absolutely neces-

sary, and rubber only

will furnish the springy

tire needful to facilitate

rising from the ground

and to help absorb in a

very large measure the

shock incident to land-

ing. It is not possible

here to go into the nice-

ties of this matter other

than to say that nothing

but the best of rubber

vviir serve this purpose:

and the perfected flying

machine tire has called

for a good deal of ex-

perimenting in order to

meet lb'- ri'iibar de-

mands of the service.

It has been authori-

tatively declared that

five airplanes are needed

yearly to maintain a sin-

gle flyer aloft, and this

A United States I'Ko,

•luola is additional to the replacement of aircraft demolished by

gunfire. No wonder, then, that the French army organization,

as it e.xists to-day, calls for 30.000 flying machines annually. This

takes no account of the British, the Belgian, the Russian and

the Italian service, and does not consider at all the aircraft needs

of the enemy. We have virtually promised to send abroad

20.000 aviators, and to maintain a force of this size we shall

have to build every 12 months quite 100,000 machines. The
rubber industry will have its hands full, not only in furnishing

;he tires, but other rubber parts which virtually duplicate many
of those of the automobile. Further, there arc special features,

peculiar to the warplane, incident to the mounting of machine

guns, the growing equipment of wireless installations, and the

need of additional shock absorbers, in the form of cushions where

the radial supports converge, when bombs are carried.

Finally, the best of the fighting flying machines have their

wings covered with a rubberized fabric in order to prevent the

absorption of moisture and the burdening of the aircraft with

useless dead weight; and rubber tubing is used more or less

extensiveh' to prevent chafing where control wires and stays

touch neighboring surfaces.

The seaplane, because of its frequent contact with the water,

needs rubber extensively ; in fact, it calls for quite as much of

this material as the airplane, despite the fact that it generally

dispenses with wheels for starting and landing. It is absolutely

necessary that all electrical features be doubly protected against

moisture, and all controls, both hand and foot, seats, gages, etc.,

must be either waterproof or watertight, as the case may be.

The airmen must have rublier suits covering them from head

to foot, and should carry air-inflated rubber life belts, together

with respirators of the same material, which will make it possible

for them to endure a submergence of 30 minutes in case of

accident when entangled in their wrecked machines at sea.

Rubber covers are now called for to protect light machine-guns

whether on shore or afloat, and as many of the big seaplanes

have one or more of these weapons it is plain that rubberized

cloth figures very largely in this service.

As long as we are more or less up in the air, let us consider

that other branch of aviation which concerns captive balloons

and dirigibles. Of the latter, the most successful development
among our Allies is in the form of what the British call

"blimps." The blimp is a gas-bag modeled to some extent along
the lines of a giant fish or whale. The first of these produced for

the navy, officially known as D N-1, is 175 feet long, and has a maxi-
mum diameter of 35 feet. The outer envelope contains 2,500 yards

of double-texture rub-

berized fabric, and the

internal balloonets, of

which there are two, call

for sp m e hundreds of

yards more. It is said

that the government will

have 300 of these
blimps for home service.

Already the second of

tlie sixteen contracted

for has been given a trial

flight, and the naval au-

thorities are said to be

enthusiastic. Large or-

ders will undoubtedly be

placed at an early date.

This dirigible is provided

with pontoons beneath

the chassis which makes
it possible for the blimp

to settle upon the water.

These pontoons are long

cylinders of rubberized

fabric stuft'ed "with kapok, a silky fiber of great buoyancy.
Next there is the kite balloon for naval service, which is a

passive elongated gas bag that can be towed from a steaming

craft for the purpose of aerial scouting as well as detecting

the approach of submarines or discovering U-boats in hiding

below the waves. The land counterpart of the kite balloon is

generally the so-called more or less globular or pear-shaped

gas bag familiar to most of us. We shall probably have to

have scores of kite balloons and the ordinary captive observa-

tional balloons. Plainly, our manufacturers of proofed ma-
terial will have to provide us with hundreds of thousands, yes,

millions, of yards of rubberized fabric. Thousands of these

aircraft are now in service abroad. Rubberized gloves, rubber-

banded helmets to protect the aviators in case of falls, goggles,

and rubberized suits are extensively worn by the flyers in all

departments of aviation.

RITBBER RE(MTIREMENT.S OF THE ARMY.
And now let us consider the rubber needs of the army fight-

ing man, yrr sr. During the past fiscal year, that of 1916-1917,

the War Department called for bids on 47,312 ponchos and
24,380 slickers. These, it will be remembered, were to cover

the requirements only of the army's regular peace time estab-

lishment. The specifications for the cloth demanded a rubber

content of not less than 30 per cent of the best Up-river fine

Para rubber or best Ceylon rubber and not more than 6)4 per

cent of the best reclaimed rubber. Counting the proposed in-

itial force of 650,000 in the National Army, 30(1000 in the

standing army, and State Militia or National Guard to the

number of 300,000—as it would be if recruited to the maximum
—this gives us some idea of the number of ponchos and slick-

ers needed in the first six months of conflict. Every man and
officer has either a slicker or a poncho. This, in substance,

constitutes the regulation rubberized clothing prescribed here-

tofore by the United States military authorities.

Alt \M Mm] I ii: h'l I i.. u I rii kri'.i'.i

Cover and Driver's Shelter.
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To-day, because of the lessons learned on tlie battle-fronts

abroad, particularly those taught by trench warfare, rubber

equipment of a variety of sorts is now recognized as indis-

pensable. Owing to the well nigh continual presence of water
in the trenches, rubber hip boots have become a regular part

of the soldier's equipment, and in many cases the rubber stock-

ing, worn between two woolen or cotton socks, meets the aver-

age need at any time but stormy weather. The ruliberized ground
sheet, with which each fighting man abroad is sup|)lied is the

European substitute for our poncho. It not infrequently has

served as a shroud when the soldier has fallen on the battle-

field. The wastage in trench boots, rubber stockings and ground
sheets is enormous; in fact, it has been estimated that the total

wastage of all rubber goods at the front, 18 months ago, was
in the neighborhood of 4.000 tons daily. This destruction has

unquestionably greatly increased in the interval, and will be a

good deal higher after we join forces with our Allies.

Tlie officer boasts some additional rubberized articles, such
as a waterproof valise, a sleeping-bag and a collapsible rubber
bathtub or basin. StafT officers also are provided with rubber
fabric motor-

ing-rugs, and
all of the men
of t h e motor-

ing-service
have rubber
garments, while

motor cyclists

have proofed

overboots and

leggings c o m-

bined. Rubber-

ized cap-covers

are well-nigh

universal, and
a combination

hood and cape

of waterproof

material is

growing steadi-

ly in f a V o r.

The gas mask,

in which proof-

ed fabric and
rubber sponges

play a prime

part, is a uni-

versal article of

equipment.
Every man and officer must have one, and a substantial reserve

should be available to take care of wastage. With every mask
there should be a waterproof wallet in which to keep the respi-

rator which neutralizes the action of the poisonous atmosphere.

The foregoing equipment of rubberized articles or garments

is necessary, in fact is the regulation outfit abroad; and we
shall have to provide our troops accordingly. In addition it is

optional, especially among the officers, to supply themselves with

waterproof toilet cases, pocket filters with rubber tubing, and

goggles that call for more or less rubber in their make-up.

Rubber gloves are extensively in demand in certain branches of

the military service, particularly where live electrical circuits

have to be dealt with and also in the handling of certain ex-

plosives. This is notably the case in the charging of mines,

floating and otherwise, and wherever guncotton is used for the

bursting charge.

Regarding the need of rubber in its protective capacity against

the attack of acids, the manufacture of smokeless powder, gun-

cotton, nitroglycerine, dynamite, etc.. calls for rubber gloves

The Rubber-Tired Wheels of ai^ .'^rmy ..Airpl.^ne. Showing the Rubber Cushioxs ix

THE .A..XLE Shock Absorbers Where the R.adi.^l Supports Converge.

and rubber aprons, not to mention boots. Every pound of these

explosives utilizes sul|)huric and nitric acid at one stage in their

preparation, and it would be impossible for the workers to

perform their tasks without the aid of rubber garments. Many
hundreds of thousands of tons of explosives have been pro-

duced since the war began ; enormous quantities of nitric acid,

sulphuric acid, and other chemicals have been manufactured in

the last two years and a half ; and in the whole of this grim

industry, rubber in one shape or another has been indispensable.

This business of providing munitions has grown to tremendous

proportions in this country, and the factories will work to still

greater productiveness in order to furnish our army and our

fleet with its needful explosives.

An integral part of modern warfare is the extensive use of

the telephone ; indeed, fire control is well-nigh universally regu-

lated in this way. Everyone knows how important rubber in

one form or another is to an efficient telephone service, and

on the battle-front that service absolutely must be efficient in

every particular. Therefore, insulation is insi.-^ted upon to an

extent that is not deemed needful ordinarily, and mainly be-

cause the physi-

cal conditions

are infinitely

more trying
Nothing an-

swers like rub-

ber for this
purpose, where

wet ground and

continual moist-

ure have to be

contended with.

Again, there are

the circuits of

mining and
c o untermining

operations, im-

provised light-

ing and power

systems — par-

ticularly where

searchlights are

employed— and

wire entangle-

ments are
charged with
high-v o 1 1 a g e

currents. Thou-

sands upon
thousands of miles of insulated wire have been and will be re-

quired. Our own fighting force in Europe will have to be supplied

generously in kind.

As part of the transport service and the "supply train"

equipment, we must not forget waterproof motor hoods, cart

covers and collapsible rubber horse troughs, water buckets and
tanks. And that the powder shall not fail in the hour of

need there is also provided a vast array of rubberized powder
bags. The treads of the "tanks" and the heavy guns and mor-
tars also need rubber blocks to make them equal to the varied

conditions of the roads or ground over which they have to

make their way. .'\nd, finally, in considering the army's needs,

those aids to eflfective fighting, field glasses, range-finders and

telescopic sights must be included. In all of these optical auxili-

aries either hard or soft rubber, or both, are required, and while

quantitatively the amount of this material is trifling compared
to rubber's other uses, still its service is important.

RUBBER REQUIREMENTS OF THE N.WY.
Our navy has long been a big consumer of rubber, and even
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in times of peace the fleet's demands have grown steadily year

by year. It is not possible to give more than an approximate

idea of the amounts, simply because the shipbuilders provide

the bulk of this

when the ves-

sels are con-

structed and
Navy Depart-

ment advertise-

ments for any

tvvelvem o n t h

c o \- e r only
wear and tear

or replace-
ment s. But

the volume of

these replace-

ments is sug-

gestive, and

shows some of

the directions

in which rub-

ber enters into

the effective

work of our

battle craft and

the outfitting

of our b 1 u e-

jackets. There-

fore the fol-

lowing list is

given

:

..3 OOn feet

. . 1,100

Much Rubber Is Used in the Make-up of

THE N.\v.\L Diver's Equu'.ment.

Rubber hose, al! kind".

Hard rubber knobs (e'ectric service)

Gaskets, various .32.COO

Boots 8.500 pairs

Squeegee blades 25,000

Washers 3,000

Elastic webbing ' 5,000 yard.^

Buttons 110.000 dozen

Rescue breathing apparatus • 100- sets

Diving apparatus, complete 14 sets

Diving suits -. 150

Rubber packings 1.500

Sheet rubber for packing 442,000 feet

Rubber insulated wire, ignition circuits 1,000 feet

Rubber insulated cable 600 feet

Rubber gloves, acid proof 1,520 pairs

Hard sheet rubber 3,500 pounds

Rubber pump valves 2,250 pounds

Rubber ferrules 27.600

Rubber insulating tape 9,450 pounds

Acid-proof rubber belting 500 feet

Manifestly, these are by no means all of the ways in which

rubber is used in the navy. Rubber tiling or rubber flooring and

rubber mats, step treads, door stops, and the like, are to be

found in every direction on fighting craft of all sorts. The

dreadnought boasts an electric power plant that would meet the

needs of a good bi.g town. This form of energy must be perfectly

controlled and only the best of rubber insulators will answer.

Therefore this material has an extremely wide service to perform

in this department alone ; and, because of the character of the

original installation, replacement is seldom required except upon

a modest scale.

As can readily be understood, the submarine, with its dual

motive system and recourse to electrical propulsion when traveling

under water, uses rubber more extensively than any other fight-

ing craft—judged upon the basis of its total displacement or

dead weight. The batteries have hard rubber containers or

jars; the positive and negative plates are isolated by hard rub-

ber separators, and the accumulators have other hard rubber

fittings. Sponge rubber condensers serve to arrest the parti-

cles of electrolyte in the rising gases, and frequently soft rub-

ber ventilating tubes are provided to draw off and to exhaust

forcibly any accumulation of hydrogen. Because of the moist

atmosphere, induced by the sweating hull plating, all electrical

wiring and connections have to be insulated with the utmost

care. This is especially necessary in view of the high potential

of the current fed from the batteries to the propulsive motors

and to the various electrical auxiliaries that now do much of

the operative work in a< submarine. The under-water boat has

a number of hatches and openings to the sea of large diameter

which must be sealed hermetically when the craft submerges,

and in order to insure this watertightness, seatings or gaskets

of extra heavy soft rubber are employed. The doors Of the

various watertight compartments also are made secure by rub-

ber packing, while rubber matting, ruliber treads, etc., are found

in many directions.

The wireless outfit, of course, has its necessary measure of

insulation provided by hard and soft rubber; the periscopes are

made watertight and yet free to move by means of rubber pack-

ing; the electricians have to have rubber gloves and use rubber

tubing in testing and overhauling the storage batteries ; the

internal lighting system, of course, is safeguarded by rubber-

covered cir-

c u i t s ; and,
finally, the sub-

marine's prime

weapon, the

torpedo, cannot

get along with-

out r u b b e r

—

especially the
rubber dia-

phragm which

plays a vital

part in the tor-

pedo's depth
control. R u b -

ber, too. enters

into the con-

struction of the

submarine mine

which, as we
all know, can

be carried and

planted by un-

der-water craft.

Of course, the

oflicers and
crews of sub-

ma r i n e s, be-

cause of the exceptionally wet work of the service, have hip-

boots of rubber and, generally, hats and overdress of the same

material. Escape helmets for the personnel of submarines con-

tain a good deal of rubber in their make-up, and all of our under-

water boats are supplied with these.

At the present time it is not in keeping with the policy of the

government to go further into detail as to quantities of any of

our fighting material. It was for that reason that a list was

given of an average rubber consumption for a peacetime year

in the fighting fleet. Under normal circumstances, the enlisted

personnel of the navy is less than 60,000. Now, with many of

our ships in reserve fully commissioned for wartime service,

with scores of auxiliary craft added to the fighting fleet, and

with the Coast Guard a part of the regular navy, it is safe to

The Rubber Suit of a Se.-m-laxe Pilot.
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say that our water-borne defense force numbers in the neighbor-

hood of 150,000. These figures will serve to give an approxi-

mate notion of the increased demands for rubber equipment for

the men, as well as rubber needed aboard the augmented fleet.

Indeed, the drive of wartime duty is sure to add greatly to the

figures of peacetime consumption.

It will be borne in mind, besides, that the Marine Corps has

been raised from 17.000 to substantially .W.aX) men. The Ma-

rines need an equipment similar to that of the army man, but

as our sea soldiers are expected to fight ashore and afloat they

must be thoroughly prepared to meet the physical conditions of

either service. No mention has been made of the Naval Militia,

per se, because this excellent body of State fighting men is now

amalgamated, almost in its entirety, with the personnel of the

battle-fleet.

So far, nothing has been said about the medical departments

of the army or the navy, as such, simply because the whole sub-

ject of taking care of the wounded can just as well be treated

for both services under a single head. It is quite out of the

question to give details as to quantities, but a recital of some

of the uses to which rubber is put by the military surgeon and

the military hospital will suffice to suggest the volume of these

commodities that must be supplied continually from now on.

In any estimates, it is only safe to assume that sooner or later

our navy, in its entirety, will have to share in the ravages of

battle. .A-nd whether it does or not, medical provision for such

an emergency will have to be made.

HOSriT.^L RUBBER REQUIREMENTS.

To begin with, the army that is to be sent abroad at the earli-

est moment will need quite 28,000 doctors, and the medical corps

of the navy should total no fewer than 2,000. .\11 of these men

must have rubber gloves and, preferably, rubber operating aprons.

Only recently, one of the British War Commission declared that

on a short section of the front as many as 20,000 to 30,000 are

wounded in the course of a battle lasting but a few hours!

Happily, quite SO per cent of those hurt are able to return to

duty within a comparatively short period, and experience has

shown that 25 per cent, after furloughs for convalescence, can

return to the front; and, finally, something like 17 per cent,

after more or less prolonged stays in hospitals, are able to re-

sume their duties. However, these results in any case are

made possible only by the best of surgical treatment, and. be-

cause of the constant danger of infection, a great many of the

wounds call for careful and systematic sterilization. It is in

this work that rubber plays a prime part in the form of tubing,

which is an essential feature of the present apparatus employed

to drain or irrigate the wounds.

.\nother revolutionary innovation is a system of elastic ban-

dages which, without stitching, pull the wound surfaces grad-

ually together and produce a minimum of deformation. .-Ml of

the ambulances, operating rooms, and surgical wards require

rubber sheeting. There are hot water bags, ice bandages or

caps, pads, inflatable pillows and mattresses calling for rubber

or proofed material; bulb and bag syringes, medicine droppers

of first-aid packets, basins, sprays, operating caps, crutch tips,

ether bags, bottle stoppers, sponges, catheters, rubber flooring,

rubber heels for hospital attendants, rubber-tired wheelbarrows

for carrying stretchers, and hundreds of other ways in which

rubber helps to save life, eases the wounded, and effects admin-

istrative economies in the military hospitals either in the field

or at the bases. Rubber gloves and aprons are quite as necessary

for the nurses and ambulance attendants as they are for the

surgeons. Of nurses and other attendants there must be a small

army for a fighting force of a million and more men at the

front. Further, the care of the wounded will not be the only

concern. Despite serums and the like, disease may lay a heavy

toll upon our fighting men on the fields of Europe. And in the

treatment of fever stricken soldiers, rubber articles of one sort

or another will be indispensable in steadily increasing (|uantities.

.\t the time of writing this article, the .\merican flag is flying

over six great base hospitals in France—institutions wholly ad-

ministered by .American surgeons and physicians. Just what

this means can be gathered from the equipment of a single unit.

Each of these comprises 1,600 beds; and the total of the six

hospitals is 9,600 beds ! What we shall have to provide for when

our part in the conflict is in full swing is, of course, purely

speculative. However, it is evident, from wha^has been needed

in the treatment and care of the wounded of the Entente .Mlies,

that wc shall have to provide enormous quantities of rubber

surgical goods available on the other side of the Atlantic and

likewise very large supplies ready for our fighting fleet.

PROTECTED OCCUPATIONS IN ENGLAND.

IN England, where conscription has greatly depleted working
* forces, it has been found desirable to prepare a schedule of

protected occupations affecting men employed on .'\dmiralty. War
Office, or munition work, or in railway workshops, -Admiralty

work being taken to include merchant shipping. It is not in-

tended to enlist such men as had attained the age of 32 on Janu-

ary 1, 1917, and for the present such men who are not passed

fit for general service, "Category A," will not be recruited.

Otherwise the schedule is provisional and subject to revision

should army needs require a further release of men, or should

it develop that some of the occupations might later be under-

taken by women or older men. Those engaged in the occupa-

tions cited and within the age limits will be posted for military

duty only after consultation W'ith the local representative of the

Government Department concerned.

Rubber Manufacture is given a special section, and the fol-

lowing classes of workers are protected when the individuals

had attained on January 1, 1917, the age specified in brackets in

each case or were engaged in the occupation (not necessarily

with the same employer) on or before .August 5, 1917:

Ho^i'iTAL GooD-s. Departmental foreman (23), cutter (25),

molder (23), process workers (including calender hands) (23),

stover (23), spreader (25), surgical tuiiing {maker of. including

catheters) (23), vulcanizer (wet) (21), vulcanizer (dry) (25).

Protection applies equally to men engaged in contracts for pub-

lic and private hospitals.

Other Rubber Goons. Foreman (27), calender man (27),

mixer (27), molder (27), spreader {27), hose maker (25), vul-

canizer (wet) (21), vulcanizer (dry) (25), ring and washer

cutter (25).

In the allied trades the following occupations are protected

:

C.\NVAS Hose Pipe M.\NUF.\cruRE. Tackier (28), tenter (28),

weaver (28).

Woven Belting M.\nuf.\cture. Stretcher (.27). painter (27),

finisher (27).

.Asbestos Manuf.acture. Skilled workmen only (23).

Electrical Insulating Material M.^nufacture. Skilled

workmen only (applies to workmen of all ages).

Electrical Wire and Cable Manufacture. Skilled workmen

only (applies to workmen of all ages).

Manufacture of Engine and Pump Packings and Jointings.

Skilled workmen (21).

This schedule confers no right of exemption from military

service if skilled artificers needed by the army cannot be sup-

plied from other sources or it is possible to find substitutes.

Men having bad records of absence from work will obtain no

protection by reason of their occupation.

"Rubber Machinery." Mr. Pearson's newest book, filled

with valuable information for rubber manufacturers, is now
ready for mailing. Price, $6.
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War News of the Rubber Industry.

THE participation of the rubber industry in the nation's war

plans continues with the utmost enthusiasm. Prepared-

ness in the great struggle for world freedom progresses

without abatement along many lines, and in the opinion of lead-

ing rubber men will so continue until Allied arms are victorious.

The oversubscription of the two billion dollar Liberty Loan

by $1,035,226,850 showed the American will ; the ease with which

the Red Cross fund of $100,000,000 was considerably exceeded

showed the American heart. In both campaigns the rubber busi-

ness was handsomely represented. And now the Rubber Trade

Roll of Honor is beginning to show in a substantial manner

individual American grit and determination. It does the heart

good to study those names, to note the goodly proportion of

native Americans

among them, and
also to realize what

American ideals and

institutions mean to

our foreign-born

population—that the

L^nited States is in-

deed the world's

melting pot and that

in this war, lovers

of freedom, regard-

less of their origin,

are to stand should-

er to shoulder figlit-

ing for the common
cause.

Once more The
I X D I .\ Rubber
World urges its

readers to cooperate

in stimulating war

enthusiasm by send-

ing for publication

particulars of all

patriotic acts and

movements, corpo-

rate and individual, in order that this permanent monthly record

of what the .\meriran rubber industry is doing for the defense

of liberty and justice may be complete.

THE LIBERTY LOAN.

Through the courtesy of Frederic C. Hood, treasurer. Hood

Rubber Co., Watertown, Massachusetts, we are enabled to pub-

LIBERTY LO.\N SUB.SCRIPTIOXS BY THE
Total

No. Sub- Subscrip-

COMPANY. SCRIBERS. TIONS.

.Acu'hnet Process Co., New Bedford, Mass 36 $7,000

American Mills Co.. Waterbury, Conn 198 24,900

American Steel & Wire Co.. Worcester. Mass 618 42.050

.American Wringer Co.. Woonsocket, K. 1 184 11,100

.Anchor Webbing Co., Woonsocket, R. 1 47 7,850

-Appleton, F. H. & Son. Inc., Boston. Mass 10.250
- Apsley Rubber Co., Hudson, Mass 250 20.450

Archer Rubber Co.. Milford, Mass 15 11,000

Athol Mfg. Co., Athol. Mass 2 400

.Atlantic Rubber Co., Atlantic. Mass 2 400
Bailey, C. J.. Boston. Mass 7 750
Bauman Rubber Co.. New Haven, Conn 12 650
Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.. Beacon Falls, Conn 133 12,250
Blakesley Noveltv Co., Bristol, Conn 19 7,450

Boston Belting Co.. Boston, Mass 178 39,250
Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Boston, Mass 11 6,550

Boston Rubber Shoe Co , Maiden, Mass 1.838 85.970
Bourne Rubber Co.. Providence, R. 1 100 10,000

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.. Cambridge. Mass 1,021 100,000

Carr, F. S. Co., Framingham. Mass lO.OOO

Carton Belting Co.. Allston. Mass 30 2,000

C. C. C. Fire Hose Co., Canton Junction, Mass 4 700
Clapp, E. W., Rubber Co.. Hanover, Mass 61 3.950

The Rubber Workers' Bit.

Why should the Yankee rubber man indulge in sad repining,

when every khaki-colored cloud has its own rubber lining? As

for our soldiers you can bet we'll keep the mills a' working. No
slackers in our crowd can get, nor one that thrives by shirking

!

A thousand spreaders hard at work will furnish mackintoshes.

Another thousand calenders are running on galoshes. Ground

sheets by millions we will make to wrap the boys like mummies,

and water bottles by the case, to put on aching "tummies."

Trench boots and blankets, too, we'll send in effort never ceasing,

and, as the call for more comes home we'll just go on increasing.

We'll send them tires in ship-load lots and inner tubes as well;

with gas masks for the blast that comes straight from the Boches'

hell. Among us all will ne'er be found a single sneaking miser!

Carloads of jar rings we will give to help them "can the Kaiser."

So each will do his little bit in working, giving, trying, to help

the boys out at the front, a' marching, fighting, flying.

lish the accompanying list of New England subscribers in the

rubber trade. It will be recalled that at the request of Alfred

L. Aiken, governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,

Mr. Hood represented the rubber industry on a committee of

New England manufacturers to promote the sale of the bonds

among factory operatives, office and sales forces. To his en-

thusiastic initiative in working out a partial payment plan, cir-

cularizing every New England rubber concern and encouraging

participation and cooperation, is due a goodly measure of credit

for the handsome total of $1,754,455 shown by the appended

list. This is still incomplete, however, the returns from a num-

ber of factories of the United States Rubber Co. and sev-

eral other firms not yet having been received. The final

total is expected to

be well above $2.-

000.000.

Of the $1,400,000

worth of bonds
taken by employes

of the United States

Rubber Co., New
York City. $67,000

was subscribed by

the Hartford, Con-

necticut, plant, $125,-

000 at the Morgan &
Wright plant, De-

troit, Michigan, and

$560 at the Denver,

Colorado, branch.

A vigorous cam-
paign for subscrip-

tions ainong employ-

es of The Goodyear
Tire & Rubber
Co, .\kron, Ohio,

netted 12,700 per-

sons who obligated

themselves to pur-

chase $800,000
worth of bonds on the $1 weekly instalment plan.

Twenty-seven nationalities were numbered among the 11,000

odd employes of The B. F. Goodrich Co., .Akron, Ohio, who sub-

scribed $750,000.

Practically every employe of the Polack Tyre & Rubber Co.,

New York City, subscribed for at least one bond.

RUBBER INDUSTRY OF NEW ENGLAND.

Total
No Sub- Subscrip-
SCRIBERS. TIONS.

Colton, Geo. S., Elastic Web Co.. Easthampton. Mass. .

.

36 $3,800
Conant. Houghton & Co., Inc., Littleton. Mass 30 2,150
Crandall Packing Co., Boston, Mass 1 SO
Converse Rubber Shoe Co., Maiden. Mass 508 30,000
Crocker Rubber Co.. Brockton, Mass 3 150
Davidson Rubber Co., Boston, Mass 30 11,200
Davol Rubber Co., Providence, R. 1 176 ^ 21,500
Day, H. P. & E.. Inc.. Seymour, Conn 120 19,450
Easthampton Rubber Thread Co., Easthampton, Mass.... 38 lO.OOO
Electric Cable Co., Bridgeport. Conn 284 27,000
Elastic Tip Co.. Boston. Mass 6 1.200
Everlastik, Inc., Boston, Mass 652 40,600
Feinberg, David Co., Chelsea, Mass 3 1,000
Ferdinand, L. W. & Co., Boston. Mass 3 1.150
Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls. Mass 540 250.000
Fitchburg Rubber Co.. Fi'chburg. Mass 2 150
Franklin Rubber Co.. I5oston. Mass 5 50O
Garlock Packing Co.. Boston. Mass 7 1.350
Glendale Elastic Fabrics Co.. Easthampton, Mass 176 10,150
Globe Rubber Works, Inc., Boston. Mass. 10 2.00O
Goodrich. The B. F. Co., Portland. Me 5 350
Goodrich. The B. F. Co.. Providence. R.I 6 550
Goodrich. The B. F. Co., Worcester, Mass 4 250
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dranitc State Rubber Co., Manchester, N. H 2 100

Hale, Alfred. Uubhcr Co. Hoston. Mr'ss 1 100

Hanover Rubber Co.. West Hanover. Mass 1- oOO

Hardman Tire & Rubber Co.. iioston. Mass 1
,„ ,XX

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Conn 1.183
"fi?X

Hauthavvav & Sons, Inc.. Iioston, Mass 1^ '.350

H.ivcrhill Rubber Co., HavcrbdI. Mass 1 =0

Hayward Rubber Co., Providence. R. I
J -„ XXX

Hazcn Urown Co., Brockton, Mass 1
,STo2x

Hood Rubber Co., Wat.rtown. Mas? 3.146 201,900

Hope Rubber Co.. Providence, R.I 5 1 .730

Howe. Oliver R.. Lynn, Mass 2 20O

Jacoby, Ernest, Boston, Mass •» ^"O
Jenkins Rubber Co.. Boston. Mass • • ,1'5™
Johns-Pratt Co.. Hartford. Conn 238 35.000

Killion Rubber Co., Horchcster, Mass 4 2.0;0

Korker Rubber Mfe. Co., Reading, Mass 1 I'O

Lawrence Rubber Co., Lawrence, Mass 4
, , Xnn

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass /
^-'S^S

Lvnn Rubber MfR. Co., Lynn, Mass = 230

M'ason, Joseph, Waltbam, Mass 3 200

Meade Rubber Co., Stoughton, Mass 30 1,400

Mechanical Fabric Co., Providence. R.I 44 A650
Monaticiuot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree. Mass... 10 ^^'^
Monnier, Ernest .,^1

, „
500

Narragansctt Rubber Co.. Bristol. R. 1 203 1 0.200

National India Rubber Co.. Bristol. R. 1 16^0 l^O-^Sx
Needham Tire & Rubber Co., Charles River, Mass 60 6.JO0

Onio Mfg. Co., Middletown, Conn 67 4.000

Panther Rubber Mfg. Co., Stoughton, Mass 62
,X''Sx

Plymouth Rubber Co., Canton. Mass 24 10,000

Reading Rubber Mfg. Co.. Reading, Mass 122 18.700

Republic Rubber Co. of Mass., Boston, Mass 7 800

Rider, P. R.. Worcester, Mass 3 2,200

Rubber Rcgeneratini? Co.. Xaugatuck, Conn 340 /!0,yoo

Ryan Ideal Stain Blacking Co., Lynn, Mass 12 2,150

Sanford Mills, Readine. Mass 48 3,100

Seamless Rubber Co.. Xew Haven. Conn 88 6.300

Simplex Wire i';- Cable Co., Boston, Mass 262 116,350

Springf\eld Rubber Co., Springfield, Mass 16 ,„ ' 52
Standa^-d Woven Fabric Co., Walpole, Mass 330 30,000

Stowe v'c Woodward Co., Campello. Mass 26 1,300

Taunton Rubber Co., Taunton, Mass 13 630

Tver Rubber Co.. Andover, Mass 298
.

28,000

U S Rubber Co.. 130 Essex street, Boston. Mass 1 300

t" S Rubber Co. of N. E., 280 Summer street, Boston.

Mass 46 3 830

U. S. Tire Co.. Worcester, Mass 4 300

Whitnev Blake Co., New Haven, Conn 315 03.OOO

Wood, I. W.. Elastic Web Co 52 10,000

Woonsocket Rubber Co.. Woonsocket, R. 1 1.335 58.235

Total 17,706 $1,754,455

THE RED CROSS.

Rubber companies and their employes responded generously

in the recent campaign to raise $100,000,000 for the Americah

Red Cross. Unfortunately the following list of donations is

far from complete, many companies not having announced their

totals.

On Tune 22 Akron. Ohio, had exceeded its quota of $150,000

by $11,372 and a new mark of $200,000 was set. The team

headed by P. W. Litchfield, vice-president of the Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., had raised $15,800, and that headed by R. M.

Fillmore, president of the Mohawk Rubber Co., $5,168. Bar-

berton, Ohio, had raised $42,000.

In a four days' campaign 98 per cent of the entire working

force of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, was

enlisted as members of the Red Cross. In all, 17,865 names

were secured.

The Somerset Rubber Reclaiming Co., New Brunswick. Xew^

Jersey, has enrolled all its men in the American Red Cross,

paying their dues for one year.

The McGraw Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, from

the president down to the janitors, contributed to this worthy

cause, the total being $1,600.

The National Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio, gave

$600.

The employes of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.. Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, gave $341.06, including the subscriptions 0/

212 new members.

AMBULANCE WORK.

Richard G. Conant, for four years tire fabrics salesman for

Brighton Mills, Passaic, New Jersey, who sailed for France

June 30 as a member of the American Volunteer Ambulance

Corps, will drive a $3,000 ambulance purchased with a fund raised

by those interested in Brighton Mills and other friends of Mr.

Conant.

COMFORTS FOR THF. NAVY.

The young women in the various departments of the United

States Rubber Co., at the New York City offices have formed

a knitting unit, and now spend a portion of their lunch hour in

the footwear sample room knitting jackets, socks, wristlets, muf-

hers, etc., for the Comforts Coiumittee of the U. S. Navy League.

ENLISTMENTS EXCEED GOVERNMENT QUOTA.

Of the 1,600 men of conscription age registered for the selec-

tive draft at the plant of the Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,

Massachusetts, 160, or 10 per cent, have already enlisted. This

exceeds the quota of about 7 per cent required by the Government

to give an army of 670,000 out of nearly 10,000,000 eligibles at

the first draft. Despite its many foreign workers this factory

seems to be a hotbed of patriotisin. Of the total 7,400 employes

about 5,000 are men.

WOMEN TO REPLACE ENLISTED MEN.

Women will replace many of the operatives in the plants of

the General Electric Co. at Lynn., East Boston and Pittsfield,

Massachusetts; Schenectady, New York; Harrison, New Jer-

sey ; Erie, Pennsylvania, and Fort Wajme, Indiana, many of whom
have enlisted and still more who will respond to the first selec-

tive draft. The names of 12,000 young women are already en-

rolled on the alarm list awaiting a call when needed. It is under-

stood that they will don overalls as the only sensible factory

uniform for their new work.

At the Lynn, Massachusetts, factory, 63 apprentices in the

naval and military service were tendered a farewell reception

by their fellow employes recently. General Manager Walter

C. Fish, Chief Consulting Engineer, Magnus W. Alexander,

and Prof. Elihu Thompson delivered addresses.

All employes will henceforth work a half hour extra each

week, their earnings being donated to the Mutual Relief Fund
for assistance to men in active service and their dependents.

INCREASING THE FOOD SUPPLY.

The office staff of the tire factory of the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., Kitchener, Ontario, has a splendid garden

near the factory which promises a bumper crop of beans and

other vegetables. Factory Manager Kabel and Superintendent

Gruenwald have been enthusiastic participants in the hard work
of plowing, planting and cultivating.

COMMERCIAL ECONOMY.

Just as consumers of foodstuffs are being urged to eliminate

all waste, to practice sensible economy and to discontinue the

use of certain articles, so business firms are requested by the

Commercial Economy Board of the Council of National Defense

to limit the number of styles of manufactured articles and the

practice of goods on consignment, that waste may be reduced

to the minimum ; to reduce or abolish retail deliveries that this

unproductive labor may be put to better purposes ; to adopt

concrete construction for their factory additions that war de-

mands for steel may be met ; and above all to imload every

freight car as soon as it is received in order to break the car

^liortage. This latter practice will do more than any other single

factor to stop the coal panic and expedite a condition of fuel

sufficiency.

Official statistics of the Department of the Interior indicate

that despite the extra demand in this country and the urgent

needs of our Allies, no one can doubt that the coal industry will

be able to supply all needs. Last year the production of bitu-

minous coal in the United States was the greatest in the history

of the country, but that record was exceeded by fully 20,000,000

tons during the first six months of this year. The difficulty of

distribution is the great problem, and notwithstanding the im-

proved car supply, this difficulty is likely to become intensified

during the coming winter months.
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The Rubber Trade Roll of Honor.
Reported by The Rubber Association of America.

Numbers in parenthesis following indizndual names indicate branches of service as shown by the key list on pages 642-643.

ACUSHNET PROCESS CO.. NEW BEDFORD. M.\SS.\CHUSETTS.
H. S. Spooner (13) F. Silvia (13)

A. Belleveau (13) .T. Dansereau (14)

J. Eeindeau (13) .\. Millette (15)

F H. APPLETOX & SON, INC., BOSTON AND FRANKLIN.
MASSACHUSETTS.

U. S. Army.

R. McFarland .Tohn Muller
T. Campbell

Massachu^tts State Guakd.

Francis Hawks Appleton, Jr. Louis S. Chnld
William S. Goodwin .\rthur Mason
Fred L. Tiifts Harry W. Corson
Arthur Wigglesworth

BATAVIA RUBBER CO., BATAVIA, NEW YORK.
H. Harris (7) A. Bloomer (17)

Floyd Blook (7) .T. Cocco (17)

C. Griswold (5) S. Foster (82)

C. Bohm (16) Walter Gavriel (82)

Tom Zimarino (6) L. Hayes (17)

Elva SpritiRer (5) F. Hollenbeck (82)

A. Klinkroth (7) E. Merrill (17)

M. Fisher (5)

BEACON FALLS RUBBER SHOE CO.. BEACON FALLS,
CONNECTICUT.

J. H. Caldwell (18) T. D. Cardow (20)

S Wrisht (2) William Cardow (1)

Frank Kellelier (19) Steve Bernacki (21)

Rudolph Laffertv (19) Dominick Motsky (2)

William Young (19) Chas. J. Jones (82)

William Bulka (19) Everett W. Wright (82)

Ben Goldberg (19)

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO., CAMBRIDGE,
MASSACHUSETTS.

U. S. Navy.
George Donald
George Fisher
Herbert Gordon
Chester Coolidge

T. Grover (9)

T. De Vellis (1)
E. B. Johnston (5)
George Ahearn (18)
John Lee (18)
David J. Walsh (4)

John J. Alexander (1)

BRIGHTON MILLS,
New Jeesey

Alexander Silver

John J. O'Brien
John Schneider
Bruno Babbles
James Delaney
Thomas McCann
William Green
Gost Manuel
Tohn Matzv
Frank O'Neill

Stephen Kocilevsky
Michael Bolas
Paul Schichler
Eri Cihowsky
John Novak
Thomas Matzel
Mike Pollak
John Kollar

U. S,

Manuel Roderick-
Joseph F. Long
Ralph J. Eaton
Fred N. Eaton

William Sullivan (1)
Walter Harvey (4)
Geor.ge Durham (3)
Albert Morrisev (5)
H. S. Royce (22)
Tames Tisdale (23)
R. Rowe (24)

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY.
National Guard.

Gcor.^e Condus
Michael Rero
John Frcvland
Ivan Sorken
Thomas Stewart
Joseph Galetta
Wasel Robeda
.John M. Martin
"Cornelius Blum
Charles E. Sage

Army.
Joseph McAteer
Vincenza Yuppa
Y. Kalienk
Peter Tomas
John Himel
Sherley Richmand
Stanley Wienclow
Max Bayduk

Michale Markin (4)
Raymond P. Clarke (4)
Abe Kimmelman (27)
Tos. B. Jamieson (28)
E. P. Miller (28)
R. G. Conant (10)

Tames Hanmiond (25)
"Raymord Kievitt (25)
Stephan Tanzer (25)
Herman Glick (2)
Joseph Liptak (2)
Bruno Schor (2)
Miles Reninger (4)

CHICAGO RUBBER CLOTHING CO., RACINE. WISCONSIN.
Guy Greene (10)
Claudius G. Pendill (30)
Gilbert Berg (4)
Francis Peil (2)

Richard G. Bryant (29)
Clarence L. Smith (29)
William Rogan (29)
Carl Peterson (29)
Tony Dalchus (29)

DAVOL RUBBER CO.,

Robert Chatterton (31)
Joseph Carlone (1)
George Fuller (31)
Antone Ililkinback (1)
Frank Tackson (31)
Anthony Kahler (1)

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
Roland Pease (1)
Alfred Suar (1)
Clyde Anthony (4)
(jeorge Read (31)
Philip Clarkin (31)
Fred Riley (4)

DAYTON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.. DAYTON. OHIO.
A. A. Blattncr (1)

FIRESTONE TIRE & Rl'BBER CO., AKRON. OHIO.
Everett A. Brown (82) R. T. Hanks (84)
W. D. Hines (84) C. B. Lindeman (84)

GENERAL RUBBER CO., NEW YORK CITY.
Frederick C. Havecker (32) William F. Strube (32)

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO.
T. Bovden Limric (33) Harry H. Comer (11)
Eugene F. Everett (3) Walter W. Daiker (34)
John F. Dippold (17) James Higgins IS2)
Joseph McGoven (82) L. Stewart Rose (35)
Harlan D. Tucker (82)

GOODVEAR'S INDIA RUBBER SELLING CO., NEW YORK CITY.

J. H. Leo Plant (4)
Edward Fitzpatrick (82)

THE GOODYEAR

William Conway Boss
Ray Sederling
Foiie Baker
.Arthur Collier
Jerry Stallings
Frank Steele
Forest Knotts
W. J. Cox
R. Clark
W. D. Page
Tohn M. Miller
irl L. White
H. J. Renes
Paul Fidlen
Wilbur F. Sills

Newt Henry
Lawrence M. Wilson
Theodore Peltz
.Andrew Kendra
John Faber

Edward McCreery, Jr. (82)

TIRE & RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO.
U. S. Army.

Alfred Caris
J. T. Rivers
H."G. Oliver
C. D. Hawk
C. York
Paul E. Smoyer
S. P. Jordan
J. S. Pierce
J. Caruth
Talmage Wright
Ersil R. Stoltz
Albert L. Smith
Elmer E. Johnson
J. B. Burley
Paul E. Depp
L. E. Fowler
Bryan A. Shannen
Walter C. Crane
Orvis T. Stafford
William H. Ricketts

U. S. Navy.

R. S. Gale
Henrv B. Smith
Wvnnfield O. Weller, Jr.
E. Daub
S. Ray
Albert J. Partridge
F. Urban
Wm. Evans Stork
Frank Reynolds
A. H. Calhoun
Robert Williamson
Fred Kline

C. L. Crook
Russell L. .\rbuckle
Wilber C. Holbrook
Clair E. Little
T^obert Brower
Neil Hotlel
F. F. Prior
A\Iilton A. Pitman

Ch^s. Bowers
John B. Fahey
Samuel Callaway
(leorge L. Stewart
Blasingame
Robert Toliver Holder
E. M. Shick
Fmmett Hallawell

W. C. Wiggins
Arthur Treble
W. A. Johnson
Al Ferdrick
R. P. lores
G. W. Davis
Arthur Jacob Brust
E. L. Garden
R. N. Bodine
Rhu McKituck
J. E. Hudock

LT. S. Marine Corps.

George .\nderson
J. Schwartz
Luther C. Shelton
John Byrd Smith
Tames Tavlor
P. T. Wolfe
E. Swisher

v. S- Marines.

Constantine Tyree
Archie W. Kemper
W. F. Drake
F. R. Gibson
Pat Hudkins
Edgell Co.x
H. Cook
Leo George

U.
\V. A. Ward
T. Burton
Rupar Evans
E. W. Boyer

TIios. Michael
G. McKinnie
Chas. Brewer
Toe Todd
H. A. Hudson

Chas. Harold .Stoyle
James Wiseman
T. O. Thompson
Mark E. Jacobs
Walter Eickeraeyer
Ned Johnson
R. J. Whitinff
Paul Briggs
C. J. Huff
H. H. Webster
Nelson R. Reeder
VViHiam Seibert
Nik Pappas
E. E. Pennell
ni.iir W. Fisher
William H. Eyler

.\rlington Earthlow
William Collins
Robert Steam
Willard H. Weaver
Beverly Critz
Edgar Overn
Dwight T. James

Ohio National

S. Cavalry.
•1. R. Den
II. He Long
Ray Burke
W. Womeldorf

Gi'ARD. Field .Artillery.

Karl Youngs
C. E. Lippa
Martin Glasgow
John V. Haggerty

Ohio National Guard.

Charles H. Ridenor
Lloyd E. Bussert
C. J. Jeanney
Sherwood F. Smith
R. Harrison
F. S. Constant
Howard Beebe
Elmer Leland
Raymond E. Day
Bert Dougherty
Earl Hider
M. Triplett
Walter M. Burley
W. C. Cooper
R. L. Randall

West Virginia National Guard.

Geo. S. llnderhill
H. A. Johnson
Jess Hazlett
Charles Root
Frank Murray
G. R. Fout
Chas. A. Myers
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Ambulance Corps.

T. O. Hoover
E. v. McDowell
Fred Gillespie
II. Adlcson

Earl D. Bean
J. B. Kelsey
P. Therbold
C. R. Geringer
L. H. Tutt

H. E. I.cwin (36)
Earl William Groff (39)
Ceo. W. Stacy (41)
S. E. Bunsack (43)
T. j. PoUand (40)
Sears S. Day (36)
Leonard Johnson (36)
Frank J. Enright (9)
Geo. Kepos (44)
Fred M. Taylor (47)
I. J. Rivindal (49)
David Mayer (51)
A. Peck (6)
R. N. Sumerton (42)
Ilarrv F. Beulich (82)
Urban Hunter (2)
H. H. Harkins (7)
C. R. Shelter (57)
T. B. Harris (59)
Dr. William RoRers (52)
Carl Vincent (54)
Lee Roy Burfield (17)
J. N. Shere (47)
O. V. Emerson (58)
Robert C. Hardin (82)
J. Miller (9)
Charles H. Moulton (61)

GRYPHON T!i:Z & RUBBER CORP.. NEW YORK CITY.
Paul BoRhasian (62) James Menasian (62j

Fvald M. Enstam (3J
Jay A. Cox (40)
Chas. F. Smock (42)
Coy M. Tippey (46)
Clifford Breidenstein (48)
Arthur R, Homewood (9)
Wayne S. Dilts (36)
Pearl G. Kilhefner (40)
Orville L. Simpson (8)
G. A. Lee (43)
Tohn T. Hill (50)
Chas. S. Winslow (38)
Judson Roberts (82)
Frank Uccellini (53)
Francis A. Wilt (42)
D. White (56)
John H. Wills (40)
William Christenson (29)
Will Wallace (60)
Wilbur L. Case (82)
Samuel Cato (50)
R. Sawyer (55)
Myron McClure (51)
Fred Stoechmann (29)
Dr. L. D. Perrv (40)
W. L. Benson (36)

HARTFORD Rl^BlJ

William B. Barker
John Dignan
Edwin G. Jones
William F. Needham
Paul Trabucchi
John W. Williams
James E. Casey
Rollie Frechette
William J. Conner
William A. Mazzoni
Joseph Tracy
Thomas E, Morgan
Anders Ridderborg
Anthony Tyszka

Charles Allen (63)
Wm. P. Berry (3)
David Barron (65)
Thomas E. Buckley (66)
Henry A. Gould (69)
Anton F. Hilkenback (71)
William L. Lux (72)
Robert G. Jones (69)
Joseph Murphy (64)
Rodney C. Puffer (63)
Harry T. Robertson (9)
A. N. Wilber (75)
Harry A. Perkins (3)
Michael J. Tierney (18)

HENDERSON
Albert L. Meyer (4)

HOOD RUBBER CO..

Volnty G. Jenkins
J. H. Moore
Frank J. Cremley
Joseph R. Brown
Nishan Garabedian
John Woodoian
Tony Lee
George Goshigian
Louis Eortolino
Sarkis Fanarjian
George A. Colgan
Samuel Blacker
E. Emery
Valvan Godoshian
Patrick Nazarian
Thomas Nicholas
Felix Nieniczem
Albert W. Thompson
Beriger Aniderson
Osgein Abdalian
Frank Grasey
William Footer
Leonard Smith
T. Santoro
K. Ohannesian
C. Hurin
A. Hall
Howard Laity
Avcdis Ohanian
Guy Verro
Patrick Kiernan
Charles Makonski
Lawrence W. Wyatt
Dale H. Fulmer
Fenis Finnich
Edward Gunnerson

Wm. O'Keefe
John Shields

F-R WORKS CO., HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT.
Connecticut National Guard.

Ernest F. H. Clois
Frank H. Harness
Thomas Lennon
Joseph C. Orient
G. A. Waldo
William Walker
Daniel F. Daly
W. D. Hopper
Frank Hamilton
William T. Shea
George W. V'oucher
Frank Murgensai
Francis G. Swan
Emerv S. White

Antonio Amende (63)
Martin Bonnell (64)
Robert O. Cooley (64)
Edward ])umas < 67)
Mike Fyden (68)
Tohn F. F"Iannigan (69)
Charles \'. Hart (70)
Lawrence Murphy (73)
Daniel J. (^'Connell (69)
Carleton B. Perry (83)
Bernard T. Scott (74)
Thomas W. O'Connor (9)
Harold B. Robinson (18)

& KORN. NEW YORK CITY.
J. A. Faulkner (4)

WATERTOWN. MASSACHUSETTS.
U. S. Armv.

J. McDougall
S. Wilkowski
Weston D, liaxter
Nishon Niehosian
Marcar Minasian
\'ahan Vartanian
Wm. Tiffany
George Karas
Joseph Giordono
G. Torosian
Thonias J. Mehorg
Harry H. Grossman
I'Vank Yond
Krikor Kerorkian
Anthony Mosman
G. Concordia
Ralpli 1 >eghan
I.Urold ^I. Watson
John Reynolds
John Arrluorian
Harold Ross
Edward Leonard
S. Arzanniarrian
M. Torosian
S. Najorian
H. Doyle
("layton H. Brew
W. J. Skotlowe
Vartan Markosian
Frank Dairs
Francis Waldron
Roland Preble
Thos. D. Swift
Giuseppe Santono
William Ouinimo

U. S. Navy.

J.. White
Michael Coyne

C. Cicony
Ivan Whidden
Iiiseph Maloney
Alfred O'Reilly
Charles Goodwin
(jeorgc Stewart
Lawrence Burrell
Jolin T. Germoyle
Win, C'lomey
K. Wasley
William Kenney
Robert Mulvaney
("lias. B. Kemp
Andrew Leonard
^L^tos Tawetian
Thomas Leavey
Harohi FoIIansbee
1). Worrino
C. Nerchant
TI. Sahogoni
J. McDonald
D. Zakarian
Wm. Green
Warren Albee
Paul Gormley

Michael Treddin
Martin Crosby
Daniel Lane
Tames Sullivan
William S Bradford-
I-awrence M. Wyatt
John W. Wilkes

Massachusetts

Michael Mclnerny
Robert K. Brown
John Kennedy
Paul Davis
Raymond Bryson
Frank Ryan
Manni-I Acebo
Henrv W. Carr
R. H. Stead
John Sartell
William Boudreau
Cleoi>has E. White
Rafaele Marino
Leoi>old Levine
Daniel Noonan
Paul T. Collins
Timothy F. Murphy
J. Trischetta

J. Dranjimetriku
H. Hohannesian
H. Markarian
Geo. Donnelly
A. La Croix
Wni. Ilaggerty

National Guard.
Albert Cormier
William E. Rowan
Robert H. Hale
Wm. P. O'Halloran
John W. Wilkes
John Sullivan
Murdock ("ampbell

George E. Wilson (78)
Richard McCarthy ( 5

)

Carroll Whittemore (4)
Joseph G. Murphv (7)
W. D. Roberts (5)
James D. Morgan (5)
James G. Prout (4)
T. McGrath (5)
Harold Tardine (6)
C. J. Beaudet (40)

INDIANA RUBBER & INSULATED WIRE CO.
INDIANA.
U.

John Carroll (4)
Arthur Footer {77)
Thomas Russell (4)
John E. Harrigan (76)
E. F. Cunningham (76)
George Stamand (6)
Herbert S. Jackson (78)
Raymond Parker (6)
S. Sanford (10)

JONESBORO.

Paul Seiberling
Wayne Tucker
John Myers
Toe Sutphin
Ray Odell
Edward Monahan
RUBBER ASSOCIATION
Matthew Fox (17)

STERLING TIRE CORPORATION

S. Army.
Hubert Hodupp
Clarence McKee
Ray Sutphin
James Sheehan
Robert Winslow
Perry McKee

OF AMERICA. INC., NEW YORK CITY.

Harold Granger
George Granger
Fred Quackenbush
John Robertone

A. Nicholas (1)
Harry Strickland (5)
Major L M. Rector (53)
Joe White (79)
Oliver 11. Matthews (80)

RUTHERFORD.
U. S. Navy.

Virgil McManus
Joseph Conlair
Larry Oswald

NEW JERSEY.

G. Henninger ( 1)
Harry F. Warnke (4)
Bennett Bates (4)
Charles Ellis (40)
Donald Brooks Turner (1)

UNITED STATES RUBBER CO.. NEW YORK CITY.
New York National Guard.

F. Cassidy J. McMillan
F. Reilly A. Schappert
Wotherspoon G. Gordon
A. Quinn Samuel H. Young. Jr.

H. Bradley (81)
T. H. Hoffman (17)
H. Lobel (81)
N. H. Rowe (34)

J. F. Burke (81)
Wm. Honig (17)
P. McFadden (34)
E. Winkler (81)

KEY TO BRAN(mES OF SERVKTE.
1 U. S. Army.
2 U. S. Navy.
3 Officers' Reserve Corps, Plattsburg, New York.
4 U. S. Naval Reserve.
5 U. S. Marine Corps.
6 U. S. Cavalry.
7 Aviation Corps.
8 U. S. Army Field Artillery.
9 Medical Corps.

10 Ambulance (Torps.
11 Red Cross Ambulance Corps.
12 American Volunteer Ambulance Corps.
13 Massachusetts National Guard. Field .Xrtillery.
] 4 Fort Slocnm, New York.
15 Fort Elhan Allen, Vermont.
16 U. S. Navy Yeomanry.
17 New York National Guard. Field Artillery.
18 Massachusetts National Guard.
19 Connecticut National Guard.
20 Fort Wright. New York.
21 Polish Training School, Cambridge Springs, Pennsylvania.
22 Harvard Regiment.
23 Canadian Rifles.
24 Government Inspection.
25 Machine Gun.
26 New Jersey National Guard, Band.
27 Fort Meyer.
28 Ordnance Dept.. Washington. D. C.
29 Wisconsin National Guard. Field Artillery.
30 Great Lakes Naval Training Station.
31 Rhode Island National Guard.
32 Coast Defense, New York National Guard.
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

New Jersey National Guard, Cavalry.
New York National Guard, Engineers.
New York National Guard, Cavalry.
Ohio National Guard, Engineers.
Ohio National Guard.
District of Columbia National Guard.
Maryland National Guard.
Field Hospital Corps.
Illinois National Guard.
Pennsylvania National Guard.
Virginia National Guard.
Michigan National Guard.
West Virginia National Guard.
Missouri National Guard.
Ohio National Guard, Field Artillery.

U. S. -Army Engineers.
Florida National Guard.
South Carolina National Guard.
Coast Artillery.
Surgeon, U. S. Navy.
New Jersey National Guard.
Kentucky National Guard.
Alabama National Guard, Field Artillery.
North Carolina National Guard, Cavalry.
Iowa National Guard, Engineers.
Norfolk Navy Yard.
Georgia National Guard.
U. S. Reg. Motor Service.
Rhode Island National Guard, Field Artillery.
French Infantry Regiment.
Fort Slocum, New York, Field Artillery.

U. S. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, New York,
Vermont National Guard.
Naval Training Station, Newport. Rhode Island.
U. S. S. "Southery."
Connecticut National Guard, Field -Artillery.

Connecticut National Guard, Naval Militia.

Officers* Training Corps, New Haven, Connecticut.
Coast Artillery Corps, Fort Adams, Newport, Rhode Island.
\J. S. Navy Recruiting Force, Hartford, Connecticut.
U. S. S. "Genrgia."
U. S. S, "Nahma."
Connecticut National Guard, Band.
Massachusetts Coast Artillery,
Kilties.

Base Hospital, France.
Aeroplane Reserve Corps.
Medical Reserve Corps.
New York National (iuard. Coast .Artillery.

New York National Guard.
U. S. S. "Kearsarge."
American Field Service. Munitions Transport Drivers.

A SHIP FOR RUBBER CARGOES.

NO MOHE DENTAL RUBBER FOR GERMANY.

Agents of the Department of Justice believe that the smug-

gling of dental rubber to Germany has finally been stopped.

The story is an interesting one.

Strangely enough, while Germans and Frenchmen make won-

derful physicians and surgeons, they are said to be abominable

dentists. Certain it is that in Germany American dentists have

the very cream of the business. The Kaiser himself patronizes

one of a colony of about IS in Berlin who charged extravagant

prices, maintained pretentious establishments and had practi-

cally no competition.

When war was declared their supplies of dental rubber were

cut off. The German Government commandeered almost all

the rubber in the country and the British blockade ships seized

rubber in every shape.

Then the dentists started smuggling it through from America.

The dentist would send his wife to New York. She would get

a quantity of dental rubber and make bargains for its trans-

portation with stewards, probably on the lines between New
York and Copenhagen.

These men carried large bundles aboard their ships at night.

At Copenhagen the rubber was expressed to Berlin. Letters

were sent over in the same way, both in violation of United

States laws. Agents of the Department of Justice and of the

Revenue Service shadowed some of tlie women and the traffic

stopped.

RUBBER LEADS LONDON EXPORTS TO AMERICA.

The total value of declared exports from London to the United

States for the five months ended May 31, 1917, amounted to

$78,779,911, compared with $77,115,135 for the same period in

1916. Of these totals rubber amounted to $20,696,269 and $31,-

447,629 respectively. Although the total exports for the period

have increased only about $1,665,000, rubber shows a gain of

nearly $11,000,000, and in fact forms 40 per cent of all exports.

No wonder U-boat commanders are disheartened

!

'T'HE recent complacency of large .\merican manufacturers re-

* garding crude rubber supplies finds explanation in the fact

that the United States Shipping Board, in consultation with the

Committee on Ruliber of the Advisory Commission of the Coun-
cil of National Defense, has arranged for the German steamship

"Andalusia." which has been interned in Manila, Philippine

Islands, since the beginning of the war, to be placed on berth

from Hongkong and Nagasaki to carry rubber, hides, gunnies,

etc., to Seattle, Washington. The ship will load at Singapore
and probably be ready to leave during the latter part of August.
The former Hamburg-American Line steamship "Andalusia"

was built in 1896 and is of 5,433 gross or 3,371 net tons. For
insurance purposes she is rated first class. Inquiries regarding
freight space, etc., should be addressed to Frank Waterhouse &
Co,, Seattle, Washington.

CHEMICALS IN LICENSED EXPORT LIST.

PRESIDENT WILSON issued a proclamation July IS,

declaring it unlawful to export certain indispensable
commodities from the LInited States, unless licensed to do so.

Among the materials so prohibited, named in a revised list

published July 22 by Secretary Redfield, may be noted chemr
icals and ingredients used in the rubber industry, as follows:
Benzol, toluol, naphtha, benzine, gasoline, corn oil, linseed
oil, ammonia salts, rosin, sulphur and turpentine.

It is more than likely that other materials may be placed-
on this list under future executive proclamations. Among
them it is thought that cotton and its manufactures are likely

to be included.

.Applications for licenses may be made to the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Division of Export Li-
censes, 1435 K street, Washington, D. C, or to any of the
branches of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

—

New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans, San
Francisco and Seattle.

In applying for a license to export any of the commodities
covered by the President's proclamation, applicants should
give the following information in triplicate form:

a. Quantity.

b. Description of goods.

c. Name and address of consignee.

d. Name and address of consignor.

The license will be good for only 60 days and at the ex-

piration of that time must be renewed, and if not shipped
within that time a new application must be made.
The various branch offices of the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce have been given full instructions as to

the disposition of all applications for licenses.

It is the desire of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce to miniinize the exporter's difficulties as much as

possible, and therefore wherever practicable the district

offices will be authorized to issue the licenses. It is thought,

however, that inany of the applications may have to be for-

warded to Washington for decision.

The exporter receives his license in duplicate, and turns

both copies over to the steamship company in exchange for

a steamship permit. The steamship company turns both the

original and duplicate over to the customs authorities with

its clearance papers.

Difficulties arising where the goods covered by a license

are not forwarded in one lot will be settled in one of several

ways. In the first place, a man may apply for and receive as

many licenses as he requires. A "balance license" is being

arranged for, to take care of any balance of goods which has

not been shipped under the original license. A "blanket
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license" is being arranged for which will cover specific com-

modities shipped by specific firms to certain countries.

In the case of shipments to Canada, exporters are advised

that steps have been taken to facilitate these shipments, and

they need not apply for a specific license. Shipments to

Canada may be forwarded as heretofore.

TOURING BUREAU INDICATES STRATEGIC ROADS.

SINCE the War Department has decided to purchase 70,000

trucks for the transportation of troops and supplies, mili-

tary officials are busily engaged in choosing the best available

routes between important points. The Goodrich National Tour-

ing Bureau which has carefully mapped, logged and guide-

posted every principal road in the United States, recently ofifered

the government complete access to its resources, and military

inspection tours of strategic routes are already being conducted.

Not long ago Captain O. R. Bird, U. S. N., with a sergeant,

a corporal and a driver, dashed from Salt Lake City, Utah, to

Los Angeles, California, in 34 hours and 14 minutes, proving

that the new Arrowhead trail is the shortest route.

GERMAN GERMS IN PLASTERS.

THE statement issued by the Department of Justice that court

and sticking plasters are being investigated for germs of

infectious diseases placed there by German agents will startle

some of the rubber manufacturers whose product is of the

plaster kind. A large business is also done in porous plasters

and corn plasters, the basis of the adhesive compound being

india rubber. This is often compounded with medicaments for

a variety of beneficent purposes. Instead of curative compounds

it would be quite possible to substitute poisons. Nor would

those w'-'O put powdered glass in Red Cross bandages hesitate

in such w 'ton devilishness were the opportunity to occur. So

watch their .
' .ps.

SIAM DECLARES WAR.

The kingdom of Siam, at the northern end of the Malay

Peninsula, which for the ten months ended .\pril 19 shipped

13,456 pounds of Para rubber- and 12.533 pounds of gutta percha

through the port of Singapore, has declared that a state of war

exists with Germany and Austria. Nine steamers, aggregating

109,000 tons, have been seized. .^11 Germans and Austrians

have been placed under arrest and their places of business

closed. The object of Siam's declaration is to "uphold the

sanctity of international rights against nations showing con-

tempt for the principles of humanity and respect for small

states."

1. Install forms similar to the attaclied and keep for each car

loaded or unloaded a record of performance.

2. Talk often with our employes about this patriotic oppor-

tunity.

3. Report to me monthly for conference showing comparison

with previous month and with corresponding month a year ago

wlierc data are available. This comparison should show average

weight of carload and average pounds short of full carload in-

bound and out-bound, total credits, total debits, and total de-

murrage, names of consignors who have habitually underloaded,

names of consignees who order short carloads,

4. Write for cooperation of consignors in fuller carloading

and consignees in ordering full carloads.

Rubber companies should be willing to lend a hand in this

important movement.

A TRUCK TIRE TEST.

.\n important question at the present time is whether solid or

pneumatic tires are better for army trucks in the severe service

which is required of them under war conditions. A practical

test was recently made by the United States Tire Co., New
York City, which certainly shows that the pneumatic tires are

efficient and will stand service under the most difficult condi-

tions. A lJ/-ton Packard truck, heavily loaded, in fact, over-

loaded, equipped with 36 by 7-inch U. S. Nobby Tread pneu-

matic cord tires, was sent from Detroit, Michigan, to the Mexi-

can border at Mission, Texas, a distance of 2,037 miles, and

returning by a different route, completed the run of 4,288 miles.

The trip was in regions where good roads were unknown, fre-

quently plowing through 12 to 14 inches of soft clay, and in other

places roads of intermixed mud and sharp stones were en-

countered. The intense heat of the desert had no apparent

effect on the casings which resisted the cutting stresses of sharp

rocks and the impacts of rock-bottomed streams. The test was
made under the supervision of First Lieutenant J. W. O'Ma-
honey, formerly a United States motor truck transport expert,

who since he was mustered out of the Federal service has

continued his study of army transportation. The test seems to

prove that pneumatics have some advantages over solid tires

for trucks in heavy service.

BREAKING THE FREIGHT CAR SHORTAGE.

Realizing that any feasible means to relieve the present freight

situation will prove of benefit to the government as well as to

business in general, the Railway Business .Association of New
York is promoting a widespread campaign among the trade as-

sociations and leading business houses of the country to break

car shortage. Model forms are being distributed which are

now in successful use by several concerns and deserve wider

adoption. These include a blank for the shipper's weekly in-

bound loading and detention record, and a circular to the ship-

ping department to be signed by the president of the company

and setting forth the aims and means as follows

:

What we can do

:

(a) Get fuller carloading. The limit is 10 per cent above

stencilled weight capacity.

(b) Increase excess of credits over debits. Don't use all your

free time ; load or unload earliest possible moment.
How we can do it

:

RECREATION TENTS FOR OUR SOLDIERS.

The Tucker Duck & Rubber Co.. Fort Smith, .\rkansas, has

received a contract from the international committee of the

Y. M. C. A. for $10,000 worth of tents, 40 by 80 feet, to be used

in recreation places to be established for the benefit of .American

troops.

PRODUCTION OF ACETIC ACID IN CEYLON.

In view of the large quantities of acetic acid needed in the

coagulation of latex, distillation experiments have been made
with coconut shells and vera or virai wood. The results from

the former were so satisfactory—the yield being 8 to 12 per cent

of pure acetic acid, besides creosote, useful for smoked rubber

—

that many planters who grow both rubber and coconuts have

installed small stills for distilling coconut shells and now pro-

duce all the acetic acid they need. Vera wood, the product of

a shrub, yielded 4.14 per cent of pure acetic acid. The crude

liquor could be utilized in the manufacture of smoked sheet or

the darker rubbers ; by redistilling it. after the addition of fresh

charcoal, a pale yellow, clear solution of acetic acid was pro-

duced and could be employed for ordinary crepe rubber. The
erection of a small plant for the distillation of vera wood is

being considered.

Th.\t Rubber Is in Certain Respects Stronger th.\n Steel Is

indicated by a unique test made at the Diamond tire factory.

A sand blast under enormous pressure was blown on a piece of

rubber and a piece of steel. The rubber actually outwore the

steel three to one.
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Bowers' Specific Gravity Tables.

THE determination of the weight of rubber articles is a mat-

ter of calculation well known to every rubber mill super-

intendent. It is upon these figures that factory costs are

based and are therefore fundamental factors in the manufacture

of mechanical rubber goods. According to the usual method

the respective volumes of the articles to be produced are com-

puted. Then the weight is determined for each article accord-

ing to the specilic gravity of the particular stock to be used in

the goods. These determinations require a high order of

technical as well as practical knowledge in the calculation of

dependable figures. Moreover, the amount of time consumed

is considerable, and human fallibility ever supplies the possi-

bility of costly error in making complex computations.

A set of tables has been carefully designed to simplify the

necessary calculations in determining the weights in ounces or

pounds of rubber solids of regular dimensions, including disks,

cylinders, square strips and sheets. As a short-cut method these

tables will be of decided value to superintendents of rubber

mills and by their use intelligent salesmen will be able promptly

to answer customers' questions regarding the weight of a desired

article.

The complete table with instructions, and several concrete

examples of the method to be observed in computing the weights

of disks and kindred articles are here shown. The tables for

cylinders, square strips and sheets will be published in subse-

quent issues.

Various bases are used to reduce the number of decimals and

still retain a true proportion throughout the table.

The stated base of the disk table is 62.40 pounds per cubic

foot. The unit used is .00OGO1731 ounce, equals a disk 1/64 in.

diameter 1/64 in. thick—Specific gravity 1.00.

.000001731 ounce X (12 X 64)"

= 62.40 pounds.

.7853982 X 16

Weight of one cubic foot of water— 39.1° F. (maximum dens-

ity)—62.425 pounds. (Kent, 1916 edition, page 27.)

To convert disk table into weights according to above stand-

ard, multiply by 1.00044- or divide by 0.99958-f-.

The disk table is constructed to read from 1/64 in diameter

to 48 in. diameter (and above) as follows:

1/6-4 in. to 3 in. by 64ths in ounces
1/32 in. to 6 in. by 32nds in ounces
1/16 in. to 12 in. by 16ths in pounds

y^ in. to 2*1 in. by 8tbs in pounds
% in. to 48 in. by 4ths in pounds

The volumes of two similar solids are to each other as the

crijes ot their linear dimensions. (Kent, 1916 Edition, Page 62.)

1 1/64 in.

1/32 in.

.007313475 ounce
4

.029253900 ounce
4

4 1/16 in. = .117015600 ounce = .007313475 pound
2 4

8 ',3 in. .029253900 pound
4

16'i in. = .117015600 pound

The scope of the disk table is partly shown in the following ex-
amples that are intended to demonstrate the method employed
when using the table which will be found on another page. The
samples selected for computation include gaskets of two different

sizes, a square flange ring, a valve, a washer, a liall valve and
corks and plugs.

SAMPLE.

Gasket—15 ^ in. diameter, 41 in. hole, ^g in. thick. Specific Gravity 1.62.

C0MPUT.\T10N

4514 in. = 11 5/16 in.

41 in. = lO'i in.

— .056709291 pound

= .046556976

45 ;4 in. .\ 41 in. x 1/64 in.

.010152315
16

60913890
10152315

.162437040

1.299496320
1.62

2598992640
7796977920
1299496320

2.10518403840 pounds, or 210'/^

pounds per 100.

SAMPLE.

Gasket—23'8 i.-i. diameter, 20 in. hole, 3/il in. thick. Specific Gravity 1.68.

CoMPUT.XTION.

23's in. = It 9/16 in. ' = .059243475 pound

= .04431360020 in. = 10 in.

23 "-I in. X 20 in. x i/M in. =

.014929875
4

.059719500
6

.358317000
1.68

2866536
2149902
358317

.60197236 pound, or 60
pounds per 100.

SAMPLE.

Square Fiance Ring— 1 1 ;.j in. diameter, 11 in. hole. '4 in. square flange.

Specific Gravity 1.7l.

IIH in.

11
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APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS OF DISKS 1 64 INCH THICK
SPECiriC GRAVITY 1.00

Computed by Georoe W. Bowef.3

Baais—Cubic Foot =62.40 Lbs. Avd.

Diameter
in Inches.

12

15/16
7/8
13/16

3/4
11/16
5/8
9/16

1/2
7/16
3/8
5/16

1/4
3/16
1 8
1/16

ID 15/16
10 7/8
10 13/16

10 3/4
10 11/16
10 5/8
10 9/16

1/2
7/16
3/8
5/16

10 1/4
10 3/16
10 1/8
10 1/16

10

15/16
7/8
13/16

3/4
11/16
5 '8

9/16

9 1/2

9 7/16
9 3/8
9 5/16

9 1/4
9 3/16
9 1/8
9 1/16

9
B 15/16
8 7/8
8 13/16

e 3/4
8 11/16
8 5/8
8 9/16

8 1/2
8 7/16
8 3/8
8 5/16

b 1/4
b 3/16
e 1/8

.• 1/16

Pounds
per Piece.

Ounces
per Piece.

.063811584
063148611
062489100
061833051

061 180464
06053 1339
059885676
.059243475

.058604736

.057969459

.057372264

.056709291

. 056084400

.055462971

.054845004

.054230479

.053619456

.053011875

.052407756

.051807099

05 1 209904
050616171
.050025900
.049439091

048855744
048275859

. 047699436

.047126475

046556976
045990939
045428364
044869251

044313600
043761411
0432 1 2684
.042667419

042125516
041587275
041052396
040520979

039993024
.039468531
038947500
.038429931

037915824
037391331
036897996
036394275

035894016
035397219
034903884
034414011

033927600
033444651
0^965164
.032489139

032016576
031547475
031081836
030619659

030160944
.029705691
029253900
028805571

Diameters
in Inches.

3

2 63/64
2 31/32
2 61/64

2 15/16
2 59/64
2 29/32
2 57/64

7/8
55/64
27/32
53/64

13/16
51/64
25/32
49/64

2 3/4
2 47/64
2 23/32
2 45/64

2 11/16
2 43/64
2 21/32
2 41/64

2 5/8
2 39/64
2 19/32
2 37/64

9/16
35/64
17/32

33/64

1/2
31/64
15/32
29/64

7/16
27/64
13/32
25/64

3/8
23/64
11/32
21/64

2 5/16
2 19/64
2 9/32
2 17/64

2 1/4

2 15/64
2 7 32

2 13/64

3/16
1 1 64
5 32

9/64

1/8
7/64
3/32
5/64

2 1/16
2 3/64
2 1/32
2 1 /64

Diameters
in Inches.

7 15/16
7 7/8
7 13/16

7 3/4
7 11/16
7 5/8
7 9/16

7 1/2
7 7/16
7 3/8
7 5/16

1/4
3/16
1/8
1/16

7

6 15/16
6 7/8
6 13/16

3/4
11/16

5/8
9/16

1/2

7/16
3/8
5/16

6 1/4
6 3/16
6 1/8
6 1/16

6
5 15/16
5 7/8
5 13/16

5 3/4
5 11/16
5 5/8
5 9/16

5 1/2
5 7/16
5 3/8
5 5/16

5 1/4
5 3/16
5 1/8
5 1/16

5

4 15/16
4 7/8
4 13/16

4 3/4
4 11/16
4 5/8
4 9/16

4 1/2
4 7/16
4 3/8
4 5/16

4 1 /4
4 3/16
4 1/8
4 1/16

Pounds
per Piece.

Ounces
per Piece.

. 028360704
027919299
027481356
027046875

.026615856

.026188299
,025764204
.025343571

.024926400

.024512691

.024102444

.023695659

023292336
.022892475
022496076
.022103139

021713654
021327651
020945100
.020566011

020190384
0I98I82I9
019449516
019084275

018722495
018364179
.010009324
017657931

0173I00C0
016965531
0I5524524
.016286979

015952896
.015522275
015295116
.014971419

014651184
.014334411
014021100
.013711251

013404864
013101939
.012802476
.012506475

012213976
01 1924859
01 1539244
.01 1357091

011078400
010803171
010531404
.010253099

. 009998256

.009736875

.009478956
009224499

008973504
.008725971
.008481900
.008241291

008004 1 44
007770459
007540235
007313475

2

1 63 64
1 31 32

1 61 64

1 15/16
I 59 64
1 29 32

I 57/64

1 7/8
1 55 64
1 27 32

1 53,64

1 13 16

1 51/64
1 25 32

1 49 54

I 3/4
1 47 54
1 23,32
I 45/64

1 11/16
1 43 64
1 21/32
1 41/64

1 5 8

1 39 64

I 19/32
1 37/54

1 9 16

1 35 64
I 17 32
I 33/64

1 1 2

1 31 54

1 15 32

1 29/64

1 7 16

1 27 64

1 13 32

1 25 64

I 3/8
1 23 64
1 11 32

1 21/64

1 5/16
I 19/64

I 9/32
1 17/64

I 1/4

1 15 54
1 7 32

1 13/54

1 3 16

1 11 64
I 5,32
I 9/64

1 1/8
1 7/64
I 3 32

1 5/64

I 1/16
1 3/64
1 1/32
1 1/64

Diameter.^

in Inches.

Diameters
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SAMPLE.

Washer

—

H in. diameter, 3/64 in. hole. 1/16 in. thick, Specific Gravity 1.;

COMPUT.^TIO.V.

H in.

3/54 in.

fa in. X 3/16 in. x 1/16 in.

.000997056 ounce

.000015579

.000981477
4

.003925908
1.78

31407264
27481356
3925908

.00698811624 ounce, or 7

ounces per 1000.

Ball Valves.—The volume of a sphere is equal to 2/3 of the

volume of its circumscribing cylinder. ( Kent, 1916 Edition,

Page 62.)
SAMPLE.

Ball Valve— 1 1/64 in. diameter, Specific Gravity 1.58.

COMPUTATIO.N'.

1 1/64 in. = .007313475 ounce
65

36567375^
43880850

3) .475375875
158458623

2535338000
1584586250
316917250

.50072925500 ounce, or •/:

ounce each.

Corks, Plugs, etc.—To find the volume of a frustrum of a

cone—add together the areas of the two bases and a mean pro-

portional between them, and multiply the sum by one-third of

Ihe altitude. (Kent, 1916 Edition, page 62.)

SAMPLES.

Corks or Plugs— 3 in. top diameter, 2 in. bottom diameter, 2}i in. long,

^ in. hole. Specific Gravity 1.58.

Computation.

3 in.

2 in.

2% in.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER.

1\ a comprchcn.'^ivc article in "Metallurgical and Chemical

Engineering" (May 1, 1917), Andrew H. King illustrates the

possibilities should synthetic rubber be obtainable commercially,

by comparison with the case of synthetic indigo, which has

completely displaced indigo from natural sources.

The present state of knowledge on the structure of the caout-

chouc molecule is given in historical review, following by for-

mulas, discussions of polymerization, methods of preparation of

butadiene, condensation, opening the benzene ring, fermentation

and dehydration.

This is the concluding article of a series of three, the object

of which is to point out that if the seas are ever closed for tBe

importation of our rubber supply there are only three ways to

protect ourselves.

1. Cultivate and harvest guayule by scientific methods.

2. Develop something from milk weed or related plants.

3. Work up a good synthetic rubber.

METHODS FOR TESTS OF CHICLE.

The folloxving methods by Dr. Frederic Dannerth are con-

densed from "The Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chem-

istry" (July, 1917).

Chicle is valued on the basis of the following factors: (1)

Contained moisture; (2) shrinkage, when cleaned of dirt and

bark; (3) chewing quality of purified chicle; (4) color of the

crude chicle.

Typical analysis of Yucatan chicle

:

Per Cent
.Acetone-soU'ble matter (resins) 40.0

Gutta and carbohydrates 17.4

Proteins 0.6

Sand and foreign matter 2.3

Water 35.0

Mineral matter (?sli) 4.7

Crude chicle is sampled by cutting one poimd from the block.

This is rapidly cut into half-inch crumbs and stored for test

sealed in a "Lightning Jar." Wet chicle cannot be thus stored

more than one week, as molds grow rapidly, especially in the

dark.

MOISTURE.

A half grain of crude chicle is dried in an air bath about five

hours and not exceeding 50 degrees C. A glass dish two or

three inches in diameter with ground glass lid is used for the

sample. Fusion retards evaporation of the water. Drying is

complete when two consecutive weighings agree within one-half

per cent.

Moisture in crude chicle may be determined simultaneously

with the resins. Boiling acetone removes resins and water from

the sample. The extract in the flask is dried at 105 degrees C.

and the residue in the thimble is dried in a similar manner. The

sum of these weights subtracted from the weight of the original

sample represents water. This method for determining moisture

is preferred in practice.

VISCOSITY.

Kerosene (boiling point above 140 degrees C.) is used zs the

solvent as the loss by evaporation is negligible. Commercial

chicle must be dried for 12 hours in a vacuum at not exceeding

70 degrees C. before solution.

Twenty grams of dry chicle, weighed to tenths of a gram,

are placed in a wire basket fitted for a "Joint Rubber Commit-

tee" extraction apparatus. In the flask are placed 75 cc. of

kerosene. The basket is made of 100-mesh wire gauze and

retains any gritty and fibrous matter. The kerosene-chicle solu-

tion is diluted with kerosene to a concentration of 3) grams of

strained chicle in 100 cc. of liquid, .•\fter cooling to 20 degrees

C. its viscosity is determined in a Stornier viscosimeter (The
Indi.v Rubber World, December 1, 1916) and the result ex-

pressed in revolutions per minute.

KI-'.SINS.

The chewing quality of chicle is due to the presence of resins

of suitable melting point. Mexican chicle has resin contents

averaging 60.8 per cent of the dry chicle.

Acetone Soluble Matter. Five grams of crude chicle, granu-

lated to pass through one-eighth mesh screen, is extracted \\vc

hours in a Joint Rubber Committee extractor w'ith acetone of

boiling point not higher than 65 degrees C. The evaporated ex-

tract is dried to constant weight at a temperature not above

105 degrees C, cooled in a desiccator and weighed. The residue

is dried at 85 degrees C. If the acetone solution is allowed to

cool before distillation a large part of the resins separate out

as a wa.x-like incrustation. After all the acetone is expelled

and the temperature reaches 105 degrees C. the residual resins

appear quite clear and amber colored.

MINERAL M.\TTER.

One to two grams of dry chicle are incinerated in a crucible

inserted in an asbestos shield. The organic matter is volatil-

ized at low-temperature without ignition, after which the carbon

is burned off as usual.

COLOKED SPOTS ON RAW RUBBER.

B. J. Eaton, in the Agricultural Bulletin of the Federated

Malay States, discusses the development of chromogenic organ-

isms in dry rubber allowed to become damp. The colored spots

referred to are designated as "spot disease" and have been deter-

mined experimentally to be due to the growth of chromogenic

organisms induced by either rain or sea water wetting. Ten

days after wetting dry, clean pale crepe considerable develop-

ment of colored organisms occurred, resulting in patches of

orange, blue and yellow on the rubber. Dry, well-smoked sheet

rubber may develop mildew on the surface for similar reasons,

while low-grade rubbers may ferment and become tacky.

The author notes several interesting observations in the course

of his investigations on the development of chromogenic organ-

isms in rubber. No development of pigment occurs in "slab"

rubber, which is slightly pressed coagulum, until the slab is cut

open, when pigment develops on the cut surface after a few

days. If sheet rubber is rolled into a cylinder straight from

the sheeting machine, no development of pigment takes place

until the sheet is cut open, when pigment develops on the cut

surface. When wet, thin crepe is rolled into a cylinder there is

invariably a great production of pigment due to the growth of

these organisms. From these experiments it seems that the

presence of air is necessary for the development of chromogenic

organisms, and this is excluded in rolled sheet or slab rubber.

Also it is probable that an excess of moisture may retard or pre-

vent the formation of the pigment, and that tlie pigment forms

later with the reduction of the moisture.

VALUATION TESTS OF CRUDE RUBBER.

Scientific and rule-of-thumb valuing of plantation rubber have

recently been compared by J. G. Fol for the Dutch Rubber Con-

gress. The report of the investigation is published in the report

of Department of Agriculture, Manufactures and Commerce,

under the title of "Mededeelingen van dem Rijksvoorlichtings-

dienst ten behoeve van den Rubberhandel en de Rubbernijverheid

te Delft." There were 137 specimens, 36 samples of sheet, all but

one of which were smoked, and 101 samples of crepe, six of

which were thick blanket. These were all judged in an empiric

way by the producers and their conclusions reserved and com-
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pared after completion of the scientific tests made without

knowledge of the tirst results.

Empiric judging of rubber depends largely on color, smell

and stretch. These tests at best are only roughly approximate,

although the rubber expert by means of them can distinguish

marked differences in quality. It is a mistake to presuppose
that mechanical properties of the rubber when vulcanized run

parallel to color, smell and stretch in the raw state. Variations

in physical condition do not permit hand pulled tests nor quanti-

tative expression of value. The influence of temperature varia-

tions are also marked.

Smoked sheet cannot be judged better by rule of thumb than

crepe. Its color denotes only the degree of smoking. Sheet is

easier judged as to its mechanical properties than crepe.

Black rubber presents the most difficulties for empiric judgment
as it cannot be subjected to a hand test.

Scientific methods obviate these objections because each sample

is suitably prepared and tested quantitatively. The 137 samples

under investigation were examined after the followirg scheme:

A. Chemical Analysis :

1. Moisture.
2. Resin.

3. Ash.
4. Nitrogen calculated as albumen.

5. Rubber.
6. Acetic degree.

B. ViSCGSITV XUMBER.
C. VULCANIZATIOX AND PHYSICAL TeSTS :

1. Tensile strength.

2. Elongation.
3. Permanent set after 24 hours at 400 per cent stretch meas-

ured after si.x hours' rest.

4. Temporary set measured directly after release from 400
per cent stretch.

5. Determination of load necessary to stretch sample 400 per
cent (kilograms per square centimeter).

6. Difference of the load necessary to stretch sample 400 per
cent and that required for the last of five successive 400 per cent

stretchings.

7. Elasticity or rebound.
8. Coefficient of vulcanization.

Concerning the importance and correlation of these deter-

minations, it is concluded: (1) Chemical analysis is not sufficient

alone for judgment of the rubber quality. Properties of rubber

are chiefly determined by the physical nature of rubber and the

rubber molecule. The quantitative chemical differences are not

enough to account for the large differences found in the physical

properties ; (2) in general a high viscosity indicates good mechan-

ical properties of the rubber after vulcanization. However, the

opposite must be assumed with some reservation, since in

studying the relation between the viscosity and tensile strength

it appeared that various samples with a low viscosity had a

very high tensile strength. The samples that exhibited this

relation were almost exclusively smoked sheet. This phenomenon

is caused by the fact that it is very difficult to dissolve smoked

sheet in benzol completely. The dissolved part has a low

viscosity and presumably contributes little to the excellent quali-

ties shown by the sample after vulcanization, while the very

considerable amount of imdissolved rubber apparently is the

most valuable part of the sample and most probably causes

the good properties after vulcanization.

The VoorJichfingsdienst (Information Service) has taken

the position that rubber which possesses good mechanical proper-

ties under certain normal vulcanization conditions, is better than

that which may show these good properties only after pro-

longed vulcanization. It thus had to base judgment of the

samples sent in on a determination of the mechanical qualities

and of the coefficient of vulcanization of the rubber vulcanized

according to a standard method.'

Test samples for vulcanization were prepared with seven and

one-half per cent of sulphur and were vulcanized one and one-

half hours at three and one-half atmospheres.

The tensile strength, permanent set after stretching 400 per

cent and the coefficient of vulcanization were taken as quantities

suitable for classifying the samples. These quantities are closely

related. Thus, high tensile strength generally accompanies high

coefficient of vulcanization and low permanent set. Elongation

at break also indicates the quality of the rubber ; of samples
equally loaded, that is, the best which has the highest elonga-

tion at break.

The remainder of the physical tests made were set aside as

practically valueless for the end in view.

One of the most important points demonstrated by this

investigation is the lack of uniformity in First latex rubber. The
greatest divergencies were found in viscosity, tensile strength,

permanent set and the coefficient of vulcanization. The causes

of this lack of uniformity and its prevention is one of the most
important problems of the rubber industry.

The rubbers investigated were classified as follows

:

Breaking strain Coefficient of
Class. (kilograms per sq. c. m.) Permanent set. vulcanization.

I 135 k. g. and over Maximum 5% Minimum S
II 120 k. R. to 135 k. g. 5% to 7% Minimum 4
III 90 k. g. to 120 k. g. 7% to 12% Minimum 3
IV 80 k. g. to 90 k. g. Over 12% Below 3
V Below 80 k. g. Over 12% Below 3

The division of the 137 samples among the different classes is

indicated below

:

Class. Sheet. Crepe. Blanket.
I 17* 3H 12 21 3
Til 7 51 2
IV 11 1

V 9

Totals 36 95 6

* One sample unsmoked.

These figures demonstrate clearly that, in general, smoked sheet

is better than crepe. However, there are samples of crepe that

are equal to smoked sheet as far as mechanical properties are

concerned. The number of samples of blanket is too small to

permit a decisive conclusion but the figures would indicate that

blanket is inferior in quality to smoked sheet and often also to

crepe.

The empiric judgment of the rubbers by the contributors

varied considerably in method. Seven contributors only, out of

IS, sent in their judgment. Some arranged the rubbers in

groups, others graded them and one sent the market values. From
the last method it is seen that according to the prevailing system
inferior crepe is valued as highly as the best crepe.

Lack of uniformity in plantation rubbers reveals itself chiefly

in the difference in rapidity of vulcanization. Two rubbers out-

wardly of absolutely equal value may produce entirely different

results after vulcanization. Empiric judgment cannot tell how
a rubber will behave during vulcanization, hence the estimate

of value is liable to be incorrect. This causes much uncer-

tainty and disappointment to the manufacturer.

Another disadvantage which will be removed by the introduc-

tion of scientific methods of inspection is the putting together of

equal lots of rubber coming from different plantations and pos-

sessing widely divergent properties.

The main advantages of the scientific system of grading rub-

ber will be, (1) relatively better prices, especially of classes II

and III, in comparison with those of hard fine Para; (2) im-

provement of the product of a good many estates, the managers
of which grope in the dark at present ; (3) increased use of

plantation rubber, certain qualities of which are already as good,

if not better than hard fine Para.

INFLUENCE OF PIGMENTS ON RUBBER.

In an article on pigments in rubber ("Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry," July, 1917) Dr. Maximilian Toch states

the nature and chemical effects on rubber of active compounding
ingredients or "reinforcing pigments," such as antimony sul-
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phide, litharge, sublimed ziiie. lead, zinc oxide, litliopone, pre-

cipitated barium sulphate, carbon blacks and a few other well-

known materials.

RUBBER IN AIR BRAKE AND SIGNAL HOSE.

The Master Car Builders' Association specifications for air

brake and signal base prescribe standard methods of test and

maximum and minimum test requirements as follows:

FRICTION.

The quality of friction rubber must be such that a 20-pound

weight will not separate the duck plies of a one-inch wide section

of hose more than eight inches in ten minutes.

TUliK AND COVER.

Stretch. Specimen one-half inch wide, gage marks two inches,

is stretched twice to 800 per cent, re-marking two inches between

stretchings and held stretched ten minutes the second time.

After this treatment the rubber may show not over one-quarter

inch temporary set and one-eighth inch permanent set between

gage marks.

Tensile Strength. Specimen one-half inch, gage marks two

inches. Breaking strength, minimum 800 pounds : maximum,

1,200 pounds per square inch.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
ESTIMATION OF MINERAL MATTER IN VULCANIZED RUBBER.

TWO grams of the sample are placed in a 300 cc. flat-bottom

flask and covered with 50 cc. nitro-benzene. Connect the

flask with a reflux air condenser (Hopkins preferred). Heat the

flask until the rubber is completely dissolved, then allow the

apparatus to cool. Dilute the contents with acetone, constantly

stirring with a glass rod. Let stand for at least one hour to pre-

cipitate all mineral matter out of solution. Decant and transfer

all to a filter paper and wash with acetone, then with alcohol.

.\fter a slight wash with water, dry at a low heat, weigh and

calculate the percentage of mineral matter in the two grams

of sample. The above method is by A. W. Jones, Jr., in "The

Chemist-Analyst" (January, 1917).

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Rubber Vclc.\nizi.ng Process. .Adding to a mixture of rub-

ber and sulphur, as an accelerating substance, a base of the

aromatic series in which the anilin function or radical is in

position para, with another radical or with the atom of carbon

or triphenylmethane, and heating. [Etienne de Meeus, Beacon

Falls, Connecticut, assigner to Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.,

Boston, Massachusetts. United States Patent No. 1,229,724.]

Liquid Rubber Co.vting Composition. A liquid coating com-

position comprising Para rubber, gasoline, petroleum, oil of tur-

pentine, linseed oil, China wood oil, white lead, red lead, sul-

phate of zinc and lead acetate. [Siegmund Jacobs, assignor of

one-third to Charles Petrasek, both of (Ticero, Illinois. United

States Patent No. 1,229,964.]

\V.\terproof Co.ating. A waterproofing composition compris-

ing a mixture of asphalt, carnauba wax, ceresin, aluminum

oleate and castor oil dissolved in or softened by a volatile

solvent combined with a filler of finely divided Portland cement.

[William H. .^dams, Kenyon, Rhode Island. United States

patent No. 1,231,687.]

W.^terproof Filler. A liquid waterproofing filler comprising

in a combined mixture of forty-five parts, rubber cement, 4^
parts; paraffin wax, Ij/ parts: turpentine, 2 parts; varnish

makers' naphtha, 35 parts, and tri-chlorethylene, 2 parts. [Lewis

A. Coleman, assignor to American Chemical it Manufacturing

Co.—both of Norfolk, Virginia. United States patent No. 1,-

233,190.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

GuTT.\ Percha and Rubber Submarine Cables. Submarine

telephone cables are insulated by gutta percha which has been

partly or wholly dcresinated and mixed with natural india rubber

or its synthetic substitutes. [Felten & Guilleaume Carlswerk

.•\kt.-Ges., 24 Scbangenstrasse. .\Iulheim-on-Rbine, Germany,

British patent No. 105,573 (1917).|

Vulcanizing India Rubber. India rubber and its compounds

and oil substitutes are vulcanized by means of finely ground oil

shale. The sulphur in the shale acts as a vulcanizing agent, the

hydrocarbons improve the product, and the siliceous matter acts

as a filler. [G. E. Heyl, King's House, Kingsway, London.

British patent No. 105,831 (1917).]

SWEDEN.

Caoutchouc from Be.xrberrv Shrub (Arclostafihylus uva-

ursi). The shrub is first extracted w-ith water to remove tan-

nin, dried and the caoutchouc removed by solution in benzene,

ether, carbon bisulphide or other solvent and precipitated. [E.

W. Tillburg, Swedish patent No. 42,227 (March 21, 1917).]

LABORATORY APPARATUS
DEVICE FOR BURETTE READING.

ASIMPLE and easily made device for use in reading burettes

is that originated by C. B. Clark, chemist of the Somerset

Rubber Reclaiming Works. It is made in the form of a short

half-cylinder of wood grooved

to fit an ordinary burette. One
half the groove is lined with

white glazed paper and the other

half w-ith black glazed paper. A
flat mirror, about three-quarters

of an inch square, is set flush in-

to one edge of the flat side, and

is spaced equally with relation

to the black and white lining of

the burette groove. The method

of use is indicated in the cut.

The white section is applied

against dark solutions and the

black against light ones. The
Junction of the mirror is to re-

flect light on the meniscus and

graduations, thus rendering the

reading of the scale very accur-

ate, wdiich is a very difficult

matter in certain instances.

A

—

Burette; B—White Gl.\zed

Paper; C—Wood Block; D—Mir-

ror; E

—

Black Glazed Paper.

FILING CABINET.

.\ very useful and

convenient laboratory

cabinet or filing system

for chemicals, speci-

mens and test pieces,

known as the Schwartz

Sectional System, is

here illustrated. This

arrangement keeps the

materials filed in per-

fect condition, in a third

of the usual shelf

space. The contents of

the cabinet are listed in

a loose leaf index, ref-

erence to which in-

stantly locates the

chemicals or samples

desired. [Indianapolis

Drug Cabinet Co., In-

dianapolis. Indiana.]
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New Machines and Appliances.

MACHUTE FOR STAMPING NUMBERS ON METAL.

THE difficulty of obtaining meta! specialties of various sorts,

due to the congestion of orders in the metal industry, has

been a serious handicap to many rubber mills. When the

necessity is urgent

the manufacturers

have been forced

to supply their own
requirements that

were formerly ob-

tained from mak-

ers of metal spe-

cialties.

.As a case in

p o i n t. the thin
strip of tin or

ahuninum that i^

numbered consecu-

tively and used in

the molds for re-

producing the

number of the tire,

may be made by

the machine here

shown. It is con-

structed on the

same lines as a

sub-press and is

used in connection

with an ordinary

power punch press. This machine will automatically emboss

consecutive numbers on thin, soft metal, either on separate pieces

or from a roll.

The numbering wheels are constructed on the principle of

male and female dies and as the strip is automatically fed be-

tween them a raised number is formed on the metal at each

stroke of the press. The numbering heads may also be con-

structed with any number of wheels and a letter wheel to follow

or precede the number is supplied if so desired. Moreover,

the machine can be constructed to duplicate or triplicate each

number. [Wetter Numbering Machine Co., 255-61 Classon ave-

nue, Brooklyn. New York.]

THE DOUBLE CONE VISE COUPLING.

The old-fashioned flange coupling is now seldom used, as it

requires particular fitting to its individual shaft, must be tightly

forced in place permanently and cannot be used on shafts in

connection with other than split pulleys or open hangers. The
modern type of compression coupling that possesses none of

these objectionable features is here shown and has been specially

designed to meet the particular requirements of ruliber mill

practice.

There are three principal parts—the outer sleeve or shell and

two inner bushings or cones. The shell has its interior sur-

faces bored like the frustrums of two cones, having one con-

tinued axis. Into these are fitted the two cones, which have

been previously bored of standard size to suit the shafts. When
in place the a.xes of the cones must be coincident with that of

the shell, thus under all conditions keeping the two shafts that

are connected in true axial line, an exclusive feature of this

coupling. The inner ends of the cones do not come together,

their relative position being regulated by their external contact

with the inner surface of the shell and their internal pressure

upon the shafts to be coupled.

The shells have three equidistant longitudinal slots in their

inner surface, while the cones have corresponding slots in their

outer surface, through the bottom of which there is cut a

narrow additional slot, which extends through to the bore, thus

parting the cone on this side. Into these main slots are pocketed
the bolts, which serve alike to draw the cones toward each
other and to prevent their turning in place.

The attachment and operation are readily understood. When
the various parts have been placed—by hand—in proper posi-

tion on the shafts, the bolts are inserted and gradually tightened.

This screwing of the bolts exerts an equal pressure upon both
cones, and as they are drawn along the inclined walls of the

shells they are compressed, and exert a vise-like grip upon the

entire circumference of the shafts to be coupled. As a slight

drawing of the cone within the shell will make a perceptible

compression of its diameter, and a subsequent contraction of its

bore, it is evident that the shafts do not require to be fitted to

the couplings, and that variation in the exact sizes of the shafts

does not distort their true alinement.

When the cones or their key seats become worn, the sub-

stitution of new cones renders the coupling practicrilly new in-

every respect. [William Sellers Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania.]

ACID PROOF VALVES.

In the early days of the rubber reclaiming industry porcelain

cocks were used on the acid lines in place of valves. These be-

ing exceedingly fragile it was necessary to provide some sort of
covering to pro-

tect the porccLiin

against .breakage. Therefore,

they were enclosed in a lead

casing and melted sulphur was

poured into the space between

the lead envelope and the por-

celain cock to strengthen

them. These valves gave

satisfaction for some time, but

were found to be still too

fragile, as the plug was often

fractured, in which case both

plug and seat had to be re-

placed at considerable expense.

A trial was then made with the regular type of cast iron cock.

This proved to be satisfactory for a while, but eventually the

plug became stuck or "frozen" in the valve body owing to the

corrosive action of the acids.

Valves that comprised a metal body lined with special acid-
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resisting metal of the nature of lead were not altogether satis-

factory, due to the difficulty of keeping the scat tight and the

frequent trouble occasioned by the stom sticking in the body of

the valve.

Fairly satisfactory results have been obtained by using the

ordinary ammonia valve in which the steel disk usually fur-

nished with these valves is substituted by a disk filled with soft

lead that is easily renewed when it becomes worn and leaky.

In view of the evident.difficulties

in obtaining a suitable material for

acid-resisting valves, it is interest-

ing to note that' a comparatively

new alloy has

been used with

great success

for this purpose.

It is known as

"Duriron," and

is claimed to be

impervious to

the action of

nitric, sulplniric. acetic and many other acids in all degrees of

dilution.

Prior to the advent of Duriron—about five years ago—there

was no single metal from which acid valves and other chemical

apparatus could be made which would resist corrosive and

erosive action. Duriron is a hard, close-grained metal having

a particularly uniform quality, taking a fine finish, and being

practically non-corrodible. Valve seats made of it will hold

their original condition of tightness for an indefinite length of

time.

In many cases plug cocks possess advantages over valves.

because they are quick and simple to operate. The main objec-

tion to this liability to stick or "freeze" has been overcome by

plug cocks made of this metal, as experience has proven that

they seldom if ever stick.

Duriron is employed in the form of castings, and on account

of its exceeding hardness, its finished surfaces are machined by

grinding. Many "useful implements, utensils, pumps, contain-

ers, etc., are made of this material. [Duriron Castings Co.,

Dayton. Ohio.]

SECTIONAL STEEL SHELVING.

During the past few years there has been a growing demand

for strong, interchangeable and portable shelving suitable for use

in the office or plant of a rubber mill. Wooden shelving has

failed to be generally accepted and therefore the development in

this material has been slow. Sectional steel shelving of unit

construction that is sold at a comparatively moderate price has

proved very satisfactory for both office and factory use.

This shelving, known as "Multi-Unit" shelving, is built of extra

heavy sheet steel with the idea of making it available for heavy

duty service in factories and in places where the shelving would

receive more or less rough usage. It can be arranged in sections

by the multiplication of any number of units. All of the units

solidly interlock and all parts are interchangeable which allows

the greatest variety of arrangement. Another feature is that the

Air

shelves and uprights have tubular edges, which serve not only

to add to its strength but give it a very attractive appearance,

especially when it is finished in the colored enamels.

The shelving is supplied in plain steel so that it can be painted

at will, or it is furnished in a finish of black or olive green

enamel. The uprights have paneled sides and the shelving

is furnished with paneled backs, when backs are desired.

At the present time the units are furnished in standard size.

36 inches long, 12 inches high and 12 inches wide, and the stand-

ard stack, which is being put out at present, is five shelves high,

but this can be arranged in any way to suit the purchaser's con-

venience. [National Scale Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.]

THE DAFT FLEXIBLE COUPLING.

There are many installations of machinery in rubber and

other mills where the solution of the power transmission problem

requires a flexible coupling. This is particularly true in con-

necting up gen-

erators, either

to direct drives

from counter

shafts or in mo-

t o r generator

sets where a

flexible connec-

tion is neces-

sary to allow

the armature to

float in its true

field. Also, on

the mill line
where sudden

shocks are of such frequent occurrence and errors of alinement

often occur, some sort of flexible coupling is considered indis-

pensable. .Applied to calenders, the torque is rendered uniform

and backlash efl^ectively precluded by a flexible element provided

on the drive shaft.

The Daft coupling here shown is of particular interest, due

to the fact that its flexibility and driving power depend on a

specially compounded rubber medium of novel form. Two types

of this coupling are made; one is articulated to permit installing

without disarranging the line, and the other is of the integral

or solid type. The dielectric property of the rubber connection

used in these couplings affords perfect insulation when they are

used in connection with direct driven motors or generators.

[Rubber Insulated Metals Corporation, Plainfield, New Jersey.]
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POWERS' TEMPERATURE REGULATORS.

The control of temperature is a vital necessity in the manu-

facture of dependable rubber goods. The maintenance of the

required degree of heat during the period of vulcanization de-

termines the ef-

fectiveness of the

cure and depends

in a great meas-

ure on the auto-

matic devices used

for controlling vul-

va n i z i n g tempera-

tures. Also in steam

heated dry rooms for

drying crude rubber,

c o m p o u n di n g in-

gredients, and var-

nished rubber goods,

temperature regula-

tions are indispen-

sable.

A type of temperature control that is recommended for these

purposes is here shown. The thermostat, or sensitive bulb, is

arranged in the heated space and transmits the changing vapor

pressures thrgugh a flexible armored tube to a metallic dia-

phragm located in the bonnet of the steam valve. The expan-

sion and contraction of the bellows opens or closes the valve,

thereby regulating the supply of steam to the heater or dry

room. Adjustment for different

temperatures is accomplished by

changing the position of the weight

that slides on the valve lever. In

vulcanizer and dry room installations,

where temperatures above 120 de-

grees F. are used, the thermostat is,

of course, located within the heated

space while the valve is arranged on

the outside. In varnish drying 1

rooms where a tempera- __2 ^_^

ture of 120 degrees F. e —^t-i
or less is to be maintained, the valve is located within the room.

Where it is necessary for any purpose to maintain a certain

degree of humidity, the regulator shown in the lower illustration

and designed for the control of liquid temperatures, is used. The
thermostat in this case, however, is immersed in the heated water

tank and transmits the changes in pressure to the metallic dia-

phragm that opens and closes the steam valve, thereby regulating

the water temperature. [The Powers Regulator Co., 5 South

Wabash avenue, Chicago, Illinois.]

MACHINERY PATENTS.
GAMMETEB'S VULCANIZING PRESS.

I 'HE prime object of this invention is to provide a mechanically
* operated elevator whereby the loading and unloading of molds

used in the manufacture of mechanical rubber goods is greatly

facilitated. The illustration, representing a side elevation of

the machine partly in section, comprises the hydraulic cylinder

A forming the base in which operates a ram that supports the

movable platen B on its upper end. Seven hot plates are pro-

vided, the lower one shown at C resting on the lower platen

while the uppermost plate D is attached to the upper platen.

The intermediate plates have varying degrees of vertical move-

ment and are provided with means for stopping the plates at

predetermined distances from each other to permit the inser-

tion and withdrawal of the molds. All the hot plates are cham-

bered for steam and connected to the supply line by flexible .

joints. On opposite sides of the press are two elevator plat-

forms, E and F, suspended by four vertical rods from the yoke

G that is fixed to the ram H, which reciprocates in the cylinder

/ mounted on

the head of the

press.

The press is

opened by dis-

charging the
lower cylinder

and the ram

descends, thus

opening the

mold compart-

ment. The press

is then charged

with the full

complement of

molds and
pressure ap-
plied during

the vulcanizing

period. When
the molds are

to be changed

this may he effected with tlie aid of the elevators and by

the operator on one side pushing an uncured mold into the com-

partment, thereby forcing out a cured mold onto the opposite

platform. The molds may also be cured in pairs with over-

lapping curing periods, only two of the molds being changed

at one time and the others remaining in the opened press, the

substitution of the molds being greatly facilitated, meanwhile, by

the movable platforms. [John R. Gammeter, Akron, Ohio, as-

signor of The B. F. Goodrich Co., a corporation of New York.

United States patent No. 1,232,022.]

A SELF-CONTAINED TIRE VULCANIZING MOLD.

Tliis novel mold is adapted to be used for building up the car-

cass of pneumatic tires and vulcanizing them without removal

from the mold until the time has elapsed to effect the cure.

In the illus-

tration, which
shows a verti-

cal section and

an approximate

section taken
on the line A,
B. C is the

mold that is

bolted to any

convenient sup-

port and pro-

vided with heat-

ing chambers,

D is the sec-

tional core and
E the core expanding device comprising four adjusting screws.

In practical operation the various plies of frictioned fabric

constituting the carcass are successively placed within the mold
and shaped by hand and the heads applied. When this operation

is finished the three straight sections of the core are mounted in

place and finally the top or wedge-shaped section is introduced.

The four .screws of the expander being retracted, it is then lo-

cated within the core, the heads of the screws alining with the

channel grooves, and when the screws are expanded the core

forces the casing against the walls of the mold. Any suitable

means may be employed in curing, but in this instance electric

heaters are introduced into chambers provided in the base of

the mold for that purpose. [Fred Brown Pfeiffer, .\kron, Ohio.

United States patent No. 71,231,645.]
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OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

M.ichine for wrapping rubber tubes. I. Zwislcr, assignor to

The McGraw Tire & Rubber Co.—both of East Palestine.

Ohio.

Tire building machine. I". W. Krenier, Carlstadt. New Jersey.

Repair vulcanizer. I. B. Rose, assignor to The Marvel .Voces-

sorics Manufacturing Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Tire builder';' tool. VV. Thompson, assignor to Morgan &
Wright—both of Detroit, Michigan.

-Apparatus for manufacture of hollow rubber articles. J. W.
ftrundagc, assignor to The Miller Rubber Co.—both of Akron.
Ohio.

Machine for testing plastics. W. E. Field, assignor to The
Hartford Rubber Works Co.—both of Hartford. Conn.

Fluid press for rubber footwear. J- R. Gammeter, .\kron. Ohio,

assignor to The B. V. Goodrich Co.. New York City, a cor-

poration of New York.

Device for decorticating fibrous leaves of plants. J. E. .\skew.

assignor of one-half to T. M. I'airbairn—both of San Antonio.
Texas.

Cloth spreader or expander- .\. Isherwood. Boston, Mass.. as-

signor to T. Kenyon, Manchester, England.

Flexible core for tire strip forming machines. J. T. Lister,

Cleveland, Ohic.

Automatic web guiding device. W. L. Lewis, Walpole, Mass.

Core jack. J. H. M.ullny. Detroit. Mich., assignor to Morgan
& Wright,* a coiporatinn of Michigan.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Solid tire tubing machine. F. W. East, 1 Llanberis Villas, Tenny-
son Road, and A. G. East, Hugo Villa, Carlton Road—both m
Harpenden, Hertfordshire.

a'HE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Machine for making rubber footwear. The Boston Rubber Shoe
Co., Boston, assignee T. W. Moore. Newton Highlands—both
in Massachusetts. U. S. A.

Indicator for rubber mill rolls. Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co.. Limited. Montreal. Quebec, assignee of G. E. Nettleton.

Hartford. Connecticut. U. S. A.

Mold for rubber shoes. G. C. Clark. Mishawaka. Indiana.

U. S. A.

Repair vulcanizer. E. Bellerose, Cohoes, New York, U. S. A.

Vulcanizing apparatus. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,

Limited, Montreal. Quebec, assignee of C. J. Randall, Naug-
atuck, Connecticut, V. S. A.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

September 5. 1916). Method and apparatus for manufacture of

articles of hollow rubber. Else -Xranas Co.

September 13, 1916). Improvements in vulcanization apparatus.

The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co.

PROCESS PATENTS.
PROCESS OF MAKING HEELS OR SOLES FROM SOLID TIRE SCRAP.

THE utilization of rubber scrap, such as solid tires, in the man-

ufacture of rubber heels or soles and without further reclaim-

ing, is the object of the present invention. The tires are first cut

into convenient

lengths and

clamped in a

holder with the

base portion

e.xposed. This
rough surface

is ground off

by an abrasive

wheel, when
the tire section

is removed and

placed in an-

other holding

device operat-

ing in connec-

tion with a band saw that divides the tire longitudinally into slabs

of suitalde thickness. These flat strips are then dehvered to the

machine shown in side elevation and plan in the accompanying

illustration. An endless conveyor belt A, moved intermittently

by the ratchet wheel and hand lever shown on the right, carries

the stock under a treadle-operated die press B that punches out

the heel blank, but leaves it within the slab. As the slab ad-

vances each heel blank is branded with a heated die as it passes

under the device shown at C, and the nail holes are finally

drilled by the muUiple drill D, when the finished heels are carried

from the machine by the conveyor belt. The periodic movement

of this conveyor belt is obtained by a hand lever ; the punching,

branding and drilling operations are performed in unison by a

foot treadle, while the drills arc driven by a small electric motor.

[Frederick D. Philip, Royal Oak, assignor of one-half to .Allen

A. Templeton, Detroit—both in Michigan. United States patent

Xo. 1,230,510.]

Porous Rubber Fabric. Open mesh fabric is coated and par-

tially impregnated with rubber solution, after which the coating

is perforated at the interstices by fluid pressure, the solvent

evaporated and the rubber vulcanized. [Arthur B. Kempel.

Akron. Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co^ a corporation

of New York. United States patent No. 1,229.284.]

OTHER PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Hose and the process of making the same. H. Z. Cobb, Win-
chester, Mass., assignor to Revere Rubber Co., Olneyville.
Rhode Island.

Process for the manufacture of tapered air-chamber ' sections.
T. Sloper. Devizes, England.

Process of manufacturing yarn from fibers which are too slip-

pery to be successfully spun in their normal condition con-
sisting in treating the fibers with a mobile solution of rubber.
W. E. Muntz, London, England.

Process of treating soles of rubber. C. Lee, Naugatuck, Conn..
assignor to The Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co., a cor-
poration of Connecticut.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

175,798. Rubber i)reparation. li. Hunter, Indianapolis, Indiana, V. S. .-\.

176,009. Plastic vulcanizing process. Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,
Limited. Mor.treal, Quebec, assignee of C. J. Randall, Nauga-
tuck, Connecticut, U. S. A.

,230.867.

1,232,110.

1,232,374.

1,232.573.

T

MISCELLANEOUS PATENTS.
FRENCH RUBBER CUSHIONED WHEEL.

HIS is a wheel of the disk type that is evidently designed for

military motor trucks, wagons and gun carriages. Referring

to the illustrations, the wheel comprises a metal tire A that may
be rubber shod, two side

plates or disks B and two

star-shaped pieces C that

hold the four rubber cush-

ions D and the rubber hub

E in place. Metal rings

encircle the four outer

rubber cushions that are

held in place by the two
star-shaped pieces and four compression bolts. The rubber hub

cushion is also provided with an outer metal band and is sup-

ported on the axle of the wheel by a metallic sleeve through

which the a.xle bolt passes. [G. Constani. French patent No.

482,308.]

The afifairs of the defunct Northland Rubber Co. were closed

in the Supreme Court on July 17, when Justice Sears confirmed

the receiver's report by which the creditors of the company will

realize about 70 cents on the dollar, while the stockholders will

sufifer a total loss according to statements made to the court.

The plant was recently sold to the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.

for $270,000.

The Scioto Rubber Co., of Columbus, Ohio, has filed a damage
claim against that city for $24,500 based on the grade elevation

of the railroad tracks at East Fifth avenue which has practically

shut off means of access to the company's plant.

The Porter Rubber Co., Salem, Ohio, recently voted to sell

$110,000 of its treasury stocks. Funds realized will be devoted

to an increase of capacity, the present output being 100 tires daily.
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New Goods and Specialties.

'LIBERTY' BATHING CAP.

THE rampant tri-

colors are attract-

ively in evidence

on one of the new
bathing caps, shown

herewith. The full-

shaped red rubber
body of the cap is

gathered into a close-

fitting band of blue,

frilled at the top with

white and decorated

with white stars at in-

tervals of about two
inches, and a red

rosette in the center of

the front. [The Seamless Rubber Co., Inc., Xew Haven, Con-
necticut.)

THE "U-PUT-ON" RtJBBER HEEL.
The rubber heel has until lately been made almost exclusively

for low-heeled shoes, and was more suited to men's, boys' and
children's footwear, nr for the athletic type of women's shoes.

The small French or Louis heels worn by

f,.shionable women presented a problem to

the rubber-heel maker, but this is happily

sjlved by the ''U-Put-On" heel, which, as

its name indicates, can be attached by the

uearer, it being a sort of socket or tip

which slips over, and clings tightly to the

Iieel of the shoe. It can be readily trans-

ferred fruni ^.le heel to another and adjusted to wear evenly.

An arrangement of vacuum cups in the central portion prevents

slipping. These heels are supplied in four sizes, suited to the

various types of French heels, and in black, gray, tan or white

colors. [Robert E. Miller, Inc., 11 Broadway, New York City.]

RUBBER PROTECTOR FOR NURSING BOTTLE

Nursing bottles are very subject to breakage,

either by unavoidable accident or as the result of

the infant's throwing the bottle from the carriage or

crib. An ingenious device recently placed on the

market is a cage-like frame of soft white rubber.

designed to protect the bottle from injury. This

rubber frame can be boiled and sterilized without

being removed from the bottle and is therefore con-

venient and perfectly sanitary. [J. E. Cosgriff, 347

Fifth avenue, New York City.]

AN OFFICIALLY TESTED TIRE FILLER.

There are many fillers on the market, designed to

seal punctures in tires. It is a comparatively simple

matter to make a material, which, placed inside the

tube, will stop punctures more or less effectively, and for a longer

or shorter time. But to discover or invent a material which

will not cause any deterioration to the tube is a somewhat
greater problem.

That this has been accomplished is the claim for Crew Levick

Tire Seal, a semi-liquid material which has been severely tested

officially by the laboratory engineer of the Automobile Club of

America, a report of a certified test showing that the material

did all that was claimed for it under tests which included driving

nails and leaving them in, driving other nails and immediately

pulling them out, cutting with a penknife and allowing to heal,

cutting larger slits and patching and vulcanizing. Even under

such treatment pressure tests showed almost no loss of pressure

in three days' runs, totalling almost 30O miles. It is claimed by

the makers that this material is not harmful to tubes, but rather

is really a preservative, and that tubes containing this tiller will

last longer than those without it. [Crew Levick Co., Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.]

IMPROVED AURAL ICE BAG.

The aural ice bag of improved design shown here is pro-

nounced very efficacious in cases of mastoiditis. By means
of an opening through the bag
which allows it to fit under and
around the ear, application is made
directly at the point desired to be

reached. Pure gum, in the natural

gray color, is used in the manufac-
ture of this aural ice bag, and a

new patented clamp, of the snap-

lock variety, is supplied with it. The
mouth of the bag is closed by in-

serting between the folds of a metal

plate and held in place by a metal

frame, a simple pulling motion clamp-

ing it firmly together. [Davol Rubber

Co., Providence, Rhode Island.]

GAME WITH RUBBER BALL.

In the game called "Shinny in the Box," here illustrated, a

solid rubber ball 2^ inches in diameter is used. This game is

adapted to players of all ages and is said to afford opportunity

for the exercise of skill and en-

durance, as well as being highly

amusing to the onlookers. It can

be played by two persons or by

teams of two or more on a side.

The opposite side of the box is

marked out so that rubber quoits

may be played, and the complete

set consists of box, sticks, rubber

balls, quoits and stand. [Wright & Ditson, 344 Washington

street, Boston, Massachusetts.]

SHOULDER PAD WITH RUBBER TUBING.

Playing football may not be as perilous as assaulting enemy
trenches, yet there are many chances for serious injury. The

football player of to-day has a costume conspicuous for shield-

ing him from such injuries and a new shoulder pad is shown
here which has for its effectiveness an air-filled ring of rubber
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tubing held in place over the point of the shoulder bone by a

lining of leather secured all around both sides of the tubing

and padded in the middle. Another rubber tube goes under

the arms, and this and the laced collar hold the pad in position.

It is claimed that even the severest blows on the shoulders, thus

protected, arc hardly noticeable. The same idea, a round rub-

ber pneumatic ring, is used in a knee pad with equally good re-

sults. [Sell Sporting Goods Co., Canton, Ohio.]

A WHITE-SOLED PAC.

A boot calculated to stand the hardest wear, and give comfort

and long service to the outdoor worker is here illustrated. It is

a combination of rubber foot and

leather top. The latter is made
of a specially prepared waterproof

leather, and is provided with a

bellows tongue, so that the wearer

is assured dry feet, even when
standing or walking in deep snow
or slush. The upper is of heavy

coated duck with ribs to strength-

en it. The white sole has a

rolled edge, and is made of a spe-

cial compound which the makers

use for their tire treads; (these

treads bearing a guarantee of 5,000

miles). The top and upper are

joined by four rows of heavy

stitching and a loop is formed by

a continuation of the

backstay. This is an

excellent boot for

heavy outdoor work
in winter. [Converse

Rubber Shoe Co.,

Maiden Mass.]

MULFOHD APPAHATUS FOB APPLYING CAEREL-DAKIN SOLUTION.

An apparatus for applying the Carrel-Dakin solution, widely

known through its use in the war for irrigating wounds, has

lately been perfected by the firm of manufacturing and biologi-

cal chemists which also makes the .'^o'.ution itself.

A series of individual connecting tubes makes possible the

treatment of several wounds at one time from the same reser-

voir, the special thick-walled rubber tubing with very fine bore

permitting only a minimum loss in temperature of the solution

as it passes through these connecting tubes. Absolute control

of the amount of solution flowing to each individual instillation

tube is maintained by observing through the individual sight

drips and regulating by means of metal clamps. The collaps-

ible stand-furnished with the outfit has adjustable collars attach-

able to any size bed post. This apparatus can also be adapted

for the "Murphy drip" and for hypodcrmoclysis. [H. K. Mul-
ford Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

THE TRI-CO UNIVERSAL RAIN RUBBER.

Many of the devices for cleaning tlie windshield of a motor
car in a storm are stationary, forming an unsightly attachmsnt

in clear weather wheii their use is not demanded. This simple

little device is designed

to be quickly and

easily attached and de-

tached from a two-

piece shield. It con-

sists primarily of a

traveling section which

is mounted in and

slides along the open-

ing between the upper

and lower halves of

the w-indshield, holding

on to the edge of the

glass by a channel.

Two arms project
from this section, one

to each panel of the

shield, and on each

arm are two rubber

strips set edgewise, so

that when moved
across the glass sur-

face, water is pressed off by the close fit of rubber to the glass.

To prevent possible scratching of the glass, the rivets holding the

various parts together are topped with celluloid where there is

any chance of contact. This windshield cleaner is made in five

models, to fit practically any type of two-piece windshield. [Tri-

Continental Corporation, Sidway Building, Buffalo, New York.]

Short lower^lais M^dul £ Olip t or\ the upper ^laos

METAL BARREL WITH RUBBER GASKET.

A new type of metal barrel has a 6-inch opening and, also,

a special removable head which can be made absolutely

liquid-tight by the action of a series of buckles, or bolts,

compressing a rubber

gasket 3/16-inch round,

vulcanized to form a

complete circle, hollow

at the center. The illus-

trations are sectional

views of the barrel, the

upper one showing the

buckle in an inoperative fTv^
position, preparatory to [ '!

|

removal of the head,

and the lower showing

the buckle in position

for making the closure.

The further these

buckles are turned, the

tighter thej' squeeze the rubber gasket, thus eft'ectively seal-

ing the barrel. The removable head allows this barrel to be

used economically for the shipment of powders such as red

or white lead, or heavy oils, paints, varnishes and greasy

substances difficult to clean out of the ordinary barrel.

[Detroit Range Boiler Co., 607-623 Twenty-fourth street,

Detroit, Michigan.]
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The Editor's Book Table.

THE COTTON YEAR BOOK AND DIARY, 1917, BY S. ECROYD.
Marsden & Co., Limited, Manchester, England. [868 pages, 4 by 6
inches, leather-bound. Price, 2s. 6d., net.l

THIS annual, of which the present volume is the twelfth issue,

contains in compact compass a vast amount of information

regarding the cotton industry in England. A review of

the cotton trade for 1916, the exports and imports, the yields

of cotton crops all over the world, the proiits and losses of Eng-
lish cotton mills, patents, and much statistical information, prop-

erly tabulated. A large part of the book is given over to in-

formation regarding processes and machinery, every detail of

manufacture being explained, with simple illustrations and dia-

grams. A diary is added, with suggestions as to the week's work
in maintaining mill and office efficiency. The book is one which

will be found valuable for reference by all manufacturers of

cotton fabrics.

THE EFFECT OF WARS AND REVOI-UTIOXS ON GOVERNMENT
Securities, E.xternal and Internal. By E. Kerr, Librarian, William
Morris Imbrie & Co., Bankers, New York City. [8vo, i)oards, 131
pages.]

This handsome book for distribution to investors recalls the

principal historical events of ten leading modern nations during

the last century and presents much information about govern-

ment indebtedness, wealth, bond issues and their prices in

tabular form covering periods of 50 to 100 years. These com-

pilations are unique and add much to the interest and value of

the book as a work of reference.

It is pointed out that although wars and revolutions may re-

tard civilization temporarily, they have the immediate effect of

stimulating human thought and endeavor, resulting in a period

of expansion and invention in the defeated as well as the vic-

torious country.

HOW TO BUILD UP FURNACE EFFICIENCY. A HANDBOOK OF
Fuel Economy. By Jos. W. Hays, Chicago, Illinois (16 mo., paper,
154 pages. Price $1, postpaid.)

With fuel costs abnormally high, this book of practical in-

formation by a combustion engineer should find favor with

every firm having a steam power plant. Written in a breezy

vein, the work will prove entertaining as well as informative,

and indicates that all scientific treatises need not be as dry as

dust from a literary standpoint. In the words of the author, the

book consists of five reels, including a few snorts about indus-

trial efficiency and other things, together with an appendix de-

voted to oils, gas, wood refuse and other fuels. The five reels

tell pointedly and in graphic fashion why and how fuel is wasted,

how to spot and stop these wastes, and how to keep them

stopped.

STATISTICS OF MANUFACTURES, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSA-
chusetts. Thirtieth Annual Report. Bureau of Statistics, Boston,
Massachusetts. [Paper, 8vo, 130 pages.]

With boots and shoes the principal industry of the state, it is

not surprising that footwear should lead the rubber industry;

and according to this latest source of official information rubber

footwear was manufactured to the value of $27,414,901 by an

average of 9,274 wage earners in 8 establishments, representing

an invested capital of $23,184,118. Woven belting and hose to

the value of $1,060,686 were produced by an average of 195

operatives in 6 establishments, representing an invested capital

of $1,172,515. Miscellaneous rubber goods amounted to $25,-

805,175, and were the product of an average of 5,078 wage
earners in 36 factories, representing an invested capital of $20,-

106,498. Each classification showed a big increase over the

preceding year, the largest, that of footwear, being $3,626,113.

THE LAW OF PATENTS FOR DESIGNS. BY WILLIAM L.

Symons, LL.M. John Byrne & Co., Washington, D. C. [8vo, 134

pages, buckram binding. Price, $3.]

This important work treats in a simple and concise manner

the practice which obtains in the prosecution of applications for

design patents in the United States Patent Office as shown by

the rules and decisions. Its six chapters are devoted to Design

Patent Statutes; Subject Matter for Design Patent; Invention;

Novelty and Infringement; Applications and Letters Patent;

Procedure in the Patent Office. Design patents are of great

interest to lawyers, manufacturers and others dealing with in-

dustrial development, and this is the only text book on the

subject published since 1889. The history of the design patent

law ; its development, and the present law are fully discussed.

The author is a member of the bar of the District of Columbia,

a lecturer at the Washington College of Law, and an examiner

at the United States Patent Office. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that his book has been cited as an authority in briefs filed

in the Supreme Court of the United States as well as in many
federal courts, and that it has been quoted in decisions rendered

by the Patent Office. Since its publication in 1914, two sup-

plements have been issued reviewing all decisions and Patent

Office rules published on this subject up to October 1, 1916.

PENANG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. REPORT FOR THE Y'EAR
1916. [Cardboard cover, 122 pages, tables.]

In spite of shipping difficulties, those countries in a position

to supply material needed in the great European conflict are

prospering in no inconsiderable measure and Penang, a tin and
rubber exporting center, is no exception. The volume of trade

during the year 1916 shows a marked increase over that for

1915 ; money is plentiful, bankruptcies few and generally un-

important. The new Bangkok-Penang-Kuala Lumpur line by
ndiich railroad communication is established between Siam and
the Malay Peninsula—also plans for developing the part of Prai

—

are further indications of a growth which owes not a little to

the impetus of the war. The question of alienation of land to

foreigners naturally finds a place in the report, and it is grati-

fying to note that although the vast majority of producers in

Malaya are badly infected by the American scare, there are a

few—but a very few, let it be said—who have remained immune
and are able to look at the matter with impartiality.

STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES, 1916.
Thirty-ninth Number. Department of Commerce. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. [Paper, 8vo. 773 pages. Price. 50 cents.]

This annual publication of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce contains the official statistics of the United
States relating to area, natural resources, population, etc.; educa-
tion, agriculture, forestry and fisheries: manufactures and mines;
occupations, labor and wages; internal communication and trans-

portation; mercliant marine and shipping; foreign commerce;
commerce of non-contiguous territory; consumption estimates;

prices; money, banking and insurance; public finance and national

wealth ; army, navy, civil service, pensions, etc. ; statistical record

of the progress of the United States ; commercial, financial and
monetary statistics of the principal countries of the world.

According to the summary of manufactures for the census

year 1914, 49 establishments manufacturing woven and rubber

hose, representing a capital of $27,285,000 and employing 7,394

persons, turned out a product valued at $28,002,000. Rubber
boots and shoes to the value of $53,822,000 were manufactured

by 23 establishments, representing a capital of $46,0S1,0(X) and

employing 20,359 persons. Miscellaneous rubber goods amount-
ing to $223,611,000 were the product of 301 establishments, repre-

senting a capital of $199,183,000 and employing 62,257 persons.
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A table of crude rubber imports from the time of the Civil

War up to the present shows an almost constant gain from

2,125.561 pounds in 1862 to 267,775,557 in 1916, an increase of

over 127 times. The table of average import prices of india rub-

ber and gutta percha* crude per pound from 1892 to 1916 is also

of interest. It gives the price in 1892 as 49.3 cents, and in 1916 as

57.9 cents, but shows the price of 42.9 cents in 1893 to be the

lowest and of 105.8 cents in 1911 to be the highest during the

period.

Exports of domestic manufactures of india rubber of all sorts

have increased from $6,543,735 in 1906 to $35,153,374 in 1916.

Exports of foreign unmanufactured india rubber, gutta percha

and substitutes, however, have fallen off from $5,063,065 in 1912

to $2,929,405 in 1916. although exports of foreign manufactures

of india rubber and gutta percha have increased from $6,746 in

1912 to $39,186 in 1916.

DE GOUVERNEMENT.S - RUBBEROXDERNEMING SLOOTWIJK."
Rapport van den Directeiir van liet Caoutchoucbedrijf bij het Bosch-
wezen in Xederlandsch-Indie. met verkif in Xederland. H. J. van Has-
selt. in^evolge opdracht van Zyne Excelleiitie den Minister van Kolonien
by besluit van 25 October 1915. -Xfd. A3 en B., Xo. 34. [Paper cover,

104 pages.]

"The government is the body least lit to cultivate a doubtful

crop." With this drastic quotation the author commences the

history, present condition and future prospects of the govern-

ment's rubber plantation, "'Slootwijl;." in Surinam, and the

statement is fully borne out by the story of failure that follows

—failure due to ignorance of the most essential points in rub-

ber cultivation, to grave mistakes in management and adminis-

tration. A comparison of the estate as it is after past errors

have been retrieved as far as possible, with government estates

in the East, as well as investigation into the condition of other

crops in Surinam, lead the author to conclude that Hevca plant-

ing in the latter country does not pay and should absolutely

not be encouraged.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

MUCH favorable comment has been elicited by the striking ad-

vertising design entitled "Fisk Tires at the Beginning,"

which appeared on billboards throughout the country during the

month of June. The work of N. C. Wyeth, an American artist of

international fame, this poster depicted stalwart negroes coming

out of South American forests laden with huge baskets of crude

rubber.
* * *

"Bowohoco News" is the name of a very readable four-page

paper published monthly in the interests of the employes of the

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

In addition to the personals of this thriving factory, inspiring

statements regarding the progress of the business are made and

much valuable information to all engaged in rubber manufac-

ture is reported. The staff consists of William F. Wall, editor;

John B. Kelley and Grant L. Wiswell, associate editors.

The Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois, is sending out a strikingly

effective booklet entitled "The Ideal Drive for Textile Machin-

ery." The silent chain drive made by this concern is fully ex-

plained, and a large number of half-tones illustrate the use of

these drives in textile mills. The cover and the borders of the

pages so thoroughly imitate woolen goods as to surprise those

who receive the booklet.
* * *

Advice is made up principally of don'ts and do's, and the

don'ts predominate. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, has issued a set of bulletins for tire users. Each is a

little leaflet, about envelope size, devoted to one particular phase

of tire service. The list comprises "How to Increase Tire Mile-

•India rubber only after 1890.

age." "Proper Inflation Pays," "What to do for Tread Cuts,"

"Fabric Breaks," "How to Avoid Scraped Treads," "Pre.-nature

Tread Wear," "How to Use Chains," "How to Make Inner

Tubes Last Longer," "Rim Cutting," "Chafed Side-Walls" and
"The Way to Maximum Mileage."

« * *

The Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, New York, has issued a

neat little advertising souvenir representing a wire wheel, to

which is fitted a miniature tire of real rubber, bearing the ribbed

tread used by this company. The whole affair is only a little

more than two inches in diameter, and while it may not have
been intended to be used as an eraser, it has proven efficacious

in this particular.

SERvicr-;.-^.,..,,

RliF.LIAI.;

FAULTLESS RUBBER C
MAKERS QF »EaSpVe

RUBBER OOOOS'

FAULTLESS •WEAREVER" ADVERTISING ON BROADWAY.
Tile Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio, manufacturer of

"Wearevcr" rublier goods, has been chosen as representative

in the household
rubber goods field

of the high ideals

for which the Rice

Leaders of the

World .Association

stands.

As an association

member the Fault-

less company will

flash its messages to

the public every
night on the mam-
moth electric sign

erected on the roof

of the Hermitage

Hotel, New York
City. Tliis elaborate

sign occupies one

thousand square feet

of space, and the

display, illuminated

with thousands of

brilliantly colored
electric lamps,
makes a most beau-

tiful picture which

attracts the atten-

tion of over 70,000 persons who pass through this great thor-

oughfare nightly—not only New Yorkers, but thousands of

visitors to the great metropolis.

Those wishing to keep intimately posted ox .^ll subjects

pertaining to American preparedness and participation in the war
will find the pages of "National Defense and the International

Digest" intensely interesting. This attractive monthly magazine

is published by the Writers' Press Association, 304 Madison ave-

nue. New York City, at $1 a year; foreign subscription, $1.50.

It contains many well-illustrated articles by prominent army and

navy officers, eminent engineers and manufacturers, and leading

publicists on timely topics of national and international im-

portance.

A VIVID WORD picture of Akron, Ohio, "the rubber city," as

it was. is and will probably become, detailing the phenomenal

expansion of its titanic industries, depicting its present social

and living conditions, and outlining the gigantic civic problem

confronting its leading men. is entitled "Akron: Standing Room
Only !" by Edward Mott Woolley, the leading article in "Mc-

Clure's Magazine" for July. Seldom has fiction proved more

fascinating than the authenticated facts there presented.
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

MANUFACTURERS SOUGHT FOR WEBBED GLOVE.
To THE Editor of the India Rubber World:
r~\E.\,R SIR—Enclosed you will find photograph of the very
'--^ first webbed glove that I made. The webs are solid piece

witli the rest of

the glove. I

made it on a

plaster p a r i s

mold of my
own design.

I would like

to find someone

to take up man-

ufacturing on a

large scale, as I

already have
large orders
from the big-

gest dry goods

h o uses in the

country to liring

them in to put

on sale. Or I

would make lib-

eral arrange-
ments to manu-
facturers on a

royalty basis
for the whole

United States.

My patent is one of the best and my mold is registered also.

I have the whole market of the world before me.

.\. K. Zawodzski.

2405 E. Allegheny avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. July 22,

1917.

RUBBER CARGOES AND THE SUBMARINE.
To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:

r\EAR SIR—Brazilian rubber and other cargoes destined to

'-^ the United States now enjoy the protection of an Ameri-

can squadron which arrived in Rio de Janeiro early in June to

relieve the British and French patrol of the western hemisphere

and was accorded a hearty welcome by the Brazilian Govern-

ment, the Chamber of Deputies cabling a message of congratu-

lations to the Congress of the United States. This act, together

with the seizure of 46 interned German ships following revoca-

tion of neutrality by Brazil, seems to foreshadow her active co-

operation with the United States in the war.

Already the American navy is making itself felt in the sub-

marine zone where U-boat work is materially weakening. The
arrival of our destroyer flotilla and of allied cruisers released

from American waters has provided more ships, while progress

in the prosecution of the anti-submarine campaign and more
vigorous offensive measures have greatly reduced the list of

sinkings for several weeks past. Naval experts believe the im-

provement is cumulative, and that another "black week" will

not occur. Gun crews of merchant ships are also doing good
service in beating off attacks, and have bagged one or more
U-boats, while the steamship "Mongolia," which fired the first

gun and made the first hit for America in the war, has again

come into the limelight, having exchanged four shots with a

German submarine that fired a torpedo at her on her last pass-

age to London. Neither the liner nor the submarine was hit.

Shortage of ships and consequent high cargo rates have

materially increased the cost of production of rubber goods, but

have by no means become the serious matter that they might.

With the government shipbuilding program well under way, no

serious interruption of the crude rubber supply seems likely,

but should unrestricted submarine warfare really threaten the

American rubber industry leading men in the business may well

jointly turn to Simon Lake for relief. It was he who invented

the submarine and he, if anybody, who can defeat it. The world

no longer laughs at Simon Lake, for he has made good all his

statements and all his prophecies have come true. His state-

ment that the German submarine can be beaten at its own game

of invisibility by submersible cargo boats appeals to every think-

ing man as a last resort that cannot fail, but Lake goes a step

farther and points out certain advantages held by this type of

ship in peace times, thus indicating that the construction of such

vessels may properly be regarded as better than an emergency

investment. The "Deutschland" proved that subsea commerce

is absolutely practicable, but whereas she carried only about 5(X)

tons of merchandise, the huge undersea cargo boats Lake stands

ready to build according to his latest standardized plans are of

5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 tons dead weight carrying capacity, de-

signed not for speed but for safety in operation and utilizing

almost any kind of propelling power most readily obtainable.

Germany is reported to have been planning a fleet of such ."^ub-

mersible merchantmen when the United States entered the w'ar

and our ports were closed to German ships. Now the oppor-

tunity is ours or that of our allies. Narrowing the matter down
to crude rubber imports, England could perhaps profit more by

such ships than America, because at present most of our rubber

reaches us direct from the Far East and absolutely un-

molested. On the other hand, Germany figures that she can

accomplish most by confining her attacks to the congested sea

lanes of the English channel where the maximum of ships may
be sunk with the minimum of effort and time. As a happy

sequel to the death and destruction wrought by the war sub-

marine it would be a satisfaction indeed to have this wonderful

invention rehabilitated for constructive service in peaceful mer-

chant shipping. Onlooker.

Boston, June 28, 1917.

AIR SUPPLY DEVICE FOR RUBBER BOOTS.
To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:

P\EAR SIR—I cannot see why rubber companies do not manu-
'-^ facture something in the way of a pneumatic insole to

keep the feet dry when wearing rubber boots. I made a pair

over 30 years ago and still have this first crude affair. The in-

sole was provided with a fiat rubber bulb at the heel. From the

back of this bulb a tube passed up

beside the ankle to the top of the

boot. From the front of the bulb

there was a flexible tube within the

insole to a point near the toe. The
operation of the sole was this : .A.s

the weight was thrown on the heel

(in the advance step), the heel

acted as an automatic valve and
closed the back tube, at the same
time forcing fresh air out of the

front tubing at the toe. As the per-

pendicular line of bearing was car-

ried forward, and the weight came
upon the ball of the foot, the front

tubing was closed. The pressure on
the bulb then being released, it at once took a fresh supply of
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air from the top of the boot, and so on alternately at every

step, thereby keeping the feet sweet, clean and dry.

All who have worn rubber boots, especially in warm weather,

know the torture they undergo and I would like to see such a

thing put on the market at a reasonable price.

M. C. B.\RDEN.

West Pawlet, Vermont, June 4. 1917.

As far back as 1890 the Hannaford ventilated boot, manufac-
tured in Boston, was on the market. It had an elastic middle
sole with compressible air cells connected witli a tube extending

to the top of the leg. It was similar in action to Mr. Barden's

device, though the pneumatic feature was an integral part of the

boot. We understand Mr. Barden's idea is a separate insole which
can be placed in any of the boots now manufactured. Some years

ago the Commonwealth Shoe & Leather Co., of Boston, Massa-
chusetts, bought out the "Resiha" shoe, which had a ribbed

rubber inner-sole cft'ecting the same purpose, the air intake being

at the breast of the heel. Its manufacture was discontinued

after it had been on the market a few years. Undoubtedly any
effective method of ventilating rubber boots must conduce to the

comfort of the wearer.

—

The Editor.

PFYFFER'S RESILIENT WHEEL WITH
PNEUMATIC HUB.

To THE Editor of The India Rubbkr WHkld;

DEAR SIR—Your good description of my resilient wheel in

the June issue, page 523. leads me to supplement additional

information regarding its operation, which is based upon a new

and thus far not generally admitted principle.

As it was your book "Rubber Tires and Ail About Them,"

which, more than anything else, showed me the right trail, es-

pecially by way of what you said on page 30 about the way in

which a pool of water "receives a solid body thrown into it," I

should like first of all to thank you for this book and then to

take the liberty of submitting the main principle upon which

my invention is based, to your kind personal investigation.

The whole question is whether or not from a given pneumatic

tire, with a given inflation pressure and a given load, or load-

shock, there is a bigger depression obtainable when the tire is

in contact with a convex-shaped rigid member encircling the

tire, than when the tire is in direct contact with the flat road.

My conve.x-shaped member D takes, so to say, the place of

the pebble on the road in relation to the pneumatic tire, or the

place of the "solid body" of your book (page 30) thrown in a

pool of water. Not being able to increase the pool of water, I

practically reduced the size of the solid body by reducing the

size of the bearing part of the member D.

All the many attempts made long ago to obtain a really punc-

ture-proof pneumatically cushioned wheel by putting an inflated

tire somewhere between rim and axle instead of between rim

and road proved to be a failure because no satisfactory resili-

ence was obtained. The fact was always overlooked that the

position of the tire inside of the rim necessarily means an enor-

mous increase of the bearing surface, the encircling rigid mem-

ber always bearing upon one-half of the circumference of the

tire (in length). Now by means of the convex shape of the en-

circling rim I reduce at will the width of the bearing surface.

thereby counterbalancing the increase in length. The result.

as proved by my working model, is a lively cushioning effect not

hitherto obtained from a pneumatic tire placed inside of the

rim.

Repeated tests with my working model have confirmed the

following facts

:

1. A considerably deeper depression is obtained in contact

with the convex-shaped member than the depression obtainable

in direct contact with the flat road.

2. All other factors being the same, the depression is in-

creased in proportion to the reduction of the radius of the rigid

member's convexity.

3. .\ stronger inflation is allowed when the tire is bearing

upon the convex-shaped rim without the increased inflation

pressure, giving such hard riding as would result from the same
inflation in direct contact with the flat road.

4. Given a certain depression of the axle, a much gentler

bend of the tire is obtained in contact with the convex-shaped

encircling rim than the bend obtained in contact with a flat body,

and this is the case in the plane parallel to tke wheel as well

as in the plane rectangular to the wheel.

5. The road shocks operate in my resilient wheel in an en-

tirely different way according to their nature; those which are

strong and persistent enough to overcome the inertia of the

whole rim-section of the wheel being transmitted to and ab-

sorbed by the internal pneumatic tire, while quicker or weaker

shocks are absorbed by the rim parts (solid rubber or other ma-
terial) in contact with the road, eventually spoiling them to a

certain extent. Thus practically all shocks are prevented in one

way or the other from reaching the axle.

These five facts are of far-reaching importance, opening up

an entirely new field for the use of pneumatic tires in well pro-

tected and well supported position somewhere between rim and

axle, be it in addition to the usual pneumatic tire in contact

with the road, when softest resiliency is wanted (twice pneu-

matically cushioned ambulance cars) or in combination with

solid tires or even bare steel rims in contact with the road for

commercial and war vehicles, where unfailing reliance and low

maintenance cost under rough conditions is required. Power
losses such as Professor E. M. Lockwood referred to in The
Indi.\ Rubber World of May, 1917, page 447, as being due to

"flexure at the contact with the road" and to "under-inflation,''

are reduced to the minimum.

Dr. p. de Pfyffer.

New York City, June 5. 1917.

THE OBITUARY RECORD.
AN OLD-TIME RUBBER MAN.

J
TUGH A. NEWELL, for many years connected with prominent

* '• rubber companies in the capacity of superintendent, died at

his home in Reading, Massachausetts, on July 10, aged 72 years.

He was born in Belfast, Ireland,

and came to America when about

22 years old. His first position

was with the Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Massachusetts, in its

coated fabric department, where

he worked for three years, going

from there to the Aetna Rubber

Mills, which were owned by

Clapp, Evans & Co., at Jamaica

Plain, Massachusetts, where rub-

ber boots, clothing and general

molded goods were made. Here

he advanced to foreman under the

superintendence of Wheeler Cable.

After 12 years with the Aetna

Hugh A Newell company, in 1881, the Cable Rub-

ber Co. was formed for the manu-

facture of high-grade rubber clothing and carriage cloth, and

Mr. Newell became its superintendent. After nine years with

this concern he went to the Reading Rubber Manufacturing

Co., Reading, Massachusetts, filling the position of superin-

tendent of that company for 22^ years. His next position

was with the International Rubber Co., West Barrington,

Rhode Island, then a small concern with a single calender, and

which during his five years' connection grew to treble its former

capacity. He retired from active business a few years ago and

returned to Reading, where he had spent so many of his active

years. At his death he was a member of the Baptist Church of

that town.

Mr. Newell was well known in the trade as an able and efiicient
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official for the different concerns with which he was connected.

He is survived by two sons, James, now with the Reading Rub-
ber Manufacturing Co., and Harry K., who was formerly with

the International Rubber Co., and two daughters, his wife having

died seven years ago.

A RAINCOAT MANUFACTURER.
William O. Anderson, president of the L. M. Anderson Co.,

manufacturer of rainproof garments, Trenton, New Jersey,

was drowned in the Delaware and Raritan Canal, which is near

the factory of the company, July 7. It is thought that his mind
became temporarily unbalanced, as he brooded over the auto-

mobile accident of a day or two previous, for which he might
have considered himself responsible, and in which three persons

were severely injured. Tlie deceased was at the head of the

above named company, and was active in its management. He
was 60 years of age at the time of his death. He leaves a

widow, and one son, A. J. Anderson, who is vice-president of

the same manufacturing company.

A POPULAR SALESMAN AND EFFICIENT MANAGER.

John P. Stockton, president of The Globe-Gibraltar Rubber

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, died July 19 at St. Luke's Hospital in that

city, as the result of an automobile accident six days previous.

Mr. Stockton was about 36 years of age, and was a very suc-

cessful tire salesman. He had a large acquaintance in the trade

and gained many friends wherever he traveled. It was through

his genial disposition that he made a success of the Armstrong

Rubber Co., which is now the Globe-Gibraltar company. He was

a lineal descendant of Richard Stockton, a signer of the Declara-

tion of Independence, and of Commodore Stockton, U. S. N.

He leaves a widow and two children.

OFFICIAL OF AN AKRON ESTABLISHMENT.

A. L. Neiswanger, vice-president of the India Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio, was fatally injured in a street car collision in that

city, July 3. He was born and reared in Orrville, Ohio, 40 years

ago. He is survived by a widow, two brothers and a sister.

TRADE-MARK DECISIONS.

A A. Waterman & Co., v. L. E. Waterman Company. A
• history of the litigation regarding the use of the name

"Waterman" by makers of fountain pens would fill several

columns. The latest decisions uiclude that in a suit in the

New York Supreme Court, and in an appeal in the Appellate

Division of the court. The former was instituted by Isaac E.

and William L. Chipman, doing business as A. A. Waterman

& Co., to restrict the L. E. Waterman Co. from interfering with

their rights in the use of the w-ords "A. A. Waterman & Com-
pany" and from bringing any suit for damages or injunction

against any person by reason of the manufacture or sale by

such person of any fountain pen bearing these words. The
Court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, provided, however that

the words "Not connected with the L. E. Waterman Company"

were added to the words "A. A. Waterman & Company." An
appeal was taken by the L. E. Waterman Co. and the Appellate

Division of the Court reversed the above ruling. (Trade-Mark

Bulletin, May 1, 1917.]

Ex P.\RTE. The Miller Rubber Co. The goods sought to be

covered by one registry include virtually everything made of

rubber as, for example, vehicle tires, bathing caps, rubber heels,

rubber tubing, barber's bibs, balloons and rubber sponges

among others. Obviously these could not all be included in any

existing class of goods ; the applicant's virtual proposition is that

a new class of goods could be formed to include everything

made of rubber and it points out certain undoubted hardships

in having to make several registrations at heavy expense. The
convenience of the applicant cannot be paramount to the con-

venience of the public. The applicant does not make rubber,

but various articles of rubber. If the applicant wishes to use

the same mark on tires and on bathing caps, it must make
separate registration ; there is no possible way to avoid it.

[Trade-Mark Bulletin, June 1, 1917.]

Stork Co. vs. Sterling Co. The defendant company applied

for registration for maternity frocks, a design representing

two storks holding a banner bearing the words "La Mere."

The plaintiff filed an opposition as owner of a trade-mark

of the same description except with the name "Stork" in place

of "La Merc, "for waterproof fabrics and articles made there-

from. [Trade-Mark Bulletin, May 1, 1917.]

Ex Parte L. Candee & Co. The trade-mark "Unika" was
refused registration on the ground that it is similar to the

previously registered "Unico" trade-mark for boots and shoes.

This latter trade-mark, however, was registered for leather

boots and shoes, and the decision is that reference be withdrawn
and trade-mark allowed. [Trade-Mark Bulletin, May 1, 1917.]

Boston Rubber Shoe Co. v. Abramowitz. An interference

proceeding where application was made to register the words
"The Hub" with a picture of a hub between them for leather

shoes. Another applied for registration of the word "Hub" as

a trade-mark for shoes with canvas uppers and leather or rub-

ber soles. The latter could show no proof of use except on
tennis shoes with leather insoles and on rubber shoes. Hence
the commissioner decided there could be no interference.

[Trade-Mark Bulletin, May 1, 1917.]

Ex Parte, India Rubber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works,
Limited. The trade-mark "Silver King" for golf balls was re-

jected because of prior registration of the trade-mark "Kin^'
for the same goods. The commissioner held there was no likeli-

hood of confusion, as the word "Silver" is the most prominent
part of the proposed trade-mark and it has a suggestiveness
different from the word "King." [Trade-Mark Bulletin, June
1, 1917.]

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. The Firestone company filed on November 4, 1915,

an application for registration of a trade-mark for rubber tires

and casings for vehicles, originally said to consist in a black
tread and red side walls, but later defined as a circumferential
band of black intermediate between two circumferential bands of
red, disclaiming the picture of the tire itself. The application
was rejected on reference to registration No. 85,434 to the
Goodyear company, dated February 20, 1912, of a central cir-

cumferential band or stripe of blue; but on argument that
rejection was withdrawn. Upon allowance and publication an
opposition was filed by the Goodyear company and sustained,
from which ruling appeal is taken by the Firestone company.

Assistant Commissioner Clay in his argument sustaining the
decision of the Examiner of Trade-Marks, concludes as follows :

"Broadly considered, I think the applicant's mark fails to
come within the proper definition of a trade-mark, and especial-
ly it is not a 'mark by which the goods of the owner of the
mark may be distinguished' in the sense of the Trade-Mark
Act." [Decisions of the Commissioner of Patents, May 22, 1917.]

CUSTOM HOUSE DECISION.

Crude Chicle. The Board of General Appraisers sustained
the protest of Schutte, Bunemann & Co., New York City, regard-
ing the assessment of duty of 20 cents per pound as refined chicle.

Claim was entered that it was crude chicle and dutiable at IS

cents per pound, in accordance with another provision of the
same paragraph of the tariff act. On the authority of Abstract
39.077 the chicle in question was held dutiable at 15 cents per
pound, under paragraph ,% of tariff act of 1913.
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S. A. E. SUMMER MEETING.

THE suninKT nicciiiig of the Society of Automotive Engi-

neers, held June 25 and 26 at the Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D. C. with headquarters at the New Willard Ho-

tel, was an important one devoted almost exclusively to war

needs. Monday was devoted to the standards committee, sev-

eral divisions of which, including those devoted to aeronautics,

electrical equipment, lighting and starting batteries, reported.

Tuesday's program included the business and professional ses-

sion, with reports of officers and miscellaneous business, dis-

cussion of the reports of the standards committee, and the read-

ing of the following papers

:

Building Submarine Chasers by Standardized Methods, by

Henry R. Sutphen. (Illustrated by motion pictures.)

The Farm Tractor as Related to the Food Problem, by H. L.

Horning. (Illustrated by motion pictures.)

Design and production of Aircraft in War Time, by Wing
Commander I. W. Seddon, of the British Commission.

Classes and Uses of Battleplanes, by Lieut. Amaury do la

Grange, of the French Commission.

Fundamentals of a Successful Kerosene-Burning Tractor En-

gine, by C. E. Sargent.

LESSONS OF THE WAR IN TRUCK DESIGN.

The paper "Lessons of the War in Truck Design," by W. O.

Thomas, was particularly pertinent at this time and offered

many valuable suggestions based on actual war experience,

among which those relating to tires are of interest. He said

:

.-Ml trucks sent from Canada were fitted with demountable
tires on standard S. .\. E. rims. This was decided upon before

the British had adopted the .American pressed-on type with a

view to easy replacement in the field. Two makes were used
in approximately even quantities. On both makes the locking

rings and bolts and nuts were thoroughly vulcanized. Most of

the tires were carefully shipped fitted with wooden center struts

to prevent distortion of the rims. Ample spare tire parts of all

kinds were supplied.

The subsequent use of these tires on the muddy roads in

Flanders showed that they were much more difficult of replace-

ment than the pressed-on type wdiich is now standard on all

British trucks. After the tires had been in use for some time in

the mud they were removed only with the greatest difficulty, and
once the rims had become rusted it was often impossible to re-

move them, even in a tire press. The most effective way was
to take out the remnants of the rubber and to jar and expand
the rims with a sledge hammer.
The tires of the pressed-on type, on the contrary, were easily

applied and removed in a tire press, which was always to be
found at every tire store. Tire presses also were fitted on railway

cars, which were always available at railhead points with a stock

of tires. .-Vs the main function of the motor trucks was to ship

material and supplies from these same railhead points this

method of replacement w'as a very simple matter.

Spare wheels with tires applied were always available at more
advanced points, but these were necessary in any case to .guard

against the breakage of wheels and were easily used if there

should bo an emergency case of tire trouble in the field. Tires

were almost universally pressed on with burlap strips. This
was at first criticised, but it did not appear to cause any trouble,

as with the general muddy condition it probably aided in the

quick rusting on of the tire.

The standardization of the pressed-on type of tire on S. A. E.

rims cannot be too strongly recommended. I am satisfied that

the demountable type will be found wanting in war service in

France.
ADVANTAGE OF SINGLE TIRES.

It is advisable to limit the number of sizes of tires to as few as

possible. It is possible to use 5-inch for front wheels of all

trucks, because the smaller trucks are naturally faster moving
and the additional speed will easily make the wear even. In

France a great many of the trucks are used with 5-inch dual tires

on rear w^heels. These developed serious troubles on account of

the load often being concentrated on one of the tires only. On
the granite block roads a projecting block on a damaged road
would often cut out a large section of one of the tires. On
heavily cambered roads the weights would concentrate on the

inside tires. I am convinced that the wider-section single tires

on rear wheels suffered less damage from these causes than the

dual tires. I believe that tires with a slightly convex tread give

better service than absolutely flat-tread tires. Many of the tires

sent from .America to b'rancc appeared to be over-cured. In
general tlicy were harder and more liable to crumble tlian the
F.nro|)ean tires. On tlie other liand. many of more resilient tires

gave troul)le near the liase and became detached from the steel

ring.

TIKE AND RIM RECO.MME.VDATIONS APPROVED.

The carrying capacities and inflation pressures of pneumatic

tires recommended by the Tire and Rim Division, as published

on page 579 of our July issue, were approved by the Society.

THE JOl'RXAL Of THE S. A. E.

"The S. A. E. Bulletin," published for several years past, has

been discontinued and replaced by "The Journal of the Society

of Automotive Engineers," printed in the standard technical

size, 9 by 12 inches, and is a credit to the organization.

MOTOR-CVCLE STANDARDIZATION UJJDER WAY.

Another division was added to the standards committee of

the S. A. E. when, at the request of the Ordnance Department,

the members of the Motorcycle and .Mlied Trades Association

joined the S. A. E. to carry its standardization work into the

motor-cycle industry.

Motor-cycles for dispatch riders, transporting machine guns

on side cars, and many other purposes are playing a conspicuous

part in the war, and the need for standardization of detail di-

mensions of parts has constantly been becoming more obvious.

.\ study is now in progress looking toward the formulation of a

standard set of specifications to be used in the purchase of mili-

tary motor-cycles. Typical machines are being e.xamined and

sub-committees have been appointed to report on the parts that

can be standardized.

At a meeting of the temporary motor-cycle division of the

standards committee on June 28 it was decided to standardize

tires, rims, spokes, headlamp mountings and supports, chains,

throttle control, clutch and brake pedals. Other items may be

standardized at an early date. It was decided that both the

front and rear wheels of the motor-cycle and the wheels of the

side and rear car are to be alike and to carry the same rims and
size and type of tire. Tire and rim specifications follow:

Tires. .-Ml tires of military motor-cycles, side cars and rear

cars are to be of the clincher type, 28 by 3 inches in dimension.

Rims. All rims for military motor-cycles are to be made for

28 by 3 inch clincher tires and have the standard cc, with forty

spoke holes, 17/64 inch in diameter, suitable for % inch spokes.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

THE program of the meeting of the .American Chemical So-

ciety, to be held at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, Massachusetts, September 10 to 13, will include a gen-

eral conference on "Chemistry in Warfare," opened by William

H. Nichols, chairman Committee on Chemicals, Council of Na-

tional Defense, and Marston J. Bogert. chairman Chemistry

Committee National Research Council.

At the divisional meetings there will be conferences on "The
Supply of Organic Chemicals for Research During the War"
and "The Industrial Chemist in War Time."

The special committee appointed to lay definite recommenda-

tions before the Federal authorities that chemists be used for

chemical service during the war, finds that the government has

decided against any general class exemption. It is therefore

recommended that chemists who may he drafted present facts

of their education, experience and employment to local boards,

with the request that they be allow-ed to continue at their present

work, or in default of this, be detailed to serve as chemists in

the military branch of the government.

The purpose of this recommendation is to put into the pos-

session of the government authorities all the facts necessary for

it to decide exactly for what service a given man is most fitted.;

„,_.JifriH!
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

nSK BUYS THE GIBNEY TIRE.

ON July 9 the United States District Court of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, authorized the receiver, Henry C. Thompson,

Jr., to consummate the offer of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chi-

copee Falls, Massachusetts, for the plant and all the assets of the

Gibney Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania. The

purchase price is about $410,000, subject to such adjustments as

may occur by reason of the closing of the books on July 9.

The Gibney solid tire has a reputation and trade name of con-

siderable value, but the company lacked adequate capital in an

enterprise requiring large amounts of money, and unwise pur-

chases of crude rubber during a war-bror.^ht rubber trade

flurry had further weakened its financial standing. In pur-

chasing this property, the Fisk company assures the finan-

cial stability of the business and acquires a trade name
and volume of production that will prove of distinct ad-

vantage in developing the sale of its own solid tires. Hence-

forth the Gibney tires will be manufactured on a much
larger scale than in the past, a triple or even quadruple produc-

tion being promised to consumers and the trade. The big Fisk

solid tire unit at Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, will also be

put into operation as soon as possible. It is designed to have

an output of 2,000 tires a day, making it one of the largest solid

tire departments in the country.

Fortunately, the Gibney service stations in a number of cities,

including New York City and Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, do not

conflict with the Fisk branch system, and they will be retained

practically intact, as will the Gibney organization, except that

James G. and John Gibney have resigned. The increased output,

however, will be marketed not only by the Gibney system, but

by the more than 125 sales branches of the Fisk company, thus

placing the latter in a stronger position as a distributer of solid

tires.

CARLISLE WANTS A HUBBER FACTORY.

According to the Chamber of Commerce of Carlisle, Pennsyl-

vania, a careful investigation by experts employed by that body

results in a report that Carlisle is one of the best places in the

country in which to locate a rubber factory, because of its loca-

tion and railroad connections, its very dry atmosphere and its

excellent water supply. Following this report, the Chamber of

Commerce is endeavoring to induce some live, active rubber

concern to locate there, and is ready to ofifer free factory site,

low cost electric power, and financial assistance if necessary, to

such a concern. Moreover, it is stated that there are many men
living in Carlisle who are skilled in rubber working, having been

employed at one time or another in rubber factories.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE QUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-
facturing companies on July 25 are furnished by John Burnham
& Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La Salle

street, Chicago, Illinois.

Bid. Asked.
Ajax Rubber Co. (new) 66J^ 7^
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common 118 21
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 103 6
The ft. F. Goodrich Co., common 49 50
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 104 6'A
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 197 201
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 105 7
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., common 46 7^
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., preferred 88 95
Miller Rubber Co., common 175 85
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 102 4
Portage Rubber Co 150 54
Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 59 65
United States Rubber Co., common 60'A 60?^
United States Rubber Co.. preferred 105 108

SOMERSET RUBBER RECLAIMING WORKS.

One of the busy spots in the rubber industry of New Jersey

is the factory of the Somerset Rubber Reclaiming Works at

New Brunswick, shown in the accompanying illustration. The
plant is running day and night with orders enough for some time

to come, many of them for special reclaimed stocks to go into

government work for the rubberizing trade. The present capacity

Somerset Rubber Recl.mmin-c Works PL.^NT

averages about one car of reclaimed rubber a day. New ma-
chinery is gradually being added, however, and new buildings

are being erected. The laboratory is already one of the most
complete of its kind, equipped with machinery of many sorts

and supplemented by an analytical department.

Negotiations are in progress for the purchase of properties

for the housing of employes, and a new lunch room is in

course of construction near the factory to provide restful accom-
modations where the men can eat their own lunch while a

Victrola is being played. Additional shower baths are being

installed, which are much appreciated.

OPEN BRANCH OFFICES.

Stresen-Reuter & Hancock, Inc., dealers in colors and chem-
icals, Chicago, Illinois, have opened offices at 292 Pearl street,

New York City. 418 New Market street, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, and 82 Richmond street. East, Toronto, Canada.

Stocks will be carried at these branches, as at the Cleveland,

Ohio, branch of this concern.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Boston Belting Co. paid a quarterly dividend of $2 per

share on July 2 to stockholders of record June 21.

The Eagle-Picher Lead Co. paid a quarterly dividend of 1J4

per cent on preferred stock on July 16 to stockholders of rec-

ord July 5.

The board of directors of the LTnited States Rubber Co. has

declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent on first preferred

stock, payable July 31, to stockholders of record July 20.

The Kelly-Springfield Tire Co. has declared a quarterly divi-

dend of $1 per share on common stock, payable August 1 to

stockholders of record July 16.

The Portage Rubber Co. has declared a quarterly dividend of

3 per cent on common stock, payable August 15 to stockholders

of record August 5. This dividend raises the stock from a

10 to a 12 per cent basis.
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UNITED STATES RUBBER CO. PROMOTIONS.

t)n July 2 an announcement was sent out l)y the United

States Rubber Co.. New York City, stating that W. E. Barker

had resigned as manager of sales of the footwear division in

order to take up other important duties for the company. The

following changes were also announced in the footwear division

:

George H. Mayo is appointed manager of sales of this division

of tlie company's activities. Charles W. Barnes becomes general

selling agent, and R. F. Spencer is now manager of credits.

Mr. Barker has been connected with the rubber trade during

his entire business life, starting with Charles M. Clapp & Co.,

Boston. Massachusetts, in 18.S2, and advancing steadily to the

position of manager of sales. In 1889 he became selling agent

for the Para Rubber Shoe Co., Boston. Three years later he

organized the Enterprise Rubber Co.. Boston, and for over 20

years was its president. When the office of merchandise manager

of branch stores was created by the United States Rubber Co.

in 1S09 he was the first to fill that position. Four years later

Mr. Barker was appointed to the office of manager of sales when

that position was made vacant by the death of E. R. Rice. It is

from this position that Mr. Barker has just resigned to take

up other duties for the company. Tliat he is fully equipped for

any service to which he may lie called is evidenced by this brief

sketch of his experience in the rubl)er business.

George H. Mayo, who succeeds Mr. Barker as manager, though

a younger man, can boast of nearly a quarter century in the

work to do, his immediately previous position being assistant to

manager of sales, from which he has just been called to the

office of general selling agent of the footwear division.

Richard V. .Spencer's business life has always been asso-

ciated with merchandising. Starting in a general store in 1867,

he secured a position nine years later in the wholesale dry

goods house of Crow, Hargadine & Co., St. Louis, Missouri. In

1S81 he joined the force of Hamilton, Brown & Co., wholesale

shoes and rubbers, St. Louis, and in 1888 was elected secretary

and treasurer of the Hamilton- Brown Shoe Co., resigning from

that position in 1910 to go with the United States Rubber Co.

as comptroller, which office was a stepi)ing stone to his new
position.

NEW U. S. EUEEEH COATED FABRIC FACrCItY.

Tile United States Ruliber Co., N'ew York City, has taken

over the plant of the Milford Straw Hat Works, at Milford,

Connecticut, for the manufacture of coated fabrics, and articles

made therefrom. The company has been making a variety of

these fabrics, some so closely resembling leather that they are

being used extensively for automobile tops and upholstery work.

The new factory is now being equipped with mills, spreaders,

vulcanizers. etc., and also with machinery and appliances for

the manufacture of traveling bags of this new fabric. It is

contemplated that the company will also make liere army
blankets, ponchos and other equipment for the United States

Government. The factory has a floor area of nearly 75,000

\\iLLi.\ii E. B.\RKER. Geo. H. M.a,vo.

Offici.xls Recexti.v Promoted in Footw

rnblier footwear business. Starting at tlie age of 19 in the

wholesale house of Wm. H. Mayo & Co., of which his father

was the head, he became a junior partner five \ears later, just

about the time when this firm discontinued its leather footwear

business and devoted its entire attention to the sales of the

imperfect and out-of-date goods of the United States Rubber

Co. He succeeded Mr. Barker as merchandise manager of

branch stores in 1913. and following closely, he now succeeds

him as mana.ger of sales. His steady, upward climb is the best

proof of his fitness for his new position.

Charles W. Barnes has been connected with the United States

Rubber Co. interests throughout his entire business life. On
bis graduation from the English High School of his native city,

Boston, in 1885, he entered the employ of the American Rubber

Co., then an independent company. When this company became

a part of the United States Rubber Co., in 1893, he took an

important position in the Boston office, giving special attention

to the goods made at the American factory. Ten years later

he was called to the New York office, where he has had special

Ch-\rles W. B.\r.ves I!r;H.\RD T, Spencer.

E.'^R Division, United St.\tes Rubber Co.

square feet, and there is cnoiigh adjacent land to allow expan-

sion. About 400 to 500 hands will be employed, the work to

be under the supervision of the Goodyear's Metallic Rubber

Shoe Co.. Xaugatuck,' Connecticut. J, Wallace Harney, formerly

with the L. Candee & Co.. New Haven, Connecticut, is the local

superintendent of the new factory.

GLOBE RUBBER TIRE M.^NUFACTURING CO.

J. B. Linerd. general sales manager of the Globe Rubber Tire

Manufacturing Co.. New York City, is planning an intensive

national sales campaign f.ir its hand-made tires. The plant at

Trenton. New Jersey, was originally a part of the United &
Globe Rubber Manufacturing Cos. of Trenton. New Jersey, but

was purchased in its entirety by the Globe Rubber Tire Manu-
facturing Co., and since has been entirely independent of and

has no connection whatever with the former company. Harry

B. James was elected president. Henry L. Joyce, vice-president,

and J. P. Hall, secretary and treasurer. The executive offices

are at 1851 Broadwav.
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PACKING PLANTATION RUBBER.

D ESPONDING to the activities of the Rubber Association of
*^ America, which placed the data and suggestions it had
gathered regarding improved packing of plantation rubber at the

disposal of the Rubber Growers' Association in London, the lat-

ter body has issued a circular to its memljcrs drawing particular

attention to the following points

:

Three-Ply Cases. It is evident that three-ply cases are the

most suitable for carrying rubber, provided they are assembled

and closed strictly in accordance with the makers' instructions.

Estate managers appear to think that the patent fasteners pro-

vided by the makers are not sufficiently strong and that nails

must be driven in after the cases are closed in order to ensure

safety of the contents. This is wrong and is responsible for

serious complaints of bad-outturn, particularly when the rubber

has to be opened up for inspection in London and/or New York
before being sent ort to the manufacturers.

MoMi Cases. Well-seasoned Momi cases, if properly hooped,

appear to be satisfactory, but they do not stand transhipment

well unless fully s-,s-inch thick after being planed (.}4-inch be-

fore planing). The importance of using only cases which are suf-

ficiently strong and well put together to ensure safe arrival of

the contents does not appear to be sufficiently appreciated, and

members are advised to pay whatever additional cost is neces-

sary in order to secure packages that conform to requirements.

Chips and Splinters. All the manufacturers concur in com-

plaining of chips and splinters getting into the rubber. Estate

managers realize how important it is to clean the inside of the

cases thoroughly before packing, but after the rubber is packed

it apparently contracts until there is a certain amount of play

inside the case, which results in splinters and particles of wood
fraying off during transit and becoming embedded in the rub-

ber. These are verj' difficult to remove. '

It is essential that the rubber should be spread evenly quite

close to the sides of the case, which should contain as much
rubber as can be packed without undue pressure. A suggestion

made by several .\merican manufacturers is that the cases

should be lined with cheesecloth or jackinette. The cost is about

iid. per pound of rubber. This expedition is now under trial.

Marking., Cases should be clearly marked : "Stow Away from

Boilers."

After having been advised by members of the .American rub-

ber trade if crude rubber arriving from British possessions shows

any improvement in packing and condition on arrival as a result

of these suggestions, the Rubber Association of America pur-

poses to communicate again with the Rubber Growers' Association,

outlining to them the opinions of American manufacturers anfl

importers in regard to the efforts thus far made to improve

methods of packing and shipment.

CRUDE RUBBER RATES ATTACKED.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio, and others

have filed a case with the Interstate Commerce Commission

against the Akron, Canton and Youngstown Railroad and others,

alleging that the defendants exact second-class rates on less-

than-carload shipments of crude rubber from New York City,

and the Commission is asked to prescribe for the future the

third-class rate on less-than-carload shipments, and fourth-class

rate, with a minimum of 36,000 pounds per car, on carload ship-

ments. Similar allegations are made by the Kelly-Springfield

Tire Co.. Cumberland, Maryland, and the Batavia Rubber Co.,

Batavia. New York, additional points of destination mentioned

being Wooster, Ohio ; Buffalo, New York, and Cumberland,

Maryland, and in another case the La Crosse Rubber Co., La

Crosse, Wisconsin, attacks the classification ratings on crude

rubber from New York City and other points in official classi-
'

fication territory to La Crosse. These cases have not yet been

assigned for hearings.

PERSONAL mention,

Paul Luce, Buffalo, New York, salesman for the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts, and
Miss Jennie Campbell, formerly in the office department of the

same company, were married July 16 and will reside in Buffalo.

Before entering the sales department some years ago, Mr. Luce
was foreman of the rubber belt department at the Cambridge
factory.

Ralph Starr Butler, professor of advertising and marketing at

New York University, has been appointed to the development
department of the United States Rubber Co., New York City,

to gather and collate data on market conditions. This work
was formerly handled by Ralph Nystrom, now with the Hearst
forces.

Charles F. Pichon, salesman in the Detroit branch of the

United States Rubber Co., has been elected Grand Counselor
of the United Commercial Travelers of Indiana. He is the
youngest man who has ever gone through the different offices

of the Grand Lodge of that state. He has been a traveling
salesman for IS years.

T. W. McNeil, of the Dayton Rubljer Manufacturing Co., Day-
ton, Ohio, has been selected as one of the 12 members of the
board of governors for the new Community Country Club.

F. H. D. Kop, manager of the David Birnie Co., rublier, to-

bacco and coffee exporters of Java, has been visiting this country
for the purpose of interesting rubber manufacturers in his prod-
uct. Mr. Kop states that Java's present output of rubber is

320,000 tons a year. He also says that rubber formerly exported
to Rotterdam and London will hereafter be shipped to America
through San Francisco.

Arthur W. Stedman, manager of Hagemeyer Trading Co.'s

crude rubber department, recently suffered a painful and what
might have been a serious injury to his leg while playing golf.

His many friends in the trade will be glad to know that he is

on the road to recovery and attending to business as usual.

L. A. Duffy, of the Hagemeyer Trading Co., 17 Battery Place,

New York City, crude rubber dealer, returned last month from
a successful business trip that included Para, Manaos and Ceara.

Robert Allan, manager of the Para branch of the London &
Brazilian Bank and well known in the Amazon rubber trade,

arrived in New York City last month.

George L. Haenn, of Baltimore, Maryland, has been appointed

to represent J. Early Wood. Inc., manufacturer and exporter of

chemicals, in that vicinity.

Ralph Croft, crude rubber broker, New York City, has re-

moved his offices from 12 Bridge street to 72 Trinity Place.

Clarence B. Clark, chemist of the Somerset Rubber Reclaim-
ing Works, New Brunswick, New Jersey, was in attendance at

the convention of the American Society for Testing Materials

held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, during the last week of June
at the Hotel Traymore.

Edward Hutchins, for the past si.x years supervising engineer

for the Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee. Wis- J

consin, has opened engineering offices in that city at 866 Supe- '

rior street. He will specialize in the design and construction of

rubber manufacturing and power plants, furnishing complete

plans and specifications for the buildings and equipment, includ-

ing machinery layouts for the most economical and systematic

handling of the raw materials and the finished products. In

experience. Mr. Hutchins is amply qualified, having been con-

nected with Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., engineers. New
York City, for 13 years in the construction of various types of

manufacturing and power plants and; later, construction engi-

neer in charge of rebuilding the G. & J. Tire Co.'s plant at

Indianapolis, Indiana.
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TRADE NEWS NOTES.

W. H. Salisbury & Co., Inc., Chicago, Illinois, the oldest

leather belting and general mechanical rubber goods house in

the Middle West, has moved to more spacious quarters at 308-

310 West Madison street.

The Hope Webbing Co. was recently incorporated in Massa-

chusetts to take over the business of the Rhode Island corpora-

tion of the same name, having an extensive plant at Pawtucket,

Rhode Island, where are manufactured tire tapes, elastic web-

bing, trunk straps, belting and narrow fabrics. The officers are

Joseph B. Mclntyre, president; Charles O. Horton, vice-presi-

dent and general manager ; Charles C. Marshall, treasurer

;

Attmore A. Tucker, secretary. Hayden, Stone & Co., New York

City, is handling the 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock of

the company.

A three-story brick building. 40 by 85 feet, is being erected by

the H. O. Canfield Co.. Bridgeport, Connecticut, manufacturer

of mechanical rubber goods, to take care of its natural increase

in business.

The L. A. Dreyfus Co., manufacturer of rubber specialties,

Rosebank, Staten Island, New York, has increased its capital

stock from $100,000 to $1,000,000.

The Massillon Rubber Co., Massillon, Ohio has increased its

capital stock from $25,000 to $60,000 and is erecting a two-

story brick building, 50 by 50 feet, to care for increased busi-

ness in surgeon's gloves, druggists' sundries and toy balloons.

The Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin, is completing a

300-foot ell on a recently erected six-story building in its

plant, this addition increasing the capacity of the mechanical

goods department about 40 per cent and that of the tire

department about 30 per cent. New equipment has been ordered.

The Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wisconsin, is installing

a 1,000-horsepower boiler plant consisting of the most modern

type of water-tube boilers and stokers, including a 175-foot

brick stack and a coal-handling apparatus. Edward Hutchins

is the construction engineer.

The natatorium at Kitchener, Ontario, built and furnished

by President Reider of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.,

Limited, was officially opened Saturday, July 21. Expert swim-

mers and divers gave exhibitions during the day and evening.

The Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., manufacturer of rubber

machinery, Buffalo, New York, will build a new pattern shop

on Fillmore avenue.

The Warren Rubber Co., Warren, Ohio, has increased its

capital stock from $80,000 to $100,000, in order to finance a

steadily increasing business.

The National Surety Co. recently executed a schedule bond
for the United States Rubber Co. for $5,613,000, which guaran-

tees the honesty of approximately 2,700 of the company's em-
ployes both in this country and abroad.

The C. H. Gray Rubber Co., Dallas, Texas, selling agent for

Hood tires, has moved its retail store into larger quarters in

the Masonic building at Main and Pearl streets, where a thor-

oughly up-to-date service station is maintained with ten emer-

gency cars at the call of customers day and night. This service

and tire changes are absolutely free. The wholesale store of

this company is located at 1926 Main street.

The La Crosse Rubber Mills Co., of La Crosse, Wisconsin, re-

cently made a record shipment, 995 cases of rubber shoes weigh-

ing 26,000 pounds.

The Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Co., Kansas City, Missouri,

has just completed a fine service station, at a cost of $50,000,

at McGee Road and 27th street, about half way between the

residential district and the shopping section. Around this is an
L-shaped open garage, which has been most advantageous for

the tire service business, better than the old method of having

car owners stop along the curbing. The company also main-
tains a road service, consisting of 11 Ford cars, each of which

carries a stock of tires in assorted sizes, tubes, patches, etc.

An increase of 59 per cent in sales and 61 per cent in earn-

ings for the six months ended June 30, as compared with the

corresponding period of 1916, is shown by the Ajax Rubber Co.,

Inc., New York City. Net earnings were $1,257,461.

The business of the Indiana Rubber &• Insulated Wire Co.,

Jonesboro, Indiana, has so expanded as to make a radical in-

crease in floor space necessary. This company has always been

one of the uniformly successful concerns of the industry.

CAPTAIN APPLETON, SECOND.

pRANCIS H. APPLETON, JR., son of Captain Francis H.
Appleton of Boston, is himself a captain, having received his

commission from Governor McCall. His command consists of

71 men all mustered in a

part of the 67th of the

-Massachusetts State

• hiards. Young Captain

.\ppleton has had consid-

erable military training.

He is a member of the

Ancient and Honorable
.\rtillery Co. of Boston,

acting as Flanker for the

commander. In the rub-

ber trade his activities are

well known in connection

with various committees
of the Rubber Association.

He is also factory man-
ager and treasurer for F.

H. Appleton & Son, re-

claimers, Boston and
Franklin, Massachusetts.

Of the same company
\\illiam S. Goodwin, first

lieutenant, Fred L. Tufts,

corporal and three pri-

vates are also members of

tlie Appleton force at the

Franklin factory, and
Lloyd E. Appleton, the

secretary of the corpora-

tion, is a member of the

/~ IT TT \ T Home Defense companyCaptain Francis H. Appleton, Jr.
v v o^ ^u,,,i,anj

at Rve, New York.

HAWKEYE COMPANY EXPANDS.

The Hawkeye Tire & Rubber Co., Des Moines, Iowa, has

added two Southwark heaters to its equipment, which will en-

able the company to increase its output to 600 tires a day, its

previous quota being about 187 tires and 215 tubes.

It was the intention of this company to do only a local business

and supply the various stockholder-dealers throughout the

State of Iowa. However, it has been decided by the board of

directors to increase the output and enter other territory for

the distribution of its tires. Its first outside connection is with

the Kissey Auto Supply Co., of Los Angeles, California.

PROBABLE MERGER OF REPUBLIC AND KNIGHT TIRE INTERESTS.

The controlling interest in the Knight Tire & Rubber Co.,

Canton, Ohio, has been acquired for the Republic Rubber Co.,

Youngstown, Ohio. It is understood that the "Knight" and

"Blackstone" tires will be continued, and that a portion of the

factory, after enlargement, will be devoted to the construction

of Republic tires. Probably a new corporation will be formed,

with a capital stock of $20,000,OtX). to acquire both plants, and

make extensive additions and improvements.
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NEW INCOHPORATIONS.

Allied Rubber & Mica Co., The, January 13 (Ohio), $25,000.

F. E. Driffield (president and manager) ; Charles A. Driffield

(vice-president and treasurer)
; Charles Olds and Mrs. F. E.

Driffield, both directors. Warerooms, store and offices are located

at 1430 West Third street, Cleveland, Ohio. To job mechanical

rubber goods and electrical insulation, in the states of Ohio,

Michigan, New York, West Virginia and Peimsylvania.

Ambrose Braid Co., Inc., July 14 (New York), $1,000. Hen-
rietta Johnson, 300 E. Fifth street; Joseph Buhl, 1351 Gates

avenue, and Chris Dalury, 801 Broadway—all in Brooklyn, New
York. To manufacture elastic webs, etc.

Berkshire Rubber Co. of New York, Inc., The, July 9 (New
York) $10,000. Albert Wurts, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Burk-

hardt Wurts, 260 Central avenue, and Thomas D. McMurray,
292 Central avenue—both in Albany, New York. To manufac-

ture rubber goods, etc.

Continental Plantation Co., July 16 (Delaware), $1,000,000.

M. L. Gatchell, L. A. Irwin, Harry W. Davis—all of Wilmington,

Delaware. Principal office in the State of Delaware is with the

Registrar and Transfer Co., 900 Market street, Wilmington,

Delaware. To explore for, manufacture and deal in gum,
caoutchouc, gutta percha, etc.

Cooper Garage & Vulcanizing Works,, Inc., June 26 (New
York), $10,000. A. Stuart Cooper and Florence Cooper—both

95 Spaulding avenue, and Alfred Scrimshaw, 127 Spaulding ave-

nue—all in Buffalo, New Y'ork.

Davenport Vulcanizer Manufacturing Co., April 2, (Iowa),

$25,000. Thomas J. Gillaspy and A. D. Brownlie—both of Daven-

port, Iowa. Principal office, Davenport, Iowa. This company is

the patentee and manufacturer of the Davenport Vulcanizer

and its supplies, and also manufactures chemically treated straw-

board for all makes of vulcanizers ; rubber cement ; raw rubber

patches and semi-cured patches ; always-tite cloth ; back fool-

proof patches; the Gillaspy Sure Shot Manifold Heater and its

supplies and the Davenport Vulcanizer Kit.

Delion Tire & Rubber Co., June 9 (Delaware), $3,500,000.

John F. Neary, Herbert E. Latter, and Herbert H. Ward, Jr.

—

all in Wilmington, Delaware. Principal office in the State of

Delaware is with the Corporation Trust Co. of America, Du
Pont Building, Wilmington, Delaware. To contract for, purchase

and deal in all kinds of rubber, automobiles, automobile parts,

etc.

Demas Armor-Cased Tire Saving Co., July 2 (Delaware),

$200,000. George H. B. Martin, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; J.

Vernon Pimm and S. C. Seymour^both of Camden, New
Jersey. Principal office is with the Corporation Guarantee &
Trust Co.. Ford Building, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufac-

ture and deal in tires, tire casings and shoes for use on automo-

biles operated by power.

Dittenhoefer Tube & Rubber Co., July 16 (Delaware), $1,000.-

000. Arthur W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard and John A. Moore

—all of 65 Cedar street. New York City. Principal office in the

State of Delaware is with the United States Corporation Co.,

311 S. State street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture and

deal in motors, motor parts, tires and tubes of every kind and

description.

Double Mileage Tire Co., The, June 19 (Texas), $5,000. J. N.

Bolton. H. H. Rankin and P. H. Spiller—all of Houston, Texas.

Principal office, Houston, Texas. To purchase and sell goods

necessary in conducting an automobile selling business.

Endurance Tire Sales Co., Inc., June 23 (New York), $10,000.

John Burlinson, 700 W. One Hundred and Seventy-ninth street;

Philip R. Straus. 286 W. Seventieth street, and J. Stuart Elkin—

all in Englewood, New Jersey. To deal in tires.

Erie Tire & Rubber Co.. June 25 (Delaware). $10,000,000. A.

W. Posey, E. G. .Adams, H. Bonsall—all of Wilmingtun, Dela-

ware. Principal office in the State of Delaware is with the

American Guaranty and Trust Co.. 206 W. Ninth street, Wil-

mington, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in automobile

tires and all kinds of rubber goods.

Ganter Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., The, July 9 (New York),

$2,000. William J. Breslin, 850 W. One Hundred and Seventy-

ninth street, New York City; Edward J. Ganter and William

V. Kiefer—both 251 S. Broadway, Yonkers, New York.

Goodyear Waterproof Co., The, June 22 (New York), $5,000.

Barney Kimmel and .\braham Newman—both of 821 Broadway,
and Alexander Weidman, 134 Eldridge street—all in New York
City. Rubber apparel, etc.

Gregrea Manufacturing Co., Inc., June 26 (New York), $100,-

000. Andrew F. Rea, Toronto, Canada; F. Hammett Gregory,

320 Broadway, and Walter A. Van Ness, 220 Broadway—both

in New York City. To manufacture rubber and rubber-like

products.

Harvey Tire & Rubber Co., June 30 (Maine), $1,000,000. The
directors are: George S. Soule (president), A. B. Farnham
(treasurer), P. B. Drew and T. L. Croteau—all of Portland,

Maine. To engage in the manufacture of tires and rubber goods.

International Life Suit Corporation, June 30 (New York),
$3,000,000. Oscar A. Youngren, 11 Broadway; Louis F. Bruen,
330 West End avenue—both in New York City, and James A.

Watt, 229 Elm street, .Richmond Hill, Long Island. Principal

office. New York City. To manufacture rubber life suits.

International Resilient Tire Co., June 18 (Delaware), $500,-

000. F. R. Hansell, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; J. Vernon Pimm
and S. C. Seymour—both of Camden, New Jersey. Principal

office in the State of Delaware is with the Corporation Guarantee
and Trust Co., 927 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To
manufacture and deal in all kinds of tires, pneumatic airless,

wheels and rims for automobiles, etc.

National Rubber Sales Co., July 5 (Indiana), $25,000. Elmer
S. White, David R. Ulmer, Etliel M. White and Blanche A.
Ulmer—all of Terre Haute, Indiana. Principal office. Terre
Haute, Indiana. To buy, cover, recover and repair automobile,

motor-cycle and bicycle tires and to buy and sell auto accessories.

National Synthetic Rubber & Tire Co., July 17 (Delaware),

$1,000,000. Arthur W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard and John A.
Moore— all of 65 Cedar street. New York City. Principal office

in the State of Delaware is with the United States Corporation
Co., Dover, Delaware. To manufacture and deal in all kinds
of motors, engines, machines, etc.

Nebraska Tire & Rubber Co. of Omaha, The, July 2 (Ne-
braska), $500,000. E. G. Wolfe, G. C. Peironet, C. E. Niswonger,
William A. Graham, Irving F. Baxter and G. W. Toman. To
manufacture and sell automobile tires, tubes, casings and ac-

cessories.

Old Hickory Tire Co., June 26 (Delaware), $500,000. Charles
H. Joiies, W. I. N. Lofland, George W. Morgan—all of Dover,
Delaware. Principal office in the State of Delaware is with the

Capital Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manu-
facture tires, etc.

Pittsburgh Rubber Tire Manufacturing Co., July 9 (Delaware),
$1,000,000. Wilber A. McCoy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Charles

H. Jones, and W. L N. Lofland—both of Dover, Delaware.
Principal office in the State of Delaware is with the Capital

Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manufacture, buy,

sell and deal in automobile tires for automobiles, motor trucks

and motor vehicles of any kind and description.

Seneca Rubber Co., Inc., July 18 (New York), $50,000. Her-
bert T. .Auerbach, 854 Main street; Harold A. Forbes, 241 Mary-
land street, and Lillian B. Dietz, 40 Laurel street—all in Buffalo,

New York. To manufacture rubber products.

S. & S. Rubber Co., Inc., June 30 (New York), $5,000. William •

Reidfeld, G. A. Cymberg and Leo Kraus—all of 299 Broadway,
New York City. To manufacture rubber products.

Standard .'\sphalt & Refining Co., June 30 (Delaware), $5,-

000,000. James M. Satterfield, L. B. Phillips and J. B. Bailey—all

of Dover, Delaware. Principal office in the State of Delaware
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is with James M. Satterfield, Esq., Dover, Delaware. To buy,

sell and develop all kinds and grades of gas, petroleum, etc.

Tennessee Tire & Supply Co., June 18, (Tennessee) $10.(KK).

C. \V. Parker, A. C. Malian, Lee M. Ross, W. L. Smith and

J. J. Bryant. Principal office, 400 N. Gay street, Knoxville,

Tennessee. To handle a general retail business of auto sup-

plies, tires, etc.

Tire Outlet Co., Inc., July 12 (New York), $1,000. Sydney

Bernheim. 35 Nassau street. New York City: Catherine A. VVel-

don, 591 Seventh street, and Harry H. Jacobson, 55 Grand street

—both in Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture tires.

Union Rubber Co., July 7 (New Jersey), $35,000. Oswald
Nitschke, .*\shwood avenue, John Hiller, Jr., Twenty-rirst street;

Willima Pettit, Twenty-second street; Frederick Kautz, Twenty-
second street—all in Kenilworth, New Jersey. Principal office.

Michigan avenue and Boulevard, Kenilworth, New Jersey. To
manufacture rubber products.

Michigan, uhich will iiialilc tlu- new president to keep in close

touch \\ itli tlic manufacturing end of this corporation.

MUNGER WINS RIM DECISION.

'T'HE suit of Louis de F. Munger against the Perlman Rim
^ Corporation for infringement of the Munger Rim Patent

No. 638,588 of December S, 1899, has been decided in favor of

the plaintiflf by Judge Manton, who directed the defendant to

account before a master that the plaintiff may recover a reason-

able royalty under the rule established in Dowagiac Manufac-

turing Co. V. LInion Plow Co. The vahdity of the Perlman

patent is not affected by the decision. The defendant will ap-

peal the suit.

In the opinion of Judge Manton, the Munger patent and Perl-

man rim alike employ a wedge to secure a tire-carrying rim

under tension on a motor car wheel so that the rim shall hug

the wheel tightly and be held firmly in position while at the

same time it can be detached readily by freeing the wedge sur-

face. The Munger patent, however, antedates Perlman's claims.

It is understood that damages, estimated on a basis of reason-

able royalt\% as stated by Judge Manton, may be recoverable

against other rim manufacturers for a period of about 5H years

preceding the expiration of the Munger patent on December 5,

1916. Munger claims that nearly 20 companies have manufactured

about 5.000,000 rims infringing his patent, and will probably

insist on $1.50 a set, Perlman's own valuation placed on Stand-

well rims, as the proper figure.

The Munger rim patent was issued in 1899 to the International

Wheel & Traction Co., to which he had assigned his rights.

The International lacked capital at the outset and the rims were

made for a while by the Munger Vehicle & Traction Co. at

New Brunswick, New Jersey. Litigation with the Rubber Goods

Manufacturing Co. ensued, and the Munger rights next passed

to the National Wheel & Traction Co. This was succeeded in

1902 by the Munger Automobile Tire Co., of Trenton. In 1915

the patent was assigned back to Munger individually.

Should the Munger decision be sustained by the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, the Munger patent would then head

the list of wedged-on demountable rims. Meanwhile, however,

Erie K. Baker, of the Universal Rim Co.. is suing Perlman in

Chicago, claiming violation of numerous patents covering the

practice of mounting a rim upon a conical seat. Apparently the

courts must decide what constitutes a wedge before the pres-

ent complicated tangle of rim patents can be straightened out.

PEELMAN RIM CORPORATION MOVES HEADQUARTERS.

.Mfred P. Sloan, Jr., president of the L'nited Motors Corp.,

has taken over the management of the Perlman Rim Corp. He
has selected Clarence M. Day as his representative in that com-
pany, and he has accordingly been elected as president. The
head offices of the Perlman Rim Corp., heretofore maintained

in New York City, have been removed to the plant at Jackson.

FRANK E. TITUS.

pR.-XNK E. TITUS, who has just been appointed assistant

manager of the foreign sales department of The B. F.

(joodrich Co., has shown a steady upward progress in responsi-

bility ever since he entered the

employ of that company in

1906. He is a young man,

acknowledging July 22, 1884,

as the date of his birth at

I

'"^ Painesville, Ohio. After a

4 ^USSt j)fSS?jl
"

'•

;|
grammar school education at

Cleveland, Ohio, and a high

school graduation at Bellevue,

Ohio, he was employed by

the Nickel Plate Railroad for

three years and then for a

single year with the Ohio
Cultivator Co.

In December, 1906, he be-

came clerk in the engineering

department of The B. F.

Goodrich Co. Four years

later, he went to the Buffalo

branch of that company as

assistant to W. O. Ruther-

ford, then the local Buffalo,

New York, manager, but now
general sales manager of the company.

Mr. Titus later was the man in demand. He was appointed

manager at Denver, Colorado, onls" to return to Buffalo

as operating manager. Then he was made manager of the

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, branch in 1914, only to return to

the Buffalo store and assume full management last year. Now
that the foreign sales department of the company demands
a man who has made good, who has been tried and proven,

Mr. Titus is again promoted, and is made assistant manager
of that department. His past record is an assurance of his

success in his new position.

Mr. Titus is a member of the Rotary Club and the Buffalo

Chamber of Commerce, in both of which he has always taken

an active interest. He is also a Knight Templar and a "Shriner."

Frank E. Titus.

THE GOODYEAR'S NEW CANADIAN FACTORT.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of Canada. Limited, To-

ronto, Ontario, has practically completed its new $1,500,(XX) fac-

tory at New Toronto, a suburb of the city. This is a four-story

structure 560 by 100 feet, and has one of the most up-to-date

power plants in Canada. This power plant has sufficient ca-

pacity for three more similar buildings, and the company has

land sufficient for five more units, similar to the one now com-

pleted. This factory, which will soon he in operation, has a daily

capacity of 3.000 automobile tires. All kinds of pneumatic tires

—

automobile, motor-cycle, bicycle and airplane—will be made. At

the Bowmanville, Ontario, factory will be manufactured me-

chanicals, molded goods and shoe supplies.

PEARCE-ARROW'S NEW FACTORY.

The Pearce-Arrow Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania, is starting alterations in its newly ac-

quired plant at Twenty-first and Clearfield streets in that city,

and expects to begin manufacturing there some time before the

first of next year. This plant, consisting of five communicating

buildings of modern brick construction, will give the company

a capacity of l.CKX) tires a day.
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TRL CAHLISIE COKD 1IRE.

The Carlisle Cord Tire Co.. Inc., notice of whose incorpora-

tion ajipeared in the June, 1917, number of The India Rubber
WoRLU, will soon put upon the market a cord tire, the inven-

tion of F. B. Carlisle, not only novel in itself but made upon

equally ingenious yet simple machines designed and constructed

by the same inventor. The carcass is made from cotton cord

of large diameter, having a tensile strength of 235 pounds. Each

cord is surrounded v/ith rubber, which, it is claimed, almost

entirely eliminates internal friction. The tread is novel, con-

sisting of two parallel depressions resembling zigzag streaks

of lightning, which provide effective non-skid qualities.

The company has secured an entire floor in the fine tire

factory of the Tyer Rubber Co., Andover, Massachusetts, where

the cord-laying machines are already at work. The vulcaniz-

ing is being done by the Tyer Rubber Co., but all other de-

tails of construction are entirely separate and distinct from the

latter named concern.

The officers of the Carlisle company are : President J. S.

Bretz ; vice-president. F. B. Carlisle, the inventor: treasurer,

Frank Williams, president of the Broadway Central Bank, New
York City, and secretary, Frank A. Searles. Tlie general sales

manager is Charles A. Gilbert, formerly Pacific Coast man-
ager, United States Tire Co. The principal office is at 250 West
Fifty-fourth street. New York City.

THE ROOF GARDEN OF THE COLORADO TIRE & LEATHER CO.

On the evening of June 25 the new roof garden of the Colo-

rado Tire & Leather Co., Denver, Colorado, was opened by a

formal dance given by the Executive Club, which is composed

of department managers and their first assistants. Speeches

were made by officers of the company.

The roof garden was constructed at a cost of appro.ximately

$15,000, and is intended primarily for the social entertainment

of employes of the company and their friends. It also affords

an opportunity to obtain well-cooked food practically at cost.

Bert Rhoads, architect for the company, worked out the de-

sign. The entrance is surmounted by a glass canopy and a large

srmmer house, to be used as a banquet hall, ball room and

lunch room, is the principal feature of the scheme. Swings,

rustic benches and tea tables invite rcla,xation during the lunch

hour and also evening amusement if desired.

NEW FISK BRANCH AT NASHVILLE.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, is to

erect a handsome permanent branch in Nashville, Tennessee, on

Eighth avenue, north, and extending through to Ninth avenue.

The plans being prepared by Marr & Holman, architects, call

for a sales and stock room and also a service station, to he

equipped with all modern machinery necessary for repairing

tires. The building will be of tapestry brick and thoroughly up to

date in every particular. W. E. Cunningham is local manager

for the Fisk company.

PERSONAL MENTION.

W. H. Taylor, of Chicago, has become resident manager of

the Peoria, Illinois, branch of the United States Tire Co. Mr.

Taylor was formerly engaged in specializing among jobbers for

United States tires.

William Jameson, assistant superintendent of The Fisk Rubber

Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has presented the Chicopee

Public Library with a magnificent mounted moose head which

has been placed in a prominent place in the children's room.

Mark W. Roe, who has just resigned as mechanical and effi-

ciency engineer for the McGraw Tire & Rubber Co., East Pal-

estine, Ohio, to accept a similar position with the Republic Rub-
ber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has been connected with the rubber

industry since 1906, when he became mechanical engineer for

the Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. He graduated from
Cornell University in 1896 and for two years was an assistant

instructor there, the next seven years serving engineering and
textile concerns, an experience well fitting him for his later work
in the rubber industry.

.-\. T. Severs, formerly assistant manager of the Minneapolis,

Minnesota, branch of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio, has been appointed manager of the Fargo, North Dakota,

branch, succeeding W. R. McCarthy resigned.

R. T. Jollie, Jr., has been appointed supervisor of the Ajax
Rubber Co., New York City, in Ohio, West Virginia and Ken-
tucky.

B. F. Wulff, formerly connected with the San Francisco and
later with the Chicago branch of The Kelly-Springheld Tire

Co., has severed his connection with that company to become
associated with the McCreary Tire & Rubber Co., Indiana, Penn-
sylvania, as manager of their sales department.

Fiobert CartmeH, who has made an enviable record in the Los
.•\ngeles, California, branch of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.,

New York City, has been placed in charge of the sales of solid

truck tires at the general sales offices of the company, Cleveland,

Ohio, where he will work with general sales manager Otis R.

Cook.

Charles Schoneman, who has done excellent work in Hack-
ensack. New Jersey, and Baltimore, Maryland, also more re-

cently as division manager, for the Sterling Tire Corp., Ruther-
ford, New Jersey, has been appointed manager of the new Chi-

cago. Illinois, branch of that company.

L. W. Santasiere, formerly with the New York branch of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., .\kron, Ohio, has been appointed

a foreign traveler for the company. He sails shortl\- l'>r the

West Indies, where he will do general sales promotion work.

R. W. Brouse, formerly assistant manager of the Philadelphia

(Pennsylvania) branch of The B. F. Goodrich Co., has been pro-

moted to the managership of the company's branch at Buffalo.

.\'ew York.

IMPERIAL BELTING CO. PROMOTIONS.

Harry E. Dennie, for several years Pacific Coast manager of

the Imperial Belting Co., Chicago, llHnois. has been appointed

general manager of the company.

W. S. Bloomer, formerly special representative throughout

the Western States, has been appointed general sales manager.

Both were originally Chicago men who will be welcomed to

tlieir former fields of operation by many friends in the trade.

The transfers were made necessary by the rapid e.xpansion of

the business and the determination to render tlie same pains-

taking service- which their many satisfied customers have re-

ceived in the past.

According to the "New York Sun" the Need of Rubber in

Germany for the uses of war has become so .great that even

billiard tables arc beuig stripped of their cushions.
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TRADE NEWS NOTES.

Charles A. Be Saw, president, and P. P. Parker, general sales

manager, of the Be Saw Tire & Rubber Co., have opened tem-

porary offices in the Whittington Hotel, Ardmore, Oklahoma,

near (he site selected for the new tire factory, contracts for

which have been let.

Tlie Ideal Tire & Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has secured

a plot of about 15 acres, in that city, with a good water front

and adjoining two railroads. A factory will be erected large

enough to turn out 500 casings and 800 tubes per day. The
contract for this building has already been awarded.

A conference of division managers of the Marathon Tire &
Rubber Co. was held the first week of July at the home office,

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, to consider taking care of greatly in-

creased business and the national advertising campaign the com-
pany is about to launch. H. H. Replogle, manager of sales,

gave a dinner to the division managers in conference. The
spirit of an unmistakably live and energetic organization was
very evident.

A factory for the Crown Tire & Rubber Co., Ralston,

Nebraska, is being erected, and it is expected that one floor

will be ready for use about August IS. Meanwhile, Crown Cord
tires and tubes are being made in a temporary plant. As the

business grows, enlargements are to be made to the new plant,

according to well defined plans already drawn which contem-

plate several wings.

The Norwalk Tire & Rubber Co., Norwalk, Connecticut, by

leasing the Asli hat factory in South Norwalk, has made it

possible to more than double the production of Norwalk tires

without waiting for building operations. This arrangement, to-

gether with the large addition to the Norwalk plant, now in

course of construction, is expected to treble the output next

year.

The Lee Tire & Rubber Corp., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania,

has developed a cord tire embodying its well-known puncture-

proof feature and arrangements are now being made to manu-
facture them largely for the 1918 output. John Kearns, general

manager, expresses the utmost confidence in cord construction

and is of the opinion that by 1919 tire manufacturers will be

making cord types of tires in greater quantities than the regular

fabric type.

Eddie Lingenfelder and Fred C. Rounds are operating an

automobile accessories business under the name of Eddie Lingen-

felder Co., at 831-3 South Olive street, Los Angeles, California.

The store is a Goodyear Service station.

The Cleveland Standard Tire & Rubber Co., notice of whose
incorporation appeared in the July issue of The India Rubber
World, acts as Southern California agent for the tires of the

Standard Tire & Rubber Co., of Willoughby, Ohio. The office

is located at Pico and Hill streets, Los Angeles, California, offi-

cers of the company being as follows: H. M. Lieb, president:

E. B. Conlee, vice-president and general manager ; E. Leon
Sprague, secretary.

The Knight Tire & Rubber Co., Dallas, Texas, has removed

to new quarters on Commerce Street.

The Giant Tire & Sales Co., Rochester, New York, expects to

have its new Giant tire on the market within the next few

months. The company was incorporated in April for $10,000.

The Perfection Rubber Works, Stamford, Connecticut, has taken

a five years' lease of a three-story factory building on Garden

street, and will commence manufacturing as soon as the neces-

sary machinery can be installed.

The Boone Tire & Rubber Co., Sycamore, Illinois, has

awarded the contract for the erection of the first unit of a third

plant to be located at Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, to cost about

$125,000 complete. Work is already under way and it is hoped

to get the plant into operation on August IS or September 1.

The building will be 100 by 200 feet, one and two stories. Elec-

tric motors aggregating more than 300 horse power are to be in-

stalled. The main plant of the company is located at Sycamore,
Illinois, and a second plant at Des Moines, Iowa.

NEW PORTAGE RUBBER CO. BRANCHES.

B. J. Wildman, who has been made Pacific Coast manager for

the Portage Rubber Co., recently opened two direct branches

that will be operated under the name of the California Corp.,

and are located at 855 Traction avenue, Los Angeles, California,

and 745 Mission street, San Francisco, California.

The Portage Rubber Co. also operates direct branches at

Boston, Massachusetts ; New York City ; Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; Detroit, Michigan; Cleveland, Ohio; .\tlanta, Georgia;

Chicago, Illinois, and Des Moines, Iowa.

John H. Diehl is no longer connected with the company and
his successor has not yet been appointed.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD CUMBERLAND PLANT IN PROGRESS.

Final plans have been completed for the new Cumberland,

Maryland, plant of the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York
City, which is now in process of erection at a cost of between

$4,000,000 and $5,000,000. The location was chosen as a result

of the tempting offer of the land, a bonus of $750,000 and ten

years' tax exemption. The new plant will employ between 3,000

and 5,000 persons at the start and will have a capacity at least

double that of the existing plants, including that acquired two
years ago at Wooster, Ohio, and that bought early this year at

BuiTalo, New York.

The company has never attempted quantity production, but

the increasing demand for Kelly-Springfield tires has made this

important expansion necessary. Never in its history has the

company been so far behind on its orders. Gross and net are

both showing very large gains over the year to December 31,

when a balance of 39 per cent remained for the $4,907,000 com-
mon stock after preferred dividends had been deducted. It is

now paying 16 per cent, or $4 per share, and officials believe it

will earn very close to SO per cent this year.

RACINE AUTO TIRE CO.

The daily production of this firm at Racine, Wisconsin, is to

be raised to 7,500 Horseshoe tires and tubes by the erection of

new buildings and increase of the force to between 3,000 and
4,000 persons The new plant will occupy a plot 260 by 320 feet,

will be five stories high, and divided into units 60 feet wide with

courts 30 feet wide between sections. Reinforced concrete will

be used, and the latest machinery and electrical equipment will

be installed.

This growing firm began business seven years ago with three

workmen and has practically trebled its output in each of the

past three years, sales up to June 1, of this year, being 20 per

cent greater than for the entire year 1916. For the past year

and a half the plant has been in operation day and night, turn-

ing out 500 tires and tubes daily for seven branches in the prin-

cipal cities of the Middle West. The factory is now 60 days

behind orders, and because of limited facilities has not been in

a position to take on new accounts for over a year.

The officers of the company are L. J. Elliott, president ; C. H.

Wright, secretary and treasurer.

WILL WHOLESALE ONLY.

The Berrodin Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which

has been doing a wholesale and retail business in tires and

accessories at 713-715 Broad street for the past year, has dis-

continued its retail department, and will hereafter confine its

business exclusively to the wholesale end, catering to garages

and supply stores.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Rcguhir Correspondent.

I
"HE northward migration of negroes is becoming a problem

^ in the Middle West. To Ohio, it is estimated, have come
during the past year or two 100,000 of the 700,000 blacks who
have been known to leave the South seeking advancement.

Attracted by the good wages paid by rubber manufacturers, the

negro population of Akron has doubled within a year and now
numbers about 3,000. A newer and larger negro district with

opportunities for thrifty blacks to buy homes on the instalment

plan will go a long way toward making the best of the situation,

and such a movement must, of course, be worked out by lead-

ing business men in conjunction with representative negroes

long resident in the city. Given proper home influences and a

fair opportunity to work, it is believed these newcomers will

become frugal, industrious, law-abiding citizens.

Leading Ohio negroes, ministers, teachers, social workers and

members of the State War Board, realize the duty confronting

them, and on July 12 some 200 met in Columbus to discuss how
to house the negro, how to avoid race troubles, how to make
good citizens out of southern negroes, how to put it up to the

better class of negroes to see that the newcomers are disciplined,

and how to improve the moral conditions in negro districts.

Rev. R. A. Jones, pastor of the Second Baptist Church and
prominent in negro circles, was present from Akron.

* * *

The regular annual convention of the service men of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., at Akron, is an institution of no

inconsiderable business and social value to those connected with

the large organization, coming from all over the country to

meet together at the home office. This year, owing to conditions

in national affairs, it was decided to abandon the elaborate plans

that had been made for the service convention. But in order

not to forego the benefits of this comprehensive review of the

year's work and plans for the year to come, the novel plan was

adopted of bringing the mountain to Mahomet, or specifically,

the convention to the men, instead of the men to the convention.

Various members of the Akron organization who had planned

to address the service men during the convention prepared their

speeches in written form, one of these being a very interesting

treatise by G. R. Lamson, in charge of the Firestone Library,,

on the value of "courtesy" and "good will" as business assets.

These printed talks are being sent periodically to the men in

the various cities where the company is represented by branches

or agencies.

The stock for which Firestone employes have subscribed un-

der the company's plan to allow its workers to become stock-

holders will be held by the firm should the employe enlist or be

drafted into any branch of government service, payments being

postponed.
* * *

The Mason Tire & Rubber Co., at Kent, this state, is

progressing with remarkable rapidity. Net earnings for the

quarter to July 1 were at the rate of $300,000 per year. During
the past two months the company has paid eighteen months'

accumulated dividends due on the 7 per cent cumulative stock.

The fore part of August the dividend due on preferred stock

from January 1 to July 1 will be paid, and thereafter the

preferred stock will be upon a quarterly dividend basis.

Four extensions to the plant are in progress, including a

warehouse, mill room, main plant extension and office building.

The present average production is 500 tires per day, and by the

first of January it is planned to extend the capacity of the

plant to 1,500 tires per day.

Four direct factory branches are maintained, at Akron,

Cleveland, New York and Kansas City, and additional branches

will be opened in the near future. The company is making a

popular priced line of plain, ribbed, and non-skid tires and will

Iiave a cord tire on the market by the first of next year.

Recent important acquisitions to the office personnel are

Dave Kennedy, formerly advertising manager of the Swinehart
Tire & Rubber Co., and John H. Diehl, sales manager, former-

ly with the Portage Rubber Co. in the same capacity.
* * *

The books of The B. F. Goodrich Co. were closed on July 1

for the purpose of determining the result of operations for the

first six months of 1917. They have not been audited by public

accountants, but the company's auditor has just submitted to the

directors a statement of earnings for the period. After making
full provision for maintenance charges, depreciation, doubtful

accounts, and all known outstanding current liabilities and ac-

cruals, the net profits for the period amounted to approximately

$5,200,000, exclusive of provision for excess profits tax not yet

ascertainable.

The Goodrich school offers all employes an opportunity to

learn English, free of charge, the classes being arranged so as

to make it possible for workers on all shifts to participate. Upon
the request of a number of employes, who have realized the

growing importance of Spanish as a commercial language, classes

for the study of Spanish have also been instituted under the

direction of Dr. Junek.

W. A. Johnson, former assistant, has become office manager

of the automobile tire department of The B. F. Goodrich Co.,

succeeding A. J. Wills, who has assumed special duties in asso-

ciation with H. C. Miller, director of tire sales. Mr. Johnson

was at one time general sales and advertising manager of the

Pierce Cycle Co., Buffalo, New York.

The Goodrich Girls' Country Club, now being completed at

Rex Lake, nine miles south of Akron, is for Goodrich women
employes exclusively. Tennis and croquet courts are now being

laid out.

* * *

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., in connection with the city

of Akron, held a mammoth celebration of Independence Day at

the company's recreation park, known as Seiberling Field.

There was a grand review of Akron boy scouts and scoutcraft

exhibitions, a base ball game, and a concert, followed by a com-
munity song festival, the largest affair of the kind ever held in

Akron and this part of the country.

A fire on June 16 in one of the concrete storehouses of the

Goodyear company, believed to be due to spontaneous combus-
tion among the many compounding ingredients kept in the

structure, resulted in damages estimated at $40,000. None of

the manufacturing departments was affected.

* * *

The Amazon Rubber Co. has established a thoroughly equip-

ped chemical research laboratory with H. G. Arbogast in charge.

Mr. Arbogast was formerly assistant chemist in one of the

large local rubber companies.
* * *

J. W. Rock, vice-president of The American Rubber & Tire

Co., Akron, Ohio, announces the marriage of his daughter.

Hazel Kirk, to George A. Madole, who is connected with The
B. F. Goodrich Co. in a technical capacity.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

COME of the rubber factories in and around Boston are pre-
•^ paring to shut down a part of this month, but not on ac-

count of lack of business. All of them seem to have enough
orders on hand to warrant running right along, were the weather
better for good work, the employes less desirous of a let-up and
a vacation period, and were there no repairs and installations

necessary. The rubber shoe factories are pushing ahead on both
rubber footwear and tennis goods, for orders keep coming for
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the latter despite the fact that the summer is half gone. This

state of affairs applies equally to the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.

and the Converse Ruliher Shoe Co., of Maiden, The American

Rubber Co.. of Cambridge, the Apsley Rubber Co., of Hudson,

and the Hood Rubber Co., of Watertown. The belting and pack-

ing factories are also busy, the Boston Woven Hose & Belt-

ing Co. rushing in practically all its departments, while the de-

mand for jar rings is in millions. The Boston Belting Co.

has been running double or triple time a portion of the last

two months. The Apsley Rubber Co.. Hudson, and the Frank-

lin Ruliber Co., of Maiden, are making ponchos on government

contracts. Tlie Revere Rubber Co., of Chelsea, was never busi-

er, and the same reports or similar ones come from the makers

of coated fabrics and artificial leather for carriage and auto-

mobile tops and upholstery.
* » *

The Hood Rubber Co. plant, with its recent enlargements,

mentioned in a former letter, is just buzzing with industry, and

the output shows the remarkable progress of the company's

business. The daily product of this big plant includes 40,000

pairs of rubber boots and shoes, 36,000 pairs of canvas foot-

wear. 750 tires, 600 tubes and 80 solid rubber tires. Few com-

panies in the industry can boast of greater progress than has

been made by the Hood Rubber Co., wdiich started in one small

factory not so very many years ago.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

.salesrooms in this city are on Boylston

street in the automobile district, where

the company occupies a handsome
business dniilding including fine show-

rooms. But this is certainly an incon-

venient place for footwear men to visit

and the company has just opened a

sample room for the sale of its

"Neolin" soles in the heart of the shoe

and leather district, at 283 Essex street.

This office is in charge of J. H. Willett,

who serves as special representative

lor these soles to the wholesale trade.

yiv. Willett has a wide acquaintance

in the footwear trade, having traveled

over the entire country for prominent

lirms as well as with shoes made in

Ills own factor}-. His retirement from
the shoe manufacturing business a

year or two ago was preliminary to

forming this business connection with

the Akron company for presenting to

the shoe manufacturers of the country

the advantages of this now well-known

used in bottoming shoes.

J. H. Willett.

substitute for leather,

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, this state, has one of

the largest and most successful factory athletic organizations

in the country. It is organized under the name of the Fisk

Athletic Association, and is a registered member of the A. A. U.

Some 2,500 employes, with paid-up memberships, are enrolled.

The activities are all in the hands of the employes, governed by

elected officers and committees, and a board of directors. It

not only supports an all-star baseball team, known as the "Red
Tops," but conducts a league of six teams, all Fisk workers,

and these teams are playing excellent baseball, and affording

recreation for the employes of all departments. As has been

previously mentioned in these columns, the company has a fine

athletic field, 20 acres in extent, w-here these games are played,

and where other athletic sports are indulged in by the workers

at the factory. The association has furnished uniforms, bats,

balls, bases, etc., for these teams, between which much good-

natured rivalry abounds. A recent success of this association

was the staging of a first-class track meet, to which were at-

tracted a number of the leading amateur and college stars of

New England.
* *

E. M. & I'. Waldo, manufacturers and dealers in compound-

ing ingredients and colors, New York City, have opened an of-

fice in the new Rice Building, 10 High street, Boston, in order to

take better care of their increased business in this territory.

This office is in charge of Townsend H. Cushman, who has been

with the house for several years and is well known to the New
England trade.

* * *

The Pneumatic Cushion Inner Tube Co., of this city, which

is exploiting a rubber cushion filler to take the place of an air-

filled inner tube, has made arrangements to have its product

manufactured at Canton, this state. It is rumored that there

is a possibility that the government will adopt this non-col-

lapsible tube for army vehicles.

* * *

Ellis F. Harlow, son of President Robert C. Harlow, of the

Monatiquot Rubber Works Co., South Braintree, has enlisted

in the First Massachusetts Engineers, which regiment will be

called on July 25. This regiment was formerly known as the

First Corps Cadets, whose history dates back to 1776.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.

By Our Regular Correspondent.

APPLICATIONS that are interesting to the rubber industry

have been made to the Warren Town Council for exemp-

tion from taxation on proposed new buildings and land of three

corporations which are contemplating locating in Warren. The

petitions were received at a meeting of the Town Council early

in the last month and after an informal consideration were con-

tinued for action at some future meeting.

The corporations seeking exemption from taxation for ten

years are the .'\merican Web Co.. which is to manufacture nar-

row fabrics, and is located at Boston ; the Deaudelion Fabric

Co.. to manufacture tire fabric, and the Lynn Manufacturing Co.,

of Lynn, Massachusetts, manufacturing rubber heels, soles and

arch supporters. The town clerk was authorized to correspond

with these concerns, notifying them to send representatives to

confer with the members of the council.

* * *

A chicken dinner and an extended program of athletic contests

featured the annual outing of employes of the Davol Rubber

Co., Providence, July 14, at Duby's Grove. With respites for

dinner and luncheon, the sports continued from the arrival of

the party in special electric cars shortly after 9 o'clock until

4 o'clock, after which dancing became the form of entertainment.

Prizes in the sport events were awarded.
* * »

The National India Rubber Co., Bristol, has had a considerably

higher valuation placed upon its property in that town by the

tax assessors this year than that in 1916, following the con-

struction of numerous additional buildings, the improving of

the old structures and the introduction of new machinery and

equipment. The valuation now is $790,000. Last year it was
$555,000. The company will pay a tax this year of upwards of

$13,000.

One of the most attractive features in the Fourth of July

parade at Bristol was the appearance of 60 young women em-
ployed in the stitching room of the National India Rubber Co.,

who paraded as Red Cross nurses.
» * *

The Bourn Rubber Co., Providence, is calling for experienced

shoemakers, also young women to learn.

.\ contract has been given for the erection of a building for
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office and shipping room at the Anchor Webbing Co.'s plant,

Pawtucket. The new building will be brick, mill construction,

53 by 60 feet, two stories, to cost $12,000.

An extensive system of fire escapes has recently been placed

on the buildings at the plant of the Atlantic Tubing Co. at

Knightsville.

Hill & LaCrosse, manufacturers of elastic webbings, have

been building an extension to their plant at Howard.
The Revere Rubber Co., Providence, is calling for girls over

16 years of age, for warping and table work, in its rubber thread

department. The concern is very busy and is furnishing em-
ployment for a large number of new hands in the various de-

partments.

The Bay Spring plant of the International Rubber Co., at

West Barrington, has been working on night and day shifts

the past month to fill orders for a carload of rubber goods a day.

It is expected that this schedule will be continued indefinitely.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN TRENTON.

'T'HE Home Rubber Co., manufacturing mechanical rubber
* goods, has acquired a 50 by 100 foot site, adjoining its plant

for the erection of an addition.

* * *

Sensible one-piece bloomers and blouses of durable, medium-

weight blue fabric are being adopted by the girls employed by

the Semple Ruliber Co., maker of inner tubes. The wider em-
ployment of women in rubber and other manufacture everywliere

seems inevitably to be leading to this dress reform which ap-

pears to have come to stay. It provides a comfortable workmg

uniform permitting full freedom of action and saving the street

clothing.
* * *

The Dural Rubber Corp., recently incorporated with a capital

stock of $200,0(X), has acquired a five-acre site with buildings at

Flemington, New Jersey. The main structure, 40 by 200 feet,

is a model of its kind, embodying the day-light feature and

served by a spur track from three railroads. The new works

will be devoted to the manufacture of aircraft rubber equip-

ment, automobile tires, tubes, siuidries and molded rubber goods,

which will be sold under the registered name of Dural.

The officers of the company are Edgar H. Wilson, president

and general manager ; W. C. Ehrenfeld, vice-president ; Caleb

S. Green, treasurer ; G. F. Ginglen, secretary. The directors

include Newton A. K. Bugbee, comptroller of the State of New
Jersey; J. E. Gill, J. G. Conner and J. R. Hall.

rHE inquiries that follow have already been ans^vered; never-

theless they are of interest not only in shozmng the needs

of the trade, but because of the possibility that additional in-

formation may be furnished by those who read them. The editor

is therefore glad to luxve those interested communicated with him.

[310.] Names of manufacturers of a machine for making rub-

ber balls or bulbs are requested.

[311.] A correspondent wishes to know where he may obtain

rubber poker chips.

[312.] Names of manufacturers of serial numbering machines

for stamping numbers on thin metal strips, are sought.

[313.] An inquiry has been received for names of manufac-

turers of machinery used in making adhesive tapes.

[314.J Names are desired of makers of machines used for

starch, bone black and other powders to sheet rubber.

We have an inquiry for gasoline cans used by tire

applyin,

[315.:

makers

[316.

[317.

Tire building machines are sought.

A correspondent desires to be furnished with a list

of manufacturers of aldehyde ammonia crystals.

[318.] A correspondent wishes to know where the various

parts for fountain pens may be obtained.

[319.] A correspondent is in the market for a fabric inspection

machine.

TKADE OPPORTUNITIES FROM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A complete collection of samples of various prices, discounts,

etc., of imitation leather is desired by a firm in the British West
Indies. Report No. 24,742.

An agency is desired by a company in Italy for the sale of

vulcanized fiber and ebonite. Report No. 24,770.

A firm in Italy wishes to purchase imitation leather. Report

No. 24.775.

A company in Sweden desires to be placed in communication

with American manufacturers and exporters of rubber, automo-

bile tires, etc. Report No. 24,778.

An agency is desired by an applicant in Italy for the sale of

artificial leather. Report No. 24,780.

.\ man in France wishes to represent American manufac-

turers and exporters of artificial leather and leather substitutes

used for automobile tops, etc. Report No. 24,785.

Catalogs and price lists are desired by a man in Spain for

rubber hose. Report No. 24,843.

An import agent in Russia desires to be placed in communica-

tion with American manufacturers or exporters of pneumatic

tires. Report No. 24,845.

Communication is sought by a business firm in Russia with

American dealers in raw rubber. Report No. 24,864.

Quotations are desired by a firm in East Africa for lead

pencils, with and without erasers. Report No. 24,867.

A dealer in haberdashery goods in East Africa wishes to

purchase cheap grades of men's garters. Report No. 24,901.

A manufacturer's agent and importer in New Zealand wishes

to be placed in touch with manufacturers of all sizes of suit

cases, in canvas, fiber and imitation leather. Report No. 24,962.

A company in the Dutch East Indies desires to purchase

rubber and linen collars and cuffs for army officers. Report No.

25,004.

Old Rubber and Rubber Hose .^re .'\mong the Materi.vls

condemned as unfit for use and listed to be sold at the Navy
Yard, Puget Sound, Washington. The sale will be for cash to

the highest bidder by sealed proposals to be opened at 1 p. m.,

August 17, 1917. Schedules containing form of proposals can

be obtained upon application to the Supply Officer, Navy Yard,

Puget Sound, WashingtotL
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The Rubber Trade In Great Britain.

Bv Our Regular Correspondent.

WITH regard to business conditions generally there is no

change of note to record in the situation, wliich may lie

summed up in the statement—great activity where govern-

ment contracts are concerned and slackness amounting in cases

to depression in general home and export business. The bogey

of dearer rubber has been scotched by large arrivals and there

is now no rush to provide for anticipated needs. The topic of

the moment is the price of cotton rather than rubber, and

there seems little doubt that a more or less prolonged era of

short time or knocking off of a certain number of looms, which

amounts to the same thing, is in store for Lancashire.

.\ sensation of the first half of June was the rapid apprecia-

tion in the market value of the Parent Tyre Co., Limited,

(Dunlop) on account of the anticipated combination among

tire manufacturers which at the time of writing has not yet

matured, or, at any rate, been announced.

With regard to the market premium on Brazilian Para rub-

ber this is really to-day a greater compliment than it was five

or six years ago when the premium was the same, and this be-

cause it is generally noted in the trade that the loss in washing

is higher than it was, vi:., 18 or 19 per cent more against the

old figures of IS or 16 per cent. This is put down to the greater

rapidity in getting the rubber in the market and the consequent

decreased loss of moisture by evaporation.

RUREER-F.XCEn CART) CLOTHING.

A branch of the rubber industry which has been hit by the

war is that of rubber-faced card clothing for use in textile

mills. Not only is the export trade disorganized but the regu-

lations with regard to the sale and purchase of the steel rods

from which the wire joints are made are such as cause difficul-

ties and embarrassment in the manufacture. This business is

carried on in various factories in Lancashire and Yorkshire,

specially devoted to it and not in what may be termed rubber

works proper. Some of the card clothing is made with vulcan-

ized rubber and some with pure rubber and the old rubber from

the latter, always of the best quality, is constantly in demand

by reclaimers.

RUBBER RECLAIMING.

This leads me to refer to the fact that a new reclaiming

works has been started at Fielding Mills, Middletown, near

Manchester, by Stead-Hunt, Limited, which, if my memory
serves me rightly, was a name associated with the artichoke

synthetic rubber business which commenced its short-lived career

at Handforth four years ago. The new reclaimed rubber is

called Russam and is said to be made by an entirely new and

original process with the use of acid or alkali. Of course, a

good deal of rubber has been reclaimed in the past, and is no

doubt at present, without the use of acid or alkali, but it will

be for the astute rubber manufacturers to determine whether

reclaimed made without acid or alkali is superior to that made
with these auxiliaries, and the matter can safely be left to

their judgment. It has surprised many readers on this side to

see in a recent number of The India Rubber World a refer-

ence to a legal decision regarding the alkali patents. Presum-
ably the explanation is that patents have a longer life in America
than they have here, any extension of a patent over its 14 years'

span being very rare with us. With the expiry of the Mark's

"alkali" patent in England four years ago there is now no ques-

tion of any litigation among the three or four concerns working
the alkali process in England.

Delivery of rubber machinery to orders which are readily

quoted for and taken is still a matter of great delay and un-

certainty and is the main reason for the slight progress made

with regard to projected developments.

.\ niRTiin.w HONOR.

Sir Frederick H. Smith, Bart., has been created a baron of

the United Kingdom and has taken the title of Lord Colwyn,

from the resort on the North Wales coast, where he has a

residence. Although a commercial magnate of varied activities

and business associations, he is, of course, best known to the

rubber trade as chairman of the Charles Macintosh Co., Limited,

and some of their subsidiary undertakings. Better known in

Lancashire than in London, it was not altogether surprising that

on one occasion a few months ago, when his name became

prominent in connection with the report of a tariff committee,

some of the London papers confused him with Sir Frederick

Smith, the Attorney-General. The latter, who is a Unionist,

does not see eye to eye with the new peer, w'ho belongs to the

opposite camp. So, no wonder certain leading writers were be-

wildered at what seemed a very rapid change of opinion even

in these days of chameleon procedure.

DIS.\STROUS FIRE.

On June 13 a fire, followed by an explosion, occurred at the

works of the Hooley Hill Rubber & Chemical Co., about seven

miles from Manchester, with the result that the works were

entirely destroyed, the managing director, H. S. Dreyfus, being

among the 41 persons killed. The death roll was added to by

persons in the vicinity of the works at the time of the explosion,

a great many of those employed in the works having managed

to get into safety when the alarm of fire was given. Mr. Drey-

fus, no doubt, could have saved his own life had he not re-

mained to see that others had warning and assisted in the at-

tempt to subdue the fire. It was at this works that the experi-

ments with accelerine (para nitroso dimethyl aniline) were
carried out and a part of the business of the works recently

has been the manufacture of this accelerator for sale to rubber

works.
DUNLOP INCRE.\SES ITS STOCK.

At a meeting of the shareholders of the Dunlop Rubber Co.,

Limited, London, on June 22, the capital stock was increased

to £6,000,000 by the creation of 3,000,000 new 7 per cent prefer-

ence "C" shares of £1 each, 10 shillings per share to be called

up at once and the balance not for a year at least. The borrow-
ing powers of the board of directors were also increased from
i300,000 to £3,000,000.

So rapidly has the business of this company been growing,

particularly in the new mill completed May 1 for the manu-
facture of solid tires for army transport, that last November
£1,000,000 in 6}4 per cent cumulative "B" preference shares were
created in order to double the stock of raw materials as a war-
time safeguard and to finance the manufacture and sale of solid

tires. Raw stocks were, however, increased to over £2,250,000,

an excess of £720,000 over and above the £750.000 intended for

that purpose. This must be deducted for the fresh capital, and
the balance, roughly £500,000 after the payment of expenses, will

be used to finance greatly increasing normal business.

In his address moving these increases, Acting Secretary A.
Cunningham referred enthusiastically to the cotton mills and
rubber estates of the company, both of which investments had
been made at a particularly fortunate time and had proved an
unqualified success. The profits and savings of the mills had
equaled their initial cost and equipment, and the profits of the
estates, embracing 27,000 planted acres, were now approaching
the profits made a few years ago by the Parent Tyre Co.„
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Limited, and the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited, itself. He also

declared the rumor of the absorption of the shares of the

Parent Tyre Co., Limited, or any amalgamation of that com-

pany with other British or American firms was unfounded.

Negotiations had been in progress, but had been terminated

and withdrawn.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

This society has issued the first of its annual report on the

progress of applied chemistry. Dr. Henry P. Stevens being the

compiler of the section relating to india rubber. The reports

form a useful and handy summary of recent progress in vari-

ous trades and manufactures and are largely concerned with the

work of the research chemist. The india rubber manufacturer,

we all know, is not particularly communicative, so it is not sur-

prising that the pages compiled by Dr. Stevens deal more with

what may be described as pure chemistry than with actual

works practice, abstracts of most of them having already come
before those interested by way of the trade journals.

The society holds its annual meeting, now known as a

chemical congress, at Birmingham this summer, and it is inter-

esting to note that two papers by rubber works chemists are

listed. One is on "The Chemistry of Vulcanization," by Dr.

D. F. Twiss, of the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited, and the other

by B. D. Porritt, of the North British Rubber Co., Limited, on

"The Scientific Needs of the Rubber Industry."

Among the works to be visited by parties of members is the

Dunlop rubber factory, and it is requested that no one con-

nected with the rubber industry will apply for a ticket. It is

also stated that only members who are British born will be

admitted at the present time to the majority of the works to

which visits have been arranged.

1913, would throw off proportionately more and comparison of

pre-war and post-war gains would show an excess profit which

in fact did not exist.

THE INEaUITY OF THE EXCESS PROFITS DUTTT.

Now raised from 60 to 80 per cent, the British excess profits

duty in its relation to rubber producing companies is the cause

of constant discussion and correspondence, leading, it is asserted,

to glaring instances of inequity and absurdity in the manner of

its application. In a letter recently addressed to all members
of the House of Commons, suggesting an amendment to the Fi-

nance Bill before Parliament, in order to mitigate the handicap

suffered by the younger companies, Messrs. Gow, Wilson &
Stanton, London, showed the injustice of the so-called Vallam-

brosa judgment, in pursuance of which all expenditure of a

recurring nature on maintenance during the immature stage of

a rubber plantation, is deducted from the profits in order to

compute the income for income tax, irrespective of whether the

source of the funds for this expenditure is capital or not. This

judgment, it was explained, affects illogically the progressive old

producer and the young producer. For instance

:

The old progressive producer planted up to 1906, 750 acres;

in 1908-09, 700 acres; in 1910-11, 700 acres, making a total of 2,-

150 acres. The high profits derived from the old areas during

1911, 1912 and 1913 would be reduced to a fictitiously low level

by subtraction of the cost of maintaining the still immature
areas. But the profits from the 1908-9 and 1910 plantings com-
ing into bearing after the war, would not be similarly reduced.

Consequently the taxable incomes would work out as follows

:

Expenditure
on immature Statutory

Year. .\ctual profit. area. income.

Pre-war 1912 £30,000 £10,000 £20,000
Pre-war 1913 32.000 7.000 25,000
Post-war 1914 37.000 2,000 35,000
Post-war 1915 55.000 nil 55,000

On the other hand, the young companies formed in the years

1909 and 1910 with very small areas, subsequently received funds

for the purpose of opening up large areas during 1911, 1912, 1913

and 1914. The small early plantings would naturally yield but

little profit, whereas the later areas, coming into bearing after

CEYLON SHIPMENTS CURTAILED.

The British Shipping Ministry has ordered that Ceylon place

rubber last in her exports to Great Britain, which means shut-

ting it out altogether. This does not affect shipments to America
and Australia. Strictly limited freights prevent large quantities

from going to the latter country. It is, however, hoped that

America will increase her imports, for while up to May 7 Eng-
land obtained over 12,000,000 pounds of rubber against less than

7.000,000 last year, the United States bought under 6,500,000

pounds against 10.000,000 to date in 1916.

Meanwhile, Great Britain has given preference to the Fed-

erated Malay States, which have only rubber and tin, with coco-

nuts a bad third, whereas Ceylon has several strings to its bow,

notably tea and copra.

LABOR TROUBLES IN RUSSIA

IV MANUFACTURERS of rubber goods in Russia are having
IVl their full share of difficulties incident to the present social

and political upheaval, according to the correspondent of the

"London Daily Telegraph," who is quoted by "The Indian Rub-

ber Journal."

It seems that one morning a delegation of SO to 60 men, rep-

resenting the 20,000 hands at the Petrograd works of the Treu-
golnik Rubber Co., went to the directors asking for a raise of

15 copecks an hour in wages since the beginning of the war and
also settlement of a claim rejected by the courts several years

ago. The total was 11.000,000 rubles, and they had all brought

linen bags expecting immediate payment.

The directors, who had always prided themselves on the

cordiality of their relations with their men, argued the case

patiently but unavailingly, pointing out that the usual war bonus
had been paid, that privileges not enjoyed in other factories had
been extended, and explaining the impossibility of meeting such

demands. Reference to the Central Board of Conciliation was
suggested, but the men only threatened to throw the directors

into a nearby malodorous canal. It was then decided to request

the Minister of Industry and Commerce to take over the man-
agement of the company, and the Minister of Justice and the

Council of Workmen's and Soldiers' Delegates were notified to

that effect.

The men thereupon raised their demands to 12,000,000 rubles,

placed the five directors present under arrest and took them to

the Ministry of Justice where they were detained until evening.

Meanwhile, an influential member of the Council of Delegates,

Gvosdeff, with much difficulty, induced the men to place their

claims before the Central Board of Conciliation.

FOREIGN TRADE REPORTS.
AUSTRALIA,

IMPORTS from the United States show a marked increase.

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916, the value of manu-
factures of rubber was $2,380,993. For the first quarters of 1916

and 1917 the values were $61,245 and $60,710, respectively.

During the fiscal years 1915 and 1916, the LTnited States ex-

ported to New South Wales:
1915. 1916.

Tires $214,189 $1,618,703
Treads, etc 6.940 7,946
Rubber boots and shoes 107.151 49,662
<lum and wading boots 10.195 19,892

Totals $338,475 $1,696,203

The large increase in the sale of American cars and tires re-

sulted from a personally conducted campaign, with Australian
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supply depots managed by experienced Americans, and with

extensive advertising in local newspapers and magazines; an-

other factor was the difficulty of importing from Europe. Ac-

cording to "The Australian Motorist," the demand is for

low-priced cars and the American manufacturers are getting the

business. It is stated that there is not an American car in the

Commonwealth costing mote than $2,554.

CEYLON.

Exports of rubber to the United States during the first quar-

ter of 1917 were 6.968.047 pounds, valued at $4,204,506.

SIAM.

(Vice Consul Carl C. Hansen. Bangkok.]

During the fiscal year ended March 31. 1916, i7 motor-cycles

were landed at the port of Bangkok, against 25 for the previous

year, and their declared value was $7,730 and $4,639, respectively.

The imports of bicycles advanced from 1,196 machines, valued at

$19,872, in 1915 to 1,281 machines, valued at $24,598, in 1916.

The value of the rubber-tire imports for motor-cycles and bi-

cycles was $9,590 for 1915 and $14,551 for 1916. All of this

trade is chiefly British.

The import duty on all kinds of cycles and parts, including

rubber tires, is 3 per cent ad valorem.

SPAIN,

The accompanying figures show the imports of rubber and its

manufactures for the years 1915 and 1916:

1915. 1916.
.-

'
V

'
V

Metric Metric
Tons. Value. Tons. Value.

India rubber, gutta percha and sub-

Unma^nSfactured 94S $1,109,531 1,697 $1,986,278

Tires 280 981.305 578 2,030,837

Other manufactures of 389 866.305 484 889,507

Totals 1.617 $2,957,141 2.759 $4,906,622

The chief countries of origin of tire imports during 1915 were:

United .States. France. Great Britain.

S2I.337 $407,865 $172,551

SWEPEN.

Owing to the scarcity of rubber, Goteborg factories dependent

upon rubber for raw material have been closed and practically

all automobiles and taxicabs in the city and district have been

put out of commission. The exportation from Sweden of parts

of flying machines and airships, and also of air balloons and

parts has been prohibited.

EXHIBITION or TOYS. GAMES, SPORTING AND GYMNASTIC GOODS IN

VENICE.

The organizing committee of the National Industrial Exhibi-

tion of toys, games, sporting outfits, and gymnastic apparatus,

which is to be held in Venice next September, announces

that although the ex'hibition is intended for Italian manufac-

turers, it is desired to display a few good productions of a simi-

lar nature manufactured by the Allied nations, in order that

Italian manufacturers and the general public may have an op-

portunity of seeing what friendly nations have accomplished in

these industries which before the war were extensively carried

on in Germany.

RUBBER GOODS IN GREECE

Conditions brought about by the war are continually causing

new markets to be opened for various products. Thus, whereas

Austria and Germany formerly supplied Greece with three-

fourths of the rubber goods needed there, they are now off the

market, and the United States ought to be able to furnish them.

American firms contemplating the establishment of business re-

lations with Greece should remember the importance of having

a commission agent there fully trusted and familiar with all local

needs and customs, and above all. familiar with the language.

THE SITUATION IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES.

By a Special Correspondent.

THE shipping difficulties are causing the accumulation of large

quantities of various products, including rubber. Natur-

ally this condition is regarded with a certain amount of anxiety

and the question has been raised whether it was advisable to

build large warehouses for storing these goods. In view of the

possibility of further shipping hindrances and of deterioration

in the quality of the goods, due to climatic influence, the sug-

gestion has gone forth to establish markets in .\merica whence

the products could be further distributed. This is urged as a

more feasible plan, especially as even before the war large

quantities were consigned to New York instead of to Holland.

RUBBER FACTORY IX BATAVIA.

Industries here are making great headway and the government

is fortunately far-sighted enough to see the importance of sup-

porting them. It has, therefore, liberally subsidized seveial

companies carrying on operations in Java.

A rubber factory, running along the same lines as the one

at Singapore, has been opened in the east end of Batavia. It

covers an area of 1,500 square meters and has been equipped

with the most up-to-date machinery. Rubber goods of many
kinds previously supplied by Germany will be produced and

orders have already been booked for a long time in advance.

CENTENARY OF THE BUITEXZORG BOTANICAL GARDEN.

On May 18, 1817, a botanical garden was founded at Buiten-

zorg, which has not only developed into one of the greatest botan-

ical institutions in the tropical world, but lias become a center fur

the scientific study of the tropics in general.

After half a century of more or less retarded progress the

garden suddenly began a more rapid development. It became

a power in the economic position of the Dutch colonies in the

East; new crops were introduced and seeds of those already

known were more widely distributed. Expeditions were under-

taken to discover what products of economic importance flour-

ished in a wild state in these islands— several journeys having

been made in search of lactiferous plants, for instance—and

plants thus found were often cultivated.

Besides this, laboratories were erected, diseases studied and

selections made. Soon, also, experiment stations were organized,

demonstration fields were laid out for the benefit of the small

landowner and agricultural instruction was given through in-

vestigations in the laboratory concerning the crops, especially

those cultivated by the natives. When the questions with which

the institution occupied itself encroached more and more on

purely economic ground, the Department of Agriculture was

founded, to which was added at a later period a section for

Industries and Commerce.

It had been planned to celebrate the centenary of this unique

establishment with due solemnity, but present conditions have

made it necessary to postpone festivities until after the war.

GOVERNMENT RUBBER PLANTATION TO BE SOLD.

In connection with the government's decision to offer the

state rubber plantation at Langsar. Sumatra, at public' sale, it

has been proposed to announce the sale at so early a date and

to make such arrangements for inspecting the estate as to enable

prospective buyers in Europe and America to communicate with

their representatives here. Considering the present difficulties

of communication, it cannot be said that the government has

chosen a very favorable time for the sale.

RUBBER CULTIVATION IN TAPANOELI. SUM.\TRA.

Until quite recently the residency, Tapanoeli, on the west coast

of northern Sumatra, did not boast a single European planting

enterprise. Now, however, there are several flourishing plan-

tations, new ones are being constantly opened up and the whole
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residency is practically overrun by surveyors and prospectors.

Rubber is the chief product, and of the three principal com-
panies, the Sumatra Caoutchouc Plantage Maatschappij is the

most important, having five estates of which the largest, Batang
Toroe, is the finest in all Tapanoeli. The factory is worked by

steam. There is an up-to-date central hospital with separate

wards for infectious diseases and directed by a European doctor.

Both here and on another of the company's estates are com-
fortable clubs much frequented by neighboring planters.

The Rotterdam Tapanoeli Cultuur Maatscliappij began with

a capital of 2,000.000 gilders [$800,000]. In 1915, the production

of rubber from this estate was 313,027 pounds. Here, too, there

is a club, a good hospital and a motion picture theater. The
factory is run by electricity and, like all other buildings and
houses on the estate, is electrically lighted.

Almost all companies employ contract coolies from Java, and

medical aid, hospitals and proper sanitation are amply pro-

vided. The various planters have formed an association which

works for the general good of the district.

The center of all this is the little town of Batang Toroe,

whence the rubber and other products of the neighborhood are

forwarded by automobile trucks to the seaport, Sibolga, for

export. There is also a government automobile service run-

ning between the port and Padang Sidempoean, which touches

Batang Toroe, and there are very definite plans for connecting

the latter place with Sibolga by rail. All indications point towards

the future importance of Batang Toroe and to the significance

of Tapanoeli as a rubber-producing country.

NATIVE PLANTATIONS.

Urged by the government to develop the cultivation of rubber,

the natives of Djambi and Palembang, Sumatra, began planting

rubber trees with more zeal than knowledge. Consequently, the

native holdings are generally miserable sights. Trees having a

girth of barely 15 cm. at a height of one meter are tapped with

appalling frequency. At present native rubber sells from IS to

20 per cent below European rubber and there is reason to expect

that unless something is done in time, this difference will increase.

It appears that steps are being taken to remedy the condition by

appointing European inspectors and instructors, but it is feared

that by the time such corrective measures will have actually

been put in practice it will be too late. Meanwhile, about 4,000,000

trees have been planted by natives in Palembang, and according

to authorities, 50 per cent may, with proper care, reach the

bearing stage and for years to come will yield about two pounds

of rubber per tree.

RUBBER IN EAST JAVA.

The cultivation of Hevca is progressing steadily and trees are

rapidly coming into bearing condition. The following figures

obtained from one estate illustrate this : Tlie area of the estate

is 25,000 acres ; at the beginning of 1915, a yield of 1,557,317

pounds of rubber was obtained from 435,039 trees and at the

end of 1916, the production from 964,045 trees was 3,375,147.

pounds. For both years the average per tree was about 35^

pounds.

According to reports from Wlingi, abnormally heavy rainfalls

are interfering with tapping and much anxiety is felt concern-

ing the rubber yield.

RUBBER COMPANIES.

The fusion of five rubber companies is announced, namely,

the Bajan Sumatra Rubber Co., the Langsar Sumatra Rubber

Co., the Plantation Co. Dolok Marangir, the .Rotterdam Langkat

Rubber Co., and the Rotterdam Deli Hevea, Limited. The new
company thus formed is known as the N. V. Vereenigde Indische

Cultuur Ondernemingen, and has a capital of 10,000,000 florins

[$4,000,000].

The Lampong Sumatra Rubber Co., lately founded and hav-

ing a capital of 900,000 florins [$360,000], has taken possession

of all the property of the N. V'. Lampong Caoutchouc Co.

The issued capital of the Bandar Sumatra Rubbur Co. has
been increased by 500,000 florins [$200,000], so that at present
it amounts to 1,100.000 florins [$640,000]. Tlie authorized capital,

2,500,000 florins, [$1,000,000], remains unchanged.
The Amsterdam Java Rubber Co. has reduced its authorized

capital to 300,000 florins [$120,000], while 300,000 florins new capi-

tal has been issued.

A NEW DUTCH TRANSPACIFIC STEAMSHIP LINE.

Two large Dutch steamship companies, the Netlierlands Royal
Mail Line and the Rotterdam Lloyd, have combined to run
a semi-monthly passenger and cargo service from Batavia to San
Francisco with Singapore, Hong Kong, Nagasaki, Yokohama and ,

Honolulu as ports of call. The vessels to be employed, which
Clumber eight, are large ocean-going steamers, most of which
ha\e hitherto been running between Batavia and Rotterdam, via

Suez, and they will make the trip from Yokohama to San Fran-
cisco in about 17 days.

T.\ppiNG ON One of the Su^r.\TR.\ Pl-\nt.\tions of the Gener.\l

Rubber Co.

It appears that for some time at least there is little likelihood

of cargo being accepted from Japan, as all available space will

have been booked in Java and Singapore. The rate from Japan
to Java will be 22 yen* per ton. Cargo from Yokohama has

hitherto been transhipped at Kol)e, and thus costs 3 yen more
(or 25 yen in all) per ton than cargo from Kobe. The rate by
the Japanese subsidized lines is about 14 yen per ton.

DUTCH PLANTATION COMPANIES INCRE.VSE CAPITAL.

Two companies in Dutch East Indies have recently increased

their capital. The Javasche Cultuur Maatschappij to 5,000,000

florins; the Nederlandsche Gutta Percha Maatschappij is offer-

ing its shareholders the opportunity of subscribing for addi-
tional shares to the amount of 300,000 florins, and the Amster-
dam-Tapanoeli Rubber Cultuur has under consideration the

doubling of its capital to 2.000,000 florins.

PRODUCTION OF GUTTA HANGKANC.
The latest statistics for Gutta Hangkang show that the pro-

duction for the year 1916 amounted to 2,296 tons, as againsf
2,466 tons in 1915 and 1,905 tons in 1914.

This product is obtained exclusively in Borneo and is exported
chiefly to Singapore where the bulk is purchased by America.

JAPANESE, CIUNESE AND GERMAN BANKS.'

The "Indische Mercuur" questions whether those banks which
liave continually increased their capital will be able to invest

large sums profitably after the war. The fact that Japanese
merchants are settling more and more, and that the position of

the Japanese and Chinese banks will consequently be strengthened,

•Yen = 2s. d'Ad.
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is regarded with some apprehension. Moreover, there is a large

German population that desires to have its own bank, and rumors

are already heard that the Deutsch-Ost-Asiatische bank intends

to establish one or more branches.

THE 1916 RUBBER PRODUCTION IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES.

It appears from the statistics compiled by "Nethcrland-India

News" that the direct exports of plantation rubber from the

Netherland-Indies amounted to 15,121 tons during the first lialf

of the year 1916, as follows:

Java Ions 5,498
Re-shipmcnts 622

6,120
Outside districts 9,001

Total 15,121

The 622 tons from other localities, which were sent to Java

for re-shipment to foreign countries, were primarily destined for

the Batavia market, and originated for the larger part from

Tapanoeli (221 tons), Lampongs (194) and West Borneo (76).

The total product of the Netherlands-Indies for the year 1915

was only 20,100 tons.

THE SITUATION IN MALAYA.
By a Special Correspondent.

MALAYAN COMMERCE.

VIEWED as a whole, business during 1916 was distinctly satis-

factory. Money is plentiful and no failures of importance

have been recorded. Figures show an all-round increase, though

in the case of imports, the actual volume of trade was less than

in pre-w^ar times. Importations from Japan, however, have been

growing rapidly, while the fact that the export trade—chiefly

rubber and tin—with America ii'a the Pacific Ocean, is under-

going an equal degree of development, is admirably illustrated

by the following figures

:

Tons.

1913. 1914. 1915. 1916.

2,800 3,800 13,000 15.200

Shipping difficulties are causing a great deal of anxiety, and

it is feared that if conditions continue getting worse, the trade

record for 1917 will fall greatly below that for the past year.

At Penang, the arrivals and gross tonnage for 1915 and 1916

were:

Ships Entered Gross
at Port. Tonnage.

1915 2,284 2,813.061
J 1916 2,209 2,577,020

Decrease 75 236,041

In spite of this condition, shipments of rubber were larger

than ever. Singapore noted an increase of 60 per cent over the

previous year, while from Penang exports of rubber for 1916

were 17,850 tons as compared with 14,738 tons during 1915—

a

difference of 3.112 tons. Prices for rubber were considered

satisfactory. In the Federated Malay States, 2s. lyid. was the

lowest price obtained for Smoked sheet; at Penang, First latex

brought prices ranging from 3s. 8>^d. to 2s. 2^(i. per pound.

The motor trade, which experienced a setback during 1914

and 1915, is recovering rapidly, due to the prosperity of planters

and miners, who can take advantage of the fine roads through

magnificent tropical scenery. The wealthier Chinese, however,

are the best customers, since they are rarely satisfied with one

car when once they take to motoring. It also seems likely that

there will be a big demand for motor tractors in the near future.

The following figures show that the larger part of the supply

comes from the United States, although in 1914 the United

Kingdom leads

:

1913. 1914. 1915.

£ Sterling. £ Sterling. £ Sterling.

United States 149,503 65,884 52,073
United Kingdom 133,709 88,429 29,521
Belgium 5,086 834
Germany 4,831 1,852

France 1,644 858 1.338
Italy 1.283 1,364 1,050

The total imports of cycles, automobiles and accessories at

Straits Settlements ports were as follows

:

£ Sterling.
1913 323,824
1914 169,301
1915 93.622
1916 rnine months) 260,983

For the Federated Malay States the values were £129,816 and
£44,060 in 1914 and 1915, respectively.

BANGKOK TO SINGAPORE BY RAIL.

Thanks to the energies of the general manager of the F. M. S.

Railways, the Bangkok-Penang line has been completed, and it

is now possible to travel from Bangkok, Penang and Kuala
Lumpur to Singapore by rail. The construction of this new
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Estate, on March 29, early in the morning, causing considerable

damage to the dry rubber factory. Fortunately there was no

wind blowing and the offices and store close by escaped.

SINGAPORE EXPORT DUTIES HAMPER JAPANESE RUBBER INDUSTRY.

According to the "Far Eastern Review," the export duties on

Straits rubber shipped through Singapore are likely to prove

a heavy blow to Japanese manufacturers. Many factories have

already suspended work temporarily because of the situation.

Japan's rubber goods industries have been expanding rapidly of

late and last 3'ear's imports of crude rubber up to November
30 at Yokohama amounted to 2,879,rX)0 yen, as compared to

1,232,000 yen in 1913, rubber to the value of 2,109,000 yen, or

7i per cent coming from Singapore. Of the nation's demand,

9,000,000 yen worth is supplied by domestic goods, while im-

ported articles amount to only about 800,000 yen.

BRAZILIAN NOTES.

ly^AY 13 was the anniversary of the day upon which the bill

^'•*- for the emancipation of slaves became law. From various

parts of the country came reports of more or less brilliant festivi-

ties in honor of the occasion.

THE STEVEDORES' STRIKE.

For several days shipping activities at Para were interfered

with owing to a strike of the stevedores. Of the many vessels

held up at the port, were some waiting to be freighted with

rubber for New York and Liverpool. Fortunately this state of

affairs was soon brought to an end, thanks to the efforts of

the governor. Dr. Lauro Sodre, who worked hard to bring about

an understanding between the strikers and the shipping com-
panies. The Lloyd Brasiliero, the Booth S. S. Co. and the

Empresa Port of Para were among the companies affected.

A feature of the strike was that the conductors, motormen
and chauffeurs threw up their work in sympathy with the

stevedores.

RUBBER TRADE CONDITIONS.

Trade during 1916 was very profitable in the states of Ama-
zonas and Maranhao, in the former owing to the high prices

ruling in the rubber market. The fall in Brazilian exchange

also benefited the exporting centers, Manaos and Maranhao. In

spite of this, representative men are of opinion that the pros-

perity here is purely artificial and that the future is very un-

certain. The British vice-consul at Manaos goes so far as to

advise British export firms to refrain from extending large or

lengthy credits. This is not without significance seeing that

the greater part of the exports has up to now been financed

by means of letters of credit issued by London bankers and

merchants, although considerable amounts have been drawn for

on New York in United States currency.

The fact that the output of rubber and caucho ball has re-

mained stationary for some years while the Eastern production

has not only increased by leaps and bounds, but has attained

a perfection of quality comparable if not surpassing the best

Brazilian rubber, is causing uneasiness even among the most

optimistic. More scientific methods and the encouragement

of planters and scringueiros are constantly urged.

The imports of rubber goods, including tires, show an enor-

mous increase in favor of the United States, being 784 per cent

in quantity and 554 per cent in f. o. b. value. The increase in

quantity, 468,526 kilos, compared with the falling off of 456,720

kilos from Germany, shows that America has successfully re-

placed the former country in the favor of Brazil.

United Kingdom exports fell off 12.8 per cent in quantity.

Consul George H. Pickerell, at Para, reports that the total

exports of crude rubber from Para and Manaos during May,

1917, amounted to 9,219,605 pounds compared with 7,314,826

pounds for the same month in 1916. Shipments to the United

States aggregated 7,690,816 pounds and to Europe 1,528,789

pounds, compared with 5,884.222 and 1,430,604 pounds, respective-

ly, last year. There were no shipments from Itacoatira, Brazil.

The several grades of rubber exported are shown in the fol-

lowing table

:

From Para. From Manaos.
/ '

V ,
'

,

To United To To United To
Grade. States. Europe. States. Europe.

Fine />oii)irfi 1,710.727 565,905 570,082 315,042
Medium 194,820 14.375 125,970 148,587
Coarse 1,220,651 27,118 350,625 13,081
Caucho 2,321,412 136,964 1,196,529 307,717

Totals 5,447,610 744,362 2,243,206 784,427

THE TIEE TRADE OF ARGENTINA.

As a measure to prevent German resumption of the tire supply

of Argentina after the war "The Commercial Motor" points out

that the *Germans own extensive rubber estates in Para, Brazil,

and that it would be to the advantage of British manufacturers

to control their sources of rubber supply in a similar manner.

While about 75 per cent of the automobiles are of British manu-
facture and Dunlop and North British tires were well repre-

sented, the German Continental tire people were gradually get-

ting the bulk of the trade.

Road conditions in Argentina are improving under the able

directorship of British managers of the Argentine railways,

many of which have formed a road board and are setting aside

regularly 3 per cent of their gross earnings for the improvement
and maintenance of the main roads and byways linking the

up-country farms with the principal railway depots. Responding
to this stimulus, the future trade in pleasure and commercial

motor vehicles and accessories of every sort promises to be

brisk. It has been predicted that a large measure of South
American development will be due to heavy motor lorries, and
already there is beginning to be a field for the sturdiest 3 and
S-ton American trucks, our lighter commercial vehicles having

failed to stand up under the necessarily hard usage. The dis-

patch, during the past four years, of no fewer than six American
commissions to Argentina, indicates that manufacturers in the

United States are not altogetlier neglecting their trade oppor-

tunities with sister republics of the western hemisphere.

BRITISH HONDURAS INCREASES CHICLE EXPORT TAX.

By an ordinance in effect June 16, 1917, the duty on chicle

exported from British Honduras is increased from }^ cent to

XYz cents per pound. Statistics for the exports during 1916

have not yet been published in Honduras, but in 1915 there

was exported 3,467,696 pounds of chicle gum, valued at $1,231,-

655. The imports of chicle gum from British Honduras into the

United States during the fiscal year 1916 amounted to 712,288

pounds, valued at $248,067, while the imports from Canada,

which also originate in British Honduras, amounted in the same
year to 2,152,933 pounds, valued at $1,214,963.

RUBBER GOODS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

The total imports of rubber and rubber manufactures of the

Dominican Republic amounted to $58,547 for the year 1916 as

compared to $34,676 for the year 1915. Tliis substantial in-

crease of $23,871 indicates a growing use of rubber goods in

the island republic. Of the 1916 total, goods to the value of

$56,752 came from the United States. Porto Rico was the next

largest source, its business amounting to $1,668.

*Our esteemed contemporary is surely misinformed in this particular.

—

The Editor.
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

N O. I

1.230,182.

1,230,284.

:, 230.290.

1,230,333.

1,230,508.

1,230,518.

1.230.543.

1,230,589.

1,230.606.

1,230,616.

1.230,650.

1,230,683.

1,230,690.

THE UNITED STATES.

ISSUED Jl'NlC 19, 1917.

.230,112. Vaginal fuprort. T>. G. Carey, Elmira, N. V.

,230,122. Billiard cue tip, coniprisinR both hard and foft lubber

sections. T. .T. Connell, Detroit. Mich.

Demountable rim lock. E. Lindbers. Rice Lake. Wis.

Dental rubber dam holder and cutter. (). B. Elkins and M. S.

Smith, assignors of one-fourth to N. Statham—all of Abbe-

ville. Ga.

I-ife preserver comprising an inflating gas container. B. A.

Cleiger. Chicago. 111.

Laminated, cohesive, interwound. bonded fabric for tires. L. A.

Subers. East Cleveland. Ohio.

Non-skid device for vehicle tires, comprising a rubber stud.

I. E. I'eden. New York City, assignor of one-half to T. F.

Smith. St. Paul, Minn.

Manufacture of brushes the bristles of which are held by vul-

canized rubber. E. E. Uol)inson, Kelleyille. N. J., assignor

to llanlon & Goodman Co.. New York City.

Means for expanding and contracting demountable rims. J. H.
Wagenhorst. Akron, Ohio.

Pencil and pen holder having rubber plugs. J. J. Macnorius.

Kenosha, Wis.

Quick detachable hose coupling. W. McQuigg Saunders,
Evansville, Ind.

Rim and wheel for solid rubber tires. A. C. Stevenson.

Scotstoun, Glasgov.-, Scotland.

Abdominal lielt. F. G. Baugatz, Paris. France.

for cleaning teeth. J. A. Daly, New

1.230,854.

1.230.858.

1,230.902.

1.230.967.

1,231.025.

1,231,141.

1,231,142.

1,231.166.

1,231,256.

1,231,296.

1,231,299.

1,231,314.

1.231.332.

1,231,446.

1,231,505.

1,231.530.

1,231,538.

1.231,539.

1,231.548.

1.231

1.231

1.231

1.231

1,231,

1,231,

1,231,

1,231

,568.

,612.

,644.

,748.

,777.

,780.

,931.

957.

cot
Y.

Elastic finger
Rochelle. N.

Pneumatic cushion.
The Grtodyear's
Naugatuck, Conn.

A. C. Eggers. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to

India Rubber Glove Manufacturing Co.,

F. E. Ellis, Revere, Mass.

H. R. Jenkins, Elthani, New

Priest, Oak

ISSUED JUNE 26, 1917.

Hose coupling. E. F. J. Breuer, Decatur. III.

Gas cartridge apparatus for inflating life-preserving belts. W.
G. Rrokaw, Paris. France.

Tire fastening device. F. P. Johnson. Danville, Pa.

Manufacture of block tires. C. B. Whittelsey. assignor to The
Hartford Rubber Works Co.—both' of Hartford. Conn.

Self-supporting garment comprising an elastic belt. G. Tn-

ghram. Fairview. W. \'a.

Fabric for printers' blankets and other purposes. F. E. Ellis,

Revere, Mass.

Packing for printing presses.

Milking machine teat cup,
Zealand.

Fountain pen. M. E. Heilbrun. New Y'ork City.

Resilient heel formed with a suction cup. A. F.

Park, 111.

Cushion heel for boots and shoes. M. Rieckmann, Springfield,

Mass.

Vehicle wheel rim. J. H. Wagenhorst, Akron. Ohio, assignor
of two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co.. New York City.

one-fifth to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio.
and one-fifth to the United States Tire Co., New York City.

-Ankle support and protector. H. J. Cjollis, Taunton. Mass.

Tire l>ead. W. C. Stevens, assignor to The Firestone Tire
& Rubber Co.—both of .\kron, Ohio.

Hand ftamp. W. J. Denney. assignor of one-half to W. E.
Boycr—both of Malone. N. Y.

Valve ball. F. T. Roberts, assignor to The Paramount Rubber
Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Vehicle wheel rirc. J. H. Wagenhorst, Akron, Ohio.

Vehicle w^heel rim. J. H. Wagenhorst. Akron, Ohio, assignor
of two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Co.. New York City, one-
fifth to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio,
and one-fifth to the United States Tire Co., New York City.

Tire valve. E. V. Myers, East Orange, N, J., assignor to A.
Schader's Son, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ISSUED JULY 3, 1917,

Electric cable. L. Clark, Englewood, N. J.

Pneumatic tire. O. P. Hoyt, Monroe, N. Y.

Demountable rim. M. F. Patton, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Teat cup. H. A. Kricke. Crows Landing. Calif.

Cushion pneumatic heel. O. Mussinan, New Y'ork City.

Auto wheel having a rim in four sections, each with a solid

rubber tire. J. G. Oehler, St. Louis. Mo.

Cushion tire. I. Normandy. St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada.

A pneumatic automobile tire. J. C. Smith, assignor of twenty-
four one-hundredths to C. W. Head and twenty-five one-
hundredths to B. Garcia— all of Mobile. Ala.

Door stop. F. H. Chase, assignor of one-half to J. W. Talbot

—

both of Chicago, HI. .

1,232,057. Inflatable arm rest for crutches. A. G. Lineback. Falls City,

assignor of one-fourth to I. R. Chambers, one-fourth to Ida
Davenport and one-fourth to Sarah Lineback. Albany— all in

Oregon.

1.232.075. Flexible brush comprising a rubber strip. E. B. Gates, Pater-

son, N. J.

1,232.100. Pneumatic tire. O. Schutz. New York City.

1,232,272. Inflaiion valve cap. C. Frrzier and I. Ashmorc—both of Biggs,

III.

1.232.277. Waterproof hat protector. I. Glaser, Washington. D. C.

1.232.292. Rim tool. C. H. Guiles. Addison. N. Y\

1,232,306. Means for securing in place and rendering useful deflated pneu-
matic tires. W. H. Heron, Washington, D. C.

1,232.406. \'e]iicle tire. C. W. Stewart, Martinsburg. W. Va.

ISSUED JULY' 10, 1917.

Reinforced rubber sole. O. C. Davis. Brockton, Massachusetts.

Rubber heel. E. J. Emery, Portsmouth, N. H.

Tire valve. T. W. Morris, assignor of one-half to G. B.
Dryden—both of Chicago. III.

Pneumatic tire valve. S. C. Sladden. New York City.

Heel. I. Gilbert. Chicago. HI.

Filler for tires. R. B. Bostwick. Cleveland. Ohio.

Resilient tire. A. M. Ferguson, Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to
W. Keyel. Penfield, N. V.

Emergency rim. H. C. Sampson. San Francisco, and .-X. F.
Farman. Oakland—both in Calif.

Rubber bumper. P. H. Gundermann. Chicago. 111.

Cushion tire. A. Teresa, assignor of one-third to M. Prieto and
one-third to M. Goizueta—all of Habana. Cuba.

Combined life preserver and diving suit. C. S. Altoonian,
Providence, R. I.

Tile. O. A. Kottemann, St. Louis. Mo., assignor of forty-nine
one-hundredths to E. A. Holz. C. L. Case, J. C. Holz and
J. H. Jones.

Tire. D. A. Messncr._ assignor of one-third to S. A. Messner

—

both of Akron. Ohio.

Tire. D. A. Messner. assignor of one-third to S. A. Messner

—

both of Akron. Ohio.

Vehicle-wheel rim. J. H. Waeenhorst. Akron. Ohio, assignor
of one-fifth to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. a corporation
of Ohio, one-fifth to The United States Tire Co., and two-
fifths to The E. F. Goodrich Co.—both corporations of New
York.

1.232,509.

1.232.518.

1,232,592.

1,232.726.

1.232,790.

1.232.887.

1,232,906,

1,232.981.

1,233,051.

1,233,143.

1.233,160.

1.233,277.

1,233,278.

1,233,279.

1,233,283.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
ISSUED JUNE 6. 1917.

105,385. Rubber galvanic batteries. C C. Rattey, "Logan," Seagry Road,
Wanstead, Essex.

105,412. Ply boards or sheets comprising wood veneers and waterproof
fabric. S. E. Saunders, White House, East Cowes, Isle of
Wight.

105.424. Tire tool. A. A. Friestedt, 2934 West Lake street, Chicago,
Illinois, U. S. A.

105,441. Convertible military garment and tent. E. F. Brown, 591a
Yonge street. Toronto. Ontario, Canada.

105,459. Rubber-covered vacuum-flask stoppers. F. E. and G. Harris,
46 Sydner street. Stoke New-ington, London.

105,473. Game comprising an apparatus with rubber base. J. H. Adams,
Rotton Park Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

ISSUED JUNE 13, 1917.

105.512. Corset having a section of elastic material. D. Kops, 525 West
End avenue, Manhattan. New York, U. S. A.

105.537. Wheel comprising a solid tread member and a number of pneu-
matic tubes. G. S. Gallagher, 672 St. Nicholas avenue, Man-
hattan, New York, U. S. A.

105,577. Seandess hot water bottle. F. C. Jones, 24 Belvedere Road,
l.'pper Norwood, Surrey.

105.684. Detachable rim. H. F. Cox and M.V. Powell. 333 West Ninth
street. Flint, and V, F. Brown. North Lincoln avenue, Bay

—

both in Michigan, U. S. A.

ISSUED JUNE 20, 1917.

105.733. Repairing rubber soles and heels. W. Jackson, Patent Fibre
Co., of Singapore. Straits Settlements.

105,735. Hot water bottle. F. C. Jones, 24 Belvedere Road, Upper Nor-
wood, SurreJ'.

105.741. Cover for pneumatic tire, comprising tread blocks. C. Jordan. 168
Homeward avenue, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. U. S. A.

105,796. Tire casing comprised of rawhide, gutla percha coated, layers

of rubber and balata impregnated canvas. A. A. Crozier, 3
Wood-iuest avenue. Heme Hill, London.

Chemical Patents will be found on page 650. Machinery and Process Patents on pages 653-654.
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105,843. Helmet comprising rubber tubes. A. F. Bargate. 20 Lawrence
Lane, London.

105.866. Non-slip bath mat. W. TL E. Clarke, 6102 Market street, Phil-

adelphia. Pennsylvania, V. S. A.

175.445.

175,467.

175,485.

175,507.

175.581.

175.604.

175,613.

175,629.

175,631.

175.648.

175,666.

175.679.

175,688.

175,758.

175.95.^

175.966.

175.987.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED iMARCH 31, 1917.

Brassiere having an elastic section. B. and H. Prince—both of
New York. New York, U. S. A.

Hose coupling comprising fabric hose sections. N. B. Braly,
Butte. Montana, L'. S. A.

Cord tire. F. S. Dickinson, New York, New York, U. S. A.

Corset comprising an elastic section. D. Kops, New York, New
York. U. S. A.

A tire having an outer and an inner section made of tough
flexible material, and an intermediate section of soft rubber.
The Pearce-Arrow Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co., assignee
of A. L. Pearce—both of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. L^. S. A.

Heel pad for boots and shoes. J. A. Adams, assignor, Toronto,
and E. A. Adams, assignee of all the title. Montreal, Quebec.

Tire protector. W. E. Wilson and S. S. Wilson—both of Des
Moines, Iowa, U. S. A.

Life preserver. W. Bruce, Walla Walla, Washington. \J. S. A.

A container for a stack of. tires. W. R. Busenbark, Akron,
Ohio, U. S. A.

Tire shoe. J. C, Fickes, Steubenville, Ohio. U. S. A.

Truss comprising a rubber pad. D. McKay, Collingwood,
Ontario.

Air cooled pneumatic tire. L Normandy, St. Catharines. Ontario.

Block tire. C. A. Simons, Albany, New York. U. S. A.

Pneumatic tire pressure gage. C Harrison and K. Lamond

—

lx)th of Vancouver, British Columbia.

Pneumatic tire arm.or. J. J. Kent, Dundas, Ontario.

Catamenial support W. K. Lyall, Montreal.

Tennis ball. F. W. Stockton. Chicago. Illinois. U. S. A.

NEW ZEALAND.
ISSUED MAY 17. 1917.

37,416. Milking machine teat cup. J. A. Mawston, Pine Grove Farm,
Waerenga Valley, Waikato.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates or Application.)

(August 30. 1916). Flexible metal bands for rubber wheel-tires.

I>e Navailles-Labatut.

(July 21, 1916). Wheel with removable crown having rubber tire.

Co.x, Powel & Brown.

(September 2, 1916). Improvements in elastic wheels. W. E.
Superman.

(September 6. 1916). Pneumatic tires for cycles, automobiles,
etc. P. Harder.

(September 6. 1916). Improvements in inflating valves of pneu-
matic and similar tires. H. S. Land.

(March 22, 1916). Utilization of old pneumatic tires for making
soles of boots, shoes, etc. U. Chaudeysson.

(September 18, 1916). Elastic tire for carriage wheels, G. Kanter.

(September 20. 1916). Tire device for wheels of automobiles and
other vehicles. R. Elakoe.

482,704

482,746

482,770

482,797

482,805

482,861

482,903

482,919

103.17.5,

103,263.

103,317.

103,378.

103,572.

97,448.

102,362.

102,686.

103,977.

103,978.

100,940.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

The compound word On-The-I.evel—rubber heels. E. S. Hel-
witi!. llrooklyn, N. Y.

The compound word Ox-Heart over a representation of leaves
and fruit—chewing gum. D. D. Long, Oswego, N. Y.

The words Old Hickorv—rubber tires for automobiles. W. B.
Buckley, New York City.

The word Aromint—chewing gum. The Aromint Co., Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

CBS Co. arranged within a shield design— rain coats. C. E.
Shane Co., Chicago, 111.

The word W'earever—rubber sponges. The Faultless Rubber Co.,
-Ashland. Ohio.

The word Formalitii—pacifiers. T. Schmid, Inc., New Y'ork
City.

The letter M within a shield design—ice caps, water bottles,
combination water bottles and fountain syringes, invalid
cushions, rubber urinals, and fountain syringes. The Mechan-
ical Rubber Co., New York Citv, Chicago, 111., and Cleveland,
Ohio.

Tile number 1 within a cone-shaped design—chewing gum. Com-
mon Sense Gum Co., New York City.

The number 5 within a cone-shaped design—chewing gum. Com-
nion .Sense Gum Co., New York City.

The com.i.ound word Mer-ra above a monogram design—rubber
and fabric hose, rubber belting, rubber packing. Southern
Railway Supply & Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.

101,336.

101,839.

102,406.

85,769.

101,920.

103,148.

104,297.

376.886.

377,625.

374,551.

377.203.

377,082.

377,244.

376.332.

376,978.

378,079.

22,415.

22,438.

Representation of a flying duck within a rubber tire—tire fabric,
canvas, sail cloth, tent cloth, cotton bagging. Katama Mills,
Boston, Mass.

The word Thermoid—tires, hofe ard mechanical rubber goods.
Thermoid Rubber Co., Hamilton township, Mercer County, N. J.

A representation of a tire—boots and shoes made of rubber and
canvas. Converse Rubber Shce Co.. Maiden, Mass.

The word Hidalgo—rubber, .-\cushnet Process Co., New Bed-
ford. Mass.

The word Apex in a triangular-shared design—rubber boots and
shoes. Goodyear Rubber Co., Middletown, Conn.

The word Itsago— sheet packing, piston packing and gaskets com-
posed of or containing rubber, l.a Favorite Rubber Manufac-
turing Co., Paterson, N. J.

The words Storm Hero— watertirocf outer clothing. B. Fligel,
New York City.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ISSUED JU'NE 6. 1917.

Representation of a life preserver with the words Trade Mark
on it and the word Dickralata in the center—boots and shoes
made with balata soles. R. S: J. Dick, Limited, 3 McPhail
street, Greenhead, Glasgow.

The word KoRTiT— all goods included in class 40. D. Moseley
& Sons. Limited, Chapel Field Works, Chapel Field Lane,
Ardwick, Manchester.

The letters N B R C Id at the top of and the word Edinburgh
beneath a representation of plaid draperies, surrounding a
shield on which is a design consisting of a sword and scales.
The North British Rubber Co., Limited, Castle Mills, Foun-
tainbridce, Edinburgh, .Scotland.

Representation of a railroad train—goods manufactured from
India rubber and gutta percha, not ircluded in other classes
but not including elastic fabrics and not including any goods
of a like kind to elastic fabrics. Noorbhai Jivaji, 435 and
437 Bhendy Bazar, Bombay, India.

The word Russam within a diamond-shaped design—reclaimed
India rubber and similar substances. Stead-Hunt, Limited,
Fielding Mills, Fielding street, Middleton. near Manchester.

The word Gem—machines for treating crude and partly prepared
india rubber. Summerscales. Limited, Phoenix Foundry, Royd
Lane, Eeechclifle, and Coney Lane Works, Coney Laiie—both
in Keighley, Yorkshire.

The word MfLTico—all goods included in class 40. Standard
Woven Fabric Co., South street, Walpole, Norfolk County,
Massachusetts, U. S. A.

The word Hagidf.—india rubber sheeting. T. F. Atkinson. 43
Esme Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

The word Fenway—goods manufactured from india rubber and
gutta percha. United Drug Co., 43 Leon street, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, U. S, A.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

The word Oriole—erasers. S. B. Beare, Limited, Toronto, On-
tario.

The words Smiles at Miles—rubber tires, inner tubes, valve
patches, inner cases nnd rubber tubing of all descriptions. Lee
Tire & Rubber Co., Whitemarsh, County of Montgomery, Penn-
sylvania, U. S. A.

NEW ZEALAND.

13,774. The word Goodyear divided by a representation of a winged foot— rubber hose. The Goodyear Tire & Kubber Co., Akron, Ohio,
U. S. A.

DESIGNS FOR TIRES.
THE UNITED STATES.

50,931. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented June 19. 1917. F. B,
Carlisle, North Kingston, R. I., assignor to J. M. Gilbert. New
York City.

50.956. Pneumatic tire. Term 14 years. Patented June 19, 1917. R M.
Picrson. -Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co..
New- York City.

50,961. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented Tune 19. 1917. L. T.
\'ance, assignor to Racine Rubber Co.—both of Racine, Wis-
consin.

i^_ii:

S'

on

50,931 50,956 50,961 50,976 50,977 51,013

50.976. Pneumatic tire. Term 14 years. Patented June 26. 1917. R. M.
Pierson. .Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F, Goodrich Co., New
York City.

50.977. Pneumatic tire. Term 14 years. Patented June '26, 1917. R. M.
Pierson. .Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Co.. New
York City.

51.013. Tire tread. Term 14 years. Patented July 10, 1917. F. T. Fair-
cloth, San Francisco, Calif.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.
Copyright 1917.

NEW YORK.

THE crude ruliber market ha.* been dull in a general way

throughout the entire month ; however, in some quarters

a fairly active business was reported. This fairly reflects

the condition of the rubber mills, many of which are running

night and day on war orders, while others have slowed down

for repairs and inventories usual at this time. As a whole, the

rubber industry is unusually Inisy, witli government business as

the prime mover.

The interest of manufacturers was almost entirely confined

to inquiries for the various positions in 1918 and the actual

volume of business transacted in futures was undoubtedly small.

The fact is, producers are not at all anxious to quote or sell fu-

tures, due to the difficulties that encompass shipping and the un-

certainties of ocean freight rates. There are, moreover, other rea-

sons ; for instance, producers are confronted with war taxes that

will be increased and to what extent no one knows, as the war

pressure grows heavier. Overhead costs, price of exchange,

packing and handling charges may also be augmented through

unforeseen circumstances and the burden will fall on the pro-

ducer who would be forced to fill his "future" contracts at a

loss.

Prices for spot plantation grades were steady and small price

changes recorded during the early part of the month, when

later, following the upward swing in London, the local market

became firmer and prices advanced.

On July 5 First latex crepe and Smoked sheet ribbed was 67

cents for spot and nearby. October-December, 66 cents; Janu-

ary-June, 6514 cents, and January-December, 65 cents. Brazilian

sorts were devoid of interest, Upriver fine being quoted 69 cents.

The tendency of the market was downward as the month pro-

gressed and with minor fluctuations obeying dominant Lon-

don, prices were practically unchanged as the last week of July

was brought to a close. On July 28, First latex crepe spot was

quoted dJVz cents. Smoked sheets ribbed, 67 cents, while futures

for both grades for all positions, including next year, were 67

cents. Brazilian sorts were dull with Upriver fine at 68;^ cents.

LONDON.

A fair demand and sufficient supplies were the reasons for the

firm conditions that have ruled the London market during the

past month. The consuming interests have been content with

supplying their immediate requirements from available stocks

at ruling spot prices but have not been attracted to any great

extent by the present future ofTerings. The consumers are wait-

ing for lower prices, supported by the promise of a heavy crop

next year, while the producers, faced with uncertainties attend-

ing production costs, are unwilling to sell too far ahead.

Standard crepe spot was selling on July S at 30d. and Smoked

sheets at 2934^. August-September was quoted TAd. and Octo-

ber-December 32rf. Fine hard Para spot was quiet at 36rf.

The market continued steady, with firm prices and minor

changes in value, until the end of the month. On July 28,

Standard crepe was quoted y^Y^d. and Smoked sheet 30>i(f.

London and Liverpool imports for May were 6,700 tons com-

pared w^ith 10,000 tons for April. Reexports for May were

6,093 tons against 8,200 tons for April.

SINGAPORE.

There has been little demand during the month of July in

the Singapore market and price values have steadily shown a

downward tendency. At the auctions held June 29, July 7, 13

and 20, the average prices realized w^ere as follows : First

latex crepe, 56.09 cents, compared to 59.7 cents a month ago.

Smoked sheets ribbed, 55.14 cents, compared to 60.19 cents last

month. The total amount sold was 1,628 tons, compared to

1,549 tons sold a month ago.

NEW YORK SPOT QUOTATIONS.

August 1, July 1,

rL.\NTATioN Paras— 1916. 1917.
First-latex crepe 1 ^^ , / ^ ,e,>^
•Hevea first crepe J

"iej-J© 65}i@

Amber crepe No. 1, pale gristly

blanket 56 @ 63 @
Amber crepe No. 2 (a 62 @
Amber crepe No. 3 @ 61 @
Amber crepe No. 4 @ 60 @
Brown crepe, thick clean 54 @ 60 @
Brown crepe, thin clean @ 60 @
Brown crepe, thin sjjecky @ 58 @
Brown crepe, rolled @ 53 @
Smoked sheet, ribbed standard 1

quality f 57}4@ 65>^@
'Hevea ribbed smoked sheets. . . J

Smoked sheet, plain standard "1

quality [ ^ en r-.

•Hevea plain or smooth smoked
|

<» 64 @
sheets j

Unsmoked sheet, standard quality i ,
, ^'Hevea unsmoked sheets J

^ o- (s

Colombo scrap, .No. 1 @ 49 @
Colombo scrap. No. I @ 45 @

Brazilian Paras—
Upriver fine b6'/,(sv 69 @
Upriver medium ^ 63

(ffi

Upriver coarse . 40>i(si 49 @
Upriver weatc nne (o> 60 ^
Upriver caucho oall 41 (a) 44 @
Islands fine 59 (s 66 @
islands medium (ai 58 @
Islands coarse 28H @ 34 @
Islands weak fine Cff 55 ($
Cameta 32 @ 34 @
Lower caucho ball 36 (a 41 @
Pel uvian fine CS' 67 (3?

Tapajos hiie (a' 67 J^ @
Tapajos caucho ball @ 40 @

Africans—
Accra flake 33 @ 31 @
Niger flake @ 31 @
Benguela, extra seconds, 28%... (gj 41 @
Benguela. No. 2, 32'^2% 35<A(S 38 @
Congo prime, black upper (ff 58 @
Congo prime, red upper (Vj 54 @
Rio Nunez ball (<£ 65 @
Rio Nunez sheets and strings.... @ 64 @
Conakry niggers 53 @ 64 @
Massai sheets and strings @ 64 @

Centrals—
Central scrap 34 ^ 45 @
Central scrap and stiip 38 (a^ 44 @
Central wet sheet 30 (a . 33 @
Corinto 41 @ 44 @45
Esmeralda sausage 40 (oj 46 @
Guayule 35 ^ 35 @

Manicobas—
Ceara negro heads ,@ 42 @
Ceara scrap @ 32 @
Manicoba special 42 ^(i' 37 '/i@
Manicoba extra (5' 35 @
Manicoba regular @ 33 @
Mangabeira thin sheet AO (tv 40 @
Mangabeira thick sheet (a 37y2@

Balata—
Balata block 41 @ 67 @
Surinam sheet 72J4@ 78 @

East Indian—
Assam crepe @ 64 @
Assam onions ('i 59 @
Penang block scrap @ 42 @
Pontianak pressed 15 @ 18 @
Bandjermassin 8 @ 11 @
Gutta Siak 18 @19 19 @
Uutta percha, red Macassar 2.50@ 2.20@

* Rubber .Association of America nomenclature.

July 28,
1917.

67 @

65 @
64 @
63 @
62 @
62 @
61 @
59 @
48 @

67 @

64
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COMPARATIVE NEW YORK PEICES FOR JULY.

In regard to the financial situation, Albert B. Beers (broker in crude
rubber and commercial paper, No. 68 William street, New York), advises
as follows:
"During July the market for commercial paper has been very uncertain,

most banks being in the market only occasionally off and on, and rates
have been 5@5I^ per cent on the best rubber names and 6@65/2 per cent
for those not so well known."

1917.* 1916. 1915.
Upriver, fine 68® 71 65(S'68 59@63
Upriver, coarse 48@50 41(5 42 44@47
Islands, fine 66@69 58@59 52054
Islands, coarse 28®30 26@28 28@30
Cameta 31@33 33@34 31@32

* Figured only to July 26.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM SINGAPORE.

The following reports of the weekly auctions held at Singa-

pore have been cabled by The Waterhouse Co., Limited

:

Crepe Smoked
price sheet price Tons Market.

Date. per lb. per lb. sold.

Tune 29 cents 55.25 53.97 389 Firmer with more inquiry.

July 7 56.52 56.52 475 Weaker and tendency
downward.

July 13 56.52 55.67 365 Weaker.
July 20 56.10 54.40 399 Little demand and prices

weak.

MARKET CABLE SERVICE FROM LONDON.

The following market report has been cabled from Alden's

Successors, Limited, London

:

Standard Ribbed
Crepe. Smoked Sheets.

June 25 29.jcirf. 29,/.

Tuly 2 29i4d. 29"4d.
July 9 30d. igVid.
Tuly 16 30rf. 29'Ad.
Tuly 23 iid. nyid.

Market.

Dull
Steady
Steady
Firm
Firm

WEEKLY RUBBER REPORT.

GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED, Singapore, report [June 1, 1917]:
The weekly rubber auction opened yesterday with a good demand for

high-grade rubber, fine pale crepe selling up to $152, and ribbed smoked
sheet to $150 per picul. At the continuation of the sale today the demand
was maintained, one lot of ribbed smoked sheet fetching $151 i)er picul.

The too price for fine pale crepe is the same as last week's, and that for
ribbed smoked sheet is $1 down. For palish, brown and dark creites there
was a brisk demand at relatively good prices, but inferior lots of smoked
sheet were neglected, and a considerable quantity was brought in. L^n-
smoked sheet met with a moderate demand, at about last week's prices. Of
800 tons cataloged, 453 tons were sold.

The following was the course of values:

Sterling Equivalent Equivalent
In Singapore per Pound per Pound
per Picul.* in London. in Cents.

Sheet, fine ribbed smoked $145®151 2/11 (33/ !4 61.62(3)64.17
Sheet, good ribbed smoked 130(3145 2/7j4(g>2/ll 55.25(361.62
Sheet, plain smoked 120(3129 2/ 5-)li(a2/ 7J^ 51.00(354.82
Sheet, ribbed unsmoked 118(3132 2/ 5'4(32/ 8'4 50.15(356.10
Sheet, plain unsmoked 115(3125 2/4}^(32/6^ 48.87@53.12
Crepe, fine pale 149@152 2/ll.^(3'3/ J^ 63.32@64.60
Crepe, good pale 137(3149 2/ 9;4@2/IUii 58.22(363.32
Crepe, fine brown 131® 140 2/ 8 (32/ 87^ 55.67® 59. 50
Crepe, good brown 120(31.!0 2/ 51^(32/ lYi 51.00(3 55.25
Crepe, dark 100(3121 2/lK®2/5;^ 42.50(351.42
Crepe, bark 68@104 l/6M(32/2}^ 28.90(344.20
Scrap, virgin and pressed 60(3 92 1/ 5'/S(31/ll% 25.50®39.10
Scrap, loose 80(3 81 l/9Ji(31/9K 34.0O(a'34.42

* Picul := 133J4 pounds.
Quoted in S. S. dollais — 2/4 [56.7 cents).

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.
TOTAL EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1, 1917 to dates named, excluding all foreign transhipments,

Reported by Barlow & Co., Singapore.)

From
,

^
,

Port Swet-
Singapore. Malacca. Penang. tenham.

April April April May
To— 30, 1917. 30, 1917. 30. 1917. 22, 1917. Totals.

United Kingdom ./?«. 16,666,056 1,757.231 10.197,667 16,463,387 45,084,341
The Continent 5,926,148 .... 47,067 .... 5,973,215
Tapan 1,291,842 .... .... 1,291,842
Ceylon 152,334 223,732 454,727 830,793
U. S. and Canada.. 40,132,832 6,220,200 553,264 46,906,296
Australia 185,413 185,413
China (Hongkonp) . . 47,052 47,052

Totals 64,354,625 1,757,231 16,688,666 17,518,430 100,318,952

Same period, 1916.. 44,699,753 1,538,534 10,879,900 8,855,995 75,974,182
Same period, 1915.. 20,651,757 3.276,002 8,230,797 10,915,581 44,074,137
Same period, 1914.. 12,167,672 1,772,527 5,398,000 10,860,277 30,198,476

EXPORTS OF PARA RUBBER FROM PENANG.

MAY 1-23, 1917.

To

—

Pounds.
United States:

Seattle 851,600
Akron 509,466
New York 346,400
San Francisco 9,066

Total 1,716,532
Europe:
England

—

London 1,748,266
Liverpool 397,866

Total 2,146,132

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF RUBBER AND GUTTA
AT SINGAPORE.

IMPORTS.
-April 20-30, 1917.

Para Rubber
Para for

Rubber. Treatment.From

—

Malay Peninsula

—

Port Swettenham lbs. 826,000
Teluk Anson 717,200
Muar 320,533
Penang 212,666
-Alalacca 132,000
Port Dickson 92,933
Kelantan 62,666
Kuantan 21,733
Rengat 6,933
S. Pandjang 533

Totals 2,393,186 589,465

Borneo

—

Bandjerma?sin 69,333
Sarawak

, 67,333
Pontianak 43,066
Labuan 23,866
Sambas 20.000
Jesselton 14,800

Borneo Gutta Gutta
Rubber. Percha. Jelutong.

273,866
310,133

5,466

2,533

Passir
Sandakan .

.

Kudat
Singkawang
Samarinda .

Sampit . . .

.

12,666
7,333
3,866
3,333
1,866
1,333

99,866

"5',266

3,066
2,133
1,466

3,733
14.666

50,533
17,066
4,000

30,000

'"'26(5

133,333
475,466
49,600

1,600
221.466

Totals

Sumatra

—

Djambi 1 56.000
Deli 118,433
Palembang 19.600
.Asahan 7,733
Siak 5,333
Indragiri 2,933
Muntok 933

268,795 107,599 25,064 103,465 879,865

Totals 310,965

Java

—

Sourabaya 8,133
Batavia 2,266
Samarang 1,600

466,800

'95,266

562,000

23,333

23,333

Totals

Burma

—

Mcrgui 4,666

Other ports 91,466

8,000

67,733 3,333 21,200 153,333

Grand Totals 3,081,210 1,326,797

EXPORTS.
28,397 132,665 1,056,531

.Vpril 20-30, 1917,

Rubber.To-
North .\merica:

LTnited States

—

Akron 929,866
New York 602,000
Seattle ;.. 347,466
San Francisco 190,400
Boston 168.000

Canada

—

Vancouver 563.066

Totals 2,800,798
Et-'ROPE:

United Kingdom

—

England (London)

Para Rubber
Para Trans- Borneo

shipped. Rubber.
Gutta

Percha.
Gutta

Jelutong.

35,866
161,333

197,199

384.800

Grand Totals 3,185,598 197,199

56,000

56,000

124,400

180,400
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IMPORTS.

May 1-24, 1917.

From

—

Mal.iy Peninsula

—

Port Swettcnham .. ./fri. 1,435,866

Ttluk .\nson 944,000

Malacca 809.733

Muar 581,333

Pcnang '"i'^92
Port Dickson 1 10,400

Kelantan ^t-lli
Kcng.it fn- JI
Kuantan iy,/JJ

S. Pandjang 4,666

Tringganu

Para Rubber
Para for

Rubber. Treatment.
Borneo
Rubber.

Gutta
Percha.

Gutta
Jelutong.

405,600

ii'/.MO
42,000

"20,806

266

215.200
3,333

32,266

30.933

Totals 4,507.663 596,000

Borneo

—

Sarawak 161.466

Bandjermassin 110.666 31,466

Sibu 64,266
Pontianak cf?tt ''''^^

.Sambas 5S, 133

Jesselton 39,600

Labuan 31.h66

Sandakan 23.066

Sampit •-'666

Passir ^['Ai
Kudat 6,266

Singkawang •J-'-"
Samarinda 3,066

Totals 593,593

Sumatra

—

Djambi 256,933

Palembang 58.266

Deli d2,000

Indragiri in'ni^
Bengkal.s 10.933

Siak ',^66
Muntok 6.266

Belawan
Asahan

1,066
22.000
1,200
4,000

933

10.933
60,266
2,133
15,066.
1.333
2,000
4.266

796.266
188.533
228,800
36,000

164.000

!.4O0

266 2.666

317.331 29,465 101,063 1,413,599

43,333

4,533

i 50.606
99,600

Totals 410,397

Java

—

Sourabaya 68 OOO

Batavia 62,000

Samarang ••33

Totals 130.433

297,466

Siam

—

Bangkok
Patani .

.

Total

1.1166

933

1,999

Burma

—

Rangoon tU'H^ iil'iii
Other ports 233,866 234.333

800
1,333 131,066

15.200

2,666

2,133 148.932

19,466 17,866 160.666

Grand Totals

To-
North America:

.5.895,284 1,445,330

EXPORTS.

May 1-24, 1917.

48.931 121.062 1.723,197

Para Rubber
Para Trans-

Rtibber. shipped.
Borneo Gutta Gutta
Rubber. Percha. Jelutong.

United States—

New York 3,232.533 1.324,666

Akron 1,191,200 39,600

Seattle " 1,102.266 54.933

San Francisco 219.333 4.533

Boston 176,133

Canada

—

Montreal ''^^r"??Vancouver 563,866
Granbv 26.933

Toronto 9,500

Totals 7.873,764 1,423,732

Europe:

United Kingdom

—

England

—

London 1,150.800 2,178,933

Liverpool 306.266 357,333

Russia (Vladivostok) 1.880.133

Italy (Genoal 756.933

France (Marseillesj 312.800

Totals 4.406,932 2.536,266

Grand Totals .

498,666 1,480,266

'77.266 921,666

11.333
24.200

PLANTATION RUBBER EXPORTS FROM JAVA.

April
A

To— 1916.

Holl.\nd;
Hevea founds

(iRE.\T Brit.mn:

Ficus 4,594
Hevea 757,120
Cear.i 4,354
Castilloa 5,889

Totals 771,957

L'nited States:

Ficus 28,175
Hevea 2,374,400
Ceara
Castilloa

Totals 2,402,575

Singapore:

Ficus 5,282
Hevea 512.960
Ceara 594
Castilloa 110

Totals 518.946

Other Countries:

I'icus

Hevea 38.080

Totals 38.080

I'our Months Ending
April.

575.866 2,401,866

67,466 19.866

1917.

1.533
831,040

6,514
6,264

1916.

29,120

8,470
2,367,680

16.427
18,832

1917

4.571
2,172,800

12,707
13,272

845,351 2,411,409 2,203,350

32.087
1,933,120 5,427,520

11,114

2,578
10,868,480

185
7,060

1,933,120 5,470,721 10,878,303

102,999 19,866

1,430
226,240

550

17,796
1,413,440

11,812
2,365

7.027
1.232.000

12,082
797

228,220 1,445,413 1,251,906

4,480

4,480

1,672
112,000 15,680

15,680

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

The e.<port of jilantation rubber from .Straits Settlements ports in the
month of May, as oiiF.cially reported by cablegram from Singapore,
amounted to 6.282 tons. Of this total. 928 tons were transhipments from
adjacent countries. Appended are the comparative statistics for three
years:

1915. 1916. 1917.

January tons 2.576 4,443 3.562
February 2,741 3.359 6.495
March 2.477 4.481 8.299
April I,y78 4,219 6,103
May 3,588 3.274 6,282

Totals 13.360 19,776 30.741

The above figures include transhipments of rubber from various places
in the neighborhood of the Straits Settlements, such as Borneo, Java,
Sumatra and the Malay States other than the Federated Malay States.

FEDERATED MALAY STATES RUBBER EXPORTS,

It is officially reported from Kuala Lumpur that the exports of plantation
rubber from the Federated Malay .States in the month of June amounted to
6.008 tons, which compares with 7.179 tons in May and 5,114 tons in the
corresponding month last year. For the first half of the present year, the
exports amounted to 39.471 tons compared with 27.091 tons in 1916 and
19,190 tons in 1915. Appended are the comparative statistics:

1915. 1916. 1917.

January tons 3.473 4.471 5.995
February 3.411 5.207 7.250
March 3.418 4.429 7,084
April 2.777 3,914 5.955
May 2,708 3,956 7.179
Tune 3,403 5,114 6.008

Totals 19.190 27.091 39.471

12.280.696 3,959.998 678.865 2.421.732

EXPORTS OF CEYXON GROWN RUBBER.

(From January 1 to May 28. 1917. Compiled by the Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce.)

To— 1917. 1916.

United Kingdom rounds 12.999.165 7.721.711
France 1,322,371 586,650
Italv 33.600
Russia 177,623 179,010
Western Austi alia 56
South Australia 27
\ictoria 198,353 336,016
New South Wales 61.858 63.776
United States 7,161,914 11.594,584
Canada and Newfoundland 239,694 2,240
India 25 600
Japan 26.848 94,676

Totals 22,221,478 20,579,319

(Same period 1915. 17.077.193 pounds; same period 1914. 13.167.984

pounds.) The export figures of rubber, given in the above table for 1914.

include the imports reexported. (These amount to 1,641.720—1.364,436

pounds from the Straits, and 265.660 pounds from India.) To arrive at the

total quantity of Ceylon rubber exported for that year deduct these imports

from the total exports.. The figures for 1916 and 1917 are for Ceylon
rubber only.
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CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF
NEW YORK.

The following statistics are not complete, due to Government

orders prohibiting access to the records.

[7/i<? Figures hidifate ll'eighl in Pounds.]

FAEAS.

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho. Cameta. Totals.

June 18.—By the Acre from Para:

H. A. .\5tlctt & Co 69,440 17.920 71,680 100.800 8,960=263.800

June 17.—By the J'usland from Para;

H. A. .Astlett & Co 17,920 15,680 = 33,600

Raw Piodiicts Co 23,562 23,199 = 46.761

June 27.-—By the Tela from Para and Manaos :

Aldens' Sviccessors, Ltd,.. 7,OC0 700 4,300 = 12,000

T T. Johnstone & Co., Ini- 660 6,720 9,000 = 16,380

Hacemever & Brunn 10.000 3,300 1,000 = 14,300

H. A. -Astlett & Co 17,920 = 17,920

Meyer & Brown 35,300 7.100 13.500 54,400 = 110,300

June 28.—By the Ancon from Mollendo:

MuIIer. Schall & Co 15,076 1,314 = 16,390

June 28.—By the Gen. If. C. Gorgas from Mollendo:

Muller, Sclial! & Co tlO,023 = 10,023

July S.-

22,000
2,661

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho. Cameta.

-By the Sao Paulo from Para:

Aldens' Successors, Ud, . . 8,200 400 10,000

Muller, Schall & Co 322 55 487

Hagemeyer & Brunn 5,000

H. A. Astlett & Co 11.200 .......

Henderson & Korn 78,500 1,200 5,000

Raw Products Co 9,565 1,283 714

Meyer & Brown 80,400

July 5.—By the Minas Geraes from Para:

Henderson & Korn 30,000

Raw Products Co 25,972 10,275 63.769

33,600
6,200 2,000:

July 9,—By the Tapajoc from Para and Manaos

:

MuIIer, Schall & Co 8,302

Aldens' Successors, Ltd... 6,800

Hagemeyer & Brunn 33,600

H. A. Astlett & Co 62,720

Hendei son & Korn 30,000

Mever & Brown 59,100

642
500

2,000
12,600

5,200 7,377
3,500 22,000

25,000
44,800 170,240
20,000 28,000
22,100 44,200

353:

i2,66o=

ii',oo6:

Totals.

40,600
3,525
5,000

44,800
92,900
11,562
80,400

= 30,000
: 100,0 16

: 21,874
32,800
70,600

:277,760
: 91,000
:13S,000

700
July 14.—By the Tricolor from Para:

Aldens' Successors, Ltd... 33,700 1.500 2,500

General Rubber Co 25,000 3.000 12,000

Hasremever & Brunn 11,200-

H A. .Astlett & Co 76,160 6,720 24.640 145,600 22,400:

Henderson & Korn 21,000 43,000 =

Meyer & Brown 3,400 53,800 -

July 21.—By the Vindcggcn from Para and Manaos :

General Rubber Co.. 103,000 8,700 2,100 112,000 =

Henderson & Korn 12,000 :

H, A. Astlett & Co 53.760 4,480 71,680 67,200 :

Meyer & Brown 106.400 3,800 6,700 266,600 :

*Weak Fine.
tL'pper Caucho Ball.

By the Aagot from Para

:

Raw Products Co 155.213

: 38,400
: 40,000
: 11,200
1275,520
: 64,000
: 57,200

225.800
: 12,000
:197,120
:383.500

:155,2I3

PLANTATIONS.

TO NEW YORK.
Pounds.

June 16.—By the City of /4f;if>w= Singapore:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 5,434

Raw Products Co 15,680

June 21.—By the MiHne/iii/ia= London:

Rubber Trading Co 33.700

Hagemeyer Trading Co 13,440

June 21.—By the Pannonia^'Lonion:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 219,520

June 27.—By the Australia= \-onion:

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 573,400
Rubber Trading Co 67,200

June li.—By the 5'a^ronia^Londun;

Rubber Trading Co 22,400

J, T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 155,320

June 28.—By the LaraoH = London:

Rubber Trading Co 6,720

June 28.—By the C.vc/y/'j=London:

Rubber Trading Co 11,200

June 30.—By tiie /vi(;nfr/c=East;

Rubber Trading Co 15,680

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 112,000

July 1.—By the M/c/n'gaM= London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 87,700
Rubber Trading Co
Raw Products Co

July 3.—By the £!ii-j'adM= East:

Rubber Trading Co 179,200

J, T. Johnstone & Co.. Inc 586,490
Raw Products Co 15,680

July 3.—By the Co/» "i&r'a= Ceylon :

J. T. Johnstone S: Co., Inc 11.200

July S.—By the Mcia6a=London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 4,452

July 5.—By the FaKrfa/io=London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 14,241

July 6.—By the Car^af/n*a^ London:

I.. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 78,080
Meyer & Brown 23,300

July 7.—By the 5(n-raU"5=London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 9,270

July 9.—By the Boa'(7aH=Java and Batavia:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 116.480

T. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 597,932
General Rubber Co. ^ . .; 292,000

Haeemeyer Trading Co 41.326
Raw Products Co 8,201

TirLY 12.—By the .Vi>/'o;i= Singapore;
Henderson &: Ko

Pounds.

514.600

July 13.—By the OaH/a= London:
.Mdens' Successors, Ltd

July 14.—By the Shinsei .Uar:( =: Singapore :

Henderson & Korn

July 16.—By the £iirvJ'a(i'J= East:

Hagemeyer Trading Co

51,500

Ji'LY 16.—By the ATaiiffa/ia' ^Colombo:
L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc
Rubber Trading Co

July 16.—By the St. Bidt'= I.ondon:

L. Littlejohn & Co.. Inc
Meyer & Brown

6,720

East:

33,600
4,480

897
6,100

56,000
41,440

July 17.—By the Prinsder Ncderlanden^rz'PsiTB-
maribo

:

Miiller, Schall & Co 435

July 17.—By the Wakasa Ma™= East:

Rubber Trading Co 114,240
L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 501,760

July 17.—By the Philadelphian^i'London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 47,161
Hagemeyer Trading Co 9.059

By the H,v.s(j"^Ceylon

:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By the Goentoer=:Ceylon:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By the Hmj'rcss of /a/>(iji= East:

Rubber Trading Co

By the /C/i.Yii;r= East:

Hagemeyer Trading Co

By the Del7i'ana=K3iSt:

H:;gemeyer Trading Co

By the A'ang'(?ti» = Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc
Raw Products Co

July 17.—By the Adyiatic='London:

L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 3,000

July 19.—By the £c»arfor:= Singapore:

Henderson & Korn 46,000

July 21.—By the Louis A'iV/iCH= Singapore;

Henderson & Korn 136,000

July 23.—By the Uukai .1/arj(= Singapore:

Henderson & Korn 37,000

Jl'LY 24.—By the il/a«/(af/aH = London :

.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 933,400

July 24.—By the /l/a/aA'Hfo= London :

.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 929,300

.Meyer & Brown 4,500

July 26.—By the MarfitrH=Singapore:

Henderson & Korn 57,000

July 27.—By the Einpiess of .'Jjiu= Singapore:

Henderson & Korn 359,800

By the Neleus=Ccy\on:

J. T. Johnstor.e & Co., Inc ,S3,918

By the /Cafc»ia= East:

Rubber Trading Co 20, 1 60

J. T. Johnstone & Co.. Inc 15.860

By the Pro^(7.y(7aHj^Ceylon

:

I. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By the i?o)irfo= Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By the 7?oc/>af= Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By tile l'iendijk= 'Bat^via.:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc

By the Kzi'anto Man(= CeyIon:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc
Raw Products Co

Pounds.

6,720

54,682

11,200

13.780

9,095

206,320
2,219

60.491

9,299

44,925

33,606

58,940
4,480

By tile Sbinyo .1/(ir»= Ceylon

:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 89,600

By the Kntori Man(= Ceylon:

J. T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 15,680

By the Siberia Mar»= East:

Rubber Trading Co 22,400

J, T. Johnstone & Co., Inc 32,483

By the Korea MarH= East:

Raw Products Co. 6,720

AFRICANS,
July 23.—By the Ciirj»ani(i=:Liverpool

:

Rubber Trading Co 4,480

June 27.—By the .-^«c/aHm= Liverpool

:

Rubber Trading Co 11,200

July 9.—By the Tofa/o.f=Para:

Hagemeyer Trading Co. I Negrohcads) . . 22.750

BALATA.
July 17.—By the Prinsder Nederlanden = Pan-
maribo:

Muller, Schall & Co. (Seramby sheet) . 30,071
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GUAYULE.
Pounds.

June 19.—By El Ri'o=Galveston:
Continental-Mexican Rubber Co.L 105,340

June 26.—By El jV/u«do=:Galveston:
Continental-Mexican Rubber Co 53,400

June 27.—By El 5'i«;o=Galvcston:
Continental-Mexican Rubber Co 55,087

Jui.v 4.—By the A'i7iic«=Galveston:
Continental-Mexican Rubber Co 36,091

July 4.—By El On>«<f=G3lveston:
Continental-Mexican Rubber Co

1. T.
The

Johnstone & Co
(icodycar Tire & Rubber

Pounds.
38,880
76.815

CENTRAL SCRAP.

June 21.—By the Creole=i^ew Orleans:
Muller, Schall & Co. (Mexican)

53,520

Pounds.

402

th(June 21.— By
Muller, Schall &

July 9.—By thi

Muller, Schall & Co.

SCRAP,

Pounds.

Santa .1/ar(o=Port Limon:

1,537Co. (Costa Rican) .

.

ri<rriij/fca= Port Limon
(Costa Rican) .... 1,320

ATCRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS
SEATTLE.
PLANTATIONS.

TO SE.ATTLE, W.\SH.
Pounds,

June 22.—By the Tamba Mani= Yokohama:
L. Littlcjohn & Co 282,690
Mitsui & Co
W. R. Grace & Co
Robinson & (To..

39,555
8,505

16,875

July 5.—By the Sado Maru-
W. R. Grace & Co
Mitsui & Co., Limited

89,505

347,625

=Yokohama:
8,100
2,295 10,395

July 9.—By the Kamakura Afa>-u= Yokohama:
L. Littlejohn & Co 32,805
Mitsui & Co., Limited 56,700

July 11.—By the Nippon=Moji:
Aldens' Successors, Limited... 27,000
The Raw Products Co 24.840
W. R. Grace & Co 15,120
L. Littlejohn & Co 27,540
Arnold & Zeiss 20,250 114,750

July 14.—By the Sliinsei .V/a™= Singapore
Raw Products Co 11,340
The B. F. Goodrich Co 818,370
Henderson & Korn 27 540
W. R. Grace & Co 9,585
Arthur Meyer & Co 18,090
Arnold & Zeiss 30,240
East Asiatic Co 9,180
L. Littlejohn & Co 35,640
Robinson & Co 7,155 967,140

July 17.—By the Inaho Maru=Kobe:
Mitsui & Co 81,810

July 22.—By the Mexico Maru= Yokohama:
Arnold & Zeiss 45,090
Meyer & Brown 3 375
Robinson & Co 32,'400
L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc 36,585

July 22.—By the Shid^uoka i\/ari(= Yokohama:
Meyer, New York 1,755

TO AKRON, OHIO.

July 5.—By tne Sado Man( = Yokohama:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 76,410

TuLY 6.—By the Cliicar^ ikfarM=Yokohama:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 4,860
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 9,450 14,310

July II.—By the A'i>/>on= Moji:
Rubber Trading Co 4.860
J. T. Johnstone & Co 6,480
The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 163,890
Fred Stern & Co 2,430

Co

TO NEW YORK.
June 19.—By the Louise Neilsen= 'E!ist:

.Aldens' Successors, Ltd 193,000

June 21.—By the Manila iWaruzzEast:
.\Idens' Successors, Ltd 5,000

July 5.—By the Sado ilfarH=: Yokohama:
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 2,970
J. T. Johnstone & Co 10,800
W. R. Grace & Co 51,435
East Asiatic Co 13,905
Arthur Meyer & Co 3,105 82,215

July 6.—By the Chicago MarM=:Yokohama:
L. Littlejohn & Co 2,835
Arthur Meyer & Co 4,455 7,290

July 9.—By the Kamakura .1/an< = Yokohama:
Rubber Trading Co 17,280
.\rthur Meyer & Co 2,700
Robinson & Co 2,025
L, Littlejohn & Co 8,100 30,105

July 11.—By the Nippon=Mo]i:
Henderson & Korn 394,470
J. T. Johnstone & Co 102,195
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 206,010
Robert Badenhop & Co.. Inc... 215,190
Robinson & Co 72,765
Winter & Sons 67,635
.Arthur Meyer & Co 20,385
Fred Stern & Co 24,705
Balfour Williamson & Co 18.225
Rubber Trading Co 3,240
-Mdens' Successors, Ltd 7,965
L. Littlejohn & Co 75,195
William H. Stiles 57,105 1,265,085

July 14.—By the Sliinsei MarHz= Singapore:

Rubber Trading Co 8.910
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 5,940
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc.... 32,400
L. Littlejohn & Co 143,100
Edward Maurer Co., Inc 34,020
William H. Stiles _.

.

21.195
Hadden & Co 159,435
Frank B. Ross Co 41,985
East Asiatic Co 4,860 451,845

yia Vancouver.

United States Rubber Co 1,141.695
Robinson & Co 37,800
Meyer & Brown 25,110 1,204,605

July 3.—By the Euryadcs^Colomho:
E. G. Curry 10,800
Arnold & Zeiss 14,985 25,785

POMTIANAK.

TO SEATTLE, WASH.

July 5.—By the Sado MorHrzYokohama:"^""''
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta) ] 5,930

July II.— By the Nippon= '!>loji:

L. Littlejohn & Co. (JelutonR) . . 353,295
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta) 185,760 539,055

July 14.—By the Sliinsei .¥ar«=: Singapore:
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta) . . . 59,400
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Jelutong). 112,320
British Bank of South America

(Jelutong) 104,125 275,845

TO NEW YORK.
July 11.—By the iVi>f i)ii= Moji:

Equitable Trust Co 48,465

July 14.—By the Shinsei Jl/ad(=Singapore:

30,105
L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta).

\T PACIFIC COAST.
By the Ceylon A/arii=:East:July 21.

Meyer & Brown

July 23.—By the Mexico ilfBr«= East:
Meyer & Brown

July 23.—By the Unkai Jl/ar.<= East:
Meyer & Brown

By the T'yi>oiidari=East:
ileyer & Brown

Meyer &

Meyer &

By the Tjiinanock^^East:
Brown

By the Siberia A/aru=East:
Brown

2,240

4,480

201,600

33,600

4,480

11,200

TO NEW YORK.
July 9 —By the Batcrca)i= Java and Batavia:

Ilagemeyer Trading Co 190,400

AT

By the Taisha .¥Bn(= East.

Aldens' Successors 13,500

TO WATERTOWN, MASS.
July 11.—By the A'i>/'oii= Moji:

The Hood Rubber Co. 47,250

July 14.—By the Shinsei A/flru= Singapore:

The Hood Rubber Co 55,080

TO SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

July 5.—By the Sado AfarK=Yokohama:
Mitsui & Co., Ltd 8,505

July 22.—By the Mexico il/arii= Yokohama:
Charles T. Wilson Co.,
,Mdens' Successors . .

.

Fred Stern & Co

Inc.

June 20.—By the Ku-anto Mar
Aldens' Successors, Ltd

:East:

1,215
3,510
6,480

18,000

TO MONTREAL, CANADA.
July 14.—By the Shinsei MarH= Singapore:

163,620Canadian

By th

Meyer i

Consolidated Rubber Co.

Milwaukee='LQndon.

177,660

July 14.—By the Shinsei Marif= Singapore:

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 391,905
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 93,825 495,730

Via Vancouver.
Meyer & Brown 66,230
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co 1,081,080 1,147,310

July 22.—By the Mexico Mar«=Y*okohama:
The B. F. Goodrich Co 272,700

Brown 15,700

TO TORONTO, CANADA.
July 14,—By the Shinsei Maru= Singapore:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 25,245

TO V.-^NCOCVER.

July 14.—By the Shinsei .'lfori<= Singapore:
F, H. Clendenning 16,740

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
CLEVELAND.
PLANTATIONS,

TO .-^KRON, OHIO.

June 30.—By the AfoK(eog/c=Colomho:
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 46.750

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS
SAN FRANCISCO.

PLANTATIONS.

June 25.—By the .'\/aiiioc.i= Sourabaya:
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 390,420
The B. F. Goodrich Co 368.280
Henderson & Korn 39,690
Hagemeyer Trading Co 54,540
L. Littlejohn & Co 125,145
Edgar & Co 68,175
E. S. Kuh & Valk Co 84,645
Arnold & Zeiss 6,885
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 18,225
Edward Maurer & Co 77,490
Winter & Sons 42,390 1,275,885

June 29.—By the 5'a^ra*orfa= Rotterdam:

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 154,170

The B. F. Goodrich Co 203,445
H. B. M. Consul General 40,770

Edward Maurer & Co 170,910

Edgar & Co 22,140

H. Peabody 41,850

E. S. Kuh & Valk Co 25,245

L. Littlejohn & Co 106,785 765,315

July 19.—By the C/iiHa=Hong Kong:

Obalski & Sweeny 8,775

United States Rubber Co 210,060

Charles T. Wilson Co 81,810

Arnold & Zeiss 6,885

L. Littlejohn & Co 130,545

Edward Maurer & Co 27,540

William H. Stiles Co. ... 36,855 502,470

July 16.—By the Tjisotidari='Batavia:

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 174.420

J. T. Johnstone & Co 49,140
Edward Maurer S: Co 238,950
Arnold & Zeiss 141,210
Meyer & Brown 27,270
Edgar & Co 9,045
H. B. M. Consul General 46,575
Henry W. Peabody & Co 7.695
The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 721,980 I,4I6„285
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Totals • 198,438 $121,628

Exports:

Rubber boots /'QiVj 10,484 $21,315

Rubber shoes fairs 23,333 39,771

Automobile tires 2,333

Other rubber tires 87

Belting, hose, etc 1,506

All other manufactures of

india rubber 4,280

Totals 33,817 $69,292

Port of Chicago, Illinois—June, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

Rubber scrap 202,502 $14,593

Manufactures of india rubber 527

Totals 202,502 $15,120

Port of Cleveland, Ohio—June, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 128,513 $141,800
Rubber scrap 118 9

Manufactures of india rubber 8,616

Totals 128,631 $150,425

Port of Galveston. Texas—June, 1917.

No transactions.

Port of New Orleans, Louisiana—May, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 36,656 $15,275

Port of New Orleans, Louisiana—June. 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 26,229 $10,990

Port of San Francisco, California—May, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 7,975,826 $5,205,925
Rubber scrap 75,596 2,536
Gutta jelutong 128,727 10,852

Totals 8,180,149 $5,219,313

Exports;

India -ubber boots pairs 25 $103
India rubber shoes pairs 8,334 5,518
Automobile tires 115,429
Other rubber tires 8,150
Belting, hose, etc 39,235
All other manufactures of

india rubber 20,902

July 19.—By the Ecwarfor^Singapore:

Pounds.
General Rubber Co 135
The International Trading Co. 51,975
Wilson, Holsate & Co 44,955
W. T. Basley 945
East .\siatic Co 135,675
Katz Bros 20,655
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 89,235
W. R. Grace & Co 10,665 354,240

July 23.—By the Unkai Maru No. 2= Colombo:

Henderson & Korn 25,110
Charles T. Wilson Co.. Inc 26,730 i

W. R. Grace & Co 9,180
Bowers Rubber Works 10,395
Arnold & Zeiss 27,945
E. Maurer & Co 17,415
Arthur Mever & Co 17,820
Meyer & Brown 160,650
Guaranty Trust Co 649,350
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 50.220 994,815

PONTIANAK.

June 25.—By the MarfiofH=Sourabaya:

L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta)... 114,480
United Malaysian Co. (Gutta

Siak) 118,800 233,280

June 29.—By the Socrakarta^'RotterdiLm:

Goldman, Sachs & Co 22,950
L. Littlejohn & Co 51,435 74,385

July 19.— By the C/iinfl= Hongkong:

Charles Demarest & Co. (Gutta
Siak> 6,075

July 23.—By the Unkai Maru No. 2=Colombo:

Bowers Rubber Works (Gutta) 21,000

CUSTOM HOUSE STATISTICS.
Port or Boston, Mass.

—

June, 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.

India rubber 197,736 $117,182
Rubber scrap 702 56

Manufactures of india rubber 4,390

Ports of Seattle and Tacoma, Washington—
May. 1917.

Imports: Pounds. Value.
India rubber 4,373,832 $2,665,450
Gutta jelutong (Pontianak). 216,564 8,259
Manufactures of india rubber 102
i;utta Siak 84,216 8,562

Totals 4,674,612 $2,682,373

Exports:

India rubber boots pairs 112 $475
India rubber shoes pairs 1,755 1,067

Totals $189,337

\utomobile tires
( Jther rubber tires
Belting, hose, etc
All other manufactures of

india rubber

12,119
133

3,101

4,457

Total $21,352

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
UNITED STATES.

IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED
RUBBER.

April. 1917.
L'nmanufactured—free:

Pounds. Value.
India rubber:

From

—

France 33.026 $19,195
Portugal 474,637 203,657
United Kingdom 7,950,380 5,771.599
Central .American States
and British Honduras.. 107.347 51,168

Mexico 116,127 53,131
Brazil 5,590,783 2,663.719
Other South America 1,168,704 550,694
East Indies 18,697,068 10,889.769
Other countries 598.193 368,705

Totals 34,736,265 $20,571,637

Balata 412,467 $211,259
Guayule gum 328,545 80,511
•Gutta jelutong 862,933 38,432
Guttapercha 328,735 144,993

Totals 36,668,945 $21,046,832

Rubber scrap 1,661,744 169,428

Totals unmanufactured.. 38,330,689 $21,216,260

Chicle dutiable 596,127 $301,384

Manufactured—dutiable:

Gutta percha $10,181
India rubber

Totals, manufactured

Substitutes—elasticon, etc

78,423

$88,604

$18,822

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.
April, 1917.

Manufactured—

Automobile tires:

To—
France
Russia in Europe.

.

England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
Other countries . .

Pounds.

Total

Value.

$88,396
2,254

124.895
106,704
31,642
85,683
69,888
128,824

5,991
622,737

$1,267,014

.MI other tires $128,336
Belting, hose and packing 284,329
Rubber boots pairs 37,935 87,777
Rubber shoes pairs 164,047 85,999
Scrap and old rubber 529,677 45,536
Reclaimed rubber 709,663 110,551
Other rubber manufactures 707,307

Totals, manufactured $2,716,849
Fountain pens number 13,943 $10,782

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE.
April. 1917.-

Unmanufactured—
Pounds. Value.

iialata 78,359 $48,462
(iuayule gum
Gutta jelutong
liuita percha
India rubber 756,302 460,667
Rubber scrap and refuse.... 626 135

Totals, unmanufactured. 835.287 $509,264
Chicle 128 *ol

Manufactured

—

April, 1917.

India rubber
Substitutes—elasticon.

Pounds. Value.

$4,567
26

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CON-
TIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES.
April, 1917.

Manufactured:

To—
Alaska:

Belting, hose and packing.
Boots and shoes pairs
Other rubber goods

Pounds.

13,066

Totals 13,066

To—
Hawaii:

Belting, hose and packing.
Automobile tires
Other tires
Other rubber goods

Total

To-
Philippine Islands;

Belting, hose and packing.
Boots and shoes pairs
Tires
Other rubber goods

12,914

Totals 12,914

Value.

$29,656
34,401
4,096

$68,153

$6,899
55,334
8,358

13,356

$83,947

$3,865
9,700
8,965
3,337

$25,867

$2,954
37.323

96S
3.597

$44,839

To—
Porto Rico;

Belting, hose and packing
Automobile tires
Other tires '...'.

Other rubber goods ...'.

Total

* Dutiable beginning July 1, 1916.

RUBBER STATISTICS FOR ITALY.
IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND MANUFACTURED

RUBBER.

February, 1917.
Unmanufactured—

Pounds.
India rubber and gutta percha—raw and reclaimed;

From

—

Great Britain 106,920
African French Colony.... 12,540
Belgian Congo 119,900
Brazil 603,460
Other countries 310,660

Value.

Totals
Rubber scrap '105,380

Manufactured—
India rubber and gutta percha—threads;

From

—

Great Britain
Other countries

1,153,460 4.194,400
43,110

3,740
220

Totals

India rubber and gutta percha—sheets:

Cut sheets
Hard rubber

3,960

220
4,840

36,000

Totals 5,060 17,600

India rubber and gutta percha—tubes:

From cut sheet
Elastic fabrics
Other forms

Belting
Rubber coated fabrics

—

pieces

CJther fabrics:

From

—

Great Britain
Other countries

Totals

Boots and shoes

—

pairs:

l-'rom

—

France
I'nited States

220
4,620
440

11,440
9,020
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i"'a>tic webbing:

From

—

Frnnce
(>c:il Drtlain . .

Other conntries

February, 1917.

Pounds. Lire.

7.700
1.980
1,100

Totals

Articles not specified:

From cut sheets..

Fabrics:

From

—

10.780 73.500

2,200 20,000

France
Great Britain .

.

Otiier countries

Totals

Tires and tubes:

From

—

France
Great Britain .

.

i_*[her countries

3.080
7,040
3,740

13,860

63.580
49,500
1.100

56,700

Totals

Other rubber manufactures:

From-

—

114,180 1.038,000

France
Great Britain .

.

I'nited States ..

Other countries

Totals
Total Import^

10.340
42,680
16,720

220

69,960 254,400
5,900,725

EXPORTS OF CRUDE AND
RUBBER.

MANUFACTURED

February, 1917.

Unm.\nufactured—
India rubber and gtitta rercha
—raw and reclaimed;

To—
Spain
United States

Pounds.

72,600
159,060

Totals

Manufactured— •'^

India rubber and gutta percha
threads:

To—

231,660 421,200

France —
Great Britain .

.

Spain
Switzerland . . . .

Argentina
Other countries

3,300
3,080
2,200
3,520
2.640
440

Totals 15,180 138,000

India rubber and gutta percha
—sheets:

Cut sheets . . .

.

Elastic fabric .

Insulated wire
Hard rubber . .

India rubber and gutta i)ercha

—tubes:

Elastic fabrics

Other forms • • -

Rubber coated fabrics .. ^I'eccj

660
880
220

1.320

9.020
9.6S0

14,300

5.100
1.800
300

4,800

24,600
30.800
55,250

Elastic webbing:

To—
France
(irecce
Spain
.Switzerland . . . .

I'-V'vpt

Arpenlina
l;r,-zil

Chili

Cuba
Other countries

Totals

ClothinR and articles for travel

.\rticles not specified:

From cut sheets:

To-
Great Britain
.Vrgentina

Totals
F'lbrics

Tires and tubes:

To—
France
Great Britain . . . .

Switzerland
India and Ceylon.
-Argentina
Brazil
Other countries . .

1,320
1,100
3.080

21.780
3,960

11,220
25,960
2,860
4,400
5,940

81.620

4,180

660
2,200

2,860
4,400

160,820
487,080

1,100
84,700
130,460
23,980

206,360

556,500

43,700

26,000
18,000

Totals

Other rubber manufactures:

To—
France
Great Britain
Spain
Switzerland
Eg>-I't

Argentina
Brszil
Uruguay
Other countries

1.094,500 9,950,000

11.660
9.020
2.420
9,240
440

20,240
7,260
3,520
5.280

Totals 69.080 251.200
Total Exports 11,527,250

The nominal value of a lira is 50.193.

UNITED KINGDOM RUBBER
STATISTICS.

The import and export figures by countries
usually jiublished in this table are withheld by
the British Governmem.

IMPORTS.
May. 19I7.

l^NMANUFACTURED

—

.
'^

^

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Crude rubber 16.104.900 2,320,365
Waste and reclaimed rubber. 508.200 14,364
Gutta percha 343.280 42,574

Totals 16,956,380 2,377,303

Manufactured—
Boots and shoes ... (foe. pairs
Insulated wire
-Automobile tires and tubes..
.Motorcycle tires and tubes..
Cycle tires and tubes
Tires not specified

4.SS3

Total

12,521
1,603

152,473
9,791

28,416
125

204,929

EXPORTS.
May, 1917.

Unmanufactured— ,.
-^ ^

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Waste and reclaimed rubber. 1,257,400 21,763
Manufactured—

.Apparel, waterproofed 52,621
Boots :ind shoes. . .rfor. pairs 6,482 7,517
Insulated wire 9,158
Submarine cables 3,322
Automobile tires and tubes 113,434
Motorcycle tires and tubes 5.730
Cycle tires and tubes 26.404
Tires not specified 11,605
Manufactures not specified 148,907

Total 378,698

EXPORTS—FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

May. 1917.
Unmanufactured— , *

>

Pounds. £ Sterling.

Crude rubber 13,996,800 2,189,925
Waste and reclaimed rubber. 87.900 3,257
Gutta percha 20,048 2,265

Totals 14,104,748 2,195,447

Manufactured—
Boots and shoes... rfo«. pairs 3,462 4,948
Insulated wire 6,998
Automobile tires and tubes 79,414
Motorcycle tires and tubes 347

Total 91,707
The value of £ Sterling is $4.76.

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL RUB-
BER STATISTICS.

The import and export figures bv countries
usually published in this table are withheld by
the British Government.

IMPORTS.
May, 1917.

UnMANUFACTURF-D— , -^ ^

Pounds. £ Sterling.
Crude rubber:

At—
London 11.366,100 1,707,982
Liverpool 3.620,500 489,377

Totals 14,986,600 2,197,359
Waste and reclaimed rubber:

At—
London 22,800 557
Liverpool 120,800 2,546

Totals 143,600 3,103

EXPORTS.
Waste and reclaimed rubber

Tuanufactures of the L'nited
Kingdom:
From

—

London 621.500 7,382
Liverpool 282,600 7,565

Totals 904.100 14,947

RE-EXPORTS.
Crude rubber:

From

—

London 11.081.600 1.783,151
Liverpool 2.577,900 367,600

Totals 13.659,500 2,150,751
Waste and reclaimed rubber:

From

—

London 4,500 155
Liverpool 60,700 1,882

Totals 65,200 2,037

EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM PARA AND MANAOS DURING MAY, 1917.

EXPORTERS, Fine.

Stowell & Co 91,399

General Rubber Co 296,288
Suarez Hermanos & Co.. Limited. 105.063

]. Marques 47,811
Pires Peixeira & Co 79,281
G. Fradelizi & Co 66.280
Chamie & Co 14,450
Berrineer & Co 77,392
Bitar Irmaos 9,440
Adelbert H. Alden, Limited 11,050
Selicmann & Co 11,971
Sundries 26,517

836,942
From Manaos ...., ,.. 269.588

Totals 1,106.530

Compiled bv Stowell & Co.

NEW YORK
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EXPORTS OF INDIA RUBBER FROM MANAOS DURING JUNE, 1917.

NEW TOEK. ETTHOPE.

EXPORTERS.
Stowell & Co
General Rubber Co. of Brazil
H. Balding
J. G. Araujo
G, Fraiielizi

Tancredo Porto & Co...
Adalbert H. Alden. I.td.

Mesquita & Co
Ohliger & Co
\V. Peters

kilos

Fine.

21,600
15,991

Medium.
1.997
3,200

Coarse.

4,084
6,119

Caucho.

48,120
24,690

958 68

4,480
3,570

4,722
3,812
6,269
1,950

"221
120

In
Totals, Manaos
transit, Iquitos. .

Totals

8.860 27,297
599

160
19,778
2,113
9,920

"i',267
60O

106.588
2,644

Tor.^L.

75,801
50,000

"5.968
23,590
12.862
15.440

"i.'599
720

185,920
3.243

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho.

34.720
39,008
24,052

' '3,743

2,691
294

104,508

4.5.175

37,200
3,625
4,510

16.651
5.779

20
800

68,585

68. 585

99
963

5,451

44
1,890

8,447

'74',98i
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HOLLAND IMPORTS OF RUBBER.
Increase or

Gutta percha, crude: r„i/i.n
From— Gulden. Gulden. Gulden.

P„„c-. 31.000
- 31.000

GerBHui'n 549.000 29.000 - S20.O00

Dutch Guiana 744,000 85,000 - 6 .000

Java etc 7C9.000
— 709.000

Other countries lU.OOO 2,000 - '11,000

T„,„,s 2,146.000 116,000 — 2,030,000

Gutta percha manufactures:

From

—

Belgium 503.000 2.000 - 501.000

Great Britain 176.000 241.000 + 65.000

Germany 221.000 8,000 - 2 3,000

Other countries MOO 31,000 + 30,000

Totals 901,000 282,000 — 619,000

India rubber manufactures:

From

—

Belgium 2.417,000 1,000 - 2.416.000

Great Britain 2.271.000 3,010,000 + 739,000

Ta,.a 8,520,000 — 8,520,000

Germany 106,000 160,000 4- 54,000

United States 12.000 28,000 + 16,000

Other countries 912,000 724,000 - 188,000

Totals 14,238.000 3.923.00O — 10,315.000

One Gulden is equivalent to $0.40 United States Currency.

(Converted to United States Currency in table below.)

\^alue.

^
A

^ Increase or

Gutta percha, crude: 1914. 1915. Decrease.

From

—

France ^ $12,400 - $12,400

Great Bntain ' 219,600 $11,600 — 208.000

Dutch Guiana 297,600 34,000 — 263,600

Dutch East Indies 283,600 — 283,600

Other countries 45,200 800 — 44,400

Totals $858,400 $46,400 — $812,000

Gutta percha, manufactures:

From

—

Belgium $201 .200 $800 — $200,400

Great Britain 70,400 96,400 + 26,000

Germany 88.400 3,200 — 85,200

Other countries 400 12,400 + 12,000

Totals
.' $360,400 $112,800 — $247,600

India rubber manufactures:

From

—

Belgium $966,800 $400 — $966,400

Great Britain 908,400 1,204,000 + 295,600

Java 3,40.S,000 — 3,408,000

Germany 42,400 64,000 + 21,600
United States 4,800 11,200 + 6,400

Other countries 364.800 289,600 — 75,200

Totals ?5,695.200 $1,569,200 —$4,126,000

ket and the amount of real business reported was confined to

contract deliveries and small lot orders. In spite of the dull

market conditions values have been supported in a manner

that shows conlidencc in the future. With crude rubber at

unusually lovi' prices the demand for scrap and reclaim will

naturally be curtailed, however with the rubber mills busy on

war orders and reclaim moving freely there is hope not long de-

ferred for better conditions in the rubber scrap market.

Boots and Shoes. The market for this material has been

generally inactive although some transactions have been reported

that would indicate at least a passing interest in boots and

shoes. Prices for delivered lots are said to be 9^ cents, but

reclaimers persist in offering 94^ cents. Trimmed arctics have

failed in interest at 7^ cents and untrimmed are nominal at

6ys cents. The hope of the boot and shoe situation is based

on the large war orders that the rubber mills are working on

to meet government requirements.

Tires. The tire situation has been affected by the ruling slug-

gish conditions that are in a measure seasonable and expected

in the trade. White G. & G. tires have been shown very little

interest, and the mixed tire business transacted during the month

has been almost negligible. Prices are J^ to 54 cent lower than

our quotations last month. However solid and bicycle tires

have experienced a fair demand at firm prices.

Inner Tubes. This material appears to have been entirely

neglected with the exception of small lot orders. Inner tubes

free from patches and valve seats is a new grade provided for

in the new rubber specifications.

Mechanicals. There has been practically no movement in

mechanicals last month, and prices, with few exceptions, have

not changed.

London and Liverpool Statistics. The London and Liver-

pool imports of waste and reclaimed rubber for May were 143,-

600 pounds, compared to 167,300 pounds for April. Ree.xports

for May were 65,200 against 22,300 for April. Exports of waste

and reclaimed rubber manufactures of the United Kingdom for

May were 904,100 pounds, against 1,062,300 pounds for April.

THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.

Copyright igij

NEW YORK.

'T'HE rubber scrap market developed a pronounced weakness
'• during the latter part of June that continued into the first

week of the month just passed when all grades shared in the
general downward movement. The absence of actual buying
during the entire month has failed to support the sagging mar-

NEW YOEK QUOTATIONS FOE CAKLOAD LOTS DELIVERED.

JULY 25, 1917.

Prices subject to change without n*tice.

Per Pound,
Boots and shoes $0.09J^@
Trimmed arctics .07H@
Untrimmed arctics 06^^@
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear .07^@
Auto tires, standard white .07J^@

standard mixed .07 @
stripped, unguaranteed .06 @

Auto peelings. No. 1 .10 @
No- 2 08J^@ .09

Inner tubes. No. 1 26 (g .26}^
No. 2 13 @ .1314
red 13J4@

Irooy tires 13}4@
Bicycle tires OSJ^@
Solid tires , .07 @
Clean truck tires 08 @
White scrap. No. 1 .\lYi@ .14

No. 2 10 @
Red scrap. No. 1 09J4@ ,10

No. 2 07J^@
Mixed black scrap, No. 1 .05 @ .05 J^

No. 2 04^ @ .04H
Rubber car springs .05^@
Horse shoe pads .05 @
Matting and packings .015^@
Garden hose 02J4@
Air brake hose 06 @
( olton fire hose .02^ @
Large hose 02!4@
Hard rubber scrap, No. 1, bright fracture 27 @ .28

Battery jars (black compound) .03H@ .03^
Insulated wire stripping M]^@
Rubber heels 04 @ .04^

* Nominal prices.
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THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND COMPOUND-
ING INGREDIENTS.

Copyright 1917.

NEW YORK.

T ULY has been a dull month in the base metal market, with the

" uncertainty of the government's final policy as the chief dis-

turbing factor. Should the one-price-to-all plan be adopted, pres-

ent market values will undoubtedly experience radical changes.

Under the present conditions it would be daring to buy except for

immediate requirements. The leading producers have tem-

.porarily withdrawn from the market. Lead has been generally

weak with prices showing a downward tendency, until the last

week of the month when the market stiffened somewhat. That
the government will soon require large quantities of this metal

is firmly believed in trade centers. Spelter has shown weakness

and prices iiave declined during the month, due to the question

of government requirements and price regulations. Metal an-

timony has weakened in the face of small demand and prices

have consequently declined. Ahiminum has had but little call

last month and prices are lower. No. 1 virgin metal, 98 to 99 per

cent pure, being quoted S3 to 55 cents on July 25.

Business in rubber materials has been good for the month just

passed. The vohime of supply, while far from normal, has ap-

peared to equal the demand. The market has not been affected

by the periodic summer dulhiess, but on the contrary, conditions

are brisk and buying active. The report that government speci-

fications for inner tubes and airplane hose will include antimony

sulphuret and heavy calcined magnesia has strengthened the

market for these materials.

Acetone. A steady demand and increased cost to producers

has marked up the price of acetone about 3 cents a pound.

Aluminum Flake. Business has been good and deliveries on

contracts regularly called for. Prices are unchanged and firm.

Antimony Sulpurets. The buying in this material has been

quite active, and consumers have been freely anticipating their

future requirements. Prices are the same as a month ago and

market conditions firm.

Carbon Bisulphide. The call has been so insistent that some

dealers are entirely sold up. Prices have advanced and 7 to Tyi

cents are the present quotations.

Carnauba Wax. This has been requisitioned by the British

Government, all stocks over two tons have been seized and no

further deahngs in this material will be permitted without a

license.

Dry Colors. Active demand has featured the color market.

Bright red oxide, ultramarine and cobalt blue have received par-

ticular attention from consumers. Prices are firm and show an

upward tendency.

Lead Pig.ments. These have been steady and unchanged by

. the lower prices of pig lead. Producers are waiting the govern-

ment's decision as to quantity required and price to be paid.

I.iTHOPONE. The market has been quiet, with consumers ask-

ing for contract deliveries without reserve. Prices are firm but

unchanged.

Reclaimed Rubdf.r. The call for supplies of this material has

been urgent from all quarters, with the question of delivery tak-

ing precedence over price. Prospects are good for continued ac-

tivity in this market for the balance of the year.

Whiting. The market continues strong, due to the fact that

producers are entirely sold up. There is no tangible relief in

sight and until the difficulties that prevent the arrival of the raw

materials are removed there will be no change for the better.

Zinc O.kide. While the demand for spot zinc oxide has been

active, actual trading has been light, due to the high prices asked

by holders of second-hand stocks and the reluctance on the part

of consumers to pay 16 to 18 cents for spot zinc oxide. Contract

deliveries have*l5een regularly called for by the rubber trade.

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS,
JULY 28, 1917.

Subject to change without notice.

Accelerene lb, *$2.62 @
Acetone (drums) lb. .33 ® .34
.'Kcid, acetic, 2S per cent. (bbls. ) lb. .05M @ .05 J^

c-lacial, 99 j^er cent (carboys) lb. .375^@ .40
cresylic (crude) gal. 1.00 @ 1.10
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .021^ @
nitric, 36 degrees lb. .07 @
sulphuric, 66 degrees lb. .02i^@

Aldehyde ammonia (crystals) lb. 1.00 @
Aluminum flalce (carloads, bbls.) ton 24.00 @

(carloads, .sacks) ton 22.00 @
Ammonium carbonate, powdered lb. .12i/2@

lumps lb. .ll'A@
Antimony, crimson, sulphuret of (caslcs) lb. .45 @

crimson, "Magmetco" lb. *.45 @
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .50 @
golden, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .25 (a
golden, "Magmetco" lb. *.30 @
golden. "Mephisto" lb. .26 @
golden, sulphuret, States brand, 16-17 per cent. /6. .28 @
red sulphuret. States brand lb. .25 f®
vermilion sulphuret lb. .60 @

Arsenic, red sulphide lb. .50 @
Asbestire ( bags) ton 21.50 @
.\sbe5tos (bags) ton *35.00 (ai50.0D
Harium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04 @
Barytec, pure white ton 32.00 @33.00

off eolor ton 22.00 @23.0O
Basofor ton 80.00 @
Benzol, pure sal. .55 @ .60

90 per cent eal. .55 ® .60
Beta-Naphthol lb. .70 @ .75
Blown oxide of iron lb. .(il'Afn) .02

sienna, raw and burnt lb. ,05 @ .10
umber, raw and burnt lb. .04^@
oclire, domestic lb. .02 @ .03

imported lb. .04 la !o4}^
Bone ash lb. .06 @

black, powdered lb. .05 @
granular lb. *.25 @

Cadmium tri-sulpliate (f. o. b. London) lb. *2.68 @
sulphide, yellow lb. *2.25 @

Cantella gum lb. .38 (3
Carbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .06K@ .075^

black (cases) lb. .27 @ ,35
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .17 @ ]lg

Caustic soda. 76 per cent lb. .06K@ .06^
Chalk, precipitated, extra light lb. .05 @ 05^

precipitated, heavy lb. .04 @ OAV,
China clay, domestic (powdered) ton 20.00 @25 00

nnpoited (powdered) ton 45.00 @
Chi om.e, green lb. .40 @

yellow lb. ,24 @
(~obalt blue lb. ^35 @ ,50
Cotton linters lb. *07'^4(Ji)
Excellerex lb. '.85' @
kossil flour ton 60.00 ® 65.00
C.as black (cases) lb. .27 @ 3S
5''^°"'''= ton 40.00 @
Glue, high grade lb. 40 (a) 60

"i<:dium lb. .30 0, AO
low grade lb. .25 @ .28

rilycenne. C. P. (drums) lb. .63 (a
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. *.14 (g

amorphous lb. \Q6 (»
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @
Ground glass FF. (l>bls.'i lb. '.0254@
flexamethylene Tetramine (powdered) lb. .65 (5> .80
Indian red, reduced grades lb. .05 @ 08

pure lb. !lO @
Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60 00 O

bolted .... ton 65.OO #
Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .04 (Bi

red, pure, bright lb. '.\2
(ffl .16

red, excelsior lb. • ig (51

Ivory black lb. \l6 @ .30
Lampblack lb. .14 g 90
Lead, red oxide of lb. .13 @

sublimed blue lb. .11 @
sublimed white lb. '.11 (3 .H'A
white, basic carbonate lb. .11^^(0)
white, basic sulphate lb. .w (Si

black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. "SQ o
Lime, flour lb. .01 M (» .01 ><;

Litharge, domestic lb. .lp/4((i) i^ix
English lb. '.13i/,(ri>

'14'"

sublimed lb. .13 gi,

Lithopone, imported lb. 13 (ji^ 14
domestic lb .06K(S> '.G6Vi
Beckton white (carloads)...., lb. *.06J'5ffl

Magnesia, carbonate lb. .20' (n) .00
calcined, heavy, Tliistle I'.rand lb. 14 ^

„ . ,. ligbt lb. :70 58 .75
Magnesite. calcined, powdered ton 40.00 (^50 00
Mica, powdered lb. 03'/, o 05
Mineral rubber lb. .03.vi(?i) OS

"M. R. X." ton 100.00 (ffl

"Genasco" (carloads) ton *37.00 @
"Pioneer" ton 45.00 (ffi

"Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 (S
"Refined Elaterite" lb. ".05 o

Naphtha, stove gasoline (steel bbls.) sol. .24 @
66(^68 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .29 @
68®70 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .30 O
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .23 ®

Oil, aniline lb. .30 is
corn, refined (Argo) cwt. 14.96 iii

linseed (bbl.) '. gal. 1.10 {it

palm lb. .16 @ .17'.
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paraffin gal. .27 @ .28
pine fcascs) gal. .48 @
pine tar gal. .28 @
rapesced. blown gat. l.SO (3) 1.60

rosin gal. .32 @
tar (cases) gal. .27 (a> .34

soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange lb. "2.50 @
Orange mineral, domestic lb. .15 @
F*aragol. soft and medium (carloads) civl. 11.95 (fi)

hard <-M. 11.45 @
Petrolatum lb. .OS'ACt
Petroleum erease lb. .04 !^ fl> .04}^
Pine tar retort bbl. 15,00 (a

kiln W>;. 14.00 @
Pitch, burgundy lb. .04'Aii

coal tar lb. .0OH@
pine tar lb. .02 (p)

Plaster of paris bbl. 2.00 @ 3.00
Prussian blue lb. .70 («i

Pumice stone, posvdered (bbls.) lb. .03J^@
Keclaimed rubber, Standard shoe reclaim lb. .16^@ .16'/^

Standard tire reclaim lb. .20'A@ .21J4
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. •.28 @

Branulated Ih. '.25 @
fused lb. •.25 gs

Rosin. K, (280 lbs.) bbl. 6.25 &
Rotten stone, powdered lb. .02'A<^ .04
Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .09'Am .14

white lb. .14 @ .18
brown lb. .14 @ .18

Rubhide lb. ".38 @
Shellac, fine orange lb. .62 @ .65
Silfx (silica) Ion 25.00 ftii.W.Ofl

Soapstone, powdered ton 16.50 @20.OO
.Starch, powdered corn (carload, bbls.) cwt. 6.08 @

(carload, bags) cvtt. 5.95 (S)

Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .OS.'A@ .09'A
Sulphur, Hour, velvet brand (carloads) cwt. 3.95 @

Bergeiipoit flour cwt. 3.95 & 4.50
Talc, American ton 16.50 @20.00

French ton 47.50 (ni48.00

Tar. coal hhl. 4.25 @
Toluol, pure gal. 1.75 (ai 2.00
Tripoli earth, powdered ton 60.00 &

bolted ton 65.00 (ffi

Turpentine, pure gum spirits sal. .43 0)

wood gal. .38 @
Venice lb. .10 @

Ultiam.Trine blue lb. .22 (a .50

Vermilion lb. *.65 (3) .80

Chinese 'fr. 2.50 @
English lb. 1.90 @2.00

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .68'A@ .70

ceresin, white lb. .12 @ .20

carnauba lb. .41 @ .55

rzokerite, black /ft. .48 @ .60

green lb. .68 @ .70

montan lb. .32 @ .33

paraffin, refined 118/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .09'A@
123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .10 ®
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .11 @
133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .UVim

Whiting, Alba cwt. 1.00 @ 1.25

cnmmeicial cwt. 1.25 @
gilders cwt. 1.35 @
Paris, white, American cwt. 1.50 (fit

English cliffstonc cwt. 1.75 @2.00
Wood pulp .XXX ton 35.00 &
Yellow ochre lb. .04 ®

india rubber '*. 1.50 @
Zinc oxide, American process, horsehead biand

"XX red" f. 0. b. factory.. ;fr. .10^5(3
"special" f. o. b. factory . .;fc. .11 @
French process, red seal f. o. b. factory, .lb. .ISM®

green seal. .f. o. b. factory, ./fc. .15^<^
white seal. .f. 0. b. factory, .ifc. .\(>'/i@

Zinc sulphide, pure ">• *.07H@

• Nominal prices.

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright 1917.

NEW YORK.

DURING the last week in June the apprehension of a .short

crop of American cotton was increased by report of

drought in the producing centers and resulted in all deliveries

being marked up to or above the 27-cent level. These high

record figures caused considerable liquidation without materially

disturbing the market, but the publication of the government's

crop report on July 2, forecasting a better crop condition than

was anticipated, broke the market and active selling ensued. On
July 5 spot cotton was quoted 25.45 cents and October deliveries

were 24.53 cents. The government figures indicate a yield of

11,633,000 bales, excluding linters, compared to 11,449,930 bales,

the actual production of last season. As the month progressed,

reports of beneficial show'ers in the South gave strength to the

market and prices rallied ; however, irregularity and frequent

fluctuations were marked features. On July 25 spot middling

cotton was 25.65 cents with October futures around 23.82 cents.

According to preliminary statistics compiled by the Bureau

of Census, the amount of cotton consumed in June, 1917, was
575,122 bales, compared with 570,597 bales for the correspond-

ing month in 1916. Cotton on hand in consuming establishments

on June 30 was 1,749,738 bales against 1,835,089 bales for the

same date last year, and the" amount in public storage and at

compresses was 1,406,821 and 1,.520,370 bales, respectively.

EcivPTiAN Cotton. Nothing delinite has occurred to relieve

the Egyptian cotton situation occasioned by the British embargo.

This season's crop has been disappointing in quantity, 120,731

hales being imported into the United States froin August 1, 1916,

to June 20, 1917, compared to 192,795 bales for the same period

last year. The progress of the new crop which will coinc on

the market in the next two months is not encouraging, although

it is too early to forecast accurately, as the crop is made or

marred in August and Scpteiriber. It is confidently expected

that by the time the new crop is ready for shipment ample ship-

ping arrangements will have been made, either by lifting the

embargo or by the establishment of a direct service between

.A.lexandria and this country. This question is of greatest im-

portance to the rubber industry as it is estimated that 80 per

cent of the Egyptian cotton imports is consumed by the tire

trade.

Sea Island Cotton. The southern markets are closed for the

season as the old crop has been marketed and sold. There has

been an increase in the acreage of Islands planted this year and

in consequence estimates for the coming crop range from 8,000

to 10,000 bales, while the Georgia and Florida acreage has in-

creased from 10 to 30 per cent. The crop, taken as a whole, is

doing fairly well, although two or three weeks late. The ap-

pearance of boll weevil in certain sections has caused some ap-

prehensions : the final result, however, will be dependent on

weather conditions during the next two or three months and,

if favorable, there is reason to expect a crop equal to that of

last year.

.A.IRPLANE Fabrics. Tlic market has been featured by a steady

call during the past month for both No. 1 40-inch and No. 4

38K'-inch balloon fabrics. The scarcity of Egyptian cotton has

seriously complicated the situation, with the result that long

staple American is being substituted.

Hose and Belting Duck. Government requirements are

crowding the mills to full capacity, and business has been most

active. There seems to be no diminution in the civilian demand,

unusual at this time of the year, for mechanical fabrics, as the

trade appears to be laying in stocks of trianufactured goods in

anticipation of future requirements.

Raincoat Fabrics. The local market is very active, the de-

mand for 64-60 Bombazine being particularly heavy due to gov-

ernment orders, and all raincoat makers are extremely busy on

war contracts. Civilian business is practically at a standstill.

Sheetings, Drills, Osnaburgs. Government business is the

cause of the unprecedented activity prevailing in this market.

The civilian call for all grades continues unabated, a most un-

usual condition for the sumiuer season. Tlie fabric mills show

no signs of slowing down and are well sold up into March of

next year.

Tire Fabrics. The tire fabric market is dominated by the

Egj'ptian cotton situation occasioned by the embargo. If suffi-

cient supply of the raw material is permitted to reach this

country within the next two months, the trade will not suffer.

Meanwhile, consumers are quietly experiinenting with long staple

-American grades as possible substitutes should the usual supply

of Egyptian cotton be unavailable.

The anticipation that the government would require a large

part of the capacity of the tire fabric mills has not been realized.

It was found inexpedient and too costly to operate tire fabric

looms on the coarse product required by the government. In

the absence of government business the tire fabric market has

been quiet and a perceptible easiness in deliveries noticed dur-

ing the past month. Prices have been generally firm and
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standard Egyptian building fabric, combed and carded, has ad-

vanced since our last report, due to the strong position of the

raw material.

NEW YOEK aUOTATIONS.

JULY 26, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40-inch yard $0.57 @
No. 4, 38^^-inch 50 @

Wool Stockinettes—52-inch

:

A—14ounce yrd 1.75 @
B—14-ounce 2.25 @
C—14-ounce 2.50 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52-inch:

D—14-ounce yrd .85 @ .90

E— ll!^-ounce 60 @ .65

F—M-ounce 85 @ .90

G— 8-ounce 75 @ -80

H—11-ounce 70 @ -f?
I — 9-ounce 60 @ -oS

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette found 1.60 @ 1.65

Tire Fabrics:

\7'A-ounce Sea Island, combed square yard 1.60 @ 1.65

17J4-ounce Egyptian, combed 1.40 @ 1.45

17^-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.35 @ 1.40

I7Vi-ounce Peelers, combed 1.10 @ 1.15

1 7 J4 -ounce Peelers, carded 85 @ .90

Sheeting:

40-inch 2.35-yard yard '.U @ .WA
4a-inch 2.50-yard *A7 @ .17^5

40-inch 2.70-yard *.17 @ .17H
40 inch 2.85-yard *.17 @ .17!4
40 inch 3.15-yard '.17 @ .17i/4

Osnaburgs:

40-inch 2.25-yard yard .18 @
40-inch 2.48-yard 17 @
nyi-'m. 2.42 yard 175^@

Mechanical Ducks:

Hose pound .S3 @
Belting 53 @

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard .27l4@
38-inch 1.74-yard 31 @
72-inch 16.66-ounce _54 @
72-inch 17.21-ounce [55 @

Drills:

38-inch 2.00-yard yard .25 @
40-inch 2.47-yard .20J4 @
52inch 1.90-yard .26'A@
52-inch 1.95-yard 26 @
60-inch 1.52-yard 34'A(S

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in., 3'A to 7'A ounces yard ".38 @ 155
36-inch, 234 to 5 ounces *.35 @ .35

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton)

:

63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard *.35 @ .75
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces •.25 @ [50

Domestic Worsted Fabrics:

36-inch, 4!4 to 8 ounces yard .35 @ 65
Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton):

36-inch, 3^ to 5 ounces yard .10 @ .18

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine 64 x 60 water repellent ..yard .15^@
60 X 48 not water repellent ll|i@

Twills 64 X 72 16!^@ .17

_ 64x102 22'A@ .25
Tweed 25 @ .30
Tweed, printed 10 o 15
Plaids 60 x 48 12'/i@
^ ,

56x44 12'4@
Surface prints 60 x 48 13'A&

64x60 15 @
KfPP 19 @ .23'A

Burlaps:

32—7'A-ouncf: JOO yards 9.00 @fO—7
'A -ounce 10.10 @40—8-ounce 10.25 @40—10-ounce 13. SO @40—10!4-ounce 13. 75 @45— 7H-ounce '12.50 @45— 8-ounce *12.40 @12.6045— 9H-ounce "15.15 @15.2S

48—10-ounce *16.75 @
* Nominal prices.

EGYPTIAN COTTON MOVEMENT.

From August 1, 1916, to June 20, 1917.

To— 1916-17. 1915-16.

Liverpool bales 201,764 206,579
Manchester 128,497 133,969

Total shipments to Great Britain 330,261 340,548

To—
France 27.735)
Spain !0,3J1 f 38,056 59,818

"=1-^
-i-'H ?q'r««I "»•«« 48.481Switzerland 19,888 )

Russia 31,686 42,310
Greece 65 775

Total shipments to Continent 119,502 151,384

To—
United States 120,731 19^795
India 100 1

Japan 10,905 (
".COS 25,065

Total shipments to all parts 581,499 709,792

Total crop 'interior gross weight), c«)i((irj* 4,726,518

* A cantar equals 98 pounds.
(.Compiled by Daries, Benachi & Co., Liverpool.)

TIRE
FABRICS

JENGKES
SPINNING
COMPANY

PA WTUCKET
RHODE ISLAND

1914-15.

199,135
145,600

344,735

48,856

167,842

39,605
2,392

258,895

157,646

15,806

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, has

opened a branch in Lethbridge, Alberta, situated on the main
hue of the Canadian Pacihc Railway. The new branch is housed

in a modern, three-story brick block, 40 by 90 feet, equipped wit)i

elevator service. A. Parks is the manager.
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that tired feeling.

INDUSTRIAL fatigue in factory workers has been

investigated very thoroughly in the last few years

and the results should be of the greatest value to man-
ufacturers. Leading investigators have been Professor

A. F. Stanley Kent, M. A., D. Sc, of the University of

Bristol, England ; Professor Ernest G. Martin, Leland

Stanford University ; Professor Lombard, University

of Michigan, together with French and Italian scien-

tists. The tests prove, briefly, that overtime reduces

production, that eight hours' labor produces more than

twelve hours, and that Sunday work cuts down produc-

tion. It is only fair to state that most of the great

American factories are operated on eight-hour shifts,

and that there is no Sunday work. There are still some
factories that believe in long hours and bet on over-

time, but they are growing beautifully less as time goes

on, not from philanthropic but from business reasons.

profiteering must cease.

THE indications that certain .American producers will,

apparently, fight the plans of tlie War Industries

Board to have them sell war supplies to the allied govern-
ments at the same prices charged the United States set

one to wondering what sort of American citizens such
men can be—not patriots surely. America entered the

war with noble purpose and in the spirit of an humani-
tarian duty to perform ; every good citizen shared that

opinion. The whole people is tired -erf -price extortion at

home, and now that the Allied cause is ours also the

feeling of the majority regarding profiteering on war
supplies going overseas has undergone a distinct change.

President Wilson voiced popular sentiment in a recent

address when he said: "Patriotism leaves profits out of

the question. In these days of our supreme trial, when
we are sending hundreds of thousands of our young men
across the seas to serve a great cause, no true man who
stays behind to work for them and sustain them by his

labor will ask himself what he is personally going to

make out of that labor."

No argument should be necessary on the principle that

as there is now a common purpose among the nations

fighting for world democracy, and since the Allies are

buying their supplies with American money, justice re-

quires that costs be equaHzed. Rea.sonable profits suf-

ficient to sustain American industry must be assured, but
exorbitant profits all out of proportion to the cost of pro-

duction cannot longer be tolerated.

Evidence accumulates to indicate that the war is quite

as likely to be brought to a close by the economic col-

lapse of Germany as by an Allied victory on the battle-

field. America is already heavily financing the Allied

nations, and in conserving their economic strength she
conserves her own and hastens the coming of peace. Fair
prices must obtain even though government price regula-
tion and further legislation have to be resorted to in order
to accomplish the desired end. Happily no act of the

rubber industry has given cause to believe such extreme
measures will become necessary. May other lines of

manufacture emulate its unselfish example.

CORD TIRES UNDER FIRE.

IT
has been demonstrated that pneumatic tires are not
likely to be punctured by flying bullets, and that their

use is practical for officers' and other light military cars
when under fire. Cord tires running at the rate of ten

miles an hour were subjected to rifle fire at 50 yards.

Eleven shots struck, but either failed to enter the tires,

followed the fabric to the rim and there emerged, or

remained between rubber and fabric or between rim and
inner tube. In no instance was the tube punctured, al-

though a twelfth shot, fired squarely into the tread with
the wheel standing still perforated casing, inner tube,

rim, three-eighths-inch iron felly and shattered itself on
the iron protecting plate of the wheel.
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The result is attributable to the movement of the wheel,

the deflectingf angles at which the shots were fired, and
the resiliency and flexibility of cord tire construction.

Henceforth, the speed maniac will cease to fear the town
constable who commands liini to stop or have his tires

decorated like a Swiss cheese.

THE CALL FOR TRAINED RUBBER CHEMISTS.

In rubber, as in every other manufacturing business,

^ the call is now for the man who knows. Chemistry
is the common foundation of all great commercial in-

dustries. The time is past when industrial chemists

were regarded as mere drug clerks ; their achieve-

ments in applied science have won for them a full ap-

preciation of their value to the community. Already
they hold high government positions, become officers

in the army and navy, and directors of great manu-
facturing companies. Everywhere they have demon-
strated the tremendous earning power of chemical re-

search and scientific control which increase produc-

tion, utilize waste, devise improved methods and in-

vent new products.

Twenty years ago a chemist with difficulty obtained

employment in a rubber mill, and only within a verv few

years have rubber chemists been accorded the recog-

nition they deserve. But the progress the}' have made
during the past year in accelerators alone demon-
strates the value of specialization and makes it cer-

tain that rubber manufacturers will lean upon them
heavily in future. There is still much to be learned

about this subject, about vulcanization, coagulants

for rubber latex, accelerated aging tests, rubber com-
pounds for special purposes, and many other import-

ant matters which rubber chemists must be depended

upon to discover. Indeed, every rubber manufacturer

now has his chemist, and several of the larger firms

maintain research laboratories manned b}- a large

corps of trained experts.

It is an encouraging sign of the times that men are be-

ing specially educated for such work in several lines.

As has long been the case in Germany, the technical

schools of America are at last awakening to our needs

in applied science and beginning to cooperate with

leading industries with an enthusiasm that promises

splendid future results. At the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology a new plan for cooperative educa-

tion and research which is far reaching in scope has

been put into operation. A five-year course in chem-

ical engineering leading to an advanced degree has

been inaugurated in connection with a School of

Chemical Engineering Practice. At the plants of five

large manufacturing companies, representing widely

different fields of chemical engineering activity, the

institute maintains a well-equipped station for instruc-

tion and research. Thus each company provides its

plant as a working chemical engineering laboratory

for instructional purposes and the institute recipro-

cates with a research organization devoted exclusively

to the specific needs of the company. In this manner a

real cooperation for a common good is attained ; the

factory experience is invaluable to students, while the

research facilities of the institute greatly benefit the

company in solving its manifold technical problems.

Such a combination of fundamental science with its

immediate application cannot fail to produce the sort

of men that rubber and other industries will hence-

forth find themselves much in need of. It is to be

hoped that this course will soon emljrace the rubber

industry.

THE RUBBER SECTION MEETING AT BOSTON.

RUP)BER chemists are busy as never before. They

have many problems of common interest to solve

quickly and well, and appreciate the need of discussion

and comparison of ideas. The program for the annual

meeting of the Rubber Section of the American Chemical

Society at Boston early in September has been arranged

with these thoughts in mind, and all indications point to

an exceptionally large gathering of leading chemists

from all sections of the country seeking the benefit of

common council for their country and their companies.

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC BUSINESS CONVENTION.

THE great business convention to be held at Atlan-

tic City, September 17-21, under the auspices of

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, prom-

ises to be the most notable gathering of commercial

leaders that this country has ever seen.

How business, big and little, can come to the help of

the country and of the world is what the convention

will try to find out. It is a fine, practical conception

and will result in great good.

WHAT FIRE ELIMINATION MIGHT ACCOMPLISH.

BECAUSE of the importance and variety of rubber

goods among war munitions, fire precautions in rub-

ber mills, as in other essential factories, will receive more

than customary attention. What fire elimination might

accomplish is cjuickly shown by government statistics.

During the past ten calendar years fire losses in the

United States have aggregated approximately $2,000,-

000,000, the amount of the first Liberty Loan. The book-

let, "Safeguarding Industry," with its directions for the

prevention of fire, which has been issued by the National

Board of Fire Underwriters with the indorsement of

President Wilson, therefore deserves the thoughtful pe-

rusal of every manufacturer in rubber and allied lines. It

emphasizes and illustrates the words of the President to

the effect that "preventable fire is more than a private

misfortune ; it is a public dereliction."
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What I Saw In the Philippines— III.

By the Editor of The India Rubber World.

L.raving Manila for the South—The Governor of Mindanao—On Board a Revenue Cutter—Sleeping, Eating and Living on Deck—The Beautiful Philip-

pine Inlzuid Sea—A Bit About Mindoro—The Chicago Plantation—Opon and Its Great Oil Factory—Dean Worcester at Home—Cebu—Visit from a
German Propagandist—Visayan Laborers Board the Cutter—Something About This Type of Labor.

THIS being primarily a story of

rubber hunting I shall, perhaps,

be pardoned for postponing de-

scriptions of Manila, Baguio ct ai, as

well as my thrilling adventures with

calesas, carabaos, carromatas and other

indigenous dangers. Nevertheless, I in-

tend to return to them, for they should

be chronicled for the benefit of those

who follow.

The rubber lands of the Philippines

really He far to the south of Luzon,

centering in and about the great island

of Mindanao. I had long been in touch

with a newspaper man in Zamboanga,

the capital of that island, and through

him had conceived a vast respect for

Governor Carpenter, the present civil

ruler. When, therefore, an influential

American arranged for me to meet the

governor, who was then in Manila, I

was delighted. The meeting resulted in

an invitation on the part of his exceb

lency to visit the Southern Islands and

to go on the revenue cutter "Mindanao,"

sailing the day following. I should

say in explanation that the journey i^

a long one and rather difficult to nego-

tiate. It is, of course, by water, the

usual means of conveyance being the

small inter-island boats that run at ir-

regular intervals,

and that are

crowded w i t h

natives and
freight to a de-

gree that must be

seen to be appre-

ciated. There
are, to be sure,

the government

transports, but
unless one is in

government serv-

ice they are not

available. Gov-

e r n o r Carpen-

ter's invitation

was, therefore,

eagerly accepted.

It was mid-

night when we
went aboard, and

within an hour

we were quietly

steaming out of

the harbor and

headed south.

Even if it was a

governor's boat
it was crowded.

Le.wing the H-ARBOR.

Governor Carpenter and Sultan of Sulu in Front of Government Building, Zamboanga.

Six of us shared one tiny staterooin;

not to sleep in, however. It was sim-
ply a dressing room, from which,

pajama-clad, we emerged, climbed to

tile main deck and bestowed ourselves

on cots. Of the six were a young
architect from Boston in charge of

Philippine public buildings, a lieuten-

ant of constabulary on his way to

Tawi-tawi, the superintendent of

schools of Mindanao, and two Davao
planters.

It was cool and comfortable on the

windswept deck, and one clutched the

blanket tight and slept, awakening
every now and then to grab the clothes

that the breeze had almost succeeded in

Mowing away.

Breakfast was served on the after

deck at a long table at one end of which
sat the governor, and at the other the

ilert captain of tlie steamer, while be-

iwcen were the passengers or guests,

>iven -Americans, a couple of native

priests and several Filipino officials. It

was a very friendly and jolly com-
rany. and the fare, prepared and served

by Chinese stewards, was excellent.

The captain was a young, athletic

Californian, the only American left in

inter-island service, and he was without

exception the
most e -x p e r t

handler of a

steam vessel that

I have ever seen.

When others
would stop 50

feet from a pier

and warp in, he

ran boldly in, set

the boat's nose

against the quay

so gently that

the shock would

not crack an egg,

and then swung
into place with-

out bump or

splash. Or if a

native boat was

in his berth, he

slipped in and
gently but firmly

edged it away.

Breakfast over,

the panorama of

sea and shore

was enthralling.

I liavc traversed

Japan's "Inland
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Sea" l>y day and by night several times, and freely concede its

beauties, but after three trips through the inland sea of the

Philippine Islands, I think the latter by far the more beautiful.

The climate is such that one's time is spent on deck ; indeed, in

all of the small steamers, staterooms, though furnished with berths,

arc used only for dressing ; all sleep, eat and live in the open.

The islands, big and lit-

tle, are forest clad to the

tops. Passing between

them in bright sunlight

over a sea rippled by gen-

tle breezes, close to cloud-

capped shores, glimpsing

native settlements of Nipa

houses, meeting fleets of

fishing boats with their

double bamboo outriggers,

watching for and seeing

flying fish, porpoises and

an occasional huge sea

turtle, interest is ever

kept alive.

After leaving Manila

and coasting down by the provinces of Cavite and Batangas, it

is a good 12 hours to the entrance of the long \'erde Island

Passage between Luzon and the great forested island of Min-

doro. Possibly the boat stops at the little cement pier at Cala-

pan to send telegrams. If so, the picture of the native town

fringing the shore of the great shallow bay is one not soon

to be forgotten. Indeed, few see even as much as this of this

sparsely settled island. If one really visits the island for

scenery or sport, he takes a boat from Manila to Port Galera,

which will some day be a show place of the islands. The

P.\R.\ Seedlings, "Chicago" Pl.^nt.\tion, Mindoro.

A'lEW OF "Chicago" Headqu.vrters, Mindoro.

scenery is marvelous, both on shore and beneath the waters of

the crystal-clear sea. Here a glass-bottomed boat would dis-

close marine growths and brilliantly tinted fishes that far out-

class those of the Bermudas or the Hawaiian Islands. There

are no hotels, not even rest houses, but safe camping places and

excellent sea bathing. This island is noted as the home of the

timarao, ;i small and exceedingly wild carabao. It is sometimes

killed by big-game hunters, and is a sport fully as arduous and

dangerous as tiger hunting.

For those interested in rubber, it is a bit of a surprise to

know that on this island, only 100 miles from Manila, is a

Hevea plantation some six years old. It is situated but a few

miles from Calapan, and is locally known as "Chicago." At

the time of its beginnings the Americans in charge had little

money and no experience in rubber planting. They sowed tlie

seeds thickly in rows, and let them come up as planted. The
result was a growth that looked like bamboo, so tall and slender

were the trees. Later, when they desired really to give them a

chance, the experts said they were too large for transplanting.

The head of the ai^ricultural department in Manila, however,

advised digging trenches

along the rows, to pre-

serve laterals, and cutting

off all l)ut about two feet

of the tap roots. This

was done, and every tree

not only lived, but grew
amazingly. Some 3,000

were thus treated, and
they are now ready to

tap and apparently as

well off as they could be

in any part of the world.

A curious fact about this

jilantation is that it is so

far untouched by ty-

phoons, and likely to con-

tinue safe. This is undoubtedly due to its being in the shadow
of Mt. Halcon and the range that it dominates, which form a

very effective wind-break.

I met one of the owners of "Chicago" at the Golf Club at

Caloocan. He is an attorney in Manila, and was not at all

sure as to what the future of the plantation would be, as it

seemed to him that so far Americans had taken but little in-

terest in Philippine rubber. Should such interest develop he

saw a future in it as a seed producer for those who planted, say

in Mindanao. As the trees have already begun to seed abun-

dantly, this is very far from being a dream. ,

An American friend long resident in the Philippines, and one

who tlioroughly believes in the future of Hevca there, was al-

most absurdly chagrined over this plantation. Said he:

"I wish a

typhoon would

wipe it out to-

day ! The dan-

ger is that this,

which is really

in the typhoon

belt, because of

its wind-break,

will not be

harmed. Tak-

ing it as an ex-

ample, enthu-

siastic Ameri-

cans will rush

plantings into

other places in

the zone of big

winds, where
there are no

barriers, and
have their
whole planting

destroyed.
Then they and

others will Repl.wted Seedlings, "Chic.vgo" Pl.\nt.\tion,

claim that rub- Mindoro.

ber cannot be safely grown here. Until rubber growing on
a big scale is an accomplished fact, plantings in sections that

are not ideal should be prohibited."

Curiously enough the nearer one gets to the country said to

be swept by big winds, the less one hears of their alleged
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destructiveness, and as for signs of destruction, they do not

appear to be in evidence.

All day long and all of the night following we steamed
through straits, sounds, seas, bays and bodies of water big

and little, by islands tiny and huge, until we began to realize

what the geographers meant when they said there were really

more than 3,000 islands in

the Philippines. Finally,

on the afternoon of the

second day, we passed

through a narrow, pic-

turesque strait between

the islands Mactan and

Cebu. On the first named
is the modern plant of

the Visayan Refining Co.,

a big coconut oil mill in-

stalled by Dean C.

Worcester. Strung along

the shore are, first, the

great oil factory, with its

storage tanks and the

bungalows of the resident

officers, and, separated

from plant and bunga-

lows by a tiny creek, the

village of Opon. This last named consists of one long street

bordered by Nipa huts terminating in a plaza with market,

ancient cathedral and a flourishing native school.

In visiting the plant one is impressed by the industry and

alertness of the native workman. Only the chiefs of depart-

ments are Americans, the mass of workmen being Filipinos.

In the village the people look healthy, well fed and contented,

and show themselves to be exceedingly courteous. The great

factory itself is the last word in intelligent equipment and ar-

rangement for economical and efficient production.

Dean Worcester's house is, perhaps, the most roomy and best

designed tropical house in existence. Situated so that the

monsoons can sweep through every room, with broad verandas

completely encircling it. finished in beautiful native woods, it is

simple, homelike and elegant. Nor is it cumbered and cluttered

with trite curios. There are a few rare ones, but each has

Tvpic.M, Native Vii.l.ace W.^terfront.

inspiring. Tropical nature has indeed favored this lovely spot.

The most picturesque and interesting feature, however, is

the head of the home. .As one who was in "at the beginning,"

who hob-nobbed with head hunters, traveled where white men
had never gone before, organizing, pacifying, botanizing, ob-

serving, he is one of the commanding figures in that part of

tlie world. The most
marvelous part of his

career, however, is that,

dropping state work, he

should enter the field of

manufacture and install

successfully a great in-

dustry among alien, and
to a degree hostile, peo-

ple, and do it to their

benefit and his.

It is some seven miles

from Dean Worcester's

plant to the city of Cebu
on the great island of

Cebu. This city is noted

as being one of the oldest

in the islands. It looks

even older than that. We
\>'pre liTrlii. f^c-t to the

big stone quay—.American made—when a young German came
aboard with a word of introduction wired by friends in Manila.

He was interested in a rubber plantation further south, and
told me all about it, how to reach it and so on. While we were

chatting one of the .Americans strolled up and stood looking in-

tently and I thought eying him very searchingly. Later, the

German having departed, the .American said,

"Did X say why he took such long journeys into the interior

from time to time?"

"No, what's the answer," I replied.

"T don't know yet, but it will all come out in time."

-And it did. With the declaration of war by the United States

the young German was at once locked up. It seems he had lists

of former insurrectos and had been visiting them secretly, giving

them $5 a head and arranging for a genera! rising against the

.Americans. The insurrectos accepted the cash and were profuse

*^ f>t

f

De.\n Worcester's Gre.\t Oil Mill ..\t Opon.

either some definite use or a historic or intrinsic value that

earns it a place in such a home.

The situation of the house is sucli that in any direction there

stretches a panorama of sea, shore, coconut grove, native village

and picturesque mountain. Added to this are cloud effects

seldom equaled, which, with the brilliant blues and greens in

the waterways, make a whole that is ever changing and always

in promises, but when tiic time came not one insurrected. Never-

theless, the -American men resident there who had entertained

him at their homes, and admitted him to their clubs will not

soon forget that he tried to bring about destruction of their

property and perhaps a massacre of their wives and children.

I had heard so much of the impossibility of getting laborers

in the Philippines that when some 70 jolly, tough little Visayans
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swarmed aboard at Cebu and overran all of the lower deck, I

began to ask questions.

"Good workers? Sure," said the planter to whom they were

consigned. "Better than Chinamen. We pay their passage down
and they work, say, for a season or for a year, and then go
homo. In that lot are 20 old hands. The rest are new recruits.

Labor scarce? I should

worry ! Aren't we ship-

ping lots of these same

Visayans to Hawaii to

work on the sugar planta-

tions there?"

"Do you have trouble

with them ?" I asked.

"Some. That little cler-

ical-looking chap aft is an

agitator. He is from Ma-

nila and is down here to

start trouble. When we
come to my pier he will

make impassioned speeches

and try to get the men on

a strike. His stunt will

be to yell, 'You have been

deceived ! Do not get oft

the boat.' It will appeal

to some of them, but my
20 old hands, who want

the work and who know
they are well treated, will

pull the other way and we don't lose many of them, if any."

The laborers are easily managed, but are very like children,

and the employer needs to be not only just, but tactful and ex-

ceedingly pa-

tient. For ex-

ample, a rubber

tapper comes to

him with a fin-

ger bound up

in cloth and
starts to ex-

plain how he

hurt it. how
extremely pain-

ful it is, that it

throbs and
burns, and that

he is totally in-

capacitated for

work. When
the first pause

Climes, the em-
ployer, if he be

tactful, desires

to see it. Then
c o m e s the
slow unwrap-

ping. This may
take several

minutes, for it

is accompanied

by further
lengthy descriptions of symptoms. During this recital the un-

covering of the wound is abandoned, for one must perforce use

convincing and appropriate gestures. Then, too, the narrator

becomes so enthralled with his tale of suffering that he forgets

the wound and abandons himself to a perfect orgy of painful

experience and self pity. When at last a tiny scratch is un-

covered, gravely examined and gingerly touched with carbolated

vaseline, the cure is complete and the man goes^back to work
wholly satisfied.

If, however, the employer refuses to consider and treat the

scratch and brusquely sends the man away, he is likely to spoil

an otherwise competent laborer. The man will depart grum-
blin.i?, his sense of injury will grow and he will continue trou-

bled, half sick and wholly

useless.

{To be continued.)

Freightkr Lo.'^dinc Cocoxut Oil ^^ Opon

FiLipixo Fishing Boat.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
ACTS.

The National Industrial

Conference Board, Boston,

Massachusetts, compos-
ed of representatives of

16 national industrial as-

sociations, including The
Rubber Association of

America, has published

an eight-page s^immary
of the Board's report on
tlie legal phase of Work-
men's Compensation Acts
in the United States. The
history of such laws is

outlined briefly, supple-

mented by tables show-
ing when they were en-

acted by the different
states, territories, foreign countries and provinces. The com-
pensation principle and constitutional questions involved are
reviewed, and special emphasis is laid upon the lack of uni-
formity in state laws and the inconsistencies growing out
of their interpretation. An exclusively compulsory compen-
sation system

is advocated
t h r o u g h o u t

the country to

be substitu-
tional for and
not supple-
niental to em-
ployer's liabil-

ity, claims to

be settled di-

rectly between
employer and
employe con-
ditioned by

adequate safe-

guards for the

protection
of the latter.

The compila-

tion, under ex-

pert guidance,

of a p e r ni a -

nent, scientific,

uniform sys-
tem of a c c i -

dent data, com-

pensation sta-

t i s t i c s and
judicial deci-
sions, it is

stated, would go a long way toward establishing definite

insurable standards of liability and of equitable premium

rates. The full report is obtainable at $1 per copy postpaid.

The "Mixd-\n.\o" on the Be.'kch.
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Automobile Tire Fabrics.

By Alvin Kingsbacher.

THE bigness of this subject lies not only in its possibilities,

but in its very realities. The present-day application of

tire fabric to industry and to society is enormous and one

may naturally but wrongly infer that a greater development is

likely to result from the present unprecedented demand for it.

I am prepared to contradict the belief—widely current, gen-

erally accepted and apparently supported by fact—that tire

fabric is in its experimental stage. There have been so many
innovations attempted, such as the substitution of ramie for

cotton, the twisting of a wire with the component cotton threads

of the yarn and the experimentation with other than plain

weaves, such as leno and similiar ones, that the failure of all

these has not only removed the possibility of further develop-

ment in tire fabric but has reflected greater merit on its present

qualities and construction. In mentioning these various ex-

periments it may be well to make evident in a brief manner the

cause of their failures.

The substitution of a stronger material for cotton has neces-

sitated the introduction of a fiber which has not the necessary

properties of elasticity and flexibility. Any increase in strength

without these
qualities would

not be consid-

ered a n im-

provement, but

rather a detri-

ment. In twist-

ing wife with

cotton threads

the d i ifi c u 1 ty

encountered is

to secure a wire

of such a mate-

rial as will pos-

sess the same
elasticity as the

cotton. Another

feature of this

construction is

that the wire

will tend to cut

the cotton or

other fibrous

material.

In using leno

or other weaves

which, by cross-

ing the threads,

yield a stronger

fabric, the objection arises from the cutting action of the threads.

The effect of tire service on a fabric is so peculiar that it would

not be long before the threads would cut each other in the

places where they cross. From these observations of what has

already been tried, it is natural to suppose that tire fabric has

long since ceased to be an experiment. It stands to-day as a

scientific certainty and is as much a standard commodity as

army duck or any such similar fabric.

It is not my intention, nor have I the ability, to expound the

theories of tire manufacture. My experience has been gleaned,

firstly, in a cotton mill running exclusively on tire fabric, and

secondly, in a tire factory as fabric analyst. It is my desire

to combine these experiences in such a way as to give not only

a fair idea of how fabric is made, but also what is expected

A MoDERx Tire Fabric Loom.

of it liy the manufacturer who endeavors to make a reliable tire.

The pneumatic automobile tire is a complex combination of

fabric and rubber. It has been created like most other inven-

tions to meet existing demands, and having arrived at its pres-

ent efficient stage, has succeeded in establishing for itself a

monopoly, opposed to which countless devices designed to sup-

plant it have not even made an impression.

The name "automobile tire fabric" is generic. It includes

many kinds of fabric which are used in the construction of a

tire, but the most important of these and the one that is used

in greatest quantity is the "building fabric." It is estimated

that of this style alone about sixty million square yards are

used annually. In addition to this building fabric there are

various other fabrics that go into the making of a tire. These
sundry fabrics include special construction, known as "chafing

fabric," "breaker fabric" and others, such as "Osnaburgs,"

"sheetings" and "tapes." The last two are used more especially

in the process of tire manufacture and are not an inherent part

of the tire itself. Then there is another fabric called "thread"

fabric that is frequenth- used in making certain types of beads.

Before ap-

proaching the
subject of fab-

ric construction,

I wish to out-

line in a crude

and desultory

manner the
various proces-

ses through
which the fab--

ric must go be-

fore it becomes

part of a tire.

When the fab-

ric is received

at the tire fac-

tory it is in-

spected by the

proper officials,

and of this I

shall deal at

greater 1 e n gth

later, but in

this connection

it is well to

state that not

all tire factories

• maintain a de-

partment of this kind. It is to the credit of a few that they

do maintain this department. It bespeaks a high standard of

quality, and the rigidness and thoroughness of inspection in

regard to fabrics betokens a similar care and exactness in the

selection of other materials and in the various processes of the

manufacture.

After tlie inspection comes the drying process. The fabric

is run over hot rolls and all the moisture extracted, as it is essen-

tial that the fabric be dry before it is coated with rubber. The
"calendering" or "frictioning" process is the means of forcing

the rubber compound into and onto the fabric. Tlie spaces or

"pores" in the fabric are filled with rubber and then the fabric

is "skimmed" or coated with a layer of rubber. The fabric is

then ready to be cut into strips, the cutting being on a 45-degree
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angle in order to secure a greater strength and to prevent the

unraveling of the threads in the strips. Tliese strips, in various

plies, depending on the size of the tire, are finally built up on a

mold or iron core to form the fabric for the tire.

liflLDlNG F.\nKir.

The "building fabric," as previously mentioned, is the body

of the tire. It is

the most important

fabric and as such

must possess above

all, strength, flexi-

bility and elastic-

ity. The fabric is

a plain weave, and

weighs approxi-

mately 17.25 oun-

ces to the square

yard. The yarns

from which this

building fabric is

made are 11/22.5

or 11/23. The twist

in the single yarn BriuniNG Fabkl:.

is from 14 to 16 and the ply yarn is 4 to 5 turns per inch. The

texture is 23 ends and 23 picks per inch. The gage of thick-

ness of the fabric is .040 inch. The water content should not

be over 5 per cent. The take-up is found to be about 14 per

cent and the contraction of filling about 10 per cent, leaving

normally a difference of 4 per cent in the amount of warp and

filling yarn stretch. This is an important point in the con-

struction of tire fabric. It is obvious that if the difference is

too great, the filling, when the fabric is subjected to a strain,

will arrive at its straight length before the warp and conse-

quently will weaken or break before the straight length of the

warp is reached. When the percentages of crimp or bend in

the warp and filling are about equal, or within S per cent of

each other, the warp and filling will tend to reinforce each other.

In my capacity as fabric inspector I have analyzed so-called tire

fabrics which had 32 per cent take-up in the warp and 7 per

cent stretch in the filling. The difference of 25 per cent made

them totally unfit for use in tires, although the fabrics were in

every other respect perfect.

Building fabric is used in various grades, but the construc-

tion remains the same. Sakellaridis, or cotton grown in Egypt

from Sea Island seeds, is a material that has become very

prominent. The staple is longer and stronger than Sea Island,

but is not quite so

elastic. In color r

is a yellowisl
white, a compm
mise between Si

.

Island and Egypi

ian. Long staple

Sea I s 1 a n (
!

,

Combed Egypti.c

and Carded Egypi

ian are also u.s< <

in great quantit;

chief and most in

portant of which i

Sea Island.

Strength ob-

viously is the para-

mount feature in a tire fabric and upon this factor there cannot

be put too much emphasis. Every tire manufacturer, even

though he has no fabric inspection department, has at least a

tensile strength testing machine. There are various ways of test-

ing, and each method results in a dififerent standard of strength.

For example, breaking a 3-inch strip in a 2-inch jaw is virtually

Ch.\fing Fabmi

testing two inches of fabric, but will yield a higher strength

test than if just two inches are tested. This is because the

two inches in the former case are reinforced by the threads

adjacent, although not held in the jaws of the machine. The
standard of strengths, as stated below, is based on a dif-

ferent method of testing and yields a lower but truer breaking

strength. A piece of fabric is unraveled down to one inch,

representing in number of threads the exact texture of that inch.

This strip of fabric is placed in the jaws and tested for strength,

and can indicate no greater strength than the exact number of

threads that inch actually possesses. According to this method

of testing the following standard for strength in building fabric

is obtained :

Warp Filling

Sakellaridis pounds 340 360

Sea Island 319 320

Combed Egyptian 275 285

Carded Egyptian 260 270

A question may arise as to the cause of the difference in warp

and filling strength. When it is remembered that the warp is

woven under considerable tension, this difference in strength is

readily understood.
BRE.\KER F.\BRIC.

The breaker fabric is applied on the tire just beneath the tread

and its purpose is to protect the building fabric and to distribute

the shock that the tire necessarily receives on the road over as

great a surface as

possible. There are l^vir. »,;-;. , ., . .:'j^-7i .-.i v.* . i*J!3
manv and varied -li-V. .--->---••• V-r .«,-,., i. ,_,^,«JBmany ana varieu ,»,.,..,,,.,., ^ ,i, «*».,»» w.,r»-^»JT»jr«
constructions of .»»».••«»«# i »« ii« .,.. .#.*»» .j«-«

breaker fabric, .*»•••*••»•.*•• «-«^ •^^ ».»«.»««•_» •»

each manufacturer ;:.,...»••»-•.-«,».-«». .v.. » .»•

having his own ;,-•«-• •»-••-•••-"-•••«• ••-**** «» .j
particular weave *trt tj T Z ! .' ; I^ii:!:,; Z; I*. It'-

M

and construction. *','.' Ull '.l llZt'llllZZtZ^Z^Ztlt
The average ^'^tlll'-'' lllZlliZZ^l^ZttltTlt
breaker fabric, if •«•'•••*•««•••»«"« •»«.»«»^ ».«4*
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texture is very much lower in order to permit large openings

in the fabric to accommodate more rubber than the other

fabrics. The weight varies, of course, with the construc-

tion, but usually is somewhere around 10 ounces to the square

yard. Twelve ends and thirteen picks per inch give the neces-

sary openness to the fabric. The weave will vary anywhere
from a plain weave to a mock leno. It is made of Sea Island,

Combed Egyptian or Carded Egyptian. It is difficult to set a

strength standard for this fabric, as any change in texture,

weave or yarns will greatly modify any standard which may be
placed upon it. However, with a construction such as is out-

lined above the breaking strength would be as follows

:

Warp Filling

Sea Island pounds 160 180

Combed Egyptian 140 155

Carded Egyptian 115 130

i-H.\FI\r, F.SBRIC.

The chafing fabric is used on the side walls of the tire where
more flexibility is required, and is of necessity a lighter fabric.

It is a plain weave weighing 9 ounces to the square yard. The
yarns are 4/22.5 or 4/23. The gage or thickness is .022. There
are 34 ends and 34 picks to the inch. It is made of Sea Island
or Combed Egyptian and the breaking strengths are as follows:

Warp Filling

Sea Island pounds 155 170

Combed Egyptian 125 140
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The other fabrics, Osnaburgs, sheetings and tapes, need no par-

ticular mention, as they are standardized fabrics and differ in

no respect from the fabrics that are on the market today.

Before discussing the inspection of the tire fabric, I want to

touch upon some of the precautions that are taken in the mill

in order to turn out a perfect fabric.

snXNING, WE.WING AND FINISHING.
Tile spinning of the yarns is, of course, an important step

in the work, and it follows that unless the maximum strength

of the cotton is secured here the succeeding process of manu-
facture cannot yield a suitable tire fabric. The twisting of the

single yarn into ply yarn is not such a simple problem as it

appears. When 11 single threads are twisted into one there is

always a possibility of one or more threads breaking and the

twisted yarn continuing in its whirly course with a fewer num-
ber of component threads than the requirements demand. This

feature is known as "dropped ends" and is a serious weakness

when found in the fabric. It is absolutely essential that every

piece of yarn should have its required number of component

threads through its entire length ; and to twist it with this un-

failing accuracy involves the human element more than the

mechanical, as the result depends largely upon the skill and

alertness of the operatives. Throughout the entire handling of

the yarns, warp and fabric, there must be avoided any con-

tact with oil, dirt or grease. Rubber will not adhere to an oily

or greasy fabric and the tire manufacturer is very particular in re-

gard to the clean-

liness of the fab-

ric which he buys.

The mill runs

its looms on all

grades of yarn sep-

arately. A weaver

may be running

one loom on Sea

Island and another

on Egyptian and

may inadvertently

mix the bobbins,

weaving into a Sea

Island fabric one

or more bobbins of
Bre.\ker Fabric. Leno Weave. Egyptian yarn.

Such a fabric is said to have "mixed filling" and is generally

rejected by the fastidious fabric buyer. It is important that

there be no broken or knotted threads. When a filling thread

breaks, the pick is pulled out entirely and the loom started with

a new pick in its proper shed. In the case of a warp thread

the yarn is spliced ; that is, two or three component threads are

knotted at a time in different places so that the binding of the

broken yarn does not make a bulky knot. There must be no

holes in the fabric and everything about it must be even and

uniform. After the weaving comes the mending, burling, mill

inspection, finishing and packing. The fabric is rolled and

wrapped with paper and burlap for shipping.

TESTING.
The fabric, being a plain weave and of heavy construction,

appears to most persons as a very simple one, but this idea is

abandoned when the number and diversity of tests which the

fabric must undergo at the tire factory, is known. These tests

may be divided into two classes ; the physical and the visual

inspections.

The physical tests include tests for strength, weight, thick-

ness, or gage, texture, take-up, contraction of filling, and water

content. When these physical tests are made and found satis-

factory the fabric is run over an electrically lighted inspection

perch. This is the visual inspection and by its means every

defect or irregularity in the construction of the fabric becomes
apparent. The irregularities that are looked for are as follows :
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War News of the Rubber Industry

Till-: liKAri IX Ul'llUKU MILLS.

PROB.^BLV lew industries have as large a percentage of

young men of conscription age as are to be found in rub-

ber mills. The prevalence of piece work is doubtless re-

sponsible for it. In Akron, "the rubber city," the majority of

employes in the leading factories are between the ages of 21

and 31. From 10,000 to 12,000 Goodrich men are subject to

call ; 7,000 to 8.000 Goodyear men are similarly affected, like-

wise 4.000 to 6,000 Firestone men. While tire concerns such as

these are particularly liard hit, they have taken a patriotic stand

in claiming exemption for only a relatively few men who are

extremely valuable to them, believing that in throwing their

strength behind the present draft fewer men will l>c needed

later.

The War Department startled rubber men by estimating

Akron's population at 330,000, as against the 150,000 claimed by

local authorities. A first draft of 2,200 men, based on that

figure, will seriously hamper rubber mills, as even now it is

difficult to obtain sufficient help to operate at full capacity.

At the outset it was believed that only a few hundred men in

each factory would be aflfected by the first call and that many
of them with wives and families would be exempted, but the

high percentage of exemption claims throughout the country

has resulted in a general relaxation of physical qualifications

and the refusal of many local boards to exempt men with wives

and children unless proof could be shown that they would

suffer or become pulilic charges. Rubber companies are. there-

fore, confronted with the immediate problem of tilling many
vacancies for the duration of the war. Girls and older men
must be depended upon in most instances, especially the former,

as a shortage of male labor exists in almost every industry. In

Canada, England, France, Italy and Russia young women have

bravely undertaken the work of men, and with the utmost suc-

.".ess. In rubber manufacture they are to be found in every de-

partment except the milling room, and time may get the stronger

women there too.

Although American women are no less willing or courageous,

it is to be hoped that no dependents, perhaps physically unfit

to withstand its rigors, will be forced into this work while thou-

sands of unmarried alien men of military age and allied na-

tionality escape service under any flag. While doing their best

in men and industrial production for Uncle Sam. j\merican rub-

ber companies should stand firmly behind the principles of alien

conscription and soldiers' insurance, that as few as need be of

our wives, mothers and sisters be forced into factories, and

that those who must make this or other sacrifices be assured a

just reward should their loved ones be incapacitated or fail to

return.

THE F.'WORAELE SHIPPING OUTLOOK.

Importers of crude rubber and exporters of manufactured

rubber goods find the present shipping outlook very heart-

ening. Despite German submarine activities, statistics of the

Department of Commerce show that our imports for the month
of June broke all records by a large margin, and our exports

exceeded those of any month except last January, while our

total ocean-borne trade for the fiscal year ended June 30, was
carried to a high level never dreamed of before the war, an

increase of nearly SO per cent over 1915.

During the past si.x months U-boats have sunk only a frac-

tion of the tonnage predicted by German experts, and the under-

sea fleet itself has suffered such losses that probably less than

200 su'omarines are now available for service. Arrivals and

sailings at British, French and Italian ports are on the increase

and neutral shipping is suffering less than formerly. On July 1

the British merchant marine comprised 18,000,000 tons of sea-

worthy ships of all kinds, and according to carefully compiled

figures in the "London Times" Great Britain and the United

States will in 1917 turn out a new ship tonnage in excess of

that destroyed during the year, while in 1918 British and Ameri-
can shipyards will probably build no less than 8,000,000 tons of

standardized cargo vessels.

Meanwhile, conditions will be improved by an arrangement
Hearing completion between Great Britain and the United States

for joint control of the world's shipping. The Shipping Board
IS about lo commandeer the entire .\merican seagoing tonnage,

not for government operation but for control of charters, direc-

tion of trade routes, priority of shipments and to lower freight

rates so as to insure fair, rather than extortionate profits harm-
ful to the allied cause. Our export embargo is bringing neutral

shipping under United States control, both Norway and Holland

having already offered to release virtually half their tonnage in

ret'.irn for food shipments, and the more recent embargo on iron

and steel required for ship construction will bring the growing

Japanese Pacific merchant fleet into Atlantic service. Appar-

ently the complacency of rubber companies regarding their in-

coming and outgoing shipments is justified, and the complete

elimination of the Goethals-Denman controversy lends a sense

of added security.

THE AMERIC.W .AERIAL FLEET.

.'\bsolufe air supremacy is primarily responsible for recent

allied gains on the western front. This supremacy must be main-

tained and increased despite Germany's feverishly hasty build-

ing program. That the United States will do its part and more
in air service was assured when, late in July, the $640,000,000

aviation bill became law, the largest single appropriation ever

passed by Congress for one project.

Less than half this amount is to be expended in the purchase

of airplanes alone. Personnel, training equipment, overseas

maintenance, spare parts, flying stations, armament and scien-

tific apparatus, all are to be provided for and are equally as im-

portant as the manufacture of the machines. One hundred and

ten thousand officers and enlisted men—an army of the air

greater than our standing army of a few months ago—will be

needed. The whole project is one which appeals to the im-

agination of our people and to the genius of our American en-

gineers, who, with the cooperation of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, have worked out standardized types of fighting, re-

connaissance and bombing airplanes for quantity production

under the direction of Howard E. Coffin, chairman of the Air-

craft Production Board of the Council of National Defense.

More than 20.000 planes are to be built as a first increment and

more will follow as needed.

rilK WAR INDUSTRIES BOARD AND PRIORITY.

While the newly appointed War Industries Board represents

a notable step forward and will doubtless accomplish much
toward concerted action in production and distribution, it must
necessarily labor under great difficulties in having no direct

vested powers. Its functions, like those of the Council of Na-
tional Defense, are merely to investigate and recommend, yet

the executive and administrative departments of the government
are lending it hearty support. Such matters as a general basis

of prices on war materials for the government and the Allies,

and priorities on government and allied contracts are already

under consideration and a satisfactory conclusion may be an-

ticipated.

It is expected that this board will eventually develop the need
of an organization with all the powers of the British Ministry
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of Munitions to minimize the disruption of normal business

life by the war: to eliminate the harmful results of uncon-

trolled prices, and to prevent a breakdown in the distribution of

the nation's output.

As a forecast of what may eventually develop in America, the

workings of the Priority Branch under the British Ministry of

Munitions are of interest to the rubber industry, because among
the many industries affected are rubber trades and manufacture,

including footwear; waterproofing of fabrics; manufacture of

coal-tar and other chemical products ; textile trades and manu-

facture and machinery.

The Priority Branch in England has for its function the

bringing about of harmonious actions between the conflicting

demands of the different departments of the Ministry of Muni-

tions, of the Admiralty, the war and other government offices,

the railroads, the mines and other quasi-public services and ap-

proved private industries, which are in more or less active com-

petition for their share of raw materials, manufacturing capacity

and labor.

The committee meets every day and no priority can be granted

unless all present agree. One objection rejects an application

—but this decision is not final. The representative of the in-

terested department may withdraw the application and refer

the matter through the chief of his department to some one

representing the Minister of Munitions, who is the final

authority.

A manufacturer instructed as to priority by the committee

can himself issue certificates to bring about similar priority on

materials of sub-contracts for his contract.

All persons engaged in certain industries have their work di-

vided into three classes

—

A, B and C. A is war work, B other

work of national importance, and C is all work not comprised

in the other two.

Class A comprises work or material wholly required as a

component part of any work or goods to be carried out or sup-

plied under

(a) A government war contract which signifies: 1—Any
contract placed by the Admiralty, the War Oflice or the Minis-

ter of Munitions ; 2—.^ny contract for naval or military equip-

ment placed by an allied government by or with the consent in

writing of the Admiralty, the War Oflice. or the Minister of

Munitions.

(b) Certified war work which signifies: 1—Work on a con-

tract or order which the Admiralty, the War Office, or the

Minister of Munitions has certified in writing to be war or muni-

tion work ; 2—Work which the Minister of Munitions has di-

rected to be treated on an equality with war work.

(c) Merchant sliipping work certified in writing by the Board

of Trade to be munitions work.

The priority branch grants priority in class as follows

:

1—Most urgent war work.

2—Very urgent war work.

3—Urgent war work and

4—War work.

In addition there is an emergency classification wliicli takes

precedence over all.

The manufacturer is not compelled tu accept work from the

government and when a manufacturer accompanies an order to

another manufacturer with a certificate which would entitle

this order if accepted, to priority, the manufacturer to whom the

order is tendered need not accept the order unless he desires to

sell. There is, however, strong indirect pressure to accept pri-

ority orders because a priority order gives assurance that steel

and other scarce raw materials may be secured, that transporta-

tion will be afforded, and also that a plant engaged upon pri-

ority work will have an adequate supply of labor.

The priority committee issues orders from time to time that

no scarce material shall be used except on Class A work or

Class A and B work.

Reports are required of all stocks in Great Britain of certain

listed scarce material, and from time to time the Minister of

Munitions takes possession of all stocks of certain character.

From time to time the priority branch requests of the manu-

facturer, a list of all of liis orders, giving customer's name, and

full particulars including what proportion of the work remains

to be done.

WATERPROOF F.\BRICS FOR I).\LING .\RMY STORES.

A new use has been found for waterproof fabrics. The Storage

Committee of the Council of National Defense is urging all

shippers to adopt every measure possible to minimize the need

for railroad cars, and their use for storage purposes. The ad-

vantages of motor trucks for short hauls are being emphasized

;

likewise the importance of creating additional storage facilities

at points of production to avoid congestion in manufacture, and

at points of consumption that railroad cars may be unloaded

promptly.

That every car may be loaded to its maximum capacity with

the minimum of packing material, baling or compressed bulk

packing is developing great possibilities for saving transporta-

tion space. The Quartermaster's Department of the army is

already baling socks and blankets and satisfactory progress is

being made toward baling uniforms, shoes and even prunes.

The bales are covered with waterproof material which will later

be used for sand bags at the front. Its use makes possible the

employment of flat cars when box cars are not available.

It would seem that several articles of rubber manufacture

would lend themselves to bulk packing, such as hospital and camp

sheetings and blankets, waterproof fabrics for all purposes,

leggins, ponchos and rubberized clothing of every sort, gas

masks, rubber springs, gaskets, washers and valves, sponges,

hot water bottles, ice bags and caps.

STYLE CONSERVATION.
The Commercial Economy Board of the Council of National

Defense has recently recommended that manufacturers reduce

the number of styles of their goods and that in place of elaborate,

fancy styles the output should be confined as closely as possible

to standards. The board has stated that in some lines this re-

duction could be as high as 25 to SO per cent without inconveni-

ence to customers.

As regards the rubber business, interviews with leading manu-

facturers show that, as a rule, they do not consider any great

reduction of styles possible except with a resulting diminution

of business. Take, for instance, tennis shoes : While the leading

manufacturers do most of their business on three or four stand-

ard lines, there is a demand for finer goods on which the sales,

in comparison, are few but, in the aggregate, many. With the

leather shoe manufacturers putting a lot of style in their product

the rubber shoe producers find there is a demand for similar

"classy" shapes, witli high heels and canva-s tops, in rubber-

soled footwear. The United States Rubber Co. endeavors to get

out as few styles as possible with which to satisfy the demands

of its customers and the public. It is the opinion of the sales

manager that the proposition of the Economy Board is impracti-

cable, as far as tennis goods are concerned.

Regarding rubber footwear, that is, overshoes of all kinds,

the same conclusion holds. Rubber shoes must fit reasonably

well the prevailing styles of leather footwear, and therefore the

makers of overshoes must make a larger variety than if leather

shoes were standardized.

In rubber and other waterproof clothing the action of the

branch store managers at a meeting in Chicago early last month

indicates the situation. These managers advocated a material

reduction of models and styles to be introduced this season, and

in consequence of this recommendation the company vvill feature

standard models, patterns and styles, which make for economy

and the best value for merchants and consumers, which decision

is in accord with tlic company's policy of standardizing the rain-

coat business.
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Among tire manufacturers the opinion is that something could

be done, although this lield for the practice of economy in styles,

sizes, etc., is not so rich in opportunity as many others. The

expensive equipment of cores, molds and macliinery for tire

inakintr represents an outlay that could not be charged off in part

withiiut serious effect on the balance sheet. The tread types

appear to be jealouslj- guarded as part of the selhng assets and

the result of advertising expense that could hardly be dispensed

witli and meet competition. The tires are really known by their

treads.

r.OVKR.VMEXT USE OF LE.\THER SUBSTITUTES.

When a peaceful nation like the United States goes to war the

drain upon leather stocks is tremendous. For instance, in July

the Quartermaster-General's Department awarded contracts for

2,175,000 pairs of marching and field shoes. Large quantities of

saddles, harnesses, puttees and other articles, in whose manu-

facture leather is absolutely indispensable, are also being pur-

chased. This sudden demand, in addition to the normal needs

of the country, makes it necessary to conserve leather by em-

ploying other materials wherever possible. For several years

.\mcrican manufacturers have been turning out leather substi-

tutes of the celluloid type, that have proved highly satisfactory

for upholstery purposes, seat cushions, book binding and the like.

After exhaustive tests government officials have adopted cer-

tain grades for different purposes. The most important im-

mediate use will be in <hi;i upholstery, for wliich purpose its

waterproof quality, freedom from mildew and mold are par-

ticularly important. It is uniform in thickness, strength and

quality. It also saves the waste usually lost in cutting out im-

perfections and irregular edges of leather, as well as the expert

labor necessary to do such cutting. Du Pont Fabrikoid is being

manufactured in large quantities for the purpose.

MEDICAL RCBnER GOOD? MANUF.ACTURERS.

The government will require enormous amounts of surgical

rubber goods, and to facilitate the placing and filling of orders

the Medical Rubber Manufacturers' War Emergency Associa-

tion has been formed. A. W. Warren, of the Hodgman Rubber

Co.. Tuckahoe. New York, is president: W. S. Davison, of The

Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, is vice-president, and J. Russell

Parker, of Parker-Stearns & Co., Brooklyn. New York, is secre-

tary and treasurer. These gentlemen form the committee hav-

ing for its object the purpose of mobilizing the manufactures of

any or all lines of surgical rubber goods with the idea of taking

care of the requirements of the Army, Navy, Red Cross, and

possibly the Allies, during the continuance of the war. This

committee is to obtain from each manufacturer data as to his

capacity for producing any of the lines of merchandise required,

samples of the merchandise itself, and the price at which they

are prepared to supply it. .Ml prices are presumed to be based

on costs plus 10 per cent. This committee is acting as a sub-

committee of the Committee of National Defense, and is sup-

posed to transmit to headquarters its recommendations as to the

quantity of goods to be allotted to each manufacturer and the

price.

There are three sub-committees working in connection with

this executive committee : one of which, with \V. S. Davison as

chairman, has charge of the orders of surgeons' gloves, catlieters,

colon and rectal tubes; the second, under chairmanship of A. W.
Warren, will handle the requirements for rubber sheeting and

rubber coated goods of all kinds ; the third, under the chair-

manship of J. Russell Parker, is devoted to hot water bottles,

fountain syringes and goods of that character.

It is estimated that the manufacturers of these various lines

who will cooperate in this movement have a combined capital

of over $100,000,000 and facilities for turning out these classes

of goods in any desired quantity in a minimum time after receiv-

ing orders. Druggist's sundries of .•\merican manufacture have

already established a reputation for reliability in Europe.

EMB.ARGO LIST EXTENDED.

Supplementing the embargo proclamation of July 15, an

account of which was published in the Indi.x Rubber World,

.\ugust 1, 1917, President Wilson has announced two lists of

commodities which cannot be exported, except under special

license, after .August 30. One list prohibits practically every

article of commerce being shipped from this country to

enemy nations or to neutral countries of Europe. The sec-

ond list, for which license is required for shipment to the

Allies, their dependencies and the neutral countries of both

continents, includes several additional chemicals, ingredients

and materials not mentioned in the previous proclamation.

.As forecast in our previous account, cotton and cotton linters

are now on the prohibitive list. Other commodities more or

less important in the rubber industry are benzol and its de-

rivatives, benzine, gasoline, ether, cottonseed oil, linseed oil,

rapeseed oil, corn oil, glycerin, toluol, resin, turpentine,

sulphur, acetone, ammonia and ainmonia salts, sulphuric acid,

nitric acid, white lead, lead, zinc, copper, plumbago. Copper

wire and electrical equiptnent, electrical motor accessories,

aeronautical machine parts and accessories are also included

in this second prescribed list.

The regulations, orders, limitations and exceptions pre-

scribed will be administered by and under the authority of

the Exports Administrative Board from whom licenses in

conformity with said regulations, orders, limitations and ex-

ceptions will issue.

CAPTAIN BUCKLETON AIDS RED CROSS.

Captain Ernest E. Buckleton, whose services as a soldier and

as one of the first who hastened to the help of the suffering

Belgians are well known, although unable to continue in active

service at the front because of injuries sustained at the battle of

Loos, is still at work for the Allies. In gaining money for the

Red Cross and in talks to recruits at various American camps,

he has done much. As we go to press word comes that, during

a week-end at Orleans, Massachusetts, he reviewed and addressed

the newly formed Home Guard. He also spoke for the Red

Cross in the local theater, on Trench Warfare and the historic

retreat from Mons to the Marne. Not only was the building

filled, but hundreds were turned away. The collection for the

Red Cross taken at that time amounted to $125.

SERVICE PERSONALS.

Francis E. Drake, general European agent of the United States

Rubber Co., has resigned that position to serve on the staff of

General Pershing at the front in France.

Thomas F. O'Neil, advertising manager of the General Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has enlisted in the naval militia

and is in training at Tarrytown. New York.

Frank R. Bacon, president of the Cutler-Hammer Manufac-

turing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, has been called into service

as a captain in the Federal commissary department.

C. V. McMillan, manager of the Wichita, Kansas, branch of

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has enlisted in the Kansas

Field Artillery. N. A. Nelson succeeds him as local manager.

Sergeant P. F. Talley, a veteran of the Philippine and Boxer

campaigns, has succeeded Lieutenant Walker in charge of the

drill classes of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., .Akron. Ohio,

Lieutenant Walker having been called to active service with the

Ohio National Guard.

Frank Waldo, of the firm of E. M. & F. Waldo. II Broadway,

New York city, has been selected as a candidate for appointment

as an officer in the United States .Army and has been directed

to report at Plattsburg, New York, on August 25, where he will

enlist for a period of three months for training purposes.

Second Lieutenant M. DeMott Letherman. of the United

Slates Rubber Co., New York office, has sailed for France, with

a party of .American officers, to observe French trerch tactics.
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Walter H. Nolan, assistant manager, Springfield, Massachusetts,

branch, The B. F. Goodrich Co., is at Plattsburg, New York.

COMPANY NOTES.
The United States Tire Co., New York City, has made ex-

tensive alterations in factory equipment for the manufacture of

solid tires for Class A and B military trucks, according to the

standard design worked out by the Motor Transport Board of

the War Department with the cooperation of the Society of

Automotive Engineers.

H. F. Davenport, secretary of the Brunswick-Balke-CoUender

Co., Chicago, Illinois, is prepared to demonstrate very graphi-

cally, in the form of an open letter to the trade, just what

$9,000,000,000 signifies, this being the amount the Secretary of the

Treasury McAdoo states will be spent by the government and

our allies within the United States during the next year.

Girls employed by The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mas-
sachusetts, are taking an active part in war activities. The
Fisk Unit of the Volunteer Clerical Corps, which is helping the

government with the vast amount of detail work incident to

registration and other new enterprises of the war, has alpha-

betized and classified over 15.000 registration cards in western

Massachusetts. Delegates have also been sent every evening to

the Springfield Armory, an army service rifle manufacturing

establishment, where greatly increased production requires much
additional clerical work.

The Fisk girls are also active in Red Cross work, and as sev-

eral Fisk men are in the Second Regiment, Massachusetts Na-
tional Guard, an ambulance was presented to that regiment by

the Fisk company.

The first woman motor truck driver in western, perhaps in

all, Canada is Mrs. Eva Crane, who drives one of the delivery

cars for the Winnipeg branch of the Dominion Rubber Sytsem.

In her appropriate khaki suit Mrs. Crane loads and unloads her

own car ; gets her orders from the office ; delivers goods to cus-

tomers and railways, and works beside the warehouse men itu

the shipping department. She asks and accepts no assistance

other than is ordinarily accorded to a man on the job. Her
work is entirely satisfactory and she is satisfied with her posi-

tion. "I took the job," she said, "so that some healthy, physically

fit man could go overseas and fight alongside my husband andl

brothers in the trenches."

The Rubber Trade Roll of Honor.
Rrf'orfcd by The Rubber Association of America.

Numbers in parenthesis following individual names indicate

branches of service as shown by the key list on page 708.

APSLFA' RI;BBER CO.. HUDSON. MASSACHUSETTS.
National Guard.

William G. Tenney
Michael F, Sullivan
Harry E. Hadlock
J. Raymond Hogan
Joseph Kevit
Frank McCarthy
Edwin F. Beavis
Charles BagRs

Philip Bishop (8)
Jesse A. Gates (2)
Wallace Rixford (39)

Massachusetts
Ralph P. Hopkins
Warren Leary
Edward Thomas
Edwin J. Hadlock
Paul Jones
Harold Matthews
Stephen MacLellan
Emil Dupont
Thomas Flannagan
Cecil Benway (39)
Harold Claflin (16)
Fred L. Parchert (16)
William Storey (2)

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.. NEW YORK CITY.

Chester Prowdman (2) George Jolly (2)
Edgar Fessender (2) Charles Haney (2)

Michael Latonne (2) John Pfingst (33)

ESSEX RUBBER CO.. INC.. TRENTON. NEW JERSEY.
Gustave Fischer (4"» Alex Ryan (3)

Edward Blydenberg (9) Elmer Cross (6)
George T. Oakley (7) John Simcock (9)
Frank Backes (15)

HODGMAN RUBBER CO.. TUCKAHOE. NEW YORK.

U. S. Army.
Frank Jozzi
Thos. Semenza
Louis Addinizio
Jerome Milik
G. RivelHni
G. Sacchi

Joseph Reed (2)
E. G. Beer (20)
Charles Sergeant (2)
S. Nusso (2)

Clarence Ruppert
Vincent Salemme
Romeo Florrt
Frank Jocco
E. De Martini
J. Sartin

Joseph Grogan (2)
T. J. Harrigan (2)
F. H. GJffinK (19)

HOOU RUBBER CO.. WATERTOWN. MASSACHUSETTS.
Foreign Service.

J. Dranjimetriku
H. Hohannesian
H. Markarian
Murdock Campbell
Francis Waldron

KATZENBACH & BULI.OCK CO.
George A. Yoerger (19)

H. Sahogoni
J. McDonald
F. Zakarian
Paul Gormley

NEW YORK CITY.

J. S. Ackerman (16)

L. & M. RUBBER CO., CARROLLTOX. OHIO.
Harry Deets (3) Wayne Wiggins (3)
Earl Long (2)

MANHATTAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., PASSAIC.
NEW JERSEY.

Nkw Jersey National Guard.

John Van Houten
R. A. Jackson
Wm. Handschul
John Bill

Richard LuIIwitz
Richard M. Rush
John Hand
Dennis H. Keane
Wm. Morris
Jos. Libak
Timothy McNeill
Irving Mandeville
John Hootnik
Geo. Jones
Stanley Gaglansky
Albert Whitelaw
H. G. Wotherspoon (10)

A. T. Derron
Wm. Scott
John Czingili
Wm. Reay
Henry Gatti
Eugene Banker
John Stromach
Louis Servat
Harold Moseley
Steve Pristash
John Devlin
Albert Miller
Anthony Dennis. Jr.
John Borach
Louis Raymon
E. D. Ingalls (35)

Howard A. Herty (10)

MIDLAND TIRE & RUBBER CO., COSHOCTON. OHIO.
Archie Clark (1) Earl Dunbar (1)
Fred Ralph (1)

MILLER RUBBER CO., AKRON. OHIO.

U. S. Army.

John F. Babbit
John Rogers
Paul Pierce
C. H. Miller
Walter Vaughn
Froud Wargo
Theodore (Colgate
Otto C. Sheipan
Geo. J. Bender
Elmer Spearing
Bixler Allen
John Keimel
Dan Kumerine
John Boslooper
R. Dennis
Jack O'Brien
Judge Layter
John McManus
Ben Favender
Alonzo Burk
Herbert Cook
Chas. Harmen
Stephen Sophis

H. J. Gewinner
George Bruner
Emmett Hickman
Floyd Dietrick
Charles Meinhart
Frank Doudua
Ray Straub
F. W. Frankhauser
Percy Reid
Charles Hoag
I. C. Jump
Thomas .\. Boulton
Lawrence Womer
John Isler
H. Zook
Garrett Cleafont
Arthur Possehl
F. Backnee
Frank Goddard
Walter Holder
Harvey Welton
Harvey Seedle
James Burris
E. C. Crawford
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MISH.WVAKA WOOLEN \fANUFACTURlNG CO., MISH.\WAKA,
IN' DIANA.

r. S. Army.

STERLING TIRE CORP.. RUTHERFORD. NEW JERSEY.
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Bowers' Specific Gravity Tables.

IN
the August issue of The India Rubber World the Bovvers' sample.

table for computing the approximate weights of disks was One gross 6 iuch A. S. M. E. gaskets, 3/16 inch thick. Specific Gravity 1.62,

1 1- u J J 11 I 1 I I • .11 11 inch diameter, 6 inch hole, 8 % inch bolt holes on 9!^ inch boltpublished in full and also several samples were given to lUus- circle—(Kent 1916 Edition, page 209).

trate the method to be followed in making computations. The ,-
. ^ ^ Computation.

table for cylinders that follows is used in determining the weight 11 inch diameter = 4!. 19808 pounds
of cylinders such as typewriter platens, tubes, bands, springs, * '""^"^ '^"'^ — 12.25728

tubing, made on a tubing machine or by hand, cylindrical cover- 28.94080

ings for shafts and paper mill rolls. The range of the table is ^ "%, ||o6s'''
'"'" *'°'" = 2.08544

from 1/64 inch to 3 inches for cylinders of customary measure- ^TTTTTTT26.85536
ments. 144 X 3/16 inch = 2.25 feet

CYLINDER TABLE. ni^Tlio

The stated base of the cylinder table is 62.4256 + pounds per 5371072^

cubic foot. —
^
—

The unit used is .00133 ounce equals a cylinder 1/64 inch "
1.62

diameter, one foot long. Specific gravity 1.00. 1^08490 '00

.00132996 ounce X (12 X 64)= 3625470600
— <;-> !.-<;

, J 604245100— 62.42o6 + pounds.

.7853982 X 16
97.887706200 or^ '"

97?^ pounds per gross

Weight of one cubic foot of water 39.1 degrees F. (maximum sample
density) =62.425 pounds. (Kent, 1916 edition, page 27.

)

-r„i ,„ i/i< u ;, i wi^ • u n c -c r- , „,'
, ,. , 1, .

•
f a Juhing—3/16 n:ch hole, 1/16 inch wall. Specific Gravity 1.83.

To convert the cylinder table into weights according to above Comput.^tion.

standard multiply by 0.9999 -^- or divide by 1.00001 ±. 3/ J 6 inch = :i9?52
°"""'

The cylinder table is constructed to read from 1/64 inch ^ _

diameter up, in the same manner as the disk table: 1.83

1/64 inch to 3 inches by 64ths in ounces 102144
1/32 inch to 6 inches by 32nds in ounces 272384
1/16 inch to 12 inches hy 16ths in pounds 34048

J^ inch to 24 inches by 8ths in pounds

,,,,,. , . ,i„^',
'^^"^'^ .6230784 ounces

1 1/64 mch = 5.61925 ounces or 4 pounds light per 100 feet
2 4

2 1/32 inch = 22.47700 ounces _ ,. ,

SAMPLE.

2 4 Cylinder—6 inch diameter, 5 inch hole, Specific Gravity, 1.68.
Computation.

4 1/16 inch = 89.90800 ounces = 5.61925 pounds 6 inch = 12.25728 pounds
2 4 5 inch = 8.51200

Sli inch = 22.47700 pounds 3.74528
2 et cetera 4 1.68

16 54 inch = 89.90800 pounds 2996224

The variation between the weights of a cylinder one foot 374528

diameter, one foot long, specific gravity 1.00 determined from ^ ,neh°='l!^ inch read in pounds 6.2920704 pounds
the disk or cylinder table is as follows: 5 inch = i;4 inch read in pounds or 6<A pounds per foot

Cylinder table 49.029120000 pounds
Disk table 49.007296512 pounds SAMPLE.

Difference ""wm823488 pounds
''°"

Gra"vity,'^.?3".'''"'^
diameter, 96 inch face on 10 inch shaft, Specific

The combined use of both the disk and cylinder tables in one Computation.

calculation will be found convenient, practically accurate results
jj |"^[j = ttoUoo

''°"'"''

will be obtained.
1 4 QR 1 1

'?

The volumes of two similar solids are to each other as the '

g f^^j

cubes of their linear dimensions. (Kent, 1916 edition, page 62.)
84896

To determine the weights per gross of washers and kindred 1.73

articles, the combined use of the following factors and tlie cylin- 3595468i

der table will simplify the calculations

:

11984896"

144 disks one inch diameter 1 cylinder one inch diameter ,„ Note:
_

..

1/64 inch thick = 3/16 foot long 12 inch = 3 inch read in pounds 207.3387008 pounds
1/32 inch thick = Vs foot long 10 "K^h = 2^ inch read in pounds or 207 54 pounds finished weight
1/16 inch thick = ^ foot long

<A inch thick = 1 !4 feet long
ca-u-ot-c'

Vi inch thick = 3 feet long SAMPLE.
et cetera Koll—45 inch finished diameter, 72 inch face on 4 2 inch shell. Specific
SAMPLE. Gravity 1.85.

-,, , , ,^ - , J. 1 . , , 1 . - T 1 -
1 c* -c f . 1 cA Computation.

Washers—IK inch diameter, 1 inch hole, Vi incli thick. Specific Gravity, 1.50. .„ . , ...

, r- 45 inch = 689.47200 pounds
Computation. 42 j^^,, _ 600.60672

114 =; 12.25728 ounces _
1 — 5.44768 88.86528

6 feet
6.80960

144 X y^ inch = 3 feet 533.19168
1.85

20.42880 —

—

1.50 266595840
426553344

1021440UO 53319168
2042880 Note:

45 inch = 16 X 2 13/16 inches In pounds 986.4046080 pounds
30.6432000 ounces per gross 42 inch = 16 X 2% inches in pounds or 986 pounds finished weight
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APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS OF CYLINDERS SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1.00

Computed bt George W. Bowers

Basis—Cubic Foot =62.4256 +Ib3. Avd.

Diameters
in

Inches.
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When extreme accuracy is not required the cylinder table may
be used to determine weights of round flange rings using average

of circumferences for length of cord.

SAMPLE,

Rome! Flange Ring

—

7J'r inch diameter, 7^8 inch hole, ]i inch round flange.

Computation.
'4 inch diameter zz .34048 ounces

"H inches average circumference = 23.955 inches = 2 feet

.68096 ounces

AMERICANIZATION ACTIVITIES IN RUBBER MILLS.

TX response to the questionnaire issued to firm members by The
* Rubber Association of America at the request of the Immi-

gration Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States of America, the followin.2: interesting data have been com-

piled from the replies from 78 establishments. 52 of which re-

ported a total of 26,003 foreign-born workmen, or 29 per cent

of the total number employed.

Averages show that at least 15 per cent of these foreign-born
workmen cannot speak English well enough to understand even
the simplest commands. This condition is most striking in the

larger plants—two employing 7,500 and 3,000 foreign-born re-

spectively, reporting 53 and 75 per cent. In 45 plants only 27.3

per cent of the foreign-born have been naturalized, while in

seven plants the number is not known. In other words, 72.7

per cent of the foreign-born workmen, or 21.08 per cent of the

total workmen are aliens. In 35 plants it is known that 71 per

cent desire to become citizens, while in 17 of these the number
reaches 100 per cent.

When asked whether a census covering these points would be
of value, 12 answered affirmatively, six negatively and 34 did not
reply. The replies showed that the number of foreign-born and
their ability to speak English was quite generally known, but
the naturalization status was but roughly estimated by 45 plants

and only 35 had any idea whatsoever of the number desiring

citizenship.

Seventeen plants Iielp their emploj-es to learn English, but
only two conduct classes within the plant, the attendance being
on company time in one and on the employes' time in the other.

However, 27 cooperate with public night schools and 14 ar-

range adjustments between the class hours and plant shifts to

make continued attendance possible. All endeavor to treat for-

eign and native-born alike and 39 discourage all epithets such
as "dago," "hunkie," etc.

Central employment offices are maintained by 36 plants, to

handle all matters pertaining to hiring, firing, promotions, trans-

fers, voluntary lay-offs, and other matters relative to promoting
fair treatment for foreign-born workmen. The incentives to

create a contented and stable labor supply vary. Safety and
first-aid work are maintained by 36, lunch rooms by 20, w-ash

rooms by 29, while insurance benefits are given by 29, and
bonuses by 18. Seven plants do specific work for the housing
of their workmen. Welfare work of various kinds is carried

on by 21 plants, while 26 keep in touch with social-betterment
movements in the community, which affect their workmen.

It is interesting to note that in the six plants employing over
1.000 foreign-born, the 19,495 foreign-born employes constitute

47.5 per cent of the total employes, at least 35 per cent do not
understand English and only 14.2 per cent have been naturalized.

A chart which has been prepared in this connection, shows that

as the average ability to speak English increases and approaches
100 per cent the percentage of employes naturalized also ap-
proaches the same maximum. The results also show that the
alien's desire for citizenship increases in direct proportion to his

ability to speak English, which is his medium for the absorption
of .American ideas and thus an index of his ability to appreciate
the value and meaning of American citizenship.

At a time when business is lending all efforts toward maxi-

mum efficiency Americanization work takes on greater than

normal importance and the further suggestions of the Immigra-

tion Committee, based on the conditions as reported, com-
mend themselves to every manufacturer.

1. General. In practically all cases there is lurking a com-
plete and coordinated plan of work for all the personnel activi-

ties of the plant under the supervision of a trained and tactful
director.

2. Conferences. Collective action is needed and frequent
conferences with superintendents and foremen will help to
create a clear understanding.

3. A Centr.-vl Employment Dep.\rtment should be organized
under the direction of a responsible executive, which shall have
charge of all personnel work. All matters connected with em-
ployment, transfer, promotions, layoffs, dismissals, physical con-
ditions, affecting the comfort and social needs of the men inside

the plant and all community relationships affecting education,
citizenship, housing and standards of living, should be cleared
through this department, no matter what tlieir source. It should
be the clearing house for employes where grievances and com-
plaints can be heard and adjusted and advice and information
can be given.

4. Registr.^tion. All applicants for employment should be
registered when they apply for work even though a vacancy does
not exist, so that immediate contact can be made later.

5. The Application Blank for employment should contain
definite questions relating to the applicant's residence in the

United States, his literacy in the English and his native language
and his citizenship status.

6. Promotions. The reverse side of the "Employe's Record"
4ard should be used for recording efficiency and producing rat-

ings, regularity, etc., which should serve as the basis of pro-
motions. A policy of promotions from within the plant, proper-
ly announced, thoroughly understood and consistently adhered
to will do much to increase efficiency.

7. Dismissals. Records should show number of men dis-

charged and those who quit voluntarily and the reasons there-
for. There should be a definite rule that all firing should be
done through the employment department and all persons leav-
ing the company's employ should be carefully interviewed.
Causes of dissatisfaction can thus be determined and adjust-
ments or transfers to other departments in the plant can be
made.

8. A Nurse should be employed, speaking foreign languages,
to follow up cases of absence, remove the causes and develop
an American standard of living in the home.

9. Safetv-First Work. Until all employes learn to read
English some of the safety rules should be printed in the im-
portant foreign languages and posted.

10. Insurance. Special efforts should be made to gain the
understanding and interest of the foreign-born employes in the
plant association which will bring them into social contact with
the American employes—a very strong factor in Americaniza-
tion. Lunch, reading and rest rooms should be provided, which
will further mix the workmen, and raise their working efficiency

through relaxation.

11. Savings. Greater thrift means higher standards of living,

and a more efficient and stable labor supply. Local banks may
be induced to send a teller to the plant every pay day and
officially accept deposits there.

12. A Common Language. If a definite cooperative arrange-
ment cannot be made between the plant and the public schools
to stimulate attendance—similar to the Detroit plan—another
and perhaps better method is the establishment of classes in the
plant before or after shifts, and before the men are scattered
to their homes. (Standards and methods for this work can
be secured from the Division of Immigrant Education of the
United States Bureau of Education).

13. A United Citizenship. All those desirous of becoming
citizens should be enrolled in special classes and receive instruc-
tion in the principles of the American form of government.

14. Housing. It is well to keep careful records of employes'
housing and living conditions. Bad home conditions tend to
increase the labor turnover by stimulating search for work in
other communities. The stability of the labor supply is largely
dependent on the creation of a home-stake in the community.

15. Coordination of Plant Activities With City-Wide
.Americanization Work. A conference of the industrial lead-
ers in each locality should be called at which the conditions,
principles and mctliods of .•\mericanization work for the com-
munity and the industrial plants can be outlined. One plant is

so dependent on another, with respect to labor supply, that every
effort should be made to coordinate city-wide work to promote
the loyalty and stability of the alien workmen in the national
crisid the country is facing.

According to "The Tire Rate Book" there are in the
United States 40.912 firms of whom tires can be bought at re-

tail. These are divided as follows : 25,924 dealers ; 23,686 ga-
rages ; 12.471 macliine shops; 5,675 firms having auto-supply

departments, and 2,503 supply stores. Many firms, of course, are
j

listed in two of these classifications.
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The Rubber Association of America.

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS MANL-FACTLRING DIVISION

MEETING.

AN important meeting of the Mechanical Rubber Goods

Manufacturing Division of the Rubber Association was

held August 15 at 17 Battery place, New York City. There

were present 25 members representing 22 manufacturers. The

following communications from the Committee on Cotton Goods

of the Council of National Defense were read :

The unusual requirements for tentage and other heavy duck

has necessitated the utilization of looms not ordinardy employed

on these fabrics to the extent that much of commercial business

has of necessity been curtailed and many looms adapted to_ hose

ducks have been put on numbered ducks and tent ducks. Know-

ing the vital necessity of railroad supplies, |iarticularly of air

brake hose, steam and signal hose, whicli is essential to the proper

maintenance of the railroad equipment, it was realized that unless

accurate figures were secured of the supplies now available of

these several fabrics, and the quantity likely to be required during

the next year, it might be possible that by employing machinery

usually engaged on these fabrics on other work, it would not be

available to supply the demand when needed.

We have, therefore, to request that you furnish us with as

nearly accurate figures as is possible of the present visible supply

of air brake, steam and signal hose ducks in the possession of

the various rubber manufacturers as well as the stock of these

made up articles in the possession of the various supply houses,

that we may report to the Council of National Defense at Wash-
ington the available supply, as well as the probable requirements

for the ne.xt year, in order that proper provision may be made
with the cotton goods manufacturers for taking care of these re-

quirements.

We acknowledge receipt of your favor of .\ugust 2 which was

taken up and discussed at the Committee meeting of yesterday.

The sense of the Committee was that it would be ill advised to

send our inquiries direct to the trade in general. Have to advise

that you secure by best means possible through your Committee

the information desired on steam, air brake and signal hose ducks.

We would also request that you ascertain as soon as possible the

quantities of stocks of 30 and 32 ounce belting duck in 42 and 50-

inch widths.

A general discussion of the duck situation followed, and every

member present gave his views on the question. From the re-

marks it was evident that a number of firms represented had

orders and contracts for manufactured goods running well into

next year, and in some instances they had contracted for a supply

of cotton duck, yarn, etc., to meet their requirements. There
seemed to be a general feeling, however, that the requirements of

the government would make it impossible for the cotton manu-
facturers to deliver to the rubber trade all the materials called

for.

The question of preparing figures showing the amount of un-

finished and finished stock on hand and an estimate of the amount
of cotton goods necessary to meet the demands for the coming
year was also thoroughly considered at the meeting and it seemed
to be the general opinion of those present that before this was
done the members of the Division should have a clearer under-
standing of the cotton fabric situation and more definite informa-

tion as to the possible requirements of the government under the

present unusual conditions. All expressed their perfect willing-

ness, however, to give the Committee or representatives of the

government any information they might desire including the

amount of stock on hand, etc., if called upon to do so.

From the discussion it was evident that there was a general

feeling that a Committee to represent the members of the Division

should be named to investigate the present situation and secure

all data possible, as to present and possible future conditions, for

the information of the members of the Division so that intelligent

action could be taken.

The Chairman suggested that the proposed committee be made
a permanent committee to handle matters of this kind and stated

that it was his opinion the cotton situation was at all times of

sufficient importance to require a special committee to treat with
any situation which might arise.

It was unanimously voted to appoint a committee of seven to

confer with the cotton duck, yarn and other manufacturers of

cotton fabrics and to investigate the entire situation, seeking any
necessary information at Washington, and reporting its findings

to the members of the Division as promptly and fully as possible.

The Chairman appointed Messrs. Ctjbb and Bailey as a com-
mittee to submit a list of nominations for the proposed commit-
tee. The following firm members were nominated and unanimous-

ly elected, their representatives to be designated by the compa-
nies named ; Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co., The (joodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., The B. F. Goodrich Co., Fabric Fire Hose
Co., Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., United & Globe Rubber
Manufacturing Cos., Republic Rubber Co.

During the discussion, Mr. Beynon, of the Dunlop Tire & Rub-
ber Goods Co., Limited, stated that he was particularly interested

in whatever action was taken by the Division, and also what the

attitude of the U. S. Government might be in the matter, as he
thought it very likely that the Canadian Government would take

action along the same lines.

Mr. Voorhees stated that at least 20 per cent of the available

looms for cotton goods had been taken over for government work
exclusively and that this percentage would undoubtedly be in-

creased to fully .SO per cent within a year.

By special invitation, J. Spencer Turner, chairman, and C. S.

Green, secretary, of the Committee on Cotton Goods of the Coun-
cil of National Defense, were present to explain the difficulties

encountered by the cotton goods people.

Mr. Turner stated that he thought if the manufacturers of
rubber goods could obtain from the government some definite

expression as to its requirements for the coming year, it would
facilitate the solution of the present day problem. On the other
hand, it should be brought to the attention of the government
that there were certain lines of goods, such as air brake hose,

steam hose, etc., which were being delivered to the railroads
and were of such vital necessity as to be classed as war material.
Mr. Turner also referred to the fact that while the manufac-

turers throughout the country must make every effort to meet
the government demands, at the same time their regular domes-
tic trade should receive some consideration and it would seem
that a thorough understanding of tlie interests of all parties con-
cerned should be given just and fair consideration.

In response to a question Mr. Turner assured those presetii

that a large percentage of the facilities of duck manufacturers
throughout the country had of necessity been given up to gov-
ernment work and he seemed to think that cooperation on the
part of the manufacturers of rubber goods with the duck manu-
facturers was the best solution of present difficulties. He stated
he was sure the cotton duck people would be very willing to
confer with representatives of the rubber goods trade at all

times to adjust the distribution of cotton goods as much as
possible.

A committee of three was appointed to suggest topics to be
brought up and discussed at the monthly meetings. This com-
mittee consists of the following: A. Boyd Cornell (chairman),
J. J. Voorhees. Sr., George A. Wies.

ANOTHER RUBBER SMUGGLING PLOT DISCOVERED.

Charged with smuggling rubber medical goods and platinum
into Germany by way of Holland and Belgium, nine men, said

to be citizens of Belgium, six of them reported to be firemen on
a Belgian relief ship chartered to convey relief supplies from
the United States to their destitute countrymen, were arrested

in New York City August 10, culminating a long investigation

of the methods by which Germany has been able to get much
needed supplies from America.

Agents connected with the Department of Justice believe that

merchandise valued in this country at from $25,000 to $30,000

has been smuggled weekly from Atlantic ports. The value of

these articles is said to be fivefold in Germany.
According to the police, the six men were walking rubber

shops. Under their clothing, the detectives assert, they found
soft rubber medical articles, wrapped layer upon layer, about

their bodies, giving them a puffed-up appearance. One man
carried more than 100 bathing caps between his skin and under-

wear.

The six men gave the police much information regarding the

underground smuggling system and several German agents from
whom these men obtained goods are also under arrest.
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Jelutong, or Pontianak, Is Crude Rubber and Duty Free.

ACASE of much importance to importers and users of

Jelutong, or Pontianak, rubber was recently decided by
the United States General Appraisers. This rubber had

always been admitted free of duty until June, 1916, when the gov-

ernment suddenly assessed an import duty of 10 per cent on it as

a non-enumerated, unmanufactured article under the provisions

of paragraph 385 of the tariff act of 1913. L. Littlejohn & Co.,

Inc., Xew York City, importer and dealer in crude rubber, pro-

tested, claiming that Jelutong was a crude rubber, and as such

entitled to free entry under paragraph 513. The decision re-

cently handed down sustains this protest.

The case was tried on February 19, 20 and 21. The attorneys

for the importers were Thaddeus S. and Edward P. Sharretts,

the government being represented by Assistant U. S. Attorney-

General Hanson, with Robert Hardison as special counsel.

Frederick J. Maywald, the chemical expert, collaborated with

the attorneys in preparing the case, and some of the govern-

ment officials, as well as others interested in the case, declared

that it was one of the best presented and most completely pre-

pared cases which had ever been brought in the Customs Court.

A large number of witnesses, technical e.xperts and manufac-

turers, were called on the importers' side, and a great many
exhibits were introduced in evidence.

The testimony on behalf of the importers covered three dis-

tinct lines, vis., first, the trade meaning of the term "India rubber"

as used in the Tariff Act; second, the trade classificaton of Jelu-

tong, or Pontianak, by importers and rubber manufacturers ; third,

the chemical and botanical identity of Jelutong as a rubber.

John T. Callahan, president of the Archer Rubber Co., testi-

lied that there was no difference between rubber and india rub-

ber, which refers to all the various types and grades of crude

rubber among which is Jelutong. He stated that his company

liought Pontianak, or Jelutong, as a crude rubber and used it

as such ; that Jelutong was one of the various rubbers used in

its compounds, and that it was necessary to mix various rubbers

in order to obtain certain desired results. He said further that

his company never used Pontianak, or Jelutong, except as a crude

rubber, and knew of no other use for it ; that it was never used

as a filler.

William E. Bruyn, treasurer of L. Littlejohn & Co., Inc., testi-

fied that his company bought and sold Jelutong purely as a crude

rubber, and that throughout his business experience of fifteen

years he had never purchased it, or knew of its being regarded

as other than a crude rubber. Similar statements were made by

Francis R. Henderson, of Henderson & Korn ; Thomas A. Des-

mond, of Robinson & Co., and G. A. Luddington, purchasing

agent of the Fisk and Federal rubber companies and formerly

an importer and dealer in crude rubber.

Robert C. Hartong, chief compounding chemist of The Good-

year Tire & Rubber Co., said that Jelutong was used solely as a

rubber and as a necessary component of some of the compounds

prepared by his company. He illustrated this with samples, the

compounds being the same except that in one case Jelutong

was used in the mixture, while in the other case no Jelutong

was used. His testimony clearly established the fact that Jelu-

tong had definite qualities as a rubber, and that those qualities

in a rubber compound could be obtained only by the use of

Jelutong or a similar rubber.

Ralph B. Naylor, chief compounding chemist of The Fisk

Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, and James J. Clif-

ford, superintendent of manufacture of the Boston Woven Hose

& Rubber Co.. Cambridge, Massachusetts, also referred to the

necessity of using Pontianak, or Jelutong, as one of the rub-

ber components of many different kinds of rubber compounds,
and said that they never used it for any other purpose than as

a rubber. Mr. Clifford also showed samples, using other lines

of goods than those produced by Mr. Hartong, the combined
exhibits including automobile tires, garden hose, rubber shoes,

etc.

William G. Hopkins, purchasing agent of the Boston Woven
Hose & Rubber Co., stated that since 1905. when he became pur-

chasing agent, he had always bought Jelutong as a crude rub-
ber and had always regarded it as such. He said further that

it was carried in the inventories and stock sheets of his com-
pany with the other crude rubbers used.

Julian A. Whitcomb was called as a botanist and expert in

the growing and preparation of crude rubbers. He illustrated

his testimony with sections of an Hevca tree and a Jelutong
tree. These trees, together with latices of trees of each of these
kinds, were imported from the East by L. Littlejohn & Co.,

Inc. Mr. Whitcomb readily identified both trees, and proved by
illustrations of the appearance of the bark and wood, and in

other ways, that the trees were what they were stated to be.

He introduced samples of rubber which he had prepared by
coagulation of the latices from the two different trees, and
explained how these rubbers were prepared and how they could
be identified by their appearance. He further explained the
method of tapping and preparing Jelutong, Hevea, Caucho,
Landolphia and other rubbers in their native places, as he had
explored and traveled extensively in the Far East, in Africa,
Mexico, Central and South America, and also explained the
various kinds of Jelutong trees, describing the differences be-

tween them, their habitats, their growth, and the method of
preparation of the rubber from the latices. Pontianak, he ex-
plained, is another term for Jelutong, the name under which
the commodity in question had been invoiced ; that the word
"Jelutong" is derived from the plant from which this rubber
comes, and that the word "Pontianak" is the name of a town
and district in Borneo from which it is procured, an identical

product being imported from British North Borneo and Suma-
tra. Roger S. Hardy, another expert, corroborated this testi-

mony.

Frederick J. Maywald then testified as to the chemical identity

of Jelutong and other rubbers, stating that rubber is the only
material that has both plasticity and elasticity and that Jelutong
combines both qualities. He explained the method of com-
pounding and curing rubbers, described the differences between
various rubbers as to physical qualities, curing time and other
characteristics, and told of the qualities imparted by various
rubbers to certain compounds. He said that he had an ex-
perimental plant and had made a large number of samples of
various kinds. Many of these samples were introduced in evi-

dence. He showed samples of both wild and plantation rub-
ber from practically every well-known rubber family. He
showed samples compounded with these various rubbers, and
explained the various times of cure and proportions of sulphur
necessary to bring about the same cure with different rubbers,
clearly showing that hardly any two rubbers were identical in

their characteristics. He also testified as to Jelutong being re-

garded, both in the trade and in the literature, as a crude rub-
ber, and mentioned particularly Circular 38 of the Bureau of
Standards, Department of Commerce, in which Jelutong is

classified as one of a number of rubbers. The witness intro-

duced samples of crude washed and dried rubbers, and some
rubbers which had been deresinated, thus showing that the basic
component in each case was caoutchouc or rubber gum, and
that all were substantially identical. He said further that all
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rubbers contain resin, and that the resin content varies, not only

as between dilTercnt families, but also in the same family, when

obtained from different sources. He explained the chemistry

of the vulcanization of rubber, so far as it is understood at

the present time.

The government then called Mr. Montgomery, examiner of

chemicals and drugs in the Appraiser's Office, who testified as

to the custom in examining Jelutong, and stated that it was his

belief that it has been returned as a crude drug. William H.

Quinton testified along similar lines for the government, and

introduced in evidence invoices of importations of various rub-

bers, including Jelutong.

H. L. Brown stated on behalf of the government that he was

using about 25 tons of Jelutong a year in the manufacture of

chewing gum. On cross-examination, however, he admitted that

he did not use Jelutong as such, but extracted the resins and

used them in chewing gum, selling the remaining rubber to rub-

ber manufacturers. He said further, on cross-examination, that

it was not possible to use the untreated Jelutong in chewing

gum.

The case was then closed, and both attorneys were ordered

to file briefs. The opinion, delivered by General Appraiser Hay

for the Board, reviews the testimony as already set forth and

concludes

:

The above statement of fact would seem to conclusively de-

cide the question at issue.

There is no doubt from this testimony but that the commodity
is known throughout the trade of the United States as crude

rubber, and, that india rubber and crude rubber are the same
thing. Nor is there any doubt from this testimony but that it

is used for the same purpose as other kinds of rubber and has

the same qualities, the difference being only one of degree. In

our judgment the testimony clearly brings Jelutong within the

purview of paragraph 513. This conclusion we think is in line

with the dictionary meaning of the word, the encyclopedic

authorities and such technical authorities as treat of the subject.

The protest is therefore sustained and the collector will re-

liquidate the entry accordingly.

Bo.\RD OF U. S. Gener.al Appr.\isers.

Entry 197,286 returned herewith.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

P .^CIXE RUBBER CO. v. Industrial Commission, Supreme
•I- » Court of Wisconsin, May 15, 1917. An employe of the

rubber company was seated in a room in the factory at the noon

hour eating his lunch, in accordance with a long-existing custom

known by and tacitly consented to by his employer, when a large

piece of rubber unexpectedly fell on him and broke his leg. He
was aw-arded compensation by the Industrial Commission, and

the employer appealed. The Court decided that he had been,

at the time of the accident, engaged in service growing out of

or incidental to his employment within the meaning of the Work-
men's Compensation Act. The award was therefore affirmed,

with costs, to the employe. [Northeastern Reporter. Vol. 162,

page 664.]

Inner Shoe Tire Co. v. Kn.\pp-Brown Co., Supreme Court of

South Dakota, June 26, 1917. The Inner Shoe Tire Co., manu-
facturer of a lining for tire casings, made an oral contract with

the Knapp-Brown people to vulcanize their product into the

casings. The manufacturer supplied order blanks and made a

shipment on an order written on one of them. They claim that

this was an outright sale, while the vulcanizers claim that they

acted merely as agents and the goods were shipped on consign-

ment in accordance with the verbal contract and that they were

returnable if they were not needed. A judgment in favor of the

Knapp-Brown people in the Municipal Court of Sioux City

was affirmed by the Supreme Court. [Northwestern Reporter,

Vol. 163. page 572.]

Thermoid Rubber Co. v. Brictson, Supreme Court of South

Dakota, June 26, 1917. The Brictson Manufacturing Co. is the

manufacturer of a rubber tread intended to protect tires and pre-

vent skidding. This company bought of the Thermoid Rubber

Co. tires and tubes which were to be used in conjunction with

its product. These were guaranteed to be the equal of any on

the market, but when they were delivered and sold they proved

defective. Because they were faulty many of the customers re-

fused to pay for either the tires or the treads. As the treads

were extensively advertised the company sustained a great loss

and brought suit to recover $25,000 damages. It was decided

that because the Thermoid company coidd sue the purchasers for

the value of the tires, they did not suffer so great a loss. This

judgment was affirmed in the Supreme Court. [Northwestern

Reporter, Vol 163, page 567.]

The B. F. Goodrich Co. v. Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Su-

preme cotirt of Michigan, May 31. 1917. The B. F. Goodrich

Co. and its predecessor, the Diamond Rubber Co., for a number

of years, manufactured for the Sewell company, rubber cushions

used by them in a patented wheel for automobile trucks. The
cushions are made of the best grade rubber that could be pro-

cured and sold on a five-year guarantee. In October, 1913, an

order was placed for some of these cushions, and shipments

made to the amount of 979 pounds. It is conceded that the rub-

ber was under-cured and some 800 pounds returned to the fac-

tory to be re-cured. The Goodrich people submitted a sample

of a part of the rubber which they had re-cured which was satis-

factory. When the bulk of the re-cured rubber was returned it

was found to be of a poorer quality than that which the Sewell

people were used to getting and they could not use it because of

the five-year guarantee. They therefore notified the sellers that

the goods were held subject to their order. Fruitless negotia-

tions followed and suit was brought in the Circuit Court, where

a judgment in favor of the buyer was given and this was upheld

by the Supreme Court, with costs to the Sewell company.

[Northwestern Reporter, Vol. 163. page 5.]

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. E. W. Ward and Others,

St. Louis Court of Appeals, May 8. 1917. The Goodyear com-
pany sold a bill of goods consisting of tires and tubes to the

"New York Motor Car Co." which, it alleges, is composed of

E. \\', Ward, Oscar J. Mueller and Adolph Grohe. When the

case was first tried before a justice of the peace, he decided that

there was no cause for action against Mueller. In the Court of

.\ppeals evidence was introduced which showed that Mueller had

signed a contract for the sale of automobiles with the Elmore

.Manufacturing Co. and had shared the profits on sales made
under the agreement with the other members of the firm. He,

however, did not share in the profits of the repair department,

which was run in the name of the firm, but he used part of the

goods sold to pay the rent of the firm's office. It was therefore

decided that he was responsible for the debt with the others and

the case was remanded for further trial. [Southwestern Re-

porter, Vol. 195. page 75.]

DooLiTTLE v. Savage Tire Co.. District Court of .Appeals, Sec-

ond District of California. April 19. 1917. M. G. Doolittle was
employed by the tire company as a salesman and made an agree-

ment with the sales manager to use his automobile in connection

with his work, for which use he was to receive a reasonable

compensation. He used the machine from the beginning of

.\ugust, 1913, until the end of .'\ugust. 1914. In March. 1914, a

new arrangement was made whereby the company supplied the

gasoline. Evidence showed that the value of the use of the auto-

mobile was $100 per month if he supplied the fuel and $75 a month
while it was supplied to him. Thus the total value of the use

of the machine figured about $1,000. Suit was brought in the

Superior Court and judgment found for that sum. The com-
pany appealed but the judgment was affirmed. [Pacific Reporter,

Vol. 165, Page 728.]

Miller v. Harvey. Court of .appeals of New York. May 22,

1917. The general rule which concedes the delivery of goods, in
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tliis caj.e automobile tires, to a common carrier as a delivery to

the buyer, has an exception where the goods which were bought

and paid for, were delivered to the express company and the

seller neglected to state their value, $95.43, which neglect limited

the liability of the express company to but $50. The tires were

lost in transit and the buyer requested a second shipment which

was made. A suit was brought by the seller for the value of the

delivered goods. It was decided that the buyer was entitled

to tlie second shipment. The seller appealed but the judgment

was affirmed. [Northeastern Reporter, Vol. 116, page 781.]

In re Gibney Tire & Rubber Co., United States District Court,

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, May 7, 1917. In an involuntary

proceeding in bankruptcy based on the bankrupt's admission in

writing of its inability to pay its debts and its willingness to be

adjudged a bankrupt, an adjudication was made within five days

after the return day of the subpoena, which are allowed under

the provision of the Bankruptcy Act, and creditors, who had not

then intervened, subsequently filed a petition to vacate the judg-

ment and permit them to defend, alleging only the solvency of the

bankrupt. It was held that, while such solvency would not

prevent a judgment on the ground upon which the proceeding

was based, this was not a sufficient reason for refusing to vacate

it, as creditors seeking the vacation of a judgment prematurely

entered are not required to show facts constituting a good answer

to the bankruptcy petition, and their allegation as to solvency

was not intended to serve as an answer, but to show a substantial

right on their part to intervene. [Federal Reporter, Vol. 241,

page 879.]

Rubber Tr.\ding Co. v. Manhatt.ax Rubber Manufacturing

Co., Court of Appeals of New York, June 5, 1917. The Manhat-

tan Rubber Manufacturing Co. agreed to buy 15 tons of prime

thin Manitoba rubber at $1 a pound, delivery to be made about

live tons a month in September, October and November, 1912,

and billed on a credit of ten days. The first delivery made under

this contract was made in August and paid for in September

without previous inspection. Defects were found and 7,900

pounds were returned with the consent of the importers. When
the second shipment arrived in October, the buyers were notified

and asked to examine the rubber while on the dock or in the

warehouse, and they refused to accept the rubber until it could

be put through a test at their factory. The Trading company

refused to issue delivery orders until they received the acceptance.

The other shipment arrived in November and neither party

would recede from its position. Each party notified the other

that the contract had been broken. Part of the rubber was sold

at a reduced price and the rest was retained. Action was brought

to recover the profit which had been lost. Judgment was found

in favor of the sellers, and upheld by the Appellate Division of

the Supreme Court, but when taken to the Court of .\ppeals it

was reversed and a new trial granted, with costs to abide the

result. [Northeastern Reporter, Vol. 116, page 789.]

MASTER TO EVALUATE HUNGER RIM PATENT.

In an unusually detailed interlocutory decree. Judge Manton

has appointed James J. Kennedy, of New York City, as master

to go over the books of the Perlman Rim Corporation and de-

termine how much Louis DeF. Munger should receive in back

royalties on his patent as a result of winning his recent infringe-

ment suit. The decree contains the specific instruction that the

master is to "consider the nature of the invention, its utility and

the advantages to be gained from its use" as a basis for de-

termining the rate of royalty. The task of evaluating the patent

itself is best measured by the fact that the whole industry has

not yet been able to do so. It is one that will probably take

many months to accomplish, and further delay will be occa-

sioned by the fact that all is contingent upon the recent decision

being upheld on appeal.

TRADE-MARK DECISIONS.
COLOR NOT REGISTRABLE AS A TRADEMARK,

DECISIONS of the Commissioner of Patents regarding the

registration of trade-marks of rubber goods of special

interest to manufacturers, are to the effect that color of the

goods is not sufficiently distinctive to be allow-ed as a trade-mark.

In the case of The B. F. Goodrich Co. v. Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co., 123 Ms. Dec. 60, May 22, 1917, opposition was filed to the

registration of a mark for tires, consisting of a circumferential

band of black, between two circumferential red bands. Opposer

used a black tread for its tire, with side walls of gray. The com-

missioner decided that it makes no difference whether the mark-

ing was for purposes of ornamentation, or as a trade-mark. The

color scheme is not distinctive enough for a trade-mark and

cannot, therefore, be monopolized.

In an opposition filed against the preceding mark—Lee Tire &
Rubber Co. v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 123 Ms. Dec. 62,

May 22, 1917—opposer claimed it first used red sides with a

gray tread for tires. The making of sides and tread of different

color is functional, because the parties agree that different rubber

should be used in the different places, as they are of different

color. The opposition is sustained.

In an opposition to the registration of the same mark—Good-

year Tire & Rubber Co. v. l-irestone Tire & Rubber Co., 123 Ms.

Dec. 63, May 22, 1917—opposer claimed he used a central cir-

cumfereniial band of blue. There is no valid trade-mark in

coloring an automobile tire to be one color on the sides and

another on the tread, regardless of what the colors are. It is

not only not distinctive, but the making of sides and tread of

different color is functional. There is no trade-mark in a device

that depends on color to distinguish it. This case is distinguished

from cases where a design is distinctive apart from the color.

Color is not definitive in any case ; there are innumerable shades

of any color. The proposed registration would give a group of

applicants a monopoly of the natural and practical designs for

ornamenting a tire to distinguish it from other tires. Distinctive-

ness of a mark must rest in something not equally open to use

by others.

An opposition to application to register a black and red com-

bination of color for tires—Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Good-

rich Co., 123 Ms. Dec. 68, May 22, 1917—was dismissed, on the

ground of prior use of gray and black colors by the applicant.

However, the mark is not properly registrable and should be

rejected.

An opposition filed to the foregoing mark on the ground of

prior use of a black tread and red sides by opposer—Miller Rub-

ber Co. v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 123 Ms. Dec. 66, May
22, 1917—was sustained, for the reasons given in the preceding

decision.

The case of L. Candee & Co. v. Hood Rubber Co., 123 Ms.,

Dec. 78, is a petition to cancel a trade-mark applied to rubber

boots and shoes, consisting of a gray band encircling the top of

the articles. Petitioner having shown prior use, it is immaterial

whether the mark was structural or for ornament, or as a trade-

mark for the particular goods. Whatever significance the band

had in one case, it has in the other. If functional with the

petitioner, it is so for applicant, and the mark is therefore not

registrable. Color is not distinctive, in any case, and such a

mark is fundamentally improper. The mark is, therefore, prop-

erly cancelled.

A Striking Comparison Appears in a Report of the Commis-

sioner of Patents, in a recent decision considering the applica-

tion of a trade-mark for rubber goods. He says, "There is no

such thing as a general trade-mark, any more than there could

be such a thing as one twin."—Well, that isn't an impossibility.

Perhaps you know somebody who is one twin. We do. His

brother is dead.
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What the Rubber Chemists Are Doing.
THE PREPARATION OF RAW RUBBER.

Till", preparation of raw rubber with special. rcTercnce to

"Slab" rubber and variability is discussed by B. J. Eaton

in the Agricultural Bulletin of the Federated Malay

States (February and March, 1917). The following questions

have been raised in connection with what has been termed liy

Eaton "Slab" rubber; that is, impressed, or lightly pressed or

rolled coagulum.

/. Docs the preparation of this type of rubber lead to greater

variability or uniformity f Is it a solution of the problem of

uniformity^

In the opinion of the author llie preparation of this type of

rubber will tend toward greater uniformity than exists at

present. Putting aside the preparation of pale crepe, which may
be considered from the point of view of its uses a special

preparation, it is proposed to substitute "slab" rubber for sheet,

so that variability has to be considered, principally as between

slab and sheet. It has been shown that the cause of variability

in rate of cure is due chiefly to biological agencies, acting on

the protein constituents of the rubber, producing substances of

the nature of amines or amino acids which act as vulcanization

accelerators, and that numerous variable factors in methods

of preparation affect the amount of such accelerators which are

formed. It is obvious that the more variable factors the greater

the variability of the product. The author holds that greater

variability is introduced in sheet than in "slab" rubber, which

undergoes the minimum of handling. One of the greatest

factors responsible for variability in rate of cure of sheet rub-

ber is the rate of drying, including smoking, and, secondly,

the concentration of the latex and the amount of rolling.

Since the primary cause of variability in rate of cure is

biological, it may be thought that considerable variability would

be caused by an uncontrolled fermentation or decomposition,

such as occurs in coagulum. It should be remembered that in

this country (Malaysia) the shade temperature is very constant

during the day and this constanc.v, in the author's opinion, is

responsible for the remarkable uniformity of the change which

takes place in unrolled coagulum left to mature for six days,

together with the fact that the latex during collection is thor-

oughly exposed to numerous chance organisms which enter it.

This remarkable uniformity of "slab" rubber has been proved by

the writer, not only in all his e.xperimental samples, which in-

clude many hundreds, but also in samples prepared on different

estates in various parts of the country.

2. Is slab rubber, apart from the advantage to manufacturers

of its rapidity of cure, of better quality than other first-grade

types?

All our experiments have shown that the tensile properties

of "slab" rubber are from 20 to 25 per cent better than those of

crepe rubbers and generally superior to sheet rubber, and since

sheet is superior to crepe in general, it may almost certainly be
argued that the keeping properties of vulcanized "slab" rubber
will also be superior. The superior tensile properties of "slab"

rubber may be either an inherent quality of the raw rubber,

or due to the much shorter time of vulcanization required for

its optimum cure and maximum tensile properties.

There are thus two advantages in favor of "slab" rubber

—

rapidity of cure and superior tensile properties.

3. Will ultimate manufacturing difficulties be likely to be
greater than those which exist zvith present types of first latex

plantation rubber?

There is absolutely no reason why the preparation of "slab"

rubber should cause greater confusion or difficulty for the manu-
facturer than is caused by the variability in rate of cure which
exists at present in the case of sheet and crepe rubbers.

In demonstration tlic author cites the fact that a large Ameri-

can concern on its Malaysian plantation prepares "slab" rub-

ber for use in its own factories in .Xmcrica.

4. In what form should slab rubber be shipped, hai-ing in view

the extra freight on wet rubber?

There are only three forms in which "slab" rubber can be

placed on the market, as follows: (a) Virgin slab containing

about 20 per cent of moisture, (&) as dry crepe, (c) as block.

The first form necessitates payment of freight on water to

practically the same extent as in the case of Fine Hard Para,

which does not appear to cause any difliculties on the market.

The advantage of converting slab to crepe on the estate is

that freight on moisture is eliminated. It is doubtful whether

the advantage in favor of marketing this type of rubber in the

form of crepe is sufficient to neutralize the disadvantage of

shipping virgin "slab."

Tlie third form in which this tyjic of rubber can be marketed

is dry block made from artificially dried crepe. At the present

stage no definite statement can be made as to which of the three

forms will eventually prove the most satisfactory, although in

the author's opinion, shipping in the form of virgin "slab" or

dried block is preferable to conversion to crepe on the estate

and shipping as crepe.

The company referred to as shipping "slab" rubbers from its

estates packs it in bags only.

The author expresses his opinion that the "slab" type of plan-

tation rubber is of considerably greater value than the types of

plantation Para rubber at present on the market and also is

superior to Fine Hard Para.

GLYCERIN StTBSTITUTES.

An efficient glycerol substitute by J. Lennox is reported as

follows in "Chemical Abstracts." Tlie formula yields a product

which has body, a sweetish taste and is reasonably permanent.

Irish moss (washed) 0.5 ounce; water, 24 fluid ounces. Keep
at boiling temperature in a covered vessel for IS minutes, strain

the mixture with pressure, pour upon the muslin boiling water,

make up to 19 fluid ounces ; then add glucose one ounce, mix
and strain through double ply without pressing.

The drug trade is using a sugar syrup as a substitute for

glycerin. Its composition is invert sugar 46.8 per cent, sucrose

29.35 per cent, ash 0.05 per cent, water 23.8 per cent. This ma-
terial would probably be found valueless in connection with rub-

ber work where glycerin is employed.

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUBBER.

Sterilin is suggested as a substitute for rubber finger cots for

medical examinations. It fits the finger well, does not affect the

touch, is washable with soap, and can be disinfected with lysol

and corrosive sublimate. It cannot be sterilized in steam. [A.

Pinkus, Berlin, through "Chemical Abstracts."]

ANTIMONY AS TRISULPHIDE.

The following method for the determination of antimony as

trisulphide, by C. B. Clark, is based on the fact that antimony

trisulphide can be converted into the black crystalline modifica-

tion by passing hydrogen sulphide into the hot liquid containing

a large excess of hydrochloric acid. In practice the solution

of the antimony salt is heated with 24 to 1(X) cc. hydrochloric

acid on a w-ater bath, and frequently shaken while a current of

hydrogen sulphide is passed through it. The conversion of the

sulphide into the black form will be completed after 30 to 35

minutes. The precipitate is collected in a Gooch crucible,

washed with water and alcohol, and dried at 270 to 280 degrees-

C. in a current of carbon dioxide.
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The sulphide is convertible into pentoxide by ignition with a

weighed quantity of ferric oxide and ferric nitrate.

CHEMICAL PATENTS.
THE tXNITED STATES.

Rubber Composition. A flexible rubber composition is made

by disintegrating vulcanized fibrous rubber vi^aste, mineral oil

or other oily matter which prevents too fine reduction of the

fibers. The disintegrated mass is mixed with sulphur and then

subjected to heat and pressure to revulcanize the rubber. [F. T.

Lahey, United States patent No. 1,233,252.]

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Rubber Substitutes. A substitute for rubber is made from a

mixture of 24 parts gelatine or glue, 28 parts glycerol, glucose

or molasses, 10 parts water, 8 parts each rubber, zinc oxide, and

diatomaceous earth or whiting, S parts of sulphur, 3.5 parts

calcined magnesia, 2.5 parts litharge, 2 parts formaldehyde,

potassium bichromate, tannin or like toughening agent, and 1

part coloring matter. Calamine, Pontianak, asphaltum, coal tar

or pitch, or like softening agent may be employed as substitutes

for the gelatine or glycerol. The mixture is subsequently molded

and vulcanized. It may be used as an inner core for tires, for

electric insulation, tilings, roofing, etc. |J. Flint, British Patent

No. 105,912.]

LABORATORY APPARATUS.
MOISTURE TESTER.

accompanying illustrations show an instrument in theT-HE
* form of a weighing scale for the determination of moisture

in dried material. The instrument was designed for use in connec-

tion with the kiln drying of lumlier, but is equally well adapted

for any material the moisture content of which is desired. The

instrument is simple and direct, reading requires no figuring. It

is accurately made, graduated to the metric system and can be

used for ordinary weighing. To determine the amount of

mcirture in crude rubber, for example, a specimen is selected

sr^MpniwaipivjB ^1

and weiglied as received ; it is then completely dried by any

suitable means, preferably vacuum dried for speed, and weighed

again immediately. Following the chart line from first weight

to percentage scale at final weight will give the moisture content.

The instrument has already found a place in the rubber indus-

try. It is known as a lumber tester because of its initial adap-

tation. [Grand Rapids \'eneer Works, Grand Rapids, Michigan.]

WATER-STILL.

Absolutely pure water in lab-

oratory practice is a necessity

that is too well known to warrant

comment. The obvious practica-

bility of the apparatus here il-

lustrated will make the following

brief description of interest.

The Ralston water still is a

simple and convenient piece of

apparatus suited for laboratory

use. The still is made of copper

coated with pure block tin. It

can be operated by an ordinary

gas burner; size, 14^4 inches high

and 9J4 inches diameter with a

capacity of one quart per hour.

[John Trageser Steam Copper

Works, New York City.]

THE NEED OF STANDARDIZED TEST PIECES.

Standardization is now the order of the day and is particular-

ly important in testing materials of every sort, if the results are

to he so correlated as to benefit the entire industry concerned.

In the manufacture of rubber goods the tensile strength of the

Fig. 2

vulcanized product is commonly determined by stretch or break-

ing tests, yet the conditions under which these tests are made

vary so greatly that exact comparison is virtually impossible

and their full value is consequently not obtained. European

testing machines as a rule call for rings, while the American

specify strips, and unfortunately no uniformity exists with re-

spect to the cross section, length and shape of the latter. Many
factories would gladly revise their methods by the adoption of

a standard practice were such available, and rubber technicians

can do the industry a service in threshing out this matter and

making recommendations.

It is the custom of the Bureau of Standards and several manu-

facturers of rubber goods to cut V4-inch test pieces from vul-

canized sheet 3/32 inches thick, the specimen having enlarged

ends shaped as indicated in Fig. 1, and the elongation in the

tension machines being taken between the 2-inch marks shown.

Specimens of similar shape 6% inches long and yi inch wide

lietween the 2-inch marks, as shown in Fig. 2, are also in com-

mon use by certain manufacturers. Some firms die their test

pieces out of J^-inch sheet, some prepare them by molding

rather than cutting, and. generally speaking, there is an un-

fortunate lack of uniformity in shape and dimensions. The

length of the straight part varies and the same may be said of

the curves and other sections of the pieces, many factories hav-

ing adopted their own patterns.

It is already conceded that strip tests do not involve certain
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errors to which tlie ring is subject; also that greater uniformity

throughout the narrow portion is had by punching away the

sides of a fiat strip of rubber sheet with a suitable die in a

punch press, leaving the test portion between two stout ends for

engagement by tlie grips of the testing machine, than by mold-

ing the specimens, careful as must the cutting be done to in-

sure clean edges, as a tear will readily follow a slight check.

There seems to be virtual agreement that the rate on tensile

tests should be at 20 inches per minute movement of the stretch-

ing clamp, but beyond the three foregoing points uniformity

ceases.

While the two sizes and shapes already illustrated and dimen-

sioned are more commonly employed than any others, die makers

are manufacturing a great variety of dies, mostly for use by

mallet on a cutting block, but also plain tops for use under or-

dinary cutting presses and various forms of tops for insertion

in other styles of presses. The straight part in the center of all

is either Vi or J'i inch in width, but its length varies, as do also

the curves of the grip ends where they reduce to the definite

cross section of the sample. Both call for standardization, as

Dr. .-Mbert A. Somerville states that these curves have con-

siderable influence on the test.

Here, indeed, is opportunity for scientific research, consulta-

tion and recommendation. It would seem that one of the two

specimen shapes and sizes shown, together with a specified thick-

ness, might meet the requirements, yet possibly a still better

substitute might be evolved.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS TO MEET IN BOSTON.

/'^HEMICAL engineers and manufacturers from all over the^ United States will gather in Boston on September 10, 11,

and 12, to participate in the fifty-fifth annual convention of the

American Cheinical Society. It is estimated that over a thou-

sand will be present for the event, in spite of the fact that many
will be compelled to remain at home on account of war orders

and the development of war time plans and experiments. It was
intended that the convention would occupy the entire second

week of September, but it has been determined on account of

the serious times and the mobilization of militia during that

month, to eliminate such features of the convention as the big

banquet and other entertainments, excepting that a typical New
England Shore dinner and a smoker will give the desirable

touch of good-fellowship to the event.

The meetings will be held in the buildings of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Charles River Road, Cambridge.

Registration will be conducted at the buildings of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, except on Monday,
September 10, when it will be held at the Hotel Lenox.

Society headquarters will be at the Hotel Lenox at the corner

of Boylston and Exeter streets.

The use of the Engineers' Club, at the corner of .Arlington

street and Commonwealth avenue, will be extended to all mem-
bers of the Society.

The program is characterized by simplicity and seriousness,

and bears as fully as possible on questions concerning the activi-

ties of chemists—both in the government service and in the

industries during the war.

GENTIR.XL PROGRAM.

Monday, September 10.

4.00 p.m.. Council Meeting. Engineers' Club.

7.00 p.m.. Dinner to the Council at the Engineers' Club (ten-

dered by the Northeastern Section).

Tuesday, September 11.

10.00 a.m., General Meeting of the Society in the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

Address of Welcome

:

Dr. .R. C. M.\CL.\URiN, President Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Response

;

Julius Stieglitz, President American Chemical Society.

General Papers.

2.(X) p.m.. General Conference on Chemistry and Chemistry in

Warfare, opened by William H. Nichols, Chairman Com-

mittee on Chemicals, Council of National Defense. Mars-

ton T. BoGERT, Chairman Chemistry Committee, National

Research Council.

5.00 p. m.. Harbor trip to Hotel Pemberton, where an informal

shore dinner and smoker will be held.

Wednesday, September 12.

Morning, Conferences of Divisions.

.'\fternoon. Divisional Meetings.

Evening, President's Address, Huntington Hall, Rogers Building,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boylston street.

Thursday, September 13.

Morning and .\fternoon. Divisional Meetings.

AUNUAL MEETING OF THE RUBBER SECTION.

While tlie exact date has not been fixed, this meeting will

probably be held on either September 12 or 13. The final pro-

gram for the Rubber Section meeting will probably not be ready

until about September 1, but the following tentative program

will give some idea of the scope of the meeting

:

Reports from the Chairman and Secretary on the work of the

Rubber Section.

"A Volumetric Method for the Determination of Free Sul-

plnir." by E. H. Johnson and H. S. Upton.

"The Direct Determination of India Rubber," by John B.

Tuttle and Louis Yurow.

Symposiums

:

Tlie Best Methods for the Determination of Free and Total

Sulphur.

The Use of Accelerators in the Vulcanization of Rubber.

The Rubber Chemist in the National Service.

A number of chemists have already promised to attend the

meetings and enter into the discussion of these subjects, among
others, L. E. Weber, E. H. Johnson, H. S. Upton, J. B. Tuttle,

L. J. Plumb, C. R. Boggs, and D. Spence. Others who have

been invited to speak include H. C. Pearson, W. C. Geer, Dor-
ris Whipple, R. S. Postmontier, E. A. Barrier, Frederic Dan-
nerth. Earl Davis, Bertrand H. Hale, R. T. Stokes, J. P. Mill-

wood, Donald Cranor and W. H. Cobb. Many of these men
will be able to arrange matters so as to be present, and in that

event will undoubtedly take part in the discussion. Dr. Spence
is chairman of the sub-committee of the National Research
Council on Rubber and Allied Products, and we are particularly

eager to hear from him just what assistance the rubber chemist

can be in the service of our country during the present crisis.

The object of the present announcement is to urge all of the

rubber companies to see that matters are so arranged that their

chemists will be able to attend this meeting. Everybody ap-

preciates the value of rubber in modern warfare, but the fact

remains that while we may have sufficient rubber for our needs,

there is still a lot to be done in the way of standardization of

supplies and equipment in such a fashion as to make the best

possible use of our raw material. It is an assured fact that

anything which the rubber chemists can do to be of assistance

to the government in this matter will prove to be a valuable

service, and one which it is both our duty and privilege to

perform.

Last year, more than 100 ruliber chemists attended the meet-
ing of the Rubber Section in New York, and they were prac-

tically unanimous in expressing their opinion that the meeting
was a most profitable one, and well worth attending. There is
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no reason why this meeting should not be even better than the

last. There is nothing which so tends to quicken our interest and

increase our efficiency as meeting with our felloiv chemists and

exchanging ideas. The fact that every one is so busy is just

the reason why we should take this opportunity of getting

together and discussing subjects of vital importance to our-

selves, our work, and our country.

The secretary has already received some names of those who
wish a copy of the final program sent to them when it is issued,

but if there are any others who also would like to have a copy

it will be well for them to send in their names at once, since

pressure of other matters in connection with his government

work may render it impossible to comply with such requests

if received at the last moment.

John B. Tuttle. Secretary, L. E. Weber, Chairman,
Bureau of Standards, 729 Boylston street

Washington, D. C. Boston, Massachusetts.
August 18, 1917.

A MEMORIAL TO JOSEPH PKIZSTLEY.

The rubber industry will welcome the plan of the American

Chemical Society to raise a fund of $2,000 for a suitable me-

morial to Joseph Priestley, the English-American scientist and

writer who discovered oxygen and gave caoutchouc the name
rubber because it will erase pencil marks. It is proposed to

secure a copy of the best available bust portrait to be deposited

as a loan in the National Museum, \^ashington, D. C, and at

intervals of a year or more to award Priestly gold medals for

superior achievement in chemical research. The matter is in

the hands of a notable committee of fifteen, of w'hich F. C. Phil-

lips, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is chair-

man. Contributions from $1 upwards are solicited.

THIRD NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES.

IT is the belief of those in charge of the Third Annual National
*• Exposition of Chemical Industries, which will be held at

Grand Central Palace, New York City, during the week of Sep-

tember 24, that the affair will be the greatest ever held.

Monjlay. September 24, at 2 p. m., opening addresses will be

made by Dr. Charles H. Herty, chairman of tlie advisory com-

mittee of the exposition and editor of the "Journal of Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry ;" by Professor Julius Stieglitz, presi-

dent of the American Chemical Society ; Dr. Colin G. Fink,

president of the American Electrochemical Society, and Dr. G.

W. Thompson, president of the American Institute of Chemical

Engineers.

.\mong the speakers on the program for other days are W. E.

Kies, vice-president National City Bank, "The Development of

Export Trade with South America"; Professor Marston Taylor

Bogart, chairman chemistry committee National Research Coun-

cil, "The Operation and Work of the National Research Council

for the National Weal" ; Dr. L. H. Baekeland, of the Naval Con-

sulting Board, "The Future of American Chemical Industry."

In a symposium on "National Resource as Opportunities for

Chemical Industries" the speakers will inc!i:de C. H. Crawford,

assistant to president of Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railway ; V. V. Kelsey, chemist-industrial agent Carolina, Clinch-

field & Ohio Railway; Dr. E. A. Schubert, mineralogist-geologist

Norfolk & Western Railway ; Dr. T. P. Maynard, mineralogist-

geologist Central of Georgia Railway and Atlantic Coast Line

Railway, and Dr. J. H. Watkins, geologist Southern Railway.

The motion picture program will be one of wide interest. The
.American Cyanamid Co. and General Electric Co. have already

arranged to supply their films. The Bureau of Commercial

Economics at Washington will also supply many toward com-

pleting the range of industrial films.

The purposes of the exposition are not so much to show the

progress made in all the chemical industries as to indicate where

progress can be made, and where opportunities await develop-

ment, and how our national resources and wastes can be made

valuable and useful. It gives the man of science, the financier,

manufacturer and plant operator the opportunity of personal

contact with the latest machinery, materials and products used

and applied in all the chemical industries, and the opportunity of

learning how they can be applied to his specific purposes.

RUBBER TRADE INQUIRIES.

THE inquiries that follow have already been answered; never-

theless they are of interest not only in shmmng the needs

of the trade, hut because of the possibility that additional in-

formation may be furnished by those u^ho read them. The editor

is therefore glad to ha've those interested communicate -with him.

[320.1 Manufacturers of elastic garter webbing are sought.

[321.] A correspondent seeks information on a method for

compounding rosin to take the place of shellac.

[322.] An inquiry has been received for a machine for apply-

ing labels to cartons.

[323.] A concern that buys uncured friction reclaim is sought.

[324.] Names and addresses of manufacturers of small labor-

atory centrifuges for latex coagulation have been requested.

[325.] An inquirer desires to secure machinery for making

rubber bands.

[326.] A correspondent wishes to be put in touch with a

manufacturer of cellulose acetate.

TSADE OPPORTUNITIES rEOM CONSULAR REPORTS.

A mercantile and manufacturing company in Italy desires to

purchase imitation leather valises. Report No. 25,019.

A merchant in Newfoundland wishes to purchase rubber pro-

tectors, rubber tissue, and other haberdashery used in the tailor-

ing business. Report No. 25,110.

A firm in the United States representing a company in Spain

is in the market for rubbers and overshoes. Report No. 25.113.

An agency for the sale of suspenders and garters is sought by

a firm in India. Report No. 25,127.

An applicant in Algeria wishes to purchase rubber erasers and

bands. Report No. 25,144.

A company in Brazil is in the market for low-cut rubbers for

men. Report No. 25,148.

Representation of American manufacturers of all kinds of

artificial leather is desired by a merchant in Australia. Report

No. 25,187.

A manufacturers' agent in Newfoundland wishes to secure an

agency for the sale of fine rubber goods in soft and hard rubber,

mechanical rubber goods for railroads, etc. Report No. 25,206.

A firm in British East Africa wishes to buy bicycle tires 28 by

I'/j inches, with a straight ribbed tread running with the tire;

4,000 to 5,000 of these tires can be used annually, as well as inner

tubes for same. Report No. 25,227.

A firm in Brazil wishes to represent American manufactur-

ers and exporters of rubber goods and textile machinery.

Report No. 25,238.

AFRICAN RUBBER AVAILABLE.

A consular officer in British East Africa reports that several

concerns in that country are prepared to furnish rubber in

specified quantities for shipment to the United States. Ameri-

can concerns interested may secure the names and addresses of

such firms from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, or its district or cooperative offices, by referring to file

No. 91,462.
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New Machines and Appliances.

THE BANBURY AUTOMATIC MIXER.

iKOGRESSIV'K builders of rubber machinery are constantly

•tuciying the rapid advancement of rubber mill practice with

the object of developing the nccesary machines that will meet

t h e mechanical

ri.-(iuirements of

present - day

metliods. That

fciK'h inventive

effort has been

productive i n

evolving a mix-

ing machine of

novel design
and proven effi-

ciency is shown
in the accom-

]>anying illus-

iraiiuM.

This machine
i^ adapted to

lircak down the

riiljber and mix
the compound-
ing ingredients

at the same
time; in fact, it

is capable of

I)crforming the

work usually

(lone on the 48-

()0 and 84-inch,

two-roll mixing
mills. It is es-

sentially an enclosed machine, comjirising two revolving blade
shafts that rotate in individual cylindrically-shaped troughs, the
bottom of which forms a door through which the finished stock
is discharged. The stock is kept under pressure by a weight
that is controlled by the vertical shaft and ram located above
the feed hopper, thus assuring uniform feeding during the mix-
ing operation. The mixer may be driven by direct gearing
from the mill shaft or by individual motor drive, and in some
cases chain drive is preferred.

In operation the rubber and compounding ingredients may be
dumped into the machine while it is running. However, with
some compounds it is preferable first to break down the rubber
and then add the ingredients, the subsequent action of the
machine being entirely automatic. When the batch is thorough-
ly mixed, the bottom door is opened and the load is automatical-
ly discharged, the mixer being ready for the next batch within
a fraction of a minute.

Uniformity of product is the principal advantage claimed for
this machine as it will always do an equal amount of work for
the same number of revolutions, that is to say, for the same
time. It is the machine and not the operator that controls the
actual mixing operations. Another advantage due to the en-
closed construction of the machine is that of cleanliness when
compounds containing lampblack or gasblack are milled.
[Birmingham Iron Foundry, Derby, Connecticut.]

SOUTHWAHK QUICK OPENING VULCANIZEH DOOR,

The accompanying illustration shows a new vulcanizer door of
the quick opening type that possesses, in connection with
unusual facilities for easy handling, the quality of being explo-

sion-proof. In the old type vulcanizer head provided with
swinging bolts, should a few of these bolts become loose, as of-

ten happens, the other bolts arc thrown out by the internal

pressure and the door opens violently, causing an explosion.

The locking mechanism of the Southwark door, however, is of

the breech-lock type and constructed so that when the cover is

shifted the taper on the lugs lifts the lid sufficiently to admit air,

thus preventing the possibility of an explosion.

The door is opened quickly witli very little effort, by means of

a rack and pin-

ion mechanism
that is operat-

ed by one man
and shown in

the illustralidii,

Connec t i o n s

are provided in

the head for

attaching tem-

perature and
pressure gages.

All castings

are made from

open heartli

steel and the

dished part of

the door is

boiler plate.

Where vul-

canizer doors

of the swing-

ing bolt type

are used, this

style of door
can easily be

installed by making a special locking ring which may be bolted

to the existing ring that is riveted to the shell. [Southwark
Foundry & Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.]

THE HOLMES OVERFLOW TRIMMER.

The labor expense connected with trimming the overflow from
mechanical rubber goods is an item of considerable importance
where large quantities of standard goods are made. The opera-

tion should be quickly and

accurately performed and in

this respect the trimmer
here shown is fully guaran-

teed by the makers.

The machine is of the

foot - power, punch - press

type adapted to be mounted
on a bench or table. It is

especially designed for trim-

ming small mold work,
such as fuller balls, disks,

bumpers and articles of reg-

ular or irregular shapes.

Tlie question of accuracy in

trimming is definitely de-
use of punches and dies that are care-

to conform to the shape of the article to
he construction and simplicity of the press per-

mit the turning out of a maximum product by an operator of
ordinary skill and intelligence. [Holmes Brothers, 500 South
Peoria street, Chicago, Illinois.]

termined by the

fully constructed

be trimmed. The
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THE PRUDEN POWDERED COAL CARBURETER.

The fuel problem is one that is now forcibly being brought

to the attention of industrial executives the world over. With

the price of coal reaching abnormal levels, the large consumers

are confronted with greatly increased cost of power production.

The solution appears to be in the use of low-grade coals and to

that end a mechanical device for the utilization of powdered

coal has been evolved.

In the mechanical application of the Pruden carbureter, the

air and powdered coal are intimately mi.xed and the mixing

the vulcanizer receives only dry steam.

Co., 90 West street. New York City.]

[The Driscom-Russell

~^
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MACHINERY PATENTS.

DEAD WEIGHT MOLD FSESS VUXCANIZEH.

TO avoid the possibility of excessive pressure in mold curing and

the consequent damage to the molds is the principal object

of the invention here illustrated. The machine is shown in ver-

tical section witli a few

molds in position be-

tween the platens. Two
standards A A rigidly

support the bottom platen

B, while the movable up-

per platen C is raised

and lowered by two ver-

tical screws D D, geared

by miter gearing to the

shaft E, driven by motor

F, both platens being

chambered for steam. The end lugs of the upper platen are

provided with square holes and loosely fitted to the square brass

nuts that are threaded on the vertical screws. The bottoms of

the nuts are flanged to engage the under sides of the lugs.

To raise the upper platen the belt-crank lever G is pulled

down, starting the motor, the brass nuts are advanced by the

revolving vertical screws and the flanges of the nuts engage the

lugs, thereby raising the platen. Connected to the lever G is a

sliding rod H, provided with two stops, the purpose of which,

briefly stated, is as follows: When the platen is free from the

molds the upper stop contacts with a projection on the lug,

thereby raising the starting lever and stopping the motor. When
the starting lever is raised the motor reverses and the platen

is lowered until it rests on the molds. By this time the lug pro-

jection has come in contact with the lower stop, thereby lower-

ing the starting lever and stopping the motor. Thus it will be

seen that the platen rests on the molds with its own weight, the

molds being all of the same thickness and the platen of sufficient

weight to afford the required pressure. [Christian Hamilton

Grey, Essex, England. United States patent No, 1,234.330.[

Referring; to the

RtTBBER SOLE VULCANIZINS AND EMB0SS1N3 APPARATUS.

In this invention rubber soles are subjected to both heat and

pressure in a vulcanizer and at the same time the design is im-

printed on the tread surfaces of the sciles

illustration, which is a

cross section of the ap-

paratus, A represents the

vulcanizer, and B a re-

movable table formed
with a hollow chamber

that is connected to an

exhaust pump by pipe C.

The upper part of the

table is provided with

engraved outlines form-

ing the tread designs and

the shapes of the soles,

one of w h i c h , D, is

shown in place. Connect-

ing channels in the de-

sign molds communicate

with air ducts E that

open into the hollow
chamber of the table.

When the soles are placed in the vulcanizer and alined with the

design molds, air under pressure is admitted at F, which presses

the soles flat and embosses the treads. At the same time, the

air is exhausted from the chamber in the table, the entrapped

gases, fluids and moisture are forced out of the soles. Heat is

then admitted to the vulcanizer through pipe G. [Clifford Lee,

assignor to Goodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Co,—both of

Naugatuck, Connecticut. United States patent No. 1,232,573.]

FABRIC BAND STRETCHING AND COATING MACHINE.

A band of fabric is formed, compressed, stretched and coated

with rubber solution in a heated vacuum chamber and finally

passed through a cooling chamber, according to this invention.

The illustration is a

sectional view of a bro-

ken side elevation of vac-

ufm chamber A, pro-

vided with suction pipe

B, heating pipe C and

stretching drums D and

E around which the fab-

ric band F passes. These

oppositely placed drums
comprise sections of re-

duced diameters that

stretch each wrapping

tightly until a certain

amount of elasticity has

been removed without

injury to the fiber.

The band enters through an automatically closing gate G and

passes out through the double gate H.

Rubber solution is applied to the band through nozzles / and

/ from solution tanks A' that are provided with weighted pistons

for positive feeding. Adjacent to each drum are scraping de-

vices L that remove the surplus rubber. The band is passed

through a cooling chamber, not shown, in which a blast of air

cools and hardens it so that it ma}- be handled. [Lawrence A.

Subers, East Cleveland, Ohio, United States patent Xo. 1.23-1.704.]

MACHINE FOR MAKING HOLLOW RUBBER ARTICLES.

In the accompanying illustrations a side view and sectional

elevation are shown of one form of this invention, namely, a

machine for making hollow rubber balls. It is supported on a

base plate by two standards A and B and comprises two wheels

C and D of similar diameter that are journaled in suitable bear-

ings and driven at uniform speed by a motor E. The upper

wheel is offset from the vertical plane that passes through the

axis of the lower wheel and in the periphery of each wheel are

arranged the upper and lower mold halves with cutting and

pressing edges that form the completed balls. The rims of the

wheels are chambered for steam that is supplied through pipes

F. Each cavity is provided with suction or vacuum openings

connected by pipes to release valves G and vacuum valves H,
supplied through pipes /, the flow of air to and from the molds

being regulated by these valves which are automatically oper-

ated bv cam rings /,
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When the wheels are revolved in the direction indicated by

the arrows, two strips of uncured stock K and L are fed to the

upper and lower wheels, respectively, passing around guide rol-

lers and under idler rollers M and A^, causing the strips to ad-

here to the peripheral molds. The cam rings depress the suction

valve stems and the strips of stock are drawn into the mold

cavities when a pill of chemical material that will gasify under

heat is automatically dropped into each of the lower molds, -•'is

the two wheels meet, the two strips of rubber are forced to-

gether at the edges of the cavities and the edges severed from

the strip, when the action of the cam releases the vacuum and

applies pressure in each cavity, the completed balls remaining

in place until they are freed by their own weight. They are

then placed in molds and vulcanized in the usual manner, when

the gases produced by the action of heat on the chemical pills

serves to e.xpand the balls within the molds. [James W.
Brundage, assignor to The Miller Rubber Co.—both of Akron,

Ohio. United States patent No. 1,232,764.]

1,234,0(35.

1,234,431.

1,234,526.

1,235.117.

1,235,226.

1,235,757.

1,236,963.

1,237,131.

176,3^0.

176,363.

106,242.

106,320.

OTHER MACHINERY PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Vulcanizer for rubber tires. C. E. Miller, Anderson, Ind.

Vulcanizing press. B. F. White, Rock Island, 111.

Machine for treating i-ubber and other heavy plastic material.

F. H. Banbury. Ansonia, Conn., assignor to Birmingham

Iron Foundry, Derby. Conn.

Repair vulcanizer, Marion X. Corbin, Savannah, Ga.

Machine for cutting disks of cork or similar material. \, Min-

nemann. Delmenhorst, Germany.

Machine for treating rubber and other heavy plastic material.

F. H. Banbury, Ansonia, assignor to Birmingham Iron

Foundry, Derby—both of Conn.

Tire skiver. B. E. Maxwell, Wichita. Kan.

Method of manufacturing reinforced inner tubes and mandrels

therefor. H. G. Welch, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Machine for building tires. The Miller Rubber Co., assignee

of F. F. Brucker—both of Akron. Ohio, U. S. A.

Repair vulcanizing core. W. L. Heenig, Marion Johnston and

E. W. Ohls, assignees of a third interest—all of Denver. Colo-

rado, U. S. A.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Vulcanizer. Soc. Pour La Production ii: La Vente Des .Articles

en Caoutchouc "Bogatyr" and J. .\. Talalay, Bogatyr. Moscow,

Russia.

Machine for folding canvas strip for engine packing. G. War-

wick, SO Cobbam Road. Seven Kings. Essex, and A. P. Crouch,

106 Cannon street, Londoa

1,234,381.

1,235,052.

1,236,049.

1,236,183.

1,236,235.

1.236.685.

1,237,227.

176,205.

106,270.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

483.062 (September 30, 1916). Process for the manufacture of articles

containing elements formed by a plastic and a fibrous material.

The Rubber Regenerating Co.

483.064 (October 2, 1916). Armored plastic material.

PROCESS PATENTS.
THE UNITED STATES.

Plastic material and process of producing same. S. J. Peachey,

Ileaton Merso, near Manchester, England.

Manufacfjre of tires. R. E. Price, New York City, assignor to

Rubber Regenerating Co., a corporation of Indiana.

Process of making rubber-coated leather articles. J. H. Butler,

assignor of one-half to F. W. .Austin—both of Gloversville,

N. Y.

Coating composition and process of making the same. H. K.

Kiso, New V'ork City.

MoUifier or comforter. .-\. R. Tufts, Vancouver, British

Columbia, Canada.

Process of manufacturing waterproof sheeting and the like.

J. W. H. Dew, London, England.

Cushion tire and method of making the same. J. L. Swartz,

Akron, Ohio.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Process of compounding rubber and fabric. The Standard Woven

Fabric Co.. Framingham. assignee of F. J. Gleason, Walpole

—

both in Massachusetts, U. S. .\.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Plastic compositions. E. Krause, 6 Sedanstrasse, Steglitz, Ber-

lin, and H. Elucher, 1 Kanalstrasse, Gohlis-Leipzig, Germany.

Convert.

RAW MATERIAL COST ACCOUNTING IN TIRE FACTORIES.

The accounting of labor costs has in the past received con-

siderable attention and study, with the result that labor cost

figures are not difficult to compute. This is particularly true

now that piece work prevails in so many factories. The

progressive cost of raw materials, however, has not been given

the consideration or thought that this important factor in manu-

facturing really deserves. For that reason the following dia-

gram and explanation are of interest

:

The smaller rubber factories rarely give enough credit to

wastage in their cost accounting. Raw material, of whatever

nature, in rubber manufacture, is undergoing a constant shrink-

^utomobitg. Tvre :B-uild.ivm

age from the day the car is unloaded to the time the finished

product is shipped. It is possible in time, from previous experi-

ence, to estimate a predetermined percentage for shrinkage as

material passes through the various departments. But to check

this predetermined shrinkage a system of reports should be

made to the cost accounting department, and rigidly adhered to,

thereby stopping many a leak before it reaches the proportion of

a flood and finally becomes disastrous.

Referring to the dia.sjram. the solid lines between the depart-

ments are represented by circles and indicate the travel, step by

step, of the material through the various processes into the

finished product. The dotted lines, between the departments

and cost departinent represent a system of reports that are made
to the cost department or main accounting department, as the

case may be, covering what passed out of the particular depart-

ment making the report, and to which department the inatcrial

reported upon was delivered.

Thus the main office accounting department would have ab-

solute control of factory costs through an accurate system of

accounting that would show the cost of raw materials con-

sumed in production, with full consideration of the shrinkage in

process. [The Consulting Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.]
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New Goods and Specialties.

APPLIANCE FOR MAXILLOFACIAL MECHANOTHERAPY.

IN
a recent number of "The Dental Cosmos" appears an inter-

esting article In- Emile Linet on a new appliance for maxillo-

facial mechanotherapy, to overcome contractures of the man-

dible. The appliance,

shown herewith, con-

sists of two levers of

the first class con-

nected together at the

fulcrum point. One
end of each 1 c v e r|

bears a small, strong

tray, into which fits a

piece of soft rubber to

protect the teeth. The other end of each lever, i. c. the "force"

end, bears two pairs of knobs which serve for the attachment

of elastic rubber bands. Such bands, of known strength, are

supplied with the appliance. The superior lever carries a scale,

upon which a pointer upon the lower lever registers in milli-

meters the vertical distance between the two trays, i. i'. the

separation distance of the jaws.

The action of this instrument can be definitely measured and

controlled and tends gradually to reduce and finally eradicate

contractures, whether of cutaneous, articular or muscular origin.

[The S. S. White Dental Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.]

VULCANIZED RUBBER HAIR-PARTER.

A simple device which enables the user to be independent

of a mirror and to part the hair easily and with exactitude

consists of two flat strips of vulcanized rubber which may
be bent lengthwise to

conform with the shape

of the head. These

strips are pivoted to-

gether, edge to edge,

so that either strip

may be swung around

independently of the

other. The strips are

laid with their con-

fronting edges along

the line where the part

is to be made. One
strip holds the hair

down on an imaginary

line, while the other

sweeps the free hair to

one side, making a

straight and even part-

ing. [James Maxwell,

Senior, 108 West Forty-third street. Xew York City.]

SILUMINITE; A NEW INSULATOR.

This new insulating material is a hard black substance, ringing

like slate, but of far greater strength ; it can be sawn, filed,

drilled, tapped, turned, and j)olished with ease, and can be

molded to any shape in the course of manufacture, but not

afterwards. It is not softened by heat (it is subject to a tem-

perature of more than 600 degrees F. at the makers' works)

and is not brittle. Immersion in oil or caustic alkali, or boiling

water, leaves it unchanged, and it is non-hygroscopic. It possesses

high dielectric strength, this being between 10,000 and 13.000

volts per millimeter. Its structure is homogeneous and dense,

the weight of a square foot ^^-inch thick being 2.4 pounds.

Metal parts can be insulated by compressing Siluminite on them

in any desired shape, thus avoiding the cementing or screwing

process now necessary in most cases. Tlie substances with

which it will most directly compete are porcelain, glass, mica,

fiber, ebonite, wood, slate, marble and molded compounds. It

is supplied in the form of rods, sheets, tubes and various molded
specialties. [The Siluminite Insulator Co., Limited, Southall,

London, England.]

THE "KANTSINK" SWIMMING HARNESS.

The beaches are thronged with bathers, the majority of whom
cannot swim, yet are eager to learn, and a trustworthy aid that

does not cumber the wmdd-be swimmer's movements should

find a ready

market. In the

apparatus
shown i n

the accom-

panying illus-

tration a rub-

ber tube is

fastened t o

the body with

one buckle
and traveling

loops that per-

mit perfect ad-

justment. The "Kantsink" swimming harness is made in two
regular sizes, one for children up to 16 years and the other for

men and women up to 40-inch bust measure. Extra large sizes

are also furnished, if desired. [Kant Sink Swimming Harness

Co., Traverse City, Michigan.]

RUBBERIZED SHARKS.

Sharks of such gentle disposition that feminine bathers may
ride them over the waves are the latest seashore diversion,

taking the place of the familiar surf-board. This ferocious

appearing hut harmless semblance of the man-eater that ter-

rorized the -Atlantic coast last summer is made of rubberized

fabric, inflated with air. It is light in weight and can be easily

carried, yet it will support an adult and provides a means for

the performance of many clever and thrilling water "stunts."
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SANDAL GAITER WITH RUBBER SOLE.

A neat appearing sandal gaiter, shown herewith, is made with

an all white rubber sole with white duck top, or red rubber

sole and tip, or all black, and a top of tan duck or other storm-

proof material. It is a combination of a sandal overshoe and

preferred by many, embodying the same principles and having

rubber-covered cable temples. [Chicago Eye Shield Co., 2300-

2304 Warren avenue, Chicago. Illinois.]

an over-gaiter, and protects the fine cloth tops of shoes, or

silk hosiery when worn with low shoes, also acting as a new

top for shoes that are partly worn and misshapen. This

sandal gaiter is easily slipped on and fastened and, it is claimed,

will fit any size ankle. As it can be folded and carried in a

hand-bag or coat pocket it affords a convenient accessory to

the traveling wardrobe. [The Styles Resurrection Co., Trenton,

New Jersey.]

THE NELSEN DIVING LINE BUOY.

In drowning accidents would-be rescuers arc frequently drawn

under water by the victim, resulting in a double tragedy. Many
times, also, bathers are drowned in the surf where a boat cannot

reach them. The diving

line buoy here shown is

designed to meet all

difficult situations in

rescuing the drowning

and to be carried as

part of the regular

equipment of boats,
ships, yachts, etc., and

at life saving stations,

piers and docks. It consists of a strong, liglit-

weight rubber tube, similar to a bicycle tire, with

valves for inflation, and a life-line that may be

100 feet long. A tube at the end, of rubber or

metal, has an inflating space, 1 by 1% to 3 inches,

inflated in the same way as a punching bag. This

is 16 to 18 inches in diameter, and the smaller this tube, the

farther it can be heaved. [Nelsen & Woods Manufacturing Co.,

425 First National Bank Building, Lonb Beach, California.]

"FYBER-WELD" GOGGLES FOR WELDERS.

The protecting goggle is a very essential part of the welder's

outfit, his safety frequently depending on the defense of his eyes

from flying sparks. A goggle specially designed for this pur-

pose is called the "Fyber-

Weld.'' The frame is made

of vulcanized fiber that is

claimed to be an absolute

non-conductor of heat and

electricity, and the com-

position, although light in

weight, is so strong that the goggle frame can even be thrown

without breaking. Side pieces are of the ventilating type and

the center is of soft, flexible leather. .\n adjustable clastic band

allows the goggle to be comfortably and securely fastened to the

head. The illustration shows the spectacle type of eye shield.

"CROGOFF. " A NEW GAME.

A game combining the principles of croquet and golf utilizes

a device resembling the numeral 6 in shape and having upright

walls and a thickened base provided with rubber to prevent

slipping. This is called

a "coop" and in playing

the game golf balls are

driven into it by putters.

The outfit consists of

nine coops, two golf put-

ters and two balls. The
coops may be set up on

a lawn, a room floor or

the deck of a vessel, the

rubber base holding them

securely to the surface, dispensing with the necessity of nails,

screws or pegs. The formation of the coop allows the ball

to enter and remain, thus taking the place of a hole socket.

"Crogoff" is recommended as an ideal game for wounded soldiers.

[The "Crogoff" Co., 123 Rotten Park road, Birmingham, Eng-

land.]

RUBBER TUBE WATER FILTER.

The dangers of contaminated drinking water are well known,

and soldiers, travelers, fishermen, hunters, etc., are apt to be

placed in the uncomfortable position of going thirsty or running

the risk of contagion. A device de-

signed to remove this risk and render

any water safe to drink consists of a

slender tube of stout white rubber, with

a red rubber cup at one end which is

plugged with antiseptic cotton. The cup

end of the tube is placed in the water,

which is then drawn through the tube

by suction. This automatic filterer is so small that it can con-

veniently be carried in the pocket. [The Ideal Rubber Co..

Los Angeles, California.]

Edge vie>w showing inlay.

TRI-PLY COMBINATION ERASER.

Tlie special feature of this eras-

er consists of a combination of

two grades of rubber, adapting

it for use on all kinds of pa-

per. In erasing typed matter

on manifolds or other delicate

sheets the ordinary eraser, suit-

aiile for use on a heavy, hard-

surfaced paper, does not effect

its purpose satisfactorily. Com-
posed of a three-ply stock with a

thin layer of harder grade rubber

and two outside layers of soft,

pliable rubber, this eraser has

only to be turned at right angles

to the paper when erasing on

angle of 45 degrees for the thinnest

The sav-

heavy sheets or at an

tissue in order to bring the proper part into play

ing in time and annoyance to the user is self-evident, and the

irregular hexagoti shape is of further value in effecting diffi-

cult erasures. This handy ofiice accessory is listed by the

maker as No. 399. [Weldon Roberts Rubber Co., Newark, New-

Jersey.]
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THE NATHAN COMTYKIT.

O i Mffll

A durable and compact con-

tainer for the many small articles

in daily use by travelers, sol-

diers and sailors, is shown in the

Xathan Comfykit. The case is

made of two-ply rubberized auto

cloth in olive-drab, neatly bound,

and w-ith many pockets for the

various articles, which are 18 in

number and range from a safety

razor to safety pins. The kit,

when opened, is 22J/ by 9 inches

and when folded, occupies space

measuring 9 by 5 by 2^4 inches.

Its weight complete is only 24

ounces. [Nathan Novelty Manu-
facturing Co., 84 Rcade street.

New York City.]

GERMANY EXTOLS RUBBER SUBSTITUTE GLOVES.

In a German publication (Silberstein and Cohnan, Zcntralbl.

f. Chir., 1916, No. 1) we read that the obvious disadvantages

of rubber gloves—namely, their relatively high cost and poor

wearing qualities—have led to search after efficient substitutes,

one of which consists of a new preparation called "Sterilin,"

an organic ester which is applied to the hands in liquid form.

Drying takes place in a few minutes, leaving a transparent,

non-sticky coating impervious to bacteria and unattacked by

bcnzin, oils, dihite acids, corrosive sublimate, blood, or pus,

yet readily soluble in a preparation accompanying the outfit, or

in acetone. It is said that antiseptic substances may be in-

corporated to increase the aseptic qualities of the preparation.

Tliis sounds very fine, but we hazard the guess that the short-

age of suitable rubber, not disadvantages of rubber gloves, led

to the search for this substitute, and that with the coming of

peace the merits of rubber gloves will again be appreciated in

Teutonic countries. As a matter of fact, these so-called liquid

gloves are not sufficiently durable to enable a surgeon to under-

take long operations with them, and when left any length of

time on the hands cause them to become numb and swollen.

HEAVY ELASTIC AVIATION CORD.

The use of metal springs or odier appliances in airplane con-

struction, intended to resist the sudden shock of landing, has

proven ineffectual for the purpose, and designers of modern
airplanes have
tried various

e-xpedients with

unsatis factory

results. It is

due to the re-

markable qual-

ity of i n d i a

rubber that spe-

cially construct-

ed heavy elastic

cords are suc-

cessful in heavy

airplane c o n -

struction to se-

cure the cush-

ioning effect
when landing.

The w-heel supports, at both front and rear of the machine,

are provided with steel tubes that slide within each other. The

rubber cords supply the necessary tension to the sliding supports,

so that when the machine is on the ground the weight is cush-

ioned by the tension of the rubber cords and when flying they

are rela.xed.

The standard cord is 9/16-inch in diameter, the core being

composed of many square rubber threads laid parallel to each

other and enclosed in a braided-on cover composed of hard-

twisted yarn. Sixteen of these strands are generally used to a

machine, but that depends, however, on the weight and style

of the ai'-plane. [J. W. Wood Elastic Web Co., Stoughton, Mass-

achusetts.]

ainCK TIRE SERVICE. INC.

The Quick Tire Service, Inc.. Louisville, Kentucky, has taken

over the distribution of United States tires exclusively and has

moved into new quarters at Third and Kentucky streets. The

building is two stories high and contains 14,000 square feet of

floor space. In every detail it is arranged to give prompt tire

service to consumers, a special feature being its accessibility on

all four sides. .\. Craig Culbertson, formerly manager of the

Compression Tube Co., succeeds C. T. Ballard, Jr., as manager,

and .Andrew Ilunnicutt has been made assistant manager.

RUBBER CASES BEFORE THE BRITISH PRIZE COURT.

An important rubber case lately came before Sir Samuel
Evans, President of the British Prize Court. Messrs. Andre-
sen & Muller laid claim to a quantity of rubber shipped on the

Norwegian steamship "Bergensfjord," from New York to Bergen.

The rubber had been seized as a prize on November 1, 1914,

and the Crown claimed condemnation, contending that the

goods, consisting of 347 cases of rubber, had been purchased

from A. W. Brunn by A. Eber & Sohn, of Hamburg, Germany,
through the account of Andresen & Muller as intermediaries.

To support their claim, Andresen & Muller could produce a

few cables, an invoice and one or two other documents. Counsel

for the claimants declared that the documents proved that the

purchase was made from their own monies and on their own ac-

count. It was, however, held that the documents were obscure

and would have to be carefully collated before judgment could

be rendered.

At a more recent sitting of the Prize Court, Sir Samuel
Evans, the president, was requested by the Crown to condemn
several packages of rubber seized on the three Danish steamers

"Hellig Olav," "Oscar 11" and "Frederick VIII." The rubber,

done up in 11-pound packages to a total weight of six tons, had

been sent from New York to Gothenberg, Sweden. Against

this, Phillip Bauer & Co., Inc., New York City, protested on the

ground that they were the owners. The Crown contended that

the goods were destined for Germany and that, according to

the evidence collected from intercepted cables and letters, the

true claimants ought to be Phillip Bauer Co., of Hamburg,
Germany.

The order of the Court was tliat the rubber be condemned as

prize goods of absolute contraband nature destined for Hamburg.
.\n order for costs was made against the claimants, who were

given leave to appeal.

TORPEDOED SHIPS NOW LOOTED OF RUBBER.

.According to the crew of the torpedoed Norwegian steamship

"X'englia," captured June 15 by a German submarine and used

for 16 days unsuccessfully as a decoy for allied shipping, sub-

marine crews whenever possible are looting captured ships of

rubber and copper before sinking them. The U-boat commander
stated that he had been away from his base for five months,

supplies and torpedoes being brought by another U-boat when-

ever summoned by wireless. When his cargo hold was filled

he would return home, he said.
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The Editor's Book Table.

REPORTS OF THE PROGRESS OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY. ISSUED
by The Society of Chemical Industry. Volume 1, 1916. London.
Harrison & Sons. [8vo, 325 pages.]

THIS volume presents the progress of applied chemistry, from

January, 1914, to June, 1916, reviewed in 15 sections, each

by a recognized authority.

A section of 28 pages is devoted to India Rubber by H. P.

Stevens, who gives a very comprehensive outline of progress

under the following topics

:

Statistics of Production; Production of Raw Rubber; Non-
Caoutchouc Constituents of Rubber Latex; Effect of Details in

Preparation; Properties of Rubber; Properties of Vulcanized

Rubber ; Physical Tests of Vulcanized Rubber
;
Quality and Uni-

formity of Rubber; Vulcanization; Accelerators; Synthetic Rub-

ber ; Analysis of Vulcanized Rubber.

The section concludes with over a hundred references to ori-

ginal sources and is a valuable compilation for the rubber chemist

and student of rubber technology.

EIGHTEENTH YEAR BOOK AND ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE
Rubber Association of America. Prepared by the Secretary. [8vo,
102 pages.]

This annual publication, prepared and printed for the members

of the Association, contains a large amount of information of

value to them, and also to all engaged in the rubber industry.

There is a full list of firm, associate and honorary members
of the Association, the list of officers and standing committees.

The several divisions are each represented in detail, with lists

of officers, committees and membership. These divisions repre-

sent the manufacturers of mechanicals, soles and heels, sundries,

hard rubber, also reclaimers, proofers, and those interested in

foreign trade. The constitution and by-laws, the report of the

seventeenth annual meeting, and the seventeenth annual banquet

are given in detail. Included also are the rules and regulations

governing transactions between buyers and sellers. There are

excellent double page half-tones of the banquet and the outing

of 1916.

While much of this has been previously published, its collec-

tion and arrangement in permanent form makes the book one

valuable for reference in every rubber man's business office.

CHEMICAL PATENTS AND ALLIED PATENT PROBLEMS. BY
Edward Thoinas. John Byrne & Co., Washington, D. C. [8 vo, 58
pages, interleaved for notes. Bound in buckram. Price. $2.50, de-
livered.]

This volume, for which a genuine need has existed, represents

a complete rewriting of "Process Digest" by the same author, a

member of the Appellate Federal Bars of New York and Wash-
ington, all the cases having been reread from the point of view

of an attorney and expert witness, instead of that of a Patent

Office examiner. Chemists and their attorneys will find it a

clear and concise statement of the United States patent law.

The major part of the work discusses broad underlying prin-

ciples, while the remainder takes up points of practice and is

accompanied by a virtually complete "finding list" of the cases

on which the law of chemical patents is based, also including

other important cases intimately related in reasoning. Upwards

of 1,300 cases are cited under nearly 250 separate headings, with

brief individual comments. All citations are given in footnotes,

making the book interesting reading for the chemist and at the

same time enabling the attorney to refer readily to pertinent

cases. The references have been condensed by citing in general

only the appeal case, or the last of a series, if that rules on all

the points previously raised. Specific notes are given on the kind

of evidence needed in chemical and allied cases, also notes cover-

ing cases on damages, licenses, etc.

THE FINANCIER RUBBER SHARE HANDBOOK. FOURTEENTH
Edition, May, 1917. The Financier & Bullionist, Limited, London,
Englai.d. [Cloth, 8vo, 877 pages. Price, 4 shillings, net.]

As in the past, this convenient handbook contains a wealth

of details regarding the companies owning rubber plantations

in Ceylon, South India, Borneo, Java, Burma, Sumatra, Africa,

the Malay Peninsula and South America. It gives the author-

ized share capital of each of these companies, the amount issued,

the balance sheet, the list of directors, acreage and similar in-

formation well arranged and quickly available. An alphabetical

list of directors in all these companies is appended, including

a list of secretarial groups with London addresses. In his

preface, E. L. Killick, rubber expert of the "The Financier,"

explodes the bogy of over-production, showing that enormous

expansion of the world's consumption has kept pace with in-

creased production. He further points out that as there has

been no extensive planting in the Middle East since the period

1910-12, and as the rate of increased production will rapidly

decline beginning with 1917, a continued increasing demand at

the past rate will find the world facing not a surplus, but an

actual shortage of rubber.

BRAZIL TODAY AND TO-MORROW. BY L. E. ELLIOTT. F.R.G.S.
The Macmillan Co., New York City. [8vo, 338 pages, illustrated, cloth.
Price, $2.25.]

Brazil continues to be a land of much moment to the rubber

trade, which will welcome this handsome, absorbing and com-
prehensive work by one who knows the country well. Its his-

tory and colonization are interestingly narrated and the present

and probable future status of its social conditions, transporta-

tion, industries, finance and commerce are clearly set forth.

The chapter on the world's horticultural and medicinal debt to

Brazil is little short of a revelation.

A section of 28 pages presents intelligently the history, de-

velopment and details of the rubber industry of the Amazon as

contrasted with the plantation industry of Malaysia. Methods
of latex collection and coagulation, the system of labor and
financing, and the various kinds and grades of Brazilian rubber

are described. Measures necessary to put the industry on a
sounder basis, particularly more careful, cleanly and uniform
methods of coagulation, and more equitable and stable export
taxes, are outlined. The controversy is also referred to as to

the relative merits of plantations or further opening up of the

untapped reserves of the interior, estimated at 300 million trees,

many of them "black" Hevea yielding especially high quality

latex. The author doubts if the present average rubber pro-

duction of about 37,000 tons is likely to increase greatly for a

time at least, because of the scarcity of labor, the high cost of

living and the enormous expenditures necessary on roads, drain-

age and the like to open up virgin forests.

THE MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER GOODS. BY ADOLF HEIL
and Dr. W. Esch, translated by Edward W. Lewis. A.C.G.I., F.C.S.
Charles Griffin & Co.. Limited, London, England. J. B. Lippincott
Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. [Large 8vo, 236 pages, illustrated
cloth. Price, $4.]

Among the authoritative technological handbooks for the use

of manufacturers, chemists and others engaged in the pro-

duction of rubber goods this work has since 1909 occupied a

prominent place. While the present reprint assumes a more
elementary character at this advanced stage of the industry, it

sets forth clearly and concisely those sound fundamentals which
must still be the basis of successful manufacture, and will prove
a useful addition to the library of every rubber man of the

younger generation. Five chapters are devoted to the raw ma-
terial, the vulcanization of rubber, the mixings, the manufacture
of soft rubber articles, and the manufacture of ebonite. The
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introduction details a plan and arrangement of a rubber goods

factory, and two appendices are devoted to reclaiming rubber

and specific gravity.

tapes and splicing gum and filling compounds. In all, the

bulletins are informative and attractive.

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE NETHERL.\NnS GOVERNMENT IN-

"^tititle for Aiivisins the Rubber Trade ami the Rubber Industry

Established at Delft. Part 1. [Paper cover. 36 pages.]

In our issue of April, 1917, we reviewed a collection of im-

portant papers recording researches made in the above institute

and published by the Trade Department of the Netherlands

Ministry of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, under the

title. "Mededcelingen van den Ryksvoorlichtingsdienst ten be-

hoeve van den rubberhandcl en de rubberni.iverhcid te Delft."

These papers were preceded by an introduction showing the re-

lation between the various subjects treated. The International

Association for Rubber Cultivation in the Netherlands Indies,

recognizing that the fact that these valuable studies were writ-

ten in Dutch would prevent their wider perusal, now offers an

elaboration in English of this introduction. This first of the six

parts in which the English version is to appear, is now ready

for the public. It treats "The Examination of Latex and the

Valuation of Raw Rubber According to the Exterior," seven

sub-divisions being as follows

:

I. The state of colloidal aggregation of the rubber in the

latex.

II. Determination of the caoutchouc percentage of latex.

III. The non-caoutchouc compounds of the latex.

IV. The different methods of preparing rubber.

V. External valuation of raw rubber.

VI. Spots on raw rubber.

VII. Transparent raw rubber.

While the introduction mentioned facts not elsewhere pub-

lished, this elaboration contains points not found in the separate

papers of the complete Dutch work. On the other hand, the sub-

jects are, of course, hardly more than rather detailed summaries.

JAARllOEK VAN NEDERLANDSCH INDIE, 1916. AFDEELING
Nijverbeid en Handel van bet Departement van Landbouw. Nijverheid
en Handel, Buitenzorg, Java. [Limp clotb, 237 pages. 31 illustrations,

tables.]

This finely illustrated yearbook of the Dutch East Indies was

compiled by the Section for Industries and Commerce of the

Department of Agriculture, by order of the Dutch East Indian

Government, and presents a general review of the conditions

in these colonies as they were in the year 1914. The opening

chapter is devoted to a short description of the geological nature,

climate, population, flora and fauna of the islands. Further

brief and lucid chapters treat such subjects as Government and

Judicature, Finance and Taxation, Agriculture, Commerce,

Traffic and Communications. In connection with the rubber

industry, the number of enterprises, their distribution, the acre-

ages devoted to the different kinds of rubber, as well as the

quantities and values exported during several years, find men-

tion. Most of the subjects are prefixed by a short historical

summary.

Although occasionally more detailed treatment would have

been desirable, the volume is both interesting and valuable, and

since it is published in English, should find a large circle of

readers.

WIRES AND CABLES. BULLETINS 49302-3-4. GENERAL ELECTRIC
Co.. Schenectady. New York- t4to, 84 pages.]

These bulletins, of a series distributed by the above-named

company, while in the nature of a catalog, contain a great

amount of information as to the progress and method of un-

derground and submarine transmission of electricity. Descrip-

tion of the various forms of cables, terminology decided upon

by the Bureau of Standards, tables giving resistance, induct-

ance, reactance, impedance, maximum voltages of cables, cords

and fle.xibles are given, and added to this are descriptions of

coupling boxes, cable bells, junction boxes, manhole boxes.

NEW TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

~PHE Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin, has published a

* little booklet entitled "Care Saves Wear," which treats of tlie

care of tires. Photographs of damaged tires are shown and full

explanations given of the causes of injury, with suggestions for

prevention. Motorists can read this book w-ith interest and profit.

* * *

Users of trucks—and what progressive manufacturing firms to-

day are not?—will find interesting and informative reading in

two well-illustrated booklets now being mailed on request by

the Link-Belt Co., Chicago, Illinois. They are entitled "Link-

Belt Roller Chains for Tractors and Trucks" and "Some Facts

About Roller Chain Drives." The latter is written by a large

user of chain drives, the Smith Motor Truck Corporation, Chi-

cago, Illinois, and points out particularly the growing list of

government decisions in favor of chain drive which has resulted

from the severe tests of European warfare. Every argument

appeals to reason.

* * *

With the determination of the United States Government

to do its share in winning the war very largely through the

air, the .'Army and Navy Air Services have come into far greater

prominence than hitherto and seemed to demand a specialized

publication devoted to their interests. The Gardner, Moffatt

Co., New York City, was quick to meet this need with the "Air

Service Journal," a new illustrated weekly which made its first

appearance July 12 with the announced purpose to chronicle the

news of the entire aircraft industry ; to relate foreign events in

the air ; and to record progress and tell of personnel. Judging

by the character of the first issue, with its special authoritative

articles on military and naval aeronautics, the paper will prove

of value to manufacturers, officers, enlisted men and all engaged

in the aircraft industry or service. The subscription price is

$3 a year ; foreign subscription, $4.

* * *

"The Journal of the Society of Automotive Engineers," for-

merly the "S. A. E. Bulletin," made its appearance dated July,

1917, as a handsome 9 by 12 inch standard size technical paper

of 96 pages, with 78 . additional pages of advertising. Hence-
forth its attractive appearance, varied contents and authoritative

character bespeak for it a prominent place among Ameri-
can engineering journals. The first issue is devoted chiefly to

the papers and reports read at the semi-annual meeting of the

S. A. E. held June 26 at the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C, and indicate the vast amount of constructive assistance

being rendered the government in perfecting and standardiz-

ing automotive construction of every type for war purposes.

Many illustrations, diagrams and portraits embellish the text.

The publication is issued monthly from the offices of the society,

29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York City, subscription price,

S5 a year ; to members, $2.50 a year.

* * *

No one who has read H. S. Firestone's article, "Three Im-
portant Lessons My Business Has Taught Me," in "System" for

July, will marvel at the success of the Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.. with its assets of over $33,000,000. surplus of $18,000,000 and
1917 business estimated at $60,000,000. Such principles of in-

tegrity, sound judgment and determination are bound to win.

While pointing out fundamentals, Mr. Firestone claims to know
of no absolute formula for success. "Simmered down," he writes,

"business success depends chiefly upon the man and his adapta-

bility and willingness in balancing his own factors of strength

and weakness, and appraising and balancing the corresponding,

factors in others."
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Interesting Letters from Our Readers.

MALAYAN PLANTERS FEAR AMERICAN
COMPETITION.

To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:
r^EAR SIR—The restrictions upon the export of rubber from
^-^ the Malay Peninsula chiefly through the rigid control of

the Tin & Rubber Committee of London, still is a subject of

much interest and concern to American buyers and importers

as well as to the Malayan planter and shareholder. It would

appear that the latter, however, are impressed that their terri-

tory and the plantations they control are necessary to the world's

supply of rubber and, therefore, are to an essential degree

monopolistic.

The results of this erroneous view are being suspicioned and

will soon, no doubt, be realized by these planters and share-

holders as they see their present profitable (45 cents a pound

net) American customor forced to abandon them.

The planters and shareholders of Malaya have great fears of

.\mericans forcing down the prices—the abnormal prices—they

have enjoyed from the world and especially from America, of

fully 45 cents a pound net profit. I quote from a recent inter-

view of the well known firm of Baker, Morgan & Co., Limited,

in the "Straits Times," of Singapore :

Our greatest fear would seem to be American buyers
forcing down the price out here (Malaya) greater than the

fear of overproduction. With regard to this we fancy the

government may be relied upon to step in . . . and fix a
minimum price per pound ...

This expressed opinion is but one that is prevalent there show-

ing the local erroneous view that Malaya has the only rubber

favored portion of the earth, and because of the monopoly their

government can by law—by a printed statute—fix the minimum
price which the outside world will have to pay, if they want the

product. The ancient established principle of "supply and de-

mand" as governing prices appears to have been entirely lost

sight of as an equilibrium and safety valve. It is this erroneous,

if not fallacious conception of things as they exist that the plant-

ers and shareholders are deceiving themselves thereby.

The restrictions by law recently enacted in amendments to

the "Land Rules, 1904, Section 13," governing the alienation of

lands in the F. M. S. Malay Peninsula, limit the title to not

more than 50 acres to any except to British subjects. This has

successfully barred out any planting by Americans. I quote

from an editorial in the "Malayan Rubber Journal," entitled,

"The American Invasion"

:

.... and we are inclined to think that the F. M. S.

Government's present policy of refusing to give any one ex-

cept a British subject more than 50 acres of state land is

intended primarily to delay an "American Invasion" until

such time as a decisive policy is agreed upon.

The planters there are apparently disturbed by a bogy and are

imagining ghosts and hobgoblins along the line as to the so-

called "American Invasion," as is evidenced further from edi-

torials from the same journal, which express in part the pre-

vailing sentiment there

:

. . . we dislike their (Americans) way of seeking to turn

everything into a monopoly or trust, and for this latter reason
have opposed their entry into Malay as rubber planters, . . .

The Standing Committee of the Planters Association of Malay

at its recent meeting reported under the head of "Rubber's Chief

Menace" amongst other things, as to the alienation of land:

The matter was discussed . . . and resulted in a request

to the Federal Government to stop the alienation of land to

aliens at a time when neither British capital nor British

superintendence was available for opening up land.

The same report also states that the Rubber Growers' Asso-

ciation of London simultaneously approached the Secretary of

State for the colonies and as a consequence the High Commis-
sioner has notified that no land exceeding 50 acres in the Feder-

ated Malay States will be alienated to any one except a Brit-

ish subject.

The Creator of the earth did not make Malaya and Ceylon the

only spots on the globe suitable for the growth and production

of Hevea rubber. The soil and climate of some of the islands

of our own Philippines are equally as suitable by nature. I in-

stance Basilan island of the department of Mindanao and Sulu

Also Sumatra, the third largest island on the globe, whose rub-

ber producing domains have scarcely been explored or pene-

trated. Java is producing by leaps and bounds. W. H. Rick-

inson, the world-renowned rubber statistician and authority,

states the exports from Java the first three months of 1916,

were 2,531 tons; for the same period of 1917 they were 5,042

tons—approximately double or, to be exact, an increase of 99 1-10

per cent.

The Secretary of the Rubber Growers' Association of the

Netherlands East Indies told me while I was in Batavia the

fore part of the year, that the ratio of natural increase in the

Dutch Indies based upon acreage planted and tree-age, would
yield 120,000 tons or thereabouts in the year 1919. That is about
the estimated requirement for America this year.

Jesse E. La Dow. i

Secretary of the Mansfield Tire & Rubber Co.

Mansfield. Ohio, August 8, 1917.

EXTRA DURABILITY IN TIRE TREADS.
To THE Editor of The India Rubber World:
p\EAR SIR—Believing some results obtained with a special
'-^ composition of rubber, invented by me, are sufficiently

novel and show points of advantage over regular mixings such
that the material is worthy of note in The India Rubber World,
I am mailing you data in reference to the material as used in

treads of pneumatic tires.

First comparative results showed the specific gravity of fac-i

tory regular white tread stock 1.80—of Textile, white tread
stock 1.12. Comparison of weights of complete tires in size 32
by 3V2—factory tire with regular stock throughout 14 pounds,
10 ounces, same but with Textile composition in tread only, 12

pounds, 6 ounces. Placed on rims and both inflated with same
pressure, Textile tread measured .>g inch less in circumference
from edge of rim to edge of rim than the regular tire.

This inflated measurement test brings out some points in tire

construction that cannot be ignored. In the regular tire, it

shows the carcass is stretched (weakened), the tread is also

stretched and as stretched rubber is much easier to surface cut
and puncture, the tire is weakened in every particular by the
stretch. In comparison, the Textile tread, by resistance to

stretch, not only retains, but adds to. the full strength of the

carcass. Also this tread is not stretched and so retains all of
the superior wear and resistance to cuts and punctures that are
marked characteristics of Textile rubber.

To show the resiliency of Textile rubber a test that was made
with a view to its use in solid truck tires is given. A section

4 by 3 by m, inches was placed under hydraulic pressure; the
3-inch measurement was compressed to ^ inch by an amount
of pressure registering 90 tons. When released, the section re-

turned to all original measurements without a break.

The tires in actual service on cars are showing that the nap
of the incorporated textile at the surface afTords superior trac-

tion and resistance to slipping on wet pavements. The wearing
service is proving more than equal to expectations, but as they
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have been lun only a few thousand miles at this writing, a total

mileage report cannot be given now.

The extreme lightness in gravity of Textile rubber suggests

its value in making pneumatic tires for airplanes.

Jo.'iErH R. Sanford.

Salisbury, Connecticut, August 18, 1917.

,- THE OBITUARY RECORD.
ORGANIZER. BUILDER AND CONTRACTOR.

HARRY L. LEWMAN. president of the Ten Brocck Tyre Co.,

Louisville, Kentucky, died in that city in July after a pro-

longed illness, aged 51 years and one day. Mr. Lewman was

born in Gosport, Indiana, July IS, 1866, though a large part

of his business life was spent in Louisville. For many years

he was in the general contracting business in association

with his father, M. T. Lewman. The firm was noted for

handling large contracts, prominent among which was the

erection of the government dam in Warrior River, Alabama.

This company made a specialty of courthouses and is said

to have built more courthouses in the South than any other

concern in the country.

In 1913 Mr. Lewman founded and organized the Ten

Broeck Tyre Co., becoming its president and having per-

sonal supervision of the erection of the plant and the build-

ing up of the business, which he had the pleasure of seeing

develop to such an extent that it was deemed necessary to

greatly enlarge the original plant, and to add a textile mill

for the purpose of weaving its own tire fabric, and this

undertaking was nearly completed at the time of his death.

Mr. Lewman was twice elected president of the National

Association of Master Builders. He was a member of Ma-

sonic orders. He was also a large property owner in Louis-

ville and possessed holdings in several local enterprises. He

is survived by a widow, a daughter and three brothers.

A PIONEER TIRE EXPERT.

W. Scott Alkire, prominent in the tire department of The B. F.

Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, died at his home in that city re-

cently, aged 54 years.

Mr. Alkire was one of the few men who grew up with the

company. He entered its employ 26 years ago, and has seen it

grow from small beginnings to its present prodigious propor-

tions, and in its progress he was a factor. When the pneumatic

bicycle tire business became important, he entered the tire de-

partment, and with the rise and growth of the automobile tire

industry, he steadily progressed, becoming assistant superin-

tendent of that department, relinquishing that office to become a

prominent member in the experimental department, where his

practical knowledge proved of great value to the company.

service. He had received his pilot's license and had been

detailed to active duty at the front at the time of the accident.

He was 22 years old. A brother, Harold, 20 years old, is

also in France.

BOBE A WELL KNOWN NAME.

Hon. Morton E. Converse, founder of Toy Town (Winchen-

don, Massachusetts,) died August 25, at the age of eighty. He
was of the Converse family, notable as the founders of the

Boston Rubber Shoe Co. He was a Civil War veteran, a mem-

ber of the Massachusetts House of Representatives and Senate

and a member of many clubs and orders, and was noted for

his public spirit and broad philanthropy.

BRITAIN PERMITS IMPORTS OF KUBBEK GOODS.

Since May 10, 1917, the importation of rubber manufactures

into the United Kingdom has been prohibited. According to a

recent cable from London it is understood that Great Britain

is now prepared to license rubber imports to the extent of IS

per cent of the amounts imported in 1916. .Application should

be made to the Department of Import Restrictions, London.

United Kingdom imports for the calendar year 1916 were as

follows: Waterproofed apparel, £9,518; boots and shoes, 250,746

dozen pairs, £438,196; insulated wire, £133,728; submarine cables,

£7; automobile tires and tubes, £2,207,210; motorcycle tires and

tubes, £93,173; cycle tires and tubes, £113,442; tires not specified,

£10,040.

SON OF A PROMINENT RUBBER MANUFACTURER.

H. Norman Grieb, son of William G. Grieb, president of

the Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., New York City, died in Paris,

France, August 26, of pneumonia, following injuries received

while flying. He went abroad in May, with the Yale medical

unit, but on his arrival in France joined the French aviation

TENNIS SHOE PRICES.

The tennis shoe season ends early in September, and it has

been the custom of the manufacturers of these goods to an-

nounce prices for the next season on September 1. This year,

however, the United States Rubber Co. sent out new price-

lists on August 1, and the other manufacturers were but a few

days behind with their announcements.

With the enormous advance in costs of materials and labor,

it was natural to expect a heavy advance over previous prices,

and under the circumstances it was somewhat of a surprise that

the advance was so moderate. In some of the finer lines, those

wholesaling between $1 and $2.50 a pair, 10 to 25 cents was

added, but on those selling at less than $1 last September, 10

to 15 cents was the maximum advance.

It may be remembered that last year another list was sent

out late in October which showed material advances over Sep-

tember, 1916, prices. The present price-list in some cases shows

no advance over the October one, while in few cases are the

prices more than IS cents higher, and most of these cases are

in lines which were not advanced in the October list.

Whether these August, 1917, prices, which are "subject to

change without notice" will be supplanted by later announce-

ments this fall, is impossible to foretell. Costs of materials are

constantly increasing. Taxes are heavier. There are possibili-

ties of further labor demands. If the manufacturers readjust

prices later, as they did last October, there is no doubt that

many, or all lines of tennis shoes will be marked up from

August 1 prices.

ASBESTOS MINE DISCOVERED.

An asbestos mine has been discovered at Horsehide Springs,

Rattlesnake Mountain, Wyoming, which promises commercial

value, even though the mineral will have to be conveyed 150

miles, probably by motor trucks, to the nearest railroad. The

find is reported by C. B. Stewart, secretary of the Utah Wool
Growers' Association, whose automobile broke down at the lo-

cation, thus leading to the discovery.

NEW LINE TO CALLAO.

W. R. Grace & Co., New York City, will establish a line of

fast steamers between that city and Callao, Peru, by means of

the Panama Canal, making the trip in 11 days. At present the

best service between New York and Callao requires about 20

days, making allowance for a delay of from 4 to 6 days on the

Canal Zone. The firm has a well organized branch in every

port along the Pacific coast of South America, and will be able

to supervise closely the work of discharging its own vessels.
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News of the American Rubber Trade.

McGBAW ANNUAL SALES CONFERENCE.

THE McGravv Tire & Rubber Co. held its annual sales confer-

ence on August 2 and 3, all branch and district managers

gathering at the home office, East Palestine, Ohio. Sales

policies were carefully discussed and it was decided to continue

the successful method of selling exclusively through jobbing chan-

nels. Increased warehouse facilities are being arranged for at

important distributing centers to care for the growing demand
for McGraw, Pullman, Imperial and Congress tires and tubes.

The executive changes in the company's personnel are as fol-

lows : .R. E. Hayslett, formerly connected with the Timken

Roller Bearing Co., has been made assistant to John Morgan,

vice-president and treasurer. R. G. Nelson, formerly assistant

sales manager, is appointed director of sales, assuming direct

control over all general office and branch sales. F. C. Strayer

has become Atlanta district manager.

RUBBER COMPANY DIVIDENDS.

The Hood Rubber Co. paid a quarterly dividend of 1J4 per

cent on August 1 to stockholders of record July 26; also a 1 per

cent dividend on August 15.

The Amazon Rubber Co. has declared a dividend of 3^ per

cent on preferred stock, payable September 1 to stockholders of

record August 20.

The Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., has declared a regular quarterly

dividend of $1.50 per share, payable September 15 to stockholders

of record August 31.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. has declared a dividend of l-ji per

cent on preferred stock, payable October 1 to stockholders of

record September 21 ; also 1 per cent on common stock, payable

November IS to stockholders of record November S.

The board of directors of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co. has

declared a regular quarterly dividend of 1)4 per cent on pre-

ferred and l.'X per cent on common stock, payable September 29

to stockholders of record September 15.

RUBBER COMPANY SHARE aUOTATIONS.

The following market quotations of shares of rubber manu-

facturing companies on August 25 are furnished by John Burn-

ham & Co., 115 Broadway, New York City, and 41 South La

Salle street, Chicago, Illinois.

Bid. Asked.

Ajax Rubber Co. (new J 65 69
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., common 115 118
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 102 105
The B. F. Goodrich Co., common 48 49
The B. F. Goodrich Co., preferred 104 105
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., common 185 190
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., preferred 105 107
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., common 44 48
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., preferred 87 95
Miller Rubber Co., common 165 175
Miller Rubber Co., preferred 102 104
Portage Rubber Co 145 150
Su-inehart Tire & Rubber Co — 60
United States Rubber Co., common 61 62 1-..

United States Rubber Co., preferred 105 109

PETLEY RUBBER COMPANY ABOUT TO OPERATE.

The Petley Rubber Manufacturing Co., notice of whose in-

corporation appears elsewhere in this issue, has purchased out-

right the entire machinery and equipment, together with all

material, dies, molds, etc., of the Oldtown Rubber Co., of Xenia,

Ohio, and these are being moved to Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

where the Petley company will occupy the preinises at 241-247

Oregon street. New machinery is being added to that purchased

from the Oldtown company and operation at the Milwaukee plant

will commence early in September.

L. M. Bickett, former superintendent of the Oldtown Rubber

Co., together with D. A. Bickett, of the same company, have

joined the Petley forces at Milwaukee.

John H. Diehl.

THE MASON TIRE & RUBBER APPOINTMENTS.

John H. Diehl has been appointed general sales manager of

The Mason Tire & Rubber Co., Kent, Ohio. Starting with The
B. F. Goodrich Co. in 1894, he later

served successively as manager of the

Philadelphia and the Buffalo branches

of that company. He joined the Port-

age Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, at the

time of its organization in 1912, as

salesmanager, and has been with that

organization in the position of manager
of sales for the last five years.

George C. VanVeen has been ap-

pointed manager of the new direct fac-

tory branch of the Mason Tire & Rub-

ber Co., which has recently been opened

at 2120 Michigan boulevard, Chicago,

Illinois. He will also have charge of

sales of Mason tires for the entire cen-

tral district of the United States. He has been manager of the

Kansas City branch since it was opened and his work there was

so successful that he has been given the promotion to Chicago.

Mr. VanVeen started his business

career in the automobile industry in

New York City, but soon entered the

tire field with the Ajax-Grieb Rubbe.r

Co., New York City, being located in

the Middle West. He left this concern

to enter the retail tire business in De-

troit, Michigan, later selling out to be-

come associated with the Mason com-
pany, whose business has shown splen-

did growth in the territory of which

Mr. VanVeen has had charge, and the

steadily increasing business is largely

due to his energy and knowledge of -the

business.

H. C. Smith has recently been appointed manager of the

Kansas City branch of the Mason Tire & Rubber Co., succeeding

Mr. VanVeen. Mr. Smith has been a

salesman with the Kansas City branch

^^^^ since it was established, and his

^JUJ^^ advancement to the position of branch

r ^m manager is due to his very suc-

j| cessful record. He has had many years

m of successful experience in the ruhlier

• business. - For five years he was with

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio,

and knows the trade in the West and

Southwest thoroughly, particularly in

the states of Missotiri, Kansas, Neliraska,

Oklahoina, Texas, New Mexico, Colorado

and Wyoming, and this acquaintance, to-

H. C. Smith. gether with his experience in the Kansas

City branch, makes the appointment

specially appropriate.

G. C. V.\nVeen.
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MAJOR OSTERRIETH AND HIS CANINE PAL.

WHEREVER the Belgian Commission has been entertained

with acclaim in America, the commanding figure of

Major Leon Osterrieth, former rubber merchant of Antwerp,

has arrested the attention of every onlool<er. Of towering

stature, huge physique, distinguished bearing, and in facial char-

acteristics somewhat resembling the late King Edward VII of

England, he

stood head
and shoul-

ders above
all the other

members of

the Commis-
sion and was

the first to be

seen in a

crowd. Few
except those

near him,
however, no-

ticed the wire-

haired fox
terrier that
w a s seldom

absent from
his side, yet

Major Oster-

rieth declined

to accompany

the mission to

America when
refused per-

mission to take "Nellie" with him. The Belgian Government

gave in, however, the dog is on the trip and so comes to light

a touching little human interest story of canine devotion and a

master's appreciation.

"Nellie" first went to Belgium with an English army officer

during the early days of the war. The Englishman was killed,

and for weeks "Nellie" wandered aimlessly among the Belgian

and English. Time after time officers and soldiers sought to

make her a pet but in vain. "Nellie" was what dog fanciers call

a "one man dog" until she ambled by the major's tent one day

and heard his deep voice proffer a kindly invitation to share

his meal. For the first time since the death of her old master

"Nellie" displayed friendliness and accepted the bone he offered

her. Then she disappeared.

During the German attack that night the major forgot "Nel-

lie." Not until the early hours of the morning was the attack

repulsed. Then as the major was settling down to sleep in his

make-shift cot he heard a piteous whine outside the tent. He
got up and looked out.

There was "Nellie." A German bullet had almost torn her

right shoulder off. The big scar can be seen there today. Ten-
derly did the major take the dog in. He bound up the wound
and gave "Nellie" a place in his quarters. Since then the dog
has never left him, and his affection for his canine pal in some
of the bitterest battles in the war can only be measured by his

willingness to sacrifice a great honor to prevent their separation.

Two Belgi.\n Visitors to America.

DOMINION EtTBBER SYSTEM PEOMOTIONS.

H. R. Willans, druggists' sundries department, Montreal branch,

has been transferred to the Ottawa branch as salesman for drug-

gists' sundries and waterproof clothing.

Alfred E. Cox succeeds Mr. Willans at Montreal.

L. A. Blanchard has joined the staff of the Montreal branch

and will develop trade for Rinex soles and heels among shoe

manufacturers.

FERBONAI. HENTION.

-Among the names on the Birthday Honors List of the King

of England was that of Sir Frederick Smith, Bart., J. P., who
has been created a Baron of the United Kingdom. Sir Frederick

is chairman of Chas. Macintosh & Co., Limited, which firm he

joined about 25 years ago. He is also chairman of the New
Liverpool Rubber Co., Limited, the North Borneo Rubber Co.,

Limited, and is on the boards of the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Bank and of the Garswood Hall Colliery Co. In the year 1912

he was created a baronet.

Thomas A. Aspell, who has been manager of the truck tire

department at the New York City branch of The B. F. Goodrich

Co., Akron, Ohio, has been placed in charge of the specification

work this company is doing for the United States Government.

While this duty will require his frequent presence in Washing-

ton, D. C, he proposes to make his headquarters in Akron.

J. E. Powers, who for the last eight years has been in charge

of the truck tire department of the Buffalo (New York) branch

of the B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron. Ohio, has been appointed to

a similar position at the New York City branch of the same

company.

Victor Van Der Linde, recently returned from a tour through

Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia doing special technical

work for The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has great con-

fidence that the Russian democracy will do its full share in the

struggle against German autocracy. Mr. Van Der Linde was in

Petrograd when the revolution took place, and had an excep-

tional opportunity to observe its immediate causes and effects.

The American commission, headed by Elihu Root, he says,

put new confidence into the Russian people. The army is now
eagerly resuming the offensive and if an adequate supply of

munitions, food and clothing be maintained by the workingmen,

will fight as never before. Europe generally, he says, is much
impressed by the entry of the United States into the war, yet

it is his personal opinion that the war cannot end under two
years' time.

Albert F. Hill has severed his connections with the Rubber &
Guayule Agency, Inc., and on and after October 1 will be con-

nected with the firm of Wallace L. Gough & Co., IS William

street. New York City.

Fred Haupt, formerly vice-president of the Ten Broeck Tyre

Co., Louisville, Kentucky, has succeeded to the presidency, fill-

ing the vacancy created by the death of H. L. Lewman.
Arthur H. Clark, formerly of the Lycoming Rubber Co., Wil-

liamsport, Pennsylvania, has been made assistant superintendent

of the St. Louis, Missouri, plant of the Goodyear's Metallic

Rubber Shoe Co.

C. W. Hardin has been appointed manager of mechanical sales

of the Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

R. L. Devoe, for several years branch manager at Chicago,

Illinois, of the Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Co., and more re-

cently assistant sales manager at the home plant at Dayton, Ohio,

has been made sales manager. It is claimed that the 1918 «x-

pansion plans will place tliis company among the more prominent

rubber manufacturing plants of the country.

A. Boyd Cornell, secretary of the Empire Rubber & Tire

Co., Trenton, New Jersey, has tendered his resignation. He
started in the rubber business immediately after graduating

from Princeton in 1901, and worked in every department,

thereby gaining practical knowledge of the business. Several

propositions are being considered, but his future plans are

not yet decided upon.

Harry R. Nason has been chosen secretary of the Empire
Rubber & Tire Co., Trenton, New Jersey, succeeding A. Boyd
Cornell, resigned.

John F. Bresnahan has been appointed general sales and
advertising manager of the .American Chicle Co., New York
City.
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NEW OFFICERS FOR WESTINGHOUSE.

The board of directors of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, recently elected

officers for the ensuing year as follows

:

Guy E. Tripp, chairman of board ; E. M. Herr, president ; L.

A. Osborne, Charles A. Terry, H. P. Davis, H. D. Shute, H. T.

Herr, Walter Cary, vice-presidents ; T. P. Gaylord, acting vice-

president
; James C. Bennett, comptroller and secretary; Warren

H. Jones, assistant secretary; H. F. Baetz, treasurer and assistant

secretary; S. H. Anderson, assistant treasurer and assistant sec-

retary ; L. W. Lyons, assistant treasurer ; F. E. Craig, auditor

;

W. B. Covil, Jr., and Wm. J. Patterson, assistant auditors.

In addition to its regular dividends, on July 31 the Westing-
house company paid a special Red Cross dividend of 25 cents per

share on all capital stock outstanding, both preferred and common.

STUMGO-EADirM RUBBER CO. WILL OPERATE SOON.

As a result of action taken by a dissatislied stockholder the

affairs of the Stungo-Radium Rubber Co., Washington, Penn-

sylvania, were placed in the hands of a temporary receiver on

July 20. After a four days' hearing, beginning July 24, before

Judge Irwin, of Washington County, however, the receivership

was dismissed, it having been shown that the affairs of the com-
pany are in excellent condition, but that the inabihty of one

stockholder absolutely to dominate the policy of the company had

been the cause of some internal dissension which had been nearly

eliminated.

The company has available assets in plant, cash and accounts

receivable exceeding $500,000, and liabilities of less than $75,000,

of which $50,000 is a mortgage on which no payments are re-

quired until 1920. A large portion of the machinery is already

in the plant, the first unit of which will be in operation about

November 1, with a capacity of 500 tires daily. Equipment for a

second unif of the same size is already being manufactured, as

the company now has sufficient orders for operation at full ca-

pacity for more than a year.

The officers of the company are : Floyd Rose, president ; R.

P. McDonald, secretary and treasurer; Floyd Rose, Bert S.

Shafer, John W. Rinehart, R. P. McDonald and Joseph Stungo,

directors. The first three directors named comprise the execu-

tive committee now in control of the company's effairs.

MADERO SUED FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT.

A suit has been filed in the Federal Court, San Antonio,

Texas, against Salvador Madero and others, by Ferdinand
Ephraim, of San Francisco, California, for damages due because

of infringement of Mexican Patent No. 4,079, granted Ephraim
October 29, 1904, for a process of extracting gum or rubber from

any rubber-bearing plant or shrub. This suit was filed in Texas
because the courts of Mexico are closed, and Madero is a resi-

dent of San Antonio. The plaintiff claims that for a number of

years past Compania Explotadora Coahuilenese, Compania de

Hule ."VustraHa and Compania de Las Delicias have been and
now are corporations foreign to the United States of America,

namely, corporations organized and existing under and by virtue

of the laws of Mexico ; that Salvador Madero, Francisco Del
Hoyo and Antonio Villalbo, Sr., are associated as copartners

under the name of Salvador Madero & Co., and that Salvador

Madero is the general manager or agent of these corporations.

The claim is made that these firms have, without consent of the

patentee, used this patent in the production of upwards of

30,000,000 pounds of rubber from the guayule shrub, and have

received from the sales of this rubber, principally in the United

States, a sum exceeding $8,000,000. Plaintiff asks judgment for

that amount, besides costs of suit, counsel fees, etc.

The result of this suit will be awaited with interest liy the

rubber trade of this country and Europe.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. INSURES EMPLOYES.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pennsylvania, has

arranged for the life insurance of its men and women employes,

on a graduated scale, depending on the length of employment.

The payments of the premiums are made by the company. Those

who have been employed one full year or less, are insured for

$300; two full years or over, $500; and for each full year over

two, an increase of $100 annually until the maximum of $1,000

is reached, these sums payable to the beneficiaries, at the death of

the employes thus insured.

NEW TIRE VALVE PATENT.

On May 15, 1917, patent No. 1,226,608, for Tire Valve, was
issued to the Scoville Manufacturing Co., assignor of John
Lines, of Waterbury, Connecticut. The application for this

patent was filed in the Patent Office on October 18, 1897,

but through an unusual situation in the Patent Office was
not issued until May 15 of the present year. The owners of

the patent, the Scoville Manufacturing Co., and A. Schrader's

Son, Inc., who are licensees under the patent, were apparently

under the belief that the patent had been actually issued,

until upon investigation it was found that the issue had not

taken place. This unusual situation apparently occurred

through no fault of the Scoville company or its licensee, and
upon the facts being presented to the Patent Office the patent

was duly and legally issued.

THE EAGLE RUBBER CO. EXPANDS.

The new factory building of the Eagle Rubber Co., Ashland,

Ohio, shown herewith in a bird's-eye view, is constructed mainly
of brick and steel, with a floor space of approximately 25,000

square feet and track frontage of 146 feet. It will be ready for

occupancy October 1. Toy balloons are the principal product

of the Eagle company and this addition to its plant will allow

for an output of 200.000 of these balloons per day, permitting

as well the manufacture of various other items contemplated for

the near future.

STANDARD MALKONITE.

Standard Malkonite is a new product that is recommended by

the Standard Malkonite Co., Arrott Building, Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania, for a variety of purposes. It may be used in the manu-
facture of puncture-proof tires for automobiles, motor-cycles

and bicycles. It is said to be adaptable as an insulator for elec-

tric wires, conduit tubing, switch-boards, signal insulations, and
battery jars. Also it is claimed to be an available material for

typewriter platens, ten pin balls, acid proof jars, soles and heels.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

.-\valon Rubber Manufacturing Co., Tht, July 13 (Ohio), $50,-

000. J. F. Hower (president and general manager) ; L. B. Tur-

ner (secretary) ; W. W. Spears (treasurer). Principal office is

in Akron, and the factory will be located at Barberton—both in

Ohio. To manufacture molded rubber goods, including the more

popular articles in the molded mechanical line.

Bay State Insulated Wire and Cable Co., The, July 21 (Bos-

ton), $300,000. J. H. H. McXamee, M. M. L. McName^both
of 600 Blue Hill avenue; H. E. McNamee, 1509 Blue Hill avenue,

M. J. Cashman, 1 Arborway Court— all in Boston, Massachu-

setts; J. S. Cashman, 643 Canal street, Manchester, New Hamp-
shire. To manufacture and deal in wire and cable products, and

articles made in whole or in part of rubber, leather, etc. ; also

to manufacture and deal in machinery or electrical or hardware

supplies.

Century-Plainfield Tire Co., August 17 (New Jersey), $100,-

000. C. P. L. Huston, J. D. Grant and W. F. Hart—all of 902

North avenue, Plainfield, New Jersey, which is the address of

the principal office of the company. To manufacture, buy, sell,

repair, convert, alter, let or hire and deal in tires and inner tubes

for tires of every class and description, for use on motor vehicles

and other vehicles of every kind, mechanical rubber goods, rub-

ber packings, rubber appliances, and any and all articles of every

name, nature and description wherein or in connection with

which rubber or rubber compounds or any by-products of rubber

are or may be used, etc.

Community Rubber Co., July 26 (Indiana), $3,150. H. A.

Geller (secretary), 167 So. Broad street; E. L. Royall (director),

22 Brynmawr avenue; R. J. Stokes, 833 W. State street—all in

Trenton, New Jersey.

Consumers Tire & Tube Co., The, August 3 (Wisconsin),

$10,000. W. S. Mason, G. L. Blum and G. F. Blum. Principal

office located at Eau Claire, Wisconsin. To buy and sell auto-

mobile tires and accessories.

Continental Tire & Rubber Co., The, August 20 (Delaware),

$300,000. C. L. Rimlinger, F. A. Armstrong—both of Wilming-

ton, Delaware, and C. M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. Principal

office within the State of Delaware is with the Corporation Trust

Co. of America, 486 du Pont Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

To manufacture, produce, buy, sell, import and generally deal in

rubber and gutta percha.

Dunbar-Daggett Co., The, July 31 (Massachusetts), $10,000.

J. F. Dunbar (president) ; H. A. Daggett (treasurer)—both of

89 Mt. Vernon street, Boston, Massachusetts' and W. A. Thibo-

deau, Stoneham, Massachusetts. To manufacture and deal in

crude rubber or any of its allied products.

Ideal Wheel & Tire Co., August 4 (New Jersey), $50,000.

M. Munzer, 430 E. 141st street. New York City; H. Small, 547

S. 12th street; J. H. Dwork, 217 W. Kinney street—both in New-

ark, New Jersey, which is the address of the principal office

of the company. To manufacture automobile wheels and tires.

International Fibre Co., The, August 14 (New Jersey), $200,-

000. Peter E. Wurfflein, William Keegan, LeRoy W. Skelton—

all of Trenton, New Jersey. To make, purchase, and sell rubber

and rubber fibre soles, heels, mats and all goods of which rubber

or fibre are component parts, etc.

Legeim Rubber Co., July 25 (New Jersey), $25,000. A. Mc-

Mahon, C. B. Hermans, and F. Losche—all of 1 Montgomery

street, Jersey City, New Jersey. Principal office located at 519

Bergen avenue, Jersey City, New Jersey. To manufacture, pur-

chase and sell rubber goods of any and every kind, including

automobile tires, tubes and shoes, and all goods of which rubber

is a component part.

Lockwood Compound Co., August 4 (Massachusetts), $20,000.

A. Millen, 44 Elm avenue, Wollaston ; R. Litchfield, 12 Worcester

square, Boston
; J. A. Hay, 381 Talbot avenue, Dorchester—all

in Massachusetts. Principal office, Boston, Massachusetts. To
manufacture and deal in all products and by-products of rubber

and rubber compounds,

Mogul Tyres, Inc., of New England, August 7 (Delaware),

$250,000. C. A. Cole, Hackensack, New Jersey; A. R. Oakley,

Pearl River, and Wm. E. Schiels, Jr., 153 Division avenue, Brook-

lyn—both in New York. The office of the corporation within

the State of Delaware is with the Registrar and Transfer Co.,

900 Market street, Wilmington, Delaware. To manufacture and

deal in automobile tires, goods, wares and merchandise.

Multi-Life Tube & Rubber Co., Inc., August 13 (New York),

$90,000. C. W. Blanford, 452 Fifty-sixth street; C. D. Quick, 25

Clinton street, and I. D. Hamilton, 452 Fifty-sixth street—all of

Brooklyn, New York. To manufacture rubber tubes and tires.

Muskogee Tire Repair Co., July 18 (Oklahoma), $1,400. R. Y.

Edwards, G. F. Mclntyre and C. M. Cagle—all of Muskogee,

Oklahoma, where the principal office is located. To buy, sell,

and deal in all classes of automobile tires and to repair the same.

Pan-American Rubber Co., The, July 2 (Wisconsin), $200,000.

Joseph Huebner, Sr., (president and general manager)
; Joseph

Huebner, Jr., and Louis E. Fichaux—all of Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin. Principal office, 409-411 Third street, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin. To deal in rubber and all goods and products of which

rubber shall be a component part and to operate processes for

the manufacture of rubber, etc.

Petley Rubber Manufacturing Co., July 20 (Wisconsin), $100,-

000. J. R. Petley (president and treasurer) ; F. J. Edwards
(vice-president) ; L. S. Pease (secretary) ; L. M. Nahin. Princi-

pal office. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. To manufacture a complete

line of molded mechanical rubber goods, rubber heels, etc.

Robertson Rubber Co., Inc., August 13 (New York), $5,000.

J. A. Lynch, W'est New Brighton
; John Aigeldinger, West New

York, and John Robertson, Union Hill— both in New Jersey. To
manufacture rubber goods of all kinds.

Rotary Tire Service Co., June 24 (Michigan), $15,000. E. W.
.Stuber, 24 Garfield avenue; N. G. Currie, 38 Hanover street;

H. G. Baker, 119 Willis avenue. West; W. N. Warren, Holm-
croft, Grosse Isle—all in Detroit, Michigan. Principal office,

759 Cass avenue, Detroit, Michigan. Buying, selling and re-

pairing automobiles, acquiring and maintaining a gasoline and

lubricating oil supply station.

Shenango Tire Co., Inc., August 10 (Delaware), $300,000.

W. A. McCoy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; W. I. N. Lofland,

Charles H. Jones—both of Dover, Delaware. Principal office

within the State of Delaware is with the Capital Trust Co. of

Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To make and deal in auto tires.

Sterns Tire & Tube Co., July 6 (Iowa), $100,000. A. A.

Schneiderhohn (president and secretary) ; P. Simones (vice-

president) ; G. J. Timmerman (treasurer). Principal office,

Dubuque, Iowa. Manufacturing, jobbing and wholesaling auto

tires and vehicles.

Sternwear Tire Sales Co. of Minnesota, August 6 (Delaware),

$150,000. G. L. Rimlinger, M. M. Clancy—both of Wilmington,

Delaware; C. M. Egner, Elkton, Maryland. The office of the

corporation within the State of Delaware is with the Corpora-

tion Trust Co. of America, Dupont Building, Wilmington, Dela-

ware. To manufacture and deal in automobile tires, tubes, and

particularly the "Sternwear Inner Tube."

Sternwear Tire and Tube Co. of Oklahoma, July 9 (Okla-

homa), $60,000. C. F. Andersen, F. H. Grant and W. MacRae—
all of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Principal office, 602 N. Hud-
son street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Manufacturing, whole-

saling and retailing automobile tires and tubes and automobile

accessories.

Watkins Tubeless Air Cooled Auto Tire Co., August 13 (Dela-

ware), $1,000,000. T. C. Watkins, Ingram; W. Burnside, Pitts-
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burgh—both in Pennsylvania; M. Howells. Orrville, Ohio. The
office of the corporation within the State of Delaware is with

the Capital Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Delaware. To manu-
facture and deal in automobile tires and tubes, and goods manu-
factured from rubber.

Wheeler Rubber Co., The, July 16 (Nebraska), $25,000. A. E.

Wheeler, M. Wheeler, R. E. McLeester. Principal office, Omaha,
Nebraska.

LEE TIRE COMPANY IN NEW YORK OFFICES.

The general offices of the Lee Tire (S: Rubber Co., including

all branches of the company's business except the production

department, are to be moved from present quarters at the Con-
shohocken, Pennsylvania, factory to New York City. By Octo-

ber 1 the sales, e-xecutive and accounting forces will be installed

in New York headquarters and the opening in New York of a

large branch service station for the convenience of dealers in

the vicinity and New England is also contemplated. These im-

portant changes will aid in the greatly increased output of Lee
tires promised for next season.

LAUNCHING OF LONG.WEAR TIRES AND TUBES.

The new factory of The Long-Wear Rubber Co., Elyria,

Ohio, is now completed and most of the machinery installed,

the total cost being $100,000. Within another month the com-
pany's product—automobile tires and tubes—will be on the mar-

ket. At the last meeting of the board of directors, officers were

elected as follows: William Seher, Lorain, Ohio, president; J.

E. Murbach, Elyria, vice-president ; L N. Barber, Chicago, Illi-

nois, secretary; W. E. Brooks, Elyria, treasurer; Charles J.

Hodges, Elyria, general manager. Other directors are Henry
B. Kishman, Vermilion, Ohio

; J. J. Dauch, Sandusky, Ohio ; C.

H. Whitney, Oberlin, Ohio. B. W. Rote, Akron, Ohio, is factory

manager.

CONVEYOR BELTING STRONGER THAN STEEL CABLE.

About the middle of June there were stored at the docks at

St. John, New Brunswick, thousands of cases of shells waiting

to be shipped for use abroad in the present war. So great was
this weight that the wharf collapsed, not toppling over but simply

Rubber Convi Holding Immense Weight.

dropping straight down under the load. Over this warehouse

was a grain conveyor having a rubber conveyor belt. When the

warehouse collapsed this grain conveyor remained suspended in

the air by the strength of the belt, which carried the weight of

the conveyor, and when the second tide caused a further crash

this tower slid along the belt until it reached Shed No. 5, as

shown in the photograph. The authorities did not consider the

belt sufficient to hold this great weight, and provided heavy steel

cables to prevent further collapse. After these cables were placed

the belting was cut, but when the next tide came in the cables

broke and the conveyor came down with a crash. Rarely, if ever,

has there been a more severe test for a belt of this kind, or, in

fact, almost any kind of a belt, and that it stood the test speaks

volumes for the quality and workmanship of the manufacturer,

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, of Montreal,

Canada.

TRADE NOTES.

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, has

made the gift of a fellowship of $400 for research work in

physics to the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

The Canton Rubber Co., Canton, Ohio, has surrendered its

certificate of authority to do business in the State of New York
as a corporation, and the products of the company will in future

be handled in that section exclusively by Lloyd P. Jones, 240

Broadway, New York City.

The United States Rubber Co. has bought 40,000 shares of its

own stock and turned them over to employes on a profit-sharing

plan.

The Federal Rubber Co., Cudahy, Wisconsin, held its annual

picnic on August 18 at Waukesha Beach. There was an at-

tractive program of athletic events and a flag-raising ceremony.
The Rubber Regenerating Co., Mishawaka, Indiana, has em-

ployed a number of women to take the places of men expected

to be called under the draft law. It is said that the services of

the women, who are doing regular routine work, are proving

highly satisfactory.

To the McCoy-Nolan Supply Co.. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, has

been awarded the contract to supply the local fire department
with 5,000 feet of 2^-inch double-jacketed fire hose; also the

contract for 1,000 feet of 3H-inch fire hose.

The semi-annual style conference of the clothing department of

the United States Rubber Co. was held at Grand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, Illinois, the first part of August, when a wonderfully

attractive line of clothing, was shown for the examination of

the buyers of the branch stores.

The United States Rubber Co. of California arranged a very

attractive display of druggists' sundries at the recent convention

of the California Pharmaceutical Association in San Francisco,

this being the only exhibit of druggists' rubber goods. Mr. Van
Inwagen, manager of that department, reports that the druggists

evinced much interest in the display.

While the word "Substitute" has a definite and well-under-

stood meaning in the rubber manufacturing industry, the

term is undoubtedly suggestive of adulteration. The Stam-
ford Rubber Supply Co., Stamford, Connecticut, has therefore

adopted for its vulcanized vegetable oil products the term
"Rubber Factice."

The Traun Rubber Co. has recently removed its offices to 239-

243 Fourth avenue. New York City.

The Rubber Regenerating Co., Naugatuck, Connecticut, is

erecting a new three-story brick warehouse, 320 by 66 feet, which

will be used for manufacturing as well as warehouse purposes.

The company is also building a 200- by 62-foot warehouse at its

factory at Mishawaka, Indiana.

S. Birkenstein & Sons, scrap rubber dealers, Chicago, Illinois,

have recently purchased from fifty to sixty thousand square feet

on North avenue and Hawthorne street. No definite plans for

building on this property have yet been formulated.

The Keystone Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., New York City, is

now operating 32 stores and at its annual meeting on August 1

the board of directors resolved to continue opening stores until

a maximum of 100 is reached. There were no new elections.

St. Louis, Missouri, appears to be on the very threshold of

industrial opportunity. The "St. Louis Chamber of Commerce
Bulletin" of late has an unusually optimistic tone and may prove

an inspiration to new manufacturing business seeking a promis-

ing site.
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HENRY N. MABERY.

HENRY NELSON MABERY, treasurer of The Savage Tire

Corp. of San Diego, California, was born in Winchendon,

Massachusetts, and cdncatcd in the Murdock Schools in that

town, which is noted

for the extent of its

wood working in-

dustries. In his

youth he acquired a

practical knowledge

of every branch of

the wood working

machinery business,

first with Baxter D.

Whitney & Sons

Co., of Winchendon,

and later with the

S. A. Woods Ma-
chine Co., of Bos-

ton, Massachusetts,

and he had already

assumed a promi-

nent position in this

industry when the

state of his wife's

health prompted his

moving to a less

rigorous climate.
Twelve years ago

he took up his residence at Los Angeles, California, where for

ten years he engaged in the real estate business, and the beauti-

ful sub-division between Los Angeles and Hollywood, named
Mabery Heights, is a permanent testimonial to his development

work.

In August, 1915, the Savage Tire Co., of San Diego, Cali-

fornia, secured the services of Mr. Mabery for some special

organization work, and the promptness and thoroughness with

which this work was performed led eventually to his being ap-

pointed to a prominent position in the Savage organization, and

he is now general superintendent of the Savage Tire Co., and

secretary and treasurer of The Savage Tire Corp. During the

period of Mr. Mabery's supervision the business of the com-

pany has grown so as to require very material enlargement, the

addition of many modern machines and the installation of the

latest manufacturing methods, and much of this is due to his

business insight, activity and enterprise.

H. N. Mabery.

GOODYEAR PHOMOTIONS.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has made the

following changes in its branch managers

:

B. S. Waterman, formerly branch manager at Boston, Massa-

chusetts, has been placed in charge of the solicitation of manu-
facturers' business in all departments for the New England dis-

trict.

W. A. Hazlett, formerly manager of the Detroit, Michigan,

branch, has been appointed manager of the Detroit district.

P. E. Ammon, who has been special dealers' representative

of the Detroit district, becomes assistant to Mr. Hazlett.

H. G. Norris, formerly manager at Toledo, Ohio, has been

promoted to the management of the Detroit branch.

G. H. Hilbish has assumed charge of the Toledo branch, and
is succeeded at Saginaw, Michigan, by W. D. McFarland, for-

merly a salesman in that territory.

F. W. Telford, who has been manager at Des Moines, Iowa,
has been assigned to the manufacturers' division at Detroit.

R. E. Greene, former assistant manager at Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, succeeds Mr. Telford at Des Moines.

UNITED STATES HUBBER CO. APPOINTMENTS.

Recent appointments of the United States Rubber Co., New
York City, include the following in the branch store department:

Arthur W. Lawrence is made assistant to manager.

George E. Goodwin is promoted to supervisor of clothing

and druggists' sundries.

Charles A. Blake becomes supervisor of footwear. He will

continue to act in an advisory capacity on salesmen's operations.

T. B. Goodloe is now supervisor of tires.

W. C. Peterson, supervisor automobile accessories ; and

E. P. Cole, supervisor of mechanical goods.

PREFERRED STOCK FOR FEDERAL RUBBER EMPLOYES.

As the result of requests from many of the employes of

the Federal Rubber Co., of Cudahy, Wisconsin, for the priv-

ilege of purchasing an interest in the company, action recently

was taken by the board of directors whereby a certain amount
of second preferred stock of the company might be acquired.

This stock, which is dividend-bearing, will, by reason of the

limited number of shares available, be offered primarily to

those employes holding positions of responsibility and whose
terms of service with the Federal company cover a consider-

able period of time.

A BICYCLE TIRE WINDOW DISPLAY.

The United States Rubber Co. has in its building, 1790 Broad-

way, New York City, some of the best show windows in the

city, both in the arrangement of the windows and the location

for exhibiting the class of goods it carries. Last month all

of its windows were fitted with tires of various kinds and

grades made by the company, and the arrangement of the win-

dows certainly proved that whoever had this in charge was a

real artist. Reproduced here is the display in one of the win-

dows, which reminds one of the song, "The Old Oaken Bucket,"

it being intended to advertise bicycle tires. There was an in-

genious blending of painted background with real flowers and

shrubbery. Two bicycles were shown, together with tires hav-

ing a variety of treads made by this company. Two children

were represented as resting from their pedaling and quenching

their thirst at the old well, and no doubt thousands stopped to

study this and incidentally realized that the company manufac-

tures quite a variety of bicycle tires.

The strength of France, commercially and financially , is

briefly outlined in a booklet, "France and America, Their Mutual

Interests and Obligations," published by the Guaranty Trust

Co., of New York City, and which will be read with interest

by exporters.
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At

PEAECE ARROW TIRE COMPANY CHANGES ITS NAME.

a meeting held on August 20 the stockholders of the

Pearce Arrow Tire & Rubber Manufacturing Co. voted to change

the name to Pearce Rubber Corporation and to increase the capi-

tal stock to $1,000,000. The company now has ample working

capital, in addition to paying for new machinery and equipment

for its new factory, which will have a capacity of 1,000 tires per

day.

TRADE NOTES.

The frequently recurring rumor, with ever-varying details,

that the Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Michigan, is to manufacture

tires for Ford cars remains without foundation in fact. The
extensive building operations now in progress in the River

Rouge district led to the belief that a separate tire making
company was to be organized to conduct this enterprise on a.

separate basis, but The India Rubber World is advised that

the Ford company does not contemplate increasing the size of

its rubber department at the present time. Serious considera-

tion has not been given to this matter, due to the enormous
expansion of other departments with which the company is

more familiar. However, experiments with tires and molded

goods still continue and a limited quantity is turned out daily.

The Aero Cushion Tire Co., San Jose, California, has come
under new management and is turning out tires to the full ca-

pacity of the plant. The new officers and directors are as fol-

lows : B. A. Herrington, president ; A. P. Marston, vice-presi-

dent; E. L. Sherbondy, superintendent; W. P. Wholheter, secre-

tary; J. J. O'Shannessy, general sales agent.

Mention has previously been made in The India Rubber World
of the complaints of several rubber companies against unfair

railroad freight classification. The hearing in three of these

cases assigned for September 22 at Akron, Ohio, has been post-

poned by the Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington,

D. C, to a date to be hereafter fixed. The companies concerned

are as follows : The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. The Akron,

Canton & Youngstown Railway Co. et at; Kelly-Springfield

Tire Co. v. The Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railway Co. et

al, and The Batavia Rubber Co. v. Erie Railroad Co. ct al.

The Consumers Service Tire & Equipment Co., Fulton, Illinois,

incorporated under the laws of South Dakota, November 21, 1916,

with a capital stock of $5,000,000, has changed its name to Lin-

coln Highway Tire Co.

The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, an-

nounces the opening of a new branch and service station at 212-

14 S. Pinckney street, Madison, Wisconsin, on or about Sep-

tember 1.

The Osborne Engineering Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, has planned

a factory for The Ideal Tire & Rubber Co., to be located at

Warren Road, Cleveland, on a 7S-acre tract. The plant will

have three stories and basement and it is reported will cost

$150,000.

It is estimated now that the Mid-Continent Tire Manufactur-

ing Co., Wichita, Kansas, will commence operation on September

10. Three Akron, Ohio, rubber men—W. E. Greer, R. E. Riley

and B. L. Pontius—are to have charge, respectively, of the fac-

tory management, mill room and tube department.

The Johnstone Tire Co., of La Porte, Indiana, will manufac-

ture a semi-solid tire adapted for delivery wagons. The tire,

which is the invention of Samuel Johnstone, for whom the com-

pany has been named, carries a 10,000-mile guarantee.

The Sterling Tire Corp., Rutherford, New Jersey, which suc-

ceeded the Rutherford Rubber Co. last March, held its semi-

annual convention of managers and salesmen on July 27 and 28,

a feature of the occasion being the presentation of medals and

prizes to members of the force for their accomplishments dur-

ing the first six months of the year.

THE NEW FACTORY OF XUCKEH MILLS, INC.

Such rapid progress has been made by Tucker Mills, Inc.,

Baltimore, Maryland, that the company has moved into new

and larger quarters. The accompanying illustration shows the

first plant, now outgrown. This business was started with stx^

looms in April, 1916, as the Monumental Manufacturing Co., andJ

was incorporated under the laws of Maryland in April, 1917;-

as Tucker Mills, Inc. Carded peeler fabric for cord tire COfi-

struction has been the exclusive product, and so great has been

the demand that, with the new facilities and machinery to be in

operation in October, the output will be increased to 15,000

pounds weekly.

The officers of the company are : E. D. Hewins, president,

Boston, Massachusetts ; J. E. Tucker, vice-president and general

manager, Baltimore, Maryland ; Albert A. Blakeney, treasurer,

Baltimore, Maryland. All are men of long experience in the cot-

ton duck and tire fabric trade. The product of the mill is sold

through E. D. Hewins, 72 Lincoln street, Boston, Massachusetts.

OHIO RUBBER SHIPPERS ORGANIZE.

The Northwestern Ohio Rubber Shippers' Association has
been formed to enable those firms engaged in shipping crude
rubber and rubber products in the Akron territory to act jointly

in handling the traffic problems that are continually arising and
in which all have a common interest. It is also hoped that this

association will furnish a convenient medium of cooperating
with the railroads in effecting changes and improvements in.

traffic conditions.

The present Akron members include The B. F. Goodrich Co.,

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., The Miller Rubber Co., and General Tire & Rubber Co.
Other members are the Portage Rubber Co., Barberton, Ohio;
McGraw Tire & Rubber Co., East Palestine, Ohio; Marathon
Tire Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; The Republic Rubber Co.,

Youngstown, Ohio.

The officers are as follows: F. C. Van Cleef, president; E. C.
Knox, vice-president; E. L. Tragesser, treasurer; executive com-
mittee, R. G. Kreitler, chairman, E. L. Morgan, H. S. Bryant,.
E. C. Knox, E. L. Tragesser, A. C. Redman, L. H. Ley, W. D..

Morris.
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THE RUBBER TRADE IN AKRON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

DERHAPS the latest and most reliable statistics regarding

^ Akron's great rubber industry were given in an article for

the July issue of "Export American Industries," by Vincent S.

Stevens, secretary of the Akron Chamber of Commerce. This

article entertainingly reviews the phenomenal growth of this

"city of opportunity," its present variety of industry and extent

of civic and social work and improvement. It is pointed out

that in addition to its gigantic rubber goods factories, Akron

has one of the largest cereal mills in the United States, very

extensive clay product plants, large book publishing houses, ex-

tensive furnace factories, important agricultural implement in-

terests, and one of the largest fishing tackle factories in the

world.

Regarding the rubber industry, Mr. Stevens writes:

The first rubber factory in .\kron was established in 1869, in

a building 40 by 100 feet in size, with 25 employes. Akron at

that time was a town of 10,000 inhabitants with a somewhat
limited reputation as a promising town of cheap canal trans-

portation. This pioneer company has grown to be the largest

rubber factory in the world, employing at the present time 19,000

persons and covering a floor space of 90 acres. It is said that

this company makes' no less than 8,000 different and distinct arti-

cles. Other rubber companies have multiplied until there are

now 24 active companies in Akron, with a combined output of

50,000 tires and an equal number of tubes per day, besides im-
mense quantities of rubber clothing, boots and shoes, hose, belt-

ing, surgical and druggists' goods, and an almost innumerable
variety of other hard and soft rubber articles. These companies
have an aggregate capitalization of $171,000,000, and employ a

total of 55,000 persons. Of the total of 120,000 tons of crude

rubber imported into the United States in 1916, 60,000 tons were
consumed by the Akron factories. Of the estimated demand
of 20,000,000 tires needed this year for the 4,000,000 automobiles

in use in this country, 15,000,000, or 75 per cent, will be made
in Akron.

* * *

Labor Day for Goodrichites will be a dizzy round of pleasure,

according to the plans for the second annual field day of The

B. F. Goodrich Co. The varied activities will appeal to all tastes,

and there will also be novel features, such as a "secret" hand-

shaker, who will pass $10 to the fiftieth person shaking hands

with him during the day. The program of events includes the

following

:

Folk Dances—Russian, Macedonian, Croatian, Lithuanian,

Italian Tarantella ; fencing exhibition ; tableaux and national

dances ; soccer—Goodrich "Bearcats" vs. Goodrich "Tigers,"

prize of $27.50 to winning team ; numerous track and field events

for men, and special events for women, with money prizes for

each event ; horseshoe pitching contest, prize of $10 to the win-

ner ; tennis singles and doubles for both men and women, $5

prize; cricket—Goodrich "Eagles" vs. Goodrich "Hawks," prize

of $27.50 to winning team.
* * *

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. will also hold a big picnic

and field day at Seiberling field on Labor Day, for which many

events are being planned.

The Goodyear motor truck service from Akron to Boston has

proved a decided success and four large trucks are now used,

carrying tires to the East and returning laden with tire fabric

from the Goodyear Cotton Mills, at Goodyear, Connecticut.
* * *

The .August issue of "The Firestone," the house-organ of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., contains an interesting editorial

entitled "Open Wide the Windows of Your Mind," in which

all-round development and breadth of vision are urged as valuable

assets for the men who make a business of the manufacture and

sale of tires.

* *

The total volume of business done by the Miller Rubber Co.

in the first 7 months of 1917 shows an increase of approxi-

mately 85 per cent over the corresponding period of last year.

In 1916 the volume between January 1 and August 1 amounted
to $3,599,000. In the corresponding period of this year, the total

volume amounts to $6,605,000.

The comparative sales for each month are as follows

:

1916. 1917.

.lanuary $416,780 $706,160
February 347,786 774,646
March 503,755 856,257
•April 466,145 1,082,869
May 555,597 1,055,216
.lunc 658,768 1,091,162
.hily 650,205 1,039,463

$3,599,037 $6,605,776
* * *

The Mohawk Rubber Co. recently completed an addition to

its factory and has installed new equipment, including boilers,

mills and calender. A permit has been secured to build a new
garage, to cost approximately $30,000, to house the company's
cars and trucks and those of some of the employes who use their

cars in going back and forth to work. This building will also

include a carpenter shop and some additional storage space, and
will be constructed of brick, iron and concrete. The Mohawk
company is now running to full capacity, and by the addition

of some curing capacity will probably increase its production

about 20 per cent during the coming year.

* *

The Kendall Tire & Rubber Co. has purchased the factory and

equipment of the Meyer Rubber Co., at Massillon, this state.

* * *

The O'.Veil Tire & Rubber Co. has increased its capital stock

from $25,000 to $100,000, in order to finance its rapidly growing
business. Plans have been completed for a new factory building

which will increase the present space fivefold. The O'Neil com-
pany manufactures tire accessories, air bags and tire repair

equipment, and intends adding the manufacture of soles and
heels and other rubber specialities to its lines.

* * *

In order to conserve its resources and not draw on capital

and surplus at the present time. The Swinehart Tire & Rubber

Co. recently paid its regular quarterly dividend of Ij^ per cent

on common stock in new preferred stock script instead of cash.

The company took action early in the Spring to authorize an

issue of $500,000 preferred stock, anticipating the conditions that

have since prevailed, but owing to the declaration of war on

April 12, the issue could not be floated except at a sacrifice,

which the company did not feel it advisable to consider.

* * +

H. Q. Tennant has been given charge of sales in the home office

of The American Rubber & Tire Co. Mr. Tennant has had con-

siderable experience with several of the larger rubber factories,

principally in sales promotion work.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN RHODE ISLAND.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

"PHE rubber plants in Rhode Island are running at capacity,

*• following necessary shut-downs for stock taking, overhaul-

ing and repairs of machinery, etc. Notwithstanding the fact

that the production from every plant is far in excess of that ever

before credited to them they are still behind their orders, and
indications are that the rush will continue for months to come.

* * *

The Alice Rubber Shoe Mill, of the Woonsocket Rubber Co.,

at Woonsocket, which employes 1.500 operatives, resumed opera-

tions on .August 17, and the Millville rubber mill and the felt

mill of the same company, at Millville, are now in full operation

after the vacation period.

* * *

After a shut-down from August 13 to 20, business at the
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American Wringer Co., Woonsocket, is driving and great diffi-

culty is being experienced in producing an output that will main-

tain anywhere near an equalizing pace with the orders that are

being received. For the first time in its history the concern has

introduced female help in its factory, 12 entering the finishing

room during the past month. They are employed in tying the

guarantee tags and doing light varnish work, and if the experi-

ment proves successful, Manager J. P. Walsh states that the

firm will employ more girls in some of the departments.
* * *

Percy A. Greenwood, assistant foreman in the finishing de-

partment of the American Wringer Co., concluded his duties on

August 11, having passed his examinations for the National

Army. He was presented a sum of money by his fellow fore-

men and office force.

* *

.Assistant Superintendent Charles J. Burns, of the Tubular

Woven Fabric Co., Pawtucket, a member of Battery B, Rhode
Island Battalion of Light Artillery, and Michael Cresendo, over-

seer of the paper room and a member of Battery C, were called

into service the past month and are now with their commands
at the mobilizing camp at Box ford, Massachusetts. Previous to

their departure they were tendered a farewell reception, and a

number of articles that will be useful and valuable to them dur-

ing their service were presented by William Whitaker, a mem-
ber of the office force.

* * *

The National India Rubber Co., at Bristol, is repairing and

improving its property, and is overhauling and installing ma-

chinery. A substantial granolithic sidewalk, more than 800 feet

in length, has been completed in front of the entire factory. A
granolithic retaining wall, the length of the mill, has been con-

structed, which will be surmounted by an ornamental iron rail-

ing. Piers at each side of the main entrance will hold electric

lights in ornamental brackets. Trees are to be planted in the

spaces near the curbing along the walk to take place of those

recently removed.

An important improvement is the enlarging of the boiler house,

which will soon be completed. The upper part of the old boiler

house is to be extended 10 feet higher, the addition to be of

brick, with steel trusses and topped by a sheet iron roof. Plans

have also been completed and bids are being asked for the erec-

tion of a new brick manufacturing building, three stories high, on

which work is to be commenced at as early a date as possible.

i^ *: *

Following their vacation periods, the daily output of rubber

footwear from the National India Rubber Co.'s plant at Bristol

averages 49,000 pairs, and the Narragansett Rubber Co., of

Bristol, 14,000 pairs.

* * *

The O'Bannon Corporation, formerly known as the Inter-

national Rubber Co., at West Barrington, is adding a number ot

calenders, and other new machinery is being installed to meet

the increasing demand.
* * *

A fire, early last month, in the chemical room of building

No. 2 threatened the entire plant of the Revere Rubber Co. It

probably started from an explosion, which shattered containers

and liberated a considerable amount of acid. Employes trying

to hold the flames in check were overcome by the acid fumes, as

were also, later, several firemen. The promptness of the fire

department saved the plant from a repetition of the disastrous

and fatal fire at this plant in 1912, but the loss of stock was

considerable.

The Revere company is making extensive alterations and addi-

tions to its three-story factory building on Valley street.

* * *

The first dividend of 10 per cent in the matter of the Cataract

Rubber Co., of Providence, has been declared by Referee in

Bankruptcy N. W. Littlefield and is now being paid to the cred-

itors of record.
* * *

The Hope Webbing Co., Pawtucket, which is one of the larg-

est manufacturers of narrow woven and braided fabrics in the

country, is installing a number of new looms which, it is claimed,

will increase the plant's production nearly one-third. The con-

cern already operates between 1,000 and 1.100 looms and 250

braiders.

THE RUBBER TRADE IN BOSTON.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

AT a recent meeting of the Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,

an increase of preferred capital stock of $2,250,000, and an

increase in common capital stock of $1,000,000 were authorized.

The preferred stockholders voted unanimously to exchange the

old preferred stock for new preferred stock, share for share.

The directors have voted to issue 12,500 shares of preferred

stock, and a large amount of this stock has already been sub-

scribed for. They also voted to issue 5,000 shares additional

common stock for subscription at par to holders of common stock

of record at the close of business August 11, with rights to sub-

scribe for one new share for every five old shares. It has been

deemed advisable to terminate the voting trust which held a large

majority of the common shares of the company, and the voting

trust certificates are being called in for exchange for shares of

the common stock of the company.

The Hood Rubber Co. is now showing a line of tennis

shoes for the season of 1918 which includes a number of

styles furnished with the pneumatic rubber heel on which the

company own the patent. The Hood company claims to be the

first to manufacture heel tennis shoes and also the first to exploit

tennis shoes with the high Louis or Cuban heel similar to leather

shoe styles for women. Another novelty is a line of workmen's

and children's shoes with duck upper and rubber and fiber soles,

which are expected to have a wide sale because of the high cost

of leather footwear. This concern is vulcanizing its tennis lines

under the pressure cure. Orders are already piling up for Jan-

uary to March delivery, and the tennis department is being run

to capacity to enable the company to ship at dates indicated.
3tc >k If

The Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. now has, at its factory

in Cambridgeport, a fully equipped first aid hospital for the

immediate treatment of employes who may be taken ill, or

injured. A trained nurse and an assistant are in constant at-

tendance, and a physician is at the plant every day between

8.30 and 10 a. m. Safety stations have been established at con-

venient points in the various buildings of this extensive plant.
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each of which is equipped with a stretcher, blankets, and

a first-aid jar with complete supplies. At the hospital two rooms

are provided and the equipment consists of an operating table

of white enameled iron, bed and chairs of the same, an instru-

ment cabinet of plate glass and white enameled iron frame, a

medicine cabinet, chest of drawers for bandages and supplies,

a sterilized wliite enameled sink, hot and cold water and all

necessary instruments. Even such late inventions as the French

Ambrine treatment, and Dakin's new antiseptic are provided. For

such surgical cases as are beyond the scope of this factory

hospital, arrangements have been made for immediate ambulance

service, and provision for treatment at a local hospital, where

beds have been engaged for workers who may be injured in the

service of the company.

* * *

The Apsley Rubber Co. is very busy on manufacturing rubber

blankets for the United States soldiers who have gone or are

about to go to France, and although the company has a large

amount of orders for its regular lines, these have been side-

tracked in order to deliver the army goods in as large quantities

and at as early dates as possible. Mr. Apsley, in a recent inter-

view, said

:

My plant is at the disposal of the United States Government
for the manufacture of articles needed for the Army and I have
made this offer in a spirit of patriotism. My company does not

want to reap wartime profits but it wants to be of help in a time
of the country's great need.

In the old days men enriched themselves when the nation was
at war. but I would prefer to abandon this big plant built up
during thirty-two years of endeavor rather than submit an in-

ferior article to Uncle Sam for the use of the boys who are fight-

ing our battles.

Our growth here is something we are proud of and we are

going to cling to the old traditions.

* * *

Mention has frequently been made of the athletic activities

of the employes of The Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, this

state, and of Fisk Park, the thirty-acre recreation ground, where

ball games, amateur and semi-professional, are played every

Saturday. In addition to its two base ball diamonds, three

tennis courts, and a half-mile running track, a football gridiron

has been laid out recently, basket ball courts have been added,

and a hand ball court is in process of construction. This enter-

prise, though fostered by the company, is entirely in the hands

of the employes, the expenses being raised by the one dollar

membership fees, and by the athletic meets, and entertainments at

which admission is charged. The Fisk Red Tops, which is one of

the seven baseball teams, will meet several of the Western rubber

factory teams of Akron, Cleveland and Detroit during its West-

ern trip this season.

The Plymouth Rubber Co., Canton, this state, has elected a

new board of officers as follows : James A. Clifford, president

;

Charles W. McDermott, vice-president, and J. E. Stone, treasurer.

These and A. Sydeman, J. C. Haartz, W. G. Thomas and Mar-
shall Cutting are the newly elected directors.

Mr. Clifford, the new president of the company, was until re-

cently superintendent of manufacturing and reclaiming for the

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., of Cambridge, at its

Plymouth plant. Previous to his nine years' service with that

company he was connected with the United States Rubber Re-

claiming Co. at Naugatuck, Connecticut, and his scientific and

chemical education and practical experience make him a valuable

acquisition for the Plymouth Rubber Co.

W. E. Kavenagh, the new factory manager of the Plymouth
company, has been connected with the rubber business ever

since 1899. and in 1900 was employed by The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, as foreman, which position he left to

take a four years' course at Harvard University, when he again

entered the employ of that company, taking charge of the chem-

ical laboratory and dcresinating plant, afterwards going as super-

intendent of the Goodyear plant in Canada. Just previous to his

present connection he was associated with the Swinchart Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, as general superintendent.

A general line of mechanical rubber goods will now be

developed in addition to the present product. It is reported

that the Plymouth Rubber Co. did a gross business of $3,000,000

last year.

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The thirty-ninth Canadian National Exhibition is being held at

Toronto. Over 1,000,000 visitors are expected. The grounds are

situated on the shore of Lake Ontario, and extending along the

water front for upwards of a mile, comprise 264 acres. Some of

the principal buildings are

:

Manufacturers' Hall. Industrial arts and crafts, contains

72,500 square feet of space. A second building has approxi-

mately the same area, making a total of 145,000 square feet for

the display of manufactured products.

Machinery Hall and Electrical Building. Heavy machin-

ery and machinery in operation. It is equipped with ample

steam power and shafting for the purpose, and has a floor space

of 35,000 square feet.

Industrial and Process of Manufacture Building. A mod-
ern brick and steel structure with 76,500 square feet of floor

space.

SCRAP RUBBER DEALERS FIGHT NEW YORK JTTNK ORDINANCE.

Scrap rubber is included in the list of waste materials speci-

fied in the Junk Dealers' License Ordinance recently passed by

the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor of New
York City. Under the provisions of this ordinance "anyone

dealing in the purchase and sale of * * * rubber * * * in large

or small quantities, shall be known as a junk dealer and his

place of business a junk shop." Junk licenses must be pro-

cured and all merchandise must be kept in their possession at

least 48 hours after purchase.

As it is manifestly unreasonable to classify persons engaged

in the wholesale rubber business exclusively as junk dealers

and to compel them to comply with the rigid provisions of the

ordinance, several of the largest New York dealers in rubber

scrap have retained Reit & Kaminsky to confer with the Police

and License Departments regarding the matter. This law firm

was also retained by the Wholesale Wool Stock Merchants'

Protective Association and the Associated Dealers in Paper

Mills Supplies of New York and succeeded in having the

ordinance amended to exclude persons engaged exclusively in

the purchase and sale in large quantities of scrap iron and

steel, woolen rags and paper stock, and requiring only that

each person shall annually file with the Commissioner of

Licenses a statement in writing setting forth the name and

address of such person and the character of his business. There
is reason to believe that scrap rubber dealers will be placed

on a similar basis.

THE length of THE WORKING DAY.

The question of reduction of the hours of labor in manufac-

turing establishments is a most important one, and one which

is continually being agitated. The National Conference Board
is sending out a schedule of inquiries to manufacturers to

secure such statistical information on this point as may be

available when demands come for a further shortening of the

working day. The Rubber Association of America, which is a

member of the National Conference Board, is advising its mem-
bers to fill out the blanks furnished them, and mail them to the

office of the Board, 13 Beacon street. Boston, Massachusetts..
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The Rubber Trade in Great Britain.
By Our Regular Correspondent.

NOW that we are all in the same boat there is no object in

harping upon the altered conditions which war has im-

posed upon our rubber trade, as no doubt they have now
been reproduced in America. The main feature of the moment
throughout England is that anybody who has anything to sell

does so at an enhanced price, in many cases beyond what is

justifiable. The buyer enters a mild protest, but goes on buy-

ing, and if he is in business passes on the extra cost to his own
customers. This might form an appropriate exordium to re-

marks on the position created by the recent advances in rubber

goods notified by the India Rubber Manufacturers Association,

but the subject cannot be ventilated in a few lines, and we are

exhorted to be careful in the use of paper.

One of the busiest branches of the trade in non-war goods

is the cycle tire department, the cycle having come into its own
again in a marked degree, owing to the embargoes on and ex-

pense of other forms of locomotion. Moreover, the fine sum-

mer which has upset the calculations of the mackintosh and oil-

skin makers has been conducive to pleasure cycling.

An unusual incident of the hot weather occurred during a

thunderstorm on July 16, when the rubber works of Broadhurst

& Co., Limited, Manchester, were struck by lightning and set on

fire. The outbreak was soon subdued by the fire brigade and

no interruption to business was experienced, but several work-

people sustained injuries from broken window glass.

SURGICAL GOODS.

Naturally since the war began there has been an increased

demand for surgical goods of various kinds, including what are

generally known as druggists' sundries. In this sort of work,

especially in certain classes of surgical goods, the French have

always been the principal producers, and British surgeons have

been in the habit of insisting upon certain articles being of

French manufacture. Until quite recently, I believe, the particu-

lar American made articles which are now being sold in Britain

were not made in America, and it has been suggested that what

have been coming to us during the last two years were really

of German origin. It is also said that a good deal of what was

sold as of German make in pre-war days was really of French

origin. The difficulty with the four or five British rubber works

which specialize in surgical goods is to get them to make
patented specialties. They say the prospective business is not

large enough to tempt them to enter into it, and in such cases

as they have undertaken, the prices charged for the manufacture

of specialties have often been such as to prevent the patentee

from doing anything like a large business. At the present time,

owing to diminution of staffs and congestion of work, it is not

surprising that delivery is much behind hand on orders that

have been taken. One consequence of this—and the same thing

applies to various other patented rubber goods—is that people

quite outside the rubber trade are seriously considering the feasi-

bility of going into rubber manufacture to a certain extent on

their own account. This is a development that, when normal

conditions return, will probably not commend itself to the large

rubber works. They may, of course, console themselves with

the thought that the new comers will lose money and be glad

to revert to old-time procedure. Though it does not come under

my paragraph heading, I may say that an important bicycle

manufacturing firm is considering the manufacture of rubber

tires.

THE INDIA RUBBER MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, LIMITED.

The outstanding feature of the statement made by J. T.

Goudie, the chairman, at the annual meeting was the fact that

the 30 firms which are now members included such large con-

cerns as Warne, Silvertown, and Scotch firms which had hither-

to held aloof. The increase in the membership and the con-

tinually widening scope of its work has rendered the formation

of various district and sectional committees imperative, and sev-

eral of these sections, notably those dealing with waterproof

garments, have been for some time at work. The general com-

mittee of management, which was elected at the meeting, con-

tains several interesting names new to the association : Chair-

man, J. T. Goudie (Leyland & Birmingham Rubber Co., Lim-

ited) ; vice-chairman, Hugh C. Coles (Wm. Warne & Co.,

Limited) ; committee, P. A. Birley (Chas. Macintosh & Co.,

Limited). W. E. Birrell (Clyde Rubber Works, Limited), J. H.

C. Brooking (St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Limited), A. Cairns

(A. Cairns & Co.), M. Frankenburg (I. Frankenburg Sons,

Limited), G. C. Mandleberg (J. Mandleberg & Co., Limited),

P. Maclellan (George Maclellan & Co.), David Moreley (David

Moreley & Sons, Limited), T. C. Redfern (Redfern's Rubber

Works, Limited), Stuart A. Russell (The Silvertown Co.),

James Tinto (Irwell & Eastern Rubber Co., Limited). In con-

cluding his address the chairman said that it was very gratify-

ing for the old committee as it retired to make way for a more
widely extended representation, to note that all traces of former

friction had disappeared and that there prevailed among the

whole of the members an e.xcellent spirit of concord and mutual

confidence.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VULCANIZATION.

This was the title of a paper contributed by Dr. D. F. Twiss,

chief chemist of the Dunlop Rubber Co., Limited, at the Chemical

Congress held at Birmingham in July on the occasion of the

annual meeting of the Society of Chemical Industry. The paper,

which was a long one, cannot be usefully abstracted in the space

available and I shall therefore confine myself to noting a few of

its items. As a prefatory remark I may say that it is a matter

of some international importance to the trade that the Dunlop
company, following the lead of the North British Rubber Co.,

Limited, has abandoned the old established procedure of British

rubber manufacturers and has allowed some of its laboratory

work to be published and discussed. This is a matter for which

the trade will join with the writer in his expressed indebted-

ness to J. V. Worthington, technical superintendent and director

of the Dunlop company.

Owing to the difficulties of dealing with a body which is ob-

tained chemically pure with exceedingly great difficulty, there

remained yet many points, he said, in connection with the rub-

ber industry of which the scientific interpretations are contra-

dictory, vague, or based on quite insufficient evidence. Never-
theless, more especially during the last ten years, extraordinary

advances had been made in the chemistry of rubber.

In the earlier days of the plantation rubber industry consider-

able stress was laid on the variability in the rate of vulcaniza-

tion of plantation Para as compared with wild Para rubber. An
explanation was to be found in the discovery of Eaton and

Grantham that if the soft slabs of coagulum are allowed to

"mature" for several days before the retained serum is ex-

pressed the resulting rubber vulcanizes with unusual rapidity,

the effect attaining its limit after a period of, roughly, seven

days before washing and crcpcing. The advantage of a uniform
supply of such rapidly vulcanizing rubber for special purposes

would readily be recognized, said Dr. Twiss, who added that it

should be specially marked for sale. In the subsequent discus-

sion Dr. Stevens, of London, said the labeling of such rubber

was of great importance, otherwise the complaints as to vari-
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ability would be greater than ever. He added that during ma-

turing o.xidation took place, weakening the surface. After dis-

cussing the action of inorganic accelerators, Dr. Twiss went on

to speak of organic accelerators and said that one of the most

powerful of these organic catalysts is aldehydi- ammonia, its

effectiveness far outweighing what might be expected of its am-

monia content. It was a remarkable circumstance that almost

the whole of the known effective organic accelerators are basic,

their activity depending upon their relative alkalinity. The

alkali hydroxides were strong accelerators. For a long time it

had been known that alkali reclaimed rubbers vulcanized with

exceptional rapidity. It had been shown that a small percentage

of powdered caustic potash caused a greatly increased rate of

vulcanization in a mixture of rubber and sulphur. He came to

the conclusion several years ago that the action of both in-

organic and organic acids depended upon their basicity and that

the action of the latter was more pronounced only because they

were soluble in rubber and therefore more evenly distributed.

Dr. Twiss then went on to describe some interesting e.xperi-

ments he had made with a 25-per cent solution of caustic potash

in glycerol. Some results were using a mi.xture of 95 per cent

rubber and 5 per cent sulphur, residual free sulphur 3.6 per

cent, with 2 per cent glycerol accelerator 0.31 free sulphur; with

1 per cent aldehyde ammonia 0.17 free sulphur; with 1 per cent

para-nitroso dimethylaniline 1.5 per cent free sulphur. The

nitroso compound was much more effective in mixings contain-

ing a high percentage of sulphur than with those with a rela-

tively low proportion and this would account for its very partial

success in low sulphur, litharge or antimony mixings. Turning

to other topics, he mentioned that the evidence for the supposed

vulcanization of a rubber sulphur solution at the ordinary tem-

perature by ultraviolet light was imconvincing. In concluding,

he expressed the view that what he had said was not only indi-

cative of great activity in rubber chemistry, but would also in-

dicate how wide are the gaps of knowledge which at present are

bridged over by mere theories and need to be filled up with a

solid mass of experimental evidence.

This paper was followed by one on "The Scientific Needs of

the Rubber Industry," by B. D. Porritt, chemist to the North

British Rubber Co., Limited. This paper was in the main a

plea for the establishment of more laboratories in rubber works,

it being pointed out that the industry required research labora-

tories as well as the routine laboratories which had sprung up
since the advent of the much abused specification. While the

laboratory might be accepted by some manufacturers as a valu-

able adjunct, it was as yet not recognized as an essential. The
research laboratory he recognized would be only within the

means of the largest works, but with the more general coopera-

tion which might now reasonably be expected the results could

be used to benefit the trade as a whole. A beginning had been

made by the inclusion of some rubber manufacturers on an Ad-
visory Research Committee of the Imperial Institute, but there

was room for a much greater measure of commercial and scien-

tific cooperation, this being a good time for this development
because the abnormal trade conditions and national needs had
for a while deadened trade competition and petty jealousies and
had necessitated many conservative manufacturers abandoning
the traditions of a lifetime. In the course of the interesting

discussion which ensued. Dr. Twiss said that too much blame
seemed to be laid on the manufacturers for neglecting research.

The manufacturers were not out to benefit other people and had
no sympathetic regard for the constitution of rubber, which
seemed an unimportant matter from their point of view. A good
deal of research had been done, but from mistaken motives the

manufacturers had not allowed it to be published. A good deal
of the research done in accelerators, for instance, had been crude
and disconnected. Altogether there was a much greater excuse
for the rubber industry not having raised its pure chemistry to

a higher stage than would appear at the first casual glance.

Dr. Stevens said that now was the time for the manufacturers,

through their association, to make arrangements to start re-

search. Mr. Sproxton said he thought that the sting of the

paper had been drawn by the paper which went before, and the

president of the society, Dr. C. C. Carpenter, agreed with this

remark, the previous paper having told them that there were, at

any rate, some manufacturers who were far seeing and who under-

stood the value of scientific investigation and, what was more
important still, allowed the results of these investigations to be

brought to the notice of the industry generally.

BRITISH WAR ORDERS.

Proofers to the trade are now being kept busy by government
orders for proofed shoe lining. Great quantities of tan duck
are also being proofed to tan twill for government purposes such

as valises, stretchers, bags of all kinds and hold-alls, besides

cloth for gas-masks. The latter take a very long time in proof-

ing, as a number of rubber coatings are necessary before the

required specifications are attained. The government has also

put out orders for covers for caps, bonnets, breech-loaders and
Lewis guns.

Large quantities of rubber thigh boots have been secured by
the War Office for winter use in the trenches. These were for-

merly obtained from Canada and the United States, as practi-

cally only one British firm could produce such boots, but now new
firms have taken up their manufacture, and it is no longer neces-

sary to depend on supplies from overseas.

BRITISH REQUISITION OF CARNATJBA WAX.

The Army Council intends to take possession of all stocks of

carnauba wax, excepting stocks of less than two tons, that are

at present or may arrive in the United Kingdom. All holders

must, therefore, make full returns of their stocks, giving par-

ticulars of quantities, descriptions and cost prices to the Director

of Army Contracts.

BRITISH INDIAN AUTOMOBILE CONCESSION WITHDRAWN.

In connection with the prohibition of the importation into

British India of motor cars, motorcycles, and parts, it is learned

that the Indian Government will withdraw the concession under
which it was decided to admit, under license, cars, motorcycles

and parts actually paid for before December 23, 1916, except in

the case of cars shipped before .'Vugust 1, 1917.

SUSPENSION OF THE KEW BULLETIN.

The announcement that this important journal is to be sus-

pended under pressure of war economy and scarcity of printing

materials, has roused a storm of protest. This organ not only

serves to circulate the results of scientific activities at Kew, but

also places at the disposal of the economic and scientific gardens

in India and the colonies the latest facts in pure and economic

botany that may be of importance to them.

THE EXCESS PROFITS DUTY AND PLANTATION RUBBER.

From the very outset the Rubber Growers' .Association, Lon-
don, England, has, under the best advice obtainable, taken vig-

orous measures to procure some amelioration of the hardship

and inequalities to which many plantation rubber companies are

subject under the Excess Profits Duty provisions of the British

Finance Act of 1915, which imposes a uniform 10 per cent

standard on the basis of capital. Particular attention has always

been given to the interests of what have been termed "young
producer" companies which are so heavily hit by a datum line

based on the inadequate percentage standard allowed by tht

Board of Referees and figured on profits earned prior to the
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outbreak of the war. Deputations have been heard by the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer and the Commercial Committee of the

House of Commons, with the result that while the Finance Bill

of 1917 as issued does not contain the general clause or amend-

ments suggested by the Rubber Growers' Association, a pro-

vision is made to lessen after December 31, 1916, the hardship

arising from the Vallambrosa judgment.

During the debate in the House of Commons the Chancellor

of the Exchequer stated that while one industry could not be

dealt with in a general tax in one particular way, the Treasury

would not be opposed to a rehearing by the Board of Referees,

and the Rubber Growers' Association has determined to continue

the matter along that line. Meanwhile, as a result of repre-

sentation on behalf of the association a new clause has been

added to the bill by the Treasury sanctioning referring to the

Board of Referees any application regarding a class of trade or

business, and permitting closed cases to be reopened and orders

revised if deemed advisable.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR IN NEW ZEALAND.

According to Consul General Alfred A. Winslow, at Auck-

land, New Zealand, the United States practically controls the

New Zealand and market in gum boots, but there has been quite

a falling off in the trade for 1916. The American gum boot is

considered better than any other, unless it be the Canadian boot.

The imports of gum boots for three years are here shown.

1914. 1915. 1916.

From

—

'
\
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HOLLAND.

The rubber exports from Anisterdam to the United States

during the past four years were $382,430 in 1913, $534,805 in 1914,

$98,960 in 1915, and $164,689 during 1916. Automobile imports

into Holland from this country during 1916 are said to have

been the highest on record.

LONDON.

The exports of rubber from London to the United States dur-

ing the six months ending June 30, 1917, amounted to $34,611,850.

For the same period in 1916 the value was $24,556,033.

NXW ZEALAND.

The following table gives the imports of rubber footwear for

the years 1914, 1915, and 1916 by country of origin, number of

dozen pairs, and value

:

1914. 1915. 1916.
' *

>(:
*

'C
*

^

Dozen Dozen Dozen
pairc. Value, pairs. Value, pairs. Value.

Galoshes and overshoes of
rubber, g>'mnasium shoes,
etc:

United Kingdom 24,167 $86,624 24,729 $86,667 21,492 $88,809
Canada 3,160 22,746 2,690 17,695 3.069 19,408
France 216 516 30 228
Sweden 71 326 283 1,120 113 389
Japan 18 29 116 418 736 2,151
United States 2,850 17.807 2,406 15,014 1,546 9,426
All other countries 100 418 10 39 80 116

Totals 30.582 $128,466 30.264 $121,181 27,036 $120,329

Gum boots:

United Kingdom 223 $11,247 100 $5,270 56 $3,582
Canada 360 11.688 309 8,755 285 8,730
Australia 14 743 24 1,732 3 200
United States 1,272 48,945 1,286 45,550 1,029 38,947
All other countries 19

Totals 1,869 $72,642 1,719 $61,307 1,373 $51,459

SPAIN.

A great demand exists in the Barcelona district for rubber

heels and soles, about 10 tons having been imported during 1916.

The sizes of such heels which are in greatest demand for women's
shoes are those of medium dimensions, adapted to the Cuban
heel. The whole heel for men's shoes is not generally used, its

place being taken by the half heel, all sizes of which have an
excellent sale. Rubber soles are difficult to obtain at present,

but could be disposed of readily if more widely distributed.

These articles pay a duty of $0.32 per pound.

THE SITUATION IN RUSSIA.
By a Sfccia! Correspondent.

THE war and the revolution are working changes in the Rus-
sian peasant's conception of comfort and luxury and of

what degree of each ought to fall to his share, that are as im-
portant—if less apparent—as his new attitude towards politics.

He has been taken out of his tiny village, brought to large towns,

made to work in factories, and, in any case, he now receives more
money than he ever dreamt of possessing. He has learned that

there are comforts, hygienic and sanitary, and is no longer satis-

fied with his village or town, where there are no tramways,
lighting-systems, baths, etc. And his demand for all these and
other things is going to cause the establishment of numerous
factories and the placing of vastly increased foreign orders.

Russia sees her backwardness and is striving mightily to ad-
vance. Conscious of her need of direction in this great effort,

she turns to America for help with the cry voiced by one of her
able men

:

Teach us the a-b-c's of sane and wholesome work, make us ef-
ficient in our efforts, show us the results of well applied labors,
and above all help us to erase that ancient self-verdict of the
Russians which says : "Our land is vast and fruitful but there is

no order in it."

America's growing interest in Russia is well known, and lately

a circular was addressed to the different government departments

in Russia to ascertain their attitude concerning the question of

the investment of foreign capital, and particularly American

capital, in Russian enterprises. Furthermore, the Russian-Ameri-

can Chamber of Commerce is sending Professor B. E. Shatzky

on a mission to the United States, to open a general information

bureau for the distribution of data in connection with economic

conditions in Russia.

It is interesting to learn that America's exports to Russia for

1916 were practically six times as great as in 1914, and nearly

five times those of 1915.

Among the exports for 1916 may be noted.

Rubber belting, hose, etc $4,845
Automobile tire? 1,125,733
Other tires 28,313
Miscellaneous rubber manufactures 20,416
Insulated wire and cables 13,915
Fountain pens 2,058

Total $1,195,280

The value of all kinds of motor vehicles imported from Amer-
ica was $18,749,186. This includes airplanes, commercial and
passenger automobiles and parts (except tires and engines) and

motorcycles. The amounts for 1914 and 1915 were $1,058,938

and $9,456,089, respectively. The business in rubber manufactures

during the same years was $22,891 and $12,616.

Russia also buys large quantities of cotton. Upland (including

linters) and Sea Island. In 1916 the figures for Upland cotton

and linters were 86,724,722 pounds, valued at $10,125,462, and in

1915 41,062,654 pounds, valued at $4,218,116.

THE DEMAND FOR CRUDE RUBBER.

The shortage of rubber is keenly felt in Russia and the de-

mand is increasing continually. Negotiations, however, are

hampered owing not only to shipping difficulties and freights, but

also to the very great difference in exchange. Russia has always

been a large consumer of rubber ; before 1914 she imported

9,000 tons of raw rubber and gutta percha, and despite the war
with its attending obstacles to trade, the imports were not di-

minished ; in fact, they were increased in the case of rubber

manufactures. And it is not likely that peace will lessen the

demand for either the crude or manufactured article.

THE SITUATION IN MALAYA.
By a Special Correspondent.

RUBBER PRODUCTION.

"T^HE total amount of rubber produced in the Malay Peninsula
•*• in 1916 falls just short of running into six figures, a de-

velopment amazing in its rapidity, as is well illustrated by the

following table

:

Production
in Malay

Year. Peninsula.
Tons.

1916 99.063
1915 70,214
1914 47,006
1913 33,641
1912 20,320
1911 10,782

Production
in Malay

Year. Peninsula.
Tons.

1910 6,504
1909 3,340
1908 1,629
1907 885
1906 430

This total output is derived from the following parts of the

Peninsula

:

Production.

1914.

Selangor tons 14,015
Perak 11,042

5,358
6,766
5,278
2,425
1,030
307
362
423

Tohore
Malacca
Negri Sembilan
Penang and Province Wellesley.
Kedah
Kelantan
Pahang
Singapore
Trengganu

1915.
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Negri Sembilan together produce to-day more rubber than the

whole of South America put together!

The total exports from Singapore in 1916 were 48,650 tons ; in

1915 the amount was 38,283 tons, of which 12,824 tons went to

Great Britain, 1,998 tons to European countries, 1,230 tons to

Japan, and 21,075 tons to the United States. Exports from the

Federated Malay States now constitute about half the world's

output and w-ere 62,763 tons in 1916 as compared with 44,524

tons in 1915.

The increase in direct sales to America is best illustrated by

the following:

1913. 1914. 1915.

Direct shipments tons 2,508 4,S10 21,075

ACREAGE UNDER RUBBER.

Government figures available refer to estates over 100 acres in

extent and show a grand total at the end of 1915 of 833,069

acres planted in rubber with a reserve of 917,185 acres.

Further grants of land have been made during the year, but

the government of the Federated Malay States has since decided

to discontinue the issue of land grants of more than 50 acres in

extent, pending the return of labor, capital and administrative

conditions to normal.

POSSIBLE RESTRICTION OF EXPORTS.

The prohibition of rubber exports from Ceylon is regarded

with anxiety here, and it is feared that a similar prohibition will

be applied to Malaya. There is a rumor that the exports to the

United Kingdom are to be reduced to 2,000 tons monthly. In

view of this condition, schemes for limiting the output—alternate

day tapping or complete abandonment throughout the country

of Sunday tapping—have been suggested. There are authorities,

however, who consider that the position would hardly be as

serious as it sounds if more rubber could be shipped direct to

the United States via the Pacific Ocean. It is pointed out in this

connection that America has become the greatest consumer of

rubber, and that of the large quantities entering the country only

22 per cent came from Great Britain. An interesting question is

whether America will have to pay more or less for the rubber.

To some, the former appears probable, since a demand is here

concerned that must be satisfied, while others point to the pos-

sibility of operators in Singapore taking advantage of the situa-

tion created by the restriction of imports to depress the local

market, and suggest that the authorities should fix a minimum
price or take some other means to protect the planter.

RUBBER SEED OIL EXPERIMENTS.

Experiments are being made in the Federated Malay States re-

garding the commercial possibilities of rubber seed oil. The
establishment of local crushing plants is being considered, the

oil to be shipped to Great Britain and the cake used as cattle

food or manure.

One of the chief difficulties in establishing a local crushing

industry is the fact that the crop season for rubber seed lasts

only about two months. Tests are therefore being made to dis-

cover whether rubber seed can be preserved for any length of

time.

THE F. M. S. AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCE.

A T the Federated Malay States Agricultural Conference.
** held at Kuala Lumpur late in April, several interesting

papers on various departments of plantation practice were read

by T. J. Gumming, E. W. King, W. R. Shelton Agar, R. M.
Richards, W. N. C. Belgrave, A. P. Vesterdal, F. G. Spring and

others. Further facts were developed by the discussion in which

many planters participated.

RUBBER CULTIVATION AND DISEASES.

It was stated that before attempting manuring in the case of

poor areas, working of the soil should be tried, especially with

plough and harrows. A loose topsoil was of vital importance

and rubber trees responded very well to proper treatment in re-

spect to cultivation. Tillage in circular plots around the trees

was recommended in the case of previously planted areas, the

best time for this being the wet season, as the abundant mois-

ture could then be conserved for the dry season.

Experiments in manuring showed that lines did more harm
than good. Kainit seemed to have no efifect. The best result

was obtained on blocks receiving bonemeal at the rate of 400

pounds to the acre ; but the effect of the same quantity of super-

phosphate was not far behind. Satisfactory results were also

obtained with basic slag.

In connection with thinning-out. pollarding was not recom-

mended. Pollards yielded little latex, led to careless tapping

and prevented adjacent trees from benefiting fully. The most
satisfactory way was to cut out the tree about two feet below
ground level, removing as many side roots as possible without

interfering with adjacent trees. As to the method of thinning-

out, it was held that with 20 by 20 planting, as a general rule,

as soon as 90 per cent of the trees were tappable, the rest might
be dispensed with right away. After that, as soon as the natural

development of trees showed signs of being checked the num-
ber per acre should be reduced.

The usefulness of clean-clearing to prevent the spread of dis-

eases was also emphasized. The best way of getting rid of tim-

ber was by "double felling," that was, to allow clearings to grow
up again for a year after the first felling and then refell and
burn off. To prevent the spread of diseases, trenching deep

enough to sever lateral roots and wide enough to include all

afifected roots, was recommended. The best time for clean clear-

ing was before planting, but as the expense of this was very

great, smaller stumps and roots could be taken up, while the

large stumps could be trenched.

VARIABILITY OF PLANTATION RUBBER.

B. J. Eaton read an important paper on "Preparation of

Plantation Para Rubber With Special Reference to Future Con-
siderations." The researches of the F. M. S. Agricultural De-
partment, he said, showed that variable methods of preparation

were responsible for variability of the product. .According to

him, the uniformity of fine hard Para was due to the length of

time taken in preparation, averaging any variations in condi-

tions. He pointed out that market demands made it impossible

for estates to produce one uniform type of rubber, so uniformity

could apply strictly to only one type of rubber. For the present

at least, three or four grades must be made, including two first

grades—Pale crepe and No. 1 lower grade crepe—consisting of

lump, skimmings and picked scrap—and No. 2 lower grade
crepe of bar shavings and earth scrap.

In discussing the better grades, he considered the problem of

continuing the production of Pale crepe and Smoked sheet, or

of substituting the so-called "Slab" rubber for Smoked sheet.

His conclusions are given in detail on page 716 of this issue.

RUBBER IN THE BRITISH COLONIES.

Rubber as a crop in India is growing in prominence, especially

in Burma and Madras. The exports of raw rubber from India

in the year 1916 were 6,229,242 pounds, valued at £970,916, as

compared with 4,840,640 pounds, valued at £756,994, in 1915.

Of the exports in 1916, 3,847,125 pounds, valued at £643,718, were
shipped to the United Kingdom.
The total value of rubber exported from Uganda during 1916

was £5,374 as against £3,159 in 1915. The crop suffers little

from pests or diseases and promises to become of importance.

In 1915-16 only 5,538 pounds of wild rubber were exported.

The export of rubber from Zanzibar is mainly derived from
Landolphia kirkii, of which a considerable quantity grows wild

in a forest in Pemba. 2,384 pounds, valued at £213, were ex-

ported in 1915. The cultivation of Ceara, which was taken up
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by the govcriinKiit ii\ ivtj/, was not successful aiul ii.is i'l-cii dis-

continued.

The output of wild rubber in Xyasaland has decreased steadi-

ly until it is now a negligible quantity. Cultivated rubber, on

the other hand, is shown to be on the increase, 6,766 acres being

under cultivation in 1915-16, as compared with 5.936 in the pre-

vious year. Exports of cultivated rubber from Nyasaland in

1915-16 were 46.002 pounds, valued at £.1801. as compared with

33.685 pounds in the previous year.

In Seychelles there are about 184.000 rubber trees planted out,

and about half of this number have reached the tappable size.

The value of the exports of rubber from Nigeria in 1915 was

£38,113, as compared with £38,854 in 1914. On two Para rubber

estates in the Sapcle district, 94,413 pounds of rubber were har-

vested.

From Ashanti 317 tons of rubber, valued at £20,135. were ex

ported during 1915. The increase was due to a renewed demand

in Europe, caused by the exceptional conditions prevailing.

When these conditions cease this trade may be expected to die

down again. The natives have shown little interest in planting

out Para seedlings. There are two European agricultural com-

panies in the Southern Province of Ashanti, which have planted

out large areas of cocoa and rubber. The oldest Para trees are

six years old, and most of the trees are now tappable. The

Funtumia trees are described as a failure, as they appear to

need at least twenty years before yielding commercially.

Rubber has been planted on several estates in the wet dis-

tricts of Vitilevu and Vanualevu in Fiji. The cultivation com-

menced about nine years ago, and subsequent growth has been

satisfactory as compared with other countries. The plants now
in Fiji have stood the occasional storms well. Rubber was ex-

ported from Fiji in 1915 to the value of £3,464, as against £463

in the previous year. It is hoped that the export of this produce

will increase.

The leaf disease of rubber has again visited some plantations

in British Guiana. It is considered that until a uniform period

of wintering of the trees is obtained, considerable trouble in

this respect must be expected.

BOLIVIAN NOTES.

RUBBER TRADE IN COCHIN CHINA.

Figures for the years 1913, 1914, 1915 show an increase in the

quantity of rubber exports, but a decrease in the imports. This
is mainly due to the fact that a great part of the French popu-
lation, using manufactured articles, has returned to France on
account of the war.

The exportation of wild rubber, which used to be sent along
the Mekong river from the forests of Laos and Cambodja, is

no longer of any importance. On the other hand, plantation

rubber exports have increased rapidly in the last few years. In
1908. 3 tons were shipped from Saigon, while in 1915, 357 tons
were exported. The amount for the period January 1, 1916.

to August 22. 1916, was 312 tons, as against 133 tons for the

same period in 1915. Since January, 1915, the exportation of

rubber to countries other than France has been prohibited. Ex-
ports for the years 1913, 1914, 1915 were valued at $128,752,

$158,328 and $315,075, respectively.

The decrease in some imports is illustrated by the following:

1913. 1914. 1915.
Rubber goods $185,0,S1 $197,234 $180 000
.\utomobiles 412,800 202,212 15' 004
Cycles 218.178 204,878 104>03

Sheet rubber is imported from France, and the value increased
from $11,000 to $40,000. Rubber articles come from France and
Singapore and advanced from $23,000 to $38,000. but the values
for tires and hose decreased from $142,000 to $86,000. Automo-
bile, riskshaw and cycle tires are imported chiefly from France
and England.

BOLIVIA is one of those countries whose economical situation

has been seriously aiTeclcd by the war. It was, in fact,

due only to her great mineral wealth that she was able to sup-

port the difficult position at all. However, it would appear from

trade statistics for the first four montlis of 1916 that conditions

were improving.

Another important item is the export of rubber, which under-

went a marked increase in 1915. The United States is Bolivia's

best customer for rubber, having bought no less than 90 per

cent of the whole quantity exported. The distribution of the

rubber exports in 1914 and 1915 was as follows:

1915.1914.
,

'
^-

Metric Metric
Ions. Value, tons.

United States 419 $311,701 4,645
Great Britain 2,846 2,098,199 341
France 575 425,800 68
Germany 481 347,540 16
Belgium 157 115,978
Chile 7 12,931
Argentina 9
Spain 2

Value.

Totals 4,485 $3,312,149 5.081

The total rubber exports in metric tons of 2,204.6 pounds, over

a period of 10 years show a steady increase in production:

1906, 1,930; 1907, 1,831; 1908, 1,818; 1909, 3,052; 1910. 3,118;

1911, 3,646; 1912, 4,080; 1913, 5,143; 1914, 4,485; 1915, 5,081.

Among the 1915 imports from the United States may be noted

:

-Automobiles, valued at 22,183 bolivianos (the normal value of

a boliviano in United States currency is $0.3893), and rubber

manufactures amounting to 4,628 bolivianos. The total amounts

for these two items were, 26,192 and 24.282 bolivianos respec-

tively.

EXPORT TAXES OX RUBBER.

In accordance with the law of November 18, 1913, rubber ex-

ported from Bolivia is subjected to the following export taxes:

Article 1—When the quotation for rubber is 25 to 36 pence

the export tax shall be 2 per cent ad valorem. This tax shall

be 4 per cent ad valorem when the quotation rises to 37 to 48

pence, and 6 per cent when the quotation is 49 pence or above.

Article 2.—The same rate of export taxes shall apply to rub-

ber of inferior grades, with an allowance of 30 per cent off the

quotation for fine rubber.

Article 3.—In cases where the export tax collected in custom-

houses of foreign countries adjacent is lower than that imposed

by Bolivia, the government shall have the right to lower the rate

of the Bolivian tax. (This measure was adopted to prevent

smu.ggling of the rubber across the border and the consequent

loss of Bolivian revenues.)

Article 4.—For the purpose of this law the value of rubber

exported from Bolivia shall be 70 per cent of the London quota-

tions at the time of the exportation. The London quotations

shall be certified to the Bolivian Government fortnightly by the

Bolivian consul stationed in London.

The acquisition of rubber lands in Bolivia is subject to the

law governing the public lands of Bolivia.

Bolivia has no sea coast, but the government is much inter-

ested in the development and extension of railway lines and has

declared its intention to extend the La Paz-Yungas railway, thus

securing an outlet to the Atlantic by way of the Amazon River

and the Madeira-Mamore Railway. This is of special impor-
tance to rubber producers who will then have an easy connec-
tion with the railways that connect with the sea coast ports.

The President of Bolivia has been authorized to contract a

loan of £1.000,000 for the construction of the Atocha-Tupiza
line, the last link between La Paz and Buenos Aires, and the

government is endeavoring to place this loan in the United
States.'
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Recent Patents Relating to Rubber.

THE UNITED STATES.

ISSUED TULY 17. 1917.

,233,-)01. Hose-coupling. J. H. Reeve, Sherman, Calif.

.233,^20. Laminated, cohesive, interwound fabric constructed in

tubular and annular form. L. A. Subers, East Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Demountable rim. A. H. Harris, Barberton, assipmor to The
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., -Akron—both in Ohio.

Tire. I. B. Irons, Morgantown, W. Va.

Shoe-heel. J. Plant, Douglas, Alaska.

Massage device. J. E. Ahlman, Denver, Colo.

Tire-rim tool. A. A. Friestedt, assignor to Friestedt Manufac-
turing Co.—both of Chicago, 111.

Wheel-rim. J. T. Ronald, Seattle, Wash.

Menstrual bandage or catamenial sack. P. Roger, Milford,

Mass.

Pneumatic tire. J.
Drummond, C. Sp'ihel, and F. Spuhel

—

all of Kansas City, Mo.
Vehicle-tire. F. Funderburg, Huntington, Ind.

Tire-armor. W. H. Opitz, Bedford. Ind.

ISSUED JULY 24, 1917.

Tire armor. M. V. Batcheller, Cowrie, Iowa.

Pneumatic tire. F. S. Dickinson, New York City.

Pneumatic tire. F. S. Dickinson, New York City.

Self-healing inner tube. N. C. Doss, Rome, Ga.

Detachable tread for pneumatic tires. A. G. Mass, assignor of

one-half to J. W. Stapleton—both of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cushion wheel. A. Chelew, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Demountable tread for tires. R. B. Hartman, Milwaukee, Wis.

Hose nozzle. C. F. Hughes, Portland, Oregon.

Antiskidding tire attachment for wheels. J. A. Granstrom,
Everett, Mass.

Operating tool for split tire rims. E. O. Collins, Chillicothe,

Ohio.

, Vehicle tire. E. W. Mighell, Piano. 111.

ISSUED JULY 31, 1917.

Dem.ountable wheel rim. F. PI. Summeril, Los Angeles, Calif.,

assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Keystone Vehicle Parts

Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.. a corporation of New York.

Rubber tire. J. A. Swinehart, St. Louis, Mo.

Relief valve for pneumatic tires. H. L. Shaffer, Washington,
Iowa.

Rubber heel. M. Costa, East Wallingford, Conn.

Tire tube protector. J. T. Tooloose, Plattin, Mo.

Wheel tire. T. E. Auvil, Baltimore, Md.

Inflatable surgical packing. A, L. Beck, New Rochelle, N. Y.,

assignor to Ella C. Beck.

Syringe. S. A. Ichilian, Washington, D. C.

Armored tire. C. E. Peabody, Brooks, Me.

Pacifier. G. V. Tallon, New Haven, Conn.

Tire rim manipulator. .\. A. Friestedt. assignor to Friestedt
Manufacturing C^.—both of Chicago, 111.

Tire rim. S. P. Michael, Frankfort. Ind.

Removable rim for tractor wheels. H. C. Waite, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to Elgin Tractor Corp., Elgin, HI., a corporation
of New York.

Tire. S. T. Bottcnfield, assignor to The Bottenfield Tire Co.—
both of Cleveland, Ohio.

Tire tread of sheet metal. M. E. Fox, R. L. Ryan, and C. M.
Sawyer—all of Winston-Salem, N. C.

Tire. I. N. Keim, Mount Holly, N. J.

Automatic self healing inner tube for pneumatic tires. C. L.
Crow, Alexander City, Ala.

Vehicle wheel rim. R. S. Bryant, assignor to The Standard
Welding Co.—both of Cleveland, Ohio.

ISSUED AUGUST 7, 1917.

1,235,597. Wheel rim and tire construction. H. Raflovich, New York
City.

1,235,621. Vehicle wheel with block rubber and metal tires. H. Weiner,
New York City.

1,235,669. Obstetrical cushion. A. C. Eggers, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor
to The Goodyear's India Rubber Glove Manufacturing Co.,
a corporation of Conn.

1,235,570. Non-skid chain attachment for rubber tired wheels. W. H.
Falls, Bridgeport, Conn.

1,235,727. Tire deflation signal. W. W. Robinson, Portland, Me.

1.235.753. Typewriter platen. N. H. Anderson, Middlctown, assignor
of one-half to W. A. Lorenz, Hartford—both of Conn.

1.235.754. Typewriter platen. N. H. Anderson, Middletowri^, assignor of
one-half to W. A. Lorenz, Hartford—both of Conn.

1.235.755. Noiseless typewriter platen comprising a rubber cylinder on
the outer core. N. H. Anderson, East Hampton, assignor
of one-half to W. A. Lorenz, Hartford—both of Conn.

1.235.756. Noiseless typewriter platen. N. H. Andersoii, East Hampton,
assignor of one-half to W. A. Lorenz, Hartford—both of
Conn.

N°'
l,233,'465.

1,233,47S.

1,233,504.

1,233,537.

1.233,660.

1,233,705.

1,233,811.

1,233,853.

1,234.004.

1,234,075.

1,234,118.

1,234,142.

1,234,143.

1,234,144.

1,234,193.

1,234,289.

1,234,331.

1,234,338.

1,234,538.

1,234,631.

1,234,682.

1,234,820.

1,234,821.

1,234,940.

1,235,013.

1,235,080.

1,235,093.

1,235,095.

1,235,142.
• 1,235,156.

1.235,169.

1,235,308.

1,235,360.

1,235,401.

1,235,421.

1,235,458.

1,235,485.

1,235,528.

1,235.537.

1,235,861.

1,235,876.

1,235,877.

1,235,878.

1,235,890.

1,235,921.

1,235,963.

1,235,965.

1,236,036.

1,236,174.

1,236,227.

1,236,251.

1,236,290.

1,236,301.

1,236,304.

1,236,310.

1,236,312.

1,236,365.

1,236,411.

1,236,412.

1.236,490.

1,236,506.

1,236,534.

1,236,619.

1,236,671.

1,236,689.

1,236,821.

1,236,924.

1,237,041.

1,237,155.

Rubber tire casing. H. N. Wayne, assignor to W. J. Ennis—

-

both of Los Angeles, Calif.

Hose connection for fabric and rubber hose. H. Cave,
Elizabeth, assignor to Davis Bournonville Co., Jersey City

—both of N. J.

Tire casing. T. P. Chrisomalis, New York City.

Hose comprising an outer casing and an inner tube of smaller
diameter free to expand to the wall of the_ casing. W. T.
Cole, Newton, Conn., assignor to Fabric Fire Hose Co., a

corporation of Conn.

Case for hypodermic syringes comprising a rubber collar for

gripping the hypodermic needle head. A. J. Gilbert,

Eufaula, Ala.

Hose supporter button. R. Parker, assignor to Parker, Stearns

& Co.—both of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Anchoring means for the cord body fabric of tires of the

"cord" type. F. S. Dickinson, New York City.

Vehicle wheel tire. F. Fisher, assignor of one-fourth to A. C.

Immer, one-fourth to F. L. Reichert, and one-fourth to W.
Selinger—all of Arcadia, Mo.

Teat cup. C. O. Anderson, Lancaster, Pa.

Rubber heel. E. J. Hooper, Stoughton, Mass.

Armored tire structure. C. W. Stewart, Martinsburg, W. \'«.

Non-skid device. P. Balko and A. Kocovsky, Milwaukee, Wis.

Toy ball comprising a whistle and a rattle, etc. C. O. Griffin,

Newbern, N. C.

Vehicle wheel rim. E. N. Hatcher, East Tallassee, .'Ma.

Hand stamp comprising an inflatable hollow sphere. R
Howell, Rochester, N. Y.

Automatic life preserver. W. F. Johnson, Riverside, Calif.

Hose clamp. H. C. Jones, Allentown, N. J.

Life saving belt. H. B. Rogers, London, England.

ISSUED AUGUST 14, 1917.

Tire valve and signal. W. F. Downs, Bay Shore, N. Y.

Cushion tired wheel. E. F. Dreman, Cleveland, Ohio.

Cushion tire. R. D. Shirey, Woodland, Pa.

Tire shoe or casing. G. S. Van Voorhis, Boston, Mass.

Reinforced air tube for pneumatic tires. J. W. Blodgett
Chicago, 111.

Stopper for water bags, bottles, and the like. M. T. Steele

Brooklyn, N. Y'.

Non-skid device. H. Carroll, Boone, Iowa.

Rain coat. M. C. Doubles, Richmond, Va.

An improvement in wheel tires. W. T. Carey, Cranston, R. I

Arch supporter. M. Golden, Boston, Mass.

Air valve for pneumatic tires for bicycles or the like

Hilding, Lidkoping, Sweden.

Rubber tire. M. E. Baxter, Steubcnville, Ohio.

L.

E. A.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
ISSUED JUNE 27, 1917.

105,894. Rubber-surfaced paving blocks. G. Anderson and Leyland & Bir-

mingham Rubber Co., Leyland, near Preston.

105,940. Gutta percha filled joint-making washers. C. J. Beaver, Range-
moor, Crescent Road. Hale, and E. A. Claremont, Broom Cot-
tage, High Legh—both in Cheshire.

105,955. Reservoir pen. A. Coats, Hayfield, Castlehead, Paisley.

105,961. Auxiliary pneumatic vehicle springs formed of short lengths simi-

lar to pneumatic tires. L. D. Jones, 134 Vine street, Bridgeport,
Connecticut, V. S. A.

105,977. Pneumatic cushions for air craft. T. Sloper, Southgate, Devizes,
Wiltshire.

ISSUED JULY 4, 1917.

106,038. Infants' soother. Hasting, Lang & Co. and H. W. Byrom, 1

Roman street. Church street, Alanchester.

106,068. Tourniquet comprising a rubber tube. J. T. Brierley, "Highfield,"
and Leyland & Birmingham Rubber Co., Golden Hill Works

—

both in" Leyland. Lancashire.

106,126. Wheel tire rims F. W. Baker, 59 Hagley Road, and J. S. Foley,
17 Beale street—both in Stourbridge.

106,134. Golf ball. W. Taylor. "Southlea," Elms Road, Knighton,
Leicester.

106,157. Anti-rattlers for doors, etc., consisting of studs of resilient ma-
terial forced through countersunk holes in plates. Daimler Co.
and A. E. Berriman, Daimler Works, Coventry.

106,198. Sock suspender. A. J. Lister. Marlborough House, Clifton Road,
Ilkley, Yorkshire.

ISSUED JULY 11, 1917.

106,278. Inhaling device. Dragerwerk, H. & B. Drager, 53 Moislinger
Allee Lubeck, Germany.

106,295. Rubber mud-shield for boot heels. A. E. MacDonald, "Pegli,"

St. John's Road, Golder's Green, London.

106,321. Rubber-faced motorcycle driving belt. G. Warwick, 80 Cobham
Road, Seven Kings, Essex, and A. P. Crouch, 106 Cannon
street, London.

ISSUED JULY 18, 1917.

106,402. Valves. C. A. lorns, 4750 Cook avenue, St. Louis, Missouri,
U. S. A.

106,476. Method of coupling fabric hose sections. N. B. Braley, 14 West
Granite street, Butte, Montana, U. S. A.
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106.496.

106,511.

106.S34.

106,550.

106,559.

106,588.

106,609.

106,645.

106,681.

106,729.

Wheel tires. M. H. Cleaver. 122 Liberty street, Manhattan, New
York, U. S. A.

Artificial hands with rubber finger tips. E. W. HoRgs, 23 Bran-
(Ircth Road, Balham, Surrey.

Rrcach mat of elastic waterproof material. A. R. M. SankejTj

Polygon House, Southampton, and A. J. M. Smith, "Edgehill,

Peak Hill, Sydenham, London.

Tire rim. H. \V. Vnn Meeteren, 58 Poplar Road, Edgbaston;
.\. Edwards, 44 Milcote Road, Bearwood, and H. Headley,
"Merton," Oxford Road, Moseley—all in Birmingham.

Crutch comprising a pneumatic tired wheel engaged by the arm
rest. II. C. Sparrow, 123 Mallinson Road, Clapham Junction,
London.

ISSUED JULY 25, 1917.

Girdle and brassiere having vertical elastic inserts down the back.

B. Prince and H. Prince—both of 38 East One Hundred and
Twenty-sixth street. New York City, U. S. A.

Electric incandescent lamp comprising rubber ring. C. Ammen-
torp, 23 St. Pederstracde, Copenhagen.

.•\eronautics. W. B. Quick, "Belmont," Station Road, Wootton,
Isle of Wight.

Kinematograph apparatus comprising rubber tubing. A. E.
Walsliam. A. P.

. . - i- _
street, London.
Walsliam. A. P.ennett, an

comprising rubber tubing. A. r..

d A. H. F. Perl—all of 60 Doughty

176,156.

176,184.

176,206.

176,280,

176,311.

176,323.

176,351.

176,405.

176,532.

176,597.

176,604.

482.932

482,960

482,963

482,994

482,995

483,006

483,059

92,308.

92,614.

94.468.

96,373.

96.374.

96,375.

96,376.

96,377.

96,379.

96,380.

96.381.

Bottle with lubber stopper. I. Ci. Warren, Glen Rosa, Cumber-
hills, Dufiield, Derbyshire, and F. H. Rogers, 13road Sanctuary
Chambers. Westminster.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
ISSUED APRIL 30. 1917.

Pneumatic tire. W. J. G. Rogers, Montreal, Quebec.

Life preserver. The National Life Preserver Co., assignee of
O. A. Youngren—both of Sheridan. Wyoming. U. S. A.

Brake lining. E. E. Waite and Standard Woven Fabric Co.,
assignee of a half interest—both of Framingham, Massachusetts,
U. S. A.

Pneumatic cushion heel. O. Mussinan, New York, New York,
U. S. A.

Teat cup. H. Stewart, Gait, Ontario.

Tire applier. T- Wyatt, Melita, Manitoba.

Reinforced air tube for tires. The Western Canadian Enterprises,
Limited, Vancouver, assignee to T. H. B. Gaynor, Middle Park,
\'ictoria—both in Australia.

Safety purse comprising an elastic support. F. W. De Blieux,
Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

Rubber heel. F. Berenstein, Chelsea, Massachusetts. U. S. A.

Waterproof bag for rubbers. J. A. Aristide, Vaillancourt, Ottawa,
Ontario.

Reservoir shaving brush. F. W. Zeidler, Jersey City, New Jersey,
U. S. A.

THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
PATENTS ISSUED (With Dates of Application).

(September 20, 1916). Improvements in the manufacture of hard
rubber receivers and similar articles. W. W. Weitling.

(September 23, 1916). Protective pneumatic tire for carriage
wheels. U. Favretti.

5, 1916). Improvements in pneumatic tires. J. H.

1916). Device for inflating life-belts. W. G.

Improvements in wheels and rims. F. A.

A. Stein & Co.,

The

(September
Christian.

(September 26,
Brokan.

(September 26, 1916).
Scott.

(September 27, 1916). Capsule for compressed or liquid gas serving
to inflate life-belts and pneumatic tires, as well as for other
purposes. W. G. Brokan.

(September 29, 1916). Crutches for the wounded. G. A. Valland.

TRADE-MARKS.
THE UNITED STATES.

The words Mme. LEEMAX^sanitarv clothing.
Chicago, 111.

The word Ecco—rubber-covered electrical wires and cables,
,

Electric Cable Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
The word Buckskin—rain coats made of textiles treated with

waterproo6.ng materials. American Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.
A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—drug

sundries. United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
and New Yo'-k City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—rubber
cetnent. United States Rubber Co.. New Brunswick, N. J., and
New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—rubber
horseshoes and horseshoe pads. United States Rubber Co.,
New Brunswick, N. J., and New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—pneumatic
pillows. United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
and New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—rubber
pails and hat bags. United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick,
N. J., and New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—insulated
wire and friction tape. L'nited States Rubber Co., New
Brunswick, N. J., and New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—powdered
soapslone. United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick. N. J.,
and New York City.

A white bar between two blue bars all of enual width—furnace-
bulbs, basin plugs, force cups, horn bulbs, plant sprinklers,
and bnth sprays. United States Rubber Co.. N^w Bruns-
wick, N. J., and New York City.

96,382. A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—gaskets,
lamp connections, automobile bumpers, pump valves, spiral pack-
ings, sheet packings, piston pacKiiigs, rubber belting, rubber
hose reinforced with fabric, air brake hose, pipe tester rings,
fuller balls, siphon valve washers, tank balls, rubber elbows,
rubber washers, jar rings, tire relincs, blow-out (patches, inner
tube patches, tire inner tubes and tics. United btates Rubber
Co., New Brunswick, N. J., and New York City.

96,418. A white bar between two blue bars all of equal width—rubber
boots, rubber and fabric boots, boots and shoes having fabric
uppers and composition soles, rubber coats, overalls, leggings,
hats, gloves, mittens, swimming vests, aprons, heels and soles.

United States Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J., and New
York City.

96,994. Representation of a gloved hand holding an instrument within a
pneumatic tire—rubber tires and tubes. The Miller Rubber Co.,
Akron. Ohio.

98,187. The white letters G. B. Co. on a black diamond-shaped back-
ground—chewing gum. George Brothers Co., Manitowoc, Wis-
consin.

98.392. The words Est'b S. S. 1880 within a wreath and beside it the
word KoMFORT—shoes made of leather, rubber, canvas or any
combination of the three. Albert J. Schmidt, Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania.

99.420. The vnrd McElwain—boots and shoes with rubber soles or heels.
W. H. McElwain Co., Boston, Mass.

99,576.—The word Mutual within a white diamond with a black border

—

tires, tubes and mechanical rubber goods. The Mutual Motor
Stores Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

100,319. The word Mutual within a diamond-shaped design—rubber cement
and tire tape. The Mutual Motor Stores Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

102,401. Representation of a shield—clothing including rubber shoes. J.
Bacon & Sons, Louisville, Ky.

102.897. The word Reputation—druggists' sundries. United Drug Co.,
Boston, MasF.

102.898. The word Firstaid—druggists' sundries. United Drug Co., Bos-
ton. Mass.

102,993. Representation of an outdoor scene showing repair being made
to an auto tire above which is the compound word Auto-Seal
and a bird holding a can of the material—a compound for
closing holes or punctures in pneumatic tires. National
Chemical Co., Clinton, Iowa.

103,713. The word Jiffy—cemtntless patches for mending pneumatic inner
tubes for tirep and like inflated articles.

103,720. The word Air-in— raincoats. KHng Bros. & Co., Chicago. 111.

104,004. The word Toesan—composition shoes and rubber overshoes. Bat-
terman Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.

104,543. Representation of a soldier and the compound word Soldier-Boy
within an oval—rubber boots and shoes. The Beacon Falls Rub-
ber Shoe Co., Beacon Falls, Conn.

104.557. The word Angle—rubber tires, casings, and tubes. The Mara-
thon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

104.558. The word Angle—rubber and composition soles and heels. The
Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

104.559. The word Runner—rubber tires, casings, and tubes. The Mara-
thon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

104.560. The word Runner—rubber and composition soles and heels. The
Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

377,264. The word Dividatan within a desicn^condenser rubber leathers,

etc. E. Handley, Leventhorp Leather Works, Loco Mill Lane,
Bradford, Yorkshire.

377,327. Representation of a moose's head above the words The Mer-
chants Rubber Co., Ltd.—footwear made of rubber or partly
of rubber. The Merchants Rubber Co., Ltd., Kitchener,
Province of Ontario, Canada.

377.329. A representation of Jacques Cartier in an oval around which
appears the name of the company—footwear made of rubber or
partly of rubber. The Canadian Rubber Co. of Montreal, Ltd.,

corner of Notre Dame street East and Papineau avenue, Mont-
real, Canada.

377,615. The word Navite—electric insulating material or preparations
made mainly of india rubber. Alfred Graham & Co., St, An-
drew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S. E.

375,705. The word Goulag—filler for india rubber compositions. Ameri-
can Gum Products Co., 200 Fifth avenue, New York, U. S. A.

377,911. The word Rolva—waterproofing compounds. The Viva Co., 112,
Moss Lane East, Manchester.

377.964. The word Gem above a design with the words North British
Rubber Cu., Limited, Edinburgh, encircling a representation of
a .sword and scaler—hair combs. The North British Rubber
Co.. Limited, Castle Mills, Fountainbridge, Edinburgh, Scot-
land.

378,142. Representation of a deer within a circular design above which
are the v;ords Okapi Brand—packing and hose of all kinds.
Hamel & Horley. Limited, London House, 35, Crutched Friars,
London, E. C, 3.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

22.475. The word Acorn and the representation of an acorn at each end
of the word—rubber tires. Acme Tire & Rubber Co., Limited,
Toronto.

22.476. R(.presentatinn of an automobile tire with an oak tree in the
center and the word^ Royal Oak Tires—rubber tires. Acme
Tire & Rubber Co.. Limited, Toronto.

22.514. The word Thermoid—brake linings and packing. Thermoid Rub-
ber Co., Hamilton Township (Trenton), Mercer County, New
Jersey, U. S. A.

DESIGN.
THE UNITED STATES.

51.036. Toy halloon. Term / years. Patented May 15. 1917. .T. B.
Amherst, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Review of the Crude Rubber Market.

NEW YORK.

AUGUST is usually a quiet period in the crude rubber

market and the month just passed has been no ex-

ception to the general rule. The large buyers have

shown no interest whatever in the spot market and futures

being firmly held at a premium above spot prices were there-

fore not attractive. A year ago in August the market reached

its lowest level, with First latex spot at S65/2 cents, and futures

covering the ensuing year were freely sold at 55 cents and

even less. The upward swing that commenced in September

last carried both First latex spot and futures to 84 cents on

December 7, 1916, when the market declined. The experience

gained by the sellers of futures at the low values of a year

ago doubtless explains the negative attitude of the producers

at the present time.

Plantations have interested smaller manufacturers who
have taken advantage of the comparatively cheap nearby rub-

ber and bought freely during the month. Inquiries have been

numerous for all positions up to the end of next year, but

sellers refused to make concessions and prices have ruled

firm with a tendency to advance. Spot prices are about 1 cent

to 1^ cents lower than a month ago. First latex being quoted

65J/2 cents and Smoked sheet ribbed 64"4 cents on August 28,

with futures nominally 67 cents for Latex and 651/2 cents

for Ribs. Brazilian Paras have been firm and practically

unchanged with the exception of Upriver fine that was forced

to 70;/' cents during the month. Stocks of Caucho ball are

plentiful and cheap, but the demand has been small. Africans

were practically neglected, with the interest centered on

.\ccra flake and Rio Nunez ball, the latter selling at the

unusual price of 65 cents. Centrals continue to be scarce at

firm prices.

The bogy of overproduction is dispelled by E. L. Killick,

a well-known English authority, who sums it up as follows:

".According to Rickinson, the world's production of rubber

during the past three years was under:

Plantation. Brazil. Rest. Totals.

1914 tons 71,380 37,000 12,000 120,380
1915 107,867 37,220 13,615 158,702
1916 152,650 36,500 12,448 201,598

"For 1917 the same authority gives the following estimate

:

Plantation. Brazil. Rest. Totals.

1917 tons 192.000 37,000 13,000 242,000

"It will be seen that plantation rubber increased about 50

per cent in 1915 and 1916, while the increase in 1917 may be

only 25 per cent. After this year the rate of increase will

rapidly decline as the diminishing area of rubber comes into

bearing and by 1921 the increase may be almost negligible.

In the light of such greatly increased consumption it is sig-

nificant that the average price of plantation rubber should

have risen from 2s. 6d. in 1915 to 2s. \0l4d. in 1916, while for

the expired portion of the current year the average is over

3s. The lesson of these figures is that during two years of

enormously increased production there has been correspond-

ing expansion of the world's consumption, and it is clear

that if the demand continues to increase at the same rate

there is likely to be, a few years hence, not a surplus but an

actual shortage of rubber."

In view of the foregoing, the following official figures of

United States crude rubber imports are interesting: For the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1917, the United States imported

333,373,711 pounds of crude rubber, compared to 267,775,557

pounds in 1916, and 172,068,428 pounds in 1915.

LONDON.
The London market has lacked inspiration from American

buyers and quiet conditions have prevailed with firm prices

Copyright 1917.

that show little change during the month. On August 1,

Standard crepe spot was 2SVi,d. and Smoked sheet 29d. The

same grades were quoted 31d. and 29;4<i- on August 28.

The sentiment is strong against selling futures, spot and

nearby being the only positions that are really considered

in this market at the present time. London and Liverpool

imports for June were 7,390 tons compared with 6,700 tons

for May. Reexports for June were 4,750 tons, against 6,093

tons for May.
SINGAPORE.

During the first part of August the market developed a

firm tone, despite the rather dull sentiment that prevailed.

A tendency to decline was noticed after the second week

and the market eased off, closing with lower prices. At the

auctions held July 27, August 3, 11, 18 and 24, the average

prices realized were: First latex crepe 53.8 cents, compared

to 56.09 cents last month; Smoked sheet ribbed 53.88 cents,

compared to 55.14 cents a month ago. The total amount sold

was 2,335 tons against 1,628 for last month.

NEW YORK SPOT aUOTATIONS.

Sept. 1,

Plantation Paras— 1916.
First-latex crepe 1 c,:i/,a
Hevea first crepe f

"K®
Amber crepe No. 1, gristly blanket 54i4(i

.'Vug. 1,

1917.

Amber crepe No. 2

Aniher crepe No. 3.

Amber crepe No. 4
Brown crepe, thick clean
Brown crepe, thin clean
Brown crepe, thin specky
Brown crepe, rolled

.Smoked sheet, ribbed standard 1

quality !-

*Hevea ribbed smoked sheets... J

Smoked sheet, plain standard 1

quality I

*Hevea plain or smooth smoked
[

sheets J

Unsmoked sheet, standard quality 1

*Hevea unsmoked sheets f

Colombo scrap. No. 1

Colombo scrap, No. 2

53'/^ (a

52

67

65
64
63
62
62
61
59
48

56 @

@

67 @

AuK. 28,

1917.

66 @
63 @
62 @
61 @
60 @
59 @
58 @
56 @
46 @
65 @

64 @64!^ 64

62

49
45

Brazilian Paras—
Upriver fine 7 1 J^ @
Upriver medium @
Upriver coarse 42^ @
Upriver weak fine @
Upriver caucho ball 42J4@
Islands fine 60 @
Islands medium (S>

Islands coarse 28 @
Islands weak fine @
Cameta Tr^i @
Lower caucho ball 36 (2)

Peruvian fine @
Tapajos fine @
Tapajos caucho ball * (3)

Africans—
Accra flake 35 @
Niger flake • 35 @
Benguela, extra seconds, l'i^% . . . 38 @
Benguela, No. 2. 32K% 35 ®
Congo prime, black upper @
Congo prime, red upper " @
Rio Nunez ball @
Rio Nune2_ sheets and strings... @
Conakry niggers (<?

Massai sheets and strings @
Centrals—

Central scrap @
Central scrap and strip ' @
Central wet sheet @
Corinto 39 @
Esmeralda sausage 39 @
Guayule 32 @33

Manicobas—
Ceara negro heads @
Ceara scrap @
Manicoba special 42J^@
Manicoba extra @
Manicoba regular @
Mangabeira thin sheet ITA®
Mangabeira thick sheet @

(§62^
@49'A
@45^

@6968
63
4Sy2@
59 @
42J^@
61 @
58 @
30 @
55 @
32H@
39 @40
66 @
66 @
39i^@

39 @
37^@
56 @
53
64
64

42
41
31
43
43
36

@66
m

@43
@42

(3 48
@28

44
27
45
4»K@
3754 @
39 @
35 @36

63 @
48 @
46 @

68 @
62 @
48 @
59 @
40 @
61 @

@
29'A@

@
32 @
37 @
65 @
66 @
38J4@

30 @
30 @
39 @
38 @
55 @
53 @
65 @
65 @
65 @
65 @

41
40
30
42
42
32

48 @

45
42
40
39
35

' Rubber Association of America nomenclature.
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BA..T.- Sept.^l.

Balata block 50 @
Surinam sheet 79 @

Kast Indian—
As«am crepe 38 @
Assam onions @
PcnanK block scrap @
Pontianak pressed S'A®
Batidjcrmassin •• 8 @
Gutta Siak 17 @
Gutta percha, red Macassar 2.50@

Auk. 1.
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June 1-28, 1917.*

Para
From

—

Rubber.

Borneo

—

Pontianak iOl.866
Randjermassiu 95.S65
Sibu 74,S0O
S.nmbas 47,066

Para Rubber
for

Treatment.

11,333
28,533

Sarawak
labuan . . . .

Tesselton . . .

Sandakan . .

Kudat
Passir
Sinekawan?
Samarinda .

38.333
36,000
20.266
13,866
9,333
8,533
6.933
6,800

12,000
12,766

Borneo
Rubber.

400

5,066

"533

5.600

Gutta
Percha.

62.666
84.933
10,273
1,066

"l',733
1,066

Gutta
Jelutong.

32,933
34,666

296,666
15,733

216,266
35,333
15,733

1,866

Totalr 459,662 64,632 14,265 163,603 647.330

Sumatra

—

Djambi 231,466
Deli 106,133 244,933
PalembanB 64,133
Indragiri 6.666
Bengkalis 3.600
Muntok 3.466
Belawan 3.333 141,600
Siak 2,933
Asahan 28,400

533

40O

"1,666 104,133
4,800

Totals 421.730 414.933 533 1.466 108.933

Java

—

Eatavia 30.266
Sourabaya 29.333
Samarang

Total

Siam

—

Patari ..

Bangkok

1.733

Total

Burma

—

Mergui

61,332

1.466
533

3,333
Other port= 239.333 60.000

Grand Totals 5,962.618 1.S29.S30

5.333

20,131

8.133

173,202 7S7.463

EXPORTS.

June 1-28, 1917.'

Para
To

—

Rubber.

North .America:

United States-
New York 7,666.400
Akron 5,329.600
Seattle 1,380.266
Boston 459,066
San Francisco 96,533

Canada

—

Toronto 202,800
Montreal 145,466
Vancouver 29,066

Para Rubber
Trans-
shipped-

Borneo
Rubber.

Gutta
Percha.

Gutta
Jelutong.

1.264.133
410.933
306,000

285.200

i 56,866

'44,866 2,i 24,533

846,400

73l'.866

Totals .15,309.197 1.9,'<1,066 486,800 3,702,799

Europe:

United Kingdom

—

England—
Liverpool 1,452,266
London 1,201,733

France TMarseilles) 170,400
Italy (Genoa) 890,400

,741.466
102,933
203,600
22.400

29,600
8,666

Totals 3,714,799 2,741,466 328.933 38,266
Grand Totals 19.023,996 4,722,532 815,733 3,741,065

' Six days missing.

STHAITS SETTLEMENTS RUBBER EXPORTS.

The export of plantation rubber from Straits Settlements ports in the
month of June, as officially reported by cablegram from Singapore, amounted
to 8,775 tons. Of this total. 482 tons were transhipments from adjacent
countries. ."Appended are the comparative statistics for three years:

1915. 1916. 1917.
January tons 2,576 4,443 3,562
February 2,741 3,359 6,495
March 2,477 4,481 8,299
April 1,978 4,219 6,103
May 3,588 3,274 6.282
June 2,249 3,836 8,775

Totals 15,609 23,612 39.516

The above figures include transhipments from various places in the
neighborhood of the Straits Settlements, such as Borneo, Java, Sumatri
and the Malay States other than the Federated Malay States.

PLANTATION RUBBER FROM THE FAR EAST.

TOTAI, EXPORTS FROM MALAYA.

(From January 1, 1917, to dates named, excluding all foreign transhipments.
Reported by Barlow & Co., Singapore.)

From

bineapore.
May 31,

To— 1917.

Ignited Kiigdom./6j. 22.198.963

The Continent 7,418,522

Japan 1,719,511

Ceylon 152,334

L'. S. ,\. and Canada 48,309,613

.\ustralia 249,600

China (Hongkong)

Port
Malacca. Penang. Swettenham.
May 31, April 30, June 21,
1917. 1917. 1917.

2.081.978 10.197.667 18,800.399 ;

47,067

223,732

6,220,200

538,064

553,264

47,052

Totals.

3,279,007

7,465.589

1,719,511

914.130

5,083,077

249,600

47.052

80,048.543 2,081,978 16,688,666 19,938,779 118,757,966

Same period. 1916 51,915,487 2,251.734 10,879,900 10,439.711 75,486,832
Same period, 1915 28,800.301 3.864,357 8,230,797 14,671,501 55,566,956
Same period. 1914 15,195.659 1.772.527 5.398,000 13.959,414 36,325.600

PLANTATION RUBBER EXPORTS FROM JAVA.

May
Five Months

May.
Endii

To— 1916.

Holland:

Hevea (to order) pounds 185,920

Great Britain:

Ficus

Hevea 64,960

Ceara

Castilloa

1917. 1916.

215.040

8,470

2.432.640

16.427

18.832

4,572

2,172,800

12,707

13,272

Totals ..

United States:

Ficus

Hevea
Ceara

Castilloa

2.478.369 2.203.351

1.169,280

Totals

Singapore:

Ficus .

.

Hevea
Ceara .

.

Castilloa

3.532,480

4.083

32,087

6,596,800

11,114

2,578

14,400,960

185

11,143

1,169,280 3,536.563 6.640,001 14.414.866

2,924

358,400

6,204

1,813

282,480

15,378

2,599

Totals . . . .

Japan :

Hevea
Other Countries:

Ficus

Hevea

Totals

367,528
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CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.

The following statistics are not complete, due to Government orders proliibiting access to the records.

[The Figures Indicate ll'eight in Pounds.]

PAKA.
Kinc. Medium. Coarse. Caucho. (."anieta

July 15.—By the rri<:o/or=Para.

General Rubber Co 29,100 11.200

July 21.—By the Vindeggen=M!inaos.
General Rubber Co 116,500 2,240
Mever & Brown 59,600 67,500 6,300

H. A. Astlett & Co 49,840 5,600 64,960

July 26.—By the Gen. H. F. Hodge
Muller, Schall & Co 17,395

July 28.—By the 7MngMj=Para.
W. R. Grace & Co 8,600 750.
Henderson & Korn 24.200
Meyer & Brown 39,400 2,600
General Rubber Co 11,200

H. A. Astlett & Co 42,560 1,120

August 6.—By the A. W. Sebner:=PiiTa.

Henderson & Korn 28,600 2,950 19,620
W. R. Grace & Co 45,973 18,062 5,403

Totals.

= 40,300

116,500 :=:235,240

64,400 = 197,800
68,320 = 188,720

=Mollendo.
935 = 18,330

5,600
10,700
2,240
8,960

..= 9,350

..= 34,300
..= 80,200
,.= 13.440

126,560 = 179,200

4,500
27,500

43,750
1,100

64,200=159,540
18,150= 88,688

Fine. Medium. Coarse. Caucho. Canieta.
General Rubber Co 35,800 =

Meyer & Brown 17,000 1,800 5,500 18,200 -

H. A. Astlett & Co 28,000 2,240 6,720 28,000 =

Aldens' Successors, Ltd... 2,000 300 700 =

Arnold & Zeiss 24,000 2,300 5,300 3,000=

August 8.—by the Co/oM^Arequipa.
W. R. Grace & Co 10.061 =

August 20.—By the 7"o)n/'ico=Manaos.

W. R. Grace & Co 9,760 640 285 34,870 =

General Rubber Co 44,800 -

H. A. Astlett & Co 12,320 2,240 8,960 =

August 23.—By the H^og/on(fc=Para.

W. R. Grace & Co 56,797 8,781 22,482
Henderson & Korn 31,200 3,540 9,840 11,200
General Rubber Co 123,200
H. A. Astlett & Co 146,720 2,240 23,500 124,320 ,

Arnold & Zeiss 37,500 2,400 25,000 2,200

August 27.—By the Imperial^ATtquipz.
W. R. Grace & Co 9,065 1,422 23,473

Totals.
35,800
42,500
64,960
3,000

34,600

10,061

45.555
44,800
23,520

6,534 =
7,510=

: 94,594
: 63,290
= 123,200

=296,780
3,800= 70,900

33,960

PLANTATIONS.

TO NEW YORK.
Pounds.

July 3.—By the Michigan=l^ondon:
Fred Stern & Co 21,750

July 3.—By the Carnarvonshire— Far East:

Fred Stern & Co 26,880

July 3.—By the Kumeriaz^Far East:

Fred Stern & Co 13,440

Jtn-y 9.—By the Bowman= tiatavia:

General Rubber Co 279,000

July 10.—By the Shinsei MarM=Singapore:
General Rubber Co 1,321,600

July 11.—Bv the i?on(fo= Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 8,587

July U.—Bv the City of /li;ifKi= Singaporc:

T. T. Johnstone & Co 4,480

July 12.—By the yeendijk— Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 27,746
JuLv 13.— r.y the Koc/'iit=Batavia :

J. T. Johnstone & Co 36,480

July 13.—By the iCa"geOH= Batavia;

J. T. Johnstone & Co 59,485

July 13.—By the iVakasa Maru=FzT East:

Fred Stern & Co 4.480

Iuly 17.—By the iCaJnia/iar= Colombo:
Fred Stern & Co 17,920

July 22.—By the C;iuia=Singapore:
General Rubber Co 280.000
TuLY 23.—Bv the Unkai Mar«= Singapore:
General Rubber Co 757.100

Meyer & Brown 201,600
TuLY 24.—Bv the ^/aiii<:ii(o=I.ondon:

Meyer & Brown 22,500

July 31.—By the Euryades=Cey\on:
J. T. Johnstone & Co 47,432
August 1.—By the Baii<ean= Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 489,402
August 2.—By the Kwanto Maru=FaT East:

Fred Stern & Co 11.200

Rubber Trading Co 15.000
•August 2.—By the Minnehaha^Londm^:

Fred Stern & Co 107,520
Rubber Trading Co 11,200

August 3.—By the City of Manchester^ Co-
lombo:
Henderson & Korn 22,400
Arnold & Zeiss n.200
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 7,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 99.040
Rubber Trading Co 20,000
Hagemeyer Trading Co 6,720
August 3.—By the .S"a.ro»iia:=London:

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 502,100
August 6.—By the Andania^L\verpoo\:

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 308,900
August 6.—By the Burma Warn = Yokohama:

Henderson & Korn 520,600

August 7,—By the Benten Mari(=East:
Aldens* Successors, Ltd 4,500

August 7.—By the Bankoku Morn = Singapore:
General Rubber Co 533,100

August 8.—By the ra/abo(= Colombo:
Arnold & Zeiss 19.000

August 9.—By the /Carima(a=Batavia:
W. R. Grace & Co 98,900

General Rubber Co 347.500

T. T. Johnstone & Co 43.089
Meyer & Brown 26,600

Hagemeyer Trading Co 52.640

.\uGUST 10.—By the 7 ai(riii=East:

Fred Stern & Co 134,400

W. R. Grace & Co 49.104
Henderson & Korn 653,800

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 54.000

1. T. Johnstone & Co 499,665

Meyer & Brown 100,900

Rubber Trading Co 150.000

August II—By the Tcnsho Afarii= Far East:

Fred Stern & Co ••• 2.240

August 13.—By the Ba/li<r=London:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 63.800

Pounds.
August 15.—By the Louise .ViV/io»i = Ceylon:

Fred Stern & Co 112,000

J. T. Johnstone & Co 106,577

Meyer & Brown 44,800
Hagemeyer Trading Co 17,920
August 17.—By the Manila Afar«= Ceylon;

Fred Stern & Co 32,360

J. T. Johnstone Co 8.960
August 20.—By the ^fl7ii=Batavia:

J. T. Johnstone & Co 35,840
August 20.—By the Canada Morii= Singapore;

General Rubber Co 286,700
Ai'Gust 20.— By the P(niji(7>iia=London:

W. R. Grace & Co 8,960

.Mdens' Successors, Ltd 520,000
August 21.—By the Gri9i<a=Far East;

Fred Stern & Co 6,720
August 21.—By the Empress of .-liio^Hong

Kong:
Arnold & Zeiss .'29.000

.\UGUST 21.—By the Lv<:ao"= London:
Fred Stern & Co ". 156,800
Rubber Trading Co 135,000
August 21.—By the Siberia MarM= Singapore:

General Rubber Co 219,500
By the PhJlodelphian^'Loniion:

Henderson S; Korn 475,200
Rubber Trading Co 1 1,200

Bv the Korea Mam — Far East:
Fred Stern & Co 13.440

Rubber Trading Co 18,000

By the VVakasa Maru=
Henderson & Korn..... 82,300

By the Ldnca^/riaK^London:
Rubber Trading Co 33,600

r.v the Manhattan^l-oi^doti:
Rubber Trading Co • 5,000
By the Kamakata Marn —

Henderson & Korn 62,600
Bv tlie Milwai(kce=Loiuloi\:

Meyer & Brown 15.700
Bv the Lake Michigan — London:

Meyer & Brown 11.500

Bv the Enrvdoines=:London:
Meyer & Brown 22,400
By the Shid2uoka= Fenang:

Meyer & Brown 2,200
By the Me.vieo Marti— Fenang:

Meyer & Brown 4,500
Bv the Princess 7i(/iaHa= Sourabaya:

Meyer & Brown 66,100
Bv the Hyrvalus= Far East;

Fred Stern &' Co 212,800
By the ryiVondan'^Sourabaya:

Meyer & Brown 33,000
By the Madioen=

Hagemeyer Trading Co 56,000

Bv the ATct'mKn^Far East;
Fred Stern & Co 33,600
By the Kirin Maru^

Hagemeyer Trading Co 20,160
By the Carnarr-onshire^

Hagemeyer Trading Co 8.960

By the Saika Mart(=
Hagemeyer Trading Co 38,080

Bv the .Vi/'/>oii= Far East:
Fred Stern & Co 42,560

August 21.—Bv the Yriqua—
W. R. Grace & Co 38,110
Henderson & Korn 26,000

ATBICANS.

July 16.—By the New }'ori= England:
Fred Stern & Co 3.480

By the ,^MraHia= Liverpooi

:

Rubber Trading Co 11.200

BALATA.
August 23.—By the Prii!.( der Nederlanden=

Paramaribo:
..

Miiller. Schall & Co 28.598

GUAYOLE,
Pounds.

July 29.—By the El ^/ba=Galveston:
Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 58,000
August 6.—Bv the El Mundo= Ga\vcston:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 37,000
August 6.—By the CoHC/(o=Galveston:

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 51,000
.August 8.—By the El .91^/0= Galveston;

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 52.000
.'\UGUST 17.—By the .^/amo=GaIveston;

Continental Rubber Co. of New York... 157.500

SCBAF,

August 9.—By the Xari»ia/a= Batavia;
W. R. Grace & Co 16,800
August 20.—Ev tiie 7'Mrria/6a= San Jose:

W. R. Grace & Co 451
August 23.—Bv the IVagland^Para:

W. R. Grace & Co 682

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SEATTLE.
PLANTATIONS.

TO AKRON, OHIO.

June 17.—By the Louise A^iV/jo«= Singapore:
(Supplementary.)

Pounds.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 45,360

August 6.— By the Burma jV/ar«=Yokoharaa:

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 106.650
The B. F. Goodrich Co 1,013.580
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 400,545

J. T. Johnstone & Co 17,415 1,538,190

.August 6.—By the Bankoku Mari<= Singapore:

The Goodyear Tire Sc Rubber Co. 608,175
Mever & Brown 33,615

J. T. Johnstone & Co 76,680 718,470

.August 7.—By the Calcutta .Waru=Kobe:

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 88,830

J. T. Johnstone & Co 24,840 113,670

August 20.—By the Canada M(irM= Yokohama:

The B. F. Goodrich Co 211,815

August 22.—By the Tenshyo MorM= Kobe:

T. T. Johnstone & Co 17,955

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 42,120 60,075

August 22.—By the Ujina Mar«=Kobe:
The Goodyear Tire S: Rubber Co 34,695

TO SEATTLE, WASH.
.August 6.—By the Burma Maru= Yokohama:

Mitsui & Co., Limited 42,120
Henderson & Korn 56,700
L. Littlejohn & Co 105,030
Robinson & Co 8,370

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 32,400 244,620

August 6.—By the Bankoku Mflru=Singapore:

W. R. Grace & Co 7,020

Aldens' Successors. Ltd 39,420
Henderson & Korn 32,535

East Asiatic Co 1,890

L. Littlejohn & Co 148,500

The B. F. Goodrich Co 666.765

Meyer & Brown 3,240

The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 6,345

Robinson & Co 40.500

Arthur Meyer & Co 7,290

Raw Products Co 22,680

Rubber Trading Co 3.645 979.830
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Pounds
August 7.—By the Calcutta Mari(= Kobe:

Arthur Meyer & Co 1.620

Robinson & Co 38,475
W. R. Grace & Co 15,795
Mitsui & Co., Limited 56,835 112,725

August 6.—By the Bankoku Mo»'M=Singapore:

L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta
percha) 21,600

L. Littlejohn & Co. (Gutta
jelutong) 220.590 242.190

TO NEW YORK.

August 6.—By the Aznmasan JVfarH=Kobe:

Mitsui & Co., Limited 65,610

August 6.—By the Burma A/arM:= Yokohama:

Henderson & Korn 290,655
Rubber Trading Co 27,540
William H, Stiles 54,810
L. Littlejohn & Co 73,440
Edward Maurer Co 90,450
Robinson & Co 74,655
Arthur Meyer & Co 25,245
Hadden & Co 94,905
Robert Badenhop Co 131,760
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 119,610 983,070

August 6.—By the Bankoku Moru= Singapore:

United States Rubber Co 292,950
Robinson & Co 80,190
L. Littlejohn & Co 71,280
Aldens' Successors, Ltd 52,785
L T. Johnstone & Co 52,785
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 17,820
Arthur Meyer & Co 22,275
Rubber Trading Co 15,255
Fred Stern & Co 18,090 623,430

August 6.—By the Calcutta JWarM— Kobe:

Aldens' Successors, Ltd 10.800
-\rthur Meyer & Co 10,260
L. Littlejohn & Co 34,155
Robinson & Co 8,775
W. R. Grace & Co 25,245
Charles T. Wilson Co., Inc 17,550
E. G. Curry 5«,,970
William H. Stiles 4S,3*)
Edward Maurer & Co 43,335
Rubber Trading Co 18,225 270,675

August 20.—By the Canada Maru= Yokohama:

The United States Rubber Co 248,000

August 22.—By the Tenshyo Maru— Kohe:

W. R. Grace & Co 20,925
Various 252,450 273,375

August 22.—By the Ujina Afaru— Kobe:

W. R. Grace & Co 17,685
L. Littlejohn & Co 8,100 25,785

TO VANCOUVER.
August 6.—By the Bankoku Mofu:=Singapore:

L. Littlejohn & Co 11,475
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 53,190
The Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. .. 1,772,280
United States Rubber Co 299,565 2,136,510

TO WATERTOWN, MASS.

August 6.—By the Burma AfarM= Yokohama:

Hood Rubber Co 102,195

TO SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
August 6.—By the Calcutta Maru= KohG:

L. Littlejohn & Co 6,480

PONTIANAK.
TO AKRON. OHIO.

-August 6.—By the Bankoku Mdrw— Singapore:

The United Malaysian Rubber Co. (Gutta
untreated) 67,500

TO NEW YORK.
August 6.—By the Bankoku JVfan(= Singapore.

The United Malaysian Rubber Co. (Gutta
untreated) 258,525

August 17.—By the Inaba MorK=Yokohama:
Aldens' Successors, Ltd. (Gutta jelutong) 810

CRUDE RUBBER ARRIVALS AT
SAN FRANCISCO.

PLANTATIONS.
TO SAN FRANCISCO.

July 27.—By the Princess /H/iana= Sourabaya:

H. B. M. Consul General 141,345
Edward Maurer & Co 236,115
Arnold & Zeiss 32,670
L. Littlejohn & Co 34,560
National City Bank of N. Y... 59,130
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 397,305
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 436,050

J, T. Johnstone & Co 19,710 1,356,885

Pounds
August 3.—By the Glenogle /'eriia= Singapore:

Bowers RubberWorks 10,260
Henderson & Korn 152,010
The E, F. Goodrich Co 106,245 268,515

August 5.—By the H-'i/tj= Batavia

:

Arnold & Zeiss. 104,220
L. Littlejohn & Co 3,915
W. Peabody 13,770
Edward Maurer & Co 49,545
MacDonald Sons 20,250
Various 99,900
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 273,240
The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Co. 215,865

T. T. Johnstone & Co 17,280
The B. F. Goodrich Co 231,795 1,029,780

August 14.—By the Korea Maru= Singapore:

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 39,420

J. T. Johnstone & Co 123,390
The B. F. Goodrich Co 190,890
Henderson & Korn 350,055
William H. Stiles & Co 18,225
E. G. Curry 6,885
Edward Maurer & Co 4,590
L. Littlejohn & Co 2,295
Rubber Trading Co 4,590
Arthur Meyer & Co 10,125
Robinson & Co 27,810
United States Rubber Co 11,610 789,885

August 15.—By the Colomhia^CoXowbo'.

S. L. Jones & Co 10,395

The Goodveav Tire & Rubber Co. 10,665
Mever & "Brown 29,970

T. t. Johnstone & Co 12,690

Rubber Trading Co 9,450
Edward Maurer & Co 22,680
Wi'.liam H. Stiles & Co 20,520 116,370

.\ugust 15.—By the Smta«j= Sourabaya:

Various 409,050
Edear & Co 9,045

L. Littlejohn & Co 87,885

T. D. Spreckles Co. (Samples).. 135

Edward Maurer & Co 8,640
Raw Products Co 1,890

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 43,875 560,520

August 18.— By the i?em6ranii(= Sourabaya:

L. Littlejohn & Co 223.695
Edward Maurer & Co 141,480

Savage Tire Co 6,480
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 52,110

The B. F. Goodrich Co 160,920
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co 69,795
Winters Sons & Co 27.945
Manhattan Rubber Co 42.525
T. Guidanus 43,200
Arnold & Zeiss 86.670
Various 46,035 900,855

PONTIANAK.

August 5.—By the Il^t/iJ^Batavia:

L. Littlejohn & Co 27,000
First National Bank of San

Francisco 10,800 37,800

.\UGUST 15.—By the Co/oHi6iii= Colombo:

Busk &. Daniels (Gutta percha) 4,185

STATISTICS OF CRUDE AND
MANUFACTURED RUBBER AT
THE PORT OF NEW YORK,

IMPORTS.
June, 1917.

Unmanufactured—free: f
-^ ^

Pounds Value.
India rubber:

From

—

Malta 4,836 $1,907
Portugal 401.320 121,344
England 10,719,733 7,733,062
British Honduras 316 95
Costa Rico 24,131 14,312
Guatemala 12,508 3,492
Honduras 7,895 5,180
Nicaragua 55,035 26,456
Panama 26,042 8,638
Salvador 4,055 2,197
Mexico 124,561 53,330
Other British West Indies. 7,178 5,968

Cuba 3,314 1,678

Brazil 9,410,413 3,606,244

Colombia 87,077 37,325

Ecuador 27.223 12,622

Dutch Guiana 1,375 1,264

Peru 47.704 25,723

Venezuela 22,100 12,810

British India 13,320 7,507

Straits Settlements 4,342,407 2,428,706

Other British East Indies, 975,400 607,329

Hutch East Indies 5.979.721 3,620,336

Totals ' 32,297,664 $18,337,475

LTn MANUFACTURED

—

jreei

Gutta Percha

—

jree:

Straits Settlements ....

Totals

June, 1917.

Pounds

2,010

Value

$2,880

2,010 $2,880

Gutta jelutong

—

dutiable:

Dutch East Indes 2,491,417 $98,808
Straits Settlements 1,473,314 72,912

Totals 3,964,731

Balata

—

free

:

Canada 100,717
Trinidad 50
Other British West Indies. 12,981
Colombia 70,116
Dutch Guiana 95,740
Venezuela 81,767

Totals 361,371

Rubber Scrap

—

free:

France 371,501
Italy 70,400
England 1,256,136
Panama 6,241
Jamaica 940
Cuba 72,728
San Domingo 233
Brazil 50,706
Venezuela 9,815
Australia 64,797

Totals 1,903,497

Guayule

—

free:

Venezuela 8,984

Totals 8,984

Totals Unmanufactured.38,538,257

Rubber substitute

—

dutiable:

England
Colombia

Totals

Manufactured—
India Rubber

—

dutiable:

France
Switzerland
England
.Scotland
Canada
Straits Settlements
Japan

Totals

Gutta Percha

—

dutiable:

England
Scotland

Total $2,512

$171,720

$47,578
13

10,126
30,098
70,347
35,633

$193,795

$21,971
15,502
96,554

351
75

5,137
12

6,980
303

3,018

$149,903

$3,985

$3,985

18,859,758

$4,740
901

$5,641

$25
242

32,051
1,582
4,288
2.555
3,208

$43,951

$1,389
1.123

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.

June. 1917.
Manufactured— f

Automobile tires:

France
Italy
England
Cuba
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Uruguay
New Zealand
Other Countries

Total

All other tires
Belting
Rubber boots—pairs
Rubber shoes—pairs
Scrap rubber
Reclaimed rubber
Other rubber manufactures..

Total manufactured ....

Pounds. Value,

$74,992
57.317

318,865
81,066
88,994
95,357
39,273
24,661
25,237
154,040

$959,802

$124,228
280,264

2,418 9,702
90,478 6,548
146,007 20,007

8,450 1,583
456,562

$1,858,696

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE.

June, 1917
Unmanufactured—

India rubber

Totals

Pounds.

34

34

Value.

$25

$25
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RUBBER STATISTICS FOR THE
UNITED STATES.

IMPORTS or CRUDE AND MANUFACTUREDCRUDE AND
RUBBER.

Unmanufactured—free:
May. 1917.

Pounds.
India rubber:

From

—

France 11,161

Portugal 1,074,426

United Kingdom 11,889,420
Central .*\merican States
and British Honduras.. 89,759

Mexico 71,933
Brazil 5,175,512

Other South America 498,265
East Indies 17,930,776

Other countries 1,275,237

Value.

$7,811
397,724

8.456.517

39.552
24,941

2.136,604
220,635

11,320,585
771,347

Totals 38,016,489 $23,375,718

Balata 176.609 $85,574
Guaynle gum 489,253 137,450

Gutta jelutong dutiable 2,320.221 91.796
Guttapercha 17,902 6.634

Totals 41,020,474 $23,697,172

Rubber scrap 1,571,153 114.415

Totals, unmanufactured 42,591,627 $23,811,587

Chicle dutiable
Manufactured—dutiable:

Gutta percha
India rubber

Totals, manufactured..

Substitutes—clasticon. etc..

439,927 $228,787

$9,477
72,998

$82,475

$2,807

EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.

May, 1917.

Manufactured—
Automobile tires;

To—
France
England
Canada
Mexico
Cuba
Australia
New Zealand . . . .

Philippine Islands
Other countries . .

Pounds.

Total

All other tires

BeltinK, bose and packing.
Rubber boots pairs

Rubber shoes pairs

Scrap and old rubber
Reclaimed rubber
Other rubber manufactures

Total, manufactured. . .

Fountain pens number

29,975
241.677
600,193
334.824

Value.

$56,418
89.630

275,861
36,580
136,182
30,569
62,091
44,431

559,486

$1,271,248

128,928
260,496
69,266
140.245
54,712
57,283

746,897

17,284

$2,729,075

12,806

EXPORTS OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE.

May, 1917.

Unmanufactured—

Ealata
Guayule gum
Gutta jelutong
Gutta percha
India rubber
Rubber scrap and refuse...

Totals, unmanufactured

Chicle
Manufacture

Gutta percha -

India rubber .

.

Pounds.
49,222

432
573,162

582,816

6,673

Total

Value.
$28,945

302
399,381

$428,628

$2,927

$120
790

$910

EXPORTS OF RUBBER GOODS TO NON-CON-
TIGUOUS TERRITORIES OF THE

UNITED STATES.
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Manufactured—
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THE MARKET FOR RUBBER SCRAP.

KEW YORK.

QUIET and dull expresses tlie situation that lias prevailed

in the rubber scrap market for the month just passed.

August is usually given to shut-downs for repairs, new in-

stallations and stock taking. However, there was quiet trad-

ing, traceable to war orders that are keeping some of the

rubber mills busy at this time. While the volume of business

transacted has not been large in the aggregate, there was

sufficient interest to support the market, and prices, with few

exceptions, are the same as quoted a month ago. With the

passing of the vacation period and the setting in of cooler

weather, a more active interest in rubber scrap will doubtless

be felt, as the mills are looking forward to a large fall busi-

ness. While the low price of crude rubber may have had a

quieting effect on the market, the fact that reclaim is a dif-

ferent material and an important factor in compounding and will

create a demand of its own.

Boots and Shoes. The trading in this material has been

spotty and confined to carload lots on contract orders. New
business has been hampered by uncertainty as to values, since

transactions actually consummated were insufficient to estab-

lish prices. Boots and shoes were nominally held around Oji

to 9yi cents delivered to the mills, and arctics have shown but

little improvement since a month ago. Trimmed arctics were

nominally quoted around T'/z cents, and untrimmed at 6^
cents. The undertone is firm and holders are quietly waiting

the resumption of fall business, confident in higher prices.

Tires. The interest in tires has been almost negligible,

with white G. & G. tires the dullest of all. The difference

between this grade and mixed auto tires is so small as not to

warrant the expense of sorting G. & G. tires; in fact, some

holders have for some time classified both grades as standard

mixed auto tires. Prices have shown very little change,

standard white G. & G. tires being quoted at 7% to 7^4 cents,

and standard mixed auto tires at 6]4 to 7 cents. Solid tires

have been fairly active, the principal interest being shown in

the clean material. The standard grade was 7],^ cents, and

clean truck tires were 7^ cents.

Inner Tubes. There appears to be an unwillingness on the

part of small dealers to sell No. 1 tubes at present prices,

with the patches removed in accordance with the new classi-

fication. The demand has been quiet for all grades of tubes,

.and very little movement has been noticed in this materia!

during the month. Prices are largely nominal, with No. 1

tubes quoted 25j4 cents, and both No. 2 and red tubes at

13j4 cents.

Mechanicals. Garden hose has had a fairly good call in

some quarters, but the other grades have been very dull and

uninteresting. Prices have remained practically unchanged

from the quotations published a month ago.

United States Statistics. For the fiscal year ended July

.30, 1917, the imports of rubber scrap were 20,517,328 pounds,

value $1,569,448, compared to 16,371,573 pounds, value $1,271,-

•903, in 1916. Exports for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917,

were 3,819,627 pounds, value $420,740, compared to 3,904,715

pounds, value $400,148, in 1916. During the fiscal year of

1917 the exports of reclaimed rubber were 4,938,991 pounds,

value $814,199, compared to 6,406,946 pounds, value $871,262, in

1916.

London and Liverpool Statistics. The imports of waste

and reclaimed rubber for June were 109,700 pounds, value

£2,142, compared with 143,600 pounds for May, value £3,103.

Exports of waste and reclaimed rubber manufactures of the

United Kingdom for June were 1,256,800 pounds, value £25.

.607, compared to 904,100 pounds, value £14,947, for May.

NEW YOBK QUOTATIONS FOR CABLOAD LOTS DELIVUBED.

AUGUST 27, 1917.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Per Poukb.
Boots atid shoes $0.09V3@
Trimmed arctics .07^ @
Untrimmed arctics OSyi®
White tires, Goodrich and Goodyear 07!^@ .07i^

Auto tires, standard white .07^@
standard mixed .06^ @ .07

stripped, unguaranteed .05 ''i:© .05^
Auto peelings, No. 1 .10 @

No. 2 .09 @
Inner tubes, No. 1 *.25J^@

free from patches and valve seats *.25j^@

No. 2 '.13^^®
red '.IVA®

Irony tires 02^ @
Bicycle tires 05H@
Solid tires .07 !4 (3

Clean truck tires 07^@
White scrap. No. 1 *.14 @

No. 2 MO @
Red scrap. No. 1 '.lO @

No. 2 *.07^@
Mixed black scrap. No. 1 .05</^@

No. 2 04H@ M'A
Rubber car springs .05J^@
Horse shoe pads .05 @
Matting and packings .01^@
Garden hose .02^@
Air brake hose 06 '/^@

Cotton fire hose 02^@
Large hose 02>^@
Hard rubber scrap, No. 1, bright fracture .27 @ .28

Battery jars (black compound) .Q3l4@ .03'/^

Insulated wire stripping, free from fibre .04^ @
Rubber heels 04<,^@

* Nominal.

THE MARKET FOR COTTON AND OTHER FABRICS.
Copyright. 1917.

NEW YORK.

P ARLY in August the tendency of the American cotton mar-
*—

' ket was upward, due to the government's report indicating

that the new crop conditions had not improved, as was generally

expected. There was a pronounced sentiment, however, that the

prospects were really better than indicated by the last official

figures and that the new crop has really improved. The situa-

tion failed to stimulate buying to any great e.xtent and prices

held firm. On August 1 middling spot cotton was selling for

25.26 cents, with December contracts at 24.49 cents. As the

month progressed the market became nervous and the sentiment

bearish, but selling was restricted by the uncertain crop situa-

tion. During the last week of the month the market eased oflf

as the result of a more optimistic view of the new crop pros-

pects, and prices declined. On .August 28 middling spot cotton

was quoted 23.10 cents in a quiet market.

The new crop picking is well advanced and prospects of early

marketing are good and new cotton offers are coming in from

various sections of the cotton belt.

The total new crop is estimated around 14,000,000 bales, com-

pared to last year's world's consumption of 14,054,000 bales.

There are many uncertainties, however, that may reduce the

final outcome, such as frost and storms ; and, moreover, the

crop is capable of further improvement, so that the ultimate

yield is still a speculative matter.

Egyptian Cotton. The situation appears to be unchanged

and while supplies are confidently expected the actual relief is

not yet in sight. The Alexandria Cotton Co., Limited, reports

the following new Egyptian cotton crop conditions : "Tempera-

ture has been constantly below normal and these conditions are

unfavorable to a quick maturity. Last year we had at the same

period continuous excessive heat which did much harm to the

formation of the first picking bolls; this year the excessive cool-
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iiebs will delay the Inrmation of the first pickihg bolls and as a

consequence they will sutler more from the pink boll worm
attacks. In the northern districts considerable progress is to be

noticed in the growth of the crop, but the original delay has not

yet been recovered. The cotton leaf worm attack is now dying

out everywhere. In general, the damage is less than last year.

With regard to the pink boll worm, a sample of 100 bolls in

Behera showed on examination, 16 bolls attacked by worms, and

another sample from Menufia gave 25 per cent."

Sea Isl..\nd Cotton. The southern markets will open early in

September and active demand is expected for all grades of this

staple at high prices. However, the U. S. Census Bureau re-

ports 41,149 bales of Sea Island cotton at the mills and 23,405

bales in warehouse, making a total of 64,554 bales unconsumed
on June 30, that may prevent early buying at high prices. In-

crease in acreage is reported in the entire belt and crop condi-

tions as a whole are promising despite the apprehension felt in

some districts where the boll-weevil has already appeared.

Should favorable weather conditions prevail and the pests be

controlled, a final crop of 125,000 bales may be expected.

Airplane and Gas Mask Fabrics. The demand has been un-

usually active and prices unchanged, with the exception of

Wamsutta No. 4, 38;/2 inch, that is now 42j4 cents. A special

grade of this fabric used for gas masks has been very active and

is quoted at 44 cents.

Mechanical Ducks. Hose and belting ducks continue to be

insistently called for from both civilian and government sources.

Prices are firm and unchanged, with a tendency to advance.

Rainco.'^t Fabrics. Some large sales of 64 by 60 inch, olive-

drab bombazines for government contracts have been reported.

Manufacturers are confidently hoping to secure additional con-

tracts for supplying the new slickers prescribed by the govern-

ment. The demand has been good for small plaids printed in

sport colors, as outside fabrics for women's coats and children's

capes. These are surface prints on a 64 by 60 inch cloth and

have the appearance of a high-priced woven fabric.

Sheetings, Osnabubg.s, Drills. Government orders are re-

sponsible for the firm condition of these fabrics. Sheetings and

Osnaburgs have been very active and prices for certain grades

have advanced. Carriage cloth duck is very scarce and prices

are firmly quoted, showing an upward revision since our last

report. Drills have had an active demand, with the result that

stocks are very low and prices are firm and unchanged.

Tire Fabrics. The tire fabric market is still harassed by the

uncertainty attending the new crops of Egyptian and Sea Island

cotton. Standard 17'/4-ounce Egyptian and Sea Island building

fabrics have been greatly restricted by the prevailing conditions

and are not quoted liy some manufacturers. Present quotations

are considered to be largely nominal. Standard IT/^-oimce

peeler building fabrics have been in active demand, with an

advancing price tendency.

NEW YORK QUOTATIONS.

.\l'l.U.ST 27. I'ril.".

Prices subject to change without notice.

Airplane and Balloon Fabrics:

Wamsutta, S. A. I. L. No. 1, 40inch yard $0.S7'A@
No. 4, 38Vi-inch 42J^@

(;as mask fabric 44 @
Wool Stockinettes—52-inch:

A—14-ounce yard 1.75 @
B—14ounce 2.2S @
C—14ounce 2.50 @

Cotton Stockinettes—52.inch:

D— 14-ounce yard .85 @ .90

E— llj^-ounce 60 @ .65

F—14ounce 85 @ .90

G— Bounce 75 @ .80

ir—llounce 70 @ .85

I — 9-ounce 60 @ .65

Colors—white, black, blue, brown.
Knitabac Stockinette pound 1.60 @ _K6S

Tire Fabrics:

17^-ounce Sea Island, combed squart yard *1.S0 @ 1.60

17^4 -ounce Egyptian, combed 1.35 @ 1.40

17J4-ounce Egyptian, carded 1.32 @ 1.35
17J4-ounce Peelers, combed 1.05 @
1754-ounce Peelers, carded 82 @ 1.00

Sheeting:

40-inch 2.35-yard yard .19 @
40-inch 2.50-yard .18 @
40-inch 2.70-yard .17 'A@
40 inch 2.85-yard 16K@
40inch 3.15-yard 16 @
Osnaburgs:

40.inch 2.25-yard yard .19'A@
40-inch 2.48-yard 17'A(B>
37'A-m. 2.42yard I7j|@

Mechanical Ducks:
Hose pound .53 @
Belting 52 @ .53

Carriage Cloth Duck:
38-inch 2.00-yard enameling duck yard 26'A@
If'-'^'i lliT"^ • '^O @
72-inch 16.66-ounce 55 @
72-inch 17.21-ounce ].] '50 @

Drills:

38-inch 2.00-yard yard .25 @
40-tnch 2.47-yard 20 @
f?'""!; Vlf'^^'i '.26H®
52-inch 1.95-yard 26 @
60-inch 1.52-yard .33 @

Imported Woolen Fabrics Specially Prepared for Rub-
berizing—Plain and Fancies:

63-in., 3'A to 7'A ounces ....yard .60 @ 1.75
36-inch, 2}i to 5 ounces .40 @ ^95

Imported Plaid Lining (Union and Cotton):

63-inch, 2 to 4 ounces yard .50 @ 1.00
36-inch, 2 to 4 ounces 42i^@ !75

*Nominal prices.

TIRE
FABRICS

JENCKES
SPINNING
COMPANY

PA WTUCKET
RHODE ISLAND
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Domestic Worsted Fabrics:

36-inch, Ayi to 8 ounces JOi-d ••'5

Domestic Woven Plain Linings (Cotton): ,,,/^
36inch. 3H to 5 ounces .vard .12'/i@

Raincoat Cloth (Cotton) :

Bombazine 64 x 60 water repellent. yard
'fj^'f

60 X 48 not water repellent !if;l?
Twills 64 X 72 '1^1

6t ^ 102
If-^'lTweed fi 1

Tweed, printed ^ ®
i''-<'^^^^5

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: nv.%
Surface prints 60 X 48

:•••.•.:•.:::::;;::;:;:::: :Hjil
Repp ".r.*°:;:::..; 19 o

Burlaps:

32-7/,ounce iflO jarrf. 9.10 -
40-7/,-ounce "-^0

40—Bounce 1"-^^
40-10 ounce .

|0»
40—loyjounce J^"
45— 7j4ounce .1^*"
45- 8ounce .f

f*"
45- 9/20unce }=•' =

48— 10 ounce '*>""

• Nominal prices.

@ .80

.2754

.17

.25

.30

.15

.23'A

@
@
(ffi

@
@
@I2.60
@ 15.25

EGYPTIAN COTTON MOVEMENT.

From -August 1, 1916, to July II, 1917.

T„_ 1916-17. 1915-16.

Liverpool '"''" 214,726 213,5S5

Manchester '31,609 137,299

Total shipments to Great Britain 346,335 350,884

France FAl^,] 38,056 59.919
Spain 10,321 (

I'a'.y , Vdll] '"•<5' 53.800
Switzerland 19,888 5

Russia 31.731 42.360

Greece 65^ '^^

Total shipments to continent 121,343 156.864

U^l^ States • • 120.731 193.788

India , , 1^? 1 11.255 25,265
Japan 1 1,153 1

Total shipments to all parts 599,664 726,801

Total crop (irtericr gross weight), cnntars' 4.726.518

•Cantar equals 98 pounds.
iComfilcd by Davies, Benachi & Co., Livcrfool.)

1914-15.
207,234
149,429

356,663

50,842

169,112

40,575
2,392

262,921

162,917

16,556

799,057

6,473,726

SEA ISLAND CROP 1916-1917.

Receipts Receipts
1916-
1917.

Stock on hand. .August 1. 1916—Savannah, 2,401; Charles-

ton, 107 bales 2,508

Received .it Savannah (net) 47,499

Received at Charleston 3,495
Received at Tacksonville 43.080
Received at Norfolk 1,914

Received at interior points and shipped direct to southern

mills . 17.121

Total Available Supply 115,617

Less Total Exports 114,573

Stock. July 31. 1917—Savannah. 1.043: Charleston, 1 1,044

Crop grown according to final giiiner's report 117,544

1915-
1916.

2,382
38,216
6,211

30,367

11.018

88,194
85,686

2,508
91,920

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF CHOP GEOWN FOR PAST SIX YEARS.
1911-
1912.

.South Carolina bales 5,122
Georgia and Florida 118,190

123.312 73,641 77,490 81,598 91.920 117.544

(Compiled by John Maltoch & Co., Savannah, Georgia.)

EXPORTS AND RESHIPMENTS, 1916-1917,

From

—

Savannah
Charleston .

.

Jacksonville.

.

Norfolk ....

Interior points

Great
Britain, nent.
1,296

North-
ern
Mills.

173 40,974
2,502

43,080
1,914

South-
ern
Mills.

6.514
732

Sa-
Can- van-

Less cotton
counted twice

1,298 173

17,121

88,470 24,367

ada.
26

26

nah.

365

365

365

Gal-
ves- To-
ton. Burned, tals

125 114 49.222
3,601

43,080
1,914

17,131

125

1.298 173 SS,4-n 24.367 26 ... 125 114 114,573

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPORTS FOR PAST SIX YEARS.

Great Britain hates 13,685
Continent 6,615
Domestic, northern mills..
Domestic, southern mills. .

Galveston
Burned

122.008 56.018 98,645 80,201 85,246 114,573

1911-
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Sulphur. Difficulties in sliipping tlie raw material continue

to restrict this market. Prices are lirm and unchanged. The
Export Council at Washington has discredited the report that

an embargo has been placed on exports of sulphur to Canada.

Toluol. There are no supplies available as the government

is taking over the entire production for making trinitrotoluol,

one of the most valuable high explosives.

Whiting, Business has been good and the consumption of

both whiting and chalk is far in excess of the supply. Prices

are firm and unchanged.

Zinc Oxide. Active demand for this material has been the

feature of last month's chemical market. It is of interest to con-

sumers to know that the time is approaching for a new schedule

of prices for French process zinc oxide.

.34

.OS'A

.11

.48

(a .26

NEW YORK aUOTATIONS.

AUCUST 27. 1917.

Subject to change without notice.

Accelerene lb. *$2.62 @
Acetone (drums) lb. .33 @
.'\cid, acetic. 28 per cent, (bbls.) lb. .05 Ji @

glacial, 99 per cent (carboys) lb. .33 C(i}

cresylic, 97-99 per cent, straw color gal. 1. 10 @
95 per cent, dark gal. 1.00 @
muriatic, 20 degrees lb. .01^@
nitric, 36 degrees lb. .06^@
sulphurii:, 66 degrees lb. .01^ @

Aldehvde ammonia (crystals) lb. 1.00 @
Muminum fiake (carloads, bbls.) ton 24.00 @

(carloads, sacks) ton 22.00 @
Ammonium carbonate, powdered lb. .1 1 '/^ ^o

lumps lb. .10!/5(ai

.^ntimony, crimson, sulphuret of (casks) lb. .45 @
crimson, "MaRmetco" lb. .45 @
crimson, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .50
golden, sulphuret of lb. .25

golden, "Magnietco" lb. .30
golden, "Mephisto" (casks) lb. .27 @
golden. sulphuret. States brand, 16-17 per cent. ib. .28 @
red sulphuret. States brand lb. .25 @
vermilion sulphuret lb. .60 @

Arsenic, red sulphide lb. .50 @
Asbestine (bags) ton 21.50 @
Asbestos (bags) ton •35.00 @ 50.00

Barium, carbonate, precipitated lb. .04.'/2@ .OA^i

Barium sulphate, precipitated lb. .04 @
Barytes, pure white ton 32.00 @33.00

off color ton 22.00 @23.0O
Basofor ton 80.00 @
Benzol, pure gal. .50 @

90 per cent gal. .50 @
Beta-Naphthol lb. .70 @
Brown oxide of iron lb. .01 14 ®

sienna, raw and burnt lb. .05 @
umber, raw and burnt lb. .04^@
ochre, domestic lb. .02 @

imported lb. .04 &>

Bone ash lb. .10 @
black, powdered lb. .15 (fd

granular lb. .20 @
Cadmium tri-sulphate (f. o. b. London) lb. *2.68 @

sulphide, yellow lb. *2.25 @
Cantella gum lb. .38 @
Csrbon, bisulphide (drums) lb. .07 @

black (cases) lb. .27 @ .35
tetrachloride (drums) lb. .17 @ .18

Caustic soda, 76 per cent lb. .09 @ .09!4
Chalk, precipitated, extra light lb. *.05 @ .055^

precipitated, heavy lb. ".04 @ .04^
China clay, domestic (powdered) ton 20.00 (325.00

imported (powdered) ton 45.00 @
Chiome, green lb. .40 (g

yellow lb. .24 <a>

Cobalt blue lb. .35
Cotton linters, clean mill run lb. .06 (a)

Excellercx lb. .85 @
Fossil flour ton 60.00 @65.00
Gas black (cases) lb. .27 @
Gilsonite ton 40.00 @
Glue, high grade lb. .40 (3>

medium lb. .30 @
low grade lb. .25 @

Glycerine. C. P. (drums) lb. .64 @
Graphite, flake (400 pound bbl.) lb. .15 @

amorphous lb. .06 @
Green oxide of chromium (casks) lb. .75 @
Ground glass FF. (bbls.) lb. .02ii@
Hexaniethylene Tetramine (powderetl) lb. .80 (S)

Indian red, reduced grades lb. .05 @
pure lb. .10 @

Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 O
bolted ton 65.00 @

Iron oxide, red, reduced grades lb. .04 (3
red. pure, bright lb. .12 @
red, excelsior lb. *.i8 @

Ivory, black lb. .16 m
Lampblack lb, .14 @

.t,0

.60

.90

.02

.10

.03

.04 54

@ .50

.35

.60

.40

.28

.08

.10

.16

.11!^

.01!^

12'A
.14

@ .14

@ .75

.28 @ .29

WA
.28

1.50

@ .34

.JO

.20

Lead, red oxide of lb. .13- @
lublimed blue lb. .11 Q
sublimed white .lb. .11 @
white, basic carbonate lb. .11!4@
white, basic sulphate lb. .11 @
black hyposulphite (Black Hypo) lb. *.50 @

Lime, flour ;(,. .01 ^@
Litharge, domestic lb. .11J4{^

English lb. .13!^®
sublimed lb. .13 0/

Lithopone, imported /£,. ".13
domestic lb. .06J4@
Beckton white (carloads) lb. •.06^(3

Magnesium, carbonate, 150 mesh lb. .02 @
calcined, heavy. Thistle Brand lb. .12 @

light lb. .70
Magnesium, oxide, 120 mesh lb. .04 .^
Magnesite, calcined, powdered ton 40.00 @50 00
M,ca. powdered ..... lb. .035'j(ai .05
Mineral rubber, "M. R. \." , (on 100.00 @

"Genasco" (carloads) (on *37.00 @
"Pioneer" ton 45.00 @
'Richmond Brand" lb. .03 @
"No. 64 Brand" ton 40.00 @
"Refined F.laterite" lb. *.05 @

Nipbtka, itoTc gasoline (steel bbls.) gal. .24 @
66(3168 degrees (steel bbls.) gal 29 @
68(370 degrees (steel bbls.) gal. .30 @
V. M. & P. (steel bbls.) gal. .23 «»

Oil, aniline lb.

corn, refined Argo (carloads) cwt. 16.21 _
linseed (bbl.) gal. 1.25 @
palm lb. .16 @
paraffin : gal. .27 @
pine, steam distilled gal. .47 @
pine tar gal. .28 @
rajieseed, blown gal. 1.45 @
rosin gal. .35 @
tar (cases) gal. .27
soluble aniline colors, yellow, orange lb. 2.50 .^

Orange mineral, domestic lb. .15 @
Paragol. soft and medium (carloads) cwt. 11.95 @

hard cwt. 11.45 @
Petrolatum lb. .OS'/i&
Petroleum grease lb. .04H®
Pine tar retort bbl. 15.00 @

kiln gal. 2.90 (3
Pitch, Burgundy lb. .04 (g

coal tar lb. .01 ^ij

pine tar lb. .02 "4 (3
Plaster of paris bbl. 2.00 (3
Prussian blue lb. .80 @
Pumice stone, powdered (bbls.) lb. .03}i@
Reclaimed rubber. Standard shoe reclaim lb. 16J^@

Standard tire reclaim lb. .2l;4@
Resin, Pontianak, refined lb. '.28 @

granulated lb. •.25 @
fused lb. •.25 (3

Rosin, K, (280 lbs.) bbl. 6.50 @
Rotten stone, powdered lb. ,02^ @Rubber black lb. .06 @
Rubber substitute, black lb. .0914(3)

white lb. .14 (3

„^,., orown lb. .15 ®
I^uMiide lb. '.ss @
Shellac, fine orange lb. .62 @ 65
Silex (sihca) ton 20.00 (336.00
Soapstone, powdered ton 16.50 (320.00
Starch, powdered corn (carload, bbls.) cwt. 6.33 @

(carload, bags) cwt. 6.20 ffe

Sulphur chloride (drums) lb. .08^S(3
Sulphur, flour, velvet brand (carloads) cwt. 3.95 @

pure soft cwt. 3.95 (3 4.50
Talc, American ton 16.50 @20 00

French ton 47.50 (348.00
Tar, coal bbl. 4.25 @
Toluol, pure gal. 1.75 @
Tripoli earth, powdered ton 60.00 (a

bolted ton 65.00 (3
Turpentine, pure gum spirits gal. .43 @

wood gal. .38 (3
Venice lb. .08 @

Tyre-Iith ton 100.00 (3

Ultramarine biue lb. .22 @
Vermilion lb. *.65 (3

Chinese lb. 2. SO @
English lb. 1.90 @

Wax, beeswax, white lb. .68J4 ^
ceresin. white lb. *.2() @
carnauba lb. .41 (3
czokerite, black lb. *.48 (S

green lb. .68 @
montan lb. .32 (3

paraflin, refined 1 18/120 m. p. (cases) lb. .09'A@
123/125 m. p. (cases) lb. .10 &
128/130 m. p. (cases) lb. .11 (3

133/136 m. p. (cases) lb. .l2'A(a>
Whiting, Alba cwt. 1.00

commercial cwt. 1.25 (a>

gilders cwt. 1.35 @
Paris, white, American cwt. 1.50 @
English clifTstone cwt. 1.75

Wood pulp XXX ton '35.00 (ffl

Yellow ochre lb. .04 @
india rubber lb. 1.50 @

Zinc oxide. American process, horsehead brand
".XX red" f. 0. b. factory.. ;fe. .10'A&
"special" f. o. b. factory . ./6. .11 @
French process, red seal. . . .f. o. b. factory, .lb. .15 J^ (3)

green seal. .f. o. b. factory. ./i>. .15^^
white seal. .f. o. b. factory. ./6. .16^^

Zinc mlphide, pure lb. None

• Nonunal pricM.

O'W

3.00
1.50

•16^
2VA

.04

.14

.20

.20

09 'A

2.25

.50

.80

2.00
.70
.24

.55

.60

.70

.33

@ 1.25

& 2.0O
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